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CONWAY WILLIAMS 
THE MAYFAIR TAILOR 

48 BROOK ST., MAYFAIR, LONDON, W.I. 
(Opposite Claridge's Hotel) 

3 9  L O N D O N  R O A D ,  C A M B E R L E Y  

Morning and Evening Wear, Court and Military Dress for all occasions 
H u n t i n g ,  S p o r t s  a n d  L o u n g e  K i t s  . . .  

All Cloths cut by expert West End Cutters and made exclusively by hand 
in our Mayfair Workshops by the Best English Tailors 

REGIMENTAL TAILORS TO THE BUFFS 

Telephones: 
Mayfair 0945—Camberley 498 

Telegrams: 
'Militaila Wesdo, London" 

—  " P h o t o g r a p h s "  —  
C A N T E R B U R Y  

Phone 3637 

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING 

Military Portraits 
PICTURE FRAMING 

It is always worth a visit to 

STATIONERY — BOOKSELLERS 
TYPEWRITERS 

39/40 HIGH STREET  CANTERBURY 
Tel. 2139 

Castings for Industry 
Well-known in the shipbuilding, 

aircraft and other industries, STONE'S 

castings are also supplied to general 

engineering firms — for whom an 

excellent service exists. Castings of 

all descriptions — in brass, bronze, 

and aluminium and magnesium alloys 

— are produced under laboratory 

control, with full machining facilities 

available if required. 

J. STONE & CO. (CHARLTON) LTD. 
Main Works 

WOOLWICH ROAD, S.E.7. 
(Greenwich 3277) 

Branch Works 
THE CANAL, GRAVESEND 

(Gravesend 5247) 
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The Past1 suid Present" Association 
Headquarter*: DEPOT, TUP BUFF$ 
Telephone:  CANTERBURY' 4764.5; 

,Chairman.* BRIGADIER J. G. NICHOLSON, C.B.E. Secretary: LIEUT.COL. E. V. ARGLES. 

Branch Chairman 
1. 1st Bn., The Buffs . SecondinComxnan^l 
2. 4th Bn., The Buffs; /SecondinCbmihahd 
3. ASHFORD Mr. A. Mills 

4. LONDON 

5. DOVER 

; 6. WEALD 

7. MEDWAY . 

8. SLTTINGBOURNE 

 9. RAMSGATE 

|  10. MARGATE 

i 11. HYTHE 

; 12. CANTERBURY 

i 13. HERNE BAY 

1 T4i FOLKESTONE 

, 15. SANDWICH 

 16.. FAVpSHAM_ 

; 17. BRIGHTON. ' 

) 18. DENMARK 

Mr. R. W. Billings 

Mr. T.Noakes 

Col. E. B. Burns, T.D. 

Mt Fi' J. Co/ 

Cpl. D. J. Dean, V.C.^T.D. 

Mr. C. F. Fakley 

Mr. B. H. Breed 

Mr. J.T. J/Green 

Lt.Col. E. J. Evans 

Mr. H. Davey 

Major A. A. West 

Major F. W. Tomlinson 

Capt. J. Green, _ 
  .   L y r '  r ;  

 Major O. Lippmann 

BRANCHES 
Secretary 

R.S.M. 
R.S.M. 
Mr. A. C. Mills, 120 Waterman House, 

Godfrey Walk, Ajshford, Kent. 
Mr. H. J. Scott, 1 Okford Road, Carshalton, 

Surrey. 

Mr. C. Collins, "Haven", Meadway, Minnis 
Lane, River, Dover. 

Mr. H. D. Day, 3 Pittlesden, Tenterden. 

Mr. H.A. J. Brand, 83 Delce Road, 
Rochester. 

Capt. C. A. Grant, The Firs, Key Street, 
' Sittingbourne. ; 

Mr. B. E. Knott, 27 Wilfred Road, Ramsgate 

Mr. J. H. Shakeshatft, 14 Alexandra Road, 
Broadstairs ! 

Mr. H. Thompson, '4 Hillside Court, Hythe 

Major E. R. Chambers, 59 Hillside Avenue, 
Canterbury j Canterbury 5118 

Mr. A. Trice, 23 Queen's Gardens, Herne 
Bay 1 

Mr. H. Fordred, 36 Ferabank Crescent, 
Folkestone. 

Mr. H. Taylor, 19 Paradise Row, Sandwich. 

Mr. R. C. Crojicher, 10 Glebe Houses, 
' 4 Eastliqg, Eavpfshhm. 

Major HI Milton; 118 Queens' Road, 
Brighton. , 

Mr. P. Berendt, Ostergade 22, Copen
hagen K. 

Meeting Dates and Places 

First Saturday in each month, The Invicta, 
Godington Road. 

Third Saturday in each month, Prince 
: Alfred: Restaurant* Tuftpn Street;; West: 
minster, 7.'30 p.m. " 

First Thursday in each month, "Eagle 
Hotel", London Road, Dover, 7.45 p.m. 

HAWKHURST SUBAREA.: . Third Thursday 
in each month, British. Legion House, 
Hawkhurst, 7.45 p.m. 1 } 

Third Saturday in each month, The Two 
. Brewers, High Street, Rochester, 8 p.m. 

First Friday in each month, Drill Hall, 
Bast Street, 7.30 p.m.  _ 

Third Friday in each month, Freemason's 
Tavern, Ramsgate, 8 p:itt; 

First Wednesday in each month, Drill Hall, 
Hawley Square, 8 p.m. 

Last Wednesday in each month, The Star, 
Stade Street, 7.30 p.m. 

Fourth Friday in each month, Drill Hall, St,,.. 
Peter's Lane, Canterbury, 8 p.m. "" 

Second Monday, in each month, British 
Legion Club, May Lodge, 8 p.m. 

Second Friday in each month, Guildhall 
Hotel, 8 p.m. 

First Wednesday in each month, Drill Hall, 
8 p.m. 

First Monday in each month, Carpenters 
Arms, Eastling, 7.30 p.m. 

Second Monday in each month, R.E. 
Record Social Club, The College, Ditch
ling Road, Brighton, 8 p.m. 

First Monday in each month. 

The Association exists to foster Comradeship and to give a helping hand to those in distress. 
Membership is open to all who are serving or Who have^served in The Buffs. 
Subscription fates are:— 

Life Membership: Officers £2. Other Ranks £1. . 
Annual Membership: Officers 5/. Other Ranks 2/6. 
Entrance Fee: 1/. 

j Branch 
; 1. LONDON 
i j 

; 2. DOVER ' 

i 3. FOLKESTONE 

; 4. MEDWAY " 
i 
;  5. SnnNGBOURRB 

< 6. CANTERBURY 

ChatrrfiUh 
Mts.'L. Coley " 

LADIES* GUILD 
President: MRS. V. BOUCHER 

Secretary . "4 " 
Mrs. J. Tucker, 12} Chestnut Close, Oak

wood, London, N.14. 

Mrs.'J. Crookenden. J.P. Mrs; Wraight, 93 Markland Road, Dover. 

Mrs. Coote v . : Mrs. Kay Mantell, 5iPage Place, Folkestone. 

Mr§. Ring Holt r Mrs. W. T. Brooker, 67 Malvern Road, 
Gillingham, Kenti 

Mrs, ,M. E. Dean  Mrs* J. Ravensdal^, 10 Railway Terrace, 
: Sittingbourne. * 

MfS.lU Hi F.. Watts, Mrs. E. R. Chambers, 59 Hillside Avenue, 
Canterbury. ? 

: Meeting Dates arid Pfaces  " 1 

First Saturday, in each month, Prince 
Alfred Restaurant, Tufton Street, S.W.I, 
6.30 p.m. 

First Thursday in each month, Belgrave 
Hall, Belgrave Road, Dover, 3 p.m. 

Every other Wednesday, Drill Hall, Shellons 
Street, Folkestone, 3.30 p.m. 

Fourth Tuesday in each month, Foresters' 
Hall, King Street, Gillingham, 2.30 p.m. 

Third Wednesday in each month, Drill 
Hall, East Street, Sittingbourne, 6.45 p.m. 

First Wednesday in each month, Families 
Welfare Hut, New Infantry Barracks. 

M 
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SANDON & Co., Ltd. 
1 2  S A V I L E  R O W ,  

L O N D O N ,  W . 1 .  

M ... 

flDUitar\> atib fllMifti bailors 

anb Breeches flDahers 

S3T

Telegrams: Telephone: 

GEEGEE, PICCY, LONDON. GROSVENOR 3524 

BY APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN 

GOLDSMITHS & CROWN JEWELLERS 

The Badge of your Regiment... 

GARRARD & CO. LTD. 
(formerly The Goldsmiths 
Silversmiths Company Ltd.) have 
for many years specialised 
in the production of 
badge jewellery. 

The Buffs 
Gold and Enamel 
Home £7 0 0 
Export 15 10 0 

Here is illustrated the badge 
of your Regiment, 
fashioned into a brooch, and 
produced in gold and enamel. 
If desired, these very attractive 
brooches can be set with 
diamonds or other precious stones 
for which designs and estimates 
are submitted without charge, 
Great care is taken to ensure 
correctness of detail, and expert 
workmanship is assured. 

GARRARD & CO. LTD. 
Crown Jewellers 
formerly THE GOLDSMITHS & 
SILVERSMITHS COMPANY LTD. 

112 REGENT STREET  LONDON  W.i 
TELEPHONE : REGENT 3021 

Regimental Histories of The Ruffe 
The following Histories may be obtained from the Administration 
Officer, Depot The Buffs, New Infantry Barracks, Canterbury 

HISTORICAL RECORDS OF THE BUFFS 
1572—1704 

by H. R. KNIGHT 
Out of print. Second hand copies available from time to tim ? 

1704—1814 and 1814—1914 
by C. R. B. KNIQHT 

in Two Parts  fil Is. 3d. Post free 

1919—1948 
by C. R. B. KNIGHT 

£1 5s. Post free 

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE BUFFS 
by E. FOSTER HALL 

Revised edition  2/6 Post free 

"DRUMS AND DRUMMERS" 
by G. R. HOWE 

Price 2/2 Post free 
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ReNaming of the New Infantry Barracks, Canterbury 

T HE following letter is published at the request of the Colonel of the Regiment:— 

War Office, 
Whitehall, 

S.W.I. 

January 6th, 1956. 
:  ;1 j . , '  ;    '  

Dear Sir, 
It has occurred to several of us that'the present name of the Barracks in which our Depot is housed 

is about as soulless a one as could be imagined. 

A brother officer suggested a name to me, which I knew straight away would be acceptable to 
everyone in the Regiment. It was HOWE Barracks. 

Lieut.Colonel G. R. Howe was the finest trainer of young soldiers whom I and a. host of my 
brother officers have ever had the privilege to serve. His name is inseparable from the Depot, in 
which he served for many years as a Company Commander and Commanding Officer. Buff's 
without number have reason to be grateful to Colonel Howe for his human handling of them and 
for the thoroughness with which they were grounded in the military arts. It rejoices us today to see 
him so often in his beloved barracks. 

It is with the utmost pleasure, therefore, that I have to inform you that a case which I put up 
for the New Infantry Barracks to be renamed HOWE Barracks has been approved by the Army 
Council and that the change will be promulgated in an early Army Council Instruction. 

Yours faithfully, 

(Signed) V. BOUCHER, 

Colonel of The Buff's. 
The Editor, "The Dragon". 
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Congrulations to Lieut.Colonel J. G. 
Atkinson who, on the 24th of this month, will be 
promoted Colonel, and will take up his new 
appointment as Secretary, Joint Intelligence 
Committee, Ministry of Defence. 

* * * 

Our congratulations also to Major N. Elliott 
on promotion to that rank. 

* . * * 

We welcome to the Regiment 2/Lieut. C. M. C. 
Dewar, who has lately joined us from Sandhurst 
and will be> going to the 1st Battalion. 

* * * 

We are sorry to hear that Captain R. J. S. 
Morgan has been on the sick list. Apparently a 
piece of shrapnel is still lodged in him, and there 
is some concern as to what to do about it. He is, 
however, back at his office again for the time 
being, 

* * * 

ENGAGEMENT 
MR. D. FLEMING AND MISS J. M. D'ARCY SYMONDS 

The engagement is announced between 
Douglas, son of the late F. N. Fleming, and 
of Mrs. Fleming, of 6 The Precincts, Morden, 
and Jennifer Mary, daughter of the late Captain 
H. d'Arcy Symonds, The Buffs, and of Mrs. 
C. G. S. Hefford, 19 Baslow Road, Eastbourne. 

* * * 

CAPTAIN H. D. GREGSON AND MISS S. K. LUNN 
The engagement is announced between Capt. 

H. D. (Tim) Gregson, Royal Engineers, son of 
Capt. W. Gregson, R.N.R., and Mrs. Gregson, of 
North Lancing, Sussex, and Susan Katharine, 
daughter of Lieut.Colonel and Mrs. A. J. Lunn, 
of Maryhill, Mayfield, Sussex. 

* * * 

DEATH 
ENRIGHT.—On December 29th, 1955, suddenly, 
i Major J. E. Enright, beloved husband of 

Violet, aged 74 years. 

* * * 

Blazer Badges 
THESE are now available, embroidered in 

wool, and may be obtained from Messrs. 
Dealdn & Sons, Ltd., Sun Street, Canter

bury, price 10/6. 

Memorandum sent to all 
Branches 

THE following is published for information, 
and comment if so desired:— 

New Infantry Barracks, 
Canterbury. 

2nd January, 1956. 

Firstly. The Coloriel of the Regiment has 
suggested that, with the approval of the Chair
man and Regimental and Executive Committees 
and, in accordance with the wishes of many old 
members of the 2nd Battalion, the Colours of 
that Battalion, now in the Officers' Mess at the 
Depot, should be laid up in the Warriors' Chapel 
during our next Remembrance Service. 

Secondly. Branches have, from time to time, 
suggested that we hold an Association Dinner. 

Thirdly. As you know, the Colonel of the 
Regiment is to take up. an appointment in 
Washington in the middle of June and will be 
out of England for at least two years. 

With these three matters in mind, I have 
suggested to the Colonel of the Regiment and 
to the Chairman of the Association that we 
might hold our Remembrance Service this year 
in early June, when the Colours could be laid up 
and when the Colonel of the Regiment would be 
able to be with us before his departure. I would 
suggest that this Service be held on a Saturday 
afternoon, probably 2nd June, and that we follow 
it up with a dinner at the Depot in the evening, 
with a little entertainment afterwards, and 
presentation of Competition Challenge Cups. 
It would seem that this would be a good sendoff 
to our Colonel. 

The numbers which can be accommodated 
in the dining hall are limited and probably we 
should have to work in the region of 250 to 300. 
With this in view it might be necessary to keep 
the dinner as an allmale affair, but it would be 
quite easy to arrange a separate dinner in the 
N.A.A.F.I. for our ladies, who could then join 
us afterwards in the gymnasium for the entertain
ment. 

The Chairman has asked that Branches will 
consider this suggestion. If it is accepted we shall 
not, of course, hold a second one in August. 

To my mind, it would make a splendid after
noon and evening. Dinner could be arranged 
for approximately 7/6 per head. The Executive 
Committee will meet on the 4th February, 1956, 
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THE ASSOCIATION OF SERVICE NEWSPAPERS ADVERTISEMENT PAGES. 
67/68 JERMYN STREET, ST. JAMES'S, S.W.1. TEL. WHITEHALL 2504 

Don't be Vague—ask for 

Bala 
THE OLDEST SCOTCH WHISKY 
DISTILLERS IN THE WORLD 

there's always time for 

NESCAFE 

Jst /br Me "Pert 

pure coffee made right in the cup 
ANOTHER OF NESTLES GOOD THINGS 

CREAM CRACKERS 
and JACOB'S Water Biscuits with the nutty flavour people like 

Recommended for use in Messes and Canteens 

JACOB'S 
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THE ASSOCIATION OF SERVICE NEWSPAPERS ADVERTISEMENT PAGES, 
67/68 JERMYN STREET, ST. JAMES'S. S.W.I. TEL. WHITEHALL 2504 

njoy really fresh 
milk chocolate 

Milk chocolate is at its best 

when it is really fresh. That 
is why Nestle's Milk Chocolate 

always tastes so very, very good. 
You buy it at the peak of its 

perfection . . . smooth, creamy, full
flavoured and factory fresh. No wonder 

Nestle's Milk Chocolate is so popular. Its delicious 
freshness keeps it in constant demand, which, when 

you come to think of it, explains why it is always really fresh ! 

v v v\ v 

Osgood taste tells you it's 
Nl8 

SUPPLEMENT No. 1PAGE TWO 
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and I would, therefore, be glad if Branches would 
please consider this matter at their next Branch 
Meeting and let me have their views immediately 
afterwards or, at the latest, by the end of January, 
as the matter will have to be placed on the 
agenda. If there is a general agreement to this 
suggestion then we can go ahead and make the 
necessary arrangements. 

E. V. ARGLES, Secretary, 
Past and Present Association, The Buffs. 

Copies to:—The Colonel of the Regiment, 
The Chairman, O/C. 1st Battalion, O/C. 4/5th 
Battalion, O/C. Depot, Administrative Officer. 

* * * 

1st Battalion 
THE Christmas month 

has passed and it is 
with apologies to the 

Editor that these notes are 
written on New Year's Day! 

The month has been an 
eventful one, starting off 
with a cocktail party in the 
Officers' Mess, at which we 
entertained our many friends 
in Wuppertal Garrison. 

It was noted that the 
P.M.C. imported a delight
ful private guest from Hol
land; no doubt, a contact 
from his "flying days". 

On the following Monday, a large contingent 
made the journey to Iserlohn to watch our boxing 
team take on the Lancashire Fusiliers in the 
semifinal round of the 2nd Infantry Division 
Team Championships. 

Although the team suffered a heavy defeat, 
there were many close and hardfought contests 
in which the team gave a very good account of 
themselves. 

The journey over was not without incident 
for some. One car was thought to be fortunate 
to have two passangers, Majors Peter Critchley 
and Bill Kille, who knew the way; but on arrival 
at a road junction one said "left" and the other 
"right" with the inevitable result—we were lost! 
Peter Critchley's best German nearly failed to 
extract us from a difficult situation, owing to 
his pronunciation of the word Iserlohn. At last 
a small boy recognised the word bringing the 
usual chorus of "Ah, Iserlohn", which appeared 
to us nonGerman speakers identical to Peter's 
pronunciation! Alas! we arrived just in time. 

It was very pleasant to meet some Lancashire 
Fusiliers, who were in their battalion when we 
took over from them at Thompson's Falls in 
April, 1953. 

On the 8th and 9th December the main 
military event of the month took place when the 
Brigade Commander and his staff carried out the 
Battalion's first administrative inspection for a 
number of years. These inspections in B.A.O.R. 
were known to be very thorough affairs; so that 
much time was spent in frantic checkings and 
crosscheckings of ledgers, arms security and 
soldiers' kits, not to forget continuous cleaning 
of barracks in an effort to keep pace with the 
falling leaves and mud. 

For the initial day the weather was kind for a 
change, which enabled the parade to be held on 
the parade ground instead of under cover of the 
M.T. garages. 

The inspection as a whole was a success and 
the Brigade Commander saw fit to send the 
Battalion his congratulations. 

There were one or two amusing incidents 
during the course of the Inspection. Major Barry 
McGrath's "fool proof" Arms Security system 
produced nine rifles in store instead of ten! 

The Quartermaster and B.O.W.O. had a long 
technical battle over whether a rifle sling was 
part of the rifle or part of a soldier's kit; as 
neither would give an inch and both kept on 
saying: "It is down in black and white in—", 
etc., etc. It is not known who won the final 
round. 

In the week before Christmas a show called 
At the Green Dragon was ably produced by 
Joyce Green. 

The scene depicted a night club called "The 
Green Dragon" on a night of numerous cabaret 
turns. 

Amongst the guests were King Farouk, por
trayed with little difficulty and hardly any make
up by Major Bill Dunglinson and supported as 
his partner for the night by Mrs. Denny. Major 
Jimmy Worts, dressed up as a chocolate girl, 
gave an outstanding performance of silent acting. 

The caberet items, to mention a few, consisted 
of an excellent song by the Commanding Officer, 
which brought in many topical incidents and 
well known Battalion characters. Greville 
Edgecombe, Richard Daniel, Sgts. Edwards 
and Fletcher, made to look like Teddy boys and 
girls straight from a Giles cartoon,. sang songs 
to a roar of applause from the audience. 

The Band gave a first class performance 
throughout the show, producing the night club 
music and a number of separate cabaret turns. 

[5] 
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The show ran for three nights to a most 
appreciative audience. The Battalion is indebted 
to all who made it possible for such a high class 
show to be produced. 

The Christmas holiday started at lunch
time on the Friday with an invitatation to the 
Officers from the Warrant Officers and Sergeants' 
Mess. By the look of some of the fathers at the 
Children's Party that afternoon and the fact that 
there were one or two notable absentees from 
their ranks, there was no doubt about the 
excellence of the entertainment. 

The Children's Party, ably organised by 
Captain Eric Ransley, catered for well over a 
hundred children. 

After a good tea and cartoon film show, Father 
Christmas arrived with a sleigh full of parcels, 
to the delighted cries of the children. 

Every child received a wellchosen present 
from the hands of Father Christmas, and it was 
well after six o'clock before he departed and the 
children, clutching their balloons and presents, 
left for home. 

Before lunch on Christmas Eve, the Sergeants' 
Mess were invited to the Officers' Mess. They 
arrived with labels attached to their button
holes, with "If found, please return to", etc.! 
written on them. It is not know whether there 
were any members of the Sergeants' Mess who 
reached home only as a result of this precaution! 

Christmas Day was celebrated in the traditional 
manner. Unfortunately the cookhouse and 
dininghall were not designed to cater for quick 
service by such a large number of expert waiters 
in the form of the Officers, Warrant Officers and 
Sergeants. But the team, under its "Head 
waiter", Captain Eric Ransley, succeeded in 
the end to complete its task. 

The cookhouse staff deserve great praise for 
the Christmas dinner they produced. 

The rest of the holiday was devoted to 
numerous private parties, finally ending up with 
a Fancy Dress Ball given by the Warrant Officers' 
and Sergeants' Mess to welcome in the New Year. 

The Editorial ends by sending New Year 
Greetings from the 1st Battalion (past and 
present) to all Buffs. 

* * * 

"A" COMPANY 
Similar to the graph of a stomach with hiccoughs the 

levels of interest in military life have described some 
sensational curves this month. They were pretty high 
during the most popular sporting event of the year—the 
C.O.'s Adm. inspection—sank horrifyingly low im
mediately afterwards and had to be dragged painfully 
upwards again to meet the requirements of ths Brigadier's 
Annual Adm. Inspection. No sooner had the Brigadier 

left the Company lines than the level dropped like our 
shoulders with relief that all, practically all, had gone well ; 
that level has been maintained ever since. Since Christmas 
is upon us, I hold out absolutely no hope towards the 
military enthusiasts in the Company whatsoever. 

Apart from the Adm. Inspection December has been 
a very quiet month. In general it has seen some simply 
splendid window breaking on the part of all ranks, to 
whom the chronicler extends his heartiest congratulations 
for this display of the correct festive spirit. Well done. 
Training has been of the normal end of the year type, a 
certain amount of marching, lectures, pokey drill and so 
on—not forgetting some very good current affairs talks 
to a rapidly dwindling audience. Pay Parades go down 
extremely well. 

There are no changes in Company H.Q., mercifully, 
except that Pte. Vant has been replaced by L/Cpl. Vant; 
this was a vote catching move on the part of the Company 
Commander. In the near future, however, L/Cpl. Boxall 
will be defecting to civilian life and this is not good news. 
And Success! C.S.M. Champion is now a C.S.M.: that 
is to say that after several years of being a W.O.II he has 
now been made a substantive one. 

No. 1 Platoon has little to report in the headline style 
except a quick obituary notice for Sgt. Momsh's B.M.W. 
The Platoon has welcomed Pte. Williams into its bosom 
this month. It also provided the majority of the guard 
for the Brigadier on his inspection. 

No. 2 Platoon report that Hogan, Hicks and Smith 
arrived in the Platoon this month and we in Company 
H.Q. also noticed the event with some excitement: we also 
noted that Pte. Halls in addition to painting and saluting 
everything in sight was selected to be the C.O.'s stick 
orderly during the inspection. This puts Halls on rather 
a higher level than most others and there have been some 
pretty acid comments about it too. 

H.Q. Company did the right thing by No. 3 Platoon 
in sending us Pte. Mitchell whom we enthusiastically 
received. Both Foley and Meldrum will leave for demob
ilisation at the end of the month, however, and this gradual 
thinning in the ranks of our veterans is most unwelcome. 

Cpl. Pollard being away on leave the running of the 
football team has been taken over by L/Cpl. Sheepwash, 
Ptes. Travers, Mace, Robinson and Thompson. This 
committee produced a very formidable side; against a 
composite troop of 88 Battery, R.A., who visited us on 
the 20th. The game was close and extremely cold; we 
beat them 2—1, thanks to a halfway line kick from 
Meldrum that bounced over the goalkeeper's head. On 
the subject of sport, Sgt. Page, Ptes. Fallows and Dady 
have at last returned to us from the Battalion boxing team. 

Prospects are rosy: not only is Christmas a few days 
away but in January, when, I am assured by the locals, 
the winter really starts, we depart on all manner of 
courses and schemes. Digging one's hipbone into frozen 
clay is going to be tremendously popular. 

* * * 

"B" COMPANY 
We have been mostly concerned this month with 

bringing Company administration uptodate and with 
making all ready for the start of the new training cycle. 
We have been active also in such things as Battle Efficiency 
training, MapReading and Marching, and some of us 
have been straining our brains in examination rooms! 

There have been somewhat mixed fortunes in football. 
Against "B" Company, 1 R.U.R., we won 7—6, but the 
following week lost to "B" Company, 1 Suffolk, by 1—6. 
In the InterCompany competitions we won our first 
round by defeating Training Company 5—0, This was 
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on Christmas Eve and the scorers were Boids (3) and 
Lade and L/Cpl. Wilson one each. C/Sgt. Partridge was 
magnificent in goal and saved us many a sticky do. We 
think Christmastime parties must be good for some 
people! We came a cropper in the semifinals, though, 
by losing to "C" Company 4—6; our Quartercharacter 
wasn't in this game, funnily enough, but the scorers were 
Boids (2) and L/Cpl. Wilson (2). 

We are sorry to have lost Cpl. Milledge (posted) and 
Pte. Moulton (regular discharge), but welcome all those 
who have joined us from H.Q. and Training Companies. 

Our congratulations go to Cpl. Beer and L/Cpl. Parsons 
on their promotion and, in the case of Cpl. Beer, on his 
passingout third from the cadre course. 

It's strange, isn't it, but doesn't that Christmas Holiday 
seem a long time ago? 

* * * 

"C" COMPANY 
On 12th December the Company sent out an Antarctic 

expedition on what was playfully referred to on the 
Training Programme as a 72hour scheme. Everyone, 
except Company H.Q. who can't be expected to take it, 
set off muffled to the eyebrows and armed to the shivering 
teeth. We set up camp at a spot carefully chosen by 
Lieut. Cross to provide the maximum amount of wind 
and the minimum amount of shelter. A 3ton truck 
carrying our baggage had nearly reached its goal when it 
skidded gracefully and only the luck of the devil, or more 
precisely a wire.fence, saved it from falling on a chalet 
below. A recovery vehicle, sent to its help, backed care
fully into a bog. Eventually a fearsome R.E.M.E. weapon 
came and pulled them both out. All that remains in our 
minds of this scheme are certain unforgettable incidents— 
Pte. Sacre stalking, to his surprise and delight, a girls' 
school out for a walk; Pte. Sheppard in typical but 
unprintable voice ; Pte. Toms, as he shaved the ice from 
his chin, exclaiming "Good morning, Toms, I can see 
who it is now"; certain members of the Company, in 
their efforts to keep their feet warm, discovering to their 
apparent surprise that if you put your feet in the fire 
you are not likely to have much boot left; Pte. Barker 
wondering when the next meal is to be; Pte. Stokes 
singing "Black Magic" for us once again; Sgt. Parker 
getting out of bed; Sgt. Woodrow's nose getting cold. 
Finally, on a more serious note, we would like to thank 
C/Sgt. Denny and his staff, L/Cpl. Saunders and Pte. 
Bushall for their untiring efforts on our behalf and our 
drivers who successfully negotiated the winding and 
frozen tracks to feed us. 

Our Company .22 shooting team has been very 
successful. At the time of writing we have reached the 
semifinal of the Brigade Competition, registering the 
highest score in the Brigade in each of the three rounds. 
Lieut. Davison, our team captain,, has given us the benefit 
of his great ability and knowledge, and under his tuition 
we are all steadily improving. We will have to see if the 
nervous strain of shoulder to shoulder shooting detracts 
from the score of the team in the final stages. 

A certain N.C.O. in the Company, wanting a truck to 
Carry away several piles of leaves picked up the telephone 
with careless abandon. He confidently stated what he 
wanted, to find that he had rung the C.O.'s number. 
The expression on the N.C.O.'s face would have made 
the fortune of any photographer. He did not get his truck. 

We welcome to the Company Ptes. Davis and Lambert 
from Training Company. They have come to us with 
great reputations from their Depot days as soccer players 
which makes them doubly welcome. We say goodbye 
to Pte. Herbert, who leaves us for England, and we wish 
him and his charming family the best of luck in the future. 

A colleague of mine who often lends distinction td 
these columns always tries to end his masterpiece with a 
thought for the month. In an attempt to do likewise we, 
would say this month, "Remember, an Admin. Inspection 
only happens once a year!" 

* * * 

"D" COMPANY 
The problem of writing a few words which will differ 

slightly from those of every other company in the Battalion 
is indeed too great a one for the author of this hackneyed 
script to overcome. 

The promise was made in last month's not.es if you 
remember to produce in this issue vivid accounts of 
interesting events. The promise, I must confess, was rash 
in the extreme—unless of course you consider an Admin
istrative Inspection interesting! The outcome of the 
inspection, may well be so, but the event itself* is purely 
the cause of great consternation and forebodings to all 
and sundry. Indeed the whole situation is menacingly 
similar to a visit to the dentist's for a periodic checkup. 
The wild imaginings as to what will happen are always 
one hundred times worse than what actually does happen. 

Being a new Company, files and documents in the 
Company Office shone with a glossy newness which did 
justice to the hard work of the staff of this inner sanctuary 
and to the fair hand of Harbottle, company runner and 
sign writer in chief. 

Around the block, fervid activity continued until the 
very last moment. Mops and buckets came into new 
prominence; water flowed freely along corridors, down 
steps and under doors; mysterious German disinfectants 
got right round the elusive bend, and even more mysterious 
cleaning fluid burned holes through everything it came 
into contact with. 

Harassed Platoon Commanders ran round in small 
circles after even more harassed soldiers. They made 
hitherto unheard of demands, "Polish that oil bottle, 
wash your comb, square your top kit!" Square that top 
kit was heard long and often, till one of the platoons fully 
expected their officer to appear with spirit level, set square 
and plumb line! 

At last preparations were completed and the great day 
arrived.... 

Even I see no reason for describing what took place, 
since one inspection is much like another. But it is worth 
noting that the personal chat the Brigadier had with 
every man in the Company as he went round made 
everything seem more worthwhile. 

After the Administrative Inspection a general desire to 
ease up became apparent but education, shrouded in 
mystery for some, came to save the day. Donning, 
metaphorically, the scholastic garb of mortar board and: 
gown, Mr. Hills and Mr. HolmesSmith, adopted a 
studious air and began to pass on their meagre knowledge 
of English and Maths, respectively. This was to last for 
a week. Those being taught showed a remarkable desire, 
to learn, which at times amazed their tutors, especially 
when one of the latter jokingly suggested that a certain 
Platoon might volunteer for extra tuition and got in 
return a nod of agreement. A worthy halfdozen assembled 
next day for extra tuition when all the world dozed 
comfortably in armchairs. The day, you see, was Sunday! 
In next month's report we hope to announce that the 
results of the examination justified this rash action. 

We leave any further information until next time and 
wish everybody a Happy Christmas and a not too 
strenuous New Year. 



T H E  D  

TRAINING COMPANY 
Christmas looms a few short days ahead and already 

a certain amount of revelry has taken place, both on 
Battalion and on the Company level. 

One of the most noteworthy events of the past month 
has been the dreaded Annual Administrative Inspection. 
During the preceding week there was much heartburning 
and soulsearching, leaving of no stones unturned and 
so on. As the Company almost numbers onequarter of 
the Battalion strength, the scene can easily be imagined. 
Lots of teethgnashing and wailing, bags of bull and the 
expenditure of pounds of elbow grease and soap. The 
great two days arrived and were over before we could 
realise. Somehow we got through more or less unscathed. 
Thank heaven it only happens once a year. As it was the 
Company Commander, Major Bill Dunglinson, lost 
almost two pounds in weight. Those of our readers who 
know him will agree that that sort of caper would never do. 

The latest draft arrived a few days ago. They have 
been unfortunate in that after several false starts owing to 
rail and ferry failures, it looked as though they would 
have Christmas at home. However, they're here and will 
probably enjoy their first Christmas away from Mum 
just as much. Training starts for them at the end of the 
month and will be over by the end of January, when they 
will be posted to the companies. 

The present N.C.O.'s Cadre finishes at the end of the 
month. We hope to see all the students through success
fully and that all of them retain their rank. 

In the field of sport apart from interplatoon football 
nothing much has happened. The Mortar Platoon took 
on its opposite number in the Suffolk and R.U.R. at 
football. The results were 10—0 against the Suffolk and 
2—2 against the R.U.R. 

Finally, it has happened again! Another cabinet re
shuffle and once more some of us find ourselves out on 
our ears. By the end of next month we will have "checked, 
pasted up and moved back" to where we were in the 
middle of October. 

Major Peter Critchley is changing places with Major 
Bill Dunglinson. Lieut. John Davison joins the happy 
band in Training Company and Capt. Ian Minto takes 
over Orderly Room Ink Boy as Assistant Adjutant. 

The Mortars, MachineGuns and Pioneers remain here 
and are joined by the M.T. All Company Commanders 
in the Battalion have had a change of employment and 
are looking forward to the reshuffle. After 3i years of 
basic training a rifle company should be quite an adventure 
for Major Bill Dunglinson. 

* * * 

QUARTERMASTER'S STAFF 
The inspection early in the month was, luckily, over

shadowed by the Quartermaster's Staff Christmas Party 
At least one member was more concerned about the 
provision of food and drink for forty hungry and thirsty 
people than he was about the invasion of inspecting 
officers.... After the party it is hoped that nobody 
could remember anything. 

By far the most exciting event of the month was the 
sudden entrance of the chief boilerman who assured us 
that the whole of the store was about to blow up The 
boilers are situated underneath the Quartermaster's office 
and his thoughts can be imagined as he stood above four 
large cylinders of oxygen putting his insurance policy in 
his briefcase and telephoning the local fire brigade 
Fortunately some very brave action by the German 
Garrison Engineers staff prevented a fire and explosion 
which would have caused considerable damage. 

The Christmas holidays were enjoyed by all and judging 
by the number of pale faces the resulting hangovers were 
equal to the amount of good cheer consumed. Sgt. 
Inskip and L/Cpl. Roose are still enjoying the doubtful 
pleasure of a winter holiday in England. 

As this is a notable month of calculated indiscretion it 
would be unfair to enlarge on the odd incidents that 
happened.... Some people are still of the opinion that 
honey is produced by bees.... Not the Honey we know!! 

* * * 
SIGNAL PLATOON 

Whew!!! And that was the well earned sigh of relief 
given out by us when the Annual Admin. Inspection 
came to a close. The remark made by Pte. "Slim" 
Houghton, "Ah well, that's my last one", did little to 
cheer up the people who will be here for the next; though 
if we do as well in the future as on this occasion we shall 
have few worries. 

The whole Platoon has gone into mourning. We have 
lost our Sgt. "Iska" Wright on his transfer to the 4/5th 
Battalion, T.A. We will all miss his quiet humour and 
cheerfulness. Sorry, as we are to see him disappear in 
the general direction of Canterbury. We all join together 
to wish him and Cpl. O'Ferrall (Demob. Bound) the best 
of luck now and in the future. 

It isn't our future we ponder over, it is our past. Two 
days ago we returned to the Grindstone from the Christ
mas break and many and varied are the expressions on 
our respective faces as an aftermath of the festivities. 
Did Pte. Williams and Co. have that "Glazed Eye" look 
before Christmas? 

The Platoon had a good Christmas and loud were the 
cheers heard emerging from the Signals Rooms when 
Sgt. Pooley arrived with the "Tea". 

A large number of the Platoon accepted the hospitality 
kindly offered by local German families taspend Christmas 
at their homes. Among these were those two up and 
coming, I.T.V. stars, Ptes. Bunker and Walters. Auto
graphs given on request for a nominal fee. 

We welcome into our midst Ptes. Marsh, Hall and 
Wooding and wish them every success in the forthcoming 
Cadre. 

And so once again we must draw to a close, but before 
doing so allow us to wish all Old Signallers, past and 
present Buffs, a happy and prosperous New Year. 

* * * 
THE DRUMS 

Now the Christmas festivities are over, and thick heads 
are slowly clearing, we can think about getting down to 
some serious practice. During the last month we have 
had quite a change round, new faces appearing and old 
ones disappearing. In the next three months we will 
have a new Corps of Drums with the exception of the 
N.C.O.s and two or three old hands. 

Cpl. Dipper has got himself married at last, silly man; 
we all wish him the best of luck for the future. Hearty 
congratulations to Cpl. Duffy on his promotion. 

Since our last appearance in The Dragon most of the 
Dfummers have had a spot of leave in the U.K. The 
"Barons", most N.S. men paying their own fares and 
flying home. At the time of writing half a dozen drummers 
are dragging their feet in the direction of Wuppertal 
after a flip home for Christmas. 

These notes are rather short owing to the lack of "tub
thumping" parades. Next time we hope to have more 
news for you; until then we wish everybody a cheerful 
and prosperous New Year. 

WHISTLETHUMP. 
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There's 
something 
about a 
soldier.,. 
EVEN WHEN HE'S 
OUT OF UNIFORM 

There's something about a soldier, even when he's out 
of uniform, that makes him stand out. Something 
about the way he walks—head up, shoulders back; 
something about the pride he takes in his personal 
appearance. On parade or in civvies, he's smart right 
down to his Kiwi shine. 

KIWI 
It's the soldier's polish 

BY APPOINTMENT 
KIWI POLISH CO. PTY. LTD. 

MAKERS OF SHOE POLISH 
TO THE LATE KING GEORGE VI 

K I W I  P U T S  L I F E  I N T O  L E A T H E R  

fO* 
| Choos^ 
BOOTHS 

SUPPLEMENT No. 2PAGE ONE 
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SUPPLEMENT No. 2>AGE TWO 

A

famous for fine 

I distinctly said "All ranks will carry 
Cadburys Dairy Milk Chocolate" 

A GLASS-AND-A-HALF OF MILK IN EVERY HALF POUND 
FRESH FRUIT JAMS by 

Sweet and complete 
with cream-smooth 

custard! 

T.4849 

we BESTHAVeRSACK RATION 

THE WORLD'S FINEST SALTED NUTS 
Your N.A.A.F.I. has them in 1lb. or 8oz. flavour

sealed tins and in 4oz. and 1oz. airtight packs 

H. S. WHITESIDE & CO. LTD. LONDON SE5 

Ripe bananas! Pour on custard 
and bananas are a proper pud
ding. Mmmdelicious! Be sure 
it's Bird's creamsmooth 
Custard. 

ONLY l/7± 

Obtainable from 
NAAFI store* 
everywhere 



THE I 
W.O.'S AND SERGEANTS' MESS 

The month of December, as always, has been a hectic 
one; with one long round of social engagements and 
activities. The subscriber wonders if he is adequately 
qualified to report in order to satisfy the news hungry 
reader. 

Notwithstanding the noticeable absence of snow during 
the month, there has been plenty to remind us of the 
festive season. "Ernie", the caterer, made a very excellent 
job of decorating the anteroom; complete with tree it 
looked very professional and seasonable. 

In common with other Messes and departments, our 
activities were somewhat retarded during the early days 
of December which was noticeably marked by the im
pending Admin. Inspection. It would not be painting a 
true picture to put on record the award of die altitude 
record to any one particular individual. Rut, if high 
flying and wing flapping are the essential requirements 
of the present day soldier, alf members have surely 
qualified. The inspection culminated with the arrival of 
Brigadier Goodwin, the Brigade Commander, at the 
Mess on midday of the 9th, All members were present, 
and with only one more company to be inspected, formed 
the impression, which was justified the following day in 
the form of a congratulatory letter to all ranks of the 
Battalion, that the Brigadier was both appreciative and 
pleased with what he had seen. 

With yet another "Admin" behind us we were able to 
settle down once again to normal Mess routine and by 
the middle of the month the Christmas spirit began to 
take a hand. A Christmas Diary of Events was published 
and preparations got under way. 

On the 19th we entertained the Officers of the Battalion 
at a games and social evening. The beer flowed freely, 
the darts dropped in about right, and the billiard balls 
went down at the right time with the correct colour left 
"on"; a thoroughly good time was had by all. The 
R.S.M., partnered by Sgt. Bob Page, started the darts 
off with a wellearned victory over the Commanding 
Officer and the Adjutant. With one up and five to play 
we never looked back. The Billiards room at one time 
during the evening looked like "Burroughs Hall" with a 
championship match in progress. 

The highlight of the evening was the boat race with 
representative teams from both Messes taking part. A 
marked reluctance was shewn by many of the older mem
bers on both sides to take part; experience from previous 
boat races, no doubt, was the deciding factor—pity. 
Needless to say, the younger members were finally co
opted and the race got under way. Alas! more beer 
was spilled than drunk; John Fletcher disgraced himself 
and let the side down by putting more beer back into the 
bottle than he had been served with. At the time of 
submitting these notes the race is still on; it is left to the 
readers' imagination as to who the ultimate winners will 
be. The evening was rounded off with the usual singsong 
under the disputed direction of "Crash" Hannaway. 
There was no shortage of talent and several new dis
coveries were noted for future entertainments. The 
Medical Officer, a late arrival, was unfortunately called 
away on an emergency which turned out to be nothing 
worse than a broken banjo string. Bad luck, Sir. We'll 
meet again. 

A brief respite for a couple of days and time to mention 
the Battalion Pantomime At The Green Dragon: a full 
account of this first class show appears elsewhere in this 
journal; all who saw the show—there were few non
attenders—are agreed that it was a masterpiece of pro
duction, direction and casting. Congratulations to C/Sgt. 
Mans and Sgts. Woodrow, Hansen and Fletcher in helping 
to: make this 80 minutes live entertainment a successful 
venture. 

On the 22nd we had the Christmas Draw, conducted 
by the R.Q.M.S.; this too was a great success. Jimmy, 
whose aim was to provide presents for all, had no easy 
task, for, with cigarettes rationed and cheap and spirits 
equally cheap it was not easy to please everyone—there is 
no accounting for some people's taste—however, there 
must have been very few who left the Mess that night who 
had not had at least one lucky ticket. C.S.M. Middleton 

. was particularly lucky, winning a goose and a duck, which 
helped to swell the single members' Boxing Day hamper. 
The Commanding Officer, accompanied by Mrs. Grace 
and eldest son, paid us a visit during the evening. Col. 
Grace provided us with two very entertaining party pieces 
before departing. Although the sands of time were running 
out, we were all very sorry that you had to leave so soon, 
Sir. The Adjutant and Mrs, Willows made but a very 
brief visit, perhaps the former's early successful run with 
the dice had something to do with it. There were a 
number who fell by the wayside and as the evening 
rushed on the numbers depleted at an alarming rate. 
Sgts. Parker, Billett and Lincoln are to be congratulated— 
they too had a successful run with the dice—at the 
number of concoctions they knocked back without 
succumbing. Too bad you had to pay for that last one, 
Sgt. Parker. Incidentally, the good lady who introduced 
you to the rules and conditions of the game asks that her 
name should not be disclosed. 

There were still two days to go and by now the festive 
spirit was beginning to gain control. Midday the 23rd 
we again entertained the Officers of the Battalion to the 
usual Christmastide drink. The usual greetings were 
exchanged and everyone's health drunk five or six times. 
A tactical situation ensued as the clock ticked round 
towards 1 o'clock, the bachelor officers were playing us 
at hockey at 14.45 hours and if we had anything to do 
with it they were going to be a little pushed, to say the' 
least. All available hands were ushered to the bar with 
this in mind. We did our best, but they finally got away 

' with just a few minutes to spare. The match—Ah, that's 
another story. 

John Fletcher played Father Christmas at the children's 
party in the afternoon. Well done, John, the children 
loved you. As one small boy was overheard to say 
afterwards, "He shook hands and spoke to every one of 
us." Rest assured, John, if you fail to make a name for 
yourself in "Burroughs Hall" after completing your 
National Service you will always be able to get a job at 
Christmastide—B.S.C. (Oh, yes! Buffs Santa Claus). 

The 24th saw us with an away fixture, the Officers were 
entertaining on their home ground. Once again the usual 
Yuletide greetings were exchanged and everyone's health 
drunk over and over again. The old, old stories were told 
and retold. Drinks came at us fast and furious, but by 
this time we were becoming seasoned to the pace and 
filed away before 2 o'clock abreast of all our facilities, 
which was nothing to do with the fault of our hosts. 
My word, they tried hard. Thank you, Sirs, a very 
enjoyable morning. 

Members assembled at the cookhouse at 0700 on the 
25th to serve the usual Christmas morning "gunfire" Jo 
the troops, hot and sweet; we hope our 0600 reveille was 
appreciated. At 1245 together with the Officers, we 
served the men their Christmas dinner. Six of the single 
members, Sgts. Harrison, Parker, Billett, Wilson, Cribben 
and Page, performed the Guard Duties for the day; , it 
must be a long time since so many senior ranks did the 
duties all in one day. Have we created a precedent? and 
will it be the practice in years to come. After serving 
dinners, the married members dispersed to their own 
"Firesides" and no doubt spent the rest of tfie day just 
as they had planned, joined by the remainder of the single 
members. 



T H E  D R A G O N  

1st Battalion Sergeants' Mess Christmas Decorations 

Boxing Day was reserved exclusively for the single 
members and the goings on of that day are known only 
to themselves. It can only he recorded that without 
exception they were conspicuous by their absence at 
midday on the 27th. 

The debris has been cleared away, the decorations 
removed, the takings added up. Orangeade is on sale in 
large quantities and Christmas 1955 almost over. Almost: 
Saturday is New Year's Eve and to celebrate the occasion 
the Mess are holding a fancy dress bail, but details of that 
must wait for next month's edition. 

"Isca" Wright left us early in December to take over 
Signal Sergeant in the 4/5th Battalion and C/Sgt. Anderson 
a few days afterwards for a job at Eaton Hall. To both 
we say farewell, it was nice knowing you both, we wish 
you the best of luck in your new appointments and hope 
that \ye shall hear from you sometime. Sgt. "Tug" 
Wilson has joined us from the Depot. To him and to 
Sgts. Rodmell and Wood we extend a hearty welcome and 
congratulate the two latter Sergeants on their promotion. 
We hope your stay will be a long and happy one. 

We extend New Year's Greetings to all Buffs, past and 
present and don't forget, any time you are Wuppertal 
way, look us up. 

SPORTS SUPPLEMENT 
Belated congratulations to Sgts. Bob Page and "Ginger" 

Adams who both won their respective bouts when boxing 
for the Battalion in the Second Round of the Army Team 
Boxing Championships against the 2nd Battalion, Scots 
Guards, last month. "Ginger" Adams filled the gap in 
the heavy weight division at the last minute, coming in, 
in the absence of Lieut. Edgecombe, away on a course. 
A full account of these and the other bouts have already 
appeared in last month's journal. 

As a result of their success against the Scots Guards 
the Battalion Team went into the Divisional Semifinals. 
The opposition this time being the 1st Battalion, The 
Lancashire Fusiliers; many readers will remember our 

last encounter with the L.F.s at Moascar in the Canal 
Zone Finals (North) in 1952. As a result of injuries and 
over weight troubles the team for this contest was re
modelled somewhat. Bob Page, going into the lightweight 
division, did extremely well to go the distance with a much 
younger and fitter opponent; time and time again Bob's 
experience enabled him to get out of trouble when boxing 
at close quarters. The decision was never really in doubt, 
but well done, Bob, there is plenty of punch in you yet. 
"Ginger" Adams again filling the vacant heavyweight 
position came up against a'young giant of 18 years of age, 
recently out of a Boys' Battalion, who already shows the 
hallmark of a future Army champion. "Ginger", ever 
courageous, hadn't really got much to offer this Gladiator 
and after taking a lot of punishment to the head and body 
the referee stopped, quite rightly, the contest in the first 
round. 

The reader may be interested to know that the L.F.s 
lost to the 1st Battalion, Royal Ulster Rifles, in the 
Divisional Finals by one point. The I..F.S had previously 
won the Army Championships twice in the past five years. 

Mess outdoor sport activities have been curtailed 
during the past month generally by water logged or frozen 
hard grounds and pitches. However, ground conditions 
permitting, the highlight of the sporting year promises to 
be the hockey match v The Officers of the Battalion on 
the 23rd; a full report will appear in next month's 
edition. The subscriber cannot recall an occasion during 
the past five years when the result of a hockey match 
against the Officers has resulted in a victory for the Mess. 
Notwithstanding the record books, we are confident that 
this match will result in our favour. Needless to say, the 
"Bookies" in Park Strasse report the Officers as being 
favourites at 5—2 on. 

We have played two of the local German Police teams 
at Basket Ball during the month. Both clean and sporting, 
these giants of the game are real exponents. Full credit 
must be given to the team for not allowing a cricket score 
to be run up against them. We look forward to return 
matches with these "Globe Trotters". 

HO 
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The Silver Spoons .22 Competition attracted only 15 

members and was therefore a little disappointing. Par
ticipants were divided into two classes. A class for those 
members who normally fire for the Battalion in small 
bore competitions and a class for all other participants. 
In both classes, low scores were recorded, but as always 
in this type of competition a number of shocks were 
forthcoming. 

Sgt. Cribben with scores of 91, 92, 93, took all before 
him to win the Class "A". Dusty Miller, who has been 
hot favourite for this class only managed an 89, 89, 91, 
to win the runnersup award. Dusty fired his three cards 
in the morning immediately before his departure to the 
U.K., for leave and a. course at the Support Weapons 
Wing, Neatheravon. Your mind must have been on 
other things that morning, Dusty. The Class "B" award 
was won by Sgt. Mills with scores of 88, 88, 81; Sgts. 
Woodrow and Hansen tied .for the runnersup award, 
Sgt. Woodrow being adjudged the winner on the highest 
number of bulls on the three cards. Sgt. "Busty" Wright 
qualified for the Wooden Spoon, a notable achievement 
for one so rotund. His scores would only cause further 
embarrassment. 

The Commanding Officer presented Silver Spoons to 
the winners and runnersup in both classes during the 
midday gettogether on the 23rd. 

More sports news next month. 
THE SPORTSMAN. 

* * * 

CORPORALS' MESS 
The past year ended Very well, as far as the Corporals' 

Mess was concerned. We had our first Social Evening 
since arriving in B.A.O.R. on 9th December and this was 
enjoyed by a large number of Corporals, Sergeants, 
Officers and wives. The evening was very successful and 
our thanks go t6, all who helped to make it a success. 

We give a sincere welcome to all who have recently 
joined us and we wish them all the best of luck and hope 
that they will have an enjoyable and long stay with us. 
Our congratulations go to Sgt. Wood on his recent 
promotion to that rank. 

The Regimental SergeantMajor paid us a visit on 
Christmas Night and gave a very good rendering of /'// 
Take You Home Again Kathleen and Knees Up Mother 
Brown. Corporal Duffy gave us The Barrow Boy and 
Cpls. Parsons, Mahoney, Waite and Rust sang Oh, You 
Beautiful Doll. On 29th December a party of us went as 
guests to the Royal Suffolk Regiment and had a very 
entertaining evening. 

It was noticed recently that we had a spare "I'm spare, 
Sir" man amongst us, but the R.S.M. soon sorted that 
out 

In closing these notes we wish all readers of The Dragon 
and all membeis, past and present, of the Corporals' 
Mess a very prosperous New Year. 

* * * 

CHURCH NOTES 
Late November and the month of December were 

marked by some auspicious occasions in the Church life 
of the Battalion, and* we are proud to record as follows. 
Both the Colonel of the Regiment and the Chaplain
General to the Forces paid visits to St. Cuthbert's Chapel 
during the last week of November. General Boucher 
expressed his pleasure at seeing this aspect of Regimental 
life, and was shown the new Battalion Bible and pictures 
of Canterbury which now adorn the walls. 

The ChaplainGeneral addressed a group of Confirma
tion Candidates, Ordinands, members OF the Choir and 
others on 29th November, and greatly impressed his 
congregation by the forcefulness of his address. Eleven 
members of the Battalion were presented for Confirmation 
by the Bishop of Fulham at Iserlohn Garrison Church 
on 12th December. Eight had attended a PreConfirmation 
course at the Church House at Iserlohn which does such 
excellent work for H.M. Forces in B.A.O.R. Among 
those present at the Service of Confirmation were the 
Commanding Officer and Mrs. Grace. 

The traditional Service of Nine Lessons and Carols for 
Christmas was held on Wednesday,, 21st December, at 
5.30 p.m. Readers of the Lessons! were Grahaqi Sharpe 
(son of B.M. Sharpe), Pte. Bosworth (the Organist), 
Cpl. Laskey (H.Q. Company), C/Sgt. Mans (OfR.S.), 
Mrs. Ann Norris, C.S.M. Champion ("A" Company), 
2/Lieut. David Griffiths (A/M.T.O.), the Commanding 
Officer and the Chaplain. The Church Choir, trained by 
Mr. T. L. Sharpe, gave renderings of special Carols, with 
solo parts taken by 2/Lieut. Brian Johnston; Bdsmn. 
Holden and Richards. A full Church, both young and old, 
joined in the favourite, wellknown Carols, so much loved 
by all. The offerings were for the Church of England 
Children's Society. A candlelit Christmas Tree and a 
wonderful Christmas Crib, kindly lent by C/Sgt. and Mrs. 
Mans, made a lovely setting for all the Christmas Services, 
On Christmas Eve the Church was full to capacity for the 
Midnight Celebration of Holy Communion, and. the 
Services on Christmas Day itself completed the observance 
of the Feast of the Nativity. It is hoped to present a small 
Nativity play during School on the 1st January. 

* * * ~ 
THE REGIMENTAL BAND . 

Our activities during the last month have covered a 
wide musical field and the concluding weeks of 1955 saw 
us producing an unending stream of crotchets and 
quavers. 

Early in the month we were enmeshed in the throes of 
the Annual Administration Inspection during which'our 
Librarian, Cpl. Watts, distinguished himself by prodding 
a score on request in 14 seconds flat! Out of' 1,500 
journals that's good by any standards. 

The first two weeks of the month were spent in re
hearsing and finally performing in the Battalion's show, 
At the Green Dragon. This was really great fun, as much 
pleasure was derived from the rehearsals as the actual 
performances. Many congratulations to Lieut. G. 
Edgecombe who led his "Band" superbly but failed to 
control the emotions of "Cynthia" who, incidentally, led 
the Brigadier well and truly Up the garden path! The 
Bandmaster now boasts of ."firing his course" over the 
Christmas festivities. Well shot, Sir! However, we all 
agree what a great pleasure it was to perform with many 
members of the Battalion and their families and stage 
such an enjoyable entertainment. 

Next came the Battalion Party Night which started with 
a bang and was a most hilarious evening. How 2/Ldeut. 
HolmesSmith consumed an ample portion of Danish 
Blue, a biscuit, a banana and a bottle of beer in one 
minute plus dancing the CanCan we shall never know. 
In fact we are still wondering what the Commanding 
Officer's last line was and why did Major Kiile refuse 
that whiskey and soda! We cannot fail to mention 
Lieut. Hicks and our Band President,. Capt. Minto, who 
provided endless mirth and eventually retired in glory 
and with a bottle of Gin! 

Next day came the Children's Party at which the small 
group played followed by a big show for the Scots Guards 
the same evening. Here again the audience were,subjected 
to Temptation, but they must have been impressed as we 
have a repeat performance on 31st December. 
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So to the New Year with a Kneller Hall Inspection in 

the immediate future. We hope for a good report and 
many engagements as the outcome of it. 

Our last report was "outstanding1 

the next one is of the same standard. 
we earnestly hope 

v jjvai yuv 10 ux uib oaiu& aiauucuu. 
Many best wishes to all our staunch supporters in the 

Regiment, whether past or present, a very happy New 
Year to you all. 

* * * 

SPORTS NOTES 
CROSSCOUNTRY 

This month due to many outside factors, it has only 
been possible to run off one fixture, this against the 1st 
Battalion, The Royal Ulster Rifles, on their ground. 
Although we had the individual winner, Pte. Linford 
("C" Company), the team were unable to pack sufficiently 
to gain the result. 

 However, during the coming month we hope to rectify 
this point and avenge Our defeat in the Brigade Inter
Battalion Competition taking place in the near future. 

BASKETBALL 
Since the last edition of The Dragon the Battalion team 

has played three more qualifying matches towards the 
Div. Championships, winning two and losing one. 

The summary of cup matches now reads as follows:— 
Played, 5; Won, 4; Lost, 1. 

These results put the Battalion in a fairly strong position 
and should see us through to the Div. Championships 
where we hope to give a good account of ourselves. 

A friendly match against the Wuppertal Police proved 
to be very exciting and from the training point of view 
most beneficial. The police who are reckoned to be one 
of the best teams in the Wuppertal area proved to be very 
fast, well trained and their passing superb. We lost by 
74 points to 55, but we are looking forward to when we 
hope to turn the tables. 
RESULTS 

2 Inf. Div. Championship Games 
v The Royal Ulster Rifles. Won, 70 points to 10. 
v The Suffolk Regiment. Won, 48 points to 40. 
v 2 Inf. Div. Sig. Regiment. Lost, 28 points to 22. 
Friendly 
v Wuppertal Police. Lost, 74 points to 55. 
The following have represented the Battalion: C.S.M. 

Ellis, S/Sgt. Jarrat, C/Sgt. Partridge, Sgts. Munns, 
Collyer and Fletcher, Cpls. Palmieri, Garnall, and Young, 
L/Cpls. Bird and Fisher, and Ptes. Stevens, Maxted and 
Piper. 

* * * 

RUGBY 
The Ruggerites have had a rather lean time for the last 

month. Admin. Inspections and frozen grounds have 
sadly reduced the fixtures. This has been received with 
mixed feelings. Some, getting glossy and fat in lack of 
exercise, have sighed with relief, especially one, L/Cpl. 
Coate, who still has his ear tied on with string after the 
R.W.F.'s efforts to remove it altogether. 

The one match that was played was against R.N. Rhine 
Squadron. Sixteen Rugger players in a 14seater 'bus was 
quite interesting and everyone arrived in high spirits. 
The game was played in inches of water with hailstones 
rattling round. It was a hard game which we lost 11—3. 
The game continued, in true rugger style, after the match 
until the team was eventually on its own doorstep* after 
a somewhat hazardous trip. 

Correspondence 
From Colonel E. Freiesleben, 

CommanderinChief of the Royal Danish 
Lifeguards. 

Dear General Boucher, 
I am writing to you because I want to express 

the outstanding pleasure it was for me and my 
men to meet the Band of The Buffs during the 
British Military Tattoo in Copenhagen. 

From the very first moment it was evident that 
a platoon of the Danish Life Guard was to take 
part in the Tattoo, we all recognised that a long 
felt wish could be fulfilled. 

The Danish Army is by many ties connected 
to your regiment, of which our King is Colonel
inChief, and it was a very great moment for all 
of us when Danish soldiers marched along 
accompanied by the Band of The Buffs. 

We will all keep this sight as a most valuable 
memory and very often we will look at the 
handsome silverplate which we received. 

On behalf of the officers of the Danish Life 
Guards I send the best wishes for Christmas and 
the New Year to the officers of The Buffs. 

Yours sincerely, 
(Signed) E. FREIESLEBEN. 

MajorGeneral V. Boucher, C.B., C.B.E., 
War Office, Whitehall, London, S.W.I. 

The War Office, 
Whitehall, 

London, S.W.I. 
20th December, 1955. 

Dear Colonel Freiesleben, 
I am most grateful to you for your very kind 

letter. 
It was indeed an honour, of which we are 

deeply conscious, for the Band of my Regiment 
to take part, with the Royal Danish Life Guards, 
in the British Military Tattoo in Copenhagen. 

The occasion will, I am sure, not only have 
forged the links which connect The Buffs with 
the Royal House of Denmark more closely, but 
will have strengthened the alliance between our 
two countries. It was an occasion we shall 
treasure long in our memories 

Believe me, my dear Colonel, 
Yours very sincerely, 

(Signed) V. BOUCHER, 
Colonel of The Buffs. 

[12] 
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Bridge Cottage, 
Charminster, 

Dorchester, Dorset. 
21th December, 1955. 

The Editor, "The Dragon". 
Dear Sir, 

I recently received a letter from a Danish 
friend and I thought the following extract would 
be of interest to readers of The Dragon and 
especially to members of the Band of the 1st 
Battalion: 

"We had a wonderful time when the British 
Tattoo was here. I don't know any word which 
can cover our enthusiasm—it was wonderful. 
When we were looking at it, we really felt how 
big, how wonderful, how old England is. You 
must be proud—we were proud to feel we belong 
to the same family. I specially noticed The 
Buffs." 

Apparently this country still has some admirers 
on the Continent. The writer is a lady who wrote 
to me while I was a PrisonerofWar and sent 
me parcels and who has kept touch ever since. 

Yours faithfully, 
E. HUDSON ALLEN, 

Lieut.Colonel. 

* * * 

c/o British Legion Park, 
P.O. Box 1255, 

Nairobi. 
6th November, 1955. 

. The Secretary, 
Past and Present Association, The Buffs. 

Dear Sir, 
I wish to thank you most sincerely for your 

generosity in sending me a small grant, which 
I can assure you is most acceptable under present 
conditions, and I certainly understand the spirit 
in which the grant is made. 

I would like to inform you that R.S.M. Cooke 
and I were the original founders of the 
Association at Canterbury in 1904 or 1905, 
but, from memory,, we called it the "Old Com
rades Association". 

It is nice to realise that present day members 
continue to think of old comrades. 

Again thanking you, 
I am, 

Yours faithfully, 
W. J. BARBER, R.S.M. 

Regimental Museum 
VINGT FRANCS NOTE 

LIEUT.COLONEL J. R. Willows has pre
sented a French twenty francs note having 
the normal picture on the obverse, face of a 

seaman hauling on a rope coming from the left 
hand bottom corner. The story is that towards 
the end of the Second World War the Maquis 
of the French underground movement cut the 
head of Hitler off the Deutsches Reich stamps 
and fixed it cleverly onto the corner of the note 
so that the rope had the appearance of being 
round the neck. These notes were then put into 
circulation, much to the annoyance of the Hun. 
CANNON'S HISTORY OF THE THIRD 

REGIMENT OF FOOT, OR THE BUFFS 
A Mr. L. Lefroy, writing from Cronebane, 

Avoca, Co. Wicklow, has sent the Regiment a 
copy of the Historical Records of The Biffs which 
belonged to his father, the late Captain A. H. 
Lefroy. Judging from the binding and illustra
tions it is one of the earlier editions of this 
history. 

Captain Augustine Hugh Lefroy was com
missioned as an Ensign to the 41st (The Welsh) 
Regiment of Foot on 21st December, 1860, but 
his health not being able to stand service in a hot 
climate, he transferred to the 45th (Nottingham
shire) Regiment of Foot in 1862. However, he 
was to see service with this regiment in the 
Abyssinian Campaign of 186768, being awarded 
the medal. He had been promoted Lieutenant 
on 12th June, 1863 and obtained his next step 
on 24th March, 1869—his commission and these 
promotions all being by purchase. 

In order to avoid further service in the East, 
he transferred to The Buffs in 1875 and served 
with the 2nd Battalion at Mullingar until being 
posted to the Depot. He retired with the rank of 
Major on 21st July, 1880 and died in 1915. 

The copy of the History was given to him by 
his kinsman, Richard Thomson, whose family 
owned Petham Hall, in 1879. 

Enclosed with the history was an envelope 
of a letter from Lefroy's brother addressed to 
Captain A. H. Lefroy, The Buffs, Barracks, 
Mullingar, with the one penny stamp of the 
period and bearing the postmark "N.A.A.S.— 
C—MR 15/76. 
A BUTTON OF THE 1ST BATTALION 

EAST KENT VOLUNTEERS 
Lieut.Colonel J. Crookenden, D.S.O., pre

sented a pewter button given him by Major 
V. G. F. Keith Collins (H.G.), who dug it up in 

[13] 
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his garden at Molash. It is a small button having 
on the face a pattern of eight leaves radiating 
from what looks to be an acorn in the centre. 
Round the edge embossed or punched out in 
the manufacture is "1st Battn. East Kent Vol.". 
It probably dates from about 1883. 
MEDALS 

The Museum Fund has bought a Punniar 
Star and Long Service and Good Conduct Medal 
of No. 1593 Sergeant G. Fenton, both in 
excellent condition. Charles Fenton is shown 
as a Private in the Punniar Muster Roll dated 
31st December, 1843, there being no remark 
against his name. 
PRINT OF "ROYAL CAVALRY BARRACKS 

CANTERBURY" 
Colonel E. F. Twist, of Old Hall, Littlebourne, 

has kindly presented the Regiment with an old 
print of "Royal Cavalry Barracks, Canterbury" 
measuring 6J inches by 3 J inches showing the 
front face of the barracks looking southeast 
from what is now the Sturry Road and which 
was then open country. The hillocks of the Old 
Park are to be seen behind the barracks much 
as they appear today. It is thought that this 
print must be almost unique. The only other 
print of the barracks I have seen is one looking 
from the Old Park and what is known as the 
Scotland Hills. 
A GIFT FROM BRIGADIER MAUDE 

Brigadier Maude, who had lent his grand
father's Victoria Cross and medals, together with 
other trophies in possession of his family for 
our Crimea Exhibition, has presented the two 
beautifully leather bound books of highly 
decorated parchment citations of the Vote of 
Thanks from the House of Lords and House of 
Commons dated 1879 addressed to Lieut.
General Sir Francis Maude, Knight Commander 
of the Most Honourable Order of the Bath, v.c.; 
and others, in recognition of their services during 
the operations in Afghanistan. These were on 
view during the Cimrea Exhibition and will be 
seen again with other relics of Sir Francis Maude. 

G.R.H. 

Become a subscriber to 
"The Dragon" 

and keep in touch with 
Regimental news and old friends 

Round East Kent 
by The Tout 

THE EAST KENT HUNT 

A BUFF collar forms part of the uniform 
of the East Kent Hunt. It was once a 
crimson one, but the dye was apt to run, 

and the appearance of the Hunt on a wet day 
suggested that they took their blood sports 
literally. To prevent further apparent bloodshed, 
the Master, Mr. Selby Lowndes, who had 
introduced the crimson collar, 'agreed that a 
change was necessary. Not unnaturally the 
choice fell on that of the County Regiment, 
which has provided so many devoted followers 
and supporters. 

No one could call Kent a foxhunter's Mecca, 
Indeed, it ranks about as high in the hunting 
world as does Rutland in that of cricket. Wood
land, orchards and more woodland do not 
assist hounds in their endeavours to catch a fox, 
nor does an abundance of wire make it any 
easier for the huntsman to help them. In this 
type of country a fox must be thoroughly 
bustled if he is to be brought to book. Hounds 
must have great drive, complete confidence in 
the huntsman and, the most difficult to infuse, 
the inclination to get their heads down again 
after they have once been lifted. By possessing 
these qualities and by making good use of the 
nice stretches of pastureland between Ashford 
and Folkestone, the East Kent Hounds have 
earned themselves a considerable reputation, the 
extent of which I was not made fully aware until 
I was told by the Master of a famous Sussex 
pack: "I'm afraid you won't find us up to East 
Kent standard". He was right. 

The East Kent first became an established 
pack in 1814. Its heyday was reached shortly 
before the First World War under the mastership 
of Mr. Henry Selby Lowndes. From all accounts 
this legendary figure was a really great fox 
catcher. He rallied the entire countryside to 
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active support of the Hunt and increased hunting 
days to four a week, on two of which foxes 
would be sent scurrying from the large wooded 
areas, while on the other two they would be 
invited to cross the vale which was fenced in 
those days mainly by stake and binders. Hunts 
which would previously have been regarded as 
outstanding became commonplace. 

The Master showed no restraint in the use of 
his extensive vocabulary. He was also as 
appreciative of a shapely ankle as of a straight 
hock. On only one occasion was he known to 
have been at a loss. This was when he en
countered two fair followers standing at the end 
of a ride, contrary to instructions. "Yes", came 
the greeting from the more gorgeous of the two 
lovelies before the Master had time to explode, 
"we know . We two bitches are in 
your way and we haven't seen your 
fox either". He had no reply. 

Selby Lowndes was Master from 1900 until 
his death in 1930. He was succeeded by Lieut.
Colonel Arthur ffrenchBlake, the commander 
of what became our 10th Battalion during the 
First World War, and the father of a serving Buff. 
He hunted hounds until 1932, when a pro
fessional, the late Fred Sturmey, was engaged. 
Mr. Wilfred White of Street End has also 
rendered great services to the Hunt. He was 
Master before Selby Lowndes and for many 
years acted as honorary secretary between the 
wars. He pays an annual visit to our tent during 
Cricket Week and is, we believe, the only Nine
teenth Century M.F.H. on our guest list. 

During the recent War, part of the East Kent 
country was within range of enemy artillery and 
all of it subject to sudden air attack. A 
tremendous struggle was required to keep 
hunting going under these conditions. Luckily, 
in the late Major Jack Wood, formerly of the 
Durham Light Infantry, the Hunt had a man 
who was to be daunted neither by the loss of a 
leg, incurred in the First War, nor by Adolf 
Hitler. Thanks to his and Sturmey's efforts the 
future was assured. 

Mr. Tom Glasse has been Master since 1949 
after two years as Joint Master. Charles Hallam 
took over the horn the same season. This is a 
great combination. The Master of a pack that 
owes much to the farmers, Mr. Glasse is a 
farmer himself. He resembles Mr. Jorrocks in 
appearance and in his love of the chase, but not 
in crosscountry performance. Neither a four
foot rail nor a strand of wire stops Mr. Glasse, 
and Mr. J. would be lucky to see more than a 
glimpse of his coattails when hounds really run. 

Hallam is a really forceful huntsman, quite fear
less as a horseman and possessed of boundless 
energy and enthusiasm. Between them a really 
fast, killing pack has been built up. 

Hunts the length of those scored in the Selby 
Lowndes era may be a rarity, indeed a 
phenomenon, these days. Nonetheless, the 
number of foxes killed has recently been almost 
as high, the total being nearly 30 brace last 
season. In spite of reports that appear in the 
press of foxes who, not content with attacking 
sheep, even cattle, in the country, descend on 
towns in packs in search of cats, investigations 
carried out by the Field indicate that neither his 
numbers nor his habits have been changed by 
the extermination of the rabbit, except for a 
change to a more vegetarian diet. He is still a 
shy, reserved creature, and is obviously reluctant 
to cross the highways on which traffic now 
travels night and day. He is thus more restricted 
in his roving and has no far haven to head for 
when hounds bustle him out of covert. 

With the high cost of forage (although sub
scription rates are still at their prewar level) 
and with heavy demands on his time, an officer 
who wants to hunt has to make heavier sacrifices 
than hitherto. The enjoyment of a high standard 
of sport and the meeting of a friendly and 
hospitable field are to be had in return. 

Beneath Bell Harry 

THE festivities over 
t h e  C h r i s t m a s  
period were num

erous, the gymnasium 
being used on four 
nights for dances and 
two successive after
noons for children's 
parties in the course of 
the last ten days before 
Christmas. The Officers 
entertained the Ser
geants and vice versa; 
the Officers and Ser
geants' football match 
took place. This last 

event deserves mention, not only through the 
fact that the game ended in a fourgoal draw, 
but because it was played in thick fog with 
visibility down to 20 yards in the last 20 minutes. 
(The cricket square survived with no booted 
players crossing it!) 

[15] 
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The children's parties were an outstanding 
success and for this credit is due to Mrs. Mont
gomery, Major Henry Watts, R.S.M. White 
and their many helpers. Every child, and there 
were in the region of 250 of them, received a 
present. 

After a short period of leave, 2/Lieut. Peter 
Hordern (complete with name plate), arrived 
to take the place of 2/Lieut. Robin Wright in 
No. 1 Company. We wish him a happy tour of 
duty. 

* * * 

No. 1 COMPANY 
With three successive days on the Hythe ranges im

mediately after Christmas, the Company soon settled 
down to work after the holiday; now, with the first day 
of the New Year just behind us, we can look forward to 
Christmas, 1956. 

The last intake of 1955 arrived on 8th December to 
become Ypres Platoon. From its members the team for 
the Hardy Cup is being selected and training has started 
in earnest. The event takes place in the gymnasium on 
1st February. 

It is with great pleasure we record that C.S.M. Chapman 
is now back at duty. His complete recovery will un
fortunately take some time but he looks "as fit as a fiddle" 
and reports "no skeletons" as a result of his absence. 

In the last days of December four boys from the 
Infantry Boys' Battalion were attached to the Company 
for a brief period of training under Sgt. Yuill. They 
impressed everyone by their smart turnout and keenness; 
it was a pity that they were not with us longer. They were 
followed within 36 hours by eight C.C.F. N.C.O.s from 
various schools in Kent. 

The .22 rifle team, led by Lieut. Dracopoli, defeated 
two Home Guard teams during December. Scores were: 

No. 1 Company 
Sgt. McNeill 40 
Sgt. Yuill 40 
L/Cpl. Hadlow ... 39 
Pte. Underdown ... 38 
Lieut. Dracopoli ... 36 
Sgt. Recton 36 
Pte. Howe 32 
Pte. Batton 32 
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Depot 
L/Cpl. Hadlow ... 40 
Lieut, Dracopoli ... 39 
Sgt. Yuill 39 
Pte. Underdown ... 39 
Sgt. Recton 38 
Sgt. McNeill 37 
R.S.M. White ... 36 
Pte. Batton 34 
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"Z>" Coy., 4 H.G. 
Major Friend ... 40 
C/Sgt. Standen ... 37 
2/Lieut. Line ... 36 
Cpl. Gosbee 36 
Pte. Bourne 33 
Pte. Price ... ... 31 
Pte. Croucher ... 24 
Sgt. Butler 20 
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4 (Kent) H.G. Bn. 
Cpl. Crossbee ... 37 
Lieut. Standen ... 34 
Pte. Bourne 34 
2/Lieut. Line ... 32 
Major Friend ... 31 
Pte. Austin 31 
Pte. Bubb 30 
Pte. Croucher ... 29 
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As we expected, Sgt. Perry and his cooks produced an 
excellent bill of fare for Christmas, which was enjoyed by 
those of the Company not on Christmas leave. 

Cpl. Carney (with a recently acquired passport), Ptes. 
Woodward and Rankin are on the point of leaving the 
Company on return to civilian life. We wish them the 
best of luck in the future. 

Pied Piper 

H.P.S. 320 
The comings and goings on courses continue at a steady 

rate. Cpls. James and Knight have rejoined us, both 
back from Hythe with good results. The former joins 
the Battalion in February. Sgt., Yuill proceeds on a Drill 
course in a week's time, whilst Cpl, Addy goes to Hythe. 

ON consuming my Christmas lunch this 
year I was reminded of Christmas at 
Gibraltar some thirty years ago. I was 

doing my spell of P.M.C., and, as was the 
custom of those parts, one purchased one's 
Christmas turkeys alive about the first week in 
October and then fattened them up for the great 
day. To oblige the married officers, turkeys 
were also obtained and earmarked for them 
while the Mess Staff were bringing them on. 
From the C.O. downwards nearly every married 
officer availed himself of this arrangement. It 
is not an overstatement to say there were about 
two dozen turkeys in the Officers' Mess com
pound. They were the apple of my eye—if one 
can apply such a term to turkeys, and the Mess 
Sergeant and all the Mess Staff obviously took 
great pride in them and vied with one another in 
assisting the fattening process. Even the C.O. 
began to take notice. The path he took when he 
walked down from his house to the Orderly 
Room passed through the Mess compound and 
on more than one occasion he said to me: 
"Which is the one for my household?". "That 
whopper over there, Sir", I replied. Soon the 
C.O. got to know his turkey so well by sight that 
he did not have to have it pointed out to him, 
and often on his passings to and fro he was seen 
to pause and look at it thoughtfully. Mrs. C.O. 
also began to take interest, and when I met her 
at the meet of the Royal Calpe Hunt, which was 
twice a week without fail, she seldom forgot to 
enquire how her bird was getting on. To almost 
the same degree, the other officers' wives also 
sought news from time to time. 

Time marches on, and by Christmas week 
they were really a magnificent flock (or is it 
"gobble" or just "crowd"?) of turkeys. On 
24th December as I arrived at the Mess for my 
lunch, a disconsolate Mess Sergeant was awaiting 
me at the top of the steps. "S'pose you know, 
Sir", said he, "S'pose you know all the turkeys 
have gone!". "Gone where?", I asked. "Dun
now, Sir", he replied. "They were all there 
when I left the Mess after breakfast", I answered. 
"Yessir", he agreed. Now turkeys are almost 
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T H E  F O L L O W I N G  F I R M S  S U P P O R T  
S E R V I C E  J O U R N A L S  

T u r k i s h  &  V i r g i n i a  
c i g a r e t t e  s p e c i a l i s t s  
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Try BURMA SAUCE 
Every drop is of full flavour 

Ask for White—Cottells 
Worcester Sauce 

Refreshes after work, travel and sport 

w *  'right's 
COAL TAR SOAP 

IDEAL FOR TOILET BATH AND NURSERY 

RIIZILA\ 
CIGARETTE PAPERS 

J/tf CREAM 

ice ̂ eam 

CfiMWh 
M I N E R A L  W A T E R S  

LEMON SQUASH, &c. 
( O L D  BY N.A.A.F.I. CANTEENS 

ofNe 

DOA/r WASH YOHR EfA/R 
//V YOUR BATH WATER./ 

The only way to get 
it surgically clean and 
free from Dandruff, 
Scurf and other root
clogging deposits is 
regular washing with 

Evan Williams 
DANDRUFF 
REMOVER 

Shampoo 
Enough for several shampoo* in 

Messrs. Blenkhorn Richardson 
& Co., Ltd. 

Woollen & Worsted Manufacturers 



Eastfield Mills, HAWICK, SCOTLAND 

0.K 
THE SAUCE THAT DOES VOU GOOD 

PARK DRIVE 
CIGARETTES 

For Your Enjoyment 

Callard & Bowser's 
Celebrated "Thistle Brand" 

BUTTERSCOTCH 
famous since 1837 

Dt 
HORNBY TRAINS' 

f l/encafschell̂  
GENUINE MADRAS 

CURRY POWDER 
Peacock Brand 

THE SECRET OF A GOOD CURRY 
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CHILDREN'S PARTIES 
How spontaneous in their delight are these lucky children whose party has been skilfully 

planned. 

As specialists in service catering for all occasions, Naafi will be pleased to prepare your 

catering arrangements for this very special occasion; for none know better how to 

provide all the good things that bring pleasure to children of all ages; and none is more 

experienced in planning for the youngsters the sort of party that they will remember 

with relish. 

For your children's party call in Naafi today — the experts in catering with a special 

way with children. 

The official canteen'organisationfor H.M. Forces. Imperial Court, Kennington, London, S.E.II 
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T H E  D R A G O N  

as good as the Geese of the Capitol of Rome at 
giving warning of the approach of an intruder. 
"Were the Mess Staff about their duties all 
morning?" I enquired. "Yessir, but nobody 
heard nothing and when the Corporal looked 
out about ten minutes ago there were none 
there." 

It seemed they had vanished into thin air, 
and the civil police who were called in could not 
provide a clue. There was nothing for it but 
for the Mess Sergeant to get into his pony and 
trap and jog down to the Gibraltar market and 
purchase an equivalent number of dead and 
plucked turkeys. It was, of course, the tail end 
of the Christmas market and I still shudder 
when I recall the sight of those 24 thin, scraggy 
corpses he brought back. It was not easy to 
laugh that one off to the dining members of the 
Officers' Mess. But—oh! the married ladies 
who had arranged Christmas lunch and dinner 
parties 1 During the 35 years I held a commission 
it fell to my lot to perform many awkward tasks, 
but explaining about the vanished turkeys to 
my brother officers' wives was delicate and 
required a special technique which I feel sure 
I never possessed. 

The mystery was explained later when the 
civil police caught the culprit redhanded 
attempting to do the same thing again. He was 
a "RockScorpion", which is a rude term some 
soldiers applied to certain local inhabitants. 
He merely walked along the road driving a single 
HEN turkey in front of him. As he passed the 
Mess compound, all our turkeys immediately 
followed, they being all of the opposite sex! 
The road had many twists, and as soon as he 
got round the first corner, confederates who were 
waiting pounced on our turkeys, and disappeared 
to all four corners of "The Rock". So let all 
present and future P.M.C. of the 1st Battalion 
profit by the undoubted setback endured by— 

D.A.W. 
* * * 

Watch for these Films 
ICHARD III. The film of Shakespeare's 
play heads most lists of best pictures for 
1955. Produced and directed by Laurence 

Olivier, who plays the King and repeats his 
notable stage performance, even bettering it. 
His Richard is an out and out villain, but with a 
sense of humour, who makes and carries out his 
wicked schemes with sardonic relish, confiding 
in his audience in the manner of the villains of 
melodrama. He has humour, he has at times 
charm and dignity. There are some unforgettable 
moments, his spectacular leap from a height 

with sword drawn, and the death throes of the 
writhing monster he becomes when his enemies 
close in on him. The rest of the cast have names 
to conjure with—John Gielgud as Clarence, 
speaking the verse as only he can, Ralph Richard
son, Alec Clunes, Cedric Hardwicke, and Claire 
Bloom as Anne and Pamela Brown as Jane Shore. 

The Lady Killers. A modern study in villainy 
in the lighthearted manner of Kind Hearts and 
Coronets. A dear, rather vague old lady 
advertises a room to let; it is taken by "Professor 
Marcus" (Alec Guiness) for his friends to 
practise their music. They are, in fact, gangsters 
who involve the old lady in their plans. When 
she realises what they are, she has, of course, to 
be liquidated, and no one wants to do it! It is a 
delicious comedy. Miss Katie Johnson, who 
plays the old lady, has been in films for many 
years, and at the age of 77 was asked to emerge 
from retirement to play the part, and she has 
made a triumphant success. This film has been 
shown in many East Kent cinemas almost 
immediately after its premiere, so that there was 
not time to get it into last month's list. 

All for Mary.—Screen version of the stage 
comedy. Two excharges of a Nannie come 
under her care with chickenpox when grown up. 
David Tomlinson and Nigel Patrick are the 
patients, Kathleen Harrison, the inimitable, has 
great scope as the Nannie. Good light entertain
ment. 

The Bespoke Overcoat. A charming short 
picture which is being shown with. La Strada 
(already mentioned). It is about an old Jewish 
tailor, beautifully acted by David Kossoff. 
Those who do not usually stay for the "second 
picture" should do so if it is this one. 

Two foreign films which are being shown in 
London are Suckdorff's lovely film about 
children and animals, The Great Adventure, and 
Clouzot's horrific The Fiends (Les Diaboliques). 
The Wages of Fear by this director was a film of 
fear and suspense, and the new one is a study in 
the macabre. The scene is a school with two 
desperate women—the wife and mistress of the 
Headmaster—united in a plot to rid themselves 
of hint. It is very clever, and these frightening 
films seem popular at present. 

Watch for a reissue of Camille with Greta 
Garbo. There is now a generation who may 
not have seen this most lovely woman and 
actress. They may now see and learn. There is 
also Meet Me in St. Louis—a revival of the 
exquisite Judy Garland film of fifteen years ago. 

M.M.A. 
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T H E  D R A G O N  

West Country Buffs 
Progress 

WE have started the New Year in the 
West Country in buoyant mood. We 
have triumphantly crossed the Rhine of 

inertia and are advancing pellmell to our 
objective. 

The Colonel of the Regiment has very kindly 
accepted our invitation to come to our luncheon 
as the Guest of Honour. He may be assured 
of arousing West Country welcome. 

This party is to be held at the Castle Hotel, 
Taunton, on Saturday, April 21st. This is the 
leading hotel in Taunton, and a first class and 
seasonable menu has been arranged in a specially 
reserved banquetting room. The price will be 
15/ or 16/ each according to the numbers 
attending. This includes all overheads except 
drinks. Water will be provided free for 
teetotallers—if any. 

At present we may expect fifteen or sixteen to 
be present to greet the Colonel of the Regiment, 
though it is to be hoped that even more will 
make the effort to attend. General Boucher is 
a very busy man, with many important engage
ments to fulfil, but Buffs in Kent know what a 
great deal of time he devotes to Regimental 
affairs. Let us, therefore, make a real effort in 
the West Country to assemble in force and show 
our appreciation of the honour he is doing us. 

Readers may like to know whom they may 
expect to meet at this Pickwickian repast. Some 
have actually notified their intention in writing, 
others verbally, and others by bush telegraph: 

Brigadiers H. C. T. Stronge and R. Craddock; 
Colonels E. A. Airy and D. A. Wilkins; Lieut
Colonels E. H. Allen, A. F. St. A. Turner and his 
son Michael, R. E. Power and E. B. Backhouse; 
Majors C. S. Field, W. H. Pitkin, E. Edlmann, 
M. O'Geary and R. Tuke; Captains H. H. C. 
Morley and S. Maiden; Mr. R. Baker. Other 
possibles from whom we have not yet heard 
are Lieut.Colonel E. Scott and Majors Ransley 
and Warren from Dorset. Let's hope they can 
make it and will say so. 

In the early part of the last war there were 
four Service battalions of The Buffs in Devon. 
Incidentally, this was the last time a Colonel 
of the Regiment came West. The late Major
General Sir John Kennedy stayed the night with 
the 9th Buffs near Teignmouth; toured the 
"front" held by three battalions of The Buffs 
that July day, and the next day attended the first 
birthday parade of the 9th on the sea front at 

Teignmouth. The following night the Luftwaffe 
dropped a couple of bombs near battalion 
headquarters. Surely there must be some officers 
from these battalions who were entranced by 
the charm of Devon and have since settled here? 
It would be a great pleasure to their brother 
officers to meet them again at Taunton. Perhaps 
they do not take The Dragon, thus being ignorant 
of what is afoot. The remedy is for those 
already on the list to pass the good tidings 
around and act as recruiting staff for both The 
Dragon and this luncheon. 

Our frontiers are wide and indeterminate. If, 
therefore, anyone would care to make the trip 
from London or elsewhere, his presence would 
be very welcome. There is an excellent and 
swift train service from Paddington to Taunton, 
and if anyone coming from afar would prefer to 
arrive on the objective the night before, the 
Manager of the Castle Hotel will be pleased to 
accommodate him. Just write direct and book 
a bed. 

Next month one hopes to be able to report 
that reinforcements are coming in fast. 

R.T. 
* * * 

Regimental Gazette 
SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 9TH 

AUGUST, 1955 
REGULAR ARMY 

Lt.Col. (Temp. Col.) H. P. Williams, O.B.E. (38776), 
from Buffs, Emp. List 1, to be Col., 30th May, 1955. 
SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 29TH 

NOVEMBER, 1955 
INFANTRY 

REGULAR ARMY 
SHORT SERVICE COMMISSION 

THE BUFFS.—Maj. A. Broadley, M.B.E., T.D. (16676) 
(Emp. List 4), relinquishes his commn. on completion of 
service, 1st December, 1955, and is granted the hon. rank 
of Maj. 

ARMY EMERGENCY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 
NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 

The undermentioned 2nd Lts. from Reg. Army Nat. 
Serv. List to be 2nd Lts. on the dates shown:— 

A. C. C. Vincent (428505), 6th October, 1954, with 
seniority 16th May, 1953. 

C. J. Maule (432800), 22nd October, 1954, with seniority 
9th January, 1954. 

M. I. Ashby (428778), 27th October, 1954, with seniority 
30th May, 1953. 

The undermentioned 2nd Lts. are granted the acting 
rank of Lt. on the dates shown:— 

A. C. C. Vincent (428505), 24th January, 1955. 
M. I. Ashby (428778), 31st January, 1955. 
C. J. Maule (432800), 21st June, 1955. 

m 



T H E  D R A G O N  
SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 13TH 

DECEMBER, 1955 
INFANTRY 

REGULAR ARMY 
THE BUFFS.—Lt. C. T. F. West (408077) to be Capt., 

16th December, 1955. 
REGULAR ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 

NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 
2nd Lt. (Actg. Lt.) D. S. Broome (433419) from A.E. 

Res. of Offrs. to be Lt., 17th December, 1955, with 
seniority 23rd June, 1955. 

ARMY EMERGENCY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 
NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 

2nd Lt. P. H. Arnold (431892) is granted the actg. rank 
of Lt., 7th July, 1955. 

2nd Lt. P. H. Arnold (431892) from Reg. Army Nat. 
Serv. List to be 2nd Lt., 28th March, 1955, with seniority 
7th November, 1953. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 16TH 
DECEMBER, 1955 

INFANTRY 
REGULAR ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 

THE BUFFS.—Maj. (Hon. Lt.Col.) E. P. C. Bruce, M.C. 
(31881), having attained the age limit of liability to recall, 
ceases to belong to the Res. of Offrs., 19th December, 
1955. 

Capt. (Hon. Maj.) G. E. Dubois, M.C. (333657), ceases 
to belong to the Res. of Offrs., 21st December, 1955. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 23RD 
DECEMBER, 1955 

INFANTRY 
REGULAR ARMY 

THE BUFFS.—Maj. G. H. A. Yates (139831) to take rank 
and precedence in his Corps and in the Army (with effect 
from 28th October, 1955) as if his appt. to Maj. bore 
date 6th July, 1948. 

TERRITORIAL ARMY 
Lt. (Actg. Capt.) The Hon. J. C. I. RoperCurzon 

(415391) to be Capt., 25th December, 1955, with seniority 
1st October, 1953. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 27TH 
DECEMBER, 1955 

INFANTRY 
TERRITORIAL ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 

NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 
THE BUFFS.—2nd Lt. R. P. T. Came (421509) to be Lt., 

31st December, 1955. 

EIGHTH SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 
30TH DECEMBER, 1955 

INFANTRY 
REGULAR ARMY 

SHORT SERVICE COMMISSION 
THE BUFFS.—Capt. N. Elliott (229739) (Emp. List 3) 

to be Maj., 21st August, 1955. 
ARMY EMERGENCY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 

NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 
The undermentioned 2nd Lts., from Reg. Army Nat. 

Serv. List, to be 2nd Lts., on the dates shown with 
seniority 15th May, 1954;— 

G. G. Wilkins (435212), 29th September, 1955.
K. T. Simpson (435217), 4th October, 1955. 
P. W. McL. Parker (435207), 10th October, 1955. 

TERRITORIAL ARMY 
2nd Lt. (Actg. Lt.) K. W. Cooney (432583) to be_Lt., 

2nd January, 1956, with seniority 28th October, 1954; 

Past and Present 
Association 

Life Members 
1ST TO 3 1ST DECEMBER, 1955 

Brighton Branch.—Guest, C., Kinsey, W. 
Ramsgate Branch.—Fuller, D. S. 
H.Q. Roll.—Hall, B., Holmans, B., Hughes, A., Law, 

E., Jonas, D. A. 

Annual Members 
1ST TO 3 1ST DECEMBER, 1955 

London Branch.—Franklin, W. H., Brinkley, J. 
H.Q. Roll.—Ball, J., Batton, M., Bottle, G., Chittenden, 

—., Dawson, B., Doherty, B., Featherstone, R., Frayne, 
E., Godden, J., Growns, L., Holman, G., Newing, T., 
Moss, D., Reynolds, J., Sales, C., Skillbeck, J., Smith, C., 
Spain, B., Standen, M., Underdown, G., Warne, J., 
Hunter, S. 

* * * 

Grants 
The total grants from the Benevolent Fund and the 

World War 1939 Charitable Fund during the month of 
December, 1955, are as follows:— 

£ s. d. 
Benevolent Fund ... 47 1 6 
World War 1939 Charitable Fund 44 10 3 

Competitions 195556 
DARTS 

1ST ROUND RESULTS 
Ramsgate beat Herne Bay. 
Weald beat Margate. 
Medway (W.O.); Hythe (Scr.). 
Sandwich beat Dover. 
Byes: Canterbury,.Ashford, London, Sittingbourne. 

Dover ... 
Ramsgate 
London... 
Sittingbourne 
Denmark 
Canterbury 

SHOOTING 
October November December 

439 446 409 
458 470 472 
436 395 
426 447 439 
453 433 
481 486 490 
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Medway Branch 
A sweet little voice within me says, "If you do not get 

on with The Dragon notes you will not get them done at 
all", only to be answered by another little voice, "But 
what about all the work to be completed before Christ
mas?" and having listened to them both I have decided 
to compromise by submitting a shorter account than 
usual of the Branch happenings. 

I must start on a sad note, for poor old Tich Eldridge 
passed away on 15th December. Regular readers of these 
notes will remember that earlier I mentioned that Tich 
had become ill with tummy trouble, later it appeared that 
he also had a slipped disc, but nobody thought that he 
was seriously ill. His loss is going to be felt very much 
indeed for he was an exceedingly good family man and a 
dependable member of our Branch. He served with the 
2nd Battalion for twelve years (1922 to 1935, I believe) 
and during the last war with, I understand, the R.A.S.C. 
The news of his death damped our meeting for Tich was 
was very popular with all members, who extend their 
sincere sympathy to Mrs. Eldridge and her family. 

A more cheerful note was struck by the presence of 
Mr. Pardew, M.M., who had been in hospital for a very 
long time with a prolapsed disc. He now wears a support 
and can move about under his own motive power with 
the aid of a stick, and we all hope that this improvement 
will continue and that he will soon be permitted to take 
his old active interest in the Branch. 

Hythe Branch, unfortunately, was unable to raise a 
darts team and so we automatically passed to the second 
round of the Competition in which we meet the winners 
of the contest between Dover and Sandwich. We shall 
be at home to which ever team it may be either on Satur
day, 21st January, or 28th January, which ever date they 
prefer. The results should reach the General Secretary 
by the 28th, but I am sure that the game being played on 
that date will be accepted by him if necessary. Should 
the game be played on that latter date I shall hold my 
notes up so as to include a brief report on the game. 

All members may care to note that the Branch will 
hold its Annual General Meeting on the third Saturday 
in April, 1956. This will enable the Hon. Treasurer to 
close the accounts on the 31st March and have them 
audited before the meeting takes place. Nominations 
for Branch office should reach the Hon. Secretary by the 
February meeting. 

Our meeting on 17th December was attended by about 
a score of members and their wives. Business was brief 
and so we were able to get on with darts and chinwag 
at an early hour. It is thought by some that it is a pity 
that we cannot include a couple of ladies in our Darts 
team for they can give a very good account of themselves. 

Our President, Mr. Hepworth, was unable to be with 
us and we all consider him very wise not to venture out 
in the bitter damp weather—after all,, he is now 84 years 
"young", but not young enough to take risks. We received 
letters of apology from Mr. W. F. Hutchings and Mr. 
Daniels, both of whom were suffering from 'flu. This, 
we hope, has completely cleared up and left them their 
old cheerful selves. 

Although these notes are being prepared before Christ
mas it is too late to wish our many friends the Season's 
Greetings, but late though it is I will add that it is my 
sincere wish that all our readers enjoy a Happy and 
Peaceful New Year, 

London Branch 
A very happy New Year to all Buffs, past and present. 

Many thanks to all of you who sent greetings to us. 
Sorry we never sent any in return, but left it too late to 
get any cards printed. But you all know what we wish 
you, that is, what you wish yourselves, all the luck, good 
health and prosperity. 

So we come to the end of yet another year, and enter 
into a new one, 1956. Let us all work hard to get all the 
members, past and present, back with us in our Branch 
rooms. Let's try and make this new year's Canterbury 
Sunday one of the bestattended for many years. Let 
every person see that the Buffs Past and Present Associ
ation is not going to grow down but grow up. So, let's 
advertise early. Branch Secretaries or Treasurers open 
up books, so that the less fortunate can pay a little at a 
time for fares, etc., so that it does not hit the pocket so 
heavily when the time comes along. Let us really make 
this a bumper year. 

I was very sorry to read in The Dragon about the 
Ashford Branch Ladies' Guild having to close, owing to 
lack of attendance. I am sure they will soon start again. 
Thinking back a little to when the London Branch visited 
Ashford and to the wonderful time they gave us, nothing 
can. stop them from getting right to the top of the tree 
again. So, come along, you wonderful Ashford ladies! 

It has just come to my notice that a grand and brave 
old Buff has passed away, namely Inpensioner (Navvy) 
Norman, after further operations in Millbank Hospital. 
A grand old warrior, if ever there was. 

We will now get back to the Prince Alfred, Tufton 
Street, on the night of December 10th. It was our Christ
mas Draw night. A huge drum, ably produced by Mr. 
Bert Perry, made it look a "real proper turnout", and 
the members that turned up to give a helping hand were 
really amazing. Sorry to say, regarding Winners, the 
members of the Branch never got much of a lookin. Not 
even old timber had any prizes this year, but one of his 
clients just got home. Les King gnashed his teeth, when 
one of his cronies got first prize. This was really a first
class night, attended by a firstclass crowd. All good 
Buffs, great helpers, and lots of good fun. Many thanks 
to you all. 

A special word of thanks to the promoters of the 
Christmas Draw, for the grand show, and the hard work 
they put in on this. To Mr. Sam Lewis and Mr. Bert 
Perry from all members—"Thank you." 

The following week, Saturday, December 17th, a short 
meeting was held, and the attendance was over 50. After 
the Chairman had wished all members the compliments 
of the season, and given out a few bouquets for the good 
work put in by different members for the Branch, the 
meeting was closed and the ladies asked up. We had 
such a short meeting because it was our night of jollifica
tion, also the presentation of the Christmas Draw prizes. 
So, on with our "odds and ends" night. The music was 
supplied by piano and accordian, songs by Bert Perry, 
dancing by Tubby Skinner, exhibition tango by Albert 
Sharp, a grand duet by those "top of the bill" lads Jim 
Redman and Les King, while Joe Goss and Family led 
in with that grand waltz, "Knees up Mother Brown". 
Whilst all this fun was going on, I had just a quick look 
round the room. Yes, there they were, Messrs. Cobb, 
Everitt, Havell, Head, Capt. Emery, Mr. Grant, Mr. 
Wright, Churki Watts, Billy Hudd, Sam Lewis, Crook
north, Albert Sharp and Company, Eric Cousins, Eric 
Coveney, Turner, oh, and so many more. There's young 
Gray over there, really enjoying himself! Only in Branch 
rooms of the Past and Present Branches will you find 
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Rums sold under the Hudson's 
Bay label had already become 
the standard of comparison In 
America even before the des
truction of the Prince of Wales 
fort in Hudson's Bay and 
the historic escape of the 
Company's supply ship, the 
Prince Rupert, from a French 
warship in 1782 

JJLSDSON'S HAY L 
|MAICA RAM j 

BRYMAY 

Jama/a 
Ask for it at N.A.A.F.I. 

The Governor and Company 
of Adventurers of England 
Trading into Hudson's Bay 

INCORPORATED 2nd MAY 1670 
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ONLY COLGATE DENTAL CREAM 
HAS THE CLINICAL PROOF 
that brings new hope to millions for 

DayandMght 

ToothDecay! 
Actual use by hundreds of 
people has proved the 
longlasting protection of 
Colgate Dental Cream with 
*Gardol!Testssupervised by 
leading dental authorities— 
for a full year—proved this 
protection won't rinse off, 
won't wear off! Proved just 
daily morning and night 
use guards against tooth 
decay every minute of the 
night and day! 

A JURY OF DISTINGUISHED DENTISTS 
HAS EXAMINED THE EVIDENCE 

Documented facts, recently published in an au
thoritative dental journal, have convinced these 
dentists that Colgate Dental Cream with Gardol 
is far more effective against tooth decay than any 
other toothpaste. And because Gardol is the only 
decayfighting ingredient with clinical proof, these 
dental authorities agree that Colgate Dental 
Cream with Gardol gives the surest protection 
against tooth decay ever offered by any toothpaste. 

For DAY AND NIGHT PROTECTION 
AGAINST TOOTH DECAY 

THE MATCH FOR THE 
BRITISH FORCES 

BRITISH MADE BY BRYANT & MAY 

HUDSON'S BAY 

SAME FAMILIAR PACKAGE! 
* Sodium NLauroyl Sarcosinate 

NO OTHER 
TOOTHPASTE OFFERS 
PROOF OF SUCH RESULTS 

CLEANS YOUR BREATH WHILE IT GUARDS YOUR TEETH! 

SAFETY 
MATCHES 



The Following Firms Support Service Journals 

iNEEDLERSi 
I  S W E E T S  J  
UNRIVALLED QUALITY 

If you require your Services 

BLAZER BADGE 
made entirely BY HAND in our workroom 
from finest quality Wire "and Silks, please 
write for our Price List. Quick delivery assured. 

D. J. Parkinson, 15 Albert Rd., Brighton 1. 

BROWN & KNIGHT, LTD. 
Ham Specialists 

9a Lower Marsh 
LAMBETH, S.E.I 

MACKENZIE'S 
Sherries & Ports 
7/te, Rest of Hut ffconcA, 

20-EASTCHEAP - CONDON - E C-3 

I green label 

ALLSORTS 

P E E K  F R E A N  
Makers oj Famous Biscuits 
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such spirit these days. But, of course, time waits for no 
one, and here it is "Time, Ladies and Gentlemen". So, 
the last meeting and gay night has come to an end for the 
year 1955. 

Now to 1956, and what do you think? We are being 
visited by the Sittingbourne Branch, for the second 
round of the InterBranch Darts Competition. So it 
really looks like being another "odds and ends" night. 
What a way to start off our first meeting night of the New 
Year! So make a date, members of the London Branch, 
Saturday, 21st January, 1956, Prince Alfred, Tufton 
Street, time 7 p.m. 

We were all very pleased to see Mr. Grant back in our 
midst, looking very well after a spell of illness, also Mr. 
Hewson from Bury St. Edmunds, who wrote and said he 
was feeling much better after having quite a spell of illness. 
We hope both these gentlemen will soon be feeling quite 
fit again. 

It was nice to meet old Jock Clayton again, looking 
quite well. He tells me he finds it rather hard these days 
to attend all the meetings, owing to pressure of work. 
Take it steady, Jock, you are not getting younger, you 
know. 

THE PASSING OF A GREAT BUFF 
Joe Enright, in my opinion, lived only for the Buffs, 

past and present. His great loss will be really felt by the 
London Branch. If ever you wanted to know any dates 
or names, or anything of many years ago, Joe would give 
it. He really was a great Buff. If he thought he was right 
in anything he would press Home his views, and stick by 
them. I know that, as Secretary to the London Branch, 
if I was in difficulty over things, I just 'phoned or wrote 
to Joe, jmd he would put me right. I only received a letter 
from him on the morning he passed away, telling me he 
did not feel too well over Christmas; the fact that he 
received over 150 Christmas cards made him feel it a bit. 
There is no doubt, he was a real Buff if ever there was 
one. His name wiff live with the London Branch for 
many years to come, and his wishes regarding the old 
London Branch Banner will be carried out. Our sincere 
sympathy goes out to Mrs. Enright and Mrs. Spinner in 
their great loss. We, the London Branch, will always 
remember Joe Enright. 

H.J.S. 
k * * 

Brighton Branch 
A good and well attended monthly meeting on 12th 

December, but none of our recent invalids turned up. 
It was wiser, perhaps, as a cold wind was blowing. 

A raffle (two prizes) for Branch funds, very kindly given 
by Mrs. Kinsey, was won by Mr. Griffin (his first 
appearance for well over a year) and Major Milton. 
Thank you, Mrs. Kinsey. 

It is with regret that we heard of the passing of that 
good old Buff, Major J. E. Enright—a big loss to the 
Association in general and to London Branch in particular. 

Our deepest sympathy goes out to all his family. This 
Branch was represented by Mr. W. Peacock and a British 
Legion Poppy tribute was sent from the Branch to the 
funeral. 

No keener soldier lived, and although the writer of 
these notes never actually served with him, he remembers 
Major J.E.E. bringing down a contingent of his London 
Home Guards td Bisley most Sundays, rain or snow, to 
practice on the ranges during the darkest days of the last 
wdr. 

ACHBM. 

Canterbury Branch 
As our normal meeting night would have coincided 

with the eve of the Christmas holiday period—Shareout 
Clubs and the like probably being a counter attraction— 
it was decided to dispense with our December gathering. 

This naturally makes my task harder for it is the gist 
of the business of any meeting that makes the "copy". 

I propose therefore to briefly recap our activities of 
the year 1955. Whilst we have not achieved spectacular 
results, we have nevertheless maintained a regular 
attendance df an average two dozen good loyal Buffs. 
It is gratifying to record that our senior officers and 
executives from the President downwards are punctilious 
and cooperative in every respect. We are in fact a nicely 
balanced family. 

As a Branch we have endeavoured to give support and 
publicity to our own Regimental Museum and Garrison 
Church by organised attendance and a little further 
afield, a few of our members have given much help to the 
town Carnival. 

In the social line we have been a bit cramped, for the 
booking of the Drill Hall has, until now, been a matter 
of cajolery, pulling of strings and what have you. How
ever, we had one successful dance, plenty of Bat and 
Trap, a Branch Outing and divers "do's" in the Depot 
Mess. Hoppo's sharpshooters walked away with the 
InterBranch Shooting Trophy, but we could not achieve 
similar glory with the Darts Tournament. Despite the 
tax on brooms and things we seem to increase our "kitty", 
which to the mind of our Treasurer, Colonel Knocker, is 
a good thing. 

Collectively, then, we have had a gopd year and if in 
1956 we can still have the pleasure of enjoying the company 
of our present regular fraternity, plus securing the 
attendance of a few more new faces, and seeing the Ladies' 
Guild become effective, then indeed we shall have a bumper 
year to look forward to. 

A lot of changes are expected in the administration of 
the Drill Hall itself—rumours of a Sergeants' Mess being 
formed and run by the 4/5th Battalion being only one of 
the tentative improvements—and so it is to be hoped 
that we may be permitted to enjoy even more amenities 
than those at present graciously bestowed upon us by 
Lieut.Col. G. R. Hews. 

Our Chairman appears to be fit once again (apart from 
the leg injury sustained in a road accident) and it is to be 
hoped that he can maintain his good health throughout 
the winter. 

In conclusion, a reminder that we hope to thrash 
Ashford at Darts on 21st January in the Depot Sergeants' 
Mess. 

BABU. 
* * * 

WHO'S WHO AT THE CANTERBURY BRANCH 
No. 7—MR. J. PHILPOTT 

According to his original "Small Book" which Mr. 
Philpott stiff proudly possesses, we are informed that he 
enlisted in 1911 and was granted the Reg. No. of 1091. 
(Us younger soldiers were prone to call these cab drivers' 
numbers.) 

In 1913 he applied to buy himself out of the Army in 
order to become a 'bus driver on the first public service 
of this kind between Herne Bay and Canterbury. 

Alas, there was red tape even in those days, for although 
the discharge was granted in 1914, the First World War 
commitments were deemed more important than the 
Heme Bay 'buses and so our friend found himself leaving 
the Citadel at Dover for France and the 2nd Battalion. 
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His discharge having been confirmed on the one hand 

and cancelled on the other, Jim found himself at sixes 
and sevens for he was reallotted a Kitchener Army No. 
of 818 and for six months officially drew two lots of pay 
on his separate numbers! 

Whilst in France our friend was involved in the first 
gas attack, was wounded three times and was present when 
the 1st and 2nd Battalions met at Ypres. In 1915 he was 
promoted Sergeant. 

Jim is one of our regular gang and truly domesticated 
in Canterbury with his work. He is apt to sit back and 
absorb the Club business with solid reflection, yet 
appearing to enjoy his smoke, drink and Buff atmosphere. 

I cannot yet assess his social abilities but I should 
imagine he can hold his own on the darts board. A guide 
to his younger inclinations is that he was very chummy 
with another well known Buff, to wit, Tich Burville! 
This, however, is not held against our respected comrade 
in these days of enlightenment. 

BABU. 

Ladies' Guild 
Saturday, 7th January, 1956, saw the revival of the 

Canterbury Branch Ladies' Guild when twentysix wives 
and daughters of Buffs past and present assembled in the 
Church Room in the Military Road at the invitation of 
the Canterbury Branch, Past and Present Association. 

MajorGeneral V. Boucher, C.B,, C.B.E., The Colonel of 
the Regiment, accompanied by Mrs. Boucher, our Guild 
President, opened the Meeting. Lieut.Col. E. V. Argles 
with five executives from the Men's Branch also attended. 

General Boucher said how pleased he was to see such 
a splendid gathering and explained that the Meeting was 
called solely to get the Branch launched and his only task 
was to get the main executives elected when he would 
hand over the Meeting. The following ladies were 
unanimously elected to hold the following positions:— 

President:, Mrs. Guy Lee. Chairman: Mrs. E. H. F. 
Watts. Secretary: Mrs. E. R. Chambers. Treasurer: 
Mrs. H. White. 

The first duty of the Chairman was to obtain the views 
of the Meeting as to the most convenient day fdr holding 
the Meetings and Wednesday proved the most popular. 
Finally, it was agreed to hold the Branch Meetings on 
the FIRST WEDNESDAY in each month. The Meeting 
also agreed that the Meeting place, in future, would be 
the Families' Welfare Room, New Infantry Barracks, 
being moreaccessible by local 'buses, the Military Road 
being "off the beaten track". The Welfare Room lies 
between the Drill Shed and Married Quarters, close to 
the Gymnasium in the New Barracks. The next Meeting 
will therefore take place on Wednesday, 1st February, 
1956, at 3 p.m. 

We are indeed very grateful to the Medway Ladies' 
Guild, who sent wishes for a successful meeting and 
thank them all very much. 

Mrs. Howard Smith, who attended, brought with her 
the address book of the Canterbury Branch Guild up to 
the time of closing down in 1949, for which we are grateful. 

May we offer to the wives, mothers, widows and 
daughters of the many Buffs, past and present, residing 
in and around Canterbury a cordial invitation to come 
along to our Meetings and renew acquaintances with old 
friends. We would also extend the invitation to nearby 
branches of Herne Bay, Faversham, etc., who have, 
insufficient numbers to form a Guild, to come along 
where a welcome awaits them. 

We thank General and Mrs. Boucher for giving up 
part of their already busy time to attend the Meeting, 
the O.C. Depot for making accommodation available 
for our Meeting and to the Canterbury Branch of the 
Association for the donation to launch the Branch and 
for meeting the cost of the excellent tea laid on . by 
NAAFI. 

It would be ungrateful if the work of the Chairman, 
and Secretary of the Canterbury Branch of the Past and 
Present Association in bringing this revival about was 
not acknowledged in these opening notes of the Guild, 
also Major E. Watts who made such admirable arrange
ments for our comfort on this occasion. 

FREV. 
* * * 

Ramsgate Branch 
Our monthly meeting was well attended on 16th 

December, 1955. Mr. C. Fakley presided in his usual 
breezy and efficient manner, supported by Messrs. H. 
Martin, M.B.E., Capt. H. H. Knight and Mr. B. E. Knott, 
Branch Secretary. 

Mr. Fakley in his opening speech welcomed officers 
and members and said he was very pleased to see the 
regular attendance of such old stalwarts as Messrs. W. 
Jeffreys, Tom Miller, Jack Powles, Fred Ellis, E. Castle, 
W. Costin and many others. It was the individual 
members' support that kept up the Branch's progress. 
The Branch had had a successful and eventful year and 
he was very pleased with the spirit of comradeship that 
existed amongst the members. The Secretary had told 
him that their next meeting was the A.G.M. and nomina
tions for Branch Officers would be taken. Mr. Fakley, 
after a record period of Chairman (seven years), stated 
his intention of resigning. Also the Secretary (sixteen 
years) would be handing the office over to Mr. J. Hogben. 
Mr. Fakley said both Mr. Knott and himself would give 
their continued attendance and support. Their resigna
tions would give the younger members an opportunity 
to further the advancement of the Branch.' Mr. Knott 
read a letter from the Weald Branch accepting the date, 
14th January, for playing off the second round of the 
Association Darts Competition. The match would take 
place at the "Freemasons' Tavern" and the Branch 
looked forward to a good attendance of members on this 
occasion. Support was again essential. 

Every Buff, past or present, will sympathise with Col. 
Orwin on the death of his dear wife; his great grief is 
shared by her many friends. Mrs. Orwin will be sadly 
missed. 

After nearly twenty years as scribe to The Dragon 
notes B.E.K. makes room for another writer in next 
month's notes, but I shall keep m contact with the many 
friends I have made. Before I close, I wish all Buffs, both 
past and present, a Happy and Prosperous New Year. 

B.E.K. 
* * * 

Heme Bay Branch 
Although a bit late, we would like to Wish all Branches 

a Very Happy New Year and the test of luck. 
At our monthly meeting held on 12th December it was 

decided to hold our Children's party on 21st January. 
We all hope that poor old Knott, the Secretary of 

Ramsgate Branch, is not suffering from delayed snock 
from the after effects of the darts match with us on 10th 
December. 

Ramsgate won the match with two legs to one, and a 
very pleasant evening was had by all. 

[22] 
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We hope that Mr. Millar (Dusty) had an enjoyable 

Christmas in hospital and we would love to see him about 
once more as it's a long time now since we last saw him 
around, so all the best for the New Year, Dusty. 

We also wish Mrs. Jarvis and Mrs. Weston a speedy 
recovery. 

During December we received Christmas cards from 
nearly all Branches, also one from Dr. Foster in Hong 
Kong and one from Capt. Lees in Africa. 

* * * 

Sandwich Branch 
The General Monthly Meeting was held at the Drill 

Hall on Wednesday, 7th December, at 8 p.m. Major 
Fw W. Tomlinson presided and 18 members were present. 
Also present was the O.C., Sandwich Detachment, T.A., 
Captain R. j. S. Morgan, M.C., who was introduced to 
the members and given a very hearty welcome. The 
Chairman then asked all to stand for a moment's silence. 

The Minutes of the previous meeting were read and 
confirmed. 

Apologies were received from Lieut.Col. N. S. Hart 
and Messrs. A. Elvery, H. Scarbrough, E. Harvey, P. 
Elvery and E. Hammond. 

Correspondence included a further circular letter from 
H.Q. giving particulars of the conditions and the cost of 
travel to Denmark and the necessity for booking up early. 

A letter from the Dover Branch was read with reference 
to the Darts Competition in which we were drawn to 
play them at Dover. The suggested date was Saturday, 
10th December, at their H.Q. 

The Hon. Secretary reported that the date had been 
confirmed and a coach was booked to leave Sandwich at 
7.15 p.m. 

PRESENTATION OF PICTURE. The Chairman stated that 
he had; received, and accepted, from Mr. W. West (a 
Life Member) on behalf of the Branch, a framed set of 
pictures of the Regiment, depicting the History of the 
Regiment in action and in period dress from 1572 to 1905. 

In accepting the gift, the Chairman expressed his 
thanks and appreciation, and it was unanimously agreed 
that the Hon, Secretary write to Mr. West to this effect. 
The Chairman suggested that, with the permission of 
Capt. Morgan, the picture might hang in the Club Room, 
to which he readily gave his consent. 

Election of Auditors. Mr. E. Dinham and Mr. L. 
Daniels were elected to audit the Branch accounts for 
1955. 

The nomination of Branch Officials and Committee 
for 1956 were received. 

Notice was given that arrangements had been made 
with Capt. Morgan to hold a social evening with the 
T.A. and W.R.A.C. at the Drill Hall on Tuesday, 10th 
January, 1956. 

Captain Morgan then stated that as this was the first 
combined effort he hoped to make it a real good evening, 
a small combined committee would be meeting at the 
Drill Hall on Tuesday, 3rd January, to arrange a pro
gramme. He thanked the Branch for their kind invitation 
to attend their meeting and for the welcome they had 
given him; he was also very pleased that the Branch 
held their meetings at the Drill Hail as he thought this 
was their right home. Capt. Morgan then gave a very 
interesting talk on the present day working of the T.A., 
after which questions were invited. 

A hearty vote of thanks was accorded Capt. Morgan 
for his very interesting talk. 

It was agreed to invite a speaker to the General Monthly 
Meeting on Wednesday, 1st February, 1956. 

On Saturday, 10th December, some 30 members and 
their ladies journeyed to Dover to play the Dover Branch 
in the first round of the Darts Competition, where we 
were made very welcome and at home by the Chairman, 
Captain E. Marsh, M.B.E., and Mrs. Marsh, and after 
refreshing ourselves the teams got together and the game 
was on. At first things were fairly even, then Sandwich 
got away to win the first leg by a good margin; the 
second leg was a little more exciting, especially Mien 
John Field had the misfortune to have two of his three 
darts drop to the floor, which left him with a score of 
5. However, he made up for lost points in his next round 
by scoring 95, and so the game went on and we won the 
second leg with ample to spare. Refreshments were then 
served, followed by a game of threeaside for the gallon, 
which Dover won. 

A Competition was run and, as Usual, we brought 
away all the prizes. A game of House and a few songs 
brought to a close a very jolly evening. 

Thank you, Dover, for a very sporting game and happy 
evening. 

It was very pleasing to see Mr. F. Field, 3/4th Battalion, 
meet an old pal, Mr. C. F. Sinclair, also 3/4th Battalion, 
for the first time in 40 years. 

Dover Branch 
Monthly meeting held Thursday, 5th January, 1956. 

ViceChairman T. Noakes opened the meeting at 8 p.m. 
Minutes were read and confirmed. 
CORRESPONDENCE.—Letter from F. Morecroft enclosed 

a donation as VicePresident; Letter from General 
Secretary re Mr. Saunders; Letter from General Secretary 
re Colours of 2nd Battalion in June; Letter from Saunders 
to Branch Secretary, he goes into hospital on 16th January; 
Letter from Chairman resigning from Branch Chairman
ship. 

Arising out of the last letter, it was agreed to elect 
Mr. T. Noakes in his place and Mr. C. Hare as Vice
Chairman. 

The Dragons were distributed. 
Box Collection, 8/7. Sixteen members present. 
DARTS MATCH—DOVER V SANDWICH.—A little late in 

reporting, but congratulations to Sandwich on their fine 
win away from home on Saturday, December 10th. 
Being worthy holders of the Cup they showed fine form 
in winning by two legs to nil, and so go iht6 the next 
round full of confidence. We the losers sincerely hope 
that they go on and make it a double. 

Thanks also to the Sandwich Branch for the 'bus load 
of supporters, it really made the evening enjoyable. 

Thanks also to all those members of our own Branch 
for turning up. 

It cannot be mentioned too often, but once again 
thank you, ladies, for the eats supplied so freely, it must 
give you very great pleasure to see them so enjoyed. The 
Branch are very grateful to you and piease be assured 
these very kind gifts on your part do not go unnoticed. 

One thing very nearly forgotten, Sandwich has at least 
one very lucky chap at raffles. Three times his name 
came out of the hat as a winner even though the tickets 
were shaken up. He was kind enough to share his luck 
by giving everyone a chance at another draw. 

BH 
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CHRISTMAS PARTY, JANUARY 2ND, 1956.—Take down 
your decorations, the Christmas festivities are over, and 
a very pleasant evening was had by all those who attended 
the Branch Party, held at the Eagle Hotel. 

How very nice to see our General Secretary, Colonel 
Argles, with us once again. It was very good of you to 
come, Sir, and with that lovely red glow on your face 
when you left, it was a sure sign that you had joined in 
the fun of the evening and really enjoyed yourself. 

The evening consisted of several games, including 
"Tombola" with plenty of prizes and again good eats. 

Our dear old friend Taffy Wakefield did splendid work 
on the piano, and without his very great help it could 
have made a very great difference to the enjoyment. 
I know the Chairman thanked him personally, but it is 
good to do so in these notes. 

Bert King came forward with some very good songs 
in such a way to show he enjoys doing so. This, plus a 
very good speech of thanks on behalf of the visitors, 
made those running the show feel their efforts had all 
been appreciated. 

That dear old lady, Mrs. Foster, 88 years of age, 
surprised everyone by winning the passing the stick, and 
a worthy winner for the long time it went on. 

Great fun was had when eight volunteer gentlemen 
sat in chairs to be made up with lipstick, powder and all 
the other commodities from the ladies' handbags by the 
ladies, who, by the way, were blindfolded. 

After very much discussion, the winners were Mrs. 
Corcoran (nee Marsh) and Bert King. How lovely he 
looked. 

Mrs. Willing came forward with another, parlour game, 
the tray on the head and orange between the knees. 
Ladies v Gents; but here the latter were greatly handi
capped; too many bald heads .and no supporting skirt to 
hold up those oranges. Still, it was fun to watch. 

The evening was nearly spoilt when it was felt that 
Charlie Collins' (our Secretary) name wasn't coming out 
of the hat for his regular raffle prize. Believe it or not, 
it did and the last one of all, so he can still say that his 
luck holds good, and he has made a start for 1956. 

7.30 p.m. until 10 p.m. is hardly time enough to do all 
we would want, even so that 2\ hours passed only too 
quickly and it was time to break: up the party, with all 
the wishes for a happy New Year, and as Bert King put 
it, these wishes are for Buffs and their families everywhere. 

I never like to leave these notes without mentioning 
names or asking questions. 

(1) OUR PRESIDENT sent his best wishes and also 
apologies for not being present, which we accept, Sir, 
and trust that you are now well, and wish you and your 
dear lady our very best wishes from all the Branch for a 
happy 1956. 

(2) THE LADIES' GUILD.—Thank you for turning up 
and helping as you did in making it a grand evening. 

(3) JEFF BRIDGELAND AND HIS WIFE.—NOW you know 
where we live we would like to see you on our meeting 
nights. Shame to keep after the old ones, but you could 
see that we try to keep the Branch going and it is the old 
ones that keep it alive, and can entice the younger members 
to come along. 

(4) Talking of old ones, DARKY ROSS. One young 
female thought he wais such a lovely old chap she had a 
mind to substitute him for one of her children and take 
him off to America to which place she was sailing on 
January 6th, No, he never misses. 

Others, TOM HOLLOWAY, CHARLIE COLLINS, DICK 
JOYNER (he sure knows where to put the Pig's Tail). MR. 
HOPPER always there when he is able. MR. HOWELL, who 
gave us a new game, but was surprised like most of us 
that these much boosted film stars are not so well known 
by their photographs as they should be. 

JIM JOHNCOCK, who now can shout out the numbers for 
Tombola like a professional. 

COCKER LORUM, sorry you didn't use that lovely singing 
voice, maybe you were shy with all those ladies present. 

CHARLIE HARE, who is always there and makes a very 
good Committee Member. 

Woo MARTIN, who always seems to enjoy himself and 
another who doesn't let us down. 

THE WIVES.—Such a great help to the Branch with their 
help with the eats, waiting on us and running the raffles. 

Do hope I have missed no one. 
(5) WHO WASN'T THERE? NO names, but far too 

many, which is disappointing. There may be excuses, 
but this was the one evening when the support of everyone 
was wanted. 

We don't want to end on a sad note, but one cannot 
but ask what was wrong, it surely cannot be something 
that cannot be put right, so let's hear from you. 

It is your ideas that are wanted and you that make the 
Branch, not one person. I know someone who would 
just love for you to do just that, and take a few of the 
reins and give us fresh ideas to give us a full house. 

Our sympathy goes to Mrs. Enright and London 
Branch on the death of Major Enright. 

T.H.H. 

Ashford Branch 
Our meeting took place at the "Invicta" on 7th January, 

1956. Present were Major Bompas (President), A, J. 
Mills (Chair) and 16 other members.; 

The meeting was opened by the Chairman calling on 
the Secretary to read the minutes of the previous meeting, 
which were then read and signed. Correspondence was 
read which included the proposed alteration of Remem
brance Sunday. After a lengthy discussion it was decided 
that we were not in favour of this. 

The Secretary was asked to order a 32seater coach 
for Canterbury on the 21st January, when we meet the 
Canterbury Branch in the Darts match, at the Sergeants' 
Mess. We are all looking forward to an enjoyable evening, 
and a good contest. 

Messrs. Tompsett, Mankelow, Green and Blake gave 
their thanks for the bag of firewood they received. 

On the sick list is Mr. S. Ellinder, who has been laid 
up for several months. Also Mr. Sherrard, once our 
Secretary. We wish them both a speedy recovery. 

With no other business the meeting was closed at 
20.15 hours. Afterwards the Christmas cards received 
from fellow Branches and serving members were displayed. 

We are glad to see G. Skinner getting about again after 
his leg operation. Also we are glad to know that Mr. 
and Mrs. T. Randall have arrived back in Australia 
after their short but pleasant stay over here, during the 
past summer. 

Ossie Masters and A. Blake were then busy on the 
crib board, and after a long session, A. Blake lost. He 
was our champion last season. 

A.C.M, 
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MESS PLATE REPAIRS 
MESS PLATE, because of its general high standard of material and craftsmanship, and its 
very high commemorative value, is worthy of the utmost care in use and maintenance. 
Considerable damage can be done if repair work is entrusted to unskilled workmen. 
Garrard & Co. have for many years specialised in carrying out repairs and restorations 
of every description and are happy to place their experience and their skilled 
craftsmen at the disposal of committees and others entrusted with the care and 
maintenance of Mess Plate. 

GARRARD & CO.  LTD. 
Crown Jewellers 

formerly 
THE GOLDSMITHS & SILVERSMITHS 

COMPANY LTD. 

112 REGENT STREET  LONDON  W.l  TELEPHONE  REGENT 3021 
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR EMPLOYMENT 

OF REGULAR SAILORS, SOLDIERS AND AIRMEN 

CALLING ALL REGULAR SOLDIERS 

DO YOU KNOW 

that there is a highly efficient organisation operating in 
the locality of your home? 

It is only waiting for a personal call from you, or a 
ring on the telephone or a postcard, to get busy with 
your employment problem. 

See Telephone Directory as above or under Regular 
Forces Employment Association, or ask at any main 
Post Office for the address of your local Job Finder. 

Head Office: 62 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I 

JOIN 

THE PAST 

AND PRESENT 

ASSOCIATION 

THE BUFFS 

PLEASE ENLIST NEW READERS 

OF THE DRAGON AND HELP 

TO COMBAT RISING COSTS 
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KNOWN IN KENT 
SINCE WATERLOO 

Have YOU — 
a Printing Problem ? 

then Solve it by ringing 

C A N T E R B U R Y  -  2 1 0 7  

or by visiting the offices of 

GIBBS & SONS 
1 6  O R A N G E  S T R E E T  

CANTERBURY 

am§ 
for 

UNIFORM 
Quality Tailored 

Garments 
Reasonable Prices 

Facilities for Payment 

Send for Illustrated 
Brochure 

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS, LONDON, W.C.2 
Telephone: TEMple Bar 1814 

OUR REPRESENTATIVES VISIT ALL DEPOTS 

Branches: Alder shot, Amesbury, Bournemouth, Camber ley, Cam
bridge, Chester, Exeter, Folkestone, Newark, Oxford, Isle of Man, 

Redruth, Richmond (Yorks) 

Beaneys — 
THE BUTCHERS FOR THE 

GARRISON SINCE 1921 
(EXBUFF) 

You'll find us in Military Road 
— 23 bus passes the door — 

F. R. Beaney 
22a MILITARY ROAD, CANTERBURY 

TELEPHONE 2827 

AT YOUR SERVICE AT ALL TIMES 
FOR 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

Lambert Weston & Son Ltd 
106 Sandgate Road 

Tel. 3037 FOLKESTONE 
Specialists in — 

Portraiture  Commercial  Press 
Military Photography 
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„ J. H. & J. BROOKE. Ltd. 
To H.M. Queen Elizabeth II Established 1799 

Wine Merchants Wine Merchants 
LONDON 

2 7  C L E M E N T S  L A N E ,  E . C . 4  
T e l e p h o n e :  M A N s i o n  H o u s e ,  5 3 0 1  ( 2  l i n e s )  &  7 0 9 7  

FOLKESTONE 
134 SANDGATE ROAD 
T e l e p h o n e :  F o l k e s t o n e  3 1 2 3  (2 l i n e s i  

H Y T H E , K E N T  
7 8  H I G H  S T R E E T  

Price List on application. T e l e p h o n e :  6 6 3 0 1  

UNIFORM TAILORING BY 

ĵSmc/ed. 
CIVIL and MILITARY TAILORS and OUTFITTERS 

97 New Bond Street, London, W.l 
GROsvenor 5016/7/8 

AND AT 
ALDERSHOT  CAMBERLEY  CATTERICK CAMP  CHESTER 

Appointed Tailors to your Regiment 

REPRESENTATIVES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 

PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN BY GIBBS AND SONS ORANGE STREET CANTERBURY 
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CONWAY WILLIAMS 
THE MAYFAIR TAILOR 

48 BROOK ST., MAYFAIR, LONDON, W.l. 
(Opposite Claridge's Hotel) 

AND 

3 9  L O N D O N  R O A D ,  C A M B E R L E Y  

Morning and Evening Wear, Court and Military Dress for all occasions 
Hunting, Sports and Lounge Kits 

All Cloths cut by expert West End Cutters and made exclusively by hand 
in our Mayfair Workshops by the Best English Tailors 

REGIMENTAL TAILORS TO THE BUFFS 

Telephones: Telegrams: 
Mayfair 0945—Camberley 498 "Militaila Wesdo. London" 

—  " P h o t o g r a p h s "  —  
C A N T E R B U R Y  

Phone 3637 

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING 

Military Portraits 
PICTURE FRAMING 

WHETHER IT'S 
STATIONERY, BOOKS, OFFICE 
FURNITURE, TYPEWRITERS, 
LEATHER OR FANCY GOODS 

GET IT AT 

39/40 HIGH STREET  CANTERBURY 

Castings for Industry 

Wel l known  in  t h e  sh ipbu i l d ing ,  

a i r c r a f t  and  o the r  i ndus t r i e s ,  STONE 'S  

ca s t i ngs  a r e  a l so  supp l i ed  t o  g en e r a l  

eng inee r i ng  f i rms  — fo r  whom an  

exce l l en t  s e rv i ce  ex i s t s .  C as t i ngs  o f  

a l l  d e sc r i p t i ons  — in  b r a s s ,  b ronz e ,  

and  a lumin ium and  magnes ium a l l o y s  

— a re  p r oduced  u n d e r  l a bo ra to ry  

con t ro l ,  w i th  fu l l  mach in ing  f ac i l i t i e s  

av a i l ab l e  i f  r equ i r ed .  

J. STONE & CO. (CHARLTON) LTD. 
Main Works 

WOOLWICH ROAD, S.E.7. 
(Greenwich 3277) 

Branch Works 
THE CANAL, GRAVESEND 

(Gravesend 5247) 
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THE BUFFS (Royal East Kent Regiment) 
ColonelinChief: His Majesty Frederik IX, K.G., King of Denmark 

Colonel: MajorGenera! V. Boucher, C.B.. C.B.E., 8 Longport, Canterbury 

Grace, H. R. 
LIEUTENANTCOLONELS 

... O.C., 1st Bn. 

Jelf, A. G. ... 

HarrisSt. John, B. J. 
Lewis, P. J. ... 
Bailey, N. T. 
Yates, G. H. A 
Edlmann, E. L. C., M.C. . 
Rawlings, A. C., M.B.E. . 
Horley, B. M 
May, J. F., M.B.E 
Ravenhill, R. A. C. 
Plumptre, P. B., M.B.E. 
Dendy, R. H. 
Majendie, A. E. 
Lucas, J. P 
Norris, N. F. H. C. 
Crichton, R. F., M.C. 
McGrath, B., M.C.... 
Gay, A. W. ... 
Montgomery, D 
Morgan, F. de R., M.C. . 
Poulsen, N. D., M.B.E. 
Cox, E. G., M.C 
Critchley, L. P., M.B.E. 
Worts, J. B., M.C. ... 
Court, D. N 
GordonWilson, N. F., M.B 
Nash, J. P. ... 
Trench Blake, M. A. O'B. 
Iliffe, R. O 
Hadshar, G. 
Dunglinson, W. G. H. 

Semmence, R. G. H. 
Barrett, D. P. R. 
Dent, J. E. ... 
MacDonald, E. W— 

T/Lt.Col.. Officer i/c Field Records, 
FARELF. 

att. Depot. 
T/Lt.Col., M.A., Copenhagen. 
Gold Coast Regt. T.C. 
att. H.Q., Aldershot Depot. 
2 IC Chief Instructor Inf. Boys' Bn. 
Depot C.R.M.P. 
H.Q. Northag. 
T/Lt.Col., Ministry of Supply. 
4/5th Bn. 
6 Travelling Wing. 
1st Bn. 
R.A.F. Staff College. 
H Q., E. Africa. 
1st Bn. 
5 Nigeria Regt. 
1st Bn. 
East Africa T.C. 
O.C. Depot. 
G.S.O. 2, H.Q., Malaya. 
H.Q., Cyprus. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
G.S.O. 2, H.Q., E. Africa. 

E. 3 Bn., Para. Regt. 
G.S.O. 2, M. 13, War Office. 
27 Bde., Hong Kong. 
2 Malay Regt. 
D.A.A.G., H.Q., Nigeria Dist. 
1st Bn. 

CAPTAINS 
1st Bn. 
H.Q., 91 Lorried Inf. Bde., B.A.O.R. 
4 IC A.R. 
Staff College, Canada. 

Peckham, A. D. 
Squire, S. J., M.B.E. 
Thorneycroft, F. E. 
Willows, D. A. 
Wilson, P. F., D.F.C. 
Hamilton, C. M. 
Gatehouse, H. R. ... 
Griffin, C. J. 
Webber, J. W. 
Pirn, A. H. E. 
StratfordTuke, R. A. F. 
Brigstocke, W. F. ... 
French, B. G. J. 
Lees, H. D 
Grugeon, J. D. 
Mullins, G. O. 
Minto, I. G. 
West, C. T. F. 

Ward, M. W. 
Dracopoli, M. P. St. F. 
Tennent, H. C. L. ... 
Mitchell, P. J. 
Pilcher, R. A. 
Baker, R. W. M. 
RymerJones, J. A. 
Edgecombe, G. J. B. 
Davison, J. H. 
Lunn, J. M. ... 

Lea, R. 
Williams, R. T. P. 
Reid, J. D. A 
Dewar, C. M. C. 

CAPTAINS—continued 
... 1st Bn 
... H.Q., East Africa. 
... Depot. 
... Adjt., 1st Bn. 

1st Bn. 
... H.Q., 158 Inf. Bde., T.A. 

1st Bn. 
... Adjt., 4/5th Bn. 
... Course, U.K. 
... 2 Gold Coast Regt. 

Leave U.K. 
1st Bn Parachute Regt 
6 K.A.R., E. Africa. 
7 K.A.R., E. Africa. 
Adjt., Depot. 
Adjt., 3 Bn., Parachute Regt 
1st Bn. 
6 Inf. Bde., B.A.O.R 

LIEUTENANTS 
1st Bn. 
Depot. 
A.D.C. to G.O.C., H.C.D. 
1st Bn. 
Course, U.K. 
Inf. Boys' Bn. 
3 Bn. Parachute Regt. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 

Watts, E. H. F. 
Kille, W. E. ... 
Catt, A. H. ... 

CHAPLAIN: Revd. E. W. Evans, C.F. 

MEDICAL OFFICER: Lieut. A. Nisbett, R.A.M.C. 

PAYMASTER: Major B. M. Green, R.A.P.C. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 

QUARTERMASTERS 
... Maj., Depot. 
... Maj., 1st Bn. 
... Capt., 4/5th Bn. 

Ford, E. N., M.C. 
Todman, N. E. H. 

Carey, R., M.C. 
Robertson, R. J. 

Elliott. N. ... 

MAJORS 
Leave, U.K. 
E. Anglia District. 
6 K.A.R., East Africa 
H.Q., Nigeria District. 
Aldershot District. 

Short Service Commissions 

Hicks, E. M. G. 
Prentice .J. R. 
Hodges, J. D. 
Courtney, M. K. 

LIEUTENANTS—continued 
... 1st Bn. 
... H.C.B. Depot. 
... E.R.E., Singapore 
... 23 K A R 

Ransley, E. J., M.C. 
McGrath, G. A. 

Fakley, J. F. 
Butcher, D. A. T. .. 

Marshall J. V. 

Barlow, W. B. 
Cross, K. J. ... 
Kirby, J. A.... 

CAPTAINS 
1st Bn. 
H.C.B. Depot. 
P.S.O., H.C.B. Depot. 
East Africa Training Centre. 
Brit. Comm. Div. Korea. 

LIEUTENANTS 
. Inf. Div. Pro. Coy. 

1st Bn. 
Brit Comm. Div. Korea 

Hardy, J. E.. 
Jakob, F. J. 

Stone, J. H., Major 
Senior, N., Major .. 
Corps, J., Capt. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
... Depot. 
... West Africa. 

QUARTERMASTERS 
... B.A.O.R. 
... H.Q., N.A.G., B.A.O.R. 
... 16 Coy., R.A.S.C. 

 Extended Service Officer 

National Service Officers 

Shephard, J. N. 
Bowen, S. 
Keene, R. V. 
Hordern, P. J. C. 
Griffiths, D. W. 
Redfern, A. J. 
Brice, E. St. J. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
1st Bn. 

... West Africa. 
1st Bn. 

... Depot. 
1st Bn. 

... 1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 

Hills, A. M. 
Johnson, B. D G. 
Mabey, R. C. 
HolmesSmith, C. . 
Daniel, O. R. 
Wallace, W R. D. 
Jonas, D. A. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS—continue 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
Is* Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 



4/5th Battalion 

Col. 
HON. COLONEL 

D. J. Dean, V.C., T.D., J.P., Woodcourt, 1 Park Avenue Sittingbourne, Kent. 
LIEUTENANTCOLONEL 

Hews, G. R. D., M.C.,T.D.,JP 
MAJORS 

Ravenhill, R. A. C. 
Alexander, U. H. B., M.B.E. 
Prestige, J. T. R., T.D. 
Tilleard, J., T.D. 
Neville, F. G., M.C., T.D. 
Plunkett, P. N. P. 
Balding, C. E. E. 
Cobb, F. D. C., T D 

(Unattached List) 
CAPTAINS 

Griffin, C. J. (Adjutant) 
Beaumont, M. J. P. 
Kiean, P. H. 

CAPTAINS wcontinued 
Morgan, R. J. S., M.C. 
Kelly, G. D. S. 
Usher, J. A. 
Anderton, N. G. 
Blackbourn, A. H., T.D. 
Scott, A. J. 
Baddeley, W. D. 

LIEUTENANTS 
Crowdy, R. E. L. 
Bennett, R. G. 
Nye, R. T. 
DePury, J. D. 
Whiting, D. A. 
Thomas, J. A. 
Oliver, C. P. 
Morlock, P. J. 

N.S. LIST 
LIEUTENANTS 

Tilley, T. A. 
Howland, N. M. 
Waterman, R. R. 
Taylor, D. C. 
Holloway, R. G. 
Finn, W. C. 
Vallins, J. 
Klyberg, C. J. 
Turner, G P 
Saward, R A 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
Robinson, J. P. 
Willey, G T 
Wright, R. P. 

QUARTERMASTER 
Catt, A. H., Capt. 

CHAPLAIN 
The Revd. R A. S. Roberts 

MEDICAL OFFICER 
Capt. F. P. Cassidi, R.A.M.C. 

Staff and Command 
MajorGeneral V. Boucher, 

C.B., C.B.E 
Brig. M. P. D. Dewar, 

Col. (T/Brig.) R. W. 
Craddock, C.B.E., D.S.O. Brig. A/Q Southern Command. 

D.M.I. War Office. 

U.K N.M.R., S.H.A.P.E. 

Brig. F. W. B. Parry Comd. Sierra Leone and Gambia Dis. 

Col. (T/Brig.) R. F. Parry, 
M.C. ... Comdg. 3rd Inf. Bde., Arab Legion 

Col. H. P. Williams, O.B.E. W.O.S.B., Barton Stacey. 

Lieut.Col. (T/Col.) J. G. 
Atkinson, O.B.E. ... Sec. Joint Int. Committee, M. of D. 

Col.(T/Brig.) J. F. Connolly, 
D.S.O., ... Commanding 126 (N. Lanes. & Border) 

Inf. Bde., T.A. 

WARRANT OFFICERS AND SERGEANTS 

R.S.M. Turmaine, F. 
B.M. Sharpe, T. L. 
R.Q.M.S. Rose, J. 
C.S.M. Sharman, R. 
C.S.M. Champion, R. 
C.S.M. Middleton, J. 
C.S.M. Ellis, D. 
C.S.M. Hannaway, R. 
C.S.M. Day, S. 
O.R.Q.M.S. Webb, C. R. 
C/Sgt. Partridge, R. 
C/Sgt. Denny, S. 
C/Sgt. Mannering, D. 
C/Sgt. Newman, S. 

1st Battalion 
C/Sgt. Jephcott, H. 
C/Sgt. (O.R.S.) Mans, W. L. B. 
Sgt. Smissen, J. 
Sgt. Larkin, F. 
Sgt. Lyons, B. 
Sgt. Morrish, E. 
Sgt. Colyer, A. 
Sgt. Simmonds, R. 
Sgt. Page, A. 
Sgt. Harris, F. 
Sgt. Woodrow, V. 
Sgt. Histed, W. 
Sgt. Cain, D. 
Sgt. Wright, R. 

Sgt. Wright, J. 
Sgt. Townsley, J. 
Sgt. Streeter, E. 
Sgt. Billett, S. 
Sgt. Pooley, L. 
Sgt. Edwards, T. 
Sgt. Harrison, W. 
Sgt. Hansen, T. 
Sgt. Lincoln, G. 
Sgt. Haylett, R. 
Sgt. Wagstaff, A. 
Sgt. Mills, D. 
Sgt. Adams, E. 
Sgt. Miller, C. 

Sgt. Vaughan, F. 
Sgt. Williams, H. 
Sgt. Inskip, A. 
Sgt. Coppins, P. 
Sgt. Pullman, S. 
Sgt. Munns, R. 
S.Q. M.S. Marsden, C. 

(R.A.P.C.) 
Sgt. Swain, R. (R.A.P.C.) 
Sgt. Fletcher, G. (R.A.E.C.) 
Sgt. Walker, W. (R.A.E.C.) 

R.S.M. White, H. 
R.Q.M.S. Howe, W. 
C.S.M. Chapman, G. 
O.R.Q.M.S. Kennard, C. 

PERMANENT STAFF 
R.S.M. Faulkner, G. T. 
C.S.M. Fagg, G. 
C.S.M. Green, S. 
Sgt Porter, J. 
Sgt. Stoakes, A. 
Sgt. Kay, M. 
Sgt. Bryant, A. F. 

Depot The Buffs 
C.Q.M.S. Stremes, G., D.F.M. Sgt. Laker, J. 
C/Sgt. Belcher, E. Sgt. Ivory,' L. 

Sgt. Rea, R. 
Sgt. Raine, R. 
Sgt. Recton, T. 

4/5th Battalion (T.A.) 
R.Q.M.S. Harwood, E. 
C.S.M. Chapman, W. 
C.S.M. Gabriel, J. 
C.S.M. White, R. 
C.S.M. Rogers, W. 
C.S.M. Antrichan, G. 
C/Sgt. Trinkwon, A. 
C/Sgt. Couzens, W. 
C/Sgt. Chidwick, E. 
C/Sgt. Wing, T. 
C/Sgt. Figgett, G. 
C/Sgt. Bond, E. 
Sgt. Bell, J. 
Sgt. Hurlow, R. 

Sgt. Babbage, W. 
Sgt. Wraight, S. 
Sgt. James, A. 
Sgt. Bass, R. 
Sgt. Williams, E. 
Sgt. Thundow, W. 
Sgt. George, M. 
Sgt. Saunders, G. 
Sgt. Richardson, H. 
Sgt. Cope, H. 
Sgt. Hewitt, C. 
Sgt. Allen, A. 
Sgt. Jones, A. 
Sgt. Hughes, C. 

Sgt. Dean, D. 
Sgt. Parker, B. 
Sgt. McNeil. 
Sgt. Parker, E. 

Sgt. Rumble, L. 
Sgt. Christian, W. 
Sgt. Smith, W. 
Sgt. Evans, S. 
Sgt. Bradford, R. 
Sgt. Cozens, L. 
Sgt. Dennis, P. 
Sgt. Dennis, R. 
Sgt. Erridge, D. 
Sgt. Stockdale, J. 
Sgt. Todd, H. 
Sgt. Godley, D. 
Sgt. Hayward, A. 
Sgt. Cole, L. 
Sgt. Pottle, A 

Regimental Appointments 
Chairman: Regimental Committee 

Executive Committee 
Administrative Officer—Depot The Buffs 
Secretary: Canterbury Cricket Week Club 

Dragon Club 
Regimental Committee 

Curator: Regimental Museum 
Secretary: Past and Present Association, The Buffs 

Executive Committee 
Editor: The Dragon 

)»Brig. J. G. Nicholson, C.B.E. 

j Lieut.Col. H. S. Knocker 

Lieut.Col. G. R. Howe 

| Lieut.Col. E. V. Argles 

[iv] 



The Past and Present Association 
Headquarters: DEPOT, THE BUFFS 
$ TELEPHONES CANTERBURY 4764. 

illi . 

p . 7 . Chairman .
iv 1st ffii., The Buffs SecondinCommand 
 2/':4th Brr.y The JBuffs SecondinCommand 

Mr. A. Mills 

Chairman: BRIGADIER J. G. NICHOLSON, C.B.E. Secretary: LIEUT.COL. E. V. ARGLES. 

,^TA^HFQRD 

;DOYHR 

6;: WEALD 

7.. MEDWAY 

8./SllYrNGBbURNE 

IF RAMSGATE 

IDMARGATE .... 

11. HYTHE.,' 

12. CANTERBURY 

13. HERNE BAY 

.14. FOLKESTONE 
'   n * 
15. .SANDWICH 

16; * FAVERSHAM 

17. BRIGHTON. 

18. DENMARK 

. Mr. R.W. Billings 

Mr. T.'Noakes . 

Col. E. B: Burns, T.D. 

Mr. F.J. Cox . 

BRANCHES 
Secretary 

R.S.M. 
R.S.M. 
Mr. A. C. Mills, 20 Waterman House, 

Godfrey Walk, Asliford, Kent. 
Mr. H. J. Scott, 1 Oxford Road, Carshalton, 

Surrey. 

Mr. C. Collins, "Haven". Meadway, Minnis 
Lane, River, Dover. 

Mr. H. D. Day, 3 Pittlesdeh, Tenterden. 

Mr. J. Johnson 

Mr B. H. Breed 

Mr. J. T; J. Green 

Lt.Col. E. J. Evans 

Mr. H. D^vey 

Major A. A. West 

Major H. E. Chambers, 59 Hillside Avenue, 
Canterbury   Canterbury 5118 

Capt. J. Green Mr. R. C. Croucher, 10 Glebe Houses, 
Eastling, Faversham. 

Mr. W. Kinsey, 44 Rotherfield Crescent, 
Brighton. 

Major O. Lippmann Mr. P. Berendt, Ostergade 22, Copen
hagen K. 

Meeting Dales and Pltices 

1 

Mr. H. A. J. Brand,. 83 Delce Road, 
Rochester. ; 

Col.D.J.Dean,v.c.,T.D. Capt. C, A. Grant, The Firs, Key Street, 
Sittingbourne. 

Mr. J. R. Hogben, 189 St. Lukes Avenue, 
Ramsgate . 

> Mr. J. H. Shakeshaft; 14 Alexandra Road, 
Broadstairs 

Mr. H. Thompson, 4 Hillside Court, Hythe' 

Mr. A. Trice, 23 Queen's Gardens, Herne 
Bay 

Mr. H. Fordred, 36 Fernbank Crescent; 
 * v. Folkestone. 

Major F.. W. Tomlinson Mr. H. Taylor, 19 Paradise Row, Sandwich. 

First Saturday. in each month, The lnvicta/* 
Godington Road. v 

Third Saturday in. each month, .Pjiatf^ 
Alfred Restaurant*. Tution' Street, r 
minster, 7 30 p m  J

First. Thursday in  each .momb. 'Eagle '. 
Hotel", LondonRoad, Dover, 7.45 p;mivvt 

HAWKHURST SUBAREA. Third Lhursda^ 
in each month, British "Legion : 
Hawkhurst, 7.45 him. / </: 

Third Saturday in each month, Tbci'T^ L 
Brewers, High Street, Rochester; 8}p.mt>f" 

First Friday in each month, 
East Street, 7.30 p.m. .; '  : 

Third Friday in each month; Freem.as6ri'2 
 Tavern, Ramsgate, 8 p.m. / 

First Wednesday in each month,' Drill Hall,  v 
, Hawley Square, 8 p.m. . " ' 
Last Wednesday iq each month, The/Star, . 

Stade Street, 7.30 p.m. ~ ' XV>.;  ~ v 

Fourth Friday in each month, *briiLt|all, StiY 
P e t e r ' s  L a n e ,  C a n t e r b u r y ,  8  t » . m C / i ;  "  

Second Monday in each, month, ; 
Legion Club, May Lodge* 8 

Second Friday in each *:ihohth,Oi6ildhaiir: 
H o t e l ,  8  p . m .  :  ' V  '  " ?   Q . C 

First Wednesday in each month; Drill Haft V 
8 p.m. ;;V; 

First Monday in each month, Carpenters V 
Arms, Eastling, 7.30 p.m. ... . ' ; i i 

Second Monday in each month, ; 
Record Social. Club, The College,' Dttcb^'v 
ling Road, Brighton, 8 p.m. 

First Monday in each month. — 

The Association exists to foster Comradeship and to give a helping hand to those in distress. 
Membership is open to all who are serving or who have served in The Buffs. 
Subscription rates are:

Life Membership: Officers £2. 
Annual Membership: Officers 5/. 
Entrance Fee: 1/. 

Other Ranks £1. 
Other Ranks 2/6. 

Branch Chairman 
1. LONDON Mrs. L. Goley 

2. DOVER Mrs. J. Crookenden 

3. FOLKESTONE Mrs. Coote 

4. MEDWAY Mrs. King Holt 

5. SITTINGROUBNE Mrs. M. E. Deari 

6. CANTFRBURY Mrs. E. H. F. Watt 

LADIES' GUILD 
President: MRS. V. BOUCHER 

Secretary 
Mrs; J. Tucker, J 2 Chestnut Close, Oak

wood, London, N. 14. 

J.P. Mrs. Wraight, 93 Markland Road, Dover. 

Mrs. Kay Mantell, 5 Page Place, Folkestone. 

Mrs. W. T. Brooker, 67 Malvern Road, 
Gillingham, Kent. 

Mrs. J. Ravensdale, 10 Railway Terrace, 
Sittingbourne. 

Mrs. E. R. Chambers, 59 Hillside Avenue, 
Canterbury. 

Meeting Dates and Places 
First Saturday in each month, Prince 

 Alfred Restaurant, Tufton Street, S.W.I, 
6.30 p.m. 

First Thursday in each month, Belgrave 
Hall, Belgrave Road, Dover. 3 p.m. 

Every other Wednesday, Drill Hal), Shellons 
Street, Folkestone, 3.30 p.m. 

Fourth Tuesday in each month, Foresters' 
Hall, King Street, Gillingham, 2.30 p.m. 

Third Wednesday in each month, Drill 
Hall, East Street, Sittingbourne, 6.45 p.m. 

First Wednesday in each month, Families 
Welfare Hut, New Infantry Barracks. 



GARRARD & CO. are specialists in the production of mess 

presentation plate. The Services Department at '112' is 

always pleased to handle every kind of enquiry from 

mess committees. 

GARRARD & CO. LTD. 
Crown Jewellers 

formerly 
T H E  G O L D S M I T H S  &  S I L V E R S M I T H S  

C O M P A N Y  L T D .  

T H E  D R A G O N  

P R E S E N T A T I O N S  

112 REGENT STREET  LONDON  W . l    T E L E P H O N E    R E G E N T  *  3 0 2 1  
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E D I T O R I A L  
WITH the full approval of the Colonelin

Chief an informal affiliation has been 
established between The Buffs and the 

Royal Danish Life Guards. Correspondence 
which has passed in this connection between the 
Colonel of the Regiment and the Commanding 
Officer of the Royal Danish Life Guards will be 
found on page 36 of this issue. 

It will be recalled that in the autumn of last 
year the Band of the 1st Battalion took part 
with the Royal Danish Life Guards in an episode 
in the British Military Tattoo in Copenhagen, 
during which many cordial friendships sprang up 
between the men of the two Regiments. 

The informal affiliation which has now been 
established is a natural and fitting sequel to that 
happy and memorable occasion. 

Brigadier J. F. Whitacre Allen, Brigadier 
M. P. D. Dewar and Brigadier R. W. Craddock 
have, for various reasons, requested permission 
to resign from the Regimental and Executive 
Committees. The Colonel of the Regiment has 
accepted their resignations, with much regret, 
and has appointed Colonel H. P. Williams and 
Colonel J. G. Atkinson to the Regimental 
Committee and the former, together with 
Lieut.Col. E. J. Evans and Mr. A. E. Grant, 
to the Executive Committee, in their places. 

Brigadier Whitacre Allen has been a member 
for very many years. His interest in our affairs 
and his wise counsel have always been of great 
value and he will undoubtedly be missed. 

Mrs. Cook, daughter of the late Major A. W. 
Andrews, and her two brothers have very 
generously presented the Regiment with a 
magnificent silver Challenge Cup in memory of 
their father. With their approval, the Colonel 
of the Regiment has decided that it shall be 
awarded annually to the individual W.O., N.C.O. 
or man in the 1st Battalion who obtains the 
highest score from his combined shoots with the 
Rifle and the L.M.G. during the annual W.T. 
classification. 

* * * 

Major A. J. H. Taylor, President, Mr. C. F. 
Fakley, Chairman, and Mr. B. E. Knott, 
Secretary, have, after many years of service to 
the Ramsgate Branch of the Past and Present 
Association, resigned their offices. They will 
still retain their valued membership of the 
Branch. Mr. W. A. Wotton, Mr. J. Johnson 
and Mr. J. R. Hogbin have taken their places. 
Mr. W. Kinsey has become Secretary of the 
Brighton Branch. 

* * * 

We welcome yet another new Contributor 
this month, Major Richard Ravenhill. "Crusa
der" will bring items of interest to cricket 
enthusiasts, which will, we hope, add still more 
to our enjoyment of the game. 

* * * 

The annual Boxing Competition for the Hardy 
Cup between recruits of our Depot and that 
of the Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment 
provided once again a keen match. The first 
eight fights were divided, but we eventually won 
by seven fights to four. It was very good enter
tainment and showed how fit and keen were the 
contestants. 
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;  X most" interesting publicationv^the Danish' v MajotuL; M^Sr.E^gel, having reachedthe i 
Dr'dgon, the latest copy ! ^ hive;. Cardigan, and wffl : 
received* Printed in Danisiu by" the Dehrtti&j';? .be nbtiirqipg p:0& $0mfe: at Morpeth* ;North* ( 
Branch, Past and Present Association, it icontaihsV ^imTwlariid * *  /. 
aitpong other interesting news* extracts.,, some in 
llhglish, from The Dragon,' and fceepi;/us in 
tptibh with our friends in Denmark.' 

Personalia 

umbefland. 

Ljeuu.^ffJ^JR^P/' .Williams has left by afjij 
on a btilin^ss'tpiit t<> India, Ceylon, ,Malaya>.j 

. v . 2  Sihgappt^ and * Ihdonesiav. He is due home jfp| 
A''' r the middle df^farch. A f '1:': j&! 

' U A  y J u ^ 
VONGRATULATIONS "to Brigadiers MVP; 
D. Dewar and FV W. B. Parry;" who have 
'been gazetted to substantive rank, Also to 

Brigadier J.. F. Connolly on promotion to sub
stantive Coionel. 

* * * 

Major A. Broadley, whom we congratulated 
last month on the award of an O.B.E., first 
joined the Army in 1914 and served throughout 
that war, seeing active service in France with 
the Royal Artillery (T.A.). In 1939, when still 
on the reserve, he joined the 6th (H) Battalion, 
The Buffs, with whom he served until 1941 
when he left to take up a staff appointment. In 
1946 he joined the Quartering Directorate at the 
War Office to be Secretary of the Barrack 
Synopsis Committee and also to undertake the 
onerous task of preparing annually the Quar
tering Vote of Army Estimates. As an Associate 
of the Chartered Institute of Secretaries he was 
well qualified for the appointment and indeed 
carried out his duties with marked success, being 
awarded an M.B.E. in 1951. He continued in 
this appointment until he retired and his recent 
award is a fitting climax to nine years of out
standing service and devotion to duty of a high 
order. .All will wish him every success in the 
business which he has acquired at Framfield in 
Sussex. 

* * * 

. We heard with great regret of the death in a 
motor accident, near Canterbury, of Major 
B. M. Green's father and offer to him and his 
family our sincere sympathy. 

. . * * * 

His many friends in the Regiment will be sorry 
to have heard of the death of Brigadier R. H. 
Lucas, R.A.M.C. (retd.). We extend our 
sympathy to his wife and relatives. 

* * * 

We are also sorry to report the death in his 
sixtyninth year of Mr. George Turner. He 
enlisted in the 5th Battalion in August, 1914, and 
served Until July, 1918, being then unfit for 
further service. In the 193945 War he served 
for four years with the Queen's Royal Regiment. 
He was an active member of the Weald Branch of 
the Past and Present Association. 

Mr. B. N, Wii(fe,G^hb/ served *In 
; Battalion in the FirstWorld War, would be 
glad to hear from any old friends. His address 
is 25 Geneva Road, Ipswich, 

* * * 

Mr, H. Norval, who joined the 1st Battalion 
in 1934, sends greetings to all his old Mendtf. 
He is living at 7 Wood Avenue, Folkestone. 

, * * * 
Congratulations to Major Clive Bossom on 

promotion to Commander (Brother) tp the 
Most Venerable Order of the Hospital off&E. 
John of Jerusalem. * 

* * * 

Major Harry Milton is planning a trip Inter 
this year to Australia to, as he says* look ;up 
relatives, see something of the Olympic . Games 
and consider the prospects of making his home, 
there. 

* * * 

Mrs. Enright wishes to thank mo£t siiiberely 
all those friends who have thought of her in 
her sadness and who sent flowers and attended 
the funeral of her late husband. She 
appreciates it. 

Future Events 
Apr. 

May 

21. 

30. 

WEST COUNTRY BUFFS LUNCHEON, 
CASTLE HOTEL, TAUNTON. 

REGIMENTAL TEA PARTY AND DRAGON 
CLUB DINNER, UNITED SERVICE CLUB. 

June 2. REGIMENTAL AND EXECUTIVE COM
MITTEES. 

5—10. REGIMENTAL CRICKET WEEK, DEPOT. 
16. KENT V AUSTRALIANS, ST. LAWRENCE 

GROUND. 
4—10. CANTERBURY CRICKET WEEKJ ST* 

LAWRENCE GROUND. 
12. SERVICE OF REMEMBRANCE, CATHEDRAL; 

Sept. 15. REGIMENTAL AND EXECUTIVE COM
MITTEES. 

PAST AND PRESENT ASSOCIATION, 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING. , 

Oct. 13. 6TH BATTALION (191418) DINNER; 
Apply to Mr. R. W. Billings, 14 
Hornfair Road, Charlton, S.E.7. 

Aug. 
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ENGAGEMENT 
MR. M. B. BEEVOR AND MISS A. G. BUSK 

The engagement is announced, and the 
marriage will shortly take place quietly, between 
Michael Branthwayt, younger son of Lieut.Col. 
and Mrs. Miles Beevor, of Dedham, and Ann 
Gillian, daughter of Lieut.Col. and Mrs. E. W. 
Busk, of West Mersea. 

Howe Barracks 
THE following extract, from Army Council 

Instructions dated 28th January, 1956, is 
published for information:— 

49. Designations—Naming of Barracks, etc. 
The New Infantry Barracks, Canterbury 

1. Approval has been given for New Infantry 
Barracks, CANTERBURY to be renamed:— 

HOWE BARRACKS. 
2. The name HOWE BARRACKS will be 

used in all future reference to these barracks. 

1st Battalion 

THE New Year started 
quietly, which gave 
everybody a chance to 

recover from the hectic 
Christmas festivities. 

The Commanding Officer 
and his family went off for 
a fortnight's leave at the 
Army Skiing Resort Win
terberg, where up until that 
time the snow had refused 
to appear in its normal 
quantities, but luckily just 
enough arrived in time to 
make skiing possible. 

They were followed by 
Majors Jimmy Worts and Bill Dunglinson and 
their families. A party consisting of Richard 
Daniel and ten O.R.s also enjoyed the pleasures 
of Winterberg under the guise of Winter Training. 

The tempo returned to normal during the 
middle of the month with tremendous prepara
tions for the Regimental Ball on Saturday, 21st 
January, and the departure of the Rifle com
panies on the following Monday to Borkenberge 
Field Firing Area for a week of hard living; not 

to mention a Battalion Headquarter. Signal 
Exercise in the same area during that week. . 

This weekend marked the end of the social 
season and the beginning of the 1956 training 
season with a vengeance. It was surprising, 
during the week before while a vast quantity of 
stores were being moved, that tents, winter 
clothing, etc., did not appear in the Ball Room 
while carpets and easy chairs arrived in Company 
lines! But Major Bill Kille and his merry men 
managed to cope without a crisis and all stores 
fell into position in good time. 

The week leading up to the Ball saw the 
transformation of the Gymnasium into a delight
ful Ball Room. At the far end The Colours, 
Latham centrepiece surrounded by the silver 
statuettes, and the drums were floodlit; oh 
either side there was a band stand on which the 
Regimental Rhumba Band and Dance Band 
played alternately throughout the night. The 
tables, with small lamps on each and very 
attractive different coloured shades, surrounded 
the floor. On the opposite side to the entrance, 
the portrait of Queen Elizabeth I suitably lighted 
looked down on a scene of bright colours. 

In the preparation of the Ball Room; our 
grateful thanks are given to the R.S.M., Sgts. 
Page and Townsley, who performed remarkable 
feats of improvisation; to S/Sgt. Jarratt and his 
staff for producing the lighting; to Sgt. Wallace 
and his cooks for a buffet, which could only be 
described as perfect both in the setting and 
quality of the food; and to the many other 
members of the Battalion who carried out many 
and varied tasks. 

The Ball was attended by two hundred guests 
and it was a great honour to the Battalion that 
amongst them were the Danish Ambassador to 
Bonn, the CommanderinChief General . Sir 
Richard Gale and Lady Gale, the Commander
inChief of the new German Army LieutGeneral 
Heusinger, Frau Heusinger and Fraulein 
Heusinger, the Corps Commander Lieut.General 
Sir Hugh Stockwell and Lady Stockwell, the 
Divisional Commander MajorGeneral Wilsey 
and Mrs. Wilsey and the Brigade Commander 
and Mrs. Goodwin. It was also very pleasant 
to see amongst us again Brigadier and Mrs. 
Tweedie. Brigadier Tweedie was very well 
known to all of us in the Battalion when he was 
our Brigade Commander for a number of years 
until he left whilst the Battalion was. in Kenya. 

The Ball was scheduled to begin at 9.30 p.m. 
and from that time until 11 p.m. the guests 
arrived to be greeted by the Commanding 
Officer and Mrs. Grace and the Officers of the 
Battalion. 

[29] 
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It was hot long before the floor was full and 
our guests realised what high class music is 
produced by the two Regimental Dance Bands. 
Their reputation before the Ball was extremely 
high, but there was no doubt that after it, it had 
reached an all time record. 

At halftime there was a break from dancing 
and a half hour cabaret consisting of once again 
a delightful performance by the band supported 
by the Commanding Officer's pet song Smoke 
gets in your eyes, and Brian Johnson's inter
pretation of a general talking to his troops in 
B.A.O.R. It was felt that with the distinguished 
company present it was a good thing that he is 
not thinking of a regular commission despite 
the fact that there was continual laughter 
throughout his performance! 

The Ball finally came to a close with the 
playing of the National Anthem at about 
3.30 a.m.; at this point hardly anybody had 
left which only proves what a great success and 
how much the Ball had been enjoyed. 

By 12 o'clock the following morning every
thing was back in place in the Officers' Mess 
ready for a visit by General Sir Hugh and Lady 
Stockwell. They arrived after attending a 
Service in our Regimental Church during which 
the General read the lesson. It was noted that 
in his sermon Walter Evans managed to bring 
in the defeat of England by Wales at Twickenham 
the day before!! 

Despite all the expected hardships of living in 
the snow for a week, the Rifle Companies were 
lucky with, the weather and managed to make 
themselves very comfortable in a pleasant wooded 
area. 

Battalion Headquarter exercise was blessed 
with quite an amount of sunshine and only 
during the move into the last harbour area did 
the weather break and spoil an extremely 
congenial outing. 

To conclude the notes for this month we wish 
a fond farewell to Major Derek Poulsen who 
left very suddenly to take up a highly important 
appointment in another part of the world; also 
to Captain and Mrs. Robin StratfordTuke who 
are off to Eaton Hall where no doubt they will 
ably look after our Regimental interests. 

We welcome this month two new Regular 
Officers in 2/Lieuts. Tom Williams and Jimmy 
Reid; they are well known to the Regiment, the 
former being the nephew of Colonels Jack and 
Huiqphrey Williams and the latter the son of 
Colonel Roscow Reid. A warm welcome also 
to Captain and Mrs. Allen Peckham, who, 
together with the other three, timed their arrival 

so as to include the Begimental Ball. We hope 
their stay with us will be a long and happy one. 
Last but not least we welcome 2/Lieut. David 
Jonas, who is doing his National Service with us. 
He is a highly skilled legal expert and it was not 
long before Captain Derek Willows was seen 
throwing all his legal work at him. We hope 
David Jonas does not mind taking a "busman's 
holiday". 

"A" COMPANY 
During the reign of James II a grey fish with whiskers 

was washed ashore at Harwich: this was taken as a sign 
of the Lord's displeasure. During January, 1956, Capt. 
Semmence arrived in "A" Company to take over, and 
those who know him will see a direct connection between 
the two events. 

He arrived just after that mad and extravagant period 
over Christmas and the New Year, during which time the 
Company Commander proper was celebrating in Vienna 
whilst the Company was winning the football competition 
in Wuppertal. One despairs of ever keeping anyone for 
any length of time; so with the welcome to our new 
Company Commander go the regrets of a parting with 
Major McGrath and our thanks to him for all he did 
during a happy sojourn in the Company. 

Anyway, when the New Year began, everyone was glad 
to settle down and save some money to pay for the damage 
done during the holidays. The snow had not arrived 
by then and training went under way with a bang by our 
being employed as Duty Company for the first week. 
When at last we were allowed to start, our ranks were 
ravaged by the needs of specialist platoons and instructors: 
pitifully reduced—the senior Private National Serviceman 
of one Platoon being the Platoon Sergeant for example— 
we struggled through the rut of elementary weapon 
training. Sgt. Page was taken away from us to help out in 
Training Company and spent his first week there in the 
Gym helping out with decorations for the Regimental 
Ball. Sgt. Hansen returned from leave on the 12th to fill 
the gap, but life at the moment seemed a steady uphill 
battle against shortage of men. 2/Lieut. Daniel released 
No. 3 Platoon from his clutches, but after a brief period 
of freedom it was corraled by our latestjoined officer, 
2/Lieut. Jimmy Reid, whom we welcomed only a few hours 
before we went on the first Exercise of the year. 

January 23rd28th was celebrated in the pine forests of 
Haltern. Untroubled by the surveillance of Battalion 
H.Q., we contrived to enjoy ourselves as well as might be 
and did some field firing. The area was familiar to most 
and was as cold as sin. Snow was plentiful but then so 
were fires and on the 26th our old Company Commander 
led a canteen relief column out to us. We had christened 
our camp Fort Chupatti: the doctor with his banjo being 
stationed at the Fort. Captain Semmence composed the 
Ballad of Fort Chupatti: it was quite a creditable effort 
and when first performed even kept the sentries awake. 
A night patrol succeeded after a lot of noise and with a 
vast expenditure of ammunition in blowing up a watch 
tower: the doctor attended as part of the defending 
forces but stated rather smugly that he was morally 
obliged to succour the wounded of both sides. 

Our comings and goings have been numberless. The 
ColourSergeant's private army has changed a good deal, 
for Boxall and Travers and Dale have all gone to try their 
hands at civilian life, as has Harvey. They were all Kenya 
warriors of whom there are a precious few remaining. 
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Right at the end of the month there came a few stalwarts 
from the Royal Sussex Regiment to finish their service 
with us. To them we nod our heads in welcome and 
their names have already been entered up in the C.S.M.'s 
guard roster. 

So once again the season of total war is upon us. 
Rumour has it that we are going to Singapore, Malaya, 
Australia, back to Kenya, and Berlin. I doubt it. Person
ally I think we shall be redigging our old weapon pits at 
Sennelager: so "bon courage", my happy wanderers. 

OBITUARY.—Pte. Thompson has just got married. 
Well done! 

k k k 

"B" COMPANY 
We open this month's edition with the news of the loss 

of our Company Office "Draughtsman", Cpl. Goffin, 
who after being detained in Germany due to a red letter 
day in his life when carrying out the duties of Guard 
Commander ("Some say it was the best bayonet fighting 
seen in many years") finally departed on demob. Good 
luck, Cpl. Goffin! We will miss those frantic searches for 
important letters. Another loss to the Company has been 
Pte. Wenharn, also demobbed. To him we also say good 
luck in Civvy Street. However, during the month we have 
made several gains. We welcome back to the Company 
Mr. HolmesSmith after his short exile in "D" Company. 
Also Mr. Williams, who has just joined us from England. 
Our numbers have been greatly increased this month due 
to the arrival of a draft from the Royal Sussex Regiment 
who will finish their service in the Regiment. To them 
(Ptes. Cain, Cole, Cooper, Goddard and Hagger) we 
extend a hearty welcome and hope that their stay will be 
an enjoyable one. Although our strength is boosted by 
the arrival of two officers, we have unfortunately lost Capt. 
Semmence to "A" Company, and Mr. Keen as Messing 
Officer. No more will there be comparisons about the 
"ULU", Tuan Besar Jalan Piggy. Mr. Keen's exPlatoon 
are looking forward to bigger and better calories! To both 
of them we wish good luck in their new appointments. 

Sporting activities have been confined to crosscountry 
running and especially a Battalion run held at the begin
ning of the month. The idea of a Battalion run was rather 
frowned upon by individuals, but everyone completed 
the course in fine style, and some entered the Company 
team for the Brigade Competition, although the team did 
not do too well, several individuals ran well, in particular, 
Mr. Lea and Pte. Kemp. 

Training during the month has been regarded with mixed 
feelings in some quarters, as we have been able to keep 
barrack training down to a minimum, and move more 
often into the wide open spaces. Many of the Company 
were to be seen on several icy mornings imbibing the 
bracing air peering through the snow at "Beyenburg 
Ranges" trying («) to find the targets, and (b) to hit them! 
According to some members of the "butt party", the firers 
were not very successful at either. However, on the 
scores being taken, they did very well under the conditions. 
L/Cpl. Wilson and Pte. Butcher, marksmen with rifle, 
and Pte. Scoble on the L.M.G. 

The month was completed by a six days antarctic 
exercise held in the frozen "ULU" of Haltern. This 
was very notable for the field firing that took place (Iwo 
Jima having nothing on certain demo's laid on). Section 
attacks were carried out and the 2in. mortar, and 36 
grenade was fired and thrown most fanatically. This was 
enjoyed by most people, especially seeing a certain 
platoon commander appear over the top of a hill, at very 
high speed, complaining of being mortared by another 
company! One of the highlights of the exercise was a 
demonstration given by the Company Commander (Major 
Critchley) on action on bogged champs. After collecting 

most of Haltern range in the face, a Centurion was called 
up which levelled all opposition and rescued the Champ. 
Thank you for the demo., Sir. The exercises were rounded 
off by a demonstration of "Crack and Thump", the final 
of which was the firing of all the various weapons together. 
During this, our newfound marksman, Pte. Scoble, 
scored a near miss with the L.M.G. which was quickly 
followed by a demo, rapid fire with the Verey pistol by 
Mr. Lea. However, the glint in the R.M.O.'s eye rapidiy 
faded as we all marched safely back to camp. 

k k k 

"C" COMPANY 
On the evening of Christmas Day the Company had a 

party in a room which had been tastefully decorated by 
the wellknown firm of Chinese interior decorators, 
Messrs. Davison and Cross. Mrs. Rix and Pte. Oxley sang 
solos, as did Sgt. Wagstaff before we could stop him! 
Pte. Barker was giving a spirited rendering of the Farmer's 
CanCan; Pte. Sacre was pretending he was enjoying 
smoking his cigar; Pte. Purdy was rather pleased with 
life. A very good party. 

Sgt. Wagstaff enjoys a joke on the stairs. 
There was a football knockout competition over 

Christmas. In the first round we met H.Q. Company 
team and beat them 9—1. We had the great advantage of 
L/Cpl. Sedgewick as selfappointed assistant referee with 
a beer bottle in one hand and a whistle in the other. In 
the next round we narrowly defeated "B" Company 6—4, 
and lost in the final to "A" Company 2—3. A very good 
effort by a depleted and beeraffected team. Ptes. Port, 
Gould, Davis, Lambert, Sacre and Dowling were out
standing. 

The Company reached the final of the Brigade .22 
Shooting Competition. We lost in the final to "S" 
Company 1 R.U.R. The Company was represented by 
Lieut. Davison, Lieut. Cross, 2/Lieut. Redfern, C/Sgt. 
Denny, Sgt. Woodrow and Cpl. Ruddon. Both finalists 
go forward into the Divisional Competition and with our 
team reinforced by Sgt. Cribben we should have a very 
good chance indeed of winning. 

During the last month there has been the interCompany 
and InterBattalion CrossCountry Races. We warmly 
congratulate Pte. Linford on coming first in both events 
and Pte. Stokes, who also did well in each race. The 
intensive training and natural ability of Pte. Linford have 
put him in a class by himself in the Company and have 
made him the best in the Battalion. 

We wish every success in later life to the eleven men 
demobilised in early January from the Company. L/Cpl. 
George, Ptes, Balcombe, Butler 46, Collins, Gower, Gould, 
Herring, lies, Kemp, Sheppard and Toms have been in 
the Company a long time and have left their mark. We 
welcome Capt. Peckham, who takes over as Secondin
Command of the Company on his return from Malaya. 
His grocery van and his pipe have already become features 
of the Company. 

Sgt. Woodrow has gone to H.Q. Company as Assistant 
ColourSergeant, where he has enough books to keep 
even him happy. Sgt. Parker is temporary Provost 
Sergeant before being posted to the Depot in early 
February. Their going is a blow to the Company, but we 
have able substitutes in Sgts. Cribben and Wilson from 
the disbanded "D" Company. 

In the preChristmas show "The Green Dragon" we 
were represented. Cigarettes, programmes and sex appeal 
were dispensed by the Company Commander as a 
glamorous cigarette girl. Sgt. Woodrow was a Teddy Boy 
complete with Razors Cutthroat One. Modesty forbids 
us even to think what Lieut. Cross was up to, 
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We are all thinking of Haltern, contpo and cold feet. 
The Company Commander very sensibly went to Winter
burg when he heard about it, where we wish him soft 
landing. 

* * * 

"D" COMPANY 
The Christmas holidays are now over. A few of the more 

fortunate were able to get home for the festive season, 
but those who remained behind all seemed to enjoy them
selves. Several members of the Company were invited 
out to German homes and entertained most generously. 
Some have now placed their feet so far under the table 
that they have already been invited back several times. 
C.S.M. Sharman was one of the lucky ones to go home 
(albeit long overdue), but was unfortunate to be confined 
to his bed for the first ten days with gastric 'flu. However, 
he was up again by Christmas Day. 

Last month's notes closed with this sentence: "With 
the next issue of The Dragon we hope to be able to report 
good progress and more interesting events". Little did 
the writer realise what the events were to be, for due to 
circumstances beyond anyone's control the Company 
had to be disbanded as a rifle company on the 12th 
January. It was a big shock and a great disappointment 
to us all, but, alas! inevitable. Company Headquarters, 
however, remained and moved back once more to HAUS 
5, which it had vacated only two months previously. 

The new look "D" Company came into being on the 
14th January and now includes the 3in. Mortar Platoon, 
the M.M.G. Platoon and the M.T. Platoon. The two 
firstnamed remain unchanged and under the original 
proprietorship of Lieuts. Edgecombe and Pilcher, the latter 
being away at Netheravon on a course. Also there on 
courses are Sgts. Miller and Wood, and we wish them 
both every success. We welcome back Sgt. Histed from his 
M.M.G. Course and note that he has quickly got into 
his stride with a Young Hands Cadre Course. 

The M.T. Platoon has suffered a series of unfortunate 
upheavals recently but seems to be gradually settling 
down again. 

Captain Gatehouse went into hospital shortly after 
Christmas (not in any way due to excesses), but we are 
glad to report that he is out again and on leave in England, 
where he is studying for the Staff College exam. C/Sgt. 
Vaughan has returned to take over the duties of M.T. 
Sergeant, whilst C/Sgt. Lyons has taken over the arduous 
duties of C.Q.M.S. We congratulate both on their 
promotions; also Cpl.s Stent and Harvey and L/Cpls. 
Surridge and White. On Captain Gatehouse's departure 
the mantle of M.T.O. fell upon Major Norris, who 
commenced a whirlwind tour round workshops, L.A.D., 
O.F.P., etc., endeavouring to get those experts to minister 
to our ancient ailing vehicles. Aid they have given us in 
great measure and we are most grateful for their ready 
help. Major Norris has now departed to H.Q. Company, 
and Major Cox is acting as M.T.O., with 2/Lieuts. 
Griffiths and Hills as his assistants. 

Finally, we welcome all those who have recently joined 
the Company, especially 2/Lieut. Jonas, who becomes 
the assistant 3in. Mortar Officer, and to the very new 
arrivals from the 1st Battalion, The Royal Sussex Regi
ment. 

To those who have left us, we wish good luck and 
success in civilian life. Amongst the latter were several 
old Kenya campaigners, including L/Cpl. Caley, Ptes. 
Adams, Baldwin, Pearcey and Rumbold. 

TRAINING COMPANY 
As we mentioned in our notes last month, we were 

starting on what has grown to be a familiar task with us, 
that is the merrygoround of changing company locations, 
men, equipment and designations. So, here we are, back 
in our old building but less the Mortar and Machine Gun 
Platoons. The Assault Pioneer Section is, however, still 
with us, though it seems that during exercises they live 
and have their being with H.Q. Company. 

The last small draft have completed their training and 
have been posted to their various Companies. We are 
now preparing for the arrival of a further forty "New 
Boys", who will go through the old sausage machine for 
a month before they join the Companies. 

During the month we have had several Cadres running— 
a Junior N.C.O. Cadre, a Methods of Instruction Cadre, 
an M.T. Travelling Team, and finally an ABC Course. 
This last provided many thrills as the Gas Officer was 
obviously pretty windy about his "Radio Active Sources" 
either killing us all with radioactive contamination, or 
starting a chain reaction nuclear explosion and blowing 
us all to Kingdom Come. As a result of this Cadre, we 
now own a very slick and uptodate Gas Chamber which 
is already being used by other members of the Battalion 
for training purposes. The fact that the Gas Kings never 
seem to be able to work up a strong enough concentration 
of the stuff inside is of little importance. 

Major Bill Dunglinson slid off for a fortnight's skiing 
in Winterberg. We are told it is quite a sight to see him 
planking downhill at the speed of sound. The end result 
must be terrifying as he is hardly aerodynamically built. 
We hope he arrives back with two unbroken legs. 

Capt. Peter Wilson has disappeared for some, he says, 
"Well deserved leave". 

During the gap between drafts, the C.S.M., Sgt. Mills 
and Sgt. Harris have managed to work a week or so 
themselves. Even that diligent denizen of the Company 
Office, Pte, Langridge, is all set for the Green Light and a 
fortnight at home. 

Unfortunately, Pte. Cranmer has been invalided home 
and we shall miss his happy shining face. 

Next month another switch in the Cabinet will have 
taken place, and Major Peter Critchley will be in the 
chair. That is if we all survive the Winter Training at 
Haltern, and the Brigade Signal Exercise. 

* * * 

M.T. 
There have again been many changes since we left the 

last month. Captain Gatehouse has left us temporarily 
on leave after a short spell in hospital. We are glad to say 
he has now fully recovered and should be back with us 
soon. 

Meanwhile the whole of the M.T. has been transferred 
from H.Q. to "D" Company under Major Cox, who has 
taken over M.T.O. in the absence of Captain Gatehouse. 
We welcome 2/Lieut. Hills, who has now joined us as 
Assistant Assistant M.T.O. 

Congratulations to C/Sgt. Vaughan and Cpl. Harvey 
on their promotion. The sections are now in a consider
ably better position than they were a month ago, although 
they have a long way to go before they are completely 
back on their feet again. 

The driving cadres are now in full swing under Cpl. 
Morgan and so far have damaged three trucks. There is a 
rumour going round about a certain officer bribing his 
tester while taking a driving test. He apparently managed 
to bend a bumper while reversing through a gate post, 
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but nevertheless has passed his test. Congratulations also 
to Ptes. Ballard, West, Sillett, Simmons, Stone, Foster 
and L/Cpl. Stricken on passing their driving tests. 

k k k 

THE REGIMENTAL BAND 
The first month of the New Year has seen the musical 

department getting in preparation for the Inspection in 
March. With the staging of a Massed" Bands Concert in 
the Opera House in February our rehearsal and study 
times are going to be curtailed, so it was well we got away 
with an early start. 

On the 21st of this month we performed at the Officers' 
Ball, using two Bands, one of which entertained with 
Latin American music. This proved extremely popular, 
especially with the guests, who enjoyed dancing to those 
wellknown rhythms of the Sunny South! An excellent 
cabaret was also provided by the Commanding Officer, 
Mr. Johnson and the large Dance Orchestra. Once again 
that special arrangement of Temptation was performed 
and of course, went over with a "bang". 

The Massed Bands Concert which we spoke of earlier 
is to be held in the Opera House in Wuppertal. The Bands 
of The Royal Ulster Rifles, The Suffolk Regiment and 
our own are taking part in this performance. The pro
gramme, which is to be recorded by B.F.N, and then sent 
to the B.B.C., leaves nothing to be desired by lovers of all 
music. Rehearsals are well under way now and I am sure 
this concert will be a first class show. 
Well, that is all the news we have for you this month, 

so back to those scales and chords in the major and minor 
mode and B/Sgt. Larkin practising hard for his conducting 
piece! 

~k k k 

SIGNAL PLATOON 
Once again at the time of writing we are singing a dirge. 

To cap our loss of Sgt. Wright last month, we have lost 
our R.S.O., Captain StratfordTuke, and we shall all 
miss the cry "Baaarns! 1" when we go on our next exercise. 
Miss him as we do, we all join together in wishing him 
the very best of luck and hope that the next time the 
Battalion gets to Blighty he will forsake Eaton Hall long 
enough to pop down and see us. 

We extend a hearty welcome to our new R.S.O., Mr. 
Ward, and wish him every success. We also extend a 
hearty welcome to our new hands, L/Cpl. Brill, Ptes. 
Mackett, Humphreys, Foster, Hopper, Parsons, Edwards, 
and Oxley, and wish them luck with their Cadre. We 
welcome, too, Ptes. White, Godsen and Coombs, who 
recently joined us from The Royal Sussex Regiment, and 
though their stay with us will be a short one, we hope it 
will be enjoyable. 

Well, the pen and inspiration have run dry, so once 
again we bid you all farewell, so till next time, "Auf 
Wiedersehen". 

* * * 
QUARTERMASTER'S STAFF 

These notes are written from a snowcovered, and if 
only we could write "isolated", too, Quartermaster's 
Stores. The cold weather is upon us with a vengeance. 
More and more drains are getting blocked, more and 
more coke consumed (guess by who?), and we take a very 
poor view these days of plaintive wails from that region 
due west of the barracks that a refrigerator has broken 
down!! That martial character, the R.Q.M.S., has 
decided that he must must get away from it all, if only 
for a brief spell, and has fled to that Happy Land our 
history books tell us lies off the Northwest coasts of 
Europe. We trust he enjoys all the delights of leave 
without a thought for that nice big file "For the attention 
of the R.Q.M.S." into which the Q.M. will keep popping 
those sweet little chits. 

Whilst on the subject of leave, mention must be made 
of the fact that Sgt. Inskip, of the RothschildInskip 
family, has returned from his very profitable visit to 
England, looking more prosperous and smooth than 
ever. He certainly looks very fit, and eager to continue 
flicking over those G1098 Ledger pages with even more 
elan and abandon than before. We (on the Clothing side) 
just cannot accept his explanation for delay in completing 
"that blanketyblank (adjectives by courtesy of the Q.M.!) 
distribution", i.e., that the G1098 staff are working to 
rule! And we cannot but compliment L/Cpl. Roose on his 
foresight and remarkable perspicacity in arranging to go 
on leave at a time which coincided with one of the longest 
periods of fog England has had for some time. We do not 
imply that the elements were in keeping with his physical 
condition, but just point out that quite a lot of chaps of 
our acquaintance spend their whole service trying to think 
up ways of getting a little buckshee (sorry, unaccountably 
surplus") leave without achieving a tittle of the success 
which our industrious young LanceCorporal has achieved. 
Flushed with this success, his leave pass for "the next spell" 
nestled comfortably in his suitcase even before he had 
reported for duty. 

Recent additions to the staff include Pte. Munday, a 
recruit to those backroom boys, the pioneers, and Hicks 
and Sparks, who are going to join that doughty band who 
keep some sort of fire burning if not the "home" variety. 
A fond farewell to Pte. Allen Bull, who is one of the first 
to leave the Battalion for the new Mobile Defence Corps. 
The training centre is at Epsom, and we hope that there he 
will find much food for thought, and perhaps eve a winner 
or two. 

Everyone is disgusted, and thoroughly sympathetic 
with the R.S.M., that the parade ground has been covered 
so long with a beautiful layer of snow and ice!! 1 The same 
parade ground looks quite forlorn, too, now that the 
R.Q.M.S. no longer must put on his ".gaiters" (ouch!) 
and perambulate thereon for the edification of all on
lookers. Nobody at all had been heard to even suggest 
that he couldn't "do it", so we could not get the purpose 
of those withering comments as day succeeded day during 
that trying period. 

If all the rumours that are flying around the Battalion 
are correct, we shall shortly be moving to Malaya, then 
to Cyprus, on to Singapore and finally take up Ceremonial 
Guard Duties over the Sultan of Morocco. Rumours of 
being sent to Australia for security duties on the Woomera 
Rocket Station may be ignored, for the present anyway. 

OFFICER ON TELEPHONE: "Tell me, Corporal, what is 
the scale of Winter clothing?" 

CORPORAL (SO brightly): "A leather jerkin, a woollen 
scarf, a pair of rubber boots and two pairs of long white 
socks, Sir." 

OFFICER (surprised): "White socks?" 
CORPORAL (very efficient): "Yes, Sir." 
OFFICER (doubtfully): "Not those long white socks?" 
CORPORAL (even more efficient): "That's right, Sir." 
OFFICER ON TELEPHONE (puzzled): "Tell me, do you 

wear those inside or out?" 
CORPORAL (with GREAT respect): "It's up to you, Sir 

(aside to fellow clerk: !!*???!!"). 

Some of the staff have distinguished themselves by 
being chosen to play for the Battalion at basket ball and 
football, namely Ptes. Stevens and Piper. A mild but 
exhilerating interpretation of Winter Sports (outdoor 
variety!) can be seen every morning now as the more eager 
members of the staff hurry to work, sliding their way 
down the slope to the Stores and contributing to the 

[33] 
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difficulty the M.T. have in getting their vehicles, later, 
to go UP the same slope! It is disappointing to report 
that noone has been selected yet to appear at Cortina in 
the Winter Olympics, particularly as one of the (unofficial) 
qualifications appears to be the ability to achieve a 
position of base over apex without dropping a torch 
(ahd we don't mean the Mark I type). 

It is with sincere regret that we notice the departure to 
hospital of 50% of our morale maintainers. Latest news, 
however, is that the lady is making good progress after 
an operation, and we Took forward to having her back 
with us again shortly. 

Sirice the reorganisation season is in full swing, we wish 
to scotch the rumour that the Q.M. has decided to re
establish the fuel yard adjacent to a certain Am Knoechel 
address and distribute the stuff from there, as being 
generally more economic in effort and saving in overheads 
(coo, what this second class school study does do for one!). 

Enough, before the Press Council get wind of us, or a 
libel suit be pressed—dear, dear! 

, ' THE DRUMS 
After Thawing out from a spot of Winter Training, we 

can once again put pen to paper to convey this month's 
notes.;

We offer a hearty welcome to two newcomers, Ptes. 
Nettletoii and Sole. Dmr. Hawley has at last been ram
rodded into doing duty drummers. 

This month we bid adieu to three of our members, 
Bass Drummer Wheeler and Side Drummers Wiles and 
Parker. They don't seem to relish the idea of "Working 
for a living"—for all that we wish them the best ofluck 
for the future. 

By .the end of this year we shall have almost a new 
"Corps of Drums"; there will only be a few "Old Stagers" 
left. 

Our sporting life has deteriorated just lately owing to 
people on leave, etc. This we hope to remedy in the not 
too distant future. 

Finally, welcome back "Doctor Dipper" from his 
fortnight's course with a field ambulance unit. He can 
now hold the "Drums" sick parade to save the M.O. some 
work. 

That's the lot for this month. Au revoir. 

ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL 
This month has produced quite satisfactory weather 

for football and has exceeded all expectations for the 
climate of Wuppertal in January is noted for its un
pleasantness. 

As regards Battalion football, we have played a steady 
flow of matches but the results have been somewhat 
disappointing. This has been due to a reformation of 
teams through demob, injury and leave, but we hope we 
have now got a permanent team which can tackle next 
month's eight matches with a certain amount of confidence 
and of success. Over the Christmas holidays another 
InterCompany Knockout was played. Seven Companies 
and departments entered and there was some very good 
football played. There were three strong teams from 
"A", "B" and "C" Rifle Companies, and the final two 
teams were "A" and "C", "C" Company winning a very 
good semifinal 63. The final, played the day after 
Boxing Day, resulted in a win for "A" Company by 
three goals to two, the winning goal being scored in the 
last two minutes of the game. A very fitting final. 

Battalion matches have produced good football 
considering the state of these pitches, but unfortunate 
results, losing to the Ulster Rifles in a league match 13—0. 
A large score, but the Ulsters were flattered, deserving 
no more than six. Ptes. Dearsley, Mackett and Stillwell 
played good solid football. In an "A" match played the 
same day, we defeated the Ronsdorf Railway Club by 
seven goals to one. The last match played as an "A" 
match against The Lancashire Fusiliers, when we went 
down by the odd goal in three. Finally, in a Minor League 
Knockout Competition, H.Q. Company lost heavily to 
H.Q. R.U.R. owing to the Battalion being away. As a 
matter of interest, H.Q. R.U.R. contained eight Battalion 
players. Pte. Boids has been playing some very good 
football, representing the Battalion in the Brigade team 
against the Emmanuel College, Cambridge touring team, 
scoring two goals from the outsideleft position as well as 
hitting the bar twice. All this in a runaway victory by 
eleven goals to two, and against the brilliant England 
amateur goalkeeper Mike Pinner. 

Well, here is to some brighter results next month. 
Cheerio! 

* * * 

CROSSCOUNTRY RUNNING 
At the beginning of the month a Battalion Run was held 

over roughly four miles of "suitable country". Most of 
the Battalion took part, and despite scepticism in certain 
quarters, all the runners completed the course. H.Q. 
Company won the team event, and the individual event 
was won by a "Dark Horse", 2/Lieut. Lea. So much for 
P.T. Courses!! As a result of this run, the Battalion Cross
country Team had a few new members for training among 
them, being Mr. Lea, Ptes. Hyder, Dady and Gilbert, also 
Bdsm. Allit. 

A Brigade InterCompany Competition was held during 
the early part of the month, and although weather con
ditions were bad, the course was completed in good time, 
the six miles being covered in just over thirty minutes. 
Pte. Linford of "C" Company was the individual winner, 
followed closely by L/Cpl. Vant of "A" Company. Bdsm. 
O'Sullivan of H.Q. Company came in a gallant fourth. 
However, although the Battalion had individuals highly 
placed, our Company teams as a whole were less fortunate. 

The following week a Brigade InterBattalion Com
petition took place and again weather conditions were 
bad, mist causing a lot of inconvenience. This time our 
"Trio"—Pte. Linford, L/Cpl. Vant and O'Sullivan— 
crossed the finishing line together a good two minutes in 
front of the rest of the field. But a large gap between them 
and the rest of the team took us to third place in the team 
event, ahead of 1st Battalion The Suffolks. 

Stepping higher on the ladder, Iserlohn was our next 
port of call for the Divisional Championships. At this 
point we welcome to the team 2/Lieut. Williams, who 
arrived a week previously to the Divisional Run. However, 
bad luck dogged the team as Bdsm. O'Sullivan was unable 
to run owing to a strained muscle, Pte. Linford was 
knocked over in the first rush from the starting line, but 
despite this he ran a fine race, gaining all the time and 
finally finishing fifth. Better luck next time, Linford. 

* * * 
HOCKEY 

Owing to the bad weather, and the start of this year's 
schemes, only two matches have been played this month. 

BATTALION V SUFFOLKS. Draw 1—1 
At last we managed to hold our own against our old 

rivals the Suffolks. The game was played at a very fast 
speed and produced" some good hockey. The Suffolks 
opened the scoring by a beautiful individual run by their 

m 
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outsideleft from well inside their own half. The game 
looked as though it was going to end in a victory for our 
opponents, until in the last minutes we attacked hard and 
were rewarded by a good goal by 2/Lieut. Griffiths, after 
2/Lieut. Hills and Bandmaster Sharp had both hit the 
post. So the game ended in a draw, which proved to be a 
very fair result. 

Team: L/Cpl. Witt, Sgt. Larkin, Pte. Straker, Lieut. 
Hicks, Major Worts, C.Q.M.S. Denny, B/M. Sharp, 
2/Lieut. Hills, Capt. Ransley, 2/Lieut. Griffiths, Cpl. 
Seymour. ' 

BATTALION V 2 INF. DIV. COLN. R. A.S.C. Won 6—1 
This proved to be a considerably more evenly matched 

game than our previous encounter with the R.A.S.C. 
But after a slow start we gradually gained the upper 
hand. 2/Lieut. HomesSmith scored the only goal 
before halftime. But in the second half, goals by 2/LieuL 
HomesSmith, 2/Lieut. Griffiths (2). and 2/Lieut. Hills (2) 
finally decided our supremacy. 

* * * 

SERGEANTS' MESS 
The Festive Season has at last come to an end and peace 

is now once again settling over the whole Mess. Of course, 
the wilder brethren of our didn't give up without a murmur 
and really went to town at the New Year's Fancy Dress 
Ball. A costume of any description was the order of the 
day and some, if not most of them, provided great enter
tainment. To list a few of them would, I think, be very 
unfair on those that are not mentioned. I dare say that 
this will be an unpopular thought, but what can one do 
in the circumstances. Suffice to mention, I think, a few 
of the escapades, if one might call them that, of some of 
the guests and members. 

Lieuts. Hicks and Minto, with the able if somewhat 
erratic support of the R.S.M. and "Sir Bernard Docker", 
otherwise known as, due to a misprint in a previous issue 
of The Dragon, Jug Wilson, caused chaos with great 
flashings of sword and rapier all over the place. "Caesar" 
Billett spent three hours walking back from the Steinbeck 
Station. How he got there is anybody's guess. "Sir 
Bernard" lost his cap and was quite anxious for days 
wondering how he was going to pay for it. Pete Newman 
and Reg Champion caused a great stir and brought back 
many happy (?) memories of Kenya on their entrance. 
The "Body Beautiful" title can be applied with justice 
to Pete now. "Shanghai" Page and his friend "Frenchy" 
Parker were in their element for one short period during 
the evening but the thought of walking back from Barmen 
rather deterred them, I think, from any great action. 

Back to the usual paragraph once again with the 
arrivals and departures. This month has witnessed rather 
more arrivals than usual with the wellearned promotion 
of Sgts. Wood, Mills (R.A.P.C.) and Wallace (A.C.C.), 
and the arrival of Sgt. O'Brien (A.C.C.) from a hideaway 
somewhere in B.A.O.R. "Teddy Boy" Mills has already 
started to cause a few of the reformed members to stray 
once again from the straight and narrow. However, as 
long as he keeps the pay flowing his misdemeanors can 
be regarded in a pleasant light. Eddie Parker, the afore
mentioned "Frenchie", should have left us by this time 
next month. I say should have left us for that job of 
Provost Sergeant he's acquired in the absence of Joe 
Smissen can prevent any such occurrence. "Cooky" 
Aldred left us in the middle of the month for a cushy 
posting and in company with Mrs. Aldred took more 
stock away than Ernie had left—what a waster. Bill 
Histed has at last returned from his holiday at Nether
avon with a very creditable grading for his course—a 
"B", I think. 

Snowing again today—can't write much more in this 
cold—and "Pancho" Mans is literally hopping about in 
his seat at the thought of going skiing. 

Certain members deserve a mention for their basketball 
activities which played a great part in winning for the 
Battalion the Brigade Shield, They are namely Doug 
Ellis, Ricky Jarratt, John Fletcher and Ray Partridge, 
Congratulations, all of you. 

I reckon that that about covers all of the news—very 
little that it is. Don't forget that welcome—we still haven't 
seen anybody. 

* * * 
i 

RUGBY 
Leave, winter schemes and the weather have joined 

forces this month, preventing a number of practices and 
matches from taking place. However, we did manage to 
slip in two matches of which an account follows:— 

BATTALION V 41 FIELD REGIMENT R.A. Won 16—12 
This game played at Dusseldorf was our first for some 

time and consequently it was some time before we really 
settled down. 

An excellent break through by 2/Lieut. HomesSmith 
set the threes in motion and a pwerful run by Cpl. Seymour 
ending with a welltimed pass enabled 2/Lieut. Hills to 
cross the line. 2/Lieut. HomesSmith added the extra 
points with a good conversion. 

Another try quickly followed, but then 41 Field Regt. 
struck back to put the Battalion team; on the defensive 
Fortunes then switched regularly from side to side and at 
the final whistle the score stood at 16—12to the Battalion 
team. v 

It might be of interest to note that our scrum half in 
an endeavour to emulate Olwyn Brace succeeded in tying 
himself in intricate knots, but even so gave a good service.. 
This novel display drew much admiration and mirth frpm 
certain members of the team. 

Team: Pte. Walbert, L/Cpl. Brill, 2/Lieut. Hills, 2/Lieut. 
Griffiths, Cpl. Seymour, 2/Lieut. HomesSmith, 2/Lieut. 
Daniel, Bdm. Pritchard, Pte. Foster, 2/Lieut. Brice, 
2/Lieut. Lea, Lieut. Lunn, Cpl. Speight, Lieut. Cross. 

BATTALION V 40 ADV. FIELD REGT. Lost 0—3 
This match, played at home in foul conditions, produced 

no outstanding play and the only score came at the end 
of the first half when Ayres, the B.A.O.R. reserve, touched 
down after a loose maul to put the Adv. Field Engr. Regt. 
in the lead. The Battalion pack fought hard the whole 
time and more than held their own. The result was satis
factory as the opposing team had previously reached the 
finals of the Divisional Championships, and the week 
before had beaten the Suffolks to the tune of some 30 
points. 

Team: Pte. Walters, Cpl. Seymour, 2/Lieut. Hills, 
2/Lieut. Griffiths, L/Cpl. Brill, 2/Lieut. HomesSmith, 
2/Lieut. Daniels, L/Cpl. Kemp, Pte. Evans, 2/Lieut. 
Brice, Lieut. Lunn, Lieut. Cross, Lieut. Mitchell, Bdm. 
Pritchard. 

* * * 

BASKETBALL 
This month has seen the end of the Brigade League, 

and we are pleased to say that we came out on top by 
winning seven out of the eight matches in the contest. 
The team will now go forward to the Divisional Finals 
on the 1st and 2nd February, 1956 and will try its hardest 
to bring back the Divisional Shield. There are six teams 
in the Divisional Finals, two from each Brigade. From 
4 Guards Brigade there are 29 Field Regiment R.A. and 
the 1st Battalion Grenadier Guards; from 5 Brigade, 
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23 Field Regiment R.E. and 24 L.A.A. Regiment R.A.; 
and from 6 Brigade, ourselves and the Suffolks. We have 
played friendly matches with three of our five opponents, 
winning two and losing one, so the finals will certainly 
provide some exciting games. Intensive training has now 
been, under way for some weeks, and with this in mind, 
friendly games have been played against other units and 
local German teams. 

BATTALION LEAGUE 
v 1st Bn. The Royal Ulster Rifles. Won 81—27. 
v 1st Bn. The Suffolk Regiment. Won 37—16. 
v 41 Field Regiment R.A., Won by a walkover. 
Summary: Played 8, Won 7, Drawn 0, Lost 1. 

FRIENDLIES 
v 2 Inf. Div. Signal Regt. Won 45—26. 
v 29 Field Regt. R.A. Won. 
v Vohwinkel. Lost 50—76. 
v 29 Field Regt. R.A. Won 45—23. 
v P.S.V. (German Police). Lost 61—46. 

CHURCH NOTES 
New Year's Day saw the performance of a Nativity 

Play by members of the Sunday School. Trained by Pte. 
Bosworth (Chaplain's Clerk and Organist), they per
formed The Road to Bethlehem on the stage in the Unit 
Cinema. Those taking part were Graham and Nigel 
Sharpe, Cyril and Keith Champion, Barry Pullman, 
Ellen and Jean Smith, Jennifer Colyer, Maureen Ward 
and Susan Willows, all Buffs' children. Also taking part 
were Ian McCall, Kevin Jones and Janice Lyon from 
1 Suffolks, and Audrey Wright (1 R.U.R.). The perform
ance was watched by the other children and a number of 
parents. Messrs. Holden, Down, Hicks and Richards, 
who assist at Sunday School, were responsible for make
ups and stage management. 

WIVES' CLUB 
With Christmas behind us, the Club has settled down 

to planning their activities for the months to come. 
The attendances at our weekly Friday meetings have 

been good, despite inclement weather, and we are hoping 
to welcome Mrs. Lincoln, Mrs. Cook, Mrs. Cotton and 
Mrs. Lee to them in the near future. The lastnamed 
have only recently arrived, and though their houses are 
some distance from the Barracks, at least they have the 
advantage to be near the N.A.A.F.I. and the Globe 
Cinema. 

The N.A.A.F.I. Public Relations Officer paid us a visit 
this month, and after a short talk, faced a barrage of 
questions on all sides. We are hoping to see improvements 
in our local shop shortly. 

With snow on the ground and an icy wind blowing, 
spring indeed appears to be a long way off, but in spite of 
that, arrangements are going ahead for an excursion to 
the bulb fields in Holland. From all reports, this should 
be a most enjoyable day—if husbands can be spared to 
cope with the children. 

We wish all those ladies, past and present, a belated 
but none the less sincere prosperous and happy New Year. 

Correspondence 
The War Office, 

London, S.W.I. 
30th December, 1955. 

Dear Colonel Freiesleben, 
It has occurred to several of us in The Buffs 

that, as a happy sequel to the warm friendship 
which sprang up between my Regiment and the < 
Royal Danish Life Guards during the British 
Military Tattoo in Copenhagen, an informal and 
unofficial affiliation between the two Regiments 
would be a most fitting arrangement. 

Speaking for The Buffs we should regard 
such an affiliation as a great honour and with 
true pleasure. 

I, therefore, extend to you, my dear Colonel, 
a warm invitation to regard the Royal Danish 
Life Guards as informally affiliated to The Buffs. 

May I assure you that any officer or man of 
your illustrious Regiment will always be welcome 
should he find himself in any part of the world 
in which The Buffs are stationed. 

With kind regards, 
Yours sincerely, 

Sgd. V. BOUCHER, 
Colonel of The Buffs. 

Den Kongelige Livgarde, 
Chefen. 

Kobenhavn, den 31/1 1956. 
Dear General Boucher, 

The officers and men of the Royal Danish Life 
Guards will regard it as a very great honour and 
pleasure to accept your proposal of affiliation 
between your famous regiment and my own 
regiment. 

On behalf of my regiment I hope that any 
officer or man of The Buffs will consider the 
Danish Life Guards as their natural host when 
visiting Denmark. 

With the kindest regards, 
Yours sincerely, 

Sgd. E. FREIESLEBEN, 
Colonel, 

C.O. Royal Danish Life Guards. 
MajorGeneral V. Boucher, C.B., C.B.E., 

War Office, 
Whitehall, S.W.I, 

London. 
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Chaplain's Office, 
1st Battalion, The Buffs, 

Keightley Barracks, 
B.A.O.R.9. 
2nd February, 1956. 

The Editor, "The Dragon 
Sir, 

May I put before readers of The Dragon an 
appeal which is of interest to all past and present 
members of the Regiment. 

Now that after some years the 1st Battalion 
seems likely to have a reasonable stay in one 
place* the Commanding Officer and myself have 
it in mind to improve the Battalion's very own 
Church furnishings. Junior ranks here recently 
bought and presented a beautiful Lectern Bible, 
embossed with the Regimental Crest, which will 
be in use in the Battalion's Chapel, wherever it 
may serve, for decades to come. 

It is now proposed to purchase a Silver 
Communion Set, suitably engraved, for use at 
the Celebration of Holy Communion. Such a 
set should be in use in generations, nay in 
centuries to come. I feel that traditions must 
be made as well as maintained, and it is with 
this in mind that this appeal is made. Some of 
the money needed (approximately £45) will be 
raised here, and it is hoped that the set can be 
obtained for Easter this year. 

Many who received the Sacrament in the war
time Battalions will want to contribute; those 
who have been confirmed during their Army 
service may want to make a thankoffering; 
parents of young soldiers today may want to 
associate themselves with the Church's ministry 
in the 1st Battalion; the appeal is commended 
to all. Donations from those in England may be 
sent to the Administrative Officer at the Depot, 
who has kindly agreed to send them on. 
Donations from others throughout the world 
may be sent to him, or to the Commanding 
Officer here. 

Yours, etc., 
E. W. EVANS, 

Chaplain, 1st Battalion. 
* * * 

Yateley Lodge, 
Yateley, 

Camberley, 
Surrey. 

25th January, 1956. 
Dear Sir, 

I have just received my Dragon, and may 
I—as one Of the original "useless young officers" 
of the 2nd Battalion of the 191923 days—voic3 
my great delight over Howe Barracks. 

It is indeed a nice touch. 
I think, though, that it could be further im

proved by christening the C.O.'s Quarter "The 
Old Captain's Cabin". 

Yours faithfully, 
(Sgd.) T. N. PENLINGTON. 

The Editor, "The Dragon 
* Jjc * 

The Chief Constable's Office, 
War Department Constabulary, 

Room 542, Lansdowne House, 
The War Office, 

London, W.l. 
10th January, 1956. 

Dear Sir, 
Many older members of the Regiment will be 

sorry to hear of the death of Police Constable 
Arthur Leslie Woods which occurred on 5th 
January, 1956, at the age of 64. He joined the 
Regiment on 27th November, 1908, and served 
until 27th May, 1938, and during the latter part 
of his service served with the 2nd Battalion. He 
will be well remembered by many as Regimental 
games storeman and groundsman for a number 
of years. 

After leaving the Regiment he joined this 
force in November, 1939, and was posted to 
Bramley where he served until he retired on 
age grounds in February, 1954. 

Throughout his service as a police officer he 
showed the same high sense of duty as he did 
during his Army Service. 

In every way he upheld the high tradition of 
the Buffs. 

His eldest son served in the Royal Tank 
Regiment in the Western Desert and his exploits, 
for which he was given a commission, are well 
described in the book With Pennants Flying. 

Yours faithfully, 
N. G. WALE, 

Deputy Chief Constable. 
* * * 

Regimental Museum 
MAUMAU TROPHIES 

IT will be remembered that a number of 
weapons of various sorts taken from the 
MauMau during the Battalion's 20 months' 

service in Kenya were on show in the museum 
during the summer of last year. Owing to lack 
of space and not really needing so many of 
similar types, Colonel Grace, on behalf of the 
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Regiment, presented a number to the Imperial 
War Museum. The Assistant Director has 
recently sent us several copies of photographs 
he had taken of these weapons. A reproduction 
of the case as set up by the Imperial War Museum 
appeared in The Illustrated London News during 
December, 1955. The word Buffs in the des
criptive notice could be clearly read with the 
aid of a magnifying glass. 

These photographs have now been mounted 
and framed and are shown with the MauMau 
Section in the museum. 

SPORTING TROPHIES 
From time to time the museum receives 

shooting and sporting trophies of events which 
took place many years ago. We have now been 
presented with several medals connected with 
crosscountry running of the 1921 period among 
which is the 18th Division InterCompany 
CrossCountry Race Medal won by "A" Com
pany, 2nd Battalion, in Mesopotamia in May, 
1921. To achieve this outstanding success the 
team had to march from Kirkuk to Mosul, 
where the race took place, a distance of 129 
miles. To be more accurate 99 miles were 
covered on foot to a place called Quain Ferry 
where the team was met by motor transport 
from Mosul. It must be remembered that the 
hot weather was well established when the team 
set out on its journey on 4th May. There was 
no proper road; the best that could be hoped 
for was a camel track across the barren and 
sandy country quite devoid of shade. 

Mosul was reached on 10th May which only 
allowed three days for rest and training before 
the day of the event. 

The Course was of about three miles over 
some hilly and stoney country, ploughed land 
and sand finishing with 600 yards along the only 
road leading into Mosul. One of the rules of 
the race was that the teams were not allowed to 
go over the Course prior to the race. 

"A" Company's team won a clear victory with 
264 points; "B" Company, East Yorkshire 
Regiment, being second with 296 points. 

After the run information was received that , 
motor transport was not available for the return 
journey so that the 130 miles was covered on 
foot—a trek of eight days. 

As this must be in the nature of a record I have 
Ventured to record it at some length. The full 
report can be read in "A" Company's notes in 
The Dragon of August, 1921, together with the 
names of the team. 

SHOULD WE FORM A SPORTING TROPHY 
SECTION IN THE MUSEUM? 

One cannot open a Dragon from the earliest 
days of its publication without reading reports 
and descriptions of shooting matches, games 
and sports. Indeed this subject comprises a 
definite part of the life and history of the Regi
ment, which it is one of the objects of the 
museum to record. 

The Regiment possesses a large and valuable 
collection of shields, cups, medals and other 
trophies presented by officers and others through
out the ages. Some of these cover many years 
of endeavour while others were started only to 
last for a year or so, possibly on account of 
changes in organization or by reason of a wider 
cause known as the "Exigencies of the Service". 

Where many of these trophies are now 
1 would not venture to say and it would be out 
of the question to house more than a few in the 
museum. However, I am sure a representative 
selection could be got together and if properly 
displayed, with explanatory cards where the 
inscriptions cannot be easily read, it would form 
a Section and record of considerable interest. 

THE DEPOT SERGEANTS' MESS 
It was a great pleasure to me to be conducted 

over the Sergeants' Mess one afternoon towards 
the end of February by no less a person than 
R.S.M. White himself. Surely this must be one 
of the show Sergeants' Messes in the Army. 
I mention this visit in these Museum Notes 
firstly because R.S.M. White has already 
collected a number of our old sporting shields 
which he has had beautifully cleaned and 
displayed (even if hung rather high so that the 
inscriptions cannot be easily read), and secondly 
because the Mess is almost a second museum on 
its own in the number of relics of regimental 
historical interest it contains. It is a great thing 
to know that they are being so well cared for 
and preserved. 

THE MEMOIRS OF MR. J. F. KIRBY (No. 
4362 Private and later No. 17445 Sergeant) 

I am attempting to write the memoirs of Mr. 
Kirby, who enlisted into the Buffs on 20th 
November, 1893. While his memory of facts 
and details is still excellent Mr. Kirby is so 
modest about his own life and achievements 
during his long service that my writings have 
developed more or less on the lines of the story 
of the life of the soldier and the regiment of 
half a century and more ago. Having reached 
the period of the Malakand Campaign of 189798 
I wrote to Mr. Kirby for further details of the 
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1st Battalion. He has now sent me and presented 
to the museum library his copy of The Story of 
the Malakand Field Force, by Winston L. 
Spencer Churchill, then Lieutenant, the Queen's 
Own Hussars. 

In reading again this clear and excellent treatise 
on "An Episode of Frontier War" it is amazing 
to find how light the casualties of our troops 
were in the many fierce engagements usually 
against frightful odds. 

This year being the centenary of the award of 
the Victoria Cross it is well to remember that this 
great reward and distinction was won by Cpl. 
James Smith of the Buff's on the night of 16th/17th 
September, 1897, in an action in the village of 
Bilot. 

The Cross with citation and a portrait of 
Corporal Smith is to be found in the museum. 

G.R.H. 
* ifc ifc 

Round and About 
by The Tramp 

A MONTH'S res
pite while "The 
Tout" has been 

reviving memories of 
that colourful M.F.H., 
the late Henry Selby
Lowndes, should have 
found me with an ac
cumulation of topics 
but my notebook is as 
empty as usual. Even 
so I refrain from com
menting on the recent 
sharp and short cold 
spell. There is almost 
certain to be another 

freezeup before these lines appear in print. 
I was, however, delighted to read a defence of 
our English winter in my Sunday newspaper by 
a writer who reminded his readers that a third 
of our lives are spent in that much maligned 
season. It all depends upon where you are in 
winter. Townsfolk who move murkily in fogs 
as well as in cold naturally long for spring and 
summer. In the country it is a different matter 
and especially in Southern England where we 
have had some of the most delectable winter 
days I can ever remember. The look of the 
landscape in clear frosty weather is, in my 
humble view, far more beautiful than when the 
trees are heavy with leaf and the grass green 
instead of the tawny hues of January and 
February. 

DEATH OF A HERO 
I don't know how many Dragon readers 

peruse The Times newspaper. I see it only 
occasionally, but the other day, chancing to 
pick it up in a friend's house, I came upon the 
obituary notice of a very remarkable man. His 
name was Thomas Jones and he was born some 
seventyfive years ago at Runcorn in Cheshire 
where, but for a short interval in France in the 
191418 War, he spent his whole life. At the age 
of thirtythree he was one of the first members 
of a newly formed local Battalion, having 
previously served as a volunteer. Two years 
later he was awarded the Victoria Cross for a 
sustained action of gallantry that stands out 
even in the resplendent history of that highest of 
decorations. I wish I had the citation quoted in 
The Times, but 1 failed to cut it out of my friend's 
paper. He would, I know, have gladly given me 
permission to do so. But writing from memory, 
the circumstances were briefly as follows: 
Although warned that there had been abuse of 
the white flag by the enemy, Private Jones went 
forward to the German lines and singlehanded 
captured one hundred and two of the enemy, 
including four officers. Before he achieved this 
he disposed of at least two Germans including 
one who was trying the false surrender trick. 
How he contrived to disarm and round up such 
a big bunch of the enemy may perhaps be found 
in some war diary or history. The citation 
unfortunately does not go into details on this 
point. No less than eleven officers of other 
regiments who witnessed Jones's cool and 
determined private battle supported the recom
mendation for the honour he more than 
earned. 

As if this were not enough, two years later, 
in the dark days of 1918, when the Germans 
tried their last desperate throw, Jones was 
awarded the D.C.M. for carrying messages 
through a heavy barrage. 

When the war ended he returned to Runcorn 
and resumed his peacetime occupation of fitter 
and continued to do this work until he retired 
shortly before his death. I suppose his mag
nificent record as a soldier was known locally, 
but until his death few outside his old regiment 
and his town knew much about him. I am sorry 
he didn't live long enough to participate in the 
V.C. Centenary Parade this year, but when it 
takes place there will now be many who will 
think of this humble and distinguished absentee 
from a notable and moving occasion. I hope 
he enjoyed the thirtyeight odd years left to him 
in the dark of North England. I for one would 
like to know more of him. 
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"BATTLES LONG AGO" 
Far as 191418 seems to us today the Crimea 

is even more remote. The details of that dis
astrous Campaign, however, are brought back 
by the publication recently of the Letters and 
Sketches from the Crimea of Hugh Clifford who 
was one of the earliest recipients of the V.C. 
Not only are his letters graphic and illuminating 
but he was no mean artist and his sketches of 
the theatre of war add to the value of a most 
welcome addition to Crimean literature. 

I once saw a similar dual effort by another 
hand; the diary and sketch books of a young 
subaltern in the Rifle Brigade, Godfrey by name. 
They interested me so much that I tried to 
persuade publishers to make a book of them. 
My efforts which were in vain were made at a time 
(1936) when such books were not of great interest 
and the diary and sketches went quite properly 
to the Regimental Museum at Winchester. 
Lieut. Godfrey's diary was unusual in that he 
noted the intimate details of his daily life on 
service. He described his tent, his food and 
other things which bring the past to life. He 
died in the Crimea of cholera during an epidemic 
which claimed many victims. 

TWO BOOKS 
To those who like a good biography 1 recom. 

mend Charles Carrington's Life and Work of 
Rudyard Kipling. It throws a lot of light on a 
great writer and a fascinating character. It
might also induce some of the younger gener
ation to "have a go" at the works of Kipling, 
"the greatest short story writer" according to 
the verdict of another master of that difficult art, 
Mr. Somerset Maugham. 

I mentioned Richard Gordon when last 
J wrote. I had in mind his intensely funny novel 
The Captain's Table. Now I have read Doctor 
in the house which many have seen in the film 
version which is only half as mirthprovoking as 
the book. 

* * * 

Buffs' Golfing Society 
FIXTURES FOR 1956 

Apr. 7 and 8. Spring Meeting at Royal St. 
George's. 

May 5—11. Army Meeting at Royal St. 
George's. 

14. Home Counties Brigade at Canterbury 
G.C. 

26. Household Brigade at New Zealand 
G.C. 

27. Woodpeckers at New Zealand G.C. 

June 24. v Rye at Rye G.C. 
29. v Royal West Kent Regiment at 

Wrotham. 
July 1. v Liphook at Liphook. 

8. v Rye at Littlestone. 
15. Summer Meeting at Orpington. 
29. v Canterbury at Canterbury G.C. 

Sept. 1 and 2. Autumn Meeting at Rye G.C. 

Beneath Bell Harry 

THE New Year 
opened with the 
customary resolu

tions in the Officers' 
Mess — one luckless 
officer soon broke his, 
having the misfortune 
to have a slight collision 
with a canine friend, 
resulting in damage to 
his otherwise spotless 
"limousine". 

Lt.Col. H. R. Grace 
flew over from Ger
many during the month, 
to attend the Records 

Conference, and the Regimental Committee 
Meetings. We trust he had a rather warmer 
journey on his return trip. 

Certain persons appeared not to be satisfied 
with the recent 4 goal draw of the Officers and 
Sergeants football match. A further meeting 
was therefore arranged, and in good conditions, 
the Officers won by 9 goals to nil! 

There was a big gathering in the Officers' 
Mess after the Hardy Cup boxing, and all said 
how much they had enjoyed the evening's 
entertainment. A word of praise is due to Lieut. 
John Prentice, C/Sgt. Stremes and Sgt. Parker, 
who trained the team for the competition. 

Squash is becoming more and more popular, 
and it is seldom that the squash court is empty 
in the evenings. A squash ladder is at the 
moment the source of keen rivalry. 

* * * 

No. 1 COMPANY 
The month of January will be remembered by some, as 

one of burst pipes and the panic that follows. In the midst 
of it all, Sgt. Parker arrived from the Battalion to tell us 
that it was warm compared to Germany. However, the 
Company got away quite lightly with one burst pipe in 
the block, which drenched a recruit spending his first 
night in the Army. 
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Aisne Platoon's passing out parade took place on 
January 13th, and in spite of a lack of rehearsals owing to 
rain, they performed well on the actual day. Medals were 
received by the following men:—Pte. Frayne: Best at 
Physical Training. Pte. Ball: Best All Round Recruit. 
Pte. Underdown: Best Rifle Shot. Pte. Reynolds: Best 
L.M.G. Shot. 

* * * 

THE HARDY CUP 
Result: Win for the Depot by 7 bouts to 4 (Points 

18—15). 
After a sixday delay, the night of February 7th arrived 

and the Hardy Cup Boxing Competition took place. 
Seven weeks of hard training with the ensuing nose 
bleeders behind them. Our team excelled themselves in 
enthusiasm and fitness when they were lacking in artistry. 

Prior to the fights, the Commanding Officer addressed 
the audience of four hundred and fifty, and explained the 
origin of the Hardy Cup. All the boxers provided 
spectators with an excellent evening's entertainment, and 
not a single fight was dull due to inactivity. 

A point particular mentioned by Colonel G. R. Stevens, 
O.B.E., Commander Home Counties Brigade, who pre
sented the cup and medals, after the competition, was the 
good physical fitness of all the contestants. 

A summary of each fight is given below, with the 
Regiment's men being named first. 

BOUT 1.—Pte. Baker beat Pte. Mace on points. The 
first round showed Mace the superior and Baker's eye was 
visibly swelling, whilst blood was flowing from his nose; 
nevertheless, Baker fought back with great grit, and as 
the fight went into the second and third rounds, he was 
hitting his man regularly, and before the end had fought 
his man to a standstill. Baker gained a good points 
decision, both boxers providing a good opening to the 
contest. 

BOUT 2.—Pte. Fawcett lost to Pte. Bolton on points. 
Here, styles were identical, both being counter boxers, 
and in contrast to the first fight, was much tamer in 
action. Fawcett tried to force the fight but in Bolton he 
found a fighter with a very good defence whose counter 
punching with that extra inch of reach caused him to run 
into some good left leads. There was very little in it 
throughout the whole three rounds, but Bolton gained 
the verdict, by what must have been a very close margin. 
A good sporting fight. 

BOUT 3.—Pte. Downs lost to Pte. Wolvey on a technical 
knockout. A fight between a more experienced boxer in 
Wolvey against the grit and determination of Downs, 
who, when hit, always fought back. Unfortunately 
midway through the third round Downs suffered a cut 
eye which necessitated the referee stopping the fight in 
favour of Wolvey, much to the disappointment of Pte. 
Downs who was very eager to carry on. 

BOUT 4.—Pte. Green beat Pte. Basset on a knockout 
Straight from the bell, Green dominated this fight, and 
with a rapier like left, completely dictated the fight. 
A fight right from the book and a noteworthy performance 
from Green who knocked out his opponent in the third 
round. 

BOUT 5.—Pte. Heritage lost to Pte. Mills on points. 
Heritage, our man, although greatly superior in height 
and reach, was far behind in ring experience and although 
he tried his hardest, could not cope with the experience 
of Mills, who worthily won a good fight. 

BOUT 6.—Pte. Chapman beat Pte. Parks on points. 
Chapman, one of our reserves, came in at the last minute 
to replace one of the team who was sick. He won this 
fight by being aggressive throughout, and scoring con
tinuously with his left and right hands. A very good fight. 

BOUT 7.—Pte. Christie lost to Pte. French on points. 
Christie, lacking three inches in height and the same in 

reach, was never able to get within reach of a clever 
fighter who used his advantage to good effect with solid 
straight lefts, and right hooks. Christie never stopped 
trying and was game in lasting till the end. 

BOUT. 8.—Pte. Deacon beat Pte. Moriarty on points. All 
the team had seen Moriarty, the Queen's Own represent
ative, fight in the Individual Home Counties Champion
ship at Shorncliffe, and Deacon had been taught the 
tactics for his fight by Sgt. Parker, whose ring experiences 
had noticed the flaws in Moriarty's armour. 

Using a very good straight left, and with some good 
footwork, Deacon gained the first two rounds and was 
very confident; this was nearly his undoing, for he tried 
to mix it in the last round and took some heavy punish
ment before fighting back to win a very good fight and a 
great ovation from an appreciative audience. 

Three bouts to go... still all square... a much 
quieter audience with nerves on edge. . . even the Com
manding Officer was noticeably perspiring whilst Captain 
F. E. Thorneycroft was completely soaked through. 

BOUT 9.—Pte. Gorrie beat Pte. Harris on points. The 
agressiveness shown in Gorrie's face was enough to 
frighten your correspondent, so what effect it must have 
had on Harris can be judged.. .. Always moving forward, 
Gorrie landed his lefts on Harris's face with monotonous 
regularity, and the result of this fight was evident before 
the Referee's announcement. 

BOUT 10.—Pte. Lumby beat Pte. Raper on a knockout. 
A hard hitting contest, both men hitting hard and taking 
punishment. A good right hand from Lumby in the last 
round put his opponent down for the count. A very good 
fight. 

Bout 11.—Pte. Andrews beat Pte. Ingram on points. 
This was a lively contest, in which both boxers were 
determined to give of their best even though the contest 
had been decided. Andrews scored well throughout with 
both hands. 

A good fight. 
It it it 

HOME COUNTIES DISTRICT CROSSCOUNTRY 
ON 25TH JANUARY, 1956 

One team from the Home Counties Brigade Depot was 
entered, all the runners eventually coming from No. 2 
Company. The final team was: Pte. Perryman, Pte. Hall, 
Gdsm. Cox, Pte. Jenkins, Fus. Hicks, Pte. Gorrie, Pte. 
Pugh, L/Cpl. Phibbs, L/Cpl. Walshaw, L/Cpl. Abbott. 

Nine teams of ten and three individuals were entered 
from the District. Pte. Perryman won the event with 
considerable ease and is to be congratulated on this 
achievement. Other placings in the first 30 were Fus. 
Hicks (12), Pte. Pugh (18) and Gdsm. Cox (25). The 
Depot was placed third, first place being taken by 10 
T.T.R.E. (184 pts.) and second by Depot Queen's Own 
(213 pts.), with ourselves scoring 229 pts. At the time of 
writing, Pte. Perryman is due to go forward to the Eastern 
Command Championships and we wish him the very best 
of luck in this important event. 

*  * .  *  

HOCKEY 
We have had a very successful season to date and have 

been fortunate in being able to call upon the same team, 
with few exceptions, for each game. Our success can 
largely be attributed to the team work and understanding 
which has developed amongst the players. Unfortunately, 
we have recently lost five or so regular players, but hope 
to replace these with other enthusiastic talent at our 
disposal. 
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One of the recent departures is our very popular and 
excellent player and skipper, 2/Lieut. Robin Wright, who 
has handed over his duties as Hockey Officer to Captain 
"Moggie" Catt. Mr, Wright has been a tower of strength 
to the side and will be greatly missed. 

In the Home. Counties District and Eastern Command 
Minor Units Competition we have so far successfully 
negotiated three hurdles having defeated Depot The 
Q.Q.R.W.K. Regiment, 11 S.M.E., Chatham, and Depot 
The Queen's Royal Regiment by 9—1, 11—2 and 5—2 
respectively. We are now due to play H.Q., Home 
Counties District in the District final at Shorncliffe on 
29th February. Due to a misunderstanding it is regretted 
that we have not been entered for the Army Cup proper. 

As a result of the recent weather several matches have 
had to be cancelled, consequently lack of match practice 
is causing concern. 

We are hoping that, as a result of our very formidable 
scores this season, civilian clubs will offer us fixtures with 
the 1st or 2nd XIs only next season. 

Results to date are as follows:— 
1ST XI v R.N., Chatham. Draw, 4—4. 

Canterbury 2nd XI. Draw, 5—5. 
14 Command Workshops, R.E.M.E. Won, 

12—1. 
Tunbridge Wells "A" XI. Won, 1—0. 
H.Q., Home Counties District. Won, 4—1. 
Canterbury 3rd XI. Won, 9—2. 
11 S.M.E., Chatham. Won, 2—1. 
34 L.A.A. Regiment, R.A. Lost, 2—5. 
CliftonviUe 3rd XI. Won, 6—0. 
Old Bordenians 3rd XI. Won, 20—0. 
St. Augustine's Hospital. Won, 2—0. 
Depot, Royal Marines. Won, 7—0. 
Thanetians 3rd XI. Won, 6—0. 
School of Infantry, Hythe. Won, 1—0. 
Gore Court Wed. XI. Won, 7—1. 
Depot R.W.K. Won, 9—1 (Minor Units Cup). 
11 S.M.E. Won, 11—2 (Minor Units Cup). 
1 Royal Fusiliers. Won, 3—2. 
Cliftonville 3rd XI. Won, 6—4. 
1 Royal Fusiliers. Won, 3—2. 
Depot Queen's Royal Regiment. Won, 5—2 

(Minor Units Cup). 

2ND XI v R.A.P.C., Canterbury. Won, 4—1. 
R.A.F., Sandwich. Won, 4—1. 
R.A.F., Sandwich. Lost, 1—3. 

Watch for these Films 
RUMMER Manoeuvres. With Michele Mor
ijgan and Gerard Philipe. A stylish and 

elegant picture directed by Rene Clair. A 
young cavalry officer wagers that he will seduce 
a pretty, young milliner, and then really falls in 
love. The story is told with great delicacy, and 
the charm of Rene Clair's direction pervades the 
film. The colour is soft and lovely, in fact the 
effect of the whole is pastel—"Gracious, wise 
and most enchanting" (C. A. Lejeune). 

The Desperate Hours. Three escaped convicts 
break into a suburban house in a small American 
town. The family are terrorized into behaving 
as usual. While the gangsters remain in the house, 
the father and daughter go to business each day, 
and the mother and young son are kept as 
hostages in the house. A most tense duel between 
the father and the gangster he tries to outwit in 
getting a message to the police without en
dangering his family. The father is finely played 
by Fredric March, and the chief convict by 
Humphry Bogart, and the whole is brilliantly 
acted. 

Helen of Troy. A Hollywood version of the 
Trojan war, made in Rome with apparently 
most of the population taking part. A huge and 
magnificent spectacle well photographed. 

Rebel without Cause. An American film 
dealing seriously with juvenile delinquency. 
There is some remarkable acting in it, though 
not a cheerful subject. 

Trial. A Mexican boy is accused of murdering 
a white girl. During the trial various political 
issues are involved, which hold the interest all 
through. A most intelligent film with notable 
performances by Glenn Ford, and Juano 
Hernandez as a Negro judge. 

Good Morning, Miss Dove. Those who read 
Frances Gray Patton's lovely little story of a 
schoolmistress in a small New England town 
will find nothing to disappoint in the film. It is 
a simple story of how Miss Dove has suddenly 
to be taken away for an operation, and the love 
with which her pupils, and old pupils, surround 
her. It is full of shrewdness and real—not 
mawkish—sentiment. Jennifer Jones plays Miss 
Dove—the spirit of the book has been caught 
completely. 

Some of this month's selections are on the 
gloomy side, except the last and the charming 
Ren6 Clair film. Some of this brilliant producer's 
early films are being revived, starting with 
A nous la Liberte, which is good news for those 
who have seen them, and better for those who 
have not. 

Another interest in London is a new Cinerama 
production Cinerama Holiday—in which we are 
taken a trip in Europe and America. 

DANNY KAYE.—The latest and most exciting 
news is of Danny Kaye's film The Court Jester. 
It is a parody of Robin Hood, and gives the 
comedian ample scope for his brilliant gifts of 
burlesque and impersonation, and more freedom 
to display them than in his recent films. Cecil 
Parker is most amusing as a wicked King, and 
Glynis Johns as Maid Jean. 

M.M.A. 
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4/5th Battalion 
|N the threshold of an
jf other year it is well to 
pause awhile and look 

back at the old; a busy time 
for us in preparation for the 
Divisional Camp. The high
lights of 1955 were, of course, 
the Presentation Ceremony 
and, of more particular con
cern to us, "Dover Castle" 
and all that it entailed. It is 
salutary to reflect that the 
last time the Division func
tioned on a divisional basis 
was in 1942 but nothing has 
been lost in the passage of 

time, as those who remember the "44 Div. Box" 
astride Alam Haifa ridge during that critical 
period of 31st August—6th September, 1942, will 
confirm. The old year also saw the first indica
tions of changes arising from the impact of new 
forms of warfare and a busy time was spent in 
absorbing volunteers from the disbanded units. 
The future of some Infantry and Armoured 
formations was also in doubt and 1955 closed 
on rather a gloomy note—although the many 
Christmas parties and other seasonable functions 
soon dispelled any idea that the further outlook 
was too bleak. 

The Secretary of State announced in December 
his outline reorganisation of the Reserve Army 
and any previous speculations were allayed to a 
great extent. The two Territorial Divisions to be 
earmarked for N.A.T.O. commitments are the 
43rd (Wessex) and the 53rd (Welsh); these two 
Divisions and supporting troops and certain 
armoured units (yet to be selected) will be kept 
at full strength. The remainder of the Reserve 
Army is being reorganised for home defence in 
all its aspects, including cooperation with the 
Civil Defence organisation. We come in this 
category and our initiation into our Third 
Echelon Civil Defence role is already under way 
as an essential part of our military training. 
There has already been a Brigade Exercise 
"Crystal Gaze" during the course of which all 
manner of alarming heresies were advanced— 
and rejected. One wonders, however, what 
streamlining will eventually emerge from the 
welter of discussion at all levels. 

Of 1955 it remains to record that the Division 
took second place in the Kolan Cup Competition 
and congratulations go to Sgt. Thundow of "C" 

Company who helped to score the 2,350 points 
as a member of the team. 

In 1956 National Service men will be doing no 
outofcamp training and therefore Company 
Training Weekends are being arranged on a 
"sponsored" basis; that is to say each Company 
in turn is layingon a Training Weekend and 
Volunteers from all Companies may attend. The 
first of these weekends was arranged at Margate 
and was particularly successful,, as the special 
report shows. It is hoped to include in Dragon 
notes to come details of each sponsored weekend. 
Another innovation will be the allotment of 
training duties during the period of Camp, as 
follows:— 

O.C., "A" Company—O. i/c Ranges and 
Classification. 

O.C., "B" Company—O. i/c National Service 
Men's Training. 

O.C., "C" Company—O. i/c A.B.C. and C.D. 
Instruction. 

O.C., "D" Company—O. i/c Field Firing and 
Subunit Tactical Training. 

Os.C. H.Q. and "Sp" Companies will be res
ponsible for training their own particular 
specialists. 

A special welcome is extended to two new
comers to the Battalion, both members of the 
Permanent Staff. C.S.M. Green joins us from 
the Bristol University O.T.C, and takes over 
"D" Company in place of C.S.M. Seymour, 
whose departure for warmer climes was recorded 
a little earlier on. Sgt. Wright, whose departure 
from the 1st Battalion appears much lamented 
by the Signals personnel, is the other newcomer. 
He takes over from Sgt. Porter, who in turn 
goes out to join the 1st Battalion. Sgt. Porter 
celebrated his impending departure by getting 
manied and we wish both Mrs. Porter and him 
every happiness and success for the future. 

Captain Reggie Morgan was unfortunate 
enough to be out of action over Christmas but is 
now recovering—even to the extent of being 
panic stricken by the bruise on the back of one 
hand which was definitely not there when he 
went under the anaesthetic! 

Your scribe thanks his many contributors for 
their support; the fact that no notes appeared 
in the December issue was due to circumstances 
quite beyond his control. Things are a little 
better organised now and should continue so. 

TRAINING WEEKEND AT MARGATE 
Following the admirable example set by "B" Company, 

the first fullscale volunteer training Sunday was held at 
Margate on 15th January, the programme being sponsored 
by "A" Company. 
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The response was very gratifying as far as Other Ranks 
were concerned, the muster being about 70. With better 
publicity within Companies, similar occasions in the 
future should be even better attended. 

The emphasis of the training was on Civil Defence, and 
for this part of the programme grateful acknowledgement 
must be made to Mr. H. Fleet, Chief C.D. Officer for 
Thanet who organised it, and to Mr. Davis, his Deputy, 
who delivered the lectures in a very able and interesting 
manner. 

The scope of the lectures was purely introductory, but 
strange and interesting new fields of warfare were opened 
up to us. After describing the purpose of Civil Defence 
and the various civilian organisations concerned, and the 
part likely to be played by the Armed Forces in this 
sphere, Mr. Davis covered the type and scope of modern 
nuclear weapons! After his shaken audience had suitably 
refreshed themselves, Mr. Davis gave some comfort in 
describing the protective measures available, and the use 
of radiac instruments. The general feeling at the end was 
that it was probably a good thing to be in the P.B.I, in 
the next war! 

It was a calming and refreshing contrast after lunch to 
listen to Q.S.M.I. Sinclair of the School of Infantry 
describing the development of the modern rifle, and giving 
some extremely useful tips on how to improve our 
shooting. 

We now look forward to the next Volunteer Sunday 
which will be reported on fully. 

* * * 

"A" COMPANY 
December is always rather quiet from every angle, 

except of course in connection with the preparations for 
the annual children's party and for "A" Company the 
month proved true to form. Admittedly Sgt. Bryant was 
contemplating a rush of volunteers when news of the 
Bounty increase leaked out, but even that delight was 
denied him to a great extent. Plans are being hatched for 
our first sponsored weekend, early in January, and we 
look forward to seeing many old faces from farther afield. 
A note on the weekend appears elsewhere and we are 
glad it was so successful. It was just as well that the 
experts from the S.A.S.C. were there to remind us that 
despite gamma rays, nuclear fissions and fallouts (or is it 
fallovers?) the soldier's best friend remains his rifle! 

The children's party took place on 21st January and a 
very good time was had by all. Our best thanks to Sgt. 
and Mrs. Bryant for their efforts and also to the "Friday 
Nighters" for their valiant work in decorating the Hall and 
doing the necessary to the tree. 

Next month we hope to see members of the Past and 
Present Association at Willson's Road where they are 
having a film show. 

* * * 

"B" COMPANY 
In "B" Company December proved to be a busy but 

profitable month, both from the instructional angle and 
from the point of view of the canteen. We entertained 
members from other companies to a weekend of in
struction by 211 Field Squadron, R.E., on 3rd and 4th 
December and learnt a great deal more than we had 
thought possible about postwar mines, minefields and 
wiring. On the Sunday following that weekend we 
sought for and dug up the mines laid with such skill. It 
rained heavily and we were plagued by tons (or so it 
seemed) of old tin cans in the minefield area, which made 
our detector buzz continuously; nevertheless we found 
all but two mines—and these have since been recovered 
and returned. The Company held its Annual Dinner at 

the Bull Hotel, Sittingbourne, on 15th December, and we 
had the pleasure of the company of the Honorary Colonel, 
Colonel D. J. Dean, v.c., T.D., J.P., together with 
Lieut.Col. G. R. D. Hews, M.C., T.D., J.P., our Com
manding Officer. The evening was a great success and 
was enjoyed by all. Congratulations to our Company 
Commander, Major P. N. P. Plunkett, on winning the 
Ell Barrow Star—a worthy decoration which brings 
back memories of our activities on Salisbury Plain last 
year. 

We celebrated the New Year with our first Christmas 
Party for the children of Company members—by common 
consent it was voted the best party the Drill Hall had 
seen, and that coming from exGunners with long 
memories was indeed a tribute. The real genius of the 
party was Sgt. Cole, whose indefatigable work before, 
during, and after the party was admired and appreciated 
by all of us. He was of course ably backedup by all our 
Volunteers and the result was a family affair which will 
set a precedent which may be very difficult to maintain. 

1956 promises to be as busy as last year, if the diary is 
anything to go by. If plans now being laid eventually 
mature, then "B" Company will cover as much, if not 
more ground than has been gone over since the day, just 
over six months ago, when Sittingbourne became the 
newest recruit to the Rifle Company strength of the 
Battalion. It is fitting at the start of another year to 
recall the loyalty and enthusiasm shewn by so many of 
our earliest volunteers from the Royal Artillery and our 
best thanks go to everyone for their hard work and 
support. 

Congratulations to Sgts. Jemmett and Bousell on their 
welldeserved promotion, to Pte. Tanner on his recent 
marriage, and to Cpl. Barnish, L/Cpls. Cowles and 
Cherry on their record breaking attempts with the L.M.G. 
and 2in. mortar—we hope the trays with which they were 
presented will hold many a teapot. 

* * * 

"C" COMPANY 
It is some time since you last heard from us but we 

hope to make regular contributions to the Battalion 
Dragon notes from now on. As the result of the re
organisation within the Battalion we have had to say 
goodbye to Major C. E. E. Balding, who now commands 
"A" Company (a little nearer home!) and extend a warm 
welcome to his successor, Major F. D. C. Cobb, T.D., who 
exchanges the magnificence of the T.A. Centre at Deal 
for the delights (?) of our none too modern buildings. 
We sincerely hope that his stay with us will be a long and 
happy one. 

The children's Christmas Party was held at Whitstable 
on 31st December and a family gathering of about forty 
enjoyed a Punch and Judy show, followed by films, before 
sitting down to an excellent tea followed by lashings of 
ice cream. To round off the afternoon's proceedings 
each child received a present from Father Christmas off 
the very large, illuminated tree which was the centre of 
attraction all the time. Our grateful thanks to Mr. W. 
Thornton, the caretaker, for all his untiring efforts in 
making the party such a success. 

We are the next to sponsor a training weekend and this 
will be taking place in February. 

* * * 

"D" COMPANY 
We must open this month's notes by welcoming C.S.M. 

Green, who has now taken over from C.S.M. Seymour; 
he had been about Only for a short time when Authority 
decreed that he should go on a First Aid Course. 
Apparently all the hazards were negotiated successfully 
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as our P.S.I, is now back with us, none the worse for his 
disappearance. May his stay with "D" Company be a 
happy one. 

The Ashford Platoon is much in everyone's minds at 
the moment; it is hoped to see them moved into their 
new quarters very shortly and when that is done the 
canteen must be opened in the usual style. Pte. Fedder 
now has a Jeep to look after and the future outlook is a 
lot brighter! The Platoon will be losing one of its original 
volunteers at the end of the month, Cpl. Fedder, and we 
are sorry to see him go. 

We won the second round of the Darts Competition at 
Sidcup and a very hearty vote of thanks goes to the 
Gunners of "P" Battery, 458 L.A.A. Regiment (T.A.) 
for their hospitality on that occasion. 

In accordance with the new training directive, liaison 
with the local Civil Defence Officer has been established 
and we are really getting down to this new angle on 
training. Bird fancier L/Cpl. Le Bargy will almost 
certainly concentrate on converting his pigeons to pigeons, 
carrier Mk. I as the result of the information now being 
passed on to us. 

The Company is represented in the Darts Competition 
by the following: C.S.M. White, Sgt. Wraight, Sgt. 
Jones and Cpl. Curd. May their respective aims be sure! 

* * * 

"SP" COMPANY 
From the training angle of course things have been 

rather quiet, but some of us made the trip to Margate to 
take part in "A" Company's weekend. We held a very 
successful New Year's Eve dance at Deal and a well
attended children's party on 14th January. It was nice 
to have Major Tilleard and his wife present. Grateful 
thanks are due to all those whose efforts made both 
functions so successful. 

We shall be sorry to lose C/Sgt. Wing, one of the 
Company's stalwarts, on posting to "C" Company, but 
let us not forget to add very sincere congratulations on 
his promotion. The question of course now is: how 
does Captain Morgan get to Sandwich in the future? 

Captain Morgan, incidentally, is still on the sick list, 
but is making such progress that we confidently expect 
to see a jeep arrive in a cloud of dust almost any day now 
and decant him and one or two machinegunners at 
Middle Road for a further session with somebody. 

Another social occasion arranged in January was a visit 
to Sandwich for competitions, etc., with the M.G. 
detachment and the Sandwich Branch of the Past and 
Present Association. 

The New Year is now well under way with visits expected 
from the R.E.M.E. Inspectors and the usual check by the 
Quartermaster; business may therefore be taken as 
normal. 

Pte. Lambert, one of the Rangetakers in the Machine
Gun Platoon, now sports two uniforms, one worn by day 
and the other for T.A. training. He has joined the 
Ambulance Service and is stationed at the St. Peter's 
Centre. We wish him all the best in his. new venture. 

* * * 

Cricket 
by Crusader 

IT may perhaps seem odd that notes on 
Cricket should be written in midwinter; 
I therefore hasten to explain what has 

prompted me to do so at a time of year when 

weather forecasts constantly threaten gales, 
snow and sleet! 

Many of us who are associated with the great 
game are called upon to umpire from time to 
time and I therefore propose, in this first instal
ment, to deal briefly with a few of the more 
important Laws, with a view to encouraging 
what a schoolboy would call some Cricket 
"prep.". ! 

LAW 26—NO BALL 
The important points are:— 

(a) The ball must be bowled, NOT thrown or 
jerked. 

(b) At the instant of delivery the Bowler must 
have at least some part of one foot BEHIND 
the Bowling crease and within the Return 
crease, and NOT touching or grounded 
over either crease. 

(c) The Umpire shall call NO BALL when 
necessary and signal accordingly to the 
Scorer by extending one arm horizontally. 

LAW 35—CAUGHT 
It seems unnecessary to define this Law ip 

detail; suffice it to say that:— 
(a) The striker is NOT out if caught off the 

wrist. 
(b) The striker IS out if caught off "the hand 

holding the bat". ! 
(c) A fieldsman standing within the playing 

area may lean against the boundary to 
catch a ball, and this may be done even if 
the ball has passed over the boundary. 

LAW 39—LBW 
This is a complicated Law as it stands at 

present; assuming that the general purport of 
the Law is understood, the following amplifying 
Notes are important:— 

A batsman is only OUT under this Law if 
ALL four of the following questions are 
answered in the affirmative. 
(a) Would the ball have hit the wicket? 
(b) Did the ball pitch on a straight line between 

wicket and wicket (and this includes a ball 
intercepted full pitch by the striker), or 
did it pitch on the OFFSIDE of the striker's 
wicket? 

(c) Was it part of the striker's person other 
than the hand which first intercepted the 
ball? 
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(d) Was that part of the: striker's person in a 
straight line between wicket and wicket at 
the moment of impact, irrespective of the 
height of the point of impact? 

Regarding the umpire, there can hardly be 
better advice than that which appears in the 
late "Ranji's" Jubilee Book of Cricket—"He 
is there as an unbiassed arbiter of Yes and No. 
He should be neutrality incarnate." 

* * * 

West Country Buffs 
Gallop On 

UNDOUBTEDLY the signature tune for 
the gathering of West Country Buffs at 
the Castle Hotel, Taunton, on Saturday, 

21st April, should be: 
"We all comes up to Zummerzet, 

Where the zyder apples grow. . . ." 
Though the bloom in the orchards should be 

only burgeoning, the blossom of Buffs at the 
banquet should be like a bridal bouquet. 

Since these notes last appeared several more 
Buffs have rallied to the call. It was a delightful 
surprise to hear from one who must be the very 
oldest Buff in existence. This is Colonel R. F. 
Pearson, of The Churn, Pains wick, Glos. He 
was born in the 2nd Battalion on 30th May, 
1868. Commissioned on 3rd April, 1889, and 
served for twenty years, being again called up 
for service in the 191418 War. We who pride 
ourselves on being veterans will have to think 
again! 

Captain N. G. Wale has very kindly sent in 
the names of two old timers of the 2/5th Buffs 
of First War days who now reside at Honiton. 
These are G. K. D. Simmons, of Fairview, 
Hembury Fort, Honiton, and Alan Wood, who 
is a familiar figure at local pointtopoints, 
agricultural shows, and sales of country seats 
which he attends to satisfy hungry hunters with 
tasty pasties. Major Martin O'Geary is already 
taking steps to rake them in. 

Another welcome entry is James Breach, who 
joined the Buffs in 1933 and served with the 
2nd Battalion at Aldershot and later with the 
1st Battalion until 1941 when he was seconded 
to Military Intelligence. He was invalided out 
in 1944 and has since been employed with the 
War Department at Taunton, where he often 
meets his contemporary Major W. H. Pitkin. 
Mr. Breach writes that Major Pitkin lent him 
The Dragon, "and it has been like the proverbial 

breath of fresh air to read the happenings of 
the Regiment and in particular of our older 
members". (No doubt the Editor will know 
how to follow up that!) Besides being a valuable 
"backroom boy" in the W.D., Mr. Breach is a 
member of the Taunton Borough Council, and 
in that capacity offers his assistance. This shows 
the true Buff spirit, is very welcome, and is being 
exploited to the full—but more about this in a 
later paragraph. 

Yet another taker whom many will be very 
glad to meet once more is Major Ransley, of 
Allington, Salisbury. Indeed, we are getting 
quite a contingent from Wiltshire, for Colonel 
Dennis Wilkins wrote the other day to say that 
he hopes to make it too. As Dragon readers will 
know, he has recently put in a short spell at the 
Middlesex Hospital for an overhaul and a rest 
rendered necessary by too much work in his 
spacious garden. This is a malady from which 
a number of energetic old soldiers suffer when 
they attack weeds with as much vigour as they 
used to employ on the field of battle or the field 
of sport. We are apt to laugh at Mr. Hodge 
spitting on his hands and resting on his spade, 
but he can keep going at that pace all his life 
and usually covers just as much ground. 

UPCOUNTRY BUFFS 
Scarcely had last month's notes been des

patched, in which it was suggested that some 
"upcountry" Buffs might care to run down from 
London, than Colonel Eric Strettell sent in his 
name as a possible starter. This is splendid 
news, and he is bound to meet many old friends 
of the vintage years. 

Lieut.Colonel E. V. Argles, everyone will be 
glad to learn, has also signified his intention to 
be present both, as he says, in his capacity at 
the home of the Regiment and as a onetime 
West Country Buff. No doubt he will come 
from Canterbury hot with the very latest news 
of Regimental affairs so may expect to be 
besieged by eager exiles. 

Including the Colonel of the Regiment, who 
will be our Guest of Honour, our potential 
numbers are up to 27, but we have not yet heard 
one way or the other from Lieut.Col. Eric Scott 
and Major Warren. Nevertheless, there are 
high hopes of increasing our numbers to 30 or 
more. 

In the hope that others may follow Colonel 
Strettell's and Lieut.Col. Argles' lead, it may 
be helpful to publish a brief timetable of trains. 
These are correct at the moment, but prospective 
travellers would be wise to check up nearer the 
day to confirm. After all, it's YOUR railway! 
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Time of Departure 
Paddington ... 9,30 a.m. 
Plymouth ... 8.30 a.m. 
Plymouth ... 9.35 a.m. 
Bristol ... 10.20 a.m. 

Taunton ... 4.10 p.m. 
Taunton ... 6.20 p.m. 
Taunton ... 3.37 p.m. 
Taunton ... 4.16 p.m. 
Taunton ... 3.22 p.m. 
Taunton ... 4.30 p.m. 
Taunton ... 6. 8 p.m. 

Time of Arrival 
Taunton .. 12 noon 
Taunton .. 10.36 a.m. 
Taunton .. 12. 1 p.m. 
Taunton .. 11.29 a.m. 

Paddington . 7.10 p.m. 
Paddipgton . 9. 0 p.m. 
Plymouth 6. 5 p.m. 
Plymouth 6.25 p.m. 
Bristol 4.31 p.m. 
Bristol 6.13 p.m. 
Bristol .. 7. 0 p.m. 

BY ROAD 
Those approaching Taunton by road will see 

on the outskirts large notices saying: 
PLEASE DRIVE CAREFULLY AND BE PATIENT 
This is sound advice, for the closer one 

approaches the heart of the County town the 
more aware one becomes that, like Rome, all 
roads lead to it and finally tie themselves into a 
tangle wrapped tightly round innumerable 
islands. Though the bulk of the Easter rush 
should be over, be not misled for, it appears, all 
Somerset converges on the town on a Saturday, 
which is market day. This is where Mr. Breach 
comes in in his capacity as a future mayor of 
Taunton. Having so kindly offered help, your 
humble Hon. Secretary seized the chance to ask 
him to use his influence with the local Con
stabulary, the R.A.C., and the A.A. scouts to 
make the way easy for Buffs/ A Regimental tie 
should act as an open sesame, and perhaps some 
wind screen device may be obtainable from 
Howe Barracks. No more need be said except 
to ask everybody to "Be Patient", and to allow 
an extra half hour to thread their way through 
the final half mile to the Castle Hotel by about 
noon for one o'clock luncheon. 

FINANCE 
Finally, may one say that it will save an 

immense amount of worry and work if those 
intending to join the party would at once notify 
their wish and at the same time enclose a remit
tance for 15/. Should attendance subsequently 
prove impossible the money will be returned. 

Negative reports, it will be recalled, are often 
as valuable as positive ones. Perhaps, therefore, 
those who cannot come will say so too. 

R.T. 

NOTE.—Address of Hon. Secretary: 
Major R. Tuke, 

1 Little Beredens, 
Kenton, Exeter. 

Regimental Gazette 
SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 

3RD JANUARY, 1956 
INFANTRY 

ARMY EMERGENCY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 
NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 

THE BUFFS.—2nd Lt. M. H. McGowan (435204) from 
Reg. Army Nat. Serv. List to be 2nd Lt., 8th October, 
1955, with seniority 15th May, 1954. 
SECOND SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 

13TH JANUARY, 1956 
REGULAR ARMY 

The undermentioned Cols. (Temp. Brigs.) to be Brigs.:— 
M. P. D. Dewar, C.B.E. (34749), late Inf., 2nd March, 

1955. 
F. W. B. Parry (34066), late Inf., 1st September, 1955. 

INFANTRY 
ARMY EMERGENCY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 

NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 
THE BUFFS.—The undermentioned 2nd Lts. are granted 

the actg. rank of Lt., 15th January, 1956:— 
M. H. McGowan (435204), P. W. McL. Parker (435207), 

G. G. Wilkins (435212), K. T. Simpson (435217). 
TERRITORIAL ARMY 

NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 
THE BUFFS.—2nd Lt. C. M. Byers (435196) is granted 

the actg. rank of Lt., 15th January, 1956. 
SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 

17TH JANUARY, 1956. J 
INFANTRY 

TERRITORIAL ARMY 
NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 

THE BUFFS.—2nd Lt. R. P. Wright (436769) from Reg. 
Army Nat. Serv. List, to be 2nd Lt., 2nd January, .1956, 
with seniority 14th August, 1954. 
SECOND SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 

20TH JANUARY, 1956 
REGULAR ARMY 

The undermentioned to be Cols, on the dates shown:— 
Lt.Col. (Temp. Brig.) J. P. Connolly, D.S.O. (39316), 

from Buffs, 14th October, 1955. 
SECOND SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF 

TUESDAY, 24TH JANUARY, 1956 
INFANTRY 

REGULAR ARMY 
SHORT SERVICE COMMISSION 

THE BUFFS.—Lt. J. V. Marshall (307917) (Emp. List 4) 
to be Capt., 28th January, 1956. 

REGULAR ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 
CLASS III 

THE BUFFS.—Lt. J. R. H. White (415311) from T.A. 
Res. of Offrs., Nat. Serv. List, to be Lt., 20th January, 
1956, retaining his present seniority. 

TERRITORIAL ARMY ... 
NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 

THE BUFFS.—2nd Lt. (Actg. Lt.) G. P. Turner (433403) 
to be Lt., 24th January, 1956, with seniority 23rd October, 
1955. 

THE BUFFS.—2nd Lt. R. A. Saward (436760) is granted 
the actg. rank of Lt., 26th January, 1956. 
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Past and Present 
Association 
Life Members 

1ST TO 31ST JANUARY, 1956 
Weald Branch.—Hickmott, S. C. 
H.Q. Roll.—Brice, E. St. J., Longley, H., Lee, D., 

Butler, A., Boxall, E., Rex. W. 
k k k 

Annual Members 
1ST TO 31ST JANUARY, 1956 

Sandwich Branch.—Bushell, J., Sinclair, C. 
H.Q. Roll.—Scales, F. H., Powell, E. F., Horsley, 

B. A., Dewar, C. M. C., Canham, C. C. 

Donations 
We acknowledge with thanks the following donations :— 

£ s. d. 
Army Benevolent Fund ; 500 0 0 
Mrs. Booth ... 50 0 0 

Grants 
The total grants from the Benevolent Fund and the 

World War 1939 Charitable Fund during the month of 
January, 1956, are as follows:— 

£ s. d. 
Benevolent Fund 18 13 9 
World War 1939 Charitable Fund 35 0 0 

Competitions 
DARTS 

2ND ROUND RESULTS 
Ramsgate beat Weald. 
Sandwich beat Medway. 
Canterbury beat Ashford. 
Sittingbourne beat London. 

SHOOTING, 19556 

Dover 
Ramsgate .. 
Denmark .. 
Canterbury.. 
London 

Oct. 
439 
458 
453 
481 
436 

Sittingbourne 426 

Nov. 
446 
470 
433 
486 
395 
447 

Dec. 
409 
472 

490 
458 
439 

Jan. 
426 

486 

London Branch 
Brigadier E. FosterHall, M.C., has accepted the in

vitation to become our new President. Speaking a few 
words to all members present, he said he was sorry for the 
Branch because they just had this thrust on them. But he 
was proud to follow such a great Buff as the late Joe 
Enright. He felt very honoured and would do his very 
best for the Branch. 

I regret to have to announce the passing of yet another 
grand old Buff in the name of Donkey Warren. All 
members extend their sincere sympathy to Mrs. Warren 
and family. 

At the gathering on Saturday, January 21st, the Chair
man asked all members to pay their sincere respects to 
our late President, Major Joe Enright. 

Owing to the visit of Sittingbourne Branch, who came 
to play off the second round in the Darts Com
petition, we only had a very brief meeting, the discussion 
being the proposals concerning this year's Canterbury 
Sunday and the proposed changes. Just at the end of 
this debate it was announced that Sittingbourne Branch 
had arrived. 

With the Chairman welcoming the Sittingbourne 
Branch, Les King and Jim Redmond started to take their 
coats off and select their darts team. This completed, 
with their opponents and supporters they descended down 
to the public bar and the dart board. So the match 
started, and really quite well for the London Branch. 
After being in the lead for the start, it looked good, until 
Sittingbourne got the measure of the board. In the end, 
I am afraid London Branch will not be in any more rounds 
this competition, Sittingbourne winning 2—1. Not being 
disgraced, the London Buffs challenged Sittingbourne 
Buffs to a quick game for a gallon, and what do you 
think, they lost again and to Sittingbourne. Never mind, 
all I am worried about now is did Les get his money in, 
if not, he had better see the Secretary at the next meeting. 
But I hope Les and Jim will really get a great darts team 
going in the near future, so that we can take on all comers. 

I am afraid that with all the supporters going down to 
watch the match, it was forgotten to go upstairs again 
to join the womenfolk, and owing to the absence of our 
musicians, the gaity of the evening was missing. But 
the ladies got going with a little singsong on their own, 
but we are sorry that there was just that missing on the 
night in question, but when we come along sometime 
if possible this year, to pay you a visit, we will try and 
make up what we all missed. But from all members of 
the London Branch, thank you, Sittingbourne, for a nice 
game, and all good luck to you in the remaining rounds. 

Just a few names that were in our midst on this evening: 
Capt. Woodcock, Capt. Emery, Lieut. Grant, Jock 
Clayton, Billy Everitt, George Cobb, Mr. Taylor (who 
kept his promise to be there), also Bunny Bunclark, 
Billy Hudd, Bert Perry, Charlie Watts, Eric Cousins, 
George Hardwicke, Chick Robbins, Taffy Williams, 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hammond, Tich Burville, Mr. Ravens
croft and many others. Also, after a long absence, Mr. 
and Mrs. Gelgillian, and Mr. Hammond of the 4th 
Battalion. 

On reading the Ashford Branch notes, I notice that 
J. Skinner is getting over his leg operation. Sorry to hear 
about your trouble, Skin, but hope you have a speedy 
recovery, because we want some more of those potatoes ! 

We are also very pleased about Canterbury getting their 
Ladies' Guild on the go again. We wish them the very best 
of luck, and hope they get full support for their endeavours. 

So with many thanks to Sam Lewis for bringing along 
the eats on the 21st, and saving the situation again, I will 
just say the best of luck to all Branches, from London. 

P.S.—All members will be pleased about the renaming 
of the New Barracks. It is to my mind a very fitting 
name—Howe Barracks. A wonderful honour to a great 
Buff. 

Good luck to the West Country Buffs progress. On 
looking at the names of the Officers, it's understandable 
why we do not see many. They all live in the West Country. 
The majority of them are round about my own time. 

[48] 
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I had service under eight of the Officers named in last 
month's Dragon. I bet Major Pitkin will be all about on 
this. Who knows, perhaps the London Branch, if not 
this year, would get a coachload to come along some
time. Anyway, all the best to a great show. 

H.J.S. 

MAJOR E. J. ENRIGHT 
The passing of our old friend and comrade Major 

J. E. Enright was a great blow to the London Branch. 
His cheerful notes on the past history and traditions 
of The Buffs were always greatly appreciated—and his 
advice was always to the point. 

Joe Enright was a founder member of the London 
Branch. Spud Austin and Donkey Warren were among 
his colleagues. They put in many hours of hard graft 
to get the London Branch going. Many of us will remem
ber the highlight of their work when at the London 
Branch Dinner of 1931 over 400 members were present 
with their lady friends. The Regimental Band supplied 
the music for the dancing which followed. Tommy Cook 
was toastmaster and the Colonel of the Regiment was 
among the guests. 

Major Joe Enright started his military career as a 
Drummerboy in or about 1896. When the 2nd Battalion 
left Aldershot to proceed to South Africa, Joe took his 
place in the ranks. He marched with the Battalion from 
Modder River to Bloemfontein. He took his part in the 
fighting which took place along the line of this march— 
including the Relief of Kimberley, the moppingup of 
Cronje at Paardeburg and the Battle of Driefontein. In 
the very long and arduous marches during this period, 
living on quarter rations, with little sleep or rest, Joe was 
an ever present. Later in the War when Colonel Benson's 
small column was attacked and overrun at Brakenlaagte, 
Joe was wounded in helping to save one of the guns. 

During the early years of this century—after the 2nd 
Battalion had returned to Dover from South Africa— 
Joe was promoted Corporal in the Drums and later was 
transferred to the S.W.B.'s as DrumMajor. Then came 
the 1914 War, during which Joe was commissioned and 
ended the War as Captain. 

In the peaceful years which followed the Great War„ 
Joe left the Army and devoted practically all his spare time 
to organising the London Branch—year by year, those 
leaving the Service were helped to get jobs. Work was 
found, train fares paid, and any Buff in real need was 
helped—often with food, clothes, and money. Un
employment was very real during these years, millions, 
were out of work and on the "dole", but Joe saw to it 
that any Buff leaving the Service had a friend to go to 
for advice, comfort, and help if needed. 

Then came the Second World War. Joe joined the 
Home Guard at Balham, was appointed Officerincharge 
6f Musketry and later became the Battalion Commanding 
Officer. 

The War ended and Joe got busy again. The London 
Branch had to be reorganised—old members written to 
or found—new members roped in—social functions 
arranged—trips to Canterbury, etc., organised. 

Until his health began to fail, Joe was a regular attendant 
at the 6th Battalion Dinner. His brotherinlaw, Captain 
Ernie Carter, was Chairman for some years at this annual 
gathering. Two typical soldiers of the Old School—when 
Britain owned an Empire and was proud of it! Both had 
served their Country in many parts of the world. 

Now Joe has gone to join that glorious company of the 
1914 Sergeants' Mess. Among those to greet him on the 
other side will be Katie Corrall, Jerry Nisbett, Tommy 
Glover, Tom Sayers, Nigger Rumley, Jobber Lond, and 
other grand fellows all wellknown to the Old Brigade. 

Now it is up to the London Branch to keep these 
memories green, and the message this gallant band "of 
brothers have left for us to follow is: Service not Self. 

Farewell, Joe—a gallant comrade—a staunch friend 
and a true Britisher. R.I.P. 

"JOCKEY". 
* * * 

Ladies' Guild 
Notes of the meeting of the Ladies' Guild held at the 

Prince Alfred Restaurant on Saturday, 14th January, 1956. 
The Secretary read the Minutes of the November meet

ing, which were signed by the Chairman, Mrs. L. E. Coley. 
Mrs. Coley then announced with deep regret the sudden 

death of Major Enright and said that a letter of condolence 
had been sent to Mrs. Enright expressing the deep and 
sincere sympathy of all members. It was explained that at 
such short notice it had been found impossible to send a 
wreath from the Guild in time for the funeral, but it was 
unanimously agreed that a cheque should be forwarded 
to Mrs. Enright with a suggestion that she might like to 
purchase some flowers for the grave. Mrs. Coley also 
expressed the sympathy of all Guild members to Mrs. 
Odell and her sisters in the sudden death of one of their 
sisters two or three days before Christmas. 

The Chairman said that the Annual Dinner had proved 
a wonderful success, everyone had enjoyed themselves 
immensely, and she proposed a vote of thanks to Mrs. 
Tucker for her work, both in connection with the organ
isation of the evening and in contacting many members 
who had not been to meetings for some months. These 
folk had been given a specially warm welcome and all 
members said how nice it had been to see them again. 
It was agreed that a letter of thanks should be sent to the 
Pianist and Accordionist friends of Mr. and Mrs. Ricketts, 
who had so kindly entertained us during the evening. 

The Chairman wished all members a very happy New 
Year, and these sentiments were heartily recriprocated 
by all members. 

Letters regretting their inability to attend the meeting 
were read from Mrs. Coward, Mrs. Everett, Mrs. Foster 
Hall, Mrs. Harris and Mrs. Smith. Mrs. Cousins, Mrs. 
Craddock, Mrs. Jackson, Mrs. Ricketts and Mrs. Yapp 
had sent messages of apology for their absence. It was 
agreed that a letter should be sent from the Guild to Mrs. 
Harris, who had been ill since Christmas, and to Mrs. 
Cousins, who had met with an accident. 

Further letters were read from Mrs. King of the Ashford 
Branch, Mrs. Hewson of Bury St. Edmunds, who had been 
kind enough to make for a raffle prize a beautiful purse 
in leather with The Buffs Dragon embossed, and Mrs. 
Audrey Odell, who was acknowledging baby Susan's 
christening gift. 

Mrs. Coley said that there seemed to be much disquiet 
among members about the conditions attaching to our 
use of the room at the Prince Alfred, and it was agreed that 
we should ascertain the feelings of the London Branch on 
this subject before taking any steps in the matter. 

The Chairman announced that the proceeds of the 
Christmas raffle and other raffles supplied by the folks at 
"The Corner Table" for the December dinner evening 
had realised a grand total of £10 6s. 3d., and she an
nounced that the basket of groceries had been won by Mrs. 
Smith, from whom a letter of thanks had been received. 
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Raffle prizes for the evening were given by Mrs. Annan, 
Mrs. Cotton, Mrs. Foster Hall, Mrs. Hewson, Mrs. Love, 
Mrs. Streeten, Mrs. Waters and "A Member", and 
realised a total of two guineas, in spite of a comparatively 
small attendance at the meeting. This was, of course, 
believed to be due to the fact that the meeting had been 
changed from the first to the second Saturday' in the 
month at the request of the Manager of the Prince Alfred 
Restaurant. 

* * * 

Ashford Branch 
Our meeting was held on the 4th February at the Invicta, 

Godington Road, Mr. A. J. Mills taking over his usual 
role as Chairman. Fourteen members attended this 
meeting. Attendance being well below average, I can only 
think of the weather conditions as being responsible for 
this. 

The meeting was opened by the Chairman welcoming 
Mr. H. G. Charlton (exW.O. II) to our Branch. He wishes 
to transfer from the Canterbury Branch, as he lives in 
Ashford. 

The Secretary read the Minutes which were then signed. 
Correspondence was read, which included a letter from 
E. Sharrard thanking the Branch for the cigarettes he 
received during his illness. Mr. S. E. Ellinder's letter 
followed. We were glad to know he will soon be fit for 
work again after four months' illness. 

Mr. Ted Stace gave his report on the local Dart and Crib 
League. In the Crib we are well placed, but in the Darts, 
oh dear, we are still holding everyone else up. 

The draw for the semifinal of our own Darts and Crib 
was made. F. Earl and Ossie Masters played off their 
gamp of Crib, F. Earl being the winner, who now meets 
C. Barham in the final. 

With no other business, the meeting was closed, after 
which the raffle was made. This was won by George 
Skinner and Don Baker, the latter giving back his prize, 
which was sold, and the money put in the funds. Thanks, 
Don! 

Our two members from Lenham were absent, and I can
not blame them; also Harry Coleman, who I guess was 
out with the telephones. 

What happened to our Bert Vant, I wonder (still 
looking for his wife's hat which blew into a reservoir a 
week ago?). 

A.C.M. 
* * * 

Medway Branch 
Before our meeting held on the 21st January last was 

opened by our Chairman, Mr. F. Cox, he welcomed 
back to the fold the following members who had not been 
able to attend for the last month or so:—Mr. Rogers, 
Mr. and Mrs. Pardew and Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Hutchings. 
The latter told a member that they had been on holiday to 
Essex. "Sh!" he replied, "You should have said that you 
have, been to 'Es'. 'Sex' is never mentioned at these 
meetings." 

We were sorry to hear that Mr. W. F. Turner has 
suffered an accident to his good arm. As the other arm 
was rendered almost useless in a lorry accident many 
years ago, he must experience great difficulty at the 
moment, and we trust that he will soon recover his health 
and strength. Mr. Turner is the brotherinlaw of our 
President, Mr. Hepworth, who, I am pleased to hear, is 
taking care of himself in these days of unpleasant weather. 

Mr. C. Hammond's election as an Associate Member 
of the Association has been approved by the General 
Secretary. He has in the past assisted the Branch in many 
ways and in welcoming him within our membership we 
feel that he will be a great asset to us. 

All Branches will by now have discussed the recom
mendations sent to them by the General Secretary referring 
to this year's Remembrance Sunday. This Branch agrees 
that the 2nd Battalion Colours should be laid up in the 
Warriors' Chapel at Canterbury Cathedral on that day, 
but it does not agree with holding an Association Dinner 
owing to the limitation of seating accommodation as it 
feels that many who would wish to attend would have to 
be excluded by such limitation. 

After much discussion the Branch expressed an 
unanimous opinion that Remembrance Sunday should 
always be held in August, but as it desires to show its 
respect and gratitude to the Colonel of the Regiment for 
the boundless interest and energy he has given to the 
Regiment and Association since his appointment as its 
principal officer, and because it desires to partake in 
wishing him God'sspeed and good luck in his new 
appointment overseas, it agrees that this year the Remem
brance Sunday should be brought forward to June 
provided that it takes place on a Sunday and not a Satur
day as suggested. The proviso is added because it is felt 
that many ordinary members could not get away from their 
civilian duties on a Saturday in order to attend. 

I promised, in the last notes, to publish here some 
information regarding the meeting of the local ExService 
Organisations Liaison Committee which took place on 
Thursday, 5th January. That was, unfortunately, the 
night of a very heavy fog when all transport in the Med
way Towns was at a standstill, and so very few organisation 
representatives were present. However, a committee was 
formed, and our permanent representatives thereon are 
Mr. Rogers and Mr. Pardew, M.M. Each organisation 
represented on the committee will pay an annual sub
scription of 10/6 towards administrative upkeep. This 
information is a bit scanty, but it is all I can manage at the 
moment. If anything of note crops up, I will include it in 
future notes. 

A sample Regimental Blazer Badge of woven wool, 
of the approved design and colouring, can be obtained by 
Branch members through our Hon. Secretary, Mr. Brand, 
price 8/3 plus postage. 

Despite desperate efforts on the part of one member 
present, the meeting did not close until 9.10 p.m. Better 
luck next time, Tom! Once the meeting had closed, our 
darts team probables and possibles got down to a little 
serious practice in preparation for their game with Sand
wich Branch, which took place on Saturday, 28th January 
on our home ground, and resulted in a win for Sandwich. 

How many members and their friends came with the 
Sandwich team I know not, but together with our crowd 
we were packed a little too tight for comfort in our two 
small rooms. However, nobody seemed to mind and all, 
I believe, enjoyed the evening from beginning to finish. 

The games themselves were very ordinary and created 
little or no excitement. It was not until the fifth player 
went to the board that either side made a score of more 
than 60. Then Beecham, the Sandwich skipper, the first 
of his side to get a 60b, scored a nice 66. In due course, 
as a good skipper should, he threw the double which gave 
the first game to his side. Other Sandwich marksmen in 
this game were Field with 76 and 85, Bushell 97 and 
Willis 76. Medway's new Life Member, Mr. Smith, 
certainly helped his own team with a 91 and 95, our 
skipper (Tom Blakelock) with 81, Jenkins 80 and Ham
mond two scores of 60 each. 
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And thus we started the second game 2 to 1 against the 
home team. Only three of the visitors made scores of note 
during this game—Beecham and Bushell with 60 each 
and Field with 77—and the winning darts, a single and 
doubt 1 was thrown by Matcham after his side had tried 
six times to get out with a score of 6 or under. Medway 
kept reasonably even with their opponents throughout 
the game, thanks to Hammond's 91 and 77 and Jenkins' 
60, but failed five times to get the necessary double to make 
the games one all. We offer our congratulations to Sand
wich Branch on their win against us, and wish them the 
best of luck in the future rounds of the competition. 

Once the games were over, the gathering, having been 
"Sh'd' into silence for so long, soon asserted its right to 
make some noise and there were songs, natterings and 
refreshments until an Act of Parliament caused us to break 
up the party at 10.30 p.m. Our thanks are due to all those 
members who officiated in their own small way to make 
the evening a success, and to the pianist, Mr. A. Jarrard, 
and the accordionist, Mr. Beecham, the Sandwich skipper. 
Some of the songs were certainly of great vintage. For 
example, "Better pull down the blind" was received 
almost as if it was brand new, it was so little known. 

As I write these notes the Royal Party is visiting 
Nigeria. My thoughts travel with them, for I was in that 
country with the R.W.A.F.F. for over nine years—makes 
me feel quite nostalgic. 

* * * 

Ramsgate Branch 
A very well attended Annual General Meeting was 

opened by the Chairman, Mr. C. F. Fakley, on 20th 
January, 1956, at the Freemasons Tavern, High Street. 

Welcoming all officers and members, the Chairman 
remarked how nice it was to see so many old members 
present. Also that for once he had to report that there 
were no sick members, but later in the evening a report 
was given that Mr. Wally Tmpett was in Minster Hospital. 

After disposing of the Minutes and Correspondence, 
the Chairman called on the Treasurer (Major H. J. 
Martin) for the financial report. Major Martin explained 
the Balance Sheet, and noted that even if the past year had 
been an expensive one, the balance at the end of the year 
was very little less than last year. 

Tributes were paid by the Chairman to all officers and 
committee for their sterling work and interest during the 
past year, especially the Social Committee, by whose 
hard work we were able to show a very healthy financial 
position. 

Special tributes were paid to three retiring long service 
officers, Major A. J. H. Taylor, who has been our hard
working President for eleven years; Mr. Fakley, a very 
hard worker, and conscientious Chairman for seven years; 
and Bert Knott, who has lived for the Branch and most 
diligently carried out the duties of Secretary for the past 
sixteen years. We shall miss these three at the head of the 
Branch, but with the knowledge that they were not resign
ing from the Branch, and would be present to guide and 
assist the incoming organisation will, we feel sure, not 
diminish the Buff Spirit in the Branch. These vacancies 
will be hard to fill owing to the great work these officers 
have put in, and we wish them all the best in their retire
ment. 

The officers elected to fill the vacancies were:— 
President: W. A. Wootton, Esq., who we feel sure will 

be just as energetic a President as our Past President, 
Major Taylor. 

Chairman: Mr. J. Johnson, another good Buff and we 
hope a good Chairman. 

Secretary: Ben Hogben, mainly confined to shooting 
in the past, but hopeful. 

The other officers elected or reelected are mainly those 
who have served so well in the past, and with our re
organised team we hope to still keep Ramsgate Branch 
in the forefront. 

The Branch are holding a Social with the Ramsgate 
Company 4/5th Battalion at the Drill Hall, Willson's 
Road on 15th February, 1956, when we hope to entertain 
Herne Bay, Margate and Sandwich Branches, and show 
the films that were given to us at the A.G.M. in September 
by Mr. Parsons from Weald Branch. (Other Branches 
please note, Mr. Parsons, an exBuff, is only too pleased 
to give you a show if you so desire.) We are looking 
forward to a very enjoyable evening. 

During the meeting, Major Taylor informed us that the 
Colonel of the Regiment's appointment to Washington, 
U.S.A., was announced. Our congratulations and best 
wishes go with you, Sir, and may you and Mrs. Boucher 
enjoy every minute of your stay in America. 

The Branch discussed the suggestion of the Remem
brance Service and Layingup of the 2nd Battalion 
Colours, and an Association Dinner, and were agreed 
except for the Dinner, but we would prefer the Service 
to be on a Sunday. 

It is with regret that we were given news of the death 
of E. G. Goldsmith, Major J. E. Enright, Mrs. Orwin 
and Mrs. Mantle, and to their relatives and friends we offer 
our deepest sympathy. 

Rather a long meeting closed just in time to swallow a 
quick one before our very loyal host Dick Atkins ejected 
us. 

BEN. 
k k k 

Canterbury Branch 
It was gratifying to observe that the Medway Branch 

scribe had bestowed a commendation upon your humble's 
earlier notes, but I am certain he will deliver me a repri
mand for the abbreviated edition sent in at the end of 
December. 

Had I realised how short the notes appear in print, 
I would have certainly strove to find more "gen". 

For one thing, I could have mentioned how the name of 
Messrs. Noor Din suddenly appeared in our Journal 
after so many years. It must have created many nostalgic 
memories amongst our old Indian Wallahs. To me, it 
was as good as the waft from the Suddar Bazaar. There 
must be many who feel that our loyal old Contractors 
possessed much greater personality and willingness than 
ever seen in the mogul domains of the N.A.A.F.I. Their 
resources could provide dancing bears, or elephants for 
children's parties, and if a 2 i/c failed to remember one 
of the many Bank Holidays, he could borrow with ease 
sufficient rupees to pay the company out. And who can 
forget the "Blue Lights". 

Years ago, of course, the solicitation by Contractors 
for a Regiment's tentative custom was as good as telling 
one of the next station—even before the War Office 
"buzz" get busy. I wonder if Messrs. Noor Din still retain 
their prophetical abilities for moves! 

I apoligise to the Depot in general for giving the 
impression in my notes that were published for December 
that they were not represented at the Lord Mayor's Show 
in London. As could be seen in the last Journal, our 
Depot proudly provided an impressive contingent. Two 
points led up to my misrepresentation. Firstly, I had in 
mind the much larger body that normally is available 
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when the Battalion is in England, and secondly, 1 had been 
informed (in error unfortunately) that the Depot would 
not be in the Show. 

If only our Battalions and Army Bands could be more 
static, we might be able to revert to a little more show
manship at home. It is ironical to think that a country 
already denuded of military pageant cari afford to send 
massed bands and pipers to America. If one good military 
Church Parade could be seen anywhere between Lands 
End and Bishopsbourne, it would be some form of 
appeasement to the Public in general! 

At long last the Ladies' Guild has been revived in 
Canterbury* This will no doubt receive full publicity in 
the Journal and I will not attempt to poach on this event. 
What I will say, however, is that a few of our Branch 
members have worked very hard to secure this achievement 
and they must now derive much pride from the success 
of their efforts. To the Mesdames we offer good wishes 
for the welfare of their project. 

On Saturday, 21st January we played the Ashford 
Branch in the Dart Tournament at Canterbury and had 
the good fortune to win, so our next opponents could be 
from London or Sittingbourne. Our live and able team 
captain—Norman—gave me some statistics of the game, 
but I would prefer to congratulate the team collectively 
and to thank Ashford for their enjoyable company. 

Socially, the evening was a great success, due to, in 
the main, the convivial atmosphere of a comfortable 
Sergeants' Mess. As our Chairman mentioned in his 
welcome to the Ashford Branch, we considered ourselves 
exceedingly fortunate in the way Mr. White placed such 
facilities at our disposal, and in the matter of "eats and 
drinks" that same gentleman comes to our rescue with 
organized zeal. 

On 27th January we had a bumper meeting and a con
vivial one too. Almost 40 members turned up and amongst 
the few new faces our Chairman was pleased to welcome in 
particular Major Montgomery, the O.C. Depot. Colonel 
Argles paid us another visit and Captain Catt also came 
from the Depot. He in fact infused new life into the almost 
derelict euchre school. Much business had to be covered 
and poor old Ernie Chambers was knee deep in file covers. 
Incidently, Ernie has jolted my memory to the fact that 
having no meeting in December has caused me to omit to 
thank everyone who kindly sent us Christmas Cards. 
So to all such donors I make amends and offer belated 
thanks for your well wishes. 

The loss of Major J. E. Enright is a great blow to the 
Regiment and to those who knew him personally as a 
soldier. Our Chairman and Branch have proffered 
condolences. 

We congratulate Colonel Howe on the recognition of 
his untiring interest for the Regiment. 

BABU. 
* * * 

WHO'S WHO AT THE CANTERBURY BRANCH 
No. 8—LIEUT.COL. T. Roscow REID, M.C. 

Colonel Reid has been our Branch President since the 
reformation at Canterbury two years ago. During that 
time he has given us loyal and effective support. Seldom 
has he missed a meeting night or attendance at a Regi
mental function. 

Regimentally his Case Sheet is as follows:— 
Enlisting in September, 1914, he was granted a S.R. 

Commission in the K.R.R.C. Proceeded to France in 
May, 1915 with 2nd Battalion K.R.R.C. and was gassed, 
wounded, mentioned in despatches and awarded the M.C. 
at the Battle of Loos, September, 1915. In December of 
the same year was seconded to the M.G.C., whilst at the 
same time was granted a Regular Commission in The Buffs. 

With the M.G.C. in Egypt and Palestine, then back to 
France until the Armistice, 1918. Thence to India with 
same Corps, until disbanded 1921. Rejoined the Regi
ment in Fermoy, 1921 and completed the 1st Battalion 
tour of Turkey, Gibraltar, Egy pt and India. Held appoint
ments of Adjutant and 2 i/c of 4th Battalion between 1931 
and 1940, having already proceeded to France in 1939. 
Assumed command of 7th Battalion from 194043 and was 
then appointed Chief Instructor of a Small Arms School— 
a fitting recognition for one so ably versed with the Vickers 
Gun. Commanded the 4th D.C.L.I. for one year and in 
1944 Was connected with Civil Affairs and Military 
Government, doing duty in France, Belgium, Holland and 
Germany. Colonel Reid retired in 1947 with the rank of 
LieutenantColonel. Resides in Canterbury and is now 
Secretary of the Kent D.P.A. Society. 

So much for the official side. Once that is cast off we 
uncover a character of great humour and quick perception. 
He likes amateur stage work and is a born comedian. 
There must be many who remember seeing "The Goose 
Girl", or his act of the Egyptian Workman, or who 
remember him singing "Thanks for the Buggy Ride" at 
Gibraltar. 

Has been a keen huntsman and his tales of Spanish horse 
copers would fill a book. 

As an animal lover he introduced the horse "Caradoc" 
and the dog "Ashford Peter" to the 1st Battalion. 

An able raconteur of Buff interest. 
BABU. 

* * * 

Ladies' Guild 
It was most unfortunate that the first meeting after 

formation coincided with the coldest day for sixtyone 
years, still it was most gratifying to see seventeen ladies 
brave the elements, which proves that there is an interest 
in our endeavours. Amongst those attending were six 
new members who were not at our Inauguration Meeting 
and to them all we extend a hearty welcome. 

To Mrs. Watts, our Chairman, we say a grateful thank 
you for so kindly placing her house at our disposal for this 
meeting after it was found that the water supply in the 
Welfare Room had failed, possibly due to the Arctic 
conditions. Beside this kindness Mrs. Watts, under the 
terrible conditions prevailing, left her home to direct us 
all to where the meeting was to be held. 

Owing to the small numbers present, the meeting felt 
that as it was not fully represented, the election of the 
Branch Committee should be held over to a later meeting. 
Nevertheless, several members kindly offered to assist in 
the running of the Guild. 

Our President, Mrs. Guy Lee, was prevented from 
attending but sent a message to the Branch which we all 
appreciate. 

FREV. 
* * * 

Folkestone Branch 
I suppose it will be something of an event to see the 

above heading in The Dragon again. I regret there is not 
much to report from here, but we are still hoping this 
will not always be so. We had quite a nice meeting on 
the 13th when we welcomed a new member recently 
returned from the Battalion. I understand he is taking 
up work in London. Let's hope it will not be "Hail and 
Farewell". I bet he will find his way to the Prince Alfred. 
It was agreed that we try to fix up a social evening in the 
near future. Our Secretary and Dick Fuller consented to 
do what they could to get a start in this direction. Should 
this materialise, it could be the spark needed to awaken 
interest in the Branch. 
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{ I am indeed sorry to report the sudden death of Mrs. 
] Piddock. Our deepest sympathy goes to Tim, To^whom 
] this loss .must be/jt great shpckL *.Tiiq is a; mopregular 
| attendant at our ;&eetiligs./Jrhis ii nbt/his..onlj^viriterest 
; by any means. Toe Hsatid St. Martin's Church claim a 
I share iof :hjs time. )Ih all these, things he: was aided* and 
| encouraged hy, his wife. . ML Bigg.represented the.Branch 
! among the large niimbe'r af the funeral service. 
j  I see also that our old friehd Joe Enright has gone to 
j his rest.. One of the "Old Brigade"* Joe was a Buff of 
Buffs. What has he riot 'donb for the'Regimeiit, the Past 

j and Present and the London Branch he loved so well. 
Now to end on a happie^r note. Our heartiest con

gratulations to Captain." .West ota his promotion and 
appointment. * Wet all know hpw pleased our Chairman 
and Mrs! WesYrriust be! Perhaps we might be allowed to 
congratulate them also. 

Sandwich Branch 
, Ji . .1 

The Annual General Meeting was held at\the Drill 
Hall on Wednesday, January 4th, 1956, at 8 p.m. Major 
F. W. Tomlinson presided, and eighteen members were 
present. The meeting openeji tyitih the 'usual moment's 
silence. The Minutes of the' last Annual Meeting were 
read and adopted. 

Apologies were received froqt Lieut.Col. N. S. Hart, 
Captain R. J. S. Morgan, M.e3, iMessrk. J. Moxon, E. 
Hammond, J. Field, J. Marsh, W. Croud and W. Spicer. 

A letter frpm JVlajorGeneral B. W. Key, C.B., D.S.O., 
M4C'!,/was read,! stafing that jie'would be pleased to attend 
our 'meeting on 1st" February to speak on the Indian 
Army. 

H.Q.. notified the Branch that we had been drawn to. 
play the Medway Branch at Rochester in the second 
roiincL <cff jthp Darts, Coinp^tittoir. 1 iThe: Medway Branch 
wrote Suggesting Mat "the1 match {be placed: ofr Saturday* 
21st or 28th January. It was agreed to accept Saturday, 
28th January and arrange for the coach to leave Sand
wieh £f 6.30 p.frt. 

H.Q. circular letter with reference to the suggested 
layingup of the 2nd Battalion Colours on 2nd June and 
holding an Association Dinner, etc., was well discussed, 
and in view of the fact, that it will mean the changing of 
the date of the Annual Remembrance Service, the meeting 
strongly disapproved1 of'this change. It was pointed out 
that the August Reunion was, a Red. letter Day for the 
Regiment and the Association and members made early 
annual arrangements in order to be present. 

Seasons Greeting Cards, received from the following, 
were read and them handed round:—Lieut.Col. H. R. 
Grace and Officers 1st Battalion The Buffs, W.O.s and 
Sergeants 1st Battalion The Buffs, R.S.M. White, W.O.s 
and Sergeants Depot The Buffs, The General Secretary, 
Lieut.Col. E. V. Argles, Mr. Jack Wood, Kumasi, Gold 
Coast, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bennett, Knebworth, Herts., 
and Branches—Ashford, Medway, Dover, Ramsgate, 
Canterbury and Herne Bay. 

The Statement of Accounts was presented by the Hon. 
Auditor, Mr. E. Dinham, and adopted. There was a 
small increase on last year's* balance and it was; considered 
a very satisfactory statement. A hearty vote of thanks 
was accorded Mr. E.' Dinham',1 and the Hon. Treasurer 
and Secretary: was cpng^atulated on his good work. 

The Hon. Secretary in his Annual Report stated that 
the membership of the Branch was now 71 Life Members 
and 16 Annual .Members,' TWO'new; Annual Members 
were enrolled, and 1 Life Memjber transferred to the 
Ramsgate Branch. TM 'sale of Dragon's had been 18 

continued on p. 55/ 

Brighton Branch 
Our January meeting, which was, to, have been our 

Annual General Meeting, was so poi^l^hattended that it 
had to be postponed until February: We hope for 
bigger numbers and better weather. 

It was a foul night in January, especially for our old 
gentlemen and senior invalids. We really can't blame 'em 
for not turning up. 

Jimmy Dray must be nearly A1 again, because we saw 
him out shopping yesterday and in the rain too! Guest, 
who is another old 'un, is going strong, and so is Ben 
Molkenthin,. about whomrwe have hear4 good report^ 

Our thanks and the thanks of the ^nriglif family to Mr. 
Peacock for representing the Branch at Major Enright's 
funeral in London. 

Blazer badges seem to be in the news, so much so that 
we received a sample of one the other day. "Perks of 
office", almost shouted the Secretary, but only until they 
sent the bill in. Now it's on offer! 

ACHEM. 

Sittingbourne Branch 
Perusing the Minutes of our last* two meetings, frorfi 

which these notes are in the main rompUed, they do not 
contain much of interest to those' o'ht&ide^our own little 
circle; but we are still flourishing and meetings are held 
regularly; even at our last, held during artic weather, five 
turned up. ' 

In December we held a very successful Children's Party, 
to which we invited all our old members and their wives 
or widows. There is no doubt that they had a most enjoy
able evening and were full of thanks for this and the 
parcel of groceries which was presented to each one of 
them. 

In our effort to do our bit for the. Poliomyelitis Research 
Fund, collecting envelopes were distributed to our mem
bers and to date 33 have been returned. It is hot yet known 
how much the envelopes contain; but I am sure the 
amount will be worthy of the tendency of this Branch to 
do all it can, not only for its members, but for any good 
cause. We hope also with the help of R.S.M. H. White 
of the Depot, who has kindly consented to lend us the 
"swindle" "Cop a Bob" (I think it is called) to participate 
in the Fair on March 10th in aid of the same fund. 

On January 31st about 30 of our members visited the 
London Branch to play them in the InterBranch Darts 
Match, which we are pleased to say we won. Our heartiest 
thanks are due to the London Branch for the wonderful 
welcome they gave us and we hope we can do as well for 
the Canterbury Branch when they visit .us, in the next 
round.    ; .  r * 

As is known, this Branch is closely connected with the 
Home Guard, sharing the same Drill Hall and also many 
of our members have served with them during the last 
four years. As from March 1st the Home Guard closes 
down as a unit in its present form; but those members 
who wish may transfer to the reserve and will be welcome 
Honorary Members of our Club. The active members 
remaining in the Home Guard are Lieut.Col. J. E; Wills, 
Commanding Officer; Captains C. A. Grant and K. J. 
Boulding. The two former are ViceChairman and 
Secretary respectively of the Branch, so that the close 
connection existing at present will continue to our mutual 

~benefit.   
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A 

it 
BY APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJBSTX THE QUEEN 

GOLDSMITHS & CROWN JEWELLERS 

The Badge of your Regiment... 

GARRARD & CO. LTD. 
(formerly The Goldsmiths <SL 
Si lve r smi ths  Company  L td . )  h a w  
for many years specialised 
in the production of 
badge jewellery. 

, ,   — TheBuffs 
Gold and Enamel 
Home £7 0 0 
Export £5 10 0 

Here is illustrated the badge 
of your Regiment, 
fashioned into a brooch, and . 
produced in gold and enamel. 
If desired, these very attractive 
brooches can be set with 
diamonds or other precious stones 
for which designs and estimates 
are submitted without charge, 
Great care is taken to ensure 
correctness of detail, and expert 
workmanship is assured. 

GARRARD & CO. LTD. 
Crown Jewellers 
formerly THE GOLDSMITHS & 
SILVERSMITHS COMPANY LTD. 

112 REGENT STREET  LONDON  W.i 
TELEPHONE: REGENT, 3031 

Beaneys  — 
THE BUTCHERS FOR THE 

GARRISON SINCE 1921 
(EXBUFF) 

You'll find us iu Military Road 
— 23 bus passes the door — 

F. R. Beaney 
22a MILITARY ROAD, CANTERBURY 

TELEPHONE 2827 

PLEASE 

SUPPORT 

OUR 

ADVERTISERS 

Regimental Histories of The Buffs 
The following Histories may be obtained from toe Administration 
Officer, Depot The Buffs, New Infantry Barracks, Canterbury 

HISTORICAL RECORDS OF THE BUFFS 
1572—1704 

by H. R. KNIGHT 
Out of print. Second hand copies available from time to time 

1704—1814 and 1814—1914 
by C. R. B. KNIGHT 

In Two Parts  £1 Is. 3d. Post free 

1919—1948 
by C. R. B. KNIGHT 

£1 5s. Post free 

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE BUFFS 
by E. FOSTER HALL 

Revised edition  2/6 Post free 

"DRUMS AND DRUMMERS" 
by G. R. HOWE 

Price 2/2 Post free 
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Today .... 
just as in the time of the Peftinsular, Crimean and the two World Wars, Hawkes 
& Co. are at the service of Officers in almost every Regiment of the British 
Army. Correctness of style and detail is assured. Uniforms made to measure 
in a short time; measurements are taken without obligation. 

Moreover .... 
it is at Hawkes, famous also for civil Tailoring, that gentlemen may obtain all 
other dress requirements. In Hawkes's Department for Immediate Wear costs 
are kept down by modern methods of production, but the cut, workmanship 
and finish are of the faultless Savile Row standard. 

Lounge Suits, £19190 to^£3100: Overcoats, £19190 to £34196: D.B. 
Dinner Jacket and Trousers, £25126 to £33150: Sports Jackets, £9196 
to £15150. 

Hawkes of Savile Row ^ 
Regimental Tailors to The Buffs (Royal East Kent Regiment) 

1 SAVILE ROW, W.I RE^enl'0186) 68 High Street, Camberley camSrky 829 

Sandwich Branch—continued from p. 53. 
copies per month, except the June number, when it was 

  . 36 copies. A resume of the past year's activities of the 
i Branch was given, the highlights being our visits to Canter . 

bury (1) to witness that wonderful presentation of New 
Colours to the 1st Battalion by our ColonelinChief, 
H.M. The King of Denmark; (2) The Darts Final held 
at the Depot, when we won the Cup for the second time— 
our party on this occasion was 78; (3) The Remembrance 
Service, when we were 59 strong. 

Thanks were expressed to the Chairman, Committee 
and members for their help and cooperation during the 
year, 

Mr. A. E. Beecham (Darts Captain) reported on the 
darts match played at Dover on 17th December, which 
was won by two straight legs. 

Details were given of the arrangements made for the 
Social Evening to be held at the Drill Hall on Tuesday, 
10th January. Mr. A. Elvery was elected M.C. with 
Mr. Beecham in charge of the darts. It was estimated that 
about 100 would be present. It was regretted that Capt. 
Morgan could not be present owing to illness. 

An invitation by the Margate Branch was discussed 
regarding a visit to their H.Q. sometime in February. It 
was finally decided to leave the matter in abeyance for the 
time being. 

The Election of Officials and Committee for 1956 was 
as follows:—Chairman: Major F. W. Tomlinson; 
ViceChairman: Lieut.Col. N. S. Hart; Hon. Treasurer 
and Secretary: Mr. H. Taylor; Committee: Messrs. R. 
Bullock, W. Croud, T. Douglas, A. Elvery, C. Field, P. 
Harlow, E. Hart, A. Ledner, J. Moxon, H. Scarborough, 
reelected en bloc. Additional members elected: Mr. 
A. E. Beecham and Mr. C. Willis. 
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KNOWN IN KENT 
SINCE WATERLOO 

VYE&SON 
L I M I T E  D  

for 
UNIFORM 

Quality Tailored 

Garments 

Reasonable Prices 

Facilities for Payment 

Send for Illustrated 
Brochure 

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS, LONDON, W.C.2 
Telephone: TEMple Bar 1814 

OUR REPRESENTATIVES VISIT ALL DEPOTS 

Branches: Aldershot, Amesbury, Bournemouth, Camberley, Cam
bridge, Chester, Exeter, Folkestone, Newark, Oxford, Isle of Man 

Redruth, Richmond (Yorks) 

Have YOU — 
a Printing Problem ? 

then Solve it by ringing 

C A N T E R B U R Y  -  2 1 0 7  

or by visiting the offices of 

GIBBS & SONS 
1 6  O R A N G E  S T R E E T  

CANTERBURY 

The most 

convincing argument 

in favour of Fremlins 

comes from the mouth 

of the bottle. 

KENT'S BEST'' IS FREMLINS 

[vii] 



J. H. & J. BROOKE, Ltd. 
IMPORTERS AND BOTTLERS OF FINE WINES 

By Appointment FOR OVER 150 YEARS 

To H.M. Queen Elizabeth II 
r„. „ , LONDON 

_ 2 7  CLEMENTS LANE,  E .C .4  
T e l e p h o n e :  M A N s i o n  H o u s e ,  5 3 0 1  ( 2  l i n e s )  &  7 0 9 7  

FOLKESTONE 
134  SANDGATE ROAD 
T e l e p h o n e :  F o l k e s t o n e  3 1 2 3  ( 2  l i n e s /  

H Y T H E , K E N T  
78  HIGH STREET 
T e l e p h o n e :  66301 

Delivery by our own vans in London, Folkestone, 
Hythe, and many parts of the Home Counties. 

UNIFORM TAILORING BY 

CIVIL and MILITARY TAILORS and OUTFITTERS 

97 New Bond Street, London, W.l 
GROsvenor 5016/7/8 

AND AT 
ALDERSHOT  CAMBERLEY  CATTERICK CAMP  CHESTER 

Appointed Tailors to your Regiment 

REPRESENTATIVES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 

PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN BY GIBBS AND SONS ORANGE STREET CANTERBURY 
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CONWAY WILLIAMS 
THE MAYFAIR TAILOR 

48 BROOK ST., MAYFAIR, LONDON, W.I. 
(Opposite Claridge's Hotel) 

AND 

3 9  L O N D O N  R O A D ,  C A M B E R L E Y  

Morning and Evening Wear, Court and Military Dress for all occasions 
Hunting, Sports and Lounge Kits 

All Cloths cut by expert West End Cutters and made exclusively by hand 
in our Mayfair Workshops by the Best English Tailors 

REGIMENTAL TAILORS TO THE BUFFS 

Telephones: Telegrams: 
Mayfair 0945—Camberley 498 "Militaila Wesdo, London" 

—  " P h o t o g r a p h s "  —  
C A N T E R B U R Y  

Phone 3637 

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING 

Military Portraits 
PICTURE FRAMING 

WHETHER IT'S 
STATIONERY, BOOKS, OFFICE 
FURNITURE, TYPEWRITERS, 
LEATHER OR FANCY GOODS 

GET IT AT 

39/40 HIGH STREET  CANTERBURY 

Castings for Industry 

Well-known in the shipbuilding, 

aircraft and other industries, STONE'S 

castings are also supplied to general 

engineering firms — for whom an 

excellent service exists. Castings of 

all descriptions — in brass, bronze, 

and aluminium and magnesium alloys 

— are produced under laboratory 

control, with full machining facilities 

available if required. 

J. STONE & CO. (CHARLTON) LTD. 
Main Works 

WOOLWICH ROAD, S.E.7. 
(Greenwich 3277) 

Branch Works 
THE CANAL, GRAVESEND 

(Gravesend 5247) 
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The Past and Present Association 
Headquarters: DEPOT, THE BUFFS 
Telephone: CANTERBURY 4764. 

Branch 
1. 1st Bn., The Buffs 
2. 4th Bn., The Buffs 
3. ASHFORD 

4. LONDON 

5. DOVER 

6. WEALD 

7. MF.DWAY 

8. SITTINGBOURNE 

9. RAMSGATE 

10. MARGATE 

11. HYTHE 

12. CANTERBURY 

13. HF.RNE BAY 

14. FOLKESTONE 

15. SANDWICH 

16. FAVERSHAM 

17. BRIGHTON. 

18. DENMARK 

Chairman: BRIGADIER J. G. NICHOLSON, C.B.E. 

BRANCHES 
Secretary 

R.S.M. 
R.S.M. 
Mr. A. C. Mills, 20 Waterman House, 

Godfrey Walk, Ashford, Kent. 
Mr. H. J. Scott, 1 Oxford Road, Carshalton, 

Surrey. 

Mr. C. Collins, "Haven", Meadway, Minnis 
Lane, River, Dover. 

Mr. H. D. Day, 3 Pittlesden, Tenterden. 

Mr. H. A. J. Brand, 83 Delce Road, 
Rochester. 

Capt. C. A. Grant, The Firs, Key Street, 
Sittingbourne. 

Mr. J. R. Hogben, 189 St. Lukes Avenue, 
Ramsgate 

Mr. J. H. Shakeshaft, 14 Alexandra Road, 
Broadstairs 

Mr. H. Thompson, 4 Hillside Court, Hythe 

Major H. E. Chambers, 59 Hillside Avenue, 
Canterbury Canterbury 5118 

Mr. A. Trice, 23 Queen's Gardens, Herne 
Bay 

Mr. H. Fordred, 36 Fernbank Crescent, 
Folkestone. 

Mr. H. Taylor, 19 Paradise Row, Sandwich. 

Mr. R. C. Croucher, 10 Glebe Houses, 
Eastling, Faversham. 

Mr. W. Kinsey, 44 Rotherfield Crescent, 
Brighton. 

Mr. P. Berendt, Ostergade 22, Copen
hagen K. 

Secretary: LIEUT.COL. E. V. ARGLES. 

Meeting Dates and Places 

First Saturday in each month, The Invicta, 
Godington Road. 

Third Saturday in each month, Prince 
Alfred Restaurant, Tufton Street, West
minster, 7.30 p.m. 

First Thursday in each month, "Eagle 
Hotel", London Road, Dover, 7.45 p.m. 

HAWKHURST SUBAREA. Third Thursday 
in each month, British Legion House, 
Hawkhurst, 7.45 p.m. 

Third Saturday in each month, The Two 
Brewers, High Street, Rochester, 8 p.m. 

First Friday in each month, Drill Hall, 
East Street, 7.30 p.m. 

Third Friday in each month, Freemason's 
Tavern, Ramsgate, 8 p.m. 

First Wednesday in each month, Drill Hall, 
Hawley Square, 8 p.m. 

Last Wednesday in each month, The Star, 
Stade Street, 7.30 p.m. 

Fourth Friday in each month, Drill Hall, St. 
Peter's Lane, Canterbury, 8 ^.m. 

Second Monday in each month, British 
Legion Club, May Lodge, 8 p.m. 

Second Friday in each month, Guildhall 
Hotel, 8 p.m. 

First Wednesday in each month, Drill Hall, 
8 p.m. 

First Monday in each month, Carpenters 
Arms, Eastling, 7.30 p.m. 

Second Monday in each month, R.E. 
Record Social Club, The College, Ditch
ling Road, Brighton, 8 p.m. 

First Monday in each month. 

Chairman 
SecondinCommand 
SecondinCommand 
Mr. A. Mills 

Mr. R. W. Billings 

Mr. T. Noakes 

Col. E. B. Burns, T.D. 

Mr. F. J. Cox 

Col. D. J. Dean, v.c., T.D. 

Mr. J. Johnson 

Mr. B. H. Breed 

Mr. J. T. J. Green 

Lt.Col. E. J. Evans 

Mr. H. Davey 

Major A. A. West 

Major F. W. Tomlinson 

Capt. J. Green 

Capt. M. de J. Creswick 

Major O. Lippmann 

The Association exists to foster Comradeship and to give a helping hand to those in distress. 
Membership is open to all who are serving or who have served in The Buffs. 
Subscription rates are:— 

Life Membership: Officers £2. Other Ranks £1. 
Annual Membership: Officers 5/. Other Ranks 2/6. 
Entrance Fee: 1/. 

Branch 
1. LONDON 

2. DOVER 

3. FOLKESTONE 

4. MEDWAY 

5. SITTINGBOURNE 

6. CANTERBURY 

Chairman 
Mrs. L. Coley 

LADIES' GUILD 
President: MRS. V. BOUCHER 

Secretary 
Mrs. J. Tucker, 12 Chestnut Close, Oak

wood, London, N.14. 

Mrs. J. Crookcnden, J.P. Mrs. Wraight, 93 Markland Road, Dover. 

Mrs. Coote 

Mrs. King Holt 

Mrs. M. E. Dean 

Mrs. E. H. F. Watts 

Mrs. Kay Mantel!, 5 Page Place, Folkestone. 

Mrs. W. T. Brooker, 67 Malvern Road, 
Gillingham, Kent. 

Mrs. J. Ravensdale, 10 Railway Terrace, 
Sittingbourne. 

Mrs. E. R. Chambers, 59 Hillside Avenue, 
Canterbury. 

Meeting Dates and Places 
First Saturday in each month, Prince

Alfred Restaurant, Tufton Street, S.W.I, 
6.30 p.m. 

First Thursday in each month, Belgrave 
Hall, Belgrave Road, Dover, 3 p.m. 

Every other Wednesday, Drill HalJ, Shellons 
Street, Folkestone, 3.30 p.m. 

Fourth Tuesday in each month, Foresters' 
Hall, King Street, Gillingham, 2.30 p.m. 

Third Wednesday in each month, Drill 
Hall, East Street, Sittingbourne, 6.45 p.m. 

First Wednesday in each month, Families 
Welfare Hut, New Infantry Barracks. 
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Hardy Cup Boxing 
The Buffs v The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment 

7th February, 1956 
Won by The Buffs 7—4 

"fc ' , **esm n. , . 
  Y ' ' .. ,  

Si 7: 

Pte. Lumby, Cpl. Callender, Pte. Deacon, Pte. Fawcett, Pte. Heritage, Pte. Green, Sgt. Parker, Pte. Baker, 
Pte. Chapman, Pte. Downs, Lieut. J. R. Prentice, Major D. Montgomery, Capt. F. E. Thorneycroft, C/Sgt. Stremes, 

Pte. Gorrie, Pte. Andrews, Pte. Christie 



Members-Association of Service Newspapers. 
Advertisement Agents: Service Newspapers Ltd., 67/68 Jermyn Street, St. James's, London, S.W.I. 

No. 676 MARCH, 1956 Price : One Shilling 

E D I T O R I A L  
WE publish in this number an extract from 

a letter from Mrs. R. F. Crichton inspired 
by the visit of H.M. The Queen and 

H.R.H. The Duke of Edinburgh to Nigeria. It 
shows most eloquently the heartening effect of 
these Royal tours. 

* * * 

Those around us in the Depot tread with a 
more jaunty air, and can hardly wait until April 
and the pay increases. Seriously, it is to be hoped 
that the Services will attract many more on 
Regular engagements. As a nation, we would 
prefer to do without compulsory Service. "Join 
the Army and see the World" will really mean 
something now. 

* * * 

We understand that there has been a very 
generous response to the appeal of the Chaplain 
of the 1st Battalion for funds to buy a silver 
Communion Set. It looks as if his hopes of using 
it at Easter may be realised. 

* * * 

It is to be hoped that work will start soon 
on the extension to the Regimental Museum, of 
which Buffs are justly proud. From time to 
time, we have acknowledged, most gratefully, 
gifts to the Museum, but if we are to support 
the work so willingly undertaken by Lieut.
Colonel G. R. Howe, with the help of Captain 
Blackwell, the Museum fund must be built up. 
To this end, the Colonel of the Regiment has 
approved that a proportion of Regimental 
subscriptions of Regular serving officers and 
certain other officers be devoted to this fund. 
A more general appeal will shortly be launched, 
and we hope that all those who feel able to will 
support this very worthwhile cause. 

"The Tramp" referred last month to Thomas 
Jones, an outstanding holder of the Victoria 
Cross. Some months ago, Captain R. E. 
Papworth was browsing through some books in 
a secondhand book shop, and came across three 
volumes of The V.C. and D.S.O., the first of 
which dealt with the award of the most coveted 
decoration. Thomas Alfred Jones, also the 
holder of the D.C.M., won the V.C. at Morval on 
26th October, 1916, "for most conspicuous 
bravery. He was with his Company, con
solidating the defences in front of a village, and 
noticed an enemy sniper at 200 yards distance. 
He went out, and although one bullet went 
through his helmet and another through his 
coat, he returned the sniper's fire, and killed 
him. He then saw two more of the enemy firing 
at him, although displaying a white flag. Both 
of these he also shot. On reaching the enemy 
trench, he found several occupied dugouts, and, 
singlehanded, disarmed 102 of the enemy, 
including three or four officers, and marched 
them back to our lines through a heavy Barrage". 

The annual highlight of the Rugby season, the 
Calcutta Cup match between England and 
Scotland, reminds us that the first match was 
played in Calcutta in 1872, and that The Buffs 
provided many of the best players at that time. 

The Colonel of the Regiment is in Washington 
for a month, making a recce for his posting there 
later this year. 
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Personalia 
THE news of Lieut.Col. R. E. Power's 

death has been a great sorrow to his many 
friends in the Regiment. We offer our 

profound sympathy to Mrs. Power and her 
daughters. Our Historical Records remind us 
that thirty years ago on May 16th this year, 
Colonel Power led a deputation of Officers to 
Spain from Gibraltar and laid a wreath on the 
memorial at Albuhera. 

* * * 

We offer sympathy also to Captain J. W. 
Webber on the death of his father, particularly 
sad so soon after Captain Jim Webber's marriage. 

Hs 4* * 

Major E. L. C. Edlmann recently met Major
General Gerald Dalby, who was commanding 
3 Inf. Bde. when the 2nd Bn. were at Bordon. 
The General now lives in Devon and is a very 
active "over 70". 

* * 4: 
Lieut.Col. and Mrs. L. Howard Smith had 

an alarming experience when a petrol tanker 
skidded and crashed into part of their house, 
causing extensive damage, but, fortunately, no 
harm to them personally. 

4s * * 

Congratulations to 2/Lieut. J. N. Shephard 
on his second star. 

Also to Mr. Michael Dean, son of Colonel 
and Mrs, Donald Dean, on his engagement to 
Miss Hazel Kellie. 

4s 4s 4s 

A 'phone call on a matter of welfare came 
recently from Flight Lieut. S. Y. McCoy. Those 
who were in Burma with the 1st Battalion will 
remember him as A.D.C. to the Governor. He 
was then serving in the Indian Army, and is now 
in the R.A.F. in Northern Ireland. 

45 4S 45 

Major H, Milton hastens to assure us that he 
and his wife will not forsake us for Australia, 
after all. We hope, nevertheless, that they will 
enjoy their trip out there and back. 

4s 4s 4s 

Mr. F. G. Simpson, late 1st Battalion, is 
anxious to hear from Buffs who served with him. 
He was Brigadier F. W. B. Parry's driver. His 
address is 61 Barlow Street, London, S.E.I7. 

4s 4s 4s 

We record with regret the death of Mr. R. E. 
Knocker, M.B.E., V.D., late of the Kent Volunteer 
Battalion, in his 86th year. He was at one time 
Town Clerk of Dover, and was a cousin of Lieut.
Col. H. S. Knocker. 

ENGAGEMENT 
MR. M. DEAN AND MISS H. KELLIE 

The engagement is announced between 
Michael, son of Colonel and Mrs. D. J. Dean, of 
Sittingbourne, Kent, and Hazel, younger 
daughter of Lieut,Col. and Mrs. G. H. S. 
Kellie, Ramelton, Donegal. 

4s 4s 4s 

DEATHS 
POWER.—On February 17th, at his home, the 

Pigeon House, Frampton, Dorset, Lieut.
Col. Rowland Edward Power, D.S.O., late The 
Buffs, dearly loved husband of Mary Katharine 
Power, in his 82nd year. 

WEBBER.—On February 26th, at Huntly, Hawks
down, Walmer, Lieut.Col. H. A. C. Webber, 
O.B.E., R,M. (retd.), beloved husband of 
Rosalind and father of Jim and Margaret. 

KNOCKER.—On March 5th, 1956, at Crow
borough, Reginald Edward, eldest son of the 
late Sir Wollaston Knocker, C.B., and Lady 
Knocker, of Dover, in his 86th year. 

4s 4s 4s 

Obituary 
LIEUT.COLONEL ROWLAND EDWARD 

POWER, D.s.o. 

ROWLAND Power was born on 22nd May, 
1874, died 17th February, 1956, Educated 
at Bedford and Sandhurst, he joined The 

Buffs in 1893 at the age of nineteen. He was 
soon to see active service with the 1st Battalion 
in India, and took part in 1895 in the Relief of 
Chitral and in the N.W. Frontier Campaigns of 
1897 and 1898. Promoted Captain in 1900, he 
took part in the Operations in the Aden Hinter. 
land (190204) and later in West Africa—the 
bourn, in those days, of so many officers of The 
Buffs. 

The outbreak of the First World War found 
him—recently married to Mary Katharine, 
daughter of Colonel Gardiner—still a Captain 
with the 2nd Battalion in Southern India; and 
with it he proceeded to France in January, 1915, 
where he earned the D.S.O., the Croix de Guerre, 
and was four times mentioned in despatches. 
In April, 1923, from being a Brevet Lieutenant
Colonel, he was posted to command the 1st 
Battalion and so remained until he retired in 
1927. 

Always cool and collected, always ready to 
advise or sympathize, Rowland Power has left 
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a host of friends to mourn his departure to "this 
undiscovered country" and surely he "carries 
back bright to the coiner the mintage of man". 

The beautiful memorial service held at Framp
ton on 25th February was taken by the Ven. the 
Archdeacon of Sherborne. The Lesson was read 
by the Vicar of Frampton, the Rev. A. W. 
Wheeler. The Rev. J. C. Chute also took part 
in the service and gave the address. The service 
closed with the Regimental Collect, and the 
Blessing by the Archdeacon. 

The members of the family present were Mrs. 
Power, Miss June and Miss Vivienne Power, 
Miss O. Lanyan and MajorGeneral H. de R. 
Morgan, also representing the Colonel of the 
Regiment. 

Buffs who attended were Colonel and Mrs. 
D. A. Wilkins, Lieut.Colonel and Mrs. E. H. 
Allen, Lieut.Colonel E. B. Backhouse, Lieut.
Colonel and Mrs. D. C. Coates, Major C. S. 
Field and Captain H. C. C. Morley. 

AN APPRECIATION 
Noone who was fortunate enough to serve 

under Rowland Power, can have failed to 
appreciate his high qualities, as a serious, 
conscientious and efficient soldier and fine sports
man, cheery and most kindly host and a really 
good friend. 

Among many tributes, I would like to submit 
two personal experiences with "The Quail". 
A. In Peace. B. In War. 

A. P EACE. In September, 1909, R.E.P. was 
commanding the 1st Battalion Southern Nigeria 
Regiment H.Q. Calabar. He was inspecting 
outstations, and came to Udi, near Enugu, 
present capital. I was the subaltern of the 
company there and was delighted to meet the 
only other Buff at that time serving in Nigeria. 

How we yarned about Buff's, past and present, 
and the merits, etc., of the 1st and 2nd Battalions. 
Up to then, R.E.P. had always been 1st Battalion. 

With a section of smart Hausas as escort, 
R.E.P. and I" left Udi and marched two days to 
Okigwi, which like Udi had only recently been 
opened up. 

As a pleasant, cheerful and interesting com
panion in the Bush, Rowland was one of the 
best, and leaves me with the happiest of 
recollections. 

B .  W AR. On the death of Colonel A. D. 
Geddes on 28th April, 1915, Power assumed 
command of the 2nd Battalion, then in 85th 
Brigade, 28th Division, under hectic conditions 
in the middle of the bloody Second Battle of 

Ypres, which opened with the first German gas 
attack on 23rd April. On 3rd May, three Weald 
Companies of the Battalion were holding an 
extended line roughly between Zonnebeke and 
Passchendael. About 1600 hours, enemy guns 
opened drum fire. Power and I, who was 
Adjutant, moved up from Battalion H.Q. to 
have a look see. We reached a support trench 
and were watching Germans actually in our left 
front trench, when R.E.P. suddenly dashed out 
to the right, to stop some men retreating. 

The whole area was being swept by fire of all 
kinds, so that the C.O. soon fell with a bullet 
wound through the lung. He was performing a 
very brave act and actually did hold the men up. 

After dark, stretcher bearers carried him back 
five miles to a dressing station near Ypres, 
where R.E.P. insisted that all other wounded 
should be put in the ambulances before him. 
Ypres and approaches were being heavily 
shelled nonstop. 

On 20th May, I had 48 hours' leave to U.K. 
and found Power in hospital in Park Lane, 
sitting up in bed, eating chicken. I was amazed. 
Cheeks pink, very cheerful, making light of his 
wound, he was only too keen to have another 
crack at the Huns. 

A truly gallant officer and a Buff second to 
none. 

J.V.R.J. 
* * * 

Future Events 
Apr. 21. WEST COUNTRY BUFFS LUNCHEON, 

CASTLE HOTEL, TAUNTON. 
28. WEALD BRANCH DINNER, TENTERDEN. 

May 26. FINAL, DARTS COMPETITION, CANTER
BURY. 

30. REGIMENTAL TEA PARTY AND DRAGON 
CLUB DINNER, UNITED SERVICE CLUB. 

June 2. REGIMENTAL AND EXECUTIVE COM
MITTEES. 

5—10. REGIMENTAL CRICKET WEEK, DEPOT. 
16. KENT V AUSTRALIANS, ST. LAWRENCE 

GROUND. 
Aug. 4—10. CANTERBURY CRICKET WEEK, ST. 

LAWRENCE GROUND. 
12. SERVICE OF REMEMBRANCE, CATHEDRAL. 

Sept. 15. REGIMENTAL AND EXECUTIVE COM
MITTEES. 

PAST AND PRESENT ASSOCIATION, 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING. 

Oct. 13. 6TH BATTALION (191418) DINNER. 
Apply to Mr. R. W. Billings, 14 
Hornfair Road, Charlton, S.E.7. 
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1st Battalion 
AFTER a very mild 

winter extending well 
into the New Year, 

Wuppertal was hit by the 
extremely severe weather on 
the last day of January with 
temperatures reaching well 
below zero. To add to the 
unpleasant conditions, there 
was a biting north wind, 
which at times reached gale 
force. 

It was on this day that a 
Brigade Signal Exercise, Ex. 
"Cannon Ball", started. 
Battalion Headquarters in 

full and skeleton Company Headquarters took 
part in this exercise and were caught in the full 
blast of this weather. 
: The concentration area allotted to the 
Battalion was in a thick wood about 40 miles 
from Wuppertal, where, no doubt, everybody 
spent their coldest night ever in the open. 

Unfortunately there was no thermometer to 
record an accurate temperature, but it must 
have been very close to 40 degrees of frost. 

During the night, mineral bottles in the 
Officers' Mess lorry exploded like rifle shots, 
which at least gave the impression of war, 
although not helping Mess profits! 

On the following day, a considerable amount 
of unpleasant practical experience was gained in 
the arts of starting vehicles under these conditions 
and keeping them going once started. 

Boiling water poured into a radiator froze 
before it reached the bottom. It required a blow 
lamp to unfreeze any part of the cooling system. 

Inevitably the exercise had to be cancelled and 
every effort made to get back to barracks before 
the next night. Fortunately for us a Belgian 
barracks was situated about halfanhour's drive 
away and here we met the greatest possible 
hospitality from the Belgian unit. They took in 
our nonrunners and accommodated Major 
Geoffrey Cox and a number of M.T. drivers for 
the night. This kind act enabled our fitters to 
thaw out the vehicles and get them fit for the 
returnjourney the following day. 

Quite a number of men had to go to hospital 
with various degrees of frostbite, but luckily 
there were no cases of a very serious nature. 

Back at Wuppertal the order of the day was 
stoke and keep stoking, otherwise there was a 
chance of the central heating system freezing up. 
Except for a few cases of burst pipes both in 
barracks and in quarters, the heating systems 
stood up to the task successfully. 

The Battalion was presented this month with 
a wonderful silver cup by the family of the late 
Major "Drummy" Andrews as a memorial to 
one of the greatest Buffs of our time. 

This cup will be known as "The Andrews 
Cup" and will be competed for at the annual 
Battalion Range classification. The member of 
the Battalion with the highest combined score 
on the rifle and L.M.G. will have his name 
inscribed on the base. The cup itself will reside 
in the Sergeants' Mess, where it will take a place 
of honour amongst other famous 1st Battalion 
trophies. The grateful thanks of the 1st Battalion 
are given for this extremely valuable gift. 

On the 20th February the bands of The 
Suffolk Regiment, The Royal Ulster Rifles and 
the 1st Battalion combined to give a massed 
band concert in the Wuppertal Opera House to a 
British and German audience. 

The house was a good one, but'no doubt the 
weather prevented it from being completely full. 
The concert lasted two hours and the bands were 
conducted in turn by the respective Regimental 
Bandmasters. The proceeds went to British and 
German charities and without a doubt helped 
a great deal towards AngloGerman relations. 

Captain Eric Ransley and Lieut. Eric Hicks 
left us this month for Brigade and Divisional 
Headquarters respectively. We wish them the 
best of luck in their new appointments, but 
as they are so close at hand and we will be seeing 
a good deal of them, we do not look on these 
departures as a farewell. 

This month we welcome the arrival of 2/Lieut. 
Maurice Dewar, the son of a distinguished Buff. 
His arrival makes the writer of these notes feel 
extremely senile when he thinks of the days in 
Dulikhet (a part of India for the uninitiated) 
when Maurice Dewar was two years old and his 
father was your writer's Company Commander. 

Talking of feeling senile calls to mind an 
interesting story that reached us the other day 
from Heather Critchley, daughter of Major and 
Mrs. Peter Critchley. 

Heather received a letter from a boy friend 
stating that he had met a Buff whom he con
sidered to be a delightful "old gentleman". The 
delightful old gentleman was Major Arthur 
Majendie! 
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Don't be Vague—ask for 

IMct 
THE OLDEST SCOTCH WHISKY 
DISTILLERS IN THE WORLD 

—SINCE 1627 — 

By Appointment to Her Majesty The Queen 
Biscuit Manufacturers, Peek Frean <5_ Co. Limited 

MR. PEEK AND MR. FREAN 

When you're posted abroad, by 
air or sea, remember that there is 

a fine selection of Peek Frean's 
biscuits at your destination. 

Makers of Famous Biscuits 
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pure coffee made right in the cup 
ANOTHER OF NESTLES GOOD THINGS 
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JAMAICA ROM 

HUDSON'S BAY 

Jama/a 
Ask for it at N.A.A.F.I. 

Rums sold under the Hudson's 
Bay label had already become 
the standard of comparison in 
America even before the des
truction of the Prince of Wales 
fort in Hudson's Bay and 
the historic escape of the 
Company's supply ship, the 
Prince Rupert, from a French 
warship in 1782 

The Governor and Company 
oi Adventurers of England 
Trading into Hudson's Bay 

INCORPORATED 2nd MAY 1670 
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IT'S THE TOBACCO THAT COUNTS 

Whatever the pleasure 
Player's complete it 
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It can only be assumed that a year at the 
R.A.F. Staff College must have had a good but 
ageing effect on him! 

To conclude these notes, it is with great delight 
that we greet a long overdue pay rise, which 
brings us more in line with pay in civilian life. 
This pay rise, we hope, will bring us more long 
term Regular Soldiers. 

"A" COMPANY 
February has seen further important changes in "A" 

Company, and without a doubt, outstanding among 
them has been the departure of our famous Company 
2 i/c, Lieut. Eric Hicks. No attempt will be made here 
to write an obituary. During the time that he was in 
"A" Company he stirred up great spirit and the stories 
told about him will, we hope, soon become so exaggerated 
that no one will believe them. He is now our Divisional 
I.O. at 2 Infantry Div. H:Q., Hilden. With him we have 
lost Pte. Dumont, who goes to Hilden as his batman. 
We look forward (with apprehension) to visits from Mr. 
Hicks at any time. 

No. 1 Platoon will be sorry to lose one of its Stapleys, 
Pte. Stapley "64", who is going to Paris. He has some 
feeble excuse for going, and we are not only suspicious 
but also deeply envious. 

Ptes. Stephens and West are now members of the 
Company; we are glad to have them with us. 

The National Service veteran may seem a contradiction 
in terms; yet when L/Cpl. Stone and Pte. Fallows, 
Sanderson, Files, Halls, Dongworth and Prior left us this 
month we felt that some more "A" Company veterans 
had gone. By now they must be sadly whistling "Civvy 
Street Blues". 

Pte. Brown is still in hospital but is rapidly getting fit 
again. 

In a short sports supplement we would say that our 
hardy and redoubtable soccer team played several games 
notable against "B" Company and "C" Company, in 
conditions which are best described here by asterisks, 
with 6 feet of snow, and 80 degrees of frost, or so we were 
led to believe. 

However, we took advantage of the conditions recently 
and hada Company tobogganing afternoon. This took 
place on our own miniature cresta run, on the training 
area behind the barracks. The Pioneers obliged us with 
a toboggan of ooblyage design but great strength, and 
during the course of the afternoon several of the Company 
were lucky to escape with their lives. 

The afternoon ended with two short skiing demonstra
tions by Cpl. Pollard (possibly hidden talent) and Mr. 
Johnson (completely hidden talent). 

Last, but not least, the training, though hampered by 
the weather, has not been brought to a standstill, but a 
sitstill. Most of the training has been indoors and 
among the items of interest have been T.O.E.T.s and 
Cpl. Miles' gassing, on which he has just recently completed 
a course. 

Here we will end, and Friends, we leave you with this 
thought: 

In Summer the days are longer, because hot things 
expand. This principle also applies to Company notes 
for The Dragon. 

"B" COMPANY 
No. 5 PLATOON 

Sgt. Townsley has been acting as C/Sergeant for so 
long that the Platoon have forgotten what he looks like. 
Only seven of the Platoon who came out from Dover now 
remain. Ptes. Butcher and Etherton are away learning 
about the machinegun, and each day they return to the 
barrack rooms with more and more perplexed expressions. 

Pte. Brayshaw has had the calling of the cookhouse; 
and the rest of the Platoon hope that he will not have to 
learn by his mistakes. Pte. Ford has gone skiing and 
we hope he will return in one piece. 

We have only two members of the Company soccer 
team that defeated "C" Company the other day, but the 
Battalion Football Officer has only eyes for No. 6 Platoon. 

A number of the Platoon are looking forward to getting 
away from the barracks, some on demob, and some are 
looking forward to the schemes as we are now awaiting 
the start of the training season, with ths hopes of some 
good results later on. 

No. 6 PLATOON 
At the end of January the Platoon carried out some 

useful training at Haltern, though one exercise nearly 
resulted in us being mortared by "C" Company and 
No. 6 Platoon being mown down in a demonstration of 
crack and thump. However, we must have realism. 

Six members of the Platoon helped the  Company 
soccer team which defeated "C" Company by 4 goals to 3. 
Much money changed hands as a result of this rather 
unexpected win, and a certain Sergeant won a crate of 
beer. Hard luck, "C" .Company, but we will take you 
on again whenever you like. 

No. 7 PLATOON 
Since No. 7 Platoon last went to the press, we have 

been sadly depleted in numbers, losing Ptes. Jones, Lee, 
Wilding, Nichols and Edwards to civvy street. No longer 
will we hear the voice of our cheerful "Jonas", inciting 
all the better things. We are sorry to lose them and wish 
them luck in the future. 

Due to the cold spell of weather outdoor activities 
have been cut to a minimum. The main exception was 
to be a demonstration by the Platoon of the duties of a 
sentry, but it did not take place in the end due to the 
severity of the weather. However, the rehearsals took 
place, the Platoon braving the elements and everything 
going with a swing even to the extent of one or two men 
almost being entombed in the trenches!! Imagine their 
feelings on the demonstration being cancelled! Noted 
with interest were the smiles of knowledge on the faces 
of the wouldbe demonstrators, as they heard the lecture 
in progress in the warmth of a lecture room. 

Our sporting activities have also been cut, but L/Cpl. 
Heath, L/Cpl. Wilson and Pte. Knight have played for 
the Company at football. We have also despatched 
L/Cpl. Straker and Ptes. Burgess and Mather on a skiing 
course to the Hartzburg Mountains. No doubts we shall 
see this trio in due course full of enthusiasm for Winter 
schemes. I wonder. . 

COMPANY HEADQUARTERS 
It is with deep regret that we announce the loss of 

Major L. P. C. Critchley to Training Company; their 
gain our loss. Major Critchley assumed Command of 
"B" Company at Dover during the Battalion's short stay 
and has been with us ever since. We wish you the best 
in your new appointment and hope you will remember 
your stay in "B" Company, Sir. 
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We welcome to the Company Major Dunglinson, whose 
arrival coincided with the departure of a demobbee 
storeman with seven sheets (case now solved). We hope 
your stay, will be a happy one, Sir, and please do not 
think that all the Company are confidence men. Captain 
P. F. Wilson, D.F.C., has now settled into the Company. 
The Company Stores now has the appearance of London 
Airport, with everyone cruising around at 15,000 ft. No 
doubt Captain Wilson will very shortly put everything at 
ground level. 

P.S.—One final football result which comes to us as 
we go to press is that we have yet another victory to our 
credit; this time over Sgt. Histed's M.M.G. Platoon, the 
result 8—2 in our favour. 

"C" COMPANY 
We are in the grip of the big freezeup which is proving 

to be uncomfortable, inconvenient and expensive— 
broken pipes, frost bitten noses, beer on exercises which 
has to be eaten with a pick axe, frozen rifle bolts, and 
Sgt. Wagstaff's sore throat, the last named probably 
being the most inconvenient of all. 

Despite the snow bound pitches we have managed some 
excellent football matches. L/Cpl. Coate's more robust 
efforts generally look like one of the better German snow 
ploughs. We have played "B" Company twice, winning 
both times, and "A" Company once, which resulted in a 
draw. A hectic game against "C" Company, 1 Suffolks, 
proved to be our undoifig. They fielded practically the 
whole of their Battalion team and it is best to draw a veil 
over the final score. 

During February Pte. Linford has twice completed in 
CrossCountry running matches. In the 2 Infantry Div. 
competition he came fifth after being knocked over and 
trampled on at the start. He was selected as an individual 
competitor for the B.A.O.R. championships where he 
came twelfth. A fine effort against some very strong 
competition. 

As reported last month our .22 shooting team went 
forward into the Div. competition, where we were knocked 
out by an R.A.S.C. team. Well done to Lieut. Davison 
and the other members of the team who took us so far 
in the competition. 

Field firing at New Haltern was not as Spartan as we 
had anticipated. The weather was fairly kind to us with 
little snow; better in fact than the weather at Wuppertal. 
Nobody actually saw any trees chopped down but the 
Company fire could be clearly seen a shade under 40 miles 
away. The section attacks on the field firing range were 
enlivened by some close (very close!) support from Lieut. 
Davison's pistol. Cpl. Ruddom has a turn of acceleration 
and flat out speed which surprised us all, particularly 
himself, when small arms fire is brought to bear within a 
few feet of his heels. 

As usual, the faces in the Company continue to change. 
Sgt. Harris has returned to us after an absence of a year
it is very good to see him again. Sgt. Wilson came to us 
for only a few weeks and then we regretfully saw him 
transferred to Training Company. 

Lieut. Davison has also been quietly spirited away to 
the same establishment—a great loss to "C" Company. 
Our pleasure at the arrival of 2/Lieut. Dewar is tempered 
with regret that he will be with us for such a short time. 
He leaves for England on a course in a few weeks' time; 
we shall have to find another goalkeeper. Greetings also 
to the men of the R. Sussex who arrived early in February. 
They have already distinguished themselves by providing 
Pte. Cooper for the Battalion Skiing Team and Pte. 

Langridge for the Company football team; he is an 
outstanding player who will no doubt play for the 
Battalion. During February we regretfully said goodbye 
to Cpl. Clarke who returns to England on demobilisation 
after a long time with "C" Company. We wish him good 
luck and prosperity in civilian life. 

It is hoped that Pte. Wade who has gone to Paris on 
duty finds life in the gay city to his liking. 

Congratulations to L/Cpl. Vicary on his promotion— 
may he long stay with us without disappearing to Training 
Company. 

Major Worts has returned from skiing at Winterburg 
with no visible breakages and apparently more durable 
than ever. 

Next month sees us on a river crossing exercise. If the 
present weather continues we won't need boats—we 
should be able to march across in column of route. 

"D" COMPANY 
Since our last notes the reformation of the Company 

has taken place and indeed on 27th February we are 
bringing the AntiTank Platoon to life once more, Sgt. 
Colyer has been charged with this task and Mr. Davidson 
has been earmarked for a B.A.T. course at Netheravon 
in April. To anyone who served in the days when a 
Support Company was a popular part of the Battalion, 
it might seem that we are almost back to that organisation 
again, but the word Support is still very much Verboten. 
Anyone who mentions the word is considered a heretic 
and is immediately taken out and shot. 

From all reports East Kent is held in the grip of a cold 
spell and we sympathise with the inhabitants as we are 
experiencing Arctic weather conditions here now. Early 
this month we took part in an exercise "Cannonball Ope" 
whieh involved sleeping out in twentyfour degrees of 
frost! Most of our vehicles froze up, in spite of putting 
warm water in the radiators and it was miraculous that 
only one cracked cylinder block was reported. Perhaps 
the day will dawn eventually when the Command Secretary 
will allow us to have antifreeze in all our vehicles! Some 
of our more unfortunate members suffered from mild 
frostbite but fortunately all of them are back with us 
again. We are now all eagerly awaiting the return of the 
sun. 

MORTAR PLATOON 
The Mortar Platoon is now beginning to. look faintly 

like a Mortar Platoon at last. The Ulster Rifles Mortar 
Officer is almost a permanent resident doing tests of drills 
but it has paid off. Even "Cockel" Harris, a clown with 
the mortar men, discovered to his horror that he had 
passed, 

Three vehicles have been acquired from the M.T. and 
the Platoon Commander can be found, almost any time, 
wandering round the M.T. lines, with a demented ex
pression offering to sign anything. Lloyd and Stone view 
their jallopies with some distrust as Lloyd's bled oil like 
a stuck pig as soon as he signed for it and Stone is per
manently staggering round after meals carrying flat 
batteries. 

The Platoon is just off to Haltern on exercise "Green
hand" .which will be the first shoot for most. Trucks and 
Mr. Jonas' mapreading willing, Messrs. Bennett, Med
hurst, Rigden and Stockbridge will have ample opportunity 
as number ones, of causing a few grey hairs somewhere. 
However, perhaps it will show L/Cpl. James, pur latest 
arrival, that the extra pay rise should have extended 
beyond Jet Pilots. 
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M.M.G. PLATOON 

Since our notes in the last issue, we have lost two of 
our 'Corporals (Rust and Scrace), who have decided to 
try civilian life. We take this opportunity of wishing them 
the best of luck in their new ventures and hope they will 
look us up when We return home. 

The month has passed with Young Hands Cadres and 
Platoon Training, getting ready for our "shoot" at Putlos. 
The weather has not been too kind to us during this 
training, but we are hoping that it will clear in time for 
us to get in as much training as possible outside before 
we go. Our Platoon Commander will have returned from 
his course at Netheravon by then, and will put the 
finishing touches to our training. 

Sgt. Wilson has joined the Platoon and let us hope he 
enjoys his stay with us. We are also hoping that the new 
pay rise will help some of the older members of the 
Platoon to make the decision to stay with us a little 
longer (nine years or more!). 

On closing these notes may we wish all exMachine
Gunners best wishes and don't forget to look us up 
sometime. 

M.T. PLATOON 
We are glad to see Captain Gatehouse is now back in 

harness, having now finished, we hope, his leave, exams, 
and medical treatment. The Platoon has now settled 
down in "D" Company and is looking in much better 
shape than it did a month ago. 

We now have many more vehicles on the road than 
when we last went to press although the snow, and general 
cold weather is inclined to hinder our progress. At the 
moment we are busily preparing for the Brigade Com
mander's and our "follow up" inspection in March. 
We are all hoping that there will be a considerable 
improvement on our previous R.E.M.E. inspection. The 
driving course is still in full swing, merrily smashing up 
our 1ton vehicles. The course is also having a succession 
of new instructors through no fault of their own. First 
Sgt. Colyer took over from Cpl. Morgan, then Sgt. 
Haylett joined us from the Depot and has relieved Sgt. 
Colyer, who is returning to the AntiTank Platoon with 
all his carriers and guns. 

We are also handing over to the Specialist Platoons 
their own vehicles in the hope that they will worry us no 
more; but this, is only wishful thinking. Sgt. Williams in 
!the Tech. Stores now has a completely new staff. Cpl. 
Shopland has gone on an M.T. Course at Bordon and 
replacing him are L/Cpl. Brett, Ptes. Millen and Crouch. 

SECTION NOTES 
iTON SECTION 

The Section is now somewhat depleted in vehicle 
strength as the Specialist Platoons have now taken twelve 
Vehicles. The majority of our vehicles are now on the 
road and we have only ten out of action. We welcome 
L/Cpl. Chamberlain and Pte. McLelland from the Depot 
and Ptes. Pegler and Featherbe from the Royal Sussex 
Regiment and we hope they will enjoy their stay with us. 
We had a tricky time during the last scheme, as when we 
put hot water in our radiators it froze and we experienced 
great difficulty in draining it out again owing to the 
extreme cold. We hope we shall have rather more inter
esting hews next month when the R.E.M.E. Inspection 
is behind us. 

1TON SECTION 
We welcome to. the section L/Cpl. Wood, Ptes. Graham, 

Cload and Masters and trust they will enjoy the time they 
tfpefld with us. L/Cpl. Wood looks like following in the 
footsteps of his predecessors, and leaving us to take over 

N.C.O. i/c Trailers. We are full of hope that we may still 
one day get a Section 2 i/c. We wish Pte. Pescud every 
happiness in civilian life. We are also sorry to lose 
Ptes. Griffin and Seal to the 3ton Section. We are very 
busy at present spraying all our vehicles with our limited 
stock of green paint, which we carefully hide from the 
other two sections despite many efforts on their part to 
extract it from us. Pte. Mattholie seemed to have gained 
a new friend in the form of a large Alsatian dog, which 
travelled in the front of his vehicle, but alas it was not 
long before the C.S.M. caught up with him. Now Pte. 
Mattholie is again by himself. 
3TON SECTION 

We have only lost one of our Section since the iast 
issue, Pte. Abe Harmes, and we wish him every success in 
civilian life. We have gained Ptes. Griffin and Seal from 
the 1ton Section, also Ptes. George, Wells and Cole. 
We have no doubt they will enjoy themselves in our 
section. At last the long awaited arrival of some new 
Commer 3tonners in place of our Austins and Bedfords 
is imminent. We hope for a complete, change over by the 
middle of March. Pte. "Gibbering Fred" Jenner has put 
his name at the top of the list for a new vehicle but 
rumour has it that he is likely to be driving an Oxford 
Carrier before long. A strange sight was seen in the 
M.T. yard last weekend, L/Cpl. Bishop and a body of 
men religiously painting an Austin a bright pea green. 
Although we rather like this colour, we somehow feel 
the M.T.O. might be none too pleased if this vehicle was 
to venture outside the garage. 

* * . * 

TRAINING COMPANY 
In surroundings more suitable for Abominable Snow

men, life has been of a fairly even tenor this last month. 
It is a remarkable thing but I am now sure that, over recent 
years the 1st Battalion has acquired a weather gremlin. 
In 1952 it rained in Egypt, during our sojourn in Kenya 
the rains neither came, nor went at their expected time 
and now in Germany we are experiencing the coldest 
February that Germany has known since temperatures 
were first recorded. 

We are pleased to record that this has been a month 
unique in history. There has been no change in location. 
Nevertheless, sweeping changes have taken place. The 
air is altogether more quiet as the booming of Bill 
Dunglinson now only just reaches us from the next block 
where he sits in regal splendour as King of "B" Company. 
It is with regret that we bid farewell to him, though of 
course messages are still being passed back and forth 
between Bill and Peter Critchley, our new guiding light, 
so that the latter may acquire some idea of Training 
Company's extraordinary "Filing System". In this respect 
there is only one sure fact. No letter is put in any likely 
file. It is the most wonderful game in which the clerk 
pits his wits against the Officers whose job it is to guess 
the file into which the letter has gone. It would really 
make an entertaining variation of the T.V. game "What's 
my Line?" under the heading "What's My File?" 

While still dealing with the Ave's and Vale's, we 
welcome with some doubt John (Atom) Davidson to the 
Company. I say "doubt" because even as I write he is 
examining our ammunition holdings and considering the 
size of bang he could have if he were to blow up our entire 
stock of Thunder Flashes. Winiard Wallace returned to 
the corral today, a fully fledged "Sapper". His long 
course has, I regret to say, turned him into a rather keen 
type and he insists upon prowling about looking for an 
office and lecture room and other dull and prosaic things. 
He has acquired fanatical notions of turning more good, 
sound infanteers into plumbers. No doubt we shall shortly 
have him under control. 
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There was a time when it was a fairly easy problem to 
avoid walking into the Company Commander's dog. 
Now, however, this question involves a long and well 
considered "Appreciation of the Situation". The minute 
"Judy" has been replaced by the vast black "Magic" of 
Peter Critchley and should you accidentally walk into 
"Magic" it is well on the cards that you yourself will be 
Hors de Combat. 

There is doubt that life in Training Company has its 
spice of danger. Those of our readers who are acquainted 
with the size of the now notorious Atom, will appreciate 
out tricky position when I say that Sgt. Page, another of 
our nuclear experts, has just completed the manufacture 
of an atom which is about two feet in diameter complete 
with electrons, protons and neutrons which are all about 
4 in. in width. Heaven knows what will happen when 
some bright instructor has the inspiration to show his 
class a cross section of the atom and splits it. 

With slow and. insidious growth, and odd establishment 
with the title of "N.C.O.'s Room—Keep Out" has found 
its way into the Company. The Officers are secretly 
convinced that it is nothing more than a 24hour Coffee 
service, but any question raised by the Officers about this 
only brings forth much technical talk about "Training 
Aids". It must be said in the N.C.O.'s defence that there 
have been one or two really clever "Training Aids" 
produced in this room. 

With a casual glance at Battalion Orders we note that 
we have omitted to say goodbye to Captain P. F. Wilson, 
who has just been struck off Company strength. We are 
in some doubt as to who Captain P. F. Wilson is, but while 
on the subject we must say goodbye to Droopy. 

We should love to thrill our readers with exciting tales 
of football and things, but I am afraid that we just haven't 
time to play games. 

Talking of time, we are as usual about 24 hours late 
with these notes so I will bid farewell to you, dear Fans, 
until the same hour, the same place, one month from now. 

ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL 
This month has proved that even football has to stop 

in certain weather. The snow and Arctic conditions have 
prevented any Battalion matches being played and it 
seems arrangements in the coming weeks will also have 
to be cancelled. 

Hpwever, certain companies have been undaunted and 
a few matches have been played. "C" Company beat 
"B" Company 4—2; and a week later "B" Company 
avenged their defeat by beating "C" Company 4—3. In 
both matches some intelligent football was played even 
though the wingers and halfbacks were playing in deep 
snow. 

Finally, "B" Company took on the M.M.G.s and won 
rather easily by 8—2. Let's hope that sometime in the 
near future we shall be able to play on green grass!! 

CROSSCOUNTRY RUNNING 
Owing to the thick snow prevailing in the area, it has 

not been possible to run off any Battalion matches. 
However, we would like to congratulate Pte. Linford 

on. his selection by the Division to run in the B.A.O.R. 
Individual Championships held at Sennelager on 15th 
February; also on his fine performance at finishing 12th. 
He only missed by three places selection for the Army 
Championships. 

Let's hope next month brings better weather and more 
running results. 

QUARTERMASTER'S STAFF 
A cold cheerless month which has produced a crop of 

burst pipes and boilers to chill and horrify the powers 
that be. Any excitement produced by the most welcome 
pay rise has been damped by the thought of the cost of 
the damage and the flood of paper which will doubtless 
arrive with the thaw. 

Most of the staff have been on leave and the only 
member who never takes any leave has been seen gazing 
thoughtfully at the calendar muttering something about 
Portsmouth. 

; L/Cpl. Ford has started a coal and coke depot on a 
slightly larger scale than the one operated by his old 
friend "Sam" at the Depot and we look forward to the 
day when we can match these two experts over a measured 
mile with several tons of the black muck called "solid 
fuel" by the authorities but several less complimentary 
names by the staff and the chief boilerman. 

One of the back room girls brightened our rather sordid 
existence and raised our minds from the contemplation 
of burst lavatory pipes by arriving at the office complete 
with skis and the usual brightly coloured bits and pieces. 
We are wondering what the hot weather will produce as 
the Pioneers are planning to build a swimming pool. We 
are delighted to be able to report that our female staff is 
complete again and fully recovered. 

L/Cpl. Sillence joined the staff from the Depot. We 
were very pleased to see him and enjoyed the few days he 
spent with us before he was spirited away to the messing 
office. 

THE REGIMENTAL BAND 
It is with pleasure that we open this month's notes with 

the news that the "big thaw" is at long last bn its way 
and that soon we will be able to air our lungs on the 
Battalion Square. 

On 20th of this month we performed a Massed Band 
Concert in the Opera House at Wuppertal, in aid of 
AngloGerman charities. I am delighted to say that the 
performance was enjoyed by all and that the German 
newspapers also were full of praise. B.F.N, recorded part 
of the performance, which was broadcast the following 
Friday at 2030 hours. With so many bandsmen's ears 
glued to the radio, the Bandmaster was unable to hear. 
Perhaps just another way of covering up any wrong notes! 

We are now in full swing for the forthcoming Kneller 
Hall Inspection, still practicing those major and minor 
scales hard. Several changes have been made in the 
Library and Stores, which aione looks "outstanding". 

B/Sgt. Larkin and Sgt. Pullman are now in their glory— 
two brand new silver basses on which to play—after all 
these years too! Another addition is that of a B flat 
clarinet which at the moment one can hear being "blown
up" (sorry, "blownin"!) by L/Cpl. Underhill. As anyone 
would know, these instruments will be a great asset to the 
Regimental Band and are long overdue. All we need now 
is a few weeks at Eastbourne and Southend, then perhaps 
we can pay for them! We might even earn enough money 
to buy Sgt. Munns a new horn! Talking of Sgt. Munns, 
we congratulate him and Mrs. Munns on the birth of a 
son—Adrian, we believe. We sincerely hope there are not 
too many sleepless nights! 

Before we say cheerio for this month, we would like to 
welcome into the Regimental Band yet another pianist, 
Bdsm. Edwards. We hope his stay will be a long and happy 
one. 

Our sincere wishes .to all readers.. Now back to wbrk 
for the Kneller Hall Inspection. 
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Branston Pickle 

that you so 

much enjoy—now 

has a new cap 

to its bottle. 

Screwon. Handier* 

Much cleaner. 

Same delicious 

Branston Pickle 

inside, of course! 

Have you also tried Crosse & Blackwell 
soups, beans, peas and sauces? Just the job! 

World Renowned 
TYNE BRAND 

AND 

FARNE BRAND 
Quality Foods 

Hon on a fow of them obtainable at all NAA.F.I. Storee 
Fish and Meat Pastes in glasses and tins—numerous 
varieties. Canned Fish of all description
Herrings in Tomato, Fresh Herrings, Kippers, 
Mackerel, Cod Roe, Herring Roe, etc., etc 
Canned Sweet Puddings. "Rocambert" French 
~ Mustard. 

"Tyne Brand" 
Horseradish Cream. 

" Country Garden " 
Cheese Spreads. 

Celery, Ham, Tomato and 
Plain. 

Canned Soups, all sizes. 
"Tyne Brand" Mint 

Sauce. 
"Tyne Brand" Stuffed 

Pork Roll. 

" For People of Good Taste99 

To P.R.I.S.: Write for full list of products for all catering 
purposes, obtainable from N.A.A.F.I., to Tyne Brand Products 

Ltd.. North Shields. 
3>562 

Choose 
( BOOTH'S 

DRY GIN 

T.4849 

New 

WE BEST HAVERSACK RATION 

THE WORLD'S FINEST SALTED NUTS 
Your N.A.A.F.I, has them in 1lb. or 8oz. flavour

sealed tins and in 4oz. and 1oz. airtight packs 
H. S. WHITESIDE & CO. LTD, LONDON SE5 
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MESS PLATE REPAIRS 
MESS PLATE, because of its general high standard of material and craftsmanship, and its 
very high commemorative value, is worthy of the utmost care in use and maintenance. 
Considerable damage can lie done if repair work is entrusted to unskilled woikmen. 
Garrard & Co. have for many years specialised in carrying out repairs and restorations 
of every description and arc happy to place their experience and their skilled 
craftsmen at the disposal of committees and others entrusted with the care and 
maintenance of Mess Plate. 

GARRARD & CO. LTD. 
Crown Jewellers 

formerly 
T H E  G O L D S M I T H S  S I L V E R S M I T H S  

C O M P A N Y  L T D .  

112 REGENT STREET  LONDON  W.l  TELEPHONE  REGENT 3021 
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UNIFORMS AT THE OPERA HOUSE 
The combined Regimental Bands of the 6th Infantry 

Brigade had invited the people of Wuppertal to a concert 
at the Opera House; the money earned by the concert was 
dedicated to German and British Charity Organisations 
as an Easter Contribution. 

The performance was planned in accordance with the 
Tattoo that was displayed at the Stadium last autumn. 

What a brightcoloured picture! The flagbedecked 
stage, the musicians of The Buffs, The Suffolk Regiment 
and The Royal Ulster Rifles in their peacetime dress— 
long tassels on their shoulders, the musicstands covered 
with the Regimental Emblems of the three Regiments— 
sitting on the stage. 

A large repertoire was presented to the audience, 
including Beethoven (Egmont Overture), Strauss (Tales 
of the Vienna Forest), followed by Verdi, Smetana, 
Tschaikovskij and Borodin—not to forget the marches, 
which are obligatory for a Military Band. 

The combined Bands were excellently conducted by the 
Bandsmasters of the three regiments—Davis, Holben and 
Sharpe. 

The B.F.N, was broadcasting the concert. As represent
atives of the TownExecutive, Oberbuergermeister 
Schmeissing and Oberstadtdirektor Bremme attended 
among the numerous British Officers and their ladies. 

During the interval the audience left for short drinks in 
the vestibule; among uniforms, dark suits of British 
Officers, a few "Grande Toilettes" and even some Scottish 
kilts were to be seen, which were much admired by the 
few Germans present in the audience. 

In conclusion, it was noted that the English idiom was 
predominant during the evening; and that it is to be 
regretted—because of the good will of international 
understanding, shown and proved by this performance 
of the British Units stationed at Wuppertal. 

* * * 

SERGEANTS' MESS 
It has been a very quiet month and except for the 

weather, lots of beautiful snow, there is nothing much to 
write about. We have now obtained a very nice radio
gram and once again the favourite records of the members 
can be heard blaring forth in various volume. 

The remainder of these notes will now read like a Part 
II Order. 

O.R.Q.M.S. Colin Webb has now arrived, together 
with family and we wish them a happy return to the fold. 
Sgts. Haylett and Parker were welcomed to the Mess 
from the Depot. We have said "Goodbye" to C/Sgt. 
Partridge, who has left us for the Q.O.R.W.K., and to 
Sgt. Adams, who departed for an E.R.E. appointment in 
B.A.O.R. 

Congratulations, rather belated I am sorry to say, go 
to C/Sgts. Vaughan and Lyons. Also congratulations are 
extended to Sgt. Cook and Sgt. Wallace, A.C.C. 

Stork trouble has once again descended upon us, and 
Sgt. Munns reports an increase. Congratulations, Mrs. 
Munns. 

* * * 

CORPORALS' MESS 
New faces come and old faces go, and just recently the 

changes have been so numerous that it is hardly practic
able to write them all down. Among those that have 
gone, however, to enjoy a lifetime of armchairs and 
firesides, is Cpl. Rust, who was Mess President. In his 
stead we now have Cpl. Dowle, of H.Q. Company, who 
was elected on the last Mess Meeting and whom we wish 
every success. Hearty congratulations are extended to 
Sgt. Cook and Sgt. Sherman, R.E.M.E., on their recent 
promotions, and we hope that they will continue to prosper 
in future years. 

Just recently the R.U.R. Corporals' Club extended an 
invitation for The Buffs Corporals to take them on at 
snooker and darts. Unfortunately it was at rather short 
notice and only a relatively small party was able to go. 
However, those that did, came back full of high spirits 
and other things, and plans are now afoot to return the 
compliment in the very near future. 

With the Great Thaw has come, besides slush and wet 
feet, some nice new furniture and curtains, so that the 
Mess is beginning to look quite homely. The loudspeaker, 
too, has been adjusted to improve the quality of the music 
that issues forth from it. In all, things are on the up and 
up and rare is the evening when the Mess is not alive with 
gossip and the clink of glasses. 

Cpl. Palmieri is working very hard nowadays, training 
the recently formed basketball team, and he hopes to be 
able to play some other teams very soon. The team are 
extremely keen and practice ardently at every opportunity 
so that we do not give very much for their opponents' 
chances. Next month we will be able to list their successes. 
Meanwhile, we give them our support and anxiously await 
the first game. 

That's about all there is at the moment, and so until 
next month, when we will have some more to tell, Auf 
Wiedersehen. 

k * * 

SIGNALS PLATOON 
The outstanding event of the month was undoubtedly 

Exercise Cannon Ball 1, a Brigade Signal Exercise in 
which practically the whole platoon was involved one way 
or another. It took place on one of the coldest days to 
date, and the one night that we did spend in "bivvies" 
certainly took its toll, Sgt. Pooley being removed from the 
scene of battle first thing in the morning, followed shortly 
by several cases of frost bite among the line parties 
especially. A refresher course of igloo construction is 
being rushed through before "Cannon Ball 2" begins! 

The Cadre has continued in full swing, and apart from 
being introduced to the mysteries of wireless, have also 
had a go at a spot of line laying. 

One particular exercise in the barrack area caused no 
little consternation among the G.E. and Quartermaster, 
who evidently foresaw untold acts of sabotage being 
committed on their water pipes and electric cables as soon 
as digging started. 

Sport has been almost nonexistent this month owing 
to the weather conditions, and we have been limited to a 
couple of games of football and a now infamous H.Q. 
Company run which looks like becoming a regular 
Wednesday feature, until the snow goes at any rate. 

The R.S.O. has recently taken onto himself an additional 
job—that of Rodent Control Officer—and so the office 
'phone now rings regularly with complaints of mice in 
kitbags and highly improbable indents for such items as 
"Ferrets, Plecat, Male and Female", in spite of the 
insistence of the R.Q.M.S. that mice are suckers for fly
papers ! 

Finally we would like to welcome 2/Lieut. Daniel, who 
has joined the platoon from "A" Company, and wish 
L/Cpl. Cummings and Pte. Dearsley who, in spite of the 
pay increases have left us for demob! 

* * * 

THE DRUMS 
Hail to all Drummers! especially those of the past. 

We are still in existence in Germany, although we find it 
hard to believe at times with this cold weather. 

During the last month we said farewell to three of our 
members—Dmrs. Wiles, Wheeler and Parker. Good luck 
to them in the future. Some of us are wondering what it 
is like to work for a living and have artist's hair cuts. 
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The weather is keeping us inside most of the time. 
By the time the square is clear of ice and snow we will 
all have forgotten our drill. 

The young hands have started scribbling away at the 
elements of music, much to their surprise. 

At the time of writing, we have two R.A.S.C. members 
trying to learn everything about the bugle and what is 
supposed to come out of it. 

Brrrrrtrrrrrr. * * * 
Correspondence 

The Pigeon House, 
Frampton in Dorset. 

February 29th, 1956* 
Dear Colonel Argles, 

I believe the Colonel of the Regiment is now 
in America, so I am writing to ask you to convey 
to him and all ranks of The Buffs the very 
grateful thanks of my daughters and myself for 
the beautiful flowers—sent to us in sympathy for 
the loss of my husband. 

The Regiment meant so very much to him. 
Yours sincerely, 

KATHARINE POWER. 
* * 4c 

5th Bn* The Queen's Own Nigeria Regt., 
Ibadan, Nigeria. 

18th February, 1956. 
Dear Colonel and Mrs. Argles, 

Having just read through the January Dragon, 
from which we learn so much about our friends 
in the Regiment, I felt I would like to tell you 
of the wonderful experience the Queen and Duke 
of Edinburgh's visit to Nigeria has been to us all. 

We were particularly lucky as the 5th is the 
only Battalion in Ibadan and the Commanding 
Officer, also the Garrison Commander, had 
tickets to all the functions that the Queen 
attended, seeing her in her beautiful tiara and 
brocade evening dress, as well as numerous 
charming summer dresses. 

We were lucky enough to be presented to Her 
Majesty at the Garden Party at Government 
House. It was a nevertobeforgotten experience 
as she looked so truly exquisite, and captivated 
us with her charm. She spoke to Bob and me 
for several minutes, and seemed so sincere in 
her questions and in the way she listened to the 
answers; her whole bearing was quiet, unhurried 
and full of poise. We had hardly returned to 
earth before the Duke arrived and once more we 
bowed and curtsied as we were presented to him. 
He was quite the opposite to the Queen—making 
gay remarks to all and sundry, amusing everyone 
with his asides and witticisms. He suddenly 
asked a lady who was standing near "What do 
you do?"* She was so surprised she answered 

"I'm a wife", and even His Royal Highness was 
stumped with that. 

Our Colonel and his wife went to dinner at 
Government House and afterwards we were all 
charmed to hear of the enjoyable time they had 
hail. There was no strain at all, they Were kept 
in fits by the Duke, and the Queen was com
pletely natural, discussing all the things any 
other woman discusses, children, education, etc., 
etc. 

Now they have gone we all feel very sad, but 
it is as though we have all had a wonderful 
tonic. The stories of different people's experi
ences will go on for weeks, but we all feel so 
close to the Royal Couple after this visit, full of 
patriotism and love for them both for all they 
did in this heat, and conscious of the wonderful 
opportunities it has given us to hear what they 
are like at home and off duty—as a result of 
which we feel we really know them. 

The Royal Household used our swimming 
pool each night and a different angle was heard 
from them. The Queen's doctor was most 
interesting. All our young subalterns acted as 
ushers at the Garden Party, which gave them a 
great thrill. The Guard Commanders at Govern
ment House doing the Queen's Guard were asked 
in to dinner with Her Majesty, or drinks. 

These last five days have made everyone so 
much nicer to know, all pettiness is forgotten 
and we all feel rejuvenated after the wonderful 
Royal Visit 

Yours, 
JILL CRICHTON. 

* * * 

The Editor, "The Dragon". 
Sir, 

May I please be forgiven for dealing, in one 
letter, with two entirely different subjects? 

(1) It is pleasant to think that the good work 
which Colonel Howe did at the Depot is com
memorated by the new barracks being called 
after him; I rather feel that I ought to go and 
lay a wreath somewhere, but I do not quite know 
where to lay it. 

(2) Assuming that Gregory Blaxland's articles 
will not cover the same ground, many of your 
readers will regret that "The Tramp's" letter is 
only to appear every other month. For a long 
time this has been to many the outstanding 
feature of The Dragon. 

Yours faithfully, 
F. W. TOMLINSON, Major, 

Late The Buffs. 
14 Mill Wall Place, 

Sandwich. 
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Regimental Museum 
PRESENTATION SILVER TANKARD 

TOWARDS the end of January, Colonel 
L. E. Barnes, The Knap, Salisbury Road, 
Swanage, Dorset, wrote to the Officer Com

manding the Depot offering to present to the 
Museum a fine silver tankard which had belonged 
to his uncle, Captain J. H. Le Cocq. Very 
naturally Major Montgomery gladly accepted 
this kind offer. 

The tankard is 6J inches high. On the lid is 
an engraving consisting of the regimental crest 
with the Union Jack and the Regimental Colours 
crossed. On the front of the tankard is inscribed: 

"From Colonel Sargent, C.B., The Buffs, 
to his Good Adjutant and Friend Captain 
J. H. Le Cocq, Congratulating him on 
Promotion." 

Captain Le Cocq was born on 2nd December, 
1836 and died on 9th December, 1871. He 
obtained his Commission as an Ensign on 7th 
December, 1855, was prombted Lieutenant by 
purchase on 2nd February, 1858, and to Captain 
on 3rd September, 1864. He served in the China 
Campaign of 1860, being awarded the medal 
with clasp Taku Forts, 1860. The last entry in 
the Army List is in 1869, when he is shown as a 
Captain with 14 years' service on full pay. 

It may be remembered that it was recorded in 
the Museum notes about a year ago that 
Colonel Barnes had presented two Commissions 
of Captain Le Cocq which are now in the 
regimental archives. 

2ND BATTALION, OFFICERS' MESS ZULU 
WAR, 1879, CENTREPIECE 

This massive and really quite astounding 
example of the Silversmith's craft has now been 
retrieved from the bank strongroom, where it 
had been put for safe keeping, in order that it 
may be placed with the Zulu War group in the 
Museum. 

As I write these notes, Captain Blackwell is 
busy stripping it down in order to give it a 
thorough cleaning and renovation. 

I have not come across a record of when it 
was bought by or presented to the Officers' Mess, 
but it covers the episode of the wreck of the 
St. Lawrence at Paternastor Bay on 8th Novem
ber, 1876, which is shown on an embossed silver 
plate on one side and a scene from the Zulu 
War of 1879 also on an embossed plate on the 
opposite side. At either end is a large figure in 
silver, one of an officer with hands resting on his 
sword reversed and the other of a bearded soldier 

holding his musket. Behind each is an arrange
ment of Zulu shields and spears. Surmounting 
the whole structure is a large silver bowl, 
THE BRASS CANDLESTICK OF THE 

REDAN 
Having come across a reference to this candle

stick while looking through an old copy of The 
Dragon, I remembered it in the 1st Battalion 
Officers' Mess in the old days and had 
recollections of having seen it in one of the 
Depot Stores. I therefore caused a search to 
be made and was fortunate in finding it almost 
at once. It is a very ordinary candleholder such 
as we of the Victorian Age would take from the 
hall table to light the way to our bedroom. 
On the base is engraved "Sebastopol, September 
9th, 1855", while round the underside is the 
inscription: 

"This candlestick was found in the under
ground shelter of the Redan, Sebastopol 
9th September, 1855 by Lieut. E. J. Cox 
3rd The Buffs Regt. which Regt. had 
7 officers and 135 men killed and wounded 
out of250 at the assault of the previous day." 

THE CANTERBURY FESTIVAL, 1956 
BUFFS EXHIBITION 

The Colonel of the Regiment has been pleased 
to accept a kind invitation of the Canterbury 
Festival Committee for the Regiment to stage an 
Exhibition of regimental silver, plate, prints and 
other trophies and relics during the 1956 
Festival period. 

The Beaney Institute Committee has kindly 
put the fine Art Gallery at the disposal of the 
Regiment from 23rd July to the 11th August. 

* * * G.R.H. 
Kenya Notes 

THE end of March this year completes a 
threeyear overseas tour for all those who 
originally came to Kenya with the 1st 

Battalion. We hope, however, that those Buffs 
who continue to serve in East Africa either on 
an extended tour, or with the K.A.R., will 
continue to let us have news of themselves in 
the columns of The Dragon. 

* * * 

Of the Buffs who are still serving here, Capt. 
Stuart Squire is back at work, after taking the 
Staff College examination, until he returns home 
in April for leave, and then goes to the 1st 
Battalion in Germany. Major John Lucas 
continues to dispense justice as Permanent 
President of Courts Martial, and has extended 
his overseas tour for at least another year. 
Major David Court and his family will be 

m 
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returning home at the end of March, and then 
go to Canterbury. 

* * * 

In Nairobi, we do not see very much of Buffs 
serving with the K.A.R., but occasionally get 
news of them. Major Tony Gay manages to 
fit in a few military duties between cricket 
matches; and we have heard that Major Rex 
Carey has been on at least one indulgence trip 
to Mauritius, and has taken part in a 120mile 
route march in Tanganyika, for what purpose 
is not quite clear. We have news also of Major 
John Dent with 4 K.A.R. in Uganda; he is 
occasionally seen at leave time in the Thomsons 
Falls area, staying with settler friends near the 
old 1st Battalion camp at Ol Joro Orok. Incident
ally, the old camp site has a new main road 
running straight through the middle of it, and 
no longer can be seen the remains of the Officers' 
Mess fireplace and Sgt. Smissen's flower garden! 

* * * 

Two other wellknown 1st Battalion characters 
are occasionally seen—Sgt. Bujakowski of the 
old machinegun platoon, who is now occupied 
with some aspect of rations for the 4 K.A.R. 
guard company at Gilgil; and Cpl. Stokes, 
R.A.M.C., the "Doctor" of "A" Company, who 
will soon be returning to England. 

* * * 

Colonel "Stiffy" Rowe and Mrs. Rowe always 
welcome Buff's who call on them, and in their 
new house, which they are planning to build 
further out from Nairobi, will continue their 
hospitality to all members of the Regiment. 

* * * 

With the departure of 39 Independent Infantry 
Brigade to Northern Ireland, and its commander, 
Brigadier Lord Thurlow, to be Deputy Director 
of Infantry at the War Office; and the probable 
departure of the remaining battalions, some time 
this year, the military problem of the Kenya 
Emergency is nearly at an end. A much more 
interesting topic of conversation now is the daily 
report of the commission enquiring into allega
tions of corruption in Nairobi City Council. 

^ ^ ^ 

Officers' Retired Pay— 
A Brighter Outlook 

THE last time we published news of the Officers' 
Pensions Society, we commented on the partial 
restoration of the notorious socailed 9i per cent, cut 

imposed on the retired pay of officers who had retired 
under the 1919 Code. The Society was very largely 
instrumental in bringing about this restoration. 

We are now informed that the Society has since been 
successful in securing the reversal of an anomalous 
situation in which certain widows in receipt of an attribut
able pension were receiving less than those in receipt of 
an ordinary pension who were also eligible to draw 

National Insurance Pensions in addition. The War Office 
announced in Army Order 31/1955 that this injustice has 
now been put right. It is gratifying to know that the 
widows of other ranks also receive these additional 
benefits, and that when increased rates were announced 
for officers' widows in 1952, pensions for other ranks' 
widows were introduced for the first time. 

During the past few months the Society wrote to Sir 
Lionel Heald, Chairman of the Hea Id Committee, who was 
inquiring into the pensions position, and prospects of 
"retired members of the Fighting Services, the Civil 
Service, local Government officials, teachers, nationalised 
industries and various public boards". They have also 
briefed many Members of both Houses of Parliament, 
who have asked questions regarding proposed increases 
in officers' retired pay. The Government's replies have 
made it clear that further measures to assist retired 
members of the Forces are justified, and that they are 
preparing detailed proposals to put before Parliament in 
the New Year. 

Further, the Minister of Defence has informed the 
Society, with regard to retired pay, that "the Pensions 
Code" is under review. The Chairman of the Society 
accordingly wrote to him, expressing gratification at this 
news, and expressing the hope that when the new Code is 
introduced it will not only provide improved conditions 
for officers who retire in the future (as an inducement to 
young, men to accept commissions) but will also provide 
improvements for officers drawing rates of retired pay on 
obsolete Codes who as yet can only obtain assistance as 
"cases of hardship". 

In the White Paper on National Service, the Government 
declared that they intended to reduce the number of 
National Service men in the Forces; also, that in order to 
increase the proportion of Regulars, that they would 
improve their conditions of Service. It remains to be 
seen what measures the Government will take to ensure 
that the requisite number of young men of the right type 
will come forward for regular commissions. 

k * * 

Round East Kent 
bv The Tout 

THE JUMP GAME 

THIS is the time of year when many un
practised minds are put to the fervent study 
of entries and form books, some for the 

solution of the intricate problem set by the 
handicapper in the Grand National, others for 
the equally absorbing, though less complicated 
business of winning a race at the local hunt 
meeting. It is the season of the hunter 'chase 
and pointtopoint. 
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4/5th Battalion 

Col. 
HON. COLONEL 

D. J. Dean, V.C., T.D., J.P., Woodcourt, 1 Park Avenue Sittingbourne, Kent. 
LIEUTENANTCOLONEL 

Hews, G. R. D., M.C.,T.D., J P 
MAJORS 

Ravenhill, R. A. C. (Training 
Major) 

Alexander, U. H. B., M.B.E. 
Prestige, J. T. R., T.D. 
Tilleard, J., T.D. 
Neville, F. G., M.C., T.D. 
Plunkett, P. N. P. 
Balding, C. E. E. 
Cobb, F. D. C., T D 

(Unattached List) 
CAPTAINS 

Griffin, C. J. (Adjutant) 
Beaumont, M. J. P. 
Klean, P. H. 

CAPTAINS—continued 
Morgan, R. J. S., M.C. 
Kelly, G. D. S. 
Usher, J. A. 
Anderton, N. G. 
Blackbourn, A. H., T.D. 
Scott, A. J. 
Baddeley. W. D. 

LIEUTENANTS 
Crowdy, R. E. L. 
Whiting, D. A. 
Thomas, J. A. 
Oliver, C. P. 
Morlock, P.*J. 
Howland, N. M. 
Johnson, R. F. 
Arnold, P. H. 

N.S. LIST 
LIEUTENANTS 

Waterman, R. R. 
Taylor, D. C. 
Holloway, R. G. 
Finn, W. C. 
Vallins, J. 
Klyberg, C. J. 
Turner, G P. 
Saward, R A. 
Robinson, J. P. 
Byers, C. M. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
Wright, R. P. 

Catt, 
QUARTERMASTBR 

A. H., Capt. 

CHAPLAIN 
The Revd. R A. S. Roberts 

MEDICAL OFFICER 
Capt. F. P. Cassidi, R.A.M.C. 

Staff 
MajorGeneral V. Boucher, 

C.B., C.B.E D.M.I. War Office. 
Brig. M. P. D. Dewar, 

C.B.E U.K N.M.R., S.H.A.P.E. 
Brig. F. W. B. Parry Comd. Sierra Leone and Gambia Dis. 
Col. (T/Brig.) R. W. 

Craddock, C.B.E., D.S.O. Brig. A/Q Southern Command. 

Command 
Col. (T/Brig.) R. F. Parry, 

M.C. ... ... ... Comdg. 3rd Inf. Bde., Arab Legion 
Col.(T/Brig.) J. F. Connolly, 

D.S.O., ... Commanding 126 (N. Lanes. & Border) 
Inf Bde., T.A. 

Col. H. P. Williams, O.B.E. W.O.S.B., Barton Stacey. 
Lieut.Col. (T/Col.) J. G. 

Atkinson, O.B.E. ... Sec. Joint Int. Committee, M. of D. 

WARRANT OFFICERS AND SERGEANTS 

R.S.M. Turmaine, F. 
B.M. Sharpe, T. L. 
R.Q.M.S. Rose, J. 
C.S.M. Sharman, R. 
C.S.M. Champion, R. 
C.S.M. Middleton, J. 
C.S.M. Ellis, D. 
C.S.M. Hannaway, R. 
C.S.M. Day, S. 
O.R.Q.M.S. Webb, C. R. 
C/Sgt. Partridge, R. 
C/Sgt. Denny, S. 
C/Sgt. Mannering, D. 
C/Sgt. Newman, S. 

C/Sgt. Jephcott, H. 
C/Sgt. (O.R.S.) Mans, W.I 
Sgt. Smissen, J. 
Sgt. Larkin, F. 
Sgt. Lyons, B. 
Sgt. Morrish, E. 
Sgt. Colyer, A. 
Sgt. Simmonds, R. 
Sgt. Page, A. 
Sgt. Harris, F. 
Sgt. Woodrow, V. 
Sgt. Histed, W. 
Sgt. Cain, D. 
Sgt. Wright, R. 

1st Battalion 
Sgt. Wright, J. 

B. Sgt. Townsley, J. 
Sgt. Streeter, E. 
Sgt. Billett, S. 
Sgt. Pooley, L. 
Sgt. Edwards, T. 
Sgt. Harrison, W. 
Sgt. Hansen, T. 
Sgt. Lincoln, G. 
Sgt. Haylett, Pv. 
Sgt. Wagstaff, A. 
Sgt. Mills, D. 
Sgt. Adams, E. 
Sgt. Miller, C. 

Sgt. Vaughan, F. 
Sgt. Williams, H. 
Sgt. Inskip, A. 
Sgt. Coppiris, P. 
Sgt. Pullman, S. 
Sgt. Munns, R. 
S.Q.M.S. Marsden, C. 

(R.A.P.C.) 
Sgt. Swain, R. (R.A.P.C.) 
Sgt. Fletcher, G. (R.A.E.C.) 
Sgt. Walker, W. (R.A.E.C.) 

R.S.M. White, H. 
R.Q.M.S. Howe, W 
C.S.M. Chapman, G. 
O.R.Q.M.S. Kennard, C. 

Depot The Buffs 
C.Q.M.S. Stremes, G., D.F.M. 
C/Sgt. Belcher . E. 

Sgt. Laker, J. 
Sgt. Ivory, L. 
Sgt. Rea, R. 
Sgt. Raine, R. 
Sgt. Recton, T. 

Sgt. Dean, D. 
Sgt. Parker, B. 
Sgt. McNeil. 
Sgt. Parker, E. 

4/5th Battalion (T.A.) 
PERMANENT STAFF 

R.S.M. Faulkner, G. T. 
C.S.M. Fagg, G. 
C.S.M. Green, F. 
Sgt. Stoakes, A. 
Sgt. Kay, M. 
Sgt. Bryant, A. F. 
Sgt. Wright, R. 

R.Q.M.S. Harwood, E. 
C.S.M. Chapman, W. 
C.S.M. Gabriel, J. 
C.S.M. White, R. 
C.S.M. Rogers, W. 
C.S.M. Antrichan, G. 
C/Sgt. Trinkwon, A. 
C/Sgt. Couzens, W. 
C/Sgt. Chidwick, E. 
C/Sgt. Wing, T. 
C/Sgt. Figgett, G. 
C/Sgt. Bond, E. 
Sgt. Bell, J. 
Sgt. Hurlow, R. 

Sgt. Babbage, W. 
Sgt. Wraight, S. 
Sgt. James, A. 
Sgt. Bass, R. 
Sgt. Williams, E. 
Sgt. Thundow, W. 
Sgt. George, M. 
Sgt. Saunders, G. 
Sgt. Richardson, H. 
Sgt. Cope, H. 
Sgt. Hewitt, C. 
Sgt. Allen, A. 
Sgt. Jones, A. 
Sgt. Hughes, C. 

Sgt. Rumble, L. 
Sgt. Christian, W. 
Sgt. Smith, W. 
Sgt. Evans, S. 
Sgt. Bradford, R. 
Sgt. Cozens, L. 
Sgt. Dennis, P. 
Sgt. Dennis, R. 
Sgt. Erridge, D. 
Sgt. Stoclcdale, J. 
Sgt. Todd. H. 
Sgt Cole, L 
Sgt Pottle, A. 
Sgt. Holmwood, G. 
vSgfr Housden, A. 

Regimental Appointments 
Chairman: Regimental Committee 

Executive Committee 
Administrative Officer—Depot The Buffs 
Secretary: Canterbury Cricket Week Club 

Dragon Club 
Regimental Committee 

Curator: Regimental Museum 
Secretary: Past and Present Association, The Buffs \ 

Executive Committee > L 
Editor: The Dragon ' 

) Brig. J. G. Nicholson, C.B.E. 

Lieut.Col. H. S. Knocker 

Lieut.Col. G. R. Howe 

Dol. E. V. Argles 
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THE BUFFS (Royal East Kent Regiment) 
ColonelinChief: His Majesty Frederik IX, K.G., King of Denmark 

Colonel: MajorGeneral V. Boucher, C.B., C.B.E., 8 Longport, Canterbury 

Grace, H. R. 
LIEUTENANTCOLONELS 

... O.C., 1st Bn. 

Jelf, A. G 

HarrisSt. John, B. J. 
Lewis, P. J 
Bailey, N. T. 
Yates, G. H. A 
Gdlmann, E. L. C., M.C. ... 
Rawlings, A. C., M.B.E. ... 
Horley, B. M. 
May, J. F., M.B.E. 
Ravenhill, R. A. C. 
Plumptre, P. B., M.B.E. ... 
Dendy, R. H. 
Majendie, A. E 
Lucas, J. P 
Norris, N. F. H. C. 
Crichton, R. F., M.C. 
McGrath, B., M.C— 
Gay, A. W 
Montgomery, D 
Morgan, F. de R., M.C. ... 
Poulsen, N. D., M.B.E. ... 
Cox, E. G., M.C 
Critchley, L. P., M.B.E. ... 
Worts, J. B., M.C 
Court, D. N. 
GordonWilson, N. F., M.B.E. 
Nash, J. P 
ffrench Blake, M. A. O'B.... 
Iliffe, R. O 
Hadshar, G. 
Dunglinson, W. G. H. 

MAJORS 
T/Lt.Col., Officer i/c Field Records, 

FARELF. 
att. Depot. 
T/Lt.Col., M.A., Copenhagen. 
Gold Coast Regt. T.C. 
att. H.Q., Aldershot Dist. 
2 IC Chief Instructor Inf. Boys' Bn. 
Depot C.R.M.P. 
H.Q. Northag. 
T/Lt.Col., Ministry of Supply. 
4/5th Bn. 
6 Travelling Wing. 
1st Bn. 
R.A.F. Staff College. 
H.Q., E. Africa. 
1st Bn. 
5 Nigeria Regt. 
1st Bn. 
East Africa T.C. 
O.C. Depot. 
G.S.O. 2, H.Q., Malaya. 
H.Q., Cyprus. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
Leave U.K. 
Leave U.K. 
G.S.O. 2, M.13, War Office. 
27 Bde., Hong Kong. 
2 Malav Regt. 
Leave U.K. 
1st Bn. 

Semmence, R. G. H. 
Barrett, D. P. R. ... 
Dent, J. E 
MacDonafd, E. W.... 

CAPTAINS 
1st Bn. 
H.Q., 91 Lorried Inf. Bde., B.A.O.R. 
4 K A.R. 
Staff College, Canada. 

Peckham, A. D. 
Squire, S. J., M.B.E. 
Thorneycroft, F. E. 
Willows, D. A. 
Wilson, P. F., D.F.C 
Hamilton, C. M. .. 
Gatehouse, H. R. .. 
Griffin, C. J. 
Webber, J. W. 
Pirn, A. H. E. 
StratfordTuke, R 
Brigstocke, W. F. 
French, B. G. J. 
Lees, H. D. ... 
Grugeon, J. D. 
Mullins, G. O. 
Minto, I. G. 
West, C. T. F. 

Ward, M. W. 
Dracopoli, M. P. St. 1 
Tennent, H. C. L. ... 
Mitchell, P. J. 
Pilcher, R. A. 
Baker, R. W. M. ... 
RymerJones, J. A. 
Edgecombe, G. J. B. 
Davison, J. H. 
Lunn, J. M 

Lea, R. 
Williams, R. T. P. 
Reid, J. D. W 
Dewar, C. M. C. 

Watts, E. H. F. 
Kille, W. E.... 
Catt, A. H. ... 

A. F. 

CAPTAINS—continued 
... 1st Bn 
... H.Q., East Africa. 
... Depot. 
... Adjt., 1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn 
... H.Q., 158 Inf. Bde., T.A. 
... 1st Bn. 
... Adjt., 4/5th Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 
... 2 Gold Coast Regt. 

Eaton Hall O.C.S. 
1st Bn Parachute Regt 

. 6 K.A.R., E. Africa. 

. 7 K.A.R., E. Africa. 
Adjt., Depot. 
Adjt., 3 Bn., Parachute Regt 

. 1st Bn. 

. 6 Inf. Bde., B.A.O.R 

LIEUTENANTS 
1st Bn. 
Depot. 
A.D.C. to G.O.C., H.C.D. 
1st Bn. 
Course, U.K. 
Inf. Boys' Bn. 
3 Bn. Parachute Regt. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
... Leave U.K. 
... 1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 

QUARTERMASTERS 
... Maj., Depot. 
... Maj., 1st Bn. 
... Capt., 4/5th Bn. 

CHAPLAIN: Revd. E. W. Evans, C.F. 

MEDICAL OFFICER: Lieut. A. Nisbett, R.A.M.C. 

PAYMASTER: Major B. M. Green, R.A.P.C. 

Ford, E. N., M.C. 
Tod'man, N. E. H. . 

Carey, R., M.C. 
Robertson, R. J. 

Elliott, N. ... 

MAJORS 
Leave, U.K. 
E. Anglia District. 
6 K.A.R., East Africa 
H.Q., Nigeria District. 
Aldershot District. 

Short Service Commissions 

Kirby, J. A— 
Hicks, E. M. G. 
Prentice ,J. R. 
Hodges, J. D. 
Courtney, M. K. 

LIEUTENANTS—continued 
... Brit. Comra Div Korea 
... I.O. Div., B.A.O.R. 
... H.C.B. Depot. 
... E.R.E., Singapore 
... 23 K.A.R. 

Ransley, E. J., M.C. 
McGrath, G. A. 

Fakley, J. F. 
Butcher, D. A. T. .. 
Marshall. J. V. 

CAPTAINS 
Bde. B.A.O.R. 
H.C.B. Depot. 
P.S.O., H.C.B. Depot. 
East Africa Training Centre. 
Brit. Comm. Div. Korea 

Hardy, J. E.. 
Jakob, F. J. . 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
... Depot. 
... West Africa 

Barlow, W. B. 
Cross, K. J. ... 

LIEUTENANTS 
Inf. Div. Pro. Coy. 
1st Bn. 

Stone, J. H., Major 
Corps, J., Capt. 

 Extended Service Officer 

QUARTERMASTERS 
... B.A.O.R. 
... 16 Coy., R.A.S.C. 

Shephard, J. N. (Lieut.) 
Bowen, S. 
Keene, R. V. 
Hordern, P. J. C. .. 
Griffiths, D. W. ... 
Redfern, A. J. 
Brice, E. St. J. 
Hills, A. M. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
... 1st Bn. 
... West Africa. 
... 1st Bn. 
... Depot. 

1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 

1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 

National Service Officers 

Johnson, B. D G. 
Mabey, R. C. 
HolmesSmith, C. 
Daniel, O. R*. 
Wallace, W. R. D 
Jonas, D. A, 
Willett, A. R. 
Duckworth, M. W. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS—continue 
... 1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 
.. 1st Bn. 

1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 
... 23K.A.R. 
... 2 Q.O. Nigeria Regt. 
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There are two steeplechase courses in East 
Kent (or jump tracks as they are known to those 
who prefer a dish of jellied eels in the silver 
ring to a smoked salmon sandwich on the mem
bers' lawn), Folkestone, where they also race 
on the flat, and Wye. It would be wrong to say 
that the fixtures on these courses rank among 
the most important in the Calendar. Mondays 
are the only days allotted them for racing, and 
there are few races worth much more to the 
winner than the £100 minimum. Nonetheless 
they have their ardent supporters, both local 
ones and those who descend in special trains 
from London. Invariably they see top class 
jockeys in action and exciting racing, and 
occasionally they get the chance to admire the 
strength and serenity of a high quality 'chaser. 

FOLKESTONE 
There are only two National Hunt meetings 

at Folkestone, one in September, the other in 
the late spring. This is a pity, as it is an excellent 
course from the viewpoint of contestant and 
spectator alike, each fence, well made yet not 
severe, being in full view of the stands with the 
water jump spectacularly placed right in front 
of them, while the descent before the bend into 
the straight ensures a fast pace. 

The United Hunts' Meeting (30th April this 
year) is Folkestone's big day. It is the climax 
of the season, Kent's answer to Cheltenham, 
and the occasion for the appearance of the best 
hunter 'chasers in the Home Counties and the 
smartest Easter bonnets. All six races on the 
card are steeplechases, four of them for hunters, 
of which three are confined to horses hunted 
with one of some twenty packs in Kent, Surrey, 
Sussex, Hampshire, Essex and Suffolk, which 
constitute the United Hunts. Last year Kent 
swept the board at this meeting, its hunts pro
viding the winners of all four hunter 'chases. 

Two notable horses have been seen at this 
meeting in recent years. Monaveen won the 
open handicap in 1949 with great ease shortly 
before becoming the property of the Queen 
Mother whose buff and blue colours he carried 
with such distinction. Roimond, passed on 
by Lord Bicester to his grandson in the evening 
of his career, completely dominated the field 
for the open hunters 'chase in 1953, both in the 
paddock and during the race. His eye betrayed 
his nature, however, and even Dick Francis, 
whom he so nearly carried to a fine Grand 
National victory, had no great affection for this 
very high class horse. 

WYE 
A day on the course at Wye is not unlike a day 

at the funfair. It is a flat, oval circuit, not more 
than a mile in circumference, and horses come 
round with the regularity of a roundabout, each 
fence being jumped three times in a three mile 
'chase. To add variety to the entertainment, 
British Railways occasionally provide an unusual 
hazard in the form of a smoke screen over one 
of the three fences by the railway line just as 
the field is approaching it. In spite of this and 
in spite of the ease with which a horse can get 
hemmed in on this sharp track, it is regarded 
as a good course for the staging of a coup, and 
is a particularly happy hunting ground for 
Epsom trainers. There is no doubt that Wye is 
a course of great character. As at Folkestone 
trees in the paddock make the scene there a most 
attractive one. 

One hunter 'chase is run at Wye (this year on 
16th April). The most notable winner of this 
race in recent years is Prince Brownie who 
carried his owner, Lord Mildmay, to his last 
victory a few days before his tragic death. 
Your correspondent, incidentally, had the mis
fortune to be prevented from accompanying his 
Lordship, at any rate for part of the journey, 
by the rather fastidious attitude taken by Messrs. 
Weatherby to the failure of the horse's former 
owner to pay a forfeit incurred many years 
previously. The pitfalls in the path of the 
aspirant are many and varied. 

Two famous horses have recently appeared 
at Wye, the one before reaching his zenith, the 
other after passing it. If anyone took note of 
the outsider who was beaten by Sy Oui in 
October, 1951, it was probably for his ugliness 
rather than for his promise. Often the target 
for impolite witticisms when he came into the 
paddock, Gay Donald, obviously relishing 
every minute of it, certainly had the last laugh 
at Cheltenham last March. The other celebrity 
was National Spirit. All those who love a 
gallant horse (and this does not unfortunately 
mean all racegoers) were greatly disappointed 
that this great hurdler could not make his last 
appearance on a racecourse a winning one; 
POINTTOPOINTING 

Except that the fences are slightly smaller 
and usually less tightly packed, there is little 
difference today between a steeplechase and the 
average pointtopoint. Gone are the days of 
the natural cut and laid fence, the unguarded 
open ditch, the pink coated competitor and the 
fifteen bobbers competing for glory and the 
regimental cup. The pressing need to fill the 
hunt's coffers largely accounts for the submersion 
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of the true character of the pointtopoint. A 
fast galloping course attracts the best horses 
and produces good racing. Good racing attracts 
the crowds and produces a healthy balance 
sheet. 

But what of the hunt's members? This 
specialisation provides little encouragement for 
the average hunting man to turn himself into a 
jockey, his hunter into a racehorse for the 
benefit of a derisive bank holiday crowd, and 
most hunts have great difficulty in obtaining 
entries for this essential race, particularly those 
like the East Kent who, with the commendable 
aim of excluding the more professional element, 
make thoroughbreds ineligible for it. It seems 
a pity that this one race cannot be run over a 
completely natural line of country, starting some 
three miles distant far from the madding crowd 
and finishing on the racecourse proper, with 
riders free to take their own line and to fall off, 
slow down or pull up without incurring the 
scorn of some misguided punter. Surely such a 
race would be in keeping with the true spirit of 
pointtopoint racing, would attract a large, 
sporting field and would add to the variety of the 
afternoon's entertainment. 

FIXTURES 
The traditional Easter fixtures are scheduled 

to take place this year as usual, the Ashford 
Valley on the attractive, though somewhat 
tortuous course at Charing on Easter Saturday 
(to be used again on 14th April by the MidKent 
Staghounds), and the East Kent at Aldington 
on Easter Monday. This latter, a good galloping 
course which can be easily seen, is being loaned 
to the Royal Engineers' Draghounds for their 
meeting on 12th May. The Tickham Pointto
Point is to take place at Doddington on 7th 
April, while the West Street was to be held on a 
new course at Shepherds well on 10th March. 

PROPHECY 
Most people know better than to listen to 

the Tout when he directs that great brain to the 
sphere of prophecy. He therefore has nothing 
to fear in recommending readers to follow the 
Mhor. Although this horse may be hard to 
back in pointtopoints, the ring should be more 
generous at Folkestone where he may well score 
for the home side. He also advises readers to 
watch the form in maiden pointtopoints. The 
winner of one often graduates to bigger and 
better things with remarkable rapidity. And 
has ever a horse been better qualified to emulate 
Reynoldstown's double National feat than 
Quare Times? That he has a very good 
chance of doing so is a view that is, unfortunately, 
also held by the bookmakers. 

Beneath Bell Harry 

SNOW provided the 
theme of Depot life 
during February— 

day upon day of snow, 
changing only accord
ing to the wind vari
ations of the Beaufort 
Scale. Daily we looked 
out on snowflakes: at 
the main entrance to 
Barracks, great icebergs 
of packed snow stood 
sentinel and dwarfed 
the security picquet. 
Many were the pitfalls, 
and few escaped them. 

For the pedestrians, falling was taken as a matter 
of course; and equally the drivers had to face 
the prospect of getting stuck: even the C.O.'s 
car, to the delight of his children, was not im
mune from this. Attempts at snow clearance 
were constantly being made, only to be 
thoroughly ruined by the wind, which caused 
wide drifting. At the end of the month, the 
thaw, to everyone's relief, was speedy and the 
reappearance of the grass seemed the signal for 
the end of winter. We wonder. 

The weather, which made of homely Kent 
something arctic, caused the postponement of 
the Hardy Cup and the cancellation of the 
whole month's sporting calendar. Part One 
Orders, normally so replete with notices of rugby 
and hockey and everything else, took on a lean 
and useful onepage appearance. The C.O. and 
Adjutant were visibly frustrated by lack of 
exercise: the gods of golf and rugby could only 
be placated, in unguarded moments, by having a 
putter and rugby ball in the office. 

The Garrison Church, beyond having no 
organist on the very worst day, survived the 
weather and we were able to welcome the usual 
worldwide range of visiting clergy: from 
Alaska, Canada, the United States and Nigeria. 
Earlier, attended by a bevy of lesser Army 
chaplains, the Assistant ChaplainGeneral East
ern Command had come to preach on St. Paul's 
day at Evensong. 

During all this time of storm and tempest, the 
permanent staff were assailed by an enemy quite 
unexpected: injections and vaccinations were 
to be brought uptodate. Much heartburning 
this caused, as the valiant struggled down to the 
Medical Centre through the snow; and much 
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regret afterwards when, one by one, the T.A.B.T. 
effects became evident. A haggard face, a strong 
and wildly healthy person leaning on a chair or 
wall for support, a 24hours weakness when it 
didn't really matter what happened—such was 
the organised, plague which befell us and battled 
with the snow and ice and cold for first place in 
our thoughts. Of course we recovered, and then 
saw others tread the same cheerless path. A com
forting rumour was spread round that the 
injections were against food poisoning. 

* * * 
No. 1 COMPANY 

We have only one platoon in residence at the moment, 
that is Loos Platoon. They no doubt welcomed the 
change in the weather as much as anyone, and the first 
signs of spring are now becoming evident. 

Ypres Platoon's passing out parade was held on Friday, 
24th February, and for the first time we were forced to 
hold it in the gymnasium. It was a great pity that they 
were not able to show their parents their drill on the 
square. A new item was, however, introduced into the 
parade by way of the L.M G., each man handling the 
weapon in a short competition in front of the spectators. 
The majority of Ypres Platoon are joining the 1st Battalion, 
The Royal Sussex Regiment—that Regiment's gain is our 
loss. Medals were won by the following men: Pte. 
Bernstein, Best at Physical Training; Pte. Bartley, Best 
Rifle Shot; Pte. Andrews, Best L.M.G. Shot and All 
Round Recruit. 

Sgt. Yuill returned from his drill course during February 
and adds his name to the increasing number who have 
attended this course. Sgt. Parker and L/Cpl. Jephcott 
proceed on the Hythe course on 19th March. Sgt. Parker 
(the other one!) duly left for the Battalion, where we 
wish him every success. Release has lost us Cpl. 
Heathfield, L/Cpl. Lucas, Dmr. Saddleton, Pte. Miller, 
Pte. Green, Pte. Philpot, Pte. Bovington, Pte. Gill, Pte. 
Clark and Pte. Gray, and we wish them all luck in their 
separate futures. 

The pay increases announcement was awaited with 
eager anticipation, and were considered by all to be very 
fair. It will be interesting to see how many Regulars 
arrive to join the next new platoon. 

* * * 

SOCCER NOTES 
During the past month, we have been fixtureless due 

to the condition of the grounds. 
The results of the matches since Christmas, however, 

have put the Depot team in good positions in the league— 
third at the time of writing, with a very good chance of 
finishing second to the 1st Battalion The Yorks. and 
Lanes., who with 16 matches have yet to lose a point. 

Results since Christmas are as follows:— 
Depot, 7; B.M.H., 3. 
Depot, 6; R.A.F., Hawkinge, 0. 
Depot, 4; 1 R.F., 1. 
Depot, 9; R.A.F., Sandwich, 0. 
Depot, 4; West F.R.A., 1. 
Depot, 5;. 46 Company, R.A.S.C., 2. 
The Depot have fielded the same team five matches 

running, and have developed a good sense of under
standing; however, we have now lost our Captain and 
centrehalf, Pte. Pete. Seeth, and a few changes will be 
necessary. We shall greatly miss him, but hope that in 
Cpl. Price we will have a good substitute. 

We have reached the semifinal of the Dover Charity 
Cup, and will play the winners of the 1st Battalion Yorks. 
and Lanes, and Dover Rangers. On present form this 
should be the 1st Battalion Yorks. and Lanes, and the 
match will take place on the Dover Ground sometime 
during the next month. 

The following have represented the Depot in recent 
matches: Pte. Seeth (Captain), Ptes. Finch, Wooldridge, 
Williams, Fawcett, Fus. Cobb, Sgt. Dean, Cpl. Poole, 
L/Cpl. Hanley, Cpl, Cushing, Cpl. Green and Pte. 
Brennan. 

k k k 

W.O.'s AND SERGEANTS' MESS 
Having received many queries, as to why there have 

not been any Mess Notes for the last two months, and 
feeling that the boasting report by the Officers of their 
9—0 win against us at soccer needs a little explaining— 
well, here goes.... 

Firstly, our team: Tiffy, Iska, Dixie, Tara, Bob Recton, 
Nobbie (the one and only), "The memory man?" Stremes, 
Mac, Guest Star Sergeant MewmanKnott from the 
Young Buffs, and at centreforward Meutheuselem 
Raines. Our goalkeeper, that great International, who 
was playing for England whilst Bartram was still at 
school... namely, Charles (Master Cook) Perry, G.O.M. 

Having seen the team, the score should not surprise 
you, although we should point out that the score was 
nilnil two minutes before halftime, when the team was 
changed round, putting the Tara at wing threequarter, 
and the rest of the team at secondline forward, we needed 
third and fourth lines. 

^ COMINGS AND GOINGS. Laurie Silvester Ivory to be 
Edificated.... Reading his reports his English seems to 
be rather stronger when describing his mathematical 
problems. ... Talking of mathematical problems, Paddy 
Whyte and George Stremes are working overtime working 
out Pensions and Weekly Pay due to the new wage claims. 

Jim Laker has been seen outside Caffyns every day this 
week. Surely not two—Jim? 

NICK YUILL has just returned from Pirbright, two 
inches shorter, but extremely happy on the conclusion of 
his drill course. 

MAC MCNEILL with another Miss McNeill is striving 
hard, with weekly contributions to Mr. Littlewood. 

NOBBY PARKER. Germany bound tomorrow plus four 
pairs of winter undies.... As Lieut.Col. Grace said on 
his short visit to the Depot, "At least, Parker, it is warmer 
here than in Germany." 

TED PARKER. Recently arrived from the Battalion, is 
on leave prior to his Weapons course at Hythe; he 
should be a busy man on his return, coping with all the 
new regulars that we expect? 

GEORGE CHAPMAN. The cheerful C.S.M. of No. 1 
Company is far from being downhearted with his tem
porary disablement. In his own words, "I can still give 
them a darn good 'Fatherly Talk' issht." 

BOB RECTON. Noticeably growing on the upper lip, is 
running one of the biggest platoons for some time—40 
plus. 

New addition to the family, 18 stone 11 pounds 
Smudger Smith, late of the Royal Fusiliers. We can now 
talk to him—he is "A Buff". 

Members returning from the Battalion for demob, will 
recognise him as the C/S. of No. 2 Company. 

BALDY BELCHER.—Has now been transferred to the 
R.E. Roll. "I am still a Buff, though", says Baldy. 
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BUFFY. Noticeably well controlled, considering the 
extra work caused by training a completely new staff, is 
still striving to win the weekly Mess Raffle, although, as 
he said, "Two or three Houses will do instead." 

THE R.S.M. (Officeless). The Adjutant has his office 
whilst his own is being decorated; is busy trying out an 
experiment on Carpets Welfare 14 ft. by 8 ft. The square 
has not been free of snow for a month now, but the 
standard of drill is still good and the PassingOut Parade 
went off very well. Drill pianissimo style. 

DIXIE DEAN. Regular outside for the Depot soccer 
team, has a rather strange training schedule, but at least 
it does not come out of his ears. 

OVERHEARD IN THE MESS. A conversation between our 
congenial G.10 Sergeant Pat Duffy of The Queen's Own 
and one of our own Regiment. Topic of conversation, 
Lucknow and its attractions.... "Not really?" was 
George Stremes' retort. 

PADDY WHYTE, our most accommodating Pay Sergeant, 
is still a regular visitor to the Mess, even with all his 
worries—nine, isn't it Paddy? 

DON "MUSCLES" PATTERSON. Has brought Dancing 
into his P.T. Schedule—the only thing that is missing is 
the muscles—or is it, Don? 

JOCK JACKSON and his potential Officers have some 
disagreements on Orders and their English, but on the 
whole seem to get on very well, when the course is 
finished—still cannot understand half of what he says, 
but he assures me that it is not rude. 

GEORGE STREMES is on a month's leave, slightly dis
couraged on Chelsea's elimination from the . Cup, but 
quite cheerful in anticipation of the Depot's Cup win in 
the Dover Charity Cup. He seems continuously on the 
move to and from London to watch soccer matches. 

LASTLY THE LAST RESIDENT MEMBER OF THE MESS, and 
I mean the Last in more ways than one. The time of 
Tiffy Stone is drawing short, no more money for beer 
soon, and he has already stopped smoking, at least 
inhaling.... Good luck, Ken. 

Well, I am sorry if these notes have been too drawn 
out, but as we have not been together for nearly three 
months—well, Hullo and Cheerio for now, from one and 
all—not forgetting the G.O.M. of the Depot, Jim and 
Charlie. 

KEN (O.R.Q.M.S. KENNARD). He's got a car—he 
hasn't got a car—he has—he hasn't.... As far as this 
weather is concerned, the car. Can I give anyone a 
life? I wear size nine. 

* * * 

Watch for these Films 
A TOWN like Alice. From a novel by Nevil 

/i Shute, whose stories are eminently suitable 
for filming. A Town like Alice was the 

moving story of a trek through the Malayan 
jungle of a party of women and children. 
Escorted by a Japanese sergeant, they wander in 
search of a shelter or camp—their numbers 
always dwindling. As in the book, the romance 
between the Australian prisoner, who steals food 
for them and is tortured, and the young girl clerk 
who leads them, is beautifully restrained. He tells 
her of his beloved home town, Alice Springs, 
which is the theme of the story, and where they 

finally meet again. The acting, especially by 
Virginia McKenna as the girl, is really inspired. 
Peter Finch, as the Australian, is fine, and there 
is a wonderful performance by an amateur 
Japanese actor, Takagi, as the sergeant. 

Those who did not read the book may wonder 
at its strange title, and be interested in the 
information contained in a recent Sunday 
Observer by C. D. Gallagher. The town does in 
fact exist, he says, in Northern Territory of 
Australia, and was named in 1888 "Alice 
Springs", as a compliment to the wife of the 
Post Master General of Northern Australia. 
"A thousand miles from Adelaide, and a hundred 
more over hills and plains one might expect a 
primitive town of shacks. Instead, it looks like a 
prosperous suburb. A garden city in the desert, 
with every amenity—schools, hospital, milkbar, 
refrigerators, sports ground, and fine new cars 
bring their owners to the shops, which are as 
well stocked as any in Surbiton! At the same 
time, the stockmen go about in real Wild West 
clothes and ten gallon hats, and there are the 
aborigines. Alice is the centre from which 
civilisation is spreading." No wonder Joe in the 
picture was proud of it. 

Private's Progress. In a lighter vein. An 
amusing satire on Army life in general—the 
initiation of a young undergraduate into the 
"wangles" of Service life. A good joke, well 
played by Richard Attenborough, Terry Thomas, 
Dennis Price and Ian Carmichael as the under
graduate. A British film. 

The Rose Tattoo. From a play by Tennessee 
Williams, gives a wonderful opportunity to the 
Italian actress Anna Magnani, as Serafina. It is 
set in the Italian quarter of a town on the Gulf 
Coast, and Serafina mourns the death of a worth
less husband. In her gradual awakening to 
laughter and love again this wonderful actress 
displays an amazing variety of emotions. She is 
simply magnificent, and should be seen. As her 
young daughter, Marisa Pavan, another Italian, 
is by no means eclipsed. 

Now and Forever. Another British film. A 
lonely young girl, neglected by her mother for 
social activities, finds solace in the companion
ship of a young garage lad. When grownups 
step in to interfere they decide to elope. The 
solution is kindly handled, and altogether this is 
a pleasing film, charmingly acted by Janette 
Scott and Vernon Gray as the girl and boy. 

Come next Spring. One of those enchanting 
films about a child and animals. It tells of the 
return to a farm in Arkansas of a wandering hus
band to his wife and child. The child is dumb, 
and only happy when with her animals. A happy 
and beautiful little story. 
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As the official caterers to Her Majesty's Forces 

Naafi meets many of the daily needs of Service 

men and women the world over. 

To supply their requirements through 
its clubs, canteens and restaurants, Naafi 
must necessarily maintain a large buying 
organisation; but equally important is 
the maintenance of a consistently high 
standard of quality in its Supplies. In 
Naafi laboratories, therefore, scientific 
analysis by experts is a daily task. It is 
one that involves not only stringent 
laboratory tests of purchases, but also 
constant research into improved methods 
of food production, storage and preserva
tion. 

These " behind the scenes" activities 
ensure that Naafi restaurants serve goods 
of a proven quality and excellence; while, 
between the research and the restaurant, 
is a long chain of skilled processes tradi
tional to . . . 

. . t h i s  m a n y  s i d e d  

iNA A i? n The official canteen organisation for H.M. Forces, 

Imperial Court, Kennington, London, S.E.I I. 
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WE 
HELP TO 
FEED THE 
NATION 

3%e CREAM 
rAtKlNSOM'S 
\ CW6 JatbiontA . ftambo|» 

Try BURMA SAl'CE 
Every drop is of full flavour 

Ask for White—Cottells 
Worcester Sauce 

make 
life sweeter! 

OLD FASHIONED HUMBUGS 
AND OTHER VARIETIES 

GENUINE MADRAS 

CURRY POWDER 
Peacock Brand 

THE SECRET OF A GOOD CURRY 

% Z3» 
^^rtovs 

iGifr / HORNBYTRAINS 
Hp°««»rDUBU}

-D.K 
THE SAUCE THAT OOES YOU GOOD 

PARK DRIVE 
CIGARETTES 

For Your Enjoyment 

Callard &. Bowser's 
Celebrated "Thistle Brand'' 

BUTTERSCOTCH 
Famous since 1837 

The Walsall Electrical Co., Ltd. 
61 BRIDGE ST., WALSALL 

Electrical Measuring Instruments 
Switchboards, Switchgear 

Huntley 
& Palmers 

f/ie first name you tAin/c of in 

Biscuits 
MUHTLIT « PALMERS LTD R E A D I N G    E N G L A N D  

BULPITT & SONS, LTD., 
BIRMINGHAM  ENGLAND. 

ALUMINIUM HOLLOWARE 
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES 

-OLD BY N.A.A.F.L CANTEENS 

luiuinniiiiiiniiiiiifliiiiiitiitiiiiiiiiiitiiiiimiiiiiinitiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiuiiiiiiniiuiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Refreshes after work, travel and sport 

Wright's 
COAL TAR SOAP 

| IDEAL FOR TOILET BATH AND NURSERY 

RIZLA 
CIGARETTE PAPERS 

QRMipL 
M I N E R A L  WATERS 

LEMON SQUASH, &c 

ENGINEERS SINCE 186? 

Meltonian 
SHOE CREAMS 

and WHITE DRESSINGS 
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The Man who never Was. Again a British 
production. Before the invasion of Europe from 
the Mediterranean in 1943, a trick was conceived 
by the Naval Intelligence Department to make 
the Germans believe that the landings would 
be in Greece and not Sicily. The idea was for a 
body to be washed ashore with confidential 
papers to Generals Eisenhower and Alexander. 
The story of how the body was provided, with 
advice of Sir Bernard Spilsbury, and the carry
ing out of Operation Mincemeat are quite 
enthralling. Nigel Balchin has written the script 
and although the story sounds grim it is not. 
The character sketches of the Naval officers are 
fine, and acted by British actors. 

M.M.A. 
* * * 

Cricket 
by Crusader 

WHAT ARE THE ODDS? 

RECENT television interviews of Messrs. 
Johnson and Miller in Australia and 
similarly of "Gubby" Allen and Walter 

Robins in England have, amongst other things, 
provoked much argument in the press in their 
attempts to assess the Australian chances of 
regaining the Ashes in 1956; in other words, the 
propaganda preliminaries have already started! 

It seems that the Australians will be a formid
able side, rich in pace and "seam" bowlers, most 
of whom can also bat; the fate of their batsmen 
will, however, depend on how the English 
summer treats them and it is clear that for the 
younger ones a "sticky wicket" will be something 
quite new, particularly because in Australia 
nowadays wickets are covered more completely 
than in this country. 
THE "DRAGGERS" 

The No Ball Law to which I referred in my 
February notes is now under scrutiny by the 
M.C.C. The fact is that there will be fast 
bowlers in both Test teams this year who drag 
their back feet over the bowling crease before 
delivering the ball. It may well be that the 
revised version of the Law will require the back 
foot to be behind the crease in the last stride, 
thus allowing subsequent drag during delivery; 
in this case a noball will be called only when 
the drag occurs before the front foot drops. 
Suggestions other than these are also being 
considered, including the one favoured by the 
M.C.C., namely that a line shall be drawn two 
feet behind and parallel to the bowling crease— 
it seems that in this case the "draggers" would 
aim to plant their back feet behind this line in 
their last stride. 

PEMBROKE MEN 
Now that the illustrious Hutton has un

fortunately had to withdraw from Test cricket, 
it seems that P. B. H. May will become firmly 
established as England's captain; this remark
able cricketer is the fifth England captain to come 
from Pembroke College, Cambridge, during the 
last thirtythree years—the other four captains 
were F. T. Mann, A. E. R. Gilligan, A. P. F. 
Chapman and F. G. Mann. 

Peter May has been described as a right
handed Woolley, though perhaps he does not 
possess the lazy casualness of Wooley's stroke 
making; in addition to his preeminence at 
cricket, May also captained the Cambridge 
University soccer side and secured a very 
creditable honours degree into the bargain. 

* * * 

West Country Buffs 
DATE.—Saturday, 21st April—noon, for one 

o'clock. 
PLACE—Castle Hotel, Taunton. 

ALAS! these lines open on a note of sadness 
and deep regret at the death of Lieut.Col. 
Rowland Power who, I know, was looking 

forward to attending this function. His absence 
is bound to cast a shadow on this long heralded 
meeting, for many of those who will be present 
have counted him amongst their staunchest 
friends for a great many years. No doubt a 
fitting tribute to his memory by an abler pea 
will be found on another page of this Dragon. 

Since last month's notes were written it is 
encouraging to be able to report that several 
more have joined the list, but unfortunately a 
few have had to drop out. The potential now 
stands at 26, of whom 8 have already paid. 

Probable starters are:—MajorGeneral V. 
Boucher; Brigadiers H. C. T. Stronge and R. 
Craddock; Colonels R. F. Pearson, D. A. 
Wilkins, E. A. Airy, H. P. Williams; Lieut.
Colonels E. H. Allen, E. Scott, A. F. St. A. 
Turner, E. B. Backhouse, E. V. Argles, B. E. 
HammondDavies; Majors C. S. Field, W. H. 
Pitkin, C. Warren, P. W. Ransley, M. O'Geary, 
W. J. Dixson, R. J. Tuke; Captains H. H. C. 
Morley, S. Maiden; Messrs. J. A. Breach, 
G. K. D. Simmons, A. Wood, M. Turner. 

Budleigh Salterton is wellknown as the refuge 
and haunt of retired Empire builders. Go into 
their houses and you will observe again the lavish 
furnishings and carvings of the Orient, whilst 
the baleful eyes of a tiger may stare blindly from 
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the hearth. It was hardly surprising* IhdLSfbre, 
to discover iti this salubrious backwater recently 
one who is the very personification of all Empire 
builders—a mail with a twinkling eagle's eye, an 
eiagle's beak, a resolute chin, a broad chest and 
hefty shoulders. None other, in fact, thah W. J. 
Dixson, Who was at one time secondincommand 
to that redoubtable, remarkable, and very gallant 
officer, Lieut.Col. Smeltzer, of the 6th Buffs, in 
the First World War. Mr. Dixson, who long ago 
gave up his temporary majority, is now on the 
other side of seventy, and spent the best years of 
his life tea planting in Ceylon. He is a grand 
raconteur and his vivid tales of shikar take one 
right back to the great days of Kipling, there 
can be no doubt that everyone will relish his 
company on this festive occasion. 
SUPERNUMERARIES 

A few of those attending have asked whether 
it will be possible for wives or daughters who 
may be driving over with them to obtain lunch 
at the Castle Hotel. The Manager has assured me 
that he will be delighted to accommodate any 
ladies in the public difiingrodffi, but wbuld 
appreciate it if those desiring lunch wCUld Write 
to him direct at feast a few days in advance. If 
they will do this, they may be assured of a table 
and the best attention. 
NUMBERS 

Let me admit I afn on the horns of a dilemma. 
The object of the exercise is to persuade as many 
Buffs as possible to turn up on the day. The 
response to date has exceeded my most buoyant 
hopes at the start. Indeed, there is now just the 
faintest anxiety that acceptances may exceed 
elbow room. The danger of this disclosure is 
that waverers may seize this as an excuse for not 
coming. If there are any doubtful starters, may 
I beg them not to be daunted. There is still room 
for a few more, but I shall be very grateful if 
those who have not yet clinched the deal would 
kindly do so at the latest by MONDAY, 9TH 
APRIL. An acceptance in writing accompanied 
by a remittance for 15/ is particularly welcome. 
Hie last possible day for booking must be Mon
day, 16th April, when 'the list will be closed. 
CAR TOKENS 

I am Rending every starter a small car token 
(kindly provided by the Depot) to be placed on 
the wind screen of his car. This will help traffic 
control and parking arrangements at the hotel, 
where space has been reserved. Please try to 
arrive in time. 
PHOTOGRAPHS 

Ah expert Buff cameraman will be present to 
ffaike photographs, and these may be purchased 
at a nominal price. 

REPORT 
I have asked The Dragons erudite Corres

pondent, "The tramp", to report proceedings 
in his inimitable classic prose in the May issue. 
This will be Worth reading. Order your copy 
early! 

R.T. 
Address Of Hon. Secretary:— 

STOP PRESS 

Major R. J. Tuke, 
Little Beredens, 

Kenton, Exeter. 

Two Welcome additions are Major R. S. 
Simpson (11th Battalion) and Captain R. E. 
JacksOn (4th Battalion), the latter on leave from 
Ceylon. 

Regimental Gazette 
SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON 'GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 7TH 

FEBRUARY* 1956 
INFANTRY 

REGULAR ARMY 
NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 

THE BUFFS.—23126656 Cadet Allan Robert Willett 
(445493) tO be 2nd Lt., 26th November, 1955. 

EMERGENCY COMMISSION 
THE BUFFS.—Lt. A. R. Dunlop (343089) relinquishes 

his eottihin., 5th January, 1956, on enlistment in the ranks 
(T.A.). 

TERRITORIAL ARMY ^RESERVE OF OFFICERS 
THE BUFFS.—Maj. (Hon. Lt.Gol.) F. 1. L. Knowles 

(52318) having exceeded fee age limit ceases to belong to 
the T.A. Res. Of Offrs., 11th February, 1956, retaining the 
hon. rank of Lt.Col. 

SECOND SUPRLEICIENT to THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 
14TH FEBRUARY, 1956 

INFANTRY 
REGULAR ARMY 

SHORT SERVICE COMMISSION 
THE BUFFS.—Maj. (Qr.Mr.) T. A. Rowcliffe (342836) 

relinquishes his commn. on account of disability, 17th 
February, 1956, and is granted the hon. rank of Maj. 
(Qr.Mr.). 

NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 
THE BUFFS.—The undermentioned Cadets to be 2nd 

Lts., 10th December, 1955:— 
23133544 David Alan Jonas (445615); 23133536 

Michael Ward Duckworth (445608). 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 21ST 
FEBRUARY, 1956 

INFANTRY 
REGULAR ARMY 

NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 
TUE BUFFS.—2nd Lt. J. N. Shephard (435955) to be 

Lt., 19th February, 1956. 
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TERRITORIAL ARMY 
THE BUFFS—2nd Lt. (Actg. Lt.) P. H. Arnold (431892) 

from A.E. Res. of Offrs. Nat. Serv. List to be 2nd Lt. 
(Actg. Lt.), 28th December, 1955, retaining his present 
seniority. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 24TH 
FEBRUARY, 1956 
REGULAR ARMY 

INFANTRY 
THE BUFFS.—Officer Cadet Charles Maurice Churchill 

Dewar (445838) from the Royal Military Academy, 
Sandhurst, to be 2nd Lt., 16th December, 1955, with 
seniority 16th December, 1955. 

Past and Present 
Association 

Margate Branch 

Life Members 
1ST TO 29TH FEBRUARY, 1956 

Canterbury Branch.—Pain, G. H., Daniels, C. 
Medway Branch.—Williams, G. T. C. 
H.Q. Roll.—Phillpott, J., Collins, J., Miller, C. H., 

Herring, B., George, L., Horwpod, E. G., Mitchell, A., 
Balcombe, B., Toms, G. A. 

Donations—Museum Fund 
We acknowledge with thanks the following donations:— 

£ S. d. 
Col. D. J. Dean, v.c., T.D., J.P. (Banker's Order) 1 0 0 
A. E. Grant, Esq. ... ... ... ... 10 0 
London Branch ... ... ... ... 1 1 0 
Medway Branch ... ..! _ ... 10 0 

Grants 
The total grants from the Benevolent Fppd and the 

World War 1939 Charitable Fund during the month of 
February, 1956, are as follows:— 

£ s. d. 
Benevolent Fund 46 19 7 
World War 1939 Charitable Fund 25 12 0 

Competitions 
SHOOTING 

TOTALS TO DATP 
Dover, October—January ... 
Ramsgate, October—December 
Margate, October—January 
Denmark, October—January 
Canterbury, October—March 
London, October—March 
Sittingbourne, October—December 

1,720 
1,400 
1,810 
1,786 
2,913 
2,616 
1,312 

Now that we have emerged from the snow, perhaps we 
can resume some Branch activities. 

We held our A.G.M. at the Drill Hall on March 7th, 
but as the Chairman remarked, the attendance was very 
low. 

After the minutes of the last meeting were read and 
passed, the balance sheet for the past year was discussed 
and reported on by our worthy Treasurer, Mr. S. Gander, 
and duly accepted by the meeting. 

The Election of Officers and Committee then took 
place. Mr. R. H. Harman was reelected as President 
with Major Jarman and Mr. W. Ei Railey as. Vice
Presidents. It was also suggested that Colonel C Witts 
be asked to stand as VicePresident. This matter is being 
attended to by the Secretary. Mr. B. H. Breed was 
elected as Chairman for a further period, as was the 
Secretary and Treasurer, Messrs. J. H. Shakeshaft and 
S. Gander. 

A vote pf thanks to the Chairman, Secretary, Treasurer 
and Committee for their good work in the past was 
recorded. 

Out ladies are still keen to form a Quijd and we hope 
that when our next meeting takes place we shall de able 
to make some headway in this matter. 

H.I. 
* * * 

Denmark Branch 
The February meeting was pretty welj attended, about 

3Q pf pur members. We started the meeting by the shooting 
partly tp the InterBranch Competition and partly our 
own shooting competition. The veiy busy man Kay 
Weeke had spent most of the afternoon to zero the rifles, 
so that the shooting this time gave a much better result 
than before. In the course of the evening there was also 
shown films, namely Now it can be told, it was a docu
mentary film of the training of Special Forces and their 
parachuting somewhere in France and their work in the 
underground; a really interesting film which kept all of 
us in excitement, from first to last. After the film we 
continued the shooting, but the chief attraction of the 
evening, I suppose, was that Mr. Wpeke had procured an 
original Dart. Unfortunately, there were no instructions 
and regulations, but an exR.A.F. man, who spent his 
holidays in Copenhagen was a guest at the meeting, Mr. 
Bryant Young, who knew a ljttle of the noble play, so he 
helped us to make out the spjhewhat complicated rules. 

As to the shooting competition, it is progressing in $ 
very fine way under the leadership pf Mr. Haxthauspp, 
arid as far as I have learnt here in Copepfiagpq the results 
this year in the IpterBraneh Cpmpetjtipp pre much gfttpj" 
than last year, §p we hope to get away from the hpttpip 
place. 

At the March meeting we started with the shpotipg 
competition, with an intprvaj to show films* and Kay 
We.eke figd Pgain succeeded ip procuring spipe excellept 
films. There was shown jVofiders of tjie Deep, a film 
about the work pf the "frogmen" in refipatipg the tropp
ships and warships sunk during the war. 

Further All the King's Men, an historical summary of 
the soldiers in the English army, ending with Trooping 
the Colour. 

Wonder Jet and Faster than Sound, experiments with 
jetdriven aeroplanes. 

And finally Berlin Airlift, showing the great work done 
by the R.AF. and the U.S.A. Air Forces during the 
blockade of Berlin in 1949. 
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After the films we continued the shooting, and the 
results for the InterBranch Competition were also this 
time much better considering the bad circumstances we 
have. The meeting ended with Darts and Billiards. Also 
this meeting was attended pretty well. 

The next meeting will take place on 5th April, and the 
members are invited to take with them wives and fiancees, 
etc. 

* * * 

Ashford Branch 
Our meeting was held on the 4th March, 1956 at the 

Invicta. Members present were:—Major Bompas 
(President), A. J. Mills (Chairman) and sixteen members. 

The Chairman opened the meeting by giving a hearty 
welcome to Mr. Hogben, who had been off work for a 
long period. All members were pleased to see him again. 

The Minutes were read and signed as correct. Corres
pondence was then read and discussed. It was agreed that 
our next meeting funds be sent to the Museum Building 
Fund. For the forthcoming Darts Final at Canterbury we 
are hoping to have a busload from our Branch. 

On the sick list are Cyril Barham and Alf Powney, who 
wrote to thank the Branch for the hundredweight of coal 
they have received during their illness. 

We were glad to know that Sid Ellinder has started 
work again after four months illness, and hope he con
tinues to make good progress. 

With no other business, the box was handed round, 
and the raffle was made, Mr. Hogben and Mr. Rossiter 
being the winners. 

Mr. J. Rossiter has now retired from the Railway 
Works, having reached 65. We all wish him a happy and 
long retirement. 

Our own Darts Cup matches were then played off. 
G. Skinner beat A. Jones and then beat Mr. Filmer in the 
final. The Chairman presented the Cup to G. Skinner, 
which he retains for six months. It was good for all to 
sample the whisky out of it (are you listening, Scotty! 
(London Branch). 

A.C.M. 

Medway Branch 
Time is apt to dim our memories, but when recently 

I read in a daily paper that a few service personnel had 
written complaining about the food they received, 
I thought immediately of a little trip the 2nd Battalion had 
in 1921. After spending a mournful Christmas at Kutel
Amara in Mesopotamia, as it was then called, the 
Battalion entrained for Kingabah, travelling via 
Baghdad. During our short stay at this railhead we 
experienced a most terrific storm, the result of which was 
that in the morning there were only about three 800lb. 
tents standing on the whole of the camp site. 

A composite column comprising most of the Battalion, 
Indian Cavalry, Sikhs, Mountain Battery, Sappers and 
Miners, and Supply and Transport, under the command 
of the late Colonel W. H. Trevor, was formed for a patrol 
in the Kiffri area. That column moved for days and days 
under very trying circumstances and suffered everything 
that active service could give without actual casualties. 
On its last day, before rejoining the remainder of the 
Battalion at a spot called (I believe) Tuz, the column 
marched some 20 to 30 miles over some of the most 
difficult ground that I have ever experienced. We must 
have crossed and recrossed a breast high river that 
meandered from one high cliff wall to the other, at least a 
dozen times. But none of this affected the morale of the 

men, they were as happy as a lot of sandboys and all, 
including myself, were absolutely famished by the time we 
had pitched camp. It was then that I enjoyed the tastiest 
meal ever. Raw potatoes, sliced and fried in a dixie lid 
with a tin of bully beef. Maybe it was the time and 
circumstances; maybe it was because I was young and 
fit; whatever it was, it remains in my memory as one.of 
the most "scrumptious" repasts I have ever partaken. 

All members of the 2nd Battalion at that time will, 
I am certain, be delighted with the news that the New 
Barracks, Canterbury, are to be renamed in honour of 
Colonel G. R. Howe. The members of this Branch of the 
Association offer to him their congratulations on the 
unusual and wellmerited honour that he has received. 

Only about a dozen members, and a few ladies, attended 
our monthly meeting on the 18th February. It needed a 
bit of courage to tear oneself away from a roaring fire 
to travel across the Medway towns to be present. (After 
reading the second paragraph of these notes the reader 
will appreciate that I am not so young as I used to be.) 
Several members sent letters of apology for their absence 
from the meeting, and others sent verbal messages 
regretting that for one reason or another they could not 
be with us. Better luck next time—hope you will all 
manage to get along in March. 

It is pleasing to relate that we have another Life Member 
who, despite the fact that he is waiting to be admitted to 
hospital, attended with his wife, mother and daughter for 
his first meeting of a Branch of the Association, of which 
he immediately applied to become a Life Member. I refer 
to Mr. G. T. C. Williams, now living at Strood, who 
served with the 2nd and 10th Battalions of the Regiment 
from 1940 to 1946. We welcome him and his ladies to the 
Branch and sincerely hope that they will enjoy many 
meetings with us. 

Our Hon. Secretary, Mr. Brand, is now busy collecting 
the names of those who wish to attend the Darts Final 
at Canterbury on the 26th May. He has been instructed 
to order a coach and I have little doubt but that he will 
fill it with members and their guests. Any members who 
have not'yet done so, and who wish to go on this outing, 
should communicate with him as soon as possible. 

In response to the General Secretary's appeal, the 
Branch was very pleased to send a small donation to the 
Depot Museum Fund, and to repeat this gift each year 
should the Branch finances permit. 

Before the Branch closed its business, the Hon. 
Treasurer, Mr. W. G. Stewart, announced that its Chair
man, Mr. F. J. Cox, had only the previous day retired 
from active work. On behalf of the Branch he offered 
to Mr. Cox and his wife the sincere wishes of the members 
that the retired couple would enjoy many years of happy 
rest which they both richly deserved. Mr. Cox thanked 
the members for their kind wishes, which he would be 
pleased to convey to his wife. 

Do you want to read a good book during these cold 
evenings? They read Marching Wind by Leonard Clark. 
It is a story of an expedition in China and Tibet that will 
warm the blood—yes, and chill it, too, of both young and 
old. 

 *  *  *  

Brighton Branch 
A good Annual General Meeting considering the bad 

weather in general and in particular the blizzard on the 
night of the meeting. 

Captain M. de J. Creswick (wellknown in The Buffs 
Golfing Society) was elected Chairman and we wish 
him a successful tour of duty with Jimmy Dray as his 
deputy. 
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Lieut.Col. G. F. Hamilton, M.C., was again elected 
President, with or without his permission. 

As we are losing Major H. Milton, the lot has fallen on 
me tp take over his job as Secretary and, although he is 
not leaving immediately, he (Major Milton) has promised 
to hold my hand until he leaves. Mr. C. Guest, who has 
been Assistant Secretary for some years, is also leaving 
these parts and returning to the homeland and nearer to 
Canterbury. 

We would all like to take this chance to thank Major 
H. Milton for all he has done for us since he formed this 
Branch in 1947. He has carried the burden, often alone, 
for nearly nine years. 

A letter was read from our former Chairman, Major 
R. J. Robertson, at present serving in Nigeria. He has 
been very busy with working in the heat and helping with 
the Royal Visit—handicapped with a bad go of boils. 
We hope to welcome him and his family home on leave 
soon. 

Our Branch Annual Dinner will be held on Saturday, 
March 24th, at 7.30 p.m. at Cooks Hotel, Old Steine, 
Brighton. All will be welcome at 7/6 a head. Nos. 7 and 
7A buses from the Railway Station stop outside Cooks 
Hotel. A line booking in would be appreciated. 

W.K. 
* * * 

Sandwich Branch 
On Saturday, 28th January a party of thirty members 

and their ladies made the journey by coach to Rochester 
to play the Medway Branch in the second round of the 
Darts Competition, when we were welcomed by the 
Chairman, Mr. F. J. Cox, and after refreshing ourselves, 
the teams settled down to play. At first the scores of both 
teams were rather low. However, our team finally settled 
down to win the first leg. The play in the next game was 
much better, and Sandwich managed to get a little ahead, 
only to finish in a little duel as to who would get the 
double first. It was finally left to George Matcham to get 
us out of trouble with a one and double one. Refresh
ments were then served, followed by a fouraside game 
for the gallon, which was an easy win for Sandwich. 
The remainder of the evening was spent in harmony. 
10.30 p.m. came all too soon and we had to make our 
departure, so ending a very jolly evening. Thank you, 
Medway, for a good game and a very pleasant evening. 

The General Monthly Meeting was held at the Drill 
Hall on Wednesday, 1st February, 1956, at 7.30 p.m. 
Owing to the bitter cold and frosty night, only fifteen 
members and ladies were present. In view of our Chair
man, Major F. W. Tomlinson, entertaining our speaker, 
MajorGeneral B. W. Key, C.B., D.S.O., M.C., and would 
not be arriving until 8 p.m., Mr. A. Ledner was elected 
to take the Chair for the business of the meeting. The 
meeting opened with the usual moment's silence. The 
Minutes of the last General Meeting were taken as read 
and signed. The matters arising therefrom, as reported, 
only were discussed in order to save time. 

Apologies were received from the ViceChairman, 
Lieut.Col. N. S. Hart and Messrs. A. Elvery, P. Harlow, 
G. Matcham, W. Kemp, A. Bendock (Woodnesborough), 
C. Sinclair and A. Bundock (Eastry). 

Correspondence included a letter from the Ramsgate 
Branch in which an invitation to visit the Drill Hall, 
Wilsons Road, Ramsgate, on Wednesday, 15th February, 
to a Social Evening and two 45minute film shows, 
including the presentation of the New Colours to the 1st 
Battalion The Buffs, etc. Margate and Herne Bay 
Branches had also been invited to be present. 

It was unanimously agreed to accept their kind invit
ation and by the close of the meeting 35 seats had been 
booked. 

Further correspondence with reference to our proposed 
trip to Denmark was discussed, together with a copy of 
the Danish Dragon for December, January and February, 
in which was a form for exBuffs of Denmark/England to 
complete if they were interested in making a mutual con
tact between private homes for a short vacation. 

Following a discussion, it was suggested that owing to 
the long delay and the fact it would seem that only one 
other Branch (Medway), who had four very interested 
members, who were ready to support us, those concerned 
had lost interest. Therefore it was very much regretted 
to tell those still interested to make their own individual 
arrangements. 

At this stage our Chairman, Major F. W. Tomlinson, 
had arrived with MajorGeneral Key, and after being 
welcomed to the meeting, began his most interesting talk 
on the various Indian Regiments and their very loyal 
and fighting habits. The General also spoke on his 
experiences while serving with them and had with him 
some very interesting photographs which he explained to 
those present. 

A hearty vote of thanks was accorded the General. 
Refreshments were then served, followed by a freeforall 
discussion until closing time. 

London Branch 
FEBRUARY 18TH, 1956 

What a night of snow and sleet, 
What a wind that blows so bleak. 
But still the old Faithful 
Turned up at Tufton Street. 

And among those old Faithful are the names of Turki 
Watts, Billy Budd, Bert Perry, Les King, Jim Redman, 
Bill Reckets, Mr. Hart, Mr. Martin, Capt. Emery, Capt. 
Woodcock, Mr. Grant, Sam Lewis, Mr. Gardner, Mr. 
Priest, Mr. Qdell and our President, Brigadier E. Foster 
Hall, M.C., and more I just cannot think of now. I am 
saying thank you, chaps, for coming along on a night 
like that. A great show! 

So we went straight away into a very interesting meeting, 
laying our plans for August 12th (Canterbury Sunday). 
We are hoping to bring along a larger number of members 
this year, so get prepared for the invasion of the London 
Branch, Canterbury! 

It was very pleasing to the London Branch to have 
learned of Mr. Grant being asked to serve on the Executive 
Committee of the Past and Present Association. All 
members of the Branch wish him success. 

The proposal of Mr. Grant was seconded and passed 
for the Branch to become an Associate Member of The 
Friends of St. George's, Ypres. 

Mr. Lewis gave us a little talk on some of the nice old 
days he spent with the late Donkey Warren, which was 
very interesting—more so to some of us youngsters. 

The news of the last month has been very scarce, so 
I am endeavouring to get my brains to work somehow, 
and going back a couple of weeks. It was a great show by 
our Denmark Branch to send along a number of Danish 
Dragons. This is surely a great move in the right direction, 
and the London Branch certainly say many thanks to the 
Denmark Branch. 

Also we wish every success to Major Milton on his 
forthcoming trip to Australia. I am sure members of the 
London Branch will miss his annual cider parties. Let us 
say also to Mr. Kinsey, who has taken over Secretary of 
the Brighton Branch from Major Milton, that we wish 
him all the luck in his new capacity. 
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Sorry to hear one of our members, Mr. Rampling, has 
to go into hospital for a small operation, but we wish him 
all the very best, and a speedy recovery to good health. 
Also we hear of Mr. Batho being in hospital at Roe
hampton. Mr. Batho was in the 1st Battalion (No. 
2730633). We wish him a speedy recovery. 

So for this month I think this is about all I can say. 
Wishing all Branches all the luck in their good work, 
from all of us at London. 

H.J.S. 

Ladies' Guild 
Notes of the meeting of the Ladies' Guild held on 

Saturday, 3rd March, 1956, at the Prince Alfred 
Restaurant, Tufton Street, Westminster, S.W.I. 

The Secretary read the Minutes of the previous meeting, 
which were signed by Mrs. Coley, who was in the Chair. 

Letters were read from Colonel Argles with regard to 
the establishment of a fund for the upkeep of the Regi
mental Museum, and from Mrs. Streeten regretting her 
absence and expressing the hope that members would 
enjoy a very happy evening. 

A special welcome was given both to Mrs. Smith after 
her long illness, and to Mrs. Cousins, who had now 
recovered from her accident, and the Chairman said she 
was very pleased indeed to see Mrs. Cobb and Mrs. 
Everett with us again, and also Mrs. Annan's daughter, 
Marjorie, and Mrs. Withall (a friend of Miss Evans), who 
was now a member of the Guild. 

The attention of members was drawn to a letter from 
the Chaplain of the 1st Battalion which was reproduced 
in the current issue of The Dragon, inviting donations 
towards the purchase of a Silver Communion Set for use 
at the Celebration of Holy Communion. Discussion 
followed and it was agreed that a cheque for five guineas 
out of Guild funds should be sent to the Commanding 
Officer of the 1st Battalion. 

Further discussion took place with regard to the 
occupancy of the room at the Prince Alfred, and it was 
agreed that the Secretary should lodge a formal complaint 
with the brewer owners. 

It was announced that Remembrance Sunday at 
Canterbury would be observed on the 12th August, and 
those interested were asked to give their names to Mr. 
Ricketts, who would bs organising the coach party and 
making arrangements for luncheon. 

Raffle prizes were received from Mrs. Craddock, Mrs. 
Hawkins, Mrs. Love, Mrs. Norman, Mrs. Ricketts, Mrs. 
Smith, Mrs. Taylor, Mrs. Waters, a Member, and Mrs. 
Tucker, and realised a total of £3 5s. 6d. 

Notes of the postponed meeting held on January 14th 
were published in last month's Dragon, and as there was 
not a very large attendance at the meeting held on the 
4th February (due to the severe weather) the proceedings 
were very brief indeed, and no item arose which would call 
for special mention here. 

Dover Branch 
Monthly meeting held at Eagle Hotel on Thursday, 

1st March, 1956. 
Mr. T. Noakes, Chairman, opened the meeting at 

7.45 p.m. 
Minutes were read and confirmed. 

CORRESPONDENCE.—Letter re Blazer Badges was debated 
on; Letter from London Branch re Major Enright; 
Letter from General Secretary re dates and meeting for 
Darts Cup, also Remembrance Sunday, 12th August. 

It was agreed that the sum of £1 Is. Od. be forwarded 
to Museum Fund. 

The Dragons for February were distributed. 
Box Collection, 7/6, for Branch Funds. 
Mr. Mog Hollands was reported still sick at home. 
No other Business. Meeting closed 8.30 p.m. 
The draw for Darts Cup was then drawn. Several 

matches were completed by members present. Hope for 
more at our March meeting. 

T.H.H. 

Ramsgate Branch 
Despite the weather, we had a very enjoyable evening 

on February 15th, for our Film Show and Social with 
"A" Company, 4/5th Battalion, at the Drill Hall. Films 
shown were The Presentation of Colours to the 1st Battalion \ 
Dunkirk; The Great Russian Offensive; and Invasion 
of Europe; and, to finish off a short Laurel and Hardy 
comedy. The whole programme was thoroughly enjoyed, 
even if there were cold feet and hands at the end. 

We were very pleased to have two coaches of friends 
from Sandwich Branch, quite a number from Margate 
Branch and also the local contingent of the A.C.F. to 
join us for this occasion, and we hope that similar meetings 
can be arranged in the near future. 

We are very grateful to the Officers and O.R.s of the 
4/5th Battalion, especially R.S.M. Bingham and Sgt. and 
Mrs. Bryant for the hard work they put in to make the 
show a success, and I don't think we can thank Mr. 
Parsons and Mr. Day enough on their courage in coming 
from Tenterden in the ice and snow to give us this grand 
programme. I'm sure no one could have said a word 
had they decided the roads were unfit to travel. 

The remainder of the evening was spent mostly in 
renewing old acquaintanceships, and fortifying oneself 
for cold journeys home. 

Our February meeting was well attended even though 
the Arctic conditions were still with us. The Chairman, 
Mr. Johnson, welcomed and thanked all members for 
attending. Officers present were our President, Mr. 
W. A. Wotton, VicePresidents, C. F. Fakeley and B. E. 
Knott, and the Treasurer, Major H. J. Martin. Sick 
members reported were Wally Impett and Jack Powles, 
with whom the welfare officer was in close touch. 

In correspondence we were informed that we are away 
to Sandwich in the semifinal of the Darts Competition 
and are just waiting now for Sandwich to propose the 
date. We hope also to have a good muster at the final in 
Canterbury in May. Perhaps it will be a little warmer 
then and we can get a few of our fire spaniels out. 

Our shooting team although doing better this season, 
are, I'm afraid, not quite as good as we should be, and 
it looks as though we have to take second place tov Can
terbury. I must find out how they manage these high 
scores. I wonder if "Hoppo" has anything to do with 
it. However, maybe next year we'll get that Cup. 

We were very sorry to hear of an accident to our 
Chairman's wife, and hope that she is now well on the 
way to recovery, but broken ribs take some time to mend, 
and you'll have to do the chores for a week or Two yet, 
John. 

m 
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During the month we received copies of the Danish 
Dragon. "Thank You, Denmark." These have been 
circulated and even if unable to read all the news, there 
were some items that even I could read. It shows the 
great Buff spirit that exists in the Danish Branch. 

Our meeting closed at 9.15 p.m. The only thing left 
to discuss was the weather, and everyone had had enough 
of that, so we adjourned to the bar to gaze at the smiling 
countenance of our loyal host Dick Atkins. 

BEN. 
* * * 

Canterbury Branch 
I would have thought that the tidying up of the area 

around the Old Depot Bullet Bank and the cessation of 
its use as a 30 yards Range (as reported in the Local 
Press) would have produced some form of comment in 
our last edition of the Journal, for in my mind it was 
certainly a Regimental institution. Almost every Buff 
must have at some time fired into the Bank, charged at it 
with the bayonet, run up and down it, judged distance 
upon it, swam in the baths at the top of it and possibly 
courted around it. Many too have encamped upon it 
in their role of Boers or Natives under the showmanship 
of the late Major Dare (which still left L/Cpl. Steel and 
his "hairy at heel" old nag, perfectly unruffled in our 
peaceful and pleasant little Cricket Ground) and a very 
few have dug the Crest upon it. I still remember working 
under Oliver Mason (Mutt and Jeff fame) at this task. 
He worked on the "square enlarging" principle and from 
a major tracing upon the face of the Bank we excavated 
with entrenching tools, prior to filling up the channels with 
chalk. 

From Bullet Bank to shooting is not too drastic a jump 
and so I will come on to a little announcement that our 
shooting team captain was able to make at the tail end 
of our last meeting. "Hoppo" proudly informed us that 
our Branch had again won the interbranch .22 shooting 
event. And so once again the Shield will help to decorate 
our present Depot Sergeants' Mess. I think the statistical 
date will appear elsewhere in this journal and so that 
only leaves me to congratulate our team on this very 
creditable performance. Shooting is not everybody's 
cup of tea and so to the few who have supported this side 
of the Club's activities and produced such excellent 
results, we say thank,you. Also, too, we are grateful to 
the O.C. Depot and R.S.M. White for their cooperation 
of Range and Rifle facilities. 

On 17th February the first organized Dinner of the 
Club was launched at Slatters. Unfortunately, I was 
unable to be present, therefore my comments would not 
have reflected the true atmosphere of this occasion. 
Another scribe has come to my rescue (for which I am 
most grateful) and he will provide a full account of this 
event. No doubt too, he will confirm the appreciation of 
all members for this very successful "do", but I would 
still like to record in these particular notes our thanks to 
"Hoppo", Ernie Chambers and the Committee for their 
great efforts. 

The 24th February brought together some 22 loyal 
members and it must have been most gratifying to our 
executives for this good muster, for the weather conditions 
were really bad. A new member, a Mr. Miles of Canter
bury, was welcomed. 

The business covered some "pros and cons" of the 
town Carnival interest—some topical details of the 
Dance we are running (of more anon)—a visit to the 
Howe Barracks on 9th March to view some films of 
Regimental interest with the added attraction of calling 
in to Mr. White's very domfortable Mess afterwards; and 
the arrangements for visiting Sittingbourne on 24th March 

to test their mettle at darts. Ernie Chambers expressed 
his concern to our huge postage account deficit and so 
from now on we are only going to write to Littlewoods. 

Our Chairman contributed to a very personal and 
pleasant occasion by presenting to R.S.M. White an 
original Malacca cane with unusual Regimental interest— 
it being a cane that the then Lieut. V. Boucher presented 
to R.S.M. Evans in 1935 on the latter's posting to the 
Depot. The cane itself is suitably inscribed to this effect. 
We all think this to be a most generous gesture. 

Congratulations are extended to our Chairman too, 
upon his appointment as a Member of the Regimental 
Executive Committee. 

Colonel King had to miss our meeting this time but 
we were able to welcome our President and Colonel 
Knocker. We hope by now that Mrs. King has fully 
recovered, and also Mrs. Chambers. 

We congratulate the Danish Branch upon their standard 
of the Danish Dragon and thank them in particular for 
reproducing the history of our most esteemed member, 
Mr. Argrave. 

In conclusion I read in the 1st Battalion notes that 
Colonel Grace sang Smoke gets in your Eyes at the Ball. 
Can he remember singing the same song at OFLAG VIIB 
under less convivial conditions—and with Bill Rawlings 
in a bed in front of the stage? 

CANTERBURY BRANCH FIRST ANNUAL DINNER 
Friday, 17th February, 1956, will long be remembered 

by those privileged to attend the First Annual Dinner of 
the Canterbury Branch.. Altogether eighty members, 
their wives and guests sat down to an excellent Dinner at 
Slatters Restaurant, St. Margaret's Street, Canterbury, 
and the Management of that well known hostelry are to 
be congratulated on the quality of the meal provided. 

We were indeed fortunate in having MajorGeneral and 
Mrs. Boucher amongst our honoured guests for we realise 
how extremely busy they both are. To give up part of 
their valuable time to us was a pleasure for which we 
thank them very much. Other guests who we were 
delighted to have with us were Mrs. Guy Lee, so well 
known and loved by all old Buffs, Lieut.Col. and Mrs. 
Argles, together with Mrs. Bennett the sister of Mrs. 
Argles, Lieut.Col. and Mrs. Rodney Hews, Colonel 
(Padre) Griffin and Mrs. Griffin who served so long with 
The Buffs can only be regarded as part of the Regiment. 
Their son, Captain Griffin, with Mrs. Griffin, also graced 
our table. Then last but by no means least R.S.M. and 
Mrs. White who, since the Branch deformed two years 
ago, have devoted themselves for the benefit of the Branch 
in many ways on numerous occasions and we say thank 
you both for all your kindness and assistance. 

Lieut.Col. RoscowReid, our President, presided and 
after toasts we were given a most enlightened response 
by the Colonel of the Regiment who brought us uptodate 
with conditions in the Army today. He stressed that it 
was to be hoped that the proposed increase in pay for the 
Regular Army may prove to be the answer to the need 
for an army of professional soldiers in which he and the 
majority of those present began their chosen careers. 

We have long regarded Jack Hopkins (Hoppo) as the 
man of all work, but this was the first occasion when we 
were able to appreciate his capabilities as a dinner 
organiser. He and his Committee are to be congratulated 
on their efforts, to which we add the name, of Ernest 
Chambers, our indefatiguable Secretary and his daughter 
Pam; this grand team certainly provided an evening 
enjoyed by all. 
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After dinner everyone turned to and stripped the tables 
with a speed very reminiscent of our soldiering days after 
a Sergeants' Dance or Battalion Sports Meeting aiid before 
long everyone able to dance, were joyfully glidihg to the 
delighfffil strains of the Blue Shadows Dance Band. 

Finally we record with pleasure that amongst our 
honoured guests were two of the oldest Buffs in Canterbury 
of Chitral and Boer War days, Thornby, aged 82, and 
Petts, 87 years of age; 

SNAVE. 
* * * 

WHO' S  WHO AT THE CANTERBURY BRANCH 
No. 9—MR. DAY 

With such a familiar surname and true to Regimental 
practice, our friend had to be nicknamed "Bangers". 

As there have been so many of that ilk, I had better 
quote his Army number in full—6282164—to help 
identification. 

"Bangers" enlisted in August, 1923, and after a short 
time with the Depot and 2nd Battalion, went overseas to 
the 1st Battalion, who were at that time in Egypt. He 
remained with the Battalion, completing the tour of 
India and the Stations in Burma, leaving Maymyo in 
1934 for the 2nd and finally the Depot again. 

For the major part of the War, "Bangers" was actively 
connected with the 10th Battalion and terminated his 
Army Service with the 12th (Holding) Battalion at Herne 
Bay. 

Mr. Day participated in the Presentation of the Colours 
to the 1st Battalion in Burma. Generally he has served 
with the M.G. Company, but his military courses cover a 
wider field, ranging from Chiropody—M.G. and Mortar— 
Gas, to a Small Arms Course at Hythe. 

"Bangers" completed his service with the rank of 
C.Q.M.S., and amongst his medals is the L.S.G.C. 

He confesses to have been only average at sports and 
games, and for a while was a "bung" shot! 

Our brother member is a staunch supporter of the 
Branch and gives us full social support, although we have 
yet to hear him sing On the Road to Mandalay. 

Now lives within the sound of "Bell Harry". 
BABU. 

4/5th Battalion 

BASIC training in our new 
role continues, thanks 
to some very effective 

liaison with Local Civil De
fence Officers, and next 
month will provide the op
portunity of grappling more 
closely with these problems 
when Brigade Headquarters 
stages exercise "Red Plume". 
The fact that the exercise 
coincides with a notransport 
period is only one of the 
teasers to be solved; at least 
it ought not be be snowing 
in April! 

After the rather hectic months of settling down 
after reorganisation, it comes as no surprise to 
be faced with a fullscale A.D.M.E. inspection, 
and the usual signs of activity are already to be 
discerned. Generally speaking, however, things 
are fairly quiet as the precamp rush has yet to 
descend upon us—all the same there is an air of 
expectancy about the future and time alone will 
confirm whether the crystal is to be believed or 
not. 

The Officers' Weekend will be held at Deal on 
24th and 25th March, and no doubt the oppor
tunity will be taken of preparing one or two use
ful cribs for the Brigade exercise. Company 
Commanders will carry out a reconnaisance of 
the Camp area on 21st April and it will then be 
possible to assess quite what we are in for in 
1956. The news that there is to be a Section 
Competition at Camp this year prompts one to 
look back over the years and see what rivalries 
there were in earlier days. The following extract 
is taken from the programme for the Company 
Drill Prize awarded by the Commanding Officer 
of the 1st Volunteer Battalion The Buffs in 1885; 
the movements were intended to be executed by 
not less than eighteen files:— 
"EXTENDED ORDER 
(1) The company will skirmish by half

companies, one halfcompany to extend 
four paces from its centre, the other in 
support; 

(2) Advance—right incline—advance—retire— 
halt—commence firing; 

(3) Fire section volleys and advance halfcom
pany by short rushes—reinforce—fire by 
combined sections, advance of com
pany—ceasefire; 

(4) Retire one halfcompany and close half
companies on centre—reform company." 

Part three sounds highly exciting and looks as 
if it was the forerunner of present day fire and 
movement; but then those were exciting days, as 
witness another reference to the Annual Prize 
Meeting at Hythe on 20th June, 1885. The first 
prize in one competition was £12 0s. Od. for the 
team obtaining the highest score for five shots 
each at 200, 500 and 600 yards. Sighting shots 
cost 6d. each! The rub? Well, firing was 
apparently carried out in the standing or kneeling 
position and one wonders how many of us could 
aspire to that in these days. 

From the past to the present is quite a long 
jump, but it is pleasing to record that the 
Battalion motor cycle team took sixth place out 
of the seventeen Army teams taking part in the 
Langmaid Challenge Cup trials near Rochester, 
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Although we did not do anything outstanding, 
our team performed over a very difficult and 
treacherous course quite creditably. There was 
fortunately only one mishap—L/Cpl. Longman 
smashed his headlamp—but not seriously enough 
to give any hope of a leplacement machine. 
Ours were the only B.S.A. machines present and 
were totally unsuited for the course. Sgt. 
Stockdale, L/Cpl. Longman and Pte. Bolton all 
did well, and the team is to be congratulated on 
such a promising start. The Quartermaster took 
charge of the team for these trials and made a 
very promising Manager. 

* * * 

"A" COMPANY 
There does not seem to be a great deal to report this 

month; Sgt. Bryant has departed on a course and 
Willson's Road is so quiet in his absence that the Company 
Commander decided to concentrate drills at Margate for 
the time being. Those who ventured forth to take part 
in "C" Company's weekend rather wished they had 
remained at home because of the apalling road conditions. 
It was most surprising to find some sixty odd members 
of the Battalion eager to do battle on that Sunday. 

We are glad to hear that Mrs. Gabriel is out of hospital 
and able to get about again. 

* * * 

"B" COMPANY 
We have had a fairly quiet month on the whole, largely 

as the result of wintry conditions, but only a very slight 
fallingoff in attendances directly attributable to the snow. 
It says a great deal for the enthusiasm of all ranks that 
training has been uninterrupted. 

We paid a visit in strength to "C" Company for their 
"Sponsored" weekend and for some of us it was like 
going "home" since our earlier service was done at the 
T.A. Centre at Faversham. 

The Company Commander, Capt. Anderton and Cpl. 
Barnish went on a weekend course run by the Sappers 
at Eastbourne on Mines and they are to have a second 
instalment shortly on the subject ot demolitions. 

So far as general training goes, the Company .22 shoot 
is making progress and everyone is having a go at driving— 
with more or less promising results according to tem
perament and/or ability. Double declutching is soon to 
be unravelled and after that mystery is solved we hope to 
progress to carrier driving. Driving instruction is being 
combined with signals work and this is proving both 
popular and successful. 

With new regulations for National Service men in 
operation we sadly saw some ot them depart, but there 
remains a hard core of dependable volunteers and every
one of us is determined to keep the Company spirit going 
and increase our numbers as best we can. 

* * * 

"C" COMPANY 
Following "A" Company's "Sponsored" weekend at 

Margate, it fell to us to take charge of proceedings on 
12th February. The programme was entirely devoted to 
the Civil Defence aspect of our training and was very 
well run and expertly handled by Major Cole, Chief Civil 
Defence Officer in the Canterbury area. 

The numbers attending exceeded our expectations by 
far, and although the weather did its best (or worst) to 
put everyone off, about sixtyfive members of the 
Battalion took part, making it a most successful day. 
Thanks are due to Sgt. Bell for the expert handling of the 
projector during the afternoon and at such short notice 
too. The films proved most interesting and belied any 
false impressions given by their titles. 

We hope that the next Company to hold a weekend 
will at least have a little better weather! 

* * * 

"D" COMPANY 
Despite the rather cool weather (masterly under

statement that!) attendances at both Ashford and Folke
stone are fairly constant. It is a moot point however as 
to what influence, if indeed any, the presence of W.R.A.C. 
(T.A.) members at Ashford has on attendances there. 

C.S.M. White, Sgt. Wraight and Cpl. Pope are attending 
a Mines and Explosives course at Eastbourne. They were 
most enthusiastic on returning from the first part of the 
course and were very impressed by the excellent accom
modation provided at the San Rerno Hotel. 

Support Company's darts team proved too good for 
us and we were dismissed from the Darts Competition. 
Sgt. Jones, who was unable to play for us on that occasion, 
still holds that the position might have been reversed if 
he could have cast a dart or two. 

The new Canteen at Ashford is not yet completed but 
there are high hopes that the work will be finished in the 
near future. 

* * * 

H.Q. COMPANY 
It is with great regret that we say farewell to Sgt. Porter, 

who we are now returning to the 1 st Battalion as a married 
man and with, we hope, a broadened outlook. The 
Territorial Army provides valuable experience not 
normally within the orbit of the regular soldier. We wish 
Sgt. Porter every success. 

We welcome Sgt. Wright from the 1st Battalion and 
hope that his already grey hairs do not turn white. 

Our company training weekend, much to the dis
appointment of the Training Major whose Drogramme was 
marked "only to be adhered to in very inclement weather" 
(Brigade Commander please note!), was carried out in 
comparative comfort and we were pleased to see visiting 
warrant officers grappling with wireless sets—even Sgt. 
Bell, who is better at running them than working them. 

We all sympathise with C/Sgt. Couzens and his pre
Waterloo projector. 

About a dozen keen members of the Company went 
up to Faversham and joined "C" Company on the popular 
subject of Civil Defence. We are all becoming potential 
Air Raid Wardens and very nuclearminded. 

Become a subscriber to 

"The Dragon" 
and keep in touch with 

Regimental news and old friends 
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BT APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN 
GOLDSMITHS & CROWN JEWELLERS 

The Badge of your Regiment 

GARRARD & CO. LTD. 
(formerly The Goldsmiths 
Silversmiths Company Ltd.) have 
For many years specialised 
in the production of 
badge jewellery. 

The Buffs 
Gold and Enamel 
Home £7 0 0 
Export £5 10 0 

Here is illustrated the badge 
of your Regiment, 
fashioned into a brooch, and 
produced in gold and enamel. 
If desired, these very attractive 
brooches can be set with 
diamonds or other precious stones 
for which designs and estimates 
are submitted without charge, 
Great care is taken to ensure 
correctness of detail, and expert 
workmanship is assured. 

GARRARD & CO. LTD. 
Crown Jewellers 
formerly THE GOLDSMITHS & 
SILVERSMITHS COMPANY LTD. 

112 REGENT STREET  LONDON  W.i 
TELEPHONE : REGENT 3021 

Beaneys — 
THE BUTCHERS FOR THE 

GARRISON SINCE 1921 
(EXBUFF) 

You'll find us in Military Road 
— 23 bus passes the door — 

F. R. Beaney 
22a MILITARY ROAD, CANTERBURY 

TELEPHONE 2827 

AT YOUR SERVICE AT ALL TIMES 
FOR 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

Lambert Weston & Son Ltd 
106 Sandgate Road 

Tel. 3037 FOLKESTONE 
Specialists in — 

Portraiture  Commercial  Press 
Military Photography 

BLAZER BADGES 
TIES AND SQUARES 

SCARVES 
CAR BADGES 

WALL SHIELDS 
CUFF LINKS 

In the colours or with the crest of . . . 
THE BUFFS 

SPECIAL DESIGNS TO ORDER 

MAIDSTONE 

4Mr  I" 
BROADSTAIRS 

REGIMENTAL TAILORS 

W .  G .  S H A R P  &  S O N ;  L I M I T E D  
THE BROADWAY, BROADSTAIRS & 6 GABRIELS HILL, MAIDSTONE 
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KNOWN IN KENT 
SINCE WATERLOO 

m 

for 
UNIFORM 

Quality Tailored 

Garments 

Reasonable Prices 

Facilities for Payment 

Send for Illustrated 
Brochure 

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS, LONDON, W.C.2 
Telephone: TEMple Bar 1814 

OUR REPRESENTATIVES VISIT ALL DEPCTS 

Branches: Aldershot, Amesbury, Bournemouth, Camberley, Cam" 
bridge, Chester, Exeter, Folkestone, Newark, Oxford, Isle of Man 

Redruth, Richmond (Yorks 

Have YOU — 
a Printing Problem ? 

then Solve it by ringing 

C A N T E R B U R Y    2 1 0 7  

t 
4 

or by visiting the offices of 

GIBBS & SONS 
1 6  O R A N G E  S T R E E T  

CANTERBURY 

Maintain your 

service to 

Queen and Country 
in civilian life 

Join the British Legion 

The Legion cooperates with your regi
mental association and speaks for all 

exservice men and women 

BRITISH LEGION, 49 PALL MALL, S.W.1 
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J. H. & J. BROOKE, Ltd. 
IMPORTERS AND BOTTLERS OF FINE WINES 

By Appointment FOR OVER 150 YEARS 

To H.M. Queen Elizabeth II 
uz- LONDON Wine Mefffrntits _ ^ „ 

27  CLEMENTS LANE,  E .C .4  
T e l e p h o n e :  M A N s i o n  H o u s e ,  5 3 0 1  ( 2  l i n e s )  &  7 0 9 7  

FOLKESTONE 
134  SANDGATE R OAD 
T e l e p h o n e :  F o l k e s t o n e  3 1 2 3  ( 2  l i n e s )  

H Y T H E , K E N T  
78  HI GH S T R EET 
T e l e p h o n e :  6 6 3 0 1  

Delivery by our own vans in London, Folkestone, 
Hythe, and many parts of the Home Counties. 

UNIFORM TAILORING BY 

tzJEmi/ecl. 

CIVIL and MILITARY TAILORS and OUTFITTERS 

97 New Bond Street, London, W.l 
GROsvenor 5016/7/8 

AND AT 
ALDERSHOT  CAMBERLEY  CATTERICK CAMP  CHESTER 

Appointed Tailors to your Regiment 

REPRESENTATIVES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 

PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN BY GIBBS AND SONS ORANGE STREET CANTERBURY 
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CONWAY WILLIAMS 
T H E  M A Y F A I R  T A I L O R  

48 BROOK ST., MAYFAIR, LONDON, W.l. 
(Opposite Claridge's Hotel) 

AND 

3 9  L O N D O N  R O A D ,  C A M B E R L E Y  

Morning and Evening Wear, Court and Military Dress for all occasions 
 Hunting, Sports and Lounge Kits 

All Cloths cut by expert West End Cutters and made exclusively by hand 
in our Mayfair Workshops by the Best English Tailors 

REGIMENTAL TAILORS TO THE BUFFS 

Telephones: Telegrams 
Mayfair 0945—Camberley 498 "Militaila Wesdo. London" 

—  " P h o t o g r a p h s "  —  
C A N T E R B U R Y  

Phone 3637 

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING 

Military Portraits 
PICTURE FRAMING 

WHETHER IT'S 
STATIONERY, BOOKS, OFFICE 
FURNITURE, TYPEWRITERS, 
LEATHER OR FANCY GOODS 

GET IT AT 

39/40 HIGH STREET  CANTERBURY 

Castings for Industry 

Well-known in the shipbuilding, 

aircraft and other industries, STONE'S 

castings are also supplied to general 

engineering firms — for whom an 

excellent service exists. Castings of 

all descriptions — in brass, bronze, 

and aluminium and magnesium alloys 

— are produced under laboratory 

control, with full machining facilities 

available if required. 

J. STONE & CO. (CHARLTON) LTD. 
Main Works 

WOOLWICH ROAD, S.E.7. 
(Greenwich 3277) 

Branch Works 
THE CANAL, GRAVESEND 

(Gravesend 5247) 

BO 



THE BUFFS (Royal East Kent Regiment) 
ColonelinChief: His Majesty Frederik IX, K.G., King of Denmark 

Colonel: MajorGeneral V. Boucher, C.B., C.B.E., 8 Longport, Canterbury 

Grace, H. R. 
LIEUTENANTCOLONELS 

... O.C., 1st Bn. 

Jelf, A. G 

Lewis, P. J. ... 
Bailey, N. T. 
Yates, G. H. A. 
Edlmann, E. L. C., M.C. 
Rawlings, A. C., M.B.E. 
Horley, B. M. 
May, J. F., M.B.E. ... 
Ravenhill, R. A. C. 
Plumptre, P. B., M.B.E. 
Dendy, R. H. 
Majendie, A. E. 
Lucas, J. P 
Norris, N. F. H. C. 
Crichton, R. F., M.C. 
McGrath, B., M.C.... 
Gay, A. W 
Montgomery, D. 
Morgan, F. de R., M.C. 
Poulsen, N. D., M.B.E. 
Cox, E. G., M.C. ... 
Critchley, L. P., M.B.E. 
Worts, J. B., M.C. ... 
Court, D. N. 
GordonWilson, N. F., M. 
Nash, J. P 
ffrench Blake, M. A. O'B. 
Iliffe, R. O 
Hadshar, G. 
Dunglinson, W. G. H. 

Semmence, R. G. H. 
Barrett, D. P. R. 
Dent, J. E 
MacDonald, E. W— 

MAJORS 
T/Lt.Col., Officer i/c Field Records, 

FARELF. 
T/Lt.Col., M.A., Copenhagen. 
Gold Coast Regt. T.C. 
att. H.Q., Aldershot Dist. 
2 IC Chief Instructor Inf. Boys' Bn. 
Depot C.R.M.P. 
H.Q. Northag. 
T/Lt.Col., Ministry of Supply. 
4/5th Bn. 
6 Travelling Wing. 
1st Bn. 
R.A.F. Staff College. 
H.Q., E. Africa. 
1st Bn. 
5 Nigeria Regt. 
1st Bn. 
East Africa T.C. 
O.C. Depot. 
G.S.O. 2, H.Q., Malaya. 
H.Q., Cyprus. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
Leave U.K. 
J.S.S.C. 

' G.S.O. 2, M.13, War Office. 
27 Bde., Hong Kong. 
2 Malay Regt. 
Leave U.K. 
1st Bn. 

CAPTAINS 
1st Bn. 
H.Q., 91 Lorried Inf. Bde., B.A.O.R. 
4 K A.R. 
Staff College, Canada. 

Peckham, A. D. 
Squire, S. J., M.B.E. 
Thorneycroft, F. E. 
Willows, D. A. 
Wilson, P. F., D.F.C. 
Hamilton, C. M. ... 
Gatehouse, H. R. ... 
Griffin, C. J. 
Webber, J. W. 
Pirn, A. H. E. 
StratfordTuke. R. A. F. 
Brigstocke, W. F. ... 
French, B. G. J. ... 
Lees, H. D 
Grugeon, J. D. 
Mullins, G. O. 
Minto, I. G. 
West, C. T. F. 

Ward, M. W. 
Dracopoli, M. P. St. 1 
Tennent, H. C. L. ... 
Mitchell, P. J. 
Pilcher, R. A. 
Davison, J. H. 
Baker, R. W. M. ... 
RymerJones, J. A. 
Edgecombe, G. J. B. 
Lunn, J. M 

Lea, R. 
Williams, R. T. P. 
Reid, J. D. W 
Dewar, C. M. C. 

CAPTAINS—continued 
1st Bn. 
Leave U.K. 
Depot. 
Adjt., 1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
H.Q., 158 Inf. Bde., T.A. 
1st Bn. 
Adjt., 4/5th Bn. 
1st Bn. 
2 Gold Coast Regt. 
Eaton Hall O.C.S. 
1st Bn. Parachute Regt. 
6 K.A.R., E. Africa. 
7 K.A.R., E. Africa. 
Adjt., Depot. 
Adjt., 3 Bn., Parachute Regt, 
1st Bn. 

. 6 Inf. Bde., B.A.O.R. 

LIEUTENANTS 
1st Bn. 
Depot. 
A.D.C. to G.O.C., H.C 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
Course, U.K. 
Inf. Boys' Bn. 
3 Bn. Parachute Regt. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
... Leave U.K. 

1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 

... Course U.K. 

Watts, E. H. F. 
Kille, W. E. ... 
Catt, A. H. ... 

QUARTERMASTERS 
... Maj., Depot. 
... Maj., 1st Bn. 
... Capt.. 4/5th Bn 

CHAPLAIN: Revd. E. W. Evans, C.F. 

MEDICAL OFFICER: Lieut. A. Nisbett, R.A.M.C. 

PAYMASTER: Major B. M. Green, R.A.P.C. 

Ford, E. N., M.C. 
Todman, N. E. H. 

Carey, R., M.C. 
Robertson, R. J. 

Elliott, N. ... 

MAJORS 
Leave, U.K. 
E. Anglia District. 
6 K.A.R., East Africa 
H.Q., Nigeria District. 
Aldershot District. 

Short Service Commissions 

Kirby, J. A. ... 
Hicks, E. M. G. 
Hodges, J. D. 
Courtney, M. K. 

LIEUTENANTS—continued 
Brit. Comm. Div. Korea. 

... I.O. Div., B.A.O.R. 

... E.R.E., Singapore. 

... 23 K.A.R. 

Ransley, E. J., M.C. 
McGrath, G. A. 

Fakley, J. F. 
Butcher, D. A. T. ... 

Marshall. J. V. 

CAPTAINS 
Bde. B.A.O.R. 
H.C.B. Depot. 
P.S.O., H.C.B. Depot. 
East Africa Training Centre. 
Brit. Comm. Div. Korea. 

Hardy, J. E.. 
Jakob, F. J. . 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
Depot. 

... West Africa. 

LIEUTENANTS QUARTERMASTERS 
Barlow, W. B. Inf. Div. Pro. Coy. Stone, J. H., Major ... B.A.O.R. 
Cross, K. J 1st Bn. Corps, J., Capt 16 Coy., R.A.S.C. 

 Extended Service Officer 

Shephard, J. N. (Lieut.) 
Bowen, S. 
Keene, R. V. 
Hordern, P. J. C. 
Griffiths, D. W. 
Redfern, A. J. 
Brice, E. St. J. 
Hills, A. M. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
1st Bn. 
West Africa. 
1st Bn. 
Depot. 
M.D.C. T.C. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 

National Service Officers 

Johnson, B. D. G. 
Mabey, R. C. 
HolmesSmith, C. 
Daniel, O. R. 
Wallace, W R. D. . 
Jonas, D. A. 
Willett, A. R. 
Duckworth, M. W. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS—continued 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
23 K.A.R. 
2 Q.O. Nigeria Regt. 



Col. 

4/5th Battalion 
HON. COLONEL 

D. J. Dean, V.C., T.D., J.P., Woodcourt, 1 Park Avenue, Sittingbourne, Kent. 
LIEUTENANTCOLONEL 

Hews, G. R. D., M.C.,T.D., J.P. 
MAJORS 

Ravenhill, R. A. C. (Training 
Major) 

Alexander, U. H. B., M.B.E. 
Prestige, J. T. R., T.D. 
Tilleard, J., T.D. 
Neville, F. G., M.C., T.D. 
Plunkett, P. N. P. 
Balding, C. E. E. 
Cobb, F. D. C., T.D 

(Unattached List) 
CAPTAINS 

Griffin, C. J. (Adjutant) 
Beaumont, M. J. P. 
Klean, P. H. 

CAPTAINS—continued 
Morgan, R. J. S., M.C. 
Kelly, G. D. S. 
Usher, J. A. 
Anderton, N. G. 
Blackbourn, A. H., T.D. 
Scott, A. J. 
Baddeley. W. D. 

LIEUTENANTS 
Crowdy, R. E. L. 
Whiting, D. A. 
Thomas, J. A. 
Oliver, C. P. 
Morlock, P. J. 
Howland, N. M. 
Johnson, R. F. 
Arnold, P. H. 

N.S. LIST 
LIEUTENANTS 

Waterman, R. R. 
Taylor, D. C. 
Holloway, R. G. 
Finn, W. C. 
Vallins, J. 
Klyberg, C. J. 
Turner, G P. 
Saward, R A. 
Robinson, J. P. 
Byers, C. M. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
Wright, R. P. 

QUARTERMASTER 
Catt, A. H., Capt. 

CHAPLAIN 
The Revd. R. A. S. Roberts 

MEDICAL OFFICER 
Capt. F. P. Cassidi, R.A.M.C. 

Staff and Command 

D.M.I. War Office. 
MajorGeneral V Boucher, 

C.B., C.B.E 
Brig. M. P. D. Dewar 

C.B.E. U.K N.M.R., S.H.A.P.E. 
Brig. F. W. B. Parry Comd. Sierra Leone and Gambia Dis. 
Col.'(T/Brig.) R. W. 

Craddock, C.B.E., D.S.O. Brig. A/Q Southern Command. 

Col. (T/Brig.) R. F. Parry, 
M.C. ... ... ... Comdg. 3rd Inf. Bde., Arab Legion. 

Col.(T/Brig.) J. F. Connolly, 
D.S.O., ... Commanding 126 (N. Lanes. & Border) 

Inf. Bde., T.A. 
Col. H. P. Williams, O.B.E. W.O.S.B., Barton Stacey. 
Lieut.Col. (T/Col.) J. G. 

Atkinson. O.B.E. ... Sec. Joint Int. Committee, M. of D. 

WARRANT OFFICERS AND SERGEANTS 

R.S.M. Turmaine, F. 
B.M. Sharpe, T. L. 
R.Q.M.S. Rose, J. 
C.S.M. Sharman, R. 
C.S.M. Champion, R. 
C.S.M. Middleton, J. 
C.S.M. Ellis, D. 
C.S.M. Hannaway, R. 
C.S.M. Day, S. 
O.R.Q.M.S. Webb, C. R. 
CI Sgt. Partridge, R. 
C/Sgt. Denny, S. 
C/Sgt. Mannering, D. 
C/Sgt. Newman, S. 

1st Battalion 
C/Sgt. Jephcott, H. Sgt. Wright, J. 
C/Sgt. (O.R.S.) Mans, W. L. B. Sgt. Townsley, J. 
Sgt. Smissen, J. Sgt. Streeter, E. 
Sgt. Larkin, F. Sgt. Billett, S. 
Sgt. Lyons, B. Sgt. Pooley, L. 
Sgt. Morrish, E. Sgt. Edwards, T. 
Sgt. Colyer, A. Sgt. Harrison, W. 
Sgt. Simmonds, R. Sgt. Hansen, T. 
Sgt. Page, A. Sgt. Lincoln, G. 
Sgt. Harris, F. Sgt. Haylett, R. 
Sgt. Woodrow, V. Sgt. Wagstaff, A. 
Sgt. Misted, W. Sgt. Mills, D. 
Sgt. Cain, D. Sgt. Adams, E. 
Sgt. Wright, R. Sgt. Miller, C. 

Sgt. Vaughan, F. 
Sgt. Williams, H. 
Sgt. Inskip, A. 
Sgt. Coppins, P. 
Sgt. Pullman, S. 
Sgt. Munns, R. 
S.Q.M.S. Marsden, C. 

(R.A.P.C.) 
Sgt. Swain, R. (R.A.P.C.) 
Sgt. Fletcher, G. (R.A.E.C.) 
Sgt. Walker, W. (R.A.E.C.) 

R.S.M. White, H. 
R.Q.M.S. Howe, W. 
C.S.M. Chapman, G. 
O.R.Q.M.S. Kennard, C. 

Depot The Buffs 
C.Q.M.S. Stremes, G., D.F.M. Sgt. Laker, J. 
C/Sgt. Belcher ,E. Sgt. Ivory, L. 

Sgt. Rea, R. 
Sgt. Raine, R. 
Sgt. Recton, T. 

Sgt. Dean, D. 
Sgt. Parker, B. 
Sgt. McNeil. 
Sgt. Parker, E. 

4/5th Battalion (T.A.) 
PERMANENT STAFF 

G. T. R.S.M. Faulkner. 
C.S.M. Fagg, G. 
C.S.M. Green, F. 
Sgt. Stoakes, A. 
Sgt. Kay, M. 
Sgt. Bryant, A. F. 
Sgt. Wright, R. 

R.Q.M.S. Harwood, E. 
C.S.M. Chapman, W. 
C.S.M. Gabriel, J. 
C.S.M. White, R. 
C.S.M. Rogers, W. 
C.S.M. Antrichan, G. 
C/Sgt. Trinkwon, A. 
C/Sgt. Couzens, W. 
C/Sgt. Chidwick, E. 
C/Sgt. Wing, T. 
C/Sgt. Figgett, G. 
C/Sgt. Bond, E. 
Sgt. Bell, J. 
Sgt. Hurlow, R. 

Sgt. Babbage, W. 
Sgt. Wraight, S. 
Sgt. James, A. 
Sgt. Bass, R. 
Sgt. Williams, E. 
Sgt. Thundow, W. 
Sgt. George, M. 
Sgt. Saunders, G. 
Sgt. Richardson, H. 
Sgt. Cope, H. 
Sgt. Hewitt, C. 
Sgt. Allen, A. 
Sgt. Jones, A. 
Sgt. Hughes, C. 

Sgt. Rumble, L. 
Sgt. Christian, W. 
Sgt. Smith, W. 
Sgt. Evans, S. 
Sgt. Bradford, R 
Sgt. Cozens, L. 
Sgt. Dennis, P. 
Sgt. Dennis, R. 
Sgt. Erridge, D. 
Sgt. Stockdale, J. 
Sgt. Todd, H. 
Sgt. Cole, L. 
Sgt. Pottle, A. 
Sgt. Holmwood, G. 
Sgt. Housden, A. 

Regimental Appointments 
Chairman: Regimental Committee 

Executive Committee 
Administrative Officer—Depot The Buffs 
Secretary: Canterbury Cricket Week Club 

Dragon Club 
Regimental Committee 

Curator: Regimental Museum 
Secretary: Past and Present Association, The Buffs 

Executive Committee 
Editor: The Dragon 

Brig. J. G. Nicholson, C.B.E. 

Lieut.Col. H. S. Knocker 

Lieut.Col. G. R. Howe 

jLieut.Col. E. V. Argles 

[iv] 



The Past and Present Association 
Headquarters: DEPOT, THE BUFFS 
Telephone: CANTERBURY 4764. 

Chairman: BRIGADIER J. G. NICHOLSON, C.B.E. Secretary: LIEUT.COL. E. V. ARGLES. 

BRANCHES 
Branch Chairman Secretary 

1. 1st Bn., The Buffs SecondinCommand R.S.M. 
2. 4th Bn., The Buffs SecondinCommand R.S.M. 
3. ASHFORD Mr. A. Mills Mr. A. C. Mills, 20 Waterman House, 

Godfrey Walk, Ashford, Kent. 

4. LONDON Mr. R. W. Billings Mr. H. J. Scott, 1 Oxford Road, Carshalton, 
Surrey. 

5. DOVER Mr. T. Noakes Mr. C. Collins, "Haven", Meadway, Minnis 
Lane, River, Dover. 

6. WEALD Col. E. B. Burns, T.D. Mr. H. D. Day, 3 Pittlesden, Tenterden. 

7. MEDWAY Mr. F. J. Cox Mr. H. A. J. Brand, 83 Delce Road, 
Rochester. 

8. SITTINGBOURNE Col. D. J. Dean, v.c., T.D. Capt.. C. A. Grant, The Firs, Key Street, 
Sittingbourne. 

9. RAMSGATE Mr. J. Johnson Mr. J. R. Hogben, 189 St. Lukes Avenue, 
Ramsgate 

10. MARGATE Mr. B. H. Breed Mr. J. H. Shakeshaft, 14 Alexandra Road, 
Broadstairs 

11. HYTHE Mr. J. T. J. Green Mr. H. Thompson, 4 Hillside Court, Hythe 

12. CANTERBURY Lt.Col. E. J. Evans Major H. E. Chambers, 59 Hillside Avenue, 
Canterbury Canterbury 5118 

13. HERNE BAY Mr. H. Davey Mr. A. Trice, 23 Queen's Gardens, Herne 
Bay 

14. FOLKESTONE Major A. A. West Mr. H. Fordred, 36 Fernbank Crescent, 
Folkestone. 

15. SANDWICH Major F. W. Tomlinson Mr. H. Taylor, 19 Paradise Row, Sandwich. 

16. FAVERSHAM Capt. J. Green Mr. R. C. Croucher, 10 Glebe Houses, 
Eastling, Faversham. 

17. BRIGHTON. Capt. M. de J. Creswick Mr. W. Kinsey, 44 Rotherfield Crescent, 
Brighton. 

18. DENMARK Major O. Lippmann Mr. P. Berendt, Ostergade 22, Copen
hagen K. 

Meeting Dates and Places 

First Saturday in each month, The Invicta, 
Godington Road. 

Third Saturday in each month, Prince 
Alfred Restaurant, Tufton Street, West
minster, 7.30 p.m. 

First Thursday in each month, "Eagle 
Hotel", London Road, Dover, 7.45 p.m. 

HAWKHURST SUBAREA. Third Thursday 
in each month, British Legion House, 
Hawkhurst, 7.45 p.m. 

Third Saturday in each month, The Two 
Brewers, High Street, Rochester, 8 p.m. 

First Friday in each month, Drill Hall, 
East Street, 7.30 p.m. 

Third Friday in each month, Freemason's 
Tavern, Ramsgate, 8 p.m. 

First Wednesday in each month, Drill Hall, 
Hawley Square, 8 p.m. 

Last Wednesday in each month, The Star, 
Stade Street, 7.30 p.m. 

Fourth Friday in each month, Drill Hall, St. 
Peter's Lane, Canterbury, 8 p.m. 

Second Monday in each month, British 
Legion Club, May Lodge. 8 p.m. 

Second Friday in each month, Guildhall 
Hotel, 8 p.m. 

First Wednesday in each month, Drill Hall, 
8 p.m. 

First Monday in each month, Carpenters 
Arms, Eastling, 7.30 p.m. 

Second Monday in each month, R.E. 
Record Social Club, The College, Ditch
ling Road, Brighton, 8 p.m. 

First Monday in each month. 

The Association exists to foster Comradeship and to give a helping hand to those in distress. 
Membership is open to all who are serving or who have served in The Buffs. 
Subscription rates are:— 

Life Membership: Officers £2. Other Ranks £1. 
Annual Membership: Officers 5/. Other Ranks 2/6. 
Entrance Fee: 1/. 

Branch Chairman 
1. LONDON Mrs. L. Coley 

2. DOVER Mrs. J. Crookenden, J.P. 

3. FOLKESTONE Mrs. Coote 

4. MEDWAY Mrs. King Holt 

5. SITTINGBOURNE Mrs. M. E. Dean 

6. CANTERBURY Mrs. E. H. F. Watts 

LADIES' GUILD 
President: MRS. V. BOUCHFR 

Secretary 
Mrs. J. Tucker, 12 Chestnut Close, Oak

wood, London, N.14. 

Mrs. Wraight, 93 Markland Road, Dover. 

Mrs. Kay Mantell, 5 Page Place, Folkestone. 

Mrs. W. T. Brooker, 67 Malvern Road, 
Gillingham, Kent. 

Mrs. J. Ravensdale, 10 Railway Terrace, 
Sittingbourne. 

Mrs. E. R. Chambers, 59 Hillside Avenue, 
Canterbury. 

Meeting Dates and Places 
First Saturday in each month, Prince 

Alfred Restaurant, Tufton Street, S.W.1, 
6.30 p.m. 

First Thursday in each month, Belgrave 
Hall, Belgrave Road, Dover, 3 p.m. 

Every other Wednesday, Drill Hal), Shellons 
Street, Folkestone, 3.30 p.m. 

Fourth Tuesday in each month, Foresters' 
Hall, King Street, Gillingham, 2.30 p.m. 

Third Wednesday in each month, Drill 
Hall, East Street, Sittingbourne, 6.45 p.m. 

First Wednesday in each month, Families 
Welfare Hut, New Infantry Barracks. 

[V] 



T H E  D R A G O N  

ill 
SANDON & Co. ,  Ltd.  

BY APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN 1 2  S A V I L E  ROW, 
GOLDSMITHS & CROWN JEWELLERS 

L O N D O N ,  W . 1 .  
The Badge of your Regiment... 

GARRARD & CO. LTD. 
3££§ 

(formerly The Goldsmiths 
Silversmiths Company Ltd.) have 
for many years specialised flDiUtar\> ant> flDuftt tiailors 
in the production of 

flDiUtar\> ant> flDuftt tiailors 
bad^e jewellery. ant) Breecbes flDafcero 

mm??**— r  .m. m:1 
%  . rfs* 

x .  :  f  

mm 

Telegrams: Telephone: 

The Buffs GEEGEE, PICCY, LONDON. GROSVENOR 3524 
Gold and Enamel 
Home £7 0 0 
Export £5 10 0 

Here is illustrated the badge BLAZER BADGES 
of your Regiment, TIES AND SQUARES 
fashioned into a brooch, and SCARVES 
produced in gold and enamel. CAR BADGES 
[f desired, these very attractive WALL SHIELDS 
brooches can be set with fl TT717 T TNKC 
diamonds or other precious stones LUrr Lil>Ao 

for which designs and estimates In the colours or with the crest of . . . arc submitted without charge, In the colours or with the crest of . . . 
Great care is taken to ensure THE BUFFS 
correctness of detail, and expert 
workmanship is assured. SPECIAL DESIGNS TO ORDER 

MAIDSTONE 
GARRARD & CO. LTD. 

Crown Jewellers 
formerly THE GOLDSMITHS & BROADSTAIRS 
SILVERSMITHS COMPANY LTD. 

112 REGENT STREET  LONDON  W.i REGIMENTAL TAILORS 
TELEPHONE: RECENT 3021 

W .  G .  S H A R P  &  S O N ,  L I M I T E D  
THE BROADWAY, BROADSTAIRS & 6 GABRIELS HILL, MAIDSTONE 
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Members-Association of Service Newspapers. 
Advertisement Agents: Service Newspapers Ltd., 67/68 Jermyn Street, St. James's, London, S.W.1. 

No. 677 APRIL, 1956 Price : One Shilling 

E D I T O R I A L  
WITH the approval of the ColonelinChief 

and the agreement of the War Office, 
Brigadier J. G. Nicholson, C.B.E., will 

officiate as Deputy Colonel during the absence 
on duty in the United States of the Colonel of 
the Regiment. Brigadier Nicholson will retain 
his chairmanship of the Regimental Committee 
and of the Executive Committee of the Past and 
Present Association. 

* * * 

There is nothing of outstanding interest to 
report this month in the Regimental Museum. 
We are glad to know, however, that the tenders 
for the extension to the Museum have been 
opened and discussed. It is hoped that the 
contract will now be placed in time to have the 
extension ready and equipped by Remembrance 
Sunday. 

* * * 

We include in this number news of our young 
Buffs, both at the Infantry Boys' Battalion at 
Plymouth, and also of those serving in the Army 
Cadet Force. 

* * * 

The Army Art Society, which exists to en
courage art in the Army and sister Services, 
holds its twentyfifth annual Exhibition in 
London during October. All ranks, past or 
present, may submit works for consideration. 
The Exhibition this year will be opened by the 
President of the Royal Academy. 

* * * 

Readers will be most interested in the Colonel 
of the Regiment's article on his visit to the 
Queen's Own Rifles of Canada. We can assure 
our readers that he returned in good shape in 
spite of our Canadian friends' generous and 
lavish hospitality! 

The ceremony of the Royal Maundy, which 
takes place each year in London, originated in 
the same year which gave birth to the Buff's. 
When Elizabeth I "made her maunds" to 
thirtynine poor women (the number corresponds 
to the Sovereign's age) there was an elaborate 
and tiring ritual, involving the washing of the 
women's feet and the presenting to them with 
"certain yardes of broad clothe to make a gowne 
and a pair of sleeves." Food and wine followed. 
Nowadays,(the traditional maundy money is of 
Stuart design, and is contained in a red purse. 
By special dispensation, it is legal tender. 

A recent broadcast on the British Forces 
network from Germany "The Buff's At Home" 
was most interesting and entertaining. The 
programme and a talk by Lieut.Col. H. R. 
Grace is included in this number. The Com
manding Officer of the 1st Battalion will un
doubtedly have put it over with his usual sure 
touch. 

Canterbury Cricket Week 
Club 

MEMBERS of the Club are reminded that 
there will be a tent for the match Kent v 
Australians on 16th, 18th and 19th June, 

in addition to the usual August arrangements. 
Those wishing to avail themselves of the tent in 
June should let Lieut.Col. H. S. Knocker know 
as soon as possible. Luncheon for this match 
will not be available, but there will be a small 
bar. 
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Personalia 

BRIGADIER R. F. Parry and his family 
expect to leave Jordan this month on return 
to England. 

* * * 

We bid farewell very reluctantly to Major 
B. J. HarrisSt. John, who retires from the Army 
this month. We hope, however, to have many 
opportunities of seeing him and his wife from 
time to time. Meanwhile we wish them both 
many happy years in their charming home. 

* * * 

Captain C. T. F. West took a Brigade Rugger 
XV, including several Buffs, to Berlin at Easter. 
His brother went with a party on a trip down the 
Rhine and Moselle. Evidently life is sometimes 
pleasant in B.A.O.R. 

* * * 

Mrs. Harry Jackson will be staying at the 
Abbot's Barton Hotel for three months or so 
from May. Major Jackson hopes to get back 
in July. He sends good wishes to all his friends. 

* * * 

We have news of Mr. B. T. Burgess, who 
served with the 5th Battalion in India and 
Mesopotamia in the First World War. He now 
lives in Eastbourne for whom he plays cricket. 
His address is 92 Longland Road, Eastbourne. 

* * * 

Congratulations to Major F. G. B. Wills on 
the award of the Emergency Reserve Decoration. 

Also to Lieut.Col. and Mrs. H. L. Cremer's 
two sons on their respective engagements. Mr. 
Paul Cremer to Miss Ann Partington and Mr. 
Jonathan Cremer to Miss Gerda Hillenbrand, 
both announced on the same day. 

* * * 

We are glad to see Lieut.Col. and Mrs. C. E. 
Wilson back in these parts again and looking 
well after the Cornish air, though we understand 
they intend to return to that area again soon. 

* * * 

This must be the first Golfing Society meeting 
Lieut.Col. J. Crookenden has missed for many 
years. We hope when we get some warm sunny 
weather he will be restored to full health. 

* * * 

We are sorry to hear that Mr. C. Collins, 
Dover Branch Secretary, has been ordered to 
bed for a month and hope he will then be 
completely recovered. 

Somewhat disturbing news comes about 
Brigadier F. W. B. Parry, who received a tennis 
ball in an eye and was flown home from West 
Africa for an operation. He is in Milbank 
Hospital and not allowed to use even his un
injured eye. We shall look forward to better 
news. In the meantime, we are assured he is in 
good heart. Mrs. Parry is also home. 

* * * 

We are sorry to hear that Lieut.Col. G. R. 
Howe is under "doctor's orders to take a complete 
rest for some weeks. We sincerely hope that 
with the coming of warmer weather he may make 
a quick recovery, and be about again. 

* * * 

ENGAGEMENTS 
MR. R. P. B. CREMER AND MISS A. PARTINGTON 

The engagement is announced between Paul, 
second son of Lieut.Col. and Mrs. L. Cremer, 
of Chartham, Kent, and Ann, daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. F. A. Partington, of Farnworth, Lanes. 

* * * 
MR. J. L. B. CREMER AND MISS G. HILLENBRAND 

The engagement is announced between 
Jonathan, youngest son of Lieut.Col. and Mrs. 
L. Cremer, of Chartham, Kent, and Gerda, 
only daughter of Dr. and Mrs. F. K. M. 
Hillenbrand, of Mill Hill, N.W.7. 

* * * 

Future Events 
Apr. 28. WEALD BRANCH DINNER, TENTERDEN. 
May 26. FINAL, DARTS COMPETITION, CANTER

BURY. 
30. REGIMENTAL TEA PARTY AND DRAGON 

CLUB DINNER, UNITED SERVICE CLUB. 
June 2. REGIMENTAL AND EXECUTIVE COM

MITTEES. 
5—10. REGIMENTAL CRICKET WEEK, DEPOT. 

16. KENT V AUSTRALIANS, ST. LAWRENCE 
GROUND. 

Aug. 4—10. CANTERBURY CRICKET WEEK, ST. 
LAWRENCE GROUND. 

12. SERVICE OF REMEMBRANCE, CATHEDRAL. 
Sept. 8. LONDON BRANCH DINNER AND DANCE. 

15. REGIMENTAL AND EXECUTIVE COM
MITTEES. 

PAST AND PRESENT ASSOCIATION, 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING. 

Oct. 13. 6TH BATTALION (191418) DINNER. 
Apply to Mr. R. W. Billings, 14 
Hornfair Road, Charlton, S.E.7. 

Oct. 27. 1ST/4TH BUFFS (19141919) REUNION 
DINNER, DRILL HALL, ST. PETER'S 
LANE, CANTERBURY. Further details 
will be announced later. 
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PERFECT GIN AND TONIC 

Undoubtedly the coolest, cleanest drink 
in the world with a subtle flavour of its very own. 
Best results are easily obtained by simply 
mixing Gordon's and tonic water in a 
goodish sized glass, add a thin slice of 
lemon and relax . . . Then you'll have 
proved to yourself that there's 
nothing, absolutely nothing, so 
good as a Gordon's* Gin and Tonic. 

*ASK FOR IT BY NAME 

H Gordon's 
jjtmm 

. .  a t  work 

. .  a t  play  

I KIWI PUTS LIFE INTO LEATHER 

CaifS BISCUITS 
~A /?uiotui Yndie 

KEY-OPENING 
TIN 

There's 
something 
about a 
soldier... 
EVEN IN CIVVIES 
. . . that makes him stand out. Something 
in his step, something in his dress. In or 
out of uniform, he's smart right down 
to his Kiwi shine. 

KIWI 
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Whichever way you shave 

PALMOLIVE 
gives you Perfect Shaving 

PALMOLIVE 
LATHER CREAM 

For extra smoothness 
and comfort! 

PALMOLIVE 
BRUSHLESS 

Quickest, 
easiest shave of all! 

You're sure of a shave that's really smooth and long 

lasting when you shave with Palmolive. Even with 

cold water you get a closer, more comfortable shave; 

and with Palmolive Shaving Creams you get more 

shaves with every blade. The secret lies in the special 

blend of Palmolive oils, specially designed to soothe 

and smooth your skin. Try a tube today. 

Have a 

Sergeant, 

Capstan Major j 

CAPSTAN cigarettes are  blended better 

 they're made by WILLS case 
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A Visit to The Queen's 
Own Rifles of Canada 

I SPENT most of March in the United States 
and Canada in connection with my present 
appointment of D.M.T. By far the most 

pleasurable part of my trip was, however, a 
twoday holiday I allowed myself to visit the 
3rd (Militia) Battalion, The Queen's Own Rifles 
of Canada, our allied Regiment, in Toronto. 

So lavish and delightful was the hospitality 
afforded to me and so many charming people 
did I meet that I confess my memory of each 
individual item of my programme is somewhat 
blurred! 

Stepping off the aircraft at Toronto airport 
shortly before 7 p.m. on Friday, March 23rd, 
I was met by my kind host and hostess, Lieut.
Col. John I. Mills, the Commanding Officer, 
and Mrs. Mills, and was told that I was expected 
to be in the University Avenue Armouries, the 
headquarters of the Battalion, by 7.45 p.m., at 
which time the Band (famous throughout 
Canada) was due to give a preguest night 
display. As there was a 17mile drive into the 
city and I had to get into blues, I fear we failed 
to achieve this timing and so missed the display. 

We were, however, in the anteroom of the 
fine Mess of The Queen's Own by 8.15—not bad 
going, even if my buttons did not carry that 
shine which Sgt. Laker would doubtless have 
demanded. 

We were, by the way, waited on throughout 
the evening by two stewards who are identical 
twins. This can be a little confusing towards the 
small hours. 

My fellow guests included MajorGeneral 
Clark, who commands the Central Command of 
Canada, Brigadier Smith, the District Com
mander, and Colonel Wattsford, the Group 
Commander (roughly equivalent to our T.A. 
Brigade Commander). My hosts were past and 
present officers of the Regiment. Among the 
former were Colonel Reginald Pellatt, the 
Honorary Colonel of The Queen's Own, and 
Lieut.Col. Baptist Johnston, the Honorary 
Lieut.Colonel. 

Both these officers remember vividly the visit 
of a detachment of The Buffs to The Queen's 
Own in 1926, which was led by Major (now 
MajorGeneral) H. de R. Morgan and of which 
R.Q.M.S. (now Lieut.Col.) E. J. Evans was a 
member. I wonder if, one day, General Morgan 
will give us a detailed account of an imperson
ation he brought off successfully in one of the 
leading hotels of Montreal? 

Another host, whom it was a delight to meet, 
was Major E. A. Dunlop. He is, I think, the 
only Queen's Own actually to have fought in 
the ranks of The Buffs. He did so with the 5th 
Battalion in North Africa. He suffers the 
disability of blindness with wonderful courage 
and cheerfulness. 

Not the least notable feature of a delightful 
evening was the splendid playing of the band 
under the baton of Captain W. T. Atkins,Tate 
Bandmaster of The Wiltshire Regiment. 

Next morning Colonel Mills took me on a 
most interesting tour of Toronto. It is a vastly 
expanding city with a traffic and housing problem 
as dire as any as has beset London or Washington. 
Our tour included a visit to St. Paul's Church, 
outside which stands the Queen's Own Cross of 
Sacrifice, a fine, simple monument of great 
dignity. Inside the Church in a carved marble 
shrine is the Book of Life, much like our own 
Books of Life in the Cathedral. 

I lunched with Colonel Pellatt, Lieut.Col. 
Johnston and Lieut.Col. Mills at the fine 
Rackets and Badminton Club of Toronto 
(I hope I've got the name right). 

In the early evening Colonel and Mrs. Mills 
had a cocktail party at their house in Clarendon 
Avenue, at which 1 met a large number of the 
officers and wives of the Regiment and also the 
Commanding Officers of a number of other 
Militia Battalions in Toronto. 

After dinner I was taken to watch an ice hockey 
match in the magnificent stadium of the Maple 
Leaf Gardens. It was between the Toronto 
Maple Leafs and the Detroit Red Wings, the 
leaders of the major league of North America. 
At the end of the league proper the leaders play 
a series of seven matches and this was one of 
them. I can, therefore, claim to have seen in 
action probably the two finest professional ice 
hockey teams in the world. 

It was the first ice hockey match I had ever 
watched and 1 hope it will not be the last. It is 
a superb game—tremendously fast and highly 
skilled. Considering the intense excitement of 
the crowd and the fact that both the stick and the 
puck are distinctly lethal weapons, it is remark
ably clean, too. For a game of such pace the 
"cooler" system of penalties is a sensible one. 

I am afraid I did not bring Toronto luck. 
They lost to Detroit, 5—4, after extra time, but 
it was a spectacle I would not have missed for 
the world. Ever since, I have been wondering 
what it was we did on the ice when young. 
After seeing this match it certainly wasn't skating! 

Next morning I had, alas, to catch my aircraft 
for home. 
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Before closing this brief account, however, 
Imust mention a signal honour that has been 
bestowed on the Queen's Own in recent years. 
In 1953 it was decided that The Queen's Own 
should be one of the Regiments to provide 
regular battalions for the Canadian army; 
Accordingly the 1st and 2nd Canadian Rifles 
became the 1st and 2nd Battalions, The Queen's 
Own Rifles of Canada respectively. The parent 
reserve unit, the one I visited, became the 3rd 
Battalion (Militia). 

The 1st Battalion is at present stationed at 
Calgary, the 2nd Battalion at Vancouver, while 
the Regimental Depot is at present at Edmonton, 
though there are many who still hope that it 
will one day be moved to its traditional home at 
Toronto. The regimental march of The Queen's 
Own is the regimental march of The Buffs, 
though played, of course, in rifles time. 

For me my visit was a stirring experience. It 
typified the strength of the voluntary spirit in 
Canada, the basis on which the army of any 
democratic nation must be built. It showed, 
too, the value which our Canadian brothersin
arms place in our 46yearold ialliance—a value, 
I assure them, which is fully shared by all ranks 
of The Buffs. 

V.B. 

Talk on B.F.N. 
By Lt. Col. H. R. Grace 

Commanding 1st Battalion, The Buffs 

GOOD afternoon, ladies and gentlemen, and 
I very much hope that you are all enjoying, 
thanks to the courtesy of B.F.N., being 

"At Home with The Buffs" today. 
Now I'm not even going to attempt, during 

the time allotted to me; to give you a summary 
of the 384 years of my regiment's history, 
because if I did so it would mean that you'd 
have to put up with a long list of battles and 
dates, and a string of names of people and places; 
and if I did that you'd all be bored to sobs in 
no time at all and I'd be the first person to 
sympathise with you. 

Instead, I'm going to try and tell you* very 
briefly, just one or two things*about my Regiment 
which I hope may be of interest to you and which, 
perhaps, some of you may not have known 
before. And the first of them, obviously, is how 
the Regiment came by its name: The Buffs 
(The Royal East Kent Regiment). 

Now I'm sure that most of you have, at one 
time or another, seen pictures or coloured prints 

of British Army uniforms of the 17th and 18th 
centuries. You will probably remember that 
the majority of such prints or pictures showThe 
wearer dressed in a long, red tunic, the facings 
of which, together with the breeches and the 
stockings, to say nothing of the waistcoat! wei:e 
of a certain definite colour, the colour varying 
according to the regiment portrayed. Any such 
picture of the uniform of a regiment which, 
frbm 1665 to 1708, was known as "The Holland 
Regiment", would show that the colour of the 
facings of the tunic, as well as the colour of the 
breeches, the stockings and the waistcoat, was 
buff. And it was in 1708 that the Holland 
Regiment changed its name and became known, 
officially, as The Buffs. At that moment in 
history was abandoned, for all time, the name 
which King Charles II had bestowed upon the 
descendants of the 300 citizens of London who, 
on 1st May* 1572, Queen Elizabeth I had reviewed 
at Tilbury and whom she had then ordered to 
proceed to Holland to fight, against the Spaniards. 
As you can see, therefore, my Regiment's story 
began, in the days of the Virgin Queen, and our 
cap badge, The Dragon, which, was one of the 
supporters of the Royal Arms during her reign, 
and which was awarded to us in 1707, indicates 
that the Regiment did indeed , originate during 
that great and glorious period of English history. 

, Our connection with East Kent, which brought 
with it an addition to the title, dates from 1782, 
when the Regiment was ordered to recruit in 
that part of England. And our title was com
pleted 21 years ago, in 1935, when King George 
V, on the occasion of his Silver Jubilee, conferred 
the title of "Royal" upon the Regiment and 
granted, at the same time, his special permission 
for the Regiment to retain the Buff facings on, 
for example, the Mess kit which is now being 
wor n again by officers of the Regiment. 

So much, then, for the Regiment's title, 
origins and cap badge. Now, just a word or two 
to explain our connection with Denmark, for, 
as I expect most of: you know, the; present 
ColonelinChief of the Regiment is His Majesty 
King Frederik IX of Denmark. 

To do this we must retrace our steps to as 
far back as 1689, and in that year the Holland 
Regiment took its place amongst the line Regi
ments of the British Army as the 3rd Regiment 
of Foot. In that same year, George, Prince of 
Denmark, husband of the English Princess, the 
future Queen, Anne, was appointed Honorary 
Golonel of the Regiment and, for a short while, 
we were known as Prince George of Denmark's 
Regiment. In this way wa§ begun the connection 
with the Danish Royal House which, despite a 
lapse of just over two hundred years, is still very 
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much alive today and of which we are all 
intensely proud. Since the beginning of the 
present century the Regiment has been privileged 
to have, as successive ColonelsinChief, their 
late Majesties King Frederik VIII and King 
Christian X, and, since 1947, the reigning 
Sovereign, King Frederik IX. He it was who, 
on 9th May last year, made Regimental history 
by coming over to Canterbury in order to present 
new Colours to the Battalion which I have the 
honour to command and which is "At Home 
to you all today. 

Finally, some of you may, once upon a while, 
have seen my Regiment marching through the 
City of London with "drums beating, bayonets 
fixed and Colours flying", and you may well 
have asked yourselves how such a thing could 
be, and why. The answer is that to do so is a 
privilege, shared only by a very few, which was, 
in our case, accorded to us by King Charles II 
in 1672. The Royal Warrant, issued in that 
year to the Colonel of the Holland Regiment, 
gave that Officer permission to "raise, by beat 
of Drum, volunteers for the recruiting of his 
companies, provided that when, and as often 
as, the Captains of the said Regiment go about 
raising the said volunteers within our City of 
London they first show this Our Warrant to our 
Major of our City". To this day, whenever the 
Regiment wishes to avail itself of its privilege, 
permission to do so has first to be obtained at 
the City boundaries from the City Marshal, 
acting on behalf of the Lord Mayor who is 
today's equivalent of the "Major of our City". 

The Regiment has often taken advantage of 
this ancient privilege, the last occasion being in 
1951 when, at the conclusion of a month of 
Public Duties in London, my Battalion marched 
from Wellington Barracks to Cannon Street 
Station en route for Dover. 

And there, ladies and gentlemen, I must 
leave you! 1 hope I may have given you, albeit 
very briefly and very incompletely, just a few 
things of interest from the long history of . The 
Buff's and one or two of my Regiment's many 
traditions. Since 1707 the Regimental motto 
has been: "Veteri Frondescit Honore", and 
I always think that the best, free translation of 
that motto is: "In its ancient honour, it always 
flourishes and is ever green". 

NOTICE BOARD INFORMATION 

1ST BATTALION, THE BUFFS 

The following programme was broadcast, by 
B.F.N, under the title: "The Buffs at Home" on 
22nd March, 1956. 

(a) 06300745 hrs. MUSICAL CLOCK 
An anonymous choice of records by 
members of the Battalion and their 
families. 

(B) 09100950 hrs. FOR YOU AT HOME 
 Introduced by Alastair MacDougall from 

the Corporals' Club in. the presence of 
an audience of drives. Three or four 
wives will be interviewed and will 
dedicate records to friends elsewhere in 
the Zone. 

(c) 10101100 hrs. CANTEEN BREAK 
A programme of records chosen anony
mously by men of the Battalion. 

(d) 13151320 hrs. TALK BY THE COMMANDING 
OFFICER 
On the History, traditions,. etc., of the 
Regiment. 

0) 13201400 hrs. BANDSTAND 
Programme by the Regimental Band. 

(/) 17151800 hrs. CHILDREN OF THE REGIMENT 
From the Corporals' Club, featuring a 
children's party, community singing, 
party pieces, etc. 

(g) 18001845 hrs. 1800 CLUB 
Included interviews with three or four 
members of the Battalion who dedicated 
records and sent greetings to friends in 
the Zone. 

(h) 19151930 hrs. MEET THE REGIMENT 
A recorded programme of interviews 
with different members of the Battalion, 
made during the day, to reflect the day 
to day life, work and hobbies of the 
Battalion. 

(j) 20002030 hrs. SPORTS FORUM 
The programme consisted of one member 
of the Battalion on the team of experts 
and a number of questioners who posed 
their questions individually to the panel. 

(k) 20302100 hrs. JUST JAZZ 
A small group Dance1 Band from the 
Regimental Band. 

(/) 21002200 hrs. AT HOME CONCERT 
(m) .22302300 hrs. DANCE Music 

A straightforward programme of dance 
music by the Dance Band of the Battalion. 

(n) 23002325 hrs. MY KIND OF MUSIC 
Gramophone records of a light classical 
nature, introduced by an Officer of the 
Battalion. 

(o) 23252330 hrs. EPILOGUE 
A short reading and prayer from the 
Padre, followed by a hymn, sung by the 
choir. 
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1st Battalion 

THE month of March 
opened with almost a 
complete thaw over

night. It was very pleasant 
to see the earth again after 
some five weeks of snow; 
it was equally pleasant to 
be able to drive a car with
out the awful feeling of 
driving on a skating rink. 

Skis and toboggans have 
been put away and we look 
forward to a glorious spring 
and summer which we hope 
will follow the hard winter. 

On 1st March the Danish 
Ambassador to Bonn and Madame Haas did 
the Battalion the honour of inviting the Com
manding Officer and Mrs. Grace, Major and 
Mrs. Dendy, Major Kille and Lieut. Lunn to 
dinner at the Danish Embassy. Amongst the 
other guests were the British Ambassador and 
Lady HoyerMiller, Colonel and Mrs. Lemke 
and Major and Mrs. Mailing of the Danish 
Forces. 

It was a delightful evening thoroughly enjoyed 
by all who attended. 

The next event of note was Exercise "Sparking 
Through"; an interBattalion Officers' wireless 
competition, in which each Battalion in 6 
Infantry Brigade produced four teams each of 
five Officers. The teams were divided into a 
Majors, Captains and two Subalterns teams. 

They were examined on the duties of a signal 
operator. These duties were ably put over by 
the R.S.O., Lieut. Mike Ward, fresh from a 
course at Hythe. It is regretted a win cannot 
be recorded; mainly due, so the rumour goes, 
to a certain Officer thinking he was still flying 
an aeroplane! The procedure up there is not in 
accordance with Hythe rules! Anyway, the 
Battalion managed second place. 

After the nightmare of "Cannon Ball I", 
described in last month's notes, the weather 
made up for its nasty trick and was really 
glorious throughout the three days of "Cannon 
Ball II". Lieut. James Lunn dashed off the day 
before to find a nice cooperative village in our 
concentration area so that a first night could be 
spent in some comfort. 

Unfortunately just after he left our barracks, 
a message came through that our area had been 
changed. This resulted in some "kind words" 
being said to Captain Pat Winter of Brigade 
Headquarters for spoiling our "pistol beating"! 

Anyway, the harbour party found a suitable 
village in the new area with an excellent pub, 
which did some very good trade during our stay. 

The Exercise had a very successful ending by 
finishing on the afternoon of the third day with 
the capture of General Um Lie Tung by Major 
Bill Dunglinson. An interesting conversation on 
the air went on between the Commanding Officer 
and Major Bill Dunglinson leading up to and 
during the capture of this eminent gentleman. 

On arrival back at barracks we found Major 
Peter Critchley in the throes of completing the 
arrangements for the following allday broadcast 
by B.F.N, of "The Buffs At Home". 

No doubt few people realise what a lot of 
work goes into putting on a programme lasting 
a whole day; particularly when there are so 
many other things going on at the same time. 

Part of the programme was prerecorded, 
which entailed trips to Cologne by the Com
manding Officer, the Padre and the Band. 

The programme started at 6.30 a.m. with 
request tunes chosen by members of the Battalion 
and their families, and continued throughout the 
day until 11.30 p.m. except for breaks for items 
of news, etc., in the normal programme. 

The Commanding Officer spoke for a short 
while just after 1 p.m. to introduce the Regiment 
to its listeners by giving a brief outline of its 
history and traditions. 

At 5.15 p.m. the children of members of the 
Battalion congregated for community singing 
and party pieces by individuals. There cannot 
be many children of such tender years, who 
have had the unique experience of making a 
"live" broadcast. Their enthusiasm was great 
and, no doubt, amongst them were many future 
stars. 

At 9 p.m. the highlight of this memorable day 
started under the title of "At Home Concert". 
The Band, aided by a number of turns out of 
the Christmas Show "The Green Dragon", gave 
an hour's outstanding entertainment. 

It was quite amazing to see the Commanding 
Officer, Lieut. Brian Johnson and Alistair 
Nisbett, our doctor, do their solo broadcasts 
without the slightest "microphone fright", if 
that is the term, just as if they had been broad
casting all their lives. 
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m njoy really fresh 
milk chocolate 

Milk chocolate is at its best 

when it is really fresh. That 
is why Nestle's Milk Chocolate 

always tastes so very, very good. 
You buy it at the peak of its 

perfection . . . smooth, creamy, full
flavoured and factory fresh. No wonder 

Nestle's Milk Chocolate is so popular. Its delicious 

freshness keeps it in constant demand, which, when 
you come to think of it, explains why it is always really fresh I 

<. W\W 

N ^go°d taste tells you it's 
NX 8 
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To supply their requirements through 
its clubs, canteens and restaurants, Naafi 
must necessarily maintain a large buying 
organisation; but equally important is 
the maintenance of a consistently high 
standard of quality in its supplies. In 
Naafi laboratories, therefore, scientific 
analysis by experts is a daily task. It is 
one that involves not only stringent 
laboratory tests of purchases, but also 
constant research into improved methods 
of food production, storage and preserva
tion. 

These " behind the scenes" activities 
ensure that Naafi restaurants serve goods 
of a proven quality and excellence; while, 
between the research and the restaurant, 
is a long chain of skilled processes tradi
tional to . . . 

  th is  many s ided 

As the official caterers to Her Majesty's Forces 

Naafi meets many of the daily needs of Service 

men and women the world over. 

m IPO The official canteen organisation for H.M. Forces, 

Imperial Court, Kennington, London, S.E.II. 
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At the conclusion of this broadcast a large 
number of the Officers and their wives enter
tained the B.F.N. Staff in the Officers' Mess 
and listened to the final broadcast by our Padre 
Walter Evans at 11.30 p.m. 

The Commanding Officer, on behalf of us all, 
thanked the B.F.N. Staff for all they had done 
to make the day such a memorable one for the 
Regiment. Mr. Dennis Skuse answered on 
behalf of B.F.N., paying a particular tribute to 
Major Peter Critchley for organising the pro
gramme from the Battalion side. And so, at a 
late hour, a very successful day came to an end. 

The week before the Easter holiday break 
saw the rifle companies depart to the Haltern
Borkenberge Ranges for a spell of field firing, 
and the M.M.G. and Mortar platoons to 
Putlos at the furthest extremities of Western 
Germany on the Baltic coast where they remain 
until the 7th April. Enthusiastic telephone 
conversations with Major Geoffrey Cox proves 
that Putlos is a really good place for soldiering. 

This reminds us of an amusing story: Lieut. 
Roger Pilcher went on a recce to these far distant 
parts and could not resist a night trip to the 
"fleshpots" of Hamburg during his stay. Whilst 
touring Hamburg he gave a lift to a man in 
civilian clothes and admitted that he did not 
know how to make out his work ticket for this 
particular recreational trip. Roger suffered 
from a severe shock when his guest informed him 
that he was the member of the Command 
Secretary's branch who checked all work tickets! 
It just shows you how careful one must be. 
This story had a pleasant ending as the Command 
Secretary's representative promised to see this 
particular work ticket through the mill without 
comment!! 

This month we conclude our notes by wel
coming back to the Battalion Captain Jim 
Webber and an initial welcome to his wife, who 
"joins the Army" for the first time. It is under
stood that she was somewhat shaken by being 
asked on the journey out if she was "a married 
family"! 

We wish every success for the future to Lieut. 
David Griffiths, who" left us on completion of 
National Service. 

* * * 

WARRANT OFFICERS' AND SERGEANTS' MESS 
It seems only yesterday that we were "Heralding" the 

arrival of a new year; yet already the first of the 1956 
festivals and bank holidays are behind us. This may serve 
to illustrate to the reader how time flies in B.A.O.R. 

Mess activities have been somewhat restricted during 
the past month with the majority of members away with 
their respective companies on Training and Exercises of a 
various nature, all designed, we are told, to make us into 
a tough, hardhitting fighting machine. 

The "Supports" of H.Q. Company ventured out into 
the wilderness early in the month on a Divisional Signal 
Exercise, dressed like men from outer space. The local 
population must have thought that the Rhineland was 
being invaded by another planet. 

The Mess have entered a team in the Battalion Football 
Knockout Competition ; there have been a few necessary 
changes, but on paper it looks a good eleven. Given a 
bye in the first round, we have yet to show ourselves. 
A trial match v "A" Company resulted in a resounding 
win to the tune of 3—1. Derek Mannering, replacing 
"Legs" Partridge in between the sticks, did very well. 
Alas! the usual exuberance of his dynamic acrobatics 
resulted in his breaking a finger whilst saving a penalty. 
We hope it will be O.K. by the time we meet the M.T. 
in the second round. 

During the past month we have said farewell to C.S.M. 
Middleton. "Mid", as he was affectionately known, was 
one of the Old Brigade, and just completed his eighth year 
with the Battalion. Looking around, there are only three 
of us left who were in the Mess during the Egyptian sojourn 
of 195152. "Mid" has gone to an independent Lorried 
Brigade as an R.Q.M.S. at Brigade Headquarters. We 
congratulate him on his appointment, and hope that we 
shall see him from time to time. Sgt. Pooley has departed 
from us, having been posted to some new obscure Brigade 
forming elsewhere in the zone. To him, too, it is farewell 
arid the best of luck. Sgt. Lincoln has departed on Regular 
discharge. After twelve years he has decided to try his 
luck in the building trade. Best of luck, "Len". A re
shuffle of the forward line is now called for. 

Arrivals include Sgt. Jim Porter from the 4/5th 
Battalion. We knew you were coming, Jim, but your 
arrival on a Saturday afternoon was a little untimely. 
Sorry we didn't lay on the usual reception committee. 
We are pleased to have you with us again, and hope that 
your stay will be a long and happy one. 

Congratulations to Frank Denny and Sam Harrison 
on their promotion to W.O.II and C/Sgt. respectively. 
Congratulations also to our armourer on his elevation to 
the Inner Sanctum. "Tanky" Sherman joined the 
Battalion whilst in Kenya. 

That persistent stork has called again. Reg and Mrs. 
Champion being the recipients >of a daughter. Con
gratulations to you both. That said stork is going to be on 
overtitrie before this year is out! 

"A" COMPANY 
Shakespeare tells us that "Very good orators, when 

they are out, do spit". However, when a writer of these 
notes is "Somewhat gravelled for lack of matter", he has 
no such easy way out. "A" Company this month has seen 
little of the spectacular. 

"D" Company, that thirsty vampire, has sucked away 
much of our life blood, but the stout heart of "A" Com
pany has still a healthy beat which is even now quickening 
at the prospect of another visit to the Borkenberg Ranges 
for four days' training in the field. Once again we will 
knock hell out of a fictitious enemy, though this time, in 
the best traditions of the British Army, we will be faced 
with overwhelming odds, as we can only find two platoons 
of under 20 men each. We go back to the area of Fort 
Chupatti and we hope that the immortal ballad composed 
on a terrible January night to the strum of the M.O.'s 
banjo, will once more rouse the morale of all within the 
stockade, and the Fort will resound to the story of the 
time "When sixgun Semmence got delirium tremens". 
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T H E  D R A G O N  

Recently we have welcomed to the Company a new 
SecondinCommand. Captain Jim Webber, who has been 
A.D.C. to Field Marshal Montgomery, is now one of our 
number. We extend to him a most hearty welcome and 
hope that he survives the violent metamorphosis which 
he has experienced. A word about the comings and goings 
within the Company. Ptes. Canham, Smith and Stevens 
from No. 1 Platoon and Irven and Boland from No. 3 
Platoon have been wafted to the M.M.G. Platoon after 
successful courses. Also we are losing Pte. Hayes, who is 
going to Millbank Hospital, London, for an operation, 
and Pte. Delahunty, who will join the R.A. as a gun 
member. We wish them well. We are sorry that the old 
firm of Lambert and Butler is leaving "A" Company, not— 
as someone has it—to return to their wellknown 
tobacconists' business, however. Lambert is to start work 
on a farm, while Butler returns to the business of race: 
horse training. We have the promise of redhot tips this 
season, for which we thank him rashly in advance, and 
wish him many successful seasons. 

Harrison and Bartlett are also leaving the Army, with 
Pte. Andrews, who will be spraying cards in Folkestone in 
future. On the brighter side, we have a few arrivals: Pte. 
Uden from H.Q. Company, and Hume from the P.R.I. 
Gift Shop. 

Under the broad heading of training we have recently 
watched demonstrations by the M.M.G. and Antitank 
Platoons, whom we suppose thought that after taking all 
our men, the least they could do was to show us that they 
are doing something with them. On a recent mapreading 
exercise we had an excellent demonstration of the "Slow 
march". The Company had to cross 3£ miles of country, 
in small syndicates, with the help of a map. They set off 
at 9.45 in the morning; that was the last we saw of one 
syndicate until 3.15 in the afternoon. 3£ miles in 5£ hours; 
a record, we think! 

During the month C.S.M. Champion has been on leave 
and Sgt. Morrish has been holding the Company Office 
against all comers. 

Recently "A" Company played the Sergeants' Mess at 
football. We were beaten 3—1, but next morning five 
Sergeants were seen in the M.I. Room, including our own 
ColourSergeant Mannering, with a broken finger: 
honour was satisfied. 

The "A" Company gliding contingent hopes to "take 
the air" soon. Now that we have fine weather and alto
cumulus. It includes the Company Commander (Gliding 
Officer), 2/Lieut. Johnson and Pte. Nicholls, and several 
others who won't need much persuading. 

Finally we would like to say how nice it was to have Pte. 
Harrison and Mrs. Morrish selecting records on B.F.N., 
also L/Cpl. Vant, who asked a question on Sports Forum 
and got a (politic) answer; and last but by no means 
least, C.S.M. Champion's young son delighted us with 
his recitation on the children's programme on The Buffs 
"At Home" Day. 

"B" COMPANY 
No. 5 PLATOON 

The notes for this month will once again be very short. 
Mr: HolmesSmith, the Platoon Commander, was seen 
roaring around looking for a leave vacancy—that is if 
you know what a leave vacancy looks like. At any rate, 
he found one and is enjoying fourteen days' leave back in 
the U.K. 

We welcome 2/Lieut. Williams to the Platoon in the 
absence of 2/Lieut. HolmesSmith, and hope his temporal y 
stay with us will be a happy one. 

Here's wishing good luck to L/Cpls. Ford and Butcher 
on their Cadre Course, and we are expecting big things 
from them. 

Once again comes the sad old story of saying goodbye 
to members of the Platoon. We say farewell to Pte. Lucy 
Lott and Pte. Todd. Even the big pay rates seem to have 
failed to sway them over to signing on. Good luck to 
them both in civilian life. 

This just about winds up the platoon notes for this 
month, excepting to say that the members of the Platoon 
were seen roaring around after Bill Crozier, the B.F.N. 
1800 Club President, with requests for The Buffs "At 
Home" programme. 

* * * 

No. 6 PLATOON 
This month there is a certain amount of news to report 

from No. 6 Platoon. First of all we have had two new 
arrivals—Cpl. Naylor and Cpl. Coles, to whom we extend 
a very hearty welcome and hope their stay will be a very 
enjoyable one. 

On the other hand, we lose two very old friends—Sgt. 
"Len" Lincoln and Pte. Stoker. 

Sgt. Lincoln has had a very long and chequered career 
with "B" Company and was the last remaining true "B" 
Company type. He joined the Company in 1948 at Stanley 
Barracks, Hong Kong, and except for ,two spells at the 
Depot, has served continuously, seeing service in Khar
toum, Egypt, Dover, Kenya, and finally Germany. We 
all wish him the best of luck in Civvy Street. 

Pte. Stoker has' been in the Platoon ever since he joined 
the Battalion at Dover on the Battalion's homecoming 
from Kenya. He has represented the Company at football 
and at all times his humour has been a mainstay of the 
Platoon. We should also like to wish him all the best on 
his return to Civvy Street. 

Cpl. Coles has departed from us for a short spell on a 
course at Hythe and we hope to hear good results. 
Recently the platoon had a photograph taken when 
we managed to raise most of our members together plus 
our SergeantMajor and our recent Company Com
mander, Major Critchley. It is quite a thing to muster a 
platoon with so many courses taking place, leave, company 
employed, etc., etc. 

Finally, congratulations to Cpl. Mahoney and Pte. 
Scoble for representing us on B.F.N.'s The Buffs "At 
Home" broadcasts. We are informed that Mahoney has 
been seized by Bill Crozier at B.F.N, as his chief disc 
spinner," and perhaps he will run his own "Oirish" 
programme! 

No more for now. All the best to everyone over Easter, 
and let us keep to our motto, "Beer is best". 

No. 7 PLATOON 
This month we have been sadly depleted in numbers 

and regret that our last remaining Privates from Kenya 
have now left us for Civvy Street: to Ptes. Boulden and 
Nettleton we offer our best wishes. 

Unfortunately Pte. Palmer has also left us for a period 
in hospital in the U.K., but we all hope it will not be long 
before we have him in our midst again. Also in the 
hospital at the moment is Cpl. Heath, and to him, also, 
we wish a speedy recovery. 

To look on the brighter side, congratulations to Sgt. 
Lockwood on the arrival of a fine daughter. To Cpls. 
Heath, Wilson and L/Cpl. Rook, well done and the best 
of luck for your recent promotions, 
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THE I  
Although we are now up to strength with regards to 

N.C.O.'s, all too often this month we have been reduced 
to five or six men in the platoon. One week while Duty 
Company we had the vast number of "Two" men, and they 
were the Platoon Sergeant and a Section Commander!! 
However despite this, we hope the future may produce 
more men, or we shall be reduced to the use of flags on 
schemes!!! 

* * * 

"C" COMPANY 
It says much for the permanence of "C" Company 

that under the new Americantype alphabet we are still 
"Charlie". The wonderful brain that invented the new 
system seems to have stuck at "C". Having invented 
improbable and often unpronouncable words for every 
other letter, culminating triumphantly at "whisky", which 
was probably the only one that he knew anything about, 
he has failed to think of a new word for "C". 

The highlight of the month—very high now we come to 
think about it—was a visit to Wickuler Brewery. The 
owners were kind enough to provide guides who spoke 
good English. We were shown the complete process of 
making beer and heard with some awe that they produce 
10 million gallons a year. The visit ended with a visit to 
the restaurant where we were supplied with unlimited 
beer and wurst. It may be said that Pte. Morgan enjoyed 
himself. 

There is a darts competition running in the Company 
which has aroused great interest. The needle match which 
the real experts think the key to the competition was when 
Major Worts and Captain Peckham met L/Cpl. Rix and 
Pte. Port. The Company Commander throws a deadly 
dart and Captain Packham's gamesmanship is famous. 
However, the officers had met their match at last and 
superior pubtraining won. 

At football we have continued our hectic series with 
"B" Company with less success than previously. Despite 
the excellent football played by our team—with Ptes. 
Povey, Langridge and Lambert outstanding—we are 
feeling the lack of a centreforward who can score goals. 
We have sounded "B" Company about transfer fees, but 
as is all too common in modern soccer, their prices are 
beyond the limit of the Company fund. In the first round 
of the Company Football Shield, we played the Support 
Platoons of "D" Company—an unlucky draw! It was an 
even game but once again our lack of a goalscorer led 
to a 1—3 defeat. We were very unlucky at times but it 
was a fair result as they were slightly the better side. We 
are fortunate in acquiring Pte. Langridge, who is a wing 
half of great ability and who plays for the Battalion. 

We congratulate C.S.M. Denny on his promotion. He 
has been transferred to "Trg" Company and we shall miss 
his cooking when we are out of barracks, especially his 
skilful disguising of that most disgusting of foodstuffs, 
Pom. Sgt. Cain has come to us as C/Sgt. We do not 
know how long he will be with us, but the longer the better. 
We welcome Cpl. Simmons back to the Company, and 
at the same time regret that Cpl. O'Leary has gone to 
H.Q. Company. Four men have left us this month who 
have been with the Company for some time. Pte. Williams 
has been demobilised and has gone back to driving, Pte. 
Linkin has joined the M.M.G. Platoon, Pte. Sacre has 
left for the M.T., and Pte. Barker has become a Regi
mental Policeman. Our regret at the leaving of Pte. 
Barker is somewhat relieved by the knowledge that we 
shall get a lot more to eat. 

The visit of B.F.N, to the Battalion provided a chance 
for some to go on the air. Pte. Linford, in an interview, 
was asked about the very considerable successes that he 

has had in crosscountry running this year. Pte. Stokes 
told of being chased by an elephant in Kenya—although, 
knowing Pte. Stokes, we wonder which was the more 
frightened. He had only to sing Black Magic to it and he 
would have won a considerable victory. Lastly, in the 
chorus of Green Dragon, we could hear a distinctive voice 
in an original key. It need hardly be added this was Lieut. 
Cross. 

* * * 

"D" COMPANY 
The past month has been a very busy one, with the 

Mortar and M.M.G. Platoons brushing up for their visit 
to PUTLOS, Cadres for Mortar, M.M.G., Atk, and M.T. 
Platoons young hands, 3rd Class education and demon
strations to Rifle Companies and last but. not least the 
Brigade Commander's Inspection of the M.T., which we 
are pleased to report went off satisfactorily. 

All members of Company H.Q. are still persevering 
with the ''Keep Fit" campaign. They can be seen in their 
track suits all hours of the day and night plodding through 
the local fields and woods, even the palefaced storeman 
from the basement joins in crosscountry running and 
football. 

Our Company has two teams in the Battalion Knock
out Competition, one team from the M.M.G., A/Tk. and 
Mortar Platoons, and one from the M.T. Both teams have 
been successful in the first round. The Specialist Platoons 
beat "C" Company 3—1, and the M.T. Platoon beat "A" 
Company 4—3. 

We have said goodbye this month to many members 
of the Company who have returned to civilian life, and 
practically the last of the Kenya warriors, including Pte. 
Harbottle, our Company runner. Messing and Naafi 
representative and signwriterinchief. With him go our 
best wishes for the future. We shall miss his cheerful 
personality, and our Company H.Q. won't seem quite the 
same without him. 

* * * 

M.M.G. PLATOON 
This has been a month of comings, goings and 

courses. We were sorry to say goodbye to nine "old 
hands" who had been with the Platoon since Kenya days. 
Back to their many "civvy" jobs went Ptes. Butler, Davis, 
Fuller, Holdsworth, Kibble, Mark, Newman, Puttick and 
Townsend. We hope that the impact of so many seasoned 
machinegunners on the outside world will not be too 
devastating! The very best of luck to them. 

Welcome to Ptes. Canham, Boland, Etherton, Irven, 
Linkin, Smith and Stephens, who came to us from Rifle 
Companies. All have mastered the mysteries of the Vickers 
under the expert guidance of Sgt. Histed and are now 
anxiously waiting for proof at Putlos that "by aiming at 
something that you can see, you can hit something that 
you cannot see". 

Congratulations to L/Cpl. Walsham on his promotion 
to that rank. Unfortunately we have seen little of him 
this month as he has been away on a Rangetaking Course 
at Sennelager. Pte. Crosbie is also exploring the mysteries 
of the left and right eyepiece, but nearer home, staying 
with our friends, The Royal Ulster Rifles. We imagine 
that he may have started with an unfair advantage as he 
joined the course on the day,after St. Patrick's Day! 

Sgt. Wilson has left for a course at Netheravon; Ptes. 
Baker and Matson have both passed a driving cadre and 
are now trying to show us how easy it is if only you know 
how—famous last words! 



THE E 
Both our vehicles and guns have this month been 

inspectecl.by R.E.M.E. Both received a good report due 
entirely to the hard work put in on the vehicles by the 
drivers and the gun teams on the guns. As a result of 
technical hitches beyond our control, R.E.M.E. have 
removed some of our guns, leaving just enough for our 
stay at Putlos whicn begins this month. We hoped to learn 
a lot about Putios in advance as the Platoon Commander 
disappeared early one morning, Recce bound in that 
direction, His reports on the ranges appear a little 
confused; his reports on the bright spots of Hamburg a 
little clearer. Can we really believe that Pte. Gilbert went 
to bed at eight o'clock on his first visit to Hamburg? 
Obviously he has read and taken warning from the 
Sunday Dispatchl 

* * * 

3IN. MORTAR PLATOON 

Haltern gave the members of the Platoon a chance to 
find out what sort of bang this weapon makes, that they 
have been lugging about so much. The weather made it 
impossible for the rifle companies to go, so the Mortars 
went by themselves. This was a stroke of luck, as it meant 
there was room in a large mansion called the Oberaterhof 
instead of having to camp out in the snow. 

The drive up was frought with interest. Pte. Hooker 
and his detachment seem to have spent most of it with 
their eyes shut tight, though Pte. Stone, driving, assured 
them quite confidently that a miss was as good as a mile, 
even if it was only by the thickness of a coat of paint. 
Cpl. Bobbins and his party had the embarrassing experi
ence of having to push their truck solemnly down the main 
street of a large town, to the huge enjoyment of the local 
populace. Trucks seem to have been a big source of 
amusement to those not responsible, especially the sight 
of the recovery vehicle being dragged round the garden 
in the early hours by a mortar vehicle. 

The shooting was interesting. The section commanders, 
Cpl. Bobbins and Pte. Jupp, did very well considering they 
were filling in for Sgts. Miller and Wood, who were away 
at Netheravon. Pte. Harris had the unhappy knack of 
producing one misfire after another, and he seemed quite 
proud of his little pile of unexploded bombs. Everyone 
performed very well considering it was well below freezing. 

The other event was the Brigadier's M.T. Inspection. 
It went off very well apart from a little pile of rags which 
sat grinning at the Brigadier from the floor of an otherwise 
sparkling champ. The drive off parade proved con
clusively that Pte. Stone was quite correct in saying 
"A miss is as good as a mile"! 

* * * 

ANTITANK PLATOON 

We're back—it is wondered for how long this time? 
Still, we are very pleased about it and with the gallant 
misplaced veterans, Sgt. Colyer, Cpl. Laming, Cpl. Stent 
and L/Cpl. Fisher, to instil the knowledge, it should be 
possible to field some fighting detachments shortly. 

This month we firstly welcome the Platoon and then 
the Platoon Commander, Lieut. J. H. Davison, who 
disappears next week on leave or a course or something. 

Our ability in the sporting field is as yet untried. There 
are a host of potential basket ball players who acquitted 
themselves very well against the Mortar Platoon. We are 
told, however, that had 2/Lieut. Jonas been leading the 
Mortar Platoon team, the result would have been even 
worse. We also play football—enough said!!! 

The Platoon has now reached the halfway mark in its 
training and characters are beginning to emerge. Question: 
"When the gun in a difficult position on adv manhandling 
where can we obtain extra men?". Answer by Gabby 
Godden: "Over here, Sergeant". Hem, it was also 
proved by Squire Skilbeck in the same lesson that the 
shortest distance between two points is not necessarily a 
straight line. The blacksmith finally solved this problem 
too. 

Congratulations go to Cpl. Laming on his 21st birthday 
and his party. 

If you look at The Dragon next month there might be 
some more news from our Platoon. 

* * * 

M.T. 
Inevitably a hopeful appeal for Dragon notes sent out 

from the nerve centre of the new M.T. Empire, to section 
commanders, met with little or no response. This was at 
first attributed to the fact that those worthy N.C.O.'s 
were too busy supervising their sections. Further investi
gation, however, showed that they were all on leave—an 
excellent opportunity, therefore, thought one young 
subaltern, for sending in a "nil return" to the editor. 
Someone else rightly stressed, on the other hand, that it 
would be unfair in the extreme to disappoint so many 
ardent followers of our monthly review. A scribe was 
detailed and so sat down after a great deal of con
templation to begin. 

The grunting of engines but more especially of men 
reminded him of frenzied preparations for the Brigade 
Commander's and R.E.M.E. "follow up" inspection of 
the M.T. A new empire grew up in record time and big 
chiefs appointed little chiefs and little chiefs chased even 
smaller ones. Huge wheels turned and some even fell off. 
Little men swarmed in, over and under vehicles, painting 
the nipples red and the tyre pressures white. A fiendish 
figure in gas mask and gaiters wielded a spray gun with 
the skill of Michaelangelo. Trucks took on a new look 
as the fine spray settled on them. Colours were no object; 

: and ranged from a delicate bronze to a powerful British 
racing green. As fast as vehicles went off the road they 
were put back on again by a sweating team of mechanics. 

The reward for all this activity was indeed worthwhile, 
a black and white congratulatory appeared in Battalion 
Orders.for all to see. At last the M.T..had earned a word 
of praise and to those who really know the amount of 
work put in before the inspection—a deserved one. 

It was obvious that our newfound success should be 
increased and maintained, continued hard work was 
essential, constant pressure in all departments a must—so 
everybody agreed; and then produced signed leave passes 
and disappeared for three weeks, leaving those with less 
initiative to carry the banner. 

So we carry on—just waiting for them to return like 
giants refreshed so that we too may take time off. 

Some will not be coming back, however, and to them 
we wish every success. A notable and happy release was 
the departure "to fair lands forlorn" of 2/Lieut. D. W. 
Griffiths, the Assistant M.T.O. His presence was a rare 
tonic to all concerned. Rare because he was seldom to 
be found owing to commitments elsewhere. In all fairness 
it must be said that he spent many a late night cooking 
the books with his deputy before the inspection. 

In a few days we shall lose a number of the threeton 
section, amongst them the bus drivers, Ptes. Copas and 
Spiceley and those other wellknown racing drivers, 
Russell, Laws and Edwards. With them go our sincere 
wishes for success in the future. 



T H E  D R A G O N  
Sgt. Haylett continues to get the driving cadre to 

sabotage all our onetonners and achieve excellent results 
on the final tests. To the new drivers he has produced we 
extend a warm welcome and feel sure that they will do 
their best to increase the new standards so far achieved 
by the present members of the M.T. 

Perhaps in a month's time, refreshed by our leave, we 
shall be able boldly to report most vehicles on the road 
and a large number of satisfied customers. That will in
deed be news. 

TRAINING COMPANY 
^ The month of March has been one big whirl of 

"Hello's", "Goodbye's" and "I wonder what those 
people are doing here". The weather has greatly hampered 
most of our outdoor activities, however, as outdoor 
activities mostly concern Assault Pioneers, they all con
veniently went on leave or disappeared from the Company 
Lines. 

We say goodbye to Lieut. Davison, who says he is 
forming a new platoon. I suppose that tea brewing 
contraption is part of the AntiTank equipment! C.S.M. 
Middleton has also left us to go to 91 Lorried Infantry 
Brigade, where he has been reinstated as R.Q.M.S. To 
replace C.S.M. Middleton, "C" Company have grudgingly 
let us have their muchprized C/Sgt. Denny. Welcome, 
C.S.M. Denny. Sgt. Cain has left for "C" Company as 
C.Q.M.S. My goodness, they do get all the winners. 

We say goodbye to Sgt. Page and trust that when all 
the "fungus" has taken shape he will join us on the 
schemes. We have seen one scheme this month, namely 
Cannon Ball II. The Platoon split up for this, half going 
to Brigade and half to Battalion H.Q. We are still fighting 
as to whom had the better bet. The general comment was 
that if this is the shape of schemes to come, Roll on the 
Schemes! But please give us some proper Assault Pioneer 
work to do. 

By the way, where is L/Cpl. Watts? Cpl. Palmieri is 
complaining of overwork. Which brings us to Battle 
Efficiency Tests and, we suppose, the reason that the 
Company Office has taken to wearing shoes. 

At the beginning of the month we ran an N.C.O. Cadre 
Course. We congratulate L/Cpls. Lewington and Casey 
on their high grading and hope that the others benefited 
as much from their brief spell in Training Company. 

"Auf wiedersehen" to the R.A.F. Regiment, who have 
been our guests for the past fortnight. Training Com
pany has at last shown itself on the playing field. We now 
play football and hockey—football against the R.A.F. 
Regiment and hockey against "D" Company. Hockey 
being new to most of the Company, they play the game to 
a new and varied assortment of rules. 

Our Company Commander, Major Critchley, spent 
much of the month, and a good deal of his spare time, 
making arrangements for the Battalion "At Home" day 
over B.F.N, on the 22nd March. Much to everyone's 
delight, the programme was a creditable success. From 
this Company, Sgt. Mills was the Battalion member of the 
Sports Forum, in which he appeared to have great faith 
in "The Book". Congratulations to Pte. (Farmer) 
Brunton, who defended the cause of the Young Fanners' 
Club admirably. 

Training Company send their heartiest congratulations 
to Lieut. Mitchell and his wife on the occasion of the 
birth of a son. .... . 

We apologise for this long list of names and facts, but 
perhaps next month, when spring is more fully in the air, 
things will be different. ' 

SIGNAL PLATOON 
This month has been notable for the Classification of 

the Recruits and the successful completion of Exercise 
Cannon Ball 2. After a period of six weeks' training the 
Recruits' Course wound up in the middle of the month 
and after a dry run through and two days' intense revision 
Classified on 14th and 15th March. Of fourteen candidates 
we congratulate the successful twelve:—L/Cpl. Brill, 
Ptes. Mackett, Wooding, Bunker, Leadley, Marsh, Hall, 
Edwards, Gates, Humphreys and in particular Ptes. 
Wilson and Foster, who shared first place. 

Almost immediately these twelve were thrust into 
Exercise Cannon Ball 2, a Brigade Signal and movement 
Exercise, with the old hands. Although we cannot afford 
to be complacent we can certainly say that we kept the 
Adjutant on the Battalion Rear Link suoplied with enough 
information which he elaborated sufficiently to occupy 
the air practically the whole time and earn himself the 
title of "reporterinchief". In fact, the weather was 
extremely kind to us, as a complete contrast to Cannon 
Ball 1, and gave the Line Parties a chance to perform with
out the risk of losing their fingers. 

There has been more than the usual sequel of comings 
and goings. Alter a long and useful period in the Signal 
Platoon, Sgt. Pooley has left the Battalion for a newly 
forming Brigade, where we wish him every success. In 
his place, Sgt. Porter has arrived from the 4/5th Battalion 
after an extraordinarily long period of handing over to 
Sgt. Wright, which we trust will be justified by the result 
of the 1st Class Examination. As Sgt. Pooley has been 
engaged in the throes of studying for and sitting the same 
exam., Sgt. Rodmell has been competing manfully and in 
fact very successfully with the dual role of Platoon and 
Wrls. Sergeant. He and Cpl. Seymour are now enjoying 
a wellearned leave. Together with the arrival of Sgt. 
Porter came the return of the Signal Subaltern from a 
welltimed and extremely wellearned tour of the fleshpots 
of East Kent. We trust he will be fit for the Brigade 
Rugger tour of Berlin and also congratulate L/Cpl. Brill 
and Pte. Walters on their selection for the tour. They 
together with Cpl. Seymour, Ptes. Sawyer, Bunker and 
Pool, have also played for the Battalion Teaip. In the 
Soccer world, we have restricted ourselves to interplatoon 
games. Ptes. Sawyer and Mackett have played for the 
Battalion Team and in addition, Pte. Walters has played 
for the Company Team. 

Despite Pte. Williams' trouble with his knee which will 
unfortunately keep him out of the game until next season, 
we have every faith in our ability to trounce the Messing 
Staff and carry on to win the Company Football Cup. 

Since the last notes were written we bade farewell to 
Ptes. Booth, Cranfield and Wade, whom we all wish every 
success in civilian life. 

BATTALION ORDERLY ROOM 
Since the Orderly Room last contributed some notes for 

publication we have said goodbye to the Kenya 
"veterans", Le. "Porky" Pearson, Mick Small, "Flapper" 
Nicholls, Len Watts and John Westover. We will miss 
them but we do sincerely wish them all a very successful 
time in good old Civvy Street. John Westover made his 
farewell appearance in the scheme world a week before 
he was R.H.E. for N.S. Release. It is believed that he and 
Tom Browne spent a pleasant three days; either lying in 
the sun or taking photos of the local German population. 
We will miss the wisdom of John's Kenya experiences on 
future outings. 
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In their place we have T.O.S. Ptes. Booth, Harding and 
Evernden. Booth, like all internal despatch clerks, has 
already been threatened with expulsion and we think that 
Dick Evernden might yet turn into another Westover 
(unfortunately?). Harding, not to be outdone by Flo, 
always tries to make out that the filing job is the most 
difficult in the Orderly Room. O.R.Q.M.S. Webb has 
arrived from the Depot to see how an efficient Orderly 
Room operates. To all these "newcomers" we extend a 
very hearty welcome and hope that their stay with the 
Battalion will be an enjoyable one. 

Congratulations to L/Cpl. Browne on his appointment 
to that rank. Recently some telephone calls from the 
Civilian Exchange have been received in this office and 
every time a feminine voice wishes to speak to L/Cpl. 
Tom. Congratulations are also extended to Cpl. Laskey 
on promotion to Sub Corporal and on passing his B II 
Trade Test. Mick Small gained the best grading, out of 
The Buffs, on his M.D.C. Course, thereby keeping the 
Orderly Room at the top. We wish L/Cpl. Moore the very 
best for his impending course at Sennelager and soon we 
will undoubtedly hear him saying "Get some B I service 
in". 

Annette, the civilian typist, C/Sgt. Mans and "Flo" 
Florence are now on leave. Harry Longley is looking for
ward to going on leave on Easter Sunday, but at present 
is having a busier time than usual on the keyboard. It is 
very strange how a person who says that he is full up with 
work can suddenly pull out some extra effort and double 
his output. 

The Battalion Orderly Room has now moved to the 
ground floor of Battalion H.Q. and continually we are 
being asked if we are the Pay Office. The positioning of 
the tables, etc., in our new room prompted a wellknown 
member of the Battalion to make the following comment: 
"I suppose the gangway between the two sides of the 
room is for the Slavedriver to march up and down with 
his whip flailing". 

Au revoir from B.O.R., B.A.O.R. 

CHURCH NOTES 
As a result of the Brigade Commander's Inspection last 

November, certain improvements were suggested for 
St. Cuthbert's Chapel, Keightley Barracks, now the home 
of the 1st Battalion. By the kind cooperation of R.E. 
and Barracks Services and the goodwill of the Com
manding Officer and Quartermaster, these improvements 
were effected in time for Easter Day. The Chapel, which is 
furnished with blue carpeting, with curtains to match, 
now has special lighting and new altar rails. The new 
Silver Communion Set was dedicated and used for the 
first time at the 8 a.m. Celebration on Easter Day and again 
at 12. A large congregation attended the Morning Service 
at 11.15, and again at the Children's Service at 2.30 p.m. 
Alter the Children's Service the infant sons of Sgt. Muns 
(Regimental Band) and L/Cpl. Fisher ("D" Company) 
were baptised. 

Readers may like to see the centre of the worship of the 
Battalion in Germany, and a picture of the Chapel, taken 
on Easter Day by Sgt. Larkin, appears in this issue. 

* * * 

HOCKEY 
Sunday morning hockey is a pastime indulged in only 

by the very few. and the enthusiasm with which the 
announcement of a Sunday match this month was greeted 
was small indeed. 

The game was played on a converted Soccer pitch and 
our opponents were a local German Club. Being the 
morning after Saturday night, our team looked a little 
the worse for wear and the rigours of playing on a bumpy 
and muddy pitch did little to improve our physical 
condition. 

The much fitter German team soon had our defence 
working overtime, but failed to register any score in the 
first half. In the second, however, their methods were 
studied and copied by the Battalion team and piay became 
fast and furious, although a trifle crude. A few unusual 

St. Cuthbert's Chapel F. Larkin 
Keightley Barracks, Wuppertal, BAOR 9, Easter Sunday, 1st April, 1956 
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decision by the umpires in no way destroyed the good 
spirit with which the whole game was played, and the final 
result of 1—1 was a most satisfactory conclusion. 

The hospitality of the Germans after the game knew 
no bounds and resulted in one subaltern being over an 
hour late for a luncheon engagement, and another 
arriving back at barracks some seven hours after the game 
had finished. 

The only other game this month was against Brigade 
H.Q. and fielding a weakened team we collapsed to the 
tune of 6—0. It is obvious that more hockey players 
exist in the Battalion and we call upon them to make them
selves known. Until they do, we cannot hope for 
satisfactory results. 

We are going to report the departure "for fairy lands 
forlorn" of 2/Lieut. D. W. Griffiths, whose absence from 
the field is sorely felt. We feel sure that he will be an 
invaluable addition to the Folkestone Optimists. 

FOOTBALL 
On 14th March the Battalion team travelled to H.Q. 

Northag to play their team. Unfortunately five of the 
selected team, due to training commitments, were unable 
to play. A weakened team therefore lost 0—2. They 
scored once from a penalty, and the second goal was the 
result of one of our backs deflecting the ball through his 
own goal. For our side, Cpl. Laming played well in goal, 
and the two wing halves, Ptes. Tamsett and Langridge, 
had a very good game. 

A Company Competition for the Company Football 
Shield has been started. The draw was made as follows:— 

Training Coy. \ 
"B" Coy. J ) 

M.T. Z 
"A" Coy. > 

Sgts'. Mess 

"C" Coy. \ 
Support Pins. / H Q Coy 

Signal Pin. \ J 
Messing Staff f 

One match has so far been played. The Support 
Platoons of "D" Company beat "C" Company 3—1. 
These were two of the best teams in the competition and 
a good game resulted with much good football from both 
sides. The Support Platoon's side had the better finishing 
power and deserved their victory. 

Ptes. Stephens and Gatfield, two of our most cheerful 
pioneers, are leaving for the frightening plunge into the 
stormy sea of civilian life; we wish them the things they 
wish themselves and hope the gleeful anticipation of the 
last few weeks isn't too misplaced. 

Pte. Thornby slid into civilian life alter a welldeserved 
spell of C.B. Doubtless the welfare state will be able to 
cope with him and his problems. 

Sgt. Inskip has decided to go north for Easter. 
Speculation in the office wavers from confirmed reports 
that he is contemplating buying a German Strength 
Through Joy Liner, to the modest supposition that he 
has won the state lottery. 

We are very sorry to hear that Sgt. Wright is going to 
spend the Easter leave period in hospital and we wish him 
a speedy recovery. 

Gay coloured photographs of the Italian lakes and 
worried frowns over columns of figures seem to indicate 
that one of our backroom girls is going to apply for leave 
soon. 

Correspondence 
458 (Kent) L.A.A. Regt., R.A.T.A., 

Gillingham, Kent. 
29th March, 1956. 

The Editor, "The Dragon". 
Dear Colonel Argles, 

I have received the cheque for £5 from the 
Past and Present Association of the Buffs and 
have passed this sum to Mrs. Revell. 

She was extremely grateful and very much 
moved by the generosity of her husband's old 
Regiment. She asked me to write this letter of 
thanks on her bahalf. 

May I also add my appreciation to hers, and 
thank you most sincerely for your kindness and 
interest in this case. 

The money will be used wisely, I know. Mrs. 
Revell is a very brave and cheerful person, 
keeping her family going under most difficult 
circumstances. 

Yours sincerely, 
R. J. TRETT. 

QUARTERMASTER'S STAFF 
"Beware the Ides of March"—the Quartermaster has 

decided to ignore the warning and has returned to England 
for some welldeserved leave. 

Congratulations to Cpl.s Roose and Moore on pro
motion. The sudden rise to fame appears to have left 
Cpl. Moore completely unmoved, but frantic telephone 
calls to Margaret and persistent applications for trips to a 
certain higher formation seem to indicate a loosening of 
the Roose moral front. 

The staff celebrated the advent of spring by issuing 
winter clothing. The remarks made by certain senior 
members of the staff were fortunately not repeated outside 
the circle, so the "Smiling Service at all times" myth was 
not shattered. 

JOIN THE PAST AND PRESENT 

ASSOCIATION AND HELP US TO 

HELP THOSE LESS FORTUNATE 
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Regimental Gazette Round and About 
SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 2ND 

MARCH, 1956 
INFANTRY 

TERRITORIAL ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 
THE BUFFS,—Lt. J. D, De Pury (413436) from Active 

List to be Lt., 10th October, 1955, retaining his present 
seniority. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 6TH 
MARCH, 1956 

INFANTRY 
TERRITORIAL ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 

THE BUFFS.—Capt. N. L. Kind, M.C. (113541) from 
Active List to be Capt., 6th January, 1956, retaining his 
present seniority and is regranted the hon. rank of Maj. 

The Queen has been graciously pleased to confer the 
award of the Army Emergency Reserve Decoration upon 
the following officers:— 

Infantry 
The Buffs.—Capt. (Hon. Maj.) F. G. B. Wills (67366). 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 9TH 
MARCH, 1956 

INFANTRY 
REGULAR ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 

NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 
THE BUFFS.—2nd Lt. (Actg. Lt.) G. G. Wilkins (435212) 

from A.E. Res. of Offrs., to be Lt., 20th February, 1956, 
with seniority 15th January, 1956. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 16TH 
MARCH, 1956 

INFANTRY 
REGULAR ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 

SHORT SERVICE COMMISSION 
THE BUFFS.—Lieut. J. R. Prentice (409223) from 

Active List, to be Lieut., 18th March, 1956, retaining his 
present seniority. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 23RD 
MARCH, 1956 

INFANTRY 
TERRITORIAL ARMY 

THE BUFFS.—2nd Lt. R. P. Wright (436769) from T.A. 
Nat. Serv. List, to be 2nd Lt., 14th February, 1956, 
retaining his present seniority. 

TERRITORIAL ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 
Lt. (Actg. Capt.) R. G. Bennett (406136) from Active 

List to be Lt., 18th January, 1956, retaining his present 
seniority. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 30TH 
MARCH, 1956 

INFANTRY 

REGULAR ARMY 
SHORT SERVICE COMMISSION 

THE BUFFS—Maj. (Qr.Mr.) N. Senior (223149) (Emp. 
List 4) relinquishes his commn. on completion of service, 
1st April, 1956, and is granted the hon. rank of Mai' 
(Qr.Mr.). 

by The Tramp 

THERE are few 
places in England 
more closely ass

ociated with great 
events and famous 
people than Ports
mouth, a city of which 
I knew little or nothing 
before I went there the 
other day. On a brief 
earlier visit I had seen 
a subject for a picture 
after my own heart and 
within a few hundred 
yards of my sketching 
pitch, near the new 

Cathedral church, I found the following sites of 
memorable events and personalities. 

First, marked by a wall plaque, was the 
doorway near which Charles Villiers, Duke of 
Buckingham, favourite of King Charles I, was 
stabbed to death by John Felton. Not many 
yards away was a block of modern flats erected 
on the site of an arch through which Lord 
Nelson passed before embarking in the Victory 
for Trafalgar and, almost within sight of this 
place, a bas relief set high, in an old wall shows 
a bust of King Charles I himself with an in
scription recording that he landed, at this point 
in 1623 after many hazardous journeys in France 
and Spain. This was the year of the accession of 
the illfated King. A few minutes' walk took me 
to a bombed church described on a notice board 
as The Garrison Church. In the churchyard and 
near the main porch was a tomb which took my 
eye because it was of unusual design. It suggested 
the sort of tomb found inside old churches where 
recumbent figures of knights and their ladies 
commemorate long dead folk of title and dis
tinction. I was therefore somewhat surprised to 
see that this tomb marked the restingplace of 
Charles James Napier who died in 1853. On the 
sides of the tomb were inscribed "Meeanee", 
"Peninsular", "Coruna" and "Hyderabad" and 
I realised that they referred to famous campaigns 
in which this distinguished soldier took part. 
All these, as I have said, were to be found 
within a matter of a few hundred yards of the 
Cathedral which, incidentally, has a dignity and 
beauty of its own. It is the converted Parish 
Church of Portsmouth and when finished 
should add greatly to the appearance of a 
locality which suffered heavily from bombs 
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during Hitler's attacks on the great naval port. 
I have still to visit the Victory itself, though it 
was no great distance from where I was working 
the other day. 

PORTCHESTER 
On my way home I was taken to see Port

chester Castle which overlooks Portsmouth 
Harbour. Here, according to the Historical 
Records of The Buffs, the 1st Battalion was 
stationed for a time in 1761 when it relieved the 
Hampshire Militia shortly before the expedition 
which resulted in the capture of Belle Isle, the 
island off the Coast of Brittany. On the 23rd 
May, the Prime Minister, William Pitt, wrote to 
General Hodgson, who had asked for reinforce
ments: "There is great reason to hope that the 
Buffs will have joined you by this time." Port
chester Castle has long been a ruin and I fancy 
it was one of the strongholds "slighted" by 
Cromwell during the Civil War. The outer 
walls which are most extensive and the keep are 
all that remain today but what there is is in 
good condition and it is interesting to imagine 
that the greensward enclosed by the ancient 
walls was once the camping ground of Buffs. 

HORSES, RACING AND . . . 
I cannot claim in any way to be a horseman 

or a lover of horses although I rode as a child, 
without much skill or enthusiasm. Later, when 
serving with the 2nd Battalion in Macedonia in 
1916, I occasionally sat upon some welltrained 
and wellbehaved chargers. There is, in fact, a 
photograph of a review held near Salonika in 
that year in which I appear riding as adjutant 
behind the Commanding Officer at the head of 
the Battalion past the French General Sarrail 
who was taking the salute. But I never developed, 
as so many infantry officers do, any particular 
interest in what I always regard as a peculiarly 
unpredictable and highlystrung animal. I do 
not go as far as the very minor poet who said: 
"I know two things about a horse and one of 
them is rather coarse." But I can sympathise 
with his point of view. 

All this is by way of leading up to say that 
lately I have come in contact with horses. First, 
I was taken the other day by friends to a neigh
bouring PointtoPoint Meeting. It was held on 
a beautiful piece of downland not far from 
Winchester. Unfortunately the day was bleak. 
An East wind and occasional rain swept the 
course but did not, it seemed, affect the en
thusiasm of a big crowd. I felt that "The Tout" 
with his intimate knowledge and interest in 
such events should have been in my place. He 
would have described the racing and the 

attendant circumstances graphically and with 
proper appreciation of the finer points. These 
are beyond me and although I was admitted, 
wearing a special badge,©to the Paddock where 
the runners and their jockeys paraded before 
each race, I was neither able to form an opinion 
of the merits of the runners or their riders. My 
host, a retired officer who had in his time won a 
pointtopoint race at Poona (believe it or not), 
made certain knowledgeable comments and the 
results of the subsequent races justified him. 
I was attracted by the colourful scene and full 
of admiration for the intrepidity of the horsemen 
and horsewomen. My one attempt to forecast 
a result by my own opinion of an animal was a 
grievous failure and I merely swelled the Tote 
by two shillings. In the Ladies' race, however, 
I went by the look of the riders and chose a very 
personable young lady but forbore to risk any 
money on her. Unlike more than one of her 
competitors she completed the course unscathed 
but came in only third. The general public of 
whom there were a goodly crowd were, I feel, 
as ignorant as I was but they seemed to enjoy 
themselves in spite of the Arctic conditions. 
One sartorial convention among the spectators 
always interests me. Why, I wonder, is it 
considered de rigueur to wear a bowler hat when 
watching horses run in the depths of the country? 
I had an uncomfortable feeling that my cloth 
cap let my bowlerhatted host down badly but 
he did not complain audibly. 
. . . PAINTINGS OF HORSES 

With the same companion I went to look at 
the Munnings Exhibition at Burlington House 
the other day. I have always had a soft spot for 
this particular artist who, I feel, might have 
been a really distinguished landscape painter if 
he had not been able to paint horses so brilliantly. 
It is a remarkable exhibition, not least because 
it shows how much good work an energetic man 
can produce in a lifetime. Sir Alfred Munnings 
might also have achieved fame as a portrait 
painter. One picture of Lady Munnings in 
hunting kit standing beside a grey horse outsde 
her drawingroom windows with the artist 
himself in the background is a fine piece of work. 
But what I liked best was the landscapes, chiefly 
those painted from a bedroom window of the 
painter's home in the lovely Constable country 
in Essex. And how well Sir Alfred paints skies, 
especially in compositions showing horsemen 
and hounds in rolling country. Although he is 
not in any way an imaginative painter but rather 
a highly skilled and dashing recorder of an 
aspect of English country life, Munnings has a 
definite and worthy place in the history of English 
art. 
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BOOKS 
Historical novels are, I understand, extremely 

popular in these days. The reason is not far to 
seek. It is pleasant to relive the past in some 
story of bygone days. "Escapism", if you like, 
and why not? We have much in this year of 
grace to want to escape from. One such book 
I have read lately. It is by Margaret Irwin who 
specialises most successfully in this field. Having 
previously read The Bride, the story of the 
tragedy of Montrose and Princess Louise, I 
eagerly read The Stranger Prince which is the 
story of Prince Rupert of the Rhine, the dashing 
young cavalry leader who fought for his uncle 
Charles I in the Civil War. At the astonishingly 
early age of 23 he had already achieved military 
fame and he was a considerable thorn in the side 
of the Parliamentarian Army. His fault, and it 
proved in many ways the undoing of the cause 
he fought for, was that as a leader of cavalry he 
was too impulsive, too dashing. The Battle of 
Edgehill in Warwickshire is the classic example 
of this failing. Here the impetus of the Royalist 
charge was so great that his cavalry overran 
not only the enemy but also the battlefield and 
the discomfited Roundheads were able to 
recover and win the hght before his horsemen 
could be pulled up, reorganised and led back to 
the field. Margaret Irwin tells the story well. 
Rupert emerges as a likeable if somewhat 
arrogant and impetuous young man and the 
battles are most vividly described. 

I returned the other night to a book I had not 
opened for many years. It is An Inland Voyage 
by Robert Louis Stevenson. It describes a canoe 
voyage undertaken by Stevenson and a friend in 
Belgium and France way back in the 1870's, 
not long after the FrancoPrussian War. Like 
many other of Stevenson's nonfiction books 
it is stylish, sensitive and pleasantly discursive. 
What interested me particularly was the part 
that describes the town of Landrecies in Flanders. 
This name may not mean much to the younger 
generation but in August/September, 1914, it 
achieved considerable prominence as the scene 
of a battle during the Retreat of the British 
Expeditionary Force from Mons. It was here, 
if my now somewhat unreliable memory serves 
me, that a Battalion of Guards held up the 
German advance in some bitter street fighting. 
It was, therefore, with some astonishment that 
I read the following words by Stevenson written 
some forty odd years before these momentous 
events: 

"In all garrison towns, guard calls, and 
reveilles and such like, make a fine romantic 
interlude in civic business. Bugles, and drums, 

and fifes, are of themselves most excellent 
things in nature, and when they carry the 
mind to marching armies, and the picturesque 
vicissitudes of war, they stir up something 
proud in the heart. ... It reminded you, that 
even this place was a point in the great war
faring system of Europe, and might on some 
future day be ringed about with cannon 
smoke and thunder, and make itself a name 
among strong towns." 
Stevenson little knew when he wrote those 

words how vivid a glimpse of strife to come he 
had been vouchsafed. 

* * * 

Beneath Bell Harry 

other, all agreed that 
each was a bigger rogue than the other! However 
it was a delight to see such visitors from B.A.O.R. 
and learn what real soldiering was like at 40 
degrees below zero! 

Other visitors included Major Court fresh 
from the Kenya jungle, Major GordonWilson 
from Cyprus and Capt. Webber en route for 
Germany. 

At the Depot with the disappearance of the 
snow and coming of spring, our minds turn to 
summer activities and already Capt. Thorneycroft 
may be seen tending the cricket square in prepar
ation for the Regimental Cricket Week for which 
we hope members of the 1st Battalion will be 
home. 

The main topic of conversation in the Mess 
is upon the merits of American cars as opposed 
to those of the vintage sports cars of Great 
Britain and rumour has it that one young officer 
has already advertised in the Pentagon weekly 
for a model T Ford with external handbrake! 
Apparently "Q" Movements do not consider 
an A.C. car as personal baggage. 

THE month was 
punctuated with 
visitors from the 

Battalion: first Major 
Dendy home on a very, 
very senior officers' 
course; Major Kille 
on leave, well earned 
no doubt, and finally 
2/Lieut. Daniel also on 
leave. It was amusing 
for the eavesdropper 
to listen to the three 
Q.M.s comparing their 
"Handovers" to each 
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No. 1 COMPANY 
Another large intake arrived on the 15th March, making 

it necessary to form it into two platoons, namely Somme 
and Arras. The former is commanded by Sgt. Yuill, 
assisted by Cpl. Green and L/Cpls. Holmans and Wells. 
Arras Platoon is commanded by Sgt. Ivory, assisted by 
Cpl. Barrell and L/Cpls. Marsh and Jackson. These two 
platoons are to provide the regimental recruits team for 
the Home Counties Brigade Rifle Meeting in May and so 
their first efforts on the range last week were watched 
with particular interest. 

Loos Platoon were hit during March by influenza—the 
"Spanish" type, one was told. The men struck, however, 
were soon on their feet again and all was well. The 
majority of the platoon are also going to 1 Royal Sussex, 
and thus our drafts for the Battalion are going to be small 
for the time being. 

Our Company Clerk, L/Cpl. Hambrook, has now 
rejoined us from hospital after a rather lengthy absence; 
his stand in, Pte. Payne, seems to have made an im
pression and we hear he is earmarked for the Orderly 
Room. 

Sgt. McNeill proceeds on the Guards Drill Course on 
8th April, thus keeping up our regular subscriptions to 
this course. 

As usual in school holiday periods, we are running 
courses for A.C.F. and C.C.F. N.C.O. Cadets. Thirty 
are due to arrive shortly for a week's course run by the 
company. 

The Easter break passed in a flash and Hythe Ranges 
the morning after Easter Monday made it clear to every
one that the holiday was over. 

Ptes. Churchill and Howe leave us on release this month, 
having played their part in the Depot organisation in the 
Orderly Room and Arms Kote respectively. 

* * * 

SERGEANTS' MESS 
Rather a quiet month for Mess activities, our one game 

of soccer resulting in a win for No. 2 Company. 
Over the Easter, our celebrated C/Sgt. Stremes, or the 

sixcard Tombolo king, was on duty, and being the only 
livingin member, was allowed, after much deliberation 
by the R.S.M., to do his own cooking over the holiday 
period, but judging by the subsequent remarks by the 
R.S.M. and the Mess Staff it is very certain that our 
C/Sgt. will live out the next time. Chops are not done 
when they are black??? If in any doubt, ask our Philip 
Harben, G.O.M. Perry. Also, the beer did a disappearing 
trick over the holidays. Not so much salt with the curries 
in future. 

With the advent of the pay increases, our Mess Car Park 
is rapidly filling up with vehicles of vintages, including 
Scooters for the younger members of the Mess, duly dis
played with the L Plates. Our G.O.M. is still progressing 
with his daily driving instruction, but no signs of passing 
out yet. 

Forthcoming departures to Civvy Street are C.S.M. 
Garrard and Dixie Dean. Pay rises are O.K., but where 
there's a wife, there's no way. 

We have received visits from Bill Wilson, Ron Haylett 
and Nobby Parker. Where are they stationed, anyway?? 

The R.S.M. is on a Light RescueCourse, to the delight 
of all concerned. Still, it is rumoured that all Senior 
N.C.O.'s have got to attend one, so no doubt the old ones 
are worrying! 

Certain officers can be seen daily prodding the centre 
of the sports ground and looking all technical. Surely 
cricket is not here already, and Chelsea still struggling in 
the 1st Division! 

* * * 

SOCCER NOTES 

The results of the past month's matches have been very 
disappointing. Starting the month with a good chance 
of finishing second or third, we lost 3—1 to Dover 
Rangers and 2—1 to Folkestone Police. Both these teams 
are lower in the league than us, but although in both 
cases we had the majority of the play—it's goals that 
count! We finished the month in better vain, however, 
with wins of 6—2 against Dover Railway and 8—1 
against South Foreland F.A. and a most dreditable draw 
of 4—4 against 1st Battalion The York and Lanes. In 
this match we raced to a twogoal lead within five minutes, 
and at halftime held a 4—2 lead. The second half was one 
long procession towards our goal and that we only for
feited two goals was due to an inspired display by Cpl. 
Cushing in goal. We play the return fixture against the 
Army Cup Quarter Finalists next week, and if we can 
come away with one point we would be quite happy. 

* * * 

Watch for these Films 
Man Mutiny. This is the true story of 

I /an American General, Billy Mitchell, 
Assistant Chief of Army Air Service in 

1920. He was always fighting against the lethargy 
of the Services with regard to improving air 
power. He tried to prove his point by going up 
and bombing and sinking a battleship, and then 
accused heads of departments of criminal 
negligence in a Press campaign. He was court
martialled and lost his case. The courtmartial 
is most interesting, with a notable performance 
by Rod Steiger as the prosecuting counsel, and 
Gary Cooper as the General is quietly effective. 
Elizabeth Montgomery, daughter of Robert, 
makes an impressive first appearance as a witness 
for the defence. 

Spivs. A rather inept translation of the title 
of I Vitelloni, a very fine Italian film. It is not 
so much about Spivs as "loafers", a group of 
idle and unsuccessful youths. It is superbly 
directed. 

The Feminine Touch. A warmhearted and 
pleasing British film of nurses training in hospital, 
with really touching moments, and good 
character drawing. Mandy is pathetically good 
as a child patient. 

Race for Life. A French film of tension. How 
help is brought by a human chain to a Breton 
trawler whose crew are struck by a strange 
illness, and whose radio breaks down, 
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Alexander the Great. Richard Burton acts 
well as Alexander in one of Hollywood's showy, 
spectacular, but .not always accurate, historical 
films. If you like this sort of film it is a good 
one, though very long. 

The film of the visit of the Queen and the Duke 
of Edinburgh to Nigeria will be shown at 
Gaumont Cinemas from Monday, April 16th. 

CORRECTION.—The Man Who Never Was, 
recommended last month, was reported as 
having a caste of British actors. This was so, 
except for the lead, played by Clifton Webb, 
who came from Hollywood, although on the 
English stage at one time. 

M.M.A. 
* * * 

Cricket 
by Crusader 

VISIT TO HEADQUARTERS 

I HAD occasion to visit Lords late in March 
and was confronted by an unfamiliar scene— 
empty stands being painted by a few small 

groups of whitecoated figures, the senior 
groundsman mowing the pitch at a brisk pace 
so as to keep warm and the Assistant Secretary, 
muffled to the eyebrows, conducting some 
foremen round by the Tavern to inspect some
thing or other. Father Time presided over us 
all, but appeared to be suffering an inordinate 
buffeting from the NorthEast wind. 

The ground itself looked perfect and the 
greenness of the grass made one think how 
different the atmosphere will be during the 
season which will soon be upon us; picture the 
scene at Whitsun when Sussex play their 
traditional match versus Middlesex, or even on 
21st June when the Second Test Match is due to 
start—on such occasions, events of importance 
will be taking place in the cricketing world—one 
hopes under good weather conditions. 
THE HANDOVER 

This is now taking place in the top class of 
English cricket with the passing of a generation; 
one is not likely to see much more of Hutton's 
contemporaries in Test cricket; the loss of 
Hutton himself, Compton, Edrich and Bedser 
leaves a large gap to be filled. So much will 
depend on what batting support can be found 
for May and Cowdrey and whether a sound 
opening pair can be established. If only Graveney 
and Close could master their wandering atten
tion, and young batsmen such as Richardson, 
Barrington, Titmus, Stewart and several others 

could get off to a good start against the 
Australians in county and other matches, our 
visitors would be opposed by a fairly sound 
batting side—herein lies England's weakness, 
and sometimes also in fielding which needs an 
injection of greater zest and more practice. 
MORE LAWS 

Law 9 deals with the marking out of the 
Bowling and Popping creases which should be 
four feet apart; a note adds that the distance 
of the Popping crease from the wicket is measured 
from a line running through the centre of the 
stumps to the inside edge of the Popping crease. 
It follows, therefore, that a batsman should be 
held "Out of his ground" unless some part of 
his bat in hand or of his person be grounded 
behind the line of the Popping Crease (Law 32). 

Law 43 lays down that the wicketkeeper shall 
remain wholly behind the wicket until a ball 
delivered by the bowler touches the bat or 
person of the striker, or passes the wicket, or 
until the striker attempts a run. Should the 
wicketkeeper contravene this Law, the striker 
shall be not out. 

* * * 

The Infantry Boys Battalion 
A JUNIOR LEADERS SCHOOL 

THE Army trains its Boys in three ways—in 
Regimental Boys' Units, in Apprentices' 
Schools (Aborfield, Chepstow and Harro

gate), and as Band Boys direct into Regiments 
or Corps. The functions of these three categories 
are different, as the names themselves imply. 

The Infantry Boys' Battalion shares with the 
eight other Regimental Boys' units (Royal 
Armoured Corps, Royal Artillery, Royal Engin
eers, Royal Signals, and each of the Services) a 
high and challenging aim, and offers to a boy 
who might contemplate a career in the Army a 
really fine life. It is hoped that this article may 
reach the ears or eyes of boy, parent/guardian, 
or friend, and thereby play some small part in 
trying to increase the ranks of the Regiment 
with that vital man—the longservice N.C.O. 
Comparatively little is known of this school for 
the embryo leader, what its aim is and how it 
strives to achieve it. The Regiment, however, 
has not been slow to recognise the potential 
value of the enlisted Boy, and here in Plymouth 
we are today represented by two officers, one 
warrant officer, two N.C.O.s and two men on 
the staff, and six Boys. There is every reason to 
hope that our numbers of Boys will increase, 
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Arcadian Photos, Plymouth 
The Buffs at the Infantry Boys' Battalion 

flack—Pte. Brown, Cpl. Milledge, Major E. L. C. Edlmann, M.C., C.S.M. R. Callaway, Lieut. R. W. M. 
Baker, Sgt. Stokes, Pte. Britton 

Pront Boy Bishop, Boy Chivers, Boy C S.M. Prudence, Boy Phillips, Boy L/Cpl. Fisher, Boy Lawrence 

not merely because Boys' rates of pay have been 
more, than doubled as from 1st April this year, 
but because ignorance of our existence and 
purpose is now being rapidly replaced by a 
growing sense of awareness of our potentiality. 
Great strides have comparatively recently been 
made in many directions—financial assistance is 
realising the better provision of equipment and 
amenities, especially sports kit, and a steady 
(sometimes torrential) flow of visitors from far 
and wide, from War Office, Home Office, 
Recruiting Offices, Press, and perhaps more 
important than all, from Regimental Depots, 
is enabling us to settle or at least ventilate our 
problems more quickly. Not least, the recent 
creation of a director of Boys' Training at the 
War Office—MajorGeneral K. Bayley, C.B., 
C.B.E.—was most welcome to us. 

In brief, our aim is to produce future W.O.s 
and N.C.O.s for the 64 regiments of infantry. 
We prefer to word our aim in relation to what 
we try to produce in a Boy when he leaves us at 
between \1\ and 18 years of age; this is:— 

Firstly, to produce "the man", i.e., a good 
citizen who is mentally, morally and physically 
fit. 

Secondly, to produce a young soldier who is 
well grounded in the basics of infantry 
soldiering, and who is ready to accept 
responsibility. 
The Battalion is only four years old, having 

been formed in 1952 at Tuxford in Nottingham
shire. In the late summer of 1954 it moved 
here to Plumer Barracks, Plymouth. South 
Devonshire and Cornwall are ideal. Dart
moor and Bodmin Moor, rugged and unspoiled, 
lie close at hand, offering excellent oppor
tunity for training, camping, rockclimbing, 
and rambling. The coast and sea are equally 
near for sailing and bathing, while Plymouth 
itself provides not only bright lights and girl
friends, assistance from educational authorities, 
opportunity for liaison with the Royal Navy 
and Royal Marines, but a historical atmosphere 
of challenge exemplified by the Pilgrim Fathers 
and Francis Drake. 

A boy can enlist into his County Regiment 
and join this Battalion as soon as he leaves 
school at the age of 15 (14 in N. Ireland), after 
the usual formalities in a Recruiting Office. He 
cannot normally enter the Battalion after he is 
161. He enlists for six years with the Colours 
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and three on the Reserve—starting at the age of 
18—and he can now sign for nine years on 
reaching manservice at i 7| and draw the higher 
rates of pay (with two stars) before he leaves to 
join the Regiment. 

While he is in the Boys' Battalion, a boy now 
, draws a greatly improved rate of pay. Here 

are some common examples (all are weekly 
rates):— 

On entry, 31/6. 
After six months, having qualified in certain 

tests, 38/6. 
Boy Corporal with average ability (after one 

year's service), 49/. 
Boy C.S.M. with aboveaverage ability, 66/6. 

And he must not forget his rent, food, and 
uniform are free, besides having a free railway 
return ticket home every holidays three times a 
year. Holidays are nearly the same as for other 
schools—four weeks in summer and three weeks 
each in spring and at Christmas. 

A Boys' programme (covering a minimum of 
four full terms in a Training Company) of work 
and play is very full and varied, and offers much 
opportunity for mental and physical develop
ment. His education, both in pure schooling 
and in extra activities and hobbies, takes up 
over | of the overall curriculum. The Royal 
Army Educational Corps staff—4 Officers, 1 
W.O. and 16 Sergeants, prepare the majority of 
boys for the Junior and Intermediate Certificates 
of Education. These correspond to the Army 
3rd and 2nd Class certificates, so that, once 
both are passed, a boy is qualified for promotion 
to Sergeant in iris Regiment. Some boys go on 
to the Senior Certificate (Army 1st Class) and 
a few to G.C.E. level. 

Every boy takes one compulsory hobby one 
evening each week. At present he has a choice 
of the following: Woodwork, Metalwork, 
Leatherwork, First Aid, Typing, Art, Cooking, 
Corps of Drums, Choir. Typing and cooking 
would appear to the visitor to be the most 
popular. In addition, the following Battalion 
clubs are available to him weekly on a voluntary 
basis—photography, sailing (summer only), 
cycling (one party went from Plymouth to 
Lands End and back in a weekend), weekend 
rambling, riding and musical appreciation. 
Other activities, e.g., fishing, Scottish country 
dancing, are available if the demand warrants 
them. Religious instruction takes the form of a 
Padre's Hour and a short midweek service each 
week, and a compulsory service every Sunday. 
We have our own Padre, Church and Choir. 

R A G O N  

On the "soldiering" side the syllabus, about 
one quarter of the whole curriculum, covers 
Weapon Training in all Rifle Company weapons 
with plenty of range shooting, minor tactics, 
wireless procedure, drill and administration in 
the field. Added to this is "Outward Bound" 
Training, a new development which is of interest. 

The Outward Bound Schools (in Wales, the 
Lake District and Scotland) aim at character 
development by giving a boy tests of endurance 
under "tough" conditions in the mountains or 
at sea. In courses lasting four weeks, a boy— 
straight from town, factory, ship or school— 
finds himself having to tackle risky tasks in 
company with other boys of equal inexperience. 
He receives few or no orders and the instructor 
lets him get on with the task, only intervening 
for essential safety reasons. In this way initiative 
and selfcontrol are developed, the boy learns 
to conquer his fears by his own efforts, team 
spirit is fostered, and the leaders come to the 
fore. 

In the Infantry Boys' Battalion we now have 
several officers and sergeants trained at Outward 
Bound Schools, so that this form of training is 
now carried out to enable every boy in small 
groups to take part in this type of exercise each 
term. Exercises last up to 72 hours over Dart
moor or Bodmin Moor, and include obstacles 
such as rivers and rock faces with use of rope 
techniques. 

Games, sports and physical training of course 
also play a major part in the boys' week; they 
are not only played, but taught. The central 
theme is the InterPlatoon Competition which 
takes place termly, team events being fought 
wherever possible on a league basis. In this 
competition the following games are played: 
football, basketball, crosscountry running, 
athletics, cricket, swimming and boxing. Included 
in the whole Competition, the result of which 
there is a Champion Platoon each term, are 
shooting (.22 and .303), gymnastics and P.T., 
"inspection and Drill" and education (individual 
results added to produce a platoon average). 
Hockey and Rugger are played by Battalion 
teams, and may be introduced for Platoons in 
due course. The Staff includes a Warrant 
Officer and Sergeant Instructor of the Army 
Physical Training Corps and five Regimental 
P.T. instructors. 

For leisure hours in the evenings—if energy 
allows—there is a first class library, a club 
(indoor games and T.V.) run by W.V.S. staff, 
and of course a NAAFI canteen. 
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THE DRAGON 
On the staff, every Brigade Group is repre

sented, so that the connection with each boy's 
Regiment can be maintained throughout his 
time here. Visits by O.C. Depots are invaluable, 
and in our own case the Depot Commander has 
visited regularly to interview Buffs boys, and 
has arranged for them a weekend at the Depot 
during holidays. Each boy has a short Regi
mental History, and receives The Dragon 
monthly. 

To conclude, it must be emphasised that we 
want more recruits. The Battalion is designed 
for 500 boys, and at the moment of writing our 
strength is just under half that figure. 

* * * 

4/5th Battalion 

WITH the prospect of 
Annual Camp loom
ing ever nearer there 

is an increased sense of 
purpose in our many doings; 
the 5th May will come all 
too soon and there is much 
to be accomplished before 
then. Meanwhile we are 
faced with a complete in
spection of both "A" and 
"B" vehicles during early 
April and Sgt. Saunders and 
his team are hard at it getting 
things organised for the 
ordeal. Rumour has it that 

the carpet has already been unrolled in readiness 
for the victims—not peculiar documentation 
again, surely? 

Lieuts. Charles Oliver and Philip Morlock 
are proceeding shortly to the 1st Battalion for a 
period of attachment in lieu of Camp and we 
look forward to hearing of their adventures. 
This is only the second occasion on which 
members of the postwar Territorial Battalion 
have gone to B.A.O.R. and it is thus something 
of an honour for them both. When last seen 
they were gloomily discussing the prospect of 
being Orderly Officer for the duration of their 
stay! 

The Officers' Study Weekend at Deal on 24th 
and 25th March was most successful and very 
well attended. Lieut.Col. Arnold and Officers 
of 410 Coast Regiment, R.A. (T.A.) joined us 
and were quickly involved in Infantry problems; 
their blank looks equalled ours over the tricky 

bits! The presence of two incapacitated Com
manding Officers was almost too good to be true, 
since it was never quite clear who was stealing 
whose thunder. Both had discarded their sticks 
by the Sunday and we may take that as a good 
sign that recovery is not far off. It was nice to 
see Major Loakman and Captain Pitcairn of 
257 (County of Sussex) Field Regiment, R.A. 
(T.A.), again and to have the benefit of their 
expert knowledge on Target Grid procedure and 
Artillery problems generally. Proceedings 
opened with a gentle canter on appreciations, 
verbal orders and fire plans with Major Richard 
Ravenhill in the chair. Later Mr. Davis of the 
Civil Defence Headquarters, Thanet, took over 
and brought along some very interesting instru
ments which provided a new variation of that 
popular game "Find the button". Some con
fusion was caused at this point by the production 
of a new pamphlet (printed in France, presum
ably as the result of the Printing Trades dispute) 
but even this distraction had nothing to compare 
with Major John Tilleard's Grand National 
sweep. The first prize was carried off by Captain 
Martin of 410 Coast Regiment and as events 
turned out he was the' only one for whom the 
weekend was an economic proposition! On the 
Sunday we were takenover by Q.M.S.I. Floyd 
of the School of Infantry (Signals Wing) and 
we are indebted to him for a very masterly 
lecture and demonstration of voice procedure. 
The afternoon's sessions were visibly affected by 
a tendency to slumber and some very curious 
voice procedure was to be heard indeed as well 
as many variations on the prowords theme. 

Lest it be thought that the weekend was 
spent entirely in study of one sort or another, 
it must be recorded that we dined together at 
the Royal Hotel and picked up the threads 
where left from Camp last year. Fortunately 
the Deal air is bracing and there were thus an 
amazing number of early risers the following 
morning. 

208 Field Squadron, R.E., have been running 
some first class courses on mines and explosives 
and those who have attended are full of praise 
for the arrangements made for their comfort at 
Eastbourne and for the excellent instruction 
given. 

A housewarming party is being held at the 
new Officers' Mess, St. Peter's Lane, early in 
April and this event will be reported on more 
fully in the next issue. 

Congratulations to Major W. S. Mclntosh
Reid, Lothians and Border Horse, on his 
promotion to Lieut.Colonel. The sight of his 
name immediately conjured up thoughts of 
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Imber and our trial runs with the armoured 
regiment before "Dover Castle" last year. One 
wonders whether in the new set up we shall 
train with that unit again. 

Bathing as we do in the reflected glory of the 
1956 Pay Code it is well to consider the greatly 
enhanced prospects for budding Number Two's 
on the Survey Meter and it is fitting to conclude 
by congratulating our embryo atomic physicists, 
Sgt. Cole and Cpl. Ellis, on the results obtained 
at courses at the Joint School of Chemical 
Warfare. 

* * * 

"A" COMPANY 
This month has certainly seen much activity taking 

place. Sgt. Bryant, our P.S.I., has been away on a First 
Aid Course arranged by 5 Field Ambulance and in his 
fortnight there he has succeeded in discovering what is 
meant by the skeleton in the cupboard. Sgt. Bryant is to 
be congratulated on his course result and we wonder when 
he proposes to impart his newlyacquired knowledge to us. 

Sgt. Pottle had an enjoyable—and instructive—week
end course on mines with 208 Field Squadron R.E. at 
Eastbourne. The accommodation was firstclass and 
seemed to include everything—hot water bottles and seven
course dinners, but a dearth of other "comforts" was 
probably just as well. 

Sgt. Hurlow spent a weekend with the Redcaps getting 
the latest gen on provost duties and meeting some of his 
companions of earlier Vice Squad days. 

The Ramsgate Branch of the Past and Present Associ
ation held a social and film show at Willson's Road Drill 
Hall and the attendance was excellent in view of the 
adverse weather conditions. Among the films shown was 
one of the Presentation Ceremony at Canterbury. 

On 18th March, nearly 70 N.C.O.'s gathered at Canter
bury for instruction in Weapon Training, Signals and Fire 
Control. A very good time was spent and thanks are due 
to S.S.M.I. Sinclair and Sgt. Jones, who devoted so much 
of their time to us. 

*  *  H e  

"B" COMPANY 
This has been for us a reasonably quiet month, but none

theless interesting from everyone's point of view. On the 
social side we had the pleasure of H.Q. Company's stal
warts at a social evening—H.Q. Company defeated us 
on the .22 range (much to our chagrin, but we hope to 
get our own back before long), but we managed to scrape 
home first.at darts and tabletennis. These little social 
evenings are much appreciated by members of this 
Company, and we are glad to see our friends come along. 

From the training angle we had fired off our postal 
shoot and anticipate with interest our opponents' scores. 
Much of our proficiency (?) on the range is due to the 
ingenuity and hard work of C.S.M. Antrichan, who 
presides over the miniature range jealously and com
petently. A new departure has been lectures in First Aid 
from the St. John's Ambulance Brigade; the sight of Cpl. 
Barnish vanishing behind a wall of bandages has been 
most remarkable. We are hoping for more than the couple 
of lectures already given and our thanks must go to the 
St. John's Ambulance Brigade for their kindly interest. 
We had an enjoyable day's driving instruction on 11th 
March and three members of the Company managed a 
visit to the sea at Eastbourne at the public's expense on 
3rd and 4th March for an explosives weekend. They 
returned with enthusiastic reports which suggest they were 
on a good "thing. 

A sand table is being constructed for our use by our 
P.S.T. and C.S.M. Antrichan and we hope shortly to 
report its baptism of service, so to speak. All our training 
is now geared to camp and we are looking forward to a 
most enjoyable fortnight at Fingringhoe in May. 

"C" COMPANY 
March has proved rather uneventful for us and is best 

remembered for the fact that so many of our National 
Service Volunteers took advantage to opt out that we 
must try our utmost to keep the Company a going concern. 

With the general improvement in weather conditions 
we can look forward to the prospect of training weekends 
which will be an opportunity of showing our paces to the 
local lads and so gather in some more volunteers. 

Our P.S.I., Sgt. Stoakes, has now completed his course 
on light rescue, and he is now passingon the knowledge 
gained and we are becoming quite adept at the art. But 
who said it was "light" anyway? 

"D" COMPANY 
C.S.M. White, Cpl. Hollands and Cpl. Pope have 

attended a weekend course on explosives at Eastbourne 
and thanks to the unit concerned a very instructive and 
enjoyable time was spent. 

We welcome two new National Service Volunteers, 
L/Cpl. Blackman and Pte. Smith (383) and feel sure they 
will enjoy their stay with us. 

Pte. Fedder has been busy of late; he has . been to 
Canterbury on a Carrier Course and has also got himself 
engaged. Very sincere congratulations. 

The latest news from L/Cpl. Le Bargy is that he hatches 
pigeon's eggs in his spare time. We do not know whether 
a special issue of. trousers, asbestoslined, is permissible, 
and perhaps the Quartermaster would advise. 

We are sorry to hear of the death of Sgt. Smith's father, 
and extend to him our deepest sympathy in this bereave
ment. 

* * * 

"S" COMPANY 
We must congratulate Sgt. Stockdale on the fine 

performance he put up at the recent R.A.S.C. motor
cycle trials which were reported in last month's" Dragon. 
Good show! 

Three new Volunteers are welcomed to the Company— 
Messrs. Joiner, Cole and Woreman—and we hope they will 
enjoy their stay with us. 

Congratulations to Cpl. Bushell and Pte. Green on their 
recent plunges into matrimony. Who said a holiday in 
camp should do them good? 

Courses seem to be the order of the day just now, and 
some of our number have been to Support Weapons Wing 
at Netheravon for instruction on the 3in. Mortar and 
17pounder Antitank gum Sgts. Erridge, Dennis R. and 
Todd wrestled with the Mortar Course, whilst Lieut. 
Turner, C/Sgt. Bond and Sgt. Dennis P. tackled the 17
pounder. Sgt. Cozens and Cpl. Carty attended the Week
endCourse on Explosives at Eastbourne and found it a 
very good one with a lot of knowledge gained. A week
end course of carrier driving took place on 11th March, 
during which quite a respectable portion of grass verge 
from the DealSandwich road was brought back by Cpl. 
Mirams and Pte. Lambert. One would have thought that 
previous episodes would have cured any future tendency 
to zigzag! 
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Congratulations to L/Cpl. Stockdale R. on his recent 
promotion; the family interest in the Company is well
known. 

It came as some surprise to the Dover Platoon when 
Lieut. Turner attended for two evenings in succession. 
No explanation is forthcoming for this rather curious 
lapse. 

Captain Morgan is back in circulation at Sandwich, 
having fortunately missed the police raid and arrived too 
late to prevent the disappearance of all the tripods to 
Workshops. As he is understood not to be entirely in 
favour with firing the Vickers from the hip, future training 
programmes are likely to be highly conjectural. 

We must congratulate Sgt. Hewitt on the latest addition 
to his family and sincerely hope that all goes well. Is it 
too early to appear with attestation papers? 

H.Q. COMPANY 
This month has been rather devoid of any startling 

activity except for a Social Evening when the Whitstable 
Home Guard Rifle Club were invited to taste the joys of 
Canterbury. Much to our regret, they gave us rather a 
hiding in the miniature range; but as they take shooting 
so seriously and arrived with telescopes, match rifles and 
various other paraphernalia, it was rather to be expected. 
We had hoped to get our revenge at darts, but, sorry to 
relate, our hopes did not materialise. Nevertheless, it was 
a very enjoyable evening and we look forward to seeing 
them again later in the year. 

We have just completed the 133 Inf. Bde. InterDrill 
Hall Shoot and after a lot of persuasion and coercion we 
managed to get the biggest majority of the volunteers to 
attend. It was nice to see some of the old faces and we 
should like to see them much more often. 

Annual Camp will soon be upon us and the P.S.I.'s are 
hoping it will be more like a vacation than a camp, provid
ing the weather is kind. 

Once again we come to the end of these notes and hope 
by the next issue more interesting events will have 
happened. 

1st AC.F. Battalion 

A WEEKEND course for Officers and 
W.O.s of the 1st and 2nd Army Cadet 
Force Battalions, The Buffs, was held at 

Howe Barracks on 17th18th March. 
The Course, which was made possible through 

the kind permission of Major Montgomery 
(Officer Commanding The Depot) was planned 
by Captain C. E. Taber, Training Officer of the 
1st Cadet Battalion. 

Captain Thorneycroft of the Depot, and Lieut. 
Fippins of the Training Wing gave valuable 
assistance. 

At the conclusion of the Training Programme, 
Lieut.Col. G. R. Howe conducted the Officers 
and Warrant Officers over the Regimental 
Museum. 

A 

Personnel attending the course were: 1st 
Battalion: Major D. A. Harding (C.O.), Major 
G. B. Knight (2 i/c), Captain C. E. Taber, 
Captain C. J. Thomas (Q.M.), Captain E. J. 
Cook (O.C., "B" Company), Lieut. R. F. 
Harrison, Lieut. C. K. Bunyan, Lieut. R. 
Spillett, 2/Lieut. R. Tye, 2/Lieut. Harrison, 
A.A.I. Fallon, W.O.s Richardson, Smith, Dunlop 
and Hill. 2nd Battalion: 2/Lieut. Turner, 
W.O.s Anderson and Burdle. 

Buffs' Golfing Society 
SPRING MEETING 

7TH AND 8TH APRIL, 1956 

MOST enjoyable meeting 
was held at Royal St. 
George's in fine, fresh 

weather conditions. We shared 
the course with another golfing 
society, the N.A.G.S., who set 
up a rival table in the club 
house hall and milked even 
larger sums from unsuspecting 
players than did Colonel Ned 
Knocker. We were all very 
sorry indeed not to have our 
hard working and respected 
Secretary, Colonel John Crook
enden, with us: he was confined 

at home on doctor's orders. We hope very 
much to see him about again soon. 

Maurice Dewar set the pace on Saturday 
morning with a fine 71 net, and thus won the 
King George's Fund for Sailors ash tray, six 
golf balls presented by the Captain, and headed 
the Brinkman Cup qualifiers. On Saturday 
afternoon, in a rising wind, Colonel "Rabbit" 
Hoare did a most praiseworthy "All Square" 
with Bogey, to win the coveted Lynden Bell 
Trophy. At the same time the first round of the 
Brinkman Cup was played, and our worthy 
Captain, R. C. Lancaster, distinguished himself 
by beating last year's Brinkman Cup winner, 
M. de J. Creswick. 

On Saturday evening a very convivial, informal 
dinner was held in the Bell Hotel at Sandwich 
attended by several golfing widows. 

On Sunday morning the semifinals of the 
Brinkman Cup were played, at the same time 
as the Senior and Junior Medals. In one semi
final, after a most exciting match, Reggie Browne 
succumbed to the determined Captain. In the 
other, David Montgomery, who on Saturday 
morning had added greatly to his medal score 
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by taking a 10 at the 10th (6 to get out of a 
bunker!), started off with three birdies, and 
eventually beat Maurice Dewar. David Court 
is to be congratulated on making such a success
ful first appearance on the English golf scene, 
after struggling with the nap on Kenya greens, 
to win the Junior Medal. In the final of the 
Brinkman Cup last year's Captain beat this year's 
after an exciting tussle. John May and Maurice 
Dewar proved an unbeatable combination in 
the foursomes. Our congratulations to Keith 
Meyrick on winning the Coupe des Lapins, and 
to the Captain on winning the Baird Cup. 

The following story is now doing the rounds 
at St. George's. One of our players is alleged 
to have asked the ViceCaptain of St. George's 
what "N.A.G.S." stood for. The ViceCaptain 
patiently explained that it stood for "The News
paper Advertisers' Golfing Society", and then 
drily asked, "And what does 'B.U.F.F.S.' stand 
for?" 

RESULTS 
BRINKMAN CUP.—Winner: Major D. Mont

gomery. Runnerup: R.C.Lancaster. 
REEVES CUP —Winner: Major D. Montgomery, 

169. Runnersup: M. de J. Creswick and 
C. M. C. Dewar, 175. 

LYNDEN BELL TROPHY.—Winner: Lieut.Col. 
N. E. Hoare (18), All Square. Runnerup: 
Major D. Montgomery (4), 1 Down. 

BRADLEY DYNE SALVER (Spring Round).— 
Winner: 2/Lieut. C. M. C. Dewar (12), 71. 
Runnersup: Major D. N. Court (16), R. C. 
Lancaster (12) and Major D. Montgomery (4), 
78. 

BAIRD GUP.—Winner: R. C. Lancaster (12), 
75—6=69. Runnerup: Major W. R. H. 
Browne (16), 80—8=72. 

TREVOR CUP.—Winner: Major D. Montgomery 
(4), (65—2)=65. Runnerup: 2/Lieut. C. M. C. 
Dewar (12), (74—6)=68. 

KENWARD CUP—Winner: Major D. Mont
gomery (4)—78. Winner on last 9. Runner
up: R. C. Lancaster (12)—78. 

NILGIRI CUP.—Winner: Major D. N. Court 
(16)—78. Runnerup: Major W. R. H. 
Browne (16)—83. 

. FOURSOMES.—Winners: Lieut.Col. J. F. May 
and 2/Lieut. C. M. C. Dewar (31|); Lieut.
Col. N. E. Hoare and Major R. A. C. Ravenhill 
(31). 

KING GEORGE'S FUND FOR SAILORS.—2/Lieut. 
C. M. C. Dewar (12)—71. 

ARMY GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP 
The Regiment is entering a team in this year's 

Army Golf Championship to be held at Royal 
St. George's from 7th to 11th May. 

The team will be as follows: Lieut.Col. N. R. 
Reeves, Lieut.Col. E. S. Scott, Lieut.Col. J. F. 
May, Major D. Montgomery, 2/Lieut. C. M. C. 
Dewar. Reserve: Major D. N. Court. 

It will be recalled that The Buffs won this 
event in 1934. We are very fortunate in having 
Colonel Noel Reeves, twice Army Champion 
(in 1931 and 1932) and Colonel Eric Scott, who 
tied in 1932 but lost on the play off, playing for 
us. A team has been entered three times since 
the war: 1948, 1951 and 1955, but has not yet 
managed to get through a.round. Let us hope 
that the presence of Noel Reeves, who now has 
little time to play golf and says he is very much 
out of practice, and Eric Scott, whose pigs keep 
him much occupied, will nevertheless inspire 
the team to repeat its preWar achievement. 
HOME COUNTIES BRIGADE MEETING 
The Regiment is also entering a team for this 

event, which is to take place at Royal St. George's 
on 14th May, and is being run by Depot The 
Buffs. 

Past and Present 
Association 
Life Members 

1ST TO 31ST MARCH, 1956 
Canterbury Branch.—Surridge, J. E., Kidder, W. 

* * * 

Life Associate 
Medway Branch.—Hammond, C. R. 

* * * 

Annual Members 
H.Q. Roll.—Lucas, R. G., Dean, Sgt. R. 

* *  * 

Donations 
We acknowledge with thanks the following donations:— 

Museum Fund £ s. d. 
.. ... 2 2 0 

1 1 0  
10 0 

.. ... 5 0 0 

Dover Branch Ladies' Guild 
Dover Branch 
Herne Bay Branch 
4/5th Battalion 

Warriors' Chapel 
Medway Branch Ladies' Guild 

1st Battalion Communion Plate 
London Branch Ladies' Guild 

... 10 0 0 

5 5 0 
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Grants 
The total grants from the Benevolent Fund and the 

World War 1939 Charitable Fund during the month of 
March, 1956, are as follows:— 

£ s. d. 
Benevolent Fund 7512 9 
World War 1939 Charitable Fund 27 15 0 

London Branch 
The meeting on Saturday, March 17th was attended 

by some 45 members. So come along, let's make it the 100 
mark, you young uns, and old uns! All are welcome 
at the Prince Alfred, Tufton Street, Westminster. 

We were very pleased to welcome Lieut. H. W. Gaskin 
of the 10th Battalion. He said he was very pleased to be 
in our midst again, but would have liked to have seen some 
of his old comrades. So come along, you chaps of the 
10th, and meet him. 

We also welcomed Chelsea Pensioner Hoyle of the 6th 
Battalion, who said he would like to take this opportunity 
of expressing his grateful thanks to the Association for 
their very great help to him. By the way, Mr. Hoyle is 
great on the piano—also singing. 

It was also nice to see Mr. Cotton back with us after 
his illness. I must say he looked quite fit. Mr. Macnamara 
also turned up after having a very rough time in hospital. 
He certainly looks a lot better. Let's hope these chaps will 
now continue to have good health. 

Whilst speaking of chaps turning up, let's quote a few 
names who were in attendance—Tommy Taylor, George 
Cobb, Albert Sharp, Sam Lewis, Mr. Orchard, Bert 
Perry, Chick Hopkins, George Hardwick, Billy Hudd, 
Capt. Emery, Lieut. Grant, Capt. Woodcock. Oh, 
yes, arid many more. You know, round and about 
London there must be over 500 Buffs. So come along, 
make a date for the 21st April. By the way, we are 
putting on a Party Dance after the meeting, so if you want 
a real good night, come along and enjoy yourselves for 
a good couple of hours. I am sure if you come once, you 
will make a date for the Prince Alfred every month. 

Many thanks to Mr. Girling (629370) for handing the 
London Branch a German swastika flag. We are going 
to hand it over to the Museum. I am waiting tor its history 
and will then send it to H.Q. Also an Iron Cross handed 
over by Mr. Priest, which will accompany the flag. 

Received, a letter from Mr. Hewson, who seems to 
be getting along alright in health, but who has just had 
some bad news—his sisterinlaw met a tragic death in a 
car accident. Members of the London Branch will 
remember her being at our last Annual Dinner and 
Dance. Our heartfelt sympathy to Mr. and Mrs. Dewson. 

Mr. Joe Goss has kindly consented to run our Dinner 
and Dance for the Branch this year. Also, Mr. Reckitts 
will again be the chap to get in touch with for the coach 
seats to Canterbury. Book in for these events now; you 
can lay a little by each month. So help us to try and.break 
all records for these two functions this year. 

Mr. Batho, who has been in hospital at Roehampton, 
is now at convalescence. He wishes to be remembered 
to all his old comrades. 

Some of the members of the Branch attended the 
Dinner of the Brighton Branch. They tell me it was a 
"rill reight night". Well done, Brighton. We hope to 
swell your numbers for your next one. 

Billy Rudd, Bert Perry, Les King and Jim Redman 
send their best respects to all the lads of their reign. They 
say if any of you should be in London on the third Satur
day of any month, well, look in at the Prince Alfred. 

Our President, Brigadier E. Foster Hall, sends his best 
wishes to all members. 

So to conclude for this month, all best wishes to all 
Branches from all of us at London. 

H.J.S. 
* * * 

FORTHCOMING ATTRACTIONS 
Canterbury Sunday. Coaches leaving Victoria, 10/6 return. 
Sept. 8. Annual Dinner and Dance, 13/6. 

* * * 

Ladies' Guild 
Notes of the meeting of the Ladies' Guild held on 

Saturday, 7th April, 1956.. 
The Chair was taken by the ViceChairman, Mrs. 

Odell, who led a lively and spirited meeting. 
After the Secretary had read the Minutes of the previous 

meeting, which were approved and signed, Mrs. Odell 
explained that the absence of the Chairman, Mrs. L. E. 
Coley, was due to the fact that she was attending a 21st 
birthday party, and not because of illness. 

The Chairman said how very pleased indeed we were 
to see "Auntie" (Mrs. Jackson) back again after her long 
illness, and a special welcome was given to Mrs. Foster 
Hall and Miss Bobby Wittering who, in reply to a question, 
said that her mother hoped to come along when the 
weather was a little better. 

Apologies for absence had been received from Nurse 
Evans and Mrs. Ricketts. Letters were read from Mrs. 
Smith and Mrs. Coley regretting their inability to be 
present, and from the Commanding Officer of the 1st 
Battalion acknowledging receipt of the Guild's donation 
to the fund for the purchase of the Communion Set. As 
the attendance at the meeting was rather small and not 
really representative, and the letter from Colonel Grace 
so very charming, it would be very greatly appreciated if 
your Editor could find sufficient space to permit us to 
record Colonel Grace's letter in full: 
"My dear Mrs. Tucker, 

I really am overwhelmed by the generosity and kindness 
of all the members of the London Branch Ladies' Guild 
and hardly know how to express my thanks to them and 
to you. All I can say is how deeply appreciative I am to 
you all and I do thank you all most warmly and sincerely 
for your wonderful response to our appeal. 

You will all be glad to hear, I know, that many people 
have come forward with contributions, both large and 
small, so much so that the fund is well on the way to being 
oversubscribed. If that should be the case I can assure 
you that any balance will be put towards some other cause 
connected with the Battalion Chapel and its furnishings. 
The Chapel is already an extremely nice one, but with the 
addition of such adornments as, for example, this set of 
Communion plate, it will be even nicer. 

I do hope it will be possible for all members of the 
Ladies' Guild to be told how grateful I am to them all for 
their great kindness and generosity? Perhaps this letter 
could be read out at your next meeting? I should so like 
everyone to know how much their gift is appreciated. 

With all good wishes to you and to all members. 
Yours very sincerely, 

H. R. GRACE, 
LieutenantColonel.'' 
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The Chairman pointed out that the months were passing 
and it was really time that we were considering seriously 
the question of some entertainment for members next 
Christmastime. Suggestions were asked for, and it 
appeared that the majority of those present favoured a 
theatre outing with supper afterwards. 

Mrs. Odell felt that those members who attended all 
Guild meetings and who regularly supplied raffle prizes 
(which, after all, provided the sole source of income for 
the Guild) should receive some special recognition, either 
by having their theatre ticket or their supper paid for, or 
at least receive some substantial rebate towards these 
items. It seemed a great pity, the Chairman felt, that the 
Guild should continually be sending money to Canterbury 
and the regimental funds whenever appeals were made, 
and the "regulars" who kept the Guild funds going reaped 
no benefit whatever from their continued efforts. 

Much discussion followed as to what the funds of the 
Guild were originally intended to be used for, and it was 
asked that members should be prepared to come forward 
with definite suggestions as to the type of entertainment 
and possible cash adjustments, for full discussion at the 
next meeting when Mrs. Coley would be in the Chair. 
It was agreed that the Secretary would notify normally 
regularattending members that this item was to be on the 
Agenda for the May meeting, and ask them to come along 
with their suggestions, too, so that a decision could be 
taken then. 

The Chairman reported that Mrs. Harris was still very 
poorly and had been ill since before Christmas. It was 
agreed that a further letter should be sent to her, with a 
small gift. 

Mrs. Odell said that conditions seemed to have improved 
with regard to the management of the Prince Alfred, and 
the premises were now nicely decorated and welllighted, 
and it was agreed that the question of complaining to the 
brewers should be abandoned for the time being. She felt 
it was useless lodging a complaint about something that 
had happened three months ago. 

Raffle prizes were given by Mrs. Annan, Mrs. Foster 
Hall, Mrs. Jackson and "The Folks at the Corner Table", 
and realised a total of £1 17s. 3d. Fifty cigarettes which 
Mr. Taylor had very kindly sent along to be auctioned 
realised 7/6, and a very able performance was put up by 
Mr. Billy Everett, who so kindly acted as auctioneer. 

The meeting was closed in good time for those members 
who wished to indulge in any games and recreation of 
their choice. 

H.I. 
* * * 

Margate Branch 
The monthly meeting was held on Wednesday, April 

4th at the Drill Hall, Hawley Square, and we were very 
pleased to have such a good gathering of members. 

The Minutes of the last meeting were read and accepted 
by the meeting, followed by the Chairman's report. 

Our attempts at fixing a social evening for last month 
did not prove successful, as unfortunately Sandwich 
Branch could not make the date. May we hope for better 
luck next time, Sandwich. 

We were hoping to arrange a meeting with Dover Branch 
later this month (April), but it has just come to hand that 
they cannot make it, so it seems that we are stuck again, 
although we shall be contacting Folkestone Branch during 
the next day or so, and hope to be able to report favour
ably on the result in the next issue of The Dragon. 

I am glad to note that we shall have a few members 
interested in the darts final at Canterbury on May 26th. 

Our efforts to form a Ladies' Guild in Margate are now 
beginning to materialize and we hope to be able to form a 
committee during the next week or so. 

Medway Branch 
I regret that I have not much to report this month. 

Not only has the Branch been rather inactive, but I have 
been absolutely full up at my own job which has not left 
me time to think up any titbits. 

We had quite a good attendance at our meeting in 
March, and whilst, unfortunately, quite a number of 
members were absent owing to illhealth, we had a very 
pleasant surprise in the attendance of several old die
hards. Firstly, there was Mrs. Eldridge. She had been 
unable to get along for some time and we were very 
pleased to see her in her customary chair. Then there were 
the two Tony's. Tony Richard, who has had a very bad 
leg for the last two years, and Tony Peacock, who was 
Hon. Secretary for the Branch for a very long time. Mr. 
Daniel managed to get along, although his wife is not 
well; a valiant effort. To all of them we say that we hope 
they will be able to attend regularly at our future meetings. 

Among those who were not able to be present was our 
Chairman, Mr. Cox. A few days after our last meeting 
his knee became very swollen and he has been unable to 
get about at all. We offer you, Mr. Chairman, our best 
wishes and hopes that the trouble will soon clear up so 
that you can again attend to Branch business. 

In the absence of Mr. Cox, our Branch Treasurer, Mr. 
W. G. Stewart, took the Chair, and among his other duties 
in that capacity he presented our new member, Mr. 
Williams, with his Life Membership Badge. 

We received a report of the last meeting of the Medway 
Towns' ExServicemen's Council. It would appear that 
the Council has now organised itself and has appointed 
its officers. The C.inC. Nore has accepted the office as 
President, the respective Mayors of the Medway Towns, 
Rochester, Chatham and Gillingham, have accepted 
office as VicePresidents, and the Bishop of Rochester has 
accepted office as Chaplain. Under such leadership the 
Council should do well. 

By the time I type the notes for next month, spring will 
be well advanced, the pressure of my office duties will be 
considerably less and so, perhaps, I shall be able to 
prepare something more palatable for your consumption. 
I hope so. 

* * * 

Ladies' Guild 
The Annual Meeting of the Medway Buffs Ladies' 

Guild was held on Tuesday, 24th January, and we had a 
good attendance. 

Letters of apology were received from various members 
for their absence. 

Mrs. King Holt was unanimously reelected as Chair
man; Mrs. D. Brooker as Secretary, and Mrs. Rowlands 
as Treasurer. 

It was reported that two of our members were very ill, 
Mrs. Stewart and Mrs. Birch, and the members expressed 
the hope they would soon be well enough to attend our 
meetings again. 

Mrs. King Holt had embroidered a very nice afternoon 
tablecloth, on which she had raised £5, and the Guild 
unanimously voted another £5 to be added to it, so that a 
donation of £10 could be sent to the Fund for The Buffs 
Chapel. The Guild's thanks were expressed to Mrs. King 
Holt. 5 
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Lt was decided to visit Wisiey Horticultural College and 
Gardens this year for our Annual Outing, probably in 
April. 

It was also decided to visit Canterbury on 29th May 
for our Annual Visit. 

After a cup of tea and a chat, the meeting closed. 
* * * 

Ramsgate Branch 
To keep these notes in order I suppose I must start off 

with our monthly meeting on the 16th March. 
The Chairman, Mr. J. Johnson, welcomed all officers 

and members and remarked how pleased we were to see 
our Past President, Major A. J. H. Taylor, in attendance. 
Other officers present were our three VicePresidents 
(Messrs. E. H. Swendell, C. Fakley and B. E. Knott—, 
the Treasurer (Major H. J. Martin, M.B.E.) and Vice
Chairman (Capt. H. H. Knight). We were sorry not to 
have our President (Mr. W. A. Wotton) with us, but as 
he was moving house that day, he was unable to be 
present. 

We hear with regret of the sudden collapse of one of our 
members, Sid Blackburn, who has now arrived home from 
hospital, but will still be under doctor's orders for some 
time yet. Since the meeting, news has also reached us that 
Horace Page has been ill for the past three weeks, and is 
likely to be kept to his bed for a while. Others on the sick 
list are Wally impett, still slowly recovering in Minster 
Hospital; and Jack Powles, who is slowly on the mend. 
To all these members we wish a complete recovery and 
look forward to seeing them at our meetings. 

Correspondence read gave us the date of the Darts 
Semifinal at Sandwich, and the Final at Canterbury on 
May 26th; and the Secretary reported that we had again 
received the Danish Dragons and that he had written to 
Denmark in appreciation. 

The Secretary also read a letter from Mr. B. J. Burgess 
of Eastbourne, who made himself known to some of our 
members' wives at the Remembrance Service, and we find 
out he is an old 5th Battalion member (191418) who 
served with that Battalion in India and Mespot until 
wounded, and he was very pleased when he was able to 
get into the Cathedral for the Service, also to join in the 
reunion at the Barracks, where he was introduced to the 
Colonel of the Regiment, but owing to his hearing aid 
playing tricks did not quite get the Colonel's name and 
when he found it was the Colonel, he was very much put 
out. 

We journeyed to Sandwich on Saturday, 24th March 
for our match in the Darts Semifinal, which 1 regret to 
say we lost by the odd leg. I don't know what got into our 
team, but 1 think it must have been not enough beer, as 
in the last game they were going to the board and scoring 
"Sevens" and such like small numbers. Unless it was a 
hoodoo Sandwich put on their board, for I saw several 
of our players' darts land on the floor when they should 
have gone into the treble 20. It was a good game and we 
wish our opponents good luck in the final. We put up a 
Ladies' Team against Sandwich the same evening and after 
wbat turned out to be an endurance test in trying to finish 
on "double one", Sandwich ladies just managed to make 
it. I think some of our members expected to leave their 
wives at Sandwich for the night still playing, as it got so 
near "turning out" time before the game ended. 

I suppose I must mention a couple of wanderers who 
for a short while found another pub, and were very much 
annoyed when we called them to the 'bus. I can't think 
why, unless it was that "beautiful blonde pianist" I saw. 
But it couldn't be that (these two were married)—or could 
it be? 

We offer a hearty welcome to Mr. J. Phillpott of 
Minster, who has recently returned home from serving 
with the Regiment, and we hope he will spend many even
ings with us. We also welcome Mr. R. Green, also 
returned from service, and we hope he will decide to 
become a member; our scouts are after him. 

As the seaside season starts, may I offer to all Branches 
a welcome to Ramsgate. If you are here on the third 
Friday of the month, come and join us, and if there is 
anything we can do to make your holidays a success, drop 
us a line and we will help if we can. 

B.E.N. 
* * * 

Canterbury Branch 
The centenary of the institution of the Victoria Cross 

is being commemorated this year and it has caused me to 
ponder as to how many readers can remember the late 
Cpl. William Cotter, v.c., or the fighting at the Hohen
zollern Redoubt In 1916. He was a pukka East Kent lad, 
for his home was at Sandgate and I have read the plaque 
which perpetuates his gallant memory in the local Village 
Hall. The ribbon was pinned to his breast whilst he lay 
dying in hospital, by the Corps Commander. 

There must be many who will appreciate the kind 
gesture of the relatives of the late Major A. W. Andrews 
in their presentation of a Cup for competitive marksman
ship amongst the members of the 1st Battalion. Many of 
us had always hoped that his name and prowess at sport 
for the Regiment would be brought home to the younger 
generation, and any form of competition seems a fitting 
method. I wonder if the 1st Battalion still display the 
intercompany zeal and enthusiasm that was our wont in 
the pre last war days. 

The night following our meeting in February was the 
occasion of a Dance that our Chairman and Committee 
had gone to great pains to organize. It was held in the 
Drill Hall and normally this venue is a safe bet for a 
successful evening. Unfortunately the date coincided 
with the peak of that atrocious cold weather so naturally 
the attendance was somewhat sparse with a corresponding 
fall in our anticipated profits. However, some twenty 
pounds odd was eventually available to help our Club 
funds—no mean achievement for the keen and loyal 
organizers, to whom we extend our heartiest thanks. 
Nevertheless, these public dances are a form of headache 
for the actual committee and so we have decided to cut 
out the high jinks of the Drill Hall, and, if necessary, 
hold our dances under some form of supervision. 

On the 9th March, a few members and their wives 
attended the showing of the film dealing with the Trooping 
of the Colours by the 1st Battalion, and a couple of others 
of military interest. I think the weather again must be 
blamed for the poor attendance. A great pity, too, for 
those that attended testify to the good show and excellent 
arrangements made by Mr. Parsons of the Weald Branch, 
who travelled from Tenterden in the worst possible road 
conditions. We thank him for all the trouble taken and 
a very fine show. 

Some compensation for these poor attendances was 
forthcoming at our Annual General Meeting held on the 
23rd March. A real bumper crowd of old 'uns and young 
'uns with a variety of service and careers that could surely 
cover the Kandahar Star, Rooke's Drift, the bistros of 
Amiens and the Western Desert shuffle! Our Chairman 
welcomed Major Watts, Q.M. of the Depot (I wonder if 
we could make a quorum of these valuable creatures), 
also Mr. Frank Sanger, Mr. Harwood and Mr. Smith, 
and then proceeded with the business of the evening. 
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By universal vote our executives and committees were 
reelected almost in toto. I think this reflects good domestic 
economy, for on the one hand the executives have been 
very popular, willing and hard working, and on the other 
the Branch has developed into a^ solid affair of comrade
ship, with a steadily increasing membership. The 
Secretary read put our Annual Report, which reflected 
our activities, and collective successes. Many have con
tributed to the past year's activities and I would like to 
thank all concerned for their past' help and loyalty to the 
Branch. I am omitting names for regular readers can 
identify the spade workers, but I would like to mention 
one particular member and to thank him for his efforts 
as Steward and keeping our house warm. Sgt. Bell is on 
no committee and is liable to be overlooked when 
bouquets are around, yet he serves us well. 

We are going to have another attempt with giviqg assist
ance to the Carnival, and if possible, giving more practical 
aid to the show itself. Colonel Argles visited us . again 
just to see that we are not getting out of handj He had 
little Regimental news to give us* but not to be outdone, 
he sold us some facelifting devices! 

 A coach load of members and wives paid a visit to 
Sittingbourne Branch on the night of the 24th! March. 
The occasion being an attempt to bring the Darts Final 
to our home ground, but, alas! our hosts must have 
doctored the beer, for we suffered defeat. Honourable 
defeat, for the games were keenly and closely contested 
and in the end there was little to it other than the bias of 
Kismet. We congratulate the winners and hope their luck 
holds for the finals. Our own team deserve a mention, too, 
and in particular Mr. White, for his highest score. This 
brought him an award in the form of a set of darts which 
Mr. Robinson had generously donated lor this purpose. 
We were royally entertained in both music and gastronomy 
by our hosts and it was a kind gesture of Colonel D. Dean, 
v.c., to supervise our comfort and entertainment. Thank 
you, Sittingbourne, for a good game and enjoyable 
evening, and Ernie Chambers for organizing our trip. 

BABU. 

WHO'S WHO AT THE CANTERBURY BRANCH 

No. 10—MR. H. SURRIDGE 

Mr. Surridge is a 1931 enlistment and has spent the 
majority of his service with the 2nd Battalion whilst they 
were at Shorncliffe, Bordon and Pembroke. 

During the years 193139 our fellowmember was 
prominent on the Admin, side of the Battalion, being 
generally employed as a Company Cook and Regimental 
Butcher with continuity and, apparently, proficiency, 
for when the 2nd Battalion proceeded to London to take 
over the Royal Palace Guards, our comrade had no less 
than six R.A.S.C. potential butchers under him for 
instruction. . 

Like a good many Company Cooks before him, he has 
"dabbled" in Boxing, but apart from sport he has the 
unusual hobby (for a soldier) of being a confirmed pigeon 
fancier. Throughout his soldiering he has managed to 
keep up this hobby (despite running foul of different 
Q.M.s) and now in Civvy Street at Canterbury he 
participates without fear of contravening Queen's 
Regulations. 

Mr. Surridge lost contact with the Regiment soon after 
1939 for firstly he was attached to the R.E.'s and finally 
transferred to the R.A.O.C., where ammunition research 
displaced his butchery skill. 

He w^s sent to France in the early days and like many 
more of that illfated period, he was made a P.O.W. 
Taking advantage of an opportunity to escape, he walked 
and hitchhiked across France, over the mountains fnto 
Spain, where he experienced the amenities (six) of that 
country's civilian prisons, and finally reached Gibraltar 
51 weeks from his date of initial capture. A grand effort. 

Despite the transfers of the War period, Mr. Surridge 
remains loyal to the Regiment and our Branch in 
particular. His son is now serving with the 1st Battalion in 
Germany and he is already taking steps to make certain 
of his son becoming an Association Member. 

Whilst serving, our fellowmember was nicknamed 
"Barjy", but I don't think that is the favourite nowadays. 

Throws a nifty dart. 
BABU. 

* * * 

Ladies' Guild 
After the bitterly cold day which coincided with our 

February meeting, we were fortunate in having ideal 
conditions for the 7th March which brought together 
twentysix members, four of whom had not previously 
attended. Altogether 36 ladies have joined since we re
formed, which is a good sign, and to all our new arrivals 
we give a hearty welcome. 

We were delighted to have our President, Mrs. Guy Lee, 
with us. She read a letter from Mrs. J. Tucker, Secretary 
of the London Branch, conveying good wishes, which' we 
heartily reciprocate, and giving news of the London Guild 
Christmas Dinner. 

The Branch Committee has now been formed and all 
ladies who had previously volunteered were elected 
en bloc. The Committee consists of Mesdames Philips, 
Hews, Evans, Osborne, Griffin and Halladay. 

The Secretary, Mrs. E. Chambers, read a letter from 
Colonel Argles requesting our aid for the Museum which 
we will be glad to give. 

Mrs. Lane supervised the tea arrangements and it was 
good to see her thoroughly enjoying herself. A real good 
"cuppa" was the opinion of all present, and we give thanks 
also to the willing band pf helpers who assisted her. 

It was the general opinion of those present that the 
Secretary contacts Herne Bay Branch of the Past and 
Present Association and offer membership of the Guild 
to the wives and relatives of members who, through lack 
of numbers, cannot form a Guild. 

The competition run for Branch Funds was won by 
Mrs. Rennels. 

We were fortunate in again having a fine though cold 
day for our April meeting, and were delighted to welcome 
three new members—Mesdames Lewry, Freelove and 
Howe—bringing our membership over the forty mark. 

A very interesting competition was organised to find out 
which member could put the greatest number of articles 
inside a normal size match box. Mrs. Reynolds proved a 
worthy winner with no less than 176 articles—no mean 
achievement. We thank Mrs. Halliday for providing the 
prize in this competition. 

Mrs. Guy Lee and Mrs. Ronald kindly provided raffle 
prizes, for which we give thanks. Mrs. Reynolds and Mrs. 
Halliday were the lucky winners. 

Mrs. White and Mrs. Osborne, being indisposed, were 
unable to be present, and we wish them both a speedy 
recovery. 

Mrs. Argrave, ably assisted by her daughter, Mrs. 
Sandom, provided the nice tea enjoyed by all. 

FREV. 
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Sandwich Branch 
The General Monthly Meeting was held at the Drill 

Hall on Wednesday, March 7th, 1956, at 8 p.m. 

Major F. W. Tomlinson presided and fourteen members 
were present. The meeting opened with the usual 
moment's silence and the Minutes of the previous meeting 
were read and confirmed. 

Apologies were read from our ViceChairman, Lieut.
Col. N. S. Hart, and Messrs. A. Elvery, H. Scarborough 
and A. Bundock—the latter, we regret to hear, has 
been on the sick list and we trust that by now he is quite 
fit again. 

Correspondence included a letter from Mr. H. J. 
Phillips thanking the Branch for their kind letter of 
sympathy on his recent bereavement. The Sandwich 
Branch, the British Legion, wrote stating,that their Annual 
Dinner and Concert was being held on Saturday, March 
24th, and extended a welcome to members who wished to 
attend. 

In a circular letter from H.Q., notice was given that 
the Annual Remembrance Service would be held on 
Sunday, August 12th. 

The InterBranch Darts Final would be held at the 
Depot on Saturday, May 26th, when it was hoped there 
would be a show by the Buckmaster Puppets and other 
entertainment. 

Notice was given that the Annual General Meeting will 
take place at the Depot on Saturday, September 15th, at 
3 p.m. It was also stated that plans had now been approved 
for a small extension to the Regimental Museum and that 
the Colonel of the Regiment is now anxious to build up a 
worthwhile Museum Fund. It was suggested that Branches 
and Ladies' Guilds might give one or two small donations 
each year. 

The Branch was notified that in the Darts SemiFinal we 
would be playing Ramsgate at home and Sittingbourne 
would be at home to Canterbury. Both matches were to 
be played off by March 31st. 

In a letter received from the Ramsgate Branch it was 
requested that if possible the match be arranged to take 
place on a Saturday evening, this being the most con
venient time for their team and members. 

It was agreed to arrange for the match to be played at 
the Drill Hall on Saturday, March 24th, at 8 p.m. 

Copies of the Danish Dragon, received direct from 
Denmark, were before the meeting and circulated to 
members. Special note was made of the exchange of 
address form printed on the back page. 

On Wednesday, February 15th, 33 members and their 
ladies attended the film show kindly arranged by the 
Ramsgate Branch, and despite the bitter wintry weather, 
the show was very much enjoyed. Quite a number who had 
booked seats could not attend through illness or would not 
venture the journey. Thank you, Ramsgate, for a very 
enjoyable evening. 

* * * 

Brighton Branch 
We are very pleased to report a good attendance at our 

March meeting. Also to say we have a good response 
for tickets to our Annual Dinner. We are pleased, too, 
to know that some of the London Branch members are 

joining us for it, and wish everyone a very happy evening 
and assure them of a very warm welcome. We hope, too, 
that our retiring Secretary, Major Milton, can be with 
us. He and Mrs. Milton are again making preparations 
for the Cider Party they give in May, and to which they so 
kindly invite us all, and which we always enjoy and 
appreciate, we hope for a fine day, so that our older 
members can join us. 

It is good to have Mr. Griffen in our ranks again. He 
is now our "Debt Collector", so look out any of you who 
are not paid up. He'll be after you. 

We are very sorry to bid farewell to Mr. and Mrs. 
Guest, who are leaving Brighton to take over the Horse 
and Groom in Harbledown, near Canterbury. We hope 
some of the Canterbury boys will look them up sometimes. 
They will be made very welcome. Charlies Guest helped 
a lot to get us our new Club Room, and our good wishes 
go with him. 

By the time our next meeting comes round, the weather 
should be warmer, and then we hope to see Mrs. Dray and 
Molkenthin among us and joining in our discussions. 

Mr. Tester visited me one Sunday evening and kindly 
made a donation to the Club Funds. Thank you, Mr. T. 
When you can spare the time to come, we are more than 
pleased to see you at our meetings. 

W.A.K. 

* * * 

Ashford Branch 
Our monthly meeting was held on the 6th April at the 

Invicta. Our President (Major Bampus), Chairman (A. J. 
Mills) and nineteen members were in attendance. 

The Chairman opened the meeting by welcoming Mr. 
Powney and Mr. Tompsett back to the meeting after their 
recent illnesses. The Secretary then read the Minutes and 
correspondence, which was then discussed. For the 
forthcoming Darts Final at Canterbury we are taking 
along a coachload, so are all looking forward to an 
enjoyable evening and a good darts contest. 

Mr. Tompsett thanked the Branch for the 1 cwt. of coal 
he received during his illness. 

Mr. Green then gave us a report of Mr. T. Randall in 
Sans Sousi, Sydney, Australia. He has just recently under
gone a serious operation in Sydney, and I'm sure all 
members of other Branches will join with us of Ashford 
Branch and wish him a speedy recovery. Mr. Randall 
served with the 1 /4th Battalion The Buffs 191418 and 
was a Sergeant. Last year he returned to England for a 
holiday, and became a Life Member of our Branch. He 
attended the Remembrance Service at Canterbury. 

The Regimental Museum Fund was brought up, and it 
was proposed by our President, and carried, that our box 
collection and raffle money be sent to this fund. J. 
Rossiter attended to the box, and our Assistant Secretary, 
Bill Chapman, attended to the raffle tickets. These func
tions raised £2, which is being send to H.Q. Thanks, Joe 
and Bill, who by the way is becoming an efficient Assistant 
Secretary. 

With no other business, the meeting closed at 20.15 
hours. 
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We were pleased to see our two members from Lenham, 
Messrs. Filmer and Record. They always turn up. Harry 
Coleman was absent, as he was attending a Post Office 
Dinner. He sent his apologies. J. Blake put in an appear
ance after being absent for a while. Our two diehards, 
Ossie Masters and G. Skinner, are still up to the usual 
mark. Cyril Barham is having another spell of bad luck, 
having to come off work again. We all wish him well again. 
We hope Mr. Washford of Brabourne is well, as we haven't 
seen him for a while now. 

1 would like to add, to any reader of The Dragon who 
knew Mr. T. Randall whilst in the Army, his address is; 
17 Dicken Avenue, Sans Sousi, Sydney, N.S. Wales, 
Australia. 

A.C.M. 
* * * 

Herne Bay Branch 
The Branch held its Annual General Meeting on the 

12th instant and with a good attedance the following were 
elected for offices as follows:—President: Major J. 
Iggulden; VicePresident: Capt. Gannon; Chairman: 
Mr. Davey; ViceChairman: Mr. W. Thoundow; 
Secretary: Mr. A. Trice; Committee: Mr. F. Marsh, 
Mr. Sharman, Mr. F. Spratt, Mr. S. Packham, Mr. B. 
Pellett; Standard Bearer: Mr. B. Pellett; Standard 
Escort: Mr. A. Weston, Mr. S. Packman. 

It was proposed that our Annual Dinner should be held 
on the 7th April, and arrangements were put in hand under 
the Committee. 

Letters were read from the Association Secretary re 
the Annual Remembrance Service, etc. 

Badges for Blazers were displayed, and orders taken for 
same. It was also carried that the Branch should attend 
the Darts Final at Canterbury and numbers were to be 
submitted to the Secretary by the next meeting in April. 

A raffle was organized and the sum of £1 is to be for
warded to the Secretary for the Museum Fund. 

General satisfaction was expressed at the running of 
the Branch, but we should like to see more younger mem
bers joining and attending the monthly meetings, this 
would make it look more like Past and Present—at the 
present it looks more like Past only! I know we cannot 
help getting old, so no bad reflection, members. We like 
to see you turn up—the more the merrier! 

A general vote was cast thanking all members of the 
past Committee for their work put in during the past year. 

Regimental Histories of The Buffs 
The following Histories may be obtained from the Administration 
Officer, Depot The Buffs, New Infantry Barracks, Canterbury 

HISTORICAL RECORDS OF THE BUFFS 
1572—1704 

by H. R. KNIGHT 
Out of print. Second hand copies available from time to time 

1704—1814 and 1814—1914 
by C. R. B. KNIGHT 

In Two Parts  £1 Is. 3d. Post free 

1919—1948 
by C. R. B. KNIGHT 

£1 5s. Post free 

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE BUFFS 
by E. FOSTER HALL 

Revised edition  2/6 Post free 

"DRUMS AND DRUMMERS" 
by G. R. HOWE 

Price 2/2 Post free 

JOIN 

THE PAST 

AND PRESENT 

PLEASE ASSOCIATION 

SUPPORT THE BUFFS 
O U R  

ADVERTISERS __________ 
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BY APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN 

GOLDSMITHS & CROWN JEWELLERS 

Mess 
and Wedding 
Presentations 
GARRARD & co. LTD. have for many 

years specialised in the handling of enquiries 

for mess and wedding presentations. 

At "112" there is a Services department, 

devoted entirely to this work, and the 

knowledge and experience gained over 

the years are placed at the disposal of 

persons or committees entrusted with the 

difficult task of selecting the right gift 

for the right occasion. 

Silver Statuette 

Silver Salver 

Silver Table Lighter Silver Cigarette Box 

GARRARD & CO.  LTD. 
Crown Jewellers 

formerly 
THE G OLDSMITHS & SILVERSMITHS COMPANY LTD.  

112  REGENT STREET  LONDON  W.l  TELEPHONE  REGENT 3021 
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Beaneys — 
THE BUTCHERS FOR THE 

GARRISON SINCE 1921 
(EXBUFF) 

You'll find us in Military Road 
— 23 bus passes the door — 

F. R. Beaney 
22a MILITARY ROAD, CANTERBURY 

TELEPHONE 2827 

Become a subscriber to 

"The Dragon" 

and keep in touch with 

Regimental news and old friends 

T H E  D R A G O N  

c? tfadiUm Uvrmjfmit Six JLeif/m 

W uies. c . optrvfs p 1 & Lid cm u 
S A C C O N E  &  *  S P E E D .  L T D  

52 SACKVILLE ST. s LONDON,  VV.  1. 
EST. ' 1839 

TRADING THROUGHOUT THE WORLD 
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KNOWN IN KENT 
SINCE WATERLOO 

VYEJtSON 

Have YOU — 
a Printing Problem ? 

then Solve it by ringing 

C A N T E R B U R Y  -  2 1 0 7  

or by visiting the offices of 

GIBBS & SONS 
1 6  O R A N G E  S T R E E T  

CANTERBURY 

MM§ 
for 

UNIFORM 
Quality Tailored 

Garments 

Reasonable Prices 

Facilities for Payment 

Send for Illustrated 
Brochure 

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS, LONDON, W.C.2 
Telephone: TEMple Bar 1814 

OUR REPRESENTATIVES VISIT ALL DEPOTS 

Branches: Aldershot, Amesbury, Bournemouth, Camberley, Cam
bridge, Chester, Exeter, Folkestone, Newark, Oxford, Isle of Man 

Redruth, Richmond (Yorks 

Always choose the Best— 

FREMLINS 
'ELEPHANT' 

A L E S  
FREMLINS LTD  MAIDSTONE & LONDON 
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J. H. & J. BROOKE, Ltd. 
IMPORTERS AND BOTTLERS OF FINE WINES 

By Appointment FOR OVER 150 YEARS 
To H.M. Queen Elizabeth II 

Wine Merchants LONDON 
27  CLEMENTS LANE,  E .C .4  
T e l e p h o n e :  M A N s i o n  H o u s e ,  5 3 0 1  1 2  l i n e s )  &  7 0 9 7  

FOLKESTONE 
134  SANDGATE ROAD 
T e l e p h o n e :  F o l k e s t o n e  3 1 2 3  (2 l i n e s )  

H Y T H E , K E N T  
7 8  H I G H  S T R E E T  
T e l e p h o n e :  66301 

Delivery by our own vans in London, Folkestone, 
Hythe, and many parts of the Home Counties. 

UNIFORM TAILORING BY 

CIVIL and MILITARY TAILORS and OUTFITTERS 

97 New Bond Street, London, W.l 
GROsvenor 5016/7/8 

AND AT 
ALDERSHOT  CAMBERLEY  CATTERICK CAMP  CHESTER 

Appointed Tailors to your Regiment 

REPRESENTATIVES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 

IN GREAT BRITAIN BY GIBBS AND SONS ORANGE STREET CANTERBURY 
- Iv: -

O C* 
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CONWAY WILLIAMS 
T H E  M A Y F A I R  T A I L O R  

48 BROOK ST., MAYFAIR, LONDON, W.I. 
(Opposite Claridge's Hotel) 

AND 

3 9  L O N D O N  R O A D ,  G A M B E R L E Y  

Morning and Evening Wear, Court and Military Dress for all occasions 
Hunting, Sports and Lounge Kits 

All Cloths cut by expert West End Cutters and made exclusively by hand 
in our Mayfair Workshops by the Best English Tailors 

REGIMENTAL TAILORS TO THE BUFFS 

Telephones: Telegrams 
Mayfair 0945—Camberley 498 "Militaila Wesdo. London" 

—  " P h o t o g r a p h s "  —  
C A N T E R B U R Y  

Phone 3637 

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING 

Military Portraits 
PICTURE FRAMING 

WHETHER IT'S 
STATIONERY, BOOKS, OFFICE 
FURNITURE, TYPEWRITERS, 
LEATHER OR FANCY GOODS 

GET IT AT 

39/40 HIGH STREET  CANTERBURY 

Castings for Industry 

Well-known in the shipbuilding, 

aircraft and other industries, STONE'S 

castings are also supplied to general 

engineering firms — for whom an 

excellent service exists. Castings of 

all descriptions — in brass, bronze, 

and aluminium and magnesium alloys 

— are produced under laboratory 

control, with full machining facilities 

available if required. 

J. STONE & CO. (CHARLTON) LTD. 
Ma in Works Branch Works 

WOOLWICH ROAD, S.E.7. THE CANAL, GRAVESEND 

(Greenwich 3277) (Gravesend 5247) 
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THE BUFFS (Royal East Kent Regiment) 
ColonelinChief: His Majesty Frederik IX, K.G., King of Denmark 

Colonel: MajorGenera! V. Boucher, C.B., C.B.E., 8 Longport, Canterbury 

Grace, H. R. 
Lewis, P. J. . 

LIEUTENANTCOLONELS 

O.C., 1st Bn. 
... T/Lt.Col., M.A., Copenhagen. 

Bailey, N. T. 
Yates, G. H. A 
Edlmann, E. L. C., M.C. ... 
Rawlings, A. C., M.B.E. ... 
Horlev, B. M. 
May, J. F., M.B.E 
Ravenhill, R. A. C. 
Plumptre, P. B., M.B.E. ... 
Dendy, R. H. 
Majendie, A. E. ... ... , 
Lucas, J. P. ... 
Norris, N. F. H. C. 
Crichton, R. F., M.C. 
McGrath, B., M.C 
Gay, A. W 
Montgomery, D. 
Morgan, F. de R., M.C. ... 
Poulsen, N. D., M.B.E. ... 
Cox, E. G., M.C 
Critchley, L. P., M.B.E. 
Worts, J. B., M.C 
Court, D. N. 
GordonWilson, N. F., M.B.E. 
Nash, J. P 
(Trench Blake, M. A. O'B 
Iliffe, R. O 
Hadshar, G. 
Dunglinson, W. G. H. 

Semmence, R. G. H. 
Barrett, D. P. R. 
Dent, J. E. ... 
MacDonald, E. W— 
Peckham, A. D. 
Squire, S. J., M.B.E. 

MAJORS 

Gold Coast Regt. T.C. 
att. H.Q., Aldershot Dist. 
2 IC Chief Instructor Inf. Bovs* Bn. 
Depot C.R.M.P. 
H.Q. Northag. 
T/Lt.Col., Ministry of Supplv. 
4/5th Bn. 
6 Travelling Wing. 
1st Bn. 
Leave U.K. 
H.Q., E. Africa. 
1st Bn. 
5 Nigeria Regt. 
1st Bn. 
East Africa T.C. 
O.C. Depot. 
G.S.O. 2, H.Q., Malaya. 
H.Q., Cyprus. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
H.C.B.D. 
J.S.S.C. 
G.S.O. 2, M.13, War Office. 
27 Bde., Hong Kong. 
2 Malay Regt. 
Leave U.K. 
1st Bn. 

CAPTAINS 

1st Bn. 
H.Q., 91 Lorried Inf. Bde., B.A.O.R. 
4 KA.R. 
Staff College, Canada. 
1st Bn 
Leave U.K. 

Thorneycroft, F. E, 
Willows, D. A. 
Wilson, P. F., D.F.C. 
Hamilton, C. M. 
Gatehouse, H. R. 
Griffin, C. J. 
Webber, J. W. 
Pirn, A. H. E. 
StratfordTuke, R. A, 
Brigstocke, W. F. 
French, B. G. J. 
Lees, H. D. ... 
Grugeon, J. D. 
Mullins, G. O. 
Minto, T. G. 
West, C. T. F. 

CAPTAINS—continued 
Depot. 
Adjt., 1st Bn. 
1st Bn 
H.Q., 158 Inf. Bde., T.A. 
1st Bn. 
Adjt., 4/5th Bn. 
1st Bn. 
2 Gold Coast Regt. 
Eaton Hall O.C.S. 
1st Bn Parachute Regt 
6 K.A.R., E. Africa. 
7 K.A.R., E. Africa. 
Adjt., Depot. 
Adjt., 3 Bn., Parachute Reg 
1st Bn. 
6 Inf. Bde., B.A.O.R 

Ward, M. W. 
Dracopoli, M. P. St. F. 
Tennent, H. C. L. ... 
Mitchell, P. J. 
Pilcher, R. A. 
Davison, J. H. 
Baker, R. W. M. 
RymerJones, J. A. 
Edgecombe, G. J. B. 
Lunn, J. M 

Lea, R. 
Williams, R. T. P. 
Reid, J. D. W. 
Dewar, C. M. C. 

Watts, E. H. F. 
Kille, W. E. ... 
Catt, A. H. ... 

CHAPLAIN: Revd. E. W. Evans, C.F. 

MFDICAL OFFICER: Lieut. A. Nisbett, R.A.M.C. 

PAYMASTER: Major B. M. Green, R.A.P.C. 

LIEUTENANTS 
1st Bn. 
Leave U.K. 
A.D.C. to G.O.C., H.C.D. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
Course, U.K. 
Inf. Boys' Bn. 
3 Bn. Parachute Regt. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 

Depot. 
... 1st Bn. 

1st Bn. 
... Course U.K. 

QUARTERMASTERS 

Maj., Depot. 
Maj., 1st Bn 

... Capt.. 4/5th Bn. 

Ford, E. N., M.C. ... 
Todman, N. E. H. ... 

Carey, R., M.C. 
Robertson, R. J. 

Elliott, N 

MAJORS 

Leave, U.K. 
E. Anglia District. 
6 K.A.R., East Africa 
H.Q., Nigeria District. 
Aldershot District. 

Short Service Commissions 

Kirby, J. A. ... 
Hicks, E. M. G. 
Hodges, J. D. 
Courtney, M. K. 

LIEUTENANTS—continued 
Brit. Comm. Div. Korea. 

... I.O. Div., B.A.O.R. 
E.R.E., Singapore. 

... 23 K.A.R 

Ransley, E. J., M.C. 
McGrath, G. A. 

Fakley, J. F. 
Butcher, D. A. T. .. 
Marshall. J. V. 

CAPTAINS 
Bde. B.A.O.R. 
H.C.B. Depot. 
P.S.O., H.C.B. Depot. 
East Africa Training Centre. 
Brit. Comm. Div. Korea. 

Hardy, J. E.. 
Jakob, F. J. . 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
... H.C.B.D. 

West Africa. 

LIEUTENANTS QUARTERMASTERS 
Cross, K. J 1st Bn. Stone, J. H., Major ... B.A.O.R. 

Corps, J., Capt 16 Coy., R.A.S.C. 

 Extended Service Officer 

National Service Officers 

Shephard, J. N. (Lieut.) 
Keene, R. V. 
Hordern, P. J. C. ... 
Redfern, A. J. 
Brice, E. St. J. 
Hills, A. M. 
Johnson, B. D. G. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 

... Depot. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 

Ma bey, R. C. 
HolmesSmith, C. 
Daniel, O. R. 
Wallace, W. R. D. 
Jonas, D. A. 
Willett, A. R. 
Duckworth, M. W. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS—continued 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
 st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
23 K.A.R. 
2 Q.O. Nigeria Regt. 
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Personalia 

CONGRATULATIONS to Lieut.Col.s A. 
G. Jelf and P. J. Lewis on promotion to 
substantive rank. 

* * * 

Also to Major and Mrs. A. J. H. Taylor on 
the birth of another son; to Mr. and Mrs. Tegner 
(nee Rosemary Willows) on the birth of a 
daughter; and to Capt. and Mrs. R. A. 
StratfordTuke on the birth of a daughter. 

* * * 

We congratulate also Mr. David Hilton on his 
engagement to Miss Jean Somerville. 

* * * 

Lieut. R. P. Wright, whom we congratulate on 
his second star, met with a serious motor accident 
and is in the Kent and Canterbury Hospital, 
where although making satisfactory progress, he 
is likely to remain for some time. 

* * * 

Brigadier F. W. B. Parry is still in hospital at 
Milbank and we await better news of his injured 
eye. 

The Colonel of the Regiment was also a patient 
there recently for dental treatment. 

* * * 

The following were under the weather in 
April, which must have been the worst for many 
years:—Mrs. Baird, Mrs. Barker, Colonel 
Crookenden, Colonel and Mrs. Hart, Mrs. H. de 
R. Morgan and Mrs. Power. 

We hope by this time that they are all 
recovered. 

* * * 

Those of our readers who were in Singapore in 
1911 (a dwindling number) will hear with regret 
of the death of Colonel Horace G. Pinches, 
R.A.M.C., on 17th April. He had many friends in 
the 2nd Battalion, and songs from him were 
always in demand on guest nights. 

* * * 

We offer our sympathy to Captain C. C. Read 
on the death of his wife, and to Captain A. G. C. 
Hollands on the death of his mother, the widow 
of C.S.M. Charles Hollands. 

^ 

Lieut.Col. and Mrs. E. Hudson Allen will 
shortly be leaving Dorset for Alresford, Hants., 
where they have bought a house. Lieut.Col. 
and Mrs. C. E. Wilson are also househunting in 
that area. 

It is very nice to see Mrs. Harry Jackson home 
for a few months. She has made her headquarters 
at The Abbot's Barton Hotel, Canterbury. Major 
Jackson hopes to be home in time for Canterbury 
Cricket Week. 

* * * 

We regret to record two more deaths. ExSgt. 
Galloway died at Lydd, aged 71 years. He left 
the Regiment in 1924. 

Mr. E. Spice died at Rochester on the 2nd May. 
He joined The Buffs in 1914 and was posted to 
the 1st Battalion in France. He was later trans
ferred to the 2nd Battalion and went to Salonika, 
where he was a Stretcher Bearer and was Men
tioned in Despatches. 

Between the wars he was a lighterman and 
during the last war was employed in Sheerness 
Dockyard. 

After the war he became caretaker of the Drill 
Hall in East Street, Sittingbourne, and upon the 
formation of the Club of the Past and Present 
Association became its first Steward, a position 
he held until three years ago, when his health 
began to fail. 

* * * 

Lieut.Col. L. W. Lucas writes from Estoril, 
where he has been convalescing after his oper
ation. He and his wife are both well and will 
have by now returned home. Brigadier and Mrs. 
Stronge and their daughter dined with them in 
Portugal. 

* * * 

BIRTHS 
TAYLOR.—On April 13th, 1956, at Long Barn, 

Broadstairs, to Caroline (nee Metcalfe), wife 
of A. J. H. Taylor, a son. 

STRATFORDTUKE.—On May 8th, 1956, at the 
Stanley Nursing Home, Chester, to Wendy 
(nee Hall), wife of Captain R. A. Stratford
Tuke, The Buffs, a daughter. 

* * * 

DEATH 
READ.—On the 15th April, 1956, the beloved wife 

of Capt. C. C. Read, of 149 Sturry Road, 
Canterbury. 

* * * 

ENGAGEMENT 
MR. A. D. M. HILTON AND MISS J. E. R. SOMERVILLE 

The engagement is announced between David 
Hilton, of Willowdown, Harbledown, Canter
bury, and Jean Somerville, of Edinburgh, now 
at Pandora's at Castleman's, Hare Hatch, 
Twyford, Berks. 
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Vague—ask for 
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AT0 FINER WHISKY GOES % 

INTO ANY BOTTLE 

rfsk for M "Pert 
'them's alwaysxfime fot Nescafe' 

JACOB'S 
CREAM CRACKERS 

apd JACOB'S Water Biscuits with the nutty flavour people like 
Recommended for use in Messes and Canteens 

made right in the 

NESCAFE 
Nttcafi II a registtrtd trad/ mark 

to dtugnalt N/stl/'s instant coff/t. 
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Next time you're feeling hot and tired, drop into 
the NAAFI Bar and have a glass of Quosh. 
You'll find it refreshes you wonderfully. In Quosh 
there's just the right amount of energygiving 
sugar, blended perfectly with luscious fruit juice 
to make a really delicious drink. 

DRINK QUOSH AT HOME TOO 

Children love Quosh. Make sure 
there's a bottle in the cupboard. 
Then you've got refreshment 
handy any time you want it. 
Quosh is on sale in the NAAFI 
shop  3  a bottle. 

Quosh 
The Fruit Squash that's extrarefreshing 

ORANGE * LEMON - GRAPEFRUIT * LIME * ORANGE BARLEY * LEMON BARLEY 

THE MATCH FOR THE 
BRITISH FORCES 

BRITISH MADE BY BRYANT & MAY 

BRYMAY 
SAFETY 
MATCHES 

"/ told him to bring a block of 
Cadburys Dairy Milk Chocolate" 

A GLASS-AND-A-HALF OF MILK IN EVERY HALF POUND 
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"A" COMPANY 
This month "A" Company has been away from Barracks 

! for training on two occasions. However, in between we 
had an Easter break, followed by a week as duty Company, 
during which times the Company Lines were very quiet 
indeed. 

While on the subject of Company Lines, we have noticed 
that "B" Company have decided to make a lawn on the 
small area allotted to them outside the Company Block. 
A challenge? Perhaps, but we are fortunate in having 
Mr. Reid in the Company, who is the Battalion Gardening 
Officer, and it has been suggested that he makes a short 
trip to Holland to collect some bulbs for beautifying the 
Barracks. So if "B" Company have an emeraldgreen 
lawn, "A" Company should have a herbacious border to 
rival the Chelsea Flower Show!! Small hope for either, 
though, I'm afraid. 

Another important change has taken place in "A" 
Company this month. On the 14th April Sgt. Morrish 
left us to go to the Depot. There we wish him and his 
wife a most pleasant stay. Sgt. Morrish was Platoon 
Sergeant of No. 1 Platoon, "A" Company, for a long 
time and knew the Platoon well. Pte. Fruish, one of 
No. 1 Platoon's National Servicemen, has left us for 
Demob., and we can imagine him cheerful as ever as he 
cuts down trees on his new job. He was always an en
thusiastic lumberman on schemes, sometimes needed a 
little restraint—yes, we shall miss Fruish. We welcome to 
the Company Ptes. Christie, Mills, Bartly, Sharp and Gill 
who are straight from the Depot and with us for a short 
time before Training Company explains what it is all 
about. 

The training at Haltern was all that we had hoped. 
This time we were in a pleasant pine wood on the edge of 
the training area—far from the "madding crowd" of 
"B" and "C" Companies who preferred a place that 
resembled Bertram Mills' Circus in winter quarters. 
Among other amusements were a demonstration of the 
sequence of orders and battle drill, starring the Company 
Commander, throwing grenades on a competitive basis 
and a Sten gun firing course inspired by Gary Cooper, 
Audie Murphy and others. 

The biggest single feature of the Sennelager training 
was a full scale company attack with "Noises off" .by the 
pioneers, who, with the Antitank Platoon, were attached 
to us. As the attack was about to go in the NAAFI 
wagon appeared, like the visions of angels at Mons, to 
inspire the advancing infantry. NAAFI really did us well 
on the scheme and visited us three times on the first day. 
Pte. Macduff ate so many doughnuts that by the afternoon 
Macdough really looked like a duffnut. 

Mr. Reid began suddenly to train the Company for 
night patrols and batmen Haley, Parsons and Burr all 
had a good innings as members of a patrol. On one of 
the patrols Cpl. Miles made an early and spectacular 
start to watermanship training, though luckily he only 
got wet. 

Back again at Wuppertal and late again (or nearly) 
with these notes, the days are passing quickly now with 
all these exercises, so we look forward to a short but 
vigorous summer. 

* * * 

"B" COMPANY 
During the past few weeks our complement has re

mained steady, which is more than can be said for the 
temperature of two platoon commanders. Who dis
appeared over Easter? They said they were canoeing 
down the river but we have our doubts. The other two 
spent a quiet weekend in Berlin! 

On return from Sennelager many stories have been told 
and many red faces seen. Unfortunately it was rather 
cold up there, which is more than can be said for Paris! 
One member of the Company Office staff likes hitting his 
man by fair means or foul, and so allows him to qrawl 
on to his foresight before opening up. Another incident 
involves highly complicated mathematics, so I am only 
showing the useful formulae: 2c — 3a = 25 min. march 
by night!! 

During one small exercise B. and K. would have been 
much pleased to see our latest development in infantry 
fighting; although had they been at the Battle of Waterloo 
tjiev would have seen much the same, perhaps, although 
fhar was a little before our C.S.M.'s time, and buffeted 
blank. 

Mr. Lea is now leaving us to return to England and his 
platoon has been taken over by Mr. Williams, who can 
often be seen bent in thought. We now have enough 
section commanders for at least nine sections, but, alas, 
enough men for three; so we have been working as one 
platoon. 

Mau Mau veteran Pte. Dave Shaw has returned from 
his successful fight to uphold the drinking rights of the 
British Army in London. 

Of thpse who failed to reach Sennelager, two things 
stand out in their minds. One a harassed looking Com
pany Clerk peering over the piles of paper that he did 
not know what to do with and the other a fit looking ex
platoon commander preparing for the horticultural show, 
building a garden. This garden has caused much comment 
and mirth and I shall now narrate the true story concerning 
it:— 

At twenty past ten six men watched by two officers 
and a C.S.M. were seen building a path outside the 
block; ten minutes later, on returning to the same 
location, two officers were seen building a path—what, 
no NAAFI break! 

At the time of writing the intercompany knockout 
soccer competition is going very strong. The Company 
team is about to account for the Sergeants' Mess in the 
semifinal round, we hope! Although the result can only 
go one way, I shall not try to predict the score. The team 
looks very fit and now that Cpl. Wilson has returned to 
halfback the defence looks really solid and if Boids is 
wearing his shooting boots we should be alright. 

Our previous success in the soccer competition was the 
overwhelming defeat of Training Company by 14—1. 

At the end of the month we are going for some water
manship training, but unfortunately our swimming 
subaltern has left us, but I have no doubt by the time 
The Dragon notes come round again many people will 
have had to have been dried out. 

This news was brought to you by your European 
correspondent, who has in the past weeks visited many 
capitals in Europe; next month Brussels, some hope. 

"C" COMPANY 
Once again we stop the mighty roar of Wuppertal's, 

traffic to bring you news of "C" Company. 
The Company, if one can call a formidable force of 

forty men a company, trundled up the familiar road to 
Haltern at the end of March. We were accommodated 
in an enormous and very deserted restaurant on the edge 
of a lake with exorbitant plate glass windows. The lake 
provided a variety of entertainment. L/Cpl. Sheridan at 
risk of life and limb went in for fishing in a big way and, 
with the help of a pin, managed to land fifteen fish that 
were all of three inches long. Boats of all types were 
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loose on the lake, including a wicked machine mounted 
on floats and propelled with pedals on which Sgt. WagstafT 
was very nearly seasick. 

The highlights of the actual training were twofold. 
The M.O. who was brave enough to venture out with us 
was effectively shelled by an inaccurate mortar group. 
The delightful picture of an M.O. directing an operation 
on himself was not to be, for he just escaped injury. We 
started some enormous forest fires with our own 2 in. 
Mortars which were extinguished by enthusiastic if un
skilled beating of the ground with leather jerkins. 

Yet again it gives us pleasure to congratulate Pte. 
Linford on his running. Representing B.A.O.R. against 
2 T.A.F. and 1 Belgian Corps he finished 7th and was 
4th B.A.O.R. man home, for which he was awarded his 
B.A.O.R. Colours. 

In the Brigade SevenaSide Rugger Competition 
L/Cpl. Coate played for the Battalion 1st Team. In the 
final he was unfortunate enough to dislocate his shoulder 
while scoring a try and is out of action for the rest of the 
season. Playing for the 2nd team Lieut. Cross was 
unlucky to fall down once and dirty his beautiful white 
shorts. 

The Company darts team has been in action against 
"A" Company. It proved a close match, but class finally 
told, and we won 3—2. A very pleasant evening. 

This month sees the usual inevitable comings and 
goings in the "C" Company "Transit Camp". Cpl. 
Ruddom has been posted to Osnabruk, Ptes. Smithers 
and Turner 42 have joined the M.T. Cpl. Simmons has 
gone to Aldershot on a S.A.S. Course. Eight men went 
on demob., of which Ptes. Kesby and Welsh were old 
stagers of the Company. 

Congratulations to Cpl. Hudson on his second stripe, 
and to L/Cpls. Rowe, Tappenden and Sheridan on their 
promotion. 

On April 15th the Company went to Sennelager for 
ten days. We had 30 Sappers attached to us doing infantry 
training. Fortunately they got through the field firing 
without any injury although the directing staff have a few 
more white hairs. A night of patrolling caused a lot of 
incidents. We were shocked to the core when we heard 
what Cpl. Lawless muttered when a thunderflash exploded 
about three inches from his left ear. The Sapper patrol 
was ambushed by Major Worts and Captain Peckham. 
They were fired at with bulleted blank from a range of 
about 30 yards. They all thought it was live ammunition 
and ran for their lives! 

The Battalion entered the Connaught Shield for 
Stretcher Bearers with a team of eight. As six of them are 
"C" Company men and one ex"C" Company we should 
be well looked after in the event of an emergency. They 
did a lot of hard training and competed with enthusiasm. 
The team as a whole finished 12th in B.A.O.R. 

We returned to Barracks on 24th April safe from 
injuries and with the knowledge that as a large amount 
of ammunition was fired, the classification in June should 
be of a very high standard. 

TRAINING COMPANY 
Once again the old familiar cry goes up in the Company: 

What have we done this month? 
As far as postings in and out are concerned, we have 

been very static. However, our ranks have been swollen 
by two new arrivals. L/Cpl. Croucher has arrived to 
support the much overworked P.T. staff, and the Battalion 
has found fit to post Pte. McKenna into the Company. 
Pte. McKenna in his official capacity as Battalion Sports 

Storeman and film projectionist has much to offer—we 
hope! Sport painfully reminds us of a muddy game of 
soccer versus "B" Company. A slight balm to the sting 
of defeat is that we did at least score a goal—more than 
others we could mention! 

Notwithstanding the many and varied commitments of 
our depleted ranks, a great emphasis has been placed on 
the training of the Battalion Rifle team in preparation for 
the Brigade and B.A.O.R. Rifle meetings. The C.S.M., 
together with Sgt. Mills and L/Cpl. Casey are conspicuous 
by their absence. However, when we occasionally en
counter them, either leaving or returning to barracks, 
they are accompanied by a mass of paraphernalia familiar 
only to a select few whose names appear regularly in the 
A.R.A. Handbook. It's "Now you must remember, 
lights up, sights up, or lights down, sights down." We 
will leave it to the imagination of the reader the look that 
appeared on Sgt. Mills' face when warned that to challenge 
the butts would cost 2/6! 

The Assault Pioneer Platoon Were at Sennelager in the 
middle of the month, and had a very fair share of Assault 
Pioneer work. We were kept very busy by the Rifle 
Companies providing Battle effects in the form of "Noises 
Off". At one time, disguised as a patrol, they managed 
to capture the enemy. 

Lieut. Mitchell has returned but most of the time he 
has been in the married quarters. However, when we do 
meet him all we hear is, "Ten by twenty by 9 mm. equals 
Brigade Rifle Meeting!" or something equally complicated. 

Our "Non Bull" has started with the introduction of a 
flowery counterpane. This has been accepted whole
heartedly and now we are tidying up to bring everything 
into line, and waiting patiently for watermanship and an 
anthology of fishy stories. 

M.M.G. PLATOON 
Since the last notes were written the Platoon has 

travelled many miles: in fact from one corner of the 
British Zone of Germany to the other. 

Firstly, we made the very long and rather tedious two
day convoy move to Putlos, the field firing ranges on the 
Baltic coast. We arrived in time to be able to walk on 
the sea looking like a lot of tanksuited penguins. Some 
hardier specimens even tried navigating ice floes but with 
disastrous results! We spent a very interesting fortnight 
on the ranges shooting at all types of targets and some
times helping the mortar platoon to make holes in theirs. 
We finished with an intersection competition which was 
won by L/Cpl. Terry's section. Cpl. (sorry, Sgt.) Speaight 
says that this was a win on points only, his section clearly 
didn't have the cooperation .of the butt markers! A 
competition which gave rise to a considerable thirst was 
the intersection football knockout played on Easter 
Monday. The final was won by No. 1 Section which 
appears to consist of most of the Company team. During 
Easter some of the Platoon visited Kiel and seemed to 
find something there that made them reluctant to leave 
at the appointed time. One (no names) was seen to 
stagger into Putlos Barracks sometime during the next 
morning. 

Continuing our travels, this time in a luxury motor 
coach, the Platoon visited Cologne, Bonn and Konigs
winter. In Cologne some of the fitter members climbed the 
502 steps of the Cathedral and staggered down just in 
time to catch the bus. We spent several hours in Konigs
winter and it is rumoured that Sgt. Histed may spend 
many more there following up his high altitude conquests. 
Indeed it is due to the combined efforts of Cpl. Rowe 
and L/Cpl. Mitchell that he is not already entering a state 
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of matrimonial bliss—and who knows what else! For 
this small gesture the above N.C.O.s wish to be remem
bered when they next enter a pub in the company of the 
Platoon Sergeant. 

Finally, congratulations to Sgt. Speaight, Cpl. Rowe 
and L/Cpls. Mitchell, Cotterell and Hughes on promotion 
to those ranks. Farewell to L/Cpl. Crane who, tiring of 
humdrum Germany, is going to join the gay dogs of Paris. 

* * * 
3IN. MORTAR PLATOON 

Preparations for Putlos were made with surprisingly 
little "flap" and somehow everyone was ready to move 
on the dot of six thirty on the appointed day. The Mortar 
Platoon looked very militant in the dawn with pennants 
fluttering from the tops of enormous aerials (though 
there were some questions by the M.M.G.s as to whether 
there was anything connected to the other end as well). 
The drive up was uneventful except for' some strange 
happenings up at the front. O'Leary, Foster and Stone 
did remarkably well and even Mr. Edgecombe managed 
to refrain from falling off his ridiculous little bike. 

The training up at Putlos was very useful and, to most 
people's surprise, great fun. There were some good 
shoots, including one very impressive night shoot when 
four screens were riddled with shrapnel holes. The 
M.M.G.s promptly claimed they were old M.M.G. 
targets. One can only assume that they now fire jagged 
shaped bullets or haven't they got out of the scrap iron 
and tintacks stage yet? One never knows, of course, 
because they do seem to fire rather large and vital portions 
of their guns about the countryside. 

There were one or two strange incidents during the 
exercises. On one occasion Pte. White 45 got slightly 
confused as to which end was which, and on another, 
"Two Bomb Copp" acquired his name by seeing how 
many bombs he could get down the barrel. He found 
two was the limit! Another nickname acquired was 
"Audie Murphy Jonas", after a rather startling exhibition 
with a Verey pistol. 

Back in Wuppertal life soon settled down again. 
Congratulations to Cpl. Hedger and Pte. Rigden; the 
former on his second stripe and the latter on being such 
an able successor to as good a storeman as Pte. Burgess. 

* * * 
ANTITANK PLATOON 

This month's notes, for the most part, concern the 
normal life of the Platoon. Our "newboys" have, we 
are glad to say, acquitted themselves nobly at Sennelager 
and have done some very good shooting. We fired on 
two occasions and the results were most gratifying, 
especially when one senior N.C.O. of a rifle company 
was heard to remark after the firing, "Well, if that is the 
result of only two weeks' training, I should hate to be in 
a tank after they had four!" Of course the usual "flaps" 
come in when the "bangs" start but we do consider it to 
be a "bit off" when one very energetic No. 2 is seen to be 
leaping up and down as though pumping water with the 
Ls.B.M. However, no names, no Skillbeck. 

Heard in training section:— 
N.C.O.: "How do we adjust our telescope?" 
RANDY RANDALL: "By moving the 'Castrating Screws', 

Sarge." 
N.C.O.: "Come, come now, Randall, we are not in the 

'Medic's', you know!" 
We understand that Pte. Featherstone had a birthday 

at Sennelager with which, as usual, went a party, Happy 
Birthday, Featherstone, and as you know, "Memories 
are made like this." "Nuff said." 

Our sporting activities this month have been few, 
unfortunately, but what activities there were should plfease 
our Platoon Commander, who is at this momentworking 
very hard in that remote and desolate part of England 
known as Netheravon. Good luck oh your course/ sir, 
and we hope that those "Staff Instructors" are not shoving 
you around too much. * 
SPORTS RESULTS :— 
BasketBali 

A/Pnrs., 26; A/Tank, 42. 
Training Company, 20; A/Tank, 34. , . V 

Football 
Training Company v A/Tank Piatoon—Postponed. 
That is all for this time, so wishing all past and present 

AntiTank gunners good luck and best wishes, we say 
cheerio until next month from the gunners in the making. 

MX 
Furtive little figures in greasy overalls, hidden in the 

shadows of deserted garages; a cabhappy corporal 
driving a shining new Commer 3ton and reading Aristotle 
and Socrates at the same time; a harassed M.T.O. 
chasing wild geese; and a less harassed assistant M.T.O. 
running round the camp with a tree trunk: these are 
the sights and happenings which one recalls during April. 
They further more proof to the theory "Our M.T. ain't 
like others!" But then who in the world wants it to be? 
Certainly not those who rule from the dingiest depths of 
the "Black Hole of Calcutta". Individuality is one of 
the greatest joys left in life, and features as the greatest 
asset the M.T. Platoon possesses. However, such re
flections have little or nothing to do with the month's 
happenings. 

As far as I remember we all started the month with a 
sense of achievement, having successfully endured two 
major inspections. This state of mind, however, was 
soon dispelled by the imminence of "Sennelager" and 
Exercise "Wild Goose", both of which made crushing 
demands upon our resources. The shortage of 3ton 
drivers to take over eighteen new Commers was our 
greatest headache and it was found necessary to transfer 
a number of men from the 1ton Section. This seemed to 
solve the problem, but unfortunately no sooner had they 
entered the section than they went on leave. Undaunted 
in this new found crisis, the powers that be sat down to 
evolve another master plan. This to everyone's delight 
and surprise solved all difficulties and eventually sufficient 
vehicles and drivers were produced to lift the Battalion 
to Sennelager and lesser known areas in the French Zone. 

Only a small handful of men and N.C.O.s were left 
behind to cope with routine details and day to day duties. 
Some were busy, some were not—some , were never seen 
or even heard. Some went on leave—others returned. 
Of this prolonged period of quiet there is simply nothing 
to report, and of the days before it little can now be 
remembered. Only the gallant but unsuccessful attempts 
of our football team against the Sergeants' Mess are 
really brought to mind. This is how our Football 
correspondent reported the match:— 

On Friday, 13th April, the M.T. football team, weakened 
by one of their regular players, who was injured, and 
three others on leave, turned out to play the Sergeants' 
Mess under weather conditions more suitable for water 
polo than football. Despite this the game started on 
time and some excellent football was played by both sides. 

The M.T. were first to open the scoring, when a short 
ball was pushed through the centre by insideright Cole, 
giving outsideright Grandy, coming in fast from the 
wing, a scoring chance, which he made no mistake about. 
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The Sergeants were not disheartened in the least by the 
goal, however. They fought back strongly* forcing a 
corner, which was headed wide. From the goal kick, a 
movement started which was to result in the M.T. scoring 
again. The goal kick was taken by goalkeeper Cobb. 
The ball went to centrehalf Griffin, who beat a man and 
passed to righthalf Sacre. He made his way up field and 
sent a high ball over the head of Sgt. Collyer, the Sergeants' 
rightback, for leftwinger Cook to run on to and put 
into the back of the net. In the thirtyeighth minute the 
Sergeants scored their first goal through Sgt. Cribben. 
Just before halftime rightwinger Grandy was left with 
an open goal, when the whistle went—a lucky escape for 
the Sergeants. . 

There was some excellent football from both sides in 
the second half and five minutes after the start the Sergeants 
scored the equalizer. For the next ten minutes the 
Sergeants' goalkeeper was workiqg overtime, with all the 
M.T. players up in the Sergeants' half, firing in shots 
left, right and centre. This, however, turned out to be 
the let down of the M.T. side with all their defence in 
theiiL opponents' half. The centre and inside forwards 
were left unmarked, and with fifteen minutes to go to the 
final whistle, a ball went over the heads of the M.T. 
defence and the Sergeants' forwards scored a much 
disputed goal. Two minutes later Sgt. Miller had to go 
off the field with a badly split leg. From then on, it was 
all M.T. They hit the upright and hit the crossbar, but 
this was not to be their lucky day. The Sergeants finally 
won by three goals to two. It was a lucky win, perhaps, 
but it's hard to say if with fine weather it may have been 
a different tale. Outstanding players were C/Sgt. Lyons 
and Sgt. Miller for the Sergeants' Mess and Ptes. Keen, 
Shoebridge, Griffin and Sacre for the M.T.—and of course 
all the goal scorers, for it is goals that count. 

THE BATTALION ORDERLY ROOM 
Before anything else we all offer our congratulations to 

Sgt. Laskey on his promotion from Corporal. He makes 
quite a little record for the B.O.R., being the first National 
Serviceman to reach the rank of Sergeant, in The Buffs, 
for several years. 

O.R.Q.M.S. Webb has started a new idea by which 
each clerk gets a Saturday morning off every seven weeks. 
We are all hoping to use this extra free time in seeing a 
little of Germany on a fortyeight hours' leave. 

What strange magical power does a desk turn on the 
aweinspired soldier who comes to the B.O.R.? They 
fidget nervously with their hands and are eager to obey, 
in an instant, the wishes of a clerk, whom many regard as 
mere "penpushers". The tapping of the typewriters, 
the multitude of paper, the ringing of telephones and most 
of all the continual flow of human traffic combine to give 
an air of extreme importance and efficiency. To these 
poor, misguided fellows I offer my next subject in way 
of an explanation. 

L/Cpl. Tom Browne sits with his chair too far from 
the desk and spreads his arms over a heap of Army Forms 
and scrappy bits of notepaper. He rushes in and out of 
the room, pencil and paper in hand, muttering to himself. 
He appears to take a great deal of time and trouble doing 
nothing. But out of his vague, untidy appearance, he 
sends all the N.S.M. and Regulars home at the end of 
their time, people on leave and on courses. His job is 
sorting out the redtape for the travelling of everyone in 
the Battalion. Bribery and swops are used with other 
Battalions to make the individuals happy and get their 
leave when they want it. Who the contacts are, I have no 
idea! A man who arranges leave is always a popular 
figure; Tom is no exception. 

L/Cpl. Tony Moore hides behind an everbusy type
writer, making out the three parts of Battalion Orders. 
He waits in suspense, each morning, for the mail to 
arrive with rude notes from Field Records. Field Records 
is a mighty everpowerful organisation cracking the whip 
and laying down the law, and demanding their immediate 
correction. The air of complete "knowhow", which 
Tony wears, is well justified by the results of his work. 

Sgt. "Arthur" Laskey regards his many Army Forms 
and documents austerely through his glasses with each 
section of his work layed out in prim, neat piles. This 
model civil servant works and plays in a carefully planned 
routine. 

The holding and keeping of the Battalion's documents 
is quite a business, especially as "Arthur" is trying to 
teach Howard Harding the tricks of the trade, in prepar
ation for the coming handover. 

The filing department run by Messrs. FlorenceHarding, 
Ltd., is a maze of in and out trays which they assure me 
are all quite necessary. In this department the mail is 
sorted out into their various files and distributed round 
the Battalion H.Q., for the necessary action to be taken. 
Then they are returned to be filed and left for future 
reference. Trouble always seems to come from here, 
I wonder why! 

Dick Evernden, the quiet and unrushed member of 
the Orderly Room, is well into the swing of John 
Westover's old jojb, external despatch. Dick is. taking 
over internal despatch very soon, thus combining the two 
jobs together. 

Dave Booth, the member who is never there, keeps the 
internal despatch going in between his shooting practice. 
(Please note the B.O.R. Staff can fire rifles and Bren guns, 
if necessary.) Despatch needs no explaining as the word 
explains the job itself. 

In the next room sit "the big three", O.R.Q.M.S. 
Webb, the king of the castle, C/Sgt. Mans, his 2 i/c, and 
Annette typing away furiously hour after hour. Mr. Webb 
keeps a stern eye on each department and ensures that 
they run smoothly. He is plagued all day with numerous 
enquiries and telephone calls. C/Sgt. "Punchy" Mans' 
job is still a bit of a mystery to me! He deals with Traffic 
Accidents, Courts of Inquiry and Courts Martial. I know 
he does a lot of work on these subjects, but what it is, 
I don't know! Harry Longley and Annette do all the 
typing and occasionally Annette acts as an interpreter. 
Harry has just returned from leave and assures us that 
England is still there and that the blossom is just starting 
to come out on the fruit trees in Kent. 

As a last afterthought, the Orderly Room, 1st Battalion, 
The Buffs, send their congratulations to Grace Kelly and 
Prince Rainier and very much regret that they were unable 
to come to the wedding. 

* * * 

CROSSCOUNTRY RUNNING 
With the coming of blue skies and warmer weather 

CrossCountry Running has now given way to Athletics 
and Cricket. A few figures are still seen flitting across the 
training area in the evenings dressed in exotic tracksuits. 
The reason was really brought to an end by Pte. Linford 
on 6th April, 1956, at Kupferdarh. Having been chosen 
to represent B.A.O.R. against 2 T.A.F. he ran extremely 
well to finish 4th for B.A.O.R. and 7th in the race. This 
swansong was further marked by his well deserved 
gaining B.A.O.R. Colours. 

Next season, alas, several good runners including 
Linford will have left the Battalion. However, no doubt 
more talent will be discbvered; till then we hope everyone 
will be keeping fit for next season. 
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IlliS 

There's 
something 
about a 
soldier... 
EVEN WHEN HE'S 

OUT OF UNIFORM 

There's something about a soldier, even when he's out 
of uniform, that makes him stand out. Something 
about the way he walks—head up, shoulders back; 
something about the pride he takes in his personal 
appearance. On parade or in civvies, he's smart right 
down to his Kiwi shine. 

KIWI 
fit's the soldier 's polish 

- '.'-I -'"V 

BY APPOINTMENT 
KIWI POLISH CO. PTY. LTD. 

MAKERS OF SHOE POLISH 
TO THE LATE KING GEORGE VI 

K i w ;  P U T S  L I F E  I N T O  L E A T H E R  

LOUIS DESROCHES&C? 


1 lUIJliMftil 

fm 
$ 

©ca Ml! 1 

w>° 

C/M#y OA/ A1MC///A/0 W/T// 

5/56-2 

EMIY 
THE WORLD'S FINEST SALTED NUTS 

Obtainable from your N.A.A.F.I. in 1 lb. and 8oz. 
flavour sealed tins, also 4oz. and loz. airtight packs 

H. S. WHITESIDE & CO. LTD, LONDON, SES 
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To supply their requirements through 
its clubs, canteens and restaurants, Naafi 
must necessarily maintain a large buying 
organisation; but equally important is 
the maintenance of a consistently high 
standard of quality in its supplies. In 
Naafi laboratories, therefore, scientific 
analysis by experts is a daily task. It is 
one that involves not only stringent 
laboratory tests of purchases, but also 
constant research into improved methods 
of food production, storage and preserva
tion. 

These " behind the scenes" activities 
ensure that Naafi restaurants serve goods 
of a proven quality and excellence; while, 
between the research and the restaurant, 
is a long chain of skilled processes tradi
tional to . . . 

As the official caterers to Her Majesty's Forces 

Naafi meets many of the daily needs of Service 

men and women the world over. 

  t h i s  m a n y  s i d e d  

IN^^IFD The official canteen organisation for H.M. Forces, 

Imperial Court, Kennington, London, S.E.II. 
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FOOTBALL 
The InterCompany Shield Competition is progressing 

according to schedule. In the 1st round the M.T. narrowly 
beat "A" Company 4—3, only to lose in the 2nd round 
to the Sergeants' Mess, 2—3. "B" Company had a run 
away win 14—1 over Training Company, who have only 
about fifteen men on strength from which to choose a 
team. There was a good match between two powerful 
teams, H.Q. Company and the Support Platoons, which 
resulted in a win for H.Q. Company 5—2. 

On 21st April the Battalion team played the Royal 
Welch Fusiliers. Despite a number of the regular team 
being at Sennelager, able substitutes were found and we 
won 2—1. Cpl. Clarke of the R.A.P.C. played a brilliant 
game in goal, and Ptes. Stillwell, Boids and Graham 
played extremely well, each of the last two named scoring. 

Team: Cpl. Clarke (R.A.P.C.); L/Cpl. Wakeman and 
Pte. Brindley; Pte. Mackett, Dmr. Stillwell and Cpl. 
Hawkright (R.A.P.C.); Pte. Boids, L/Cpl. Lade, Sgt. 
Munns, Pte. Graham and L/Cpl. Mitchell. 

. QUARTERMASTER'S STAFF 
The head of the department returned from leave for a 

brief moment; collected the cream of the new transport 
and vanished into the wilds of Western Germany on an 
exercise aptly called "Wild Goose". His ultimate return 
to duty was celebrated by a fire in the Corporals' Mess 
which seemed to indicate that his remarks about sleeping 
out in the cold were taken to heart by the wrong people. 

Sgt. Sherman has gone to try wrestling with the 
examiners and we hope the imposing collection of 
stationery will baffle all who behold it. It is now reported 
that he is going to get married next month and we all 
wish him and his bride to be every success.' Doubtless 
the Kelly wedding will have cooled down enough to 
allow them a little space in the local papers. 

Congratulations to L/Cpl. Monday on reaching the 
first step on the promotion stairway to higher incomes. 

Sgt. Page is vaguely with us; he has a beard one week 
and is clean shaven the next. It is not certain why. We 
are convinced that it can't be because he is living a double 
life and wishes to assume a dual personality. Sgt. Page, 
with or without a beard, is still unmistakeably Sgt. Page. 

L/Cpl. Wright has returned from leave—what, again!! 
His calculation is slightly haywire and the R.Q.M.S. is 
still trying to fit the 27th March until 14th April into 14 
days. Doubtless it was worth it. 

We hear that our old members of the staff, Mr. Andrews 
and Mr. Martin, have not forgotten the years spent with 
the staff. They are both chasing the higher paid jobs in 
England. Mr. Martin appears to be doing well in the 
building trade and Mr. Andrews has decided to become a 
plumber. All look forward to more news of old members 
of the staff. 

The heavenly twins, Highwood and Hargraves, were 
used as casualties during the "Wild Goose" exercise and 
collected an imposing array of exercise wounds. A broken 
femur and a few broken legs and arms entailed enough 
evacuating to keep the divisional staff busy far into the 
night. 

H. & H., as the new B. & K. craze insist celebrities are 
named, enjoyed the unusual experience of being useful 
and well supplied with medical comforts which appear to 
have consisted of odd meals at all ports of call. The 
number of meals in 24 hourss eems to have been so great 
that they had to eat all day and night. 

SIGNAL PLATOON 
This month has been a fairly busy one so far as training 

is concerned and not forgetting various sporting activities. 
After a break of four days for Easter we were quickly 
brought back on form with platoon drill parades, thirty 
yard range shooting and given instruction in the so far 
hidden mysteries of Signal Centre Working. 

These activities were brought to a sudden halt when 
the Platoon moved to indulge in the somewhat doubtful 
pleasures of both wireless and line exercises on the training 
areas at Sennelager. This training was only on a platoon 
ba^is .although we must thank our hosts for the period— 
"B" Company. Not only was day training carried out 
but we also learnt the inner secrets of night laying ("anyone 
seen my flag?"). A change of training was had by mixing 
business with pleasure when it was found that wireless 
really would work over fairly large distances, namely 
from the Mohne Dam back to Sennelager. 

On our return we played off a game of football against 
the Messing Staff for the first round of the InterCompany 
Football Shield. After a very enjoyable game we managed 
to pull off a win, so ensuring that we were most unlikely 
to feed too well for the rest of the month. 

This match was quickly followed by the SemiFinals 
in which our opponent was H.Q. Company. We could 
make excuses, but perhaps the less said, the better, and 
we do thank H.Q. Company for a good game. 

We were well represented in the SevenaSide Rugger 
team, having both 2/Lieut. Daniel and L/Cpl. Brill as 
members. 

Like almost every month we have our farewells and 
welcomes to record. We wish Pte. Sansom luck in his 
new employment at H.Q., Northag, and also are very 
soon to lose some rather older, platoon members, Ptes. 
Lewry, Luckhurst and Coombs, to whom we hope 
Civvy Street won't come too hard. 

Pte. Sanders, who has joined us after almost a tour at 
the Depot. 
. One other congratulatory to Pte. Kemp, who has just 

returned from leave and also his honeymoon. 
Once again we are packed R.T.M. for Sennelager for 

the Brigade Rifle Meeting about which we will write 
more next time. 

Correspondence 
Lieut.Col. H. R. Grace, 

1st Battalion, The Buffs, 
B.A.O.R. 9. 

4th May, 1956. 
The Editor, "The Dragon", 

Howe Barracks, 
Canterbury, Kent. 

Dear Sir, 
Now that the flood of replies to our appeal 

for donations towards the Battalion's Com
munion plate has, very naturally, come to an end, 
may we beg sufficient space in your columns for 
a public word of very sincere thanks to all those 
who, individually or collectively, came forward 
so generously to help us? 
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The response has been overwhelming, the total 
sum contributed having far exceeded not only 
our wildest hopes but also the sum required to 
cover the cost. We have, in consequence, a nice 
balance in hand and we would like to assure 
everyone that that balance will only be used in 
connection with some other cause directly con
cerned with the Battalion Chapel. 

In these days of rising costs, when "ready 
cash" is, for so many of us, far from easy to come 
by, it is wonderfully refreshing to find that the 
flame of giving still burns so brightly. It is 
obvious that every donor was prompted not only 
by a love of, and loyalty to, the Regiment, but 
also by the feeling that, in answering the appeal, 
he or she was contributing to posterity; and to 
be able to do that is, indeed, a rare privilege. 

Appended belpw is a list (in alphabetical order) 
of those who have helped us in this matter. We 
hope and think that everyone has already been 
thanked, individually, for his or her help and this 
is just a most sincere statement of thanks, which 
it is hoped may go on record for all time, to show 
how greatly their generosity has been appreciated. 

Yours sincerely, 
E. W. EVANS, C.F. 

H. R. GRACE, Lieut.Col. 

The following contributed towards the Com
munion plate for the 1st Battalion; it was taken 
into use for the first time on Easter Day, 1956, in 
St. Cuthbert's Chapel, Wuppertal:— 

Lieut.Col. and Mrs. E. Hudson Allen; Brig, 
and Mrs. J. F. Whitacre Allen; All Ranks, Depot 
The Buffs; Mrs. Burgess; Canterbury Garrison 
Church; Brig, and Mrs. J. F. Connolly; Cor
porals' Club, 1st Battalion; Major, Mrs. and 
Miss E. G. Cox; Major and Mrs. R. H. Dendy; 
Major and Mrs. J. E. Dent; Major and Mrs. 
E. L. C. Edlmann; The Rev. and Mrs. E. W. 
Evans; Capt. H. R. Gatehouse; Lieut.Col. and 
Mrs. H. R. Grace; Capt. and Mrs. J. D. 
Grugeon; Brig, and Mrs. E. Foster Hall; Capt. 
C. M. Hamilton; Mrs. Hews; Lieut.Col. and 
Mrs. H. S. Knocker; Ladies' Guild, London 
Branch, Past and Present Association; Mr. 
J. M. Lunn; Major and Mrs. B. McGrath; 
Capt. I. G. Minto; Major and Mrs. N. F. H. C. 
Norris; Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, 
1st Battalion; Mr. Simpson, Senr.; Mr. K. 
Simpson; Major and Mrs. A. A. West; Mr. 
R. T. P. Williams; Capt. and Mrs. D. A. 
Willows; Capt. P. F. Wilson, D.F.C. ; Wives' 
Club, 1st Battalion; Major and Mrs. J. B. 
Worts; A donor who wished to remain 
anonymous. 

Regimental Museum 
THE ADDITION TO THE MUSEUM 

THE selection of the firm to build the new 
room onto the Museum seems to have been 
a happy one. Not only does the workman

ship look to be of a high standard, to the 
unskilled eye, but rapid and steady progress is 
being made with the minimum of delay on the 
job. 
THE MUSEUM LIBRARY 

In previous notes on the subject of this 
additional room I have discussed the idea of 
starting a Museum Library. My first intention 
in this undertaking was to salve a number of old 
books which have found their way from time to 
time into the Museum and Depot Stores from 
old Officers' Mess and other Regimental libraries. 
Many of these are long since out of print and are 
undoubtedly of some value and it would be a 
pity if they were to be lost or ruined as the result 
of damp and dirt. 

I would like to point out, however, that in 
some cases volumes are by no means complete— 
such, for example, as the Official History of the 
First World War. Nor is there any particular 
fund for the purchase of the more recent public
ations and uptodate works of a military nature. 

Being in the process of moving into a far 
smaller house than I had previously occupied 
since my retirement, I have no room for all the 
books I have collected from time to time and 
have therefore presented a number to the 
Museum Library. If anyone else has books of a 
military or historical interest they no longer want 
and would care to present them to the library, 
they would be very welcome. 

In looking through some of the books already 
collected it is interesting to see the names of 
several famous Buffs written on the flyleaf. In 
some cases passages are underlined, pointing to a 
serious study which no doubt helped in the 
gaining of the mystic letters "p.s.c." which one 
knows many of the previous owners possessed. 

G.R.H. 

Become a subscriber to 

"The Dragon" 

and keep in touch with 

Regimental news and old friends 
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Round East Kent 
by The Tout 

THE SEARCH FOR SECLUSION 

WHILE "The Tramp", sensibly clad in a 
cloth cap, has been indulging in a little 
racecourse touting, "The Tout", also in a 

cloth cap, has been tramping round and about— 
from Kent to Cheshire via Norfolk and back 
again, to be precise. I took the opportunity to 
avail myself of offers of hospitality, rashly made 
by unsuspecting friends and relations, mainly 
because I had made some forecasts allegedly for 
the benefit of Kentish racegoers over Easter, and 
it seemed that my presence might not be required 
if the bookmakers were to turn out the bene
ficiaries. Touts often find themselves obliged to 
become tramps. 

As a result of my travels I have decided to 
apply for election when there is next a vacancy 
in the House of Commons. My object is to obtain 
effect for a simple little measure which will un
doubtedly solve all our major problems—balance 
of trade, inflation, food, housing, congestion on 
the roads, overcrowding of prisons. Ail that is 
required is the compulsory export of four out of 
every five members of our population. So 
apparent are the advantages to be gained that 
I do not contemplate any difficulty in getting it 
made law as a private member's bill. 

Naturally, as instigator of the bill, I shall be 
chairman of the select committee responsible for 
the preparation of the export list—so any Buff 
wishing to remain off it need have no fears; nor 
need anyone who is able to show, by some con
crete contribution, that he is worthy of retention. 

THE ROADS 
Anyone who doubts the need for such a 

measure should try motoring down from London 
one summer's weekend for a quiet dip off the 
coast of East Kent. If he can reach his destin
ation with nerves unfrayed, he is a man of iron. 

If he can enjoy his swim and arrive back in 
London with his peace of mind still undisturbed, 
then he is more likely to be an insensitive lout. 

The nature of the nervous strain on the 
motorist depends on which of the two main 
arteries to the coast he chooses. If he selects 
Watling Street, the ancient road that takes 
precedence as second in the land, frustration will 
be his predominant emotion. For this road does 
not appear to have been widened since the days 
when it was used by Roman chariots, and with 
a continual flow of traffic in both directions you 
takes your place and there you sticks, your 
speed being that of the slowest vehicle on the 
road, which is normally an oiltanker out for a 
weekend jolly. Perhaps it is not strictly accurate 
to describe the flow of traffic as continual. 
There are occasional gaps among the oncoming 
vehicles. These gaps are just sufficient to keep 
one ever on the alert for a chance to go up in the 
queue, and occasionally, at great risk and much 
to the annoyance of the passee, such a chance 
can be taken. 

The other artery, the road through Maidstone, 
provides a less direct, but probably faster, route 
both to Canterbury and to the coast to the north 
and south of it. It also provides more variety. 
Not only is the motorist's patience put fully to 
the test, particularly if it takes him an hour to 
get through Maidstone, he must also live 
dangerously if he is to make any headway. For 
the most part the road is divided into three lanes, 
denoted by dotted lines, two of them for vehicles 
going to and fro, the third a Tom Tiddler's 
ground for overtakers going in either direction. 
I do not know who is meant to give way when two 
overtakers approach each other on the centre 
lane. In the event the man who dares stand his 
ground the longer (normally the one with the 
bigger and better car) declares himself the winner. 
Browbeating becomes the key to faster progress, 
and the road is crammed with a jostling surge of 
whizzing machines, their drivers, tehse and 
glaring, intent on frightening each other off the 
road, with the interminable charabanc, fortified 
by its bulk, thrusting as hard as any. Such is the 
path of the pleasureseeker. 

THE COUNTRYSIDE 
It is not greatly to his disadvantage that the 

motorist gets little chance to view the country
side during his journey on either of the principal 
routes to the coast. As far as Maidstone and 
Rochester there is littfe of it to be seen—just a 
few fields between housing estates, rows of 
bungalows and petrol stations. Beyond, occasional 
stretches of unspoilt country are to be seen, but 
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new houses, singly and in groups, make their 
appearance so rapidly that it is often difficult to 
tell where one village ends and the next begins— 
unlike the Midlands and the North, where the 
sharp division between town and country is most 
noticeable. 

Everyone nowadays (myself included) seems 
to want to live in a bungalow in a country district. 
The pattern of East Kent is dismal to contem
plate if this desire is ever universally fulfilled. 
The one thing that has enabled a large part of it 
to survive unbesmirched so far is the inefficient 
train service from Canterbury, but, even so, good 
viewpoints and areas meriting the description 
"truly rural" receive substantial visitations each 
weekend. 
THE COAST 

At the seaside the motorist will find that the 
same tempo awaits him as on the roads. If his 
destination is one of the .resorts for which East 
Kent is famous, that is what he expects—and he 
will not be disappointed. It is stimulating to 
join the gay, milling throng, to lick, unashamed, 
a stick of Margate rock and to spy for beauties 
among the seething mass of humanity on the 
beach, provided—always provided—that that is 
the particular form of stimulation of which one 
feels the need. 

But what of the man who wants to escape from 
the tumult of the metropolis for an afternoon of 
peace and quiet by the sea? Neither the boister
ous gaiety of Margate nor even the more sedate 
heartiness of Folkestone are quite the things for 
him, but surely, he feels, there must be some 
secluded cove awaiting discovery along those 
ninety odd miles of coastline from Whitstable to 
Dungeness. Perhaps there is someone who has 
found one. If there is, he is obviously going to 
keep it to himself—or it will be his no longer. 
Most of us search in vain, finding that the 
northern coast virtually consists of the far
stretching township of Whitsernchington, that 
below Ramsgate there are less people but an 
uninviting beach and that the prewar haunts of 
Coward round St. Margaret's Bay, although 
much battered during the war, are as well
favoured as anywhere. 

The part of East Kent which one would 
expect to provide the best opportunity for a 
swimmer to have a good splash around without 
bumping into others is the shore of the Romney 
Marsh. Unfortunately, Mr. Butlin and company 
have already had precisely the same idea, and the 
result is that it is now almost impossible to get 
to the sea and bathe without being baulked by 
someone or other anywhere along that good 
Stretch of sand from Hythe to Romney. Huts, 

chalets and even castlettes house the regimented 
holidaymakers, and loudspeakers blare forth to 
numb their senses. Perhaps it is not in
appropriate that the Marsh is renowned as a 
sheep country! 

Life should be more restful when there are only 
ten million of us on the Island. 

* * * 

Watch for these Films 
7WE Swan. It is fitting that Grace Kelly's 

last film before becoming Her Serene 
Highness should emphasize the serenity and 

innate dignity which are her great charm. That 
she plays the part of a princess is quite fortuitous, 
as the film was planned and started before her 
engagement. It is the story of a Ruritanian 
Prince, searching for a bride, who arrives to take 
a look at his distant cousin. Neither the shy 
Princess nor the bored suitor are attracted to 
each other, until the Princess has fallen in love 
with a handsome commoner. This is engineered 
by her mother, cleverly played by Agnes Moor
head. This film is quite delightful. It has 
romance, wit, warmth and elegance. . 

Carousel As a musical play, this was a rather 
involved story of a ne'erdowell of the fair
ground, who after death is allowed a day on 
earth to put things right with the girl he married 
and treated badly, and her daughter. The film 
follows the play, which had some lovely tunes, 
lively moments, and very good dancing. 

The Vagabond King. Most people know the 
music of this romantic story, of Francois Villon, 
the poet and tavern frequenter, who is King for 
a day, and saves Paris from the Burgundians. It 
was a great success as a musical play, and the 
film carries one along in the same way, with its 
fine choruses and good songs. The Maltese 
operatic star, Oreste, plays Villon, and Kathryn 
Grayson is Catherine de Vaucelles, who falls in 
love with him. 

Hell in Frisco Bay. Good gangster stuff with 
Alan Ladd. 

The Trouble with Harry. A Hitchcock film is 
an event, and this, his latest, shows his peculiar 
originality. It all turns on the finding of a corpse 
in a wood, by various New England villagers, 
and their several reasons for not telling the police. 
They dispose of the body, only to find it suits 
them better to put it where they found it. This 
all sounds a bit grisly, but it is all treated with 
such a light touch that few will not appreciate 
its humour. The scenery is lovely, and Hitchcock 
has discovered a striking new actress in Shirley 
McLaine. M.M.A. 
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West Country Buffs 
Luncheon 

ON Saturday, 21st April, no less than twenty
four Buffs met at the Castle Hotel, Taunton, 
according to plan. There should have been 

26, but at the last moment Captain Henry Morley 
was overwhelmed by the worries of house moving 
and, to the disappointment of many, was unable to 
make it. The other defaulter was "The Tramp", 
who it was hoped would describe the proceedings 
in his own inimitable and faultless style. It is 
only fair to say that he was jockeyed into this 
before consulting the map which immediately 
revealed the complex crosscountry journey en
tailed from Southampton. Thus the burden is 
thrown once more on this "willing hack". 

THE SCENE 

Much to the relief of the anxious organiser, 
the first contingent arrived at 11.30 a.m. and 
almost at once made for the bar. As there are 
two bars on opposite sides of the hotel, the Hon. 
Secretary was kept busy shepherding each new 
batch into the small bar. Soon after 12.30 
the Colonel of the Regiment arrived from London 
attended by Major Pitkin, who had met him at 
the station. The General's advent was the signal 
for all to assemble in the long diningroom over
looking the forecourt. This is a chamber with an 
air of simple dignity which was enhanced by a 
dining table down its length most tastefully 
decorated by bowls of spring flowers representing 
as near as possible the Regimental colours of 
buff and blue. At each place was to be found a 

West Country Buffs, Taunton 
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white menu card with the Dragon in gold em
bossed on the front. On the back was printed a 
list of those present. At the place of our Guest of 
Honour the menu was supported in a silver 
replica of Gibraltar. This was a tribute to our 
Colonel, who may be said virtually to have started 
his brilliant career when he joined the 1st 
Battalion on their return from a bloodless 
campaign in Egypt early in 1925. 

But at this stage all eyes were bent on a 
smaller table at the far end of the room where 
numerous bottles and glasses were set, with a 
footman in attendance. Perhaps a silver salver 
on this table engraved with the names of many 

of those present may have aroused some interest 
and stirred distant memories and some specu
lation. On a side table, standing on a cloth on 
which the Dragon had been woven, was a 
handsome silver cigarette box. This was another 
regimental memento kindly and unexpectedly 
presented to one of those present some fifteen 
years ago. It is his most treasured possession. 

THE LUNCHEON 
Punctually at one o'clock the company took 

their seats. Brigadier Humphry Stronge was our 
elegant and distinguished Chairman. On his 
right sat the Colonel of the Regiment, whom we 

The Colonel of the Regiment indulges in his favourite pastime, near Exeter 
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idelighted to honour as our guest. On his right 
was Colonel R. F. Pearson, the oldest Buff. On 
the Chairman's left sat Major W. J. Dixon, the 
next in age. 

It may have been a departure from precedent 
to attach ancient battle honours of the Regiment 
to the courses on the menu, but at least they 
established a talking point and appeared to evoke 
chuckles and nods of approval. Or maybe it was 
the excellent nature of the food provided com
bined with congenial company which ensured 
such a happy family spirit all round. Readers 
may judge for themselves, for here is the menu: 

Consomme Blenheim 
or 

Cream of Dettingen Mushrooms 
* * 

Roast Douro Duckling 
Orange Salad 
Green Peas 

Buttered Carrots 
Chateau Potatoes 

* * 
Albuhera Apple Tart and Clotted Cream 

or 
Sevastopol Ice Cream 

* * 
Chitral Cheese 

* * 
Baghdad Coffee 

HAPPY .THOUGHT 
During the course of lunch some kind neigh

bours of the Hon. Secretary remembered that 
this day was the anniversary of Her Majesty the 
Queen's birthday and urged him to send Her 
Majesty a suitably worded message conveying the 
loyal greetings of the ssembled Buffs. 

At the Staff College, rumour avers, officers are 
trained to write appreciations and orders 'midst 
a hubbub of confusing noises and interruptions. 
The Hon. Secretary never had this advantage, 
being struck off the list when he dismissed his 
company on a C.O.'s parade with bayonets 
fixed. Small events often change the course of 
history. Despite much conflicting advice offered 
from every direction, the message was at last 
compiled and approved by the Colonel of the 
Regiment. Then some very knowledgable officer 
informed the bucolic Hon. Secretary, who is 
ignorant of the march of science, that it would be 
quicker to telephone the message direct to Wind
sor Castle, where Her Majesty was in residence, 
and urged him to get a move on. Ever ready to 
oblige, he did so; and this is what followed:— 

After some ten minutes, connection was 
established with Windsor Castle. In trepidation 
the Hon. Secretary picked up the receiver. 

"Windsor Castle", came down the line in the 
gruff voice of a Yeoman of the Guard or similar 
functionary. 

"Oh—er—it's The Buffs speaking .. .. " 
" '00?" came a suspicious growl. "What do 

you want?" 
"The Buffs is a British Regiment", the Hon. 

Secretary replied humbly, "and we wish to send 
a loyal message to Her Majesty on the occasion 
of Her birthday." 

"Sorry, sir, I can't take it", said the voice 
politely. "You must telegraph it and then you 
will receive an acknowledgement." 

"Oh, thank you. Er, I will. Goodbye." 
Baffled, the Hon. Sec. returned to the dining

room, but then it was almost speech time. The 
moment to send our loyal greetings had passed, 
but should Her Majesty chance to read these 
halting lines, may one hope that she will 
graciously take the thought and attempt for the 
deed. 

SPEECHES 
After the Loyal Toasts had been drunk to Her 

Majesty and His Majesty the King of Denmark, 
our Chairman addressed the assembly. In his 
opening remarks he paid a touching tribute to 
the late Lieut.Colonel Rowland Power who, he 
said, was so much looking forward to attending 
this gathering of West Country Buffs. Previously 
he had assured Mrs. Power how very much we 
missed him. Brigadier Stronge then turned to 
the Colonel of the Regiment and expressed our 
united thanks to him for finding time in his busy 
life to join us. But, he continued, as we all knew, 
General Boucher made a practice of attending 
every Regimental function he could, which was 
a great encouragement to all Buffs who were 
always delighted to welcome him. Turning 
towards Colonel Pearson, he commented that 
this Officer had joined the Regiment 67 years ago, 
two years before he had been born, a fact which 
left the Chairman with a feeling of awe. 

Passing thence to the present, he was kind 
enough to utter some laudatory remarks about 
the excellence of the lunch and the thought which 
had inspired this meeting—an idea which he 
understood had sprung to life at a cocktail party 
in Devon. He then suggested that this gathering 
should become an annual affair. If this were 
approved, to which the Colonel of the Regiment 
nodded his assent, to the delight of all those 
present, the question arose as to when and where 
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it should be held. With the minimum delay it 
was agreed with acclamation that no better place 
than the present could be found, and the date 
was fixed for the last Saturday in April {i.e. the 
27th in 1947), please note). 

The Colonel of the Regiment, thanking the 
Chairman for the kind remarks he had made 
about him, heartily endorsed everything Brigadier 
Stronge had said. 

Colonel R. F. Pearson regaled his audience 
with an interesting account of his career, which 
started when he joined The Buffs at Shaft 
Barracks, Dover, on 3rd April, 1889, at the age 
of 21, followed by service in the Chitral Cam
paign in 1895. He had brought with him 
numerous trophies of long ago which, he said, 
would one day become the property of the Regi
ment to be displayed in the Regimental Museum. 
These interesting relics can be more appropriately 
described under our Museum notes. 
PHOTO FINISH 

When lunch was over, everyone made his way 
towards the hotel garden, where Major O'Geary 
took the photograph published in this issue. 
Copies, 2/3, to include postage, may be bought 
from the Editor, The Dragon, to whom Major 
O'Geary has forwarded the photographs. 

Thus ended what everyone agreed was a very 
happy and jolly occasion. 
LIST OF THOSE PRESENT 

MajorGeneral V. Boucher; Brigadier H. C. 
T. Stronge, R. W. Craddock; Colonels R. F. 
Pearson, D. A. Wilkins, E. A. Airy; Lieut.
Colonels E. H. Allen, A. F. St. A. Turner, E. B. 
Backhouse, E. V. Argles, B. E. Hammond
Davies, E. Scott; Majors C. S. Field, W. H. 
Pitkin, C. Warren, P. Ransley, M. O'Geary, 
W. J. Dixson, R. S. Simpson, R. J. Tuke; 
Captains A. K. B. Ede, R. E. Jackson; Messrs. 
A. J. Breach, M. Turner. 

R.T. 

Beneath Bell Harry—continued from p. 129 
Replacements for these stalwarts have materialised in 

the shape of C.S.M. Gunner Wells of the Royal Sussex, 
and Ted Morrish from Germany. 

Both have made themselves at home and are already 
well in the fold. Good luck to both. 

You 1st Battalion members better mind your tales 
when you visit us—Ted has told all. 

Next week we renew acquaintance with the Officers 
with the willows. More about this next time. Seeing the 
R.S.M. has been winning such a lot at tombola, is it right 
that he is having a garage built behind the Sergeants' 
Mess. O.R.Q.M.S. Kennard's first Sergeants' Mess M.T. 
Detail Job for the day: Clean my car. 

Well, spring is here, and even your correspondent has 
become affected, so let next month AufWeidesen. 

Beneath Bell Harry 

APRIL, in spite of 
the eulogies of 
halfadozen Eng

lish poets, was a month 
in which Depot life, 
relieved by the hope of 
Spring, continued along 
a steady and routine 
course. 

Feverish preparations 
on the cricket square 
continued and at the 
time of writing, aspir
ants from the Battalion 

, will be more than wel
come during Cricket 

Week. Visitors were less frequent than in 
previous months, but this was more than 
balanced by the appearance of Captain Ian 
Minto, who caused amusement not only to the 
Mess but also to the patients of Canterbury 
Hospital where he paid a visit in search of Robin 
Wright. Robin, recovering from a severe car 
accident, relates that his bruised ribs pained him 
none the less after Ian's visit! Other visits were 
from Lieut. Hicks and Padre Evans, who was 
en route to B.A.O.R. in grand form, showing us 
all with great delight his new car, export of 
course! 

A Brigade Study Period held at the Depot 
provided us with an opportunity of meeting our 
opposite numbers at the other Depots in the 
Brigade, and gave us an insight into the problems 
of nuclear warfare. It made us realise how 
especially fortunate we are in possessing such a 
modern Depot. 

* * * 

No. 1 COMPANY 
Our first duty is to congratulate the Depot Soccer XI 

on their win in the Cup Final; an excellent performance, 
and a fine way to end a season. Now the football posts 
are down, the goal posts and nets returfed, and the scene 
is set for flannelled performers. 

Somme and Arras Platoons have been blessed with 
excellent weather for their training and are expected to be 
well up to standard for their Passing Out Parade on 25th 
May. The Inspecting Officer for this parade will be the 
Colonel of the Regiment; it will also be the last parade 
for our Training Officer, Lieut. Dracopoli, who is soon to 
depart for America. In addition, the parade is being 
filmed, so all in all, it is going to be a big day. 

The Headquarters Exercise "Try Out" took place over 
the weekend 5th/6th May, which involved certain officers 
and N.C.O.s of the Company. Radiation in the form of 
training aids was plentiful, but there were no casualties 
other than in imagination. 
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Lieut. Dracopoli is away in Paris, and a post card 
from him denotes that he is enjoying himself. At least 
he missed having to deal with nine blinds on the grenade 
range! 

We welcome Pte. Philhps (exInfantry Boys' Battalion) 
to the Company and hope he enjoys his term of duty here. 

The news that the Band is soon to be amongst us is 
very welcome, and we can assure them of a warm welcome. 
Their accommodation is earmarked and will be ready for 
them in July. 

Our drafts to the Battalion continue to be small as we 
are still providing men for 1 R. Sussex. The majority of 
Somme and Arras Platoons will, however, be going to 
the Battalion, and thus numbers will increase in the 
future. 

SOCCER 
The season is now concluded, and what a hectic month 

it has been. All the fixtures missed during the snowy 
season had to be packed 'into a three week spell. Due to 
training commitments this naturally necessitated the 
fielding of weak teams; however, everyone tried hard 
and our fortunes were rather mixed. 
LEAGUE: Yorks. and Lanes. Lost 10—1 

On this day we met a machine oiled and timed to a T. 
Their football was a treat to watch. Our team played as 
well as they were allowed, but they could not match the 
precision passes of the Northerners, 
v 26 Field Regiment, R.A. Drew 3—3 

After holding a three goal lead, we were lucky to draw, 
three goals for the R.A. being disallowed for offside. 

The R.A., a very young team, were much the fitter, 
and showed in the second half that if we want to do better 
next season we must have more exercise for the Perm. Staff. 
v Dover Rangers. Won 4—0 
v R.A.M.C. Won 5—0 
v R.A.F., Hawkinge. Won 4—1 
v R.A.F., St. Margaret's Bay. Lost 3—2 

In all these matches we fielded weakened teams, and 
had nearly all the game, but against R.A.F., St. Margaret's 
Bay, overconfidence led to our undoing and three sudden 
breakaways left us wiser but losers. 

THE CUP FINAL 
Depot, The Buffs, v 1st Battalion, Yorks. and Lanes. 

Crabble Ground, Dover. Team: Cpl. Cushing; Pte. 
Hinds, Pte. Finch; L/Cpl. Hanley, Pte. Weaver, Pte. 
Weatherale; Cpl. Poole, S/Sgt. Lett, Pte. Fawcett, Cpl. 
Green, Pte. Wooldridge. Reserve: Chittenden. 

Luckily for both teams the K.O. was not till 6.30 p.m. 
as the day had been very hot, and was still very sunny and 
warm at the commencement of play. The Yorks. and 
Lanes, were hot favourites, having won the other two 
cups and run away with the league. For the first five 
minutes The Depot managed to keep the ball in the 
opponents' half, forcing a corner and both Lett and 
Fawcett having shots at goal. The next ten minutes were 
a nightmare, shots raining in on Cushing from every 
angle. 

One save was worthy of Swift or Trautman, a really 
low hard shot to the corner of the net, being turned round 
the post. Immediately following this the ball went to 
Finch, Weatherale, Lett, Poole, Fawcett, and the Buffs 
were one up. This unexpected goal completely changed 
the outlook of the game. The Buffs now completely 
confident, kept the ball almost continuously in the Yorks. 
and Lanes, half—any breakaway being met with forceful 

immediate tackling. Thirty minutes and the Buffs were 
two up; a good movement with Hinds, Weatherale and 
Fawcett, ending with Wooldridge ramming a half volley 
past the goalkeeper. The Northerners now roused by 
their shouting supporters, "Up the Tigers", came back 
into the picture and only some good first time tackling 
by Weaver, Hinds and Finch kept down the shots with 
which Cushing had to deal. His many splendid saves and 
anticipation were greatly appreciated by the crowd, which 
had now grown quite noticeably. 

A large proportion of the locals must have been in 
the Buffs for every cheer and encouragement for the 
Northerners was soon drowned with "Steady, The Buffs". 
Five minutes from halftime the inevitable happened, a 
pile driver from Kelsey, the Northerners' Sheffield 
Wednesday player, being deflected past Cushing. This 
would be the turn of the tide; so said the experts, but then 
came the best goal of the match. A throw out from 
Cushing to Weatherale to Lett, to Poole, to Fawcett, who 
beat the back, and with a lovely left foot shot left the 
goalkeeper standing. Halftime, Depot 3, Yorks. and 
Lanes. 1. Our team, happy, but very tired, went back on 
the pitch with their orders; move, tackle, tackle, and 
chase the ball everywhere. They did this to the limit and 
even though they were on the defence for most of the 
time, their quick tackling and long passes through the 
defence, and the forceful play of Letts and Fawcett, often 
had the Northerners in a panic. So against all predictions 
the Buffs won 3—1 and left the field to a marvellous 
ovation. 

The Garrison Adjutant in presenting the Cup said, 
"The Yorks. and Lanes., foreigners to Southern England, 
had come to look upon anything to do with football 
south of the Thames as exclusively their own property, 
and it therefore gives me great pleasure in presenting this 
Cup to the County Regiment, The Royal East Kent 
Regiment, and to congratulate them on a very inspiring 
exhibition." 

Cpl. Green, our Captain, received the Cup,, whilst each 
member was presented with a medal, Cpls. Cushing, 
Hines, Finch and Sgt. Hanley receiving great ovations. 

It would be unfair to single out any individual, as 
everyone put everything they had into what was an 
exhilerating match to watch. Well done, The Depot, and 
congratulations to Cpl. Green on his inspiring Captaincy. 

So till next season, readers—Good Cricketing! 
* * * 

W.O.'s AND SERGEANTS' MESS 
A very sober month, highlighted by a Mess visit to 

London to see the 1st Division League Match between 
Arsenal and the Cup finalists, Birmingham. 

Leaving the Mess at 9.30 in the luxurious comfort of 
an East Kent coach, by the time we had reached Strood 
we found good reason for a breakdown in the region of 
opening time. 

Over a pint or two brave words were thrown as to the 
merits of the two teams, but the journey continued without 
blows. 

We could not have picked a better match to watch. 
The game was exciting throughout and everyone enjoyed 
themselves. 

After the match everyone went to the dogs (although not 
all to the same type). It is said that the R.Q. and Sgt. 
Perry bought the White City, but no change of ownership 
has yet been notified in The Times. 

Dixie Dean is now travelling in Ladies' Underwear (he 
looks divine), whilst Gerry Garrard is looking for hints 
on Civvy lines. 

Continued on p. 128 
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THE DRAGON 

4/5th Battalion 

BY the time these notes 
appear the Battalion will 
be at Annual Camp at 

Fingrinhoe, near Colchester, 
and already the advance 
parties have left, taking all 
the various stores with them. 
The Company Commanders 
viewed the Camp and the 
training areas on 21st and 
22nd, April, and were very 
much taken by the fact that 
the classification and field 
firing ranges were so close 
at hand. Major Charles 
Balding had merely to fall 

out of bed to be on the firing point and ready 
for the first shot to be loosed off. This preview 
was quite unexciting and even those officers 
put up at the M.C.E., Colchester, were released 
on the Sunday morning. Preparation for Camp 
has naturally occupied our time fully of late, but 
"D" Company held a sponsored training day at 
Folkestone on 15th April, which was very well 
attended. Training was on the circus principle 
with those participating being divided into three 
syndicates for Signal Training, Fire Control 
Orders and L.M.G. Handling, and Rocket 
Launcher respectively. The various Instructors 
worked hard and all present spoke highly of the 
arrangements. 

Earlier in the month Officers of the Battalion 
attended the 133 Brigade Exercise "Red Plume" 
and grappled with problems arising from nuclear 
warfare. This Exercise, alias "Grendon's Swan 
Song", included lectures on the Police Role by 
Inspector F. W. Hawkins, Staff Officer to the 
Chief Regional Police Officer (to whom the 
Commanding Officer's dog seemed to take the 
greatest objection), the Fire Service—which was 
dealt with in a very breezy manner by Chief 
Officer E. S. Calvert of the Brighton Fire 
Brigade—and an impromptu discussion put on 
by Staff Officers of the SouthEastern Civil 
Defence Region. It was a very stimulating 
programme and one which was made the more 
interesting by an absorbing talk on the whole 
problem generally by General Sir Robert 
Mansergh, K.C.B., K.B.E., M.C., Commanderin
Chief, United Kingdom Land Forces, who 
afterwards met officers attending the Exercise. 
Two problems were considered at length on the 

Sunday and the solutions offered, far from 
bearing any similarity, were so diverse as to be 
taken as evidence of newlyawakened interest in 
fresh' fields. A further lecture on Nuclear 
Problems by Captain H. G. H. Stafford, R.E., 
School of Military Engineering, was most 
welcome and provided much of the technical 
background for the solutions put forward. 
Major Pelham Plunkett's syndicates produced a 
very high level answer to the first problem based 
on Isodose lines—unfortunately noone quite 
knew what that entailed and so it was promptly 
shot down. Later the Commanding Officer's dog 
came in for further publicity and the Colonel's 
views on Management were very pungent indeed! 

The Officers' Mess Cocktail Party was a 
tremendous success, thanks to the enormous 
amount of preparatory work put in by. Major 
Sandy Alexander, Sgt. Laker and Sgt. Coles. 
The party was held in the new Officers' Mess at 
St. Peter's Lane and the occasion was a memor
able one in every way: it has been most suitably 
commemorated by the following poem written 
for us by Richard Ravenhill's mother: 

A MODERN CANTERBURY TALE 
Let me tell a Canterbury Tale, 
Brought thoroughly uptodate, 
We all surveyed a joyous scene, 
With champagne in full spate. 
The newlyopened Officers' Mess, 
4/5th The Buffs, T.A. 
The Brave and Fair assembled there 
On this auspicious day. 

Their gallant Colonel Rodney Hews, dispenser 
of the local news, 

Blandly greets each guest he views 
With "Squeak", his very pretty wife, 
Partnered, we will hope, for life. 

Famous Sergeant Laker too, held in awe by me 
and you, 

A veritable martinent on matters touching 
etiquette, 

Dignity with unction blending, 
Is seen to drinks and "eats" attending. 

Space forbids to draw attention to names too 
numerous to mention, 

But here mid battlehonours won, which shew 
the glorious things they've done, 

Let's drink the toast (a duty pleasant) 
"To every Buff, both Past and Present". 

ENID C. RAVENHILL. 
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HUDSON'S BAY 

"Jamicx 
Jfyim 
Ask for it at N.A.A.F.I. 

Rums sold under the Hudson's 
Bay label liad already become 
the standard of comparison in 
America even before the des
truction of the Prince of Wales 
fort in Hudson's Bay and 
the historic escape of the 
Company's supply ship, the 
Prince Rupert, from a French 
warship in 1782 

The Governor and Company 
of Adventurers of England 
Trading into Hudson's Bay 

INCORPORATED 2nd MAY 1670 

T H E  A S S O C I A T I O N  O F  S E R V I C E  N E W S P A P E R S  A D V E R T I S E M E N T  P A G E S ,  
67/68 JERMYN STREET. ST. JAMES'S, S.W.1. TEL. WHITEHALL 2504 

65! tsvSC?) 

5 | I 
5 

Crawford s 

C 
$ 

ream !  
Crackers 

Sweet and complete 
with creamsmooth 

Hav e  y ou  a l so  t r i e d  Cros se  & B lackwe l l  
soups ,  beans ,  pea s  an d  s auces?  Ju s t  t he  j ob  i  

custard I 

Ripe  banana s !  Pour on custard 
and bananas are a proper pud
ding. Mmmdelicious! Be sure 
it's Bird's creamsmooth 
Custard. 

ONLY l /7 j  

Branston Pickle 

that you so 

much enjoy—now 

has a new cap 

to its bottle. 

Screwon. Handier. 

Much cleaner. 

Same delicious 

Branston Pickle 

inside, of course! 
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T H E  F O L L O W I N G  F I R M S  S U P P O R T  
S E R V I C E  J O U R N A L S  

CJMipii 
M I N E R A L  W A T E R S  

LEMON SQUASH, &c. 
BOLD BY N.A.A.F.I. CANTEENS 

Meltonian 
SHOE CREAMS 

and WHITE DRESSINGS 

If you require your Services 

BLAZER BADGE 
made entirely BY HAND in our workroom 
from finest quality Wire and Silks, please 
write for our Price List. Quick delivery assured. 

D. J. Parkinson, 15 Albert Rd., Brighton 1. 

For Your Enjoyment 

Callard &. Bowser's 
Celebrated "Thistle Brand" 

BUTTERSCOTCH 
Famous since 1837 

WE 
HELP TO 
FEED THE 
NATION 

J/ie CREAM 

ô <L̂ %hecwi 

p \]entfteĉ "mS 
'  G E N U I N E  M A D R A S  

CURRY POWDER 
P e a c o c k  B r a n d  

THE SECRET OF A GOOD CURRY 

::iiii!iiiliiiiiti'tlliliiiiitiiiiilliiiiiiliiililitliiiiilitliiiiliiilillii j 
Refreshes after work, travel and sport 

right's 
COAL TAR SOAP 

IDEAL FOR TOILET BATH AND NURSERY 

^LABELS .  TOKENS^ 
IbrOMBER PLATES ^BADGES/ 

for PICTURES , ViMTitue PRESENTATIONS^*3^ CANTEEN^ 
^ MESSROOMS, PRESENTATION^ V 

GARDENS' S* MESSROOMS^Jtc 

RmANCE (NameplaiesJ/LTIi, 
N CAMBRIDGE ROAD, TWICKENHAM /^g 

A j~ HORWBY TRAINS' 
\vJ^«»by.DUBL(). 

Huntley 
& Palmers 

the first name t/ou think of in 

Biscuits 
H U N T L E Y  &  P A L M E R S  L T D  -  R E A D I N G  *  E N G L A N D  

PARK DRIVE 
CIGARETTES 

RIIZ LA 
CIGARETTE PAPERS 

J. PARKINSON & SON. 
(SHIPLEY) LTD. 

PLAIN & UNIVERSAL MILLING 
MACHINES, SUNDERLAND GEAR 

PLANERS AND VICES 

SHIPLEY   YORKS. 

THE SAUCE THAT DOES YOU GOOD 

i NEEDLERS 
S W E  E T S ,  

UNRIVALLED QUALITY 
m\\\m minimi 
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The Colonel of the Regiment visited the Mess 
later in the month and met Officers of the 
Battalion. 

The results of the 133 Infantry Brigade .22 
Rifle Competition have been received and are 
as follows:— 

Percentage 
1. "B" Coy., 4/5th R.W.K 84.8 
2. "A" Coy., 4/5th Buffs (Ramsgate)... 80,6 
3. "Sp" Coy., 4/5th R.W.K 77 
4. "C" Coy., 4/5th Buffs (Heme Bay) 74.8 
5. "D" Coy., 4/5th Buffs (Ashford) ... 73.4 
6. "D" Coy., 4/5th Buffs (Folkestone) 71.2 
7. "A" Coy., 4/5th Buffs (Margate) ... 70.4 
8. "D" Coy., 4/5th R. Sussex 69.7 
9. "D" Coy., 4/5th R.W.K. 66.8 

10. "C" Coy., 4/5th Buffs (Whitstable) 66.5 
Congratulations to "A" Comapny as runners

up in this winter shoot. 
And so after a very busy month we once more 

pack our belongings and prepare for Camp, 
wondering a little at the weather prospects and 
striving to achieve that high standard of personal 
comfort which only the few seem to manage. 
Our doings at Fingringhoe will be reported on as 
fully as possible in the next issue of The Dragon. 

It is with great regret that we heard of the 
injuries sustained by Lieut. Robin Wright in a 
motoring accident near Sarre: he will be in 
hospital for some time and clearly had a very 
remarkable escape indeed. Our sincere wishes 
for his complete recovery. 

The subject of pay has been in everyone's 
mind of late and it is therefore a sobering thought 
to consider rates of pay in earlier days. Sgt. 
Cozens of "S" Company has produced a very 
interesting postcard dated 1911 from which it 
seems that "after all stoppages for messing and 
washing have been deducted there remains for 
the soldier to spend as he chooses" weekly on 
joining 6/8 J, after two years' service (if proficient 
and serving on approved terms of more than 
three years), 8/5£ if 2nd Class, and 10/2| if 1st 
Class. Comment is superfluous. 

"A" COMPANY 
Apart from very hectic preparations for Annual Camp, 

the month has passed quietly enough. The highlight was 
undoubtedly the day spent at Canterbury on 22nd March 
when we had the use of the 30 yards range for zeroing 
rifles and generally ensuring that the "Armourer" had 
replaced all the bits in the right order! It can be reported 
that Sgt. King has done a jolly good job—and there were 
no spare parts left over when he had finished either. .The 
day was made by the excellent meal produced by Sgt. 
Reid, A.C.C., and his team of experts who cooked in the 
field for us. It will be a sad day for the Battalion when 
Sgt. Reid rejoins the Regular Army. 

Those members of the Company who attended the 
Training Sunday at Folkestone soon got involved in the 
circus and spent a very instructive and enjoyable day. 

Congratulations to C/Sgt. Hurlow, Sgt. Mirams (whom 
we seem to have poached from the Machine Gun preserves) 
and Sgt. Reid, A.C.C., on their respective promotions. 
C/Sgt. Hurlow takes over from C/Sgt. Couzens, who has 
spirited himself away to Divisional Headquarters. 

Major Balding is still going into earnest conferences 
with the local branch of the British Legion and it can only 
be surmised that something will be hatched out some day 
or other; quite what, one hesitates to think, but it is sure 
to involve us in one way or another. Probably the storm 
will burst after Camp. 

* * * 

"B" COMPANY 
Although things have been rather quiet during the past 

month, we have managed to get in some valuable First 
Aid training through the kind cooperation of the Sitting
bourne St. John Ambulance Brigade detachment. This, 
together with training in Civil Defence duties arranged 
by Colonel G. F. Hart, has served to get us in the right 
mind for Camp, where (if rumour is to be believed) we 
shall be doing quite a lot of this type of work. 

Those N.C.O.s who attended the Weekend Cadre at 
Canterbury appeared to have enjoyed themselves and to 
have learned something to their advantage as well. We 
are also having a Company Training Weekend for 
learner drivers and wireless operators, using the aerodrome 
at Deling for driving instruction and cooperate with the 
Signals people, who have a roaming commission outside 
the perimeter. 

An enjoyable social evening took place on 29th March, 
when one of the local mill social'clubs joined us for 
shooting, darts and table tennis—and plenty of refresh
ments too! 

Everyone is looking forward to Camp and we expect 
go be busy training National Service intakes, although in 
common with other companies we shall be a little thin on 
the ground. At Camp we shall fire the weapon courses 
and leave plenty of time for training after we return. 

"D" COMPANY 
On Sunday, 14th April, Delta Company had the 

pleasure of acting as hosts to volunteers of the Battalion 
during our training day. 

On this occasion the curriculum consisted of Signal 
Training in the Phonetic Alphabet, conducted by Sgt. 
Wright, and Voice Procedure and the 88 Set, which was 
conducted by Sgt. Williams. The Weapon Training aspect 
was subdivided as follows:—Fire Control Orders (Sgt. 
Bryant), L.M.G. P.W.T. (Handling) (C.S.M. Green), 
3.5in Rocket Launcher (Sgts. Stoakes and Kay). 

The method which we used in order to facilitate an easy 
flow of men was to set up three "stands" for the various 
subjects and then by dividing the troops into three groups, 
started them off on an instructional merrygoround. 
This manoeuvre turned out to be most successful and it 
was most gratifying to hear the men actually praise the 
arrangements and the tuition received and speaks well 
for the instructors. 

Apart from our Company Commander (Major F. G. 
Neville), we were most pleased to welcome Major Raven
hill, Captain Griffin, Major Plunkett, and last but by no 
means least, Lieut.Col. Hews, the Commanding Officer. 
Needless to say, we didn't overlook the fact that R.S.M. 
Faulkner also attended, but that almost goes without 

ri3n 
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saying, for. where there is any form of activity there you 
will find the R.S.M. The attendance figures were about 
fifty from the Battalion and a round dozen from 410 
Coast Regiment (Shape of things to come?). 

As a result of the A.D.M.E.'s Inspection, several mem
bers of the Company (including the P.S.I.) now know more 
about the "innards" of M.T. than they did before. With 
Annual Camp just around the corner, the boys are quite 
keyed up and discussion is rife in the Canteen re the 
merits of brewers in different parts of the country. 

"S" COMPANY 
Having only partially recovered from the very hectic 

Officers' Study Weekend held here, the advent of a full 
inspection of vehicles caused something of a stir, but we 
seem to have survived the ordeal and can settle back for 
another twelve months or so before the next one comes 
round—or can we? 

All members of the Company who attended the spon
sored weekend at Folkestone enjoyed a very instructive 
day and we thank all those who contributed towards 
making us into acceptable infantrymen. 

Congratulations to L/Cpl. Bond, J., on his new appoint
ment, and also to Cpl. Bushell and Pte. Townley on their 
recent plunges into wedded bliss; we wish them every 
possible happiness in the future. It is unfortunate that 
Cpl. Sharp's illness will probably prevent his attendance 
at Camp and we wish him a speedy recovery. Back from a 
lengthy spell on the sick list is Captain R. J. S. Morgan, 
M.C., and it is nice to see him in action again at Sandwich. 

The Warrant Officers and Sergeants of the Company 
wish to thank R.S.M. Faulkner and all concerned for a 
very pleasant evening spent in the new Sergeants' Mess 
at H.Q. Company and will surely be spending many lan 
evening there. C.S.M. Rogers had to drop a big clanger 
by proposing a shilling a month Mess fee, but it is to be 
hoped that this indiscretion will be overlooked. 

At long last we got all the camp kit loaded and with the 
carriers en route for Canterbury we can justly feel that we 
are almost there. Even Major Tilleard is packing his 
typewriter this year and the vast scale of personal comforts 
mentioned in various quarters makes one think that this 
year's Camp will be very gentlemanly indeed. Time alone 
will tell. 

H.Q. COMPANY 
Captain M. Beaumont, who has been M.T.O., has left 

the Company and the Battalion and is now on the Reserve 
List; we welcome in his place 2/Lieut. G. T. Willey and 
have the feeling that he will be particularly busy at Camp. 

The past month has been pretty busy with preparations 
for Camp, but we must report the visit of Colonel Wood, 
A.A. & Q.M.G., to the St. Peter's Lane Drill Hall. He 
visited the new Officers' and Sergeants' Messes now that 
work on them is complete and also saw the men on 
training. 

Sgt. Bell will be coming with us to Camp this year, 
just for a change, and will grace the Quartermaster's 
Stores as in days gone by. 

Sgt. Wright is looking forward to the opportunity of 
gathering all the Signallers together, if only to lay out 
miles of line linking the scattered Company Headquarter 
tents with Battalion Headquarters. As there will be no 
large exercises, some very useful collective training will 
reriainly take place.. 

T! 
Buffs' Golfing Society 

THE ARMY GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP, 1956 
^HIS was played on the 
courses of Royal St. 
George's, Sandwich, and 

the Royal Cinque Ports, Deal. 
The 36 holes Championship 
consisted of one medal round 
on each course on 7th and 8th 
May, and was won by Lieut.
Col. A. A. Duncan, on a 
replay after a triple tie with 
prewar champion Major Gard
ner and 2/Lieut. Collinge of 
the R.A.S.C. at 150. The 
leading player from The Buffs 
was Major David Montgomery 

with 154. His 76 at Royal St. George's on 7th 
May was one shot behind the best gross score, 
that of the 1933 champion, Brigadier H. Mitchell, 
his 72 net was one shot behind the best net score 
on that day, and his 146 net over the two rounds 
was runnerup in the 36 holes hapdicap event 
to the 145 of Major H.R.H. Howard, of the 
K.R.R.C., who has a handicap of 14. Since 
Major Howard won the 36 holes handicap medal 
event in the Army Championship atid could not 
win two trophies, Major Montgomery was 
declared the winner of the Royal Indian Army 
Service Corps Cup. 

On 8th May many good rounds were played, 
the best at Royal St. George's being the 71 of 
Brigadier Aitken, who had torn up his card at 
Deal on the previous day, and the 73 at Deal of 
Major Chaundy of the R.A.P.C. 

In the regimental team event, which is played 
by holes, The Buffs drew the K.R.R.C. in the 
first round. In contrast to last year when we 
started off one man light and 18 holes down due 
to one of our team slipping a disc, this year, not 
only did we start off with the right number, but 
we also had a distinguished and valuable reserve 
in the form of MajorGeneral Sir Reginald 
Stanham, waiting in the Clubhouse, ready to 
step into the breach should some lastminute 
disaster again befall a member of our team. 
The first round could not have been closer or 
more exciting; we won by a mere 1 point. 
Detailed results were as follows:— 

Buffs 
Major D. Montgomery 8 
Lt.Col. N. R. Reeves 0 
Lt.Col. E. S. Scott ... 0 
2/Lt. C. M. C. Dewar 4 
Lt.Col. J. May ... 0. 

 12 

V K.R.R.C. 
..Brigadier Cheney ... 0 

Lt.Col. Trench ... 2 
Major Howard ... 2 
Lieut. Whatmore ... 0 
Lt.Col. GrenvilleGray 7 

11 
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Alas, in the second round we were defeated 
by the Rifle Brigade. In the first match Pitamber, 
who in the championship had done himself less 
than justice, now proceeded to find his proper 
form, and the putting touch which David 
Montgomery had painfully acquired earlier in 
the meeting, and which would have been so 
useful on this occasion, now disappeared with 
disastrous consequences. Noel Reeves had a 
great game with Brigadier Adrian Gore and 
reenacted an identical match which the two 
of them had played on that same course exactly 
twentyfive years before. Eric Scott and Maurice 
Dewar did very well to win their games, and 
much credit is due to our new team member for 
winning both his matches on his first appearance 
in this event. 

Results of the second round:— 
Buffs 

Major D. Montgomery 0 
Lt.Col. N. R. Reeves 0 
Lt.Col. E. S. Scott ... 2 
2/Lt. C. M. C. Dewar 2 
Lt.Col. J\ F. May ... 0 

Rifle Brigade 
2/Lt. Pitamber 
Brigadier Gore 
Capt. HughesOnslow 
Capt. MacGregor ... 
Capt. Carter 

A surprise in the second round was the defeat 
of the muchfancied Seaforths by the Duke of 
Wellington's. The Infantry team event was 
finally won by the Coldstream Guards, who in 
their turn succumbed tp the Gunners, the 
winners of the Ordnance Cup. 

In conclusion, your Golfing Correspondent 
would like to mention his warm appreciation of 
the members of his team: of Noel Reeves, who 
left London at midnight on Tuesday to play in 
this match—perhaps the pleasure Noel may have 
got out of meeting again his many golfing friends 
of prewar days will have compensated for the 
lack of sleep involved; of Eric Scott, who in 
spite of the sudden demise of one of his favourite 
sows, and a crisis thereby caused, still made the 
long trek from Dorset; of John May, who 
extracted himself with difficulty from the Ministry 
of Supply; and of Maurice Dewar, who missed 
a valuable day of the small arms course at Hythe. 

Next year the championship is at Birkdale. 
But the following year it will be back in Buffs 
country again, and 1958 would seem to be a good 
year for raising another team. Now that we have 
broken the succession of postwar first round 
defeats, perhaps next time we will break through 
to win. Anyway, we already have the knowledge 
that one player, MajorGeneral Stanham, is 
prepared to come all the way from Australia to 
play for the Regiment. Perhaps lesser distances 
will be no bar to some of the other players! 

The Summer Meeting has unavoidably 
had to be postponed to the 22nd July. Major 
I. A. Pearson has kindly undertaken the Manage
ment and all correspondence concerning it will 
be under his direction. 

10 
1 
0 
0 
4 
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Regimental Gazette 
SECOND SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 

3RD APRIL, 1956 
INFANTRY 

REGULAR ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 
NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 

THE BUFFS.—2nd Lt. (Actg. Lt.) M. H. McGowan 
(435204) from A.E. Reserve of Offrs. Nat. Serv. List, to 
be,Lt., 28th February, 1956, with seniority 15th January, 
1956. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 10TH 
APRIL, 1956 

INFANTRY 
TERRITORIAL ARMY 

THE BUFFS.—2nd Lt. R. P. Wright (436769) to be Lieut., 
12th April, 1956. 

SECOND SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 
13TH APRIL, 1956 

MEMORANDA 
THE BUFFS.—Maj. A. G. Jelf (41158) to be Lt.Col. on 

the Employed List (1) on 30th June, 1955. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 20TH 
APRIL, 1956 

INFANTRY 
REGULAR ARMY 

THE BUFFS.—Maj. B. J. HarrisSt. John (50876) retires 
on retired pay, 11th April, 1956 (Reserve Liability). 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 24TH 
APRIL, 1956 

INFANTRY 
REGULAR ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 

SHORT SERVICE COMMISSION 

THE BUFFS.—Lt. A. F. F. Froom (422278) from Active 
List, to be Lt., 26th April, 1956, retaining his present 
seniority. 

SECOND SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 
27TH APRIL, 1956 

The Queen has been graciously pleased to confer the 
award of the Second Clasp to the Territorial Efficiency 
Decoration upon the following officers:— 

Infantry 
The Buffs.—Maj. F. D. C. Cobb, T.D. (78672), Capt. 

A. H. Blackbourn, T.D. (78966). 
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Past and Present 
Association 

Life Members 
1ST TO 30TH APRIL, 1956 

H.Q. Roll.—Boy C.S.M. Prudence, A. J., Boy L/Cpl. 
Fisher, J., Boy Chivers, R., Boy Bishop, P., Boy Lawrence, 
G., Boy Phillips, T., Pte. Ralfe, R. 

Brighton Branch.—Major Clifton, F. R., Howard, W. L. 
Canterbury Branch.—Sgt. Philpott, J. 

* * * 

Annual Members 
H.Q. Roll.—Bartley, —., Christie, —., Fraser, —., 

Holmes, —., Sharp, —., Baldwin, G., Ayriss, P., Bicknell, 
J., Farley, S., Long, K., Gebbie, C., Pearce, F., Bayliss, 
C., Marsh, J., Carnell, C., Jones, D., Knell, B., Walshaw, J. 

Canterbury Branch.—Thornby, G. T. 
Sittingbourne Branch.—Day, A., Collins, A. 

* * * 

Donations 
We acknowledge with thanks the following donations:— 

Museum Fund £ s. d. 
Ashford Branch ... 2 0 0 
Sandwich Branch 10 0 
Dover Branch ... 110 
London Branch 156 
Sittingbourne Branch, Ladies'Guild ... 2 2 0 
Benevolent Fund 
1st Battalion 30 0 0 
Buffs .Golfing Society 2 2 0 
"Sheriff of Northgate" 110 

* * * 

Grants 
The total grants from the Benevolent Fund and the 

World War 1939 Charitable Fund during the month of 
April, 1956, are as follows:— 

£ s. d. 
Benevolent Fund 65 15 8 
World War 1939 Charitable Fund 31 10 8 

Dover Branch 
May's Meeting was held as usual in the Eagle Hotel on 

Thursday, 3rd, our Chairman, Tommy Noakes, presiding. 
Those present: Woo Martin, Arthur Banks, Charlie 

Hare, Harry Hawkins, Pongo Meakin, Cocker Lorum, 
Tommy Hofloway, Mr. Howell, Ted Marsh, Mr. Hay ward, 
Jack Deal, Mr. Ellen, Mr. Hopper, Darkie Ross, Taffy 
Wakefield, Mr. Blundell, Jimmy Johncock. 

Sorry about our Secretary not being able to put in an 
appearance. Last news of him is that he is at last allowed 
up, and is due for a hospital checkup this week. 

We trust that everything is O.K. and that you'll soon 
be back at the meetings. 

Also news of Harry Saunders who is still away from 
work and waiting the final opinion of the doctors. Keep 
cheerful, Harry. 

Moggie Hollands has been admitted to hospital at 
Hothfield and we are asking our good friend Mr. Mills 
of Ashford if he will look him up for us and pass on a 
few of his favourite brand (Woodbines). 

Faithful Tommy Holloway is carrying out the duties of 
Secretary in addition to Treasurer; just loves pottering 
around for the Branch. 

Nice these days to see Pongo Meakin. Change around 
in his employment has left that first Thursday free. From 
his play and nomination on the dart board past champions 
are very lucky to have had the Cup. Fact is, he says, 
darts is second to fishing and all Branches know of his 
wonderful efforts at Heme Bay last year, as the champion 
catcher. 

Looking forward to the 26th for the trip to Canterbury 
for the InterBranch Final. Haven't yet decided who we 
shall cheer for. 4 

Sorry, Margate, that we couldn't make the trip to your 
Social Evening, but don't let that deter you from giving 
future invitations. 

Major Hart (who we don't see) kindly gave us a present 
for our Christmas Party. Not having been utilised then, 
it was raffled at the meeting to help Branch funds, so we 
are grateful for 14/6 which it collected. Also the box 
collection, which this month was 9/6. 

Although to members this must seem begging, these 
little bits of monies are very necessary to keep us going, 
so we are extremely grateful to you. 

Well, it was a very enjoyable meeting night and a very 
fair gathering, but still hope for better numbers, there are 
so many Buffs in Dover. 

Cheerio. 
T.H.H. 

Weald Branch 
We in the Weald do not often manage to meet together— 

distances are long and communications indifferent, but 
for our Annual Dinner and the annual Service of Remem
brance we always seem able to dig ourselves out of our 
rural fastnesses and assemble in good numbers. 

Ans so it was on the occasion of the Annual Dinner 
this year, when we gathered at Tenterden both to meet 
each other again and also to bid Au revoir to the Colonel 
of the Regiment before his departure for Washington. 

General Boucher had very kindly given us a date when 
he could come, so we had our Dinner later than usual, 
on 28th April. 

Members came from all over the Weald—from Tun
bridge Wells and Lamberhurst, from Sissinghurst and 
Wittersham, High Halden and Headcorn and from many 
other "Hursts" and "Dens". We were making an ex
periment this year—changing the place of the Dinner to 
Tenterden. We had not been entirely satisfied with the 
arrangements we had had to accept in previous years, 
and many members had been distinctly annoyed at having 
to pay "saloon" instead of "bar" prices for drinks. An 
enterprising local caterer offered to feed us at a price 
actually lower than we had paid previously and the 
landlord of "The Cellars"—who had a relation in the 
Regiment—made no difficulty about "bar prices". Still, 
it was an experiment and those responsible for running 
the Dinner were a trifle nervous: and then on the day 
before we heard that Mr. Parsons of Pittlesden, a faithful 
member of the Branch, who was to operate his own cine 
camera and also play the piano, was laid low with 'flu; 
and next we learnt that the piano promised us would not 
be available. But my Secretary, quite undaunted, got 
round and managed to collect an exGrenadier Guards
man to operate a cine camera and to borrow a piano 
from the Working Men's Club. 

About 70 of us sat down, some being associate members, 
and two who had worn the Dragon in the Home Guard 
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A JURY OF DISTINGUISHED DENTISTS 
HAS EXAMINED THE EVIDENCE 

Documented facts, recently published in an au
thoritative dental journal, have convinced these 
dentists that Colgate Dental Cream with Gardol 
is far more effective against tooth decay than any 
other toothpaste. And because Gardol is the only 
decayfighting ingredient with clinical proof, these 
dental authorities agree that Colgate Dental 
Cream with Gardol gives the surest protection 
against tooth decay ever offered by any toothpaste. 

ONLY COLGATE DENTAL CREAM 
HAS THE CLINICAL PROOF 
thai  brings new hope to mil l ions for  

DayandNight 
Protection Against 
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and even Gunners who, knowing a good thing when they 
heard of it, brought along with them some local members 
of the Branch and joined in the fun. Apart from these, 
the actual number of Weald Members attending was 
much bigger than at recent dinners: a consolation, as we 
had been rather worried at the decrease in numbers. 

the arrangements turned out well, the food was ample, 
well cooked, nicely served and hot; a great credit to the 
caterers. And the bar provided what was wanted. No 
complaints / Drill Halls are not always exactly homely, 
but the Tenterden one is comparatively modern, clean, 
not too big, and warm, and we sat down under the shadow 
of a large Dragon painted for the Home Guard during 
the last war by a lady in Small Hythe. 

We were delighted to have the Colonel of the Regiment 
with us, and look forward to the next occasion he can 
spare time to join us; and were very glad to be able to 
welcome again Colonel Rodney Hews and Colonel Argles. 

We were encouraged by seeing some new faces among 
the members: Lieut.Col. Newton Moss, whom many 
may remember in the 1st Battalion, 191418, the Rev. 
Bouverie Brine of 8th Buffs in that war, later in the 
R.A.S.C. and. more recently after taking Holy Orders 
the new Vicar of StoneeumEbony, next parish to 
Tenterden; Mr. Hills, recently from 1st Battalion and 
his father, who is a member of this Branch, and quite a 
number of the younger generation, but not half enough 
of them! 

Colonel Edgar Burns, our Chairman, who presided, 
was.in great form. He had brought over Mr. Duke, and 
our last Secretary, Mr. Betts, from the Tunbridge Wells 
area. Colonel Burns proposed the Loyal Toasts, "The 
Queen" and "The King of Denmark", and then "The 
Regiment" coupled with the "Colonel of the Regiment", 
giving him and Mrs. Boucher our best wishes in "their" 
new appointment with its many responsibilities. 

General Boucher replied and entertained us by telling 
us something of what is going on in the Army and the 
Regiment now, and also of what his new appointment 
entailed. We were very sorry to hear that Colonel Rodney 
Hews is giving up command of 4/5th Battalion soon. 
It seems a very short time since he took over, and we hope 
his successor, Major Alexander, will be able to join us at 
our next Dinner. 

Brigadier Allen then proposed "The Guests" and 
Lieut.Col. Argles replied. 

In this Branch we do appreciate when the Colonel of 
the Regiment, the C.O. of the 4/5th Battalion and the 
Secretary of the Past and Present can find time to join 
us, as they are all busy men. 

Then we got down to the business of raffles, and our 
thanks are due to the members (and their wives) and one 
of our associates, who presented whisky, sherry, port, a 
basket of fruit and cakes as prizes. The raffles were very 
successful and after all expenses had been met over £2 
remained in hand. 

Then Mr. Miller, operated the cine camera. Coloured 
films of local and other gardens were shewn, followed 
by the film which Mr. Parsons took of the Presentation of 
the Colours last year, and concluding with a film of the 
evacuation of Dunkirk. 

This was followed by a series of songs given by Mr. 
Mullins, a cadet from Rolvenden, and then other members 
gave turns, including a very amusing one by Mr. Hills, 
senior. 

Members in general seemed thoroughly to enjoy the 
evening and it was considered to be a great success and 
an improvement on recent gatherings. 

In conclusion we owe a great debt of gratitude to our 
Hon. Secretary, Mr. "Doug" Day (and also to Mrs. Day), 
for all the work done. As Hon. Secretary he had to write 

to representatives of our 17 subbranches, and publicise 
the Dinner around the Weald, and had he not done so 
much in trying to bring in members to the Dinner, stir 
them iip generally and make the various arrangements 
necessary, it would certainly not have been such a well 
attended or enjoyable evening. We are indeed fortunate 
in having him. 

Medway Branch 
What glorious sunshine we have enjoyed today—and 

how easily it is forgotten with the appearance of the first 
shower of rain. It is on such days as this that I feel a 
little envious of those who are able to pick up their golf 
clubs and have a day in the open air. 

At our Annual General Meeting, held on 21st April, 
neither our President nor our Chairman were able to be 
with us. Mr. Hepworth, I understand, is enjoying reason
ably good health and wants to keep it that way—very 
sensible of him. Nevertheless, we missed the quiet dignity 
of his usual address delivered to the members on such 
occasions. Mr. Cox, it will be remembered, was, at the 
time of writing my last notes, suffering from a bad knee. 
This trouble had cleared up considerably when he 
suddenly had a relapse. All members hope that he will 
soon get well and that he will be able to be with us at our 
next meeting. 

The following members were kind enough to send 
apologies for their absence: Mr. (and Mrs.) W. F. 
Hutchings, who were on holiday, Mr. Tompsett, who 
just could not make it, and Mr. Rodgers, whose wife, 
I regret to relate, is very seriously ill. Nevertheless we 
had about twenty members and four ladies present at 
the meeting which was presided over by Mr. W. E. 
Hutchings, ViceChairman, and a very able job he did, too. 

The balance sheet for the year was presented by the 
Branch Hon. Treasurer, Mr. W. G. Stewart, who reported 
that the Branch finances were in a very healthy state. He, 
together with the Branch Hon. Auditors, Messrs. Hall 
and Boorman, received a vote of thanks for their services 
during the year. 

The election of officers produced no changes from the 
previous year, with the exception of the Standard Bearer 
and his Escort. This year Mr. Chaney is our Standard 
Bearer and we know that he will carry out his duties in a 
very able manner for he acted in that capacity when the 
Standard was blessed at St. Paul's Church in 1955. The 
members elected to act as escort to the Standard were 
Messrs. Peacock and Rodgers. 

Final instructions regarding the trip to Canterbury for 
the Darts Final will be given at our Branch meeting on 
May 19th, just one week before the find takes place. 
By the time these notes appear in print the decision for 
the cup will have been made and so I congratulate this 
year's winner, whoever it may be. 

The Royal Artillery Association is to hold its Annuai 
Church Parade on Sunday, May 13th, and this Branch 
has been invited to attend with its Standard. Regular 
readers will remember that I have, in recent issues, 
mentioned the formation of the Medway Towns Ex
Servicemen's Council which was to act as the liaison 
unit between the various ExService Associations. The 
first aim of such Council was to cut down public parades 
to four a year—it would seem that the first spanner has 
already been thrown in the works. 

A lecture was given at the R.A.F. Association H.Q., 
Chatham, on April 26th, by MajorGeneral C. G. 
Woolmer, C.B., M.C., President of the Burma Star Associ
ation, who commanded the 81st West African Division 
during the last war. The lack of support amazed me— 
despite the fact that an invitation was sent to all the 
ExService organisations in the Medway Towns only 
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about thirty persons attended. Many interesting slides 
were shewn on a screen which enabled the lecturer to 
emphasise his various points. I quite enjoyed the whole 
show and found it very informative. Indeed I should 
have liked a lot more in the same strain. 

I suppose that you will be reading this towards the end 
of May and so will then be loolang forward to your 
summer holiday. May I wish you good weather and an 
enjoyable time when that event takes place. 

* * * 

Ladies' Guild 
The monthly meeting of the Medway Ladies' Guild 

met on Tuesday, 24th April, and the usual Whist Drive 
was held. 

A letter was received from Colonel A. V. Argles 
thanking the Guild for their donation of £10 to the Buffs 
Chapel in the Cathedral. 

Mrs. Holt reported that a very successful outing was 
held to the Royal Horticultural Society's Garden at 
Wisley, near Dorking, on Tuesday, 17th April. About 
30 members and friends had a most enjoyable day. An 
excellent lunch was partaken at the Wotton Hatch Hotel 
and tea at the Gardens. One can thoroughly recommend 
a visit to anyone interested in gardens. i 

It was reported that one of our members, Mrs. Vicary, 
was recovering from pneumonia. 

The Guild decided to visit Canterbury on May 29th 
when it was hoped a visit would be made to the Museum 
at Howe Barracks, and also to Evensong at the Cathedral. 

After a cup of tea the meeting closed. 
* * * 

Sittingbourne Branch 
It is with regret that we have to report the passing of 

yet another staunch old comrade with the death of Mr. 
E. W. Spice. At our monthly meeting on 4th May all 
members stood in silence as a token of respect and on 
Tuesday last Colonel D. J. Dean, v.c., T.D., J.P., and 
several members attended the interment. 

We had a very enjoyable evening on 24th March on 
the occasion of the visit of members of the Canterbury 
Branch to play us in the semifinal of the InterBranch 
Darts Match and although we were the victors it was a 
very near thing. We are indebted to the Ladies' Guild 
for the very excellent refreshments they supplied; but 
must apologise to our visitors for running out of beer so 
early in the evening. We don't know whether it was 
Canterbury Members or our own who drank the barrel 
dry, but let it be a warning to Canterbury that on May 
26th, on the occasion of the Darts Match Final, 80 of our 
Members will be raiding the bar. 

At the Annual General Meeting held last month all 
officers were reelected. 

We have remarked previously of the fact that we may 
have to vacate our Club Room at the East Street Drill 
Hall and meet at Crown Quay Drill Hall now in occupa
tion by the 4/5th Buffs. This now is more than likely if 
a buyer can be found for the East Street Drill Hall which 
is in the market for sale. That we shall be made very 
welcome at Crown Quay we are sure; but this Drill Hall 
has old happy associations for many of our members and 
they will be sorry to leave. We shall, however, meet young 
Buffs at Crown Quay and we hope to get many to join 
our Branch for we are badly in need of young blood. 

We decided at our last meeting to make a really worth
while donation to the Museum Fund towards the end of 
the year and have already made a start with collections. 

Ladies' Guild 
On Saturday, March 24th, the Sittingbourne Branch of 

the Ladies' Guild were pleased to have the opportunity 
of meeting the ladies of Canterbury Branch, when they 
accompanied the men's Branch at a darts match held at 
East Street Drill Hall, Sittingbourne. We sincerely hope 
this meeting is the first of many. An enjoyable evening 
was had, and the men of Canterbury took first and third 
prizes in a competition held by Sittingbourne Ladies' 
Guild. 

Canterbury Branch 
The contribution by "Snave" in the March Dragon 

which described our first Annual Dinner so eloquently 
and naturally, has caused me to think that I must look 
to my laurels in the future. 

By some means or other my own Dragon reached me 
by post exactly a week after I had seen a distribution 
being made at our last Branch Meeting and thus it has 
come about that the sad news of the passing of Lieut.Col. 
R. E. Power, D.S.O., was not known to me until after 
I had completed my notes for the coming month, and 
posted the same. 

I notice an official tribute has already been published 
and I am sure that our Branch would like to be associated 
with that tribute for I think that a good half of our 
members have had the honour of serving under this 
gallant Buff gentleman. A thorough soldier to the core, 
he trained and commanded a Battalion which could rank 
for military efficiency, turnout and pride, as being equal 
to any counterpart in the British Army at that time. 
Wrongdoers were lashed, yet all ranks respected his 
firmness and justness for he was very human. He would 
deal with a "drunk" (and we had our share in those days) 
with the bare adherence to the prescribed penal code 
and minimum of a homily, but to the individual who let 
the Regiment down by being "improperly dressed in 
town", there would be nothing less than a severe stretch 
in the Bastille. To Mrs. Power we extend our belated 
sympathy. 

I am prone to write these notes in snatches, thus 
gaining the dual Benefit of keeping uptodate with news 
items and fitting the task in to suit my spare time. Thus 
it comes about that in my opening few lines I grouse about 
the late delivery of this Journal and now I have to 
announce that the April edition has this time been delivered 
on 21st April. However, it gives me the opportunity to 
comment on one or two items of interest Firstly, the 
report of the visit to the Queen's Own Rifles of Canada 
by the Colonel of the Regiment reminds us that in our 
very midst we have one of the few members who made 
up a delegation representing all Battalions of the Regiment 
which visited our Allied counterpart in 1926. That member 
is our Chairman and we hope to hear of this unique 
Regimental fraternization in detail by means of a talk 
from him shortly. 

The 1st Battalion, I see, run some form of a Concert 
Party under the name of "The Green Dragon". I wonder 
how many readers can remember the herculean efforts 
of Lieut.Col. J. V. R. Jackson to provide the troops 
under his command with a Social Hut and Supper Bar 
whilst serving in Burma. The building was designated 
"The Green Dragon Hut". Alas, the War and the change 
in Burma must have finished this well spirited project. 

A very convivial atmosphere pervaded amongst our 
members at the meeting held on 27th April, for firstly it 
was our introduction to the well appointed, pleasant and 
very comfortable Sergeants' Mess of the 4/5th Battalion. 
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R.S.M. G. Faulkner and his Mess members have graciously 
placed this excellent room at our disposal for our Meeting 
nights and we are all most appreciative of this kind 
gesture. 

The second factor contributing to the evening's success 
was, I think, that the personnel present was truly repre
sentative of our Regiment in so many ways for we were 
well Supported with the Present—a good omen—and 
many gallants of the Past. Two new faces were particularly 
welcomed—Mr. George Page, who was a recruit alongside 
our Chairman, and Mr. Thornby, a true veteran of Chitral 
days. Our third factor of the evening's entertainment 
was the performance by Messrs. Thornby, Smith and 
Barham. Our Chairman must have thought he was 
elevated to that position in the "Old Time Music Hall 
Variety Show". We thank the artistes. 

There was a lot of business to be aired. On behalf of 
the Branch our Chairman arranged for a wreath to 
represent us at the funeral of the wife of Captain C. 
Read. Charles (or "Taffy") Read would be known to 
the older generation as C/Sergeant of "G" Company. 
Colonel Evans also gave us the sad news of the passing 
of another old Buff and Contemptible—Bob Galloway, 
who lived at Lydd. He was a gallant Regimental character 
and our Branch proffer sympathy to his relatives. 

We thank the Danish Branch for their second edition 
of their local Dragon and congratulate them upon their 
enterprise. 

BABU. 

WHO'S WHO AT THE CANTERBURY BRANCH 
No. 11—MAJOR H. E. CHAMBERS 

Most old soldiers can remember the DrumMajors, 
Provost Sergeants and CookSergeants of each Battalion 
and so it should not be difficult for me to portray the 
military Life of the abovenamed Officer. 

Over 36 years ago Ernie Chambers was a recruit at the 
Depot and shortly afterwards he was with the 1st Battalion 
at Fermoy, thence to the 2nd Battalion at Aden and 
rejoined the 1st Battalion in Turkey in 1922, globe
trotting with that Battalion until 1936. Throughout those 
years he supervised the cooking and messing of the unit 
with thoroughness and zeal. From meals on the ranges 
at Gib. he went to the rough conditions of feeding the 
troops in Egypt and possibly even greater herculean 
efforts were required for the manoeuvres of India and 
Burma. Dealing with Indian cooks, teaching Mess Tin 
cooking, running the A.B.48 clear of red entries and 
escorting the hundreds of bullock carts on the big training 
schemes, were all jobs that befell our old CookSergeant. 
To see Ernie in battle dress on the latter task was always 
a joke for the troops and yet he had probably marched 
as great a distance as they had—for like most oldtime 
cooks, he could do it and produce meals at the end of it. 

From 1927 until 1941 Ernie held the position of Sergeant 
or S/Sergeant Cook and throughout this time he attended 
at least three courses on this subject and so it is not 
surprising to see that in 1941 with the enlargement of 
the A.C.C. Ernie must have been well qualified for his 
commission to Captain in that Corps. 

From 1941 until 1954 Ernie held several important 
Catering Adviser's appointments both at home and in 
Germany which in turn gave him his well earned pro
motion to Major. 

He finally left the military life and settled in Canterbury 
but he is still a strong Buff for he is our very capable 
Secretary and in this respect he gives us most loyal service. 
(As a point of interest his wife holds the same position 
with the Ladies' Guild.) 

Socially, Major Chambers is a great asset at helping to 
organize Mess and Club functions, and naturally he 
excells with the "eats". Years ago he played a spot of 
football but I don't think he would be picked for H.Q. 
Company (or the Sergeants' Mess) now. Also plays a 
nifty game of tennis. 

When he is not busy with our books he enjoys a pipe, 
an ale, and a reminiscent talk. 

Cannot remember any specific nickname but T do call 
to mind the fame of his "Gunfire Wads". 

BABU. 
* * * 

Ladies' Guild 
We were favoured with another fine day for our May 

meeting and amongst the twentyfour members present 
were three new members, Mesdames Bone, Haylett and 
Day, to whom we give a hearty welcome. Unfortunately 
Mrs. Haylett will be with us for only a short while as she 
is going to Germany at an early date and we wish her 
joy in her new surroundings. 

Mrs. Boucher and Mrs. Friend were unable to be 
present on this occasion. A letter from Mrs. Findlay 
was read acknowledging our invitation to join the Guild, 
and promising to do so when she is able. She can be 
assured of a hearty welcome. 

We were delighted to welcome Mrs. Osborne back 
again and congratulate her on winning the sweepstake. 

A collection was held to aid the fund of the O.C. 
Depot, which realised a guinea, to provide raffle prizes 
at the forthcoming Albuhera Day All Ranks Dance. 
The proceeds of this dance are being devoted to the 
Museum Fund. 

Suggestions were put forward to hold a Whist Drive on 
behalf of Branch Funds but unfortunately the dates 
suggested clashed with holiday dates of a number of 
Members. It was decided therefore to postpone it until 
later in the year. 

It was agreed to change the time of our Monthly 
Meeting from 3 p.m. to 2.30 p.m. So Members, please 
note for the future. 

The April Dragon gives the glad tidings of a new 
Branch of the Ladies' Guild being formed at Margate, 
and we give the Members a hearty welcome and wish 
them every success. 

FREV. 

Ramsgate Branch 
Our Chairman, Mr. J. Johnson, opening the April 

meeting, expressed his pleasure in welcoming many of 
our members whose company we had missed; in some 
cases for many months. 

Assisting the Chairman were: our President, Mr. W. 
A. Wotton; VicePresidents, E. H. Swendell, C. F. 
Fakley and B. E. Knott; and the Secretary. One familiar 
figure who was unable to be with us was our Treasurer, 
Major H. J. Martin, M.B.E. 

We regret to record the passing of a well known Buff 
Officer, Captain A. G. Thorneycroft, M.B.E., who, although 
not on our roll of members, was living in Ramsgate. We 
offer our deepest sympathy to Mrs. Thorneycroft and 
family in their loss. 

This month brought us a larger list of sick members, 
and we hope they will all soon be well enough to join 
us at our monthly meetings again. There is no further 
news of Wally Impett, in Minster Hospital; Jack Powles, 
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Sid Blackburn and Horace Page are mending slowly, and 
S. H. Taylor is, we hope, much better. To other sick 
members we send our best wishes for a speedy recovery. 
Especially do our wishes for recovery go out to Lieut.Col. 
C. S. F. Witts, who is in hospital after his tour of South 
Africa; for a short rest and check up, which is not to be 
wondered at when one reads of the untiring efforts he 
put into this visit to make it so successful. Our con
gratulations and best wishes to you, Sir, on the success 
of your tour and your reelection as Mayor of Margate. 
(I must mention here that although Colonel Witts lives 
in Margate, we are proud to have him a member of the 
Ramsgate Branch. 

Members decided at the meeting that a coach party 
would attend the Darts Final at Canterbury on May 
26th; there are a few spare seats on the coach. 

We note that Charlie Fakley is quite happy since moving 
to the other side of the table. Bert doesn't seem quite so 
pleased, but I think he is enjoying the rest. We all hope 
he will enjoy much better health in the future. They 
both keep an eagle eye on the new staff to see they keep 
up the good work. 

The meeting closed at 9.5 p.m. and we then adjourned 
to the bar where our Buff host, Dick Atkins, provided us 
with liquid refreshment. 

Since the meeting we have received news that we are 
to organise the InterBranch Fishing Competition this 
year, and although I cannot yet confirm that we have 
accepted, I have no doubt we will do our stuff; in fact 
the Secretary has already written to the Minister of 
Agriculture and Fisheries requesting that he will arrange 
for there to be fish in the sea around Ramsgate Harbour 
on the chosen date; it is also rumoured that the Chairman 
and Ted Castle have already started collecting WORMS. 
Let's hope they use them all for fishing this time, for last 
time the competition was held here we heard very little 
but worms for months afterwards. I seem to remember 
we had some with us at the A.G.M. at Canterbury. 

Now an item of news for other Branches. 
Some of the items of entertainment in Ramsgate during 

the summer, in case you are thinking of coming this way: 
Carnival, August 23rd, so if you want to make an evening, 
come in and see the Carnival, then tour the illuminations 
and if you have a few minutes left join us in a "noggin" 
at the Freemasons' Tavern. The Carnival starts about 
5 p.m. for Judging, but gets under way about 6 p.m., 
and takes one and a half to two hours to go the rounds. 
Other items: Bathing Beauty Competitions on July 5th, 
August 2nd and September 6th, at the Marina Bathing 
Pool; Firework Display in Ellington Park on August 2nd, 
9th, 16th and 30th; Water Carnival in Ramsgate Harbour 
on July 12th, and Sports Week, July 30th to August 4th. 
Should you decide to visit Ramsgate, just drop us a line 
and we will endeavour to put you on the right road to a 
pleasant evening. 

B.E.N. 
* * * 

Folkestone Branch 
The past month may not have been much different 

than those preceding it, but one event stands out very 
clearly. The Branch invited the Ladies' Guild to a social 
evening on our regular meeting night. Right well did 
they respond to the invitation. Much to our regret very 
few of our members turned up to give them the welcome 
they deserved. I must say we had a most enjoyable time 
and perhaps this will lead to something similar at a later 
date. Several members were unable to attend for different 
reasons and we were extremely sorry not to have Captain 
and Mrs. Tyrrell with us owing to a very sudden family 
bereavement. I know the members will wish me to offer 
our sincere sympathy to Mrs. Tyrrell. 

We were very pleased to welcome Mr. Peter Gatehouse. 
I am assured this was the first of many occasions when he 
will be with us. 

Then, to make the evening really successful, we had our 
General Secretary and Mrs. Argles. These two charming 
people possess that something which makes their visits 
so very welcome whatever the event. We shall indeed be 
looking forward to seeing them again. Mrs. Argles 
handed the prizes to the winners of a miniature Whist 
Drive which we held; and do the Ladies' Guild like a 
hand of whist. Much to my satisfaction they refuse to 
take it very seriously. That, I think, is as it should be. 
The pleasure of the evening was made the more pro
nounced by the fact that Mrs. West was able to come 
along with our Chairman after having to take life a little 
less vigorously than is her wont. I was very glad to be 
assured that she is well on the way to getting back to 
normal again. 

I very much regret to have to report the passing of 
Doug. Gilbert. Doug, was a personality in, Folkestone. 
His work could be seen all over the town, he being a 
Poster Artist of no mean ability. He was very interested 
in football and was a keen supporter of the Town Club. 
Cricket also filled the leisure moments of his time during 
the summer. In fact he scored on many occasions last 
season. I know he will be missed by the Folkestone Club. 
Another place where he will be missed is the Buffs Social 
Club. He was very keen on a hand of Solo, and most 
Saturday evenings found him in the corner. 

I hear that Jack Drury is far from well. Here's wishing 
him a speedy recovery. Jack has always been interested in 
Branch doings in spite of the fact that his work prevented 
him being active. 

Some of our readers will perhaps remember "Polly" 
Hollands, who was called from reserve at the outbreak 
of war in 1939. He has been very ill with T.B. and is at 
present at Lenham. I'm told he is slowly mending. We 
hope this will continue. 

Now comes the news that an old friend of mine, "Pat" 
Randall has had a serious operation in Australia. Pat 
and I had some really good times together in the early 
days of War I. We also enjoyed a very pleasant day on 
Remembrance Sunday last year with others who were in 
the l/5th in those days. Get well soon, Pat, and although 
you are a long way off we are still thinking of you. 

* * * 

Sandwich Branch 
On Saturday, 24th March, we were At Home to the 

Ramsgate Branch for the SemiFinal of the Darts Com
petition. About 30 members and ladies of the Ramsgate 
Branch attended and were welcomed by our Chairman, 
Major F. W. Tomlinson. The result of the match was a 
win for Sandwich by two games to one; in the first two 
games there was very little in it, but in the third game 
our team really settled down to business to win by a 
comfortable margin. This was followed up by a ladies* 
match, when Sandwich were again the winners by two 
straight legs. We are now looking forward to the Final 
when we meet Sittingbourne at the Depot on May 26th. 

The General Monthly Meeting was held at the Drill 
Hall on Wednesday, April 4th, 1956, at 8 p.m. Major 
F. W. Tomlinson presided and ten members were present. 

Following the usual moment's silence, the Minutes of 
the previous meeting were read and adopted. Arising 
out of the minutes was the question of donations to the 
Museum Fund and it was unanimously agreed to donate 
£1 from Branch funds. 
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Apologies were received from Lieut.Colonel N. S. Hart, 
Messrs. W. Spicer, E. Harvey and A. Elvery. 

Correspondence from H.Q. included a confirmation 
notice of the transfer of one of our members to the 
Ramsgate Branch. 

A request for followup action to be taken regarding 
exBuffs, with a local address, with a view to membership. 

The Branch was congratulated on winning the Darts 
SemiFinal. 

Copies of the Danish Dragon for April were before the 
meeting and distributed to members. There was also a 
letter from Messrs. Fremlin, Ltd., together with a copy 
of Our Outing Guide. 

A report was given on the Darts match semifinal, 
when thanks were expressed for the donation of refresh
ments and prizes kindly given by Miss K. Field, Miss G. 
Field and Mr. John Field. A vote of thanks was accorded 
Mr. Charley Field for running the Bar. 

The question of a film show by Mr. Parsons was 
discussed when it was unanimously agreed that the Hon. 
Secretary write to Mr. Parsons with a view to having a 
show in Sandwich on Wednesday, 5th September, or 
4th October, subject to these dates being convenient to 
him. 

We regret to hear that Jimmy Castle is on the sick list 
and is now in Canterbury Hospital, but we trust by the 
time this is in print he will be well on the way to being 
quite fit again. 

Brighton Branch 
With Mr. Dray, our ViceChairman, in the chair, we 

had a very cheerful meeting on April 9th. 
How nice it was to have Mr. Dray with us after such a 

long spell on the sick list, although he's still not 100% 
fit yet. 

Our Dinner, held on March 24th, was the number one 
topic of the evening. Everybody said what a good show 
it was. 

Grand to welcome Messrs. Billings, Grant, Martin, 
Wright and Gould and his son from the London Branch, 
also Mr. Colman of Ashford. Thank you, gentlemen, 
for your great support. Our President, Lieut.Col. 
Hamilton, M.C., was able to join us. We hope he enjoyed 
meeting his friends from London. We certainly were very 
pleased to have him with us. 

We also gained a new member that night. Major 
Russell Clifton was a guest of our Chairman, and has now 
joined our ranks. Welcome, Sir. 

I have been requested to thank Mrs. Kinsey for her 
work in helping to make the evening a success and for 
swelling our funds by arranging a raffle. 

Next event, keenly looked forward to by all members, 
is the cider party on May 26th, kindly given by Major 
and Mrs. Milton. We hope there isn't any finger tip to 
sweeten the cider this year. All eyes will be on the weather 
reports, as a fine day is the order for the day. 

We would like to welcome any members and their 
wives of our other Branches, should they happen to be 
at Brighton any second Monday in the month, now the 
warmer weather (we hope) is on the way. Surely some of 
you will be coming here for a holiday, so don't forget to 
come along and see us. 

Best wishes to all Branches. 
W.A.K. 

London Branch 
Hallo, Hallo, Hallo, London Branch calling. These 

monthly notes come round so quickly that one has to 
put on one's thinking cap to know what to write about. 
I like to write something different each month, but cannot 
seem to get much news these days. 

At our A.G.M. and election of officers at our last 
meeting, on Saturday, 21st April, the attendance was 
somewhere round the 35 mark. Two nominations were 
put forward in the names of Mr. Les King and Mr. Billy 
Hudd. These were unanimously elected to serve on the 
Committee. The remainder were returned to serve for 
the coming year, so come along lads and back your 
Officers and Committee up. We hope to put on some 
grand social affairs for after the meeting on every third 
Saturday in every month. 

Following the election there was just a short meeting, 
followed by a party dance, and what a grand show this 
was. It really was a good night, everybody enjoying 
themselves, to the music of the Three Musketeers. We 
were very pleased to have in our midst those two great 
friends of the London Branch, Mr. Kinsey and Mr. 
Peacock of the Brighton Branch. Many thanks for coming 
along, sorry you had to depart early. When it was time 
for the last dance, I had so many people asking me to 
look sharp, and have another, that I was so pleased to 
know it had been another successful venture for the 
Branch. Of course we will have more. Let us all thank 
the lad for helping to make this a good show, also for the 
great work put in by Mr. Sam Lewis on his catering 
activities. The attendance was over 90. 

During the past month I have received letters from 
some grand old stalwarts such as Mr. Hewson, Mr. 
Brown (Blower), Mr. Clout, Mr. Baldry, that I am 
giving their addresses, so that if any of their old comrades 
would like to drop them a line, I am sure they would 
appreciate it. Mr. Vic. Hewson, "Hillcrest", King's 
Road, Bury St. Edmunds; Mr. F. H. Benge, 87 Lesbourne 
Road, Reigate, Surrey; Mr. W. S. Brown, 17 Touchard 
House, Chart Street, Shoreditch, N.l; Mr. F. H. Baldly, 
61 Abbey Road, Newbury Park, Uford, Essex; Mr. A. 
Tester, 50 Rothes Road, Dorking, Surrey. Please get in 
touch with one or other again. This could also apply to 
the younger chaps, so if anyone would like an old 
comrade's address, just write and ask Scotty for it. I will 
do my best to get it for you, if I have not already got it. 

Our President, Brigadier E. Foster Hall, M.C., sends 
best wishes to all members. 

On looking round at our crowded house on the 21st 
it was very nice to see so many of the old chaps and 
younger fellows. To quote just a few of the older ones 
in the names of Mr. Martin, Capt. Woodcock, Eddie 
Gould, Sam Lewis, Mr. Verney, Jock Clayton, Mr. 
Odell, Pensioner Hoyle, A. E. Hart, and many more; in 
the younger set, Bert Perry, Sam Crooknorth, Taffy 
Williams, "Chick" Hobbins (How's your poor old head, 
Chick?), Billy Hudd, George Hardwick, and so on. 
Must just mention how pleased we were to meet Mr. 
Smith (Bandsman Smith), who was sure looking very 
fit, and he is still six feet tall. Old Jack Hammond will 
be sorry he missed him. 

Let me now remind all members of the Branch to make 
a date for the trip to Canterbury on Sunday, August 12th. 
Book in now for a seat on the coach, 10/6 return. Further 
information required I will let you have. 

Also on September 8th our Annual Dinner and Dance, 
priced at 13/6, so start booking in. Let's help old Joe 
Goss to make this a real bumper. 
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So to conclude these notes for this month I would 
like to just say many thanks to the ladies of the London 
Branch Guild for their attendance at our Party Dance, 
in the names of Mrs. Yapp, Mrs. Cousens' Auntie, and 
all others that were present. Sorry I cannot remember 
aH the names. 

With all best wishes to all branches from the London 
Branch. 

H.J.S. 
* * * 

Ladies' Guild 
Notes of the meeting of the Ladies' Guild held on 

Saturday, 5th May, 1956, at The Prince Alfred Restaurant, 
Westminster, S.W.I. 

The secretary read the minutes of the previous meeting 
which were approved and signed. 

The Chairman opened the meeting by saying how 
pleased all members were to see Mrs. Harris back again 
after her long absence, and proceeded to read a letter 
from her thanking the Guild for their kind letters and 
gift to her during her illness. 

The Chairman then said she would like to say a special 
thankyou to the ladies who brought along raffle prizes 
regularly every month, because apart from annual sub
scriptions, these formed the Guild's only source of 
income. At one time there were listed among our members 
some very kind friends who were in a position to make 
donations towards the funds from time to time, but 
this was not so today and the Guild was particularly 
grateful for the continued support of its members. 

The Chairman explained the present state of Guild 
funds, that we had sufficient monies (excluding the sum 
of £24 which could not be used for any purpose whatever) 
to provide a small sum towards some Christmas enter
tainment for its members, and she thought the time had 
come to take the view that "charity began at home". 

(She said here that the £10 received from the Corner 
Table Folks' Christmas efforts had been a very great 
help in swelling the monies available.) Mrs. Coley added, 
however, and the meeting agreed that where we had 
sent donations for regimental purposes, they had been 
made in respect of very worthy causes. 

After some discussion, it was unanimously agreed that 
we should endeavour to arrange a booking for the 
5.15 p.m. performance of Sailors Beware (? of the Ladies' 
Guild) with a supper to follow, for the December meeting 
night, and it was the wish of the majority of those present 
that the outing be confined to Ladies Only. The suggestion 
that a sum of 10/ per head be allowed out of Guild funds 
towards the cost ofthe outing was met with wholehearted 
approval, as also was a suggestion that this gesture be 
restricted to those members' who attended meetings 
regularly, namely the 23 persons present at this meeting, 
and Mrs. Norman and Mrs. Streeten who on this particular 
occasion were unavoidably absent. This would limit' the 
liability of the Guild to the sum of £12 10s. Od. for the 
evening's entertainment. 

The Chairman then announced that the next meeting 
would end our financial year and that there would be 
vacancies for a Chairman, ViceChairman, Treasurer, 
Secretary and five Committee Members. Nominations 
should be sent to the Secretary before the June meeting. 

Mention was made of the Remembrance Services to be 
held at The Tower of London and Canterbury Cathedral, 
and further details will be available next month. 

Before the meeting closed, one member rose and said 
she would like to propose a vote of thanks to Mrs. Odell 
for the very efficient way in which she had taken the chair 
at the previous meeting. This was seconded, and grate
fully acknowledged by Mrs. Odell. 

Raffle prizes were given by Mrs. Annan, Mrs. Cousins, 
Mrs. Odell, Mrs. Waters, Mrs. Yapp and "A Member", 
and realised a total of £2 7s. 6d. 

Today*... 
just as in the time of the Peninsular, Crimean and the two World Wars, Hawkes 
& Co. are at the service of Officers in almost every Regiment of the British 
Army. Correctness of style and detail is assured. Uniforms made to measure 
in a short time; measurements are taken without obligation. 

Moreover.... 
it is at Hawkes, famous also for civil Tailoring, that gentlemen may obtain all 
other dress requirements. In Hawkes's Department for Immediate Wear costs 
are kept down by modern methods of production, but the cut, workmanship 
and finish are of the faultless Savile Row standard. 

Lounge Suits, £19190 to £3100; Overcoats, £19190 to £34196; D.B. 
Dinner Jacket and Trousers, £25126 to £33150; Sports Jackets, £9196 
to £15150. 

Hawkes of Savile Row TiT 
Regimental Tailors to The Buffs (Royal East Kent Regiment) 

1 SAVILE ROW, W.I rbSviw « High Street, Camberley cJg&m, 
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BT APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN 

GOLDSMITHS & CROWN JEWELLERS 

The Badge of your Regiment 

GARRARD & CO. LTD. 
(formerly The Goldsmiths 
Silversmiths Company Ltd.) have 
for many years specialised 
in the production of 
badge jewellery. 

earnjs~2 

The Buffs 
Gold and Enamel 
Home £7 0 0 
Export £5 10 0 

Here is illustrated the badge 
of your Regiment, » 
fashioned into a brooch, and 
produced in gold and enamel. 
If desired, these very attractive 
brooches can be set with 
diamonds or other precious stones 
for which designs and estimates 
are submitted without charge, 
Great care is taken to ensure 
correctness of detail, and expert 
workmanship is assured. 

GARRARD & CO. LTD. 
Crown Jewellers 
formerly THE GOLDSMITHS & 
SILVERSMITHS COMPANY LTD. 

112 REGENT STREET  LONDON  W.i 
TELEPHONE: RECF.NT 3021 

Regimental Histories of The Buffs 
The following Histories may be obtained from the Administration 
Officer, Depot The Buffs, New Infantry Barracks, Canterbury 

HISTORICAL RECORDS OF THE BUFFS 
1572—1704 

by H. R. KNIGHT 
Out of print. Second hand copies available from time to tim; 

1704—1814 and 1814—1914 
by C. R. B. KNIGHT 

In Two Parts  £1 Is. 3d. Post free 

1919—1948 
by C. R. B. KNIGHT 

£1 5s. Post free 

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE BUFFS 
by E. FOSTER HALL 

Revised edition  2/6 Post free 

"DRUMS AND DRUMMERS" 
by G. R. HOWE 

Price 2/2 Post free 

JOIN 

THE PAST 

AND PRESENT 

ASSOCIATION 

THE BUFFS 
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KNOWN IN KENT 
SINCE WATERLOO 

Have Y©U — 
a Printing Problem ? 

then Solve it by ringing 

C A N T E R B U R Y    2 1 0 7  

or by visiting the offices of 

GIBBS & SONS 
1 6  O R A N G E  S T R E E T  

CANTERBURY 

Beaneys — 
THE BUTCHERS FOR THE 

GARRISON SINCE 1921 
(EXBUFF) 

You'll find us in Military Road 
— 23 bus passes the door — 

F. R. Beaney 
22a MILITARY ROAD, CANTERBURY 

TELEPHONE 2827 

AT YOUR SERVICE AT ALL TIMES 
FOR 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

Lambert Weston & Son Ltd 
106 Sandgate Road 

Tel. 3037 FOLKESTONE 
Specialists in — 

Portraiture  Commercial  Press 
Military Photography 

for 
UNIFORM 

Quality Tailored 

Garments 

Facilities for Payment 

Send for Illustrated 
Brochure 

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS, LONDON, W.C.2 
Telephone: TEMple Bar 1814 

OUR REPRESENTATIVES VISIT ALL DEPCTS 

Branches: Aldershot, Amesbury, Bournemouth, Camberley, Cam
bridge, Chester, Exeter, Folkestone, Newark, Oxford, Isle of Man 

Redruth, Richmond (Yorks). 

Reasonable Prices 
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J. H. & J. BROOKE, Ltd. 
IMPORTERS AND BOTTLERS OF FINE WINES 

By Appointment FOR OVER 150 YEARS 

To H.M. Queen Elizabeth II 
, LONDON 

Wine Merchants , _ _ , 
27  CLEMENTS LANE,  E . C . 4  
T e l e p h o n e :  M A N s i o n  H o u s e ,  5 3 0 1  ( 2  l i n e s )  &  7 0 9 7  

FOLKESTONE 
1 3 4  SANDGATE ROAD 
T e l e p h o n e :  F o l k e s t o n e  3 1 2 3  ( 2  l i n e s )  

H Y T H E , K E N T  
78  HIGH STREET 
T e l e p h o n e :  6 6 3 0 1  

Delivery by our own vans in London, Folkestone, 
Hythe, and many parts of the Home Counties. 

UNIFORM TAILORING BY 

CIVIL and MILITARY TAILORS and OUTFITTERS 

97 New Bond Street, London, W.l 
GROsvenor 5016/7/8 

AND AT 
ALDERSHOT  CAMBERLEY  CATTERICK CAMP  CHESTER 

Appointed Tailors to your Regiment 

REPRESENTATIVES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 

PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN BY GIBBS AND SONS ORANGE STREET CANTERBURY 
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CONWAY WILLIAMS 
T H E  M A Y F A I R  T A I L O R  

48 BROOK ST., MAYFAIR, LONDON, W.l. 
(Opposite Claridge's Hotel) 

AND 

3 9  L O N D O N  R O A D ,  G A M B E R L E Y  

Morning and Evening Wear, Court and Military Dress for all occasions 
Hunting, Sports and Lounge Kits 

All Cloths cut by expert West End Cutters and made exclusively by hand 
in our Mayfair Workshops by the Best English Tailors 

REGIMENTAL TAILORS TO THE BUFFS 

Telephones: Telegrams 
Mayfair 0945—Camberley 498 "Militaila Wesdo. London" 

/vsKyHecrrt. Castings for Industry 
—  " P h o t o g r a p h s "  —  

C A N T E R B U R Y  Wellknown in the shipbuilding, 

Phone 3637 aircraft and other industries, STONE'S 

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING castings are also supplied to general 

engineering firms — for whom an 

Military Portraits excellent service exists. Castings of 

PICTURE FRAMING all descriptions — in brass, bronze, 

WHETHER IT'S 
STATIONERY, BOOKS, OFFICE 

FURNITURE, TYPEWRITERS, 

and aluminium and magnesium alloys 

— are produced under laboratory 

control, with full machining facilities 

LEATHER OR FANCY GOODS available if required. 

GET IT AT 

GwidhPi J. STONE & CO. (CHARLTON) LTD. 
Main Works Branch Works 

WOOLWICH ROAD, S.E.7. THE CANAL, GRAVESEND 
(Greenwich 3277) (Gravesend 5247) 

39/40 HIGH STREET  CANTERBURY 
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THE BUFFS (Royal East Kent Regiment) 
ColonelinChief: His Majesty Frederik IX, K.G., King of Denmark 

Colonel: MajorGeneral V. Boucher, C.B., C.B.E. 
Deputy Colonel: Brigadier J. G. Nicholson, C.B.E. 

Grace, H. R. 
Lewis, P. J. .. 

LIEUTENANTCOLONELS 
O.C., 1st Bn. 

... M.A., Copenhagen. 

Bailey, N. T. 
Yates, G. H. A 
Gdlmann, E. L. C., M.C. ... 
Rawlings, A. C., M.B.E. ... 
Horley, B. M. 
May, J. F., M.B.E 
Ravenhill, R. A. C. 
Plumptre, P. B., M.B.E. ... 
Dendy, R. H. 
Majendie, A. E 
Lucas, J. P 
Norris, N. F. H. C. 
Crichton, R. F., M.C. 
McGrath, B., M.C 
Gay, A. W 
Montgomery, D 
Morgan, F, de R., M.C. ... 
Poulsen, N. D., M.B.E. ... 
Cox, E. G., M.C 
Critchley, L. P., M.B.E. ... 
Worts, J. B., M.C 
Court, D. N 
GordonWilson, N. F., M.B.E. 
Nash, J. P 
(Trench Blake, M. A. O'B.... 
Iliffe, R. O 
Hadshar, G. 
Dunglinson, W. G. H. ./. 

Semmence, R. G. H. 
Barrett, D. P. R. ... 
Dent, J. E. ... 
MacDonald, E. W 
Peckham, A. D. 
Squire, S. J., M.B.E. 

MAJORS 
Gold Coast Regt. T.C. 
att. H.Q., Aldershot Dist. 
2 IC Chief Instructor Inf. Boys' Bn. 
Depot C.R.M.P. 
H.Q. Northag. 
T/Lt.Col., Ministry of Supply. 
4/5th Bn. 
6 Travelling Wing. 
1st Bn. 
Leave U.K. 
H.Q., E. Africa. 
1st Bn. 
5 Nigeria Regt. 
Course, U.K. 
East Africa T.C. 
O.C. Depot. 
Leave, U.K. 
H.Q., Cyprus. 
1st Bn. 
Course, U.K. 
1st Bn. 
H.C.B.D. 
J S S C 
G.S.O. *2, M.I.3, War Office. 
27 Bde., Hong Kong. 
2 Malay Regt. 
Leave U.K. 
1st Bn. 

CAPTAINS 
1st Bn. 
H.Q., 91 Lorried Inf. Bde., B. 
4 K A.R. 
Staff College, Canada. 
1st Bn 
Leave. 

F. 

Thorneycroft, F. "E. 
Willows, D. A. 
Wilson, P. F., D.F.C. 
Hamilton, C. M. 
Gatehouse, H. R. 
Griffin, C. J. 
Webber, J. W. 
Pim, A. H. E. 
StratfordTuke, R. A. 
Brigstocke, W. F. 
French, B. G. J. 
Lees, H. D. ... 
Grugeon, J. D. 
Muffins, G. O. 
Minto, I. G. 
West, C. T. F. 

Ward, M. W. 
Dracopoli, M. P. St. F. 

Tennent, H. C. L. ... 
Mitchell, P. J. 
Pilcher, R. A. 
Davison, J. H. 
Baker, R. W. M. ... 
RymerJones, J. A. 
Edgecombe, G. J. B. 
Lunn, J. M 

Lea, R. 
Williams, R. T. P. 
Reid, J. D. W. 
Dewar, C. M. C. 

Watts, E. H. F. 
Kille, W. E.... 
Catt, A. H. ... 

CAPTAINS—continued 
... Depot. 
... Adjt., 1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn 
... H.Q., 158 Inf. Bde., T.A. 
... 1st Bn. 
... Adjt., 4/5th Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 
... 2 Gold Coast Regt. 

Eaton Hall O.C.S. 
... 1st Bn Parachute Regt 
... 6 K.A.R., E. Africa. 
... 7 K.A.R., E; Africa. 
... Adjt., Depot. 
... Adjt., 3 Bn., Parachute Regt 
... 1st Bn. 
... 6 Inf. Bde., B.A.O.R 

LIEUTENANTS 
... 1st Bn. 
... A.D.C. to Colonel of the Regiment, 

Washington. 
... A.D.C. to G.O.C., H.C.D. 
... 1st Bn. 

1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 
... Inf. Boys' Bn. 
... 3 Bn. Parachute Regt. 
... 1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
... Depot. 
... 1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 
... Course, U.K. 

QUARTERMASTBRS 
Maj., Depot 

... Maj., 1st Bn 

... Capt.. 4/5th Bn 

CHAPLAIN: Revd. E. W. Evans, C.F. 

MEDICAL OFFICER: Lieut. A. Nisbett, R.A.M.C. 

PAYMASTER: Major B. M. Green, R.A.P.C. 

Ford, E. N., M.C. 
Todman, N. E. H. 

Carey, R., M.C. 
Robertson, R. J. 

Elliott. N 

MAJORS 
Leave, U.K. 
E. Anglia District. 
6 K.A.R., East Africa 
H.Q., Nigeria District. 
Aldershot District. 

Short Service Commissions 

Kirby, J. A 
Hicks, E. M. G. 
Hodges, J. D. 
Courtney, M. K. 

LIEUTENANTS—continued 
... Brit Comm Div. Korea 
... I.O. Div., B.A.O.R. 
... E.R.E., Singapore. 
... 23 K.A.R 

Ransley, E. J., M.C. 
McGrath, G. A. 

Fakley, J. F. 
Butcher, D. A. T. ... 

Marshall J. V. 

CAPTAINS 
Bde., B.A.O.R. 
H.C.B. Depot. 
P.S.O., H.C.B. Depot. 
East Africa Training Centre. 
Brit Comm Div. Korea 

Hardy, J. E.. 
Jakob, F. J. . 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
... H.C.B.D. 
... West Africa 

Cross K J.... 
LIEUTENANTS 

1st Bn. Stone, J. H., Major 
Corps, J., Capt. 

 Extended Service Officer 

QUARTERMASTERS 
... B.A.O.R. 
... 16 Coy., R.A.S.C. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
Shephard, J. N. (Lieut.) 1st Bn. 
Keene, R V. 1st Bn. 
Hordern, P. J. C. .. Depot. 
Redfern, A. J 1st Bn. 
Brice, E. St. J. 1st Bn. 
Hills, A M 1st Bn. 
Johnson, B. D G. 1st Bn. 
Mabey, R. C. .. E. Africa. 
HolmesSmith, C .. 1st Bn. 
Daniel, O. R. .. 1st Bn. 

National Service Officers 

Wallace, W R D 
Jonas, D. A. 
Willett, A. R. 
Duckworth, M. W. 
Conn, A. A.... 
Evans, P. V.... 
Freebairn, R. G. 
Mason, A. H. 
Neame, C. R. B. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS—continued 
1st Bn. 

... 1st Bn. 

... 1st Bn. 
... 2 Q.O. Nigeria Regt. 
... Depot. 
... Depot. 
... Depot. 

Depot. 
... Depot. 



LIEUTENANTCOLONEL 
Hews, G. R. D., M.C.,T.D., J.P. 

MAJORS 
Alexander, U. H. B., M.B.E. 

(2 i/c) 
Ravenhill, R. A. C. (Training 

Major) 
Cobb, F. D. C., T.D. 
Prestige, J. T. R., T.D. 
Tilleard, J., T.D. 
Neville, F. G., T.D. 
Plunkett, P. N. P. 
Balding, C. E. E. 

CAPTAINS 
Griffin, C. J. (Adjutant) 
Klean, P. H. 

4/5th Battalion 
HON. COLONEL 

Col. D. J. Dean, V.C., T.D,, J.P., Woodcourt, 1 Park Avenue. Sittingbourne, Kent. 
CAPTAINS—continued LIEUTENANTS continued LIEUTENANTS 

Morgan, R. J. S., M.C: Finn, W. C. Labbett, M. 
Usher, J. A. Turner, G. P. Klyberg, C. J. 
Blackbourn, A. H., T.D. Arnold, P. H. Saward, R. A. 
Scott, A. J. Wright, R. P. Robinson, J. P. 
Baddeley, W. D. Byers, C. M. 
Anderton,_N._G. 2ND LIEUTENANTS 

Willey, G. T. Kelly, G. D. S. 

LIEUTENANTS , 
Crowdy, R. E. L. 
Whiting, D. A. (Local Captain) 
Thomas, J. H. (Local Captain) 
Oliver, C. P. 
Morlock, P. J. 
Howland, N. M. 
Johnson, R. F. 

N.S. LIST 
LIEUTENANTS 

Waterman, R. R. 
Taylor, D. C. 
Holloway, R. G. 
Vallins, J. 
Ticehurst, J. M. 

continued 

QUARTERMASTER 
Capt. A. H. Catt 

CHAPLAIN 
The Rev. R. A. S. Roberts, 

R.A.Ch.D. 

MEDICAL OFFICER 
Capt. F. P. Cassidi, R.A. M.C. 

Staff and Command 
MajorGeneral V. Boucher, 

C.B., C.B.E 
Brig. M. P. D. Dewar, C.B.E. 
Brig. F. W. B. Parry 
Col. (T/Brig.) R. W. 

Craddock, C.B.E., D.S.O. 

British Joint Staff Mission, Washington. 
U.K.N.M.R., S.H.A.P.E. 
Hospital, U.K. 

Brig. A/Q., Southern Command. 

Col. (T/Brig.) R. F. Parry, 
M.C 

Col.(T/Brig.) J. F. Connolly, 
D.S.O., 

Col. H. P. Williams, O.B.E. 
Col. J. G. Atkinson, O.B.E. 

Leave, U.K. 

Commanding 126 (N. Lanes. & Border) 
Inf Bde., T.A. 

W.O.S.B., Barton Stacey. 
Sec. Joint Int. Committee, M. of D. 

LIEUT.COLONEL (EMPLOYED LIST) 
Lieut.Col. A. G. Jelf ... Officer i/c Field Records, F.A.R.E.L.F. 

WARRANT OFFICERS AND SERGEANTS 

R.S.M. Turmaine, F. 
B.M. Sharpe, T. L. 
R.Q.M.S. Rose, J. 
C.S.M. Champion, R. 
O.R.Q.M.S. Webb, C. R. 
C.S.M. Sharman, R. 
C.S.M. Day, S. 
C.S.M. Hannaway, R. 
C.S.M. Denny, S. 
C.S.M. Ellis, D. 
C/Sgt. (O.R.S.) Mans, W. L. B. 
C/Sgt. Newman, P. 
C/Sgt. Mannering, D. 
C/Sgt. Vaughan, F. 
C/Sgt. Jephcott, H. 

C/Sgt. Lyons, B. 
C/Sgt. Harrison, W. 
Sgt. Edwards, T. 
Sgt. Smissen, J. 
Sgt. Larkin, F. 
D.M. Simmonds, R. 
Sgt. Morrish, E. 
Sgt. Colyer, A. 
Sgt. Cain, D. 
Sgt. Cribben, R. 
Sgt. Mills, D. 
Sgt. Page, A. 
Sgt. Inskip, A. 
Sgt. Woodro.w, V. 
Sgt. Histed, W. 

1st Battalion 
Sgt. Wagstaff, A. 
Sgt. Billett, S. 
Sgt. Coppins, P. 
Sgt. Harris, F. 
Sgt. Pullman, S. 
Sgt. Cook, G. 
Sgt. Wood, R. 
Sgt. Parker, B. 
Sgt. Porter, J. 
Sgt. Munns, R. 
Sgt. Haylett, R. 
Sgt. Lock wood, A. 
Sgt. Townsley, J. 
Sgt. Wright, J. 
Sgt. Hansen, T. 

Sgt. Wilson, W. 
Sgt. Williams, H. 
Sgt. Miller, C. 
Sgt. Rodmell, F. 
Sgt. Streeier, E. 
S.Q.M.S. Marsden, C. 

(R.A.P.C.) 
Sgt. Mills, A. (R.A.P.C.) 
Sgt. Marland, S. (R.E.M.E.) 
Sgt. Sherman, K. (R.E.M.E.) 
Sgt. Wallace, J. (A.C.C.) 
Sgt. O'Brien, R. (A.C.C.) 
Sgt. Hearnshaw, D. (R.A.E.C.) 
Sgt. Fletcher, G. (R.A.E.C.) 
Sgt. Walker, W. (R.A.E.C.) 

R.S.M. White, H. 
R.Q.M.S. Howe, W. 
C.S.M. Chapman, G. 
O.R.Q.M.S. Kennard, C. 

Depot The Buffs 
C.Q.M.S. Stremes, G., D.F.M. Sgt. Laker, J. 
C/Sgt. Belcher ,E. Sgt. Ivory, L. 

Sgt. Raine, R. 
Sgt. Recton, T. 

Sgt. Parker, B. 
Sgt. McNeil. 
Sgt. Parker, E. 

PERMANENT STAFF 
R.S.M. Faulkner, G. T. 
C.S.M. Fagg, G. 
C.S.M. Green, F. 
Sgt. Stoakes, A. 
Sgt. Kay, M. 
Sgt. Bryant, A. F. 
Sgt. Wright, R. 

ATTACHED 
Sgt. Stilwell (R.A.P.C.) 
Sgt. Reid (A.C.C.) 
Sgt. Saunders (R.E.M.E.) 
Sgt. King (R.E.M.E.) 
Sgt. Castle (R.A.M.C.) 

4/5th 
TERRITORIAL ARMY 

R.Q.M.S. Harwood, E. 
C.S.M. Gabriel, J. 
C.S.M. Chapman, W. 
C.S.M. White, R. 
C.S.M. Rogers, W. 
C.S.M. Antrichan, G. 
C.S.M. Wing, T. 
C/Sgt. Trinkwon, A. 
C/Sgt. Chidwick, E. 
C/Sgt. Figgett, G. 
C/Sgt. Bond, E. 
C/Sgt. Hurlow, R. 
C/Sgt. Williams, E. 
Sgt. Bell, J. 

Battalion (T.A.) 
Sgt. Babbage, W. 
Sgt. Wraight, S. 
Sgt. James, A. 
Sgt. Bass, R. 
Sgt. Thundow, W. 
Sgt. Hewitt, C. 
Sgt. Allen, A. 
Sgt. Jones, A. 
Sgt. Hughes, C. 
Sgt. Rumble, L. 
Sgt. Christian, W. 
Sgt. Smith, W. 
Sgt. Evans, S. 
Sgt. Bradford, R. 
Sgt. Cozens, L. 
Sgt. Dennis, P. 

Sgt. Dennis, R. 
Sgt. Erridge, D. 
Sgt. Stockdale, J. 
Sgt. Todd, H. 
Sgt. Cole, L. 
Sgt. Pottle, A. 
Sgt. Holmwood, G. 
Sgt. Housden, A. 
Sgt. Jemmett, G. 
Sgt. Mirams, D. 
Sgt. Ellis, A. 
Sgt. Joiner, W. 
Sgt. Scott, S. 
Sgt. Hayward, J. 
Sgt. Hall, Y. 

Regimental Appointments 
Chairman: Regimental Committee 

Executive Committee 
Administrative Officer—Depot The Buffs 
Secretary: Canterbury Cricket Week Club 

Dragon Club 
Regimental Committee 

Curator: Regimental Museum 
Secretary: Past and Present Association, The Buffs 

Executive Comnriittee 
Editor: The Dragon 

} Brig. J. G. Nicholson, C.B.E. 

|» Lieut.Col. H. S. Knockfcr 

Lieut.Col. G. R. Howe 

[LieutCol. E. V. Argles 

if*] 



The Past and Present Association 
Headquarters: DEPOT, THE BUFFS 
Telephone: CANTERBURY 4764. 

Chairman: BRIGADIER J. G. NICHOLSON, C.B.E. Secretary: LIEUT.COL. E. V. ARGLES. 

Branch Chairman 
1. 1st Bn., The Buffs SecondinCommand 
2. 4th Bn., The Buffs SecondinCommand 
3. ASHFORD Mr. A. Mills 

4. LONDON 

5. DOVER 

6. WEALD 

7. MBDWAY 

8. SITTINGBOURNE 

9. RAMSGATE 

10. MARGATE 

11. HYTHE 

12. CANTERBURY 

13. HERNE BAY 

14. FOLKESTONE 

15. SANDWICH 

16. FAVERSHAM 

17. BRIGHTON. 

18. DENMARK 

Mr. R. W. Billings 

Mr. T. Noakes 

Col. E. B. Burns, T.D. 

Mr. F. J. Cox 

Col. D. J. Dean, v.c., T.D. 

Mr. J. Johnson 

Mr. B. H. Breed 

Mr. J. T. J. Green 

Lt.Col. E. J. Evans 

Mr. H. Davey 

Mr. W. Brunger 

Major F. W. Tomlinson 

'Capt. J. Green 

Capt. M. de J. Creswick 

Capt. M. Iversen 

BRANCHES 
Secretary 

R.S.M. 
R.S.M. 
Mr. A. C. Mills, 20 Waterman House, 

Godfrey Walk, Ashford, Kent. 
Mr. H. J. Scott, 1 Oxford Road, Carshalton, 

Surrey. 

Mr. C. Collins, "Haven", Meadway, Minnis 
Lane, River, Dover. 

Mr.H.D. Day, 3 Pittlesden, Tenterden. 

Mr. H. A. J. Brand, 83 Delce Road, 
Rochester. 

Capt. C. A. Grant, The Firs, Key Street, 
Sittingbourne. 

Mr. J. R. Hogben, 189 St. Lukes Avenue, 
Ramsgate 

Mr. J. H. Shakeshaft, 14 Alexandra Road, 
Broadstairs 

Mr. H. Thompson, 4 Hillside Court, Hythe 

Major H. E. Chambers, 59 Hillside Avenue, 
.Canterbury Canterbury 5118 

Mr. A. Trice, 23 Queen's Gardens, Herne 
Bay 

Mr. H. Fordred, 36 Fernbank Crescent, 
Folkestone. 

Mr. H. Taylor, 19 Paradise Row, Sandwich. 

Mr. R. C. Croucher, 10 Glebe Houses, 
Eastling, Faversham. 

Mr. W. Kinsey, 44 Rotherfield Crescent, 
Brighton. 

Mr. P. Berendt, Ostergade 22, Copen
hagen K. 

Meeting Dates and Places 

First Saturday in each month, The Invicta, 
Godington Road. 

Third Saturday in each month, Prince 
Alfred Restaurant, Tufton Street, West
minster, 7.30 p.m. 

First Thursday in each month, "Eagle 
Hotel", London Road, Dover, 7.45 p.m. 

HAWKHURST SUBAREA. Third Thursday 
hi each month, British Legion House, 
Hawkhurst, 7.45 p.m. 

Third Saturday in each month, The Two 
Brewers, High Street, Rochester, 8 p.m. 

First Friday in each month, Drill Hall, 
East Street, 7.30 p.m. 

Third Friday in each month, Freemason's 
Tavern, Ramsgate, 8 p.m. 

First Wednesday in each month, Drill Hall, 
Hawley Square, 8 p.m. 

Last Wednesday in each month, The Star, 
Stade Street, 7.30 p.m. 

Fourth Friday in each month, Drill Hall, St. 
Peter's Lane, Canterbury, 8 p.m. 

Second Monday in each month, British 
Legion Club, May Lodge, 8 p.m. 

Second Friday in each month, Guildhall 
Hotel, 8 p.m. 

First Wednesday in each month, Drill Hall, 
8 p.m. 

First Monday in each month, Carpenters 
Arms, Eastling, 7.30 p.m. 

Second Monday in each month, R.E. 
Record Social Club, The College, Ditch
ling Road, Brighton, 8 p.m. 

First Monday in each month. 

The Association exists to foster Comradeship and to give a helping hand to those in distress. 
Membership is open to all who are serving or who have served in The Buffs. 
Subscription rates are:— 

Life Membership: Officers £2. Other Ranks £1. 
Annual Membership: Officers 5/. Other Ranks 2/6. 
Entrance Fee: 1/. 

LADIES' GUILD 
President: MRS. V. BOUCHER 

Branch 
1. LONDON 

2. DOVER 

3. FOLKESTONE 

4. MEDWAY 

5. SITTINGBOURNE 

6. CANTERBURY 

Chairman Secretary 
Mfs. Li Cotey* Mrs. J. Tucker, 12 Chestnut Close, Oak

wood, London, N.14. 

Mrs. J. Crookenden, J.P. Mrs. Wraight, 93 Markland Road, Dover. 

Mrs. Coote 

Mrs. King Holt 

Mrs. M. E. Dean 

Mrs. E. H. F. Watts 

Mrs. Kay Mantell, 5 Page Place, Folkestone. 

Mrs. W. T. Brooker, 67 Malvern Road* 
Gillingham, Kent. 

Mrs." J. Ravensdale, 10 Railway Terrace, 
Sittingbourne. 

Mrs. E. R. Chambers, 59 Hillside Avenue, 
Canterbury. 

Meeting Dates and Places 
First Saturday in each month, Prince 

Alfred Restaurant? Tufton Street, S.WJ, 
6.30 p.m. 

First Thursday in each month, Belgrave 
Hall, Belgrave Road, Dover, 3 p.m. 

Every other Wednesday, Drill Hall, Shellons 
Street, Folkestone, 3.30 p.m. 

Fourth Tuesday in each month, Foresters' 
Hall, King Street, Gillingham, 2.30 p.m. 

Third Wednesday in each month, Drill 
Halt East Street, Sittingbourne, 6.45 p.m. 

First Wednesday in each month, Families 
Welfare Hut, New Infarftfy Batffacks. 
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Personalia 
WE tongratulate Captains S. J. Squire, 

M.B.E., and C. J. Griffin on passing the 
. Staff College Examination. 

* * * 

Major Harry Hobbs, M.B.E., v.D., died in 
Calcutta recently at the age of 92. He was the 
eldest European resident in that City and was 
it great supporter of the Regiment and subscriber 
to The Dragon, He was for many years a keen 
Volunteer Soldier. During the last war he made 
many friends in the Services as a director of the 
Spencer Hotel. 

* * * 

Lieut.Col. and Mrs. P. J. Lewis celebrated 
Albuhera day with a party to the Danish Branch 
o£ the Past and Present Association and their 
wives. We gather it was much appreciated and 
a great success. 

* * * 

Rosemary Webster is appearing in Repertory 
at Hornchurch, Essex. She is rehearsing for the 
Old Vic season of Shakespeare with Katherine 
Hepburn and Robert Helpman. 

* * * 

Mr. Truby, for many years Officers' Mess 
Sergeant in the 1st Battalion, was having a day 
out in Brighton pushing a pram containing his 
grandson. He runs a pub in Ash Vale, Aldershot, 
where any Buffs will be very welcome. 

4c 4c * 

Our belated but nonetheless sincere con
gratulations to Miss Mary Mount, elder daughter 
of Lieut.Col. and Mrs. George Mount, on her 
engagement to Mr. Francis Pembrook. Also 
to Miss Dorothy Grant who has become engaged 
to Mr. Peter Brown. 

* * * 

We congratulate also Dr. and Mrs. E. H. 
Grant on the birth of a daughter on the same 
day as Dr. Grant was awarded his Ph.D. 

The older generation of Buffs will remember 
Dr. Grant and Miss Dorothy Grant as the 
children of Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Grant. Dr. 
Grant is having a distinguished career. He is 
still only 24 years of age. 

4C * * 

The marriage was announced recently of Miss 
Ruth Pinhey, daughter of the late Major R. A. 
Pinhey (The Buffs) and of Mrs. Pinhey, to Mr. 
Nigel Dowson. 

* * * 

We offer very sincere congratulations to 
Captain A. H. Catt on his engagement to Mrs. 
Joan Browne. The announcement came after a 
farewell dinner in the Depot Officers' Mess to 

the Colonel of the Regiment and called for much 
merrymaking. The news will give pleasure to 
Captain Catt's many friends in the Regiment in 
which he has served for so long. 

4c ' 4c * 

Congratulations to Colonel J. G. Atkinson on 
promotion to substantive rank, also to Lieut.Col. 
F. K. Theobald on his award of M.B.E., for 
services to the Army Cadet Force. 

4c 4c 4c 

We are sorry to report the death of Mr. James 
Burt, late of the 2nd Battalion. He had lived 
lately at StoneinOxney, of which the Rev. 
BouverieBrine is now Vicar. We extend our 
sympathy to Mrs. Burt and her family. 

4c 4c 4c 

BIRTH 
GRANT.—On May 8th, 1956, at the Birdhurst 

Nursing Home, Croydon, to Kathleen (nee 
Stear), wife of Dr. E. H. Grant, a daughter 
(Susan Mary). 

- 4c 4c 4c 

ENGAGEMENTS 
MR. O. P. BROWN, B.SC., AND MISS D. E. GRANT 

The engagement is announced between Peter, 
son of Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Brown, of Reedham, 
Surrey, and Dorothy, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
A. E. Grant, of South Norwood, London. 

4C * 4C 

PEMBROOK—MOUNT.—The engagement is an
nounced between Francis Alan, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. J. G. Pembrook of Nackington 
Garden, Canterbury, and Mary Elizabeth, 
elder daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George H. 
Mount, of Harbledown, Canterbury. 

4c 4c 4c 

CAPT. A. H. CATT AND MRS. J. BROWNE 
The engagement is announced between Capt. 

A. H. Catt, The Buffs, and Mrs. Joan Browne, 
daughter of Mrs. Blakeway, of Womenswold, 
Kent. 

4c * 4c 

Employment 
THERE are a number of vacancies at several 

Establishments of the War Department 
Constabulary, some with married accom

modation. Candidates may be accepted up to 
the age of 50 years. Further particulars from 
the Secretary, Past and Present Association. 

4c * 4c 

Men with a regimental background are also 
required for Civilian Employment at the Royal 
Military Academy, Sandhurst. In general they 
will be employed in the Messes, or as batmen 
or on the ground staff. 
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The last occasion on which the Battalion 
celebrated Albuhera Day according to usual 
custom was in Thika Camp, just outside Nairobi, 
in 1954, and on May 16th of that year the weather 
could hardly have been worse. This year, 
however, we could not have been more fortunate 
in that respect, and a thoroughly good day was 
enjoyed by everyone throughout. Major Peter 
Critchley, ably supported by stallholders found 
by members of our Wives' Club, sideshow 
organisers, the Padre, the DrumMajor, the 
P.M.C. and, last but by no manner of means 
least, a very overworked but still cheerful 
Bandmaster, put together a most admirable and 
wellbalanced programme. This began with a 
Drumhead Service on the square, held in order 
to remind both young and old—but particularly 
the young—what exactly the Regimental Day 
annually commemorates: matchless bravery, 
devotion to duty and loyalty to a cause. 

Thereafter the day proceeded along the 
customary lines, with intercompany sixaside 
football and hockey competitions, numerous 
sideshows and "all the fun of the fair". 

An unexpected, and very welcome, addition 
to the usual programme, however, was provided 
by the Band which (or should it be who?) was, 
quite by chance, due to record a 30 minute 
programme of music for both the B.B.C. and 
our B.F.N, friends on that very day. Needless 
to say, none of "the brutal and licentious 
soldiery" took the slightest interest in listening 
to this recording being made, in their own 
Gymnasium, and it was not until certain officers 
had gone into the highways and hedges, to say 
nothing of the barrack rooms, in order to produce 
a presentable audience, that the performance 
began at all. It is difficult at any time to fathom 
the mind of the average, presentday, youth of 
between 18| and 20, and almost impossible to 
discover what, apart from going to the pictures, 
watching football, listening to dance music, 
reading comics and thinking about Marilyn 
Monroe, he is in any way interested in. What, 
ever it may be, it certainly does not appear to 
be listening to his own Regimental Band, even 
though that Band, not to mention its Bandmaster, 
is, according to Kneller Hall standards, rated as 
second to none among the Line Regiments of 
the British Army. 

Perhaps one of the highlights of a wholly 
admirable Albuhera Day was the Beating of 
Retreat by the Corps of Drums entirely on their 
own. To support them, and also dressed in 
scarlet, were a Headquarter Guard and the 
ground keepers at the four corners of the parade 
ground, with a Guard tent and flagpole in an 

appropriate spot. Though he might perhaps 
have found a point or two of detail which 
deserved criticism, your (temporary) Corres
pondent feels that that expert on such matters, 
Colonel George Howe, would have approved of 
the arrangements and of the standard of drill 
and stickwork attained by all concerned. It 
was, to say the least of it, a colourful spectacle, 
and it was a pleasant change from the normal 
run of Retreat Beatings to find the parade 
carried out, as it should be, by a Corps of Drams 
alone. We are much in the debt of, and are 
deeply grateful to, our comradesinarms in the 
Territorial Battalion for some of their scarlet, 
and sincerely hope that they will be generous 
and openhearted enough to find themselves 
able to make this temporary loan a permanent 
one. The full implications of such generosity 
could only be really and properly appreciated 
by a visit to B.A.O.R. so that those responsible 
could see for themselves just how often such 
uniforms were utilized and to what good purpose. 
There can be no shadow of doubt that the 
occasions out here far outnumber those at home. 

As a finale to the day, the Officers' Mess gave 
a Cocktail Party, the Sergeants' Mess and the 
Corporals' Club held Social Evenings, and there 
was a Band Concert for the benefit of those 
interested. Whichever way one looked at it, 
and thanks very largely to the lovely weather, 
it was a memorable Albuhera Day. It is pleasant 
to be able to record that notinconsiderable sums 
were sent to the Museum Fund, the Past and 
Present Association and the Canterbury Branch 
of S.S.A.F.A. as a result of the day's activities. 

The Whitsun weekend followed hard on the 
heels of Albuhera Day and there was an im
mediate and largescale exodus to all points of 
the compass. The Commanding Officer and 
Mrs. Grace took themselves off to Luxembourg; 
Major Cox took his family and Lieut. Pilcher to 
Amsterdam (and to various other Dutch towns 
in their search for accommodation); Lieuts. 
James Lunn and Jim Shephard had an expensive, 
foreshortened and somewhat frustrating week
end in Copenhagen; Lieut. Mike Dracopoli, 
paying us a quick visit as a Draft Conducting 
Officer, was shown the Wuppertal (and other) 
sights by some of those who spent a more or 
less static weekend; and, after his duties were 
done, Walter Evans, also took his family across 
the Dutch frontier. From all sides comereports 
of weekends well spent, even though the monthly 
pay packets may have taken a bit of a hiding. 

Majors Peter Critchley and Barry McGrath 
left us at about that moment for the ratified air 
of the Senior Officers' School and we wish them 
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both well on their eight weeks' Course. Lieut. 
Mitchell now has the reins of the Training 
Company firmly in his grasp and 2/Lieut. David 
Jonas is coping manfully, even if somewhat 
regretfully, with the duties of a P.R.I. 

Finally, during the month the Patrol Com
petitions—first among our own Companies and 
then amongst the Battalions in the Brigade— 
have been contested, won and lost. 2/Lieut. 
Tony Redfern was just unable to catch up with 
the winning score of Lieut. Pilcher's patrol and 
they in turn were "pipped at the post", and by 
a matter of a mere 7 points in over nine hundred, 
by the Royal Ulster Rifles. 

And so, as this fartoobrief and wholly in
adequate summary of our May activities is 
brought to a close we find that virtually the whole 
Battalion is once more up at Sennelager preparing 
for the B.A.O.R. Rifle Meeting; that the Com
manding Officer is flying home for one night in 
order to attend the Regimental Dinner and to 
say his adieax to the Colonel; that the wives 
are yet again putting up with being grass widows, 
with the sure knowledge that there are at least 
three more similar spells, of varying lengths, 
still to come before the end of September; and 
that, for those of us who wonder about such 
things, the query is everpresent as to how we 
are all going to make ends meet when, as seems 
all too likely, the few financial and other con
cessions which we still enjoy out here are with
drawn from us before the end of the year. 
Perhaps the answer can still be found in that 
well worn cliche: "It's not what happens, but 
the way you take it, that matters." 

"A" COMPANY 
Since the last communique a month ago the Company 

has had an active month. Sennelager, Albuhera Day, 
Watermanship and Whitsun all featured in the diary and 
all were full of occupational interest. We like to think 
that we did a useful job buttmarking at Sennelager, but 
the tedium of the work was only relieved by the "writing 
on the wall" and the appearance of a courageous little 
bird who sat on the top of the butts quite unperturbed 
by the fact that a rapid Bren practice was being fired into 
the bank ten feet below it. There was much speculation 
as to the species of the bird; the Company Commander, 
who is also Ornithiological Officer of the Battalion; 
identified it as a twofisted Rock Tit, but in our opinion 
it was a Roy Ulyett's sparrow. 

On Albuhera Day, our sideshow which was devised 
by C.S.M. Champion and run by Cpl. Sheepwash and a 
small team was a success, and all the Company enjoyed 
the wonderful weather for the celebrations on the 16th 
May. Our all too short Watermanship Training at Bever 
Talsparre was done with the Signal Platoon, and during 
the afternoon AllaboardtheSkylark trips were provided 
by the 23rd Field Engineer Regiment in a storm boat. 
We had everything except ices on the Prom. 

Whitsun was the next big event on the calendar and 
Ptes. Mills, Gill, Christie, Bartley and Sharp showed 
considerable initiative by spending the weekend at Bever 
Talsparre, camping in bivouacs and living on provisions 
which they bought at the NAAFI shop. They had 
excellent Weather for the trip and bathed in the lake. 
Mills and Gill did most of the cooking without any 
disastrous results. 

Rumour has it that Mr. Johnson pushed Mr. Brice 
round Germany in his car for most of the Whitsun week
end. 

In May, Ptes. Uden, Humphrey, WightmanCairns, 
Ingram and Parsons left us for the other life, and they 
have been replaced by Ptes. Hunter, Harris and Hyde. 
Hyde has reenlisted. Cpl. Craven has joined us from a 
Military Corrective Establishment Guard Course in 
England. The rest of us continue to have our hand to the 
plough, or should we say on the butt? 

In conclusion, it should be said that we are delighted 
to see "B" Company's garden flourishing next to ours. 
The overflow pipe from the roof of the building empties 
on to our own garden, so a swimming pool has been 
suggested. However, if "B" Company decides to hold a 
flower , show this year, we might let them use our garden 
as an additional car park—for a small fee. 

That concludes our jottings for the month, and in good 
heart we prepare once again for an orgy of butt marking 
at Sennelager. 

* * * 

"B" COMPANY 
This month finds the Company with a new look, the 

approaches being enhanced by a few yards of greenery, 
rope and paint—yes, we now have a garden! It is now 
complete with paths and pansies, the former suitably 
dubbed "Hannaway's Highway", the latter not as yet 
named The efforts of all ranks, both as onlookers and 
workers, has gone into the creation of this work of art (?). 
However, Pte. Smissen must be congratulated on his 
advice and work which he has put into the construction 
of the garden. 

Unfortunately we have had to say goodbye to Mr. Lea, 
who has left us to take up residence at the Depot. He 
will be missed by many here, but we can console ourselves 
with the thought of a possible leave pass from him on our 
way through the Depot! We wish him the best of luck in 
his new job. 

Congratulations to Sgt. Williams on the addition of a 
third tape, No. 7 Platoon now being in possession of two 
Sergeants and eleven men—not bad going. Well done, 
Sgt. Williams, and good luck in your new rank. 

The parade state is looking rather slender of late and 
one or two of the men on it, exRoyal Sussex, are looking 
demob happy. One Pte. Cooper has got beyond that stage 
and has in fact left us for a course at the M.D.C. We are 
sorry to see him go, and our football team will be hard put 
to fill the gap he has left. We wish him all the best on his 
course and also when he returns to Civvy Street. 

Far be it from us to create an impression of smallness 
in the Company size—in fact we can even boast of an 
addition. Pte. Campbell has returned after his sojourn 
in the cookhouse. Upon his emerging from the cook
house, he looked surprised to see the snow had been 
replaced by the greenery of spring! Not all of us have 
spent our time indoors, however, proof of which was 
shown on the return of Captain Wilson from leave. His 
spartan life has made him bronzed if not altogether fit! 

Qur activities this month have been confined to creeping 
around a rather wet countryside at the dead of night on 
the Patrol Competition and very nearly setting .two 

ri4q 
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Packed with 
Pleasure 

Round airtight tins 
of 50 Player's are 
in the shops again 
—sealed to retain 
their freshness, 
here is pleasure— 
Perfectly packed. 

MtaM 
_ ' [NCC 42J] 

THE MATCH FOR THE 
BRITISH FORCES 

BRITISH MADE BY BRYANT & MAY 

PERFECT GIN AND TONIC 

Undoubtedly the coolest, cleanest drink 
in the world with a subtle flavour of its very own 
Best results are easily obtained by simply 
mixing Gordon's and tonic water in 
goodish sized glass, add a thin slice 
lemon and relax . . . Then you'll have 
proved to yourself that there's 
nothing, absolutely nothing, so 
good as a Gordon's* Gin and Tonic. 

*ASK FOR IT BY NAME 

I Gordon's 

SAFETY 
MATCHES 
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From: Air Marshal Sir Thomas Williams, 
K.C.B., O.B.E., M.C., D.F.C., M.A., J.P. 

Chairman, H.M. Forces Savings Committee 

To: All Serving in Her Majesty's Forces 

Subject: SAVE WHILE YOU SERVE 

You may say that you find it hard enough to save in 
"Civvy Street" so how on earth can you do so in the 
Services? However, if you think about it seriously there 
is no better time to start—if you haven't already done 
so. Every unit in all the services "lays on" National 
Savings facilities and the Unit Savings Officer will be 
only too pleased to help wouldbe savers. 
I recently retired after many years in the Royal Air 
Force. I know how valuable a service Forces Savings 
is giving to both Regulars and National Service 
personnel, and no matter where you may be stationed 
you can save a bit from your pay if you want to do so. 
I also commend Forces Savings for mention by parents 
and friends to young men who are going into the 
Services (and to young women too, as in the Women's 
Services there are some of our best savers!) 
We have an excellent series of leaflets (shown above) 
which tell, in simple language, all about Forces Savings. 
Why not write for a copy of the one which applies. 
Address your letter to me 

Air Marshal Sir Thomas Williams, 
H.M. Forces Savings Committee. 
1 Princes Gate, London, S.W.7. 

Issued by H.M. Forces Savings Committee 

Next time you're feeling hot and tired, drop into 
the NAAFI Bar and have a glass of Quosh. 
You'll find it refreshes you wonderfully. In Quosh 
there's just the right amount of energygiving 
sugar, blended perfectly with luscious fruit juice 
to make a really delicious drink. 

DRINK QUOSH AT HOME TOO 
Children love Quosh. Make sure 
there's a bottle in the cupboard. 
Then you've got refreshment 
handy any time you want it. 
Quosh is on sale in the NAAFI 
shop—2jgd. a bottle, plus 3d. 
bottle depositrefundable on 
return. 

Quosh 
The Fruit Squash that's extrarefreshing 

ORANGE - LEMON - GRAPEFRUIT * LIME - ORANGE BARLEY - LEMON BARLEY 

When you're 
thirsty 

drink cool, 
refreshing 
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things, one several flares and two a lap record! The 
local people have again been treated to the sight of "B" 
Company conducting amphibious operations on a nearby 
onlooker. Two of the population (female) did a tactical 
withdrawal on seeing a platoon crossing toward them at 
rather a surprising speed! Pte. Baldwin set the day by 
giving an aqua display on how to land from a rather 
slippery moving assault boat. 

Sennelager once again has been paid a visit by the 
Company together with the rest of the Battalion, doing 
butt marking duties for the Brigade Rifle Meeting. This 
gave some individuals the chance of displaying their 
talents at butt marking; L/Cpl. Buckingham, for instance, 
giving from the butts a juggling performance on two 
four foot targets during a rapid practice. For some 
reason this was rather lost to the firingpoint, causing some 
concern to the firer! 

On Albuhera Day the Company produced a sideshow 
of roulette arid a beetle game. The crowds were drawn 
by attractive posters and verbal publicity over , the loud
speaker, ably supplied by the SergeantMajor. The chief 
croupier, Major Dunglinson, stood by to see "fair play", 
while our great entomologist Mr. Williams did his stuff 
with the beetles, who through the day proved that they 
had been aptly named! The technique of raking in the 
chips was by lunchtime fairly well perfected. However, 
the afternoon changed our luck, and one or two members 
of the Battalion did rather well financially. However, at 
the end of the day we could, with looks of well being and 
contentment, say "it pays". 

SPORTS NOTES.—In the sporting world the Company 
did very well in the InterCompany Soccer Competition, 
only losing in the final by the odd goal to H.Q. Company. 
Pte. Boids proved himself a prolific goalscorer, especially 
in a game against the Sergeants' Mess, which won 14—2, 
Boids scoring 9 of them. Well done, a jolly good effort, 
and let's hope for better luck next time in the final. 

"C" COMPANY 
On 2nd May the Company went to Training Area 7 

for a day's watermanship instruction. Luckily it was a 
glorious day and as the majority had done the same 
thing last year the standard was quite high. As always 
where there is a lake, there were a number of people who 
got rather wetter than was absolutely essential. Sgt. 
Wagstaff in leaping from an assault boat found that one 
of his feet was unwilling to leave the boat. The swallow 
dive that resulted would, we feel, have qualified him for 
the Olympic Games in Melbourne. Cpl. Haylor, our 
medical orderly, recruited to do some work for a change, 
did the same thing, only into mud, almost completely 
burying a Bren gun. It was a pleasant day and one in which 
a lot was learnt. 

On the 4th May the Company was taken to visit a lime 
quarry outside Wuppertal. This boasts of being the largest 
quarry of its kind in Europe. The whole process from 
blasting until the lime leaves the quarry in sacks is done 
on the spot. The buildings and quarries cover an enormous 
area and the machinery is right uptodate. 1,500 men 
are employed and the average wage is 20 per week, so lime 
seems a prosperous business! The owners were kind 
enough to provide an Englishspeaking guide and we 
were shown over the whole works. Afterwards we went 
to the canteen and were entertained in the lavish way 
that seems to be a feature of these trips. 

For the next outing the Company Commander has been 
muttering something about a nylon stocking factory, so 
don't miss next month's thrilling instalment! 

L/Cpl. Rix and L/Cpl. Sedgewick had the most enviable 
task on Albuhera Day of distributing beer for any person 
covering a 10 pfennig piece with a penny on the Company 

sideshow. The attractive notice "Beer for a Penny" 
lured many blase characters and altogether £5 10s. Od. 
in coppers was collected. 

During the day's sport the Company was beaten in the 
sixaside hockey by 2—1 by H.Q. Company "A". It 
was a hardfought game necessitating extra time, and 
even Captain Peckham from the depths of the goalmouth 
agreed that he wasn't fit enough for that type of sport. 
In the soccer competition we were knocked out in the 
semifinal by H.Q. Company, after having beaten Arracan 
Battery, our visitors for the day, by 2 goals to 1. C.S.M. 
Ellis and Sgt. Wagstaff were among the team representing 
the Company in the tugofwar competition, so one would 
have thought that with the weight and guile embodied in 
these two gentlemen alone the Company would have 
almost beaten their opponents before even starting. 
But no, we were defeated in two straight pulls by "D" 
Company. To add insult to injury, the aforesaid characters 
immediately went into the Sergeants' Mess team, which 
eventually won the Competition. 

Congratulations are due to 2/Lieut. Redfern and his 
patrol, who took part in the Battalion Patrol Competition. 
A lot of hard work and spare time was put into training 
and the patrol did very well to come a close second. 

This month we said au revoir to Pte. Linford, who is 
now demobbed, and to Ptes. Lodge and Saunders, who 
are now in Cyprus. Amongst the newcomers are Ptes. 
Thomas, Pettman, Stephenson, Buckwell and Cpls. 
Olbison, Knight and Addy. Pte. Purdy is back with us 
again and is to be congratulated on his recent marriage. 

At the moment, Major Worts is languishing in Iserlohn 
Hospital. Best wishes from the Company, Sir, and we 
hope to see you back in the chair soon. 

TRAINING COMPANY 
The merry month of May hais been a month of variation 

for all concerned. On the whole, the month has been very 
generous in its allotment of sunshine, and none of our 
outdoor activities have been spoilt. However, we have now 
changed into shirt sleeves and the rain has come down and 
we shall have snow. 

On May 17th we said au revoir to Major Critchley, our 
Company Commander. He leaves us for a Senior Officers' 
Course. Next time we see him, in August, we hope to see 
nothing less than red tabs! We are now left to the tender 
mercies of Mr. Mitchell. At Whitsun we saw Mr. 
Dracopoli for a few days, as he somehow managed to 
wangle his passage with the draft. Mr. .Dracopoli is an old 
trainer of Kenya days. Although he has never been in 
Training Company, his name is coupled with energetic 
occupations like cadres, courses and old crocks! Colour
Sergeant Jephcott has at last returned from a leave of 
incredible length and is now a very rich man. 

Training for Training Company has varied from 
Sennelager to constructing atomic shelters. At Sennelager 
we were attached to "C" Company and formed part of a 
butt party. .It was a sunny change from barracks, but by 
the time it had finished we were glad to return. We had 
hardly turned in at the gates when preparations for 
Albuhera Day were upon.us. .Major Critchley was the 
overall organiser and Mr. Wallace tried to coordinate 
the sideshows. Training Company put on two shows; 
L/Cpl. Lewington ran the Corporals' Club ever popular 
darts, and L/Cpl. Casey was ably assisted by stooges in 
running a profitable and very successful "Aunt Sally". 
The weather was very kind, and we think the whole day 
went off extremely well. The only trouble was that L/Cpl. 
Rix in "C" Company controlled the beer. 
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At the end of the month we received another draft. 
On paper it looked very strong and healthy, but by the 
time the Corporals had gone and the Band had had their 
pick we were left to train about a dozen. Perhaps it is 
all very well as Cpl. Batchelor seems the only member of 
the old brigade left to train them. 

Our sporting activities have certainly taken a queer 
turn this month. Instead of playing the English game of 
cricket we have now been plunged into archery. C.S.M. 
Denny has always been good, but now we have the 
C/Sgt. grouping in the inner, Langridge getting them on 
the target, and Mr. Wallace just shooting! Let us hope 
that the .whole Company is fired with this enthralling but 
slightly backbreaking sport. We have also played 
football, but let's forget about that until next season. 

We now leave in a cloud of smoke from all the pipes 
which are puffing away in the Company Office. Our good 
wishes are extended to the C.S.M., Sgt. Mills, Cpl. 
Forward, L/Cpl. Casey, Pte. Brunton and Pte. Hyder, 
who are very able representatives in the B.A.O.R. Rifle 
Meeting. Let us have the best individualshot and the best 
young soldier coming from Training Company this time. 

M.T. 
"Dragon Notes\" Once again the cry reverberates 

through the M.T. Office. Section N.C.O.s were detailed 
to produce the notes—some vainly searched for the 
Homers or Virgils of their sections, while the more 
practical suggested "Forgetting them this month!". 
First, we trained Mr. Griffith for the task, then badgered 
Mr. Hills into the job. This month he has managed to 
slip away on leave at the crucial moment, and left us 
vainly seeking for hidden talent. 

Wild rumours are circulating through the Platoon 
about a major purge. From reliable sources (undisclosed) 
we learn that a few old faces will be missing next month. 
Speculation is great as to the results—odds are being 
offered about promotions, but there are no takers. 

Exercises saw us out in force this month, with a small 
rear party left to guard the camp (from what, is still 
unknown). We are glad to report that those of us selected 
for 24 hour guards upheld the GOOD name of the M.T.; 
nobody dared to say the M.T. were not smart, or could 
not drill. Some lucky drivers went to Training Area 1 
for Watermanship training, but instead of learning the 
Eton Boating Song they had to scrim nets. This was 
shortly followed by a trip to Sennelager—we thought the 
M.T. was "HotStuff" but found we were hotter than wis 
expected, as during the journey "up", three of our new 
Commers caught alight. The grapevine soon had the 
news about a strange* phenomenon called "Spontaneous 
Combustion" that caused all the damage. The time spent 
at Sennelager turned out to be a holiday, with sunbathing 
sessions daily. 

During the M.T.O.'s absence at Sennelager, 2/Lieut. 
Hills took command of the M.T., but soon managed to 
depart on a much postponed leave. Before going, he 
managed to lose the M.T.O.'s keys, so that some locks 
had to be forced; the old cry "M.T.O. to pay!" has been 
suitably amended to "Mr. Hills to pay!". 

The JTon Section, now under the command of L/Cpl. 
Penney, has again found its feet. Returning from exercises, 
all but two champs were off the road, but now there are 
twenty on the road. It has been suggested from some 
quarters that L/Cpl. Pennfcy might have been better 
suited to the Royal Air Force, where his high altitude 
work would have been better appreciated. 

The 3Ton Section has said "Goodbye" to most of the 
old "Heavy Gang" of men and trucks. Our old Bedfords 
and Austins are now "off the road", and waiting to be 

handed back to Ordnance.' Most of the oldest drivers 
of the Section have left us, and so the Commers have been 
handed over to mainly new blood. We regret to say that 
one Commer has been B.L.R.'s, while another is badly 
damaged. This is the end of accidents to the new vehicles, 
we hope! 

After an elapse of time of a few months, the M.T. 
hockey team was reformed to play in the Albuhera Day 
Competition. The other platoons of "D" Company 
never produced any players for selection in the trial games, 
and so we found ourselves providing all the players for the 
Company team. 

"D" COMPANY (M.T.) v "A" COMPANY 
The game resulted in an easy win by 5—0 for the M.T. 

Soon after the start, it became apparent that "A" Com
pany had no experienced players to make the backbone 
of their team. We attacked throughout the game, but 
many early moves were spoilt by players getting offside. 
The first goal came after three minutes, when C/Sgt. 
Vaughan scored from a good centre from the left wing. 
At halftime the M.T. were three goals in the lead and 
cruising towards an easy victory. The second half con
tained sonie better moves, but they were often spoilt by 
unnecessary infringements of the rules. Goals were scored 
by C/Sgt. Vaughan, L/Cpl. Wood, Pte. Sargent (3). 

"D" COMPANY (M.T.) V H.Q. COMPANY "B" 
H.Q. Company "B", who eventually just won the 

competition, beat the M.T. by 2 goals to 1 after extra time. 
This game was a hard, wellfought struggle with H.Q. 
slightly the better side. The M.T. without the services of 
2/Lieut. Hills were not such a balanced side as H.Q., 
lacking thrust in the forwards. The game developed into 
a struggle between H.Q. forwards and our defence. The 
game started with our forwards attacking, but most of 
their raids were spoilt by offside again. Soon H.Q. 
put on the pressure, and forced a series of short corners, 
though some of the corners awarded were for strange 
reasons. We managed to survive this onslaught, but just 
before the half closed, H.Q. scored with a good follow 
up shot. With the H.Q. defence keeping a tight hold on' 
our forwards, it looked as if they were set for a clear 
victory. A movement started in our own "25" which 
combined both attack and defence. A quick break through 
enabled Pte. Sargent to slip the ball into the net while our 
opponents stood watching. Play now became fast and 
furious with Captain Gatehouse and Pte. Cook both 
playing well to keep our goal intact. The rest before extra 
time refreshed us, so we put everything into attack. For 
once we started to press hard, and a movement similar to 
the one in the first half nearly brought a winning goal. 
Then it was the turn of H.Q. to attack hard, and they were 
very close to scoring on a few occasions. It was not till 
almost the end of the second half of extra time that they 
scored their winning goal. Pte. Sargent was our out
standing player, and the M.T.O. managed to position 
himself behind Pte. Cook, our goalkeeper, to save one or 
two certain goals with his feet. His look of bland astonish
ment on these occasions possibly persuaded the umpire 
to regard these unorthodox methods as unintentional—or 
was Sgt. Smissen lenient in the misguided hope that a 
1ton truck would be made available to him the next time 
he had some leaves to be collected? 

M.M.G. PLATOON 
This month we have been more than usually busy. 

Machine Gun Ts.O.E.T. have been taken; we visited the 
Danish Brigade at Itzehoe for a parade and, finally, took 
part in the Battalion and Brigade Patrol Competitions. 
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At the beginning of the month, twentyfive members 
of the Platoon took the Machine Gun Tests; of these, 
twentyone passed and are now qualified machine gunners. 
We hope that the remaining three and those who were on 
leave at the time will be equally successful at the next test 
in a couple of weeks' time. 

On the 3rd May, the Platoon, together with the Band, 
were collected by 'buses sent by the Danish Brigade in 
Germany and were taken to the Danes' barracks at 
Itzehoe. On the 4th May we spent a bewildering but 
amusing morning getting used to Danish words of com
mand. The 5th May is Danish Liberation Day and is 
commemorated by a parade similar to that on our Remem
brance Sunday. So on a very warfn and sunny Saturday 
morning we found ourselves heading a parade of Danish 
Infantry apparently 1,5000 strong. 

The parade over, the real business of the day started, 
and we began to appreciate the fullness of Danish 
hospitality. To say that we were well looked after would 
be an understatement; suffice it to say there were "no 
complaints". A remarkable Danish custom is that all 
ranks down to LanceCorporal are saluted by their 
inferiors—an invigorating experience for the Corporals 
of the Machine Gun Platoon, who spent much of their 
time marching through the most thickly populated part 
of the barracks receiving salutes by the dozen from 
admiring allies. 

We succeeded in winning the Battalion Patrol Com
petition* but were unfortunately defeated by a narrow 
margin of seven points in the Brigade final. Once again 
we put away our patrol boots and blackened faces and 
hope for better luck next year. 

We say goodbye this month to Pte. Gilbert, who has 
been with the AntiTank and Machine Gun Platoons for 
the past eighteen months. Good luck to him and also to 
Ptes. Bicknell, Cook, Lefebour and Russell, who are 
leaving us for the bleak wilderness of Civvy Street after 
four months with the Platoon. 

MORTAR PLATOON 
Mortar training has been very limited this month, 

though at last we have just been able to start doing 
mortar drills in preparation for the tests. In the last few 
weeks, patrol competitions and B.E. tests have been well 
to the fore. We must congratulate the M.M.G. Platoon 
on winning the Battalion Patrol Competition and finishing 
second in the Brigade Competition. 

After the success of the SevenaSide Rugger Team in 
the Division finals we had great hopes of winning the 
B.A.O.R. finals. Unfortunately our Platoon Commander, 
who was captaining the team, had a bad ankle injury in 
the first half of the match against the 3rd Royal Tanks 
and this handicap proved too much. After the match 
he had to go into hospital for over a week and on returning 
took one look round and promptly flew, or rather hobbled, 
to the U.K. on leave. 

Mr. Jones has gone to the next door office for two 
two months for a rest as P.R.I, and is now heard bitterly 
complaining of being overworked. His conversation is 
now mostly of pigs. We do see him occasionally, though 
mainly when he requires transport on the "old boy net". 

On Albuhera Day the Platoon supplied the main part 
of the ceremonial guard on the square, being dressed in 
scarlet for the occasion. Without exception everyone 
carried out this duty very well. . 

We said goodbye this month to Cpl. Bobbins on his 
departure to civilian life. We wish him all the best for the 
future. 

We must congratulate L/Cpl. White 576 on his pro
motion and we hope that he will enjoy being amongst 
the workers. 

ANTITANK PLATOON 
Having got over the headaches and worries of 

Sennelager, we came back to Wuppertal to start to 
prepare for Albuhera Day. 

All the platoons of the Battalion were asked to put on a 
sideshow, and our effort, in every way appeared to be 
very popular with everyone. I would like to say "well 
done" to Sgt. Colyer, Cpl. Stent and Pte. Charlie Apps 
for the hard work and the time they spent in making and 
running the show, which as a matter of interest consisted 
of getting two out of three balls in a bucket to win a prize. 
Not so easy as it sounds! 

Our tugofwar team reached the semifinals, but, alas ! 
they were beaten by a much harder pulling team, who 
eventually went on to win. Sports and pastimes far too 
numerous to mention were in progress during the after
noon, and the day was brought to a close by the Corps 
of Drums Beating Retreat. It must besaid that the day 
was a great success and everybody enjoyed themselves. 

LAUGH OF THE MONTH 
The Company Commander was taking a visiting General 

around the Platoon rooms. On reaching a door marked 
"Anti:Tank Lecture Room", the General opened the 
door and entered, expecting to find a lecture in progress, 
but to the dismay of everyone present, he found himself 
in the Bathroom!!! 

As far as platoon work is concerned, we have mainly 
been supplying Guards, and cleaning the guns. Enough 
said! 

Well, all the best to the old AntiTank Gunners from 
the boys of today. 

THE REGIMENTAL BAND 
We could well term this the "musical month of May", 

as we never seemed to have stopped blowing upon, and 
into our "sackbuts, shawms or hautbois". 

The beginning of the month saw us on the road to 
Itzehoe, a town near, the Danish border. Here we were to 
perform on a parade for the Danish Forces who were 
celebrating the anniversary of the Freedom of Denmark 
from German rule. The whole contingent consisted of 
Captain I. G. Minto, Lieut. R. Pilcher, the M.G. Platoon 
and the Regimental Band, including four buglers. We 
performed a concert in the camp cinema, gave a. marching 
display and of course played for the main event, the 
parade. When we say marching display, it was a wonder 
we ever achieved "con moto". What can one do with 
over two hundred amateur photographers on the square? 

As usual, we enjoyed the wonderful Danish hospitality 
that we had experienced in Copenhagen last year, and 
yes, of course—that FOOD!! 

Hardly had we arrived back in barracks than we were 
hard at rehearsals for a broadcast, the Queen's Birthday 
Parade and Charleroi. On top of this came reams of 
manuscript for the Essen Massed Bands Show. Here 
Band Sergeant Larkin and L/Cpl. Dark proved their worth 
by photographing many scores and so saved us a lot of 
valuable time. 

Came Charleroi, which is an industrial town 40 kms. 
south of Brussels. After a most exacting road journey, 
we arrived to fulfil our programme, which consisted of 
"Walks" (Belgian expression) round the town, pro
grammes and playing at the local football match. We 
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can assure you that our approach to the "Walks" was 
taken in a more serious manner, and amongst French and 
Belgian bands we more than held our own. However, this 
was a most interesting engagement and we enjoyed our 
brief attachment to the 2nd Chasseurs & Pied, who very 
kindly presented us with a very smart regimental banner 
on this occasion of their 125th anniversary. 

It is interesting to note that the two accompanying 
officers were, yes, of course, Capt. I. G. Minto and Lieut. 
R. Pilcher. We hear that the Bandmaster has now closed 
the waiting list for Band chaperones to various Continental 
engagements. 

Back to Wuppertal to find preparations for Albuhera 
Day nigh completed and tq finalise our recording pro
gramme which took place the next day, which in fact was 
the 16th May. It was most pleasant to meet Harry 
Mortimer and record under his supervision in spite of us 
nearly having to applaud our own musical efforts. ('Nuff 
said!) 

Alas! , our hockey team just didn't make another goal 
in the knockout final and after a good match we lost to 
H.Q. "A"Team. Whether we had put too much into our 
musical scores of late we cannot say, but we must reverse 
this loss ere long; Our evening concert to complete 
Albuhera Day rather went amiss. But for a strong 
contingent from the Sergeants' Mess, it would have been 
even worse. To think of all the rehearsal hours that went 
into that programme complete with "The Ballad of Davy 
Crockett"!!!! 

However, the next day we were yet again on the road, 
this time to the 1st Battalion The Grenadier Guards at 
Hubbelrath, where we are attached for a fortnight, to 
perform ultimately in the Queen's Birthday Parade. As 
yet we have done many rehearsals, many "Pick 'em Tips", 
and "put 'em downs" and in general have been well and 
truly educated. The Band of the 3rd Hussars are per
forming with us along with the Corps of Drums and the 
Pipe Band of the Guards Brigade. We are being coached 
by a DrumMajor and a Drill Sergeant who, to say the 
least, are a sheer inspiration and we know it is going to 
be a very good parade on the 31st May. 

As these notes go to print we hear news of more broad
casts, June Balls, Massed Bands and concert programmes, 
so back to the "Sackbuts", etc., we go. 

Our new arrivals—Bandsman Bayliss, Boys Simms and 
Delafera—whilst being welcomed to the Regimental 
Band, would be advised to acquire the maximum of 
"wind and limb" to fortify themselves for the musical 
marathon that awaits them. 

Best wishes to all our musical companions wherever 
they may be. We hope to see some of you in the summer 
when we come home to complete an engagement tour of 
England. 

* * * 

SIGNAL PLATOON 
This month started with a splash rather than a bang 

when we joined "A" Company for a day's watermanship 
training, which could have been most enjoyable if the 
weather had not been rather unkind in the afternoon. 
However, despite a number of nonswimmers, we managed 
to survive without a single drowning and not too many 
immersions, to join the Company in a successful night 
attack before returning home. 

Our next important engagement of the month was at 
Sennelager, where we did signalling duties for the Brigade 
Rifle Meeting. A number of lines were laid and some so 
cunningly concealed that not a single driver was able to 
fine one to wrap round his axle! 

An unfortunate case of "spontaneous" combustion 
en route from Wuppertal to Sennalager resulted in a slight 
delay in the arrival <of our main party and a reputation for 
the Signals of "Burning it up" when driving in convoy. 

Albuhera Day was celebrated in true style and we 
provided a sideshow very ably organised by L/Cpl. 
Brunger, which proved to be virtually impossible for any 
but the steadiest of hands, and so provided a fair con
tribution to the Battalion Funds besides a lot of amuse
ment. In the .22 sweepstake, two of our Signallers—Briggs 
and Cosden, shared the first prize in the morning and 
Briggs only missed the Jackpot by one point if the after
noon. 

The cricket season has officially opened despite the 
weather, and we .have held a platoon game to spot for 
talent, which revealed a number of good steady players 
beside our two stars, Pool and Mackett, who have returned 
from a trip to Berlin with the Brigade side. 

Four days' Whitsun holiday were enough for three of 
our budding Hilary's who were off hitchhiking home to 
England, and judging by the cheerful faces that returned, 
it was apparently worthwhile. Three other Privates— 
Lewry, Luckhurst aiid Coombs—beat them home by 
several days, having left us for demob, and we wish them 
the best of luck. 

Finally we must close down and prepare for yet another 
visit to Sennelager, this time for the B.A.O.R. Rifle 
Meeting, news of which we hope to include next month. 

* * * 

QUARTERMASTER'S STAFF 
The staff have been dispersed considerably this month. 

Everyone is taking advantage of the warm weather to 
acquire that healthy tan required by normal Glorious 
Technicolour standards to impress the local "talent". 

The Pioneers, abetted by Pte. Luckhurst, enjoyed a 
Whitsun camping holiday near one of our neighbouring 
lakes. As concealment was not one of the lessons to be 
learnt on this particular "Exercise", any intention to 
camouflage up was regarded as decidedly "infra dig". 
Quite the contrary, in fact, applied in practice, for the 
welcome appearances of King Sol prompted many to 
reveal far more than usual of their manly torsos in the 
hope, we shyly reckon, that the aforementioned lake might 
disgorge some impressionable young "merfraus", which 
to the uninitiated is the German equivalent of the standard 
English species of watersprite. Which sentiments remind 
me to add that careful thought was given to the question 
as to whether camouflage nets might not have uses on an 
"exercise" of this nature certainly not foreseen by the 
great General Staff. 

Cpl. Roose has rejoined us for a further brief spell 
after yet another leave in England. The security curtain 
drawn so tightly over his last' few weeks' activities leads 
us to assume that the present feverish haste and grim 
determination to exceed all output (of work!) records 
means that a good time was had by all. We have not 
entirely discounted the possibility that it is a further 
symptom of the now familiar "buildup" leading to 
another application for leave. 

The unsuspected athletic prowess of quite 99£% of the 
staff became apparent recently when the Q.M. and 
R.Q.M.S. found they were the only members at work 
for several days running (two, anyway!). Timid (!) and 
apologetic enquiries all round the Battalion as to what 
event/function/exercise/etc., was responsible this time for 
such a poor muster elucidated the information that many 
of the staff considered themselves athletes of no mean 
rating and were taking a week off to prove it to the Sports 
Officer, who was looking for talent. 
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It does seem a little premature doesn't it? 
But the printing of over a million cards for 
regiments, ships and units all over the world 
takes time. Even in Naafi's own Printing 
Branch, a modern plant fully equipped for 
this specialised work, printing must begin 
months before Christmas. Naafi printers are 
unsurpassed in the quality of production of 
colourembossed, crested cards, using only 
the finest materials and true heraldic colours, 
and bringing to their task the devoted care 
and skill of true craftsmen. By placing your 
orders early you help them to produce the 
finest Service Christmas cards in the world. 

You will send off your cards with pride if 
they are printed by Naafi! Ask to see your 
Naafi District Manager's comprehensive 
Christmas Card Brochure and please place 
your order early. 

The official canteen organisation for H.M. Forces 
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CAPSTAN cigarettes are blended better 
CC48AF 

Every Capstan cigarette is 
firmly packed! Hold a Capstan 
between your fingers—see for 
yourself bow well packed it 
is. Light up and enjoy the 
smoother, finer flavour. 

I'll say they're fine cigarettes! 
There's nothing to touch the 
fine flavour of good tobaccos 
carefully blended. Give me a 
Capstan every time—the most 
enjoyable cigarette I've ever 
smoked. 

Enjoy 
another packet of 

CAPSTAN 

Whichever way you shave 

PALMOLIVE 
gives you Perfect Shaving 

Enjoy Capstan quality 
smoother ...finer flavour! 

PALMOLIVE i PALMOLIVE 
LATHER CREAM j BRUSHLESS 

For extra smoothness [ Quickest, 
and comfort! I easiest shave of all! 

You're sure of a shave that's really smooth and long 

lasting when you shave with Palmolive. Even with 

cold water you get a closer, more comfortable shave; 

and with Palmolive Shaving Creams you get more 

shaves with every blade. The secret lies in the special 

blend of Palmolive oils, specially designed to soothe 

and smooth your skin. Try a tube today. 
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The only member who did not consider himself up to 
the required standard proved, in the NotSoYoung 
Soldiers' Race on Albuhera Day, that even without a 
month off for training, he had not entirely forgotten the 
golden rules that running on the toes and cheating by at 
least 5 yards at the start of a race usually pays dividends 
(which is more than R.Q.M.S. Rose's "Tote" paid out 
on that particular race). Unless a large number of cups 
and trophies come our way shortly, some explanations are 
due for the aforementioned aspirants to the mantle of 
such as Roger Bannister. 

It is with regret that we say "Goodbye" to Cpl. Moore, 
who has been posted to another unit. We hope that three 
stripes, a very nice car and a healthy tan, all acquired in 
three months, will not produce too great a rush from other 
units to fill his vacancy. 

Congratulations to Sgt. Wright who, we are pleased to 
note, did NOT win the wooden spoon this year.. 

Sgt. Sherman has returned after attending an up
grading course and has passed whatever extraordinary 
exams. Armourers have to pass to enable them to spread 
alarm and despair throughout the Battalion. Fortunately, 
we hear that he is returning to England to complete his 
happiness and we wish him and his future wife everything 
that makes for married bliss! 

One of the backroom girls has dashed off to Italy, and 
the silence in our backroom is alarming. What is even 
more alarming is that Cpl. Roose seems determined to 
fill the vacancy thus temporarily created, but his laugh 
will have to be modified very considerably before he could 
be considered as confirmed in the appointment. 

* * * 

"SERVITOR SERVIENTUM" 
BATTALION ORDERLY ROOM 

A month has passed and the day has come to record the 
happenings of our department during the last 744 hours. 

Once again, perhaps thankfully, we have nobody to 
welcome and only one person to bid a fond farewell to. 

Our events in the sporting world are surely worthy of 
mention. L/Cpl. Moore and Pte. Longley were both in 
victorious H.Q. Company football team. The former was 
unlucky to have his goal declared "off side" after a 
dazzling pass from "Mathews" Longley. C/Sgt. Mans 
and Pte. Booth are both striving to win laurels for the 
Regiment with the Battalion Rifle Team. We have high 
hopes of seeing one of them "chaired" at Bisley. 

On Albuhera Day a team of Giant Killers took the field. 
Once again L/Cpl. Moore had the good fortune to play 
for the winning team, this time in the SixaSide Football 
Competition. O.R.Q.M.S. Webb in company with Pte. 
Florence, who although suffering from acute indigestion 
and sunstroke, made a valiant but unsuccessful effort in 
the InterCompany Hockey Competition. Our highlight 
of the day was a miniature race tote run by all the staff 
under the direction of the O.R.Q.M.S. It was perhaps the 
most successful sideshow and a considerable amount of 
money passed through it during the course of the after
noon/ This of course has no connection with the Latin 
inscription at the head of these notes, for there was no 
rebate for the P.R.I. Our chief busker was the R.Q.M.S. 
and we are deeply indebted to him and to the Q.M. by 
whose kind permission he broadcast. 

On Whit Saturday most of us took part in a most enjoy
able outing down the Rhine, from Koblenz to Bingen, 
which was organised by the Y.M.C.A. Many magnificent 
and beautiful sights were photographed and large 
quantities of beer sampled. That all enjoyed themselves is 
proved by the fact that everyone is saving for a similar 
trip in August. 

We all mourn the loss of our faithful G.S.O. man, 
Heinz, Kurtz, otherwise known as "Toothy", who has 
been transferred to another G/S.O. Company. We will 
miss his vivid descriptions of the less wellknown parts of 
Europe. 

L/Cpl. Browne has just returned from fourteen days' 
leave. During his leave he claims to have celebrated. 
Albuhera Day in the true spirit and states that restaurants 
in Soho may be alright for Regulars but are far too 
expensive for N.S.M. 

And now finally our thought for the month: "Should 
clerks fire the annual range course?" 

* * * 

SERGEANTS' MESS 
Life with us continues with the usual temp of B.A.O.R., 

a tempo that requires the stamina and speed of a Stirling 
Moss. Not only are we the fatigue battalion for the year, 
but we are also trying to carry out the annual range 
classification, run the B.A.O.R. Rifle Meeting, and 
attempt a little assault boating on the Rhine. Time spent 
in barracks therefore is little, and barely sufficient to "lick 
the wounds" before another spell in the training areas. 

We have just run the Brigade Rifle Meeting at Senne
lager and although our shooting was not up to the required 
standard, at least we excelled in the art of butt marking. 

A result of the rifle meeting was the classic example of 
the pupil teaching the master, for one of our very young 
soldiers managed to show the way home to such seasoned 
shots as Sgt. Cribben, Sgt. Miller, C/Sgt. Mans and a few 
others. We must, however, not close the subject of the 
rifle meeting until we have offered our congratulations 
to the Commanding Officer, who was first in the Brigade 
Pistol Shooting Competition with the Brigade Com
mander a very good second. This, I am afraid to say, 
was our only success. 

A short spell in barracks and Albuhera Day was in 
front of us. This is voted by all to be one of the best 
Albuhera Days for years. 

Commencing with a very short but very impressive 
Drumhead Service, various sports were held during the 
morning, sideshows were run for the children during the 
afternoon, concluding with a tea for all, the day being 
closed by a really first class retreat beating by the Corps of 
Drums. 

In the evening we entertained the local Garrison and 
also our affiliated Battery of the R.A. A most enjoyable 
evening was spent, if 4 o'clock in the morning as a finale 
can be called an evening. 

Great credit is due to Sgt. Mills and Sgt. Wallace for 
the really hard work they put in to make the day a success. 
Sgt. Wallace has never produced such a buffet as this one. 

On Whit Sunday we had the monthly spoon shoot, the 
winners being:—Class A (members of the Battalion Rifle 
Team)—Sgt. Miller; Class B—C/Sgt. Lyons; and in 
Class C (which was for Corps Personnel) S/S. Jarrett 
really ran away from the field. For the wooden spoon 
in The Buffs, we had Sgt. Haylett, and for the Corps 
Personnel, S.Q.M.S. Marsden of the R.A.P.C. 

On the following Wednesday we revived a very old 
custom when S.Q.M.S. Marsden was required to
ceremoniously bury his guns and also receive and troop 
the wooden spoon. A most enjoyable evening was spent in 
doing this and we are most grateful to the Commanding 
Officer and Mrs. Grace, who found the time to come and 
spend the evening with us. 

The Darts Tournament has just concluded with Sgt. 
Parker winning the silver darts and Sgt. Golyer winning 
the bronze ones. 
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We have commenced a Mess garden and a chicken farm, 
and at the moment the whole of Ernie Streeter's time is 
spent in mixing food for the chickens, ducks and geese 
for which we have made him responsible. 

We congratulate the following new members on their 
elevation to the Senior Mess, and hope their stay will be 
a long and happy one:—Sgts. Williams and Baverstock. 

To C/Sgt. Gaskill we offer a very warm welcome on 
joining the Battalion. 

* * * 

Correspondence 

THE following is an extract of a letter 
received by the Colonel of the Regiment 
from Colonel R. Pellatt, Hon. Colonel 

Queen's Own Rifles of Canada:— 
T oronto, 

Canada. 
Dear General Boucher, 

I wish to express to you my thanks and deep 
appreciation for the Historical Records of The 
Buffs 19191948 which you were kind enough to 
send to me. 

I am placing it with the Historical Records of 
The Buffs 19141919 which was presented to my 
father. Inscribed therein is the following: 
"Presented to MajorGeneral Sir Henry Peliatt, 
c.v.o., by the undernamed Buffs who journeyed 
to Toronto in June, 1926, etc." Signed by 
H. de R. Morgan, Captain, and other members 
of the party.* 

When Canada increased its Regular Army, 
The Q.O.R. and The Black Watch of Canada 
(Montreal) were incorporated in it. General 
Ritchie was at that time resident in Montreal 
and was invited to sit in with the Regimental 
Committee of The Black Watch in an advisory 
capacity. He moved to Toronto about two years 
ago and joined the York Club of which 1 am a 
director. His advice to me at that time was 
most helpful in ironing out certain problems 
which confronted both regiments due to the 
change in our status and originization. 

We will look forward with great pleasure to 
your next visit to Toronto. With all good wishes 
for every success and happiness in your new 
assignment in which my wife joins me. 

I remain, 
Yours sincerely, 

REG. PELLATT. 

*(See page 10, "Historical Records, 191948".— 
Editor.) 

Round and About 
by The Tramp 

OLD Omar Khay
yam (or, more ac
curately, Edward 

Fitzgerald, who put his 
philosophy into im
perishable verse) said 
many wise things. 
Chief among these, I 
have always thought, 
were the lines "Un
born tomorrow and 
dead yesterday; why 
fret about them if to
day be sweet?" This 
sentiment is a rebuke 
to those, like myself, 

who are inclined overmuch to look over our 
shoulders at the past. It is one of the symptoms 
of increasing age to indulge in backward glances. 
Nevertheless I am bound to say that certain 
events which occurred in the lifetime of my 
contemporaries lose none of their interest with 
the passage of time. 

I am led to make these somewhat obvious 
remarks by two episodes in our history which 
have recently been revived. They occurred 
almost simultaneously and, had their course 
been even slightly different, the present state of 
the poor old world might be of a different 
pattern. The two episodes were the Gallipoli 
(or Dardanelles) Campaign and The Battle of 
Jutland. Both provide examples of "Might have 
beens". The Gallipoli affair has been re
considered in a book by a brilliant journalist 
and war correspondent, Alan Moorehead, who 
was not born when it was in progress. None
the less, from all accounts, his book is remark
able in its recreation and appraisal of what was 
a tragedy from the British and allied point of 
view. I have not yet read the book so must 
reserve my opinion of its literary and historical 
merits or short comings. 

A GREAT CONCEPTION 

There seems, however, to be little disagree
ment nowadays on the vital point that strategic
ally the plan to turn the flank of the enemy in 
1915 by taking Constantinople and opening the 
back door to Germany was a brilliant one. How 
near it came to success is now universally con
ceded. Why it did not is still a matter for 
discussion and dispute. The waste of life, effort 
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and opportunity is hot by any means the whole 
story. The words "if only" occur so often in it 
that some people incline to regard it only as an 
abject failure. I have talked to many people 
who took part in the campaign and they are by 
no means unanimous. What does emerge 
throughout the splendid and tragic story is that 
there were two main schools of strategic thought. 
One held firmly to the view that the decision 
should lie in the West where all our strength 
should be deployed. The other, more imagin
ative, considered that a way round the impasse 
of the stalemate in France and Flanders should 
be sought and vigorously followed. The Somme 
and Passchandaele are the answers to the first; 
the failure and the evacuation of the Peninsular 
are perhaps the counter argument to the second. 
If at the eleventh hour the battle of Suvla Bay 
had gone the other way instead of fizzling out in 
fatal inertia two years might have been lopped 
off the struggle and the course of European 
History changed. But it was not to be and 
Gallipoli remains one of the most exasperating 
failures in military history. 

JUTLAND 

The great naval battle which is now forty 
years past was the subject of a B.B.C. programme 
the other day. It was well done and particularly 
so because we heard firsthand accounts from 
survivors of the historic engagement. Here, as 
with Gallipoli, there is matter for argument and 
indeed for dispute. Had the Admiralty in 
London passed the vital information to Jellicoe 
at the crisis of the battle the German High Seas 
Fleet might not have reached home battered 
but undestroyed and the surrender at Scapa 
might have occurred two years earlier than it 
did. I am bound to confess that I have never 
heard why the Admiralty failed to pass the 
necessary signals to Jellicoe. The programme 
certainly categorically stated that there was a 
failure in this vital duty. Jutland was not a 
failure except that it did not result in the total 
annihilation of German naval power. The 
German Fleet never risked another major 
engagement. As in the recent war the enemy 
resorted, in desperation, to allout submarine 
warfare, which was a grave threat to the Allies 
until it was overcome at great cost in lives and 
ships. 

NEARTHINGS 

Neither Jutland nor Gallipoli can be regarded 
as decisive evqnts in the struggle but they were 
both contributory to the prolongation of a war 

of attrition with consequences which we feel 
and deplore today. Not the least of these 
consequences was the Russian Revolution. This 
event might have occurred later but its course 
and later effects would have been different. So 
also might the state of the world today. 

History is full of such "near things" and it is 
easy to be "wise after the events". If at Hastings 
in 1066 Harold's gallant army after its stupendous 
forcedmarch from the North to the Sussex 
Coast had held Duke William's cavalry ... if at 
Waterloo the British infantry had not stemmed 
the flood of Napoleon's desperate attacks on 
that drenching June Sunday ... if Ludendorff's 
offensive in France and Flanders in March, 
1918, had not overreached itself. .; the instances 
can easily be multiplied and recent years provide 
many even more striking examples of "might
havebeens". 

MATTERS OF PROPORTION 
It is difficult to avoid some reference to 

Cyprus and recent developments in that troubled 
island even with what for the British public are 
such vastly important matters as the Derby, 
The MoorePompey Battle and the casualties in 
the Australian Cricket XI. I was glad to read 
that Sir John Harding's address to an AllParty 
Meeting at Westminster left his audience im
pressed with the job the British troops are doing 
to stamp out terrorism. I should be happier if 
I read a few more tributes from a certain type 
of M.P. to the way in which our army there is 
dealing with an extremely difficult task. The 
patience, forbearance and good humour of our 
men need more acknowledgment than they 
receive. A recent House of Commons debate 
on Kenya provided further proof of the energy 
of certain "Any country but mine own" gentle
men. Their readiness to espouse any cause but 
their own is a source of continual wonder. 
Only once have I met one of the tribe, a gentle
man who held a minor ministerial post in the 
late war. He, having partaken of a good lunch 
and puffing a fat cigar, was most emphatic and 
eloquent about opening "The Second Front" 
long before it was wise or possible to do so. 
Needless to say, he held in the highest admiration 
the late Marshal Stalin whose Red Star has been 
lately tarnished by his former colleagues who 
are perhaps the supreme example in history of 
ironoclasts, or to put it more plainly, "de
bunkers". By the same token I would like to 
know the name of the genius in the U.S.S.R. 
who invented the phrase, "The Cult of Person
ality". He should go far, and probably will in 
due course. 
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Watch for these Films 
{PTTORM Centre. The storm is over the 
A question of a request from the Town Council 

that a book The Communist Dream should 
be removed from the library. The libraria'n, a 
war widow, stands out against this, not as a 
sympathiser, but on principle. A campaign of 
hysterical persecution is stirred up against her.. 
Bette Davis gives a most interesting study of 
the strongminded librarian. 

Pacific Destiny. A British film, with the lovely 
scenery of Samoa. It is taken from a book by 
Sir Arthur Grimble, A Pattern of the Islands, 
and follows the experiences of a young man 
newly arrived in the Colonial Service. Parts 
excellently played by Denholm Elliott as the 
newcomer, Michael Hordern as the Resident 
Commissioner, Susan Stephens as the young 
wife, and Inia Te Wiata, the Maori singer, as a 
native magistrate. The film's great charm is the 
sun and sea and laughter of the South Sea Islands. 

Ifs Great to be Young. A piece of musical 
nonsense about a school master with a taste for 
music, fighting against a humourless and non
musical headmaster, inevitably played by Cecil 
Parker. It is all cheerfully lighthearted, with 
John Mills in a lighter vein than he has lately 
been seen. 

Death of a Cyclist. Comes from Spain. A 
cyclist is knocked down by a car driven by a 
woman who panics, and with her lover leaves 
the victim to die. The film deals in a striking 
and original way with the consequences of their 
action and uneasy consciences. Directed by 
Juan A. Bardum. 

The Shawl. A simple, moving story of a 
Mexican country doctor on his way to a post in 
a big city. He reflects on his cases and their 
stories, and wonders whether he really wants to 
leave them. Made in Mexico, with Artero de 
Cordova as the doctor. 

Sixty Years of Cinema. An exhibition, 
sponsored by the Observer, in association with 
the British Film Institute and La Cinematheque 
Frangaise, opened on June 8th next to the 
National Gallery, Trafalgar Square. It is 
directed by Richard Buckle, who arranged the 
fascinating Diaghilev Exhibition last year. There 
will be models and relics of film making from its 
earliest days, with hundreds of stills from famous 
films, also a large studio showing how a film is 
actually made. Each day there will be shown a 
screen classic, starting with The Birth of a Nation, 
the first really great film. Early Chaplins follow. 
It is open all day (including Sundays). 

M.M.A. 

Buffs' Golfing Society 
HOME COUNTIES BRIGADE GOLF 

MEETING 
14TH MAY, 1956 

THIS was run by Depot 
The Buffs and was held on 
the course of Royal St. 

George's on the Monday im
mediately following the Army 
Golf Championship. The aim 
of the meeting was to assemble 
as many players of the seven 
regiments in the Home Counties 
Group as possible, and al
together 34 people took part. 
The meeting was principally a 
team event, although individual 
prizes were given. The meeting 

was notable for the many younger players who 
took part, and was distinguished by the presence 
of Brigadier Roupell, v.c., Colonel of the East 
Surrey Regiment. 

The team event—the best four individual 
scores in the handicap medal and the best two 
pairs in the foursomes in each regiment 
counting—was won by the Royal Sussex Regi
ment, who pulled up from third place in the 
morning to first place in the afternoon through 
bringing home the best two foursome pairs. 

The Buffs players, from whom the best four 
scores were taken for the team event, were: 
Lieut.Col. E. V. Argles, Major W. R. H. Browne, 
Capt. M. Baron, 2/Lieut. C. M. C. Dewar, 
2/Lieut. R. Lea, Major D. Montgomery. 

Although 2/Lieut. Maurice Dewar walked 
away with the handicap prize with a scintillating 
66 net, The Buffs team could do no better on 
the day than come in fourth out of five teams 
participating. 2/Lieut. M. C. Bryant, a 3 handi
cap player, did a very good 75 gross to wrest the 
scratch prize from the backmarker T. Page (1) 
of the Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment, 
who could do no better than a 78. 

Detailed results are given below:— 
TEAM EVENT— 

1. Royal Sussex Regiment ... 122 
2. Queen's Own Royal West 

Kent Regiment 115 
3. East Surrey Regiment ... 92 
4. The Buffs 77 
5. Royal Fusiliers 24 

HANDICAP MEDAL.— Winner: 2/Lieut. C. M. C. 
Dewar, The Buffs, 78—12=66; Runnerup: 
Lieut. C. L. Tarver, R.W.K., 8816=72. 
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4/5th Battalion 
Oi > N E  o f  B r i a n  R o b b ' s  

} lesserknown cartoons 
of Crusader and Parade 

days depicted two rather 
timeexpired and very Middle 
Eastern gentlemen discussing 
seriously whether the day 
just dawning was a Tuesday 
or a Thursday and one of 
the signs of a good camp is 
surely something similar when 
the days go by so quickly 
that the Company clerk 
looks up, with finger poised 
at the commencement of 
Detail, to ask "What's the 

date today?" And so it was this year at 
Fingringhoe, although the general feeling at the 
end of the second week was that things would 
have been just that more interesting had there 
been an exercise. This was just not possible 
this year in view of our training commitment. 

The first week was spent in firing weapons and 
classifying on the range. Selected officers and 
N.C.O.s attended courses in First Aid and 
Light Rescue to produce a cadre of Instructors 
for the second week of camp and subsequently. 
The whole thing worked well and was co
ordinated at a daily conference at the Range 
Warden's Office. A common sight was to see 
Officers or N.C.O.s hurrying along from their 
place of training clutching a list of points for 
attention as soon as Major Richard Ravenhill 
opened his portable office. 

The weather was more than kind to us and 
rain only fell twice during the whole of the time 
we were there. This was probably just as well 
since the type of soil locally seemed such that it 
could become a mudbath in a very short space 
of time. 

The Commanding Officer, together with Major 
David Cobb and Captain Jim Thomas, spent 
the first few days at camp on Exercise "Try 
Out" which was a very useful introduction to 
our specific type of atomic problem. 

Albuhera Day was celebrated in traditional 
style and opened with the Drums beating 
"Reveille" in the Battalion Lines. The pro
gramme included a Rifle Meeting, SixaSide 
Football, Allin Rugby, Tombola and a special 
showing of the film Rear Window at the Camp 
Cinema. Greetings were exchanged with the 

ColonelinChief, the Colonel of the Regiment, 
the Hon. Colonel of the Battalion, All Ranks 
of the 1st Battalion and of Depot The Buffs and 
the Secretary of the Past and Present Association. 
The reply received from the ColonelinChief 
read as follows:— 

"To all ranks Buffs: My sincerest thanks 
to you all for your kind greetings. Frederick 
R." 

The Warrant Officers and N.C.O.s were 
entertained by the Officers and a prolonged 
lunchtime session may have resulted in lagging 
spirits later in the afternoon. 

Highlights of the camp included the Section 
Competition arranged by Major Frank Neville. 
This called for the tricky negotiation of a 14page 
directive before setting off by sections over 
further hazards. Strange to relate, the Com
petition was won by "D" Company after every
one had recovered from the shock of discovering 
the Section's Bren minus its firing pin! Full 
results were as follows:— 

Phase I Phase II Phase IV 
Placing Coy. (Inspection) {Exercise) Field Firing Total 

(50) (150) (212) 
1st "D" 45 130 60 235 
2nd "Sp" 38 100 80 218 
3rd "A" 35 110 69 214 
4th "B" 45 120 33 198 
5th "C" 35 100 50 185 
6th "HQ" 40 100 41 181 

Other events were a successful M.T. Rally 
laid on by Major John Prestige and his experts 
which was won by the H.Q. Company team and 
the InterCompany Competition for the best 
tent lines. This trophy was carried off by "B" 
Company. 

The Hon. Colonel, Colonel D. J. Dean, V.c., 
T.D., J.P., visited the Battalion and after Church 
Parade presented a Meritorious Service Certifi
cate to C.S.M. Chapman and the Silver Cup for 
the best Drill Hall attendances to C/Sgt. Bond, 
who received it on behalf of the Dover Platoon 
of "Sp" Company. Other awards were dis
tributed by the Commanding Officer at a special 
Prizegiving ceremony. 

We received visits from G.O.C., 44 Division, 
and Brigadier Meade, the B.G.S., Eastern 
Command, together with quite an informal 
tour by Major Gribble, W.R.A.C., also from 
Eastern Command. The latter visit will be 
remembered for a variety of reasons; sufficient 
to say that it was probably the most highly 
successful. As the result of these incursions 
the Clanger Book now boasts of a number of 
new entries. 
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SCRATCH MEDAL.—Winner: 2/Lieut. M. C. 
Bryant, R. Sussex, 75; Runnerup: Major D. 
Montgomery, The Buffs, 77. 

REGIMENTAL PAIRS FOURSOMES.—Winners: Major 
P. S. Newton, M.B.E., R. Sussex, and Lieut. J. 
Peasgood, R. Sussex, 38.1 (Stapleford Points); 
Runnersup: Capt. P. D. Johnson, R. Sussex, 
and 2/Lieut. M. C. Bryant, R. Sussex, 37.6 
(Stapleford Points). 
The efforts of Lieut.Col. Ned Knocker in 

juggling with the complicated point system were 
much appreciated. Colonel G. R. Stevens, O.B.E., 
the Brigade Colonel, who presented the prizes, 
expressed surprise at the enormous distances 
walked, seemingly without fatigue, by even the 
oldest players in pursuit of the irritating but 
fascinating little white ball. 

OTHER GOLF NOTES 
The Buffs have scooped the sweeps recently at 

Royal St. George's. 2/Lieut. Maurice Dewar 
tied with 71 net in the May Monthly Medal on 
12th and 13 th May, and won the play off. In the 
Whitsun Meeting Major David Montgomery 
won the match play Summer Cup, defeating 
Brigadier Adrian Gore in the semifinal and W. 
Pratten in the final; and 2/Lieut. Maurice Dewar 
won the Moore Brabazon Trophy, with the 
fabulous stapleford score of 49 points which, to 
be interpreted into more understandable golfing 
language, was 77 gross and 65 net. 

Of the matches which lie ahead there is every 
indication that the ones on 24th June and 8th 
July against Rye and the one against Liphook 
on 1st July will be well attended. 

The Buffs G.S. spent their annual weekend 
at New Zealand Golf Club, West Byfleet, on the 
26th and 27th May. The weather was brilliant 
throughout and the course was playing really 
well in spite of the long drought. 

On the 26th, the opponents were the Household 
Brigade G.S., and the match ended all square 
with four wins each. 

On Sunday, the 27th, the Woodpeckers enter
tained the Society with their customary hos
pitality, and we all had an excellent day. 
Curiously enough this match finished all square 
with four wins each, altogether a very satisfactory 
result. 

Everyone, friend and foe alike, regretted the 
absence of the Secretary, Colonel Crookenden. 
Somehow it did not seem quite the same without 
him and there were many enquiries after him. 
I hope we shall see him back amongst us for the 
matches next year. 

WOODPECKERS V THE BUFFS G.S. 
Morning 

Woodpeckers 
C. G. Randolph & 

J. L. Rennie ... 0 
J. I. Spens & 

C. P. Bailey ... 0 
T. G. Fetherstonhaugh & 

P. Stobart (4 & 3)... 1 
R. Coyte & 

H. N. Paine (3 & 2) 1 

The Buffs G.S. 
J. F. May & 

D. A. Boyd (5 & 4) 1 
H. B. Vertue & 

W. C. Lamarque (4 & 2) 1 
W. R. H. Browne & 

F. H. Knott (sub) ... 0 
I. A. Pearson & 

M. B. Baron ... 0 

Total Total 

Afternoon 
Randolph & Rennie 

(4 & 3) 1 
Spens & Bailey ... 0 
Fetherstonhaugh & 

Stobart 0 
Coyte & Paine (6 & 4) 1 

Total ... 2 

May & Boyd 0 
Vertue & Lamarque (1 up) 1 
Browne & Knott (sub) 

(5 & 4) 1 
Pearson & Baron *.. 0 

Total 

Final Result: A halved match 

THE BUFFS G.S. V THE HOUSEHOLD BRIGADE G.S. 
Morning 

J. F. May & 
W. R. H. Browne ... 0 

H. B. Vertue & 
W.C. Lamarque (2&1) 1 

N. E. Hoare & 
I. A. Pearson (1 hole) 1 

M. B. Baron & 
A. E. N. Simon ... 0 

Total 

A. E. Gadver & 
J. J. Buchanan (3 & 2) 

Sir John Marriot & 
T. D. Spencer 

Lord Alvingham & 
F. Forbes 

K. Sweeting & 
R. Ward (4 & 3) ... 

Total ... 

May & 
Browne 0 

Vertue & Lamarque ... 0 
Hoare & Pearson (2 & 1) 1 
Baron & Simon (3 & 2) 1 

Afternoon 
Buchanan & 

Alvingham (3 & 2)... 1 
Grover & Spencer (5 & 4) 1 
Marriot & Sweeting ... 0 
F. Forbes & Ward ... 0 

Total ... 2 Total ... 2 

Final Result: A halved match 

JOIN THE PAST AND PRESENT 

ASSOCIATION AND HELP US TO 

HELP THOSE LESS FORTUNATE 
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The tasty, peppermint flavour 

of P.K. Chewing Gum 
will cheer you up. 

It's delicious between meals and 

it aids digestion, helps brighten 

your teeth, too. 

GOOD TO CHEW and GOOD FOR YOU! 
PER PACKET 

(EP66/56) 

famous for fine 

Regd. 
Obtainable from 
NAAFI store* 
everywhere 

(The \ %\M j 

^^JCmW MKWFFPTOI 
BRITISH 

/GOOD H0DSEKEEPIN6 MIWA 
Cf/AflULVIlXf 

«1UID 01 MOOT 08 BWUMtnt 
.010111 COHOMIITY WITH m. 

FRESH FRUIT JAMS by 
N O  A D D E D  P R E S E R V A T I V E  O R  C O L O U R I N G  M A T T E R  

There's 
something 
about a 
soldier... 
EVEN IN CIVVIES 
. . . that makes him stand out. Something 
in his step, something in his dress. In or 
out of uniform, he's smart right down 
to his Kiwi shine. 

KIWI 
NOW IN THIS 

KEY-OPENING 

TIN 

KIWI PUTS LIFE INTO LEATHER 
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I — ' " A  /  H O R N B Y  TRAINS 

SAMUEL GILL & SONS 
Designers & Manufacturers of Jigs,  Tools,  
Fixtures,  Gauges & Special  Machines 

Lythalls Lane, Coventry 
Tel. Cov. 88605 AirMinislry Authority 707713/37 

Try BURMA SAUCE 
Every drop is of full flavour 

Ask for White—Cottell's 
Worcester Sauce 

Meltonian 
SHOE CREAMS 

and WHITE DRESSINGS 

WE 
HELP TO 
FEED THE 
NATION 

^IIUIII I I I  I I  I  I I I  1111111111) 

| Refreshes after work, travel and sport 

M 'right's 
COAL TAR SOAP 

IDEAL FOR TOILET BATH AND NURSERY 

BROWN & KNIGHT, LTD. 
Ham Specialists 

9a Lower Marsh 
LAMBETH, S.E.I 

THE SAUCE THAT DOES YOU GOOD 

BULPITT & SONS, LTD., 
B I R M I N G H A M   "  E N G L A N D .  

CJIMipii 
M I N E R A L  W A T E R S  

LEMON SQUASH, &c. 
(OLD BY N.A. A.F.I. CANTKNS 

A L U M I N I U M  H O L L O W A R E  
E L E C T R I C A L  A P P L I A N C E S  

P \lencatarM"mi 
GENUINE ' MADRAS 

CURRY POWDER 
Peacock  B rand  

THE SECRET OF A GOOD CURRY 

The Walsall Electrical Co., Ltd. 
61 BRIDGE ST., WALSALL 

Electrical Measuring Instruments 

Switchboards, Switchgear 

PARK DRIVE 
CIGARETTES 

Made in Wood Green. London, England 

Huntley 
& Palmers 

the fast name Mink of in 

Biscuits 
H U N T L E Y  4  P A L M E R S  L T D  R E A D I N G  -  E N G L A N D  

C&kJt£,C/utpHUW 
AND CO. LTD 

MARINE  &  ELECTRICAL  
ENGINEERS 

GATESHEAD 8. CO. DURHAM 

For Your Enjoyment 

Callard & Bowser's 
Celebrated "Thistle Brand" 

BUTTERSCOTCH 
Famous since 1837 
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Two Guest Nights took place during the 
course of Camp when Commander High Pryce 
suitably rose to the occasion. Guests were the 
Hon. Colonel, the Brigade Commander and 
Major Alan Grendon and the Commandant of 
the M.C.E., Colchester. The Commanding 
Officer's birthday was also celebrated officially. 
Spirits ran high on these and other occasions 
and the vocal accompaniments at times seemed 
a little out of hand. The impending departure 
of the Brigade Major for Cyprus was marked by 
quite a rugger scrum with his kilt but the origin 
of the foot high letters EOKA on his tent must 
perforce remain a mystery. It was also very 
nice to see Lieut.Col. Argles and Major David 
Montgomery for lunch and we appreciated their 
gesture in making the long journey to visit us. 

A representative party from the Officers' 
Mess visited 303 Battalion, W.R.A.C. (T.A.), 
who were in camp at Stiffkey and from all 
accounts the long haul across Norfolk was 
worthwhile; Lieut. Graham Turner proved to 
be quite an attraction and his song and dance 
routine much appreciated into the bargain. 

The Sergeants' Mess was a very flourishing 
and heavily populated concern with all mod. 
cons., including television, and proved to be a 
very popular rendezvous. 

The results of the Light Rescue Courses have 
just been made known and are reprinted below. 
All participants are to be congratulated on their 
efforts. 
Light Rescue Course Serial 1 
Lieut. C. P. Turner (433403) 
21014031 Sgt. Babbage, W. 
22261883 Sgt. Cozens, L. 
Light Rescue Course Serial 2 

Lieut. R. E. L. Crowdy ... 
N.Y.A. Sgt. Scott ... 
22277466 Sgt. Erridge, D. 
22480776 L/Cpl. Minter, C. 
23902512 L/Cpl. Pittock, I. 

Pract. 
70% 
90% 
75% 
80% 
65% 

Theorv 
78% 

63% 
78% 
57% 

Result 
. Passed 
Passed 
Passed 

Result 

Passed 
Passed 
Passed 
Passed 

We had several Officers and.N.C.O.s attached 
to us for the camp period and special mention 
must be made of Captain Lucraft and Sgt. 
Hunt of 410 Coast Regiment, R.A. (T.A.), who 
both spent a busy fortnight learning the infantry 
way of life. 

At the end of camp the following promotions 
and appointments were notified: Cpl. Y. Hall, 
H.Q., to Sergeant; L/Cpls. D. Cherry, "B", 
P. Cowles, "B", D. Roberts, "B", R. Nolan, 
"Sp" and R. Hearn, "Sp", to Corporal; Ptes. 
A. Gardner, "B", D. Sturmer, "B", W. Lambert, 
"B", K. Lambert, "Sp", J. Strong, "Sp" and 
W. Stockdale, "Sp", to LanceCorporal. 

The Battalion is now back at its home stations 
and must now face the thought that Lieut.Col. 
Rodney Hews, M.C., T.D., J.P., will be giving up 
his tenure of command towards the end of the 
year. Command will devolve on Major Sandy 
Alexander, M.B.E., and whilst it will be quite a 
wrench to say goodbye to one who has guided 
our destinies so well we know that Major 
Alexander will prove a worthy successor. The 
end of the year will also see the formation of a 
new 5th Battalion, the resuscitation of which 
has now been finally approved, and the re
organisation of the 4th Battalion on the de
parture of certain elements (principally "A" and 
"Sp" Companies) to the new unit. The new 
Battalion is being formed from the now dis
banding 410 Coast Regiment, R.A. (T.A.), and 
will be located east of a line Canterbury to Dover. 
Once more then will a Battalion of The Buffs 
appear in the Army List to continue the tradi
tions of its predecessor which ended its existence 
in the Klagenfurt area of Austria at the end of 
World War II. 

As we go to press news has come in of the 
engagement of Moggie Catt and Mrs. Joan 
Browne, which is officially announced elsewhere 
in this issue of The Dragon. Needless to say we 
are sure all members of the Regiment, both past 
and present, will wish to join us in offering 
sincere congratulations and best wishes to them 
both. 

"A" COMPANY 
Annual Camp with its attendant teething troubles is 

with us again and although rather thin on the ground, 
"A" Company as usual is doing all the work (that is our 
story and we are certainly sticking to it!). The greater 
part of the time has seen us banished* to the Classification 
Range, where the Company Commander and his Second
inCommand have had a very busy time controlling the 
various rifle and bren practices. Major Balding presided 
at the firing point and chits from the R.M.O. for throat 
lozenges were conspicuous by their absence, whilst Captain 
Baddeley toiled with the P.S.I.s in the butts. There are 
suggestions that the BBC might be interested in this 
partnership as the nucleus of a new "Riders of the Range" 
programme, but, alas! a definite offer was not forth
coming. 

We note that a certain young Sergeant has been awarded 
a Snapdragon 1st Class; still hungry, Bill? 

A most promising game of football took place on 
Albuhera Day with Farouk as Referee shewing a smart 
turn of speed after the lunchtime session and C.S.M. 
Gabriel panting along the wing (minus his shoes, which 
the ref sternly had him remove) and feeling a little lost in 
the team of semipros. First Aid training had evidently 
left its mark on the ColourSergeant and Sgt. Pottle, as 
both were discovered on the touchline fast asleep on 
stretchers—another remarkable piece of evidence of 
strenuous social engagements a little earlier! 

We were able to help the Machine Gunners by the 
judicious loan of Sgt. Bryant to explain the mysteries of 
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the bren gun—"No, Colonel, you must take aim before 
firing each burst"—and by allowing Sgt. Mirams to creep 
off to Middlewick Ranges for two days in charge of the 
butt party. 

Sgt. King set up his shop in the Quartermaster's Stores 
and was much in demand on all the various ranges, as 
well as in other quarters. The Cookhouse was organised 
by Sgt. Reid, A.C.C., but even he was to be seen in 
Colchester occasionally, so the roster system must have 
been working well. 

Finally, the sixtyfour dollar question—Who was the 
Minister with portfolio? 

* * * 

"B" COMPANY 
Camp has filled all our thoughts for some time past 

and now we have come to the final day! Our task was to 
train the National Servicemen in the Battalion and 
although it was not an envious job, we think we succeeded 
very well in putting over the stuff to the customers. 
Quite early on it was clear that C.S.M. Antrichan would 
stand no nonsense and the inflated camp company worked 
hard and well. We fired all the various weapons and spent 
a lively time at South Wick firing energa grenades. 

It has been decided to draw a veil over certain incidents 
in Colchester, but at least a wellknown local corrective 
establishment earned our gratitude by rising to the 
occasion very well. 

Congratulations to the "Section"—a very highpowered 
turnout indeed—for its score in the Section Competition. 
Although placed fourth in the final markings, the team 
tied for first place on correctness of turnout and was 
second in the exercise phase of the competition. 

We concluded our fortnight with the usual gettogether 
which Major Plunkett arranged, and the general feeling 
was that we had spent quite an enjoyable time, and this 
despite the enthusiasm with which certain N.C.O.s were 
removed from their beds during the early hours! Again 
the hard work and keenness of all the volunteers con
tributed very largely to a successful fortnight. 

* * * 

"C" COMPANY 
These notes are being written as the Battalion is pre

paring to move out from Annual Camp at Fingringhoe. 
This is the time when the Q Branch start the final head
ache of tracing loststores and the ColourSergeant runs 
around the camp with eyes glistening like a ferret. 

Our fortnight's training has been blessed with very 
accommodating weather and this has of course made the 
whole thing much more pleasant. Although the Com
pany is rather thin on the ground, full advantage has been 
taken of the training areas and ranges which are so 
conveniently placed near the camp area. 

It has been a happy and successful period and one 
which has passed by all too soon. We shall be returning 
home with the Whitsun holiday traffic and must hope that 
our seaside towns are beginning to feel the effect of another 
summer season. 

We are pleased to record that C.S.M. Wing and Pte. 
Packman secured first prize in the Battalion M.T. Rally 
with the best individual score. In the Section Com
petition there was keen rivalry and much spirit and our 
Section was much disappointed at not getting a higher 
placing. However, much valuable experience was 
gained by all, including Major Cobb, our Company Com
mander, who was given the task of judging the tactical 
portion of the competition. 

Sgt. Stoakes, our P.S.I., disappeared completely and 
spent his time assisting "A" Company on the Classification 
Range in company with other P.S.I.s. 

As the ColourSergeant is now waiting to return the 
tables, barrack, 6 foot, soldiers—1 on which these notes 
are being written, I must conclude and prepare to return 
to Civvy Street for another 50 weeks! 

* * * 

"D" COMPANY 
Now that Annual Camp is in its last stages, we as a 

company can attempt to assess the course of events from 
the viewpoint of the man in the ranks. 

Though not ideally situated, Fingringhoe has, all in all, 
been a popular camp. As the Americans would say, 
"We never had it so good", and that reflects the opinion 
of the average soldier when thinking in terms of meals. 
It would seem that the Cookhouse is still the mainstay of 
morale even as in Napoleon's time. 

Although several of the N.C.O.s of all companies who 
were detailed to attend the First Aid Course were a mite 
rebellious about the idea, they are all now sold on the 
benefits of First Aid knowledge both in the fields and in 
the home and have happily got over the attitude of 
"leave it to the other fellow". As this item is to be in
cluded in future drill periods, all ranks who have received 
instruction will be able to keep their knowledge fresh and 
we should be able to field quite a strong first aid team next 
year. 

One of the highlights of the Camp was the M.T. Rally. 
All the participants enjoyed it thoroughly and we are very 
proud of the driving ability of Pte. Fedder and the homing 
instinct of C.S.M. White which won us second place in 
the individual tests. 

The O.R.s diningtable was literally a festive board on 
Albuhera Day and the troops were plied with icecream, 
beer and fruit. Quite a number seized the opportunity of 
sleeping in order to reduce distended stomachs, but some 
of the more virile summoned up sufficient energy to play 
football in the afternoon. Of course, the "goings on" of 
some of the senior N.C.O.s didn't escape notice, 
particularly those who imbibed too freely when being 
entertained by the Officers. 

From a military standpoint, the main event of the camp 
was, of course, the Battalion Section Competition. We 
are all very pleased with the performance of the Company 
Section which won this competition. Which company? 
Delta Company, of course, and our very own "Rebel 
Without Cause". Pte. Fedder deserves a special mention 
for his speedy spotting and despatch of an "enemy" sniper. 

* * * 
"S" COMPANY 

The 5th May, 1956, found Support Company together 
once more instead of being scattered half across the 
County, as we usually are. The Directing Staff under 
Major Tfileard consisted of C.S.M. Rogers (when not 
otherwise engaged on First Aid), ColourSergeant Bond, 
L/Cpl. Bond and Pte. Strong, and of course Sgt. Kay 
when he could escape from the Classification Range. 
The remarkable thing about Company Headquarters was 
the fact that at any time during the camp period one 
could {a) get a cup of tea—and Captain Morgan soon 
found that out! (b) have a good laugh, even if the training 
programme had been reshuffled for the third time. In 
fact there were constant hoots coming from the H.Q. tent 
and so much so that it even excited the R.S.M.'s interest. 
(Quartermaster, please note: not quite so near the 
R.S.M.'s bungalow next time). High level conferences 
took place da5y in the H.Q. tent and occasionally Com
pany Detail even appeared. 

All platoons got quickly off the mark and started train
ing on the first Sunday at camp and very soon found that 
they were the only ones hard at it—and that is despite 
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anything "A" Company might have to say on the subject! 
The Mortar and M.M.G. Platoons were on show for the 
G.O.C.'s visit and the General seemed highly satisfied 
with all he saw, including the Mortar Platoon's rather 
quick exit on hearing the fire alarm. The Fire Controller 
had barely got under way when to his utter consternation 
half of the platoon doubled away over the fence, grabbing 
fire buckets en route and grappling with stirrup pumps, 
and disappeared rapidly down the road. Someone should 
have explained gently that the platoon was on fire picquet. 
Nevertheless they were soon back and carried on to put 
up a first class performance. The Machine Gunners were 
engaged on Exercise Balls Farm and a crafty piece of 
signposting contrived to get the visiting party to the right 
spot to see a Section going into action from their vehicles. 
Their battle drill very nearly came unstuck when the 
General's car was parked right in the spot to cause the 
exercise to be known by another name. 

Sgt. Babbage, now a local resident, and the Assault 
Pioneers produced a satisfying series of bangs at South 
Wick and were much in evidence for the destruction of 
blinds. 

All weapons were fired at camp, the mortars crumped 
away in the vicinity of the sea wall, the antitank gunners 
fired subcalibre at some excellent moving targets and the 
machine gun platoon managed to get through 10,000 
rounds at Middlewick. Proceedings there were enlivened 
by various visitors, and the ustial calm was truly shattered 
by the appearance of a W.R.A.C. officer whom Sgt. 
Evans very quickly introduced to the Vickers gun. Capt. 
Morgan in gentlemanly spirit peppered the lady's target 
for her and brought forth ribald comments from the rest 
of the chums. 

So far as the Battalion Competitions were concerned, the 
Company as a whole did very well in winning the Allin 
Rugby and Sixaside Football on Albuhera Day. The 
former was surely the result of ColourSergeant Bond's 
expert compilation of the rules (another example of 
Company Headquarters' staff work); the soccer team 
played very well to come out on top. We also gained two 
second places in the M.T. Rally in the 1ton and 3ton 
classes and came second in the Section Competition, 
which was very good going indeed, particularly as the 
exercise was not strictly in accordance with Cpl. Coles's 
book. Congratulations to all who took part in the various 
events. At least we did not forget our firing pin! 

There was a very early exodus from camp and now we 
are all back in home stations faced with the task of 
checking stores and getting down to the usual routine. 
Some of us have still to classify on the rifle and bren 
and expect to be able to do this at Kingsdown early in June. 

H.Q. COMPANY 
We are now completing our fortnight of tented life, 

primitive in many senses, not least in the field of sanitation. 
One longs for the gentle flush of the water closet and I feel 
minded to introduce a salesman from Lysol. 

H.Q. Company, as might be expected, distinguished, 
themselves. A keen member of our M.T. was heard to ask 
for his Work Ticket to be signed by the Adjutant in the 
presence of our august Brigadier "to collect the beer from 
London, you know", and then while all stood aghast at 
such temerity added kindly: "The Brewery is in the Mile 
End Road, you know". Would the M.T.O. please note? 
In spite of this, H.Q. Company won the Ravenhill Stakes, 
and it is suggested by the Directing Staff, drawn in some 
cases from H.Q. 

Sgt. Bell reports very satisfactory progress with the local 
ladies and is to be seen winning their favours in a local 
inn. Age has not reduced his undoubted virility. 

Cpl. Williams had had a very hard camp and was 
roused from slumber by a special Royal Command 
performance outside his tent, led by the drums (Cpl. 
Amos and Cpl. Baker). 

The Company has rarely been seen. Sgt. Wright, C.S.M. 
Chapman and Cpl. Drury constitute the Command 
Headquarters—the rest are remarkable for their ability 
to find cosy little nooks. 

It was a great.pleasure to us to witness C.S.M. Chapman 
receiving the only award this year of the Territorial 
Meritorious Certificate from Colonel Dean, v.c. 

We congratulate the Adjutant on passing the Staff 
College Entrance Examination, in spite of an apparent 
life of licentious pleasure. 

Welcome promotions and congratulations to our well
known Outfitter, Sgt. Williams, to be ColourSergeant, 
and Cpl. Hayward to be Signals Sergeant, although for 
the past fortnight very little has been seen of him as he 
has been fully occupied with the intricacies of First Aid. 

Captain Usher, our able SecondinCommand, has had 
the thankless job of messing officer at Camp, and except 
for the neverending supply of fried bread for breakfast, 
complaints have been very few and far between. 

Albuhera Day has once again come and gone and an 
enjoyable day was had by all; we were beaten 3—0 by 
"B" Company in the sixaside football competition; 
this was followed by Tombolo in the evening, but sad to 
relate, the Sergeants' Mess did most of the winning. 

The weather has been very kind and we are all looking 
forward to, we hope, a nice Whit Weekend. 

THE DRUMS 
We have had a fairly quiet two weeks on the whole, 

largely as the result of the shortage of flautists. Acting 
DrumMajor Cpl. Baker with Pte. Baker (no relation!) 
were our sole experts for beating Reveille on Albuhera 
Day. 

Cpl. "Happy" Williams, who has been a great help 
to the Drums in the past, had a special Reveille with the 
Drums lined up around his tent. We all agree that he 
lived up to his nickname that morning! 

The Drummers on parade on Albuhera Day were Cpl. 
Amos, L/Cpl. Kingston, L/Cpl. Elworthy and Ptes. 
Baker, Parker and Philips—we wonder if the 1st Battalion 
could boast such a small number for the occasion! 

Past & Present Association—Denmark Branch—continued 
from p. 168. 

On Thursday, the 24th May, there was a broadcast in 
the Danish Broadcasting "The story behind the story", 
and our president, Capt. Iversen, had got five minutes 
of the broadcast to explain the story behind the Past and 
Present Association, The Buffs, Denmark Branch. Capt. 
Iversen told how the Danish volunteers during the war 
could be admitted into the regiment, The Buffs. It was a 
brilliant publicity for the Branch. 
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Regimental Gazette 
SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 

1ST MAY, 1956 

INFANTRY 

TERRITORIAL ARMY 

THE BUFFS.—Capt. (Actg. Maj.) F. G. Neville, M.C., 
T.D. (267202), to be Maj., 27th April, 1956, with seniority 
1st February, 1950. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 
8TH MAY, 1956 

INFANTRY 

REGULAR ARMY 
THE BUFFS.—Maj. P. J. Lewis (53687) to be Lt.Col., 

31st December, 1955. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 11TH 
MAY, 1956 

INFANTRY 

REGULAR ARMY 
THE BUFFS.—Capt. D. P. R. Barrett (358569) to be Maj., 

16th May, 1956. 

REGULAR ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 

NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 

2nd Lt. (Actg. Lt.) C. J. Maule (432800) from A.E. 
Res. of Offrs. Nat. Serv. List, to be Lt., 29th February, 
1956, with seniority 21st June, 1955. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 22ND 
MAY, 1956 
INFANTRY 

REGULAR ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 
THE BUFFS.—Maj. (Hon. Lt.Col.) P. T. G. Lynden

Bell (33586), having exceeded the age limit of liability to 
recall, ceases to belong to the Res. of Offrs., 26th May, 
1956. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 29TH 
MAY, 1956 

COMMANDS AND STAFF 

Maj.Gen. V. Boucher, C.B., C.B.E. (30664), late Inf., 
relinquishes his appointment as Director of Military 
Intelligence, The War Office, remaining on full pay, 2nd 
June, 1956. 

Brig. C. R. Price, C.B., C.B.E., A.D.C., B.A., B.SC. (33361), 
late R.E., is appointed Director of Military Intelligence, 
The War Office, and is regranted the temporary rank of 
Maj.Gen., 2nd June, 1956. 

INFANTRY 

TERRITORIAL ARMY 

NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 

THE BUFFS.—2nd Lt. S. Bowen (439656) from Reg. 
Armt, Nat. Serv. List, to be 2nd Lt.,27th May, 1956, with 
seniority 22nd Jan., 1955, 

Past and Present 
Association 

Life Members 
1ST TO 31ST MAY, 1956 

H.Q. Roll.—C/Sgt. I. D. Gaskill, Pte. C. J. Barker, 
Cpl. N. Lawless, L/Cpl. I. K. Beer, Cpl. M. Mahoney, 
Pte. D. J. Smithers. 

Weald Branch.—A. E. Moon. 
Folkestone Branch.—P. E. Andrews. 

 * * 

Donations 
We acknowledge with thanks the following donations 

£ s. d. 
10 10 0 
26 9 0 
1 1 0 
1 4 0 

Past and Present Association 
O.C., 1st Battalion 
O.C., Depot (per R.S.M.) 
Lieut.Col. V. Newton Moss 
West Country Buffs (per Major R. Tuke) 
Benevolent Fund 
Mrs. Guy Lee 5 5 0 
Museum Fund 
Medway Branch, Ladies' Guild 110 

* * * 

Grants 
The total grants from the Benevolent Fund and the 

World War 1939 Charitable Fund during the month of 
May, 1956, are as follows 

£ s. d. 
Benevolent Fund 70 9 6 
World War 1939 Charitable Fund 17 0 0 

* * * 

Competitions 1955—6 
SHOOTING 

DARTS 

FISHING 

Winners: 
Runnersup: 
Winners: 
Runnersup: 
Winners: 
Runnersup: 

* * 

Canterbury 
Ramsgate 
Sittingbourne 
Sandwich 
Dover 
Weald 

Ashford Branch 
Our monthly meeting was held at the "Invicta", 

Godington Road, on 5th May. A. J. Mills took over his 
usual place as Chairman, and 18 members were present. 

The Chairman opened the meeting by asking all 
members present to stand in remembrance of Mr. 
Kingsnorth and Mr. P. Gower, who have passed away. 
Both were life members of our Branch. 

The Secretary read the minutes for the previous meeting, 
which were then signed. 

The correspondence was then read, which included a 
letter of thanks from the Museum Fund Committee, 
thanking us for the £2 donation. 

Names were given for the members who wish to attend 
the Darts Final night at Canterbury. We are all looking 
forward to an enjoyable evening. 

On the sick list is C. Barham. Our sick visitor is going 
to give him a look Up to see what can be done. We wish 
him a quick recovery. 
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6 7 / 6 8  J E R M Y N  S T R E E T ,  S T ,  J A M E S ' S ,  S . W . 1 .  T E L ,  W H I T E H A L L  2 5 0 4  

. . . a t  w o r k  

marvellous marmalades 

O R I G I N A L  D U  N D E E  
i n  s c o n e  p o c s  I / I O  l b .  
i n  g l a s s  j a r s  I / 6  l b ,  

 L I T T L E  C H I P '  
o r a n g e  j e i l y  m a r m a l a d e  

I / 4 *  l b .  
» The prices apply o n / v  t o  the 

qproi.| United Kingdom 

Xeiller I B I S C U I T S  

$4 kid&uSd fir/' emvkf frzd/e, / 

QUEEN ANNE 
Scotch Whisky 

Ask for It at N.A.A.F.I. 

HILL THOMSON & CO. LTI). Edinburgh ESTABLISHED 1193 
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The Following Firms Support Service Journals 

Manikin 
  C I G A R S  

MILD HAVANA FLAVOUR 

HALL & EARL LTD. 
'Puritex' Mills, Tudor Road, 

LEICESTER 
Manufacturers of Underwear in Wool,  
Cotton,  Art .  Silk,  etc.  Branded "Puritex" 
'Grams: "HANDEL" 'Phono: 23105'6'7 

(OMLLES VniUDLTDHnr 

MANUFACTURERS OF STEEL PLATES, 
SECT IONS ,  BARS ,  RA I LS ,  P IG  
IRON  AND  SPEC IAL  STEELS  

195 WEST GEORGE STREET, GLASGOW, C.J 

If you require your Services 

BLAZER BADGE 
made entirely BY HAND In our workroom 
from finest quality Wire and Silks, please 
writeforourPrice List. Quick delivery assured. 

D. J. Parkinson, 15 Albert Rd., Brighton 1. 

MACKENZIES 
Sherries & Ports 
The ffuHc/i 

20EASTCHEAP LONDON  E C3 

green label 

"there's always Time for Nescafe' 

made right in the cup 

NESCAFE 
I007. rum I N S T A N T  C O F F E E  Ntttaji i i  a rtgiittrtd iradt mark 

lo dni/nait Nullt'l instant coffti. 

W£BEST HAVERSACK RATION 

THE WORLD'S FINEST SALTED NUTS 
Your N.A.A.F.I, has them in 1lb. or 8oz. flavour

sealed tins and in 4oz. and 1oz. airtight packs 

H. S. WHITESIDE & CO. LTD, LONDON SES 
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With no other business the raffle was made. J. Rossiter 
won 1st prize, and Mr. Filmer won 2nd prize. Thanks, 
Mr. Filmer, for giving your prize back to be auctioned 
off. This went to our funds. 

The Chairman closed the meeting at 20.15 hours, after 
which a crib game was played by four of the lads, whilst 
some more of the lads gave the dart board a tuning up. 

We were all glad to see Sydney Ellinder of Wye back 
with us again, also Mr. Washford from Brabourne, who 
looks fit and well. 

Prizes were given to G. Skinner, who is our Darts 
champion and to F. Record as runnerup. F. Earl also 
received his prizes as a finalist of our crib contest. He has 
to play C. Barham in the final, to decide who holds the 
Cup for six months. 

I'm pleased to say that all the rest of the lads are keeping 
well. 

A.C.M. 

Our meeting was held on 2nd June at the "Invicta", 
Godington Road. 

The Chairman opened the meeting by asking all 
members to stand in silence to the memory of Mr. F. 
Ward of Charing, who passed away on May 27th. 

The Secretary read the minutes which were signed by 
our Chairman. Correspondence then followed. The 
Remembrance Sunday was discussed and was held over 
for our next meeting. A letter was read from Cyril 
Barham thanking the Branch for the grocery he received. 
He is still on the sick list, and we all wish him a speedy 
recovery. He has been unable to work so far this year. 

On June 16th we are taking a party to the Royal 
Tournament, London, and are looking forward to it very 
much. 

Whilst the box was being taken round, all of the 23 
members present looked fit and well. Mr. Washford of 
Brabourne still looks mighty fine, also our old stagers 
B. Mankelow and Gus Tompsett, who always turn up. 
B. Vant has not shown up for several meetings now. He 
does all night work, so perhaps there's an excuse. The 
raffle was then made, J. Rossiter, A. Mills and H. Coleman 
were the winners. Harry Coleman gave his prize back 
which was auctioned off. Thanks, Harry, it raised 2/
towards our funds. 

With no other business the Chairman closed the meeting 
at 20.00 hours. 

I would like to thank our Assistant Secretary, Bill 
Chapman, for attending to the raffle, who, by the way, 
looked smart with his blazer badge and Buff tie rather 
prominent. 

May I thank those concerned for the pleasant evening 
we had at the Darts Final last Saturday. 

A.C.M. 

London Branch 
A meeting of the London Branch was held on Saturday, 

19th May with Mr. R. Billings in the chair. The attendance 
was not very great most probably due to Whitsun. 

It was very pleasant to meet Mr. Hoy, looking very 
well, and Mr. and Mrs. Jarvis, who had travelled up from 
Swanley. A great welcome was also given to Mr. Annan, 
who. had been absent from our meetings for some time 
owing to illness. It was very nice to see you again, Jim, 
and we hope you are now fit and well. 

The highlight of the evening was a very interesting talk 
given by Dr. Seaford, M.B.E., on the Invasion of Crete. 
It was enjoyed by all members and we wish to thank Dr. 
Seaford and also our thanks to Capt. Woodcock for the 
arrangements. 

Reading the May issue Dragon, we say "Well done, 
West Country Buffs!" We hope as many or even more 
will attend next year. Also congratulations to the Weald 
Branch on their Dinner. It must be very hard work 
when the members live so far apart. When one reads 
things like these, it does show the Buff Spirit still prevails. 

The Branch is working very hard to get a record number 
for Canterbury Sunday this year. We are pleased to read 
of the 2nd Battalion's Colours which are to be laid up. 
This should be very interesting. We are also pleased to 
know that this year our own Band will be on parade. 
Now we have to hope for really good weather. 

On Sunday, July 22nd, the Branch holds the Book of 
Remembrance Service at the Chapel Royal, H.M. Tower 
of London, at 10.30 a.m. If any member of any Branch 
would like to attend, I can assure him he will be most 
welcome. If you would like to attend this very lovely 
service, please write to me (The Secretary). 

The Branch's Annual dinner and dance will take place 
on September 8th, 1956. Full details are available from 
the Secretary. Help us to make this a record year. 

Letters received during the past month included Snowy 
Manning, Victor Hewson and H. H. Smith. We are 
pleased to say they are keeping well and in the best of 
spirits. 

Our President, Brig. E. Foster Hall, sends his best 
wishes to all members. 

We will close now with best wishes to all Branches 
from the London Branch. 

H.J.S. 

Ladies' Guild 
Notes of the meeting of the Ladies' Guild held on the 

2nd June, 1956. 
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and 

signed. 
The Chairman reported that the Secretary had received 

no nominations for officers or committee members, so 
that the present officers and committee would continue 
in office for a further year. At this point, the Chairman 
said she would like to thank the Guild for their continued 
support and for reelecting her, and this was greeted with 
much applause. A very warm welcome was given to Mrs. 
Foster Hall who, when asked, said she would be extremely 
happy to join the Christmas theatre party. 

It was agreed that the Secretary would endeavour to 
book twentysix 11/ stall seats for the 5.15 p.m. per
formance of Sailors Beware for the 1st December, and 
that the Guild would bear the cost thereof (and not 10/
of it as agreed last month). 

The Chairman asked the opinion of members with 
regard to a member who could not currently attend 
meetings on account of domestic circumstances, but who 
had previously been "a very good member". It was 
explained that the domestic circumstances preventing her 
from attending at the present time were her young family. 
Some members felt that this member should be treated 
similarly to those attending regularly now; others said 
that if that were so, then there were at least three ladies in 
exactly the same position at the moment. Further, it was 
argued that a mother of young children could not guarantee 
to be free from domestic duties at a given time six months 
ahead because one could never foresee what circumstances 
might arise with young children. The Chairman ex
plained that the member she had in mind could not, in 
any event, get away in time to attend the theatre show 
and the question was, therefore, abandoned. 
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In 1925, Sgt. Bell joined the Depot and after his normal 
training, he proceeded to the 2nd Battalion for a short 
tour of three months, thence to the 1st Battalion, and 
served overseas continuously until 1934 when he returned 
to the Depot for a home tour of duty. With the outbreak 
of war, "Dingers" had his fair share of interbattalion 
changes and associated periods in action and saw much 
activity in the Sicily and Anzio actions with the 5th 
Battalion. The end of the war terminated his Regular 
enlistment, but in 1947, "Dingers" reenlisted for the 
T.A. and in this capacity he holds the rank of Sergeant. 
As a civilian he is one of the Storemen in the 4/5th Bat
talion, and resides locally. 

Throughout his service, "Dingers" has been a keen 
supporter and participated in Company and Battalion 
sports, with emphasis on football and boxing. Nowadays, 
of course, the local City matches whet his interest. 

Despite his years of being away from the area of 
Sunderland, his dialect persists, but this does not detract 
his regimental interest, for he staunchly acts as our 
Steward and Host at each meeting night. Also, too, his 
son is completing his period of National Service with the 
1st Battalion prior to completing his education, which 
already has academic distinction, a fact "Dingers" is 
rightly proud of. 

Unfortunately the nickname of "Dingers" has been the 
fashion for all with the surname of "Bell" in the Regi
ment, but I hope I have given sufficient data as to permit 
identification. 

BABU. 
* * * 

Ladies' Guild 
Our June meeting brought together a strong gathering 

of members and after the business side of the meeting had 
been completed, everyone settled down to games. 

To some, Whist was the most popular, whilst others, 
very anxious to accept any challenge from our men folk, 
formed teams for darts and certainly appeared to enjoy 
themselves. One member completely shattered onlookers 
by starting off with a "double top", so watch yourselves, 
the members of the Canterbury Men's Branch. With such 
experts, how can you expect to win? 

The whole atmosphere at this meeting was one of great 
pleasure and we look forward to many such gatherings. 

A Guessing Competition was held resulting in Mrs. 
Hews and Mrs. Jackson being the luck prizewinners. 

Mrs. Lane was thanked for her kindness in presenting a 
cushion cover towards the prize list at the Albuhera Day 
Dance for Museum Funds. 

We appeared to overlook the fact that the "Derby" 
was taking place whilst the meeting was in progress. 
What a glorious excuse to hold a "sweepstake" on 
behalf of Branch funds. 

It was agreed that owing to holidays and children being 
home from school that the meeting scheduled for Wednes
day, 1st August should not take place. Will members 
who were not at the meeting please make a note of this to 
save them a journey only to find an empty room. 
A reminder will be given at our next meeting on Wednes
day, 4th July, 1956. 

FREV. 
* * * 

Folkestone Branch 
The weeks seem to have just flown away since writing a 

month ago. Must have been a pleasant time, you will say. 
It most certainly could have been much worse, but I do 
wish Whitsun weekend could have been a little warmer. 
Anyhow, Monday afternoon did its best to make up for 
Saturday and Sunday, and who am I to grumble. We have 

our cricket, which has had as good a May as anyone 
could wish for, except for the aforementioned cold. Then 
Folkestone has become renowned for wind, and that can't 
always be warm. 

We held our Annual General Meeting on May 11th 
when the faithful few turned up. I'm pleased to state that, 
in spite of all our ups and downs we are quite solvent. 
One change was made from the usual list of officials. 
Major West has asked to be relieved of his duties as 
Chairman. This does not mean that he intends to give 
up work for the Branch. Far from it. He is to be a Vice
President and will attend as often as he possibly can. 

Mr. W. Brunger is to be the new Chairman, with Mr. 
Len Bryson as his deputy. 

Our evergreen Secretary is still in office. 
Hereabouts may I be permitted to appeal to the mem

bers to do their utmost to support the new Chairman 
and give him something to write about. 

Major West filled his car last Saturday evening when 
taking some of us to see the final of the darts competition. 
Another really good evening. This function has surely 
come to stay, judging by the attendance and enthusiasm. 
Congratulations to Sittingbourne on a clear cut win. 

I was glad to see Fred Cox and to hear that his knee is 
much better. I hope it will soon be quite well again, 
because inactivity is not one of Fred's strongest virtues. 
Like the rest of those present, we enjoyed every moment 
of the entertainment provided by a very clever and 
amusing artist. 

May I say how much we appreciate the efforts of those 
who do so much for us when we attend these most pleasant 
occasions. 

Now for news of our invalids. I hear that Jack Drury 
is somewhat better but still not very well, and "Polly" 
Hollands is still progressing, although this will be slow by 
any standard. 

By the time this is in circulation, Remembrance Sunday 
will not be too far away. Let me appeal to all who possibly 
can to turn up for this. 

* * * 

Sandwich Branch 
The general monthly meeting was held at the Drill 

Hall on Wednesday, May 2nd, 1956, at 8 p.m. Major 
F. W. Tomlinson presided and fourteen members were 
present. 

The Minutes of the previous meeting were read and 
confirmed. 

Apologies were received from our ViceChairman, 
Lieut.Col. N. S. Hart, Messrs. A. Elvery, G. Spicer, E. 
Harvey, H. Scarbrough and A. Bundock. 

Correspondence included a letter of thanks from 
H.Q. for the Branch's donation to the Museum Fund. 

Mr. M. F. Parsons wrote thanking the Branch for their 
enquiries regarding a film show at Sandwich, and stated 
that he would be very pleased to give us a show on the 
3rd October, and by that time he hoped to have some 
additional films of The Buffs. Mr. Parsons also stated 
that he was only too pleased to put on a show for his 
fellowmembers of the Past and Present Association. 

It was agreed to book the Guildhall for this event, 
as the seating arrangements, etc., would be more suitable 
for the occasion. It was also agreed to invite the Ramsgate, 
Margate and Herne Bay Branches, and the Sandwich 
Detachment of the T.A., to attend. 
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Good wholesome BEER 

The best 
long: drink 
in the world ! 
WHEN YOU'VE WORKED HARD you need more than 
a cool, refreshing drink — you need a good glass of beer. 

Beer refreshes you all right — but it does much more 
than that. It's an invigorating drink. Beer bucks you 
up as well as cools you down. Malt, hops and yeast — 
there's a lot of good stuff goes into the brewing of your 
afterwork pint. No wonder people say it's the best 
long drink in the world 1 

ISSUED BY THE BREWERS' SOCIETY . 42 PORTMAN SQUARE, LONDON, W.I. 
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Regimental Histories of The Buffs 
The following Histories may be obtained from the Administration 
Officer, Depot The Buffs, New Infantry Barracks,Canterbury 

HISTORICAL RECORDS OF THE BUFFS 
1572—1704 

by H. R. KNIGHT 
Out of print. Second hand copies available from time to time 

1704—1814 and 1814—1914 
by C. R. B. KNIGHT 

In Two Parts  £1 Is. 3d. Post free 

1919—1948 
by C. R. B. KNIGHT 

£1 5s. Post free 

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE BUFFS 
by E. FOSTER HALL 

Revised edition  2/6 Post free 

"DRUMS AND DRUMMERS" 
by G. R. HOWE 

Price 2/2 Post free 

FORM OF LEGACY 

(to be included in a will, or as a codicil thereto). 

I BEQUEATH to the Colonel for the time being of The Buffs the sum 

of £ : : free from all duties in aid of the general object 

of the Central Fund (Colonel of The Buffs), for which legacy the Receipt of 

such Colonel shall be a sufficient discharge to my Executors. 

Signature 

Maintain your 
service to 

Queen and Country 
in civilian life 

Join the British Legion 
4* 

The Legion cooperates with your regi
mental association and speaks for all 

exservice men and women 

BRITISH LEGION, 49 PAUL MALL, S.W.1 
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KNOWN IN KENT 
SINCE WATERLOO 

VYE&SON 
L I M I T  E  D  

audi 
for 

UNIFORM 
Quality Tailored 

Garments 

Reasonable Prices 

Facilities for Payment 

Send for Illustrated 
Brochure 

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS, LONDON, W.C.2 
Telephone: TEMple Bar 1814 

OUR REPRESENTATIVES VISIT ALL DEPOTS 

Branches: Aldershot, Amesbury, Bournemouth, Camberley, Cam
bridge, Chester, Exeter, Folkestone, Newark, Oxford, Isle of Man 

Redruth, Richmond (Yorks). 

Have YOU — 
a Printing Problem ? 

then Solve it by ringing 

CANTERBURY  -  2107  

or by visiting the offices of 

GIBBS & SONS 
16  ORANGE  STREET  

CANTERBURY 

Beaneys — 
THE BUTCHERS FOR THE 

GARRISON SINCE 1921 
(EXBUFF) 

You'll find us in Military Road 
— 23 bus passes the door — 

F. R. Beaney 
22a MILITARY ROAD, CANTERBURY 

TELEPHONE 2827 

Become a subscriber to 

"The Dragon" 

and keep in touch with 

Regimental news and old friends 
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I J. H. & J. BROOKE, Ltd. 
^ IMPORTERS AND BOTTLERS OF FINE WINES 

By Appointment FOR OVER 150 YEARS 

To H.M. Queen Elizabeth II 
Wine Merchants LONDON 

27  CLEMENTS LANE,  E .C .4  
T e l e p h o n e :  M A N s i o n  H o u s e ,  5 3 0 1  ( 2  l i n e s )  &  7 0 9 7  

FOLKESTONE 
1 3 4  SANDGATE ROAD 
T e l e p h o n e :  F o l k e s t o n e  3 1 2 3  (2 l i n e s )  

HYTHE,KENT 
78  HIGH STREET 
T e l e p h o n e :  66301 

Delivery by our own vans in London, Folkestone, 
Hythe, and many parts of the Home Counties. 

UNIFORM TAILORING BY 

CIVIL and MILITARY TAILORS and OUTFITTERS 

97 New Bond Street, London, W.l 
GROsvenor 5016/7/8 

AND AT 
ALDERSHOT  CAMBERLEY  CATTERICK CAMP  CHESTER 

Appointed Tailors to your Regiment 

REPRESENTATIVES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 

PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN BY GIBBS AND SONS ORANGE STREET CANTERBURY 
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CONWAY WILLIAMS 
T H E  M A Y F A I R  T A I L O R  

48 BROOK ST., MAYFAIR, LONDON, W.l. 
(Opposite Claridge's Hotel) 

AND 

3 9  L O N D O N  R O A D ,  G A M B E R L E Y  

Morning and Evening Wear, Court and Military Dress for all occasions 
Hunting, Sports and Lounge Kits 

All Cloths cut by expert West End Cutters and made exclusively by hand 
in our Mayfair Workshops by the Best English Tailors 

REGIMENTAL TAILORS TO THE BUFFS 

Telephones s Telegrams 
Mayfair 0945—Camberley 498 "Militaila Wesdo, London" 

(̂ ?yU)̂ JlAK>+Al<rtrrC 
—  " P h o t o g r a p h s "  —  

C A N T E R B U R Y  
Phone 3637 

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING 

Military Portraits 
PICTURE FRAMING 

WHETHER IT'S 
STATIONERY, BOOKS, OFFICE 
FURNITURE, TYPEWRITERS, 
LEATHER OR FANCY GOODS 

GET IT AT 

39/40 HIGH STREET  CANTERBURY 

Castings for Industry 

Wel l known  in  t h e  sh ipbu i l d ing ,  

a i r c r a f t  and  o the r  i ndus t r i e s ,  STONE ' S  

c a s t i ngs  a r e  a l so  supp l i ed  t o  g en e r a l  

eng inee r i ng  f i rms  — fo r  whom an  

exce l l en t  s e rv i ce  ex i s t s .  C as t i ngs  o f  

a l l  d e sc r i p t i ons  — in  b r a s s ,  b ronze ,  

and  a lumin ium and  magnes ium a l l o y s  

— a re  p r oduced  unde r  l abo ra to ry  

con t ro l ,  w i th  fu l l  mach in ing  f ac i l i t i e s  

ava i l ab l e  i f  r e qu i r e d .  

J. STONE & CO. (CHARLTON) LTD. 
Main Works Branch Works 

WOOLWICH ROAD, S.E.7. THE CANAL, GRAVESEND 

(Greenwich 3277) (Gravesend 5247) 
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The Past and Present Association 
Headquarters: DEPOT, THE BUFFS 
Telephone: CANTERBURY 4764. 

Branch 
1. 1st Bn., The Buffs 
2. 4th Bn., The Buffs 
3. ASHFORD 

4. LONDON 

5. DOVER 

6. WEALD 

7. MEDWAY 

8. SITTINGBOURNE 

9. RAMSGATE 

10. MARGATE 

11. HYTHE 

12. CANTERBURY 

13. HERN? BAY 

14. FOLKESTONE 

15. SANDWICH 

16. FAVERSHAM 

17. BRIGHTON. 

18. DENMARK 

Chairman: BRIGADIER J. G. NICHOLSON, C.B.E. Secretary: LIEUT.COL. E. V. ARGLES. 

Meeting Dates and Places 

First Saturday in each month, The Invicta, 
Godington Road. 

Third Saturday in each month, Prince 
Alfred Restaurant, Tufton §lreefc,. West; 
minster/7.30 p.m.'4* * '" v " ' 

First Thursday in each month, "Eagle 
Hotel", London Road, Dover, 7.45 p.m. 

HAWKHURST SUBAREA. /Third Thursday 
in each month, British Legion House, 
Hawkhurst, 7.45 p.m. 

Third Saturday in each month, The Two 
Brewers, High Street, Rochester, 8 p.m. 

First Friday in each month. Drill Hall, 
East Street, 7.30 p.m. 

Third Friday in each month, Freemason's 
Tavern, Ramsgate, 8 p.m. 

First Wednesday in each month, Drill Hall, 
Hawley Square, 8 p.m. 

Last Wednesday in each month, The Star, 
Stade Street, 7.30 p.m. . 

Fourth Friday in each month, Drill Hall, St. 
Peter's Lane, Canterbury, 8 pim. ;f 

Second Monday in each month, British 
Legion Club, May Lt>4g^, 8 p.m. 

Second Friday in each month, Guildhall 
Hotel, 8 p.m. 

First Wednesday in each month, Drill Hall, 
8 p.m. 

First Monday in each month, Carpenters 
Arms, Eastling, 7.30 p.m. 

Second Monday in each month, R.E. 
Record Social Club, The College, Ditch
ling Road, Brighton, 8 p.m. 

First Monday in each month. 

Chairman 
SecondinCommand 
SecondinCommand 
Mr. A. Mills 

Mr. R. W. Billings 

Mr. T. Noakes 

BRANCHES 
Secretary 

R.S.M. 
R.S.M. 
Mr. A. C. Mills, 20 Waterman House 

Godfrey Walk, Ashford, Kent. 
Mr. H. J. Scott, 1 Oxford Road, Carshalton, 

Surrey. 

Mr. C. Collins, "Haven", Meadway, Minnis 
Lane, River, Dover. 

Col. E. B. Burns, T.D. Mr. H. D. Day, 3 Pittlesden, Tenterden. 

Mr. F. J. Cox 

Col. D. J. Dean, v.c., T.D. 

Mr. J. Johnson 

Mr. B. H. Breed 

Mr. J. T. J. Green 

Lt.Col. E. J. Evans 

Mr. H. Davey 

Mr. W. Brunger 

Major F. W. Tomlinson 

Capt. J. Green 

Capt. M. de J. Creswick 

Mr. H. A. J. Brand, 83 Delce Road, 
Rochester. 

Capt. C. A. Grant, The Firs, Key Street, 
Sittingbourne. 

Mr. J. R. Hogben, 189 St. Lukes Avenue, 
Ramsgate 

Mr. J. H. Shakeshaft, 14 Alexandra Road, 
Broadstairs 

Mr. H. Thompson, 4 Hillside Court, Hythe 

Major H. E. Chambers, 59 Hillside Avenue, 
Canterbury Canterbury 5118 

Mr. A. Trice, 23 Queen's Gardens, Herne 
Bay 

Mr. H. Fordred, 36 Fernbank Crescent, 
Folkestone. 

Mr. H. Taylor, 19 Paradise Row, Sandwich. 

Mr. R. C. Croucher, 10 Glebe Houses, 
Eastling, Faversham. 

Mr. W. Kinsey, 44 Rotherfield Crescent, 
Brighton. 

Capt. M. Iversen Mr. P. Berendt, Ostergade 22, Copen
hagen K. 

The Association exists to foster Comradeship and to give a helping hand to those in distress. 
Membership is open to all who are serving or who have served in The Buffs. 
Subscription rates are:— 

Life Membership: Officers £2. Other Ranks £1. 
Annual Membership: Officers 5/. Other Ranks 2/6. 
Entrance Fee: 1/. 

Branch 
1. LONDON 

2. DOVER 

3. FOLKESTONE 

4. MEDWAY 

5. SITTINGBOURNE 

6. CANTERBURY 

7. RAMSGATE 

Chairman 
Mrs. L. Coley 

LADIES' GUILD 
President: MRS. V. BOUCHER 

Secretary 
Mrs. J. Tucker, 12 Chestnut Close, Oak

wood, London, N.14. 

Mrs. J. Crookenden, J.P. Mrs. Wraight, 93 Markland Road, Dover. 

Mrs. Coote 

Mrs. King Holt 

Mrs. M. E. Dean 

Mrs. E. H. F. Watts 

Miss M. Cayley 

Mrs. Kay Mantell, 5 Page Place, Folkestone. 

Mrs. W. T. Brooker, 67 Malvern Road, 
Gillingham, Kent. 

Mrs. J. Ravensdale, 10 Railway Terrace, 
Sittingbourne. 

Mrs. E. R. Chambers, 59 Hillside Avenue, 
Canterbury. 

Mrs. T. E. Divers, 29 Winstanley Crescent, 
Ramsgate. 

Meeting Dates and Places 
First Saturday ; in , each: month, /Brinqc 

Alfred Restaurant, Tufton Street, SAV. 1, 
6.30 p.m. 

First Thursday in each month, Belgrave 
Hall, Belgrave Road, Dover. 3 p.m. 

Every other Wednesday, Drill Hall, Shellons 
Street, Folkestone, 3.30 p.m. 

Fourth Tuesday in each month, Foresters' 
Hall, King Street, Gillingham, 2.30 p.m. 

Third Wednesday in each month. Drill 
Hall, East Street, Sittingbotitne, 6.45 p.m. 

First Wednesday in each month, Families 
Welfare Hut, New Infantry Barracks, 
2.30 p.m. 

First Friday in each month, Freemasons 
Tavern, 7,30 p.m. 
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T H E  D R A G O N  

BY APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN 

GOLDSMITHS & CROWN JEWELLERS 

The Badge of your Regiment 

GARRARD & CO. LTD. 
(formerly The Goldsmiths 
Silversmiths Company Ltd.) have 
for many years specialised 
in the production of 
badge jewellery. 

The Buffs 
Gold and Enamel 
Home £7 0 0 
Export £5 10 0 

Here is illustrated the badge 
of your Regiment, 
fashioned into a brooch, and 
produced in gold and enamel, 
if desired, these very attractive 
brooches can be set with 
diamonds or other precious stones 
for which designs and estimates 
arc submitted without charge, 
Great care is taken to ensure 
correctness of detail, and expert 
workmanship is assured. 

GARRARD & CO. LTD. 
Crown Jewellers 
formerly THE GOLDSMITHS & 
SILVERSMITHS COMPANY LTD. 

112 REGENT STREET  LONDON  W.i 
TELEPHONE: RECENT 3021 

b 
CIVIL AND 
MILITARY TAILORS 

Approved Badges for R.W.K. 
Regiment 

SILK 8/3 & 26/ WIRE 57/6 
(post free) 

W. G. SHARP & SON LTD. 
6 Gabriels Hill 

MAIDSTONE 
and at BROADSTAIRS 

S A C C O N E  &  

& Cicfars 
S P E E D .  LTD 

52 SACKV1LLE ST. $ J $ \  L O N D O N ' .  Y V .  1 . 
EST A—§—' 1839 

TRADING THROUGHOUT THE WORLD 

* t(/X^4iXsri 7 

I v i j  
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Vague—ask for 

Halo 
NO FINER WHISKY GOES 

INTO ANY BOTTLE 

When you're posted abroad, by 
air or sea, remember that there is 
a Jine selection of Peek Frean 's 

biscuits at your destination. 

P E E K  F R E A N  
Makers of Famous Biscuits 

'there's alwaysxtime for Nescafe' 

made right in the cup 

NESCAFE 
I O O X  P U R E  I N S T A N T  C O F F E E  Nttcafe II a regiittred t'adt murk 

to dtiignau NtstU't imtant cofftt. 

Don't be 
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Whichever way you shave 

PALMOLIVE 
gives you Perfect Shaving 

There's something about a soldier, even when he's out 
of uniform, that makes him stand out. Something 
about the way he walks—head up, shoulders back; 
something about the pride he takes in his personal 
appearance. On parade or in civvies, he's smart right 
down to his Kiwi shine. 

KIWI 
It's the soldier 's polish 

K I W I  P U T S  L I F E  I N T O  L E A T H E R  

You're sure of a shave that's really smooth and long 

lasting when you shave with Palmolive. Even with 

cold water you get a closer, more comfortable shave; 

and with Palmolive Shaving Creams you get more 

shaves with every blade. The secret lies in the special 

blend of Palmolive oils, specially designed to soothe 

and smooth your skin. Try a tube today. 

For extra smoothness 
and comfort! 

Quickest, 
easiest shave of all! 

PALMOLIVE 
LATHER CREAM 

PALMOLIVE 
BRUSHLESS 

There's 
something 
about a 
soldier... 
EVEN WHEN HE'S 

OUT OF UNIFORM 
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Post free — 
14/ per annum 

7/ 6 months 
3/6 3 months, 

WriteEditor 
Depot, The Buffs 

Canterbury 

A PAPER FOR 

THE BUFFS 

MEN OF KENT Telephone 4764 

No. 680 JULY, 1956 Price ; One Shilling 

Members- Association of Service Newspapers. 

Advertisement Agents: Service Newspapers Ltd., 67/68 Jermyn Street, St. James's, London, S.W.1. 

E D I T O R I A L  
THE Deputy Colonel of the Regiment, in his 

capacity as Chairman, Past and Present 
Association, has received the following 

message from the Colonel of the Regiment:— 
"I am most grateful to you and all members 

of the Past and Present Association for your 
very kind thought in sending a message of good 
wishes to the ship. All Branches will be con
tinuously in my thoughts during my mission to 
America." 

* * * 

The affiliation between the Royal Danish Life 
Guards and ourselves found expression in the 
following exchange of messages of good will:—

"The Colonel and all ranks of The Buffs 
send their warm greetings and congratulations on 
this the occasion of the two hundred and ninety
eighth anniversary of your Regiment." 

* * * 

"On behalf of officers and men of the Royal 
Danish Life Guards 1 express sincere thanks 
for the kind congratulations from you and all 
ranks of The Buffs on the occasion of the 298th 
anniversary of my regiment. 

Signed: S. FREISLEBEN." 
* * * 

The Editor and his wife, whilst on leave, made 
a very enjoyable trip to Greenwich by steamer 
from Westminster Pier. The journey down the 
Thames is in itself fascinating, and the time 
spent at the Palace of Greenwich, now the Royal 
Naval College and Maritime Museum, is packed 
with historical interest. For the information of 
those who may be inclined to make this trip, 
there is a very good restaurant in the Museum. 
It is hoped to write a fuller account in a sub
sequent number of The Dragon. 

The«Secretary, Past and Present Association, 
accepted the invitation of the Governor of the 
Royal Hospital, Chelsea, to Secretaries of Regi
mental Associations, to see the Hospital and the 
way of life of InPensioners. There are vacancies 
at the Hospital and, as the Adjutant explained, 
more old soldiers might apply for admission if 
they knew how happy and comfortable were the 
conditions. 

* * * 

The Woolwich Tattoo takes place at the 
Stadium from the 12th15th September. The 
programme is to be more varied than ever, with 
the traditional items from the Royal Regiment of 
Artillery. 

* * * 

Another Tattoo which should be worth a visit 
is that at Deal, by the Royal Marines, on the 
3rd, 4th and 5th August. 

* * * 

Ramsgate Branch recently sponsored the 
formation of yet another branch of the, Ladies' 
Guild, which we welcome. Miss M. Cayley is 
the Chairman, with Mrs. T. E. Divers and Mrs. 
E. Hogben as Secretary and Treasurer res
pectively. 

* * * 

The Depot Commander, as Chairman of the 
Canterbury Cricket Week Ball Committee/would 
appreciate any gifts as raffle prizes for this year's 
Ball. In addition to our own Benevolent Fund, 
those who will benefit are the National Fund 
for Poliomyelitis Research and The Sunshine 
Home for Blind Children. 

Continued on p. 171 



T H E  D R A G O N  

Personalia 
XT 7E are very pleased to know that Major 
yy E. L. C. Ealmann and Major U. H. B. 

Alexander have been selected to com
mand the 1st and 4th Battalions respectively 
when the tenures of Lieut.Col. H. R. Grace and 
Lieut.Col. G. R. D. Hews expire. 

* * * 

Congratulations to Major D. P. R. Barrett on 
promotion to that rank and to 2/Lieut. J. E. 
Hardy to Lieutenant. Also to Capt. S. J. Squire 
on a vacancy at the Staff College. 

* * * 

It was very nice to see Brigadier J. F. Connolly 
on a flying visit. He 'was attending a twoday 
course at Chatham and was in his usual good 
form. 

* * * 
s 

Lieut.Col. and Mrs. E. Hudson Allen have 
moved into their new home, Dorking House, 
Broad Street, Alresford, Hants. 

* * * 

Brigadier and Mrs. F. W. B. Parry have settled 
temporarily at The Old Parsonage, Frieth, 
HenleyonThames. 

He He He 

Colonel and Mrs. D. J. Dean were at the 
Queen's review of V.C.s. Colonel Dean was of 
course among the holders on parade. 

Others there were Lieut.Col. and Mrs. 
Cremer; two of Mrs. Cremer's brothers won 
the award posthumously in World War I; and 
Mr. T. Cotter, brother of the late Cpl. W. R. 
Cotter, The Buffs, who died in 1916 before it 
was possible to present his award. 

The Vicar of Sandgate, the Rev. J. C. Gethin
Jones, M.c., paid homage to Cpl. Cotter, a 
former resident, at a special service. Among 
those present were Mrs. M. Cotter (the V.C.'s 
sisterinlaw), Colonel J. V. R. Jackson, Major 
A. A. West and Mr. W. Brunger, Chairman 
Folkestone Branch, Past and Present Association., 

* * * 

Mr. E. A. Silk paid us a visit recently when on 
a holiday from the States, where he has lived 
since leaving the Regiment twentyeight years 
ago. He served in the 2nd Battalion in Fermoy. 

* H« * 

Captain H. F. Strand, late Corporal in the 
2nd Battalion, 192229, has become the licensee 
of "The Walnut Tree", Yalding, where Buffs 
will always be welcome. 

We congratulate Boy C.S.M. A. Prudence on 
his promotion to Boy R.S.M. of the Infantry 
Boys Battalion. He is due to report to the Depot 
on manservice next month. 

* * * 

We are very glad to hear that MajorGeneral 
H. de R. Morgan returned home at the begin
ning of the month. 

Major F. de R. Morgan and family were due 
to reach England on the 17th July. 

Hs sfc Hs 

We hear from Major C. S. Field that he 
recently met Miss McDouall at Mrs. Power's. 

* He * 

Lieut.Col. J. Crookenden is in the Kent and 
Canterbury Hospital with a slight embolism, 
but is going on well. 

* * * 

The Old Stagers are playing the following 
during the Cricket Week:—Monday and 
Wednesday) Spring Meeting, an Irish comedy; 
Tuesday and Thursday, Dial M for Murder, a 
thriller; and on Friday, Harlequinade, by 
Terence Rattigan, followed by the Epilogue. 

Hs H« Hs 

The Colonel of the Regiment, before leaving 
for Washington, invited Major F. W. Tomlinson 
to serve, together with the O.C. Depot, on the 
Memorial Chapel Committee. 

* * * 

We record with great regret the death of Lieut.
Col. R. M. Watson in Johannesburg on 27th 
June; also of Lieut.Col. C. S. F. Witts, Mayor 
of Margate, on 1st July; and of Lieut.Col. 
L. H. Dismore on 21st June at Preston. 

We offer our sincere sympathy to the families. 
* H« Hs 

Those who knew them will be sorry also to 
have heard of the deaths of MajorGeneral 
P. J. Macksey, who commanded the 3rd Inf. 
Bde. at Bordon in 1934, and of Sir Harry Haig, 
a former Governor of the United Provinces of 
India. 

* * * 

Another old Buff, Mr. T. Randall, exSergeant 
l/5th Battalion, 191418, died recently in 
Australia soon after returning from a visit to 
England. We extend sympathy to his widow. 

* * * 

STOP PRESS. Very sincere congratulations to 
Major and Mrs. J. T. R. Prestige on the birth 
of a son and heir. 
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T H E  D R A G O N  

DEATHS 
MACKESY.—On June 8th, 1956, suddenly at East 

Cowes, Isle of Wight, MajorGeneral P. J. 
Mackesy, C.B., D.S.O., of Southwold, Suffolk, 
dearly loved husband and father. 

HAIG.—On June 14th, 1956, at his home, Vale
lands, Oxted, Surrey, Harry Graham Haig, 
K.C.S.L, C.I.E., I.C.E. (retired), very dear hus
band of Violet. 

DISMORE.—On June 21st, 1956, very suddenly, at 
his home, The Lodge, Preston, near Canter
bury, and late of 16 Cherry Drive, Canterbury, 
Leonard Henry Dismore, O.B.E., T.D., late 
Lieut.Col., The Buffs, and British Consul at 
Macao, South China, aged 49. 

WATSON.—On June 27th, 1956, in hospital in 
Johannesburg, Lieut.Col. Reginald Murray 

. Watson, late The Buffs (East Kent Regt.), 
aged 60 years, dearly loved youngest son of 
the late Lieut.Col. S. Watson, Royal Artillery, 
and the Honble. Mrs. Watson, of Balling
arrane, Clonmel, Co. Tipperary. 

WITTS.—On July 1st, 1956, the Worshipful the 
Mayor of Margate, Lieut.Col. C. S. F. Witts, 
O.B.E., T.D., J.P., c.c. 

* * * 

Obituary 
LIEUT.COLONEL REGINALD MURRAY 

WATSON 

LIEUT.COLONEL Watson served in the 
Regiment during the 191418 War but left 
the Service at the end of 1920 and went into 

business in Paris. He later went to South Africa 
but returned for the 193945 War and saw 
service in North Africa. He ceased to be re
employed in December, 1945. He had been in 
hospital in Johannesburg for a year or so before 
his death. 

* * Hs 

LIEUT.COLONEL CHARLES SYDNEY 
FORSTER WITTS, O.B.E., T.D., J.P., C.C. 
Lieut.Colonel Witts joined the l/4th Battalion 

before the 191418 War, when on the Staff of 
the then Capital and Counties Bank, Ramsgate. 
He went with his Battalion to India; at the end 
of the War he continued his banking career and 
at his retirement was manager of Lloyds Bank, 
Cliftonville. He played a great part in local 
affairs and it was to this untiring energy that his 
last illness was due. He had overtaxed his 
strength on a goodwill mission, as Mayor of 
Margate, to Margate, Natal. He was an Alder
man, a Magistrate, and a County Councillor. 

A man of charming personality, he was always 
ready to take a joke against himself. He will be 
affectionately remembered by a host of friends. 

Lieut.Colonel G. R. D. Hews and Officers of 
the 4th Battalion, and also ' Lieut.Colonels 
G. R. Howe and E. V. Argles attended the funeral 
service. 

# * * 

LIEUT.COLONEL LEONARD HENRY 
DISMORE, O.B.E., T.D. 

Lieut.Colonel Dismore enlisted in the 4th 
Battalion in 1938, receiving his commission soon 
afterwards. He was one of the last British 
soldiers to be evacuated from Dunkirk in 1940. 
He later served in the Gold Coast and with the 
Special Operations Executive, working with the 
French Resistance Movement, being awarded 
the Legion d'honeur and Croix de guerre, and the 
American Medal of Freedom. At the time of 
his sudden death he was British Consul at Macao, 
South China, and was at home on leave. 

* * * 

Future Events 
Aug. 4—10. CANTERBURY CRICKET WEEK, ST. 

LAWRENCE GROUND. 
12. SERVICE OF REMEMBRANCE, CATHEDRAL. 

Sept. 8. LONDON BRANCH DINNER AND DANCE. 
15. REGIMENTAL AND EXECUTIVE COM

MITTEES. 
PAST AND PRESENT ASSOCIATION, AN

NUAL GENERAL MEETING. 
21. THE BUFFS OFFICERS' REUNION CLUB 

DINNER, CONNAUGHT ROOMS, LON
DON) W.C;2: 

Oct. 7. ASSOCIATION FISHING COMPETITION, 
RAMSGATE. 

13. 6TH BATTALION (191418) DINNER. 
Apply to Mr. R. W. Billings, 14 
Hornfair Road, Charlton, S.E.7. 

27. 1/4TH BUFFS (191419) REUNION DIN
NER, DRILL HALL, ST. PETER'S LANE, 
CANTERBURY. Further details will 
be announced later. 

Nov. 3. RAMSGATE BRANCH DINNER. 

Continued from p. 169 
For eating in London, we would recommend 

the S.F. Grill in Denman Street, just off Piccadilly 
Circus. This restaurant has been under the same 
owner, Mr. Sydney Freeman, for over thirty 
years. It is attractive, the food beautifully pre
pared, and above all extremely inexpensive by 
present standards. We speak from personal 
knowledge over most of the time the restaurant 
has been established. 
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When you're 
thirsty 

drink cool, 
refreshing 

Next time you're feeling hot and tired, drop into 
the NAAFI Bar and have a glass of Quosh. 
You'll find it refreshes you wonderfully. In Quosh 
there's just the right amount of energygiving 
sugar, blended perfectly with luscious fruit juice 
to make a really delicious drink. 

D R I N K  Q U O S H  A T  H O M E  T O O  
Children love Quosh. Make sure 
there's a bottle in the cupboard. 
Then you've got refreshment 
handy any time you want it. 
Quosh is on sale in the NAAFI 

top—2lgd. a bottle, plus 3d. 
dab' bottle deposit, 

return. 
refundable on 

Quosh 
The Fruit Squash that's extrarefreshing 

ORANGE - LEMON - GRAPEFRUIT - LIME - ORANGE BARLEY - LEMON BARLEY 

Obtainable from your N.A.A.F.I. in Ilb. and 80*. 
flavour sealed tins, also 4oz. and loz. airtight packs 

H .  S .  W H I T E S I D E  &  C O .  L T D ,  L O N D O N ,  S E I  

Branston Pickle 

that you so 

much enjoy—now 

has a new cap 

to its bottle. 

Screwon. Handier. 

Much cleaner. 

Same deliciouf 

Branston Pickk 

inside, of course! 

fate! 
H a v e  y o u  a l s o  t r i e d  C r o s s e  &  B l a c k w e l l  
s o u p s ,  b e a n s ,  p e a s  a n d  s a u c e s ?  J u s t  t h e  j o b !  
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T H E  D R A G O N  

In the Brigade Athletic Meeting our sympathy 
goes out to Lieut. Ken Cross, who. had a terrible 
time trying to get his team together for any form 
of training while the Battalion was buzzing 
from place to place. Anyway, although we 
only managed third place, our athletes did the 
very best they could be expected to do consider
ing the complete lack of any chance to train. 

On the very same day as the Athletic Meeting, 
"A" and "B" Companies with a proportion of 
"H.Q." Company were on the move to Haltern 
to start the Annual Classification of the Battalion. 
This place is some fifty miles from Wuppertal, 
which made it necessary for a tented camp to be 
put up and run; this of course produced the 
usual nightmare for the Q.M., especially as the 
tents were consigned to the wrong station at the 
last minute and another Battalion had not moved 
out of the camp area on schedule! 

Despite these last minute "flaps", everything 
was ready on schedule. 

The next event of importance was a Massed 
Bands Display at a large stadium in Essen, 
which was put on by 2 Infantry Division for the 
benefit of British troops and German civilians. 
Despite the terrible weather, an enormous 
crowd, running into many thousands, turned up 
and showed their great appreciation of the 
wonderful show of music and colour. It must 
have been the first time that many Germans 
had seen the Scots Guards pipers and the Irish 
Guards band in full dress. 

It was interesting to see Major Salmon, 
Director of Music of the Royal Artillery, con
ducting the massed bands. Many of us remember 
him well as Bandmaster of the 1st Battalion 
before the last War. 

Despite the very full programme for this 
month, there was time for the Officers' Mess to 
give a farewell party to the Officers of the 1st 
Battalion The Suffolk Regiment, who left the 
Brigade at the end of the month. In their place 
we welcome the 1st Battalion The Royal Irish 
Fusiliers. 

One morning during the course of this month, 
Captain Jimmy Juiil, M.C., of the Danish Army, 
paid us a surprise visit. He won his M.C. whilst 
serving with the Battalion in Italy during the last 
War. It was very pleasant for him to find so 
many Officers in the Battalion who had served 
with him in Italy. 

We have had a number of new arrivals during 
the course of this month and to them we extend 
a welcome and hope they enjoy their stay with 
the Battalion. 

The first arrivals were Major and Mrs. Brooke. 
Major Brooke is learning the ropes of the Unit 
Paymaster before taking over that allimportant 
task from Major Bunny Green later in the year, 
He is no new arrival to the Regiment as he 
served in the 5th Battalion during the War. The 
next to arrive were 2/Lieuts. A. Conn, P. Evans, 
R. Freebairn, A. Mason and C. Neame for a 
tour as National Service Officers in the Battalion. . 
This reminds us that our present lot are nearing 
the end of their time. Let us hope that the 
latest arrivals will live up to the extremely high 
standard set by the old. 

To conclude this month's notes, a word of 
congratulation to Captains Mike Ward and Peter 
Mitchell on their elevation to that exalted rank.; 

"A" COMPANY 
Month by month as the Company Dragon notes appear) 

it is the somewhat melancholy task of their writer .to 
record the names and sometimes the deeds of those who 
have left the Company in the past month/ In, "A" 
Company this month the task is a particularly melancholy 
one, for at the end of this month we lose 2/Lieut. Edward 
Brice, Sgt.Major Champion and C/Sgt. Mannering. 
Sgt.Major Champion joined the Company in Kenya in 
November, 1953, and "Colours" arrived in May, 1954, 
also in Kenya. During their time with "A" Company 
they have done much to shape the character of the 
Company, and have both faced many problems both from 
above and below, so to speak, with a sehse of humour 
and an efficiency for which they will be long remembered.1 

Sgt.Major Champion is a renowned teller of humorous 
army stories, of which he has a large number collected 
during 21 years' service; he is one of the few surviving 
benevolent despots of the Company Office. G.Q.M.S. 
Mannering has served the Company well with his storemen 
on many schemes, and has managed to remain cheerful 
even while trying to retrieve whistles and binoculars from 
errant subalterns. . : 

Sgt.Major Champion goes to the Depot on 5th July 
to be C.S.M. of No. 1 Company. C/Sgt. Mannering is 
going to H.Q. Company as C.S.M. 2/Lieut. Edward 
Brice, who has been with "A" Company for almost a
year, has now disappeared and will be found, we hear, 
in Training Company. Mr. Brice (the Baron of "A" 
Company) has also recently got rid of his famous car, 
though he had to go to the extreme of driving it into a 
rock wall while travelling at speqd down the Autobahn. 
He is now busy selling the pieces for scrap and the engine , 
to another officer—we wonder what for? , 

Also this month two new officers have appeared in the 
Company, 2/Lieuts. Peter Evans and Alistair Conn. They 
are beginning to show an interest in Platoon activities 
already and we welcome them to the Company. 

At the beginning of the month Sgt. Lockwood crossed 
noman'sland in the shape of the corridor between "B" 
and "A" Companies; he is now the Platoon Sergeant of 
No. 1 Platoon. 

Several people have left the Company to wear notso
plain clothes in civilian life. They are PtesA Hudson, 
Fuller, Robinson—our old Company runner who never 
actually ran, but sometimes walked very fast at 10,30 in 
the morning—and the veteran Poulter, who put on so; 
much weight as a D.R.O. 
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T H E  D R A G O N  

Pte. Jones is back with us after four months in B.M.H., 
Iserlohn and Hostet, after a tobogganing accident last 
winter. He still has a limp, but we are glad to hear that 
his leg wfll be fully serviceable soon. Pte. Evans has. 
appeared in No. 3 Platoon, and Gorman is back from the 
M.T. in No. 1 Platoon; tact forbids any further comment 
here. 

The Success of our buttmarking at Sennelager has 
resounded far and wide. The Brigade heard about it in 
Brigade Routine Orders, likewise the Division. We are 
eagerly awaiting General and Army Routine Orders. 
Smartness and efficiency were the keynote, and on "B" 
Range at Sennelager when one Brigadier was seen nearby 
the Company marched from the Butts as if they were 
practising for London Duties! 

The Company's classification at Haltern had its lighter 
moments, which included buzzing by R.A.F. jet fighters 
at a height Of about 50 feet, and our Company Com
mander shooting on the wrong target while zeroing an 
L.M.G. ahd accusing all the other 23 firers in turn before 
the truth dawned on him. Finally, and by no means the 
least remarkable we managed to get L/Cpl. Erlynne away 
from the Company Office to shoot at Haltern. It is said 
that he was temporarily blinded when he saw the light of 
day. 

In spite of the radical changes in the Company's 
outward appearance, we assure readers of this chronicle 
that the old spirit remains, and we will be there with 
brimming hipflasks on the remaining schemes this year. 

* * * 
"B" COMPANY 

In one of Shakespeare's plays there is a song which 
starts:— 

"With a heigh ho, the wind iand the rain 
for the rain it raineth every day." 

He certainly knew this part of Germany well! The April 
shower type weather seems to have made some people 
think that Spring is still in the air. Even our Company 
Commander has been seen polishing his car himself. 

Most of our time recently seems to have been concerned 
with shooting; either at the receiving end in the butts 
or on the firing point. At the beginning of the month we 
spent a fortnight helping to run the B.A.O.R. Rifle 
Meeting at Sennelager, becoming very smart butt markers 
in the process. During this time Groombridge, Dobson 
and "Big" Bailey represented the Company in the Battalion 
Shooting team; the latter has now got a certain reputation 
as a conjuror by producing rabbits from under the target 
frames while Butt Marking! 

We welcome a new officer in the shape of 2/Lieut. 
Freebairn to the Company and wish him all the best. 
He arrived just in time to see the end of our Annual 
Classification at Haltern which we can confidently claim 
was completed in record time with gratifying results. 
Even Company H.Q. may now rest securely guarded by. 
a doubles marksman who has found the sword mightier 
than the pen. This is none other than Pte. Kemp. 

While at Haltern we suffered a certain amount from 
the R.A.F. who would insist on flying Venom jets up the 
road and between the trees in the camp. Much admiration 
was aroused by the splendid dove cot, constructed by the 
Company 2 i/c for a visiting pigeon and named "Bomber's 
Roost"; unfortunately the bird failed to return. 

Unfortunately we must again say goodbye to members 
of the Company who are going back to civilian life, Ptes., 
Hall and Duke, who have been with us a long time and 
will be missed. Also leaving us is Pte. Shaw, but we hope 
he will be looking after the Company's interests down at 
Brigade Ration Stores. 

In compensation we now have L/Cpl. Lade back, 
returned from Iserlohn in a vast foot plaster; we have 
yet to see if it is autographed. Finally we must con
gratulate L/Cpl. GethinJones on his appointment and 
sign off until next month. 

* * * 

"C" COMPANY 
The familiar trek to Sennelager was once more made 

by the Company for the B.A.O.R. Rifle Meeting. We 
feel that the German Police must appreciate that the 
scenery on a much travelled route becomes all too familiar 
for they sent us round a winding Umleitung over atrocious 
roads which gave us the chance to see and indeed smell a 
different part of the country. The Company was quartered 
in what might once have been a stable decorated by 
artistic if occasionally indelicate murals. Sgt. Cribben 
was shooting for the W.O.s and Sergeants' team which 
unfortunately had an off day. Pte. Stephenson shot in 
the successful Young Soldiers' team and' L/Gpl. Sheridan 
in the equally successful Sterling team. iA lot of work, 
which contributed greatly to the smooth running of the 
meeting, was put in by the familiar figure of. a certain 
Captain Crockett of the 40th Pernod Rifles. . 

On 14th June the Company took part in Exercise 
"Fleuve Vert" which was a Rhine Crossing exercise 
organised mainly for the Rhine Squadron, Krefeld. As 
the Company set out the convoy was of the proportions 
of Chipperfield's Circus on tour for we had a large number 
of weird shaped vehicles under command. There were 
three 40 mm. Bofors on tractors, two scammels and a D7, 
a tentonner and an ambulance in addition to the usual 
Company vehicles. We made two crossings and our 
opinion of the organizers went up when it was discovered 
that we embarked beside one pub and disembarked 
beside two more. Slight excitement was caused by the 
sight of a Marine falling in for the current was wicked, 
but he was lucky enough to be fished out unharmed. 
Some people got their feet wet when jumping from the 
bows of their vessel on landing into a foot of water. 
Sgt. Harris who was wearing regulation water wings 
escaped undrowned but was heard to remark an hour 
later to the ColourSergeant that he had to swim for it. 
We are expecting him to claim to have swum the Atlantic 
any day now. The food was very good except that 2/Lieut. 
Jonas, in a hungry moment, pinched 18 tins of treacle 
pudding from our rations. We hope it choked him. 

In the Brigade Athletics Meeting L/Cpl. Coate dis
tinguished himself by winning the Shot. He also played 
cricket for B.A.O.R. against the South Australians. He 
bowled very accurately as his figures of 29 overs, one 
wicket for 39 runs prove. 

Pte. Purdy has returned from his honeymoon with a 
sore foot which has puzzled us. 

The revival of the Company swear box seems to have 
put a great strain on some of our senior N.C.O.s. Sgt. 
Harris lost a quick fourpennyworth on his heroic swim. 

There have been the usual comings and goings. We 
welcome to the Company C/Sgt. Gaskill, who has come 
to us from Mons O.C.S. More recently there has been a 
wave of new officers, 2/Lieuts. Willett, Mason and Neame. 
We are thinking of forming an officers' platoon. A number 
of the Company have left us. L/Cpl. Rix has completed 
22 years' loyal service with the Buffs. He was unfortunate 
to suffer four years as a Japanese P.O.W., and it is a great 
tribute to him that at the age of 45 he could still outmarch 
most of the Company. He is taking up market gardening. 
L/Cpl. Sedgewick and Pte. Greening have each completed 
five years with the Battalion.. We trust that L/Cpl. 
Sedgewick will not sue the Company for the loss of some 
of his hair. Also among the oldstagers of the Company 
who have left us is Pte. Turner 21, better known as Fuzz. 
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T H E  D R A G O N  
M.T. 

This has been a very eventful month for the M.T. who 
are going through a transitional stage. Many events 
that shook the platoon from its normal docile state will 
not be reported for fear of the heavens opiehihg and the 
scribe being conveyed to that abode known as "Charlie's 
Ranch".? ; 

The purge forecast in the last edition of The JDragon 
proved to be a correct one. The changes have not yet 
been as drastic as were planned, but are under way. The 
results so far have been Confusion as all our old N.C.O.s 
with few exceptions are being released from the M.T. 
New men from companies have been nominated to succeed 
them, but have been slow to put in an appearaftce. Other 
N.C.O.s have disappeared to Borden for courses or on 
leave just to add to the tumult. ' 

At last some of thfc prayers from the office have been 
answered^ We have had a new telephone installed so do 
not suffer from breaks in our telephonic communications; 
instead we; are being driven mad t by; the constant ring of 
the: phone. The other addition was a new Adler type
writer; and our old Imperial has been B.L.R.d for a 
much needed rest. There is now only one thing lacking, 
and that is good office accommodation. Vainly do we 
hope for room to be found to centralize our scattered 
offices. 

Once again the call of exercises has drained our resources 
in man power and vehicles. First the B.A.O.R. rifle 
meeting, then the annual range course at Haltern has 
prevented a large scale drive to improve the vehicle 
maintenance. We only hope that for a break soon so 
that all small jobs on the vehicles can be completed before 
they are forced to be sent to workshops for repair. 

From the sparse reports gathered on the return from 
Sennelager, we learnt that C/Sgt. Vaughan had great fun 
playing with his bows and arrows while the rest of the 
platoon worked hard. We hear that he kindled a little 
interest in the sport, which was greatly increased after a 
visit from a Canadian Sergeant, who claimed that he had 
never used a bow, and to the discomfort of "Robin Hood" 
Vaughan proved to be a "marksman". 

After the return to barracks it was found that a bill 
had to be sent to the Command Secretariat for the cost 
of the mileage done while engaged on the ranges. Judging 
by the size of the bill, one wonders how many unnecessary 
miles were driven. It has been put forward as a suggestion, 
for which there is circumstantial evidence, that other 
members of the Battalion became very "cabby" and our 
drivers had to surrender their vehicles to them. At the 
moment no substantial damage has been reported to the 
vehicles through these unauthorised practises. 

During the last days of the past month strange tales 
were flying round the sections about having to draw 
worktickets from the guard room. Somehow the rumour 
was spread that the M.T. clerks wanted new offices, and 
Jiad chosen different cells in the guard room. We are 
pleased to report they are still to be found in their 
old haunts and have no desire to move into that 
accommodation. 

Leave is still a major topic among the sections because 
some of the office staff have suddenly managed to slip 
away for a quick break. Some drivers are asking how 
it's done. The answer given is that it is all done with 
mirrors. We now have many perplexed drivers trying 
to think up new stories to tell the company commander 
so that they can get more leave. 

M.M.G, PLATOON ; * 
Wedding bells have been ringing this month for Sgt; 

Baverstock. No sooner was he promoted Sergeant 
(congratulations) than he disappeared for the Happy 
Event at Sittingbourne (Many more congratulations). 
We hope that before long we shall see you taking your 
daily exercise between Am Knoechel and, thegtfardrqoiEu 
Whilst we are on this subject—so far, nothing fuglier to 
report re Sgt. Histed, although it might have ten 
gathered from conversation overheard in the tjufte at 
Sennelager that perhaps one day even he might have an 
important announcement to make. 

Two weeks of this month have been spent at Sennelager, 
butt marking for the B.A.O.R. rifle meeting, so there is 
little of interest to report.. Several members of the platoon 
have successfully survived a 3rd Class education course; 
Pte. Evans has passed his driving test ; Pte. Canham is 
contemplating taking legal action against' certain 
Wuppertal tram and lorry drivers—better luck next. time. 

Once again we tighten our belts as Pte. Shepherd leaves 
us for civvy street and to be married; good luck and 
remember that there is always a good home waiting for 
you in "E" block. 

* * * 

MORTAR PLATOON 
The past month has been very quiet as regards Mortar 

Training. The Battalion provided butt markers for the 
B.A.O.R. Rifle meeting and we spent a fortnight at 
Sennelager on Range Duties. The weather was Idnd arid 
the meeting went off very well. 

We welcome back to the Platoon Cpl, j James from his 
course at Netheravon on which we understand he obtained 
a "B" grading. Well done, Cpl. James. , 

Departing for England and Bisley are Lieut. Edgecombe 
and Sgt. Miller, both are members of the Battalion 
Shooting Team. We expect some good results after so 
much time spent on shooting or is it the leave they are 
after? 

We depart , for Haltern on the 23rd to fire our Annual 
Range Course; more of the results in our next notes. 
We hope to show the M.M.G.s that we can fire these 
small weapons as well as the 3in. mortari 

We say goodbye to Cpl. Hickmott, who leaves us for 
the U.K. and demob. We wish him all; the very best of 
luck in civvy street. :' 

* * * > 1  '  , : 
ANTITANK PLATOON 

We greet you this month with our "trigger fingers" 
itching, all ready for our annual range classification at 
Haltern Ranges. With all the reports that have come 
back from there we are in some doubt as to what the 
conditions are really like, probably n5t nearly as bad as 
they are made out to be, we hope. :

This weekend our platoon commander should be back 
from his Netheravon course, his batman has been busy 
over the mess for most of the Week, so we will take this 
opportunity of wishing him "welcome home" arid hope 
that the platoon training standard meets with his approval! 

Sgt. Colyer has taken over the duties of C.Q.M.S!,1 ancj 
so leaving the platoon N.C.O.s to put in those "returns" 
that must go in on time, and the training programmes to 
be carefullythought out every week. 

Last week five members of the platoon were attached 
to "C" Company for a river crossing exercise. We 
understand a good time was had by the river, and the 
BAT was safely manoeuvred across the fast flowing Rhine, 
with the exception of one small incident which is best 
kept quiet. The gun was last seen being towed to the 
workshops at Witten. 
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T H E  D R A G O N  

Recreational training can be an enjoyable yet painful 
pastime as Cpl. Fisher found out while playing baseball 
yesterday. The idea of the game is to hit the ball with 
the bat and not your eye. Let?s hope that it improves 
before next week when he goes on leave. 

We are now all keeping our fingers crossed, hoping that 
we can report in next month's issue some more big bangs 
at Sennelager. 

TRAINING COMPANY 
We began the month with butt marking at Sennelager 

when the Battalion had the considerable task of organising 
the B.A.O.R. Rifle Meeting. This somewhat monotonous 
routine although not very exhilarating was rewarding if 
only because at the end we could say that it was a job 
well done. 

The Assault Pioneers had just come back when Mr. 
Wallace and his batman Norris accompanied "C" 
Company on a Rhine crossing. As far as we can gather 
this entailed Mr. Wallace travelling five miles with a 
scamel and trailer, and Norris crossing from one pub to 
another! 

This was followed by Range Classification, which held 
many terrors for some? but as things turned out, the 
Assault Pioneers shot extremely well. Over three quarters 
of the Platoon classified as a Marksman or 1st Class shot 
on both weapons. Although the weather was really 
dreadful we gather that the chink of empty beer bottles 
around some of the tents very nearly succeeded in drowning 
the Tannoy system. They are now employed in digging 
shelters which are shortly to appear on celluloid when the 
Film. Industry descends, on the Battalion next month. 

While the Assault Pioneers have been fairly busy, the 
remainder of the Company have been much occupied 
with the two drafts which arrived from the Regimental 
Depot' in quick succession. The first was very small and 
Cpl. Batchelor coped admirably on his own! The second 
draft numbering thirty keeps Sgt. Mills and Sgt. Harris, 
on temporary loan from "C" Company and Cpl. Batchelor 
qn their toes. 

Since the beginning of the month the Company has 
changed its Staff considerably. The Assault Pioneers 
have left for "C" Company where they are to form part 
of a Rifle Platoon. We must also say farewell to C.S.M. 
Denny, who will be C.S.M. of "A" Company on his 
retuin from Bisley. C/Sgt. Jephcott has handed his chores 
and. stores to Sgt. Cain and has now rather more in the 
complicated task of keeping H.Q. Company stores in 
order. By next month we hope to have C/Sgt. Newman 
in the Company to fill the now vacant Company Sergeant
Major's chair. He is no stranger to Training Company, 
having been C.Q.M.S. prior to C/Sgt. Jephcott. 
. Our sport has been fairly "All seasonable". The first 

draft of the month produced some reasonably efficient 
footballers but were taken down a peg when beaten by 
the Permanent Staff 2—i. The latter were more surprised 
than anyone, particularly as the side included such "Non 
players" as C/Sgt. Jephcott and the Company Commander. 
The latest draft had no more fortune than the first, being 
severely trounced by the Assault Pioneer 'Platoon at 
cricket. 

We close with the usual thought of Sennelager in our 
minds. Next month all the instructors and the P.T. Staff 
are' to be attached to Rifle Companies during the July 
Exercises. They are secretly pleased as they have ideas 
about being extras in the film which is to be largely shot 
at Sennelager. 

BATTALION ORDERLY ROOM 
Once again the time has come for the B.O.R. to con

tribute incidents in the lives of infantry clerks. The cycle 
is moving round and this time the task has fallen to an 
innocent and unsuspecting Private. 

Before getting well and truly lost in these notes, we 
welcome Pte. Keith Bell to our happy family. He has by 
now, we hope, realised that the Orderly Room is far 
superior to the Intelligence (?) Section. He is yet another 
addition to N.S. Gp. 55:18, so we hope that not too many 
of the staff will get demobhappy at the same time. 

Ptes. Harding, Bell and Evernden have just returned 
from "Haltern Holiday Camp", where they have been 
trying to prove that they can shoot. Although not return
ing with marksmen's badges, they did quite well. Certain 
members of the staff—no names mentioned—have 
managed to secure for themselves a place with the 
"casuals", and will be shootingup later. 

Pte. Longley will soon be off to attend a Clerks' Up
grading Course at Sennelager, and we shortly expect to 
see two BII clerks flapping about. C/Sgt. Mans and Pte. 
Booth have gone to England to show their shooting 
prowess to Bisley. We wish the three of them the best of 
luck. 

We have noone to say goodbye to until next month. 
In the meantime we are busy arranging a farewell party, 
the aftereffects of which will be recorded next month—by 
another budding reporter. 

Sgt. Laskey has departed on twentyfour days' leave, 
during which time he will be probably be reclining on the 
beach at Eastbourne displaying his manly torso, or judging 
beauty contests on the pier. 

"Flo" Florence is seemingly getting timehappy and 
L/Cpl. Browne is thinking of writing a book on his life 
in the Army. Presumably it will be called "Tom Browne's 
Service Days". He is under the impression that the War 
Office are going to pay him not to print it! 

Pte. Evernden is trying to break the existing record of 
observations from Field Records by taking over Parts 
II and III Orders from L/Cpl. Moore, who is now wel
coming all the Courts Martial. Pte. Bell has got into the 
routine of External and Internal Despatch. Pte. Longley 
is endeavouring to send members of the Battalion on 
leave and release. He no longer appears at various desks 
for a quiet smoke. He is too busy trying to solve the 
mysteries of L/Cpl. Browne's "administrative work", of 
which he has a certain amount he assures us. 

Annette has been very quiet lately behind her clattering 
typewriter. There is no apparent reason for this. She and 
"Flo" have been the only two members of the staff who 
haven't had a change of work, apart from Pte. Harding, 
who is obviously irreplaceable? 

QUARTERMASTER'S STAFF 
"Flaming June" is here and everyone is convinced that 

the rain, fog and cold is the final phase of the cold war. 
The staff, correctly dressed in shirt sleeve order, shiver 

and try to work in the gloom caused by a mixture of 
Manchester fog and cheap German electric light bulbs. 

More enlightened members have packed doubtful 
looking bedding rolls and vanished in the direction of 
Haltern, where we hear that the joy of living under canvas 
with constant music combined with the martial rattle of 
small arms fire counteract any tendency to complain 
about the weather. Any reference to Billy Butlin is 
frowned upon. 
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The best long drink 
in the world! 

DO YOU KNOW THE DRILL for dealing 
with a thirst ? Quick march to The Local — for 
a pint of bitter. Or mild. Or mildandbitter. Or 
a bottle of light or brown ale. Or a stout. 

Take your choice. It's all jolly good stuff. 
Refreshing. Cheering. Invigorating. There's no 
other country on earth that can beat us when it 
comes to brewing beer. Draught or bottled, good 
British beer is the best long drink in the world ! 
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We illustrate a sterling silver compact and cigarette case emblazoned with the colours 
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Sgt, Sherman has returned, very much married and 
looking suitably startled. It is hoped that the afterglow 
will reflect in the reports from the quarterly inspection. 

Pte. Randle has left for the doubtful pleasures of 
civilian life. He will be sadly missed by his dog "Limpy" 
and all the staff. Pte. Batton or Buttons, who has relieved 
him, is most welcome and we wish him luck on his daily 
round with the "Exchanges". 

Cpl. Roose produced an all low bid for leave and has 
taken a week off for tennis. If his volley bears any relation 
to the hardness of his neck, we are convinced that he will 
smash his way into the finals. 

At least two members of the staff are trying to conceal 
the fact that they will soon wave a fond farewell to 
"Bumph Over ! A11 Really". The "Under new manage
ment" signs have been designed and the new brooms are 
being ordered. The old Standard, a pair of civilian shoes 
rampant on a pile of 1680s, will be duly struck and buried 
with, all ceremony beneath an oversized hangover. 

The local labour force has left, coke heaving in favour 
of the more rural joy of grass cutting. "Bruno", the King 
Scythe hand, is breaking all records in an endeavour to 
uncover the Married Quarters, which are well hidden by 
areas tof. tall grass, weeds and lost, children's toys, 

Sgt. Page has qualified for the title of the "Haltern 
Poacher". His fivemile crosscountry sprint ably assisted 
by frequent volleys of No. 6 Shot has convinced him that 
crime doesn't pay. 

Congratulations to Pte. Horsley on winning a medal 
f o r  p u t t i n g  t h e  s h o t .  . . .  

* 

SERGEANTS' MESS1 

Having become the accepted ace butt markers of 
B.A.O.R., it,was rather ironical to return to barracks 
only to be taken very smartly to Haltern to fire the annual 
range course. This has been going on for the last three 
weeks and although the weather has been appalling, 
advance information shows the results as being far above 
expectation.. 

Lots of changes are taking place in the Mess and by 
October it will be hard to recognise the "new look". 

R.Q.M.S. Jimmie Rose is leaving to take up the appoint
ment of R.S.M. of the newlyformed 5th Battalion, assisted 
by Sgts. Wagstaff, Townsley and Woodrow. Sgt. Smissens 
has decided to take a look at civvy life and embarks on 
Friday next. 

To all of these we wish the very best of luck in the new 
spheres. 

I would like to add that the Mess will not seem the 
same without Old Joe, for he has become almost a piece 
of the furniture. His assistance in the Mess will be greatly 
missed; his cough will no longer be the signal for activity 
amongst the defaulters and of course his constant watch 
on the "bird cage" from the upper story of the Mess will 
be a relief to all guard commanders. 

C.S.M. Sid Day is slipping into R.Q.M.S. Jimmie Rose's 
shoes and G/Sgt. Bill Mannering is trying to fathom out 
exactly how C.S.M. Sid Day managed to find the night 
guards without, upsetting the Signal Officer. 

C.S.M. Reg Champion leaves tomorrow for the Depot 
and we feel sure that he will not take very long in re
assuming his place in the palatial office that he has 
occupied before. 

Considerable jealousy' is beginning to show in the 
Mess for this week we commence the filming of The Life 
of a Soldier, As soon as the news spread that Diana Dors 
was the leading lady there was no lack of potential film 

stars front the Mess, whereas prior to this news leaking 
out it was a great difficulty to find any member who was 
willing to face the critical lights over the cameras. I only 
hope that they will.all manage to get the parts they are 
angling for and that Diana will appreciate the rush for 
the honour of appearing with her. 

As soon as the filming has been completed in Wuppertal, 
"A" Company are going to Winterburg to shoot a couple 
of scenes and then the remainder will be .Shot at that 
wonderful place Sennelager, where the whole Battalion is 
spending three weeks for the summer vacation, which 
consists of a Battalion Test Exercise, cooperation with 
tanks and just to add, spice to life: a little, watermanship 
training. We can only hope that the Q.M., will not have, 
the. same trouble as last year in recovering the life belts. 

In conclusion, we would offer our best wishes to all 
of those expectant , fathers who are. now on leaye and 
sincerely hope that Missus comes back with the.addition 
that they all wish for. . 

THE REGIMENTAL BAND 
When the last notes Were submitted from the Band, we 

were experiencing the rigours of life with a Guards Regi
ment, drilling and "squarebashing" under Guards 
Drill Sergeants for nearly three weeks/and finally par'adjng 
with the Band of the 3rd King's Own Hussars and. the 
escort and guards from the three Guards Battalions herb 
in B.A.O.R. on the Queen's Birthday Parade in Diissel
dorf. Apart from the  extremely humid atrtiosphere, the 
parade was as pleasant as it was successful, , and the 
drill of the Guards was a joy indeed to the .eyes of any of us 
who happened to possess the indefinable quality of a 
military mind. ; ; . . .. 

On the same day. as the Parade we moved to Bonn, to 
perform at the Ambassador's two garden parties for; the 
Queen's Birthday. It would indeed be hard to find a more 
pleasant setting for a Garden Party than the ambassadorial 
lawns, as they slope down to the Rhine, and We did at 
least have the hooters and horns of the Rhine barges 
passing up and down the river, a hundred yards away, as 
an excuse for, any unharmonious noises that might have 
been heard. The chatter of a quantity of English female 
voices and the spring dresses did certainly give us a 
nostalgic reminder of Old England. 

Our next performance was a B.F.N, recording at 
MoenchenGladbach, entitled, fairly aptly . "Musical 
Cocktail". We were introduced as being "One of the best 
male voice choirs in existence", which, if rather aq . 
ambitious description, certainly sheds great credit on 
Mr. Sharpe and his efforts to make a choir out of the 
most amazing assortment of voices presumably male
ranging from the unbroken trebles of certain Band Boys 
to the rumbling basso p^ofundo of Band Sergeant. Larkin. 

Tonia Berns projected her personality as well as her 
figure remarkably well and was received with tumultous 
applause by the apparently starved inhabitans of Northag 
—they should try living in Wuppertal! , 

For a week we found ourselves tearing to Essen:every 
day from the 4th June to the 10th, laboriously rehearsing 
for a "Grand Tattoo" to be staged at the stadium. We 
performed with six other bands, including an item moving 
in every direction but skywards! The Irish Guards 
performed in their usual polished way, accompanying 
the red and white jacketed drill squads. The German 
crowd appeared vastly amused by the British words of 
command, although we ourselves saw nothing funny, 
in it at all! 
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Wednesday, 27th May found us at home again, at least 
according to Mr. Sharpe, playing among monkeys and 
highlycolpured birds at Wuppertal Zoo. Whilst taking a 
breather it the interval, several of us were jogged to a 
sense of duty as we promenaded the Zoo paths, by the 
faint sound of a bass drum. There upon, hurrying to the 
source of the sound, we found only a band of elephants, 
one with a drumstick in his trunk lustily bashing the 
drum, another monster turning a barrelorgan handle, 
led by a parttime conductor in the nature of the keeper. 
Competition indeed, but at least we were not paid in buns 
and nuts! 

The Commanding Officer arid Mrs. Grace were present 
(as ever!) when Captain I. G. Minto, working in con
junction with the N.W.D.R. announcer on Radio Koln, 
gave an account of the history of The Buffs uniform. 

After the hour's broadcast we continued playing for a 
further hour, and were most royally applauded by the 
evercritical German audience. 

The Band Party was held on the evening of Saturday, 
June 23rd. The upper storey of the O.R.'s dininghall 
was amazingly converted for the function and appeared 
almost human. L/Cpl. Underhill, it has been rumoured, 
wandered around in a daze for days (sorry!) afterwards, 
murmuring poetical utterances about the shining rows of 
Carlsberg—memoriesof Copenhagen for many of us. 

Immense quantities of alcoholic liquor were consumed 
and as the evening progressed upon its merry path, 
Bandsmen Harvey and Barnes (Cornet) were seen en
endeavouring to trip the light fantastic firmly clasped in 
each other's arms, and Mrs. Sharpe ably bringing back 
memories of the gay twenties with a highkicking Charles
ton. 

At the party we paid our last respects to our departing 
friends, The Suffolks. We trust they enjoy their hectic 
term of duty in Cyprus arid do not have their numbers 
reduced by any fanatical terrorists. We have indeed for 
the last year enjoyed working with them. 

We were also sorry to have to say goodbye to M^ajor 
B. M. Green "our" Paymaster, who has served the 
musical department most ably and at all times spared no 
efforts on our behalf. 

Congratulations to Cpl. Gornall on the birth of another 
daughter. 

Congratulations also to Sgt. Young on his promotion 
and Cpl. Underhill, L/Cpls. James, Bowles and O'Sullivan 
on theirs. May we of the lesser ranks not cause you too 
much trouble by our misbehaviour. 

And so to our summer tour to England and our leave. 
It will be a change to hear our audience making their 
comments in English, at least. 

Regimental Gazette 
SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 1ST 

JUNE, 1956 
REGULAR ARMY 

THE BUFFS.—Lt.Col. (Temp. Col.) J. G. Atkinson, 
O.B.E. (47509), from Buffs Emp. List I, to be Col., 9th 
Feb., 1956, with seniority 26th June, 1955. 

INFANTRY 
TERRITORIAL ARMY 

THE BUFFS.—Major F. D. C. Cobb, T.D. (78672), from 
Unattd. List, to be Maj., 1st March, 1956, retaining his 
present seniority. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 8TH 
JUNE, 1956 
INFANTRY 

TERRITORIAL ARMY 
THE BUFFS.—Lt. G. P. Turner (433403) from T.A. 

Nat, Serv. List, to be Lt., 14th April, 1956, retaining his 
present seniority. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 12TH 
JUNE, 1956 
INFANTRY 

TERRITORIAL ARMY 
THE BUFFS.—Lt. W. C. Finn (427773) from T.A. Nat. 

Serv. List, to be Lt., 24th March, 1956, retaining his 
present seniority. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 15TH 
JUHE, 1956 

COMMANDS AND STAFF 
Maj.Gen. V. Boucher, C.B., C.B.E. (30664), late Inf., 

relinquishes his appointment as Director of Military 
Intelligence, War Office, remaining on full pay, 1st June, 
1956. (Substituted for notifn. in Gazette (Supplement) 
dated 1st June, 1956.) 

INFANTRY 
REGULAR ARMY 

THE BUFFS.—Capt. M. A. O'B. ffrench Blake (153842) 
to be Major, 10th January, 1955. (substituted for notifri. 
in Gazette (Supplement) dated 4th February, 1955.) 

SHORT SERVICE COMMISSION 
THE BUFFS.—2nd Lt. J. E. Hardy (440656) to be Lt., 

18th June, 1956. 
REGULAR ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 

THE BUFFS.—Lt. M. B. Foster (400681) relinquishes his 
commn., 1st May, 1954, on appt. to the Canadian Military 
Forces. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 22ND 
JUNE, 1956 
INFANTRY 

TERRITORIAL ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 
THE BUFFS.—Capt. M. J. P. Beaumont (353000) from 

Active List to be Capt., 12th April, 1956, retaining his 
present seniority. 

THIRD SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 
26TH JUNE, 1956 

INFANTRY 
REGULAR ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 

THE BUFFS.—WarSubs. Lt.Col. Geoffrey 
Exshaw Keene, M.B.E. (33712) (Retd., late Ind. 
to be Lt.Col., 22nd May, 1956. 

Abbot 
Army), 

THIRD SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 
29TH JUNE, 1956 

INFANTRY 
TERRITORIAL ARMY 

NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 
THE BUFFS.—2nd Lt. (Actg. Lt.) D. C. Taylor (425254) 

to be Lt., 3rd July, 1956, with seniority 8th July, 1954. 
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Correspondence 
Office of the Military Attache, 

British Embassy, 
Copenhagen. 

5th July, 1956. 
The Editor, "The Dragon", 

Depot The Buffs, 
//owe Barracks, 

Canterbury, 
Dear Sir, 

I was much honoured on June 30th, when 
I was invited to attend the Royal Danish Life 
Guards Regimental dinner on the occasion of 
the 298th anniversary of the Regiment. The 
Regiment normally invites one senior Danish 
officer each year as the only guest. This year they 
invited the Army Chief of Staff and myself and 
I feel that I may well be the first officer of The 
Buffs to have attended this function. One 
hundred officers and retired officers were present. 

I was much impressed with all I saw, and not 
least with thf magnificence of the dinner and 
everything elsie that goes with such dinners. 

The cable of congratulation which The Buffs 
sent arrived at the British Embassy at about 
6 p.m. I had it telephoned to the Regimental 
Commander and on my way to the dinner picked 
up the original and handed it to him on arrival. 
He read it out at the dinner and it was very 
much appreciated. 

I understand that the 300th anniversary in 
1958 is going to be a tremendous affair when, 
apart from other activities, some five to six 
thousand people will sit down to dinner. I also 
understand that three or four members of The 
Buffs are to be invited. 

Yours, etc., 
P. T. LEWIS, 

Lieut.Colonel. 
* * * 

14 Mill Wall Place, 
Sandwich. 

The Editor, "The Dragon". 
Sixty years on 

Dear Sir, 
To such of your readers as are interested in 

such things, it may be of interest to learn that the 
present High Sheriff for Kent, Sir Garrard 
Tyrwhitt Drake, was my fag at Charterhouse 
exactly sixty years ago. 

Yours faithfully, 
F. W. TOMLINSON, Major, 

late The Buffs. 

Round East Kent 
by The Tout 

THE WEEK 

IN recent years a cloud has hovered over the 
splendour of St. Lawrence Ground during 
the week around which, for many, life at 

Canterbury revolves. It has not exactly cast 
everything into darkness; indeed it jSiay not 
have been noticed by many; rather is it a haze 
slightly toning down the brilliance of the scene. 
The flags and buntings gaily flutter, laughter 
comes from within the crowded tents, but here 
and there heads are to be seen nodding ruefully, 
sighs are to be heard. The truth must be faced. 
Kent cricket is quite definitely Not What It Was. 
THE PLAYERS 

The very lustre thrown by the giants of the 
past (whom your correspondent had the mis
fortune never to see in action) might make the 
present seem dim: the effortless elegance of 
Woolley, the gay fury of Chapman's batting and 
the wizardry of his fielding, the hypnotic powers 
of Freeman, the most prolific wickettaker of a 
decade. The successors of men like these must be 
outstanding if they are not to appear common
place. 

Their successors are outstanding. There is 
Wright, peerless as the exponent of the near 
medium pace leg break and even in 1955 the taker 
of more wickets per balls bowled than any other 
first class player; Evans, widely acknowledged 
as the greatest wicketkeeper in the world; and 
Cowdrey, a Test Match hero at the age of twenty
two. These three, when in full flow, can gladden 
the heart of the most grudging critic. Perhaps, 
with the band of The Buffs to inspire them (or 
else to bemuse the opposition), they will make the 
coming week a memorable one. 

It is support of the stars that has so often been 
lacking, and adequate substitution during their 
frequent absences. There are two other top class 
players available in Fagg, the only man who has 
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ever made two double centuries in a first class 
match, and Ridgway, a fast and accurate bowler; 
but the years, hot really such a great number of 
them, seem to weigh heavily on the one, while 
the other's constitution seldqm allows him to 
play regularly. Young players of great promise 
have appeared on the scene, but none has yet 
really fulfilled if, although hope is far from dead 
in the cases of:Phebey, Wilson^aiid Dixon. Much 
reliance has been placed oh imported players— 
Pettiford, the Australian; Leary, from South 
Africa; and Halfyard (we blush to admit it), a 
Surrey reject. 

Another missing feature that used to enliven 
the Canterbury scene is gay, cavalier batting by 
adventurous amateurs, although Squadron 
Leader Shirreff, J. M. Allan and Geoffrey Smith 
have rendered valuable allround services. We 
had hoped, last year, that Colin Cowdrey mi^it 
entertain us in the grand manner, but he was 
being tried out as an opening batsman and could 
only . scrape around rather unconvincingly. 
Luckily he now appears to have got over his 
teething troubles, though why he .should, have 
disliked batting first, when so used to going, in 
with two out for nought, was always beyond me. 
Perhaps Crusader can enlighten us. 

CAPTAINCY 
It is not just lack of talent that has caused the 

decline of Kent cricket. Since the retirement 
first of Valentine then of Ames the need has been 
apparent of someone capable of infusing con
fidence and determination into the team, of 
preventing batsmen following each other like 
sheep when wickets start to fall. 

Wright has led the side to some fine victories 
which have raised Kent's morale as well as her 
position in the table. He appears, though, to 
be rather the philosopher than the leader. Not 
for him the gesture of defiance, frustration or 
jubilation, nor the followmemen manner. He 
should, I feel, be freed from the burden of plan
ning and direction, free between overs to ponder 
on the bewilderment he has caused the batsman 
and to decide how best to turn it to destruction. 

Cowdrey, sooner or later, will presumably 
succeed him. A batsman of great character'and 
authority, he has already played many match
winning innings for his county. Noone could 
be better cast for the role of saviour of a cause. 

HATS 
/ /While the gladiators may not have always 
sparkled in recent years, there has certainly been 
no lack of glamour among the spectators. The 
attraction of the Week as a great social occasion 

remains undiminished, a rival to Goodwood if 
not to Ascot. It may not be essential to buy a 
new dress for it, but at least it provides a very 
good excuse. 

I hope the influence of Princess Grace Rainier
Kelly of Monte Carlo will make itself felt. A 
lovely face surrounded by a sea of hat brim looks 
enchanting from the front and absorbing from 
behind. I was once so mesmerised .in the con
templation of the backs of two sunflowers that 
my gaze even failed to penetrate as far as the 
manly features of the great Witherden (E. G.), 
who was carrying out his duties as guardian of 
our tent in an agile and valiant ifiamier. Most 
people prefer to study the fronts of faces rather 
thai! the backs of them, and those of us who own 
chairs are entitled to turn them round in order 
to do so. 

Fruit hats have, lately been in evidence, as 
strongly as the saucer variety. These, I found, 
are not always as practical as they appear. 
Seeing a grape fall to the ground in front of me, 
supposedly oVerripe, I leapt forward. Its taste 
was as bitter as my disappointment. 

TIES 
I feel that the male might do just a little, bit 

more to provide a note of gaiety. Choice of tie 
is his main tour de force, and the colour of this 
is normally regulated, not by that of his eyes or 
moustache, but by whatever has been chosen 
by his club, school or regiment. Those who, in 
spite of this limitation, still have a wide choice, 
normally select the tie that is most likely to be 
worn by their friends. But a .man's contribution 
is not always limited to his tie. Famous colours 
boldly surround boaters and panamas, and just 
occasionally a glipipse of a chap's braces will 
proudly bespeak his connections. But a word of 
warning here: each must be in different colours. 
To wear tie, hatband, braces and tobacco 
pouch all in the same set of colours is quite 
definitely nonU—and to be Universal during the 
Week is a thing of the very greatest importance. 

My own plans for the Week can now be 
announced. I have a vividly coloured striped tie, 
of my own design, which  rather resembles, 
although no accurately, the Old Baldonian tie. 
This, I predict, will be a great joy to those with 
aesthetic sense, if not to students of form. My 
hat, sometimes worn though more generally 
carried, is to be a buff coloured bowler, round 
which I shall be most frequently wearing a wide 
ribbon in the A.A. colours. My suspenders, in 
the We Zambesi colours, I shall be wearing 
outside the trousers as for cycling. 

Come, come, Sir, is nothing sacred? 
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W atch for these Films 
T}EACH for the Sky. The story of Douglas 
/y Bader. No subject could have more pos

sibilities for a film, Its success is due to 
the acting of Kenneth More—a perfect choice 
for the part, but his triumph is that from his 
first introduction, so. great is the actor's skill, 
that we feel that it is Bader we are watching? and 
not Kenneth More. Bader lost both legs through 
a, foolish caper of aerobatics, and, everyone 
knows his story after that. The, indomitable 
courage with which he fought his way back to 
fly again. As well as More's performance, there 
is also an outstanding one by Dorothy Alison 
as the strongminded young nurse who brings 
hini back to life and hope, also Muriel Pavlow 
as his wife and Alexander Knox as the surgeon, 
and a gem of acting by Sidney Tafler as a 
specialist. 

Forbidden Planet. A rather charming space
ship story. A flying saucer "is. sent to find survivors 
from a mission to a planet The commander 
lands and finds two inhabitants—a professor 
and his daughter, and a robot who can provide 
all their needs. It is, in fact, Shakespeare's 
Tempest up to date—modern science with a fairy 
tale atmosphere. Walter Pidgeon is the professor. 

Ten Days to Die. The story of the last days of 
Hitler and those with him in the Bunker. Most 
known facts have been used, with only one or 
two incidents which may not be accurate. The 
film story is by Erich Mqrik Remarque, and 
directed by G. W. Pabst, who has made the 
greatest German films. 

The Man Who Knew Too Much. A remake by 
Alfred Hitchcock of his own film of 1934. An 
innocent couple become involved in an inter
national assassination plot. It was a good 
thriller in' 1934, and 'still is. The players are 
James Stewart, Doris Day and Brenda de Banzie. 

Trapeze. Directed by Carol Reed, with Burt 
Lancaster and Gina Lollobrigida. A circus 
background is always fascinating. The story is 
rather everyday eternal triangle stuff—but the 
beautiful Lollobrigida, the thrill of the trapeze 
artists practising to perform the triple somersault, 
the glimpses of circus world and wonderful 
photography, make this film a joy to the eye. 

Yield to the Night. A British picture shown at 
the Cannes Festival. It is a study of the last days 
in the death cell of a girl sentenced for murder. 
It is handled sensitively, and is in good taste, 
but no evasion of facts. The director, J. Lee 
Thompson, with beautiful performances by 
Athene Seyler as a prison visitor, Geoffrey Keen 
as the chaplain, Jean Miller, a wardress—and a 

quite heartbreaking one by Yvonne Mitchell. 
Diana Dors plays the condemned girl, and drops 
her glamour except in the remembrances of her 
life which led up to the murder. 

Smiley. An oasis in these day's of rather gloomy 
subjects. This film was made by Antony Kim
mins in the outback of Australia. It is simply 
the story of a Small boy's efforts to save up to 
buy a bicycle. Colin Peterson is "Smiley". 
The Director chose him out of many quite 
inexperienced applicants for the part. Sir Ralph 
Richardson, happily in Australia at the time, 
flits in and out of the picture, as a strolling 
parson, suiting the tempo of his performance to 
that of the child. Do not miss this little master
piece. It is a joy and delight amidst the pervading 
gloom of recent films. 

Wedding Breakfast. From the story by Paddy 
Chargefsky, who, adapted Marty for the screen. 
Bette Davis gives one of the finest performances 
of her career and that is saying a lot. She always 
had a commanding presence and now in middle 
age she has developed a figure to go with it. 
She plays the drab, disappointed wife of a taxi
driver who is determined to give her daughter 
a big, expensive wedding, even at the cost of her 
husband's savings. Ernest Borgnine (of Marty) is 
the father. 

M.M.A. 
* * * 

Beneath Bell Harry 

and damp, spectators arriving armed with thick 
coats (or wishing they had brought them) and 
players being thankful they were wearing a very 
thick sweater. Further details of the matches 
are shown elsewhere in this issue. 

AFTER a very dry 
May, the weather 
changed early in 

June, right at the start 
of the Regimental Cric
ket Week. As a result, 
the match against the 
Royal Fusiliers only 
lasted two overs, whilst 
that against the Shep
way Stragglers was 
abandoned without a 
ball being bowled. 
Apart from some slight 
intervals, throughout 
the week it was cold 
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Regimental Cricket was not the only cricket 
interrupted by rain; there was no play on the 
first day of the Kent and Australian match on 
the St. Lawrence Ground. Like the South 
African side the previous year, it was hoped that 
the Australians would visit the Officers' Mess 
during their stay in Canterbury, but unfortun
ately they were unable to accept the invitation 
owing to the large number of functions they had 
to attend. No dropped catches the following day 
at any rate! 

A small Cocktail Party was given to the mem
bers of the film unit at the conclusion of their 
"shooting" in and around the Barracks. It is 
to be hoped they did catch their train and did 
arrive safely the following day at Warminster. 
They were all eagerly looking forward to their 
visit to the 1st Battalion in Germany. 

Captain John Grugeon has just departed on a 
quick visit to Henley, Complete, it is said, with 
Regimental rowing soCks, whilst Lieut. Mike 
Dracopoli, at the other end of the world, is, we 
hear, enjoying his first impressions of America. 

Major David Court has now taken over No. 2 
Company in Wemyss Barracks, and we wish 
him and his family a happy tour in Canterbury. 

DEPOT CRICKET 
To date the Depot XI has won 3 matches, lost 3 and 

drawn 1. Further details are shown below. Our opponents 
have generally been dismissed for small totals, and it is 
the batsmen who have not made runs. Given 'more 
consistent batting our results would be better. 

DEPOT (H.C.B.D.) v R.AJF., MANSTON.—Won by 3 
wickets. R.A.F., Manston, 56 (L/Cpl. Trembeth 4 for 12); 
Depot 60 for 7 (Pte. Lumby 22; Sgt. Pearson 4 for 11). 

DEPOT (H.C.B.D.) v HYTHE C.C.—Lost by 64 runs. 
Hythe C.C., 129 for 8 declared (L/Cpl. Trembeth 3 fdr 32); 
Depot 65 (Capt. Thorneycroft 20). 

DEPOT (H.C.B.D.) v 14 COMMAND WORKSHOPS.—Won 
by 2 wickets. 14 Command Workshops, 98 (Pte. Lumby 
g for 24, Pte. Fawcett 3 for 41); Depot 102 for 8 (Capt. 
Thorneycroft 23, Pte. Fraser 17). 

DEPOT V DEPOT, R.W.K.—Lost by 68 runs. Depot] 
R.W.K., 109 (Pte. Fawcett 4 for 31); Depot, 41 (Pte. 
Lumby 21). 

DEPOT V LITTLEBOURNE C.C.—Won by 2 wickets. 
Littlebourne C.C., 97 (Pte. Hinds 6 for 38, L/Cpl. Trembeth 
3 for 34); Depot, 102 for 8 (Sgt. Pearson 37, Pte. Holmes 
19). 

DEPOT V R.A.F., SANDWICH.—Lost by 4 wickets. 
Depot, 65 (Major Martin 15, Capt. Thorneycroft 15); 
R.A.F., 66 for 6 (Major Martin 2 for 38, L/Cpl. Trembeth 
2 for 9). 

DEPOT (H.C.B.D.) v WINGHAM C.C.—Drawn. Wing
ham C.C., 100 for 9 declared (Pte. Hinds 4 for 23, Sgt. 
Pearson 3 for 46); Depot 61 for 8. 

THE REGIMENTAL CRICKET WEEK, 1956 

THE BUFFS v KING'S SCHOOL, CANTERBURY 
5th June, 1956 

In spite of an adverse forecast, the weather for this 
match remained fine, though there was a strong S.W. 
wind blowing for most of the afternoon. 

The Regiment, under the Captaincy of Major Henry 
Watts, batted first on an easy wicket and the opening 
pair scored fairly freely with Neame, in particular, showing 
aggressive tendencies. 

Later batsmen, some of whom were out of practice, 
rather got themselves out, and only Brigadier R. F. 
Parry lasted the course; he played a fine innings dis
playing a nice mixture of stylish defence and hard straight 
hitting, and all this in spite of minor injuries and boot 
trouble. 

For the opposition, the bowling was steady and the 
wicketkeeping distinctly good. 

Being a half day match, the innings was declared closed 
at tea time. 

The Regimental fielding was keen but one or two early 
catches were missed off Smallwood and West. This 
allowed the opposition to score the requisite runs for a 
victory in a leisurely though not very convincing manner; 
none of their batsmen was ever really happy against Paul 
Smallwood's quick attack. 

The Buffs 
Lieut. P. Edgley, lbw, b Trice 5 
Lieut. C. R. B. Neame, b Read 35 
Capt. F. E. Thorneycroft, c Thorburn, b Trice 0 
Major R. A. C. Ravenhill, c Hutton, b Read 3 
Brig. R. F. Parry, not out 28 
Capt. C. T. F. West, c Yates, b Read ... 9 
Lieut. G. S. B. Gibbon, c Tomkins, b Thorburn 5 
Major E. H. F. Watts, b Thorburn 1 
Capt. J. F. Fakley, c Read, b Thorburn ... 0 
Lieut. G. T. Willey, not out ... 4 
Lieut. P. J. C. Smallwood, did not bat 

Extras ... 4 

Total (8 wickets declared) 91 

Bowling: Trice 2 for 42; Bagley 0 for 18; Read 3 for 
18; Thorburn 3 for 12. 

King9s School, Canterbury 
D. Stevenson, lbw, b Smallwood 
R. Tomkins, b West 
M. Read, c Neame, b Thorneycroft 
C. W. Yates, run out ... 
J. C. Bagley, not out 
R. M. Sutton (Capt.) 
M. Thorburn ... 
W. Minnis* 
J.G.White 
J. C. Trice 
J. M. Hutton 

Extras 

Total (4 wickets) 

34 
0 

40 
8 
6 

Did not bat 

95 

Bowling: Smallwood 1 for 22; West 1 for 35; Thorney
croft 1 for 28; Ravenhill 0 for 4. 
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THE BUFFS v ROYAL ENGINEERS, CHATHAM 
6th June, 1956 

The Regiment, having won the toss, quickly lost 3 
wickets for 29 runs. A stand of 33 between Brig. Parry 
and Thorneycroft made the score look rather more 
respectable. Contributions from all the remainder of the 
batsmen (and Mr. Extras third top score with 19 runs) 
helped the side to reach a total of 133 runs, with Small
wood hitting his usual 6. 
The Engineers were known to have a strong batting side, 

and hopes were raised when they lost their first wicket for 
15 runs. However, theRegiment did not capture another 
wicket until the score had reached 94. The third wicket 
also fell at that total, and there were hopes that a break 
through might be achieved. Parkinson, however, the 
Engineers' captain, safely steered his side to victory, and 
played a charming innings in doing it. 

The Buffs 
Lieut. C. R. B. Neame, c Parkinson 8 
Pte. A. Lumby, lbw, b Hopper ... ... 1 
Capt. C. T. F. West, c Jiggens, b Whittacker 10 
Capt. F. E. Thorneycroft (Capt.), b Berpark 30 
Brig. R. F. Parry, c Parkinson, b Hoppe ... 30 
Major R. A. C. Ravenhill, b Hoppe 3 
L/Cpl. P. B. Trembeth, run out ... ... 5 
Capt. J. D. Grugeon, b Berpark ... ... 8 
Capt. J. Fakley, st Parkinson, b Whittacker... 6 
Lieut. J. T. Willey, not out 3 
Lieut. P. J. C. Smallwood, b Whittacker ... 10 

Extras 19 

Total ... ... 133 

Bowling: Hoppe 3 for 20; Whittacker 4 for 51; 
Bearpark 2 for 42; Westmeads 0 for 2. 

Royal Engineers 
Lieut. Whittacker, b Trembeth 
Lieut. Watson, b Smallwood ... 
2/Lieut. Parkinson, not out 
Major Hall, c Sub., b Trembeth 
W.O.II Bearpark, b Trembeth... 
2/Lieut. Hoppe, b Smallwood... 
Capt. Hazell, not out 
2/Lieut. Hindson 

ssl, 
Lieut. Jiggens j  

Extras 

Total (5 wickets) 

52 
5 

46 
0 

13 
2 
0 

10 

134 

Bowling: Smallwood 2 for 39; Lumby 0 for 16; 
Trembeth 3 for 46; West 0 for 22. 

THE BUFFS v THE QUEEN'S OWN ROYAL WEST 
KENT REGIMENT 

7th June, 1956 
The Regiment won this match as a result of an excellent 

all round performance; it was noticeable that all catches 
were held. The Regiment batted first and Neame very 
soon started to score freely—he seemed well set—West 
was batting very nicely the other end until enticed by a 
slower ball; there followed then an unfortunate runout 
of Neame. 

It was not until Edgely went to the wicket to score a 
nice 33 that it looked as if there would be d reasonable 
number of runs on the board. He was given excellent 
support by Smallwood and Willey, and the innings closed 
at the respectable total of 130. The Queen's Own started 

their innings soon after 4 p.m. facing the bowling of 
Smallwood and Fawcett. Both moved the ball about in 
the air a good deal and three wickets went down quickly 
for 27 runs. Clarke then proceeded to play an excellent 
innings for his side, in spite of steadily losing partners. 
He was finally last man out for 39 well earned runs. 
Fawcett captured 7 wickets—2 in his first spell and 5 in 
his second—he bowled throughout very accurately. 

The Buffs 
Lieut. C. Neame, run oui ... ... ... 23 
Lieut. G. Giddon, b Shearburn 0 
Capt. C. T. F. West, b Pride 16 
2/Lieut. J. Prentice, c Brock, b Pride 2 
Brig. Parry, b Pride 5 
Capt. F. E. Thorneycroft (Capt.), c Clarke, b 

Shearburn 13 
Lieut. Edgley, b Shearburn 33 
Pte. Fawcett, lbw, b Southern 0 
Lieut. Smallwood, c and b Pride 14 
Capt. Grugeon, c Pride, b Southern 1 
Lieut. Willey, not out 6 

Extras 17 

Total ... ... 130 

Bowling: Shearburn 3 for 43; Pride 4 for 49; Southern 
2 for 21. 

Q.O.R.W.K. Regiment 
Pte. Collins, lbw, b Fawcett 9 
Pte. Clarke, c Edgely, bFawcett 3 
Lieut. Heatley, c Willey, b Smallwood ... 1 
Capt. Clarke, c Willey, b Fawcett 39 
Capt. Shearburn, b West 7 
Lt.Col. Keenlyside, b Fawcett 10 
Pte. Towner, c Smallwood, b Fawcett ... 3 
Major Brock, b Fawcett 0 
Major Thomas, c Neame, b Fawcett 5 
Cpl. Pride, b Prentice 3 
Cpl. Southern, not out 0 

Extras 5 

Total 85 

Bowling: Smallwood 1 for 14; Fawcett 7 for 26; 
West 1 for 15; Prentice 1 for 26. 

THE BUFFS v BAND OF BROTHERS 
9th June, 1956 

This enjoyable match was played on a rather dead 
wicket, which had been drenched by heavy rain on the 
previous day when only a few overs were bowled in the 
match against the Royal Fusiliers. 

B.k batted first and were confronted by some hostile 
bowling by Smallwood and Fawcett; much credit is 
therefore due to Peter Tassell and Wyndham Fletcher 
for producing an opening stand of 46 (half their combined 
ages) and for showing that fathers can still demonstrate 
many attractive strokes to their sons! Fletcher, senior, 
went on to make an excellent 51 which was his second 
big score on this ground in a week. 

Later batsmen, except for Gracey and Colin Matheson, 
found that the attack had lost none of its sting, and 
Smallwood, in particular, continued to bowl well from 
the Officers' Mess end; he was supported by keen fielding 
and efficient wicketkeeping. 

As the afternoon wore on, more spectators, children 
and dogs arrived to enliven the scene around the scorers® 
table. There was in fact keen competition amongst the 
children to keep the score up to date on the telegraph— 
all just as it should be! 
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The B.B. innings closed with a total of 160 just after 
4 o'clock and an early tea was taken, leaving the Regiment 
about two hours in which to get the runs; until haif an 
hour before stumps were drawn a Buff victory seemed 
quite possible. There were a number of promising 
stands—Thorneycroft and Gibbon followed by Prentice 
and Max Gilford (the Captain, who played many fine 
strokes all round the wicket) all appeared to be enjoying 
themselves but were eventually teased and tempted out 
by the opposing slow spinners Fletcher, junior, and 
Leschallas, junior, who took 4 for 28 and 5 for 25 res
pectively, "Rusty" Thorneycroft hit a fine six over 
squareleg while batting at the Sandwich road end; Paul 
Smallwood failed to achieve his usual big hit from the 
other end in the closing stages of the innings, which 
eventually finished with a B.B. victory by 50 rubs at 
6.20 p.m. This was the signal for more merry chatter and 
drinks at the bar over which Sgt. Laker presided. 

Band of Brothers 
W. J. S. Fletcher, c Gibbon, b Fawcett ... 51 
B. Tassell, c Neame, b Fawcett ... ... 23 
R. M. B. Gracey, c Parry, b Smallwood ... 43 
A. J. P. Leschallas, b Smallwood 5 
R. J. Carr, lbw, b Gilford ... 21 
P. H. L. Hills, c and b Smallwood 0 
G. P. R. Leschallas, c Parry, b Smallwood ... 0 
R. LeighPemberton, c Fawcett, b Gilford ... 0 
P. Edgeley, b Fawcett 3 
C. I. A. Matheson, lbw, b Smallwood ... 9 
R. S. Fletcher, not out ... ... 0 

Extras ... ... ... ... ... 5 

Total :. ... ... 160 

Bowling: Fawcett 3 for 45; Smallwood 5 for 27; 
Prentice 0 for 18; Gilford 2 for 43; West 0 for 22. 

The Buffs 
Lieut. G. E. Gibbon, b A. G. P. Leschallas ... 18 
Lieut. C. R. B. Neame, lbw, b Matheson ... 7 
Capt. F. E. Thorneycroft, b R. S. Fletcher ... 13 
Lieut. J. R. Prentice, st L. Pembertori, b 

T IS 
Brig. R. F. Parry, lbw, b A. G. P. Leschallas 0 
Capt. C. F. C. West, b Fletcher .' 4 
Lieut. J. Davison, b A. G. P. Leschallas ... 5 
Major M. Gilford (Capt.), c Carr, b Leschallas 17 
Lieut. P. Smallwood, c and b Fletcher ... 0 
Lieut. C. M. C. Dewar, b Fletcher 0 
Pte. J. K. Fawcett, not out ... ... 0 

Extras ... ... ... ... .:. 11 

Total ... ... ... 110 

Bowling: Leschallas 5 for .25; Matheson 1, for 11; 
R. Fletcher 4 for 28; W. Fletcher 0 for 15; Gracey 0 for 
14; Taskell 0 for 6. 

SERGEANTS' MESS 
After our optimism in last month's Dragon regarding 

our progress at cricket, it is with bowed head that I give 
the result of our one game in June. 

An utter licking for the Mess; by a very sporting 
Beverley Cricket Club side. To give you the score would 
pnly pour coals on cinders, sufficient to say that they beat 
us by an innings. 

We had arranged another encounter for August, which 
we hope to be an allday game; we are practicing hard. 

On completion of the. game we adjourned to the Mess, 
where our visitors proved themselves adaptable at all 
types of games, and quite advanced in the art of throwing 
the ivories. . 

C/Sgt. Stremes was heard to say that it reminded him 
of a certain night with Drill Sgt. Lynch, R.S.M. Turmaine, 
Crash and Ben ; at least the rum disappeared the same 
way. ' ; 

A very pleasant evening was had by all, aqd it was with 
great reluctance that the shutters came down. 

Stay in the Army, the .title, of a documentary film being 
made by Pathe Films was a marvellous excuse for the 
Don Juans of the mess to report; daily to the mess for 
shots. As most scenes being shot involved the consumption 
of alcoholic refreshments,, there is not much doubt as to 
the personnel who featured in the.se scenes. Numerous 
retakes, and the ensuring refillers of glasses, left more 
than one pair of groggy legs. 

A new arrival to the Mess, Sgt. Alan Noy—just back 
from Kenya—his throaty laugh brings back many 
memories of Kenya—and somehow O.R.Q.M.S. Webb's 
name always comes into the.conversation—I wonder why! 

The R.S.M. arrived back safely, after a tour of the West 
Country and looks quite red. The sun, of course! 

Gunner Wells has introduced many good acquaintances 
into the mess but is nowrather dubious as to the sensibility 
of introducing som6' of the fairer sex to one of the 
members. Attractions waver.  

We look forward to the arrival of the Band from 
Germany and hope that with the enlarged Mess we will 
have numerous functions. We would close the month's 
notes with best wishes to Ken Stone and Avril Howe 
who this month take the great step. They have chosen 
a most appropriate date, July 14th—The Storming of the 
Bastille. 

* * . * , 

No. 1 COMPANY 
The main topic of conversation in the Company for 

part of the month was the week's visit of the film unit. 
Amiens Platoon did all tiiat was required of them—one 
minute doing P.T., the next returning from a long route 
march moving wearily up a hill; the training area 
became both a desert and a jungle, and[ finally Amiens 
Platoon did, in effect? a PassingOut parade after five 
weeks' training. Whilst waiting for the clouds to move 
away from the sun, one began to know that filmmaking 
was not all fun and games. It did give those men involved 
a chance of doing something rather different to normal 
routine, and for our part we enjoyed their visit very much. 
There were of course some amusing incidents; one actor, 
when dressed up as a soldier, received a few sharp words 
from a certain officer for sitting dozing on a piece of 
forbidden ground! 

The new intake, Hindenburg Line Platoon, arrived on 
21st June. This Platoon is commanded by Sgt. Yuill 
and the other N.C.O.s are Cpls. Barrel and Green and 
L/Cpls. Wells and Marsh. 

Our Permanent Staff keeps changing round and Ptes. 
Avery, ManSbridge and Roberts have departed on release. 
We wish them success in the future. . 

FOUND 
In The Buffs Tent after the Kent v Australia 

Match—a Plastic Mackintosh (in case). 
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r^njoy really fresh 
milk chocolate 

Milk chocolate is at its best 

when it is really fresh. That 
is why Nestle's Milk Chocolate 

always tastes so very, very good. 
You buy it at the peak of its 

perfection . . . smooth, creamy, full
'S' flavoured and factory fresh. No wonder 

Nestle's Milk Chocolate is so popular. Its delicious 
freshness keeps it in constant demand, which, when 

you come to think of it, explains why it is always really fresh I 

x  v  \ N  v  

good taste tells you it's 
Hi 8 
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dlTB BISCUITS 
$4 bidoufd fir*0 et/eYif fadfe / 

for 

Quality Tailored 

In: Garments 

Reasonable Prices 

Facilities for Payment 

Send for Illustrated 
Brochure 

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS, LONDON, W.C.2 
Telephone: TEMple Bar 1814 

OUR REPRESENTATIVES VISIT ALL DEPOTS 

Branches: Aldershot, Amesbury, Bournemouth, Camberley, Cam
bridge, Chester, Exeter, Folkestone, Newark, Oxford, Isle of Man, 

Redruth, Richmond (Yorks) 

D R I N K  M O R E  

,v ê 

So*" 

J®5® 

THE 

PERFECT 

THIRST-

QUENCHER 
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4/5th Battalion 
IT was with very deep 

regret that news was re
ceived of the death on 

July 1st of Lieut.Colonel 
Charles Sydney Forster )Vitts, 
O.B.E., T.D., J.P., c.c., the 
Mayor of Margate; "Bogey" 
to the older generation of 
Territorials, wellloved and 
known to all. Of his aspir
ations and unstinting public 
service much has been said 
elsewhere. Sufficient is it for 
us to record his great interest 
in all our doings and join in 
silent commemoration of an

other called to the nearer presence. The 
Commanding Officer represented the Kent 
Territorial Association at the service held at the 
Church of St* John the Baptist, and the Battalion 
was represented by Past and Present members 
and members of the Regimental Association. 

The Honorary Colonel, Colonel D. J. Dean, 
v.c., T.D., J.P., was on parade in Hyde Park on 
the occasion of Her Majesty's inspection marking 
the centenary of the institution of the award of 
the Victoria Cross. 

There was not a great deal of sortingout to 
be done on return from Annual Camp, and so 
we have been able to devote more time to train
ing, both rangework and preparation for com
petitive events. "B" Company at Sittingbourne 
have mounted quite an offensive designed to make 
the local inhabitants a little more T. A.minded and 
have spent a very busy time indeed on publicity. 
Teams are in training for forthcoming motor
cycle trials and the China Cup team has been 
getting in practice at Lydden Spout and else
where. For the China Cup, two teams will re
present 44 (Infantry) Division, both from 133 
Brigade and one team is composed entirely of 
members of the 4/5th Battalion The Buffs (T.A.), 
as follows:— 

Sgt. L. Coles 
C/Sgt. A. Trinkwon 
C.S.M. R. White 
Sgt. G. Castle 

Sgt. R. Bass 
Sgt. W. Thundow 
Sgt. H. Saunders 
Sgt. S. Wraight 

C.S.M. T. Wing and Sgt. Ellis are reserves and 
are likely to shoot at Bisley in either A or B teams. 
The nonplaying Captain is Major C. E. E. 
Balding. We wish them every success on the 11th 
July when they journey to Bisley. One often 
wonders why a T.A. competition of this sort is 
arranged for midweek when it is difficult for 

some personnel to get away; however, we have 
a very representative team this year and hope to 
do well. 

Sgt. Stockdale and L/Cpl. Longman did very 
well in the Hampshire Hundred motorcycle 
trials against stiff opposition, both from civilian 
and military teams. The winners were the team 
from Western Command Signals. Our entry 
was really handicapped from the start as they 
were riding B.S.A. machines opposed to the 
Matchless of almost every other competitor. 
We look forward to their continued success in 
the Midsummer Trials and the District Meetings 
in August. For the latter it is hoped to enter at 
least four teams from the Battalion. Between 
now and then it rather seems that the Old Park, 
Canterbury, will be a spot to avoid if con
centrated practice is going to take place. 

In the meantime, preparations are going ahead 
for a Support Company Weekend at Lydd in 
July, when, given reasonable weather conditions 
and provided the participants are spared the 
worst rigours of Saturday evening at Uncle's, it is 
hoped to fire a convincing number of weapons. 
There will be a number of visitors from Rifle 
Companies and the whole affair promises well. 
A report on the various activities will appear in 
the August issue of The Dragon. Various officers 
and members of the Permanent staff have lately 
taken part in Certificate "A" Boards for Com
bined Cadet Force Units in the vicinity and have 
had perforce to brush up their knowledge of map
reading and other dormant skills. 

There is no further news about the impending 
formation of the 5th Battalion, but as soon as 
information becomes available it will be possible 
to give an "Order of Battle". 

As a tailpiece to these notes, your corres
pondent has been persuaded to record the 
following, an actual occurrence at this year's 
Annual Camp. The scene is the Dining Tent at 
Fingringhoe; the occasion the visit by the 
General Officer Commanding 44th (H.C.) 
Division (T.A.). The G.O.C. is inspecting the 
midday meal and approaching one table enquires 
of the nearest occupant: "Well, and how is the 
meal today?". A pause whilst this is considered 
by the "victim"—and the rest of the table as 
well—"Not too bad at all, thank you, Sir", 
came the answer. The General, well satisfied 
with the response, was about to move on with 
his entourage, when in a silence that could be 
felt a friend of the one addressed said, and 
hardly sotto voce at that, "George, you are a 
mucking liar!". In the ensuring confusion, the 
inspecting party contrived to beat a strategic 
and orderly retreat. 
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Arrivals and departures this month include 
Captain Alan Scott, who has migrated to East 
Anglia, and Support Company will miss his 
burly frame stalking through the Company 
lines. Lieut. Graham Turner is now officially on 
our strength and continues to preside at the 
seaplane sheds at Dover. 

* * * 

"A" COMPANY 
After a strenuous rehabilitation course, civilian style, 

to rid ourselves of the last savour of that very peculiar 
brand of muddy water known as Fingringhoe tea and a 
plentiful supply of indigestion tablets for our P.S.I, to 
help relish the last of those delightful pig's trotters, all 
may be said to be normal—well, almost. 

A welcome turnout of thirty members, well supported 
by personnel from "S" Company at Deal, attended the 
Annual Mayor's Parade at the Parish Church of St. 
John, Margate, on 27th May. It has since been remarked 
how nice it was to see a really representative gathering 
from the Buffs on parade and we are glad to have made 
such an impression. Our thanks go to C.S.M. Rogers 
and his Deal stalwarts for making the long journey up to 
Thanet. 

The Company's congratulations must be accorded this 
month to our R.E.M.E. expert, Sgt. King, and Mrs. 
King on the birth of a son. Charlie can take that worried 
"I'm going to be a Daddy" look off his face now. 

A tremendous waterborne shoot, not involving the 
Senior Service, took place at the Royal Marines' range 
at Kingsdown on Sunday, 3rd June. Sgt. Bass, firing 
during the rough weather which marked our visit and 
dodging the spray, unfortunately ducked too late, nearly 
qualifying thereby for a set of webbed feet and a pair of 
waterwings. Presumably this mishap will mean that he 
must clean his buttons and belt now! The strains of that 
wellknown ditty Rocked in the basin of the deep were 
heard coming from C.S.M. Gabriel; fortunately 
(according to one school of thought, anyway), tpo much 
seaweed prevented him from giving us a rendering on 
his trumpet. 

Sgt. Bryant has disappeared to Epsom for a Light 
Rescue Course just prior to going on leave, which is the 
excuse for what is at present a little uncertain and there 
is much speculation as to whether he will lose the Tubby 
Hubby stakes as the result of stretcher lifting over all 
those ruins. 

Finally, we send best wishes to Sgt. Reid, A.C.C., on 
his reenlistment as a Regular Soldier and hope he has 
pleasant memories of his stay with us. 

* * * 

"B" COMPANY 
All our efforts since returning from Annual Catiip 

have been directed towards organising a Recruiting 
Week in the Sittingbourne area. Cinema slides, window 
space in the High Street, loud speaker vans, press publicity, 
etc., have all had to be arranged, as well as our own 
programme for the week. Whether or not we shall succeed 
in gaining some recruits time alone will tell. At least we 
shall have put ourselves on the map and certainly let the 
local inhabitants know that they have a company of the 
4/5th Battalion, The Buffs (T.A.), in the vicinity. 

Congratulations to L/Cpls. Cherry and Cowles and to 
Pte. Gardner on their respective promotions. 

On 16th and 17th June some members of the Company 
spent an enjoyable weekend at Eastbourne learning 

about water supply, road making and how to use blocks 
and tackle, as well as being introduced to that useful 
defensive weapon, the boobytrap. 
We are fortunate to possess a good piece of land for 

training within a stone's throw of the Drill Hall and 
expect to put it to good use in the very near future. 
Further reports about the Recruiting Week next month 

and also about the Tradesmen's Shoot—quite a local 
event. 

Conversation tailpiece: "Who are the two officers, 
one of whom thought that one foot had got smaller, 
and the other that one of his had grown bigger?" 

* * * 
"C" COMPANY 

Things still seem rather quiet, particularly since. Camp, 
but we are persevering with our training ..programme 
and seem to be getting somewhere at last. Although still 
numerically weak we have made some progress in in
creasing the number of volunteers and can welcome three 
more recruits to swell our ranks. Our Company Com
mander has been exceedingly busy of late and the outcome 
is king pin—King Cobb in fact! 

* * * 

"D" COMPANY 
Those of us who were inclined to be rather pessimistic 

about the weather we could expect at Annual Camp in 
May are now smiling broadly, in the knowledge that by 
taking the plunge then, we were spared from taking a 
literal plunge in June. 

Of course we all realize that rain is vital and the 
gardeners in our midst are generally always prepared to 
view an overcast sky with satisfaction, but if only some 
scientist could devise some method of rain control! 

During the past few weeks, we at Folkestone have been 
busily engaged in making our "noneffectives" even less 
so, by withdrawing their kits. Needless to say, those 
remaining are now going all out to reestablish the com
radeship and team spirit for which the T.A. has always 
been renowned. 

If Wilfred Pickles were to ask his stock question "Are 
you courting?" of some of the bachelor members of this 
Company we believe that Ptes. Tony Marsh and Ron 
Fedder would blushingly answer in the affirmative and to 
use a P.S.I.ism of C.S.M. Green's in the kindest manner, 
"The best of luck to 'em". Apart from the incidental 
intelligence that none of L/Cpl. Le Bargy's pigeons are 
at the moment egg bound, there isn't much more to report 
on from Folkestone this month. 

* * * 

"SP" COMPANY 
Captain Alan Scott is shortly handing over the canteen 

and its associated headaches to some other unsuspecting 
member of the Company on migrating to the Eastern 
Counties and he has our best wishes for his ijew venture., 
We shall be sorry to see him go, because heds by way of 
being a foundermember of the Deal Centre, but hope to 
see him from time to time in the future. 

Sgt. Kay has returned from another spell in hospital 
and is now busy organising the forthcoming training 
weekend at Lydd. 

June has proved to be a busy month, what with Range 
practices and preparations for motor cycle trials which 
are due to take place shortly. The Stockdales (Inc.) have 
been much in evidence in the Company garage and we 
hope to report some good results from their labours. 
Our Sunday on the Royal Marines' Range was fairly 
exciting but was spoilt entirely by rough weather; so 

im 
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much so that many became waterborne on the;; firing 
point (waterlogged is. probably a better description of 
conditions!). Early in the month there was duite a 
gathering at Dover to receive—and what was more irii^ 
portant, help empty—the prizewinning Platoon's; barrel 
of beer, the proceeds from the InterDrill Hall Com
petition, details of which were given in the last issue of 
The Dragon. 

Sandwich Drill Hall is again in the throes of alter
ations, this time to the W.R.A.C. Canteen. For the present 
therefore, the teabrewers arid the MachineGunners are 
sharing quarters upstairs; that is of course when the 
latter are in because the lighter evenings have been spent 
on the ground grappling with Capt. Morgan's seemingly 
inexhaustible supply of "problems". The MachineGun 
Platoon have recently said goodbye to Sgt. James and 
Pte. Harnett—only temporarily we hope—and it was 
with great regret that it was foqnd they could not extend 
their engagements. Both have been with the Platoon 
since its very early days and have taken part in all the 
major "battles" since Dibgate. 

The Company has undertaken to supply carriers, 
weapons and personnel for "B" Company's recruiting 
week at Sittingbourne and this will be reported on more 
fully later on. 

M C.S.M. Rogers is having another spate of amend
mentitis of late and has gone so far as to rope in Messrs. 
Bond and Strong to deal with the more difficult scissor 
snipping phases. 

July will see the whole Company at Lydd for field 
firing and already there is the promise of a wellattended 
weekend. Uncle is being primed accordingly and there 
should be some fairly staggering scores for the first detail 
on Sunday! 

* * * 

H.Q. COMPANY 
Very little has happened this past month, most of the 

time has been taken up with clearing up the mess after 
the Annual Camp; cable to be overhauled, wireless sets 
into Workshops and a thousand and one other things to 
be done, but happy to relate there is no heavy bill to foot 
for losses this year. 

L/Cpl. Minter who did so well on his Light Rescue 
Course is giving us the benefit of his knowledge and it 
is to be hoped we are all letting it sink in as it may be of 
great value at a later date. 

2/Lieut. Willey, who is the new M.T.O., is present 
most evenings, which is a great help and next month we 
are embarking on rather an ambitious programme, but 
more of that later on. 

It was nice to read about Sgt. Bell in the last issue of 
The Dragon—there's just no holding him now! 

PLEASE 
SUPPORT 

OUR 
ADVERTISERS 

Buffs' Golfing Society 
MATCH V RYE 

Played at Rye, 24th June 

ONCE again Rye enter
tained The Buffs Golfing 
Society with their now 

proverbial hospitality. On this 
occasion The Buffs were very 
thick on the ground; not only 
did they raise a team of 10, but 
the Rye Team had a couple of 
them—Harold Colton and 
Geoffrey Walker. Notwith
standing, Rye won 10 matches 
to 4 with 1 matched halved. 

The Rye team was headed by 
Brigadier Robert Scott, their 

revered Secretary complete with homemade 
trolley, which resembled a cross between a 
perambulator and a multibarrelled mortar. We 
very much hope to see Geoffrey Walker and 
Harold Colton playing in future Buffs Golfing 
Society fixtures, perhaps anyways at the Autumn 
Meeting, which is ontheir home course. 

Detailed results were as follows:— 
Morning 

Maj. D. Montgomery (3/1) 1 
M. de J. Creswick ... 0 
Maj. D. Cobb 0 
M. C. Bollon 0 
Lt.Col. J. May ... 0 

R. C. Lancaster (6/5) ... 
Vlaj. D. N. Court 
Major W. R. H. Browne 

G. Simon (4/2) 
Maj. K. C. Meyrick 

Singles 
Brig. R. P. Scott 
A. G. Russell (4/3) ... 
R. C. Ross (5/4) ... 
P. Mills (4/3) 
Col. R. B. Y. Simpson 

(4/3) 
J. P. Compton 
W. E. Heath (4/2) ... 
Maj. Sir J. Ferguson 

(2 up) 
D. W. H. Murton Neale 
H. E. Colton (2 up) ... 

Afternoon Foursomes 
Maj. D. Montgomery & 

M. de J. Creswick ... 
Maj. D. Cobb & 

M. C. Bollon (6/5) ... 
Lt.Col. J. May & 

R. Browne 
R. C. Lancaster & 

Maj. D. N. Court ... 
G. Simon & 

Maj. K. C. Meyrick 

Brig. R. P. Scott & 
R. C. Ross (3/2) ... 1 

A. G. Russell & 
P. Mills ... ... 0 

W. E. Heath & 
G. L. Walker (7/6) 1 

Maj. Sir J. Ferguson & 
Col. R. B. Y. Simpson J 

J. P. Compton & 
H. E. Colton (4/3) 1 

MATCH V QUEEN'S OWN ROYAL WEST KENT 
REGIMENT 

Played at Wrotham Heath, 29th June, 1956 
The largest team that we could raise for this 

match was seven, so seven singles were played 
in the morning and three foursomes and one 
single in the afternoon. As it turned out, the 
afternoon 6 and 5 singles victory of that greatly 

[1871 
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improved player, Richard Lea, was the key 
match and forced a draw with 5J points to both 
sides and thus avoided a narrow defeat at the 
hands of the Queen's Own. The event was en
livened by the presence of Brigadier R. F. 
Parry, who partnered Colonel "Rabbit" Hoare 
in the foursomes. In a heavy downpour of rain 
golfing history was made. At the second hole 
it was Colonel "Rabbit's" turn to drive. He did 
so and with his ball struck the tin hut in which 
his partner was sheltering, with such violence 
that the hut was afterwards of little use as a 
protection against the elements, and the ball 
disappeared (or perhaps disintegrated is a more 
accurate description of its fate!). Brigadier 
Parry, shaken and deafened by the rocketlike 
explosion, emerged from the shelter and pro
ceeded to the teeing ground to play the next shot. 
Taking a firm grip on himself, he swung, and to 
such effect that ball and club disappeared in 
opposite directions—the ball to go out of bounds 
to the right of the fairway and the club out of 
bounds to the left of it. To give you an idea of 
the power behind this remarkable stroke it must 
be placed on record that it took seven men ten 
minutes to find both ball and club. Incidentally, 
the holes in this Stirling match, beside which the 
other matches pale into insignificance, were so 
decisively won or lost that nobody had to take 
out his putter until the sixth green. 

Detailed results of the match were as follows: 
Morning Singles 

Major Montgomery Lt. C. L. Tarver ... 0 
Col. Wingfield Stratford 1 
Maj. M. S. M. Archer 1 
Maj. A. J. M. Flint ... 0 
Col. B.L.Clay ... 1 
2/Lt. M. A. Maberly 1 
2/Lt. I. F. Warner ... ] 

Wingfield Stratford & 
Flint 

Clay & Maberly 

M. C. Bollon 
Maj. D. N. Court 
Maj. W. R. H. Browne 
Lt.Col. N. Hoare 
Brig. R. F. Parry 
2/Lt. R. Lea 

Afternoon Foursomes 
Montgomery & Bollon 1 Tarver & Archer 

(1st Pair) 
Court & Browne 1 

(2nd Pair) 
Hoare & Parry ... 0 

(3rd Pair) 
2/Lt. R. Lea 1 Warner 0 

Result: Tied 5]—5/ 
* * * 

MATCH V LIPHOOK 
Played at Liphook, 1st July, 1956 

This match took place under the excellent 
arrangements of Colonel "Rabbit" Hoare. So 
strong is the appeal of this fixture, now in its 
seventh year, that players come from as far afield 
as Dorset, Brighton and Canterbury to play in it. 
It was delightful to see Colonel Eric Scott and his 
wife once again; also to welcome a new member 
in Charles Reay, who lives at Haslemere. 

Eric Scott had evidently drawn inspiration 
from his recent visit to the Canadian Cup Tourn
ment, during which he had followed Ben 
Hogan's fortunes with the aid of a simple device 
to improve his viewpoint—an ordinary foot
stool. His drives at Liphook were so long and 
powerful that his partner in the foursomes was 
often left with a run up for his second shot 
instead of the customary full wood. The match 
was very close, being won by The Buffs by a 
slender point, in spite of a lead of 3 to 1 after 
the morning foursomes and the hospitality of 
Liphook members soon counteracted the 
damping effect of the showers. 

Detailed results of the match were as follows: 

W. R. Kennion & 
R. A. Gotch 0 

0 
Adml. Rebbeck & 

S. Broughton 
H. F. Wilmot & 

E. M. P. Williams (9/7) 1 
R. F. Ingram & 

F. A. C. Blackwood 0 

Foursomes 
Lt.Col. E. S. Scott & 

Maj.D. Montgomery 
(5/4) 

M. de J. Creswick & 
Lt.Col. J. F. May (4/3) 
W. R. Browne & 

Lt.Col. N. E. Hoare 
I. A. Pearson & 

C. H. Reay 

Liphook 
Kennion 
Gotch 
Rebbeck (5/4) ... 
Broughton 
Willmot (2/1) ... 
Williams (3/1) ... 
Ingram (4/2) ... 
Blackwood 

1 
Singles 

The Buffs 
0 Montgomery (4/2) . . 1 
0 Scott . 1 
1 Creswick . 0 
i May . i 

. 0 1 Browne 

. i 

. 0 
1 Hoare . 0 
1 Pearson . 0 
0 Reay (1 up) ... . 1 

4J 3i 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR EMPLOYMENT OF 
REGULAR SAILORS, SOLDIERS AND AIRMEN 

CALLING ALL REGULAR SOLDIERS 

DO YOU KNOW 
that there is a highly efficient organisation operating in 
the locality of your home? 

It is only waiting for a personal call from you, or a 
ring on the telephone or a postcard, to get busy with 
your employment problem. 

See Telephone Directory as above or under Regular 
Forces Employment Association, or ask at any main 
Post Office for the address of your local Job Finder. 
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THE ASSOCIATION OF SERVICE NEWSPAPERS ADVERTISEMENT PAGES, 
67/68 JERMYN STREET, ST. JAMES'S. S.W.1, TEL. WHITEHALL 2504 

W\w( Xodk ^ CMMMM Cw&b IM/TEM. Match mother J 

It does seem a little premature doesn't it? 
But the printing of over a million cards for 
regiments, ships and units all over the world 
takes time. Even in Naafi's own Printing 
Branch, a modern plant fully equipped for 
this specialised work, printing must begin 
months before Christmas. Naafi printers are 
unsurpassed in the quality of production of 
colourembossed, crested cards, using only 
the finest materials and true heraldic colours, 
and bringing to their task the devoted care 
and skill of true craftsmen. By placing your 
orders early you help them to produce the 
finest Service Christmas cards in the world. 

You will send off your cards with pride if 
they are printed by Naafi! Ask to see your 
Naafi District Manager's comprehensive 
Christmas Card Brochure and please place 
your order early. 
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T H E  F O L L O W I N G    F I R M S  S U P P O R T  
S E R V I C E  J O U R N A L S  

FROM AIL' COOD GROCERS ARB STORES 

'UtICINSOrS 

«Hh l«tlju>nri jlumbuf* 

^RDENS 

J. PARKINSON & SON 
( S H I P L E Y )  L T D .  

PLAIN & UNIVERSAL MILLING 
MACHINES, SUNDERLAND GEAR 

PLANERS AND VICES 
SHIPLEY - - YORKS. 

Try BURMA SAUCE 
Eyeiy drop is of full flavour 

Ask for White—Cottell's 
Worcester Sauce 

D.K 
THE SAUCE THAT DOES YOU GOOD 

KL/IRFF^BER PLATES" 
OKENSl 

i BADGES, 
for PICTURES ^ x itcckic 

PRESENTATION^^ 
MESSROOMS^ 

(NamepIatesJ^LTD? 
CAMBRIDGE ROAD, TWICKENHAM 

HORNBY TRAINS

^rouBIO

For Your Enjoyment 

Callard &. Bowser's 
Celebrated "Thistle Brand" 

BUTTERSCOTCH 
Famous since 1837 

PARK DRIVE 
C I G A R E T T E S  

DRUMS & BUGLES 
CONTACT 

GEORGE POTTER & CO. 
(MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.) 

ALDERSHOT 
EST. 1810 PHONE: 100 

RIZILA 
CIGARETTE PAPERS 

DOA/rmsH yooR ha/R 
/a/ yooR bath water / 

The only way to get 
it surgically clean and 
free from Dandruff, 
Scurf and other root
clogging deposits is 
regular washing with 

Messrs. Blenkhorn Richardson 
& Co., Ltd. 

Woollen & Worsted Manufacturers 

Eastfield Mills, HAWICK, SCOTLAND 
OLD FASHIONED HUMBUGS 
AND OTHER VARIETIES 

Evan Williams 
DANDRUFF 
REMOVER 

Shampoo 
Enough for several shampoos in 

M e l t o n i a n  
SHOE CREAMS 

and WHITE DRESSINGS 

WE 

SMIIHS>IH£LP 70 
FEED THE 
NATION 

luiiiiiimiiiHiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiim 

Refreshes after work, travel and sport 

^^righf's 
COAL TAR SOAP 

IDEAL FOR TOILET BATH AND NURSERY 

BROWN & KNIGHT, LTD. 
Ham Specialists 

9a Lower Marsh 
LAMBETH, S.E.I 

CJIMWfllr 
M I N E R A L  W A T E R S  

LEMON SQUASH, &c 

lOLD BY N.A.A.F.I. CANTEENS 
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Past and Present 
Association 

Life Members 
1ST TO 30TH JUNE, 1956 

H.Q. Roll.—2/Lieut. C. R. B. Neame, Sgt. D. Adam. 
Weald Branch.—Mr. F. Wilkinson. 

* * * 

Annual Members 
H.Q. Roll.—2/Lieut. A. A. Conn, 2/Lieut. V. Evans, 

2/Lieut. G. Freebairn, 2/Lieut. A. H. Mason, Mr. T. J. 
Bentley. 

Dover Branch.—Mr. G. Matcham. 
afe * ifc 

Donations 
We acknowledge with thanks the following donations:— 

Benevolent Fund £ s. d. 
A. E. Silk 10 0 
Museum Fund 
Ramsgate Branch 2 2 0 

* * * 

Grants 
The total grants from the Benevolent Fund and the 

World War 1939 Charitable Fund during the month of 
June, 1956, are as follows:— 

£ s. d. 
Benevolent Fund 45 9 9 
World War 1939 Charitable Fund ... ... 9 0 0 

London Branch 
On Saturday, June 16th, at 6 p.m., some 17 members 

of the Branch, some accompanied by their wives, turned 
up to pay homage to our late Comrades, at the Laying 
of the Wreath on the Cenotaph. The weather was very 
bad, but this did not stop the attendance. Led by our 
President, Brigadier E. Foster Hall, M.C., we marched 
from Prince Charles Street to the Cenotaph. What a 
fitting scene this seemed on this very rainy evening. The 
police were on duty, holding up the traffic, everything so 
quiet, not even so much as a glimmer of the sun, so peace
ful, everyone hearing those immortal words spoken by 
Tommy Taylor, after laying the wreath on that great 
monument. The ceremony over, we marched away, our 
standards in front flying in the breeze, smartly carried 
by Mr. Haslett, with people looking at the Dragon. 

So another Cenotaph night passed on, but not to be 
forgotten because we shall be on parade again next year 
and, I hope, for many years to come. So just a word of 
thanks to those grand ladies for turning up, to mention 
a few names, Mrs. Foster Hall, Mrs. Cotton, Mrs. Taylor, 
Mrs. Everett and others. 

Having made our way back to the Prince Alfred, Tufton 
Street, we held a short meeting. Although the weather 
was bad, the attendance was again past the 40 mark. 
While a very interesting debate took place, I took a look 
around the Branch room and noted some of the chaps 
present. There was Mr. Verney from Guildford, looking 
very fit; also Mr. Jones gave a lookin having come up 
from Eastleigh, Hants.; nice to see Albert Sharp after 

his illness; Mr. Head, Jim Annan, Taffy Williams, Bert 
Perry, Billy Hudd, Mr. Martin, Sam Lewis, Turbi Watts, 
Capt. Emery, George Cobb, Mr. Odell, Mr. Priest, Jock 
Clayton, and many more. Yes it was a very good night 
and a very good gettogether. Let us say thanks to Mr. 
Lewis once again, for his unstinting work on the catering 
side. We are all now looking forward to our trip to 
Canterbury and it will be two coaches this year, so make 
way there, Canterbury, the London Branch will be 
invading you on 12th August. 

Sorry to say that George Hardwick is in Hospital. 
You 141 chaps know what a great chap George is, so 
let's wish him a speedy recovery and hope he will soon 
be back with us. Pleased to say his old pals, Charlie 
Wenham and Freddie Faulkner, are paying him many 
visits and are keeping an eye on him. Also above all his 
wife, I am pleased to say, during his illness is keeping her 
chin up and keeps smiling. I know a lot of his old com
rades will be pleased to hear that old Benny Fields is keeping 
quite happy and wishes to be remembered to you all. 
What a wonderful old chap, after the years of his wife's 
illness, then to lose her, he still finds time to have a 
cheery word and a joke. Yes, he is a grand old Buff. 
Although whilst writing to me, he burnt his dinner and 
had to fall back on a couple of dumdums. 

It was nice to hear, from the Canterbury note in The 
Dragon, about Sgt. Bell, but I would like to add that old 
Dingers has never lost his Roll, just like a Brewer's 
Drayman. See you at Canterbury, Dingers. 

I hear that old Bert Perry is thinking about taking up 
motor racing at Silverstone, only he wants to get a 
Mercedes first. 

Now don't forget August 12th is Canterbury Sunday, 
including, this year, the LayingUp of the Old Colours of 
the 2nd Battalion. What a fitting thing for all you chaps 
that were on parade at the Presentation, to have had the 
privilege to see them presented and now to see them laidup. 

Our President, Brigadier E. Foster Hall, M.C., sends his 
best wishes to ah members. 

This is all for this month. Best of luck to all Branches 
from the London Branch. 

H J S 
FORTHCOMING ATTRACTION 

London Branch Dinner and Dance, September 8th. 
Book now, 13/6 per ticket. 

* * * 

Ladies' Guild 
Notes of the meeting of the Ladies' Guild held on 

Saturday, 7th July, 1956. 
As it was the first gathering of our new year,' the Chair

man opened the meeting by saying she would like to thank 
the ViceChairman, the Treasurer and the Secretary for 
all their help and hard work, and the Committee and 
members for their continued support throughout the 
past year. 

Apologies for absence were received from Mrs. Foster 
Hall, Mrs. Yapp and Mrs. Dalgleish. A letter was read 
from the Secretary of the London Branch with regard to 
the Remembrance Services at the Tower of London on 
the 22nd July and Canterbury Cathedral on the 12th 
August. 

Mrs. Austin had sent a message of love and good 
wishes to all her Guild friends, and a donation towards 
Guild funds because she was not able to get along to 
meetings now. It was announced with pleasure that Mrs. 
Waters' daughter had herself become the mother of a new 
baby daughter, who was now a fortnight old and whose 
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name was Sylvia Ann. It was agreed that the usual 
christening present be sent to the little one. 

The Chairman said that the Statement of Account 
for the year just closed was available for inspection and 
that after paying for the theatre tickets for the Christmas 
entertainment, the position was very satisfactory. 

Raffle prizes were received from Mrs. Annan, Mrs. 
Everett, Mrs. Love, The Folks at the Corner Table, A 
Member and Mrs. Tucker, and these, with the four left 
over from last month, realised a total of £2 Is. 3d. 

Dover Branch 
Must apologise for the fact that these notes were not 

in the June Dragon, but the meeting was too late in the 
month for the notes to be at Canterbury in time for 
publication. Never mind, better late than none at all. 

Our Chairman (Tommy Noakes) presided, and present 
were Jim Johncock, Tommy Holloway, Charlie Hare, 
Woo Martin, Darkie Ross, Pongo Meakin, Ted Marsh, 
Arthur Banks, Messrs. Ellen and Harry Hopper, Charlie 
Collins, Harry Saunders and Mr. Matcham. 

It is hard to say which should come first in the notes, 
but I'll write them in the order they occurred. 

Firstly the sad loss to the Branch, and Regiment, that 
grand old character Moggie Hollands, who died at the 
age of 75. Messrs. Marsh, Holloway, Hopper and Ross 
were present at his funeral. There must be quite a 
number of the old ones who would remember him long 
before the First World War. (He was a member of the 
South Africa Veterans' Branch.) I first met him when 
he was Corporal in the Horse Transport at Cork, 1919, 
at which stage of his life he must have had more than 
21 years' service. It is quite possible that a record of his 
service was published in the June Dragon. Do hope the 
Secretary remembered to forward it on. 

Next is the news of our Secretary, Charlie Collins, 
whose progress towards good health is slow but sure. 
With all good luck it is hoped that he will be able to 
resume office at the next meeting, July. 

Sorry to have to report that our very able and willing 
Tommy Holloway hasn't been just the thing; so much 
so he has had to give up Acting Secretary and Treasurer. 

Let me add that old fellow won't give in and is still 
getting around and it is difficult to make him take a rest. 
Take it easy Tom, and don't do too much, you're getting 
older. 

Nice to see Harry Saunders along and, yes,® he brought 
us a new member to add to our numbers, Mr. Matcham 
of Ewell Minnis. Talking of numbers reminds me that 
there are quite a few who we have not seen for a long 
time. 

Possibly a little late, but on behalf of the Branch 
I would like to thank all those who were responsible for 
the arrangements at Canterbury for the Darts Final. 
All voted they enjoyed themselves. 

I must make mention here of a very old member of 
the Branch, Mr. Smith of Clarendon Street. No, old 
friend, we haven't forgotten you at all and we are 
extremely sorry to hear of your illness. I believe our 
Chairman calls in to see you with The Dragon, so if you 
read these notes, why not ask your son to pop along to 
one of our meetings, sure it will make a wonderful 
difference in your thoughts about us. 

Got no farther with our Darts Championship. Just 
the ones we wanted were away. Still, possibly July will 
see them present. 

Medway Branch 
In order to get these notes to our General Secretary in 

ample time for the July issue of The Dragon I find that 
I have to write them in the middle of the previous month— 
the month that is referred to as "Flaming June", but 
which, to date, has belied its name. But there it is, rain 
and chilly breezes, and we cannot do anything about it. 

I really haven't any news at all this month. We held 
our usual meeting on the 16th but for one reason and 
another there were only eight members present. This 
was the most poorly attended meeting that I have seen 
since I have been in the Medway Towns and I sincerely 
hope that more members will find their way clear to join 
our activities in the future. 

Last month I referred to my efforts at house decorating. 
I am at it again this month, too. It so happens that one 
of my office companions is also busy on the same job 
and so we are able to compare notes. Strip the walls 
and the paint, make good blemished surfaces, apply new 
paper and fresh paint—sounds easy, doesn't it? but it 
does not seem to work put that way with me. However, 
I think this is the last job I shall have to do this year. 

Between now and the next issue of The Dragon I hope 
to take a holiday, and so, in common with thousands of 
others, I am trusting that the weather will be kind to me 
and the family and allow us to have a nice peaceful time. 
To those of you who are still looking forward to your 
holiday I wish the best of luck and good hunting. 

Ladies' Guild 
The Medway Branch of the Ladies' Guild has held 

two pleasant meetings. Although there were fewer 
present at the June one owing to holidays, those who 
were able to come enjoyed an afternoon of whist and 
tea. We were very glad to welcome back Mrs. Vickery, 
now recovered from serious illness; but we regret that 
two more members, Mrs. Medhurst and Mrs. Burch, are 
still on the sick list. 

Earlier in the month the Guild very much enjoyed a 
trip to Canterbury, in spite of unkind weather. We were 
sorry Mrs. Findlay was unable to meet us, but she very 
kindly gave the party coffee, and her place was taken by 

. Mrs. Argles. Unfortunately, it was not possible for us 
to go over the Museum, but we hope to see it another 
time. After attending Evensong at the Cathedral, 
followed by tea, we drove round the coast road for home. 

Ramsgate Branch 
I have, once more, to report a very busy, but successful 

and noteworthy month. 
Firstly our meeting held at the Freemasons' Tavern on 

Friday, 15th June, was opened by our Chairman, Mr. 
J. Johnson, assisted by the President, Mr. W. A. Wotton, 
VicePresidents C. F. Fakley and B. E. Knott, Treasurer, 
Major H. J. Martin, M.B.E., and the Secretary, with a 
muster of 57 members, our best attended meeting for a 
long time, this number of course did include the Associ
ation Secretary, Col. E. V. Argles, who we were very 
pleased to see, was able to join us at short notice, and 
judging by his remarks when called upon by the Chair
man, he was as pleased to be able to attend as we were 
to have him; he did stress the importance of being in 
time with details required for Remembrance Sunday, 
and also the need for an increase in the sale of Dragons, 
and we trust both these points will be suitably rewarded. 
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Fortunately our meeting coincided with the departure 
of the Colonel of the Regiment and Mrs. Boucher to 
America, and the Chairman voiced the feelings of the 
Branch, when he said we wished them all the very best 
for their voyage and stay in Washington. 

We still have a few sick, the addition this month being 
our other VicePresident, E. H. Swendell, who was 
suffering from a heavy cold; we wish them all the best 
and hope for a speedy recovery. 

Our pleasure was intensified at the meeting by the 
presence of Major F. G. Neville, M.C., who came along 
with his fatherinlaw. It is not often we can get Major 
Neville with us because of his Territorial Army commit
ments, but this was a special occasion, and our Chairman 
called upon him to tell us of a happy occasion that Major 
Neville had experienced with the Belgian Branch of the 
British Legion of Ostend, when Mrs. Neville was invited 
by the Branch to present their New Standard, and was, 
I gather, ordered by her father, an officer of the Belgian 
Branch, to carry out this duty, and it fell to Major Neville 
to command the Parade, and by his very lucid and amusing 
report he and Mrs. Neville not only carried out then
tasks satisfactorily, but with such dignity and bearing 
that they are, I believe, still a topic of conversation in 
Ostend. 

The Secretary in correspondence gave details of the 
Remembrance Service at Canterbury on August 12th, 
also the A.G.M. in September; and mentioned that the 
Fishing Competition would take place at Ramsgate on 
Sunday, October 7th; details will be sent to Branches in 
the near future. 

Thanks to the efforts of H. Cayley we were able to 
recruit a new member in Cliff George, who lives at 
Rawdon Road and one or two hitherto unpaid members 
have come along to renew their presence at the meetings. 

Owing to the subject of a Children's Outing being 
passed to Committee, it was decided that a Committee 
Meeting be held immediately after the general meeting 
and so we had to adjourn to the committee room, and 
leave our guests and the ladies, who we had invited to 
join us for a "gettogether", but not before we had 
Col. Argles talk to our ladies about the Ladies' Guild, 
and Mrs. Argles who so kindly came to join us also spoke 
to the ladies on the same subject, in view of the fact that 
we were launching the Ladies' Guild on the following 
week, and Col. and Mrs. Argles would be unable to attend 
that meeting as we had hoped. On our return from the 
committee meeting we found that Col. and Mrs. Argles 
had left, much to our regret, and that the ladies had 
almost formed their Branch in our absence; however, we 
carried out the meeting as arranged and have much 
pleasure in passing on the information that Ramsgate 
now has its Ladies' Guild Branch; I have, I hope, 
persuaded their Secretary (Mrs. Divers) to submit details 
of their Branch in their own Dragon notes. Our ladies 
are very keen and we think they will be a great asset to 
the Association; meetings will be held at the Freemasons' 
Tavern on the 1st Friday of each month. The Chairman, 

 Secretary, C. F. Fakley and A. Clayton attended the 
opening meeting of the Guild for guidance, and were 
thanked by the ladies for doing so. 

We are very fortunate in having such a good Buff host 
as Dick Atkins, who is always ready to do what he can to 
assist the Branch and we know he will care for the ladies 
in like manner, and love it, even if he does have a few 
words to say now and again. 

B.E.N. 

Ladies' Guild 
The first meeting of the newlyformed Ladies' Guild 

was held on Friday, 22nd June, after it had been success
fully formed under the able Chairmanship of Mr. 
Johnson, Chairman, Ramsgate Branch, who was supported 
by Mr. Hogben, Hon. Secretary, and Mr. Fakley, ex
Chairman. 

Sixteen ladies were present and of these Miss Cayley 
was appointed Chairman, Mrs. Hogben Treasurer, and 
Mrs. Divers Secretary, together with a Committee of six. 

It was decided to hold meetings at 7.30 p.m. on the 
first Friday of the month at the "Freemasons' Tavern", 
where refreshments can be obtained, including the "cup 
that cheers" which may be "brewed" in Mr. Atkins' 
kitchen. 

A round of social activities is now in the course of 
preparation. Further details will appear in future notes. 

Ladies desirous of becoming members will be welcomed, 
as also will any ladies who may be visiting Ramsgate 
from other Branches. 

* * * 

Folkestone Branch 
One event stands out above anything else which may 

have taken place during the month. I refer to the short, 
simple, but very impressive service in memory of Cpl. 
Cotter, v.c., on June 26th, in the Chichester Hall, 
Sandgate. It was conducted by the Vicar, the Rev. 
GethinJones, M.C., who originated the idea. 

Owing to lack of time we were able to contact very 
few members but we were quite well represented by the 
following: Major A. A. West, Capt. J. Tyrrell, Messrs. 
W. Brunger, H. Fordred, E. Little and P. Gatehouse. 
Capt. H. R. Gatehouse, who was on leave from the 1st 
Battalion, joined us. We were also very pleased to see 
Mr. P. Waters, Secretary of the Buffs Club. . 

* * * 

Sandwich Branch 
Congratulations to the Sittingbourne Branch on 

winning the Darts Final. It was certainly not through 
lack of supporters that Sandwich did not manage to win, 
for our party numbered about 93 strong. It would 
appear that neither team played like champions, the scores 
being very low. No doubt we must put it down to stage 
fright, for our team had their chances, but it was rather 
disappointing to find that the rules of the Final had been 
altered to the best of three games instead of five, for after 
all, it is the Final. However, we all had a very good 
evening and we thank our Secretary, Lieut.Col. E. V. 
Argles, R.S.M. White, and all those who took part in 
making the evening a success. 

The General Monthly Meeting was held at the Drill 
Hall on Wednesday, June 6th, 1956, at 8 p.m. Major 
F. W. Tomlinson presided. Very few members were 
present. It may have been because of the weather as far 
as our country members were concerned, and it may have 
been the garden for our Locals, but it could be T.V. 

The meeting opened with the usual moment's silence, 
and the Chairman asked those present that they might have 
in their thoughts our member, Mr. W. Crouch, who had 
just recently lost his wife. 

The Minutes of .the previous meeting were read and 
confirmed. 

Apologies were received from our ViceChairman, 
Lieut.Col. N. S. Hart, Messrs. A. Elvery, W. Crouch and 
H. Scarborough. 
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Correspondence read and discussed included H.Q. 
circular letter regarding the arrangements for the Remem
brance Service and Reunion to be held on Sunday, 
August 12th. 

Notice of the Annual General Meeting to be held at the 
Depot on Saturday, September 15th. 

A letter from the Ramsgate Branch was received thank
ing the Branch for their invitation to attend the Film Show 
to be held on Wednesday, October 3rd, which they were 
pleased to accept. 

Notice was received from the Sandwich Community 
Association that the Annual Riverside Fete would be held 
on Monday, August 6th. It was also planned to have a 
Horticultural Show in the Drill Hall and, as the success 
of the Fete depends entirely on the support of Societies 
and individuals, they would be very grateful for our 
support. 

It was unanimously agreed to support the Association 
in the effort and that the Hon. Secretary make enquiries 
for particulars and conditions regarding membership 
of the Association. 

FOLKESTONE V.C. MEMORIAL GARDENS.—It was agreed 
to arrange for a visit to these gardens as soon as they 
were ready and to visit another garden or place of interest 
on the same day. 

Brighton Branch 
How time flies! When you've written the Branch notes, 

you think to yourself, "Well now, I can do that gardening 
when there's a few spare moments". Instead, it's time to 
write those notes once again. 

Our member Jesse Carr had a very pleasant surprise 
one evening on returning home from work (having 
stopped in the park on the way to watch a cricket match) 
to find his old friend, Mr. Reynolds, and his son, had 
come to Brighton for the day and took the trouble to 
go to the Town Hall to find his address, and called to see 
him. It called for a few quick pints before the very 
welcome visitors had to return by train. 

But if anybody ever wants to find "Our Jessie" during 
the summer, they'll be sure to see him watching the cricket 
in Preston Park. That's his second home. 

If any Buff should be coming to Brighton, and could 
let me know, I'd be only too glad to try and meet them, 
or get one of our members to. There must be some who 
come but can't manage to come to our meeting. .We 
don't like to feel that any Buff might come and not be 
recognised, or welcomed, to our town. 

The last two meetings we have had a new room for our 
meetings, at the College, while alterations are being done 
to the Club Room. It is so comfortable in there, sitting 
around in the armchairs, that the meetings have lasted 
quite a long time, especially when Jimmy Dray comes 
along with the cigars for everyone. In fact the ladies 
thought we'd gone home without them, but when we did 
join them, after an interesting meeting during which a 
letter from Major and Mrs. Milton was read thanking all 
members for their gifts. 

While talking to the ladies, I noticed one or two budding 
dart players getting some practice. Maybe one day 
Brighton Branch will be able to enter that Dart Com
petition! Who knows? 

We are all looking forward to meeting old friends again 
on Remembrance Sunday. 

Best wishes to all Branches, 
W.A.K. 

How good it was to be invited to Major Milton's Cider 
Party (or should it be Garden Party?) at Burgess Hill on 
26th May, 1956. 

The Major looked very fit and apparently enjoying 
himself. I noticed the Dragon on a twentyfoot flag staff 
at the entrance, in case we lost our way, I assume. Some 
forty guests were there. The ladies looked nice and cool 
in their cottons, ginghams and silks. The apple trees, 
lilacs, etc., were all in full bloom and the sun had plenty 
of warmth. The kiddies were full of life. A small boy 
named Philip was leading his band of cowboys—all were 
armed with bows and arrows, lassoes, etc., and were 
having a grand time. 

Tea was served on tables spaced apart on the lawn and 
full justice was done to the heaps of homemade cakes, 
sandwiches, etc. 

After tea came the Cider—and withal I have not tasted 
such lovely cider even in my Kentish days. Full points to 
the Major, for it was homebrewed and delicious. We 
showed our appreciation by getting rid of a fair amount 
each. I hesitate to think what an hour's extension might 
have led to. 

All good things come to an end—but before leaving, 
the Brighton Branch gave Major Milton a suitably en
graved table lighter as a token of their esteem and thanks 
for the many kindnesses and good work he has done for 
them during the ten years or so he has been their Secretary. 

In making the presentation the speaker said he had 
heard it said the Major was going to Australia as an 
official of the Olympic Games—but the Brighton Branch 
has received certain information that this business about 
Australia was so much bluff. The news had leaked out 
that the Major owing to his optimism, fitness; good 
health and Bufflike training had been selected to be the 
first man from this earth to land on the Moon. 

We of the Brighton Branch cannot vouch for the 
accuracy of the statement given out by our speaker. All 
we wbuld say at this moment is that wherever the Major 
is going, we hope and trust he will be back in good time 
to make some more of that lovely cider for us next year. 
Thank you, Major, and thank you also Mrs. Milton—we 
are all very grateful. 

BRIGHTONIAN. 

Canterbury Branch 
Our meeting on the 22nd June was presided over by 

our ViceChairman, Lieut.Col. J. E. King, D.S.O., 
deputising for Bill Evans, who is having his annual spot 
of ozone at Eastbourne. 

The numbers present were rather below our customary 
average but this was not a reflection on the capabilities 
of our acting Chairman—on the contrary—for Colonel 
King's imperturbableness and sense of humour stand him 
well in the Chair. No—at least halfadozen of our 
regulars are fitting in holidays and maybe the better 
weather makes a call upon gardening interests, which are 
already in arrears. 

Agreed, Colonel King was not called upon to give any 
momentous decision—as a matter of fact the business 
was much of a routine nature. It was disclosed that our 
forethought in giving up the use of the Drill Hall for 
dances has become justified by the trend of recent events. 
We are still seeking an elusive Treasurer, but it has been 
established that it is not a case of a "fast one on the 
Slate Club". 
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George Mould carries out a little service for the Club 
very conscientiously, and that is securing The Dragons 
for us almost hot from the Press and disposing of the 

: same each meeting night. Our local character, "Dasher" 
Hart, would have his work cut out if ever George tres
spassed on his pitch. 
. We are sorry to hear of the illness of Curly Watson and 
we hope for better news in the near future. His health 
for a number of years has been indifferent and this has 
curtailed Curly's social life. Nevertheless, Curly has been 
a loyal Buff and even to this day the Depot is part and 
parcel of his working life. 

Our Chairman has recently suffered a close family 
bereavement and the Branch extend their sympathy. 

The grape vine "buzz" which hovered around Moggie 
.Catt's domestic status has in fact become substantiated, 
and apart from the personal pleasure it has given the 
writer ofthese notes, I am sure all members of the Canter
bury Branch will wish to be associated with the con

. gratulations we proffer upon his engagement. For a good 
number of years the name of "Catt" has been an integral 

..part of the Regiment and it is most gratifying to think 
that the last member serving in The Buffs will now round 
off what has been a unique and honourable period of 
soldiering by becoming married. 

In these days of economy axes and pohtical whims, it is 
most heartening to read that the resuscitation of our 
former 5th Battalion has been approved. There can never 
be too many battalions of Buffs and in this particular case 
the old 5th has the tradition and glory of participating in 
two World Wars, with no little distinction. 

We hope we may enjoy the same friendly spirit from 
this new formation as we have enjoyed with the present 
Territorial Battalion and in return we offer the hospitality 

1 and comradeship of our Branch to all its members. 
BABU. 

WHO'S . WHO AT, THE CANTERBURY BRANCH 
No. 13—R.S.M. H. WHITE 

I am not aware of R.S.M. White's personal reaction 
to the fact that I have caused him to be associated with 
a number that is reputed to be "unlucky for some", but 
I am aware that if this specific number can cause a bias 
towards any degree of luck, then such bias is enjoyed by 
our Branch by enjoying our friend's patronage. 

Many R.S.M.s in the past have been prominent and 
staunch supporters of the Past and Present Association, 
and Mr. White upholds that tradition with a firm respect 
and excess of zeal. Apart from the many official occasions 
that call for contact and liaison with the Depot and 
Regimental functions, we are given a personal interest, 
too. His Sergeants' Mess is invariably open to us for 
functions and he is the key man of organizing the same. 
Facilities for the miniature range, dapces and interbranch 
dart matches are but a few of the benefits we enjoy. 

Indirectly, too, we receive great help and support from 
Mrs. White, and it is gratifying to see that she is one of 
the executives of the newlyformed Ladies' Guild. 

Enlisting in April, 1932, "Chalky" joined the 2nd 
Battalion at Shorncliffe, thence to Bordon and Pembroke 
Dock. Served with the B.E.F. in France and Belgium and 
was severely wounded at Oudenarde in 1939. This caused 
him to be transferred to the 70th Battalion The Buffs and 
once fit he was engaged with special service troops with 
the then newfangled sonic warfare. To France again on 

ID Day and continuing his soldiering in .divers ways until 
rewarded with his present appointment. He holds a 

"Mention" by F.M. Montgomery, and in addition to the 
War Medals, he holds the L.S. & G.C. and Order of 
Dannebrog. 

Chalky has been a keen crosscountry runner, soccer 
and cricket player, and here now in the Branch we enjoy 
his skill on the dart board and with the .22 rifles. He also 
tried his hand with our card playing "Sharks", but they 
proved to be his Armageddon. 

Mr. White has the unusual honour of being a member 
of the personnel selected for Buckingham Palace Guard 
duties, twice during his soldiering. 

BABU. 

Ladies' Guild 
Our meeting of 4th July was the smallest so far this 

year due to so many members being on holiday. It was 
nice to have Mrs. Howard Smith with us again. Messages 
regretting their inability to attend the meeting were 
received from several of our regular members. 

It was only possible to have one table of whist and due 
to the absence, sick, of our star dart player, Mrs. Osborne, 
no games were played. We wish her a speedy recovery 
and hope she will be at our next meeting which will be 
held on 5th September, 1956. 

As there will not be an August meeting, arrangements 
were made for the Committee to meet at the house of. 
Mrs. Evans on Monday, 27th August, at 2.30 p.m., if 
convenient to all members of the Committee. 

A Raffle was organised for Branch funds resulting in 
wins for Mrs. Watts our Chairman and Mrs. Trinkwon. 

We were delighted to welcome Mrs. Jones as a new 
member. 

Mrs. Howard Smith put forward a suggestion that the 
Branch should consider holding the meetings in a more 
central part of the City, accessible to all the local bus 
services. The Drill Hall, St. Peter's Lane, was suggested 
as a possibility and Mrs. Griffin kindly offered to make 
the necessary enquiries to see if the 4th Battalion would 
be prepared to give accommodation suitable to our needs 
for teas and arranging games. 

A number of our members have already found it difficult 
to link with a St. Martin's Hill bus and have stayed away 
in consequence. It is hoped therefore that if we succeed 
in finding more central accommodation the numbers at 
each meeting will increase considerably. 

FREV. 

JOIN THE PAST AND PRESENT 

ASSOCIATION AND HELP US TO 

HELP THOSE LESS FORTUNATE 
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# If YOU have a friend who served in The Buffs and who 
|| is not a Member of the Past aiid Present Association, please 
# enlist him without delay and make him a subscriber to "The 
# , . 
f Dragon". I  ; v  '    '  .  *  
t '  ; : .  ? 
S .  . 5. 

* 

We ask for Your Support and that of your Friends. 

* 

# 

 .  t « : ,  f 

* * 
* Regimental Ties 12/ each and Motor Car Badges £1 7s. 6d. # 
*    f* each may be obtained from:— 
I . * 
|| The Secretary H 
4 Past and Present Association The Buffs f; 

' , JJ K
Depot The Buffs H 

Canterbury 



«
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FOR 
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C O N W A Y  W I L L I A M S  
THE MAYFAIR  TAILOR 

48 BROOK ST., MAYFAIR, LONDON, W.I. 
(Opposite Claridge's Hotel) 

AND 

3 9  L O N D O N  R O A D ,  C A M B E R L E Y  

Morning and Evening Wear, Court and Military Dress for all occasions 
Hunting, Sports and Lounge Kits 

All Cloths cut by expert West End Cutters and made exclusively by hand 
in our Mayfair Workshops by the Best English Tailors 

REGIMENTAL TAILORS TO THE BUFFS 
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Castings for Industry 
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PICTURE FRAMING ail descriptions — in brass, bronze, 

WHETHER IT'S 
STATIONERY, BOOKS, OFFICE 
FURNITURE, TYPEWRITERS, 
LEATHER OR FANCY GOODS 

and aluminium and magnesium alloys 

— are produced under laboratory 

control, with full machining facilities 

available if required. 

GET IT AT 
J. STONE & CO. (CHARLTON) LTD. 

Main Works Branch Works 
WOOLWICH ROAD, S.E.7. THE CANAL, GRAVESEND 

(Greenwich 3277) (Gravesend 5247) 

39/40 HIGH STREET  CANTERBURY 
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The Past and Present Association 
Headquarters: DEPOT, THE BUFFS 

Telephone: CANTERBURY 4764. 
Chairman: BRIGADIER J. G. NICHOLSON, C.B.E. Secretary: LIEUT.COL« E. V. ARGLES. 

BRANCHES 
Branch 

1. 1st Bn., The Buffs 
Chairman 

SecondinCommand 
2. 4th Bn., The Buffs SecondinCommand 
3. ASHFORD i Mr. A. Mills 

4. LONDON 

5. DOVER 

6. WEALD 

7. MEDWAY 

8. SITTINGBOURNE 

9. RAMSGATE 

10. MARGATE 

11. HYTHE 

12. CANTERBURY 

13. HERNE BAY. 

14. FOLKESTONE 

15. SANDWICH 

16. FAVERSHAM 

17. BRIGHTON. 

18. DENMARK 

Mr. R. W. Billings 

Mr. T. Noakes 

Col. E. B. Burns, T.D. 

Mr. F. J. Cox 

Col. D. J. Dean, v.c., T.D. 

Mr. J. Johnson 

Mr. B. H. Breed 

Mr. J. T. J. Green 

Lt.Col. E. J. Evans 

Mr. H. Davey 

Mr. W. Brunger 

Major F. W. Tomlinson 

Capt. J. Green 

Capt. M. de J. Creswick 

Capt. M. Iversen 

Secretary 
R.S.M.> 
R.S.M. 
Mr. A. C. Mills, 20 Waterman House, 

Godfrey Walk, Ashford, Kent. 
Mr. H. J. Scott, 1 Oxford Road, Carshalton, 

Surrey. 

Mr. C. Collins, "Haven", Meadway, Minnis 
Lane, River, Dover. 

Mr. H. D. Day, 3 Pittlesden, Tenterden. 

Mr. H. A. J. Brand, 83 Delce Road, 
Rochester. 

Capt. C. A. Grant, The Firs, Key Street, 
Sittingbourne. 

Mr. J. R. Hogben, 189 St. Lukes Avenue, 
Ramsgate 

Mr. J. H. Shakeshaft, 14 Alexandra Road, 
Broadstairs 

Major H. E. Chambers, 59 Hillside Avenue, 
Canterbury Canterbury 5118 

Mr. A. Trice, 23 Queen's Gardens, Herne 
Bay 

Mr. H. Fardred, 36 Fembank Crescent, 
Folkestone. 

Mr. H. Taylor, 19 Paradise Row, Sandwich. 

Mr. R. C. Croucher, 10 Glebe Houses, 
Eastling, Faversham. 

Mr. W. Kinsey, 44 Rotherfield Crescent, 
Brighton. 

Mr. P. Berendt, Ostergade 22, Copen
hagen K. 

:W 

Meeting Dates and PlaceA 

First Saturday in each month, The Invicta, 
Godington Road. 

Third Saturday in each month, Prince 
Alfred Restaurant, Tufton Street, West
minster, 7.30 p.m. 

First Thursday in each . month, "Eagle 
Hotel", London Road, Dover, 7.45 p.m. 

HAWKHURST SUBAREA. Third Thursday 
in each month, British Legion House, 
Hawkhurst, 7.45 p.m. 

Third Saturday in each month, The Two 
Brewers, High Street, Rochester, 8 p.m. 

First Friday in each month, Drill Hall, 
Crown Quay Lane, 7.30 p.m. 

Third Friday in each month, Freemason's 
Tavern, Ramsgate, 8 p.m. 

First Wednesday in each month, Drill Hall, 
Hawley Square, 8 p.m. 

Last Wednesday in each month, The Star, 
Stade Street, 7.30 p>m. 

Fourth Friday in each month, Drill Hall, St. 
Peter's Lane, Canterbury, 8 p.m. 

Second Monday in each month, British 
Legion Club, May Lodge, 8 p.m. 

Second Friday in each month, Guildhall 
Hotel, 8 p.m. 

First Wednesday in each month, Drill Hall, 
8 p.m. 

First Monday in each month, Carpenters 
Arms, Eastling, 7.30 p.m. 

Second Monday in each month, R.E. 
Record Social Club, The College, Ditch
ling Road, Brighton, 8 p.m. 

First Monday in each month. 

The Association exists to foster Comradeship and to give a helping hand to those in distress. 
Membership is open to all who are serving or who have served in The Buffs. 
Subscription rates are:— 

< Life Membership: Officers £2. Other Ranks £1. 
Annual Membership: Officers 5/. Other Ranks 2/6. 
Entrance Fee: 1/. 

LADIES' GUILD 
President: MRS. V. BOUCHER 

Branch 
1. LONDON 

2. DOVER 

3. FOLKESTONE 

4. MEDWAY 

5. SITTINGBOURNE 

6. CANTERBURY 

7. RAMSGAJTE. . . 

Chairman . Secretary 
Mrs. L. Coley Mrs. J. Tucker, 12 Chestnut Close, Oak

wood, London, N.14. 

Mrs. J. Crookenden, J.P. Mrs. Wraight, 9J Markland Road, Dover. 

Mrs. Coote 

Mrs. King Holt 

Mrs. M. E. Dean 

Mrs. E. H. F..Watts 

Miss M. Cayley 

Mrs. Kay Mantell, 5 Page Place, Folkestone. 

Mrs. W. T. Brooker, 67 Malvern Road, 
Gillingham, Kent. 

Mrs. J. Ravensdale, 10 Railway Terrace, 
Sittingbourne. 

Mrs. E. R. Chambers, 59 Hillside Avenus, 
Canterbury. 

Mrs. T. E. Divers, 29 Winstanley Crescent, 
Ramsgate. 

Meeting Dates and Places 
First Saturday in each month, Prince 

Alfred Restaurant, Tufton Street, S.W.I, 
6.30 p.m: 

First Thursday in each month, Belgrave 
Hall, Belgrave Road, Dover. 3 p.m. 

Every other Wednesday, Drill Hall, Shellons 
Street, Folkestone, 3.30 p.m. 

Fourth Tuesday in each month, Foresters' 
Hall, King Street, Gillingham, 2.30 p.m. 

Third Wednesday in each month, Drill 
Hall, East Street, Sittingbourne, 6.45 p.m. 

First Wednesday in each month, Famil ies 
Welfare Hut, New Infantry Barracks, 
2.30 p.m. 

First Friday in each month,,  Freemasons 
Tavern, 7.30 p.m. 
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Mess 
and Wedding 
Presentations 
GARRARD & CO. LTD. have for many 

years specialised in the handling of enquiries 

for mess and wedding presentations. 

At "112" there is a Services department, 

devoted entirely to this work, and the 

knowledge and experience gained over 

the years are placed at the disposal of 

persons or committees entrusted with the 

difficult task of selecting the right gift 

for the right occasion. 

Silver Statuette 

Silver Salver 

Silver Cigarette Box Silver Table Lighter 

GARRARD & CO.  LTD.  
  A* . 

Crown Jewellers 
THE GOLDSMITHS & SILVERSMITHS COMPANY LTD. 

112 REGENT STREET  LONDON  W.l  TELEPHONE  REGENT 3021 
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Post free — 
14/- per annum 

7/- 6 months 
3/6 3 months 

Write:- Editor 
Depot. The Buffs 

Canterbury 

A PAPER FOR 

THE BUFFS 

MEN OF KENT Telephone 4764 

No. 681 AUGUST, 1956 Price : One Shilling 

Members-Association of Service Newspapers. 

Advertisement Agents: Service Newspapers Ltd., 67/68 Jermyn Street, St. James s, London, S.W.I. 

EDITORIAL 
SO much has happened this month that it is 

difficult to know where to begin. 
On the occasion of the recent informal 

visit to England of the ColonelinChief, H.M. 
King Frederik IX of Denmark, the Deputy 
Colonel of the Regiment sent a telegram to His 
Excellency the Danish Ambassador requesting 
him to convey to His Majesty humble duty from 
all ranks of The Buffs. 

The following reply was received by the Deputy 
Colonel from H.E. the Danish Ambassador:— 

"On receipt of your kind telegram of July 26th 
I conveyed your message to His Majesty King 
Frederik IX and have now been commanded to 
express to you and all ranks of The Buffs His 
Majesty's sincere thanks." 

* * * 

The Lord Mayor of London entertained to 
dinner at the Mansion House the Colonels of 
the City Privileged Regiments. Among the 
distinguished guests were Mr. Anthony Head, 
General Sir Gerald Templar, General Lord 
Jeffries, General Sir Cameron Nicholson and 
General Sir Charles Lloyd. Brigadier J. G. 
Nicholson, Deputy Colonel of the Regiment, and 
Major D. Montgomery, Depot Commander, 
represented The Buffs. This is probably the first 
occasion upon which such a dinner has been 
given. The Tramp refers to the origin of the 
Privileged Regiments in his contribution this 
month. 

* * * 

We publish on another page the first of a 
series of "Letters from America" from the 
Colonel of the Regiment. MajorGeneral and 
Mrs. Boucher have obviously settled in comfort
ably and are enjoying life in Washington. 

The Depot Commander held a most successful 
"At Home" at Regimental Headquarters when 
more than 1,500 guests turned up to see some
thing of the life and training of the soldier. It 
was a happy idea which one hopes will be 
continued in future years. We were fortunate to 
have our Band here. The day's events included 
a Passing Out Parade by a particularly smart 
squad. 

% * * 

After a dull and wet start, Canterbury Week 
once again lived up to its reputation as a venue 
for old friends. Ladies' Day was one of the few 
warm sunny days of this summer, so that all 
the best and brightest in women's creations were 
to be seen. We understand there was also some 
cricket going on. Mrs. Knocker, as always, was 
the perfect artist in flower decoration in the tents, 
and we express to her our thanks and 
appreciations. Colonel R. S. Mount and his 
brother, Mr. Leslie Mount, again made a gift 
of carnations both for the Cricket Week and for 
the Remembrance Service in the Cathedral, and 
we express to them also our grateful thanks. 
Lieut.Colonel H. S. Knocker as chief architect 
of the arrangements was his usual efficient and 
smiling self. 

* * * 

It was very nice to have our own Band to play 
at our Remembrance Day Service on the follow
ing Sunday, when the opportunity was taken to 
layup the old 2nd Battalion Colours. Altogether 
the Service was most inspiring and impressive. 

* ^ * 

The Sittingbourne Branch, Past and Present 
Association, will in future meet in the Drill Hall, 
Crown Quay Lane. 
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Personalia 

WE congratulate Major E. W. Macdonald 
on promotion to that rank. 

Congratulations also to Lieut. R. W. 
M. Baker on his engagement to Miss Ad£le 
Williams. We understand the marriage will 
take place this month. 

* * * 

We regret to announce the death on 15th July 
of Anna Georgina, widow of Lieut.Colonel Sir 
Arthur Grant Trollops, Bart., late The Buffs. 
Colonel Trollope was in the Chitral Campaign, 
the South African War and the First World War. 
He was for 25 years a Resident Magistrate in the 
Union of South Africa. Their marriage took 
place in India in 1889. 

* * * 

We also regretted to hear of the death of 
Colonel Hawkes, particularly at this time, as he 
was so wellknown in the Old Stagers. 

* * * 

Our sympathy to the widow and family of 
Capt. T. F. Harrington, who died on the 8th 
August after a long illness. 

* * * 

We were particularly sad to hear of the death 
of Mr. W. (Curly) Watson, which occurred on 
the 30th July. He,enlisted in June, 1908, and 
served with the 1st Battalion and Depot until 
he was discharged on. pension in 1929. Almost 
immediately he joined the 4th Battalion and was 
later employed until his death as a civilian at 
the Depot. His wife died in 1945. 

R.S.M. White was in charge of a bearer party 
of W.O.s and Sergeants at the funeral. 

* * * 

Another death is that of Inspector F. Jones of 
the Eastbourne Police Force. He joined the 
Regiment in 1914 and was demobilised in 1920 
with the rank of Sergeant. We express our 
sympathy to his widow and daughters. 

* * * 

Major Clive Bossom recently attended a dinner 
at Grocers Hall, where Major H. V. Duffy is 
House Steward, a resplendent figure with his 
medals and insignia of rank, a large silver key on 
an even larger silver chain. 

* * * 

Among those at home on leave from abroad 
are Major R. J. Robertson and Major R. F. 
Crichton. R.S.M. Turmaine is also on leave 
from the 1st Battalion, 

Brigadier R. W. Craddock has been selected 
for the appointment as MajorGeneralinCharge 
Administration H.Q., Northern Army Group, 
B.A.O.R., from next February. Our very sincere 
congratulations. 

* * * 

We congratulate Captain and Mrs. A. H. Catt 
on their marriage and also Mr. and Mrs. David 
Hilton. 

* * * 

ENGAGEMENTS 
MR. RONALD WILLIAM MALCOLM BAKER AND MISS 

AD^LE WILLIAMS 
The engagement is announced, and the 

marriage will take place on 23rd August, 1956, 
in Guernsey, between Ronald William Malcolm 
Baker, The Buffs, only son of Mr. R. P. M. 
Baker and Mrs. E. L. Rosman of St. Peter Port, 
Guernsey, and Adele, eldest daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. A. H. Williams of Peverell, Plymouth. 

* * * 

BIRTH 
PRESTIGE.—On July 17th, at Canterbury, to 

Hilary Mavis (nee Findlay), wife of John T. R. 
Prestige, the wonderful gift of a brother for 
Sarah Louise and Rosemary Jane (John 
Theodore Robert Radclyffe). 

* * * 

MARRIAGES 
CATT—BROWNE.—On July 21st, at Holy In

nocents', South Norwood, Alfred H. Catt to 
Joan M. Browne. 

HILTON—SOMERVILLE.—On July 25th, 1956, at 
St. Columba's (Church of Scotland), Pont 
Street, S.W.I, David Hilton, of Willowdown, 
Harbledown, Canterbury, to Jean Somerville, 
of 1 Manor Place, Edinburgh. 

* * * 

DEATH 
HAWKES.—On July 22nd, 1956, peacefully, at 

his home, 21 Campden Hill Square, W.8, 
Charles Pascoe Hawkes, Barrister at Law, 
late Registrar of The Supreme Court, and 
Lieut.Col., 3rd Battalion 5th Fusiliers, dear 
husband of Eleanor and father of Christopher 
and Penelope, in his 80th year. 
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Obituary 
LIEUT.COL. C. P. HAWKES 

b. 3rd April, 1877; d. 22nd July, 1956 

CHARLES Hawkes had been for many 
years' a welcome visitor to Canterbury 
during the Cricket Week, with the Old 

Stagers, and for a number of years was the author 
of the Epilogue which traditionally closes the 
week. He was a finished actor and was com
petent to fill almost any role—and that too at 
short notice. In addition he was a most amusing 
and interesting companion. 

On the outbreak of the South African War 
he joined the 3rd Battalion, Fifth Fusiliers, and 
served as secondincommand of that battalion 
in the First World War. He was called to the 
Bar in 1901 and practised on the NorthEastern 
Circuit. He was for some years honorary 
secretary of the Pegasus Club and in addition to 
all these activities found time for a lot of writing, 
both lighthearted and serious. But it is as an 
actor and raconteur that he will be chiefly 
remembered and his passing mourned, by 
habitues of the Canterbury Cricket Week. 

F.W.T. 

* * * 

Regimental Christmas 
Card, 1956 

THE 1956 Christmas Cards is a plain white 
card, 5 in. X 4 in., with the cover die
stamped with the Regimental Badge in gold 

and with tied Regimental Ribbon. 
On the centre page is a halftone picture 

entitled "The Interior of the Redan". The cost 
of the card, with envelope, is eightpence each. 

There will also be the plain white card with 
gold badge and greeting in black, as in previous 
years. The cost of these has had to be raised to 
fourpence each, with envelope. 

A number of the 1954 cards showing the 
coloured picture "The Buffs on outpost duty. 
Peninsular, 1813", are still available at sixpence 

 each. 
Orders, stating type and numbers of cards 

required, and accompanied by remittance, should 
be sent to the Administrative Officer, Depot, The 
Buffs. 

Letter from America 
Washington, D.C. 

July 23rd, 1956. 

WE have been in Washington for a month; 
we have acquired a house and a car, 
and we feel like old inhabitants, 

The house is on Nebraska Avenue in the 
delightful N.W. residential district of the town. 
It is the right size and parts of it are one hundred 
years old, which, for America, is very old 
indeed. It was, in fact, a farm house, before 
residential Washington began creeping out from 
the city. It has character and the rooms are 
charming, but—my goodness—the garden! 

The garden has been virtually untouched for 
two years and those with experience of a sub
tropical climate and ample rainfall will know 
what that means. 

A hazard to gardening over here is the poisoned 
ivy and our garden is well stocked with it. Some 
are more allergic to it than others. At best it 
causes a severe rash: at worst it sends you to 
hospital. We don't yet know how allergic we 
are, for we took early steps to learn to recognise 
it... which explains why, in our garden, there 
are sundry untidy clumps of undergrowth, so 
far uncleared. They are the ones which contain 
poisoned ivy. 

We are told that coloured gardeners are 
immune to the effects of the weed. In the 
autumn, therefore, we shall employ a coloured 
gardener to remove it, but we must not keep 
him too long, since gardeners' wages run to 
something over £3 a day! 

Another gardening diversion is tortoises. The 
corgi has got on to them as a terrier will to golf 
balls. He contents himself with turning them 
over on their backs, which makes them very 
cross and a cross looking tortoise is a diverting 
spectacle. We have, at a conservative estimate, 
six tortoises in our garden. 

We discovered the vegetable garden under 
two feet of undergrowth, mostly honeysuckle, 
which is as great a curse here as lantana was in 
Burma. We have cleared half of it and have 
got in tomatoes and something called snap 
beans. You can almost see the latter grow in 
this warm, humid climate, but we shall be 
interested in the final result, for we have no idea 
what snap beans are. 

For our car we went a bust and bought a new 
Buick. It is long and low and lovely. Our 
Anglia in England would go comfortably into 
its boot (trunk in America). It has everything 
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that pushes and pulls, of which the most diverting 
feature for an English motorist is the automatic 
gear change. 

It is strange to have no clutch on the floor 
and I am told that the result of clapping on 
brake and accelerator, in mistake for brake and 
clutch, is interesting, especially in traffic. 

By way of runningin, we took the car (perhaps 
it would be more accurate to say that the car 
took us) to Mount Vernon, George Washington's 
home on the Potomac. It is a lovely house of 
what is known over here as the colonial style, 
built high above the river. Most beautifully 
tended by the State, a great deal of Washington's 
personal possessions have found their way back 
to his home. The slaves' quarters, the dairies, 
the laundries, the smoke houses and the stables 
all contain either their original fittings and 
furniture, or fittings and furniture typical of the 
period. 

The gardens are planted out as nearly as 
possible as they were when George Washington 
lived at Mount Vernon as a prosperous Virginian 
planter. 

We have been to a service in the Washington 
Protestant Cathedral. It is a superb building, 

'Only half completed. Wisely the authorities, 
unlike many other American authorities, are 
taking things slowly in order to achieve per
fection. In the case of the nave and the choir, 
which are complete, they have achieved it. 

Sitting in the nave at morning service, one 
could imagine oneself in Canterbury Cathedral. 
The architecture and the.stained glass are of the 
same style, though the amplifiers are a good deal 
better and, with respect, the enunciation of the 
clergy infinitely better! 

Incidentally we are looking forward keenly 
to the visit to America in the autumn of Miss 
Babington, when that intrepid person will 
undertake a lecture tour so arduous that it 
would surely kill any ordinary mortal. We 
much hope to entertain her in our new home. 

We also went to a service in a typical village 
church of deep Virginia, where we were staying 
with friends for the weekend. Again, except 
that the church was made of wood, it could have 
been a village service in the heart of England. 

It was a hot, steamy morning and with our 
prayer books hand fans were also provided. 
We were delighted to observe that, when opened, 
the fans carried an advertisement for the local 
undertaker. 

My A.D.C. flourishes. He has found an 
apartment in town, which he has made charming 

with pictures and ornaments from all quarters 
of the globe. We are told that he was seen 
some evenings ago crossing a busy thoroughfare 
in the rush hour, wheeling before him on its 
own castors a mansized desk. He thinks, 
however, that American cars lack panache. 

We wish you were all here to share our joy ih 
this great country, of which more anon. 

V.B. 

Correspondence 
58 Brampton Road, 

Penge, c p 
July 17 th,'1956. 

Dear Sir, 
Just a few grateful words of thanks on behalf 

of my wife, my small son and also myself for the 
grant of £9 which was paid to the T.B. After 
Care Committee, it will help a great deal in 
paying for our holiday, so once again many, 
many thanks from us all. 

Yours faithfully, 
P. GREEN, 

Late of Buffs, No. 6295151. 

1 St. James's Street, 
London, S.W.I. 

1st August, 1956. 
The Editor, "The Dragon". 
Dear Sir, 

The particulars which you request in your 
letter of 31st July, regarding Reggie Watson, 
are, to the best of my recollection, as follows:— 

Having served on the staff of the British 
Military Attache in Paris for some years after 
the First World War, Captain Watson, as he 
then was, joined the 2nd Battalion at Portland, 
in 1924. From there, early in the following 
year, he went with a draft to the 1st Battalion, 
ten temporarily in Egypt, returning with that 
battalion to Gibraltar. 

In 1926 he came home to the Depot for a 
tour of duty, which lasted but twelve months, 
for, in early 1927, he retired to go into business 
in Paris. Some five years later he settled in 
London, joining the 13th London Regiment 
(Kensingtons) shortly before the outbreak of the 
Second World War. In the course of this he 
served, in 1940, at H.Q., Cherbourg Area. 
Later, being a fluent French speaker, he joined 
the Spears Mission in the Middle East, and later 
served as a Liaison Officer in Madagascar. 
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PERFECT GIN AND TONIC 

own 
Undoubtedly the coolest, cleanest drink 

in the world with a subtle flavour of its 
Best results are easily obtained by simj: 
mixing Gordon's and tonic water in 
goodish sized glass, add a thin slice i 
lemon and relax . . . Then you'll have 
proved to yourself that there's 
nothing, absolutely nothing, so 
good as a Gordon's* Gin and Tonic. 

*ASK FOR IT BY NAME 

Gordon's 

THE BEST HAVERSACK RAT/OH 

THE WORLD'S FINEST SALTED NUTS 
Your N.A.A.F.I. has them in 1lb. or 8oz. flavour

sealed tins and in 4oz. and loz. airtight packs 

H. S. WHITESIDE & CO. LTD, LONDON SE5 

'there's alwaj/sutime for Nescafe' 

made right in the cup 

I007. PURE I N S T A N T  C O F F E E  
Nesca/E it a rtgistertd trade mark 

to dttignau NrttU't install cofjtt. 
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ONLY COLGATE DENTAL CREAM 
HAS THE CLINICAL PROOF 
that brings new hope to millions for 

Day and Night 
Protection Against 

ToothDecay! 
Actual use by hundreds of 
people has proved the 
longlasting protection of 
Colgate Dental Cream with 
"GardolITestssupervised by 
leading dental authorities— 
for a full year—proved this 
protection won't rinse off, 
won't wear off! Proved just 
daily morning and night 
use guards against tooth 
decay every minute of the 
night and day! 

NEVER BEFORE have the regular services provided 
such opportunities for a progressive standard 
of living. New rates of pay offer you a golden 
opportunity to accumulate ready money for your 
present and future needs by allotting a small 
amount from your pay into your own 

POST OFFICE SAVINGS BANK ACCOUNT (SERVICE SERIES) 
or by 

BUYING NATIONAL SAVINGS CERTIFICATES 
Ask your Savings Officer or Pay Office for details, 

or write direct to: 
The Secretary 

H.M. Forces Savings Committee 
1 Princes Gate, London, S.W.7 

Who will be happy to send you a copy of the appropriate 
leaflet which gives full details of Savings in the Forces. 

(Please state in which of the three Services you are serving3 
or hoping to serve.) 

ISSUED BY H.M. FORCES SAVINGS COMMITTEE 

A JURY OF DISTINGUISHED DENTISTS 
HAS EXAMINED THE EVIDENCE 

Documented facts, recently published in an au
thoritative dental journal, have convinced these 
dentists that Colgate Dental Cream with Gardol 
is far more effective against tooth decay than any 
other toothpaste. And because Gardol is the only 
decayfighting ingredient with clinical proof, these 
dental authorities agree that Colgate Dental 
Cream with Gardol gives the surest protection 
against tooth decay ever offered by any toothpaste. 

SAME FAMILIAR PACKAGE! 
* Sodium NLauroyl Sarcosinate 

For DAY AND NIGHT PROTECTION 
AGAINST TOOTH DECAY 

NO OTHER 
TOOTHPASTE OFFERS 
PROOF OF SUCH RESULTS 

CLEANS YOUR BREATH WHILE IT GUARDS YOUR TEETH! 
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distances were covered through some most 
attractive country where the people seemed to 
be quite pleased to see us and in most cases 
willing to produce the odd barn as shelter during 
periods of no movement. 

For the last two days of the month the whole 
Battalion was once more concentrated at 
Sennelager for the final exercise set by Brigade 
Headquarters, which went by the name of 
"Iron Fox". With the aid of "A" Squadron 
8 Royal Tank Regiment, we battled through a 
wellknown piece of country against a tenacious 
enemy found by the Royal Irish Fusiliers. The 
battle finally ended on a pleasant note with a 
counterattack led by pipers! 

Finally, to conclude this month's notes, we 
welcome back to the Battalion, alas! for only a 
short stay, Captain and Mrs. Stuart Squire. 

* * * 
SERGEANTS' MESS 

Another dawn, another day, and the Mess moves into 
its second year in Germany. This month has been one of 
mixed activities with Mess Socials playing the major roll, 
so as is always easier, first things first. 

The beginning of the month witnessed the conclusion 
of the Annual Range Classification; the most enlightening 
occurrence being the section retreat, following detection 
whilst rabbit "watching", of "Crash" Hannaway and his 
Number Two on the .22 rifle, Bob Page. Whether they 
were injured or not is a question for their rear "party". 
Of course, the more serious business of Classification 
took place, but on occasions when certain Mess Members 
were shooting, it looked very festive with all the flags 
waving. During the time Dick Cribben was at Haltern, 
he did not appear to be very happy, but "Crib" forgets 
that it costs more than Ten (10.—) Marks to send his girl 
friends home in a taxi from there. 

Having seen Aid Lockwood in the Mess for at least 
three weeks, we begin to wonder if he has forgotten how 
to apply for leave, or possibly it could be blamed on to 
the fresh air of a new Company. At the moment the Mess 
Shooting Team, with the exception of "Wally" Mans, 
who got his ticket for Sennelager, are having a spell of 
leave after doing their bit with the Battalion Team at 
Bisley, where a satisfying result was achieved. For the 
record, the W.O.s and Sergeants' Team was composed of 
C.S.M.s Bob Sharnian and Frank Denny, C/Sgt. "Wally" 
Mans and Sgts. Vic Woodrow and "Dusty" Miller. 
C/Sgt. Mans obtained the highest score of the Battalion 
Team towards the Army 100. 

The 1st Battalion The Royal Irish Fusiliers arrived to 
replace the Suffolks and we held a Mess Social to welcome 
them, which seems an ideal way for such a purpose. 

The weekly "Rock with Ron Haylett" sessions look 
very much like ending with the arrival of Mrs. Haylett, 
to whom we offer a very warm welcome. We are glad to 
see Mrs. Day at Wuppertal and hope that she enjoys her 
holiday despite the wet weather. "Tug" Wilson has 
arrived back from U.K., where he has been "enjoying" an 
L.M.G. Course (glad to hear you had a good result, 
"Tug"). With him was his wife and family. To them also 

—we offer a warm welcome and hope they soon settle in. 
^^congratulations to Mrs. Jephcott and Mrs. WagstafT 

' tQjoolh, of bouncing boys. At the same time 
rtulate the proud fathers, 

One sad occurrence during the month has been the 
departure of John Smissen, who has left us for Civvy 
Street. John had been with the Battalion for a very long 
time and it's rather strange these days without him in the 
Mess. When he left, it was in the way reserved for very 
old soldiers, being pulled out of barracks by the Mess 
members with D/M. Simmonds and a party of drummers 
doing the necessary. A point to remember is that John is 
now "stationed" at the "Three Cups" in Dover, so what 
better place to go and see an old mucker. 

C.S.M. Champion has left us for a tour at the Depot 
and their gain is our loss. We wish him the best of luck 
and as Reg left at a time of very high activity now is the 
time to say "Au revoir" from all W.O.s and Sergeants. 

There are not any new members in the Mess, but we 
must congratulate W.O. II Pete Newman and C/Sgt. 
"Cobber" Cain on promotion to their present rank, 
which has been very well earned. 

Probably the biggest thing to "hit" the Mess for a long 
time was the arrival of the Pathe Film Unit, who are 
making a film to encourage long term engagements in the 
Army. Two days were needed to "shoot" the scenes in 
the Mess. A large number of Mess members and some 
members' wives became (well almost) stars for two days. 
The R.S.M. became a technical adviser and we are sure 
there must be endless opportunity in that field. We had a 
man on the set trying to interview a few of the twoday 
male "stars", but they appeared very elusive, in our 
opinion, "the poor man's Marlon Brando". 

The entire two days were filled with interest and whilst 
not wishing to detract from the performance of the actors, 
Pathe or otherwise, we were filled with admiration for the 
team of very efficient technicians. Throughout the time 
they were in the Mess they dealt with every problem 
extremely tactfully and they seem to be justly rewarded. 

As is always done with films, may we offer our criticisms 
and comments? We thought the small section of the 
Dance Band under Bandmaster Sharpe played some 
excellent music. Are you sure that's the way to Quick
step, "Darky" Harris? "Chick" Mills was to the fore 
as always and "continuity" in his part was as stimulating 
as black coffee. One thing that rather surprised us was 
the quick exit of C.S.M. Ellis when Director Don Sharp 
was looking for another actor. Really, Doug, where has 
that old technique gone? We think filming must have 
been an education to the "Schoolys", who spent most of 
their time on the set. Of course, they did occasionally 
slip away to eat, and get the Test Match score! About the 
only person willing to talk was Bill Histed, who's reply 
to the question, "What do you think of Mary Steel?" 
was "Wuuhure", or something that cannot be spelt, 
even phonetically. On the first day, someone that we all 
thought was an actor turned out to be "Ginger" Adams. 
Seriously though, "Ginger", a warm welcome back. 

The end of the filming was a sign for a drinking evening, 
and what better ending? 

The day after filming, the majority of Mess members 
moved with the Battalion to Sennelager, where the weather 
was too bad to describe. Next month should prove to 
be very quiet and peaceful, but that's another Drp^\ 
One last thing, the Orderly Room Mess menjb^ 
asked us to print the following (Ref. Df
Sergeants' Mess Notes, para. 5, add: ' 
granted a bounty of £100"). ,/ 

With its big wings flan*'' 
making up for lost>^ 
additions to a I
and Mr^M"^ 
a spjy 
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In the midforties, after a spell in the Consular 
Service, at Lourenco Marques, he took up a 
business appointment in Johannesburg. There 
he remained, except for a period of some months 
in Durban, until his death, .which followed a 
long period of indifferent health. 

Yours faithfully, 
C. R. B. KNIGHT. 

* * * 

Future Events 
LONDON BRANCH DINNER AND DANCE. 
REGIMENTAL AND EXECUTIVE COM

MITTEES. 
PAST AND PRESENT ASSOCIATION, AN 

NUAL GENERAL MEETING. 
THE BUFFS OFFICERS' REUNION CLUB 

DINNER, CONNAUGHT ROOMS, LON
DON, W.C.2. 

ASSOCIATION FISHING COMPETITION, 
RAMSGATE. 

6TH BATTALION (191418) DINNER. 
Apply to Mr. R. W. Billings, 14 
Hornfair Road, Charlton, S.E.7. 

1/4TH BUFFS (191419) REUNION DIN
NER, DRILL HALL, ST. PETER'S LANE, 
CANTERBURY. Further details will 

be announced later. 
RAMSGATE BRANCH DINNER. 

1st Battalion 

WE had hoped that 
the month of July 
would at least pro

duce some summer weather, 
but we were sadly dis
illusioned; for instead there 
was unprecedented rain, 
which produced some of the 
worst floods seen in Ger
many. 

Unfortunately for the 
Battalion this frightful 
weather took place during 
our three weeks' training 
at Sennelager, with the 
result that a good deal of 
the exercises were spoilt. 

The first week saw the return of Majors Jimmy 
Worts and Geoffrey Cox from Haltern with 
**»eir respective Companies having completed 

—ffication. This .was quickly followed 

by the arrival of the Pathe Film Unit to spend 
a complete week at Wuppertal "shooting" 
various scenes of the Battalion for the War 
Office Film on the life of a Sergeant at regimental 
duty in the Infantry. 

The first day made everybody realise the 
amazing amount of time and work entailed to 
produce a few minutes on the screen; also the 
reason why film stars are so temperamental 
when they have to hang around for hours waiting 
for their part to be filmed and when finally on the 
"set" the number of times the same scene has to 
be rehearsed and retaken. 

The first day happened to be one of the only 
fine and hot July days, and on this day two 
winter scenes were scheduled to be filmed! 
One of these entailed a large number of the 
Battalion in greatcoats listening to an address 
by the Commanding Officer whilst the other was 
a scene in the Commanding Officer's office; 
both these produced something near a "Black 
Hole of Calcutta" effect on the unfortunates 
who had to take part. 

After this perfect fine day, the remainder of 
the week was spent waiting for a sun which 
refused to appear. It is with apprehension that 
we hear the Film Unit is visiting us once again 
in August to complete the work missed through 
the bad weather! 

On the 12th a Guest Night was held to welcome 
the Divisional Commander, MajorGeneral 
Nevill. The other guests were the Brigade Com
mander, the Commanding Officer of the 1st 
Battalion Royal Irish Fusiliers, Lieut.Col. 
GoffHamilton and the Brigade Major, Major 
Jim Martlew. 

At the same time, Captain Ian Minto on his 
way to the Depot and Captain Peter Mitchell 
off to try his hand in civilian life, were dined out. 

The following morning saw the Battalion 
leave for Sennelager. Despite Friday the 13th, 

it arrived on schedule without mishap. During 
the three weeks' training the Companies did 
Company Training on the field firing ranges, 
followed by three days' cooperation with 8 
Royal Tank Regiment. "A" Squadron under 
command of Major Peter Sutton is affiliated to 
the Battalion. 

Unfortunately, a twoday trip to Hamlen for 
some pleasant boating with 2 Field Squadron 
R.E. was "rained off"! as the river had flooded 
well over the launching sights. 

While the Companies were well occupied at 
Sennelager, Battalion Headquarters was away 
for eleven days on a Divisional and Corps 
Signal Exercise; during these exercises vast 

Sept. 8. 
15. 

21. 

Oct. 7. 

13. 

27. 

Nov. 10. 
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BATTALION ORDERLY ROOM 
For the latter half of this month the Battalion Orderly 

Room has been vastly under strength: with C/Sgt. Mans 
and Pte. Booth seeking honours at Bisley; Sgt. Laskey 
enjoying a spot of leave in U.K.; Pte. Longley sweating 
through an upgrading course at Sennelager, and Pte. 
Evernden supplying the Orderly Room's contribution to 
the schemes only four of us remained in Barracks to 
cope with the mountains of paper work. However, we 
managed to keep abreast of it all. In addition to those 
who were temporarily away, our strength was further de
pleted by the sad loss of L/Cpl. Tom Browne, who has now 
left us for good to take up farming near Tonbridge; we 
all sincerely wish him the best of luck in his new life. 

C/Sgt. Mans returned in triumph from Bisley soon 
after the Battalion left for Sennelager; his cheerful smile 
vanished when he saw the pile of Courts Martial, Traffic 
Accidents and Courts of Inquiry in his "In" tray, and he 
immediately disappeared to join Dick Evernden in the 
comfort of Sennelager. The boredom there seemed to 
have been too much for him, as he swam back a few days 
later to take over the "chair" from the O.R.Q.M.S., the 
latter departing to Winterberg for 10 days' welldeserved 
leave. 

Sgt. Laskey returned from three weeks in U.K. soon 
after; he lifted the top Traffic Accidents file off C/Sgt. 
Mans' tray, spent the rest of the day on the 'phone arguing 
with the M.T. gave it up as a bad job and retired to 
Sennelager. He appeared to find the work down there 
more suited to his taste, as he did not return till the 
Battalion left. 

L/Cpl. Tony Moore had the pleasant task over the 
scheme period of dealing with Movements, Leave and 
Release, Part II/HI Orders, Traffic Accidents, Courts 
Martial and Courts of Inquiry. He spent most of his 
time, however, on the leave and release side, for which 
Tom Browne had hurriedly but fairly thoroughly briefed 
him* However, the unusual strain seems to have sapped 
most of his energy, as he is departing on leave in the very 
near future. 

Harry Longley has been at Sennelager too for the last 
three weeks on an upgrading Clerk's Course. As yet the 
result of his efforts is not known, but from his cheerful 
telephone calls we gather that he is pretty confident that 
success has attended him. 

Alan Florence is now relaxing for his last two months 
in the Army, while Pte. Keith Bell, late of the "I" Section, 
works feverishly to keep his trays clear, every now and then 
receiving helpful hints from Flo, the Supervisor of the 
Filing Dept. Dave Booth, now putting in regular appear
ances for the first time in three months, has taken over 
both "Internal" and "External" Dispatch. Judging from 
the piles of paper surrounding him, we gather that he has 
not yet mastered the various intricacies of the job. Pte. 
Donovan, our latest reinforcement, has temporarily taken 
over the job of typist; Annette, our regular typist, has 
not yet appeared sifice the August Bank Holiday, having 
been taken ill. We wonder if the fine weather has anything 
to do with it? 

* * * 

"A" COMPANY 
This month we spent the first week in preparation for 

Sennelager, and the last three in training there. For the 
training we were happy to have DrumMajor Simmonds 
and nineteen of the Corps of Drums to swell our numbers. 
We also welcomed Sgt. Mills, Cpl. Batchelor and Cpl. 
Palmeiri. The Company was divided into two platoons 
with Sgt. Lockwood and the DrumMajor as the two 
Platoon Sergeants and Sgt. Mills as Acting Sergeant
Major. 

For our first week the training was dri a platoon and 
section basis, culminating in a thirtysix hour deep 
penetration patrol. This found the Company Commander 
in his element; drawing from a wealth of past experience, 
he was able to pass on much useful advice. During that 
night two "recce" patrols went out but both met with 
misfortune. While with Mr. Reid's platoon it took the 
form of a sewer and a sixfoot trench, with Mr. Johnson's 
it was Capt. Webber acting as enemy. On our return we 
were joined by Capt. Minto in place of Capt. Webber, 
who was called to Brigade as I.O. 

The next item on our training programme was infantry 
tank cooperation, for which we were fortunate to be with 
"A" Squadron the 8th Royal Tank Regiment. For this we 
pitched camp near the local nudist colony! The weather 
was unkind! On the second day we spent the morning 
waiting for the rain to cease and ventured out at one 
o'clock only to find that the elements had withheld their 
full fury until we were at our furthest point from the 
camp. In a matter of minutes everyone was soaked. 
Fortunately we were able to dry Ourselves before spending 
the night out prior to the Battalion attack. 

This month we say goodbye to Cpl. Pollard and to 
L/Cpls. Stapley and Johnson, who leave us for civilian 
life; also to Ptes. Harris (778) and Harris (007)—the 
former who is going to the M.C.E., Bielefeld, as a store
man, and the latter to "B" Company. Pte. Hyde has 
relieved Pte. Parkington as a storeman at Brigade. We 
welcome to the Company, Ptes. Strichen and Wright from 
the M.M.G. Platoon, and Pte. Gebbie from the Depot. 
We also welcome Sgt. Cribben as Platoon Sergeant to 
No. 3 Platoon and Cpl. Cotton from the M.T. For the 
last month Cpl. Craven has taken sanctuary in the Post 
Corporal's Office. We congratulate Pte. Bartley on being 
in the Battalion Shooting Team at Bisley, but fear that 
he may be a little surprised to find that under the influence 
of C/Sgt. Vaughan the Company has now taken up 
archery. 

* * * 

"B" COMPANY 
Film stars and shovels, smallpacks and continuity 

bibs—such are the various sights to be seen by anyone 
surveying the landscape of the recent month. The normal 
ebb and flow has gone on within the Company, some 
disappearing on leave and some returning. For Pte. 
Hurlock this disappearance was permanent, and we wish 
him the very best of luck in England as a civilian. A 
number of new faces have joined us, just in time to boost 
our numbers for Sennelager. These, from the latest draft, 
settled in quickly and now seem hardened soldiers. Our 
SergeantMajor left us just before we returned from 
Sennelager to go on leave, and while wishing him an 
enjoyable time in England, we look forward to his return. 

The Company set about a laborious period of training, 
beginning on July 3rd with a nine miles' route march, 
which was successful until mess tin cooking was attempted. 
Meat, carrot, onion, potato, with a liberal helping of ash 
and soil in equal quantities all made for an interesting 
meal, which was devoured around four section fires, 
named with irony the Ritz, Dorchester, Grosvenor and 
Claridges. 

Throughout the early days of the month we were 
visited by a strolling band of film actors who shared in 
many of our activities. The Company was duly paraded as 
spectators for a winter game of football, but the summer 

' weather required was too much like winter for the camera
man to take proper filmtype winter weather, so this was 
cancelled. Never mind, they seemed to understand it! 

It was about this time, too, that Mr. Shephard departed 
to England with the sole intention of clarifying his position 
in the Army, and becoming a Regular. It is with great 
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pleasure that we congratulate him on achieving his 
ambition and we wish him every luck in his future career. 

On the 13th we moved to Sennelager and lashed straight 
into simple, basic platoon training. On our second day 
on Solium range, a fullsize platoon assembled with a 
view to performing an exemplary platoon attack that 
should be perpetuated for all time on celluloid. However, 
the celluloid took a little time to arrive, and to fill in the 
time of waiting the Platoon was entertained by Sgt. 
Townsley, who related several goodspirited amusing 
anecdotes connected with the filming of the Sergeants' 
Mess. 

Meanwhile, our three weeks passed on through sun and 
rain (mostly rain) and included a number of marches to 
the training areas, and a fair amount of firing. On the 
23rd we moved out under canvas for Infantry Tank 
cooperation. One useful piece of information learnt on 
the first morning was the method of using the tank 
telephone. However, only one of the Company ever had 
occasion to test his newlyacquired knowledge and that 
yvas Major Dunglinson. Full of hopeful curiosity, he 
picked up the receiver and uttered the magic formula: 
"this is the Infantry speaking at the back of your tank; 
dori't move". Where upon the driver was goaded into 
action—he instantly rammed the tank into gear and 
proceeded forwards at a smart pace, wrenching the tele
phone from an indignant speaker. Never again! 

Most of the tank training was spent in a steady down
po*&* which did, nevertheless, pay us the compliment of 
easing off for a battalion attack. Perhaps of this it should 
suffice to say that "B" Company crossed the start line at 
the right time and ended up at the right place at the right 
timp: it were better summed up thus, for no one could 
even hazard a guess as to where we had been in the mean
time ! Early morning mist, unheard honks of a champ's 
horn, the jeering offers of compasses, all tended to make 
other companies think that we were lost. We were not so 
sure either! 

Then followed a 36hour patrol in glorious weather. 
After marching out nine miles, three platoons, each 
hostile to the others, slept out in the open, and sent 
fighting patrols by night to destroy a mythical enemy, and 
its mechanical digging equipment. This was duly accom
plished with successful volleys of blank. 

Our training wound up, not with Pte. Neve's remarks 
to a section of the British Press, but with Iron Fox V. 
This appeared most successful with "B" Company proudly 
if a little warmly seated on tanks for a great part of the 
time. However, it was as enemy in Iron Fox VI that 
"B" Company really achieved immortality. Our final 
counter attack at the end of the exercise was praised 
beyond all doubt, and the guts and determination displayed 
appeared all the more laudable, when one considered the 
appalling weather conditions we had so nobly endured. 
This was quite true: the 3tonners in which we had been 
sitting all morning developed all sorts of little leaks! 

"C" COMPANY 
On June 23rd the Company moved to Haltern for the 

Annual Range Classification. The standard of shooting 
was high and by the buttmarkers' generous interpretation 
of the scoring, and their judicious application of the 
"Give 'im one for luck—he needs it" system, we managed 
to eliminate almost all Third Class Shots. Few of us, 
however, could understand two senior members of the 
Company coming in one morning murmuring something 
about GangWarfare in the Army and Privates in Ger
many getting more and more like Teddy Boys in Soho 
c\eiyday! 

We moved to Sennelagar on July 13th, and C/Sgt. 
Gaskill, who started three days ahead of us, had just 
written to the War Office with his application for the 
Sennelagar Star for Long Service and was still arguing 
with the driver of his 10tonner about who turned the 
"Unleitung" sign the wrong way round when they found 
they had run out of road. The C/Sgt. assures us that he 
had noticed that there had been no cars on that particular 
bit of road for the last hour or so, and thought at the time 
that it was slightly peculiar. 2/Lieut. Wallace and 2/Lieut. 
Willett soon got into the swing of the exercises, and the 
Company Commander soon managed to trace their 
movement by the trail of shovels left behind. This proved 
valuable for the Company funds and also invariably led 
us to breakfast. 

We congratulate Sgt. and Mrs. Wagstaff on the birth 
of a son, and, if we are to believe Sgt. Wagstaff, we also 
have to congratulate the son on having already signedon 
for 22 years. 

The 48hour patrol starting on the 15th July proved to 
be an entertaining break from barrack life, and the fact 
that none of the three patrols found the enemy was more 
than compensated for in 2/Lieut. Neame's patrol by finding 
the rum ration next morning, a far more difficult and 
rewarding objective. The rum rapidly diminished in 
quantity, but we must congratulate Pte. Wells in managing 
to stagger unaided to the next R.V. in spite of this. 

In the meantime, Cpl. Hudson and his section were 
busy filming, and they had to shoot the scene three times 
before Cpl. Hudson got over the disappointment that the 
closeup camera was there for himself alone and not for a 
romantic scene with him and the leading lady. 

Sgt. Harris kept well clear after his experience at 
Wuppertal, where he took three days convincing his wife 
that he had only had his arm round one of the girls 
because he thought that she couldn't get to the car without 
a bit of help at the end of the party! 

L/Cpl. Coate again played cricket for B.A.O.R. and took 
3 wickets for 31 runs in the second innings. 

The Company unfortunately lost their cricket match 
with "D" Company, but I expect "D" Company notes will 
deal sufficiently with that without us adding our version. 

We have to say goodbye to Sgt. Cribben after his short 
stay in the Company. Also to L/Cpl. Rowe, Pte., Stokes 
of B.F.N, fame, and Pte. Morgan. 

We finally welcome 2/Lieut. Wallace with eleven Assault 
Pioneers, Sgt. Hansen, and a new draft of eight from the 
Depot, to this Company. 

"D" COMPANY 
The past month has seen C.S.M. Sharman depart for 

a spell of shooting with the Battalion Shooting Team 
at Bisley and some well earned leave! 

The Company Office Staff has finally seen "Active 
Service"; firstly at Haltern to fire their Annual Range 
Course, during which they put up some good scores, 
producing three marksmen in Sgt. Histed, L/Cpl. Surridge 
and Pte. Brindley, all of whom excelled on the L.M.G. 
after a fortnight back in camp they travelled the well 
worn road to Sennelager for a spot of training, but after 
one week they were overheard to say "we don't reckon 
much of this caper". 

C/Sgt. Lyons has finished his drill course and is now 
enjoying his leave, we are all keeping our fingers crossed, 
hoping that he has done well. Sgt. Colyer has been 
Borrowed from the A/Tk. PI. to become our A/C.Q.M.S. 
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for  the  Services  

The Navy, Army and Air Force 
Institutes brings years of experience 
and tradition to the task of supplying 
the daily needs of the men and 
women of Her Majesty's Forces. 
It is a worldwide organisation 
belonging equally to every man and 
woman in the Queen's uniform and 
dedicated to their interests alone. 
AU over the world, the Forces find 
Naafi close at hand—providing 
anything from a cup of tea to a 
modern club . . . NAAFI 

The officialxorKCCt) organisation for H.M. Forces : 

> 

IMPERIAL COURT, KENNINGTON, LONDON, S.E.II 
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Enjoy 
another packet of 

CAPSTAN 

Enjoy Capstan quality 
smoother...finer flavour! 

I'll say they're fine cigarettes! 
There's nothing to touch the 
fine flavour of good tobaccos 
carefully blended. Give me a 
Capstan every time—the most 
enjoyable cigarette I've ever 
smoked. 

Every Capstan cigarette is 
firmly packed! Hold a Capstan 
between your fingers—see for 
yourself how well packed it 
is. Light up and enjoy the 
smoother, finer flavour. 

CAPSTAN cigarettes are blended better 
CC48AF 

Next time you're feeling hot and tired, drop into 
the NAAFI Bar and have a glass of Quosh. 
You'll find it refreshes you wonderfully. In Quosh 
there's just the right amount of energygiving 
sugar, blended perfectly with luscious fruit juice 
to make a really delicious drink. 

DRINK QUOSH AT HOME TOO 
Children love Quosh. Make sure 
there's a bottle in the cupboard. 
Then you've got refreshment 
handy any time you want it. 
Ouosh is on sale in the NAAFI Quo. 
shop—2/prf. a bottle, plus 3d. 
bottle deposit, refundable on 
return. 

Quosh 
The Fruit Squash that's extrarefreshing 

ORANGE - LEMON  GRAPEFRUIT  LIME  ORANGE BARLEY  LEMON BARLEY 
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One final note, during our stay at Haltern the firing 
point was more like the beach at "Monte Carlo" with 
brilliant sunshine, miles of sand and talking about the 
Test Match and Wimbledon under the shade of a large 
Buff and Blue Umbrella (sweet is life). 

3 IN. MORTAR PLATOON 
The Mortar Platoon now fondly imagines itself to 

consist of a collection of Gregory Pecks and Allan Ladds, 
not to mention the Audie Murpheys! Incidently, looking 
round, it looks as if a short visit from Mr. Teezy Weezy, 
after he has finished with Diana Dors, wouldn't be far 
amiss. 

Sennelager js about as wet as it could be and what 
the platoon doesn't know about extracting trucks from 
the mud isn't worth knowing. The winches have been 
working overtime. The exercises have been quite an edu
cation, including a short spell as "M" Troop "D" Squadron, 
The Buff Lancers, when the platoon put in a most effective 
tarik attack using trucks, mortar barrels and thunder
flashes. Trucks and their capabilities seem to be to the 
fore this time. We know they won't fly—Pte. Stockbridge 
has tried, but by the next notes we hope to be able to tell 
you whether they float or not. 

* * * 

M.M.G. PLATOON 
At the Annual Range Classification at Haltern many 

of the platoon fired the rifle and bren for the first time 
for a year. Despite this lack of practice the results were 
very good indeed, due perhaps to the Company Com
mander's expert advice on the firing point. 

During the fortnight back in barracks Cpl. Baker was 
promoted and took charge of the M.T. Section of the 
platoon. An astonishing number of vehicles now seem 
tp work. We also congratulate L/Cpl. Jackson on his 
promotion. Sgt. Baverstock returned from his honeymoon 
and takes over 1 Section. More recently Sgt. Wilson 
came back from his course at Netheravon where he got 
a "B" grading. 

On the 13th we travelled the familiar road to Sennelager 
for three weeks training. Sgt. Histed has been absent 
from the platoon as acting Company Sergeant Major. 
In consequence he is rarely with us on training, preferring 
to give us his advice from somewhere sheltered from the 
rain. The absence of a familiar Church Army Wagon 
at the same time can hardly be a coincidence. He always 
seems to be humming a tune called "Rose, Rose I Love 
you"! However when questioned about it the presence 
of so many film people and his debut as a movie star in 
the Sergeants' Mess leads him to say "we're just good 
friends". 

There was one amusing incident when the Platoon was 
attacked by Mortar Platoon Centurions (1 tonners) 
a long range dual was carried out between No. 3 Dei. 
and "Audie Murphey Jonas" at about 1500 yds. Finally 
this particular tank charged the position at incredible 
speed, reputedly 30 mph., that is the tank Commanders 
story and he sticking to it. When it finally reached the 
Det. it shot straight past the gun and stopped beside 
Cpl. Laming and a range finder who were some twenty 
yards away from the gun, the action was discontinued 
and was deemed a tie. Perhaps next time Mn Audie 
Murphie's binoculars will be all in one piece. 

The live shoot was very successful, most of the targets 
were smashed. 

Congratulations go to L/Cpl. Skillbeck on his pro
motion. We welcome back spasmodicaly Sgt. Colyer 
who appears at brew up time and disappears when the 
work starts, muttering about over indented rations. 

SAYING OF THE MONTH 
Cpl. Stent: Growns, oil up the breech. 
Pte. Growns: What with Cpl.? 

* * * 

M.T. PLATOON 
Wild eyes and worried expressions were much in 

evidence this month. "The whole situation is fraught" 
was the constant cry. Nobody was quite sure what it 
was fraught with, but it was undoubtedly fraught all 
the same. 

A seemingly impossible number of vehicles were 
required for the move up to and for use at Sennelager. 
Three weeks before they were required there were only 
two Champs on the road out of a possible thirty, six 
one tonners and twelve three tonners. Two weeks later 
the situation was much the same, much to the con
sternation of the Asst./M.T.O. and M.T./Sgt. During the 
final week remaining for preparation, things began to 
happen. Six 1 tonners were B.L.R.'d with cracked chassis. 
All hope seemed lost! then at the last minute trucks 
began to pour out of workshops. At 1900 hrs. on Thursday 
the last four champs arrived back. On the morning of 
the move all the trucks were ready on the square. True 
"C" Company had a truck without a driver and Major 
Cox had a champ that wasn't workipg. However these 
were minor worries which sorted themselves out the 
last moment. 

C/Sgt. Vaughan has left us for "A" Company and we 
wish him success. Capt. Gatehouse has just arrived 
from a spell of leave looking much refreshed and generally 
speaking "the whole situation is fraught". Furthermore 
the author is uninspired He apologises! 

ANTITANK PLATOON 
It is safe to say that it has been a very busy month. 

Starting with the Annual Classification at Haltern shooting 
on the Rifle "and Bren, very quickly proving we were 
marksmen on the B.A.T. 

The next move was straight off to Sennelager where 
the platoon was ushered into some rather senior stables, 
Squire Skillbeck has always had a liking for horses and 
is having a splendid opportunity to experience their 
living conditions. However the chance to go out on a 
scheme quickly arose; three days were spent in varied 
conditions luckily avoiding rain until the last day. The 
Platoon Commander and Platoon Sergeant and D.c's 
were the only people who got wet, so it didn't really 
matter. Cooking by Detachments proved to be hilarious 
to the onlooker, though the standard quickly improved. 

TRAINING COMPANY 
A new scribe has been nominated to write the Dragon 

Notes for "Training" Company this month. Fortunately 
for all concerned he will oniy appear in these pages twice 
before his release—so please just bear with him on these 
two occasions—for it is not often that he bursts forth 
into print. 

Although the Company has been without trainees 
for most of the month, we have been by no means idle. 
The Company Office is being put in order by the CS.M., 
W.O. II Newman, and now the Office is bedecked with 
purple and fine linen in the form of dirty brown furniture 
and green backed files. He is, one might say, a Gloy 
glue glutton. All the Company books and files have at 
least one layer of it surmounted by vivid green and black 
paper designs. This hive of activity is rivalled by the 
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efforts of the storeman. Brown paint takes the place 
of Cloy Glue, and Cpl. Forward—between numerous 
night guards—has been manufacturing all sorts and 
kinds of keys so that there are now no hiding places 
inaccessible to the Sergeant Major and C/Sgt Beware 
you batmen! 

The draft training was, for the most part, uneventful. 
However the Company Commander on one occasion 
gave a brilliant display at Bayonet practice and broke 
his cane in the process. During Energa firing a reporter 
from Everybody's magazine turned up, and Pte. Neve 
availed himself of the opportunity to get a couple of 
Buckshee beers from him. So the draft departed on the 
eve of the Battalion's departure for Sennelager, and only 
Pte. Wakefield will remain with the Company to help 
out the overworked Company Office staff—to whom 
Pte Brunton has returned after losing a lot of money at 
Bisley. j 

Sgt. Mills, Cpl. Batchelor and also the P.T. Staff have 
gone to Sennelager with the various Rifle Companies. 
Pte. McKenna has spent most of the month in a requi
sitioned house in the town—one heard it rumoured that 
he had joined the ranks of the Am Knocheldusters! Pte. 
Sturmer, after being confirmed at Iserlohn, joined the 
Battalion at Sennelager—lorry loads of empty cases 
keep returning! Ptes. Shonk and Burr, the batmen, have 
gone on leave which may account for the occasional 
late appearance of certain Officers in the mornings. 

Finally we have to write the obituary of the Company 
Commander Capt./Lieut. Peter Mitchell. He is departing 
for civilian life on the 1st August after having been with 
"Training" Company in its various guises for nearly 
two years. He must be one of the very few Officers in 
this Brigade who can say after a year in B.A.O.R., that 
they have never been to Sennelager or Haltern. (Except 
as acting Paymaster). We wish him and his family the 
very best of luck for their future. So we end this month's 
Dragon notes, with the fervent hope that August will 
produce some better weather, and in the words of the
departing Company Commander "You haven't seen 
the last of me yet"! 

. QUARTERMASTERS STAFF 
A fairly satisfactory month for members of the staff 

who prefer the unusual. Sennelager reared its ugly head 
and rescued the majority of the staff from the most 
alarming demands of the pseudo J. Arthur Ranks who 
seemed to appear like a nettle rash after a severe attack 
of Ealingitis. 

We are delighted to welcome C.S.M. Day, who hasr 

arrived to relieve the R.Q.M.S. and hope that the broad 
grin which has appeared on the R.Q.M.S's usually grumpy 
face is not because he is unloading too many horrors. 

Leave has claimed more than its usual share of the staff 
this month and it is hoped that the high spirits which are 
produced by leave and its implications will tide people 
over the "Horror oh the Horizon " or to give it the more 
usual title "The Admin." 

Sgt. Inskip is preparing for the time when he will 
be Mr. Inskip and remarks by the staff, indicating that 
a few hours standing by the main gate would be very 
good as 'a resettlement course, are not being received 
too kindly. j 

L/Cpl. Wright is trying to show his relief, Pte. 
Fitzpatrick, how he has been employed for the last year, 
and we hope Pte. Fitzpatrick will enjoy his stay as much 
as L/Cpl. Wright appears to have enjoyed his brief period 
with us, 

Cpl. Riley will be very pleased to hear that the un
mentionable bumph is now supplied in much larger rolls, 
beautifully inscribed "Government Property" and it 
is hoped that it will take him at least five times as long 
to realize that the demand is exceeding the supply. 

Reports from the people at Sennelager are very vague 
but it seems fairly certain that the Quartermaster has been 
seen with a copy of the Highway Code 

Who knows the quiet of Canterbury may be shattered 
by the roar of Quartermasters Mobile one It is hoped 
that he chooses a better colour than the yellow job which 
haunts the area of the store at lunch time. It is not true 
that the car park in Chaucer Barracks is being enlarged. 

The tennis bug has bitten the back room girls and the 
lunch time follies, with Cpl. Roose as the stage manager, 
have enticed several members of the staff back from lunch 
much earlier than usual. 

As this is the last time these notes will be submitted 
by this contributor, I think the safest conclusion is:— 
The characters in these notes are entirely imaginary 
and have no relation to any living person much. 

One of those "imaginary characters" thinks fit now to 
take up the pen and express both satisfaction and regret 
at the departure from our midst of R.Q.M.S. Rose. 
Satisfaction, that he has been promoted to Warrant 
Officer Class I and remains very much in the bosom of 
the Regiment as R.S.M. of the 5th Battalion. Regret, at 
having to lose him at all, and those sentiments apply 
equally to his wife, Mrs. Rose. Hardly a member of the 
staff has not at some time or another enjoyed their 
hospitality, and puzzled the morning after over how the 
stentorian voice which indicated keen displeasure over 
some trifling misdemeanour "militaire" could possibly 
be the same which such a few hours before had urged 
him in such honeyed tones to have "just one more for 
the strausse". So it is au revoir to R.Q.M.S. and Mrs. 
Rose, and the best wishes of one and all for the days to 

SIGNAL PLATOON 

The month opens with lectures, Company operators 
wireless courses etc. and a general lead up to the forth
coming pleasures of another visit to the training grounds 
of Sennelager. Here we were informed we would be 
trying to learn the forgotten (?) ways and means of 
establishing and maintaining communications in inf./Tank 
cooperation. Some turned thoughts towards Church 
Armies and Cinemas it's true, but we were pretty confident 
that when Friday 13th arrived we would have reached 
a standard of training that would see us through all 
we are required to do. 

The first two weeks once we had arrived "safely" (?) 
were taken up with platoon training for all except the small 
party which under the Signals Subaltern went on a tour 
of Company almost whilst undergoing Ex's Crosswaves 
and Javelin 10. The remainder of us tried our hands at 
our version of an Ex called Treasure Hunt. The first 
attempt at this was not too successful, it ended up with 
the R.S.O. doing all the hunting—for operators riding 
around in ever decreasing circles. However the second 
attempt was much more successful and we had quite 
an enjoyable day. 

We then went off on the Bn. exercises and as .we have 
had no complaints must assume that our services were 
appreciated. The weather turned most unkind to us but 
apart from wetting we suffered no ill effects. The journey 
back was for a change quite without incident except 
for the storms through which we passed. 
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Unfortunately we have had our farewells as usual. 
This month we said goodbye to Ptes. Grevett and Gosden 
who have now joined civvy street. We hope that they 
enjoyed their stay with us, which was short, as they are 
the first of our rebadged Royal Sussex friends to go. 
Ptes. Gosden will be remembered for his shooting success, 
not only in the B.A.O.R. shooting matches but by having 
his name mentioned for his ability at Bisley. 

The attraction now is leave, and one can see faces 
getting happier every day as calendars are once more 
ticked. With this happy thought in mind we sign off 
once more until next month. 

* * * 

Round and About 
by The Tramp 

IT is impossible to 
avoid some reference 
to The Canal at a 

moment when History 
seems to be engaged in 
her proverbial occupa
tion, that of repeating 
herself. Even the season 
of the year, and well
nigh the date, were om
inously reminiscent. I 
must confess that, while 
our Prime Minister was 
discussing the affair with 
Monsieur Pineau and 
Mr. Dulles behind closed 

doors the sense of strain was apparent in many a 
face. The Communique eventually issued was 
singularly undramatic and at first, it seemed to 
me, in the nature of an anticlimax. France's 
demands for swift, firm action appeared to have 
been overlooked. But on second thoughts the 
measured terms of the statement were decisive 
enough, although the arguments to come, as 
they will, may give the new Hitler and his friends 
a breathing space. The parallel with the late 
unlamented Adolf's march into the Rhineland 
had been obvious from the first. It was, in fact, 
commented on quite freely by several ordinary 
people of my acquaintance. It was therefore 
amusing if reassuring later to read in Parliament
ary Reports that certain Members of both Houses 
had seen it too. 

THE ASHES AND THE DUST 
As so often before, a cricket battle was in 

progress just as an International Crisis blew up. 
Here to cheer us was a decisive English victory 
at one time endangered by a most illbehaved 
summer. How the experts in the Press and on 
the air enjoyed themselves. Almost from the first 
some of the commentators were seeing all manner 
of signs of vice in the wicket prepared with such 

care by the Old Trafford groundsman. I begat! 
to wonder why an alibi for the Australians was 
being built up. After all, they might even win 
the match, as they did "against the book" at 
Lord's. Well, a lot of people of varying opinion 
and intelligence have had their say, but the fact 
seems to remain that an indifferent Australian 
team had come up against a far better English 
side. It used for a long time to be the other way 
round. In fact for many years it looked as though 
the pendulum would never swing our way, but 
it did, as 1 ventured to suggest in these notes 
when we were having lean seasons. So now the 
Australians must start rebuilding their side, as 
I haven't the slightest doubt they will. It's all 
to the good; they had a long run of success. 
I notice, incidentally, and with some satisfaction, 
that there have been no letters from "experts" 
pointing out that our success is due entirely to, 
say, the length of the Counties fixture list! When 
I use the word "expert", I am not referring to 
such, a one as P. G. H. Fender, who really knows 
about Cricket, and who wrote a letter of shatter
ing commonsense in the Daily Telegraph about 
the "dusty" wicket at Manchester. 

KENT CRICKET 
"The Tout" and I must not take in each 

other's washing, but I cannot avoid paying my 
respects to him for his comments on Kent 
Cricket. The County's couldn'tbelowlier 
position in the Table is slightly mystifying to 
me. Individuals do quite creditable things but 
the team just can't win, except for those three 
matches so well won to date. I wouldn't go out 
of my way to recall past controversies, but I seem 
to remember that a captain was summarily dis
missed during Canterbury Week some years ago, 
largely because the team was doing so badly. 
Well, low as they were in the Championship 
Table then, they were not firmly seated at the 
very bottom as they now are. 1 do hope we shall 
not be hearing again that some of the players 
are disgruntled or anything like that. 

VIOLET LORAINE 
Like many others of my generation, I was 

saddened by the news of the death of this 
accomplished and delightful actress. How swiftly 
the memories of men who were callow youths 
in 191718 were flashed back to the Alhambra in 
Leicester Square, London. The old garish, 
Moorish temple of light entertainment and not 
the black, shiny mausoleum it now is. There, 
while the war was crashing expensively to its 
end, gathered the chaps on leave in Town for 
what to many was indeed a last "kickup" before 
a return to this or that particular mud heap with 
now sanctified names. 
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It was "The Bing Boys", and later "The Bing 
Boys on Broadway", entertainments trans
atlantic in origin but played by British actors and 
actresses, chief among whom were Violet Loraine 
and George Robey, that filled the place night 
after night. Never were audiences so enthusiastic 
or cooperative. Many in them knews the words 
by heart and could have prompted the players if 
such had been necessary. Both Violet and George 
were rich English characters. There was some
thing 1st Elizabethan about them and they 
sang songs devised in New York by geniuses 
far from English in such a way of their own that 
the ditties lost their Eastside or Bowery twang 
and became pure London. 

A SLANT ON HANGING 
When all the fiery heat of the recent debates 

in and out of Parliament had subsided, I came 
across a comment on capital punishment which 
I must pass on. A kinsman of mine until recently 
in the Colonial Service in a part of Africa very 
much in the news told me that during the late 
war it was his duty once to preside as judge at a 
murder trial. Further, when the several accused 
were found guilty of a murder with some strange 
tribal undertones it fell to him to pronounce the 
dread sentence. On appeal some got away with 
it but two were left to take the maximum penalty. 
These condemned wretches were sent a long 
distance by air to the coast, where prison facilities 
were better than upcounflry, where the trial 
had taken place® In due course they were 
executed and shortly afterwards the man who 
had sentenced them met some leaders of the 
particular tribe who asked why the British had 
taken away the two convicted murderers. They 
were far from being satisfied with the official 
reason, nor did they believe that the executions 
had been carried out. Finally they complained 
that the hangings should have taken place in 
public and in the place where the particular 
crime was known. How else, they asked, could 
people know that justice had been done. 
Incidents such as these should be brought to 
the notice of certain Members of Parliament who 
spend more of their time and their abundant 
sympathy on coloured people far away than on 
their own benighted constituents. 

HOUSE NAMES 
I have given up being surprised by the odd arid 

ingenious names given by folk to their homes. 
"Dunroamin", "Hisanmine", "Minearth" rind 
the rest are commonplace now, but I like two 
examples which are not only original but, I fancy, 
exclusive. The first was that of afampus Jmglish 
cricketer who retired to a bungalow labelled 

"Dunbowling", and the second, my favourite of 
all, invented by a journalist whose humour 
refreshes me when I read the popular newspaper 
to which he contributes. In his earlier and less 
affluent days he took a halftimbered farmhouse 
in the wilds of Essex and called it "Beam Ends". 

THE ANCIENT PRIVILEGE 
The recent dinner at the Mansion House when 

the Lord Mayor of London entertained the 
Colonels and other representatives of Regiments 
who have the privilege of marching through the 
City with drums beating, colours flying and 
bayonets fixed, led me to the Regimental History 
to see how it all started. The appendix to the 
volume dealing with the years 18141914 goes 
into the matter very fully; far more fully than 
I can here. Let a brief summary suffice. 

It seems clear that the word "right" is not 
accurate. It is indeed a privilege "established 
by ancient usage" and apparently going no 
further back in history than the reign of Charles 
II. In 1660, shortly after the King's Accession, 
the Army was virtually disbanded, the only 
surviving regiments being The King's Regiment 
of Foot Guards (now The Grenadier Guards), 
The Holland Regiment (The Buffs) and The Duke 
of York's Regiment (The Royal Marines). By 
Royal Warrant these regiments were given 
authority to raise recruits within the City by 
"beat of drum". This was taken to include 
marching through the City with colours flying, 
drums beating and bayonets fixed to attract 
attention". The City of London was regarded as 
"a selfgoverning community within which the 
Lord Mayor takes precedence over every subject, 
taking place immediately after the Sovereign". 

As far as The Buffs are concerned, the first 
known authorization was recorded in the Lord 
Mayor's Waiting Book under the date August 
5thj 1666. The entry in its archaic spelling reads 
as follows:— 

"Theis are to license Robert Sydney Esq., 
Colonel of the Holland Regiment and anie 
other person deputed by him to beate up 

drummes within this Citty of London and 
Libties thereof for raising his owne Com
pany to consist of one hundred men for the 
service of His Maty." 

Further authorizations were given to The Buffs 
in 1667, 1670, 1672. The familiar connection 
with the "Trained Bands" as the source of the 
privilege is less tenable and the other regiments, 
The Royal Fusiliers (City of London Regiment) 
and the Honourable Artillery Company estab
lished their own privilege much later although 
The H.A;C. by virtue of its undoubted descent 
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from the Trained Bands had, as early as 1671, 
been permitted to march through the City, under 
Arms, at least once a year. 

This very brief summary of a matter which has 
exercised the minds of regimental historians and 
antiquarians is, I admit, inadequate, but I hope 
it will evoke letters and even challenges from 
enthusiasts and experts. 

OLD SCHOOL TIES 
Two unrelated pieces of recent news have 

caused me to wonder what it is that makes certain 
old Harrovians so prickly towards the nation 
to which their famous school belongs. Having 
dismissed with insulting peremptoriness Sir John 
Glubb, King Hussein now sends a sympathetic 
telegram to Nasser after the seizure of the Suez 
Canal. Further East, Mr. Nehru now decides to 
deny transitcamp facilities to Gurkha recruits 
destined for the British Service. Hussein's action 
is perhaps the more intelligible, seeing that 
Arab nationalism is the prime cause of his 
partisanship. Mr. Nehru is, after all, Prime 
Minister of a Commonwealth country. Perhaps 
we must carry our minds back nearly 100 years 
to the Mutiny when the Gurkha regiments stood 
loyally by the British Raj and distinguished 
themselves, particularly at the Siege of Delhi. 
"Forty years on when afar and asunder...." 
(my italics). 

READING MATTER 
My sporadic reading of late has included a 

book of Crimean Letters, published many years 
ago but never publicly circulated. It consists of 
the letters written home by Captain Robert 
Portal during the years 185455. Portal, who was 
commissioned from Sandhurst in 1840, first 
joined the 83rd Regiment and afterwards trans
ferred to the 4th Light Dragoons. He took part 
in the engagements of Alma, Inkerman, the 
light cavalry charge at Balaklava and the Fall of 
Sebastopol. He acted as A.D.C. to General 
Paget during the war and received the Crimean 
Medal with four clasps as well as Sardinian and 
Turkish medals. Captain Portal subsequently 
commanded the 5th Lancers and died in 1888. 
His letters are vivid and on occasion exceedingly 
frank. Of the famous charge at Balaklava he 
writes, among other things, the following:— 

" . . . .  w e  s a w  t h a t  t h e i r  ( R u s s i a n )  C a v a l r y  
had formed up in line across a plain, with 
hills on both sides of it, about a mile from 
where our Light Cavalry was stationed; a 
certain Captain Nolan, who is wellknown 
in the army, and who is A.D.C. to General 
Airey, and who is supposed to be a very 

dashing Cavalry officer, came up to Lord 
Lucan and said that the General desired the 
Light Cavalry would attack to their front 
at once. Lord Lucan and Lord Cardigan 
said: "It seems madness to attack at such 
a distance without sufficient support of 
Infantry and Artillery, and we don't know 
what they may have stationed among the 
trees on the sides of the hills.' However, 
Nolan came back shortly afterwards with a 
written order, which he gave to Lord Lucan, 
that the Light Cavalry were to attack." 

There follows a vivid description of the charge 
in which Portal rode, and then towards the end 
of this letter he writes: 

"It was altogether the maddest and most 
extraordinary order ever given to cavalry ... 
Lord Raglan, who came down here last 
night, was furious and said loudly that 'the 
Cavalry had been wantonly sacrificed'. The 
French were looking on at this wonderful 
charge and held up their hands in astonish
ment. They said 'it was most splendid, but 
it was not war'." 

There is much more that I would quote from 
this wellwritten firsthand account of a disastrous 
and mismanaged campaign, but space forbids. 
I hope to refer to it again in later notes. I wonder 
if Cecil Woodham Smith, whose The Reason Why 
made such an impression lately, was aware of 
Portal's letters. They would, I am sure, have 
been useful to her. 

Another book, of vastly different character, 
pleased me lately. It is Eric Parker's English 
Wild Life (English Heritage Series), which 
consists of charmingly written sketches by a 
distinguished naturalist known to me chiefly, 
before I met this book, as the author of an 
absorbing book on Surrey, in Macmillan's 
Highways and Byways Series. Eric Parker, who 
died recently, was also no mean poet and an 
anthologist who; to my surprise, included some 
verses I once wrote in his Book of Comfort, 
published by Seeley Service & Co. during the 
late war. 

l a m  n o  n a t u r a l i s t ,  b u t  English Wild Life 
aroused my interest in the denizens of our 
countryside to an extent never experienced by 
me before. 

Finally, and again by way of contrast, a 
thriller. Not a "whodunnit", but an adventure 
story set chiefly in the Northwest of England in 
country which I once glimpsed. Its title, Unlucky 
for Some, and its author, Arthur Behrend. The 
publishers are Eyre and Spottiswode. It is a 
fast moving story with some closely observed 
pictures of the criminal classes. It has also a 
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liberal ration of humour. Just the book for a 
long railway journey or a day in bed. I fancy 
that John Buchan would have given it his 
blessing. 

POST SCRIPT 
We were talking about Limericks, quotable 

and otherwise, the other day, and I remembered 
a drawing in Punch seen by me many years ago. 
The scene is a sober and sedate teaparty in which 
the Bishop is addressing the gathering as follows: 

"There was a young lady of Gloster— 
who used to attend my Confirmation 
classes." 

That still makes me chuckle and I hope it will 
affect Dragon readers in the same desirable way. 

* * * 

Watch for these Films 
7HE Searchers. A Western which will take 

its place among the classics of this type of 
film. The story follows familiar lines—the 

tough soldier looking for a white girl stolen by 
Indians, but it has the great John Ford as 
director, and is thus lifted far above the ordinary. 
The scene is in the same valley in which Stage 
Coach was set, and in beautiful colour. John 
Wayne and Olive Carey give fine performances. 

The Littlest Outlaw. Walt Disney's moving 
little tale filmed in Mexico of a small boy's love 
for an army horse. 

The Iron Petticoat. This film is mentioned with 
reservations as the critics do not seem to think 
that it has come up to expectations. It suffers by 
having the same theme as Lubitsch's Ninotchka, 
with the incomparable Garbo, and concerns the 
melting of the heart of a lady from behind the 
iron curtain, but it is not so delicately handled. 
The stars are Katherine Hepburn and Bob Hope, 
and one cannot help feeling that any film with 
these two great artistes must have its moments. 

Jedda. For those who are interested in an 
unusual film. It was made in the Northern 
Territory of Australia, a story taken from records 
and legends of an aborigine girl brought up by 
white settlers, who, as she grows up, feels the 
call of her own race. Ngarla Kunott, who plays 
Jedda, was discovered by the director Charles 
Chauvel at a Mission in Alice Springs. She has 
much natural, wistful charm. "Fascinating in 
its simplicity, remoteness and colour." (C. A. 
Legeune.) 

The Ambassador's Daughter. A pleasant 
comedy with Olivia de Havilland. Interesting 
also because of the return of Myrna Toy and 
Adolph Menjou. M.M.A. 

THE INFANTRY BOYS BATTALION 
Boy R.S.M. Prudence on passing out oi the Infantry Boys Battalion, receives the Director of Infantry's 

Prize from General Sir George Erskine, G.O.C. in C. Southern Command 4th August, 1956. 
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Beneath Bell Harry 

FOR weeks before 
the Regimental 'At 
Home', those res

ponsible for organising 
it were praying that the 
weather would not be 
typical of this extra
ordinary summer. And 
their prayers were ans
wered. Wednesday, 
July 25th was almost 
too hot, but Thursday, 
26th was tempered by 
a cool and refreshing 
breeze. The weather, 
in fact, was ideal. 

In spite of advertisements in the local papers 
and posters liberally displayed in Canterbury 
and on the doors of Army trucks, it was felt that 
the chairs arranged three deep round three sides 
of the square for the Passing Out Parade indicated 
nothing more substantial than wishful thinking, 
a feeling which was voiced by one wife, who 
callously remarked: "The chairs will be there, 
anyway!". But, as it turned out, by the time of 
the parade, not only were the chairs packed 
with spectators, but people were craning their 
necks from behind them, and on the bank in 
front of No. 1 Company block, and even on the 
fire escape others were jostling for vantage 
points. Shortly before the parade, Major Court 
escorted the Mayor to his seat, and then, after 
a brief address of welcome by the Commanding 
Officer, Amiens Platoon, preceded by the Regi
mental Band, marched on to the square. Amiens 
Platoon, commanded by Lieut. Hordern, was 
unshaken by the size of the crowd estimated 
at seventeen hundred, and went through their 
paces like veterans, for which all possible credit 
is due to Sgt. Recton, whose sixth intake at the 
Depot this was. Brigadier Nicholson, Deputy 
Colonel of the Regiment, took the parade and 
pleased the parents by stopping to have a word 
with each one of the thirtyfour recruits that he 
was inspecting. 

The parade over, the crowd was moved under 
R.S.M. White's direction to the area of the 
playing field in front of the Memorial Garden. 
There Captain Grugeon put the P.T. Staff 

through their paces, and in addition to conven
tional acrobatics on mats and parallel bars, 
demonstrated new ways of sitting down on a 
kitchen chair. 

A substantial tea followed. After tea, those 
that had not had time to do so before the 
Passing Out Parade, were able to visit the 
recruiting stands and the sideshows. Among 
the recruiting stands, the Regiment's own stand, 
arranged by Captain Thorneycroft and managed 
by Sgt. Parker, had pride of place. In this tent 
were displayed the 2nd Battalion Colours 
guarded by two sentries in full dress, and the 
Latham Centrepiece, and stocks of short 
histories of the Regiment were available to 
wouldbe buyers. 

Other stands were:—The Regular Army as 
a whole, organised by Lieut.Col. King and 
managed by Sgt. Phillips; The T.A., presided 
over by R.S.M. Faulkner; The A.C.F.; an 
exhibition of infantry weapons, which was very 
popular with grownups and children alike. 
Among the other exhibits were a demonstration 
soldier's married quarter, and here C/Sgt. 
Belcher's patter would have made an Ideal Homes 
salesman envious; the Quartermaster's Stores, 
where a recruit's kit was laid out; a specimen 
barrack room; the cookhouse, where Sgt. Parry 
was in his element showing visitors round his 
"departments"; an Education Corps display 
which dazzled the soldier viewer with the 
opportunities which he was missing for further 
education in the Army; the Museum, with its 
recently completed extension; and a film show 
in the NAAFI. 

On the lighter side were sideshows and games, 
ranging from shooting on the miniature range, 
bat and trap, and horse racing, to rides on 
Carriers—for most of the afternoon the latter 
were rendered invisible by the children swarming 
over them—and rides on the Quartermaster's 
ponies. 

At 5.30 came the beating of retreat. The 
performance of the Regimental Band was greatly 
appreciated by a crowd now greater than that 
which watched the Passing Out Parade, and 
Bandmaster Sharpe is to be congratulated on 
making the Beating of Retreat the piece de resist
ance of the day. 

It gave great pleasure to the Depot Staff to 
see so many friends of the Regiment, both young 
and old, enjoying themselves in the sun on this 
lovely summer's afternoon—"Buffs weather", 
as someone called it—only two days before the 
weather went beserk, and gales and rain lashed 
Howe Barracks with unparallelled fury. 
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4/5th Battalion 

Bi ) ATTALION Orders, 
| particularly those of the 

Part II variety, possess a 
very doubtful currency be
yond the confines of Record 
Offices, but there is one issue 
of Part II Orders (Officers) 
of this Battalion which must 
surely become known to 
posterity as it marks a very 
special occasion not only for 
us but for the Regiment as 
well. Designated a "Special 
Issue" (as indeed it is!), it 
records the marriage of Capt. 
(Q.M.) A. H. Catt on July 

21st, 1956, to Mrs. Joan Margaret Browne. 
That this event was able to take place quietly 
and without the knowledge of his brother 
officers—those likely to make the most fuss 
being harmlessly marooned at Lydd in connection 
with Support Company's training weekend
says much for Moggie's 45 years' guile and care
ful planning. The news will give everyone 
connected with the Regiment the greatest pleasure 
and all will join in sending belated, but neverthe
less very sincere, congratulations to Capt. and 
Mrs. Catt, and in wishing them every possible 
happiness. Lest it be thought that the Moggie 
has got away with it pretty lightly so far, the 
P.M.C. is surely casting more than a calculating 
eye at the calendar for a suitable dinner night 
before our Quartermaster departs for the 1st 
Battalion! 

Headquarter Company has indeed stolen the 
thunder this month, for another equally im
portant event was the birth of a son and heir to 
Major J. T. R. Prestige, T.D. A very special 
welcome, therefore, to John Theodore Robert 
Radclyffe, and sincere congratulations to Major 
and Mrs. Prestige. 

But to business. The result of the China Cup 
Competition 1956 at Bisley was as follows:— 
1st? 4 Dorsets, 400; 2nd, 161 Independent Inf. 
Bde., 363; 3rd, 42 Lancashire Div., 362. The 
scores of the two teams entered from 133 Brigade 
were:—Team "A", 4/5th Bn. The Buffs, 249; 
Team ^B", 4/5th Bn. R. Sussex and 4/5th Bn. 
R.W.K., 183. Although the Battalion team was 
not all that successful, its score being only 47.5 % 
of the H.P.S. whilst the winning team scored 
400 or 75.5% of the H.P.S., it is gratifyingto 
think that the Battalion was the only one in the 

Brigade capable of producing a team on its own. 
Great credit must be given to the shooting of 
Sgt. H. Saunders on the L.M.G. Left with 47 
shots, he put them all on the target and only 
dropped one point in doing so—very good 
shooting. If only the rifle group ! 

Once again the same lessons are apparent. 
A team must be picked at the beginning of the 
training year and they must fire as a team at 
every available opportunity. In addition, the 
members of the team must be prepared to lie 
down in the drill hall on drill nights and practice 
bolt manipulation and aiming regularly—only 
in this way will it be possible to reach any 
standard having a reasonable hope of success in 
this competition. 

It was a pleasure to see the Regimental Band on 
parade at the Depot "At Home". Although we 
took no active part in the proceedings, we were 
able to help with the display of weapons and in 
other ways. Information about our activities 
was available in the special tent set aside for that 
purpose and there were a number of interested 
enquirers who are doubtless being followedup. 

Support Company had a very satisfying week
end at Lydd on July 21st and 22nd and succeeded 
in producing an astonishing lot of noise. The 
arrangements made by the Scots Guards for the 
reception and welfare of the Company were of 
the highest order and contributed much to the 
success of the weekend. From the social angle, 
the weekend was successful too; "Uncle's" at 
Lydd seemed tobe well patronised and the night 
life of Littlestone also appeared to exercise 
considerable fascination. The weather was 
reasonable despite a little rain early on the 
Sunday and a fresh sea breeze later on which was 
clearly affecting the fall of shot on the M.M.G. 
strike range. There were a number of visitors 
and it was nice to see Major Sandy Alexander, 
M.B.E., looking over his old Company, and also 
to have "Gunner" Bill Baddeley keeping an eye 
on the Mortar Platoon. 

As these notes are being written there is 
worldwide speculation about developments over 
the Suez Canal crisis. So far as we are concerned 
all seems normal, but no wagers are being taken 
as to the number of safes which have been 
opened lately for a quick look at the Mob 
scheme! 

"A" COMPANY 
The news of the death of Lieut. Col. C. S. F. Witts, 

O.B.E., T.D., J.P., c.c. came as a great shock although at 
the Mayor's Sunday parade at Margate he was clearly 
very ill indeed. As onetime Company Commander 
''Bogey" held a very special place in our affections and 
although it was some time since he had taken active 
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participation in our affairs he was only too ready to help. 
One special occasion comes to mind; the presentation 
to Major J. Tilleard, T.D. on leaving the company for 
Deal. Col. Witts came along to the ceremony at Margate 
and obviously loved every minute of it. He spoke to us 
at the end of the formalities and showed a prize possession 
of his—the gold watch presented to him by members of 
the prewar "A" Company. His death is a great loss 
and leaves a gap which somehow cannot be filled. 

Clearing up after Camp and fairly busy month following 
left us really with little time for training, but things are 
a little easier now and there is at last the opportunity to 
get down to the new Battle Drills. Sgt. Bryant has been 
observed eyeing bombdamaged sites with rather a too 
professional look and we wonder quite what he has in 
store for us. His recent Light Rescue Course gives a 
clue but we certainly do not intend to qualify for a 
a Commando's ticket. 

Two vehicles driven by C/Sgt. Harlow and Sgt. Evans 
("S" Company) were entered in the Road Safety Rally 
at Margate and did very well—except for the alarming 
rattle of drums being knocked over in the parking tests! 

C.S.M. Gabriel and Sgt. Meraine journeyed to Lydd 
and spent an interesting weekend with the Scots Guards. 
A chance remark to Sgt. Hunt on the M.M.G. firing 
point led to arrangements being made for N.V.O's from 
410 Coast Regiment R.A. (T) joining us later for our 
Company weekend, of which more next month. 

The question of the month; why leave the Armourer 
Sergeant to walk when there's transport going to Margate? 
Don't offer to shut the gates next time Charlie. 

"B" COMPANY 

Ever since the changeover in the form of the Sitting
bourne Territorial unit from Artillery to Infantry, we 
have had the idea to bring the Company to the notice 
of the public and make it as much a part of the community 
as its predecessor had been. With this aim in mind and 
in the hope of attracting volunteers the Company planned 
an ambitious Recruiting Week which was rated a great 
success. 

Throughout the week a display of the" Gas Board's 
showrooms arranged by the Regimental Msueum, attracted 
great interest. Most people were particularly interested 
in the souvenirs of the 1st Battalions campaign in Kenya 
and the Drums of the 4th Bn. The Buffs (TA) proved 
a great attraction. 

The weeks events began with a visit by the Company 
to Eastbourne, combining, we suspect, business with 
pleasure. The weather was not kind at all but Eastbourne 
proved nonetheless inviting and off duty time was spent 
to good advantage. The notion of weekend training by 
the sea seems to be particularly attractive when one thinks 
of the trouble and expense of these on one's own! 

On evenings during the Recruiting Week, displays 
arranged by C.S.M. Fagg and Sgt. Cole were open to 
inspection by the public at the Drill Hall; a film show 
was also provided and this in turn visited Milton on 
Thursday. On Wednesday too there was an intimate 
gettogether for local Employers who caused a certain 
amount of righteous indignation by innocently remarking 
that they had no idea that any TA unit did any work on 
drill nights! Now they know—and were quite impressed. 
On Thursday even the Civil Defence Corps cooperated 
in putting over a light rescue display. The cooperation 
existing now between ourselves and the Civil Defence 
Authority is necessarily close and very harmonious. 

The climax of the week was probably the dance at the 
Drill Hall on Friday. The ingenious idea of a Continental 
Beer Garden transformed the vehicle park into a corner 
of Paris for a few hours, complete with accordeonist 
and six really enchanting waitresses from the County 
Youth Club. The dance was very much enjoyed as witness 
the large number present and we are seriously thinking 
of arranging similar affairs during the Winter. On Satur
day Support Company joined us to help with a display 
of Weapons in the Milton Recreation Ground, reminding 
everyone that the infantry is not just a matter of rifles 
and bootleather. Another enjoyable social evening 
organised by the Past and Present Association rounded 
off the day. Finally on Sunday 24th June, a Tradesmen's 
Shoot was held on Conyer Ranges. A gratifying selection 
of prizes was available for competition giving further 
proof—if it were needed—that local tradespeople have 
warm hearts and our interest before them. 

"B" Company would like to thank everyone who 
helped to make this Recruiting Week such a successful 
venture; the Urban District Council, the Police and 
Civil Defence Authorities, the Gas and Electricity Boards, 
The County Youth Club, the local branch of the Past 
and Present Association, the Conservative Association, 
local Cipemas, tradesmen, public and neighbouring service 
units, to name only a few of those to whom we are in
debted. If nothing else was achieved we certainly 
succeeded in putting ourselves on the map. 

The Tradesmen's Shoot was won by Sgt. L. Cole with 
53 out of a possible 60 points; Cpl. D. Cherry was second 
with 51 points and L/Cpl. Field third with 49 points. 
We are most grateful to the following who presented prizes 
for this competition:—Mr. Sams, Mr. Barnes, D. 
Mannering & Son, Cooperative Chemists, Webbs, 
Peters & Sons, Victor Valves, G. Ash Ltd., Woolworihs, 
Export Packing, Cooperative Stores, East Street, and 
Messrs. Wheetley, Wraight, Foster, Dewsbury, Wells 
and Packham, Newbury and Deane. 

"D" COMPANY 
From all accounts, the inhabitants of Ashford were 

rather puzzled by the apparent sightseeing tour of their 
town to which a 17 pounder was being subjected. Repeat 
subjected. Unfortunately, a natural reticence prevented 
them from making any comment and it was 22.30 hrs. 
before a weary M.T. driver finally located the Drill Hall 
and handed over, his charge to our Ashford Platoon. 
Needless to say, C.S.M. White is delighted to have this 
much valued piece of ordnance again and is looking 
forward to future drill periods with his old friend. 

On the 8th July, C.S.M. White conducted a Map 
Reading Exercise and the first team to complete the 
course consisted of L/Cpls. Bailey and Blackman. It 
would seem that the going was a bit rugged for those 
who had been carousing on the previous evening and 
L/Cpl. Blackman was heard to remark that it took 
a country boy to cope with crossing fields and ditches. 
Two members of the party who were apparently indifferent 
to such mundane things as Maps refs. etc. somehow 
or other finished the course from the wrong direction. 
The excess mileage didn't seem to affect them unduly 
but it is significant to note that one man was heard to 
say that he'd never patronise a Cafe which advertised 
"Hot Dogs" again. 

In the Canteen at Folkestone, the main subject under 
discussion is the tabloidfanned battle for voloptious 
supremacy between Mesdames Monroe and Dors. 
Although the Writer is really unbiased, he cheerfully 
puts forward a suggestion made by one of the men. 
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THE DRAGON 
The preamble to his suggestion is something like this:— 

In the interests of morale, the stimulation of recruiting 
and the world wide publicity which it would receive, 
why not make Marilyn Monroe an Hon. Col. of the 
Regiment? Think of it! "March with ISdarilyn" 
"Manoeuvres with Monroe"; who could resist" signing 
on for this privilege? There is no doubt that such a 
delightfully novel appointment would give the' Public 
Relations Officers more than enough material to go on. 
Well the Yanks do have their Kentucky Colonals so let 
us reply with Kent Colonels. 

"S" COMPANY 
During the past month the Mortar Platoon at Deal 

and Cranbrook have been putting in a lot of. training 
and that this gave results was proved at Lydd during 
the Company weekend. There they tired some 300 bombs, 
half H.E. and the rest W.P. One section only was used 
throughout the whole shoot and results were very good 
with bombs being fired off in fairly good time. But as 
always happens the number two's tend to get a little 
"bombhappy" and want to put down more bombs 
than are required! Sgt. Erridge, Todd, Jones and Allen 
took most of the fire control and found their targets 
very quickly and easily—one of the main requirements 
of a support weapon. Number two mortar unfortunately 
had to move their mortar twice in the course of the 
shoot because of soft ground. The only misfire occurred 
quite early on in the proceedings and was quickly dealt 
with. The following amendment to fire control orders 
is suggested....."It won't fit"! During the shoot Cpl. 
Carty acting as number two was seen trying to put a bomb 
in the barrel and after a long struggle in silence reported 
"It won't fit"! C.S.M. Rogers and C.S.M. White had 
their initial introduction to the weapon when they acted 
as numbers two on the last shoot of the day. Drill evenings 
have been taken up with tours around the countryside 
for likely targets and engaging them, a very interesting 
and enjoyable way of putting over map reading and fire 
and movement. ' 

The Antitank Platoon were joined for the weekend 
at Lydd by the Ashford Detachment (the nucleus of the 
4th Bn. Platoon later in the year) and between them they 
fired some 130 rounds at moving targets. The number 
of hits was remarkable, so much so that the range staff 
decided they ought to take steps to prevent all the targets 
being struck and so speeded up all of them. But to no 
avail as hits were still being registered. In the afternoon 
the moving targets did everything but fall off the rails, 
jinking here,There and everywhere and at fantastic speeds. 
Hits were still being made but not so frequently perhaps 
as in the morning session. .. . 

The forming of the Deal Assault Pioneer Platoon is 
now under way under the careful guidance of Sgt. Cozens 
and L/Cpl. J. Carty, both full of the knowledge gained 
at camp from that acknowledged expert Sgt. Babbage. 
The Deal and Tenterden Platoons joined forces for the 
21st/22nd July and lead by Sgt. Babbage—who had come 
all the way from Colchester for the weekend—produced 
some fair bangs for the many visitors. Alas! only regu: 

lation size charges were permitted by the Range Warden 
and so the dark plots hatched for bigger and better 
crumps were frustrated. 

The Machine Gunners spent the Sunday morning on 
the Classification Range firing practices with the dial 
sight and later progressed to the new strike range which 
was found to produce some excellent targets. By the 
time the afternoon session started quite a strong wind 
was blowing from the sea and so the opportunity of 
dealing with a few wind "problems" was thrown in for 
good measure. L/Cpl. Lambert came through it all 

unscathed despite—or was it because of?—his evening 
out in Folkestone. The butt party had one or two exciting 
moments particularly in the hands of Pte. French (intent 
on a little ploughing possibly). The standard of shooting 
was very good and both Ptes. Mills and Spicer scored 
heavily on the plates. If things progress like.this we ought 
to stand a good chance in the T.A.R.A. decentralised 
competition. It was nice to see C.S.M. Gabriel and Sgt. 
Morams from "A" Company again and we are grateful 
for their stalwart work in the battle. Things are fairly 
quiet at Sandwich although there was excitement one 
evening when the Training Major's Land Rover would 
not start. A towrope was hastily improvised—another 
tent rope probably—and all was well. Cpl. McWilliams 
also paid us a visit from Coventry and we might be seeing 
him again in the near future. Charlie Field is at present 
enjoying a wellearned holiday and Cpl. Hogben in 
civilian guise is acting as standin. By the time we go 
to press it will be known whether Pte. Wall has his son 
and heir; Capt. Morgan is ready with the attestation 
papers! 

Buffs' Golfing Society 
HON. SECRETARY'S REPORT FOR THE 

YEAR 1956 

o WING to a series of 
^various afflictions, your 
Hon. Secretary has had 

to rely on the good offices of 
individual members to run the 
fixtures throughout the year. 
I am deeply obliged to David 
Montgomery, who has done 
the lion's share; to Charles 
Lamarque, for running the 
matches at New Zealand G.C.; 
to Nevile Hoare for the Lip
hook Match; to Ian Pearson 
for the Summer Meeting; and 

Richard Ravenhill for his work in connection with 
the match at Littlestone. 

It seems quite clear that the time has come 
when I can no longer cope with the business of 
Hon. Secretary, a task that I have enjoyed doing. 

Our good friend Mr. S. A. R. Smith has again 
kindly audited the Accounts, which show a 
Balance of £17 15s. 6d., with the Reserve Fund 
£210 0s. Id. The Reserve Fund, be it noted, was 
subscribed for grants in aid of teams representing 
the Regiment at the Army Gold Championship. 

AGENDA FOR ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
1. Appointment of Office Bearers vide Rule 

IV (2). 
2. Hon. Secretary's Report and Statement of 

Accounts. 
3. Vote of thanks to Rye Golf Club. ^ 
4. To decide upon location of Summer Meeting, 

1957. 
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THE BUFFS GOLFING SOCIETY 
30TH JUNE, 1956 

ASSETS 
Balance at Bank 

Do. (Reserve Fund) 
Canterbury Trustee Savings Bank 
2i% Defence Bonds 

£ s. d. 
17 15 6 
7 2 11 

102 17 2 
100 0 0 

£227 15 7 

Accounts examined and found correct: 
S, A. R. SMITH, 

Hon. Auditor. 
30th July, 1956. 

* * * 

MATCH v RYE 
At Littlestone, July 8th, 1956 

This enjoyable match, played for the most 
part in blazing sunshine after the local sea mist 
had cleared away, resulted in a Rye victory. 

It was a particularly friendly occasion, perhaps 
because of the number of Buffs present who are 
also members of the Rye Golf Club! It was nice 
to have that renowned player Gerald Weare on 
our side, quite apart from the fact that he won 
both his matches. 

One of the most exciting matches of the after
noon was that in which John Clarke and Richard 
Ravenhill (2 down and 3 to play) halved with 
White and Ward, after the lastnamed Buff had 
sunk long putts to win both the 16th and 17th 
holes. 

Our thanks are due to the Littlestone Golf 
Club for their hospitality, and also to such 
stalwarts as Ian Pearson, who are prepared to 
travel considerable distances in order to play. 

It may be of interest to note that the Dormy 
House Hotel at Littlestone is now under new 
management and is very smart and comfortable. 

Morning—Singles 
The Buffs G.S. Rye 

F. G. C. Weare 
F. D. C. Cobb 
R. C. Lancaster 
D. N. Court ... 
R. A. C. Ravenhill 
J. E. Clarke ... 
I. Pearson 
R. Lea 

Hodgson 
Crouchley 
Simpson 
Impey ... 
A. G. Phelps 
Ward ... 
M. H. Phelps 
White ... . 

Total ... 2 
Afternoon—Foursomes 

Total ... 6 

F. G. C. Weare & 
F. D. C. Cobb 

R. C. Lancaster & 
D. N. Court 

R. A. C. Ravenhill & 
J. E. Clarke 

I. Pearson & 
R. Lea 

Hodgson & 
Crouchley .., 

Simpson & 
M. G. Phelps 

Ward & 
White 

A. G. Phelps & 
Impey .; 

H 

0 
1 

i 

1 
2~i 

Final Result: Rye 8J, The Buffs G.S. 1£ 

SUMMER MEETING—DOWNE—JULY 22ND 
This meeting was held on the West Kent Golf 

Club, Downe, on July 22nd, under the able 
management of Ian Pearson. The Sinclair Cup, 
for two years held by Richard Dendy and last 
awarded for the most outstanding performance 
at the Autumn Meeting in 1954—the seemingly 
miraculous holing of two approach shots—was 
won by David Court with the excellent score of 
73 net. Runnerup was a new member, 
Hutchinson, with 74 net. The afternoon four
somes Stapleford Competition for the Pearson 
ash trays was won by David Montgomery and 
the generous donor of the ash trays himself— 
with a/score of 35 points, after a tie with Court 
and Hutchinson. The standard of play in the 
foursomes was high—no couple returning worse 
than 30 points; perhaps the fact that it was a 
greensome and either partner's drive could be 
played for the second shot had something to do 
with it! 

Downe proved to be a delightful course once 
one had found it—Brigadier R. F. Parry spent 
an hour within a mile of it before finally holing 
out at ( the Club House—and once one had got 
Used to the noise—jets warming up on Biggin 
Hill competing with camping boy scouts scream
ing advice to each other. Our sympathy went 
out to Micky Bollon, a member of Downe, who 
could not take part in the meeting owing to ribs 
cracked while playing cricket. Thanks are due 
to him as well as to Ian Pearson for making the 
meeting such a pleasant one. 

MATCH v CANTERBURY GOLF CLUB 
SUNDAY, JULY 29TH 

This match was played on a day when no one 
in their senses would have ventured out of doors, 
let alone play two rounds of golf. If July 29th 
isn't referred to as the day of the Great Storm 
of 1956, then the twenty valiant golfers who 
twice struggled round Canterbury Golf Course 
have not been done true justice. It was a day 
when the poplars to the right of the seventh fair
way were bent horizontal by the wind; when it 
did not pay to dwell too long over a stroke, in 
case a falling branch crushed one in the midst of 
one's concentration; when trollies were lifted 
by a sudden gust and borne away like thistle
down; when those that were hatless and a bit. 
thin on top were in danger of having their few 
remaining hairs snatched from their heads by 
the force of the typhoon. As compensation for 
the weather, Sgt. Laker provided a most excellent 
lunch in the Depot Officers' Mess for the twenty 
battered players, and buoyed them up for the 

Continued on page 216 



T H E  D R A G O N  

Regimental Gazette 
SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 3RD 

JULY, 1956 
INFANTRY 

REGULAR ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 
CLASS III 

THE BUFFS.—Lt. I. R. Monins (418141) from T.A. 
Res. of Offrs. Nat. Serv. List, to be Lt., 4th July, 1956, 
retaining his present seniority. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 13TH 
JULY, 1956 

COMMANDS AND STAFF 
MajorGeneral V. Boucher, C.B., C.B.E. (30664), late 

Inf., is appointed Commander, British Army Staff and 
Military Member, British Joint Service Mission, Washing
ton, 25th June, 1956. 

INFANTRY 
REGULAR ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 

NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 
THE BUFFS.—2nd Lt. (Actg. Lt.) K. T. ,K. T. Simpson 

(435217) from A. E. Res. of Offrs. Nat. Serv. List to be 
Lt., 23rd May, 1956, with seniority 15th January, 1956. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 17TH 
JULY, 1956 
INFANTRY 

REGULAR ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 
CLASS III 

THE BUFFS.—Lt. J. M. Ticehurst (418615) from T.A. 
Nat. Serv. List, to be Lt., 18th July, 1956, retaining his 
present seniority. 

TERRITORIAL ARMY 
2nd Lt. (Actg. Lt.) P. J. C. Smallwood (426795) from 

A.E. Res. of Offrs. Nat. Serv. List, to be 2nd Lt. (Actg. 
Lt.), 15th June, 1956, retaining his present seniority. 

2nd Lt. G. T. Willey (444460) is granted the actg. rank 
of Lt., 19th July, 1956. 

NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 
2nd Lt. (Actg. Lt.) R. R. Waterman (421585) to be Lt., 

16th July, 1956, with seniority 6th December, 1953. 

SECOND SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 
20TH JULY, 1956 

INFANTRY 
REGULAR ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 

THE BUFFS.—War Subs. Lt.Col. Geoffrey Abbott 
Exshaw Keene, M.B.E. (33712): The notifn. in Gazette 
(Supplement) dated 29th June, 1956, is cancelled. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 24TH 
JULY, 1956 
INFANTRY 

REGULAR ARMY 
THE BUFFS.—The undermentioned Cadets to be 2nd 

Lts., 26th May, 1956:— 
23175456 Alistair Aberdein Conn (447999), 23178721 

Peter Vivian Evans (448003), 23179117 Roger Glen 
Freebairn (448007), 23179785 Anthony Howard Mason 
(448026), 23179528 Colin Roger Beale Neame (448032). 

Past and Present 
Association 
Life Members 

1ST TO 31ST JULY, 1956 
H.Q. Roll.—Pte. C. R. Stimpson. 
Folkestone Branch.—Mr. Austin. 
Ratnsgate Branch.—Mr. F. Austen. 

* * * 

Annual Members 
Ramsgate Branch.—Mr. C. George. 
Dover Branch.—Mr. T. Stockley. 
Ashford Branch.—Mr. T. F. Fright. 
London Branch.—Mr. L. J. Restorick, Mr. S. J. Jones. 

Donations 
We acknowledge with thanks the following donations:— 

Benevolent Fund £ s. d. 
1st Battalion ... 15 0 0 

Grants 
The total grants from the Benevolent Fund and the 

World War 1939 Charitable Fund during the month of 
July, 1956, are as follows:— 

£ s. d. 
Benevolent Fund 65 14 4 
World War 1939 Charitable Fund 38 0 0 

Ashford Branch 
Our monthly meeting was held at the Invicta, Goding

ton Road, Ashford, on July 7th. Our President, Major 
Bompas, Chairman A. J. Mills and eighteen members 
attended. 

The Chairman opened the meeting by asking all 
members to stand in silence to the memory of Mr. T. 
(Pat) Randall, who passed away on 7th June, in Australia. 

The Minutes were read and signed, after which the 
correspondence was dealt with. A letter was read from 
Mrs. Randall telling, us of the sad news. We all extend 
to her our deepest sympathy. 

On the sick list we have Cyril Barham, who is now 
making slow progress. He wrote to thank all concerned 
for the grant he received. We are sorry to hear that 
J. Rossiter has been in poor health lately. Also Bill 
Mankelow, who is 84 on Friday, July 13th. We wish them 
a speedy recovery. 

Names were given for the Remembrance Service 
attendance. Our Branch will be well represented by 
over thirty members and their wives and friends. We are 
all looking forward to a fine day, and a happy reunion 
for everyone. 

We were pleased to see Mr. Percy Ellis with us all 
again, having been absent for a long period. Also W. 
Beeching from Ruckinge, who is having a very busy time 
on the marshes. 

G. Skinner is once again preparing the Branch Standard 
for August 12th. His escorts are W. Beeching and W. 
Chapman. The wreath bearer is A. Mills, 
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T H E  I  
With no other business the meeting closed at 20.15 

hours, after Which the draw for the raffle was made. Mr. 
Filmer won first prize then had the cheek to draw his own 
number for the second prize as well. This he gave back 
to be auctioned off, which added a bit to our funds. 
Thanks, Mr. Filmer, also to you, Sir. (Major Bompas) 
for raising the acutioneer's bids. 

A.C.M. 
* * * 

Dover Branch 
Meeting held at the Eagle Hotel on Thursday, 5th July, 

1956. Mr. T. Noakes in the Chair. Minutes were read 
and confirmed. 

CORRESPONDENCE.—Letter from the General Secretary 
re Lunches. Letter from Marsh asking to be excused. 
Letter from sick member (Mr. Smith) thanking members 
for their donation. 

New member, Mr. T. Stockley, was welcomed by 
the Chairman. Old members, Jeff Bridgeland and Mick 
Shelvey, were also welcomed. 

OUP Secretary (Mr. Collins) was present and reported 
back for duty. He was reelected Secretary from Mr. 
Hare. 

Mr. Holloway having retired from Standard Bearer, 
Mr. Hare was elected in his stead. 

Names were taken for the Reunion, also seats were 
booked on the bus to Cathedral Service. 

Fifteen members were present. Box Collection 11/ for 
Funds. 

T.H.H. 
* * * 

Medway Branch 
Once again I regret that I have nothing to report. The 

Branch Monthly Meeting, held on Saturday,. 21st July, 
was attended by twelve members, of which, I regret to 
say, I cannot be numbered. I mentioned in my last notes, 
and in the previous ones, too, that I had been doing some 
interior decorating at home. This month I have been try
ing something more ambitiops. My old shed at the bottom 
of the garden was getting weak in some points and so 
I have been trying my luck in renewing parts, etc., and 
have been using the 18 in. x 9 in. x 4 in. concrete blocks 
for the purpose. With a pencil, ruler and graphed paper 
I plotted out what I intended to do, but when I came to 
doing the practical stuff I found it not so easy. The 
blocks which, at the beginning of the evening seem to weigh 
between 20 and 28 lbs., seem to weigh 56 lbs. at the end of 
the session, have a habit of settling out of true for me. 
But as I said to a friend of mine the other day, any old 
bricklayer can make a straight wall, but it takes an artist 
to make one with curves in it. However, things are pro
gressing nicely, thank you. 

Today is a scorcher—just the weather for some of us 
old Buffs who have experienced many years in the sunny 
countries many of which, unfortunately, have no British 
troops on their soil these days. I could have done with 
some of this sort of weather when I took a short holiday 
at Bournemouth recently. We did not do too badly, but 
it was just not the sort of weather to permit one to laze 
about on the seafront—always had to have a wretched 
raincoat with us. 

I said at the beginning of these notes that I had no news 
and having read the above I am sure you will agree with 
me. However, I am now looking forward to Sunday, 
12th August when, provided the weather is kind, I shall be 
able to gather news from all my old friends. 

To those of you who still have your holiday to cotne 
I wish you a happy and restful time. 

* * * 

Canterbury Branch 
The notes for June had already been submitted before 

the tragic news of the death of Lieut.Col. C. S. F. Witts, 
Mayor of Margate, had been made public, therefore our 
sympathy to the relatives will appear belated, but none the 
less it will not lack sincerity from the ranks of our Branch 
and his comrades from the 191415 l/4th Battalion. 
A loyal Buff, a true citizen and a gentleman, with firm 
convictions of what in his views was right; a courageous 
fighter for civic rights, and control of expenditure of 
public monies. 

By a coincidence I am referring to troop transport in 
the accompanying "Who's Who" of this month, and now 
I am reading of the trial trip of the Nevasa III, a new 20,000 
ton troopship which is considered to have the space and 
luxury of a liner, rather different to the conditions that 
the older namesake offered to many hundreds of Buffs 
at varying intervals of Trooping, although I am surprised 
to read that the Nevasa of our vintage was around the 
9,000 tonnage mark. 

On the 27th July our Chairman presided over our 
attendance of around 40 members. Amongst this number 
were three pre1900 oldtimers, and I think such loyalty 
deserves a commendation. One of the three received his 
initial welcome to the Club, although he is no stranger to 
Buff life and Canterbury, for it was no other than Captain 
Charles Read—exColourSergeant of the old Dublin 
days. Another new member to be welcomed was a Mr. 
Wood. 

We were pleased to see Colonel Knocker again, and in 
his capacity of Treasurer we were given the state of our 
accounts. Some apprehension was raised over the small
ness of our profit over the year, and yet when we consider 
that we are not a business firm, perhaps we are unduly 
worried—at least our "Kitty" has remained untouched. 
Our main source of income has hitherto been related to 
the running of dances and the Town Carnival grant for 
exService Associations. Both of these entail hard work 
and individual support which unfortunately has fallen 
upon the shoulders of a willing few, Messrs. Evans, Biggs, 
White, Fisk and the Kidder brothers, who have been most 
loyal in this respect, and it is to be hoped that a more 
collective support will be afforded them for future efforts. 

Once again we are making a small donation to the 
Regimental Museum Fund. This historical department 
has staged an exhibition in the local Beaney Institute 
for the last few days, and I think the curator and his 
assistants deserve a word of praise for their efforts in 
organizing this display. 

Arrangements for the Memorial Sunday Sendee were 
discussed at length and it is to be hoped that we eventually 
get as many on parade as have applied for tickets for the 
Service. 

Another topic discussed at length was the question of 
changing our meeting night—prompted by the thought 
that the 4th Friday of each month can be confusing. 
It was decided to adhere to our old fixture, for as Colonel 
King put it, "If you are interested in anything, the date 
will not be forgotten"! 

Last month I congratulate Captain Catt upon his 
engagement. This month I am pleased to extend the best 
wishes of the Canterbury Branch to Captain and Mrs. 
Catt and trust they may have many happy years of married 
life together. 



T H E  D R A G O N  

In conclusion I am pleased to think that my opposite 
number of the London Branch was able to identify one 
of my "Who's Who", for it is nice to know that they are 
read by other Branches. 

As we go to Press, the sad news of the passing of Curly 
Watson has been received and we sympathise with all in 
his passing. 

BABU. 
* * * 

WHO'S WHO AT THE CANTERBURY BRANCH 
No. 14—MR. GEORGE THORNBY 

There Cannot be many Branches that have a regular 
attending Chitral "Wallah" on their books, but such good 
fortune is enjoyed at Canterbury, where the abovenamed 
gentleman supports us in company and in song. 

George enlisted at Canterbury in February of 1892 and 
in May was posted to the 2nd Battalion, serving at 
Chatham. From that station the Battalion made the trip 
to Ireland in a flatbottomed boat, named the "Assistance" 
(and we modern soldiers grumble about short trips in a 
landing craft!). He was posted to the 1st Battalion in 
India (Jullundur) in 1893 and saw much active service 
with the Chitral Expedition 1895, and a continuity of 
Field Service Expeditions on the N.W. Frontier from 1897
98. After this Buffeting, a short respite was enjoyed at 
Kamptee, and then on to more arduous soldiering at 
Swebo in Burma. Field and climatic conditions under
mined our friend's health and in 1902 he was invalided 
home from Mandalay and transferred to Section D 
of the Reserve, where he remained inactive until 1915, 
reenlisting in the Royal Defence Corps for home security 
duties. 

George is afraid that his few remaining pals will not 
identify him with the tally given above, for he enlisted as 
"Kemp" and was nicknamed "Hocky". Apparently he 
was not alone in that adoption of an alias, for in the 
room next to his, thirteen out of twentytwo were sailing 
under false colours. It is believed that a little fiddling 
could be done with Militia Reserve gratuities—that is a 
general statement of course, without personal reflection 
on our old soldier. 

For most of his soldiering, George was a Signaller, and 
he is proud of his former rates of sending with Lamp and 
Helio. Two of his medals are becoming rare—the Chitral 
and the I.G.S.M. with 1898 Bar. It is interesting to note 
that he did his early campaign soldiering with the late 
Colonel R. E. Power, D.S.O. 

George still has a retentive memory and appears to 
enjoy tolerable good health, and can still sing lustily ; no 
doubt memories of the old tap room prevail. 

BABU. 

Buffs Golfing Society—continued from page 213 

afternoon's struggle. In this match, local know
ledge obviously counted, wind or no wind, for 
out of fifteen matches played, The Buffs won 
two matches and lost the rest. 

Those representing The Buffs in this epic 
struggle were Brigadier R. F. Parry, W. R. H. 
Browne, Major D. Montgomery, Major D. 
Court, Major McLeod Martin, 2/Lieut. R. Lea, 
Major R. A. D. Ravenhill, that valiant player who 
represents The Buffs and the Queen's Own in 
alternate meetings, Major K. C. Meyrick and 
Major I. Pearson. 

Sandwich Branch 
The General Monthly Meeting was held at the Drill 

Hall on Wednesday, July 4th, 1956, at 8 p.m. Major F. W. 
Tomlinson presided, supported by the ViceChairman 
(Lieut.Col. N. S. Hart), the Hon. Secretary and twelve 
members. The meeting opened with the usual moment's 
silence when the Chairman asked those present that they 
might in particular remember Lieut.Col. C. S. F. Witts, 
O.B.E., T.D., J.P., the Mayor of Margate, who passed away 
on Sunday, July 1st. 

The Minutes of the previous meeting were read and 
confirmed. 

Apologies for absence were received from Messrs. W. 
Spicer, A. Beecham, J. Field and E. Harvey. 

Correspondence read and discussed included H.Q. copy 
of the Executives' Goodwill Message to the Colonel of 
the Regiment and Mrs. Boucher on their departure for 
the U.S.A. 

The Sandwich and District Community Association 
thanked the Branch for their letter and enclosed a copy 
of their Constitution, and expressed a warm welcome to 
a representative of the Branch should we care to appoint 
one. The Hon. Secretary reported having represented the 
Branch at a meeting held at the Guild Hall on Friday, 
July 29th, when he was welcomed by their Chairman, 
Mr. R. J. Sage, B.A., who said they would be pleased to 
have the support of the Branch on the Community Council. 
The meeting that evening was primarily for making 
arrangements for the Riverside Fete, and they would be 
very pleased if some of our members would help with the 
sideshows, etc. 

It was unanimously agreed that the Branch become a 
member of the Community Council, and that Mr. C. 
Willis be appointed Branch Representative. 

A letter from His Worship the Mayor of Sandwich, 
Aid. J. J. Thomas, was before the meeting, in which was 
an appeal to the Branch for their support in his effort to 
consider the formation of a committee to raise funds for 
Polio Research, and invited the Branch to send a repre
sentative to a meeting to be held at the Guild Hall on 
Friday, July 6th. 

The Chairman stated that he had already accepted the 
invitation as a Councillor, whereupon the Hon. Secretary 
agreed to attend as Branch Representative. 

Our elected delegates for the A.G.M. were Mr. A. 
Bundock and the Hon. Secretary. 

SICK MEMBER.—We were very sorry to hear that Mr. 
F. C. Sinclair has been very poorly of late but is now on 
the mend and, thanks to the efforts of our Chairman, 
transport has been arranged to take him to Marden, 
where he is to stay with his sister for a little convalescence. 

To Mr. W. Wanstall and family we offer our deepest 
sympathy in the sad loss of his wife after a very long 
illness. 

Brighton Branch 
Will it be holidays or gardening !! the excuse of the 

absentees at our next meeting. 
It was a small meeting, but our President, Lieut.Col. 

Hamilton, was able to join us. He cannot attend very 
often, so he is more than welcome when he does. 

The visit to Canterbury was the main topic of the 
evening, and we are wondering if we can persuade our 
coach driver to find some short cuts so that we can arrive 
in time for the Parade. That's the trouble in being so far 
from home—it takes a long time toget there. 
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T H E  D R A G O N  

We are having a Recruiting Drive for new members, 
so if any Branches know of any Buffs living in or around 
Brighton, please let me have their address, and our 
Chairman and I will visit them. 

Our local press has kindly offered to help us, so we 
eagerly scan the paper each day to see if our story of 
The Buffs has been printed. 

One of our members was having a stroll along the 
promenade one Sunday morning when he met a Mr. 
Saunders of the London Branch. I'm sure warm greetings 
were exchanged. 

So until we meet at Canterbury, best wishes to all 
Branches. 

W.A.K. ^ ^ t 
Ramsgate Branch 

This month I regret to say must start off on a very 
sorrowful note to record the death of a very fine Officer 
and gentleman of the Regiment and our Branch, in 
Col. C. S. F. Witts, who will be remembered by many 
older members as their company or Commanding Officer, 
and to us younger ones as the energetic well 
loved Mayor of Margate. There are other correspondents 
who can give much more detail of his services to the 
Regiment than I, but the whole Branch deeply mourn 
his passing and offer their sincerest sympathies to Mrs. 
Witts and family in their great loss. 

Our sick members have lowered this month and two 
of those who had been on the sick list were able to be 
present, namely Sid Blackburn and Horace Page and 
to them and the other sick members of the Branch we 
send our best wishes for a complete and speedy recovery. 

We were very pleased to have with us at our July 
meeting C/Sgt. Lyons of the 1st Bn. who was home on 
leave, it was very nice to have a serving Buff with us and 
we hope further visits from many more serving members. 

To our amazement on entering the meeting room for 
our July meeting we found that our host Dick Atkins 
had taken us very seriously when we ribbed him about 
the flowers on the table at the Ladies Guild meeting, 
for he had put out a tall potted geranium for each the 
Chairman and Secretary, O.K. Dick, you haven't heard 
the last of this yet and mind you don't burn your fingers 
in the kitchen, also I think you had better let the Ladies 
gloves lie where they are dropped. 

The Chairman Mr. J. Johnson opened a very well 
attended meeting, 62 members this month, we shall soon 
have to open out the room a bit, Dick Atkins said he 
had taken the paper off the walls to make a bit more 
room, but it was very pleasing to see so many members 
present and we trust it will continue that way. 

The Chairman, in his welcome also made special 
note and introduced to the Branch, the Executive of 
our Ladies Guild, who were invited to see how we run 
our Branch, we hope they were impressed and able to 
pick up a few tips to help them in their own meetings. 

Present at the meeting to give the Chairman moral 
support were, the President Mr. W. A. Wotton, Vice
Presidents C. F. Fakeley and B. E. Knott, Treasurer 
Major H. J. Martin, M.B.E., and the Secretary. 

It was reported that owing to superior bookings we 
were unable to have our Annual Dinner on the 3rd. 
November as arranged, and the Branch decided it would 
be held on the 10th November instead since then con
firmation has been received for the 10th so we hope 
nothing else arises to alter that date. The rules of the 
fishing competition were agreed, and should be in the 
hands of Branch Secretaries before these notes appear 
in print. 

Our Children's Summer Outing is under way, the 
Chairman "and Mr. Fakley having taken on the task of 
arranging this item, at which we hope the Ladies Guild 
will join us... 

We were very pleased to see Sid Heath at the meeting, 
he was one of our staunchest members before he had to 
leave us to go Londonwards, but he always manages to 
come and see us during his holiday and we hope he will 
be able to join us both at Canterbury on August 12th. 
and again at our Dinner in November. 

We have the promise of a good bus full at the Remem
brance Service, we trust the weather will be kind, not as 
it was on Sunday when in this area it blew a terrific gate. 

Should the O.C. "A" Company 4/5th Battalion be 
agreeable, it is hoped to recommence the small bore 
shooting competition for the Grant Cup, between the 
Branch and "A" Company, Bert Knott has carefully 
guarded the cup for some time and hafc I think some 
satisfaction in knowing that we are again trying to get 
the competition on the move. 

Our thanks are due to the Services Committee of7 the 
British Legion in gaining an award of the Prince of Wales 
pension to one of our disabled members and I can assure 
them that their efforts will be appreciated. 

I hope I haven't left out any important news, but having 
to get ready to go to camp, I've been a bit rushed and 
haven't my notes to hand, I shall hear about it if I have 
left anything out, so until I do, Best Wishes to All Buffs, 
Past and Present and the Ladies. 

B.E.N. 

Ladies' Guild 
Our second meeting held on Friday 6th July was well 

attended despite the fact that the holiday season is in 
full swing. 

After a short business meeting a five Table Beetle 
Drive, organised by Mrs. Grainger, was enjoyed by all. 

Refreshments were arranged by Mrs. and Miss Cayley. 
As the result of a raffle and the Beetle Drive, £1 0s. 8d. 

was realized. 
Prizes were donated by members. 

PLEASE ENLIST 

A NEW SUBSCRIBER 

TO "THE DRAGON" 



T H E  D R A G O N  

BY APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN 

GOLDSMITHS & CROWN JEWELLERS 

The Badge of your Regiment 

GARRARD & CO. LTD. 
(formerly The Goldsmiths <&_ 
Silversmiths Company Ltd.) have 
for many years specialised 
in the production of 
badge jewellery. 

The Buffs 
Gold and Enamel 
Home £7 0 0 
Export £o 10 0 

Here is illustrated the badge 
of your Regiment, 
fashioned into a brooch, and 
produced in gold and enamel, 
if desired, these very attractive 
brooches can be set with 
diamonds or other precious stones 
for which designs and estimates 
are submitted without charge, 
Great care is taken to ensure 
correctness of detail, and expert 
workmanship is assured. 

GARRARD & CO. LTD. 
Crown Jewellers 
formerly THE GOLDSMITHS & 
SILVERSMITHS COMPANY LTD. 

112 REGENT STREET  LONDON  W.i 
TELEPHONE : REGENT 3021 

for 
UNIFORM 

Quality Tailored 

Garments 

Reasonable Prices 

Facilities for Payment 

Send for Illustrated 
Brochure 

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS, LONDON, W.C.2 
Telephone: TEMple Bar 1814 

OUR REPRESENTATIVES VISIT ALL DEPOTS 

Branches: Aldershot, Amesbury, Bournemouth, Camberley, Cam 
bridge, Chester, Exeter, Folkestone, Newark, Oxford, Isle of Man 

Redruth, Richmond (Yorks). 

Regimental Histories oi The Bulls 
The following Histories may be obtained from the Administration 
Officer, Depot The Buffs, New Infantry Barracks, Canterbury 

HISTORICAL RECORDS OF THE BUFFS 
1572—1704 

by H. R. KNIGHT 
Out of print. Second hand copies available from time to time 

1704—1814 and 1814—1914 
by C. R. B. KNIGHT 

In Two Parts  £1 Is. 3d. Post free 

1919—1948 
by C. R. B. KNIGHT 

£1 5s. Post free 

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE BUFFS 
by E. FOSTER HALL 

Revised edition  2/6 Post free 

"DRUMS AND DRUMMERS" 
by G. R. HOWE 

Price 2/2 Post free 
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T H E  D R A G O N  

ISSUED BY THE BREWERS' SOCIETY  42 PORTMAN SQUARE, LONDON, W.I. 

YOU CAN'T BEAT BEER for 
slaking a thirst. Next time you're 
dry, call in at The Local and put 

f yourself outside a foaming pint of 
/ bitter. Or a bottle of ale, for that 

f matter. Because, draught or 
/ bottled, beer is the finest refresher 

jfp, you could wish for. It's invigor'' 
ating, too. No wonder you hear 
people say it's the best long drink 
in the world ! 
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T H E  D R A G O N  

Widely Known 
THROUGHOUT THE SERVICES 
Hawkes have supplied Service uniform and equipment for nearly 
two hundred years. But they are equally well known as civilian 
tailors, modern in their methods, while traditional in their spirit. 
Hawkes Department for Immediate Wear is the natural resort of 
men who wish to maintain the Savile Row standard without undue 
strain on their pocket. 
 LOUNGE SUITS FROM 18 GNS.  OVERCOATS FROM 19 GNS. 

 SPORTS JACKETS FROM £9/19/6 

ALL UNIFORMS AND SERVICE EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED 
For Bespoke Tailoring, patterns and prices will be gladly supplied on request 

HAWKES of SAVILE ROW 
Regimental Tailors to The Buffs (Royal East Kent Regiment) 

Established 
1771 

I SAVILE ROW, W.l 12a London Road, Camberley 
(Telephone: REGent 0186) (Telephone: Camberley 829) 

Please note our new Camberley address 

FORM OF LEGACY 

(to be included in a will, or as a codicil thereto). 

I BEQUEATH to the Colonel for the time being of The Buffs the sum 

of £ : : free from all duties in aid of the general object 

of the Central Fund (Colonel of The Buffs), for which legacy the Receipt of 

such Colonel shall be a sufficient discharge to my Executors. 

Signature 
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Always choose the Best— 

FREMUNS 
'ELEPHANT' 

ALES 
FREML1NS LTD  MAIDSTONE & LONDON 

Have YOU — 
a Printing Problem ? 

then Solve it by ringing 

CANTERBURY  -  2107  

or by visiting the offices of 

GIBBS 8c SONS 
16  ORANGE  STREET  

CANTERBURY 

A® 

KNOWN IN KENT 
SINCE WATERLOO 

Beaneys — 
THE BUTCHERS FOR THE 

GARRISON SINCE 1921 
(EXBUFF) 

You'll find us in Military Road 
— 23 bus passes the door — 

F. R. Beaney 
22a MILITARY ROAD, CANTERBURY 

TELEPHONE 2827 

Become a subscriber to 

"The Dragon" 

and keep in touch with 

Regimental news and old friends 
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J. H. & J. BROOKE, Ltd. 
IMPORTERS AND BOTTLERS OF FINE WINES 

By Appointment FOR OVER 150 YEARS 

To H.M. Queen Elizabeth II 

Wine Merchants 
L O N D O N  

2 7  C L E M E N T S  L A N E ,  E.C.4 
T e l e p h o n e :  M A N s i o n  H o u s e ,  5 3 0 1  ( 2  l i n e s )  &  7 0 9 7  

F O L K E S T O N E  
134 SANDGATE R O A D  
T e l e p h o n e :  F o l k e s t o n e  3 1 2 3  ( 2  l i n e s )  

H Y T H E , K E N T  
7 8  H I G H  S T R E E T  
T e l e p h o n e :  6 6 3 0 1  

Delivery by our own vans in London, Folkestone, 
Hythe, and many parts of the Home Counties. 

UNIFORM TAILORING BY 

CIVIL and MILITARY TAILORS and OUTFITTERS 

97 New Bond Street, London, W.l 
GROsvenor 5016/7/8 

AND AT 
ALDERSHOT  CAMBERLEY  CATTERICK CAMP ; CHESTER 

Appointed Tailors to your Regiment 

REPRESENTATIVES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 

PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN BY GIBBS AND SONS ORANGE STREET CANTERBURY 
I ' 

 U \ \ W  



^buhauViccorUPyrenegNlvelleNivtOrthes'TbulousePeninsuk: 

THE DRAGON 
THE "REG1 MENTAL PATER. 

OF THE E>UFFS. 

No. 682 September 1956 

Ej Aisneipi4 Ypres 1515,1017 Loos Sommcyi6,ipi8Arras 1917 ^ 
a Amiens Htndmburo LineStrurtu lerusAlanTaflhcua'f S 
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CONWAY WILLIAMS 
THE MAYFAIR TAILOR 

48 BROOK ST., MAYFAIR, LONDON, W.l. 
(Opposite Claridge's Hotel) 

AND 

3 9  L O N D O N  R O A D ,  C A M B E R L E Y  

Morning and Evening Wear, Court and Military Dress for all occasions 
 Hunting, Sports and Lounge Kits 

All Cloths cut by expert West End Cutters and made exclusively by hand 
in our Mayfair Workshops by the Best English Tailors 

REGIMENTAL TAILORS TO THE BUFFS 

Telephones: Telegrams 
Mayfair 0945—Camberley 498 "Militaila Wesdo. London" 

—  " P h o t o g r a p h s "  —  
C A N T E R B U R Y  

Phone 3637 

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING 

Military Portraits 
PICTURE FRAMING 

WHETHER IT'S 
STATIONERY, BOOKS, OFFICE 
FURNITURE, TYPEWRITERS, 
LEATHER OR FANCY GOODS 

GET IT AT 

39/40 HIGH STREET  CANTERBURY 

Castings for Industry 

Wel l known  in  t h e  sh ipbu i l d ing ,  

aircraft and other industries, STONE'S 

c a s t i ngs  a r e  a l so  supp l i ed  t o  gene ra l  

eng inee r i ng  f i rms  — fo r  whom  an  

exce l l en t  s e rv i ce  ex i s t s .  C as t i ngs  o f  

a l l  d e sc r i p t i ons  — in  b r a s s ,  b ronze ,  

and  a lumin ium and  magnes ium a l l o y s  

— a re  p r oduced  u n d e r  l abo ra to ry  

con t ro l ,  w i th  fu l l  mach in ing  f a c i l i t i e s  

ava i l ab l e  i f  r e qu i r e d .  

J. STONE & CO. (CHARLTON) LTD. 
Main Works Branch Works 

WOOLWICH ROAD, S.E.7. THE CANAL, GRAVESEND 
(Greenwich 3277) (Gravesend 5247) 
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THE BUFFS (Royal East Kent Regiment) 
Colonel~inChicf: His Majesty Fredcrik IX, K.G., King of Denmark 

Colonel: MajorGeneral V. Boucher, C.B., C.B.E. 
Deputy Colonel: Brigadier J. G. Nicholson, C.B.E. 

Grace, H. R. 
Lewis, P. J. ... 

LIEUTENANTCOLONELS 
... O.C., 1st Bn. 
... M.A., Copenhagen. 

Bailey, N. T. 
Edlmann, E. L. C., M.C. ... 
Yates, G. H. A 
Horley, B. M 
May, J. F., M.B.E. 
Ravenhill, R. A. C. 
Plumptre, P. B., M.B.E. ... 
Dendy, R. H. 
Majendie, A. E 
Lucas, J. P 
Norris, N. F. H. C. 
Crichton, R. F., M.C. 
McGrath, B., M.C 
Gay, A. W. ... " ... 
Montgomery, D 
Morgan, F. de R., M.C. ... 
Poulsen, N. D., M.B.E. ... 
Cox, E. G., M.C 
Critchley, L. P., M.B.E. ... 
Worts, J. B., M.C 
Court, D. N. 
GordonWilson, N. F., M.B.E. 

Nash, J. P 
ffrench Blake, M. A. O'B.... 
Iliffe, R. O 
Hadshar, G. 
Dunglinson, W. G. H. 
Barrett, D. P. R 
Dent, J. E 
MacDonald, E. W 

MAJORS 
Gold Coast Regt. T.C. 
2 IC Chief Instructor Inf. Boys' Bn. 
Bde. H.Q., Cyprus 
H.Q. Northag. 
T/Lt.CoL, Ministry of Supply. 
4th Bn. 
6 Travelling Wing. 
1st Bn. 
D.A.A.G. Colonial Office. 
H.Q., E. Africa. 
G.S.O. 2, 54 E.A. Div. (T.A.) 
5 Nigeria Regt. 
1st Bn. 
23 K..A.R. 
O.C. Depot. 
L e a v e ,  U . K .  
H.Q., Cyprus. 
1st Bn. 
5th Bn. 
1st Bn. 
H C B D 
G.S.O. 2, Special Staff to H.E. Governor 

of Cyprus. 
G.S.O. 2, M.I.3, War Office. 
27 Bde., Hong Kong. 
2 Malay Regt. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
H.Q., 91 Lorried Inf. Bde., B.A.O.R. 
4 KA.R. 
Staff College, Canada. 

Semmeifce, R. G. H. 
Peckham, A. D. 
Squire, S. J., M.B.E. 
Thorneycroft, F. E. 

CAPTAINS 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
Depot. 

Willows, D. A. 
Wilson, P. F., D.F.C. 
Hamilton, C. M. 
Gatehouse, H. R. 
Griffin, C. J. 
Webber, J. W. 
Pirn, A. H. E. 
StratfordTiike, R. A, 
Brigstocke, W. F. 
French, B. G. J. 
Lees, H. D. ... 
Grugeon, J. D. 
Mullins, G. O. 
West, C. T. F. 

Minto, I. G. 
Ward, M. W. 
Dracopoli, M. P. St. F. 

Tennent, H. C. L. ... 
Pilcher, R. A. 
Davison, J. H. 
Baker, R. W. M. ... 
RymerJones, J. A. 
Edgecombe, G. J. B. 
Lunn, J. M 
Shephard, J. N. 
Lea, R 

Williams, R. T. P. 
Reid, J. D. W. 
Dewar, C. M. C. 
Boucher, S. M. 
White, J. J. ... 
Fox, J. L. M. 

Watts, E. H. F. 
Kille, W. F..... 
Catt, A. H. ... 

CAPTAINS—continued 
... Adjt., 1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn 
... H.Q., 158 Inf. Bde., T.A. 
... 1st Bn. 
... G.S.O. 2 (Ops) 2 Corps. 
... 1st Bn. 

2 Gold Coast Regt. 
'. ... Eaton Hall O.C.S. 

... T/Maj., 1st Bn Parachute Regt 

... 6 K.A.R., E. Africa. 

... 7 K.A.R., E. Africa. 

... Leave U.K. 

... Adjt., 3 Bn., Parachute Regt 

... 6 Inf. Bde., B.A.O.R 

LIEUTENANTS 
... T/Capt. Adjt., Depot. 
... 1st Bn. 
... A.D.C. to Colonel of the Regiment, 

Washington. 
... A.D.C. to G.O.C., H.C.D. 
... 1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 
... Inf.Boys' Bn. 
... 3 Bn. Parachute Regt. 
... 1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 
... Depot. 
2ND LIEUTENANTS 
... 1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 

QUARTERMASTERS 
... Maj., Depot. ^ 
... Maj., 1st Bn. 
... Capt. 

CHAPLAIN: Revd. E. W. Evans, C.F. 

MEDICAL OFFICER: Capt. A. Nisbett, R.A.M.C. 

PAYMASTER: Major B. M. Green, R.A.P.C. 

Ford, E. N., M.C. 
Todman, N. E. H. , 

Carey, R., M.C. 
Robertson, R. J. 

Elliott, N 

MAJORS 
H.Q. Carribbean Area 
E. Anglia District. 
6 K.A.R., East Africa 
Leave U.K. 
Aldershot District. 

Short Service Commissions 

Cross, K. J.... 
Kirby, J. A.... 
Hicks, E. M. G. 
Hodges, J. D. 
Courtney, M. K. 
Hardy, J. E.... 

LIEUTENANTS 
1st Bn. 
Leave U.K. 
I.O. Div., B.A.O.R. 
E.R.E., Singapore. 
23 K.A.R 
H.C.B.D. 

Ransley, E. J., M.C. 
Fakley, J. F. 
Butcher, D. A. T. ... 
Marshall. J. V. 

CAPTAINS 
Q.M. 5th Bn. 
P.S.O., H.C.B. Depot. 
Leave U.K. 
Brit Comm Div Korea. 

Jakob, F. J.... 

Stone, J. H., Major 
Corps, J., Capt. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
... West Africa. 

QUARTERMASTERS 
... B.A.O.R. 
... 16 Coy., R.A.S.C. 

 Extended Service Officer 

National Service Officers 

Keene, R V. 
Redfern, A. J. 
Brice, E. St. J. 
Hills, A M. 
Johnson, B. D. G. 
Mabey, R. C. 
HolmesSmith, C. 
Daniel, O. R. 
Wallace, W. R. D 
Jonas, D. A. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
E. Africa.. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS—continued 
Willett, A. R. 
Duckworth, M. W. 
Conn, A. A 
Evans, P. V 
Freebairn, R. G. ... 
Mason, A. H. 
Neame, C. R. B. ... 
Galley, D. J. 
Mallalieu, P. 
Prideaux, O. D. G.... 

1st Bn. 
2 Q.O. Nigeria Regt. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
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4th Battalion 

Col. 
HON. COLONEL 

D. J. Dean, P.C.. T.D., J.P., Woodcourt. 1 Park Avenue, Sittingbourne, Kent. 
LIEUTENANTCOLONEL 

Hews, G. R. D., M.C.J.D., J.P. 

MAJORS 
Alexander, U. H. B., M.B.E. 

(2 I.C.) 
Ravenhili, R. A. C. (Training 

Major) 
Cobb, F. D. C., T.D. 
Prestige, J. T. R., T.D. 
Tilleard, J., T.D. 
Neville, F. G., T.D. 
Plunkett, P. N. P. 
Balding, C, E. E. 

CAPTAINS 
Klean, P. H. 

CAPTAINS—continued 
Morgan, R. J. S., M.C. 
Usher, J. A. 
Blackbourn, A. H., T.D. 
Scott, A. J. 
Baddeley, W. D. 
Anderton, N. G. 
Kelly, G. D. S. 

LIEUTENANTS 
Crowdy, R. E. L. 
Whiting, D. A. (Local Captain) 
Thomas, J. H. (Local Captain) 
Oliver, C. P. 
Morlock, P. J. 
Howland, N. M. 
Johnson, R. F. 

LIEUTENANTS—continued 
Finn, W. C. 
Turner, G. P. 
Arnold, P. H. 
Wright, R. P. 
Smallwood, P. J. C. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
Willey, G. T. 

N.S. LIST 
LIEUTENANTS 

Waterman, R. R. 
Taylor, D. C. 
Holloway, R.. G. 
Vallins, J. 
Ticehurst, J. M. 

LIEUTENANTS—continued 
Labbett, M. 
Klyberg, C. J. 

» Saward, R. A. 
Robinson, J. P. 
Byers, C. M. 
Bowen, S.  . 

QUARTERMASTER 
Capt. A. H. Catt 

CHAPLAIN 
The Rev. R. A. S. Roberts, 

R.A.Ch.D. 

MEDICAL OFFICER 
Capt. F. P. Cassidi, R.A.M.C. 

Staff and Command 
MajorGeneral V. Boucher, 

C.B., C.B.E. ... ... British Joint Staff Mission, Washington. 
Brig. M. P. D. Dewar, C.B.E. U.K.N.M.R., S.H.A.P.E. 
Brig. F: W. B. Parry Leave U.K. 
Col. (T/Brig.) R. W. f 

Craddock, C.B.E:, D.S.O. Brig. A/Q., Southern Command. 

Col. (T/Brig.) R. F. Parry, 
M.C 

Col.(T/Brig.) J. F. Connolly, 
D.S.O.t 

Col. H. P. Williams, O.B.E. 
Col. J. G. Atkinson, O.B.E. 

Course H.Q., N.A.T.O. 

Commanding 126 (N. Lanes. & Border) 
Inf. Bde., T.A. 

W.O.S.B,, Barton Stacey. 
Sec. Joint Int. Committee, M. of D. 

LIEUT.COLONEL (EMPLOYED LIST) 
Lieut.Col. A. G. Jelf ... Officer i/c Field Records, F.A.R.E.L.F. 

WARRANT OFFICERS AND SERGEANTS 

R.S.M. Turmaine, F. 
B.M. Sharpe, T. L. 
O.R.Q.M.S. Webb, C. R. 
R.Q.M.S. Day, S. 
C.S.M. Sharman, R. 
C.S.M. Hannaway, R. 
C.S.M. Denny, S. 
C.S.M. Ellis, D. 
C.S.M. Newman, P. 
C/Sgt. (O.R.S.) Mans, W. L. B. 
C/Sgt. Mannering, D. 
C/Sgt. Vaughan, F. 
C/Sgt. Jephcott, H. 

C/Sgt. Lyons, B. 
C/Sgt; Harrison, W. 
C/Sgt. Cain, D. 
Sgt. Larkin, F. 
D.M. Simmonds, R. 
Sgt. Colyer, A. 
Sgt. Cribben, R. 
Sgt. Mills, D. 
Sgt. Page, A. 
Sgt. lnskip, A. 
Sgt. Histed, W. 
Sgt. Billett, S. 
Sgt. Coppins, P. 

1st Battalion 
Sgt. Harris, F. 
Sgt. Pullman, S. 
Sgt. Cook, G. 
Sgt. Wood, R. 
Sgt. Parker, B. 
Sgt. Porter, J. 
Sgt. Munns, R. 
Sgt. Haylett, R. 
Sgt. Lock wood, A. 
Sgt. Wright, J. 
Sgt. Hansen, T. 
Sgt. Wilson, W. 
Sgt. Williams, H. 

Sgt. Miller, C. 
Sgt. Rodmell, F. 
Sgt. Streeter, E. 
S.Q.M.S. Marsden, C. 

(R.A.P.C.) 
Sgt. Mills, A. (R.A.P.C.) 

. Sgt. Marland, S. (R.E.M.E.) 
Sgt. Sherman, K. (R.E.M.E.) 
Sgt. Wallace, J. (A.C.C.) " 
Sgt. O'Brien, R. (A.C.C.) 
Sgt. Hearnshaw, D. (R.A.E.C.) 
Sgt. Fletcher, G. (R.A.E.C.) 
Sgt. Walker, W. (R.A.E.C.) 

Depot The Buffs 
R.S.M. White, H. 
R.Q.M.S. Howe, W. 
C.S.M. Chapman, G. 
O.R.Q.M.S. Kennard, C. 
R.Q.M.S. Rose, J. 

PERMANENT STAFF 
R.S.M. Faulkner, G. T. 
C.S.M. Fagg, G. 
C.S.M. Green, F. 
Sgt. Stoakes, A. 
Sgt. Kay, M. 
Sgt. Bryant, A. F. 
Sgt. Wright, R. 

ATTACHED 
Sgt. Stilwell (R.A.P.C.) 
Sgt. Reid (A.C.C.) 
Sgt. Saunders (R.E.M.E.) 
Sgt. King (R.E.M.E.) 
Sgt. Castle (R.A.M.C.) 

C.S.M. Champion, R. 
C.Q.M.S. Stremes, G., D.F.M. 
C/Sgt. Belcher E. 

Sgt. Laker, J. 
Sgt. Ivory, L. 
Sgt. Raine, R. 
Sgt. Recton, T. 

4/5th 
TERRITORIAL ARMY 

R.Q.M.S. Harwood, E. 
CJS.M. Gabriel, J. 
C.S.M. Chapman, W. 
C.S.M. White, R. 
C.S.M. Rogers, W. 
C.S.M. Antrichan, G. 
C.S.M. Wing, T. 
C/Sgt. Trinkwon, A. 
C/Sgt. Chidwick, E. 
C/Sgt. Figgett, G. 
C/Sgt. Bond, E. 
C/Sgt. Hurlow, R. 
C/Sgt. Williams, E. 
Sgt. Bell, J. 

Battalion (T.A.) 
Sgt. Babbage, W. 
Sgt. Wraight, S. 
Sgt. James, A. 
Sgt. Bass, R. 
Sgt. Thundow, W 
Sgt. Hewitt, C. 
Sgt. Allen, A. 
Sgt. Jones, A. 
Sgt. Hughes, C. 
Sgt. Rumble, L. 
Sgt. Christian, W. 
Sgt. Smith, W. 
Sgt. Evans, S. 
Sgt. Bradford, R. 
Sgt. Cozens, L. 
Sgt. Dennis, P. 

Regimental Appointments 

Sgt. McNeil. 
Sgt. Parker, E. 
Sgt. Youll. 

Sgt. Dennis, R. 
Sgt. Erridge, D. 
Sgt. Stockdale, J. 
Sgt. Todd, H. 
Sgt. Cole, L. 
Sgt. Pottle, A. 
Sgt. Holmwood, G. 
Sgt. Housden, A. 
Sgt. Jemmett, G. 
Sgt. Mirams, D. 
Sgt.Ellis, A. 
Sgt. Joiner, W. 
Sgt. Scott, S. 
Sgt. Hayward, J. 
Sgt. Hall, Y. 

Chairman: Regimental Committee 
Executive Committee 

Administrative Officer—Depot The Buffs 
Secretary: Canterbury Cricket Week Club 

Dragon Club 
Regimental Committee 

Curator: Regimental Museum 
Secretary: Past and Present Association, The Buffs 

Executive Committee 
Editor: The Dragon 

\ Brig. J. G. Nicholson, C.B.E. 

| Lieut.Col. H. S. Knocker 

Lieut.Col. G. R. Howe 

.Col. E. V. Argles JLieut.
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The Past and Present Association 
Headquarters: DEPOT, THE BUFFS 

Telephone: CANTERBURY 4764. 
Chairman: BRIGADIER J. G. NICHOLSON, C.B.E. Secretary: LIFUT.COL. E. V. ARGLES. 

Branch 
1st Bn., The Buffs 
4th Bn., The Buffs 
ASHFORD 

4. LONDON 

5. 

6. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

DOVER 

WEALD 

MED WAY 

SITTINGBOURNE 

RAMSGATE 

MARGATE 

HYTHE 

CANTERBURY 

HERNE BAY 

FOLKESTONE 

SANDWICH 

FAVERSHAM 

BRIGHTON 

18. DENMARK 

Chairman 
SecondinCommand 
SecondinCommand 
Mr. A. Mills 

Mr. R. W. Billings 

Mr. T. Noakes 

Col. E. B. Burns, T.D. 

Mr. F. J. Cox 

Col. D. J. Dean, v.c., T.D. 

Mr. J. Johnson 

Mr. B. H. Breed 

Mr. J. T. J. Green 

Lt.Col. E. J. Evans 

Mr. H. Davey 

Mr. W. Brunger 

Major F. W. Tomlinson 

Capt. J. Green 

Capt. M. de J. Creswick 

Capt. M. Iversen 

BRANCHES 
Secretary 

R.S.M. 
R.S.M. 
Mr. A. C. Mills, 20 Waterman House, 

Godfrey Walk, Ashford, Kent. 
Mr. H. J. Scott, 1 Oxford Road, Carshalton, 

Surrey. 

Mr. C. Collins, "Haven", Meadway, Minnis 
Lane, River, Dover. 

Mr. H. D. Day, 3 Pittlesden, Tenterden. 

Mr. H. A. J. Brand, 83 Delce Road, 
Rochester. 
Capt. C. A. Grant, The Firs, Key Street, 
Sittingbourne. 

Mr. J. R. Hogben, 189 St. Luke's Avenue, 
Ramsgate 

Mr. J. H. Shakeshaft, 14 Alexandra Road, 
Broadstairs 

Major H. E. Chambers, 59 Hillside Avenue, 
Canterbury Canterbury 5118 

Mr. A. Trice, 23 Queen's Gardens, Herne 
Bay 

Mr. H. Fordred, 36 Fernbank Crescent, 
Folkestone. 

Mr. H. Taylor, 19 Paradise Row, Sandwich. 

Mr. R. C. Croucher, 10 Glebe Houses, 
Eastling, Faversham. 

Mr. W. Kinsey, 44 Rotherfield Crescent, 
Brighton. 

Mr. P. Berendt, Ostergade 22, Copen
hagen K. 

Meeting Dates and Places 

First Saturday in each month, The Invicta, 
Godington Road. 

Third Saturday in each month, Prince 
Alfred Restaurant, Tufton Street, West
minster, 7.30 p.m. 

First Thursday in each month, "Eagle 
Hotel", London Road, Dover, 7.45 p.m. 

HAWKHURST SUBAREA. Third Thursday 
in each month, British Legion House, 
Hawkhurst, 7.45 p.m. 

Third Saturday in each month, The Two 
Brewers, High Street, Rochester, 8 p.m. 

First Friday in each month, Drill Hall, 
Crown Quay Lane, 7.30 p.m. 

Third Friday in each month, Freemason's 
Tavern, Ramsgate, 8 p.m. 

First Wednesday in each month, Drill Hall, 
Hawley Square, 8 p.m. 

Last Wednesday in each month, The Star, 
Stade Street, 7.30 p.m. 

Fourth Friday in each month, Drill Hall, 
St. Peter's Lane, Canterbury, 8 p.m. 

Second Monday in each month, British 
Legion Club, May Lodge, 8 p.m. 

Second Friday in each month, Guildhall 
Hotel, 8 p.m. 

First Wednesday in each month, Drill Hall, 
8 p.m. 

First Monday in each month, Carpenters 
Arms, Eastling, 7.30 p.m. 

Second Monday in each month, R.E. 
Record Social Club, The College, Ditch
ling Road, Brighton, 8 p.m. 

First Monday in each month. 

The Association exists to foster Comradeship and to give a helping hand to those in distress. 
Membership is open to all who are serving or who have served in The Buffs. 
Subscription rates are:— 

Life Membership: Officers £2. Other Ranks £1. 
Annual Membership: Officers 5/. Other Ranks 2/6. 
Entrance Fee: 1/. 

LADIES' GUILD 
President: MRS. V. BOUCHER 

Branch Chairman Secretary Meeting Dates and Places 
1. LONDON Mrs. L. Coley Mrs. J. Tucker, 12 Chestnut Close, Oak

wood, London, N.14. 
First Saturday in each month, Prince Alfred 

Restaurant, Tufton Street, S.W. 1, 6.30 p.m. 
2. DOVER Mrs. J. Crookenden, J.P. Mrs. Wraight, 93 Markland Road, Dover. First Thursday in each month, Belgrave 

Hall, Belgrave Road, Dover, 3 p.m. 
3. FOLKESTONE Mrs. Coote Mrs. Kay Mantell, 5 Page Place, Folkestone. Every other Wednesday, Drill Hall, Shellons 

Street, Folkestone, 3.30 p.m. 
4. MED WAY Mrs. King Holt Mrs. W. T. Brooker, 67 Malvern Road, 

Gillingham, Kent. 
Fourth Tuesday in each month, Foresters' 

Hall, King Street, Gillingham, 2.30 p.m. 
5. SITTINGBOURNE Mrs. M. E. Dean Mrs. J. Ravensdale, 10 Railway Terrace, 

Sittingbourne. 
Third Wednesday in each month, Drill 

Hall, East Street, Sittingbourne, 6.45 p.m. 
6. CANTERBURY Mrs. E. H. F. Watts Mrs. E. R. Chambers, 59 Hillside Avenue, 

Canterbury. 
First Wednesday in each month, Families 

Welfare Hut, Howe Barracks, 2.30 p.m. 
7. RAMSGATE Miss M. Cay ley Mrs. T. E. Divers, 29 Winstanley Crescent, 

Ramsgate. 
First Friday in each month, Freemasons 

Tavern, 7.30 p.m. 
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(Kentish Gazette) 
2nd Battalion Colours laid up, 12th August, 1956 

Lt. R. Lea, Sergt. N. Youll, 2/Lt. P. Hordern, Sergt. T. Recton 
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ONE of the few bright spots in this dismal 
summer is the garden in front of Regimental 
Headquarters, which for weeks has been 

looking gay and cheerful, with its carefully
tended beds in addition to the window boxes and 
hanging baskets on the building. Great credit is 
due to the Depot gardener, Mr. Hoare, who 
takes so much pride in his work around the 
barracks. 

* * * 

Another garden which is well worth a special 
journey, and of which a photograph appears on 
another page, is the V.C. Garden on the Leas at 
Folkestone, to commemorate V.C.s of The Buffs 
in this Centenary Year. Planned by the Parks 
Superintendent, Mr. D. Marshall, the intricate 
design of the V.C. itself and the Regimental 
badges is composed of many thousands of dwarf 
foliage plants, and is a most fascinating example 
of the art of gardening. 

* * * 

We have received a copy of the journal of the 
King's African Rifles, which we acknowledge 
with thanks. It is a new journal, to be published 
twice a year, very nicely produced, and contains 
news of some of our officers serving in the K.A.R. 

* * * 
As reported in the Golfing Society notes, 

Lieut.Col. John Crookenden has decided that 
the time has come for him to give up the 
Secretaryship of the Society, lt seems almost 
impossible to think of the Society without his 
name on the official list. His enthusiasm has 
been the mainstay of the Buff's Golfing Society 
for many years, and but for him its future must 
sometimes have been in doubt. We express our 
gratitude to Colonel Crookenden, and look 

forward to seeing him in the more leisurely role 
of a spectator, and to make him, as ever, welcome. 

* * * 
The annual dinner and dance of the London 

Branch, held on 8th September, at the Duke of 
York's Headquarters, was again the usual 
successful evening, and was very much enjoyed 
by a large number of members and their friends. 

* * * 
The Tramp's recent note on "Privileged 

Regiments" in the August issue of The Dragon 
has drawn this comment from Brigadier E. 
Foster Hall, M.C., late The Buff's, who is Sec
retary of The Honourable Artillery Company, 
and author of the admirable Short History of 
The Buffs:— 

"In the last paragraph on page 206 of The 
Dragon, you say that the H.A.C. by virtue of 
its undoubted descent from the Trained Bands . . . 
etc, But it isn't true, and the H.A.C. never claim 
it! 

The Company was a body of enthusiastic 
volunteers who acted as an O.T.C. for the 
Trained Bands. All officers of The City of 
London Trained Bands had to be fully sub
scribing members of the Company. The Ser
geants also had to be members, but were exempt 
from all dues 'other than 1/ to the Clerk and 
6d. to the Beadle' by virtue of a grant made to 
the Company by the City Lieutenancy. I should 
add that marching through the City under arms 
became a formality as the H.A.C. were to all 
intents and purposes the private bodyguard of 
the Lord Mayor. They always attended him on 
his way to Westminster to be sworn in—though 
only as far as the river when he went by boat. 
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The offices of President, VicePresident and 
Treasurer were usually filled by senior aldermen 
including, sometimes, the Lord Mayor. They, 
therefore, never asked for or expected any formal 
authority or licence. We can quote instances of 
marching through the City under arms that are 
anyway a little earlier than 1671. There was 
certainly an instance in 1657. It was, in fact, 
so much a formality and taken for granted that 
it came as a shock when someone at the Mansion 
House reported in 1906 (and repeated after the 
First World War) that he could trace no authority 
for it. Hence the formal application for the 
privilege,, which was approved in 1924." 

* * * 
Personalia 

CAPTAIN I. G. Minto has taken up the 
appointment of Adjutant at the Depot, 
vice Captain J. D. Grugeon, who will be 

appointed Adjutant of the 5th Battalion. Major 
L. P. Critchley and Captain E. J. Ransley will 
also be joining this Battalion as Training Officer 
.and Quartermaster respectively. Captain H. R. 
Gatehouse will be appointed Adjutant, 4th 
Battalion, vice Captain C. J. Griffin. 

* * * 

Captain and Mrs. W. G. Blaxland are now at 
Court Lodge, Nackington (telephone Canterbury 
5681). 

* * * 

We regret to hear of the death of RearAdmiral 
A. Hughes D'Aeth, C.B., at the age of 81. He 
was the son of Mr. and Mrs. Hughes D'Aeth 
of Knowlton Court, Wingham, and married 
Evelyn, younger daughter of Colonel W. E. R. 
Kelly, The Buffs, and Mrs. Kelly, and celebrated 
their Golden Wedding in December, 1953. We 
offer sincere sympathy to Mrs. Hughes D'Aeth. 

Major and Mrs. R. M. Webster attended the 
funeral service at Fleet. 

* * * 

Congratulations to Lieut. R. Lea on promotion 
to that rank. We welcome to the Regiment 
2/Lieuts. S. M. Boucher and J. J. White, who 
have joined the 1st Battalion. Congratulations 
also on promotion to R.Q.M.S. Day, C.S.M. 
Newman and C/Sgt. Cain. 

He *  *  

Lieut.Col. and Mrs. C. E. Wilson hope they 
have found a house near Seaton in Devon. 
Meanwhile they are staying at Shute Arms 
Hotel, Seaton Junction, Axminster, Devon. 
Their . son Peter hurried through Canterbury 
recently on his way from the 1st Battalion for 
special duty in the Middle East. 

We are sorry to say goodbye to 2/Lieut. 
Peter Hordern, who leaves the Depot this month 
on completion of service. He goes up to Cam;', 
bridge in the autumn for three years and then 
to Oxford for two years, reading Theology. 
Our very best wishes to him and hopes that we 
may see him sometimes. 

s|s 

We extend sincere sympathy to Captain 
R. J. S. Morgan on the death of his mother last 
month. v 

* * 

We are glad to hear that Lieut.Col. J. 
Crookenden is progressing favourably. 

The same may. be said of MajorGeneral 
H. de R. Morgan, who has been at Osborne, for 
treatment. 

* * * 

Sgt. J. Laker, who has not been at all well 
for some time, is in Milbank for treatment and 
observation and we hope for a better report on 
his return. 

* * * 

Major G. A. E. Chapman and Mrs. Chapman, 
who have been in England some weeks, much 
of the time with Lt.Col. and Mrs. Crookenden, 
fly back to Canada at the end of the month. 

* * * 

Congratulations to Captain A. Nisbett, M.O. 
of the 1st Battalion, on promotion to that rank. 

* * * 
Lieut.Col. G. R. Howe is moving into his new 

house, 10 St. Stephen's Hill, Canterbury, by 
degrees, but will not be really settled until the 
end of the month. 

* * * 

Very many congratulations to Major and Mrs. 
D. N. Court on the birth of a second son. 

* * * 
BIRTH \ 

COURT.—On September 5th, 1956, at Shorncliffe, 
Kent, to Mary, wife of Major David Court, 
The Buffs, a son, brother for Richard and 
Gillian. 

* * * 

DEATHS 
D'AETH.—On August 23rd, 1956, at Knowlton 

Cottage, Fleet, Hants., RearAdmiral Arthur 
Hughes D'Aeth, C.B., dearly loved husband of 
Evelyn Hughes D'Aeth (nee Kelly). 

MORGAN.—On 20th August, 1956, peacefully at 
home, Annie Mary, beloved wife of S. H. S. 
Morgan and mother of R. J. S. Morgan, in 
her 71st year. 
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Future Events Letter from America 
Oct. 7. ASSOCIATION FISHING COMPETITION, 

RAMSGATE. 
13. 6TH BATTALION (191418) DINNER. 

Apply, to Mr. R. W. Billings, 14 
Hornfair Road, Charlton, S.E.7. 

27. 1/4TH BUFFS (191419) REUNION DIN
NER, DRILL HALL, ST. PETER'S LANE, 

. CANTERBURY. Assemble at 6 p.m. 
for 6.30 p.m. dinner. Tickets 7/6 
should be obtained from your Local 
Secretary or from Lieut.Col. H. L. 
Cremer, The. Grange, Chartham, 
Canterbury. 

NOV. 10. RAMSGATE BRANCH DINNER. 
* * *  ..... 

89th L.A.A. Regiment 
(11th Battalion The Buffs) 
THE annual Reunion < of the 89th L.A.A. 

Regiment (The Buffs) will be held at the 
Eccleston Hotei, Eccleston Square, London, 

S.W.I, on Friday, 26th October, 1956, at 
7.30 p.m. All officers who served with the 11th 
Battalion of the Regiment are cordially invited 
to attend and those wishing to do so should 
please communicate with Major R, S.. Simpson, 
c/o Armstrong Cork Co., Ltd., Kingsbury, 
London, N.W.9, or with Major R.. Nichols 
Marcy at 77 High Street, WaltononThames, 
Surrey. Full particulars will be sent on request. 

* * * 

Regimental Christmas 
Card, 1956 

THE 1956 Christmas Card is a plain white 
card, 5 in. X 4 in., with the cover die

 stamped with the Regimental Badge in gold 
and with tied Regimental Ribbon. 

On the centre page is a halftone picture 
entitled "The Interior of the Redan". The cost 
of the card, with envelope, is eightpence each. 

There will also be the plain white card with 
gold badge and greeting in black, as in previous 
years. The cost of these has had to be raised to 
fourpence each, with envelope. 

A number of the 1954 card showing the 
coloured picture "The Buffs on outpost duty. 
Peninsular, 1813", are still available at sixpence 
each. 

Orders, stating type and numbers of cards 
required, and accompanied by remittance, should 
be sent to the Administrative Officer, Depot, The 
Buffs. 

"CHOPPING at the Giant" is a national 
^institution; over here. It calls ideally for 

two operators—one to select the purchases 
and the*other to wheel the cart. Hence I find 
myself roped in on occasional Saturday mornings 
to perform the latter function. 

You select a cart from a serried stack of them 
just ihside the door of the Giant. Also, if you 
feel so inclined, you buy an iced Coke from a 
slot machine arid place it in a holder on the cart 
especially designed for the purpose. You regale 
yourself with Coke as you move round the 
shelves. 

If you are blessed with a small child of toddler 
age, he or she can come along too, for there is 
a special cart fitted with a sort of dickeyseat, 
in which the child can be deposited. Unfortun
ately it is not so designed that the purchases 
are out of reach of the small passenger. Accidents 
during the course of the tour are, therefore, not 
uncommon; 

Everything is on the shelves. Groceries, fresh 
and frozen vegetables, fresh and frozen fish, cut 
meat and joints, tpilet requisites, dbg and cat 
food. You help yourself arid, as the load in the 
cart grows, the wheeler suffers riiuch .the same 
sort of agony as does the watcher of a taximeter 
in a traffic jam. V ~ 

The end of the tour brings you to the cash 
desk, where you transfer your purchases to a 
tray and, with a cheerful uHi", a girl calculates 
their cost on an automatic adding machine. 

Only once have we overspent and beeii forced 
ignominiously to return to the shelves to replace 
the less essential purchases until the balance 
sheet was right. As they say here, "Were our 
faces red?" Bateman could have drawn it. 

We have fished in Chesapeake Bay. If the 
fishing was not serious, it was a delightful 
excuse for getting away from the humidity 
of Washington. The drive, due East from 
Washington, was through a charming section 
of Maryland devoted to tobacco cultivation. 
Then we came to a pleasant series of riverine 
resorts, situated on the many creeks and inlets, 
which feed the Bay. 

We drew up at one, called (suitably, we 
thought) Deal, where our sea captain awaited 
us with a roomy launch. As we made for the 
broad waters of the Bay, we passed oyster beds, 
laid out like the beds of Whitstable. Unlike 
their confreres of Whitstable, however> the 
oyster fishermen of Chesapeake Bay quite 
commonly engage in gun battles when ihe 
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ownership of favoured ground is in dispute on 
and after September 1st. 

Our main quarry was the Norfolk Spot, a 
breamlike fish with a black spot prominently 
marked behind each eye. As we reached the 
fishing grotind we baited up with* shrimp, 
bloodworm or crab and the contented silence 
of anglers descended on the boat, to be broken 
only by the excited squeak of the younger fishers 
as they pulled a Spot aboard, or a more appre
hensive one as they discovered they were into 
the hideous Toad Fish instead. 

The latter are endowed plentifully with teeth 
and it is said that they are capable of crushing 
the lead weight at the end of the line. It is also 
said that they sell as sole for three dollars a 
pound in New York. We brought back plenty 
of Spot and it was pleasant to eat something that 
really tasted of fish instead of the rubbery 
nothingness, which is the result of an overlong 
sojourn in the deepfreeze. 

At the end of the week we set forth for a 
fortnights holiday in Maine, New England, 
and the sittingroom is a miscellany of fishing 
tackle, maps and tourist guides. Our reservations 
aire iriade ih a fishing camp far from the beaten 
track just South of the Canadian border and our 
objectives are lake trout and landlocked salmon. 
Of these more anon, I hope. 

The Republican and Democratic Conventions, 
at San Francisco and Chicago respectively, are 
over. Suez ibr the moment is quiescent. For 
the newspapers it is the silly season, but what^ 
they lack in hard news they make up for in 
telling headlines. This morning my Washington 
Post carried this: "Fugitive Baboon Forfeits 
Freedom For A Meat Loaf Sandwich", which 
is as good a note as I can think of with which 
to bid you au revoir. 

V.B. 

1st Battalion 

THE first two days 
of . August completed 
Battalion Training at 

Sennelager with  Exercise 
"Iron Fox Six". On this 
Exercise the Battalion pro
vided the enemy in con
junction with a troop of 
8th Royal Tank Regiment 
for the Royal Ulster Rifles 
Battalion Exercise. * 

The weather, just to show 
us that it had no intention 
of being fine for August, 
produced the heaviest'rain 
of our whole stay. This well 

known battlefield, heavily churned up by 
numerous Infantry Tank exercises, became to 
look like some of the battlefields of the 191418 
War. 

After a slow start due to bad visibility, the 
Royal Ulster Rifles came at us with tremendous 
speed, which made life quite "tricky" for the 
umpires and enemy. Brit the enemy under 
command of Major Geoffrey Cox, ably sup
ported by his Company Commanders, Majors 
Jimmy Worts and Graham Semmerice, managed 
to keep out of serious trouble arid extricated 
themselves with few casualties. 

The Exercise ended with a counterattack well 
executed by "B" Company, under command of 
Captain Peter Wilson. 

The following day once again saw us on the 
great trek back to Wuppertal. After four visits 
to Sennelager since April it was felt that we had 
had enough of the place for this year and were 
in need of a quiet period back at Wuppertal to 
catch up with the B.A.O.R. paper war and to 
send the lucky ones on some "summer" leave. 

Become a subscriber to 

"The Dragon" 

and keep in touch with 

Regimental news and old friends 

Major Bill Dunglinson left for a short spell 
of duty in Australia. Asr he was going by air 
he had spent his time at Sennelager on a strict 
diet and as a result of his successful dieting, the 
rumour has it that he was able to fit into the 
plane without undue difficulty. Captain Derek 
Willows went for a short spell of wfcllearned 
leave in England. 

The Commanding Officer after a cricket tour 
with the Corps Commander's cricket team, 
ruined by rain and Colonel Nasser, joined his 
family in England for a wellearned spell of 
home leave. Later on Major Jimmy Worts and 
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"A" COMPANY 
The month of August this year, mercifully, has been a 

month of comparative quietude, but it will remain in the 
memory as a month of rumour. Thanks to a certain 
English paper and a certain American Broadcast we were 
suddenly informed that we could expect to be in England 
in a matter of days. This worried us not one bit—the 
only thing that did worry some people was the news 
that the rumour was baseless. 

We have during the month visited a brewery and been 
film stars, we have also taken the opportunity to send off 
as many of our members as possible (and of course 
permissable) on leave. This was thought to be a vote 
winning move on the part of the Company Commander. 

Of the game of cricket that we played against "C" 
Company, we will say no more—it will, we suppose give 
"C" Company something to write about. Suffice it to 

say that we were beaten. The visit to the Wickuler
Kupper brewery in Wuppertal was a highlight of the 
month. After an impressive tour of the brewery (third 
biggest in Germany and producing 12 million gallons of 
beer a year) we were entertained in the visitors restaurant 
and ate "wurst und brot" with as much beer as we cared 
to drink. After the Company had been hard at work 
for about an hour a worried man came to speak to our 
host and we thought we heard him say that the "Englisch 
Soldaten" were catching up on the output of the factory 
so we thought that we perhaps ought to give the brewers 
a chance. It was all good clean fun, and we were very 
grateful to the Wickuler Brewery and to Herr Sonde for 
arranging the visit. 

Our episode as film stars had at least some value for us. 
It showed us how frustrating and trying a film actor's 
life can be; in order to shoot 4 minutes of film we had 
to wait around for 4 days. We did, however, enjoy having 
the film unit on our doorstep, and it was a surprised 
Company Commander who blithely walked into his 
Office one morning only to find that it had become a film 
star's dressing room. 

PERSONALIA 
We would like to congratulate Pte. Morgan on /his 

marriage to Margaret Ellen Stewart at Leith, Scotland, 
on 30th July. We all give him our best wishes for many 
happy years. 

C.S.M. Denny, who came from Training Company 
last month, is now firmly installed in the Company Office. 

We have been joined by two new subalterns in the last 
four days, 2/Lieuts. Jan Fox and John Galley. We wish 
them well in their stay with the Company. 

L/Cpl. Erlynne recently visited Paris for three days 
and has not been the same since. 

Lastly, we are sorry to lose Ptes. Gebbie and Cooper, 
who have left the Company to become Regimental cooks. 
We will miss exminer Cooper's cheery North country 
accent round the Company lines, and his prowess with a 
spade. 

As a post script we would add that Cpl. Pollard, who 
we said goodbye to last month, is back With us again, 
held back by the Suez emergency. We don't know 
whether to be sorry for him or pleased to have him back. 

* * * 

"B" COMPANY 
August has passed in a quiet and inactive way compared 

with the previous months of the summer. The first three 
weeks were devoted mainly to the intellectual development 
of some 80% of the Company. We therefore hope that 
the forthcoming results of the 3rd Ciass Certificate of 
Education will in some way justify all the hard work put 
in by the Education Centre. However, the latter part of 
the month was spent in a "tougheningup course", i.e., 
route marches, trench digging and crosscountry running, 
in view of the recent political developments!!! 

Our Company Commander, Major Dunglinson, dis
appeared from Wuppertal at the beginning of the month 
and is now enjoying the pleasant scenery of Maralinser 
Rocket Range in Australia, awaiting the effects of the 
next atom bomb explosion!! The burdens of a Company 
Commander now rest on the shoulders of Captain Wilson, 
who spends most of his time in the vicinity oLthe Y.M.C.A. 
Mr. Shephard, Mr. Williams and C.S.M. Hannaway were 
also conspicuous by their absence and we trust that they 
had a very enjoyable and restful leave. 
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difficult period in office. We are sorry to see him go and 
wish him every success in his new job. In turn Capt. 
Squire is welcomed and under his guiding hand we look 
forward confidently to the coming Administrative 
Inspection. 

Meanwhile the author "sits on the hog's back" and 
prays that Col. Nasser will show a little cooperation. 

We congratulate Cpl. Penney, Cpl. Kelly, L/Cpl. 
Cook and L/Cpl. Quinn on their promotion to their 
present ranks. 

It is a great pleasure to welcome some lesser brethren 
to our ranks; namely Ptes. Long, Burvill, Dyke, Coppock, 
Edwards, Judge, Moody, Neve, Nicoll, Rumsey and 
Stephenson. In the same breath we must say goodbye 
to L/Cpl. Tom Brice, who has left us for the comfort of 
civilian life. He has been in the office since the distant 
days of Dover, and during that time served under seven 
different officers who occupied the M.T.O.'s chair. 

Although exercises prevent sports for most of the 
platoon, some members managed to distinguish them
selves. The football team defeated "A" Company by a 
large margin and Pte. Ledger hit many runs for the 
Division and Battalion oh the cricket field. 

Shrill words of command echo from the B.L.R. Stores 
as the motor cycle section is being "marshalled" by Pte. 
Marshal. Technical knowledge is very limited in this 
sphere so the B.L.R. Store seems the right storage place. 

With the fine weather the accident rate has decreased; 
some drivers have been heard to say that we are trying to 
"keep death off the roads", by putting Pte. Shapland in 
the office. The only comment we add is that our new 
clerk did not have to complete an F.M.T.3 during his 
time on the roads, as "bulled" boots are counted as a 
near miss! 

TRAINING COMPANY 
The month opened with the return of Major Critchleyj: 

the Company Commander, after his Senior Officer's 
course in England. Unfortunately he will only be with 
us for a short time as he is going to the 5th Battalion as 
Training Major at the end of September. No doubt 
several of us will be in his hands during service with the 
Territorial Army. 

The C.S.M. decided that it was about time he had some 
leave and so the day before the Company did the Annual 
Classification at Beyenberg he set off for a well deserved 
holiday in England. Cpl. Forward and L/Cpl. Bannister 
are to be congratulated on getting Marksman on both 
the Rifle and the L.M.G., but the Company Clerk after 
leave in England failed to distinguish himself. The 
C.S.M. will unfortunately also not be available for the 
first part of the new draft training, but no doubt he will 
jbe back in time to have a few drill parades before the 
draft disperses to the Companies. 

At last we have been able to procure the services of 
Pte. Wakefield in the Company Office after he had been 
transferred to "B" Company, then to Training Company, 
back to "B" Company and finally back to Training 
Company again. A certain amount of heat under the 
collar has still to be generated, but that will not occur 
until the "B" Company Commander returns from his 
atomic explosion in Australia. Anyhow, Wakefield is 
how learning the form in a highly decorated arid many 
splendoured Company Office when he has time from his 
ammunition commitments. 

C/Sgt. Cain has been hard at work with the M.T. 
adding his services to that everincreasing empire. He 
has also found time to organise intensive interior and 
exterior decorations. The Company Block is now sur
rounded by an aquamarineduckeggblue fence, and a 
tropical palm tree has been planted in the lawn! Pte. 
Brunton's floral efforts, planted in May, look as though 
they will be just in time to catch the autumn frosts before 
they blossom forth. 

The Company Permanent Staff are taking the oppor
tunity of visiting various parts of Europe. Pte. McKenna 
plans to go to Copenhagen, Cpl. Palmieri, L/Cpls. Stone 
and Bannister and Pte. Langridge are going to Paris and/ 
Mr. Brice after returning from a socalled cricket tour in 
Berlin hopes to go to Milan. In fact there have been a 
considerable number of letters appearing in the Company 
Commander's tray—'Sir, I have* the honour to; submit' 
this my application .. .". r. 

Finally, our hails and farewells. 2/Lieut. Dbwar we
welcome to Training Company after returning from His 
courses at Warminster and Hythe." He returned the day 
before the draft arrived" (Please note, SergeantMajor). 
Next we have to say farewell to PteJPanchen, the Company 
painter, decorator and signwriter. He returns to the. 
Royal Sussex Depot for demobilisatiprii^and we wish him* 
the best of luck in civilian life.  / y : j ; l 

"I remain, Sir, your obedient servant.. ?*;'  ; 
« * N ' i j 

HEADQUARTER COMPANY" 
On thumbing through a few dusty copies of the Dragon 

lying in a corner of the office, to see what items of news. 
H.Q. Company has had to pass on to the world at large 
in recent months, we were surprised to note that, although 
most of our departments have featured prominently, we 
have not actually appeared in print ourselves. This may 
have prompted the intelligence networks of the foreign 
powers that scan our pages with interest into believiqg 
that we did not exist at all. We feel, However, thdt the 
time is now ripe for us to come out into the open and Jo 
reveal the worst. Not only that, but we are also pro
jecting the searching beam of publicity into some of the 
darker corners of the Battalion. 

This month we have induced the P.R.I, and the Messing 
Staff to tell you some of their troubles: Even the R.M.O; 
has been persuaded to lay aside his banjo arid his stetho
scope for a few moments, while he scribbles off a report 
on the dubious activities of his staff (although he will not 
admit in writing to having harboured four G.S.O. drivers 
to drive one of his ambulances, and anyway it is a long 
and involved story!). Next month we Hope to hear.from, 
the Provost, and who knows, we mgy in future' issues 
have some interesting stories from the staffs of the 
Officers' and Sergeants' Messes—or would that perhaps^ 
be undermining discipline? 

There have been a number of changes in the Company 
of late. Major Norris left us early in August to take over 
a staff appointment in England, for which we wish him. 
every success. His faithful hound, Bols, visits us and 
peers opaquely round the Company Office in search of 
his master from time to time. Capt. Gatehouse, having 
come up for air from the bottomless pit of the M.T> has 
taken over the Company, and can Still be seen with a 
surprised look on his face, enjoying a comparatively, 
normal existence. 

Our congratulations to C.S.M. Mannering on his 
promotion, and to him and his wife on the birth of a 
daughter. He has recently taken over from C.S.M. Day^ 
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who is no^ the'R.Q^M:S.v'ahdv*busy'drinking tea and 
arranging the flowers in the Q.M.'s qffice. As long as  he 
continues yto look after his old Conipanyas well as he 
diiHIntfre past <we?willforgive' hiip.thaC"
; 'As If that 'faas :hot; eribrighinthe way of new faces to 
get used to," we still have towelcome our new C.Q.M.S., 
C/Sgt . Jephcott. If'Was not taken him long to check up 
on the well known, cry of his predecessor,.,C/Sgt. Newman 
(now  C.S,jd . of Training Company)—"A place for 
every thing,: and/everything in its place." This was no 
idle boast, and we feel we have a, good start for the 
fprthcQmingAdm. Inspections. By the way, congratula
tions 3sr, well to the C/Sgt. and Mrs. Jephcott, on the 
birth of a son in July. 
j The.company office staff, refreshed after their open 
air life at Sennelager in July, have returned to battle 
price more with the "humph.1 Pte. Gates found time to 
gb on a company route march last week, but we hear his 
wife was very annoyed with the Company Commander 
when her husband returned at lunchtime with his clothes 
all wet. .' .  : * 
. ^EVeri .the stores found themselves partly under canvas 
iff July.' Pte. Aiqps has since left on release, but the pots 
^tid pans, the .picks and shovels, and all the other odd 
ments have been, returned to the care of Ptes. Blake, 
Barter arid Clark, while Pte. Thompson continues to oil 
other people's weapons in the armskote. 
.Before weclose, we must explain the absence of any 
notes from the Band, who are away" in England earning 
some money. It was interesting to hear from Pte. Pool, 
whoreads" The Times, that they played on the St. Lawrence 
Ground during Canterbury Cricket Week. The county 
team "needs sbrrie inspiration if it is to achieve greater 
things; it seems. 
: The following quiteirrele.vant, but nevertheless amusing, 
snatch of conversation was overheard the other day. One 
of the .newly appointed officers in ffte.M.T. was lamenting 
to; a fellow mechanic's mate thathe was merelya cog in . 
a;.vast.machine, to which the* reply came, aptly enough, 
"I'd say, more like a spanner dp the works, old boy!" 

CORPS OF DRUMS 

I ^ SIGNAL PLATOON 
v The 'Platoon returned from Sennelager on 3rd August 

for a well earned rest, and indeed the main activities 
since then have/been the comingsand goings on leavef 
BotB Sergeants, besides Captain Ward, are all oil leave 
at the time of writing, and have left the Signal Subaltern 
holdirig thb traditional baby! 
F' Augqsi Bank Holiday passed without. a Very high 

standard^ of activity, and at good deal of Egyptian P.T.; 
and then ;we were inthe throes^ of Exercise "Counter 
Bombard" (for which we sent a detachment with the 
Mprtar Platoon to Hohne ranges). Reports on this have 
varied, but it seems that a reasonable time was had by all; 
 Company and Platoon route marches have been taking 
their toll recently, and there are. a number of slippered 
feeL to be seep hobbling painfully around the block. 
Meanwhile Signal training continues much as usual, and 
we are already beginning to look ahead to the "dreaded
type" AdmiriInspection. 

Finally, a word of farewell to Pte. Grevett, the last of 
our "Sussex" men, who, it is believed, had almost' got 
used to the idea, of wearing a Dragon in his beret by the 
time he left!—and we wish him the best of luck. 

: Since our last contribution to the Regimental Journal 
quite a* lot has transpired. We will deal with the items in 
chronological order. 

First of all we have lost Cpl. Dipper. He left us for the 
Depot on Medical repatriation, leaving us considerably 
weaker in the football and musical field. 

Item two—we have recently started subscribing to our 
own sports fund, and in the very near future are hoping 
to purchase a considerable amount of sports kit, especially 
as the football bug is starting to bite. 

At the time of writing the Drummers are enjoying a 
spot of well earned leave after three weeks at Sennelager, 
all of which was spent training with "A" Company. It 
made a change from being with B.H.Q., although it was 
quite hard work at times. We now know which end a 
rocket leaves the launcher. t 

A thing we nearly forgot is that an old hand has returned 
to the fold, in the form of Dmr. Ward. We are still trying 
to find out his reason for coming back in again. 

Before you read next month's notes L/Cpl. Vant will 
have left the fold for 28 days to get married. We wish 
them both a long and happy married life/and may all 
their troubles be little ones. 

That's all for this month. Au Revoir. 

MEDICAL CENTRE 

B FLAT! 

Autumn is here, and as the leaves fall, the steadily 
mounting pile of broken thermometers show that the 
medical staff too are becoming old and tremulous. How 
narrow and contorted, though, is our view of life! That 
marvellous holiday, for instance, that delightful rest cure 
for all, the Sennelager scheme, became for us a chiropo
dist's paradise, a gay, whirling, endless procession of 
glorious feet—long feet, short feet, wide feet, flat feet, 
straight feet with bent toes, bent feet with straight toes, 
one and all combining the colours of the rainbow with 
the most fragrant perfumes of Paris, both before and 
after the use of footbaths thrice daily. 

All this, however, was not for Corporal Haylor, who 
became married two months ago, and to whom we wish 
the greatest possible happiness for the future. He returned 
to the M.I. Room in a trance, which was straightway 
rudely shattered by the clangour of the telephone and 
the thunderous roar of tons of plaster falling from the 
ceiling of the treatment room, which had to be hurriedly 
vacated one morning. 

To L/Cpl. Paice must also go our congratulations upon 
the attainment of his rank. This he celebrated by mis
takenly stabbing his finger, instead of the victim, with a 
Penicillin needle, and his feelings of rage were only 
intensified by the happy smiles of all others within earshot. 
To Pte. Miller, however, goes the distinction of being the 
first medical orderly to allow himself to be admitted to 
sick bay and treated by his colleagues, and during this 
difficult period of his life his courage ancL endurance 
knew no bounds. In fact, by the Cheshire Cat grin on his 
face, one suspected that there were moments when he 
enjoyed it. 

Little has been seen of Pte. Warne recently, other than, 
glimpses of an oilstained figure, flashing between Officers' 
Mess and M.T. yard, with a pair of trousers in one hand 
and a spanner in the other. His enthusiasm for gardening 
ran high under Sgt. Parker's expert guidance, and we 
hope to be able to prescribe special issue, high vitamin 
content, cabbages from an exclusive medical plb& mext 
year. 
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Although life may appear humdrum from this account, 
that is not in fact the case, for danger and disease lurk 
everywhere. It is whispered that only the other week 
the M.O., Mr. Nisbet, was almost killed by a flying banjo 
in the Mess, though it is not clear as to whether the 
intention was to end his life or render the instrument 
forever silent. That disease may pounce on all of us 
unknown may be clearly seen on R.S.M.'s drill parade 
mornings. Never in the history of human nature have 
so many codeines been required for so many hangovers 
after so few strong German beers. 

MESSING AND P.R.I. STAFF 
At last, at long, long last, we have produced part of a 

column in Dragon notes. Maybe we are appreciated after 
all! We have two themes, namely "Nobody Loves Us" 
and "Sennelager Blues". However, things are definitely 
looking up, because several of us have managed to get 
some leave in, delayed though it has been, because of 
necessity of our presence at Sennelager during the summer's 
training periods. Congratulations to all the cooks, 
especially Sgt. Wallace and Sgt. O'Brian, for the fine 
work they have put in untiringly and despite complications. 

Major Barry McGrath returned for a brief period after 
his Senior Officers Course and is now in Italy on some 
well earned leave. During his absence in England the 
reins were taken over by 2/Lieut. DavidWhere'sthatbit
ofpaperJonas. At least, we think he took them over, in 
between his duties as A/Mortar Officer, Courts Martial 
King and brief sojourn at Sennelager. Mr. Jonas is now 
safely ensconsed as A/Adjutant, and during Major 
McGrath's absence in Italy 2/Lieut. BobLifeisHell 
Keen is trying desperately to hold on and keep command 
of the P.R.I. and Messing Empire. 

We are sorry to see L/Cpl. Poutney and Ptes. Roome 
and Coldham leave and we wish them luck in their future 
occupations. We must not forget to welcome Ptes. 
Morgan and Gebbie and hope that when Morgan returns 
from his course at Duisburg, he will be able to enlighten 
us on the finer arts of cooking. 

Unfortunately there has been no time for sports, due 
to the constant pressure of work, but in future editions 
we will no doubt be able to sing of our prowess on the 
football field. The motto is: "We lose the game, you 
lose your tea." 
. Wedding Bells will .soon be ringing for Pte. Wood, 

who is getting married on 15th September. Congratula
tions to him and his wife. We hope you will be very 
happy and may all your troubles be little ones. 

Congratulations also, though they are a bit late, to 
Sgt. Cook on his promotion and to L/Cpl. DayLewis 
on obtaining his stripe. 

THOUGHT FOR TODAY 
 Why don't you become a Messing Officer or Clerk 

then you too will own a car or motorbike of your own— 
even though they don't possess engines or back wheels. 

SITUATIONS VACANT 
There is room for a man in our very own Cookhouse. 

Qualifications are enthusiasm and capability. 
Delightfully situated quarters in H.Q. Company Block. 

Why not apply to the Messing Officer now? 
Don't hesitate, this is the "Chance of a Lifetime"! 

BATTALION ORDERLY ROOM 
These notes come from a weather beaten Battalion 

Orderly Room Staff. We have recently^ experienced 
harsh words from our Company SergeantMajor on 
Battalion Drill Parades, and various half days have been 
given over to the task of marching along th^ roads in the 
vicinity of the Barracks on the Company route marches. 

Congratulations are extended to "Harry" Longley on 
his appointment to Acting LanceCorporal, and we wish 
him the very best of everything as he journeys to Viersen 
to become the Battalion's representative at Field Records. 
Sgt. "Pedro" Marsh returns to the Battalion from Field 
Records in early September and forsakes pen and paper 
for rifle and weapon training order with "A" Company. 
Harry was a late addition to the Battalion's Cricket team 
tour in Berlin. Although not chosen to play in the one 
match, he did umpire, and from all reports it appears 
that he certainly enjoyed the experience of going to that 
city. 

Cpl. "Pony" Moore, whom we congratulate on ob
taining his second stripe, returns from 21 days' leave in 
the very near future to take over from Sgt. "Arthur" 
Laskey. It is firmly believed that Scotland Yard's task 
will be made easier as soon as Arthur returns to the 
"wealthy widows" at Eastbourne. We are all ready for 
Pony to break into No Other Love Have I and Walk 
Hand in Hand With Me on his return. 

Pte. "Stan" Donovan has rapidly printed some new 
file covers, and it appears from the numerous messages 
we receive, that certain companies have found that their 
amendments are not uptodate. Only an Administrative 
Inspection, in the offing, can account for this. "Flo" 
Florence has rid himself of the intricate filing and registra
tion system, and now we have to accustom ourselves to 
Stan's queries, "Have you seen the ... file?" 

Pte. "Ding Dong" Bell and "Mickey Mouse" Booth 
have returned from leave, and started thek leave, res
pectively. Ding Dong, or "Clanger" as he is now called, 
has taken over Release, Leave and Movements from 
Harry, who says it is much easier now that Regular 
Discharge has been cancelled in the emergency. Pte. 
"Flapper" Harding has returned from a long weekend 
in Paris, and is trying to find some money for the developing 
and printing of the many photos he took. 

We have said "Au revoir" to C/Sgt. "Wally" Mans, on 
his transfer to the Quartermaster's Staff. We have had 
some great times with Wally, and we do say a sincere 
"Thank you" for everything. Although he has turned 
over to the "Q" side, we are pleased that he still ack
nowledges the "A" team. All the very best in your new 
job, Wally. 

Welcome to 2/Lieut. D. A. Jonas on taking over the 
exalted appointment of Assistant Adjutant. It is interesting 
to note that he refused to be 2 i/c to Lieut. Edgecombe's 
dog Bols in the Mortar Platoon, so he had to" come to a 
"No admittance for dogs" building in the Battalion. 

Recent correspondents to the Battalion Orderly Room 
have been Tom Browne, yvho having left B.A.O.R. for 
the M.D.C., found himself in hospital after using a 
M.D.C. "respirator" in a smoke filled room. Hurry up 
and become 100% fit again, Tom. O.R.Q.MS. Webb 
received a letter from Cpl. Bayliss and L/Cpl. Mead, 
"The Terrible Twins", who were with the Orderly Room 
in Egypt and Kenya. Both of these are now settled in 
civilian life. We are always more than pleased to hear 
from any Orderly Room Clerks, so how about it boys? 
Drop us a line sometime. 

This is all for now, so goodbye until the October 
edition. 
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Packed with 
Pleasure 

Round airtight tins 
of 50 Player's are 
in the shops again 
—sealed to retain 
their freshness, 
here is pleasure— 
perfectly packed. 
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Colgate Dental Cream 
for all-day protection, all-night protection! 

Obtainable from your N.A.A.F.I. in 1lb. and 8oz. 
flavour sealed tins, also 4oz. and 1oz. airtight packs 
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SunPat 
THE WORLD'S FINEST SALTED NUTS 

Colgate with GARDOL 

stays active 

up to 12 hours 

so now you can... 
WITH DECAY-FIGHTING 

ANTI-ENZYME 

INGREDIENT, GARDOL 

Brush before breakfast... 
destroy bad breath... 

fight tooth decayall day! 
One brushing with Colgate Dental Cream removes 
most odour and decaycausing bacteria, instantly I 

Start the day with a clean fresh 
mouth! Colgate's foam destroys 
bad breath instantly in most 
cases . . . makes you feel grand. 

OJfduty—but your smile's still 
smart! Brushing with Colgate in 
the morning helps keep teeth safe 
and sparkling all day. 

Time for a meal. . . but you can 
forget about tooth decay! 
Colgate's decayfighting ingre
dientj Gardol, stays active up 
to 12 hours. 

Each time you brush, 
Gardol, the decayfighting 
ingredient found only in 
Colgate Dental Cream, 
binds itself to your teeth 
. . . and forms an invisible 
protective shield. This 
Gardol shield helps fight 
tooth decay up to 12 hours 
with just one brushing. 

AVAILABLE 
AT YOUR N.A.A.F.I. 

dsf fa t/ie 

JACOB'S 
CREAM CRACKERS 

and JACOB'S Water Biscuits with the nutty flavour people like 
Recommended for use in Messes and Canteens 
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SERGEANTS' MESS 
A certain amount of revelry has returned to the Mess 

this month, starting with a games evening when the 
Officers' Mess were invited to contest at various events 
with us. Exactly what the games were and who played 
them is rather difficult to ascertain through blurred 
vision; needless to say, everyone had a very enjoyable 
time. The Sergeants' Mess were soundly thrashed—we 
hang our heqds in shame. It was obvious that our 
opponents had been practicing for "Der Tag". Some of 
our members played a wonderful game called "21 Aces". 
One aspirant to fame, before giving up the ghost, was 
heard to remark, "Oh, well, it's all free." 

Shortly after, we were invited to attend a dance given 
by our neighbours, the Royal Irish Fusiliers. They gave 
us an excellent evening including a first class buffet. A 
very good example of an "Excuse me War dance" was 
given by Sgt.,Parker, although I have been assured in all 
confidence that it was a waltz. 

A secret wdapon, "The Teddy boy Mills tape recorder", 
has been introduced to the Mess. Members can be seen 
looking around for hidden mikes before conversing. The 
owner alone is safe from later embarrassing moments. 
A gangster play is now being recorded, Rossolini Mills, 
the director, gets quite excited in the process. Leading 
roles played by "Buggsy" Baverstock, "Al" Ellis, and 
the private Dick—Cribben. 

This month, the R.S.M. has been enjoying the wonderful 
English weather with a spell of leave, but he will soon be 
back with all the latest information of "Blighty". 

R.Q.M.S. "Jimmie" Rose has left to become R.S.M. 
in the T.A. We hope his tour will be a happy one. 
Congratulations to R.Q.M.S. Day who takes his place. 

To conclude, we were sorry to lose two of our education 
Sergeants, namely Sgt. Hearnshaw and Sgt. Fletcher. We 
wish them the best of luck in Civvy Street, and wish to 
remind them to keep in touch. 

* * * 

QUARTERMASTER'S STAFF 
The month commenced with a lull that could, only 

herald a storm. Returning from a three week spell of 
training at Sennelager on Friday, the 3rd, our tormenters 
both from above and below wasted no time before starting 
the bank holiday break which commenced officially some 
three hours before the first truck arrived home. For the 
first time since the Battalion touched down at Keightley 
Barracks the pipelines, carrying demands and complaints 
from every department within the Battalion and calls for 
immediate returns to every possible H.Q. outside, were 
empty. The sun showed itself in two of the next three 
days and life in this glorious land seemed almost bearable. 

The first rumblings of the coming storm were, soon 
heard when we returned to our abnormal routine. A 
crocodile of 180 assorted German school children wound 
its way dowri the hill to the gymnasium adjoining our 
stores and offices. They were arriving for a month's stay 
in barracks; this is said to be a contribution to Anglo
German relations, no doubt it is. R.Q.M.S. Rose was 
gleefully pointing out to his successor a large alligator 
bringing up the rear of the procession. Her name was 
not Daisy and he left no doubt as to what her main diet 
would be. Younger members of the staff were well to 
the fore, but they paid little attention to these words of 
wisdom, they were no doubt distracted by some of the 
lesser escorts. 

R A G O N  

About this time we received confirmation that that day 
of days, the Annual Adm., will not only be nearly two 
months earlier this year, but will occupy three days. 
I must take this opportunity to confirm that those face
pieces arriving in the stores are in fact A/G. and not 
Oxygen masks. 

Limpy started the month by chalking up three boiler
men almost as quickly as Laker does Aussies. He survived 
threats to liquidate him by going A.W.O.L. for three 
days. He has spent the rest of the month trying to outwit 
Cpl. Roose and escape from the store unmuzzled. Need 
we say who has won this battle of wits? 

Despite the restrictions on regular release we will have 
lost Cpl. Roose, L/Cpl. Hurlock and L/Cpl. Bent by the 
time what is left of these notes leave the subeditor's 
desk. We wish them all that they wish themselves on 
their return to civil life. Mr. Rose has returned to boots 
and anklets and higher things; we wish him all the very 
best in his new post. 

After weeks of ardent research the Q.M. appeared in 
the office this afternoon in a state of great excitement 
bearing in his hand a piece of paper. Leave for a month, 
permission to write off unlimited quantities of everything? 
No! At last he has discovered somebody whose hand
writing approaches L/Cpl. Wright's in neatness and 
clarity. After eighteen months of hard, conscientious 
effort our G.1098 clerk will be leaving us next month; 
the value of the service he has given can be judged by the 
difficulty in replacing him. 

On the sporting side our football team opened the 
season with a 94 win over the Messing Staff, followed 
by a 52 beating from the full strength of "B" Company. 

Before laying down my quill for this month a word of 
welcome to Pte. Pile, who unable to return to civvy 
street on the expected day has done the next best thing 
and joined the Pioneer Section and also to Cfn. Benson 
who has replaced L/Cpl. Bent in Sgt. Sherman's hard 
working little team. 

* * * 

Correspondence 
Does the subject really matter ? 

Sir 
The Tramp writes so pleasantly on whatever 

subject takes his fancy that one cannot help 
regretting his incursion into regimental history. 
It would take up too much of your valuable 
space to attempt to correct what is contained in 
the section entitled The Ancient Privilege of his 
article in your August number—even if one 
supposed that your readers would be interested. 

One example may perhaps be given:—the 
Tramp says that in 1660 the Holland Regiment 
(the Buffs) was one of the surviving regiments 
after the virtual disbandment of the Army. Now, 
in fact, in 1660 not only was there no such unit 
as the Holland Regiment but its formation had 
not even been contemplated. 

yours faithfully 
F. W. TOMLINSON 
Major late the Buffs. 
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College (Brigadier Apji Randhir Singh) is him
self Sandhurst trained, and the Course lasts for 
four years. Staying also in Ranbir Singh's 
bungalow for the ceremony was a Brigadier from 
the Directorate of Military Training at Delhi. 
At lunch the day he left he said to me, "Well, 
Colonel, I hope you don't think we have made 
a mess of the Indian Army?" and I was able to 
say quite honestly that 1 thought all I had seen 
was excellent. 

While in Dehra Dun I was able to visit four 
Gurkha Training Centres, all of which con
formed to previously mentioned pattern. Their 
officers were Sikhs, Mahrattas and from other 
Indian races, and were obviously at home with 
the men, and vice versa. 

I then returned to Delhi for the last two days 
before flying home, and again stayed with the 
14th Battalion, though they had moved from 
camp into lines. During my visit to India I was 
given a wonderful welcome everywhere and 
received the greatest hospitality and kindness. 
Only once did I get the chance to buy my own 
railway ticket, and during my final stay in Delhi 
a young officer was sent with me whenever 
I went out, to ensure that I did not pay for a 
taxi. 

Only one thing distressed me—a report that 
some politicians are proposing to remove from 
the Colours (it is not at present proposed to 
replace the King's Colour by a President's 
Colour) all "internal" Battle Honours, on the 
grounds that they were awarded for "Wars of 
Subjugation". It seems to me that they might 
with equal justice be called "Wars of Unifica
tion", and in any case they are part of the 
regimental traditions which, in all other matters, 
are being so carefully maintained. It is rather 
like the Russian custom of rewriting history 
whenever some highly placed person falls into 
disfavour* and I was glad to hear that the Army 
is fighting the proposal. 

PLEASE ENLIST 

A NEW SUBSCRIBER 

TO "THE DRAGON" 

Round East Kept 
by The Tout 

SAFETY CATCH FORWARD 

ONCE a day of glory, 1st September is now 
regarded by many as a day of mourning. 
It is not the partridges that are killed that 

are mourned; it is the ones that are not there to 
be killed. A number of people believe that this 
attractive and courageous bird is on his way to 
extinction. 

East Kent may be harder hit than other parts 
of the country. At Street End, until the last 
war, they used to get over fifty brace on each of 
the first two days of the season; now they may 
get three or four solitary birds. Similar tales of 
woe come from other parts of the county. 

lt is a paradox that the man who delights in 
killing him—in killing him cleanly, that is, when 
it needs skill to do so—is the bird's greatest 
ally, and it is mainly because few shooting men 
have the time and money nowadays to look 
after him properly that he is in danger of 
extinction. The partridge has so many enemies: 
rats, hedgehogs (the keeper at Bekesbourne 
killed four hundred in a matter of months), 
human egg thieves, and most deadly of all, cats. 
The march of science takes its toll; too. A hen 
partridge was found dead in an orchard, her 
chicks underneath her, after concentrated mer
cury spraying, and if the normal spraying of 
crops is unlikely to be lethal in itself, it kills the 
insects and weeds on which the partridge feeds. 

Their nesting habits do not make survival 
easier. The hen normally chooses a tuft of 
grass at the foot of a tree, by the side of the 
road, or in a hedgerow. Frequently it is exposed 
and liable to elimination by gangmower, boy, 
or clumsy cow. And the hen will stick _to her 
post; her refusal to leave her nest often costs 
her her life. 
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The answer may lie in handrearing. Attempts 
are being made in various parts of East Kent. 
Mr. Walter Whigham has started this experiment 
at Highland Court,' and his keeper, Mr. Hunt, a 
West countryman, was kind enough to give me 
some information on the project. 

Broody hens have been used to hatch out some 
two hundred eggs, mainly collected from nests 
which stood little chance of survival. Sometimes 
the eggs,are replaced with dummies (to keep the 
partridge on her nest while her real eggs are 
protected) and are returned, as soon as the 
chicks start chipping the shells, for hatching by 
the real parent. 

Care has to be taken that the broody hen does 
not crush her partridge chicks, nor eat them 
when they are wet—for then they look like mice, 
a fowl's favourite delicacy. Another problem 
is to divide them. At the moment they are at 
large in groups of 6080. What effect shooting 
will have is not yet known; although most are 
fully grown they are not being asked to face 
the gtms until October. 

Perhaps Sgt. Laker might like to try a little 
haridrearing to infuse some new blood into the 
covey of diehards which still, I am told, frequents 
the Old Park. We used to greet these birds with 
a rousing salutation each September, but after 
a couple of salvoes they developed an unsporting 
tendency to get up some fifty yards further on 
just as we would reach the spot we had last 
marked them to ground. And how delicious 
those unlucky few tasted. There is nothing to 
equal the first of the season, shot (perhaps) by 
one's own hand offone's own estate, and they 
were duly consumed with fitting ceremony Und 
relish. 

It is sad that it is the partridge that suffers. 
T h e  p h e a s a n t  s u r v i v e s ,  b e i n g  t o u g h e r  a n d  
better protected by the surrounds he chooses, 
but he is a callous creature. The cock carries 
out his duties as a lover; but not as a parent, 
and the hen, perhaps feeling neglected, cares 
not the slightest if half her chicks fall by the 
wayside and perish—as indeed they do. 

The cock partridge shares full responsibility 
with mum, even taking half the brood under diis 
wing initially, and if the hen is killed he will do 
his best (not normally very expert) to raise the 
chicks himself. 

Other birds, like rooks and pigeons, flourish 
under modern conditions. And even the rabbit 
is on his way back. Twice recently we have 
nearly run over one—and for every one on the 
road there must be a hundred off it, and for 
every hundred now .... But why must it be 
the partridge that has to go under? 

DUCKS AND MINERS 
From partridges to ducks, from ducks to 

miners, from miners to the salvation of sport. 
By recent Act of Parliament, I have just realised, 
ducks now share with partridges% protection 
until 1st September. The miners come into it 
because Chislet Colliery—the shaft can be seen 
from the premises of our Regimental Depot— 
stands hard by Stodm&rsh marshes which have 
produced some of the finest duckshooting in 
England. King George VI was a frequent guest. 
The flooding which attracted the birds was 
caused by excavations from the pithead. 

These miners are great chaps for a bit of sport. 
When some 'members of the Socialist Govern
ment tried to introduce a bill for the abolition 
of sport, they were all up in arms, and Mr. 
Carson, Conservative member for Thanet and 
the seconder of the motion (it was a free vote), 
had to face a fiery deputation from his mining 
constituents. The miners' determination to 
carry on with their coursing did quite as much 
to win the day as the parade of foxhunters along 
Piccadilly. 

GEESE 
1 have never done any wildiowling in Kent, 

but there is, I understand, good foreshore 
shooting to be had between Whitstable and 
Chatham. Those who love this solitary, fascin
ating sport would be advised to join the Wild
fowlers' Association. Full details can be 
obtained from the Secretary, Brig. G. D. Holmes, 
Burnham Thorpe, Kings Lynn. 

1 doubt, though, whether Kent can provide 
anything up to the standard enjoyed by those 
of us who were in Greece after the last war. 
Lake Polykastron, north of Salonika, was a 
wildfowler's paradise. There was something 
gripping about the place, its wildness, its expanse, 
and its serenity. There was the continual sound 
of bird calls, harsh and exciting, and always, 
somewhere, birds, ail sorts and kinds of them, 
would be flying on to the water or off it. Some
times the sky would be black with migrating 
geese, sometimes pelicans would flypast majestic
ally and effortlessly. To get in a shot was 
another matter; to bring something down a 
momentous achievement. 

We were spared the ignominy of returning 
empty handed by the kindness of our host, a 
phlegmatic Greek farmer whose house we used 
as a shooting lodge. He always bestowed a 
goose or two on us if we should be unsuccessful. 
A stray Frenchman used to interpret for us, a 
leftover from the first war (we always imagined 
him to have been a deserter); so we knew our 
host as "l'homme a dit". 
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The farmer was a great sire. After enquiring 
of our own contributions to the population of 
our country, the Frenchman would proudly 
tell us that "l'homme" had been married six 
years, that he had five children, and, patting the 
farmer's wife where he could best emphasise his 
point, "dans un mois un autre". We would feel 
thoroughly humiliated. 

The first time I went shooting in Greece I had 
a borrowed Greek gun. Its barrel wobbled 
about in the stock like a gear lever in neutral, 
and to make matters worse the Greek cartridges 
I was using were notoriously erratic (and made 
an excellent excuse for erratic shooting). It did 
not really surprise me that the odd coot and 
duck that I encountered completely disregarded 
the two barrel salutes 1 gave them. 

It was nearly dark when I heard a strange 
tearing noise. Coming towards me, high and 
resolute, was a skein of geese in perfect "V" 
formation. I gave the leader the length of a 
cricket pitch. He turned a somersault and 
dropped like a stone. I got on to another, and 
he too hurtled downwards. There were two 
resounding 'thuds. This was a moment to 
bring wild exhilaration to the most expert and 
experienced of shots; for this quite indifferent 
one it was the thrill of a lifetime. 

Beneath Bell Harry 

On the change over 
of Adjutants, we 
welcome Captain 

lan Minto, and bid 
farewell to Capt. John 
Grugeon. The latter is 
not moving far, and so 
we shall see him often. 
His final task was 
getting a cricket eleven 
together to play the 
Shepway Stragglers on 
the Depot ground. As 
it consisted of some 
Minor County players, 
it proved far too strong 

for the Stragglers, but proved to be a good 
afternoon's entertainment. 

Sgt. Laker is at present in hospital. He has 
not been well throughout the summer and 
though a short holiday did him a lot of good, 
it did not do the trick completely. We wish him 
a speedy recovery, and hope he will soon be 
back amongst his familiar surroundings. 

2/Lieut. Peter Hordern has just departed on 
release, and we wish him success in his future 
career. Lieut. James Lunn is to take his place 
in No. 1 Company, but as yet, has not arrived. 

Lieut. Pat Parker is at present with us for two 
weeks doing his A.E.P. training. We hope he 
enjoys it. 

* * 

No. 1 COMPANY 
Last month's Depot notes opened and closed with 

remarks about the weather, and it need hardly be said 
that gales and rain have continued to lash Howe Barracks, 
and tiles from roofs have continued to fall. Thus the 
roofs of the barracks look many different colours as a 
result of the bright new red tiles that have replaced the 
old weather beaten ones. 

Struma Platoon formed on 9th August with Sgt. 
McNeill in charge. They are the smallest platoon we 
have had for nea/ly a year, and should be all the better 
for being so. Brigadier F. W. B. Parry took Hindenburg 
Line's passing out parade on 31st August in the presence 
of some one hundred parents and relations of the men on 
parade. Unfortunately the Band leave us before the next 
PassingOut Parade in October; their excellent music 
and bearing have added greatly to the standard of the 
parade, and we should like to record our sincere thanks 
to them. 

The following men of Hindenburg Line Platoon are to 
be congratulated on winning medals:— 

Best AilRound Recruit: Pte. D. Smith. 
Best at Physical Training: Pte. A. Mayes. 
Best Rifle Shot: Pte. A. Bourne. 
Best Light MachineGun Shot: Pte. A. Clements. 
A feature of the parade was the presentation of the 

Long Service and Good Conduct Medal to Q.M.S.I. 
Sinclair, to whom we offer our congratulations. 

C.S.M. Champion has now taken over as Company 
SergeantMajor, only to be sent off on a fourday Light 
Rescue Course. We wish him a happy tour with the 
Company and at the same time say farewell to C.S.M. 
Chapman, and thank him for all the strenuous work he 
put in on the Company's behalf.. 

* * * 

CRICKET 
THE BUFFS r QUEEN'S OWN ROYAL WEST KENT 

REGIMENT 
Played at Maidstone on 27th July, 1936 

Lost by 4 wickets 
In contrast to our own cricket week, the Queen's Own 

week was blessed with fine weather, and the 27th July 
was really hot. The Regimental team gathered at Maid
stone with hopes of repeating the victory achieved against 
the Queen's Own earlier in the season. However,, it was 
not to be, in spite of an excellent prelunch period when 
the Regiment's total stood at 113 for 3 wickets. 

The Queen's Own wicket at. Maidstone is alleged, by 
some, to play easier as the day goes on. At any rate, 
this was the opinion of Major Thomas, the Queen's Own 
Captain, who, on winning the toss, put the Regiment in 
to bat. From the start, Geoffrey Gibbon showed he was 
in form, his driving of anything pitched up to him being 
particularly good; he and Peter Edgley took 15 runs off 
Shearburn's second over, and continued to push the score 
along at a good rate. 

Vere Collins, after the departure of the two openers, 
continued the good work and lunch was taken with the 
score at 113 for 3—a creditable score at that stage of the 
game. 
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Lunch did very few members of the team any good; 
Vere Collins was out in the second over, John Prentice 
was deceived by Shearburn's slower ball and only Jack 
Fakley and Pte. Fawcett stayed at the wicket any length 
of time scoring runs. > 

In spite of losing a quick wicket when the innings 
opened, the Queen's Own scored steadily. Vere Collins 
bowled 17 very good overs from one end and was unlucky 
not to get more than 3 wickets. Heatley, dealing severely 
with any loose ball offered to him, scored at a good rate 
and could not be dislodged and the Regiment's total was 
passed with six wickets down. 

The Buffs 
Lieut. G. Gibbons, c Young, b Southin 35 

. Lieut. P. Edgeley, c Clark, b Shearburn ... 10 
Capt. F. E. Thorneycroft, b Maguire 20 
Brig. R. Parry, lbw, b Southin 0 
Capt. V. Collins, c Shearburn 38 
Lieut. J. Prentice, b Shearburn ... ... 4 
Pte. Fawcett, c Thomas, b Maguire ... ... 15 
L/Cpl. M. Hinds, c Maguire ... ... 0' 

^Capt. J. Fakley, c Thomas, b Maguire ... 9 
Capt. J. Grugeon, lbw, b Maguire 0 
Lieut. G. Willey, not out 1 

Extras ... 16 

148 Total 

Bowling: Shearburn 3 for 55; 
Maguire 5 for 43; Sutton 0 for 13. 

Southin 2 for 22; 

Royal West Kent Regiment 
C. Collard, run out 
F. Clarke, lbw, b Fawcett 
Pte. Maguire, c Gibbons, b Collins ... 
Lieut. Heatley, not out 
Capt. Shearburn, b Collins 
Capt. Clarke, b Collins 
Lieut. Sutton, lbw, b Fawcett 
Brig. Filer, not out 
Major Thomas 1 
Young K Did not bat 
Southin J 

Extras 

Total (6 wickets) 

34 
0 

21 
66 
6 
7 
2 
} 

14 

... 151 

Bowling: Fawcett 2 for 61; Prentice 0 for 39; Collins 
3 for 38. 

* * * 

W.O.'S AND SERGEANTS' MESS 
The'main event of the past month was on 22nd August, 

when the annual battle for "The Ashes" took place 
between ourselves and our very good friends, The Queen's 
Own RoyalWest Kent W.O.s and Sergeants. This time 
the match was played on our ground. Our visitors 
arrived at 1415 hours and were met at the gate by our 
one and only George, complete with his green sweater. 
Our team comprising of the following: R.S.M. H. S. 
White, C/Sgt. G. Stremes, Sgt. Letts, Sgt. Baker, Sgt. 
Yuill, Sgt. Bryant, Sgt. Wright, Sgt. McNeill, Sgt. Raines, 
Sgt. Rea, Sgt. Recton, and not forgetting our umpire, 
Charlie Perry. 

Having won the toss, our opponents decided to bat 
first, and it was not long before they were in trouble, 
due to the accurate bowling of Sgts. Yuill, Recton and 
Wright. They were all out for the score of 38 runs. Sgt. 
Yuill, 4 wickets for 5 runs, Sgt. Recton 4 wickets for 
9 runs, Sgt. Wright 2 wickets for 12 runs. Extras 12. 

Tea was then taken, and we went out to bat, and passed 
their score with the loss of 4 wickets, and so retained the 
Ashes, to the delight of our R.S.M., who has now led the 
Mess team to its third consecutive victory during his 

appointment at the Depot. We then played for The 
Gallon, every member of the team having to bowl one 
over each; our total score being 77 for 2# Sgt: McNeill 

. 14 runs, Sgt. Raines 5 runs, R.S.M. 12 not out, Sgt. 
Letts 38 not out. Needless to say, we won the match and 
the gallon easily. The highlight of the match beings 
excellent bowling of Sgt. Yuill, and the batting of S/Sgt. 
Letts. In the evening we entertained our friends to a 
sociaj evening, and many the tale swopped, and glass 
emptied before they .left us to return to Maidstone. 
Incidentally, at this social were five R.S.M.s, namely 
R.S.M. Turmaine, R.S.M. White, R.S.M/ Faulkner, 
R.S.M. Rose and R.S.M. J. Hills of the Queen's Own. 
For the record it was noted that the Officers had a spy 
out, clocking our team, during the cricket match, but to 
date we have not had any enquiries as to the date of a 
replay with them. 

The Annual shoot took place on 29th August at Hythe, 
and the unfamiliar sight of the O.R.Q.M.S. and various 
N.C.O.s, who are not normally seen out in daylight, 
being seen cuddling rifles was a joy to all. The champion 
shot for the year being Sgt. Morrish, who is to be con
gratulated on a very fine shoot. Runnersup, Sgt. McNeill 
and Ivory. The Sergeants won the Officers and Sergeants 
challenge match, but the Officers getting their own back 
by winning the Falljng Plate competition. Sgt. Rothchild 
Phillips won the pool bull, and promptly declared sharing 
it with the wife, to the dismay of all of us; when will 
they learn???? Sgt. Perry won the wooden spoon. The 
Commanding Officer having just returned from a well 
earned leave, managed to visit us, and kindly. presented 
the trophies, prizes and money prizes. The bar was then 
opened (conveniently arranged on the 300 yards firing 
point) and after drinks the meeting came to a close. The 
R.S.M. and Q.M.S.I. Sinclair are to be congratulated on 
a very well organised meeting. Our thanks to 2/Lieut, 
S. M. Boucher and his butt party for doing an excellent 
job in the butts. 

A very big welcome to C.S.M. R. Champion, Sgt. 
Morrish and Sgt. Baker,, hoping that their stay with us 
will be a pleasant one. Also to the Bandmaster and his 
senior members during their short stay with us. We are 
sorry to record that C.S.M. G. Chapman will soon be 
leaving us for service with the W.D. Police, so no more 
sleepless nights over putting up tents, etc., for the cricket 
weeks. Our best wishes to C.S.M. Chapman, his wife 
and family. Our R.S.M. is leaving us in November for 
service with the 4th Battalion, and R.Q.M.S. Howe 
departs to the London University for duty as R.Q.M.S., 
so the face of the Depot will be changed indeed. 

I must add that our mess waiter, namely ,Pte. Boxall, 
recently left us to return to his unit, the East Surreys; 
their gain, our loss. The R.S.M. made a presentation to 
him on behalf of the members for good and faithful 
service. 

Our welcome to Captain I. Minto, vice Captain J. 
Grugeon, and may his tour be a successful one. He was 
welcomed into the Mess and introduced to all members 
by the R.S.M. 

Our congratulations to Q.M.S.I. Sinclair on being 
presented with his Long Service and Good Conduct 
Medal, the presentation taking place on a recent passing
out parade. 

The R.Q.M.S. is on leave once again, therefore the 
Snowball has not been won, but Charlie Perry, due to 
his recent big wins at tombola, is considering taking up 
driving lessons (female instructress only) and then buying 
a car. George Stremes is happy for at least another year, 
due to the fact that Surrey have retained the Cricket 
Championship. 

In conclusion, our best wishes to all Buffs, past and 
present. 
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4/5th Battalion 

W' r H E R E  t o  b e g i n ?  I t  
is not often that 
your Correspondent is 

faced with such a problem, 
but August has somehow 
produced such a remarkable 
crop of events that it is 
difficult to know just where 
to start these notes. A 
logical beginning is probably 
to refer to the previous 
month's comment that at the 
time of going to press the 
Suez crisis had not affected 
us; but suddenly we became 
embroiled and as the result 

Captain Chris. Griffin was spirited away very 
sharply to become G.S.O.3 at a Corps Head
quarters. We are sorry indeed to see him go, 
his company will be massed at the various T.A. 
Centres on his visiting list and he has our good 
wishes in his new job. 

The Adjutant's departure has meant that 
Major Richard Ravenhill has overnight assumed 
responsibility not only in connection with this 
Battalion, but for future commitments, visavis 
the new 5th Battalion. The annual camp of 410 
Coast Regiment, R.A. (T)—which is being 
attended by many of our volunteers—is now in 
progress and Richard Ravenhill is leading the 
team of "conversion" experts at Wellsbythe
Sea. A note about this camp will appear in a 
later issue; in the meantime let us hope that 
the weather is as reasonable as August and 
September will allow! 

Major John Tilleard has been successful in 
his househunting in the Canterbury area and 
will shortly be leaving Thanet (and the 5th 
Battalion area, incidentally) and will at a later 
date assume command of "C" Company in 
place of Major David Cobb, who will take over 
at Deal. With this direct "swop" in mind much 
midnight oil is being burned at Deal 'tis said 
and a very much School of Administration set 
of accounts may possibly emerge as the result. 

Busy as he must be with the prospect of moviitg 
house, O.C. "S" Company managed to find 
time to transact an important matter of business 
at the Depot—but it would be unprofessional 
to reveal the details! 

It seems that the Directing Staff of the newly 
forming 5th Battalion will be as follows:— 

Commanding Officer: Lieut.Col. G. R. D. 
Hews, M.C., T.D., J.P. 

Training Officer: Major L. P. Critchley, M.B.E. 
Adjutant: Captain J. D. Grugeon. 
Quartermaster: Captain E. J. Ransley, M.C. 
R.S.M.: W.O.I J. Rose. 
and October will see things beginning to take 
shape. Further reports will be made in future 
issues of The Dragon before your correspondent 
too packs his bags and leaves the 4th Battalion 
for the new setup. ' 

Three teams from the Battalion were entered 
for the Home Counties District and 44 (H.C.) 
Infantry Division (T.A.) Motor Cycle Trials 
held at Beachborough on 19th August, 1956. 

They were :— 
TEAM "A": Sgt. Stockdale ("S" Company), 

L/Cpl. Longman (H.Q! Company), Pte. Bolton 
("D" Company). 

TEAM "B": Cpl. Holland ("D" Company), 
L/Cpl. Stockdale ("S" Company), Pte. Hughes 
(H.Q. Company). 

TEAM "C": Pte. Neville ("S" Company), Pte. 
Waters ("C" Company), Pte. Osborne (H.Q. 
Company). 
On the road test from Ashford to Beach

borough Cpl. Holland and L/Cpl. Stockdale 
were forced to retire with a lost chain and a 
burst tyre respectively. The hazards at Beach
borough itself would have been difficult under 
normal conditions, but with the atrocious 
weather they became well nigh impossible. 
First place was taken by the team entered by 
873 (Ind.) Mob. Lt. Bty., R.A. (T.A.), but our 
"A" team did extremely well and secured second 
place. Each member of the team received a 
cup, a medal and a certificate. The "C" team 
also did well and were placed 6th. Individual 
placings were as follows: L/CpL Longman, 4th; 
Pte. Bolton, 7th; Sgt. Stockdale, 8th; Pte. 
Waters, 17th; Pte. Osborne, 18th; and Ptes. 
Hughes and Waters received certificates of 
merit. L/Cpl. Longman, had he not sustained 
maximum penalty points on the Blue Sector in 
the crosscountry portion of the Trial, might 
easily have received a first place; as it was he 
was only 10 points behind the winner. A feature 
of the meeting was the freak hill climb, a prize 
being awarded for the "highestup"; fortunately 
this was no part of the trial proper but took 

. place whilst the results were being worked 
out. 
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THE DRAGON 

, A team has also been entered for the South 
Dvowns Trial to be held at Liphook on 2nd 
September and for the Talmag Rally on 15th 
and 16th September next from Tongham to 
Stokenchurch. Both involve lengthy road runs 
by night and should prove very interesting. A 
fuller report will follow. 

A representative detachment from the Bat
talion, under command of Major John Tilleard, 
T.D., took part in the Remembrance Day parade, 
a day blessed with glorious weather and made 
the more memorable by the superb performance 
of tjje Regimental Band not only in the Cathedral 
but afterwards on the Depot Square. For in any 
of the younger members of the Regiment it was 
probably the first occasion on which the Regi
mental Slow March was heard twice on the one 
da^. It was nice to see many past and present 
members at the gathering afterwards at Howe 
Barracks; truly a Regimental occasion. 

Moggie Catt has spent a fairly hectic August 
acting in the threefold capacity of Quartermaster, 
Training Major and Adjutant—not to mention 
typist as well !—but he is surviving remarkably 
well. It would be very serious if he didn't. 

"A" COMPANY 
Things have been very busy for the Company this 

month both from the training and ceremonial angle. 
The last Sunday in July saw the Company Commander 
and various members of the Company indulging in , some 
section tactics over a very much windswept Old Park. 
The object of the whole thing was to demonstrate to 
future members of the 5 th Battalion simple section 
movements and so give some indication of infantry ways 
of dealing with tactical situations as they arose. It was 
nice to have members of the new 5th Battalion with us 
on the ground and we hope they enjoyed their day out. 
Despite very adverse weather conditions, Cpl. Jones, 
A.C.C., and L/Cpl, Collins contrived to produce a 
remarkably good hot lunch, which went down very well 
indeed. 

The main parade was of course. Remembrance Day 
and the usual coachload of Company representatives, 
wives and children made the journey to Canterbury. 
Whether by coincidence, or design, we shall never know, 
but the coach was driven by none other than John 
Stupples—known of old. The service in the Cathedral 
was most impressive and the Regimental Band was 
really beyond praise. The weather was wonderful— 
considering August weather generally—and some of our 
number were rather puffed on reaching the top of St. 
Martin's Hill. Lack of training, perhaps, or_merely old 
age; Who knows? The afternoon was spent in the time
honoured way in. discussing the battles of yesteryear and 
those in the know soon discovered the strategic positions 
near the bar,  thus overcoming what some felt might 
easily have been the hardest battle of all—to get a glass! 

Continuing our liaison with 410 Coast Regiment, R.A. 
(T), Major Balding, Captain Morgan and seven senior 
N.C.O.s of "A" and "S" Companies visited Victoria 
Road Drill Hall, Margate, on 18th August and spent the 
afternoon in puttingover the infantry way of life, giving 

information about the formations in the Division and 
Brigades and demonstrating equipment. All weapons 
were on show and the afternoon was voted a great success. 
Eyeopeners were C.S.M. Gabriel, C/Sgt. Hurlow and 
Sgt. Christian, heavily laden with picks, shovels, L.M.G. 
pouches and what all, attempting to maintain their usual 
sangfroid whilst Major Balding pointed out all the 
various bits and pieces. Others taking part in this par
ticular charade had a busy time sorting, out the props 
and the day was saved by the judicious loan of a Shovel 
G.S. from a nearby firepgint to complete the Sergeant
Major's makeup as a typical member of a section. The 
great mystery of the whole demonstration was provided 
by Sgt. Cousens who succeeded in getting the Light 
Programme on his mine detector! We hope we were of 
help to the Margate Battery before they disappeared to 
Camp. 

The following day' the Company, augmented by 
members of "S" Company, paraded under Captain 
Morgan for the Mayor of Margate's Church Service at 
St. John's, Margate. Lieut. Turner acted as Company 
SecondinCommand and the whole parade was under 
command of Major Balding. And now, with the cere
monial over we can get down to the next job with the 
vehicles; the end of the month will see the next batch 
of 406's to be carried out and we shall be as busy as ever. 
Next month will see us at Lydden Spout again—and may 
the weather buck up its i<$eas! 

"B" COMPANY 
August has been rather quiet for us probably as the 

result of holidays, although the weather has had quite a 
lot to do with it. We have started Sunday jaunts to 
practice mapreading and our first one on bicycles took 
us to Maidstone, Lenham, Doddington and so back once 
more to Sittingbourne. In all we covered about twenty 
miles, including some hills and the kerb over which Cpl. 
Barnish insisted upon riding and so found himself in a 
heap in the ditch! 

The Sittingbourne Branch of the Past and Present 
Association have decided" to hold their meetings at the 
Drill Hall and we offer them a very sincere welcome, as 
we do the Home Guard, also under the same roof. 

Sgt. Cole has once more disappeared on a course, this 
time he will return fully gennedup on film projectors 
and we look forward to his first public performance. 

Company representatives journeyed to Canterbury on 
12th August and took part in the annual Remembrance 
Day parade. Afterwards we adjourned to Howe Barracks 
and returned to Sittingbourne by about seven in the 
evening, unaffected by all that had gone before. 

The Company send their congratulations to Major 
Prestige on the birth of a son and heir. 

"C" COMPANY 
We are very pleased to report a welcome influx of 

volunteers into the Company. Very nearly all our 
National Service volunteers opted out of the Territorial 
Army prior to Annual Camp, but since then business has 
been brisk and the Company Commander has been kept 
busy attesting volunteers (provided of course that the 
Bible has not been left at the wrong T.A. Centre). 

A detachment from the Company attended the annual 
Remembrance Day parade at Canterbury Cathedral and 
afterwards enjoyed themselves at Howe Barracks talking 
with old friends. 
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Very shortly there will be a changeover of'Company 
Commanders; Major D£vid Cobb, T.D., will'be feaving 
the Company to take over command of "S" Company 
and in his place we will be welcoming Major John Tilleard, 
T.D., who by then will have moved into the 4th Battalion 
area» This is by way of being a direct "swop" and results 
from the forthcomingformation of the 5th Battalion in 
the near future. 

Our P.S.I., Sgt. Stoakes, is away on leave this month— 
a rest which he justly deserves. During his absence we 
entered ourselves for the Herne Bay. and Whitstable 
Carnivals and were even fortunate in gaining an award at 
the former. 

We are taking advantage of the light evenings to do 
outdoor training and take the carrier and other available 
vehicles out whenever we can. We hope this will aid 
recruiting in our three centres of Herne Bay, Whitstable 
and Faversham. 

"D" COMPANY 
As is only to be expected at this time of year there has 

been a distinct fallingoff in attendances on drill nights; 
a sort of seasonal "trade" recession. This, in turn, limits 
the field of newsworthy items and leaves only such 
subjects as th'e weather and similar uninspiring things to 
record. There is of course the Hythe Regatta! 

Our good friends and neighbours of 410 Coast Regiment, 
R.A. (T), are busy preparing for their Camp at the end 
of August; the circles tended to get smaller as every 
effort' was made to have things on topline for their 
"conversion". They will soon be taking their place 
alongside us as fullyfledged Buffs and their Camp will 
serve to put them in the picture about Infantry training. 

"S" COMPANY 
Although attendances at Drill nights show their expected 

seasonal decline, we have been surprisingly busy this 
month and have succeeded in doing quite , a bit of training 
in one way and another. A hectic weekend was, spent 
early in the month during the course of which we provided 
weapons and equipment and N.C.O.s for the "A" 
Company demonstration team at Margate and oh the 
Sunday took part in their Church Parade with Lieut. 
Turner. The Saturday afternoon demonstration for the 
Coast Regiment went off very well until we got the Light 
Programme on the minedetector and that was a little 
worrying! Sgt. Kay is at present at the conversion camp 
and if the weather there has been anything.like ours then 
he wifi not be enjoying himself one little bit. 

The news that Major Tilleard has now found a house 
in the Canterbury area means that we shall soon have a 
change of Company Commander and the prospects are 
that Major Cobb will take over so that he is in the new 
5th .Battalion area. Major Cobb will be no stranger to 
Deal and we hope Major Tilleard will enjoy himself as 
O.C. "C" Company when the time comes. 

 Congratulations to Lieut. Johnson on his impending 
iflarriage; we hope to see him as often as in' the past 
once he has his pass signed! ; 

It was with regret that news was received of the death 
of Captain Morgan's mother and he has our sympathy in 
such a sudden bereavement. Mrs. Morgan had the 
interest of the Battalion at heart and did a .lot of behind
thescenes work for our benefit. 

Buffs' Golfing S<5c®tY 
MRST arid; ToretrioM'Tori 
I the Golfing  Society ri&ge 
comes the sad rieW of tKe 

retirement of; Lieut.Col. J. 
Crookenden, tile'Secretary'arid 
Treasurer of the Golfing Society. 
A&'he explained in his report in 
last month's Dragon; Colonel 
Crookenden feels that the time 
has now come to hand: over 
these duties; l am; sure that all 

: members Of the: Society: will 
join me> in expressing our deep 

. regret that his recent spell? of 
illhealth has forced , him to this decision,; and 
at the same time would wish to record our deep 
gratitude to him for the<hard work* he has* put 
into the activities of the Society during the past 
ten years. Colonel Crpokenden took, over 
Secretary of the Societyrduring a lean period iq 
its history. Immediately after the; war ;T)iere 
were many prewar members who Had put away 
their golf clubs for good, and others with growing 
families who could no longer afford the time to 
play. The expense of golf after the war was 
discouraging younger players from joining the 
Society. And petrol rationing was an added 
deterarit to the servival of the Society/ f ; ... 

But in spite of all the difficulties; Colonel 
Crookenden by his energy and friendly interest 
in new members put the Society on its feet again? 
There were no longer the fifty or so players: of 
the prewar meetings. But the turnouts were 
good, arid steadily improved with the years, 
and I think that it is fair to claim that today 
there is no other Regimental Golfing Society 
with so large a membership, or with rso many 
meetings and matches as the Buffs Golfirig 
Society. 

Credit for this is undoubtedly: due to Colonel 
Crookenden, and while thanking him for the 
services that he has rendered to the Society, we 
would like to express the wish that his interest 
in . its activities will continue, and that we shall 
see him at many of our meetings in the future. 

A. word of gratitude is o^irig^toq, to ELrCpL 
John May for stepping into the:breach, > : 

AUTUMN MEETING AT RYE"/ J ? 
1ST AND 2ND SEPTEMBER ; 

At the wish of this year's Captain, the Autumn 
Meeting was held at Rye. What a happy choice 
this course turned out to be ! At the. annual 
general meeting, all were agreed that Rye, with 
its excellent greens and fairways, friendly 
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Regimental Gazette 
SECOND SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 

3RD AUGUST, 1956 
INFANTRY 

REGULAR ARMY 
THE BUFFS.—Capt. E. W. MacDonald (358333) to be 

Maj., 6th August, 1956. 
2nd Lt. R. Lea (437100) to be Lt., 6th August, 1956. 

TERRITORIAL ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 
THE BUFFS.—Capt. J. E. Rolo, M.C. (89782), having 

exceeded the age limit, ceases to belong to the T.A. Res. 
of Offrs., 8th August, 1956, and is granted the hon. rank 
of Maj. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 10TH 
AUGUST, 1956 

INFANTRY 
ARMY EMERGENCY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 

NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 
THE BUFFS.—2nd Lt. (Actg. Lt.) J. R. d'ArcyDawson 

(429508) to be Lt., 11th August, 1956, with seniority 3rd 
March, 1955. 

SECOND SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 
28TH AUGUST, 1956 

NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 
ROYAL ARMY MEDICAL CORPS.—Lt. A. MacG. Nisbet, 

M.B. (444399), to be Captain, 29th August, 1956; 

Past and Present 
Association 
Life Members 

1ST TO 31ST AUGUST, 1956 
H.Q. Roll.—2/Lieut. P. J. C. Hordern, 2/Lieut. P. 

Mallalieu, 2/Lieut. O. D. G. Prideaux, 2/Lieut. D. J. 
Galley. 

London Branch.—Mr. H. Lewis. 
Weald Branch.—Mr. E. Goodhew. 

* * * 

Annual Members 
H.Q. Roll.—2/Lieut. S. M. Boucher, 2/Lieut. J. J. 

White, Ptes. A. Dunipace, A. Stock, E. Ede, P. Wells, 
M Denby 

Canterbury Branch —Captain J A Usher 
* * * 

Donations 
Benevolent Fund 
Remembrance Sunday Service 
MiSs F Harley 

£ s d 
67 12 4 
1 1 0 

Grants 
The total grants from the Benevolent Fund and the 

World War 1939 Charitable Fund during the'month of 
August, 1956, are as follows:— 

£ s d 
Benevolent Fund 37 5 6 
World War 1939 Charitable Fund 9 14 0 

Ramsgate Branch 
Once again these notes commence on a topic of sadness 

for we have with regret to report the passing of the wife 
of Mr. G. Booth, the mother of our Secretary, and the 
mother of Capt. R. J. S. Morgan; to all these members 
and their families we offer our sincere sympathy. 

For the second year we have now held an August 
meeting and it has justified itself, about 40 members 
being present when Mr. Johnson, the Chairman, opened 
the meeting on 18th August, and he welcomed all officers 
and members. Owing to the Secretary's absence, Mr. 
Castle was roped in to deputise at the last moment, but 
from the reports received he did the job exceedingly well 
and the Branch meeting went off as usual. 

The Chairman reported to the meeting the result of the 
Remembrance Day activities and noted that we had a 
record number of members on parade. Mustering 34 
members to march to the Cathedral, plus a couple who 
were not well enough to march, this year we had to 
impress our ViceChairman's car as well as a double 
decker bus to get all our friends to Canterbury. Major 
H. J. Martin, M.B.E., took command of the Branch and 
eyeryone voted a very impressive service, and it was 
nice to have our 1st Battalion Band with us again and we 
are greatly indebted to the 1st Battalion for the splendid 
music we were fortunate enough to hear and march to 
on this occasion. I'm sure Mr. Sharpe must put in a lot 
of hard work to get such a band, a great credit to him 
and the Regiment. 

With lis on parade we had Bert Langley, who is 
hampered by his leg from getting about as he would like 
to, but he managed to make the parade; also we were 
very pleased to have an old 1st Battalion footballer, Len 
Sayer, late "C" Company (1930s); he is now a "Copper" 
in the Berkshire Constabulary and has a couple of other 
Buffs near him. It was nice to see you, Len, and hope 
we'll see some more of you. Others on parade were Basil 
Divers, Len Pain, Tubby Hergert, E. Griggs, Cliff George, 
Dick Atkins and many of our old regulars; as far as the 
Branch was concerned a very pleasing muster. The only 
complaints I've heard were about beer and food, but 
there, we have to find something to crib about, and it 
might as well be food as anything else. 

Several old friendships were renewed and in one we 
found a Branch member who now lives at Gillingham— 
Reg Home. In this way we are finding some of our 
members who we have been unable to trace, and it was a 
great pleasure to our Secretary to meet Sgt. Pullman of 
the 1st Battalion Band, who was the Boy Pullman who in 
Regimental History turned over the page in the Book of 
Life during a heavy raid on Canterbury, especially as the 
scene will be reenacted at the Ramsgate Festival of 
Remembrance in November, the part of Boy Pullman 
being taken by one of the Ramsgate Company of the 
Cadet Battalion. We would like to present Sgt. Pullman 
to his home town on that day, but we understand he will 
be in Germany by then. 

We have very regretfully had to cancel our proposed 
children's outing owing to lack of support from the 
children's parents. As no names were received by the 
dead line we had no numbers to work on and so had to 
abandon the idea and our thanks to those who were 
arranging the different parts of the day's activities. We 
are very sorry to have caused inconvenience, and hope 
perhaps next year to have a little more cooperation and 
put this party on. 

Our next item is the A.G.M. at which the two stooges, 
Mr. Johnson (Chairman) and Ben Hogben (Secretary), 
are appointed delegates, with two other members also 
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attending, and I understand there are others who wish 
to attend if there is sufficient room in the public gallery. 

This event will be followed by the Battle of Britain 
Parade on the Sunday at which the Branch will, I hope, 
be as well represented as at Canterbury. Then there 
comes the Fishing Competition on October 7th. I hope 
all branches have received their copy of rules and arrange
ments and will let us know soon how many members 
will be fishing; we hope for larger catches this year. 
Dick Atkins has been getting in a bit of practice, but 
hasn't caught much yet. We would like to know where 
he "hooked" the chocolates that were on the table at the 
Ladies' Guild meeting. 

I think this is about all for this month, so till next 
time, best wishes, Buffs, past and present. 

BEN. 
* * * 

Ladies' Guild 
The August meeting was held on the Friday before the 

Bank Holiday, and it is therefore most gratifying to 
report that we had a 90 % attendance. 

Business having been dealt with expediently, our 
Chairman, Miss Cayley, a St. John Ambulance Nursing 
Officer, gave a most interesting talk on her experiences, 
both grave and gay—the highlight being the details of 
her day at the Coronation. She gave us, too, the answers 
to all our First Aid problems whilst we enjoyed our cups 
of tea. 

We were very pleased that so many ladies of other 
Guilds made themselves known to us on Remembrance 
Sunday. The reunion following the Service was enjoyed 
by all our members, and some" of us were greatly amused 
to meet in person friends of our menfolk who had 
previously appeared to be fictitious characters in their 
reminiscences. 

Our Treasurer, Mrs. Hogben, was conducting a 
recruiting campaign en route to Canterbury and gained 
three new members whom we hope to welcome at our 
September meeting. * * * 

Folkestone Branch 
No notes from my pen last month. I have just glanced 

through the issue where they could have been and see 
that I am not alone in finding subject matter. Perhaps 
I should have said not finding it. One cannot make 
bricks from nothing. Mention of bricks reminds me thqt 
I did help make quite a large number many moons agb 
"on the banks of "—no the Euphrates. These were made 
of mud and straw* I think Moses had the recipe handed 
down to him from someone who should have seen that 
it had been preserved for use by a certain person living 
near the Nile now. Perhaps I should have kept this out, 
but I didn't enjoy the job any more than he would. They 
were used to build a wall around the Field Ambulance 
to keep out Arab bullets—and some bullets they were. 
But the wall did not carry a roof. That was in the past. 
Let's get back to the present. 

Remembrance Sunday was again a day of days. The 
parade and march to the Cathedral was really great. 
How kind the Band are to those of us who only do this 
once per annum. One of my friends remarked: "Gosh! 
I could have done that lot several times." I certainly 
cannot recall a more dignified and impressive service. 
The Kent Messenger report was no overstatement. 

I need not say how much we appreciated the music 
provided in the lunch tent. Aren't we fortunate to have 
had the use of this. 

Then the reunion. It really was, As usual "C" 
Company, 1 /5th, 191418 was well represented. To 
mention some who were together in 191718 (Augusts 
were warmer then), Geoff Bunn, Jack Cousens, Fred 
Green, "Buff" Hammond, Mac, Arch Excell, yours 
truly and several more. I wonder if Bill Stenning is still 
at Brighton. He would be some age now, I know. I seem 
to remember that Mac saw him some years ago. 

Bill was a great fellow to have around. Anyone who 
was in No. 9 Platoon will remember him sell. 

Our Branch was quite well represented on parade, 
and we were especially glad to have Arthur Orchard with 
us and of cpurse his pal Bill Page. Bill is another of the 
"C" Company lads, and in those days was our hair
dresser. At least that is what they are known as now. 
Then, any title did duty. Here let me say "thank you" 
to those who came with us, and a very special invitation 
to those who did not, to join us next year. 

It has just occurred to me that it was much warmer 
making those bricks than it is in August, 1956. 

Good night. 

Sittingbourne Branch 
MINUTES of the 249th meeting of the Past and Present 

Association of The Buffs held at the" T.A. Centre, Crown 
Quay Lane, Sittingbourne, on Friday, 3rd August, 1956. 
Colonel D. J. Dean, v.c., T.D., J.P., was, in the chair, 
supported^by Lieut.Col. J. E. Wills and twelve members 
were present. Minutes of the last meeting were read, 
passed and signed as a true record. 

FAREWELL PARTY.—The Chairman said that as a 
number of members expressed the wish to hold a Farewell 
Party before leaving the East Street Drill Hall, a com
mittee meeting was called and as we all knew now a very 
successful party was held. Many members expressed the 
opinion that it was one of the best parties we had ever 
held and hoped that more would be held in the future. 

CORRESPONDENCE.—Correspondence was read from the 
Secretary of the Association regarding the Annual General 
Meeting to be held at Canterbury on Saturday, September 
15th and asking that two representatives be nominated 
from the Branch. It was decided that one representative 
should be the Secretary and the other Mr. Russell. 

The committee at their last meeting agreed to the 
installation of a radiogram; but after some discussion it 
was proposed by Mr. Wigg and seconded by Mr. Croucher 
that a decision regarding this be postponed for three 
months. This was carried. 

CHILDREN'S PARTY.—The question of whether we 
should hold the usual Children's Party was brought up 
and after a short discussion in which the Chairman said 
that he hoped it would be possible to arrange a joint 
Children's Party consisting of Past and Present, Home 
Guard and 4th Buffs, it was unanimously agreed to hold 
one and the committee were requested to go into the 
matter. 

BOOBY was then drawn, giyen this month by Mr. Read 
and won by Colonel Dean, raising the sum of 8/. One 
member was also fined 6d. for having no badge. 

The meeting closed at 9 p.m. after the Chairman saying 
how pleased he was to see that so many had found their 
way to our new meeting place and hoped even more would 
attend in future. 
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HAVE THIS 

WONDERFUL GIFT BOX 
SEUTTD YOUR FRIEHDS AT HOME 

If you are serving in the forces overseas you can arrange 
through the N.A.A.F.I. for your friends at home to receive 
a box of delicious Cadbury's chocolates. This is just one of 
a special range of Export boxes not available in Britain but 
prepared specially for this offer under the CadburyFry 
Gift Parcel Scheme. Place your order now! 

CADBURYS CHOCOLATES 
  _ _ _ _  /  I V A A / T C A D B U R Y S  

CROSSE & BLACKWELL SOUPS 
(AH 20 different kinds) 

T H A T ' S  Y O U R G U A R A N T E E  O F G O O D N E S S  

D R I N K  M O R E  

v^6 

THE 

PERFECT 

THIRST

QUENCHER 

SUPPLEMENT 



The Following Firms Support Service Journals 
T H A N K  G O O D N E S S  
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Jamaica, 
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Rums sold under the Hudson's 
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America even before the des
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Prince Rupert, from a French 
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The Governor and Company 
of Adventurers of England 
Trading into Hudson's Bay 
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Ashford Branch 
Our meeting was held at the "Invicta", Godington 

Road, Ashford, on 4th August, 1956, at 19.15 hours. 
Mrj A. J. Mills, taking over his seat as. Chairman, and 

20 members being present. The Chairman opened the 
meeting by calling on the Secretary to read the minutes 
for the previous meeting, which were then signed. 

Correspondence was read and dealt with.' x 

Our two delegates for the A.G.M. are G. Skinner and 
A. Mills. 
. Final arrangements were made for the Remembrance 
Service. We are all looking forward to some real sunshine 
and a good reunion for everyone. Two coaches are 
taking our party, which includes ten members of the 
Weald Branch. 

It was decided that our Branch will attend the Old 
Contemptibles' Church Service on 2nd September, at 
6 p.m. Our Standard will be on parade, carried by our 
Bearer, G. Skinner, and his escort of B. Vant and W. 
Chapman. This service takes place at the Parish Church. 

With no other business the raffle and box collection 
was made. Thanks, B. Chapman, for attending to the 
raffle, whilst members gave in their names for the Darts 
and Crib Contest. 

We were pleased to see W. Mankelow back with us 
once again, who has been under the Doctor. 

B. Vant was amongst us all again, after being absent 
several times. I understand his wife woke him up for this 
meeting. (Well done.) The draw for the raffle was made 
Messrs. Coleman, Mabbs and Janes being the winners. 

The meeting closed at 2015 hours, after which several 
members tuned the dart board, and a game of crib was 
played, with plenty of watcherson. 

A.C.M. 

London Branch 
At the meeting on Saturday, July 21st, the attendance 

was about 35; quite a good number, really, with so 
many being on their holidays. Very pleased to be again 
in the company of Mr. and Mrs. Hewson. What a grand 
Buff, travelling from Bury St. Edmunds to be with us at 
the Tower Service, and turning up at the Branch meeting 
on the 21st. Pleased to* say they both look very fit. 
Attending for the first time and looking just the same, 
exSgt. Tiny Deverson, accompanied by his wife. Also 
Chelsea Pensioner Mr. Keeble. After being introduced 
to all members Mr. Hewson gave us a few words which 
we all appreciated, and Tiny was soon roped in. Round 
his table I saw Jim Redman, Les King, Billy Hudd, Bert 
Perry, Turbi Watts, Jack Hammond, Bill Coveney. What 
a crowd. 

Also in attendance, George Cobb, Lieut. Grant, Mr. 
Priest, Bill Houghton, Mr. Cousens and many more. 

I am very pleased to say that our Social Committee are 
really getting down to a real schedule, trying something 
new in putting on a Disc Show or a Record Round Up, 
so here it is, lads, a couple of real good hours. What 
about you younger chaps coming along. Jazz, jive, trad., 
old tyme dancing/yes, and Knees up Mother Brown. You 
can get it all at the Prince Alfred any third Saturday of 
any month, so turn up, bring the family or girl friend. 

On Sunday, July 22nd, about 45 members of the 
London Branch paraded outside the Tower of London, 
under Capt. Emery. With standard flying, and smartly 
carried by Mr. Haslett, we marched in the Tower to the 

Chapel Royal. There in this lovely little Chapel lies the 
London Branch Book of Remembrance, standing on a 
Lectern under the old Punnier Colours of the Buffs. Qn' 
this occasion it was quite a fitting thing to have with us 
attending their first Church Parade, 60 young National 
Service men of the Royal Fusiliers. The sermon by the 
Rev. La Porte Payne was of great interest, to learn how 
this Regiment and the Buffs have been closely connected 
with each other in war and peace. During the Service the 
names of our members whohave passed op during the 
last year were read out by the Padre. Then their names 
are entered in the Book. The names this year being Major 
J. E. Enright, Tpr. Brown, Pte. J. Orgar, Sgt. Cole, Pte. 
E. Warren.. ' 

I must on behalf of the members of the London Branch 
say many thanks to Colonel Cremer, Colopel and Mrs. 
Argles, Colonel and Mrs. Beevor, Brigadier and Mrs. 
Foster Hall, to the Secretary and Mr. Peacock of the 
Brighton Branch, for coming along to hel{5 us to make 
this Service more great. 

Very pleased to say that George Hardwick is now out 
of hospital but has still got to take things Very easy. A 
great chap is George, as you chaps who were in the 141 
should know. So let's all wish him a speedy recovery 
back to the best of health. 

H.J.S. 

At the meeting held oh Saturday, August 18th, the 
attendance was around the 35 mark. This was a good 
attendance as it was raining heavily nearly all day. The 
weather, however, did not stop Joe Goss from bringing 
his gramophone along for a record show. This makes a 
very good night for all of us, so come along and bring 
your records for a good night on Saturday, September 
15th, at the Prince Alfred, Tufton Street. 

The members met Mr. Brinkley, Holding Battalion, and 
also Mr. H. Lewis, 1st, for the first time. I must say Mr. 
Brinkley soon settled down and finished up with a nice 
bag of groceries, raffle prize. We hope to see them many 
times in the future. 

I am very pleased to say that George Hardwick is still 
on the up grade regarding health. It will"be very nice to 
have him back with us again. 

The meeting was full of interest, some lengthy arguments 
taking place, all for the good of the, Branch. Mr. Goss 
gave us the latest information about the dinner and dance; 
all members wished him success in his first venture. 

It was very nice to have Mr. Collins with us again; 
also, looking around the room, I noticed Mr. Cobb, Mr. 
Everitt, Mr. A. E. Hart, Mr. Martin, Billy Hudd, Bert 
Perry, Taffy Williams, Bill Crooknorth, Mr. Priest* and 
many more. The meeting came to a close, the ladies were 
asked up, and Joe Goss started with his record show; 
and everyone had a pleasant evening. 

On August 12th at about 8.30 a.m., two coaches with 
members of the London Branch started on their journey 
to Canterbury. The sun was shining brightly and that 
put us in good spirits. Arriving at our destination in 
time to fall in for the parade, we were greeted by a 
wonderful sight. Those lovely old colours and their grand 
escort, headed by the Band of the 1st Battalion. As the 
Past members, falling in behind, marched down St. 
Martin's Hill, it made one feel proud to belong to this 
Regiment. The Service was wonderful* and when the 
Old Colours were carried down slowly to their last resting 
place, we were greatly moved. It must have been nice for 
chaps who had the honour to be on parade when they were 
presented to the 2nd. Battalion and then to see them laid 
up years later. 
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The Service over, we matched back, the Deputy Colonel 
taking the salute: Then affer being dismissed at Longport, 
we made our way back to the Barracks for a gettogether; 
and What a gettogether it was;" We all had a very, good 
time. , '  ... ; 

The London Branch thank all the officers, R.S.M. and 
N.GO.s who made the afternoon go off .with suph 
smoothness. . . * 

And so another Canterbury Sunday passes by, but riot 
to be forgotten, I am sure. 

Members of the London Branph. wish to thank Mr. 
Reckitts for hard work which he put in 'for the;laying oh 
of the coaches, and also the way he looked after us." . 

HJ.S. 

Ladies' Guild 
Members will be glad to learn that Mrs. Streeten is now 

rriaking a little progress towards recovery from the very 
serious, illness which her granddaughter reported to us 
at our last meeting. Two visits have been, paid to Mrs. 
Stredten by Guild members, and they have conveyed to 
her loving thoughts and sincere wishes for a speedy 
recovery from all members, and have taken along some 
flowers to brighten her sick room. The latest report, 
however, is that Mrs. Streeten ls stiff very, very frail; 
towards the end of July she was allowed out of bed for 
the first time, and she can only take two or three steps at 
a time with someone beside her for support. Readers will 
be glad/to know that, although she is so very ill, Mrs. 
Streeten is in good heart and her spirits are high; this 
state of affairs is undoubtedly brought about by the 
devotion and great love with which she is tended at all 
times by her family. 

Mrs. Austin has written to thank members for their 
good wishes to her;, she hopes to be able to get along to a 
Guild Meeting one day when she is in town. 

Notes of the meeting of the Ladies' Guild held on 
Saturday, 1st September, 1956. 

Notes of the previous meeting were read and signed in 
the usual way. 

The Chairman announced that Mrs. Keown wished to 
be remembered to all friends known to her, and that 
Miss Evans wanted very sincerely to thank all the Guild 
members who had telephoned or written to her since her 
accident at Canterbury. She says she is now quite 
recovered, and as pretty as a picture again! 

Congratulations had been sent to the Ramsgate Branch 
Secretary on the formation of the Ladies' Guild there. 
Mrs. Coombs had written acknowledging baby Sylvia's 
Christening present, and Mrs. Tucker had sent a letter 
of apology for her absence ori holiday. 

It was proposed that letters of thanks should be sent 
to Mr. Ricketts for arranging the transport and luncheon 
and to the drivers of the coaches for their kind attention 
throughout the journey, in connection with the visit to 
Canterbury for Remembrance Sunday on 12th August. 

Raffle prizes from Mrs. Annan, Mrs. Waters, and The 
Folks at the Corner Table realised a total of 17/5. As 
this sum was insufficient to pay the rental of the room 
for the evening, Mr. Cobb very kindly added enough to 
cover the deficiency. 

Sandwich Branch 
The General Monthly Meeting was held at fhe Drill 

Hall on Wednesday, August 1st, at 8 p.m. Major F. W, 
Tomlinson presided and ten members were present. 
The Chairman welcomed to the meeting Mr. A. Baker, 

 a member of the London Branch. 
The meeting opened with the usual moment's silence 

when the Chairman asked those present that they might 
Sympathise with our member, Mr. W. Wanstall, who 
had recently lost his wife. 

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and 
confirmed. 

Apologies were received from our ViceChairman, 
Lieut.Col. N. S. Hart, Captain R. J. S. Morgan and 
Messrs. W. Spicer, A. Elvery, J. Field, A. Bundock and 
E. Harrimond. 

SICK MEMBERS. The Chairman reported having been 
successful in arranging with the doctor for transport to 

 convey Mr. Sinclair to Marden for his convalescence, 
which, we hope, will soon make him A.l again. 

The Chairman also reported having represented the 
Branch at a meeting held at the Guild Hall on Friday, 
27th July, for the Polio Research Campaign and that he 
had accepted the office of Hon. Secretary for the Local 
Committee. 

The Hon. Secretary reported on the meeting of the 
Community Council, held at the Guild Hall on Friday, 
27th July. The Branch had been asked to undertake to 
run two sideshows at the Riverside Fete, the Darts and 
the Bowling for £1. Mr. C. Willis and Mr. A. Beecham 
volunteered to run the Darts and Mr. A. Ledner and the 
Hon. Secretary the Bowling. 

REGIMENTAL "AT HOME".—The Chairman, Major 
F. W. Tomlinson, the ViceChairman, Lieut.Col. N. S. 
Hart, and about six members represented the Branch at 
the Depot on Thursday, July 26th, where we understand 
they had a most enjoyable afternoon. 

VISIT TO FOLKESTONE V.C. MEMORIAL GARDENS.—It 
was agreed to visit Folkestone, on Sunday evening, 26th 
August, subject to coaches being available. 

CAVES GUIDE VACANCY.—The Hon. Secretary reported 
that he had been notified of & vacancy for a guide at 
Eastry Caves, for preference a retired person who was 
nimble on his feet, owing to the number of steps in the 
caves. The wages and hours of work to be arranged with 
the applicant. Tips would be allowed. Apply to Mr. 
J. Gardener, The Caves, Eastry, Sandwich. 

On Sunday, August 12th, some sixty members and 
ladies journeyed to the Depot for the Remembrance 
Service and Reunion, 28 members being present on 
parade, under our Chairman, Major F. W. Tomlinson, 
plus three members from Deal, and a small force from 
the Faversham Branch, who we were very pleased to 
have join us. We were most fortunate in having a fine 
day, which means such a lot to us all, but in particular to 
all those who have to organize our day, and how good it 
was to hear, and march behind, our own Band again. 
(What a pity the B.B.C. doesn't find time for a little more 
Military music these days.) The service was most im
pressive, and the Beating of Retreat was a wonderful 
show. Six o'clock came all too soon for our departure, 
after a most enjoyable day, and to all those who took 
part in making Our Day such a success, please accept our 
deep appreciation and thanks. 

' 5113. 
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Canterbury Branch 
August in Canterbury is normally associated with 

festival and Regimental activity but this month we seem 
to have surpassed our usual standard and I attribute 
this generally to the presence of the Regimental Band at 
so many of the functions. In their martial rdle of military 
performance at the Carnival Display, Regimental "At 
Home", Canterbury Cricket Week and the Annual 
Remembrance Service (of which more anon), they have 
earnt much local commendation for musical talent and 
military turnout. Similarly with their Dance and Social 
activities they have done much to make Canterbury and 
District "Buff" conscious once again. 

The major event of the month was of course the Laying
Up of the 2nd Battalion Colours and Annual Remem
brance Service. Realizing that detailed descriptions will 
appear elsewhere in the Journal, I will confine myself to 
the local aspect only. Although only 28 originally in
dicated their intention of being on parade, our Secretary 
found this number was doubled on the actual parade 
which of course was a good boost for the Club, but a bit 
hard on the organizers. Our average age was well of the 
"Old Brigade", but outstanding even in this vintage was 
our Chitral hero, Mr. George Thornby, who marched 
with the contingent. Our Deputy Colonel, Brig. J. G. 
Nicholson, C.B.E., isolated this old soldier for an especial 
commendation for this effort. Once again our President 
and ViceChairman honoured us with their personal 
attendance on the parade, whilst our Chairman took 
upon the role of seating and collecting arrangements at 
the Cathedral itself. 

An impressive service enhanced by the additional 
military pageantry of the young soldiers from the Depot 
skilfully and proudly performing their task of Colour 
duties, and the splendid musical rendering of the Service 
by the Band under their very capable Bandmaster, Mr. 
Sharpe; truly he upholds Messrs. Elvin and Hewitt's fame. 

For such a wellorganized Service and subsequent 
events of the day we thank most heartily the O.C. Depot, 
Major D. Montgomery, Cols. Knocker and Argles and 
R.S.M. White. Within our own ranks we were pleased 
to appreciate the "many behind the scenes" efforts of our 
Chairman, and Ernie Chambers too deserves a word of 
thanks for his hard work on the secretarial side—a task 
calling for much tact and understanding. Also, too, 
I would like to thank Mr. Kidder, Senior, and Mr. 
Philpot and Mr. Kidder, Junior, for undertaking the 
rdle of Standard Bearer and Escort respectively and last, 
but not least, all the members who supported our parade 
contingent. 

It is surprising how topical news can bring about 
memories of notable Regimental events. I refer to the 
alleged incursion by Chinese through the W.A. States 
into Burmese territory. In November, 1935, this area was 
the subject of a demarcation Boundary Commission, and 
the 1st Battalion detachment under the then Lieut. F. W. B. 
Parry were part of the main escort for this historical task! 
George Chapman at the Depot here could give an inter
esting talk and methinks we will try to rope him in one 
of these nights. I was only a "Base" wallah clothing and 
equipping the brutes, but my battles with the Indian 
Auditors afterwards would fill several pages with humour. 
A real batch of Shylocks, if you like. 

We were pleased to have Col. Argles amongst us on 
the night of 24th August and Cols. Knocker, King and 
Evans were amongst our thirty odd members who 
patronized this pleasant meeting. Our numbers may not 
be impressive yet we keep fairly constant and seem to 
produce a convivial atmosphere. 

Our Chairman welcomed Capt. Blackwell, the Assistant 
Curator at the Depot Museum, and disposed of the 
business side of things with his usual bonhomie. Capt. 
Read and our other two pre1900 enlistments were in 
attendance again and we appreciate this display of 
Regimental kinsmanship. 

Our Chairman amplified the loss of Curly Watson, 
whose sad departure was briefly touched upon in our 
last month's notes and stated that a wreath had been 
provided by the Branch. George Mould represented the 
members and rightly so for he was a constant visitor to 
poor old Curly throughout his period of illness. 

The disposal of Carnival draw tickets reflected credit
ably on the few who tackled this task, with special com
mendation for Mr. Rennels and his untiring efforts. 

Provisional arrangements were made to entertain the 
Ladies' Branch to a Social evening sometime in October 
and Mr. White very kindly offered us facilities at Howe 
Barracks for this "bun fight". 

BABU. 
* * * 

WHO'S WHO AT THE CANTERBURY BRANCH 
No. 15—MR. FREELOVE 

If I start off by telling my readers that the nickname 
of our notability for this month is "Darky", I feel he 
will be placed by a good number of old Buffs without 
delay. 

Darky has done a fair amount of globe trotting with 
the Regiment throughout his 24 years' service, which 
commenced on 25th August, 1915. After a short spell 
with the 3rd (Militia) Battalion, Darky found himself in 
France with the 8th Battalion which was part of the 
24th Division. The Battalion received its baptism of 
fire at Loos with great losses and casualties and un
fortunately Darky was one of those that went "into the 
bag". This entailed an involuntary period of residence 
in Germany and at the conclusion of hostilities he was 
repatriated home through Denmark. 

He served at the Depot again until posting to 2nd 
Battalion where he completed the AldershotBordon 
tour and subsequently was posted to the 1st Battalion, 
completing the BurmaIndia tour of that Battalion over 
the years 1931 to 1938. 

His general employment during his soldiering has 
been Company and Sergeants' Mess cook, and his 
military courses have included Cookery and Butchery. 

Darky was a member of the representative contingent 
that attended the ceremony of the Coronation of the late 
King George VI and holds the medal for this occasion. 

Mr. Freelove attends the meetings with frequency (and 
more often than not brings his wife along too, to help 
boost our numbers) where he appears to enjoy an ale, 
a smoke and thrashing weaklings at the Dart Board. 

He has never gone far away from the Depot for his 
present employment brings him in contact with the 
Depot Q.M. Staff almost daily. In actual fact he works 
with another loyal Buff at the Barrack Stores in Sturry 
Road—Mob Stores to the older generation—and he lives 
but a few yards from the New Infantry Barracks. 

BABU. 
* * * 

Ladies' Guild 
Our meeting for September was the smallest so far, 

only thirteen members assembling for what may be our 
last in Howe Barracks. Colonel Hews has kindly placed 
a room at our disposal in the St. Peter's Lane Drill Hall, 
for which we are most grateful and it is hoped the more 
central position will result in greater numbers attending. 
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Owing to the absence, on leave, of Mrs. Watts, our 
Chairman, Mrs. Guy Lee kindly occupied the Chair 
and we are grateful to her for so doing and also providing 
the cards for a successful Beetle Drive. We hope Mrs. 
Watts will have a most enjoyable holiday. 

The meeting gratefully accepted the kind invitation of 
the Men's Branch to a Social Evening, provisionally fixed 
for Saturday, 20th October, in the Sergeants' Mess, 
Howe Barracks. As soon as definite plans are made 
members will be notified by letter. 

Mrs. Evans was thanked for arranging the Committee 
meeting at her home. 

Mrs. Halleday was proposed and agreed to organise 
the tea arrangements at our meetings for which we are 
grateful. We thank those members who so ably arranged 
tea at the meeting and Mrs. Lane for her gift of tea. 

In view of the change of meeting place it was agreed 
that future meetings would start at the old time of 3 p.m. 
to enable members from Howe Barracks to arrive in time. 

Despite the small numbers we had one table of whist 
and two tables for the beetle drive, which caused much 
amusement. 

We were delighted to welcome Mrs. Day after her six 
weeks' holiday in Germany. 

The usual football sweep was won by Mrs. White, 
whilst Mrs. Freelove emerged the winner of the beetle 
drive. 

FREV. 
* * * 

Medway Branch 
A very nice Sunday, 12th August, thanks to the time 

given and the trouble taken by the organisers. The 
service in the Cathedral, I thought, was most impressive— 
the Band, as usual, was superb—1 have, however, to admit 
to admiring something which could not be seen in detail 
by all in attendance, and that was the action of the 
Colour Party whilst in the Cathedral. I hope that this 
little note of appreciation may come to the Party's notice 
so that its members will know that its excellence did not 
go unobserved. 

Back at Howe Barracks it took some time to collect 
one's lunch, both solid and liquid, but it was very enjoy
able to eat it, picnic style, on the lawn with a nice warm 
sun overhead. 

I have yet to decide whether it is better to amble round 
in the crowd in an endeavour to meet a maximum number 
of old friends or whether it is best to station oneself in 
one spot in the hope that all, or most of them, will 
eventually pass. I kept to one position and duly con
tacted many with whom it was a pleasure to have a little 
chat. I received a kind invitation to tea in quarters 
(which I was only too pleased to accept) and immediately 
afterwards saw the Band beat Retreat with great precision 
and smartness. It was a performance which did great 
credit to the Bandmaster and his DrumMajor. 

And so to the homeward journey. As usual we broke 
our trip for light refreshment. The house on which we 
called was strange to most of us but the host, who made 
us very welcome, had whelks and other sea food on the 
menu. Some partook boldly of such diet, some timidly 
and some only took notice (with many grimaces). One 
member swore that stimulated by the ale he had already 
consumed, they had been resurrected—with dire results. 

We arrived home at quite a reasonable time having 
enjoyed an excellent day out. But all the jollity and the 
pomp, all the happy meetings and natterings, did not cause 

us to forget the original purpose of our journey—to do
honour to our comrades who had fallen on the field whea 
giving service to their country—and this we did, and will 
continue to do, with humble hearts. 

Our Branch meeting, held on Saturday, 18th August,, 
was very poorly attended. It was a pity our Standard 
Bearer was not present because we wished to tell him 
how smart we thought he was when he carried out his 
duties on THE Sunday. As there was sufficient members 
to make a quorum the necessary business was discharged. 

Messrs. Stewart and Rodgers were elected to represent 
the Branch at the Association Annual General Meeting 
on 15th September. As the Branch meets on the same 
date it will not get a report of the A.G.M. until the 
October meeting. 

The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment celebrates 
its 200th anniversary next year. The West Kent Towns 
are joining to present a set of Silver Trumpets (I think 
this must be bugles) to the regiment and we have been 
invited to participate, which we are pleased to do. 

The local Branch of the Old Comrades' Association 
held its annual service on Sunday, 26th August, but the 
notification was received by our secretary, Mr. Brand, too 
late to let members know in time for them to attend had 
they so desired. 

The British Legion (local branches) is holding its 
annual Festival of Remembrance at the Empire Theatre, 
Chatham, on Sunday, 18th November. This year there 
is to be a charge of 2/6 and 1/6 for admission. 

Some of my friends who know that I write these notes 
have pulled my leg about my building and decorating 
proclivities. They may now like to know that my activities, 
mentioned in recent issues of The Dragon, are drawing to 
a successful (sic) conclusion. A spot more paint, a few 
more screws, and little more sand and cement and the 
whole job will be done, and my hands, which recently 
have felt as if they were covered in coarse sandpaper, will 
be able to get back to normal. 

Sai wata rana, you old Buffs. 

* * * 

Herne Bay Branch 
At our meeting on 13th August 17 members turned up 

and we had a number of remarks of meetings with old 
friends at the Service of Remembrance on the 12th, 
where we had 17 members on parade. This, I think, is a 
good average for our Branch. 

Everyone seems to have enjoyed the day and were full 
of praise for the arrangements for the same. 

I wonder how many old days were recalled at the bar 
during the hours it was opened, with the added pleasure 
of the Band playing. 

Our main job at the meeting was to decide the final 
arrangements for our annual outing to take place on 2nd 
September with a trip to Westminster and then by river 
to Hampton, returning to Herne Bay via Chessingtom 
We hope it will be FINE. 

We are sorry to report the death of one of our oldest 
members, Mr. Harry May, remembered by a good many 
who took part in the South Africa War. Harry never 
forgot the Regiment in which he served and until later 
years was always present at the Remembrance Service 
and the Old Fourth Battalion reunion dinners. 

Also we have had Mr. J. Birch in hospital, but are 
pleased to report that he has now recovered enough to> 
be out and take on a light job; also Mr. F. Spratt 
(Winkle) is attending hospital for treatment, we hope it 
will not be long before we have his smiling face back 
along with us. 
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Our Chairman seems to be as busy as ever with his 
pigeons, but surely when one is waiting for their return 
from a race to clock them in, it is not the place to sit in 
an armchair out of the wind and in what sun there is 
available and go to sleep; perhaps some other member 
may give us advice on this matter (expert if possible). 

Mr. Stannard has returned from his holiday in Brighton 
looking fit and well. 

Our Sid (Mr. Packman) is practicing hard for the 
forthcoming interzone cricket match (SouthEastern Gas 
Board) which is to be played on Sunday, 2nd September, 
therefore causing him to miss our outing. 

Our President, Major J. Iggulden, took part in the 
Herne Bay Carnival with others and put on "Tour of 
Herne Bay" for which they won 1st Prize. 

Brighton Branch 

BY APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN 
GOLDSMITHS & CROWN JEWELLERS 

The Badge of your Regiment 

First I must apologise to the Branch for not sending 
any notes last month, so I will try and submit a brief 
summary now to cover both meetings. 

We all enjoyed our visit to Canterbury on Remembrance 
Sunday. I'm sure the service will long remain in our 
memories. We were very glad our oldest member, Mr. 
Dray, managed the trip (with Doctor's permission) and 
to see his old pals all chatting to him, for Jimmy is 
really one of the Old Brigade. What a pleasure it is to 
listen to him telling of Army life in his younger days. We 
certainly miss him at our meetings, which, unfortunately, 
he cannot manage very often these days, but we all know 
when he does feel well enough he'll be on parade. 

Our old member and pal Charlie Guest caught the 
first bus, after calling "Time, Gentlemen",, to come and 
see as many of us as he could, while we were at Canterbury. 
He says several Buffs, past and present, have popped in 
and had a pint when passing by the Coach and Horses, 
Harbledown, of which he is "Mine Host". We were 
very sorry it isn't on the Brighton Road, so we would 
have been able to sample some of his "Fruit Juices"'. 
Certainly looks as if the Kent air and hops are suiting 
Charlie, for we've never seen him looking so well. 

The Band paid a weekend visit to Brighton. Oh! how 
the weather let us down, but still, we did manage to give 
good support from the Branch during the Sunday after
noon performance. What great pleasure it is to listen to 
our own Regimental Band. They certainly played very 
well. Our only regret is, we cannot supply a much better 
Bandstand. (Ssh!! enough said.) Of course we take 
great interest in the Band, as one of our members has a 
son following his footsteps. I expect a good many can 
remember Joe Richards. 

I had a very pleasant surprise on returning home from 
my holiday to find our exChairman, Major R. J. 
Robertson, and Mrs. Robertson and family had returned 
home from Nigeria. (How we wish they could have 
brought that lovely warm weather home with them.) It 
was very nice to see both Major and Mrs. Robertson at 
our meeting, which was a "Hello again" and "Bon Voyage" 
night, as we also wished Major Milton farewell; he is 
by now on the high seas, sunbathing, we hope! 

We should like to thank our very good friend Bert 
Tester for the "Special Prize" he gave for our raffle, also 
Mr. Peacock for all he did to make it such a success. 

I think that just about covers all our news, except we'd 
like a few absentees to turn up at the next meeting. The 
holiday season is over, so no excuses. 

Best wishes to all Branches. 
W.A.K. 

GARRARD & CO. LTD. 
(formerly The Goldsmiths 
Silversmiths Company Ltd.) have 
for many years specialised 
in the production of 
badge jewellery. 

The Buffs 
Gold and Enamel 
Home 17 10 0 
Export £5 15 0 

Here is illustrated the badge 
of your Regiment, 
fashioned into a brooch, and 
produced in gold and enamel. 
If desired, these very attractive 
brooches can be set with 
diamonds or other precious stones 
for which designs and estimates 
are submitted without charge, 
Great care is taken to ensure 
correctness of detail, and expert 
workmanship is assured. 

GARRARD & CO. LTD. 
Crown Jewellers 
formerly THE GOLDSMITHS & 
SILVERSMITHS COMPANY LTD. 

112 REGENT STREET  LONDON  W. 
TELEPHONE: REGENT 3021 
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T H E  D R A G O N  
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# If YOU have a friend who served in The Buffs and who 
* fr is not a Member of the Past and Present Association, please 

enlist hir 
Dragon". 

# 

Regimental Ties 12/ each and Motor Car Badges £1 7s; 6d. 
each may be obtained from:— 

The Secretary 
Past and Present Association The Buffs 

Depot The Buffs 
Canterbury 

We ask for Your Support and that of your Friends. 

& 

Vr 
* 

>4 <£4* 
# enlist him without delay and make him a subscriber to "The & 

# 
* 

* 
4^ 

* 

* 

* f * # 
* * 
* f *  — — #  * _ * * * £ * 

# 
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KNOWN IN KENT 
SINCE WATERLOO 

WESSON 

Have YOU — 
a Printing Problem ? 

then Solve it by ringing 

C A N T E R B U R Y  -  2 1 0 7  

or by visiting the offices of 

GIBBS & SONS 
1 6  O R A N G E  S T R E E T  

CANTERBURY 

c7 tradiUon Pfwouf/fmt SkJ&iffm 

S A C C O N E  &  S P E E D .  L T D  
32 SACKV1LLE ST. Ufa LONDON. W.I. 

1ST. ^ 1839 
TRADING THROUGHOUT THE WORLD 

Beaneys — 
THE BUTCHERS FOR THE 

GARRISON SINCE 1921 
(EXBUFF) 

You'll find us in Military Road 
— 23 bus passes the door — 

F. R. Beaney 
22a MILITARY ROAD, CANTERBURY 

TELEPHONE 2827 

AT YOUR SERVICE AT ALL TIMES 
FOR 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

Lambert Weston & Son Ltd 
106 Sandgate Road 

Tel. 3037 FOLKESTONE 
Specialists in — 

Portraiture  Commercial  Press 
Military Photography 
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J. H. & J. BROOKE, Ltd. 
IMPORTERS AND BOTTLERS OF FINE WINES 

By Appointment^ FOR OVER ISO YEARS 

To H.M. Queen Elizabeth II 

Wine Merchants 
LONDON 

27 CLEMENTS LANE, E.C.4 
T e l e p h o n e :  M A N s i o n  H o u s e .  5 3 0 1  ( 2  l i n e s )  &  7 0 9 7  

FOLKESTONE 
134 SANDGATE ROAD 
T e l e p h o n e :  F o l k e s t o n e  3 1 2 3  ( 2  l i n e s )  

H Y T H E , K E N T  
78 HIGH STREET 
T e l e p h o n e :  6 6 3 0 1  

Delivery by our own vans in London, Folkestone, 
Hythe, and many parts of the Home Counties. 

Regimental Histories of The Buffs 
The following Histories may be obtained from the Administration 
Officer, Depot The Buffs, New Infantry Barracks, Canterbury 

HISTORICAL RECORDS OF THE BUFFS 
1572—1704 

by H. R. KNIGHT 
Out of print. Second hand copies available from time to time 

1704—1814 and 1814—1914 
by C. R. B. KNIGHT 

In Two Parts  £1 Is. 3d. Post free 

1919—1948 
by C. R. B. KNIGHT 

£1 5s. Post free 

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE BUFFS 
by E. FOSTER HALL 

Revised edition  2/6 Post free 

"DRUMS AND DRUMMERS" 
by G. R. HOWE 

Price 2/2 Post free 

for 
UNIFORM 

Quality Tailored 

Garments 

Reasonable Prices 

Facilities for Payment 

Send for Illustrated 
Brochure 

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS, LONDON, W.C.2 
Telephone: TEMple Bar 1814 

OUR REPRESENTATIVES VISIT ALL DEPOTS 

Branches: Alder shot, Amesbury, Bournemouth, Camberley, Cam
bridge, Chester, Exeter, Folkestone, Newark, Oxford, Isle of Man, 

Redruth, Richmond (Yorks). 

PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN BY GIBBS AND SONS ORANGE STREET CANTERBURY 
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CONWAY WILLIAMS 
T H E  M A Y F A I R  T A I L O R  

48 BROOK ST., MAYFAIR, LONDON, W.l. 
(Opposite Claridge's Hotel) 

AND 

3 9  L O N D O N  R O A D ,  G A M B E R L E Y  

Morning and Evening Wear, Court and Military Dress for all occasions 
Hunting, Sports and Lounge Kits 

All Cloths cut by expert West End Cutters and made exclusively by hand 
in our Mayfair Workshops by the Best English Tailors 

REGIMENTAL TAILORS TO THE BUFFS 

Telephones: Telegrams 
Mayfair 0945—Camberley 498 "Militaila Wesdo, London" 

—  " P h o t o g r a p h s "  —  
C A N T E R B U R Y  

Phone  3637  

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING 

Military Portraits 
PICTURE FRAMING 

WHETHER IT'S 
STATIONERY, BOOKS, OFFICE 
FURNITURE, TYPEWRITERS, 
LEATHER OR FANCY GOODS 

GET IT AT 

39/40 HIGH STREET  CANTERBURY 

Castings for Industry 

Wellknown in the shipbuilding, 

aircraft and other industries, STONE'S 

castings are also supplied to general 

engineering firms — for whom an 

excellent service exists. Castings of 

all descriptions — in brass, bronze, 

and aluminium and magnesium alloys 

— are produced under laboratory 

control, with full machining facilities 

available if required. 

J. STONE & CO. (CHARLTON) LTD. 
Main Works Branch Works 

WOOLWICH ROAD, S.E.7. THE CANAL, GRAVESEND 
(Greenwich 3277) (Gravesend 5247) 



THE BUFFS (Royal East Kent Regiment) 
ColonelinChief: His Majesty Frederik IX, K.G., King of Denmark 

Colonel: MajorGeneral V. Boucher, C.B., C.B.E. 
Deputy Colonel: Brigadier J. G. Nicholson, C.B.E. 

Grace, H. R. 
Lewis, P. J. . 

LIEUTENANTCOLONELS 
... O.C., 1st Bn. 
... M.A., Copenhagen. 

Bailey, N. T. 
Edlmann, E. L. C., M.C. ... 
Yates, G. H. A 
Horley, B. M. 
May, J. F., M.B.E.... 
Ravenhill, R. A. C. 
Plumptre, P. B., M.B.E. 
Dendy, R. H. 
Majendie, A. E. 
Lucas, J. P. ... 
Norris, N. F. H. C. 
Crichton, R. F., M.C. 
McGrath, B., M.C 
Gay, A. W. ... 
Montgomery, D 
Morgan, F. de R., M.C. ... 
Poulsen, N. D., M.B.E. 
Cox, E. G., M.C 
Critchley, L. P., M.B.E. 
Worts, J. B., M.C 
Court, D. N. 
GordonWilson, N. F., M.B.E. 

Nash, J. P 
ffrench Blake, M. A. O'B— 
Iliffe, R. O 
Hadshar, G. 
Dunglinson, W. G. H. 
Barrett, D. P. R. 
Dent, J. E 
MacDonald, E. W— 

Semmence, R. G. H. 
Peckham, A. D. 
Squire, S. J., M.B.E. 
Thorneycroft, F. E. 

MAJORS 

Leave, U.K. 
2 IC Chief Instructor Inf. Boys' Bn. 
Bde. H.Q., Cyprus 
H.Q. Northag. 
T/Lt.Col., Ministry of Supply. 
4th Bn. 
6 Travelling Wing. 
1st Bn. 
D.A.A.G. Colonial Office. 
H.Q., E. Africa. 
G.S.O. 2, 54 E.A. Div. (T.A.) 
5 Nigeria Regt. 
1st Bn. 
23 K.A.R. 
O.C. Depot. 
Leave, U.K. 
H.Q., Cyprus. 
1st Bn. 
5th Bn. 
1st Bn. 
H.C.B.D. 
G.S.O.2, Special Staff to H.E. Governor 

of Cyprus. 
G.S.O. 2, M.I.3, War Office. 
27 Bde., Hong Kong. 
2 Malay Regt. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
H.Q., 91 Lorried Inf. Bde., B.A.O.R. 
4 KA.R. 
Staff College, Canada. 

CAPTAINS 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn 
1st Bn. 
Depot. 

Willows, D. A. 
Wilson, P. F., D.F.C. 
Hamilton, C. M. 
Gatehouse, H. R. ... 
Griffin, C. J. 
Webber, J. W. 
Pirn, A. H. E. 
StratfordTuke, R. A. F. 
Brigstocke, W. F. ... 
French, B. G. J. 
Lees, H. D. ... 
Grugeon, J. D. 
Mullins, G. O. 
West, C. T. F. 

Minto, I. G. 
Ward, M. W. 
Dracopoli, M. P. St. F. 

Tennent, H. C. L. ... 
Pilcher, R. A. 
Davison, J. H. 
Baker, R. W. M. 
RymerJones, J. A. 
Edgecombe, G. J. B. 
Lunn, J. M. ... 
Shephard, J. N. 
Lea, R. 

Williams, R. T. P. 
Reid, J. D. W 
Dewar, C. M. C. 
Boucher, S. M. 
White, J. J. ... 
Fox, J. L. M. 

Watts, E. H. F. 
Kille, W. E. ... 
Catt, A. H. ... 

CAPTAINS—continued 
... Adjt., 1st Bn. 
... R.A.F., Middle Wallop. 
... H.Q., 158 Inf. Bde., T.A. 
... 1st Bn. 
... G.S.O. 3 (Ops) 2 Corps. 
... 1st Bn. 
... 2 Gold Coast Regt. 
... Eaton Hall O.C.S. 
... T/Maj., 1st Bn. Parachute Regt. 
... 6 K.A.R., E. Africa. 
... 7 K.A.R., E. Africa. 
... Adjt. 5th Bn. 
... Adjt., 3 Bn., Parachute Regt. 
... 6 Inf. Bde., B.A.O.R. 

LIEUTENANTS 
... T/Capt. Adjt., Depot. 
... 1st Bn. 
... A.D.C. to Colonel of the Regiment, 

Washington. 
... A.D.C. to G.O.C., H.C.D. 

1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 
... Inf. Boys' Bn. 
... 3 Bn. Parachute Regt. 
... 1st Bn. 
... Leave, U.K. 
... 1st Bn. 
... Depot. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
. . 1st Bn. 

1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 

... 1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 

QUARTERMASTERS 
... Maj., Depot. 
... Maj., 1st Bn. 
... Capt., 4th Bn. 

CHAPLAIN: Revd. E. W. Evans, C.F. 

MEDICAL OFFICER: Capt. A. Nisbett, R.A.M.C. 

PAYMASTER: Major W. Brooke, R.A.P.C. 

Ford, E. N., M.C. 
Carey, R., M.C. 
Elliott, N. ... 

Ransley, E. J., M.C. 
Fakley, J. F. 
Butcher, D. A. T. .. 
Marshall. J. V. 

H.Q. Carribbean Area 
6 K.A.R., East Africa 
Aldershot District. 

CAPTAINS 
Q.M., 5th Bn. 
P.S.O., H.C.B. Depot. 
Leave, U.K. 
Brit. Comm. Div. Korea. 

Short Service Commissions 

Cross K I. ... 
Kirby, J. A. ... 
Hicks, E. M. G. 
Hodges, J. D. 
Courtney, M. K. 
Hardy, J. E— 

Jakob, F. J. ... 

Stone, J. H., Major 
Corps, J., Capt. 

LIEUTENANTS 

1st Bn. 
Leave U.K. 

... I.O. Div., B.A.O.R. 

... E.R.E., Singapore 

... 23 K.A.R. 

... H.C.B.D. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
... West Africa. 

QUARTERMASTERS 
... B.A.O.R. 
... 16 Coy., R.A.S.C. 

! Extended Service Officer 

National Service Officers 

Keene, R V. 
HolmesSmith, C. ... 
Wallace, W R. D. ... 
Jonas, D. A. 
Willett, A. R. 
Duckworth, M. W. 
Conn, A. A— 
Evans, P. V— 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
t st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
2 Q.O. Nigeria Regt. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS—continued 

Freebairn, R. G. 
Mason, A. H. 
Neame, C. R. B. 
Galley, D. J. 
Mallalieu, P. 
Prideaux, O. D. G.... 
Gorrie, C. C. F. S. ... 
Plunkett. H. D. 

1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
W. Africa. 
1st Bn. 



Col, 
LIEUTENANTCOLONEL 

Hews, G. R. D., M.C.,T.D.t J.P. 

MAJORS 
Alexander, U. H. B., M.B.E. 

(2 I.C.) 
Ravenhill, R. A. C. (Training 

Major) 
Cobb, F. D. C., T.D. 
Prestige, J. T. R., T.D. 
Tilleard, J., T.D. 
Neville, F. G., T.D. 
Plunkett, P. N. P. 
Balding, C. E. E. 

CAPTAINS 
Klean, P. H. 
Morgan, R. J. S., M.C. 
Usher, J. A. 

4th Battalion 
Hon. dolonel 

D. J. Dean, V.C., T.D., J.P., Woodcourt, 1 Park Avenue, Sittingbourne, Kent. 
CAPTAINS—continued 

Blackbourn, A. H., T.D. 
Scott, A. J. 
Baddeley, W. D. 
Anderton, N. G. 
Kelly, G. D. S. 

LIEUTENANTS—con/ira/ed 
Wright, R. P. 
Smallwood, P. J. C. 

LIEUTENANTS 
Crowdy, R. E. L. 
Whiting, D. A. (Local Captain) 
Thomas, J. H. (Local Captain) 
Oliver, C. P. 
Morlock, P. J. 
Howland, N. M.: 
Johnson, R. F. 
Finn, W. C. 
Turner, G. P. 
Arnold, P. H. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
Willey, G. T. 

N.S. LIST 
LIEUTENANTS 

Waterman, R. R. 
Taylor, D. C. 
Holloway, R. G. 
Vallins, J. 
Ticehurst, J. M. 
Labbett, M. 
Klyberg, C. J. 
Saward, R. A. 
Robinson, J. P. 

LIEUTENANTS—continued 
Byers, C. M. 
Bowen, S. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
' Brice, E. St. J. 

QUARTERMASTER 
Capt. A. H. Catt 

CHAPLAIN 
The Rev. R. A. S. Roberts, 

R.A.Ch.D. 

MEDICAL OFFICER 
Capt. F. P. Cassidi, R.A.M.C. 

Staff and Command 
MajorGeneral V. Boucher, 

C.B., C.B.E. 
Brig. M. P. D. Dewar, C.B.E. 
Brig. F. W. B. Parry 
Col. (T/Brig.) R. W. 

Craddock, C.B.E., D.S.O. 

British Joint Staff Mission, Washington. 
UIK.N.M.R., S.H.A.P.E. 
Leave U.K. 

Brig. A/Q., Southern Command. 

Col. (T/Brig.) R. F. Parry, 
M.C 

Col.(T/Brig.) J. F. Connolly, 
D.S.O., 

Col. H. P. Williams, O.B.E. 
Col. J. G. Atkinson, O.B.E. 

Course H.Q., N.A.T.O. 

Commanding 126 (N. Lanes. & Border) 
Inf. Bde., T.A. 

W.O.S.B., Barton Stacey. 
Sec. Joint Int. Committee, M. of D. 

LIEUT.COLONEL (EMPLOYED LIST) 
Lieut.Col. A. G. Jelf ... Officer i/c Field Records, F.A.R.E.L.F. 

WARRANT OFFICERS AND SERGEANTS 

R.S.M. Turmaine, F. 
B.M. Sharpe, T. L. 
O.R.Q.M.S. Webb, C. R. 
R.Q.M.S. Day, S. 
C.S.M. Sharman, R. 
C.S.M. Hannaway, R. 
C.S.M. Denny, S. 
C.S.M. Ellis, D. 
C.S.M. Newman, P. 
C/Sgt. (O.R.S.) Mans, W. L. B. 
C/Sgt. Mannering, D. 
C/Sgt. Vaughan, F. 
C/Sgt. Jephcott, H. 

C/Sgt. Lyons, B. 
C/Sgt. Harrison, W. 
C/Sgt. Cain, D. 
Sgt. Larkin, F. 
D.M. Simmonds, R. 
Sgt. Colyer, A. 
Sgt. Cribben, R. 
Sgt. Mills, D. 
Sgt. Page, A. 
Sgt. Inskip, A. 
Sgt. Histed, W. 
Sgt. Billett, S. 
Sgt. Coppins, P. 

1st Battalion 
Sgt. Harris, F. 
Sgt. Pullman, S. 
Sgt. Cook, G. 
Sgt. Wood, R. 
Sgt. Parker, B. 
Sgt. Porter, J. 
Sgt. Munns, R. 
Sgt. Haylett, R. 
Sgt. Lockwood, A. 
Sgt. Wright, J. 
Sgt. Hansen, T. 
Sgt. Wilson, W. 
Sgt. Williams, H. 

Sgt. Miller/ C.. 
Sgt. Rodmell, F. 
Sgt. Streeter, E. 
S.Q.M.S. Marsden, C. 

(R.A.P.C.) 
Sgt. Mills, A. (R.A.P.C.) 
Sgt. Marland, S. (R.E.M.E.) 
Sgt. Sherman, K. (R.E.M:E.) 
Sgt. Wallace, J. (A.C.C.) 
Sgt. O'Brien, R. (A.C.C.) 
Sgt. Hearnshaw, D. (R.A.E.C.) 
Sgt. Fletcher, G. (R.A.E.C.) 
Sgt. Walker, W. (R.A.E.C.) 

R.S.M. White, H. 
R.Q.M.S. Howe, W. 
C.S.M. Chapman, G. 
O.R.Q.M.S. Kennard, C. 
R.Q.M.S. Rose, J. 

PERMANENT STAFF 
R.S.M. Faulkner, G. T. 
C.S.M. Fagg, G. 
C.S.M. Green, F. 
Sgt. Stoakes, A. 
Sgt. Kay, M. 
Sgt. Bryant, A. F. 
Sgt. Wright, R. 

ATTACHED 
Sgt. Stilwell (R.A.P.C.) 
Sgt. Reid (A.C.C.) 
Sgt. Saunders (R.E.M.E.) 
Sgt. King (R.E.M.E.) 
Sgt. Castle (R.A.M.C.) 

C.S.M. Champion, R. 
C.Q.M.S. Stremes, G., D.F.M. 
C/Sgt. Belcher E. 

Depot The Buffs 
Sgt. Laker, J. 
Sgt. Ivory, L. 
Sgt. Raine, R. 
Sgt. Recton, T. 

4/5th Battalion (T.A.) 
TERRITORIAL ARMY 

R.Q.M.S. Harwood, E. 
C.S.M. Gabriel, J. 
C.S.M. Chapman, W. 
C.S.M. White, R. 
C.S.M. Rogers, W. 
C.S.M. Antrichan, G. 
C.S.M. Wing, T. 
C/Sgt. Trinkwori, A. 
C/Sgt. Chidwick, E. 
C/Sgt. Figgett, G. 
C/Sgt. Bond, E. 
C/Sgt. Hurlow, R. 
C/Sgt. Williams, E, 
Sgt. Bell, J. 

Sgt. Babbage, W. 
Sgt. Wraight, S. . 
Sgt. James, A. 
Sgt. Bass, R. 
Sgt. Thundow, W 
Sgt. Hewitt, C. 
Sgt. Allen, A. 
Sgt. Jones, A. 
Sgt. Hughes, C. 
Sgt. Rumble, L. 
Sgt. Christian, W. 
Sgt. Smith, W. 
Sgt. Evans, S. ! 

Sgt. Bradford, R. 
Sgt. Cozens, L. 
Sgt. Dennis, P. 

Sgt. McNeil. 
Sgt. Parker, E. 
Sgt. Youll. 

Sgt. Dennis, R. 
Sgt. Erridge, D. 
Sgt. Stockdale, J. 
Sgt. Todd, H. 
Sgt. Cole, L. 
Sgt. Pottle, A. 
Sgt. Holmwood, G. 
Sgt. Housden, A. 
Sgt. Jemmett, G. 
Sgt. Mirams, D. 
Sgt. Ellis, A. 
Sgt. Joiner, W. 
Sgt. Scott, S. 
Sgt. Hayward, J. 
Sgt. Hall, Y. 

Regimental Appointments 
Chairman: Regimental Committee 

Executive Copomittee  / 
 Administrative Officer—Depot The Buffs 
Secretary: Canterbury Cricket Week Club 

Dragon Club 
Regimental Committee 

Curator: Regimental Museum 
Secretary: Past and Present Association, The Buffs 

Executive Committee 
Editor: The Dragon 

^Brig. J. G. Nicholson, C.B E 

^ Lieut.Col. H. S. Knocker 

Lieut.Col. G. R. Howe 

I Lieut.Col. E. V. Argles 



The Past and Present Association 
Headquarters: DEPOT, THE BUFFS 

Telephone: CANTERBURY 4764. 
Chairman: BRIGADIER J. G. NICHOLSON, C.B.E. Secretary: LIFUT.COL. E. Y. ARGLES. 

Branch 
1st Bn., The Buffs 
4th Bn., The Buffs 
ASHFORD 

4. LONDON 
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Eastling, Faversham. 

Mr. W. Kinsey, 44 Rotherfield Crescent, 
Brighton. 

Mr. P. Berendt, Ostergade 22, Copen
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Meeting Dates and Places 

First Saturday in each month, The Invicta, 
Godington Road. 

 Third Saturday in each month, Prince 
Alfred Restaurant, Tufton Street, West
minster, 7.30 p.m. 

First Thursday in each month, VEagle 
Hotel", London Road, Dover, 7*45 p.m. 

HAWKHURST SUBAREA. Third Thursday 
in each month, British Legion House, 
Hawkhurst, 7.45 p.m. 

Third Saturday in each month, The Two 
Brewers, High Street, Rochester, 8 p.m. 

First Friday in each month, Drill Hall, 
Crown Quay Lane, 7.30 p.m. 

Third Friday in each month, Freemason's 
Tavern, Ramsgate, 8 p.m. 

First Wednesday in each month, Drill Hall, 
Hawley Square, 8 p.m. 

Last Wednesday in each month, The Star, 
Stade Street, 7.30 p.m. 

Fourth Friday in each month, Drill Hall. 
St. Peter's Lane, Canterbury, 8 p.m. 

Second Monday in each month, British 
Legion Club, May Lodge, 8 p.m. 

Second Friday in each month, Guildhall 
Hotel, 8 p.m. 

First Wednesday in each month, Drill Hall. 
8 p.m. 

First Monday in each month, Carpenters 
Arms, Eastling, 7.30 p.m. 

Second Monday in each month, R.E. 
Record Social Club, The College, Ditch
ling Road, Brighton, 8 p.m. 

First Thursday in months October—May. 
Restaurant Josty, Pile A116 14A Copenhagen. 

The Association exists to foster Comradeship and to give a helping hand to those in distress. 
Membership is open to all who are serving or who have served in The Buffs. 
Subscription rates are:— 

Life Membership: Officers £2. Other Ranks £1. 
Annual Membership: Officers 5/. Other Ranks 2/6. : 
Entrance Fee: 1/. 
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2. DOVER Mrs. J. Crookenden, J.P. Mrs. Wraight, 93 Markland Road, Dover. First Thursday ift e&ch month, Belgrave 

Hall, Belgrave Road, Dover, 3 p.m. 
3. FOLKESTONE Mrs. Coote Mrs. Kay Mantell, 5 Page Place, Folkestone. Every other Wednesday, Drill Hall, Shellons 

Street, Folkestone, 3.30 p.m. 
4. MEDWAY Mrs. King Holt Mrs. W. T. Brooker, 67 Malvern Road, Fourth Tuesday in each month, Foresters' 

Gillingham, Kent. Hall, King Street, Gillingham, 2.30 p.m. 
5. SITTINGBOURNE Mrs. M. E. Dean Mrs. J. Ravensdale, 10 Railway Terrace, Third Wednesday in each month, Drill 

Sittingbourne. Hall, East Street, Sittingbourne, 6.45 p.m. 
6. CANTERBURY Mrs. E. H. F. Watts Mrs. E. R. Chambers, 59 Hillside Avenue, First Wednesday in each month, Drill Hall, 

Canterbury. St. Peter's Lane, 2.30 p.m. 
7. RAMSGATE Miss M. Cayley Mrs. T. E. Divers, 29 Winstanley Crescent, First .Friday in jeach* month,» Freemasons 
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BY APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN GOLDSMITHS & CROWN JEWELLERS 
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® CHROME AND STEEL CASE 

GARRARD & CO. LTD. 
Crown Jewellers 

formerly THE GOLDSMITHS & SILVERSMITHS COMPANY LTD. 

112 REGENT STREET  LONDON  W.L TELEPHONE  REGENT 3021 
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E D I T O R I A L  
SU M M E R  T i m e  i s  o v e r ,  a n d  w i t h  i t ,  p r e s u m 

ably, official summer, though of late we have 
enjoyed some of.the pleasantest days, at any 

rate in these parts, for many months. 
* * * 

Before he left for Washington, the Colonel of 
the Regiment asked the Executive and Regimental 
Committees to bear in mind the 400th anniversary 
of the Regiment in 1972. Sixteen years ahead 
may be longer than some of us care to contem
plate; nevertheless it will undoubtedly be a year 
of much rejoicing and celebrating, for which 
funds will be needed, and which may be built 
up by degrees over the coming years. It is 
suggested that donations be invited from Buffs 
and their friends, and an announcement will be 
made in these columns shortly. 

* * * 

The Annual General Meeting of the Associ
ation was held at Headquarters on 15th Septem
ber. To our regret, the Deputy Colonel of the 
Regiment was unable to be present, owing to 
urgent duty elsewhere. In his absence Colonel 
D. J. Dean, v.c., took the chair, and welcomed 
the Branch delegates and others who attended. 
We were particularly pleased to welcome Captain 
Creswick, Major Robertson and Mr. Kinsey, 
who had made the journey from Brighton to be 
present. The Secretary's report for 195556 is 
published under Association news. 

* * * 

Owing to the high cost, the Association 
accounts have not this year been published in 
The Dragon. Copies, however, will be circulated 
to all Branches, and any member of the Associ
ation not attached to a Branch who may wish 

to see them may do so by applying to the Sec
retary, Past and Present Association, The Buffs, 
Howe Barracks, Canterbury. It would be 
appreciated if the postage could be enclosed 
with the request. 

* * * 

Regimental history is always fascinating, and 
we would draw the attention of our readers to 
the Short History of the Buffs by Brigadier E. 
Foster Hall, M.C., published at 2/6. For those 
who have more leisure, Historical Records of 
The Buffs by Colonel C. R. B. Knight, O.B.E., 
should most certainly find a place on the book
shelf of all Buffs. Both these volumes may be 
obtained from the Administrative Officer. 

* * * 
Our Danish Branch will be meeting on the first 

Thursday during the months of October to May, 
and extend a welcome to any Buff who may 
be visiting Copenhagen. They meet at the 
Restaurant Josty, Pile Alle 14A, Copenhagen. 
The October meeting was very well attended and 
included, in addition to the Chairman Major 
Iversen, Lt. Colonel P. J. Lewis. 

Future Events 
Oct. 27. 1/4TH BUFFS (191419) REUNION DIN

NER, DRILL HALL, ST. PETER'S LANE, 
CANTERBURY. Assemble at 6 p.m. 
for 6.30 p.m. dinner. Tickets 7/6 
should be obtained from your Local 
Secretary or from Lieut.Col. H. L. 
Cremer, The Grange, Chartham, 
Canterbury. 

NOV. 10. RAMSGATE BRANCH DINNER. 
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Personalia 
LIEUT.COL. and Mrs. C. E. Wilson have 

been staying in Canterbury to collect their 
goods and chattels. Their permanent home 

is "Torrest", Beer Road, Seaton, Devon. 
* * * . 

We understand that Major A. C. Rawlings is 
to be appointed A.P.M. London District with 
the rank of Lieut.Colonel. 

* * * 

We were very pleased to welcome Lieut. A. G. 
Lund of the Royal Danish Lifeguards when he 
paid a visit recently to the Depot. 

he * * 

Captain H. D. Wood writes that during a visit 
to Poland he visited the British War Cemetery 
at Poznan and enclosed photographs of the 
graves of two Buffs, Pte. J. A. Chittenden and 
Pte. E. T. Lane. He will be pleased to give the 
negatives to the relatives of these men. 

* * * 

A friend of Lieut.Col. N. S. Hart had been 
to the War Cemetery at Vevey and had seen the 
grave of Pte. H. C. Holton, killed on the 24th 
October, 1918. The Cemetery is in beautiful 
surroundings overlooking the Lake of Geneva. 

* He * 

Our congratulations to Mrs. Douglas Fleming 
(nee Jennifer d'Arcy Symonds) on her marriage, 
which was attended by Lieut.Col. D. S. Lister 
(Jennifer's Godfather) and Mrs. Lister, Mr. and 
Mrs. C. H. Reay, Major and Mrs. R. W. M. 
Webster, Mrs. Phyllis Haggard and Mrs. F. W. B. 
Parry. 

* * * 

Congratulations also to Mr. Robert Price who 
served with the 1st Battalion during the war, on 
his engagement to Miss Babette Howell. 

He He He 

We are sorry to hear that Lieut.Col. and Mrs. 
J. F. May were recently involved in a serious 
motor accident, and were taken to hospital. 
Lieut.Col. / May who suffered broken ribs, 
collar bone and shoulder blade is now about 
again but his wife will be some weeks before 
she is able to leave. Incidentally, they are now 
living at Old Cross Keys, Ashgrove* Road, 
Sevenoaks. 

 : * * * 

Those who served with the 5th Battalion during 
x the late war will no doubt remember Major W. 

Brooke, then a Buff and now serving in the 
R.A.P.C. as Paymaster with the 1st Battalion. 

We were glad to see Major N. F. Gordop
Wilson when he looked in before leaving to take 
up his appointment in Cyprus. 

* * * 

ENGAGEMENT 
MR. R. E. S. PRICE AND MISS B. D. HOWELL 
The engagement is announced between Robert 

Edward Salter, eldest son of the late Mr. W. J. S. 
Price and of Mrs/ Price, of Malaya and Canter
bury, and Babette Doria, elder daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. A. E. Howell, of Calcutta and Man
chester. 

He He He 

MARRIAGE 
FLEMING—D'ARCYSYMONDS.—On Sept. 25th, 

1956, at St. Columba's Church, London, 
Douglas Fleming to Jennifer Mary D'Arcy
Symonds. 

He He He 

DEATHS 
DUNKLEY.—On 12th September, 1956, at Rams

gate General Hospital, Leonard William 
Dunkley, of 5 Vale Square, Ramsgate, aged 
66 years. 

ELLISS.—On 19th September, 1956, at Ramsgate 
General Hospital, Frederick Elliss, M.M., of 
18 Avenue Road, Ramsgate, aged 79 years. 

* * * 

Regimental Christmas 
Card, 1956 

THE 1956 Christmas Card is a plain white 
card, 5 in. x 4 in., with the cover die
stamped with the Regimental Badge in gold 

and with tied Regimental Ribbon. 
On the centre page is a halftone picture 

entitled "The Interior of the Redan". The cost 
of the card, with envelope, is eightpence each. 

There will also be the plain white card with 
gold badge and greeting in black, as in previous 
years. The cost of these has had to be raised to 
fourpence each, with envelope. 

A number of the 1954 card showing the 
coloured picture "The Buffs on outpost' duty. 
Peninsular, 1813", are still available at sixpence 
each. 

Orders, stating type and numbers of cards 
required, and accompanied by remittance, should 
be sent to the Administrative Officer, Depot, The 
Buffs. 
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Letter from America 
Washington, D.C. 

September26th, 1956. 

SINCE my last letter well over 2,000 miles of 
American soil have passed under the wheels 
of the car. We have fished in Maine, we 

have driven on fourlane turnpikes and narrow 
country roads, we have visited Quebec and we 
have traversed eight States—Maryland, Penn
sylvania, New York, Connecticut, Massachusets, 
New Hampshire, Maine and Vermont. 

I should like to report a sensational success to 
my brother anglers, but that, alas, I cannot do. 
The fish were there, but the mood was just not 
on them. I can only conclude that the air was 
cooling more quickly than the water and that 
the keepable fish were still lurking in the depths. 
It was some consolation to know that those who 
had fished the lakes for years were enjoying no 
better success. 

Nevertheless, the failure of the fishing was 
offset by the beauty of the place. On the recom
mendation of friends we had elected to go to 
"Perry's Pierce Ponds" right up in N.E. Maine; 
but do not be misled by the word "ponds". 
There were, in fact, some thirty miles of water, 
divided into three big lakes and a number of 
smaller ones. 

We started on America's greatest highway, the 
New Jersey Turnpike, and finished in a dinghy, 
by which time we were 26 miles from the nearest 
shop. The camp was set in the heart of the forest, 
close to the shores of the biggest lake. There 
was just a central, timbered hut, containing the 
diningroom and kitchen, with halfadozen 
chalets set in the woods around it. We had a 
chalet to ourselves, consisting of two big bed
rooms and a bathroom, with a shady verandah 
running along the front, the latter an ideal spot 
for the evening sundowner! 

Perry was the perfect host, a kindly, hospitable 
American, and his wife, Doris, a superlative 
cook. So, too, was Dixie, the College boy, who 
was working in camp as a guide during his long 
summer vacation. He took us out a couple of 
times and was a genius with steaks, which he 
grilled over wood fires on the islands at which 
we stopped for lunch. 

Our fellow guests (there were never more than 
six of them in camp) could not have been more 
delightful. Their grief at our failure to catch 
fish was even more real than our own. We did 
not see a newspaper for ten days! 

It was a holiday to remember. 

Our visit to Quebec was spoiled somewhat by 
the weather, for a drizzling mist was driving up 
the St. Lawrence on the day we were there. But 
we could, at any rate, drink in the history of the 
place from the Heights of Abraham and we 
were able also to brush up our French. 

For our journey home, for which we took a 
leisurely four days, we eschewed all main roads 
and took instead the long valley road, which 
follows first the Richelieu River in Canada and 
then skirts Lake Champlain in Vermont. We 
gave New York City a wide berth and cut across 
New York State into Pennsylvania to approach 
Washington by way of Harrisburg and Frederick, 

An urban existence here gives a false impression 
of overpopulation. But on this 1,000mile 
return trip we passed through deep, unspoiled 
country of lake, river and mountain. It is of 
interest to note that Vermont, one of the loveliest 
of the New England states, is so thinly populated 
that it is represented in Congress by only one 
candidate. 

Shortly after our return I had to fly back to 
Canada to deliver a lecture to the National 
Defence College at Kingston, Ontario. The 
N.D.C. shares a mess with the Staff College and 
I was very glad to see Major Bill MacDonald, 
one of the British students at the Staff College, 
who flourishes and finds Canada much to his 
liking. 

While in Kingston I was given the opportunity 
of visiting two establishments of widely differing 
kinds. The first was to Old Fort Henry, a 
beautifully restored fort preserved "to com
memorate the service of the British and Canadian 
Armed Forces in garrison at Fort Henry from 
1812 to 1940" and to serve "as a tangible 
reminder of those long years of British tutelage 
and protection, which resulted in the birth of a 
Canadian nation". 

No less than 26 battalions of British infantry, 
as well as Gunners and Sappers, served in Fort 
Henry, though The Buffs were not among them. 

It reminded me much of Portland, where 
I joined the Regiment, except that it was in a 
far better state of repair than the Verne! 

Everything in the fort has been put back to 
1867, the year in which Canada became a new 
nation under the Crown. Barrackrooms, officers' 
quarters, kitchens, washhouses, armament and 
fortifications, the uniform and drill of the Fort 
Henry Guard: all are exactly of the period.. 

Particularly interesting is the Fort Henry 
Guard. The personnel of this very smart corps is 
drawn from the student body of nearly every 
university in Canada. 
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The tourist season and the long summer 
vacation exactly coincide and a spell of duty 
with the Fort Henry Guard is one of the many 
ways in which the Canadian undergraduate 
works his way through College. The drill and 
bearing of these young men are alike impeccable, 
as many who watched this year's Royal Tourna
ment at Earl's Court, at which a contingent of 
the Guard gave a distinguished display, will 
bear witness. 

I visited, secondly, the Royal Military College, 
which now trains potential officers for all three 
services. Much more time is spent here on 
academic subjects, especially engineering and the 
sciences, than at Sandhurst, but the long summer 
vacation again helps to make this possible. 
During the summer the cadets go out as pro
bationary 2/Lieutenants and are attached to 
army units and establishments for the military, 
side of their education. 

I noticed an interesting old custom here. The 
Juniors (they are called recruits at Kingston) 
invariably cross the barracksquare at the 
double. The custom apparently dates back to 
the earliest days of the College, when the original 
fifteen cadets voluntarily accepted the practice! 

The R.M.C. has recently gone back into 
scarlet for ceremonial occasions. I do not know 
whether their Sandhurst cousins will envy them 
this, or not! The bearing of these young men is 
magnificent, and their saluting and the way they 
move about barracks a model of soldierliness. 

In October the wheels will turn again, for I am 
paying official visits to the Command and 
General Staff School at Fort Leavenworth and 
to the Armoured Centre at Fort Knox, of which, 
I hope, something next time. 

V.B. 

Correspondence 
Off Durban, S.A. 

30th September, 1956. 
To the Editor, uThe Dragon". 
Dear Ted, 

One might almost compete with the Colonel 
of the Regiment, and head this "A Letter from 
South Africa". 

Life has been very pleasant and restful and 
we ran into real sunshine going down the 
Channel, and before we got to Las Palmas we 
were playing deck tennis in shorts and no shirts. 
The Canaries are very like Gibraltar and Southern 

Spain really and one might have been on the 
Main Street, Gib., with Poohoolmal Brothers 
shops selling Indian curios and lace and others 
selling fruit and wine. No "dirty post cards, 
Sahib" at Port Said, as we were doing the run 
down to the Cape. I suppose Table Mountain 
looked very much the same as the 2nd Battalion r 
saw it many years ago, but it looked really / 
magnificent as we came into Table Bay at dawn, L 
with the sun just touching the top of the mountain * 
and a slight mist hiding th6 town. Spring has v 

just arrived here, and the flowers up the hillside . 
just beginning to peep out—they had snow 
here, too, only three weeks ago. The flowers in 
the Botanical Gardens and in the flower market 
were truly just lovely, and the dining room and 
cabins on board are ablaze with colour again. 
It was a very pleasant change, walking in a town 
again, as it was cool and sunny with beautiful, 
cleanlooking buildings, and no war damage. 

Prices seemed skyhigh to me, but as I had 
little money to spend anyhow, I wasn't tempted, 
except for a bottle of Cape Burgundy at 1/7 and 
a bob bunch of flowers. 

Hope all goes well with the Brighton Branch 
during my leave. Salaams to London Branch, 
too, and all at the Depot, including, of course, 
yourself. 

Yours, 
(Sgd.) HARRY MILTON. 

Officers' Reunion Club 
Dinner 

THE annual dinner was held on 21st September with 
Brigadier J. G. Nicholson, C.B.E., presiding. 

The following were present:— 
Lieut.Col. E. V. Argles, Lieut.Col. E. P. C. Bruce, 

Lieut.Col. D. C. Coates, Brigadier R. W. Craddock, 
Col. D. J. Dean, Rev. R. J. Dove, Capt. A. T. Farrow, 
Capt. J. R. Fletcher, Lieut. A. E. Grant, Capt. C. J. 
Griffin, Capt. J. D. Grugeon, Brigadier E. Foster Hall, 
Major B. J. HarrisSt. John, Major E. G. Heimsath, 
Capt. F. G. B. Hills, Lieut.Col. N. E. Hoare, Lieut.Col. 
I>. P. Iggulden, Lieut.Col. J. E. King, Lieut.Col. H. S. 
Knocker, Lieut.Col. F. I. L. Knowles, Major A. E. 
Majendie, Major F. O. Marchant, Major H. J. Martin, 
Lieut. P. J. Mitchell, Capt. I. G. Minto, Major D. 
Montgomery, Major F. de R. Morgan, Brigadier J. G. 
Nicholson, Lieut.Col. G. E. F. Oliver, Major I. A. 
Pearson, Lieut.Col. T. N. Penlington,  Major P. W. 
Ransley, Major A. C. Rawlings, Capt. G. A. J. Sivyer, 
Capt. M. J. W. Smith, Brigadier T. H. Spear, Capt. C. N. 
Stephens, Capt. F. E. Thorneycroft, Lieut.Col. C. E. 
Vaughan, Major E. H. F. Watts, Major R. W. M. 
Webster, Major A. A. West, Major D. Whitcombe, Lieut.
Col. J. R. P. Williams. 
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1st Battalion 

THE month of Septem
ber in B.A.O.R. usually 
is devoted to man

oeuvres on a grand scale, 
but this year the weather 
retarded the harvest and 
waterlogged the ground to 
such an extent that they had 
to be cancelled. 

This had a happy result 
for your scribe who dashed 
off on some leave in time to 
represent the 1st Battalion 
at the Regimental Society's 
Autumn Golf Meeting. The 
course at Rye, pleasant as 

it is, was extremely difficult to play in a high 
wind. 

Everybody at the meeting greatly missed 
Colonel John Croodenden, who has held the 
Society together for so many years and wished 
him a quick recovery from his illness. It was 
very pleasant to see Brigadier Joe Parry back in 
action and in his usual good form (Golf excepted) 
after his serious accident. 

Back to Wuppertal once more for a heavy 
programme for the second half of the month. 

Under the able organisation of Major Jimmy 
Worts and Captain Alan Peckham the Battalion 
was launched on a week of boxing under the 
heading of "Novices under 35" in order to find 
hidden talent for the Battalion Boxing Team, 
and to have a competition for the InterCompany 
Boxing Cup. This competition produced a total 
of over 400 bouts of varying skill and tenacity. 
There was no doubt the boxers well earned the 
congratulations of the Commanding Officer when 
he spoke at the presentation of prizes. 

Our congratulations to "C" Company on 
winning the InterCompany Cup by quite a 
margin of points. 

Walking around barracks during the week 
saw some first class black eyes and enlarged 
noses. If there had been a competition, the most 
perfect black eye would have gone to 2/Lieut. 
John White, while a nose competition would 
have undoubtedly been won by Captain Alan 
Peckham! 

The M.O. was kept extremely busy binding up 
the inevitably sprained thumbs to such an extent 
that he used two months' issue of Elastoplast. 

Having spent a week disfiguring faces and 
hands, the following week was devoted to three 
day marches by Companies to test the quality of 
the Battalion's feet. 

So it may well be said that the second half of 
September was spent hammering the "Body of 
the Battalion. 

For the marches, the M.M.G. Platoon under 
Captain Roger Pilcher set up two camps for the 
night halts. These camps went by the names of 
Forts Frederick and Christian and were estab
lished in the region of a series of lakes well known 
as inland bathing resorts. For the first few days 
the weather was glorious and bathing at the end 
of a long march was greatly appreciated by all 
except perhaps 2/Lieut. Jimmy Reid: he placed 
his clothing on the ground while he went for his 
bath only to find on his return that it was being 
demolished by an old cow. No doubt the old 
cow did not care for the taste and to show its 
disgust turned its back on the chewed clothing 
and did an unprintable act!! 

No doubt this will appeal to the sense of 
humour of Jimmy Reid's father, Colonel Roscow 
Reid. 

It was with great pleasure that we were 
honoured by a short visit from the depot Com
mander, Major David Montgomery. 

During his stay an informal Guest Night was 
held in his honour and at the same time to say 
farewell to Major Peter Critchley, who is on his 
way to take over the appointment as Training 
Major of the new 5th Battalion (T.A.). Major 
"Bunny" Green, our long standing Paymaster, 
and Lieut. James Lunn, who after a short stay 
at the Depot takes over the important appoint
ment of A.D.C. to the new C.inC. B.A.O.R., 
General Sir Dudley Ward. 

We wish them all the very best of luck in their 
new appointments. It is very sad to see so many 
well known members of the Battalion leave at 
the same time. 

Earlier in the month saw the departure of a 
noted batch of National Service Officers, 2/Lieuts. 
Tony Hills, Edward Brice, Tony Redfern, Brian 
Johnson and Richard Daniel. 

They were all great characters who without a 
doubt made their mark in the Battalion and will 
be sadly missed. We wish them the very best of 
luck in the future. 

A new draft this month was escorted out by 
Lieut. McAvoy, who is doing a short term of 
reserve service. Although he spent his active 
service with the K.A.R. we hope he enjoyed his 
first visit to the 1st Battalion. 
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We welcome back to the Battalion after a 
number of years Major George Hadshar; also 
we extend a welcome to 2/Lieuts. Keith Stanley 
and Dudley Plunkett on joining for the first 
time. 

The Commanding Officer and Mrs. Grace 
have left on a motoring tour behind the "Iron 
Curtain"; we hope their experiment is successful 
and no doubt with a little persuasion a colourful 
article for next month's edition of The Dragon 
will be highly popular. We understand in order 
to save the possibility of "Reprisals", Christine 
took with her no hats!! 

A word of congratulation to Lieut. John 
Davison and his AntiTank Platoon for their 
outstanding marksmanship in winning the Anti
Tank Platoon shoot in a recent concentration of 
2 Infantry Division AntiTank Platoons. 

To conclude the notes for this month it is with 
great pleasure that we hear of the promotion 
and appointment of Brigadier Dick Craddock as 
MajorGeneral Administration for B.A.O.R. 

* * * 

"A" COMPANY 
"Now we are seventysix!" Once more we have more 

men than officers in the Company, and we would like to 
take this opportunity of warmly welcoming the new draft 
from Training Company. We are, on the other hand, 
sorry to lose L/Cpls. Dickings and Vant and Cpl. 
Sheepwash, who have left us for civilian life. 

Again this has been a quiet month for us. L/Cpl. 
Thompson and his able band of decorators have been 
scurrying around in the depths of the Company pre
paring for the Admin. Inspection. Also we have been 
relied on for our able assistance in cleaning carriers. 

The only highlight in the month's training was the 
Battalion Route March. It was a good omen when we set 
out in warm sunshine and cloudless skies. We arrived to 
find that "everything" was laid on for us and soon most of 
the Company were enjoying the facilities that the lake 
had to offer. On returning, however, one of the Platoon 
Commanders discovered that he had had a fourlegged 
visitor, who, uninvited, had made a meal of his under
wear! We returned to Barracks, everyone having had an 
enjoyable three days. However, even the SergeantMajor 
was glad to return to his "City Desk" and put his feet up! 

We don't think that we disgraced ourselves in the 
Boxing, our warriors (threequarters of whom were 
welter or under) giving us third place. We would like to 
congratulate Pte. Huckstepp on winning his weight. 

P.S.—Major Semmence left us for fourteen days' leave 
in sunny Italy. Congratulations to L/Cpl. Gill on his 
promotion. Sgt. Lockwood and Pte. Ayliffe have gone to 
hospital and we wish them a speedy recovery. 

"B" COMPANY 
At the present moment, our Company may be likened 

to the tide, with the constant ebb and flow of personnel. 
The Company Commander was seen to depart, rather 
anxiously it would appear, for the warmer regions to 
await the "Big bang". No doubt we shall soon be hearing 
of the finer points of "atomisation". Capt. Wilson has 

also left, doing almost a moonlight flip, to "destination 
unknown". Anyhow, wherever he might land (up) we wish 
him the very best of luck. To add to the general ebb, we 
have also to say goodbye to Sgt. Townsley, who is 
leaving us for the rigours of service with the 4th Battalion! 
We wish him and his family a happy tour in England. 
L/Cpl. Lade has finally departed from the Company 
Office for a career in Civvy Street, and to him we also wish 
the best. As if we had not been reduced enough, we have 
to say goodbye to Mr. HolmesSmith and Mr. Freebairn, 
who have left us for the Signal Platoon and the M.M.G. 
Platoon respectively. 

However, as in nature, the tide does turn, and on the 
credit side we would like to welcome .Capt. Webber, who 
has temporarily "taken the reins", arid to Mr. Boucher 
and Mr. Mallalieu, who have joined us, the former only 
for a short time unfortunately. A surprise was in store 
for the Company when Pte. Parsons arrived back from 
Civvy Street. He looked no less surprised at having to 
swop a meat knife for a rifle once more. Seven Platoon 
have another N.C.O. now in the form of L/Cpl. Fisk, 
whom we welcome from Training Company. He takes the 
place of L/Cpl. GethinJones, who is in England , at . the 
moment awaiting W.O.S.B. Good luck, L/Cpl. Gethin
Jones! 

The activities of the Company have this month been 
very sporting; in particular, soccer and boxing, the 
latter which has struck everyone under the age of 35! 
The "Hannaway Hook" was even demonstrated in the 
first round of the competition. Of the eventual winners in 
their respective weights, four were from "B" Company. 
We would like to congratulate Mr. HolmesSmith and 
Ptes. KnightMyers and Wedge for a thumping good 
effort! Soccer, too, has had its fling, the Company having 
played the Q.M.'s Staff and beaten them 6—2, and also 
the Mortar Platoon. 

On 23rd September, the Company left its barracks in 
Wuppertal for a threeday route march. Section Com
manders armed with maps, compasses and binoculars led 
their own sections over routes chosen by themselves. 
The weather for the first time in months was really hot 
and the C.S.M. was heard in the middle of a wood to 
remark that it was just like "bashing through the Ulu in 
Malaya". The M.M.G. Platoon produced two Butlin
like camps for us with large "Welcome" signs, and we 
would like to thank them for all their hard work. We all 
enjoyed ourselves very much and hope that other Com
panies will as well, even if like some of us, they have to 
wear gym shoes for the following three days. 

* * * 

"C" COMPANY 
At last the Wuppertal weather has taken a turn for the 

better and bright sunshine and still, warm evenings make 
life a great deal brighter; it may even have eased the 
burden of our three Reservists, L/Cpl. Rowe, Ptes. Heaver 
and Stokes, who have returned to us after a very brief spell 
as a civilian. 

Two new officers have arrived in the Company to replace 
our losses to the M.T.; we extend a warm welcome to 
2/Lieuts. White and Prideaux—may they avoid the 
clutches of the M.T. for at least a few weeks. 

The Company Commander is back from leave, having 
covered a great deal of Southern Europe in his car. 
His return marked the beginning of frenzied activity in the 
boxing department. Everyone in station, fit and below 
the age of 35, took part in an InterCompany and 
Individual Boxing Competition. The Company dis
tinguished itself by winning the InterCompany Boxing 
Cup by a clear 48 points. Although everybody in the 
Company who boxed did remarkably well, a special pat 
on the back is due to C.S.M. Ellis, Ptes. Povey, Stokes, 
Glass and Newland, our five finalists. 
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PERFECT GIN AND TONIC 

Undoubtedly the coolest, cleanest drink 
in the world with a subtle flavour of its very own. 
Best results are easily obtained by simply 
mixing Gordon's and tonic water in a 
goodish sized glass, add a thin slice of 
lemon and relax . . . Then you'll have 
proved to yourself that there's 
nothing, absolutely nothing, so 
good as a Gordon's* Gin and Tonic. 

*ASK FOR IT BY NAME 

I Gordon's 
t.4i49 

KEg.yTO 

THE BEST HAVERSACK RAT/OH 

SMiNrPa 
THE WORLD'S FINEST SALTED NUTS 

Your N.A.A.F.I. has them in 1lb. or 8oz. flavour
sealed tins and in 4oz. and 1oz. airtight packs 

H. S. WHITESIDE & CO. LTD, LONDON SE5 

'there's alwaj/SGffme for Nescafe' 

made right in the cup 

NESCAFE 
io07. pure I N S T A N T  c o f f e e  Nticafi it a rtgiiltrtd trad/mark 

to dtiignait Ntstle'i instant toff a. 
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Whichever way you shave 

Quosh 
The Fruit Squash that's extrarefreshing 

ORANGE ' LEMON - GRAPEFRUIT - LIME - ORANGE BARLEY - LEMON BARLEY 

PALMOLIVE 
gives you Perfect Shaving 

PALMOLIVE i PALMOLIVE 
LATHER CREAM j BRUSHLESS 

For extra smoothness Quickest, 
and comfort! I easiest shave of all! 

You're sure of a shave that's really smooth and long 

lasting when you shave with Palmolive. Even with 

cold water you get a closer, more comfortable shave; 

and with Palmolive Shaving Creams you get more 

shaves with every blade. The secret lies in the special 

blend of Palmolive oils, specially designed to soothe 

and smooth your skin. Try a tube today. 

Next time you're feeling hot and tired, drop into 
the NAAFI Bar and have a glass of Quosh. 
You'll find it refreshes you wonderfully. In Quosh 
there's just the right amount of energygiving 
sugar, blended perfectly with luscious fruit juice 
to make a really delicious drink. 

DRINK QUOSH AT HOME TOO 
Children love Quosh. Make sure 
there's a bottle in the cupboard. 
Then you've got refreshment 
handy any time you want it. 
Quosh is on sale in the NAAFI 
shop—2j9d. a bottle, plus 3d. 
bottle deposit, refundable on 
return. 
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T H E  D R A G O N  

The end of the boxing was marked by a large crop of 
bandaged thumbs. Our forthcoming threeday route 
march may find the M.O. with insufficient sticking plaster 
for our poor feet. 

Sgt. Wagstaff, as we reported last month, is now almost 
on his way to the 5th Battalion. We wish him all success 
in his new venture. 

Finally, we have two things for the footnotes. Firstly, 
congratulations to L/Cpl. Lee on his recent marriage. 
We hope to see your wife with you in Wuppertal soon. 
Secondly, we understand that a certain Captain Crockett 
was presented with the official headgear of the 40th 
Pernod Rifles. Don't be shy, let the rest of us see it. 

"C" Company Boxing Finalists with Trophies 
L. to R. Standing: C.S.M. Eliss, Pte. Glass 

Sitting: Ptes. Newland, Stokes and Povey 
* * * 

TRAINING COMPANY 
They tell us that this is the age of speed, of uniformity, 

in short, mass production. If this be the case, then 
"Training" Company has during this month been fully 
abreast of the times. For we have been turning out Fully 
Trained Soldiers as numerous as the blades of grass on 
the hockey pitch. 

The Permanent Staff, augmented by those two stalwart 
"Hythe Veterans" Cpls. Coles and Knight, no sooner 
sit back to take a wellearned rest from their labours, 
than they find themselves inundated with another large 
draft from the Depot eager to avail themselves of their 
knowledge of Advanced Weapon Training, and the finer 
points of the Organisation of an Infantry Battalion. 

Another highlight of the month which has been on the 
minds of all concerned, is the "Novices Boxing Com
petition". This has made it all too madly fashionable 
to sport a black eye, bandaged hand or a broken nose. 
We didn't exactly have any winners, but we rather 
appropriately had a "bash". 

Major Critchley will shortly leave for the green fields 
of Kent, when he will become Training Major of the 
newly reformed 5th Battalion The Buffs. Earlier in the 
month we said goodbye, or perhaps "Aufwiedersehen", 
to 2/Lieut. E. St. J. Brice, who retired to civilian life and 
the business of reading Economics at Cambridge. We wish 
him the best of luck in what looks to me like an onerous 
task. 

But, alas! even as I write "The curfew tolls the knell 
of parting day". For in this age of mass production it is 
always the large concerns which come out on top. 
"Training" Company is no more. There is a Battalion 
Order lying in front of me which says in cold official 
language that all of us are to be nationalised; swallowed 
up by the gargantuan "D" Company. But who knows; 
we may well meet in an after life, and as Monsieur 
Voltaire's Philosopher Pangloss remarked, "All is for 
the best in the best of all possible worlds". 

* * * 

HEADQUARTER COMPANY 
Before reading this column, the reader of the October 

Dragon will doubtless already have gathered that all except 
the aged and the infirm of the Battalion have recently been 
engaged in fisticuffs, with varying degrees of success. It 
will be interesting to read elsewhere the seasoned judge
ment of the boxing experts on our efforts, recounted we 
hope with all the correct terms used in ringside jargon
jabs and uppercuts, feints with the left, and rights to the 
jaw. Suffice it to say that the writer, a full blown (operative 
word) lightheavyweight, with legs that turned to jelly 
after two rapid rounds of backpedalling, was extremely 
relieved to escape with merely a thick ear and a suspected 
(by him) cracked rib or two. These were sustained after a 
moment of admirable belligerence, when he had to be 
restrained by the referee from trampling on his opponent's 
stomach, the latter having inadvertently tripped over 
himself whilst taking evasive action. And if these notes 
lack a certain coherence, your sribe can only claim that he 
is still somewhat dazed after a cunning chop to the base 
of the skull, delivered when he was momentarily glancing 
behind him to select a suitable line of withdrawal. How
ever, the Company did have its heroes, notably Pte. 
Pottle (the heavyweight champ.) and C/Sgt. Mans, who 
both survived to win their weights. Our congratulations 
to thenr, and to all others who took part. 

Once again we have to record a change in Command. 
We welcome Major Hadshar to our midst, fresh from his 
tour on the gilded staff, and hope that his stay with us 
will be a happy one. 

Other arrivals to Company Headquarters are two 
Reservists—Pte. Picton from The Royal Sussex Regiment, 
and the familiar face of L/Cpl. Johnson, now installed as 
our Company Orderly Sergeant, and still pathetically 
trying to convince everyone that he will be home again by 
Christmas. 

Recently promoted is L/Cpl. Gates, and one of the more 
corny of the comments passed during the boxing was that 
he now has some stripes to go with the stars he un
doubtedly saw in the ring. 

Our activities this month have not been confined entirely 
to the athletic. Two days were spent on the range, and 
120 firers put through their classification course. Pte. 
Smith (902), of the Company Office staff, obtained the 
highest score of the shoot. 

In this issue we continue in our attempts to introduce 
some of the more bashful departments to you. We have a 
despatch from Sgt. Parker/s Regimental Police, the 
Intelligence Section (such as it is) reappears in the news, 
and the Officers' Mess staff, although some of their 
revelations have had to be censored, have also produced 
a line or two. 
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Saunders" of" the KTETTO.E. and their crew of vehicle and 
gun fitters, without whom our achievements would not 
have been possible. For their hard work by day and by 
night we are truly grateful. 

* * * 

M.T. 
Once again the office is enveloped in the last minute 

rush to produce our contribution for the Regimental 
Mag. Company Office have made the usual caustic 
comments about the M.T. being the only platoon always 
late with returns or notes. 

Vainly do we sound our new members for any signs of 
literary talent, but have drawn a blank. Sadly our thoughts 
turn to 2/Lieut. Tony Hills, who has left us for his famous 
"Fairy Lands Far Forlorn". We miss his literary talent 
greatly as he set a new standard for Dragon notes. No 
more will we read about the situation being "fraught" 
or of little men in greasy overalls. He was a very popular, 
hardworking Assistant M.T.O., and we wish him the best 
of luck in civilian life. We also believe that some of the 
female populace suffer with broken hearts from his 
departure. 

It is with great pleasure that we welcome back to our 
ranks Bill Draper as a Reservist. We are afraid he did not 
quite succeed in making his dash for freedom. He 
celebrated his return by causing an international crisis 
when he drove through the Belgian frontier barrier on 
his return, from collecting a 17pounder gun from 
Holland. 

From the dark depths of the office we report that The 
Squire has turned his attentions to running a Travel 
Agency as a side line. Applicants for transport to Dussel
dorf or Cologne are given ontheminute information 
about trains and trams. Sorry, no Volkswagen! 

The clerks have settled down from their wanderings to 
Paris, Amsterdam and Beyenburg Ranges. Slight mistakes 
in detail caused by these moves led us to be invaded by 
many angry wives, so we have now installed a warning 
system and gates to protect the M.T.O. Pte. Shapland 
acnuired a collection of nhofos which he terms "Artistic" 

and reflects on the quality of instruction. Better results 
are expected from the present batch, who include such 
wellknown figures as "Cabby" Cross and "Flapper" 
Craven. Special note should be made of Pte. Marshall's 
motor cycle cadre, as some say it is a case of the "Blind 
leading the blind"! 

The sight of about three large men holding hands and 
jumping in the air was the evidence of taking tyres off for 
rim painting. Like so many things the lack of proper 
equipment made the task much more difficult and longer 
than normal. At last the quarterly rim paint has been 
completed on most vehicles in record time. 

In conclusion, it only remains to write this month's 
valediction to some of our old Dover drivers—L/Cpl. 
White and Ptes. Clements and Seal. Chalky White's, 
familiar figure in the background of the R.E.M.E. work
shops will be missed, and his mechanical knowledge and 
assistance cannot be replaced in a hurry. 

* * * 

SIGNAL PLATOON 
With the advent of the Suez Crisis came a number of 

other changes in our expected plans. The big schemes of 
the September period were cancelled, and Pte. Parsons 
found that perhaps death was nearer than demob, after 
all. The grape vine had it that Ptes. Apted, Barnes and 
Fowler were once again in uniform, but with a different 
regiment, and Cpl. Slawson, due to go on a Mobile Defence 
Course, was told to report in writing after he had left the 
Army. 

With the scheme season being free from schemes, the 
Battalion turned to other events. The Brigade Com
mander's Admin. Inspection grows ever nearer, and we 
are gradually being caught up in the yearly performance 
known as "Admin. Flap". To fill in time, a Novices 
Boxing Tournament was arranged, and the Platoon as 
a whole fought pretty well. Mr. HolmesSmith, though 
in disguise as a "B" Company man, is to be warmly 
congratulated on winning his weight. Our other note of 



THE DRAGON 
Lastly, we should like to greet the P.T. Staff, on their 

transfer from Training Company. The unwary visitor to 
our lines majf already be alarmed by odd sniffing noises, 
as the pugilists weave about shadow boxing, or come 
across Pte. French, armed with towel, sponge and fire 
bucket, reviving some tottering novice in a corner. We 
suppose we shall now have to add to these hazards the 
spectacle of Cpl. Palmieri and L/Cpl. Watts, in their 
black and red jerseys, practising back somersaults in the 
corridors and forward rolls down the stairways. Ah, well! 
it is a small price to pay for the honours that will now 
come our way in the field of sport. 

* * * 

COMPANY HEADQUARTERS 
The past month has been one of violent exercise for 

that select band known as Company Headquarters. Pte. 
Black started the ball rolling with a trial for the Battalion 
Hockey Team, closely followed by L/Cpl. Surridge in the 
Battalion CrossCountry Running Team, and Ptes. 
Brindley, Rogers, Shoebridge and L/Cpl. Surridge in the 
Company Football Team. Whilst on the subject of 
football a few results of our recent matches might be of 
interest to our readers. We opened the season with a very 
fast "International" match against the German Post Office. 
After a very close game we finally emerged as winners by 
1—0. We have since played the following matches with 
considerable success:— 

German Post Office Won 1—0 
M.T. Platoon Won 3—2 
Training Company Won 19—1 
German Post Office Lost A—1 
Sergeants' Mess Won 3—1 
German Post Office Draw 3—3 

Those of our gallant band not engaged in sport have, in 
various parts of the globe, been enjoying their wellearned 
leave. These are namely our Company Commander 
(Major Cox), Cpl. "Baron" Britton (who decided to fly 
home) and our Company Runner (Pte. HewerHewitt. 

In all departments of Company H.Q. the signs of that 
annual horror, the Admin. Inspection, are very prominent. 
The Company Storemen, including our "demobees", 
can be seen almost any day of the week repainting, in a 
variety of colours, anything or anyone that stands still, 
whilst in the Company Office a fine array of new file has 
suddenly appeared as if by magic. 

* * * 

MORTAR PLATOON 
In an all out bid to avoid the last minute rush for the. 

Admin. Inspection, the Platoon set to work with paint 
brushes and produced a gleaming row of trucks. There 
must be a little "gremlin" somewhere because no sooner 
was the last dab of paint applied, and the brush set aside, 
than a little man appeared with, a letter to the effect that 
all Humbers would be withdrawn immediately and 
exchanged for Austins. Away went the Humbers, back 
came the Austins and out came the paint brushes again. 
They are almost finished now! 

There is another "gremlin" at large too. The Platoon 
set out on a twoday map reading route march and the 
rain started and strangely enough it rained for two days 
and then the sun came out. When everyone eventually 
staggered back with feet glowing like hot coals, there was 
another little note that the whole Battalion must do a 
twoday route march. Any suggestions for a suitable 
painful trap for "gremlins"? 

ptm piohpn qoh 1 e.u. 

Boxing must have a mention, though no doubt The 
Dragon will read like a boxing magazine this month. 
Pte. Fuller, to his horror, won his fight by braining his 
opponent with a wellplaced backwards inswinger that 
came from under his left armpit. However, when he 
finally undid the knot that resulted, he found he had 
sprained his thumb and was saved further violence. Pte. 
Sykes was the only one to survive to the semifinals, and 
was doing well till he fell foul of a lucky punch, "and then 
there was none". 

* * * 

M.M.G. PLATOON 
During this month the remainder of the Platoon returned 

from leave. Most of them had to pay a quick visit to the 
barber's shop, much to their disgust. 

Due to the hard work of Ptes. Christian, Crosbie and 
Page, and Etherton in his more sober moments, who 
have been buried down in the depths of the Company, the 
stores have taken over a rather contemporary look. 

Captain Pilcher must have been worrying about his 
fitness in the boxing. In consequence the Platoon had to 
go through a series of arduous crosscountry runs. On 
the last of these, two Sergeants were seen frying to push 
Pte. Crosbie—both physically and morally—on his way. 
His middle age spread, which lends him an air of content
ment, is alright for civilian life, but becomes a handicap 
as far as running is concerned. 

We must congratulate the more "punch happy" mem
bers of the Platoon on their successes in the boxing. L/Cpl. 
Mitchell, reaching the final, got a small token for his 
effort. While Cpl. Rowe and little Martin, who reached 
the semifinal, got only aches and pains for their reward. 

The Platoon as a whole is looking forward to Konig
winter for another outing. We are looking a little worried 
over Sgt. Histed and are wondering what he will be up 
to this time. There will be further news on this interesting 
feature in the next edition. 

ANTITANK PLATOON 
We open our notes this month with a very hearty 

welcome to Mr. Mason, our new SecondinCommand, 
and the ten other reinforcements we have just received 
from the rifle companies, we hope their stay will be long 
and very pleasant. (Now for the work, chaps!.) 

The reason for this sudden influx is that we have now 
been committed to learn the 17pounder and as the old 
members of the Platoon will realise, this requires quite a 
lot of manpower. Having been given this commitment, 
work started right away. First the new equipment was 
drawn from ordnance stores, which in itself was quite a 
task, then the whole platoon were given a couple of weeks 
in which to become conversant with it. This phase was 
carried out on the artillery ranges at Hohne quite near 
to the infamous Belsen concentration camp. Work 
started with a swing and everyone began to learn the drill 
and maintenance of the guns and generally get to know his 
"stuff"/ After only ten days' training, we were all put to 
the acid test, najnely a divisional AntiTank concentration, 
a competition involving eight antitank platoons. This 
competition involved shooting, drill, characteristics, 
maintainence and the naming of parts of thoguns. A pretty 
stiff test after such a short training period, but one, we are 
glad to say, over which we triumphed by winning with a 
total of 319 points, with a margin of 14 clear points over 
our rivals, The Royal Irish Fusiliers, from our own "0.2 — J *  

THE DRAGON 
After joyous tidings come the sad. The R.S.O., Capt. 

Ward, is laid up in Iserlohn Hospital with a slipped disc. 
We know full well that he will return as soonas possible, 
and we wish him a speedy recovery. 

The Platoon football season has opened with a not very 
glorious game against the Drums. We lost 5—1, and the 
absence of Sawyer (the season's captain) owing to boxing, 
cannot be used as a 100% excuse. We must find replace
ments for the members of the defence that have departed, 
a not too easy task, but one which we hope the new fellows 
will help us to solve. 

With the sun shining brightly for the ninth day in 
succession—surely a record for 1956 Germany—it remains 
solely to wish readers of this all the very best until next 
month. 

* * * 

CORPS OF DRUMS 
Once more we put pen to paper, and fill a few lines of 

interest to Drummers old and new. This month has been 
rather quiet, except for the Novices Boxing Competition. 
At the time of writing we still have Ptes. Moore and Jones 
pounding round the ring, with French in his glory acting 
as second to H.Q. Company, especially Drummers. 

Within the next week we put aside our sticks and flutes 
and take up rifles to go for a threeday stroll round the 
German countryside. For the next six weeks the Drum 
Major will be galloping round the square at Pirbright on a 
Drill Course. He will miss the Admin. Inspection, but has 
he gone from the frying pan into the furnace? 

That's the lot. Au revoir. 
B FLAT. 

MEDICAL CENTRE 
Fight on, my friends. For if thy thumb be sprained, 

surely it shall be plastered; if thy nose be broken, then 
shall it be Xrayed and pushed smartly back into line; 
and if thine eye be blacked, thereunto shall surely be 
provided a steak (except that this may be deducted from 
thy lunch in the future, being unlawful use of W.D. 
property). 

u«u 

Major McGrath has resumed command of the Empire 
after an enjoyable leave in sunny Italy. Mr. Keen has 
come down from fifteen thousand, only to go into mourn
ing for the loss of "Wonder Bomb"—the only vehicle on 
which the tyres were worth more than the rest of the car 
put together, that is when it was put together. L/Cpl. 
DayLewis' Motorbike still functions, though the shortage 
of glue and string is acute. 

Congratulations to Pte. Pottle on winning the Heavy
weight division of the Novices Boxing Competition. 
Well done, Ptes. Moore and Gavin, too, on getting so far 
and making a courageous effort. 

It is with regret that we say goodbye to Cpl. Hampson 
who has been a cook in the Battalion since 1953. We wish 
him the best of luck on his Malayan tour. 

Pte. Wenham is at present on a course at Duisburg. 
Here's hoping he does well and imparts his new knowledge 
to the advantage of all when he returns. 

SITUATIONS UNFORTUNATELY ENGAGED.—P.RJ. and 
Messing Officer, Dealers as Butchers, Bakers, Grocers, 
Travel Agents, Theatre Agents (a la Keith Prowse), Pig 
Farmers, Gift Shop Suppliers and Agents for Contractors 
(on international scale). 

THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH 
You too can be a plutocrat. Why not try your hand at 

working and reaping fruit in one of the outposts of the 
Empire? 

* * * 

BATTALION ORDERLY ROOM 
Once again we stop the mighty clatter of typewriters 

and stamping feet to bring you an uptodate account 
of the goingson in the Orderly Room. 

The past month has been taken up mostly with Drill 
Parades and Dr. Edith Summerskill's famous sport— 
Boxing. As far as the former goes, we think we are now 
equal to the rifle companies in our standard of drill. 

The Individual and InterCompany Boxing Competition 
 ended without one of our Staff appearing in a final. How
ever, this does not mean we are without honours. Both 
Stan Donovan and Dave Booth won their first fights 
but lost the second. The latter must have thought he was 
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AH you want for Christmas 

This Christmas be sure of getting the best at the most 
sensible prices. Call in at your nearest Naafi shop and 
see the wonderful range of Festive Fare. 
You'll find everything to make your Christmas a 
gay and memorable occasion; every kind of gift 
for you, your family and your friends. 
Vintage wines and fine cigars, crackers 
and paper hats, small gifts and major 
presents — Naafi has them all at 
hand for you to choose from. At 
Naafi your selection is widest 
and your shopping easiest. 

The Official Canteen Organisation for H.M. Forces 
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BRYMAY 

To smokers everywhere Capstan cigarettes have a 
smoother, finer flavour. Notice the packets of Capstan 
in evidence at any social gathering these days. Quite 
definitely people prefer Capstan quality. 

Enjoy 
CAPSTAN 

quality 

Jinv&ur / 
CAPSTAN cigarettes are blended better 

CCJ6AF 

THOSE WHO COM 

QUEEN 
3s v 

Scotch Whisky 

HILL THOMSON & CO. LTD. Edinburgh ESTABLISHED 

SAFETY 
MATCHES 

THE HATCH FOR THE 
BRITISH FORCES 

BRITISH MADE BY BRYANT & MAY 
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WARRANT OFFICERS' AND SERGEANTS' MESS 
The change in our postal address, to British Forces 

Post Office 44, did not, as one or two optimistic but less 
informed members would have us believe, mean a change 
in location. The prospects of wintering in Wuppertal loom 
predominant on the horizon. 

The early autumn days heralding the shortening day 
and long dark evening arrived unnoticed and un
anounced; such was the summer that it would be difficult, 
without the aid of a calendar, to say where one season 
commenced or the preceding season said au revoir. 
However, a tenday period of cloudless sky and bright 
sunshine in the middle of the month served as an 
appropriate swan song. Perhaps shirt sleeves wasn't such 
a bad idea after all. During the aforementioned period, 
C/Sgt. Cain and Sgt. Mills, doubtless as a result of studying 
the weather charts and listening intently to those poor 
unfortunate mortals—The Weather Forecasters—dis
appeared on leave. The former on local leave, the latter 
to England for eight days. 

OF SPORT AND THINGS 
During the middle of the month the visitor or new 

arrival would have been somewhat impressed at the sight 
of those Mess members who could not produce proof of 
birth before 1921, getting down to the allimportant task 
of training for the InterCompany Boxing Championships. 
Considerable keenness and enthusiasm was displayed by 
all members participating. The anteroom at times 
resembled Jack Solomon's gym, with members shadow 
boxing, skipping, and performing exercises destined, or 
so they believed, to get the body fit. One member who 
shall remain anonymous suggested at the weighin that the 
scales were incorrect. He was so worried by his weight 
that he was to be seen circumnavigating the parade 
square at what one can only call a jogtrot at various 
stages of dress and undress. He eventually succeeded in 
shedding six ounces at the expense of looking like what 
can only be described as a shadow of his old self. 

Steve Morris, our muscle man, boasts of having 
officiated at no less than 435 bouts during the week and 
is now thinking of setting himself up as a fulltime boxing 
promoter. 

Individual honours and congratulations go to C/Sgt. 
Wally Mans, who won through to take the middleweight 
title. Also C.S.M. Doug Ellis and Sgt. Histed, who 
reached the semifinals a pat on the back, and a "Well 
done" to all who participated. 

We had barely recovered from the glare of the arclights 
and the smell of the resin before we were faced with the 
formidable task of an endurance march. Just what the 
powers that be had in mind or what they hope to achieve, 
we wouldn't be knowing. What ever it was, we hope the 
aim was achieved. It would be difficult to assess the total 
mileage covered/ Reports vary and are very misleading. 
Sgt. Ernie Streeter, an authority and no mean performer, 
says, it was about sixty miles covered in about three days. 
Two leading lights of the Mess, namely Sgts. Tug Wilson 
and Bugs Baverstock, appear to have enjoyed the mis
fortunes of others. Assisting in the running of the staging 
camps, conveniently located near lakes, the time does not 
appear to have been spent entirely preparing meals and 
digging drainage pits. But I promised not to tell. 

As most of our readers are aware, the examination for 
the Army Certificate of Education First Class is a biennial 
event. Examinations taking place in March and October. 
Once again, the struggle for recognition by the examiners 
goes on. The number of members taking advantage of 
the intensive study period seem to increase each year. 
The subscriber is not sure whether this can be attributed 
to keenness or ignorance. "Crash" Hannaway continues 

to be mystified by the theories of Pythagoras; whilst 
Fred Rodmell, a .newcomer to the first class arena, says: 
"How do you write an essay of not less than 400 words on 
such controversal subjects as Ts the female of the species 
neglected?' ?" Cheer up, by January you will know if 
you must sit again. 

In closing this month's notes, we must say farewell to 
Sgts. Edwards, Woodrow, Wagstaff and Townsley, who 
left us on the 30th to become P.S.I.s with the 4th and 5th 
T.A. Battalions. The T.A.'s gain is our loss. They take 
with them our best wishes and the hope that at the 
expiration of their tour of duty with the T.A. they will 
once again join our midst. 

CORPORALS' CLUB 
After an absence of about three months, news of the 

Corporals' Club once again finds its way into the pages 
of The Dragon. The Club is now finding its feet for the 
first time since our arrival in Germany. During the past 
month we have played tennis and football and it is hoped 
in the near future to start rugger, hockey and basketball 
teams. On top of our sporting activities there have been 
social evenings both in our club and in other clubs in the 
Brigade to which we have been invited. 

The highlight of the past month was undoubtedly the 
social evening to which the Commanding Officer and his 
wife were invited, as well as members of the W.O.s and 
Sergeants' Mess. The new sittingrooms were used for the 
first time and many of the W.O.s and Sergeants were 
reluctant to leave the new armchairs at the end of the 
evening. The attractions during the social was a type of 
"rock'n roll" dancing exhibitions given by S.S.I. Morris 
and his wife and an "Indian War Dance" given by Sgt. 
Parker, who seems to have a nack of making all the women 
dance. We all look forward to another enjoyable evening 
like this in the not so distant future. 

Towards the end of the month, eight members of the 
Club were invited to a dance given by the Corporals' Club 
of the Royal Irish Fusiliers. Those that went, arrived back 
in a happy frame of mind (?) and assured us that they had 
an enjoyable time. It is hoped to repay the invitation in 
the near future. 

At the end of the month, a farewell evening was held for 
Cpl. Hampson, who is leaving us to serve the country in 
Malaya. We wish him all the best and hope that he has 
enjoyed his stay with this Battalion. 

During the past month we said farewell to Cpl. 
Sheepwash and L/Cpls. Dickings, Vant, Wright, Lade 
and White. Might it only be au revoir if Colonel Nasser 
(the Reservist's friend) decides that he would like to see 
them back in the army. 

The subject of Colonel Nasser brings us to say "hallo" 
once again to L/Cpls. Stanfield, Rowe and Johnson. We 
also welcome two members of the Royal Sussex Regiment 
who will doubtless find this Regiment much smarter and 
life not so easy (?). Congratulations are due to L/Cpl&. 
Gates, Hills, Ward, Hall, Gill, White and Wilshaw ori 
gaining admittance to the Club. 

While on the subject of congratulations, one must not 
forget Cpl. Naylor's "secret" engagement. He seems to 
be about the only person who considers the German 
climate worth living in. 

SPORT 
A Corporals' Club team comprising of Cpls. Palmieri, 

Luckett and L/Cpls. Straker and Vant soundly defeated 
a Sergeants' Mess team by 5 matches to 3 early in the 
month. The doubles were drawn at two matches each, 
but the Club showed their superiority in the singles. 
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The football team has been playing quite well and it 
was only in the last match against the M.T. that the un
beaten record was lost. This was mainly due to very poor 
finishing by the forward line. Results so far this season 
are:— 

v "C" Company Won 7—3 
v Messing Staff Won 6—0 
v Training Coy. Won 6—0 
vQ.M. Staff Won 3—1 
v M.T. Drew 2—2 
v M.T. ; Lost 4—5 

The match of the month was to have been against the 
Sergeants' Mess, but unfortunately one of their key 
players was injured and they had to back down. However, 
we look forward to combat later on in the season. 

We end these notes with a word in Sir Anthony Eden's 
ear. Send Liberace to Egypt. While they arc making a 
fuss over him we will nip in quick. 

QUARTERMASTER'S STAFF 
The main business of the month has been conducted 

in the establishment next door. With neither age, 
experience or medical certificates to save them, the 
greater part of the staff spent the first two weeks of this 
month before "the admin." trying to benefit from the 
experiences of Sgt. Page. Judging from the results, he 
must have passed on the wrong sort of experience. We 
had great hopes of Fitzpatrick, but to our regret his 
moustache proved stronger than his midsection. Sgt. 
Page had instilled his own fighting spirit into his pioneers, 
and four of them, namely L/Cpl. Munday and Ptes. 
Dickman, Law and Maxted, were unlucky in being 
eliminated by the ultimate finalists. Following the usual 
practice of putting square pegs in round holes and vice 
versa, the boxing officer wasted much time and energy 
getting one of our stalwarts into the ring as a competitor. 
His role should have been obvious—cigars are easily 
obtained, and I am sure a tartan dinner jacket could have 
been produced. C/Sgt. Mans brought us our only trophy. 
He had been lured from the cossetted comfort of the 
B.O.R. on to our staff, but it seems that he only came to 
ferret out our most guarded secrets before taking up 
C.Q.M.S. duties with "C" Company. 

The two largest heads of this manyheaded monster— 
ever growing monster in some people's opinion—dis
appeared for a couple of days during the month to have a 
look at Winterberg and the proposed site of the Div. 
winter training camp, which we have the privilege of 
running this year! The expressions that have appeared 
on their faces since, leave no doubts in anybody's mind 
as to which one will be resident in Canterbury this winter. 

With reference to the opening sentence of the last 
paragraph, let it be noted that for the second month 
running, departures exceed arrivals: L/Cpl. Wright and 
Ptes. Highwood, Burville and Dray have left us for what 
the R.Q.M.S. described as the horrors of civil life. We 
send them all our best wishes for success. Pte. Kemp has 
slid into L/Cpl. Wright's seat and Pte. Carter has been 
persuaded to leave "B" Company to fill the vacancy in 
the G 1098 store left by Highwood, and is also replacing 
Burville as equipment repairer. 

For reasons unknown we have been presented with 
another R.E.M.E. armourer. Sgt. Sherman indented for 
ear plugs when he first heard the name, but the differe.it 
spelling reassured him. Welcome to the aircraft, sorry, 
armourers' shop, Cfn. Collier. 

The usual imperturbable Sgt. Page holds the staff 
altitude record for once. The boxing officer has just in
formed him that he is taking four of his section for boxing 
training. 

Pte. Law is the toast of the staff, for at long last he has 
been off sick report long enough to perform a guard duty. 

I've no doubt that several people will be interested to 
learn that Pte. Button, who left here ten days ago to tour 
France, took one look at the prices there and hopped on a 
boat for "Blighty". 

REGIMENTAL POLICE 
Once again (or is it the first time) we stop the mighty 

roar of traffic, and take a brief respite to jot down a few 
notes for your reading leisure. 

Firstly, our congratulations are extended to Pte. Draper, 
who has just returned from leave, and who is now trying to 
solve the mysteries of married life, and'to Pte. Waters, who 
has left us to take an ammunition course, which we feel 
sure that he will pass. 

Boxing is of course the main topic for this month. 
L/Cpl. Scales, our heavyweight champ, found his match 
in the first round, and can now be found learning the 
intricate arts of tiddly winks, which he assures us is far less 
strenuous. Nevertheless, L/Cpl. Hills managed to uphold 
our prestige by reaching the semifinals, and was then 
unluckily butted by his opponent and had to retire with a 
broken nose. L/Cpl. Jackson, who used the "Close your 
eyes, hit and run technique", found that it did not pay, 
and lost his bout on points. Still, summing up, we found 
that the boxing was enjoyed by one and all, and made a 
very interesting break from the normal routine. 

By the time that these notes are published, Pte. Barnett 
will have tried his hand, for the first time, at life in the 
field. His main worry, as per usual, is, will I get enough 
to eat, but we have assured him that the cooking is in the 
expert hands of the C.S.M., and that his fears will not be 
realised. 

Well, what with L/Cpl. Powell enjoying a wellearned 
rest in the U.K., and with traffic piling up as it is, we must 
bid you adieu, and say "Carry on Lon!!!". 

OFFICERS' MESS STAFF 
During the past few days a local carpenter has been 

busy taking off the doors of the Mess, and after we had 
suffered a drafty day, bringing them back—to all intents 
and purposes unchanged. Fortunately for Pte. Adams, the 
back door of the Mess had just been removed, when he 
returned from the Battalion Boxing Competition, covered 
in bruises, unfit for work during the 'following week, and 
clutching a microscopic cup. Had the door been there, 
we feel positive that he wouldn't have been able to open it 
sufficiently to get his head through. Joking apart, we are 
all very proud of our "Wuppertal White Hope" in the 
bantamweight class. 

This week Sgt. Billett hands over the duties of Mess 
Sergeant to Sgt. Marsh, and disappears in the direction of 
Hythe for a small arms course. He will probably miss 
being able to brew innumerable cups of tea, and we will 
certainly miss his inside knowledge of the G 1098 racket. 

A person as yet unknown to this month's scribe, is 
reported to be on leave in England, much to the relief of 
the M.I. Room. Never has a head of hair owed so much 
to so little a bandage. 
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INTELLIGENCE SECTION 
Since we last burst into print a year ago, much has 

happened. To start with, our staff has completely changed 
and we are starting virtually from scratch. The veterans 
of the Intelligence Section have all disappeared to various 
jobs within the Company. 

Lieut. Lunn has gone off to be a very highpowered 
A.D.C. However, we hope to see him occasionally if he 
should emerge from the welter of gold lace, brass, and 
gleaming staff cars that go with his kind of job. C/Sgt. 
Harrison is now organising the mass turnover of 1157's 
in "B" Company. Sgt. Marsh (recently returned) has 
taken over as Officers' Mess Sergeant. Cpl. Courtier has 
now left the Army for civilian life. Cpl. Luckett is now 
dealing with most definitely one of the more important 
jobs of the Battalion, Post Corporal. L/Cpl. DayLewis 
is involved in an equally important job—Rations. Finally, 
there is Pte. Bell, who we are sorry to say, has descended to 
the depths of the Orderly Room. 

Still, we can claim an excellent record of promotions, 
the last but not least being that of L/Cpl. White, who now 
holds the fort in solitary splendour, with the new I.O., 
2/Lieut. Williams. 

* * * 

ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL 
Once again we welcome the season of soccer that is now 

upon us. Kicking off to a good start, we held several 
Battalion trial games. Among those present on the field 
were several old faces from last season, also several new
comers from Training Company, and to those we give a 
particular welcome. 

Being a period of limbering up, we have so far played 
only one Battalion match. This was against the Royal 
Ulster Rifles, to whom we lost 4—1. However, it was an 
encouraging game, and the team played well, especially in 
the second half. They were unfortunate not to have netted 
more than once, but credit is due to centreforward Pte. 
Graham, who had the goalkeeper beaten for a fine goal 
low in the corner. L/Cpl. Mace in goal played an out
standing game, and although hurting a finger in the early 
stages of the game, he kept up a very high standard of 
"keeping" throughout the match. 

So we sign off with the prospect of a good season before 
us, and a full fixture programme. 

BOXING 
The boxing season has opened with a bang with a 

Battalion InterCompany and Individual Competition for 
everyone under the age of 35 years. This meant a solid 
week of boxing with over 400 fights to get through, and 
the Battalion saw over 33 hours of boxing. Although 
there were many who do not consider boxing a sport or 
were not particularly anxious to enter, it was most 
heartening to watch everyone enter into the right spirit 
and "have a go". Black eyes and sprained thumbs are 
now very prominent throughout the Battalion, but every
one seems to have enjoyed the week. There were many 
spirited and keen fights; far too many to mention any by 
name, but it is hoped that the Boxing Officer now has 
ample material for a Unit team. It has at least made the 
Battalion boxing conscious. 

Individual and Company Final Placings are shewn 
below:— 

INDIVIDUALS 
BANTAM—Winner: Pte. Wedge, "B" Company; Runner

up: Pte. Newland, "C" Company. 
FEATHER—Winner: Pte. Huckstepp, "A" Company; 

Runnerup: Pte. Glass, "C" Company. 

LIGHT.—Winner: Pte. Stokes, "C" Company; Runner
.up: Pte. Adams, H.Q. Company. 

LIGHTWELTER.—Winner: Pte. Myers, "B" Company; 
. Runnerup: Pte. Jones, H.Q. Company. 
WELTER.—Winner: 2/Lieut. HolmesSmith, "B" Com

pany; Runnerup: Pte. Mather, "B" Company. 
LIGHTMIDDLE.—Winner: Pte. Knight, "B" Company; 

Runnerup: L/Cpl. Mitchell, "D" Company. 
MIDDLE.—Winner: C/Sgt. Mans, H.Q. Company; Runner

up: Pte. Edwards, "D" Company. 
LIGHTHEAVY.—Winner: Pte. Povey, "C" Company; 

Runnerup: L/Cpl. Munday, H.Q. Company. 
HEAVY.—Winner: Pte. Pottle, H.Q. Company; Runner

up: C.S.M. Ellis, "C" Company. 
COMPANY PLACINGS 

1st, "C" Company, 468 points; 2nd, "B" Company, 
420 points; 3rd, "A" Company, 355 points; 4th, H.Q. 
Company, 321 points; 5th, Training Company, 296 
points; 6th, "D" Company, 281 points. 

RUGGER 
This year's team is still something of an unknown 

quantity. 2/Lieut. Daniel has gone and left his successor 
a lot to live up to. However, there is hope in Pte. Sainsbury 
who has just joined us from the Depot, but has not yet 
played out here. The backs are still led by 2/Lieut. Holmes
Smith, anyway for the first part of the season, and should 
with luck shape well. The forwards have the weight, but as 
yet are all beer and nicotine. 

The first match was played on 22nd September in blazing 
sunshine. (Eight ball overs and legbyes to count.) It was 
a trial game for us, but unfortunately not for 41 Field 
Regiment R. A. We were soundly beaten 23 points to 3 by 
a far fitter team. Next week we take on the Royal Ulster 
Rifles, and should be able to tell a brighter story after
wards. 

* * * 

CRICKET 
With the numerous other Battalion activities and the 

very poor weather, we have been able to manage only one 
Battalion match this month, which was played at Hilden 
against H.Q. 2 Inf. Div. We batted first and made a brisk 
177 and then managed to remove Div. H.Q. for 102 runs. 
The best individual performances were by Pte. Ledger of 
"D" Company, who made an enterprising 65 and 2/Lieut. 
Neame, who took four wickets for 21 runs by the cunning 
use of plenty of air and a strong sun behind him. 

Although we had no other Unit games, the annual battle 
of the Officers versus the W.O.s and Sergeants took place 
on 1st September and provided some entertaining cricket. 
The Officers' team proved to be too strong for the 
opposition and won easily by an innings and 64 runs. 

After this match it was decided that we would play an 
Officers versus The Rest game. This would have provided 
a great deal stiffer opposition for the Officers, but we were 
Obliged to cancel what promised to be a very good game 
because of the weather. 

* * * 

HOCKEY 
A Battalion Trial Game was held on 5th September, 

1956, and this gave us all a chance to get the feel of the 
game again, and also showed that the Unit is not lacking 
in talent. 

Although we still have to be tried in battle, the line up 
of the team is favourable. The forward line, perhaps 
lacking slightly in speed at the moment, is steady; the 
halves and backs wellsupported by players from last 
year's team look confident and workmanlike. 
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Round and About 
by The Tramp 

I H A D  a  f e e l i n g ,  
which 1 cautiously 
expressed, that when 

I wrote about that 
Ancient Privilege and 
The City of London 
I was 'sticking my neck 
out'. Well, that portion 
of my anatomy is 
'bloody but unbowed'. 
To my infinite delight 
friendly attacks came 
from two not unexpected 
quarters. First, a Regi
mental historian took 
me up on the point of 

the H.A.C.'s share of the privilege. 1 can only 
reply to him that a paragraph on page 715 of 
The Historical Records of The Buffs (18141914) 
led me to write as I did. 

My second critic, after some over kind com
pliments, regrets my 'incursion into Regimental 
History'. So, indeed, should I but I am perversely 
unrepentant because to draw letters from him 
and Brigadier Foster Hall is a source of pleasure 
to me, suggesting that there are at least two 
readers of "Round and About" beyond the 
Editor who can't avoid it and the printers who 
set it up in type. Major Tomlinson generously 
refrains from exposing all my inaccuracies and 
mentions but one; the reference to The Holland 
Regiment and 1660. In his copy of The Historical 
Records on page 709 he will find quoted a letter 
from the City Remembrancer, Sir Adrian 
Pollock, dated 10th May, 1904, which reads as 
follows: "...there is little doubt that the 
privilege originated shortly after Charles II 
became King in 1660, when having disbanded 
nearly the whole of the Army, with the exception 
of The King's Regiment of Foot Guards, (now 
The Grenadier Guards), the Holland Regiment 
(now The Buffs), and the Duke of York's 
Regiment (now The Royal Marines) ..." Sir 
Adrian's words, apparently too anticipatory, do 
not seem to be questioned in The Historical 
Records and who was 1 to doubt the memory of 
one holding the office of City Remembrancer? 
My own status as a historian, Regimental or 
otherwise, is palpably nonexistent and in any 
event between us we seem to have called attention 
to the facts (and fancies) of a matter most Buffs 
have long taken for granted, without regard to 
historical accuracy. Therefore I am quite 

prepared to say 'peccavi' or, changing the 
tongue 'touche'. Some of my old friends may 
recall that 1 was not wholly impervious to the 
charms and pitfalls of controversy. I hope others 
will join in this one. It isn't, to quote the Irish
man of the old story, 'a private fight' nor does 
it matter who, if anyone, wins. 'Great is truth 
and it shall prevail.' 

I feel a bit like the mild little man who said: 
"It's a privilege!" when his glass of ale was 
upset in a bar by a burly and menacing rugger 
international. 

OLD HEROES 
From the top of a 'bus in Piccadilly the other 

day 1 caught a glimpse of a famous cricketer 
whom 1 often saw in action. I was therefore 
somewhat surprised a day or two later to read 
that he, Sir Pelham Warner, was eightythree 
years of age. 'Plum' was one of the most success
ful of Captains of England, ranking with W.G., 
Archie Maclaren, Sir F. S. Jackson and C. B. 
Fry, the last of whom died a week or so ago. 
Much in the way of obituary notices was written 
about Fry whose prowess as an allround 
sportsman was phenominal. His longjump 
record lasted for many years. He was a first 
class soccer player and narrowly missed the 
highest honours in Rugger. He was the most 
handsome man I have ever seen and he was no 
mean scholar, being one of the celebrated 
triumvirate at Wadham College, Oxford, in the 
'nineties which included F. E. Smith, later Lord 
Birkenhead, and J. A. Simon, later Lord Simon, 
the Lord Chancellor. Fry, like Warner, was a 
forceful writer on cricket and, with his wife, 
wrote a novel entitled A Mother's Son which 
included a Test Match episode. Fry's great 
work as Commander of the training ship Mercury 
is wellknown and there must be many old 
Mercurians who look back to their days on The 
Ham'ole with admiration and affection for the 
man who made it so great a success. I saw Fry 
several times at Canterbury Week in my boyhood 
when he led Hampshire against a Kent XI 
which included such masters as J. R. Mason, 
Blythe, Fielder, Huish and others. 

SOUTH FOR SUNSHINE 
Talking of cricket, which some of my readers 

may think 1 do overmuch, 1 met the other day a 
lady who had known many of the giants in her 
young days. Needless to say, she was a 'Maid 
of Kent' and her recollections of games, other 
than county matches, were worth listening to. 
It was just at the time of our meeting that the 
M.C.C. side was sailing from Southampton for 

IT'S A PRIVILEGE 
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a winter's cricket in the warmth and sunshine of 
South Africa. How I envied these hearty young 
fellows, still able to bat, bowl and field and good 
enough at one or all these departments to be 
given a tour abroad while we at home will be 
coping with our English winter. As a small 
compensation, one that the modern marvels of 
science have given us, we shall be able to listen 
to Radio commentators telling us of 'battles' 
far away and, according to our several imagin
ations, picture the scenes. 
CONTRAST OF TECHNIQUE 

Mention of commentators reminds me of a 
discussion; in which I took part the other day. 
The subject was our preferences among the host 
of gentlemen whose pleasant and, I fancy, not 
underpaid task it is to tell a public, avid for 
descriptions of sporting events, what is happening 
on the various fields and courses. There were 
some who liked the slow. drawling dialect of 
John Arlott who personalises (if that is the 
correct word) the doings and the character of 
cricketers. Others preferred the enthusiastic 
manner of Rex Alston equally at home on the 
rugger as on the cricket field, while a third 
confessed a liking, with qualifications, for the 
rich if excitable comments of Raymond 
Glendenning, who on the soccer field, the race 
course or at the boxing ring lets himself go so 
vigorously. All agreed that they are pretty 
expert at it and that it is far less easy to do than 
it sounds. Some high marks were given to the 
encyclopaedia knowledge as well as the modest 
manner of Arthur Wrigley, the statistician of 
cricket, who is always there when wanted to give 
the necessary details. The art of all these 
experts is a new one but in their various ways 
they have brought it to a high pitch of efficiency. 
One has only to recall how laboured and how 
confusing are the attempts at narration or 
description of ourselves to admit that they 
deserve all they receive. None the less it must 
be 'nice work if you can get it', as the office 
cleaner said when referring to something very 
different. 
SUEZ ANP SUCH THINGS 

It was rather refreshing the other day to read 
the report of a speech by a Member of Parlia
ment on the thorny subject of Suez and Anglo
American relations. Not only did he put into 
public words in a forthright way what many 
people have been saying and thinking in private, 
but he reminded us that clear thinking and honesty 
are not entirely dead in public life. Across the 
Atlantic the speech may cause some heart
burnings in the Presidential camp, but it will 
also provide some ammunition for the opponents 

Continued on p. 273 

Watch for these Films 

THREE great musical successes have been 
made into films. One, The King and /, was 
mentioned last month, but I would like to 

stress again the superb production, the tenderness 
of Deborah Kerr as Anna Leonowens, and the 
impact made by the acting of Yul Brynner as the 
King of Siam. . 

Oklahoma. A great many people will have 
seen this lovely and simple musical play which 
ran for so long, but those who did not will fee 
able to remedy their loss by seeing it as & film. 
It is beautifully done, and the singing as good as 
in the stage version. The enunciation seemed 
particularly clear, and the style of the dances is 
quaint and exquisite. 

Guys and Dolls. With Marlon Brando, Frank. 
Sinatra, Jean Simmons and Vivian Blaine, who 
was in the stage production. This is America 
burlesquing its underworld. Being fortunate 
enough to see the original .production in Bristol, 
where it was tried out, we were Captivated by its 
wit and slickness. Those who knew their Damon 
Runyan will be enormously amused by the 
assortment of goldenhearted gangsters with 
delicious names ("Nicely Nicely Johnson"), 
Vivian Blaine is inimitable as the Doll With 
inclinations to domesticity. Her sottg "Take 
back your Mink .. . take back your polls" is a 
gem* also there is the terrific "Sit down, you're 
rockin' the boat". The heroine (Jean Simmons) 
is a Salvation Army lass who has run short of 
sinners to be saved. The gangsters are made to 
oblige by their leader who has fallen in love with 
her. Jean Simmons and Marlon Brando bring 
a hint of touching sincerity into the midst of it 
all. 

The Silken Affair. A lighthearted comedy, 
about a fairytale day in the life of a hitherto 
respectable accountant. He shares a taxi with 
an enchanting young woman (Genevieve Page) 
and under her influence behaves in a most 
uncharacteristic way—cooking accounts and even 
burgling his wife's safe. The story runsalong 
very pleasantly and smoothly, owing, very 
largely, to the unfailing charm of David Niven. 

Fernandel the Dressmaker. A French comedy 
at the Cameo Polytechnic. It is about a tailor 
who inherits a fashion house. He is fond of the 
fair sex and keeps this inheritance a secret from 
his wife. It is pure farce, but the brilliant timing 
of Fernandel and Suzy Delain as his wife makes 
it worth seeing. 

M.M.A. 
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Brigadier F. W. B. Parry inspects the passing out parade. Hindenburg Platoon 
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Q.M.S.I. L. Sinclair receives the G.C. and L.S. Medal 
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Beneath Bell Harry 
H R O U G H O U T  
this windy and 
r a i n y  s u m m e r ,  

there have been those 
who have said, "We 
are bound to have a 
fine September". How 
right they have been, 
proved. Such was the 
day when the Officers 
defeated, this time, the 
Sergeants in the return 
cricket match of the 
season, and when there 
was the need of re
freshment at the con
clusion of the game. 

An extremely good Dinner Night took place 
in the middle of September when Major Bob 
Thomas, Captains John Grugeon and "Moggie" 
Catt and 2/Lieut. Peter Hordern were dined out. 
Major Gerard McGrath, also due to be dined 
out, was unfortunately not able to be present as 
he was attending a course to prepare him for his 
future civilian job. We understand he got a good 
result on the course, which augurs well for his 
future. We were lucky enough to have the 
services of the band for this Dinner Night and! 
they certainly added to the success of the evening. 

The Mess is now constantly full to overflowing 
with officers waiting to proceed overseas with 
drafts. With the help of the Pay Corps, these 
officers have usually been fitted in, but Major 
George Hudson has had his anxious moments, 
and let it be said* so has the P.M.C. 

Under the direction of Lieut. Richard Lea 
new plans have been made for the layout of the 
Mess gardens. Even in the early stages, the 
improvements are very noticeable. 

No. 1 COMPANY 
On 21st September, an intake of 70 men arrived in the 

Company, and at long last it seemed that we would be able 
to form two platoons from one intake. Within ten days, 
and as a result of the P.S.O.'s and Medical Officer's work, 
only 32 remained to be formed into one platoon and to be 
known as "Jerusalem" Platoon. 

Their introduction to the ways of the Army is being 
brought about by Sgt. Parker, fresh from a drill course at 
which he achieved a very good result. 

Administration time is once more upon us, and the 
company area is full of activity. Drilling, polishing and 
painting is the order of the day and we look forward 
confidently to the day. The company block has suddenly 

become much quieter, for no longer do we hear the Band 
carrying out individual practice in the rooms. We hope 
they enjoyed their visit as much as we enjoyed having 
them and we look forward to their return next year. We 
shall not be without music for long, however, for we are 
temporarily going to accommodate the Brigade Band 
Boys, and by the look of the list of the accommodation 
stores, they are going to have a pretty good "set up". 
Where all the accommodation stores are going to be 
fitted in, is a matter which still requires solution. 

A private soldier in the Company who was due release 
from the Army within a week or two, recently visited a 
local employment office to enquire about a job. The 
advice he received was that "he should sign on in the 
Army". So far he has not taken that advice. 

THE sands of time are 
fast running out and 
very shortly the two 

Battalions, the 4th and the 
5th, will come into being; 
an unprecedented peacetime 
event although in the Volun
teer days, there was an 
Administrative Headquarters 
with an Adjutant in Thanet. 
Already the nucleus of the 
permanent staff is at the 
Westwood T.A. Centre, 
Thanet, settingup the new 
Battalion Headquarters and 
Captain John Grugeon is 

fast finding his feet, and getting around his new 

Meanwhile P.S.I.S of the present Battalion 
are busy with I033's and: every Drill Hall east 
of the interbattalion boundary is packing stores 
and equipment to join the everincreasing flow 
to the 4th Battalion area. Indent after indent is 
similarly being released to equip the new 
Battalion. This will be the last occasion on 
which 4/5th Battalion notes will appear; in 
future there will be two sets of notes to record 
the doings of each Battalion. We wish all 
connected with the 5th Battalion every success 
and look forward to a long, long period of 
cooperation and friendly rivalry. 

Now for recent happenings. Following our 
success in the District Motor Cycle Trials as 
reported last month, the Commander 133 
Infantry Brigade sent this message:— 
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The tasty good chewing I 
of long lasting Wrigley's 
Spearmint Chewing Gum 
moistens your mouth, 
sweetens your breath and keeps 
you refreshed for hours. 

reshing (EP71/56) 

THE OLYMPIC GAMES 

The Olympic Torch makes its longest journey yet
over 7,000 miles—when it goes from Greece to 
Melbourne, this year. Its first journey was in 1936, 
when relays of runners took the torch 2,000 miles 
to Berlin. London was its destination in 1948 and 
four years later the torch was taken to Helsinki. 
This year more than half the j ourney will be by sea. 

marvellous marmalades 
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in stone pots 1/10 lb. 
in glass jars 1/6 lb. 

L I T T L E  C H I P '  
orange jelly marmalade 

1/4* lb. 
The prices apply only to the 
United Kingdom. 

The rich waxes in Kiwi sink deep into 
the leather, to give a gleaming, long
lasting shine. 
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R.S.M. Faulkner and the other P.S.I.s staged 
some extremely successful demonstrations on 
infantry subjects, and the Gunners had oppor
tunity to fire most of the basic infantry weapons— 
the shower of Energa Grenades flying across the 
football pitch being particularly frightening. 

In addition to our own Brigade Commander, 
the Camp was visited by Lieut.General Sir 
Wyndham Green, Hon. Colonel of 410 Coast 
Regiment; and the Divisional Commander, 
accompanied by his A.D.C., Lieut. Hugh 
Tennent. 

The camp will be remembered for a variety of 
incidents, of which Major Ravenhill's inadvertant 
borrowing of a visiting Brigadier's Land Rover, 
and the Brigadier's subsequent pursuit by motor 
cycle, will not easily be forgotten. 

In the meantime we look forward to the time 
in the near future when 410 Coast Regiment will 
don their Dragon cap badges. 

Even with all the turmoil of the forthcoming 
changeover it has been possible to do some 
training and "B" Company will be in the field 
again with an ambitious programme which 
apparently includes a visit to a Submarine at 
Chatham. Ranges at Lydden Spout and Lydd 
have been used to good effect, the former for 
the completion of classification on Rifle and 
L.M.G. and the Strike Range at Lydd for a 
final display by the Machine Gunners before 
they migrate to the 5th Battalion. Lydden 
Spout has seen a number of Officers classifying— 
probably for the first time in years!—but it 
might be wise to draw a veil over the proceedings, 
At least Captain Bill Baddely would probably 
think so—and he had all the "A" Company 
experts on the butts when he fired. 

News is to hand that a new Divisional Sign, a 
yellow trident on a red background, will replace 
the existing type next month and so wives and 
girlfriends will have to get busy with their 
needles. Reference to the new sign was made 
in the last issue of the Territorial magazine as 
part of the Divisional NewsLetter. 

"Please convey my heartiest congratulations 
to all ranks who participated in the Div./Dist. 
Motor Cycle Trials. Both the individual results 
and team placings reflect the highest credit to 
your battalion. Well done." 

Of the succeeding events, the general inter
national situation led to the postponement of 
the Third Talmag Rally scheduled for 15th16th 
September, whilst gruelling conditions in the 
South Downs Trial meant that the Battalion 
Team was not placed, although the Team com
pleted,the course. A Team was also entered for 
the Eastern Command Trial at Colchester on 
29th30th September, but an early retirement of 
one member of the Unit Team resulted in no 
placing, although Sgt. Stockdale and Pte. 
Hughes were placed 20th and 30th respectively. 
One cannot expect success every time and much 
useful experience was gained which will be a 
definite asset in future meetings. 

In the absence of Captain Chris Griffin and 
pending the appointment of a new Adjutant for 
the 4th Battalion, approval has been given for 
Lieut. Roger Holloway to hold the appointment 
and he is in charge of affairs at the time of going 
to press. Although business is brisk and the 
mountain of paper never seems to diminish, 
Roger found a moment to report on the Annual 
Camp of 410 Coast Regiment, R.A. (T.), and 
your Correspondent is indebted to him for the 
paragraphs which follow. 

A training team from the 4/5th Battalion 
attended the annual camp of 410 Coast Regiment, 
R.A. (T.A.), who will soon form part of the 5th 
Battalion, The Buffs, which was held at Stiffkey, 
Norfolk, at the end of August. 

The team consisted of Major Ravenhill, 
Captain Anderton, Lieut. Holloway, R.S.M. 
Faulkner and six P.S.I.s, while Captain Grugeon 
and Lieut. Lea ma^e brief but welcome visits. 

The formidable task of turning a Gunner 
Regiment, lock, stock and barrel, into Infantry 
was not made any easier by the eccentricities of 
the nearby marsh range, when civilian prawners 
and winklers walked with carefree abandon 
along the beach immediately behind the targets, 
comforted by the knowledge that the beach was 
not W.D. property, and that we would therefore 
be obliged to stop firing forthwith. 

Tactical training was likewise carried out on 
the marshes, when, in front of the Brigade 
Commander, the Officers surrendered their 
Gunner virtue, wading knee deep in mud, and 
taking up extremely aggressive fire positions in 
ditches half full of sea water. 

Although the situation is still fluid there have 
been a number of moves which warrant reporting. 
The 4th Battalion welcome two new P.S.I.s from 
the 1st Battalion, namely Sgts. Woodrow and 
Townsley, who will replace Sgts. Bryant and 
Kay, who will be in the 5th Battalion area. The 
newlyforming Battalion has been strengthened 
by the arrival from Germany of C.S.M. Ellis 
and Sgts. Edwards and Wagstaff. Projected 
changes include the departure of R.S.M. 
Faulkner from the 4th Battalion to the Depot 
and the posting of R.S.M. White from the 
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Depot to the 4th Battalion, another straight 
forward "swop". The latest information about 
Moggie Catt is that he will be in Germany by 
the end of the month, thus missing by a few days 
the Diningin Night arranged early in November. 
It remains to be seen whether he will succeed in 
creeping away without that' longpromised 
celebration!. Moggie's successor will be Bill 
Kille, already well known to us as to need no 
introduction and we look forward to seeing him 
very soon. 

It was on this occasion that Cpl. Cowles earned a nick
name that is going to be hard to live down (let alone 
up to!). Whilst preparing for the patrol, he was engaged 
in blacking one of the Cadet's faces and the lad remarked 
"Gosh, you have had a few beers!". This would have been 
a perfectly reasonable statement had not the Cadet at a 
later stage in the proceedings referred audibly to "Old 
Beery" and that right in the middle of the patrol when 
tension was at its worst. 

Sgt. Cole looked after the administration and did 
extremely well. At 0300 hours we were drinking lots of 
soup and eating Maconichies, both of which went down 
very well indeed. We look forward to doing a very 
similar exercise with "C" Company nex t month. 

"A" COMPANY 
With the "Summer" season virtually at an end and 

everyone returning from their holidays (and this includes 
Sgt. Bryant, who has been engaged on a very furtive 
recce of the area for next year's camf)), attendances have 
been much improved and it has actually been possible to 
conform to the training programme. Friday evenings 
are becoming very popular once more and there have been 
some tricky bits to negotiate at a rather late hour—so 
far the supply of adequate explanations has not run dry! 

. Two Sundays have been spent on the Range, at Lydden 
Spout and Hythe respectively, completing classification. 
On the latter occasion certain members of the Company 
learned the hard way in their efforts to move a 1ton truck 
from the loose shingle. Nearer home, the .22 range is in 
constant use in preparation for the postal shoot and the 
Winter Competition with the Ramsgate Branch of the 
Past and Present Association for the Grant Cup, a shoot 
which Ben Hogben has done much to revive. 

We had a visit recently from the Commanding Officer, 
and as it was a Friday evening we feel sure he enjoyed his 
stay; Mrs. Hews was away at the time and therefore we 
had no scruples about the lateness of the hour of his 
departure. 

Major Balding, acting quite contrary to what he said 
on reaching the top of Ell Barrow, is sampling the delights 
of Salisbury Plain once more; admittedly in rather 
different circumstances this time. He will return slightly 
radioactive, however, and it may be certain that future 
training programmes will have a definitely technical 
angle—and Light Rescue for good measure. 

Finally, we must welcome back Pte. Holness, Darkey 
to those in the know, who temporarily deserted us for the 
Home Guard but who has now returned. It is rumoured 
that Capt. Morgan is even turning on the heat to persuade 
Tompsett to rejoin, but that can be believed when it 
happens. Another wellknown member, Sgt. James, has 
also rejoined and is about to become a member of the 
5th Battalion for the second time of asking. 

"B" COMPANY 
First and foremost we must congratulate Cpl. and Mrs. 

Barnish on the birth of their son and look forward to 
seeing this latest addition at some future date. We also 
hope that Cpl. Barnish will enjoy his new job at the Mill. 

Our highlight in training was a night patrol in cooper
ation with the local Cadet Force unit. The patrol was led by 
C.S.M. Antrichan and was successful in its object—namely 
to capture a prisoner. Sad to relate, the prisoner managed 
to escape, but was recaptured very shortly afterwards. So 
all ended as it should. 

"D" COMPANY 
At last the rains have subsided and strangely enough, 

the present sunshine coincides with the winding up of the 
indoctrination camp of the 410 Coast Regiment. 

From all accounts, their literal baptism into the Infantry 
faith did not interfere with the conversion programme 
and the troops acquitted themselves very well indeed in 
their new role. 

It goes without saying that at every Camp some 
humorous situation is bound to arise; we gather that the 
incident of the Very Senior Officer who rode pillion on a 
motor cycle whilst in hot pursuit of his Land Rover 
(inadvertently appropriated by another officer) capped 
even the Alice in Wonderland fantasy of Nina and her five 
chapeaux. 

Humour, it would seem, is born of a mildly sadistic 
streak which most of us possess and which surfaces 
whenever someone in authority is placed in an unfortunate 
position. However, let's not become involved in psycho
logical theories and instead, talk about U. 

Yes, whenever there is something controversial, be it 
Marilyn Monroe's vital statistics or any other subject of 
purely academic interest, "D" Company bods are more 
than eager to have their say. The most popular of the 
latest talking points is, of course, the Ufad. 

For the benefit of Hottentot readers, U means upper 
class as opposed to nonU, which suggests appertaining 
to the middle and lower classes. It is pointed out that 
income and/or social status has absolutely no bearing on 
a person being U or nonU in his speech or mannerisms. 
Pte. Le Bargy, for example, suggests that "a dining 
room/cafe with recreational and shopping facilities" is U, 
whereas "the NAAFI" is nonU. We have all decided 
(albeit reluctantly) that it is positively nonU to adorn 
our ears with the unconsumed portion of the last cigarette 
and also that those of us who possess false teeth (nonU; 
dentures) should never, ever succumb to the temptation 
of removing these during, meals and surreptitiously 
camouflage them with a napkin (nonU; serviette). Are 
other Companies Uminded? 

Whilst marooned in the wilds of Norfolk, pubbing 
probably, our P.S.I, was delighted to meet an oldtimer 
of the Shorncliffe days; none other than Bandsman 
Ratcliffe, late of the 2nd Battalion, who is now living at 
CleynexttheSea. Quite apart from achieving the 
primary objective—the consumption of a considerable 
quantity of beer—they revived many happy memories of 
the early thirties and it is good to know that the Regiment 
has an ardent champion in that part of East Anglia. 

From the Ashford front it would seem that our Platoon 
there was almost overwhelmed by the local Cadet Force 
unit in a shooting match and only the sure eye of Sgt. 
Smith saved the day. (Readers should note that we even 
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disclose things which put us in an unfavourable light!) 
Our Wireless training day on Romney Marsh was, 
however, eminently satisfactory with even a plentiful 
supply of fresh air laid on by Mother Nature. 

"S" COMPANY 
It is a pleasure to be able to report the birth of a 

daughter, Cynthia Ann, to Sgt. and Mrs. Kay. Heartiest 
congratulations to them both, and may all go well. Mrs. 
Kay has recently been none too well, and she has our best 
wishes for a very speedy recovery. 

We are now in the throes of packing stores and equip
ment for transfer to the 4th Battalion area, and scenes of 
indescribable confusion are so commonplace as not to 
be worth mentioning! In the midst of the turmoil we said 
goodbye to Major Tilleard, T.D., on his being posted to 
"C" Company of the 4th Battalion, and welcomed back 
as Company Commander, Major F. D. C. Cobb, T.D.; 
the latter very properly went on leave (wise man!) and left 
it. all to Capt. Morgan—who had troubles of his own, as 
will be seen later on in these notes. 

Every possible weekend from the end of August 
onwards has been' fully occupied on the range by the 
Deal and Dover Platoons in practising for the Emden 
Trophy, a local match which is fired each year. The 
Company team came second to 579 Bomb Disposal 
Squadron R.E., who have held the trophy for some time. 

Scores returned auger well for the future, and we look 
forward to being completely successful next time. 

Sgt. Stockdale has been spending a great deal of time on 
motor cycle trials and both he and two other members of 
the Company, L/Cpl. Stockdale and Pte. Neville, are to 
be congratulated on their performances. Sgt. Stockdale 
gained a cup and a medal in connection with the 14 Com
mand Workshop Trials. 

The weekend 18th and 19th August was devoted to 
Infantry Section leading and tactics, and a detachment 
also went to Margate to take part in the Mayor's Sunday 
parade. All appeared to enjoy the tactical part of the 
weekend—even though Sgt. Todd took them through 
the river! 

At Sandwich, Sgt. James made a most welcome return 
to the fold and he was able to accompany the M.M.G. 
Platoon to Lydd for their Sunday on the Strike Range on 
23rd September. A very pleasant day was spent there 
and it was nice to have some spectators from "A" Com
pany present as well. The shoot went yery well until Pte. 
Fraser put his influence on No. 2 gun—which promptly 
got a round jammed in the barrel (a stoppage which 
momentarily defeated the experts). Fortunately, unlike 
our friends in similr circumstances, the following round 
was not fired" and we were saved from having a bulged 
barrel or similar frightfulness. However, from then on 
the rot set in and what with sailing boats cruising about 
and various other interruptions, there was perforce a 
certain amount of waiting about—but at least the sun was 
shining. The Range Officer at Lydd is to be congratulated 
on the new strike range which we all found provided the 
maximum amount of interest both for Gun Numbers and 
budding Fire Controllers—there is a feeling of satisfaction 
when hearing the slap of rounds through figure targets 
at the first burst. 

On 3rd October, members of the Sandwich Platoon 
and visitors attended the film show arranged by the 
Sandwich Branch of the Past and Present Association. 
Thanks are due to members of the Sandwich Branch for 
an excellent evening's entertainment and for their very 

kind invitation to attend. We were surprised to find that 
some of our number appeared as film stars, which only 
goes to show how careful one must be! C.S.M. Gabriel, 
please note! 

* * * 

H.Q. COMPANY 
In spite of the disgusting summer we have been able to 

get out on M.T. and Wireless exercises, both of which 
have proved popular. We are happy indeed to claim as 
M.T.O. that very popular farming figure, Lieut. Willey 
from Stelling Minnis, and he has been busy lately with 
motor cycle trials. 

On 8th September we held a dance which proved rather 
disappointing when the results were worked out, but with 
the winter coming we hope that these dances will attract 
more people. We must not forget to thank C/Sgt. Williams 
and Sgts. Wright and Bell for their very efficient handling 
of Stewards' duties; so far we have avoided trouble and 
are not likely therefore to come before the magisterial 
figure of the Commanding Officer. Our next effort will 
be on 13th October, when we hope to report a little more 
success. 

We have been pleased to see Cpl. Drury, who comes in 
all the way from Bossingham, a place blessed with the 
worst bus service in the country; and Sgt. Stilwell, the 
pay genius, and the only one of our number who even 
vaguely understands the star grading system. 

We must welcome Pte. L. K. Taylor, formerly of the 
R.A.S.C., who should prove an asset to the M.T. Section, 
and if the scrap metal market can spare him, we should 
like to see Sammy Small back again. What about it? 

Finally, we wonder if Sgt. Bell will be putting up a 
wound stripe following his accident on the range on 7th 
October—all in the course of duty, Dinger? 

Round and About—Continued from p. 267 
of General Eisenhower's party. Those con
sequences are by the way and after November 
will matter little. Meanwhile, plain speaking 
between friends is something to be welcomed. 
Some very necessary good may come of it. The 
American Secretary of State is by no means the 
only 'nigger in the Suez woodpile'. At home 
here the antics of the friends of our enemies 
have been just as "flatfooted". After all our 
election is some way ahead. 

S.S. "Buffs .3? 

IN the days when Trooping was commonplace 
along the "All Red Route", there must have 
been, over a number of years, thousands of 

Buffs who watched the coal bunkering activities 
at Port Said, Suez or Aden and the method of 
operation with the Native labour for such tasks. 

Little did they realize that much of that labour 
force had an indirect association with the 
Regiment itself for practically all coal bunkering 
at our former British possessions was controlled 
by the renowned firm of Wm. Cory & Son, Ltd. 
To this day of course their Lighters and ships 
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are prominent on the Thames and around the 
English Coast and further afield they now 
transport oil fuel. 

The connection with the Regiment arises in 
this manner. In the First World War a con
siderable number of the firm's employees, 
presumably from the Thames area, were enlisted 
or volunteered for The Buffs. So strong was the 
connection that a Collier built in 1917 for the 
firm was named Buffs. At that time she was 
the largest Cory built ship, and soon after 
commission she was taken over by the Govern
ment and remained in active service till the end 
of World War I. 

In 1919, King Christian X of Denmark, 
ColonelinChief, presented the ship with his 
portrait and this was proudly hung in the ship's 
saloon. 

About a year later the firm decided to rename 
their ships with a uniform prefix of "Cor" and 
so our Regimental namesake became the 
Corland. 

The ship became a pukka old soldier by 
plying at her trade regularly, and entered World 
War II with true regimental spirit and pride. 
She was unsuccessfully attacked from the air 
in 1940 and on 5th February, 1942, the grand 
old Buff lady was sunk by enemy bombing in the 
North Sea. 

In War and in Peace this gallant Collier and 
her crew upheld a great tradition for it gave it's 
best both to the firm and to the Government 
and Country. 

About 36 years ago a brief article appeared in 
The Dragon so I make no claim for originality, 
but I am indebted to the Hon. F. A. Leathers, 
the present Chairman of the firm, for his kindness 
in providing me with certain data and a photo 
showing the ship with her original name which 
I hope can be reproduced. 

DATA 
Built 1917 by S. P. Austin & Son, Sunderland. 
Gross tonnage, 3,431. Deadweight tonnage, 

5,285. 
Dimensions, 341 ft. x 47 ft. x 22.8 ft. 
Engines—Triple expansion with two single ended 

boilers. R. BARHAM. 
* * * 

Regimental Gazette 
SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 31ST 

AUGUST, 1956 
INFANTRY 

REGULAR ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 
THE BUFFS.—Lt.Col. (Hon. Col.) N. Eustace, D.S.O. 

(18863) (retd. late Ind. Army), having exceeded the age 
limit of liability to recall, relinquishes his commn., 5th 
September, 1956, retaining the hon, rank of Colonel. 

NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 
Lt. J. Vallins (423596) from T.A. Nat. Serv. List, to be 

Lt., 1st September, 1956, retaining his present seniority. 

TERRITORIAL ARMY 
2nd Lt. (Actg. Lt.) P. J. Morlock (424553) to be Lt., 

2nd September, 1956, with seniority 29th April, 1954. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 4TH 
1956 

INFANTRY 
REGULAR ARMY 

THE BUFFS.—2nd Lt. St. John Lawrence Moncrieff Fox 
(440401) from D.C.L.I., A.E.R.O., Nat. Serv. List, to be 
2nd Lt. (on probation), 7th August, 1956. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 
11TH SEPTEMBER, 1956 

The Queen has been graciously pleased to confer the 
award of the Territorial Efficiency Decoration upon the 
following officers:— 

Infantry 
The Buffs.—Capt. (Hon. Maj.) J. C. L. Falloon (88846). 

INFANTRY 
REGULAR ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 

CLASS III 
THE BUFFS.—Lt. P. J. Mitchell (418337) from Active 

List, to be Lt., 4th August, 1956, retaining his present 
seniority. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 14TH 
SEPTEMBER, 1956 

INFANTRY 
TERRITORIAL ARMY 

NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 
THE BUFFS.—2nd Lt. S. Bowen (439656) is granted the 

actg. rank of Lt., 13th September, 1956. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 18TH 
SEPTEMBER, 1956 

INFANTRY 
ARMY EMERGENCY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 

NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 
THE BUFFS—2nd Lt. (Actg. Lt.) A. C. C. Vincent 

(428505) to be Lt., 20th September, 1956, with seniority 
24th January, 1955. 

TERRITORIAL ARMY 
NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 

THE BUFFS.—2nd Lt. (Actg. Lt.) C. M. Byers (435196) 
to be Lt., 20th September, 1956, with seniority 15th 
January, 1956. 

REGULAR ARMY 
The undermentioned Officer Cadets from the Royal 

Military Academy, Sandhurst, to be 2nd Lts., 27th July, 
1956, with seniority 27th July, 1956, except as otherwise 
stated:— 

INFANTRY 
THE BUFFS.—John Joseph White (449076), 1st July, 

1956; Simon Montfort Boucher (448917). 
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FRESH FRUIT JAMS by H'voi&uTt) 
N O  A D D E D  P R E S E R V A T I V E  O R  C O L O U R I N G  M A T T E R  

SERVE 

NEVER BEFORE have the regular services provided 
such opportunities for a progressive standard 
of living. New rates of pay offer you a golden 
opportunity to accumulate ready money for your 
present and future needs by allotting a small 
amount from your pay into your own 

POST OFFICE SAVINGS BANK ACCOUNT (SERVICE SERIES) 
or by 

BUYING NATIONAL SAVINGS CERTIFICATES 
Ask your Savings Officer or Pay Office for details, 

or write direct to: 
The Secretary 

H.M. Forces Savings Committee 
1 Princes Gate, London, S.W.7 

Who will be happy to send you a copy of the appropriate 
leaflet which gives full details of Savings in the Forces. 
(.Please state in which of the three Services you are serving, 

or hoping to serve.) 

ISSUED BY H.M. FORCES SAVINGS COMMITTEE 
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Rums sold under the Hudson's 
Bay label had already become 
the standard of comparison in 
America even before the des
truction of the Prince of Wales 
fort in Hudson's Bay and 
the historic escape of the 
Company's supply ship, the 
Prince Rupert, from a French 
warship in 1782 

ING FIRMS SUPPORT SERVICE JOURNALS 

THANK G O O D N ESS  If you require your Services 

Manikin  
.  C I G A R S  

MILD HAVANA FLAVOUR 

BLAZER BADGE 
made entirely BY HAND In our workroom 
from finest quality Wire and Silks, please 
write for our Price List. Quick delivery assured. 

D. J. Parkinson, 15 Albert Rd.> Brighton 1. 

MACKENZIES 
Sherries & Ports 
/Ae "Rest ojf tile, RUHC/C 

20-EASTCHEAP - LONDON - E C-3 

ALLSORTS Quiteriqht NOTHING BETTER IN YOUR MESS OR NAAFI 

DRINK 

TASTES JUST LIKE THE 
FRESH FRUIT ITSELF! 

orance 

The Governor and Company 
of Adventurers of England 
Trading into Hudson's Bay 

INCORPORATED 2nd MAY 1670 
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SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 25TH 
SEPTEMBER, 1956 

INFANTRY 
REGULAR ARMY 

NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 
THE BUFFS.—The undermentioned Cadets to be 2nd 

Lts., 21st July, 1956:—23194129 David John Galley 
(449138); 23193840 Paul Mallalieu (449154); 23182408 
Owen Duncan George Prideaux (449159). 

The following Officers are awarded the Efficiency Medal 
(Territorial):— 

INFANTRY 
THE BUFFS.—Lt. F. E. G. Covey (138861). 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 28TH 
SEPTEMBER, 1956 

INFANTRY 
REGULAR ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 

CLASS III 
SHORT SERVICE COMMISSIONS 

Maj. N. E. H. Todman (172115) (Emp. List 4) from 
Active List, to be Maj., 1st Oct., 1956, retaining his present 
seniority. 

Maj. R. J. Robertson (243906) from Active List to be 
Maj., 1st October, 1956, retaining his present seniority. 

Past and Present 
Association 

Life Members 
1ST TO 30TH SEPTEMBER, 1956 

H.Q. Roll.—Lieut. P. W. M. Parker, L/Cpl. E. Staines. 
Folkestone Branch.—Mr. J. Hart. 

* * * 

Annual Members 
H.Q. Roll.—Cpl. J. Price, L/Cpl. M. Hinds, Ptes. E. 

Brawn, G. Brookes, A. Chapman, A. Clements, E. 
Crouch, S. Gifford, W. Harding, J. Hayward, T. Malynn, 
T. Palmer, A. Penfold, A. Petley, A. Prior, S. Smith, 
R. Smith, B. Stanton, G. Walder, J. White, R. Willis, 
E. Valder, J. Fawcett, I. Morton, A. Green. 

* * * 

Donations 
We acknowledge with thanks the following donations:— 

Benevolent Fund £ s. d. 
Mr. A. H. Betts ... 10 0 * 
Museum Fund 
London Branch I l l  o  

* * * 

Grants 
The total grants from the Benevolent Fund and the 

World War 1939 Charitable Fund during the month of 
September, 1956, are as follows:— 

£ s. d. 
Benevolent Fund 29 0 0 
World War 1939 Charitable Fund 27 0 0 

ANNUAL REPORT, 195556 

THIS is the fourth Annual Report I have 
been privileged to make to you and I hope 
that you will feel,after hearing it, that the 

Association continues to flourish, although we 
still hope for a fuller flow of new blood. A great 
many of us are not growing any younger, at any 
rate in years, and the time will come when we 
must have a new generation to take over the 
reins. 

I know that I speak for you all in welcoming 
Brigadier Nicholson, not only as Chairman of 
the Association, but as Deputy Colonel of the 
Regiment. You will be keeping in touch, if you 
read The Dragon, with the Colonel of the Regi
ment who is undoubtedly enjoying his new 
appointment. 

The Accounts for 1955/56 have been confirmed 
by the Executive Committee and I would refer 
to a few items. The Administration Account 
shows a small surplus of £20 against a loss 
during the previous year of £14. The Administra
tion expenses of the work of the Association 
were also lower last year. Subscriptions showed 
an increase of £40, and I would thank the 
Battalions, Depot and Branches for responding 
to our call for some increase. 

Grants from the Benevolent Fund amounted 
to £488 18s. lid. and from the World War 
Charitable Fund £359 19s. 2d., a better pro
portion than in previous years. 

The Dragon Newspaper finished the year 
with a surplus of £95 as against a loss of £50 in 
195455. This, however, was largely due to the 
number for May, 1955, which included a large 
number of photographs of the Presentation of 
Colours Parade for which we received the use 
of the blocks, free of charge, from various local 
newspapers and to whom we offer our thanks. 
Circulation continues fairly constant. However, 
I cannot hold out much hope for the current 
year as with the increase in printing costs our 
monthly bills continue to be pretty formidable. 
I am hoping soon that we may be able to increase 
our revenue by more local advertising for which 
we have already launched an appeal. I again 
ask for even larger sales of the journal. 

I hope that you will be satisfied that, on the 
whole, the Association's work continues satis
factorily and that the Accounts show a healthy 
position. 

And here I must add that I could not carry 
out the work without the very efficient and willing 
help of my two assistants, Mrs. Manthorpe and 
Mrs. Gentle. Mrs. Gentle replaced Mrs. Lawson 
who is now with her family in New Zealand. 
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I also acknowledge the help of the Depot 
Commander in allowing O.R.Q.M.S. Kennard 
and his staff to help us in our duplicating and in 
many other small ways and to R.S.M. White 
and all those who help him on Association 
occasions and in this I would include Mrs. 
White and various other ladies who cut endless 
sandwiches! 

We are glad to welcome one more Branch of 
the Ladies' Guild recently started at Ramsgate. 
The other Branches report steady progress. 

I would like to conclude by paying tribute to 
S.S.A.F.A., The Forces Help Society and to 
many such organisations for their work in 
connection with our Benevolent Funds, and to 
the Press for their response to our needs on 
many occasions. 

NOTE. Brigadier Nicholson was not, at the last 
moment, able to be present. 

What a pity so few turned up, but then if, as they say, 
they did not know in time to make arrangements, some
thing must be done, for this surely is not the last Social by 
any means. 

What did we do? Yes, Tombolla, Race Game, Darts 
(gents playing worst hand) and those other silly games that 
make a party go. 

Oh, yes, there was a raffle, and there hangs another 
story, and I'm certain Charlie won't take umbrage at the 
telling. The Secretary takes very great care in choosing 
these raffle prizes, being certain not to repeat them. And 
do you know why? Yes, you have guessed it, because he 
is so lucky, but noone minds because it would be a very 
great disappointment if we didn't hear his name. And 
while we are talking about you, Charlie, we all hope that 
Mrs. Collins is better. 

Once again I must on behalf of the Branch thank all 
those kind ladies for the very nice refreshments. They 
always turn up and in plenty. 

'And so for another month I'll say cheerio. 

Dover Branch 
September's monthly meeting was held on Thursday 

the 6th, our Chairman, Mr. T. Noakes, presiding. He 
was supported by the following members:—Charlie 
Collins (Secretary), Tommy Holloway (Treasurer), Charlie 
Hare (ViceChairman), Woo Martin, Pongo Meakin, 
Ted Marsh, Taffy Wakefield, Arthur Banks, Harjy 
Saunders, Darkie Ross, Messrs. Hopper and Hayward. 

Chief topics for discussion were the Annual Fishing 
Competition and Winter Shooting Competition. With 
regard to the first, it is hoped to have our best team out 
in an attempt to hang on to the Cup and already Pongo 
Meakin is carefully painting his rod, but whether it will 
resemble the barber's pole, as last year, we cannot say. 
It is sincerely hoped that this year it will be warmer than 
at Herne Bay and that we have a little water to throw our 
lines into. We well remember our last effort at Ramsgate, 
when for quite a long time several competitors were on 
dry land. Anyway, here's wishing the team the best of 
luck. 

In respect to the Shooting, the Branch have again 
entered a team in the FolkestoneDover District League, 
but instead of calling ourselves The Dover Dragons we 
hope to change that to Dover Branch Buffs. Naturally, 
we shall also be shooting for the InterBranch Cup and 
after two years of being well down in the scores there is 
every chance of chasing Canterbury and Ramsgate. 
Shall we say that the last two years has just been practice 
and that we have at last got five good shots plus good 
reserves. 

By the time these notes have been published our Chair
man and Secretary will have attended the Annual General 
Meeting at Canterbury and aired the points discussed by 
the Branch. 

After the meeting the rest of the evening until 10.30 p.m. 
was spent in a Social under the guidance of Pongo Meakin, 
assisted by Ted Marsh. Renewing old times as both were 
Quartermaster and R.Q.M.S., together during the late 
war. No, nothing twisty but their efforts were good and 
everyone enjoyed themselves. 

October's meeting was held on the 4th at the Eagle 
Hotel. Our Chairman, Tommy Noakes, being unable to 
attend through other urgent business, Charlie Hare 
presided, supported by Charlie Collers (Secretary), Tommy 
Holloway (Treasurer), Harry Saunders, M. Stockley, Jim 
Johncock, Ted Marsh, Pongo Meakin, Darkie Ross, 
M. Ellen, M. Hooper, Arthur Banks, and Taffy Wakefield. 

The Secretary gave the Branch details of the Annual 
General Meeting some points of which were left over for 
discussion until November. 

Thank you, Ramsgate, for disagreeing with The Dragon 
as to when the Fishing would take place, because it has 
enabled the Branch to produce a team. The 7th October 
was going to be a little awkward because of so many 
other engagements (Club outings, etc.) that we were 
finding the Branch being represented by that last year's 
champion Pongo M. Sure, we were certain of his doing 
well and being able to compete with all other Branches, 
but it is only fair that we should help him out on the new 
date, 21st. 

Shooting starts on Monday, the 8th, and we are hoping 
for much better results than were produced last year, so 
look out Canterbury and the Cup. Haven't seen Jack 
Deal and son, they will be there though to add their scores 
of over 90 to those of M. Stockley, Pongo Meakin, 
Charlie Hare, T. Noakes and, if and when he can attend, 
Ted Marsh. 

Still struggling to get the Branch Darts Competition 
finished. Possibly with all the Harvest in, we shall see 
our dear friend Harry Hawkins to play off his match just 
where the stoppage has occurred. 

November's meeting will be the Annual General Meeting 
and we are hoping to see a bigger attendance including 
those freshly discharged Buffs who have had a card. 

Don't quite know whether Mr. N. Sutton does read 
The Dragon, perhaps we could send him a copy (this one 
in preference), but him being very influential on the local 
paper might give notice of our meetings and doings much 
more prominence; after all, there must be hundreds of 
Buffs in Dover who would like to know of our existence, 
or yes, and the date of our meetings. 
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Medway Branch 
The weather, as all have noted, improved by the middle 

of September and one would have thought that everyone's 
spirit would have risen accordingly—but no! the general 
term that seemed to be in current use was, "It would have 
to happen now that I have taken my holiday". 

The representatives of Branches that attended the 
Annual General Meeting of the Association at Canterbury 
on Saturday, 15th September, were disappointed that 
Brigadier Nicholson was unable to take the Chair in his 
capacity as Deputy Colonel of the Regiment, some other 
appointment obviously had to take priority. However, 
Colonel Dean, v.c., officiated to everybody's satisfaction. 
To make full comment on what took place at the meeting 
would be superfluous as I am sure that our General 
Secretary, Colonel Argles, will publish a report elsewhere 
in this issue of The Dragon. I must mention just two points 
though. One Branch proposed that in the Darts Com
petition each Branch should be permitted to enter two 
teams, if it so desired, instead of one as at present. This 
idea was soon nipped in the bud. No names, no pack
drill, but they breed a crafty lot of lads halfway between 
here and Canterbury—it is said that some of them are 
born with silver darts in their hands!! Secondly, I should 
like to mention the tea that was provided for the delegates. 
It was just what the doctor ordered. The sandwiches were 
delightfully delicate and tasty, the cakes were as light 
as feathers and the tea was as mother makes it. N.A.A.F.I. 
(from my minutes observation) seems to do a good job 
these days and I should like to congratulate them both on 
the meal provided and the pleasant way in which it was 
served. All of which reminds me of one day at Portland in 
1923. I was proceeding on my lawful duty towards the 
R.S.M.'s Office when I spotted a fellow whose hat seemed 
to wobble from side to side as he walked. I noticed, too, 
that he had two doughnuts in each hand, one partly eaten. 
I—er—invited him to come nearer to me and, when he 
did so, remarked in a kindly manner that his appearance 
was not in keeping with the illustrious regiment in which 
he had the honour to serve. I reminded him that various 
civilians wore peaked uniform caps at any chosen angle 
and pointed out that he could not at the moment number 
himself among their ranks. When I raised his cap with the 
intention of setting it firmly upon his head out rolled four 
more doughnuts! "Well?", said I. "Well, you see, 
Sergeant", says he, "I have just been to the canteen. 
I put down a shilling and asked for a doughnut. They said 
they hadn't any change, so I said, 'Alright, give me the 
change in doughnuts'." 

Back to duty again. I suppose this branch must have 
been the first to have a report on the A.G.M., for our 
monthly meeting was held on the same evening and our 
representatives, by hurrying to Canterbury East Station, 
were able to get back in ample time to give their fellow
members full information of what took place. Only twelve 
members were present, the same old regulars, and the 
meeting was followed by the usual game of darts, etc. 

Mr. Pardew, M.M., it will be remembered, has for some 
time been suffering from a slipped disc. His firm has now 
decided to help him out by transferring him to an office job 
at Eastbourne. He is not likely to move there as he hopes 
to retire in a year or so from now but it means that he 
will be unable to give any regular attendance at our 
meetings for some time to come. This is a great pity for 
he is a very useful member and his opinions are greatly 
valued. 

This year our numbers were so small that we hired but 
one coach on Remembrance Sunday. This led to some 
discussion as to what is going to happen in the future on 
the return journey. The question arises from the fact that 

some members like to make a late evening of the journey 
whilst others prefer to get home reasonably early. The 
only solution, so far as I can see, is for more members to 
attend so that we can again employ more than one coach. 

The landlord of the Two Brewers, Rochester, where we 
gather for our meetings, requested that we hold our 
meeting on a different date than usual in October. 
We were only too pleased to help him out in this matter, 
and so it was decided that the Branch will meet on the 
Saturday (27th October), and not on the 13th. Those 
interested please take note. 

Our Standard was on parade on Battle of Britain Sun
day and was carried by Mr. Chaney. Owing to short 
notice only a few other members were able to attend. 

And that, as two famous radio stars used to relate of 
a family of the antelope type that was wiped out by a lion, 
is the end of the news (gnus). 

* * * 

Ramsgate Branch 
Yet another month's notes must, I regret to say, start 

off with reports of sadness. 
During this month we have lost two of our Life Mem

bers (Lew Dunkley and Fred Elliss), two of the Old 
School who will be remembered for many a day; also, we 
have to report the death of Mrs. Morgan, mother of 
Capt. Reg Morgan, and of Mr. W. Abbott, father of one 
of our younger members. To all the families we offer our 
sincerest sympathy. 

I think the first item of importance this month was the 
A.G.M. at Canterbury on 15th September, at which we 
were represented by the Chairman, Mr. J. Johnson, and 
our Secretary, but the other members who wished to 
attend failed to turn up. The Secretary nearly missed it 
too, except for a chance remark by the Chairman the night 
previous, and our delegation would have been one only. 
We were sorry not to have our Deputy Colonel with us, 
but we were ably controlled by Colonel Dean in the Chair; 
and from reports and decisions taken, although there is 
no spectacular rise in membership, there appears to be no 
immediate fear of the Association falling flat, but if we 
don't get some of the younger element to take an active 
interest, it could easily happen. 

Our meeting held on the following Friday (21st) 
brought us about 48 members. Not as good as we would 
like, but we shall hope for better attendances in future. 

The Chairman opened the meeting by welcoming all 
officers and members, especially George Booth and 
A. C. Bryant, who were attending after a long period of 
absence through illness and seasonal employment, and 
also paid tributes to Fred Elliss and Len Dunkley. 

During the business of the meeting, subjects for dis
cussion were the Annual Dinner, now to be held on the 
10th November, 1956, at the San Clu Hotel; the Fishing 
Competition, which, owing to the lack of cooperation 
of the Ramsgate Invicta Fishing Club, has had to be 
postponed until 21st October, 1956. We hope the alter
ation does not prevent any Branch from taking part. 
Also the Ladies' Guild Outing to Aylesford Priory on 
Sunday, 14th October, which we hope will culminate in a 
visit to the Depot Sergeants' Mess, where we hope to meet 
the Canterbury Branch and their Ladies' Guild. This 
seems to be a fairly full month, what with Fishing Com
petitions, Cinema Show at Sandwich on October 3rd, 1956, 
and Dinner preparations, Ladies' Guild Dart Match and 
Outing, and they say there is nothing on! 

I don't know what Dick Atkins had in mind, but he 
presented the Chairman and Secretary with a stick of 
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Ramsgate Rock. Whether it was to keep them quiet over 
the Ladies' Guild chocolates, or whether he provided the 
Rock, and expected them to do the Roll, but Rock'n 
Roll they did not—may have rocked a bit but definitely 
no Roll. 

By the time these notes appear in print we shall, I hope, 
have welcomed the Officers and Members of the 5th 
Battalion to our Branch. I understand that some have 
arrived and so must get around to seeing them, and help 
them to enjoy our meetings, which we trust they will 
attend. 

Arrangements are under way to recommence the 
shooting for the Grant Cup, between the Branch and the 
Ramsgate Company of the T.A. Battalion. Judging from 
the meeting of the organisers, it seems as though we might 
be on a "wet wicket". 

I expect I'll think of quite a lot of news when I've sent 
these notes off, but I just can't think of any more now, so 
till next month, best wishes to all Buffs. 

BEN. 
* * * 

Ladies' Guild 
On Friday, 7th September, we held our fourth meeting 

and were warmly welcomed by our host, Mr. Atkins. 
We would like to thank him publicly for the most lovely 
flowers that are always on the Club Room table; for the 
use of his kitchen and utensils, and the box of chocolates 
he presented us with at the August meeting. As readers 
have no doubt gathered by the remarks of B.E.N, which 
appeared in The Dragon recently, the men of the Branch 
think we are being spoiled. 

We are very proud of the attendance of members; 
again this month the percentage was high; twentyfive 
"old" members, three "new" members, and three 
apologies. Two of our ladies travel from Sandwich and 
three from Broadstairs to attend. 

The business was disposed of by 8.15 p.m., and having 
partaken of refreshments, some members practised darts 
in readiness to challenge husbands who come to our social 
evening in October. Nonplaying members enjoyed a 
chat and the younger generation were most interested in 
the reminiscences of the older ladies. 

The good wishes of the London Ladies' Guild were 
greatly appreciated by all members, who would warmly 
welcome any ladies who take a "trip to the seaside". 

Talking of "seaside", we have been invited to take a 
walk on the Pier on Sunday, 7th October to watch the men 
fishing. Yes, we Ramsgate ladies, "weather permitting" 
are going to be able to check up on the "fishermen's 
stories" at last. They had better catch some good fish in 
view of the fact that they requested the ladies to postpone 
their proposed outing to Aylesford Priory from 7th to 14th 
October. 

Our fame is spreading. Readers of the Kentish Express 
may have seen the article "100% Enthusiasm", published 
in the "Seen and Heard" column at the end of August. 
The article also mentioned all the other Ladies' Guilds. 

* * * 

Canterbury Branch 
For the want of a better start, I am going to comment 

upon the many ways the Regiment gains unofficial and 
official forms of notoriety, as for example, over a number 
of years I have read three books of fiction that indicate 
that some character has served in The Buffs—a literary 
change to the wellused and collective form of "Guards or 
Marines". 

The daily papers of course often provide some current 
mention; a very recent example being in the Telegraph, 
where I read that the Regiment was anxious to trace the 
V.C. awarded to Pte. John Connors in 1855. 

But the highlight of publicity (and obviously un
intentional) can now be seen at almost all railway stations. 
The Times newspapers display an advertisement wherein 
extracts from sundry columns of a recent issue are laid 
out in pictorial form. In one column there can be read 
distinctly, "CANTERBURY BEANEY INSTITUTE Historical 
Display—The Buffs " This of course refers to the 
exhibition held about six weeks ago, but I think it will 
illustrate my opening point. 

The above might make collective reading but it certainly 
does not tell you of our activities on our meeting night 
of the 28th September, which brought together about 25 
members, which included all our senior executives, and a 
welcome visit from Major Watts, and Capt. Charles Read 
again. 

A very pleasant night amongst what I term a healthy 
company with a variety of business ably presented and 
dealt with by our Chairman and Secretary. Both these 
two gentlemen attended the Annual General Meeting on 
our behalf and relayed to us the gist of that Assembly. 

Other topics dealt with dinners and potential arrange
ments for the same. Two, namely the l/4th Battalion and 
6th Battalion, both of the First War, will be completed 
facts by the time these notes appear in print, and the third 
was a general review of the prospects of a full Association 
Dinner. 

Mr. Pain kindly presented the Branch with an enlarge
ment of the Branch marching past the War Memorial 
at the Annual Remembrance Service, and "Hoppo" 
finalized the gesture by offering to make the frame. 

Our fishing gallants are getting in trim for the Branch 
contest. Strangely enough, our old card school are also 
fishermen, so it looks to me as if the talk on that day will 
be a combination of Aces, Rods, Types of Bait, and 
maximum colds caught. 

The organised collection arrangements so ably super
vised by our Chairman at the Remembrance Service, 
paid good dividends, for apparently the amount collected 
was the highest ever. 

The Branch was offered the facility to attend a collective 
Armistice Parade Service at the Cathedral this year, but 
agreed to adhere to the principle of supporting our own 
Garrison Church near the Old Depot for this occasion. 
From past years we know this to be a homely yet im
pressive service and it well deserved full support, and it 
is to be hoped that we will achieve a full muster. 

Numerous social events are in the near offing, and I will 
comment on them next month. 

The Branch honoured the passing of that wellknown 
Buff, "Ginger" Cunningham, by a few moments silence 
being observed. At the funeral, Norman Fisk represented 
us all, and R.S.M. White attended with other Regimental 
Pall Bearers. Mrs. Cunningham has thanked us for the 
wreath and sympathy extended to herself and family. 

Our old friend Mr. Sayer, Who comes all the way from 
Wingham each meeting night, has been seriously ill, but 
we are glad to hear of a slight improvement. 

I thought last month's Dragon to be a good bob's worth, 
and would like to hear more of Lieut.Colonel F. R. 
Cosen's Indian experiences, and we can't have enough of 
the "Letter from America". 

BABU. 
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WHO'S WHO AT THE CANTERBURY BRANCH 
No. 16—MR. N. FISK 

I am pleased that Mr. Fisk has allowed me to publish 
these few lines for it will help to dispel the idea that I only 
cater for the real old soldier—as a matter of fact the 
sequence of publication has been limited to the material 
passed to me month by month. 

Mr. Fisk, or Norman to all of us, only knows of 
soldiering for the war period, and not all of that period 
was spent with the Regiment. Nevertheless, we would 
have a job to find a more loyal or keener member of the 
Association, and of our own Branch itself. A regular 
attendant and participant in all our games and social 
functions, with the willingness and ability for organizing 
such events. 

His perky word and smile are familier characteristics 
to all our members and he tries his hand at everything— 
even trying to join our card "sharks". He particularly 
likes Old Tyme Dancing, Chess and watching all sport, 
and whilst serving enjoyed a game of hockey. Norman 
enlisted 28.5.42, and almost within a year was com
missioned in the R.F.A. (Survey Section). His overseas 
service includes France, Belgium and Holland, and a very 
comprehensive tour of India in the capacity of Staff 
Captain N.W. and later Northern Command, India. 
After numerous appointments he was posted to The Buffs 
in 1945. He was in Karachi when the R.I.N, shelled the 
city from H.M.A. Hindustan. Now resides in Canterbury 
and holds the appointment of Building Maintenance 
Inspector for the City, and is also a parttime lecturer in 
Brickwork Theory at the Canterbury Technical College. 

BABU. 

Ladies' Guild 
How lucky we are in having such a delightful room in 

the Drill Hall for our meetings, comfortable armchairs and 
warm carpets—it is indeed a pleasant place. Mrs. Evans 
and some other members had taken great trouble to 
prepare for our meeting on October 4th. Mrs. Watts took 
the Chair and gave us the Minutes of the last meeting, 
which had been carefully and correctly prepared by our 
Secretary, Mrs. Chambers. 

Mrs. Watts reminded us of the important event on 
October 20th at 8 p.m. in the Sergeants' Mess at Howe 
Barracks, when the Men's Branch of the Past and Present 
Association has kindly invited us to a Social Evening. 
We look forward to this with much pleasure. 

Our President, Mrs. Guy Lee, who attends our meetings 
so regularly and does so much towards creating a friendly 
and happy atmosphere, has given the Guild a set of 
cups and saucers and an outsize teapot (she knows we 
enjoy a good cup of tea!). She was warmly thanked by all 
members present. 

After the business of the meeting, some members took 
part in a Beetle Drive, and had a merry time. Four played 
Whist, one of whom (the writer of this report) had for
gotten her spectacles and could not distinguish spades 
from clubs. The opponents generously overlooked her 
revokes and she and her partner won a brilliant victory. 
An exciting game of darts also took place. 

The football sweep was won for the second time 
running by Mrs. White. Will she do the "hat trick" at our 
next meeting? 

Tea arrangements were ably carried out by Mrs. 
Halliday, Mrs. Hopkins, Mrs. HowardSmith and Mrs. 
Montgomery. We tharik them for this important task. 

C.F. 

Sandwich Branch 
On Sunday evening, August 19th, thirty members and 

their ladies travelled to Folkestone by coach to visit 
the V.C. Memorial Garden. All agreed it was a wonderful 
lay out and well worth the journey to visit it. After about 
an hour's stay, we moved off, making for Etchinghill, 
Lyminge and Elham, where we had a short stay for 
refreshment. Our next call was to be at Barham to find an 
old Buff landlord. However, we called at one house and 
made enquiries, when we were told "I am a Buffalo". 
The cry was "Drive on, driver", and so we did, finally 
arriving at the Black Robin at Kingston. We did not find 
our old Buff, but the landlord had lived in Sandwich for 
a number of years, being landlord of the Bricklayers 
Arms and was wellknown by several of our members; 
and after a very enjoyable evening we left for home, 
arriving about 10.30 p.m., and a request was made for 
another evening's outing in the very near future. 

The General Monthly Meeting was held at the Drill 
Hall on Wednesday, September 5th, 1956, at 8 p.m. 
Major F. W. Tomlinson presided and twelve members 
were present. 

The meeting opened with the usual moment's silence. 
The Chairman welcomed to the meeting Mr. C. F. 
Sinclair after his recent illness. 

The Minutes of the previous meeting were read and 
confirmed. 

Apologies were received from our ViceChairman 
(Lieut.Col. N. S. Hart), Captain R. J. S. Morgan, M.C., 
and Messrs. A. Beecham, J. Field and E. Hammond. 

Correspondence read and discussed included a letter 
from the Sandwich Community Council, expressing their 
thanks and appreciation for the help given by members 
of the Branch at the Riverside Fete held on August Bank 
Holiday Monday. 

An invitation was received and accepted from the 
R.A.F.A., Sandwich, to attend the "Battle of Britain" 
Parade and Service to be held on Sunday, September 16th. 

A circular letter from the Ramsgate Branch with details 
and conditions of the InterBranch Fishing Competition 
was also read and discussed, but unfortunately we have no 
members interested in this kind of sport. 

The Agenda for the A.G.M. to be held at the Depot on 
Saturday, September 15th, was discussed and Mr. A. 
Bundock and the Hon. Secretary were appointed delegates 
for this meeting. 

Reports were given on the August Reunion and the 
outing to Folkestone, following which was a request that 
the Hon. Secretary arrange for an evening's outing for 
Sunday, September 23rd, with a view, if it can be 
arranged, of a visit to the Quex Park Museum and Heme 
Bay, returning via Fordwich, etc. 

BRANCH FILM SHOW.—Arrangements are in hand for 
this to be held at the Guild Hall on Wednesday, October 
3rd. Ramsgate and Margate Branches have accepted 
invitations to attend, also the Sandwich Platoon of the 
T.A. 

It was requested that the Hon. Secretary get in touch 
with P. & P. members at Deal to get them to attend and 
find out about the possibility of their reformation in the 
near future. 

On Sunday, 23rd September, thirtyfive members and 
ladies travelled by coach to Birchington to visit the Quex 
Park Museum. Those of us who were fortunate enough 
to be present here wish to thank our Chairman, Major 
F. W. Tomlinson, for using his good influence in arranging 
this very exceptional and private view, as the Museum 
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is normally only open to visitors on Thursday from 
2.30 p.m. to 6 p.m. Leaving Sandwich at 5.30 p.m., we 
arrived at Quex Park at 5.55 p.m., where we were wel
comed by Mr. C. PowellCotton, who had kindly arranged 
to be present to give our party a conducted tour and, 
after a very crowded hour we made our departure for 
Herne Bay H.Q., where we were welcomed by the Chair
man, Mr. H. Davey, the Hon. Secretary, Mr. A. Trice, 
and members of the Branch. Here we had a most enjoy
able two hours' stay. Darts and snooker, and various 
competitions were the main interest and, as usual when 
we visit here, our members came away with most of the 
prizes. Leaving here at 9.30 p.m., we travelled via Ford
wich to Littlebourne, where we had our last refresher, 
arriving home about 10.30 p.m. Thank you, Herne Bay 
Branch, for a very pleasant evening. 

N.B.—To those of our members who have not visited 
the Quex Park Museum, they have really missed some
thing, for they have some of the rarest and finest of 
animals, all arranged as in their natural surroundings, and 
the lighting effect is really marvellous. It is also reckoned 
to be one of the finest collections in the Country. 

Our Monthly General Meeting was held at the Guild 
Hall on Wednesday, October 3rd, 1956, at 7.15 p.m. 
No business was discussed, the whole evening being 
devoted to a film show, kindly given by Mr. M. L. 
Parsons. About 125 members and ladies were present, 
in fact a Buff house. Among those present were our 
Chairman (Major F. W. Tomlinson), ViceChairman 
(Lieut.Colonel Hart), Mrs. Hart and Mrs. H. H. C. 
Baird. Our guests, who were welcomed by the Chairman, 
included Captain R. J. Morgan, M.C., a member of the 
Sandwich Platoon T.A., the Chairman and Hon. Secret
ary and Members and Ladies of the Margate Branch, 
the Hon. Secretary and Members and Ladies of the Rams
gate Branch, P. & P. Buffs from Deal, and six Members 
of The Buffs Cadets in uniform under Mr. C. Field. 
It was very pleasing to see some of the Old Brigade 
present once again, notably Mr. West, G. Stroud, H. 
Phillips, F. Cunningham, etc. The films chosen were the 
Presentation of the New Colours to the 1st Battalion 
The Buffs by our ColonelinChief, H.M. The King of 
Denmark; The August Reunion, 19556; Dunkirk; 
The Great Russian Offensive; Big Game Hunting (this 
was a most exciting film which ended in a fight to the death 
by a lion and tiger—needless to say, the King was the 
victor). All these were most enjoyable, but Mr. Parsons 
had got a few surprises for us in coloured films, some of 
which he had taken on his father's estate at Tenterden, 
Hampton Court Gardens, etc. These were really 
beautiful and a pleasure to see. To wind up the show, we 
finished off with a real Charlie Chaplin, bringing to a 
close a most enjoyable evening at 10.30 p.m. A hearty 
vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Parsons and his assistant, 
Mr. Day, for giving us such a splendid show. Thanks were 
also expressed to the donors of prizes for the Raffle, and 
to Mrs. N. S. Hart for presenting them. 

Members of the Margate and Ramsgate Branches 
expressed thanks to the Branch and Mr. Parsons for 
giving them a most enjoyable evening. 

Sittingbourne Branch 
MINUTES of the 250th meeting of the Past and Present 

Association of The Buffs held at the Drill Hall, Crown 
Quay Lane, Sittingbourne, on Friday, 7th September, 
1956. LieutColonel J. E. Wills was in the Chair and 
eight members were present. Apologies for absence were 
received from Colonel D. J. Dean. Minutes of the last 
meeting were read, passed and signed as a true record. 

ARISING.—At the request of the Chairman, Mr. Sinclair 
gave an account of Remembrance Sunday. He said 
that 33 members went to Canterbury by the 35seater 
coach which was ordered. Mr. Simmonds would have 
gone, but he collapsed when dressing. Everyone enjoyed 
the parade and thought the band very good indeed; all 
could hear it and in consequence the marching was very 
good. They journeyed back via Lenham, where they 
stopped for a few drinks, and then on to the Chequers, 
Doddington, for a final finish. All quenched their thirsts 
to the full; but all arrived home in Sittingbourne safe and 
sound after having a very good evening, including the 
children. He thought the beating of Retreat by the Band 
excellent, as he was sure all who witnessed it would agree. 

CORRESPONDENCE.—A letter was read from Mr. Nairne, 
who was unable to attend that evening, proposing that a 
combined Social be held in about a month's time on a 
Saturday with P. & P. Home Guard, T.A., Ladies' Guild, 
and the Artillery Association taking part. Mr. Sinclair 
said that Major Plunkett was in agreement. Mr. Frost 
seconded the proposition and it was carried unanimously. 
The Secretary said that he was not sure if the newly
elected Bar Committee would confine themselves only 
to the bar; but he thought that any combined functions 
should be arranged by them. 

ANY OTHER BUSINESS.—Mr. Sinclair said he would like 
to lodge a complaint about the carton lunch supplied on 
Remembrance Sunday. The crisps were mouldy and the 
lunch consisted of pie (portion), piece of cake, roll crisps, 
apple, tomato and banana, which at a charge of 4/ was 
exhortitant. All agreed and the Secretary was asked to 
complain at the A.G.M. and suggest outside caterers. 

Mr. Read said that last yearwe suggested paying another 
visit to Weald Branch, where we had a most enjoyable 
time on two previous occasions and nothing more had 
been heard about it. The Chairman suggested that as 
we had paid two visits to Weald, we should ask them to 
pay us a visit; but if they couldn't arrange it, we could 
then suggest we went to them. The Secretary was asked 
to "sound" Weald Branch when he attended the A.G.M. 

BOOBY was then drawn, given this month by Colonel 
Dean and won by Mr. Cozens, raising the sum of 6/. 

The meeting closed at 8.35 p.m. 

Ashford Branch 
Our monthly meeting was held at the Invicta, Godington 

Road, on 6th October, our President (Major Bompas) 
and 22 members being present. 

The Chairman opened the meeting by asking all mem
bers present to stand in silence to the memory of A. Ades, 
who was a Life Member of our Branch, and who passed 
away on the 19th September. 

The Secretary then read the Minutes of the previous 
meeting, which were then signed. 

The correspondence was read and discussed. In view of 
an Association Dinner, the members present discussed 
this thoroughly, and in view of transport difficulties and 
that only a few members would attend, it was decided not 
to support the suggestion. 

In view of the 400th Birthday of The Buffs in 1972, it 
was agreed that a donation be sent each year towards a 
Celebration. 

As we haven't had a Branch Dinner for a few years, it 
was proposed and agreed that,, Mr. Ted Stace makes 
enquiries regarding this, and to let us know at our next 
meeting. 
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For the forthcoming Association Darts Competition 
our George Skinner was elected as Darts Captain and Mr. 
Filmer as ViceCaptain. 

In our Darts and Crib Knockout Competition, the 
draw was made known and by the look of things, some 
good games should result. 

With no other business, the Chairman closed an enjoy
able meeting. 

We were glad to see Fred Salmon with us again, also 
Joe Rossiter and Gus Tompsett, who have both been down 
in health. Ossie Masters has also been laid off but is 
gradually on the mend after being on the sick list. 

In the Crib contest, two games were played off. Hard 
luck, Harry Colman, losing to C. Mabbs, and A. Janes 
losing to Bert Vant. One game off darts was played, 
A. Mills winning over Ossie Masters, who was not up to 
scratch. (Perhaps you should have got halfway, Ossie). 

Before everyone departed, a voice was calling for a 
cap. This chap had a cap when he came in, didn't he, 
Mr. Filmer? 

A.C.M. 

London Branch 
The meeting on Saturday, 15th September, the attend

ance being in the 45 region, was full of interest, one of the 
items on the agenda being a real party show for our last 
meeting night of this year. Nothing like getting things 
laid on in good time, which means the social committee 
are getting right down to it. 

It was very nice to have Mr. Odell with us again after 
his spell of being unwell. Sorry to say old Jock Clayton is 
still absent from us, although he is making steady progress. 
I have just heard that George Hardwick has started work 
again. That's good news, anyway. Soon be seeing him at 
Tufton Street again, so keep it up, George. 

Must mention just a few who were with us—Sam Lewis, 
Les King, Jim Redmond, George Cobb, Billy Everitt, 
Billy Hudd, Bert Perry, who arrived from attending the 
A.G.M. at Canterbury. 

Many thanks to Joe Goss for his record round up again. 
A good show, Joe. Let's have lots more! We will have all 
the younger chaps along yet. Even Jock Emery started 
the old "Rock and Roll"! 

The Annual Dinner and Dance of the Branch was held 
on Saturday, September 8th, when 104 attended (more 
guests than members!), but still it was really a very nice 
dinner and a good night's dancing. It was so good that 
some of the guests wanted to book up for next year. 
Among those present were Colonel and Mrs. Argles, 
Brigadier and Mrs. E. Foster Hall, Capt. Emery, Lieut. 
Grant and Major and Mrs. Clover. The Branch say 
"Thank you for coming along". It would not be right 
if we neyer said many thanks to Mr. Goss, Mr. Perry, 
Mr. King and Mr. Hudd for the work they put in to make 
this a great show. 

At 6.30 p.m. on Saturday, 22nd September, some 20 
members met outside the Prince Alfred, Tufton Street, 
waiting for the coach that was taking them to a social 
evening at the Police Mess at Woolwich Arsenal, at the 
invitation of Inspector Tich Burvill. Accompanied by 
our wives, we arrived at about 7.30 p.m., being met by 
Tich, who introduced us to the members of their Mess. 
Hallo, look who's here! Billy Beale, who did such great 
boxing, and Billy Hudd, who also did big things in the 
fistic game for the Regiment, so there were two you could 
not part for the rest of the evening, talking over some of 
their scraps, one supposes. Also, there's Dingers. Bell, 

noted for his crosscountry running, looking very fit 
indeed, and Mr. Ravenscroft, late C.Q.M.S., and Mr. 
Gardner. Yes, it was very nice to meet all these old 
comrades. This all passed too quickly. A good time was 
enjoyed. Many thanks, Tich, for a wonderful time. We 
hope in the near future to be able to extend an invitation 
to you all to come along to Tufton Street. On the journey 
home we were entertained by Signora Matadoress 
Redman. 

Pleased to say we received letters from Mr. Vic Hewson 
and Mr. Hart and Benny Fields. The lastnamed, by the 
way, made his way along to the Police Social. He was still 
in great form with his singing. Quite a young chap, too
only 87. It is very nice to hear all these old warriors are 
keeping in good health. 

This will be all for this month. Best of luck to all 
Branches. 

H.J.S. 
* * * 

Ladies' Guild 
Notes of the meeting of the London Branch held on 

Saturday, 6th October, 1956. 
Notes of the previous meeting were read and signed in 

the usual way. 
Much applause greeted the Chairman's welcome to 

Mrs. Keown, and also her welcome to Mrs. Craddock 
and her sevenweekold baby daughter, Roberta Suzanne, 
born on the 15th August. The Chairman also said she 
was pleased to see back with us Mrs. Yapp, who had 
unavoidably missed some meetings on account of the 
illness of her father, and Mrs. Harris, whose sight had been 
troubling her. It was agreed that the usual christening 
present be handed to Mrs. Craddock for baby Roberta, 
and this was done. 

A letter from Mrs. Streeten was read, regretting that 
her feet and legs were still troubling her and that, on her 
doctor's advice, she must "stay put" and consequently 
could not attend the meeting. 

There was some discussion about where we would eat 
after the theatre show on the evening of December 1st, 
but no final decision was taken. 

Mention was made of arrangements for Remembrance 
Saturday, when the annual visit was made to the Abbey, 
and it was anticipated that there would be some inform
ation from the London Branch Secretary on this matter 
before our next meeting. 

Raffle prizes were given by Mrs. Annan, Mrs. Foster 
Hall, Mrs. Jackson, Mrs. Love, A Member, Mrs. Norman, 
Mrs. Odell, Mrs. Smith, Mrs. Taylor and Mrs. Tucker, 
and a "Penny Mystery Prize" was given by Mrs. Yapp. 
The total realised was £4 0s. 6d., and the announcement 
by the ViceChairman of this grand result for the evening 
was warmly applauded by the assembled members. 

JOIN THE 
PAST AND PRESENT 

ASSOCIATION 
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BY APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN 

GOLDSMITHS & CROWN JEWELLERS 

The Badge oi your Regiment 
GARRARD & CO. LTD. 
(formerly The Goldsmiths <&_ 
Silversmiths Company Ltd.) have 
for many years specialised 
in the production of 
badge jewellery. 

The Buffs 
Gold and Enamel 
Home £7 10 0 
Export £5 15 0 

Here is illustrated the badge 
of your Regiment, 
fashioned into 'a brooch, and 
produced in gold and enamel. 
If desired, these very attractive 
brooches can be set with 
diamonds or other precious stones 
for which designs and estimates 
are submitted without charge, 
Great care is taken to ensure 
correctness of detail, and expert 
workmanship is assured. 

GARRARD & CO. LTD. 
Crown Jewellers 
formerly THE GOLDSMITHS & 
SILVERSMITHS COMPANY LTD. 

112 REGENT STREET  LONDON  W.i 
TELEPHONE: RECENT 3021 

^ CIVIL AND 
& \l!l IT \IIY MILITARY TAILORS 

Approved Badges for The Buffs 
Regiment 

SILK 8/3 & 26/ WIRE 57/6 
(post free) 

W. G. SHARP & SON LTD. 
6 Gabriels Hill 
MAIDSTONE 

and at BROADSTAIRS 

Always choose the Best— 

FUEMLINS 
'ELEPHANT' 

A L E S  
FUEMLINS LTD  MAIDSTONE & LONDON 
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in the red and gold wrapper 
Your milk chocolate too—because it's 
so gorgeously creamy, so meltingly 
smooth. Always ask for NESTLE'S 
— milk chocolate at its very best. 

sen 

that's my milk chocolate 
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WAIWMTMI 
»flKSSi 

IjOTI 
L T D  

R E G I M E N T A L  C A P M A K E R S  T O  

T H E  B U F F S  

38 NEW BOND ST., LONDON, W.I. MAYFAIR 0784  40A LONDON RD., CAMBERLEY 
(Wednesday afternoons only) 

CIVIL & MILITARY HATTERS REGIMENTAL & CLUB TIBS 

HJ3368 

PLEASE ENLIST NEW READERS 

OF THE DRAGON AND HELP 

TO COMBAT RISING COSTS 
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Have YOU — 
a Printing Problem ? 

then Solve it by ringing 

C A N T E R B U R Y  -  2 1 0 7  

or by visiting the offices of 

GIBBS & SONS 
1 6  O R A N G E  S T R E E T  

CANTERBURY 

SANDON & Co., Ltd. Beaneys — 
THE BUTCHERS FOR THE 

1 2  S A V I L E  R O W ,  GARRISON SINCE 1921 
(EXBUFF) 

L O N D O N ,  W . 1 .  You'll find us in Military Road 
— 23 bus passes the door — 

tm F. R. Beaney tm 22a MILITARY ROAD, CANTERBURY tm 
TELEPHONE 2827 

flIMUtan> ant> flDufti Gallors 
Become a subscriber to 

ant> Breecbes flDafcers 
"The Dragon" 

mi and keep in touch with 

Telegrams: Telephone: Regimental news and old friends 
GEEGEE, PICCY, LONDON. GROSVENOR 3524 
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J. H. & J. BROOKE, Ltd. 
IMPORTERS AND BOTTLERS OF FINE WINES 

By Appointment FOR OVER 150 YEARS 

To H.M. Queen Elizabeth II 

Wine Merchants 
LONDON 

2 7  CL E ME N T S LANE,  E . C . 4  
T e l e p h o n e :  M A N s i o n  H o u s e ,  5 3 0 1  ( 2  l i n e s )  &  7 0 9 7  

FO LK ESTONE 
134 SANDGATE ROAD 
T e l e p h o n e :  F o l k e s t o n e  3 1 2 3  ( 2  l i n e s )  

H Y T H E , K E N T  
78  HIGH STREET 
T e l e p h o n e :  6 6 3 0 1  

Delivery by our own vans in London, Folkestone, 
Hythe, and many parts of the Home Counties. 

Regimental Histories ol The Bufis 
The following Histories may be obtained from the Administration 
Officer, Depot Tbe Buffs, New Infantry Barracks, Canterbury 

HISTORICAL RECORDS OF THE BUFFS 
1572—1704 

by H. R. KNIGHT 
Out of print. Second hand copies available from time to time 

1704—1814 and 1814—1914 
by C. R. B. KNIGHT 

In Two Parts  £1 Is. 3d. Post free 

1919—1948 
by C. R. B. KNIGHT 

£1 5s. Post free 

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE BUFFS 
by E. FOSTER HALL 

Revised edition  2/6 Post free 

"DRUMS AND DRUMMERS" 
by G. R. HOWE 

Price 2/2 Post free 

for 
UNIFORM 

Facilities for Payment 

Send for Illustrated 
Brochure 

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS, LONDON, W.C.2 
Telephone: TEMple Bar 1814 

OUR REPRESENTATIVES VISIT ALL DEPOTS 

Branches: Aldershot, Amesbury, Bournemouth, Camberley, Cam
bridge, Chester, Exeter, Folkestone, Newark, Oxford, Isle of Man, 

Redruth, Richmond (Yorks). 

Quality Tailored 

Garments 

Reasonable Prices 

PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN BY GIBBS AND SONS ORANGE STREET CANTERBURY 
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CONWAY WILLIAMS 
T H E  M A Y F A I R  T A I L O R  

48 BROOK ST., MAYFAIR, LONDON, W.l. 
(Opposite Claridge's Hotel) 

AND 

3 9  L O N D O N  R O A D ,  C A M B E R L E Y  

Morning and Evening Wear, Court and Military Dress for all occasions 
Hunting, Sports and Lounge Kits 

All Cloths cut by expert West End Cutters and made exclusively by hand 
in our Mayfair Workshops by the Best English Tailors 

REGIMENTAL TAILORS TO THE BUFFS 

Telephones: Telegrams 
Mayfair 0945—Camberley 498 "Militaila Wesdo. London" 

—  " P h o t o g r a p h s "  —  

C A N T E R B U R Y  
Phone 3637 

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING 

Military Portraits 
PICTURE FRAMING 

WHETHER IT'S 
STATIONERY, BOOKS, OFFICE 
FURNITURE, TYPEWRITERS, 
LEATHER OR FANCY GOODS 

GET IT AT 

39/40 HIGH STREET  CANTERBURY 

Castings for Industry 

Well-known in the shipbuilding, 

aircraft and other industries, STONE'S 

castings are also supplied to general 

engineering firms — for whom an 

excellent service exists. Castings of 

all descriptions — in brass, bronze, 

and aluminium and magnesium alloys 

— are produced under laboratory 

control, with full machining facilities 

available if required. 

J. STONE & CO. (CHARLTON) LTD. 
Main Works 

WOOLWICH ROAD, S.E.7. 

(Greenwich 3277) 

Branch Works 
THE CANAL, GRAVESEND 

(Gravesend 5247) 
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THE BUFFS (Royal East Kent Regiment) 
ColonelinChief: His Majesty Frederik IX, K.G., King of Denmark 

Colonel: MajorGeneral V. Boucher, C.B., C.B.E. 
Deputy Colonel: Brigadier J. G. Nicholson, C.B.E. 

Grace, H. R. 
Lewis, P. J. ... 

LIEUTENANTCOLONELS 
... O.C., 1st Bn. 
... M.A., Copenhagen. 

Bailey, N. T. 
Edlmann, E. L. C. 
Yates, G. H. A 
Horley, B. M 
May, J. F., M.B.E. 
Ravenhill, R. A. C. 
Plumptre, P. B., M.B.E. ... 
Dendy, R. H. 
Majendie, A. E 
Lucas, J. P 
Norris, N. F. H. C. 
Crichton, R. F., M.C. 
McGrath, B., M.C 
Gay, A. W 
Montgomery, D 
Morgan, F. de R., M.C. ... 
Poulsen, N. D., M.B.E. ... 
Cox, E.G., M.C 
Critchley, L. P., M.B.E. ... 
Worts, J. B., M.C 
Court, D. N. 
GordonWilson, N. F., M.B.E. 

Nash, J. P 
ffrench Blake, M. A. O'B.... 
lliffe, R. O 
Hadshar, G. 
Dunglinson, W. G. H. 
Barrett, D. P. R 
Dent, J. E 
MacDonald, E. W 

MAJORS 
Leave, U.K. 

M.C. ... 2 IC Chief Instructor Inf. Boys' Bn. 
Bde. H.Q., Cyprus 
H.Q., Lubbecke Dist., B.A.O.R. 
T/Lt.Col., Ministry of Supply. 
4th Bn. 
6 Travelling Wing. <*
1st Bn. 
D.A.A.G. Colonial Office. 
H.Q., E. Africa. 
G.S.O. 2 (54) E.A. Div. (T.A.) 
5 Nigeria Regt. 
1st Bn. 
23 K.A.R. 
O.C. Depot. 
Leave, U.K. 
H.Q., Cyprus. 
1st Bn. 
5th Bn. 
1st Bn. 
H.C.B.D. 
G.S.O.2, Special Staff" to H.E. Governor 

of Cvprus. 
G.S.O. 2, M.I.3, War Office. 
27 Bde., Hong Kong. 
2 Malay Regt. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
H.Q., 12 Inf. Bde., B.A.O.R. 
4 KA.R. 
Staff College, Canada. 

Semmence, R. G. H. 
Peckham, A. D. 
Squire, S. J., M.B.E. 
Thorneycroft, F. E. 

CAPTAINS 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
Depot. 

F. 

Willows, D. A. 
Wilson, P. F., D.F.C. 
Hamilton, C. M. 
Gatehouse, H. R 
Griffin, C. J. 
Webber, J. W. 
Pirn, A. H. E. 

, StratfordTuke, R. A 
French, B. G. J. 
Lees, H. D. ... 
Grugeon, J. D. 
Mullins, G. O. 
West, C. T. F. 

Minto, I. G. 
Ward, M. W. 
Dracopoli, M. P. St. F. 

Tennent, H. C. L. ... 
Pilcher, R. A. 
Davison, J. H. 
Baker, R. W. M. ... 
RymerJones, J. A. 
Edgecombe, G. J. B. 
Lunn, J. M 
Shephard, J. N. 
Lea, R. 

Williams, R. T. P. 
Reid, J. D. W. 
Dewar, C. M. C. 
White, J. J. ... 
Boucher, S. M. 
Fox, J. L. M. 

Watts, E. H. F. 
Kille, W. E.... 
Catt, A. H. ... 

CAPTAINS—continued 
... Adjt., 1st Bn. 
... R.A.F., Middle Wallop. 
... H.Q., 158 Inf. Bde., T.A. 
... 1st Bn. 
... G.S.O. 3 (Ops) 2 Corps. 
... 1st Bn. 
... Leave, U.K. 

Eaton Hall O.C.S. 
... 6 K.A.R., E. Africa. 
... 7 K.A.R., E. Africa. 
... Adjt. 5th Bn. 
... Adjt., 3 Bn., Parachute Regt. 
... 6 Inf. Bde., B.A.O.R. 

LIEUTENANTS 
... T/Capt. Adjt., Depot. 
... T/Capt. 1st Bn. 
... A.D.C. to Colonel of the Regiment, 

Washington. 
... A.D.C. to G.O.C., H.C.D 
... 1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 
... Inf. Boys' Bn. 
... 3 Bn. Parachute Regt. 
... 1st Bn. 
... Depot 
... 1st Bn. 
... Depot. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
. . 1st Bn. 

1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 
... Course U.K. 
... Course U.K. 
... 1st Bn. 

QUARTERMASTERS 
Maj., Depot 

... Maj., 1st Bn 

... Capt., 1st Bn. 

CHAPLAIN: Revd. E. W. Evans, C.F. 

MEDICAL OFFICER: Capt. A. Nisbett, R.A.M.C. 

PAYMASTER: Major W. Brooke, R.A.P.C. 

Ford, E. N., M.C. 
Carey, R., M.C. 
Elliott. N. ... 

Ransley, E. J., M.C. 
Fakley, J. F. 
Butcher, D. A. T. .. 
Marshall. J. V. 
Kirby, J. A— 

MAJORS 
H.Q. Carribbean Area 
6 K.A.R., East Africa 
Aldershot District. 

Short Service Commissions 

Cross K. T. ... 
Hicks, E. M. G. 
Hodges, J. D. 
Courtney, M. K. 
Hardy, J. E.... 

CAPTAINS 
Q.M., 5th Bn. 
P.S.O., H.C.B. Depot. 
Leave, U.K. 
Brit. Comm. Div. Korea 
H.Q., Mov. Channel Ports 

Jakob, F. J. .. 

Stone, J. H., Major 
Corps, J., Capt. 

LIEUTENANTS 
... 1st Bn. 
... I.O. Div., B.A.O.R. 
... E.R.E., Singapore 
... 23 K.A.R 
... H.C.B.D. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
... Leave, U.K. 

QUARTERMASTERS 
... B.A.O.R. 
... 16 Coy., R.A.S.C. 

* Extended Service Officer 

National Service Officers 

Keene, R. V. 
HolmesSmith, C. . 
Wallace, W R. D. . 
Jonas, D. A. 
Willett, A. R. 
Duckworth, M. W. 
Conn, A. A 
Evans, P. V 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
... 1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 

1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 
... 2 Q.O. Nigeria Regt. 
... 1st Bn. 
... 1st Bn. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS—continued 
Freebairn, R. G. 
Mason, A. H. 
Neame, C. R. B. 
Galley, D. J. 
Mallalieu, P. 
Prideaux, O. D. G.... 
Gorrie, C. C. F. S.... 
Plunkett. H. D. 

1st Bn. 
Depot 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
W. Africa. 
1st Bn. 



4th Battalion (T.A.) 

HON. COLONEL 
Col. D. J. Dean, V.C., T.D., J.P., Woodcourt. 1 Park Avenue, Sittingbourne, Kent. 

LIEUTENANTCOLONEL 
Alexander, U. H. B.„ M.B.E. 

MAJORS 
Ravenhill, R. A. C. 

(Training Major) 
Prestige, J. T. R., T. D. 
Tilleard, J., T.D. 
Plunkett, P. N. P. 

CAPTAINS 
Kelly, G. D. S. 
Usher, J. A. 
Anderton, N. G. 
Blackbourn, A. H., T.D. 

CAPTAINS—continued 
Scott, A. J. 
Lucraft, H. G. 
Medlicott, J. P. 
Thomas, J. H. 
Whiting, D. A. 

LIEUTENANTS 
Arnold, P. H. 
Finn, W. C. 
Morlock, P. J. 
Oliver, C. P. 
Smallwood, P. J. C. 
Willey, G. T. 

N.S. LIST 
LIEUTENANTS 

Bowen, S. 
Byers, C. M. 
Holloway, R. G. 
Klyberg, C. J. 
Labbett, M. 
Saward, R. A. 
Taylor, D. C. 
Waterman, R. R. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
Brice, E. St. J. 

QUARTERMASTER 
Kille, W. E., Major 

CHAPLAIN 
The Rev, R. A. S. Roberts 

MEDICAL OFFICER 
Cassidi, F. P., Captain 

(R.A.M.C.) 

LIEUTENANTCOLONEL 
Hews, G. R. D., M.C., T.D.y 

J.P. 
MAJORS 

GardnerThorpe, R. L. (2 i/c.) 
Critchley, L. P., M.B.E. 

(Training Major) 
Cobb, F. D. C., T.D. 
Neville, F. G., M.C. 
Balding, C. E. E. 
Martin, F. H., T.D. 

5th Battalion (T.A.) 
MAJOR—continued 

Robinson, C. R. 
Robinson, W. H. 

' CAPTAINS 
Morgan, R. J. S., M.C. 
Baddeley, W. D. 
Klean, P. H. 
Jones, G. I. 
Ollis, J. A. 
Tuppen, R. C. G. 
Coddington, J. W. 

LIEUTENANTS 
Crowdy, R. E. L. 
Howland, N. M. 
Johnson, R. F. 
Wright, R. P. 
Robinson, I. P. 
Turner, G. P. 
Daisy, L. H. W. 
Graham Brown, E. F. 
Cox, B. S. 
Scott, T. C. B. 
Ayling, B. W. G. 

LIEUTENANTS—continued 
Brooshooft, D. E. F. 
Moulton, J. S. 
Howell, P. J. 

QUARTERMASTER 
Capt. E. J. Ransley, M.C. 

Staff and Command 
MajorGeneral V. Boucher, 

C.B., C.B.E. 
Brig. M. P. D. Dewar, C.B.E. 
Brig. F. W. B. Parry 
Col. (T/Brig.) R. W. 

Craddock, C.B.E., D.S.O. 

British Joint Staff Mission, Washington. 
U.K.N.M.R., S.H.A.P.E. 
Leave U.K. 

Brig. A/Q., Southern Command. 

Col. (T/Brig.) R. F. Parry, 
M.C 

Col.(T/Brig.) J. F. Connolly, 
D.S.O., 

Col. H. P. Williams, O.B.E. 
Col. J. G. Atkinson, O.B.E. 

Course H.Q., N.A.T.O. 

Commanding 126 (N. Lanes. & Border) 
Inf. Bde., T.A. 

W.O.S.B., Barton Stacey. 
Sec. Joint Int. Committee, M. of D. 

LIEUT.COLONEL (EMPLOYED LIST) 
Lieut.Col. A. G. Jelf ... Officer i/c Field Records, F.A.R.E.L.F. 

WARRANT OFFICERS AND SERGEANTS 

lpt Battalion 
R.S.M. Turmaine, F. 
B.M. Sharpe, T. L. 
O.R.Q.M.S. Webb, C. R. 
R.Q.M.S. Day, S. 
C.S.M. Sharman, R. 
C.S.M. Hannaway, R. 
C.S.M. Denny, S. 
C.S.M. Newman, P. 
C/Sgt. Mans, W. L. B. 
C!Sgt. Mannering, D. 
CI Sgt. Vaughan, F. 
C/Sgt. Jephcott, H. 
C/Sgt. Lyons, B. 

C/Sgt. Harrison, W. 
C/Sgt. Cain, D. 
Sgt. Larkin, F. 
D.M. Simmonds, R. 
Sgt. Colyer, A. 
Sgt. Cribben, R. 
Sgt. Mills, D. 
Sgt. Page, A. 
Sgt. Inskip, A. 
Sgt. Histed, W. 
Sgt. Billett, S. 
Sgt. Coppins, P. 
Sgt. Harris, F. 

Sgt. Pullman, S. 
Sgt. Cook, G. 
Sgt. Wood, R. 
Sgt. Parker, B. 
Sgt. Porter, J. 
Sgt. Munns, R. 
Sgt. Haylett, R. 
Sgt. Lockwood, A. 
Sgt. Wright, J. 
Sgt. Hansen, T. 
Sgt. Wilson, W. 
Sgt. Williams, H. 
Sgt. Miller, C. 

Sgt. Rodmell, F. 
Sgt. Streeter, E. 
S.Q.M.S. Marsden, C. 

(R.A.P.C.) 
Sgt. Mills, A. (R.A.P.C.) 
Sgt. Marland, S. (R.E.M.E.) 
Sgt. Sherman, K. (R.E.M.E.) 
Sgt. Wallace, J. (A.C.C.) 
Sgt. O'Brien, R. (A.C.C.) 
Sgt. Hearnshaw, D. (R.A.E.C.) 
Sgt. Fletcher, G. (R.A.E.C.) 
Sgt. Walker, W. (R.A.E.C.) 

R.S.M. ;White, H. 
R.Q.M.S. Howe, W. 
C.S.M. Chapman, G. 
O.R.Q.M.S. Kennard, C. 

Depot The Buffs 
C.S.M. Champion, R. 
C.Q.M.S. Stremes, G., D.F.M. 
C/Sgt. Belcher E. 

Sgt. Laker, J. 
Sgt. Ivory, L. 
Sgt. Raine, R. 
Sgt. Recton, T. 

Sgt. McNeil. 
Sgt. Parker, E. 
Sgt. Youll. 

4th Battalion (T.A.) 
PERMANENT STAFF 

R.S.M. Faulkner, G. T. 
C.S.M. Fagg, G. 
C.S.M. Green, F. 
Sgt. Stoakes, R. 
Sgt. Townsley, J. 
Sgt. Woodrow, V. 
Sgt. Wright, R. 

ATTACHED 
Sgt. Castle, G. (R.A.M.C.) 
Sgt. Saunddrs, H. (R.E.M.E.) 
Sgt. Stilwell, L. (R.A.P.C.) 

TERRITORIAL ARMY 
R.Q.M.S. Harwood, E. 
C.S.M. White, R. 
C.S.M. Antrichan, G. 
C.S.M. Wing, T. 
C/Sgt. Trinkwon, A. 
C/Sgt. Chid wick, E. 
C/Sgt. Figgett, G. 
C/Sgt. Williams, E. 
Sgt. Bell, J. 

Sgt. Babbage, W. 
Sgt. Wraigjit, S. 
Sgt. Thundow, W. 
Sgt. Allen, A. 
Sgt. Jones, K. 
Sgt. Hughes, C. 
Sgt. Rumble, L. 
Sgt. Smith, W. 
Sgt. Cole, L. 
Sgt. Holmwood, G. 

Sgt. Housden, A. 
Sgt. Jemmett, G. 
Sgt. Ellis, A. 
Sgt. Hayward, J . 
Sgt. Hall, Y. 
Sgt. Scott, G. 
Sgt. Cope, H. 
Sgt. Hazzard, E. 
Sgt. Hunt, E. 
Sgt. Pope, J. 

[iv] 



PERMANENT STAFF 
R.S.M. Rose, J. 
C.S.M. Ellis 
Sgt. Bryant 
Sgt. Edwards 
Sgt. Wagstaff 

TERRITORIAL ARMY 
W.O. II Gabriel, J. 
W.O. II Rogers, W. 
W.O. II Wing, T. 
W.O. II. Lillicrap, S. 
W.O. II Philpott, T. 
R.Q.M.S. Simpson, B. 

C/Sgt. Hurlow, R. 
C/Sgt. Bond, E. 
C/Sgt. Banham, J. 
C/Sgt. Giles, J. 
Sgt. Bass, R. 
Sgt. Christian, W. 
Sgt. Mirams, D. 
Sgt. Pottle, A. 
Sgt. Bradford, R. 
Sgt. Cozens, L. 
Sgt. Dennis, P. 
Sgt. Dennis, R. 
Sgt. Evans, S. 
Sgt. Erridge, D. 

Battalion (T.A.) 

Sgt. Hewett, C. 
Sgt. James, A. 
Sgt. Joiner, W. 
Sgt Stockdale, J. 
Sgt. Todd, H. 
Sgt. Ashby, G. 
Sgt. Aylward, E. 
Sgt. Ballard, G. 
Sgt. Barker, W. 
Sgt. Burton. F. 
Sgt. Collins, D. 
Sgt. Cummins, P. 
Sgt. Daisy, L. 
Sgt. Dunstall, A. 

Sgt. Kennett, A. 
Sgt. Kinnear, R. 
Sgt. Kinnear, P. 
Sgt. Mauger, C. 
Sgt. Noyes, H. 
Sgt. Overton, H. 
Sgt. Philpott, H. 
Sgt. Savage, C. 
Sgt. Sayers, F. 
Sgt. Shone, E. 
Sgt. Simpson, R. 
Sgt. Smith, S. 
Sgt. Turner, E. 
Sgt. Winter, F. 

Regimental Appointments 

Chairman: Regimental Committee 
Executive Committee 

Administrative Officer—Depot The Buffs 
Secretary: Canterbury Cricket Week Club 

Dragon Club 
Regimental Committee 

Curator: Regimental Museum 

Secretary: Past and Present Association, The Buffs 
Executive Committee 

Editor: The Dragon 

^Brig. J. G. Nicholson, C.BE 

: Lieut.Col. H. S. Knocker 

Lieut.Col. G. R. Howe 

}u Lieut.Col. E. V. Argles 

(East Kent Timesjand Mail) 

Guard of Honour for H.R.H. Princess Margaret 
6th Battalion King's African Rifles, Commanded by Captain B. G. J. French 

[v] 



T H E  D R A G O N  

! .We were sorry to hear of the death of Major
General P. G. S. GregsonEllis, who since his 
retirement had lived near Sittingbourne and was 
a guest on many Regimental occasions. We 
extend our sympathy to his wife and famify. 
Colonel D. J. Dean, v.c., represented the Colonel 
of the Regiment at the funeral service. 

* * * 

; Lieut.Colonel E. P. C. Bruce is the landlord 
of Lygon Arms Hotel, Worcester Road, Great 
Malvern, and will always be pleased to welcome 
friends in his spare room, although he has no 
letting rooms yet. An extract from his letter is 
published separately. He wishes to be remem
bered to all at the Depot. 

* * * 

We are glad to hear that Major and Mrs. 
J. P. Nash's small daughter is progressing well 
after a sudden and serious operation which 
caused much anxiety. 

* * * 

An old Buff, Mr. Clifton Taylor, died recently 
at Canterbury, where he lived. He served in the 
1st Battalion about 1895 and was awarded the 
Frontier Medal for service in India. We extend 
sympathy to his relatives. He was employed as 
a butcher for some years by Mr. Sangers, another 
wellknown Buff. 

* * * 

Those who knew her will be sorry to hear of the 
death of Miss Hilda Peareth, sister of our late 
and muchloved Editor of The Dragon, Major 
A. J. Peareth. We offer condolences to her 
relatives. 

* * * 

Our sympathy also to the relatives of Mr. 
Tommy Holloway, a wellknown old Buff who 
died on the 11th October. He enlisted in 1898 and 
for many years was an active and wellknown 
member of the Dover Branch of the Past and 
Present Association. 

* * * 

Congratulations to Lieut.Colonel U. H. B. 
Alexander, M.B.E., on promotion to that rank. 

Also to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Keown on the 
birth of a daughter. 

BIRTHS 
KEOWN.—On October 19th, 1956, at Princess 

Beatrice Hospital, to Penelope (nee Taylor), 
wife of Robert Keown, a daughter. 

PARSONS.—On September 8th at Hurstpierpoint, 
Sussex, to Barbara, wife of Wilfred Parsons, 
the gift of a daughter (Barbara Joy). 

DEATHS 
PEARETH.—On October 29th, 1956, at Purley, 

Hilda Muriel Dorothy, formerly of Stoneden, 
Hawkhurst, Kent, only daughter of the late 
Rev. William Nepean Peareth and of the late 
Mrs. D. E. Spailiet and granddaughter of 
the late John Bosworth SmithMarriott. 

GREGSONELUS.—On 20th October, 1956, at 
Calico House, Newnham, Kent, Major
General Philip George Saxon GregsoriEllis, 
C.B., O.B.E., D.L., aged 58, husband of Joan. 

Letter from America 
" I F  y o u  h a d  b e e n  h e r e  l a s t  w e e k  y o u  w o u l d  
| have seen it at its best", or "Of course, it 

won't be at its best for another month". 
How many times have we heard one or other of 
those remarks as we have been going round a 
friend's garden or a national beauty spot? 

But we made no mistake with the autumn 
colours of this part of America. On our way to 
Fort Leavenworth, we spent half a day driving 
slowly along the top of the Blue Ridge Moun
tains in Virginia. From the palest yellow through 
orange to the deepest red the kaleidoscope of 
colour was breathtakingly lovely. Later we 
found it again on the banks of the Missouri, 
which we crossed by country ferry. 

Having admired the trees, it was a long slog 
to Fort Leavenworth in Kansas, the home of 
the Command and General Staff College of the 
U.S. Army. The long course there, corres
ponding to our Camberley course, is almost 
international in character. I was told that up to 
forty nations were represented on it. 

I listened to two classes in progress and by a 
strange coincidence found the British student 
giving his answer to a problem in each case. 
The perfection of their solutions led me to 
suppose that there had perhaps been a certain 
amount of coaching and preparation in advance. 
In fact the thunderous cheers which followed 
one of the speakers' expositions broke out 
prematurely .... while I was still in the passage 
just outside the room, to be exact. 

At Leavenworth we stayed with old friends. 
Our host, the Assistant Commandant, had been 
a brother student, of mine at the I.D.C. in 1947. 
His wife and daughter are keen riders and on the 
Sunday afternoon we watched them in action 
at the Fort Leavenworth Hunt Horse Show. It 
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Don't be Vague—ask for 

Haig 
NO FINER WHISKY GOES 

INTO ANY BOTTLE 

/frs M 
411k /a, 

4 N Jr* 0m 

JACOB'S 
CREAM CRACKERS 

and JACOB'S Water Biscuits with the nutty flavour people like 
Recommended for use in Messes and Canteens 

'there's alwaj/s^fime for Nescafe* 

made right in the cup 

NESCAFE 
100/. PURE I N S T A N T  C O F F E E  Nttcafi it a ngiitirii uadt mark 
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Colgate with GARDOL 

stays active 

up to 12 hours 

so now you can... 

Brush before breakfast... 
destroy bad breath... 

fight tooth decayall day! 
One brushing with Colgate Dental Cream removes 
most odour and decaycausing bacteria, instantly I 

Start the day with a clean fresh 
mouth! Colgate's foam destroys 
bad breath instantly in most 
cases , . . makes you feel grand. 

7? 
7.30 p.m. 

?l|l|l||f 

Offduty—but your smile's still 
smart! Brushing with Colgate in 
the morning helps keep teeth safe 
and sparkling all day. 

Time for a meal. . . but you can 
forget about tooth decay! 
Colgate's decayfighting ingre
dient, Gardol, stays active up 
to 12 hours. 

Each time you brush, 
Gardol, the decayfighting 
ingredient found only in 
Colgate Dental Cream, 
binds itself to your teeth 
. . . and forms an invisible 
protective shield. This 
Gardol shield helps fight 
tooth decay up to 12 hours 
with just one brushing. 

AVAILABLE 
AT YOUR N.A.A.F.I. 

Colgate Dental Cream 
for allday protection, allnight protection! 

SAVE 

WHILE 

YOU 

SERVE 

NEVER BEFORE have the regular services provided 
such opportunities for a progressive standard 
of living. New rates of pay offer you a golden 
opportunity to accumulate ready money for your 
present and future needs by allotting a small 
amount from your pay into your own 
POST OFFICE SAVINGS BANK ACCOUNT (SERVICE SERIES) 

or by 
BUYING NATIONAL SAVINGS CERTIFICATES 

Ask your Savings Officer or Pay Office for details, 
or write direct to: 

The Secretary 
H.M. Forces Savings Committee 
1 Princes Gate, London, S.W.7 

Who will be happy to send you a copy of the appropriate 
leaflet which gives full details of Savings in the Forces. 
(Please state in which of the three Services you are serving, 

or hoping to serve.) 
ISSUED BY H.M. FORCES SAVINGS COMMITTBB 
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could have been a small country horse show in 
England and our enjoyment of it was increased 
by the fact that the family swept the board 
between them, or nearly so. We went home with 
three cups and five rosettes. 

Fort Leavenworth stands at the gateway to 
the Middle West. From here, in the last century, 
the wagon trains stocked up from the great 
corrals before setting forth to trade with the 
Mexicans or to open up new lands in the far 
West. To this day the tracks of the wagon wheels 
can still be seen in the short stretch of the Oregon 
and Santa Fey trails, which has been preserved. 
A meagre garrison protected the corrals; after 
that the pioneers had to fend for themselves. 
Buffalo Bill worked in the corrals as a boy; 
Tom Custer made his iast stand against the 
Indians close by. 

The little Memorial Chapel in the College 
grounds commemorates all this. There is a 
plaque in memory of a subaltern "killed chasing 
cattle thieves" ; one to Custer and the men of 
the 7th Cavalry; a hundred more to those who 
fell at the hands of the Indians. Here the days 
of the covered wagons and the "westerns" seem 
to live again. 

We took to the road again for Fort Knox, the 
U.S.* Armour Centre (apologies, Armor Center) 
and now we ran Up against the problem of time. 
Our journey touched Kansas, Missouri, Illionois, 
Kentucky aiid Indiana. Now some States observe 
Summer Time and others do not. There is also 
the change in time occasioned by longitude. 
When you are the guests of the U.S. Army it is 
at least polite to arrive at your destination 
neither too early nor too late. 

We determined to get our watches right at the 
last filling station before Port Knox. It was a 
rural one, kept by a simple man of the hilis. We 
asked him the time. 

"Why", he said, "you can have half five or 
half six—whichever you like." 

"Which do you have?" we asked. 
"Hell", he replied, "I have half four. Haven't 

changed my clock since World War I!" 
To our astonishment we drew up at the guest 

house of Fort Knox just five minutes early. 
"Drew up at the guest house" .... how simple 

that sounds. But on a long, threethousandmile 
tour, carried out by road, it has its complications. 
You are apt to be met by a reception committee 
of senior American officers, with a group of 
orderlies in attendance, and you would like to 
be able to say, "Thanks—we just have two 
suitcases". There is, however, a wide miscellany 

of travel debris with which you are longing to 
deal. 

There are the cups and plates of the last picnic, 
which must be got to the bathroom if they are 
to be washed up; there is the loose carton of 
soap flakes, which must be smuggled in if those 
nylons are going to get laundered; and there is 
the bottle of Scotch and halfadozen sodas, 
which have been engaging your mind to the 
exclusion of all else for the last two hundred 
miles. 

There is nothing for it. You must have the 
suitcases carried in and later, under the cover of 
darkness, sally forth like thieves in the night to 
retrieve the less dignified items. You pray that 
the car park is not too far away. 

Space compels me to dismiss Fort Knox 
briefly. It does not deserve such scurvy treat
ment, for it is all that an Armour Centre should 
be. Its size can be judged by the number of men, 
women and children who make up the garrison. 
There are 44,000 of them. Indeed, it is a self
contained community with all that life 
demands—churches, clubs, shopping centres, 
cinemas and so on. The equipment of the many 
training establishments and schools, which go 
to make up Fort Knox, is lavish. Here the young 
American tank soldier gets off to a superb start. 

We finished our tour with a private visit to 
shipboard friends in Indianapolis. It was 
pleasant to relax in the comfort of a typical 
American home. We enjoyed a friendly, heart
warming hospitality. We met our hosts' family 
and their friends and we experienced a part of 
American life which comes all too rarely to one 
assigned for duty to this great country. We 
learned that, as with us, to an American his 
home means much. 

In Indianapolis we made our pilgrimage to 
the home of the domestic poet of Indiana, James 
Whitcomb Riley. My older readers will know 
him "When the frost is on the punkin and 
the fodder's in the shock", and ali that, and their 
opinions of him will be mixed. To some his 
sentiment is nauseating, to others divine. 

They will perhaps be interested to learn that 
in Indiana opinions are equally mixed. My 
host could not read him aloud without the tears 
of nostalgia suffusing his eyes. My host's oldest 
friend dismissed Riley lightly. "Why", he said, 
"he was nothing but a drunken bum". 

So, in the case of the poet laureate of Indiana, 
you pays yer money and you takes yer choice. 
Drunken bum or not, I think he's charming. 

V.B. 
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Service for the Dedication of the Roll of Honour at 
The Royal Military Memorial Chapel Sandhurst 

A SERVICE for the Dedication of the Roll 
of Honour of the names of all Officers of 
the Armies of the Commonwealth who 

gave their lives in the Second World War was 
held at the Royal Military Memorial Chapel, 
Sandhurst at 3 p.m. on Tuesday, 23rd October, 
1956, in the presence of Her Majesty Queen 
Elizabeth, The Queen Mother. The Regiment 
was represented at the Service by Colonel 
C. R. B. Knight, O.B.E., and Major D. 
IVlontgomery. Major A. E. Majendie was also 
present. 

The history of the Second World War 
Memorial, which it is thought will be of interest 
to many readers of The Dragon, is as follows:— 

In 1947 a Committee prepared plans for a 
Second World War Memorial in the Royal 
Military Memorial Chapel, Sandhurst. 

The Committee considered that any plan for 
this, Memorial . must be completely com
prehensive and must not be limited to a 
commemoration of past Woolwich or Sandhurst 
Cadets, which had been the rule for Memorials 
in the respective Chapels in the past. It was 
therefore proposed that the Memorial should 
commemorate all the Officers of the British 
Commonwealth who gave their lives in the 
Second World War, whether they were trained 
at Woolwich, Sandhurst, or at one of the war
time Officer Cadet Training Units, and whether 
they held Regular, Territorial or Emergency 
Commissions. 

The Memorial was planned to take the 
following form:— 

(i) A Roll of Honour, containing the names 
of all Commissioned Officers of the 
British Commonwealth who gave their 
lives in the Second World War, to be 
placed in the Chapel. 

(ii) Oak pews to furnish the main body, of the 
Chapel. These pews to bear, on the 
panels and ends, the carved crests of the 
regiments and corps of the British Army, 
and of the Dominion and Colonial 
Forces. 

(iii) A new Organ and Screen to replace existing 
instrument which was both musically 
and, architecturally unworthy of the 
Chapel. This new Organ and Screen was 
to be the particular Memorialj to Indian 
Army Officers, and the Corps and 
Regimental Crests of the Indian Army 
were to appear on the Screen and on 
the two pillars supporting the Organ. 

His Majesty King George the Sixth graciously 
signified his approval of this plan. In October, 
1950, the new Regimental pews and the Indian 
Army Memorial Organ and Screen were dedicated 
by the Chaplain General in the presence of His 
Royal Highness, The Duke of Gloucester, and 
representatives of the Corps and Regiments of 
the British and Indian Armies. 

Meanwhile the names for the Roll of Honour 
were collected and the lists prepared by the 
Secretary to the Chapel Council. 

The Roll of Honour of Officers of the Armies 
of the Commonwealth 193946 records the 
names of 19,781 Officers. The Roll is arranged 
in the following sequence:— 

British Army Australian Army 
Indian Army  New Zealand Army 
Burma Army South African Army 
Canadian Army Colonies and Protectorates 
Within each section Regiments follow the 

order of precedence effective at the end of the 
War. 

The names appear in alphabetical sequence 
under the Corps or Regiment to which the 
Officer was first appointed, and are followed by 
the year and theatre of war in which the Officer 
gave his life. 

Lists have been compiled from records supplied 
by the War Office Records Office, the Common
wealth Relations Office, Colonial Office and the 
Army Records Offices of each Commonwealth 
Army. Many Corps and Regiments also sub
mitted lists and these have been collated with 
those from official sources. The Imperial War 
Graves Commission have greatly assisted in 
supplying details which could not otherwise have 
been obtained. 

The Roll has been designed, inscribed and 
embellished by Miss Elizabeth Friedlander, who 
was commissioned by the Chapel Council in 
December, 1951. The entries.are hand written 
in a script which is based on the Humanistic 
writings of the Italian Renaissance, and this has 
occupied the Artist during the period to May, 
1956. 

The binding, including the tooled decoration, 
has been designed and executed by Mr. Roger 
Powell, Tutor of Bookbinding at the Royal 
College of Art. 

The use of the Cross and Sword on the Binding 
is intended to link the Roll containing the names 
of the fallen Officers with the Cross of Sacrifice 
used by the Imperial War Graves Commission. 
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1st Battal ion 

THE month of October 
opened with the final 
2 Inf. Div. Signal Exer

cise of this training season. 
Battalion Headquarters only 
were involved. The Exer
cise took place near the 
Dutch Border and brought 
back many wartime mem
ories to various Officers 
taking part. 

During this Exercise, 
" Captain Jim Webber and 

2/Lieut. Tom Williams were 
introduced to "£ Track" 
life as A/Adjutant and I.O. 
respectively. 

The Exercise lasted three days and seemed to 
go extremely well without the usual tremendous 
rush. 

Looking for a convenient billet in the con
centration area on the first day, a large mansion 
standing in its owu grounds appeared to be 
ideal; when it was found that a large brass name
plate showed that the building belonged to "Frau 
Buff", Battalion Headquarters were welcomed 
with open arms; this extraordinary coincidence 
made our short stay very pleasant. 

Our next move took us to a large farm where 
the owner again proved to be most helpful. 
During a lull in the "battle", a number of the 
O.R.'s took a "busman's" holiday to help the 
farmer with his corn thrashing. 

On return from this Exercise all forces were 
concentrated for the Annual Administrative 
Inspection which started on the last day of the 
month and continued for three days, and a 
"horror" of an inspection of vehicles by the 
Central Inspectorate of vehicles. 

This last type of inspection only happens once 
in a number of years and is extremely thorough. 
Under the able guidance of Captain Stuart 
Squire the M.T. Section received a good report 
which they thoroughly deserved after all the 
immense amount of work they did. 

During the course of the month the Com
manding Officer presented the Andrews Cup to 
Sgt. Hansen of "C" Company and Pte. Griffin 
of the M.T. for obtaining the highest combined 
score in the Annual Rifle and L.M.G. Classifi
cation with a score of 328 out of a possible of 355. 

The Annual Wives' Club Social was held near 
the end of the month. There was a large attend
ance and a very amusing evening was had by all. 
One particular event caused a lot of amusement. 
It could be described as "Musical Knees" as 
opposed to chairs! The wives walked round a 
line of husbands sitting on the floor acting as 
the chairs. The Commanding Officer, fortun
ately or unfortunately for him, was strategically 
placed as the centre "knee" with the result that 
he had to sit it out to the bitter end, having been 
thoroughly sat on throughout the competition! 

During the course of the month the first 
rounds of the Army Cup in Rugger, Soccer and 
Boxing took place. Unfortunately just before 
the Rugger match, Lieut. Greville Edgecombe 
broke an arm, which of course greatly weakened 
our side, who were beaten 8—6 by 29 Field 
Regiment R.A> in a very close match. 

In the Soccer we were up against a strong 
Ordnance side. The Battalion side held their 
opponents well during the first half but were 
finally beaten 6—1. 

In the boxing against the Essex Regiment we 
fared better, winning by 8 bouts to 3. All bouts 
except for one went the distance, and were very 
close decisions in each case, 

After several months of many comings and 
goings, we were reduced to one arrival and one 
departure only this month. First of all, 2/Lieut. 
Peter Mason after a short stay in the Battalion 
was required for duty at the Home Counties 
Brigade Depot; it is hoped that he wilL enjoy 
his new job. To conclude these notes, we extend 
a very great welcome to that very great character, 
small as he is!! Captain "Moggie" Catt, who takes 
over Quartermaster from Major Bill Klile, whose 
departure we will keep "on ice" for the Decem
ber notes! 

"A" COMPANY 
We welcome back this month the Company Com

mander, who has been on leave in Italy. Sgt. Lockwood, 
too, returned to the fold from Hospital, and has been 
whisked away by various powersthatbe to become the 
Provost Sergeant. On the debit side we have lost Mr. 
Reid who is the latest victim to succumb to the M.T. 
empire. His record pertaining to transport in this Com
pany has been quite eventful, involving the near destruc
tion of at least two threetonners! We wish him luck. 

The Annual Administration Inspection has loomed 
large Over the Company for some weeks past. As the 
time drew near, a quite unusual and somewhat deafening 
amount of activity was seen to take place in the Company, 
The Office staff could be seen frantically writing and 
typing way into the night. L/Cpl. Thompson, down in 
the Stores, established an "Iron Curtain" of his owm 
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He was iast seen, growling in a canine manner, underneath 
a pile of assorted armaments. However, all went off 
without a hitch and we can now breathe a sigh of relief. 

With the international situation rapidly deteriorating, 
there is a certain atmosphere of excited apprehension 
about, and people can be seen walking about muttering 
"Egypt" and vNasser" between closed teeth. There are 
various people due for demobilisation in the near future 
and these can be seen clustered round the radio and 
grabbing wildly at newspapers. Those not going on 
demob, in the near future are quick to point out the 
possibilities of the situation. Such remarks are usually 
received in active manner. 

Cpl. Duffy has joined us from the Corps of Drums and 
is now settling down to the routine quite happily. We 
are glad to have him. 

No. 3 Platoon has been making surrupticious plans to 
"have it away" one weekend to Paris. There is con
siderable enthusiasm reported in No. 3 Platoon. This is 
not to be wondered at. The historical and architectural 
attractions in Paris are considerable. 

Friends, I leave you with this parting thought: Sunshine 
is good for you! 

* * $ 

"B" COMPANY 
For the whole of this month our thoughts and actions 

have been fixed ahead on the Brigade Commander's 
Annual Administrative Inspection which is being held in 
a few days' time. Numerous kit inspections and much 
scrubbing and cleaning has been going on over the weeks. 
Our first hurdle, the Commanding Officer's Inspection is 
now behind us and we are looking forward to returning 
to more normal training at the end of the week. 

We have, however, managed to carry out two small 
field exercises. On the first, patrols went out and recce'ed 
crossings over the river Wupper about six miles away 
from Barracks, and on the second some first class fighting 
patrolling was done in the thickly wooded country near 
the river crossing lake. 

During the month the Battalion has had two cross
country runs. The first was a freeforall but on the 
second occasion, with each Company providing a team, 
we managed to take first place. Cpl. Wilson, and Ptes. 
Knight and Wedge far from being satisfied with the 
novices' boxing competition last month, are now training 
with the Battalion Boxing Team. We wish them the best 
of luck. 

Our Company Commander has returned to us from the 
Atom bomb trials in Australia looking fit and suntanned. 
He is shortly expecting to tour the Division as part of a 
team to tell us all about the trials. 2/Lieut. Boucher has 
left us for a time to attend, a course in the U.K. and 
Lieut. Shephard, hearing that the Adm. Inspection was 
coming off, and that Dragon notes were due to be written, 
left us hurriedly for Sennelager to become the Machine
Gun Concentration Administrative Officer. We wish him 
luck! We also send our best wishes to L/Cpl. Gethin
Jones on passing his W.O.S.B. and are sorry that he was 
not here for us to say goodbye to him properly. 

* * * / .1 

"C" COMPANY 
Autumn and fine weather is with us now, which is 

pleasant for all but those detailed as fatigue men to 
dispose of leaves. Taking advantage of the weather, 
both the rocket launcher and 2in. mortar were fired this 
month, providing our Reservists with more opportunity 
to let off steam. 

As we approach the end of the month and the coming 
of the Administrative Inspection, the building echoes 
with the sounds of frenzied activity. The scratching of 
the ColourSergeant's pen and the brisk ticktick of the 
Company typewriter are now more in evidence than the 
sound of marching feet or the crack and thump of the 
light machinegun. For quite some time 2/Lieut. Wallace 
has been seen emerging from the depths clad in a suit of 
denims after spending an afternoon dexterously wielding 
a paint brush in the Underworld. A book case which 
stands in the Platoon Commander's Room used to be a 
sombre black, but now has a red and white belly, so no. 
doubt the Company Stores are as tastefully decorated. 

When we buttmarked at Beyenburg Range a casual 
observer might have thought we were practicing for some 
South Sea island coronation. Flags flew in every direction 
to the accompaniment of jubilant shouts of "Ooo tooty, 
fruity, bim, bam, boo". Nevertheless, the Company shot 
with a fair degree of accuracy and we must congratulate 
Sgt. Hansen on being joint top scorer for this year's 
classification, an achievement for which he shares the 
Andrew's Cup. At the moment he is away on a course 
at Hythe, but we hope to see him back before February. 

As expected, the M.O. was kept fairly busy at Forts 
Christianand Frederick during the Route March. The 
45 miles were taken in three stages, but even so yielded a 
good crop of blistered feet. At the first camp we were 
able to bathe in a picturesque lake, which was very nearly 
as picturesque, we are told, as somebody's remarks when 
with a grunt and a whistle one of the assault boats gave 
up the ghost. During the second and third days, inter
mittent rain made the going heavy across country, and 
by the last mile we were more than ready to see the 
stately domes of Wuppertal once again. 

2/Lieut. White is on a course in the U.K. after a month 
with us. Another officer who has left the Company is 
2/Lieut. Willett, who after a brief spell with the Carriers 
has now joined "D" Company. C.S.M. Ellis also leaves 
next week for the T.A. To counteract these departures 
we have a flood of new arrivals in the form of C/Sgt. 
Mans from H.Q. Company, and eight new faces from 
Training Company, to all of whom we bid a warm 
welcome. 

Finally, we congratulate C.S.M. Gaskill on his pro
motion to that rank; as he has been with us as C/Sergeant 
for some time he will not be easily baffled by the tortuous 
ways of "Charlie", 

* * * 

"D" COMPANY 

"TRAINING" PLATOON 
With the advent of Major Critchley departing for the 

4th Battalion, 2/Lieut. C. M. C. Dewar has ably taken 
his place and life has gone on much as usual. We were 
very sorry to see Major Critchley go, but we extend our 
heartiest greetings to our new Platoon Commander. 

Our normal monthly draft has arrived from the Depot, 
and could soon be heard scrubbing floors, corridors and 
ablutions in time to variations of the recent hit tunes. 
Now all is quiet again; the draft has departed into the 
"Battalion Proper". 

We have been told that there is an Administration 
Inspection in only 14 days' time. From the Platoon 
Office there is the sound of frantically scratching pens, 
and of tearing paper as redundant files are "dumped". 
From the constant chatter of the typewriter, we gather 
that it must at least be water cooled. We are lucky to 
still have a Platoon Office, in the block. There .was once 
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a movement afoot to remove it, and its occupants, to 
*"D" Company Block. In fact, it half arrived! The 
clerk could be seen staggering along under a load of the 
typewriter, its desk and stool, between blocks 4 and 5. 
However, exactly three days later he appeared—under 
the same load—going in the opposite direction. The 
constant line of moving office furniture between the two 
blocks must have caused more than one person to rub 
his eyes. Pte. Stedman is being initiated into the office, 
and is already plunged deep into the intricacies of 
"Training" Platoon filing system. We are sorry not to 
be able to introduce him to the mysteries of a Company 
Office, as unfortunately all of our "Office Fitments" 
disappeared to "D" Company with C.S.M. Newman. 
Doubtless, with luck, his time will come. 

L/Cpl. Barber, Ptes. Langridge, McKenna and Burr 
are to be seen walking around the Battalion with a smug 
look on their faces. I have been informed that they are 
leaving us for civilian life on 5th November. We wish 
them the best of luck in their respective employments. 
C/Sgt. Cain is leaving us at the end of the month for a 
brief spell of education at Hohne. We wish him every 
success. Newcomers? Only two this month; Ptes. . 
Walder and Stedman. Pte. Walder takes over as 2/Lieut. 
Dewar's batman, and Pte. Stedman comes into the 
Platoon Office. 

Early in the month, on two Wednesdays in succession, 
your correspondent found himself lining up for a Mass 
Battalion CrossCountry Run. Although all of the 
"Training" Platoon Permanent Staff finished the course 
on both occasions, it is considered more diplomatic to 
leave the actual placings to the imagination. In other 
worlds of sport, Pte. McKenna has been exerted to his 
fullest extent by boxing training. We are hoping that 
we might have just one man representing us at the noble 
art of fisticuffs. 

* * * 

ANTITANK PLATOON 
The beginning of this month saw the Platoon marching. 

We did not have to go very far before we realised that 
"Petrol Legs" had a firm hold on us. However, our 
needs were catered for very well by the M.M.G. Platoon, 
who were responsible for the running of two camps 
through which we passed during the three days it took. 
Gorman is to be commended on his "efforts". 

The Platoon returned to Barracks and joined the fever 
of activity in getting ready 17pdrs., B.A.T.S., Carriers 
and tractors ready for the annual C.I.V. and R.E.M.E. 
inspection. These were completed a few days ago, and 
that only leaves the Admin. Inspection now. 

We had promised ourselves some while back a Platoon 
party, which we managed to have a few days ago. This 
was a great success—thanks to the band, "Rock 'n Roll" 
has now reared its ugly head within the Platoon. We do 
thank all the people who made it possible: the band, 
the cooks, Cpls. Laming, Doherty and Sturman for their 
bar handling . .. and, of course, "Yakity Yak!", the M.C. 

We welcome L/Cpl. Sturman, Ptes. Bird and Yates to 
the Platoon, but bid farewell to 2/Lieut. Mason, whose 
stay was all too short. 

Let's hope L/Cpl. Doherty will work hard on his 
course—good luck on it. 

M.M.G. PLATOON 
The past month has been for this Platoon by far the 

busiest and most varied for a very long time. The month 
started with exercise "Corn Cob" in which the rifle 
companies and the other Support Platoons carried out a 

circular march in the Wuppertal area. The Machinegun 
Platoon erected two camps, known as Fort Frederick and 
Fort Christian, at which each of the Companies stayed 
one night. As each camp was occupied for only one 
night in three, and for the first four days the weather was 
unusually fine and warm, much time was spent canoeing, 
bathing and exploring the local countryside. 

To compensate the rigours of camp life (?) the Platoon 
set off by bus the following weekend, for Amsterdam. 
On the way we visited the airborne cemetery at Oosterbeck, 
Arnhem. This is a very beautiful place and those who 
had not visited a war cemetery before were very impressed. 
Unfortunately, the Y.M.C.A. had closed the previous 
week, but nevertheless everyone left the bus certain that 
they would find a bed for the night somewhere. Some 
made for the best hotels and sank deep into unaccustomed 
luxury, others left their search until after they had sampled 
the very varied and lively Dutch night life, only to be 
disappointed and have to rough it. Money seemed to 
disappear remarkably quickly and some found at an early 
hour that they would have to be content with window 
shopping. This is not always so dull in Amsterdam as 
elsewhere! That everyone reappeared at the appointed 
time seemed little short of a miracle. Little groups of 
Buffs were seen slowly approaching from every direction; 
each party with their own account of what seems to have 
been a very interesting weekend. 

Back in Wuppertal and down to earth with a bump, 
for the Brigadier's Adm. Inspection. This was immediately 
preceded by a C.I.V. Inspection and a Commanding 
Officer's Inspection. By making a maximum effort on 
both gun equipment and vehicles we achieved a good 
chit from the Brigadier. It was certainly very hard work, 
but the finished product was well worth the effort. Pre
parations are now being made for the move to Sennelager 
to take part in the 2 Infantry Div. Gun Concentration, 
during which we shall fire the Machinegun Cup shoots. 
More news of our luck next month. 

Before we leave, we must say goodbye to Cpl. Baker, 
and Ptes. Christian, Crosbie, Evans, Manning, Matson 
and Page. All of them have been with the Platoon for 
their National Service. Their going will be a great loss 
to the Platoon; all of them have been specialists within 
the Platoon, either directing operations in the stores, 
taking (or guessing?) ranges, motor cycling or driving. 
Good luck and best wishes to you all; perhaps Mr. 
Nasser will give you a chance of rejoining us soon! 

3 IN. MORTAR PLATOON 
Since our last issue the Platoon has had a very quiet 

month, with only a few things to disturb the even tempo 
of life. At present we are all suffering from that com
plaint known as "Annual Admin. Blues", but it is now 
reaching its climax, and the paint brushes will soon 
cease their overtime. 

We are at present under the temporary leadership of 
Mr. Dewar, O.C. "Training" Platoon, whilst "The 
Governor", Mr. Edgecombe lies in Iserlohn Military 
Hospital with a compound fracture of the right ann. 
Surely after a broken ankle in the B.A.O.R. SevenaSide 
Rugby and now an arm in a "friendly" he must realise 
that it is a mug's game. Make a speedy recovery and get 
fit for the Christmas celebrations, if only to stop Mr. 
Jonas moaning about "Boll". 

After going down to a strength of nine we are once 
again all "On Parade" with the return from leave of 
Cpl. James and L/Cpl. Wakeman. 
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The Battalion Boxing, mentioned more fully by others, 
was a blow to our prestige as only one member, "Killer 
Sykes", managed to get to the semifinals, whilst "Ginger" 
Mitchell got a displaced kneecap and now hobbles about 
with his leg in plaster. 

A C.I.V. inspection of vehicles had all our drivers, 
and at times the rest of the Platoon, on their toes. With 
much cursing and toil the vehicles were inspected, paint 
still wet. A I write this the results are not yet known, 
but it is believed we had a good standard; 

Cpl. Hedger has been taking endless periods of Mortar 
Drill ready for the tests which come off early next week, 
and we should have half a dozen "Specialists" added to 
the roll of the elite. Sgt. Miller roars about in carriers all 
day, preparing them for the Admin. "Annie" Oakley, 
the troglydite in the stores, never stops painting. How
ever, when Dragon notes are again pleaded for by the 
Company Office it will all be a "Pleasant" memory, and 
we shall have got down to some real work. 

M.T. PLATOON 
Due to the C.I.V. Inspection (fortunately now over) 

and the close proximity of the Annual Adm. Inspection, 
we regret to inform our. regular readers that we will not 
be going to press this month. However, next month we 
will produce a bumper number, so order your December 
copy of The Dragon NOW to avoid disappointment. 

HEADQUARTER COMPANY 
The ranks of the administrative staff of the Company 

were very much depleted at the beginning of this month. 
Our Company Commander, we are sorry to say, had to 
go into hospital for a period which to us, and I'm sure 
him, seemed like an eternity. 

The C;S.M. left us to go out on "Op; Scarlet Runner". 
His job was a considerable one, trying out a new scale of 
rations. It was noticed, however, on their return that 
although very wet, their belts had tightened a few notches. 

We say farewell to Capt. Gatehouse, who has left us to 
go on a course in U.K. He has for a considerable time 
been trying to solve the mysteries of an Admin. Company, 
both as Company Commander and as 2 i/c. We wish 
him a very successful course and hope to see him again 
soon. We also say "Aufweiderseine" to L/Cpl. Marks, 
who has left us for a "Cushy" posting to the Depot. 

The. main event of the current year is of course the 
Brigade Commander's Admin. Inspection. Familiar 
sounds can be heard in the evenings now, banging, 
scrubbing, the slap of the paint brush and the lament of 
the chap, complaining that someone has walked over his 
nice clean floor. The M.O., we are told, is up to his neck 
with, people going sick with "Housemaid's Knee". 

It was with great relief that we passed the C.O.'s Pre
Admin. Inspection quite well, so now we are just waiting 
for the "Day". 

Ending on a happy note, Major Hadshare is now back 
with us from hospital, being bombarded with letters, 
returns, etc., for signing. No more running all over 
camp for the C.S.M. now, trying to find someone to 
sign them, which pleases him considerably. 

That's all until next month. All the best. 

SIGNAL PLATOON 
The month started a normal routine with just a few 

vague thoughts of the Admin, in the future. Gradually, 
however, the tempo quickened and gained momentum 
until now when our parade hours are many and our 
leisure hours few. To date we have had the best part of 
a dozen drill parades and countless kit inspections at 
one level or another all in aid of "The Day". We all 
heartily look forward to the Day after "The Day". 

Very early in the month the R.S.O.—Captain Ward— 
returned from Iserlohn Hospital, where as reported last 
month he was recovering from a slipped disc. Although 
at first his movements were a little on the laboured side, 
his antics have of late become more free and the return 
to complete fitness cannot be very far away. 

On the fifteenth of the month the Recruits Cadre Course 
got under way with a total of twentyfour wouldbe 
Signallers. In addition to those welcomed into the 
Platoon last month we are pleased to record the arrival 
of ten further chaps. L/Cpl. Casey joins us from "C" 
Company and will remain with us until early next year 
when he is due to be transferred to the Boys' Battalion in 
Plymouth. L/Cpl. Spillett, Ptes. Brooks, Gifford, 
Hayward, Maylynn, Sainsbury, Tully and Valder are 
fresh from "Training" Platoon. We wish them all the 
very best of luck on the course and many happy days 
with us in the Platoon. 

Platoon sporting arrangements have been severely 
curtailed owing to the introduction of two Battalion 
crosscountry runs. No member of the Platoon turned 
in an outstanding performance, but on the other hand 
few were able to describe the surrounding scenery in 
much detail, so it was assured that most of the Platoon 
put their backs into it at least. We did eventually provide 
four "Reluctant Heroes" for the H.Q. Company "B" 
Team. 

To date our one game of soccer has been in the nature 
of a trial. Although some players had a fair game, for 
the most part a discrete veil should be drawn over the 
whole 'affair. After the Admin. Inspection we hope to 
get some fixtures under way and at the same time return 
to the winning line. 

We gather that both our past and future Signal 
Subalterns passed into the Hythe Signal Course with 
colours flying high. This is a matter of profound pride 
and 2/Lieuts. Daniel and Evans are to be most warmly 
congratulated in these notes on behalf of the entire 
Platoon. v 

Whilst on'the subject of Signal Subalterns, 2/Lieut. 
HolmesSmith is still performing that function in the 
Platoon despite rumours to the contrary. His appearances 
are limited severely owing to Boxing Training. On the 
31st we wish him good fortune. 

Early in November a Platoon outing to Cologne is 
scheduled. Whilst praying for fair weather, we confidently 
expect a good time will be had by all. 

The weather this month has for the time of the year 
been quite reasonable with only a few showers of rain 
here and there. On some mornings a very definite nip in 
the air is noticeable, but this is only to be expected. The 
leaves have gone past the golden stage and are fast 
falling—a statement that all the members of the Platoon 
are only too aware of. 

On this happy note it only remains to wish all readers 
a most pleasant November and for us to get on further 
with our PreAdmin. "Bull". Ugh! 
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THE REGIMENTAL BAND 
Our summer tour now finished, we are once again 

back in Germany with the 1st Battalion. It was a great 
pleasure to meet all the old faces again though in fact 
we feel the question "Enjoy your leave?" was asked a 
few times too many. 

Whilst in England we left behind an old stalwart at the 
Depot pending a transfer to the Royal Artillery Band. 
Not only will the musicalservices of Bandsman Hills be 
missed but the loss of interest in the sporting world 
(particularly in Arsenal F.C.) will be hard felt. We wish 
him and Mrs. Hills all the best for the future. 

An alarming quantity of new Bandboys suddenly 
appeared in the last few weeks of the tour, these being 
due to the visits of the Bandmaster to local Recruiting 
Offices. Whilst welcoming Boys Whigfield, Bradford, 
Crouch, Simmonds and Mitchinson to the Brigade Band 
Establishment, we strongly advise them to acquire the 
maximum of wind and limb in preparation for the time 
when they join the Battalion. 

It was most pleasant to meet many of our exbandsmen, 
their families and parents on our travels. In fact the 
engagement at Brighton was more or less like a Band 
reunion! We would like to place on record how much 
we appreciated the support of many Past and Present 
members at our various engagements. It was most 
gratifying and encouraging to be so loyally supported. 

We have many pleasant memories of our summer 
tour, outstanding of course is that of Remembrance 
Sunday in Canterbury. To those who have never ex
perienced the ceremony in the Cathedral, may we say 
this is a "must" for you in the future. For two days we 
"interrupted" the Cricket at the St. Lawrence Ground 
during August. To quote the Kentish Gazette, we must 
have been a good influence because a wicket fell as soon 
as we started performing. As it was that of Cyril Wash
brook's, we took the statement as a compliment. How
ever, Kent defeated Lancashire, as we all know, but you 
may be interested to know that the score book reads: 
"12th man, The Band of The Buffs". 

The beginning of October saw us in Wuppertal, greeted 
by 2/Lieut. Jonas and C.S.M. Sharman. We arrived 
safely at WElberfeld, no damages or losses, scores of new 
music and new ideas. 

It was not long ere our resources of crotchets and 
quavers were called upon; in a few days we were to 
perform in the local park and of course our old favourite 
the Y.M.C.A. To the latter we introduced Rock '« Roll; 
if any of you want to lose a few pounds in weight, spend 
Monday evening at the Y.M.C.A., dancing to Sgt. Young 
and his "Solid Rocks"!!! 

Naturally we have been caught in the Admin, web, 
but thankfully have managed to emerge practically un
scathed. L/Cpl. James this year producing a requested 
score in two seconds flat, an all time record hardly ever 
to be broken. NQW the Admin, has passed we look 
forward to a very busy month of various other Regimental 
Admin, parades, rehearsals for December concerts and 
the playing at Dinner Nights. 

Still with us (much to their chagrin!) are Cpl. Watts, 
Bdsmn. Holden and Weston; but for the international 
situation they would have been snugly settled down in 
civilian life by now. Whilst we offer our sympathies to 
them we hope their prolonged stay .will be a happy, one. 
In the past , years they all have given admirable service 
to the Regimental Band. May it not be long before 
"normal, service is resumed"..... .. 

Our world of sport is looking up these days with a 
win at hockey over the Band of the Royal Irish Fusiliers. 
Indeed 6th Brigade's H.Q. have challenged us, so our 
fame must be spreading. A pending soccer match against 
the W.O.s and Sergeants' Mess appears most interesting, 
whilst an O.R.'s team v The Officers at hockey promises 
much letting of blood!! We mustn't forget to mention 
various bandsmen who are triumphing in the art of 
crosscountry running. The intense use of wind by the 
musicians seems to be put to other uses than blowing 
one's trumpet. Many congratulations to L/Cpl. O'Sullivan, 
Allit, Bayliss and Maclntyre, who gained good places 
and points in the last Battalion race. 

As we go to press Bandsman Edwards has just acquired 
his new "super, deluxe, overhead valve drive" trombone. 
Beware any of you that stand in the path of this gilded 
contraption lest you be razed and blasted to the earth. 

Our best regards and wishes go out to all our friends 
at home or abroad, may you fare well in these "troubled 
hours". Oh! for man to prove that music DOES "soothe 
the savage breast". 

* * * 

P.R.I. AND MESSING STAFF 
As in the case of the rest of the Battalion,. the P.R.I, 

and Messing staffs have been highly active during the 
month preparing for the Annual Administrative Inspec
tion which once again is about to descend upon us. It is 
amazing the number of horrors that come to light during 
these annual cleanups. However, there is no truth in 
the rumour that the Cook Sergeant has found in a disused 
cellar room a secret hoard of compo rations. 

Sgt. Cook and his rations staff have completely trans
formed the appearance of the Ration Stores by their 
painting efforts. And likewise the Cookhouse has had 
its fair share of paint and polish. But who painted the 
inside of the bread cutting machine so that it produced 
paint sandwiches?—a new item for haversack rations. 

Amidst the turmoil we must not forget to welcome 
2/Lieut. Keith Stanley, who is rapidly gaining height to 
catch up with 2/Lieut. Bob Keen, who is flying along 
steadily at' fifteen thousand feet. We welcome also Ptes. 
Taylor, Pordage, Chapman, Smith and Phillips, all 
Regimental Cooks, who have joined us this month, and 
Ptes. Aitchen, Blanchard and Cook, A.C.C., who haVe 
just arrived to make up our depleted numbers. Con
gratulations to L/Cpl. Pottle on attaining that rank. 

Sport has been sadly missing this month, but when the 
Inspections are over it is hoped that we will once again 
soon take the field with devastating tactics. 

The Gift Shop has recently received new stock and 
L/Cpl. Castle says that he can now compete with any of 
the souvenir shops in town. He has been working on his 
own for some time as Pte. Witt managed to come in 
contact with some broken glass from a showcase and 
has been laid up in the Unit M.R.S. 

That is all for this month, but for our latest motto, 
which runs: "If you can't clean it, hide it!" 

* * * 

BATTALION ORDERLY ROOM 
The season may change, but the Battalion Orderly 

Room continues to be the same for ever. An apt state
ment this, for already the leaves are off the trees and the 
first snow of the coming winter has fallen. Life in the 
Orderly Room, however, has not seen much change 
since the last issue of The Dragon except that Pte. Dave 
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Booth has left us for the easier life of a Rifle Company, 
and the Despatch Clerk's desk has been taken over by 
our newest arrival, Pte. George Ellis, late of the Royal 
Sussex Regiment. Apart from this minor internal change, 
very little has occurred that will be of interest to the 
general reader. 

In preparation for the Annual Admin. Inspection we 
were surprised to find carpets being laid in the Orderly 
Room, and a general air of expectancy and activity was 
to be noted. The Commanding Officer's inspection was 
thorough, but we survived, and gained a "very good" 
from him. Actually by the time these Dragon notes are 
published, the whole issue will be over, and peace will 
reign once more. 

In the course of the last month, we were visited by 
L/Cpl. Harry Longley, our representative at Field Records. 
He spent a weekend, and we hope that we shall soon 
see him again. 

One point has raised the curiosity of most of the 
Orderly Room Clerks. Apparently the Band have taken 
over part of our cellar for use, ostensibly, as a dark room. 
Judging by the smell of cheap perfume issuing from 
there one night, we rapidly formed other ideas on the 
subject! 

Pte. Stan Donovan has taken up playing the clarinet. 
Is it true that there are people who now volunteer to be 
Duty Clerk? 

Pte. Dick EvCrnden has returned to the fold after his 
leave in the U.K. Whilst there, he encountered Mr. Tom 
Browne, our erstwhile Leave Clerk. Of course they had 
a lot to talk about, and Dick arrived back full of the latest 
happenings in the career of our old associate, who is now 
studying farming. 

We will leave you with the thought that we shall soon 
be joining him. 

SERGEANTS' MESS 
Strange as it may seem, witb the international situation 

so tense, the atmosphere in the Mess is of a definite 
festive turn. This can only be put down to the success 
of the Admin. Inspection, which the Brigadier informed 
us on Saturday when he came to visit us was even better 
than last year. Well done, the painters! 

The social life of the Mess has been up to its usual 
standard, the main event being the Wives' Club Social 
at which our Sgt. Streeter and his minions did sterling 
work in making appreciable holes in our stocks. Our 
thanks for their kind invitation to all members to attend 
and for the time and work which must have been spent 
in making "the evening". 

On the subject of arrivals and departures, we con
gratulate Sgt. Naylor on his promotion and bemoan the 
departure of C.S.M. Doug. Ellis, who leaves us for the 
49th state, or so we believe. 

In the not so far distant future looms Winterburg and 
and all it entails, as we are supplying the personnel for 
duties there during the winter training. At present this 
is likely to leave us very thin on the ground for Christmas 
and the New Year and our ski expert, Herr Mans, is in 
for a lot of grilling on the subject of how to stay vertical. 

The Mess fiddled a football team to play the Band and 
Drums. This is just for information as a security screen 
has been imposed on the result which doubtless will be 
reported in full elsewhere. 

The list of names in the Christmas Draw now looks 
most impressive. Some members seem fated when they 
decided to risk "PokeyDie"? but they come back for 
more. At one time it was discussed whether or not to 
ban the Bandmaster after his board sweeping success of 
last year; whether or not we shall rue the day that we 
decided to let him partake will be decided on December 
22nd. 

Before closing, the latest rumour is that, in the event 
of the Battalion moving, C.S.M. "Crash" Hannaway 
has been selected for the enviable task of i/c Families. 
The reception of this can be imagined—but not printed. 

CORPORALS' CLUB 
The past month has not been one of great activity in 

the life of the Corporals' Club. This was mainly due to 
the Administrative Inspection, which we have now, 
thankfully, said goodbye to for another year. 

It was noted that quite a few N.C.O.s managed to get 
leave during the month of October and, most of those 
who went early in the month sent medical certificates to 
Infantry Records. What were they trying to miss? 

Some faces seem to be growing longer and longer over 
the world situation. Never has the wireless been tuned 
to B.F.N, so often. There are also certain people whose 
faces are permanently beaming when in public but who 
secretly listen to the radio behind locked doors. I refer, 
of course, to the National Servicemen. 

During the coming month it is hoped to have a radio
gram installed in the Corporals' Club. Cpl. Palmieri, 
President of the Club, is bringing £5 of the latest records 
when he returns from his rather long leave! 

Since our last notes we have welcomed L/Cpls. Mills, 
Moss, Roach, Kemp, Pottle, Barnett, Draper, Crouch 
and Black to our fold. Farewell has been said to only 
three members. Sgt. Naylor, for obvious reasons, L/Cpl. 
GethinJones, who has passed W.O.S.B., and L/Cpl. 
Marks, who somehow wangled a posting to the Depot. 
To all we wish the very best of luck. 

On the sporting activities of the Club there is practically 
nothing to report. Six of our members form a rather 
large percentage of the Battalion Boxing Team. Cpls. 
Fisher and Kelly and L/Cpl. Lewington all won their 
fights in the Battalion's victory over the 1st Battalion, 
The Essex Regiment. 

Looking to the future, we have Christmas nearly upon 
us and also a little before that—Winterberg Training 
commences. Neither holds any terrors and we all look 
forward to celebrating Christmas in the true Duffy
Batchelor spirit. 

QUARTERMASTER'S STAFF 
No less an authority than Sir John Hunt has stated 

that mental efficiency is reduced in an amazing way when 
one ventures into the higher altitudes. Therefore, with 
the admin, inspection only 96 hours away I am sure that 
our readers will expect only the briefest report from this 
department. 

The most notable event of the month has been the 
arrival of our new Q.M. We extend a very warm welcome 
to him. At the same time, we are chastened by the 
thought that Major Kill© will have gone from our midst 
before these notes appear in print. Fortunately, it will 
only be "Au revoir" for many of us. Indeed there is one 
member of the staff who hopes to have the opportunity 
to offer a festive greeting this coming Christmas. 
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MENU HOLDERS IN STERLING 
SILVER SURMOUNTED 

BY REGIMENTAL BADGES 
from £4.0.0 HOME 

£3.4.6 EXPORT 

Chrome & Steel Case, 
NonMagnetic, Waterproof, 

Shockproof, Luminous, 
. Fully Guaranteed 
Bn. For Two Years 

REGIMENTAL BADGE EARRINGS 
IN GOLD AND ENAMEL 

from £8.0.0 HOME 
£6.0.0 EXPORT 

T H E  A S S O C I A T I O N  O F  S E R V I C E  N E W S P A P E R S  A D V E R T I S E M E N T  P A G E S ,  
6 7 / 6 8  J E R M Y N  S T R E E T ,  S T .  J A M E S ' S .  S . W . 1 .  T E L .  W H I T E H A L L  2 5 0 4  

BY APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN GOLDSMITHS & CROWN JEWELLERS 

GARRARD GIFTS 

GARRARD & CO. LTD. 
Crown Jewellers 

formerly 

T H E  G O L D S M I T H S  &  S I L V E R S M I T H S  C O M P A N Y  L T D .  

112  REGENT STREET   L O N D O N    W . l    T E L E P H O N E    R E G E N T  3 0 2 1  
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Quosh 
The Fruit Squash that's extrarefreshing 

ORANGE - LEMON - GRAPEFRUIT * LIME - ORANGE BARLEY * LEMON BARLEY 

SUPPLEMENT No. 3 - PAGE TWO 

deep shine with 

KTWI 
' DEEPGLOW' COLOURS 

DRINK QUOSH AT HOME TOO 
Children love Quosh. Make sure 
there's a bottle in the cupboard. 
Then you've got refreshment 
handy any time you want it. 
Quosh is on sale in the NAAFI 
shop—2 :gd. a bottle, plus 3d. 
bottle deposit, refundable on 
return. 

Next time you're feeling hot and tired, drop into 
the NAAFI Bar and have a glass of Quosh. 
You'll find it refreshes you wonderfully. In Quosh 
there's just the right amount of energygiving 
sugar, blended perfectly with luscious fruit juice 
to make a really delicious drink. 

You can't have true smartness without shoe smart
ness ... and for that you need Kiwicare. The secret 
of Kiwi is its unique deep shine; being made with 
fine, rich waxes the polish sinks deep into the 
leather, to give a much smarter, longlasting shine. 
And Kiwi's wonderful 'deepglow' colours keep your 
shoes colourperfect always. Make sure of real 
smartness . . . deep shine your shoes with Kiwi 
regularly. Price 9id. 
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There has been much activity by those concerned in 
the admin, of married quarters. Sgt. Wright appeared 
even more harassed than usual, constant telephone calls 
and such phrases as shared facilities led some to believe 
that a new Beveridge report was on the way. Alas, all 
the information was needed to enable fair, just and 
equitable charges to be made for fuel used. I have heard 
it said that in some countries it is sold by weight and 
measure. Ah! this age of progress! 

Snatches of song and birdlike notes from the G.1098 
corner announce to the world that the account is closed, 
the store ready for checking, and that Sgt. Inskip knows 
the name and date of arrival of his relief. 

These notes are never complete these days without a 
list of those who are soon to leave us. The 5th November 
will see the departure of four more of those who have been 
with us just long enough for us to recognise their virtues 
as well as their faults. These are recognised much earlier, 
of course. Taps will drip longer without Law to doctor 
them. Despite all our attempts to have perfect reproduc
tions on the Battalion's many notice boards. 

The Dragon will no doubt acquire some fresh character
istics when a different hand to Dickman's is guiding the 
brush. Hudson's place with the Sanitary Grenadiers is 
being taken by Morgan, who is giving up his post as a 
Regimental Cook to fill this vacancy. I refuse to repeat 
the statement that this will ensure continuity. Stonecliffe 
leaves the clothing store to return to his trade as a cabinet 
maker. 1 am one of those who are of the opinion that no 
matter which tree supplies the wood, his first six months' 
production will be camphor wood chests. 

PROBLEM CORNER.—The amount of paint used by one 
Battalion preparing for inspections over a period of six 
months (180 days) averages 8} gallons a day. Assuming 
that all the trucks, kitbags, fences, stones, etc., that have 
been treated with this paint are still in barracks, by how 
many cubic feet has the capacity of the barracks 
diminished? 

PRIZE.—The first competitor to hand a solution to the 
Pioneer Sergeant may take away all the empty paint drums. 

SOCCER 
Football is now in full swing. The first major event, 

was the draw for the preliminary round of the Army 
Cup. We drew H.Q. 5 Guards Brigade, and after a week's 
training we were given a walk over. We now await the 
1st Round match against 17 Vehicle Battalion, R.A.O.C., 
next week. Our first match against 41 Field Regiment, 
R.A., was a great success. Our forwards played well and 
decisively to score 4 goals in the first 35 minutes. They 
were not so good in the second half, but our defence did 
not give much away and we won 4—1. 

This game was followed by a spate of away matches. 
The following game we played a much stronger side, 23 
Field Engr. Regiment at Dortmund, where the Battalion 
side played very well to hold them to 3—1 until 20 minutes 
before the end. We eventually lost 7—2 by our lack of 
fitness. Our two most recent games have been worse 
and worse, and the scores would be better left unmentioned. 
The main fault of the Battalion side at the moment is 
letting their opponents completely run over them in the 
second half, the reason being twofold. Firstly, lack of 
fitness owing to very limited time available for training. 
Secondly, a lack of determination when they become 
tired. 

Some good players have however come to the fore: 
Cpl. Laming ("D") and L/Cpl. Mace ("A") have both 
kept goal well. Pte. Mockett (H.Q.) and L/Cpl. Mitchell 

("D") are becoming good full backs. Pte. Mackett has 
played in every match at half back and should improve, 
Of the forwards Pte. Fawcett, who has just joined the 
Battalion, has proved the most successful. He has been 
well supported, however, by Ptes. Dyke and Lambert 
(insides) and Ptes. Graham and Maxted who are useful 
wingers. I am hoping we have learnt from our mistakes 
and that we will have some better results next month. 

HOCKEY 
Relentlessly into the depths and dark corners of the 

Battalion the search for fresh talent goes on. We pride 
ourselves it is not in and although a full team has not 
yet been fielded, both our matches have been won. 

The opening game of the season against 6 Infantry 
Brigade H.Q. was fast and clean, the two wings, 2/Lieut. 
HolmesSmith and 2/Lieut. Mason, who has now left us 
for the Depot, proved themselves well capable of out
pacing their opponents and kept a steady supply of 
centring shots to the back of the circle throughout the 
game. The result ended in a 2—0 triumph. 

The Worcestershire Regiment, having eventually arrived, 
gave us a good game, not a great amount of stick work 
was noticeable on either side, but our team was fitter 
and faster and this proved in a 3—1 victory. 

The prospects are, I think, encouraging; we have shown 
our paces and look forward optimistically to reasonable 
success in our friendly games and also in the Army Cup 
and B.A.O.R. Major Units Competition, 

Correspondence 
1 St. James's Street, 

London, S.W.I. 
21th October, 1956. 

Dear Sir, 
In the Regimental History there is recorded 

all available authoritative evidence on every 
aspect of the ancient privilege which The Buffs 
enjoy of marching through the City of London. 
Thus it seems that no grounds exist for the 
promotion of controversy on this subject in the 
pages of The Dragon, as so ardently advocated 
by The Tramp. Nevertheless, the opportunity 
may well be taken to touch upon certain points 
in regard to which The Tramp is evidently 
puzzled, or which he has actually queried. 

He comments on the fact that no question 
seems to have been raised regarding the opinion 
expressed, in 1904, by a former City Remem
brancer. This observation, together with certain 
related questions, is easily answered, as follows: 

1. At the time when the relevant portion of 
the Regimental History was in course of prepar
ation, Sir Adrian Pollock was unfortunately no 
longer alive to discuss the subject. 

2. Such being the case, it seemed not un
reasonable to suppose that, in considering a 
custom initiated nearly twoandahalf centuries 
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earlier, Sir Adrian used the words "shortly after 
Charles II became King in 1660" in a sense 
purely relative to the passage of time in the 
course of a reign which lasted twentyfive years. 

3. Sir Adrian does not refer solely to The 
Buffs. In fact, it is plain that his opinion is 
given generally in respect of the practice of 
issuing Recruiting Warrants to the corps 
mentioned. 

4. In so far as The Buffs are concerned, it 
has been possible to ascertain with certainty 
only the fact that the earliest recorded warrant 
is that issued to "Robert Sydney Esq. Collonel 
of the Holland Regimt.", as set forth on page 
712 of the Historical Records, 17041914. This 
warrant, it will be seen, is dated 5th August, 
1666, i.e., a bare fifteen months after the forma
tion of the Holland Regiment, in May, 1665. 

Admittedly, it is unfortunate that in the 
appendix to the Regimental History now under 
review the Honourable Artillery Company is 
erroneously stated to be directly descended 
from the Trained Bands. With regard to such 
a lapse, it can but be said that the appendix was 
compiled with the expert assistance of the 
authorities mentioned, and that amongst others 
who scrutinised it before publication was the 
then Secretary of the Honourable Artillery 
Company. 

In view, then, of Brigadier Foster Hall's 
interesting and valuable observation, it is 
evident that the words "by virtue of its close 
connection" more aptly describe the relationship 
between that famous Corps and the Trained 
Bands. 

Yours faithfully, 
C. R. B. KNIGHT. 

The Editor, "The Dragon". 
* * * 

Extract from letter from Lieut.Col. E. P. C. 
Bruce, M.C. :— Gt. Malvern 

I have already met three old Buffs. One from 
the 1st Battalion, Pte. Williams, of "A" 
Company, 1st Buffs, Lucknow, and two who 
were with the 4/5th Battalion at Wannock in 
1939, L/Cpl. Pilcher and Pte. Philpotts. I hear 
there are others in the neighbourhood and it 
may well be that we will form a branch of the 
P. and P. here in due course. 

I have also met a Mr. Harry Morris, late 
landlord of The Vaults, Gt. Malvern, who would 
like to hear something of Tom Birt, as I knew 
him last C.S.M. of M.G. Company, 1st Battalion, 
now, I believe, a Major retired, and R.S^M. 
Bartlett, who both stayed with him when the 
5th Battalion were stationed here. 

1st Battalion, The Buffs, 
British Forces Post Office 44. 

18th October, 1956. 
Sir, 

Unless I am very gravely mistaken there 
appears to have been virtually no mention in 
your columns of this year's Remembrance Day 
Service and the layingup of the old Colours of 
the 2nd Battalion. Apart from the five lines in 
your Editorial in the August issue and the 
frontispiece photograph and the notes' of 
pleasured comment from the Branches in the 
September one, the events of 12th August, 1956 
have seemingly gone unsung. 

This to my mind seems a pity, on two counts. 
First, because those of us in the Regiment serving 
anywhere abroad like to be able to visualize such 
happenings by reading fully of them; to hear of 
the details of the Service, the music, the weather, 
what numbers were on parade, who furnished, 
trained and commanded the Escort, and so on. 
A ^vord or two about the Colours themselves— 
when they were presented, by whom and where, 
their history of service with the 2nd Battalion, 
where they will hang in the Warriors' Chapel, 
etc., etc.—would not, I feel, have come amiss 
and would, if well written, have made interesting 
and worthwhile reading. 

And secondly, because surely Colonel Charles 
Knight, or the individual who will one day 
follow in his historical footsteps, must of 
necessity refer to past volumes of the Journal 
for accounts of such events, when the time comes 
for the writing of further pages of our Regimental 
story? 

You, Sir, will I am sure be the first to agree 
with me that one of the most important duties 
which The Dragon has to perform is that of 
keeping members of the Regiment informed 
about Regimental doings; "become a sub
scriber", you say, in your monthly plea for 
further readers, "and keep in touch with Regi
mental news and old friends". I feel that you 
tend to lose, rather than to gain, subscribers if 
that very news which you profess to include in 
your pages is not, in fact, anywhere to be found 
amongst them. 

And now who, I wonder, will be the first 
correspondent to write and say: "Don't shoot 
the pianist, he's doing his best"?! 

Yours faithfully, 
H. R. GRACE, 

Lieut.Col. 
The Editor, "The Dragon". 
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DaresSalaam. 
19th October, 1956. 

Dear Colonel, 
Thought I'd drop you a line and let you know 

the news from out our way, particularly as we've 
just had H.R.H. with us. All went off very well 
in that respect, and we (6th and 26th) Battalions 
were heavily engaged. 

The guard of honour for the arrival of the 
Royal Party was commanded by John French, 
and it was, in the words of the C.inC., "The 
best he'd ever seen, anywhere (!!)". It certainly 
is incredible what the Askari can do if he's 
really put to it—and they do love any form of 
ceremonial, or excuse to dress up! We actually 
had quite a time to produce a 100man guard 
all of the same height (between 5 ft. 8 in. and 
5 ft. 10 in.), as our tribes vary a lot and so does 
the average height of each tribe. 

In addition we also lined the streets for the 
Royal drive, guarded Government House, 
the Royal aircraft and what have you, and one 
of our subalterns went round on the complete 
.tour as baggage officer and assistant A.D.C. 

At all times, H.R.H. looked absolutely lovely 
and seemed to cope very well in our heat with 
everything from a tiresome, dusty, yet spectacular 
Baraza, to the cooler, yet far duller official 
Garden Party. Another Buff out here, taking 
part in the "fun and games", was Sgt. Adlam, 
who is looking after the Drums of the 26th 
K.A.R. He used to be one of our (Buff) Drum
mers in the old days, I believe. He is due home 
in Canterbury next month, and says he's looking 
forward to meeting some of his old cronies. 

Since my last letter to you, I've been lucky 
enough to get to Zanzibar (liason with the Police 
there on I.S. duty), and twice to Nairobi on 
courses. Saw Colonel Rowe, John Dent and 
Duncan Leese, and, of course, John Lucas, who 
is as full of talk and good stories as ever! Also 
saw quite a few of the old Nyeri crowd, who 
sent their salaams to one and all of their Buff 
friends. 

Yours ever, 
Photograph on page v. REX CAREY. 

* * * 

A LETTER FROM WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
21th October, 1956. 

Dear Ted, 
Arriving at Freemantle, the port for Perth, 

after eight days across the Indian Ocean without 
a sight of land, is truly a magnificent sight. 
Although Western Australia is the largest of the 
six Australian States, it has still only a population 
of just over half a million and a half of these 
live around Perth. It's a lovely city and the 

surrounding country is just like an enormous 
park and even a tiny bungalow has a large and 
colourful garden. It is springtime and the 
crisp, cool mornings and hot sunny days are a 
wonderful reward after our socalled summer 
of 1956. 

It seemed strange, having left one's own garden 
with the apples nearly ripe, to find all the 
orchards north of Perth in full bloom and looking 
very like Kent in the spring. 

All along the coast, one travels from one bay 
of golden sand to another, with a jutting rocky 
headland between, and it's amazing how every 
Australian seems to find time and transport to 
have his daily swim and at least halfanhour's 
sunbathing—age no bar, from threeyearolds 
to the seventies—they're all on the beach. 
Noone to whom I offered Swanton's Test 
reports of this year would read it, and other 
than the press, cricket seems to have dropped to 
third place in popularity—horseracing and 
trotting are an easy first, followed by tennis— 
most of the larger houses having their own hard 
court. 

There's only one topic—the Melbourne Cup 
with the Zew Zealand horse Red Craze a hot 
favourite—9 to 5 on if you can find anyone to 
take your bet. There's full employment here 
and a basic wage for everyone of £14 a week, 
but you want it, with the price of everything 
except meat really sky high. 

This will be posted in Victoria or N.S.W., 
but I've only just had time to write. 

Burra salaams to everyone and a happy 
Xmas to all Buffs, past, present or future. 

Yours, 
HARRY MILTON. 

* * * 

28 Fitzroy Road, 
Fleet, Hants. 

1st November, 1956. 
The Editor, "The Dragon". 
Dear Sir, 

My wife and I, together with Lieut.Colonel 
and Mrs. Jack Williams, have recently returned 
from Paris, where we spent a very pleasant and 
interesting week. 

While there, thanks to an introduction by 
Lieut.Colonel Lucas, we had the great pleasure 
of meeting and lunching with Monsieur R. 
Blondel, who joined the 1st Battalion as inter
preter at St. Nazaire in September, 1914, and 
remained so till March, 1915, when he joined 
the staff of the C.R.E. 21st Division. 

At 73 years of age, M. Blondel, who lives in 
Auteuil, is full of energy and still goes to #his 
office in Paris daily. 
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' He retains a great affection for the Regiment, 
and this was very evident from his conversation 
with us when he mentioned many of the officers 
serving with the Battalion at that time, and in 
particular Lieut.Colonel Lucas (then Captain 
and Adjutant), who through the years has con
tinued to keep in touch with him. 

It is of interest too that M. Blondel attended 
the wedding of Major Gould to Mile. Jeanne 
Liaune of Paris in the Chapel of Les Invalides, 
adjoining the tomb of Napoleon, on 2nd June, 
1921. Major Tomlinson was Major Gould's 
best man. 

M. Blondel is justly proud of the Military 
Medal, with which he was decorated for his 
services to the British Army in the 191418 War, 
and one of his most treasured possessions is a 
silver salver, inscribed with the Dragon and with 
the signatures of the Officers of the 1st Battalion 
and presented to him by them. This salver 
reposes in the place of honour in his drawing
room. 

Yours faithfully, 
ROY W. M. WEBSTER. 

# * * 

Round East Kent 
by The Tout 

NOVEMBER'S CHOICE 
T N a  h e a d i n g  t o  c o r r e s p o n d e n c e  i n  t h e  S e p t e m 
1 ber issue your correspondent asks an 

interesting question: "does the subject really 
matter?". Taking this as a general hint to 
columnists, I quickly dashed off a thousand 
words on no subject whatsoever. The result was 
disappointing. Certain works there may be 
(Morton's List of Huntingdonshire Cabmen is 
one that comes readily to mind) in which the 
grandeur of the passages makes subject matter 
superfluous, and the answer may well be no 
in the case your correspondent was referring to; 
but for lesser mortals I am forced to the con
clusion that a subject is virtually an essential. 

All this is a roundabout way of breaking it 
to miy readers that I have no juicy slice of local 
gossip to offer, no inside story of pavilion 
intrigue, no new angle on timehonoured 
customs, privileges, or rights. The month is 
November; only one subject matters—at least 
to this column's most fervent admirer. Fox
hunting begins. 
NOT FAIR 

A lot of people have been wondering whether 
myxomatosis had anything to do with the East 
Kent Hunt's poor record last season. As far as 
numbers and the condition of foxes are con
cerned, the answer, I believe, is no. But in one 
way the rabbit certainly made things easier for 
hounds: he kept the undergrowth in covens 
down to penetrable density. Many woods have 
now become jungle redoubts in which foxes can 
lurk with immunity; it needs something smaller 
than a foxhound to winkle them out. 

Another difficulty that confronts the Hunt 
today is to get the earths properly stopped. The 
time it should be done is three o'clock in the 
morning (otherwise the fox may be inside all 
the time); and in this day and age it is hard to 
find anyone with the inclination to be around 
at such an hour—on this particular, un
remunerative job. If any reader, afflicted with 
insomnia, feels inclined to apply to the 
Masters 

The most famous earth stopper the East Kent 
has had was a man called Tom Norris, who 
worked for Mr. Brockman a hundred years ago. 
Norris once found a dying vixen and rescued 
three cubs from her. Fortuitously, Mrs. Norris 
gave birth to a boy the very same day, and old 
Norris got her to suckle "cubs, baby and all". 
Who'd marry an earth stopper? 
DRAGGING ON 

I hear that the Guards Brigade now based on 
Shorncliffe is not, after all, going to revive the 
Shorncliffe Drag. Everyone concerned seems 
sorry about this, not least Mr. Tom Glasse, 
Master of the East Kent, who had visions of the 
might of Her Majesty's Brigade of Guards all 
being directed to the improvement of his country. 
One can see, though, that there might have been 
repercussions. 

"Now Sergeant Mortice", instructs the officer
incharge of draghunting, "we'll have a nice 
little post and rail where all that wire is, a stake 
and binder instead of that row of iron pickets, 
and an ox rail in place of those bedsteads". 

Sergeant Mortice tells his pioneers to get stuck 
into it, and no sooner are they thus stuck than 
they are observed by a party member who makes 
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an immediate report to headquarters. One 
member of H.M. Opposition, it is discovered, 
has former army service; he is immediately 
despatched to investigate. 

Sergeant Mortice is admiring his handiwork, 
row upon row of solid timber, all perfectly 
aligned and radiant in new coats of blue and red 
paint. Making use of the fieldcraft taught him 
at the R.A.E.C. Depot, the investigating M.P. 
approaches unseen. 

"Can't keep an old officer away from khaki, 
y'know, Sergeant. Your fellows care for some 
cigarettes?" 

"Sir!" 
"Interesting work—fortifications 1 suppose?" 
"Sir!" 
"Wouldn't by any chance be for the officers 

to ride their horses at?" 
"Sir!" 
He returns to London, and an allout assault 

is launched against the Government for 
exorbitant abuse of manpower in time of a 
national emergency. The climax comes, after 
two days of fierce debate, when the casualties 
from the first drag line are announced; the 
House is in uproar. But the Government wins; 
by an extraordinary coincidence every member 
of one party agrees that there is criminal wastage 
of the lives of trained officers and the time of 
skilled men; every member of the other party 
denies it, contending that there is no finer 
training for war. 

STEADY THE BUFFS 
I was introduced in this account of a run from. 

Selby Lowndes' Reminiscences: 
"A fox found at Trenley Park ran into the 

Barracks at Canterbury and was killed after an 
exciting run. The Tommies doing fatigue drill 
could not resist joining in the chase and, in spite 
of threats from their sergeant, dismissed them
selves and 'filed away'." 

They were, of course, seized by the same 
irresistible impulse as once pulled the parson 
away from the church just as the wedding cere
mony was about to begin. If the sergeant carried 
out his threats, I trust a lenient view was taken. 

"It was like this here, sir. 1 heard them dogs 
a crying and all that hollarin' an' all, and I felt 
something inside me dragging me off after them. 
I tried my hardest to get on with it, like what the 
Sergeant said, but then the huntsman started to 
blow on his horn, something went snap, and 
I had control of meself no longer." 

"Very understandable—case dismissed." 

Beneath Bell Harry 

THE Annual Ad
ministration In
spection is well and 

truly behind us. Now 
we can all settle back to 
pursue the even tenor 
of our ways, Brigade 
H.Q., H.Q. H.C. Dis
trict and Col. Nasser 
excepted. The Inspec
tion went off with a 
swing and needless to 
say, the Depot ac
quitted itself well. As 
usual, the piece de 
resistance as far as the 

barracks themselves were concerned was the 
cookhouse. The day dawned as was expected, 
completely sunless and cold, despite the fact that 
the sun had beaten down on all the rehearsals. 
The Home Counties Brigade Depot was drawn 
up in its serried ranks with only a few of the more 
wiley birds having managed to avoid being on 
the square. Major Henry Watts could be seen 
wearing boots and carrying his cane; truly a 
most auspicious occasion. The whole proceed
ings were watched throughout the day by two 
resplendent visiting Portuguese Officers under 
the chaperonage of another visitor, Captain 
John Coddington, R.A. The Garrison Engineer 
decided to retar the square a day before the 
parade but was finally persuaded to wait a day 
or two longer, so all was well. 

Visitors and new arrivals during the month 
have been varied, ranging from Generals, 
through two Portuguese and one French Officer, 
to Lieut. Eric Hicks. Captain Coddington, 
R.A. (T.A.) of 410 Coast Regiment, is one of 
that happy band of warriors destined to become 
a member of 5th Battalion The Buffs. He spent 
a fortnight here doing all manner of tasks. He 
proved himself to be an expert auditor, a fact 
for which the Depot was truly grateful. Another 
visitor who spent a week was Lieut. Jean Droz 
of the 13 Chasseurs Alpins. Oddly enough, to 
the Commanding Officer's delight, he arrived 
with the most enormous bag of golf clubs, so 
one day of his visit definitely wasn't wasted. 

Major Neil GordonWilson shot in for a quick 
visit one morning before moving off to Cyprus. 
He was navigating a vaguely seedylooking 
1930 ArmstrongSiddley which had obviously 
belonged to a district nurse at one time, and had 
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seen better days. Other visitors were the two 
latestjoined subalterns, 2/Lieuts. John White 
and Simon Boucher. They stayed for a few days 
before moving to Hythe. When they return to 
the Battalion fold, they will have savoured the 
heady delights of standing on the Small Arms 
School anteroom mantleshelf and discussing 
grand strategy and world policy. The anteroom 
fireplace group seems to hold a fatal fascination 
for the strategist in that august establishment. 

Sad to relate that after so many years that 
sturdy bunch of female warriors, 12 Independent 
Company W.R.A.C., have moved on to pastures 
new. The Brigade Band Unit is now functioning 
and has taken over the Menage Lines. It is Jo 
be hoped that early next year the Depot will be 

 fielding its own Band. 
Both the Commanding Officer and the 

Adjutant managed to squeeze in a rather swift 
course in London. The C.O. is now a Middle 
Eastern, and the Adjutant a Far Eastern Affairs 
pundit. The C.O. was particularly lucky in being 
on his course just when the latest Canal Contest 
blew up and heard General Glubb on the 
subject. 

Captain Thorneycroft has gone off for some 
study leave and handed the reins of No. 1 Com
pany to Lieut. James Lunn. Lieut. Lunn 
returned at the end of the month muttering 
darkly about "only having had three or four 
months' leave this year", and when was he going 
to get some more. 

The last Passing Out Parade at the end of thfe 
month was a day of thrills for the visiting Mums 
and Dads. The Army Commander, General 
Coleman, arrived in the modern manner by 
helicopter. The grand finale to the day's events 
came when this curious machine hopped onto 
the square and whisked the General and his 
party away. All that was needed to round off 
was for the R.S.M. to shoot up on a trapdoor 
from the centre, of the square, wreathed in 
coloured smoke, to announce that tea was 
available in the Dining Hail. L/Cpl. Wooldridge, 
the pioneer N.C.O., is working on the plans for 
this for the December parade. 

To all those whose thoughts are idly toying 
with the prospect of a winter in sunny Egypt, 
possibly in that salubrious spot TelelKebir, the 
Depot bids a fond farewell and stop worrying. 

* * * 

No. 1 COMPANY 
October has been a busy month in the Company. 
The Administration Inspection duly took place on the 

9th October, and, we understand, everything went as it 
should. 

Another Passing Out Parade arrived and went during 
the month. The Inspecting Officer was General Coleman, 
and Struma Platoon performed very creditably for him. 
The General spent the day with the Depot, arriving during 
the morning by helicopter and departing the same way 
after the parade, the takeoff being from the drill square. 
A large party of relatives and friends watched the recruits 
on parade. Medals were won by the following recruits:— 

Best Rifle Shot: Pte. Powsey. 
Best L.M.G. Shot: Pte. Gurr. 
Best at P.T.: Pte. Mclnerney. 
Best Allround Recruit: Pte. Baston. 
The next public events are the Lord Mayor's Show, for 

which we are providing the usual detachment, and the 
Remembrance Day Service in Canterbury Cathedral, for 
which we are also providing a party of men. 

We welcome Lieut. Lunn to the Company and hope 
that he enjoys his rather brief stay with us; we also 
extend a welcome to L/Cpl. Marks from the 1st Battalion. 

Our congratulations to L/Cpl. Wells on his result at 
Hythe; it was certainly a very good effort. 

Our November intake are being trained by the Queen's 
Depot; the intake arrived during the course of an after
noon, and by 0900 hours the next day were en route to 
Guildford with all kit and documents. The Regulars 
amongst them will return to us on the conclusion of the 
normal ten weeks' training. 

* * * 

WARRANT OFFICERS' AND SERGEANTS' MESS 
Not a great deal of news, or items of interest, have 

happened during the month of October, the news consist
ing mostly of arrivals and departures of members of the 
Mess. 

C.S.M. Chapman is now P.C.1245 (W.D. Police) and 
is commonly called in the Mess P.C. Lunchtime, and is 
stationed, we believe, at the War Office. R.S.M. Rose 
and C.S.M. Ellis of the 5th Battalion are at the moment 
housed in the Mess, and very welcome to stay with us. 
May we add our very best wishes to the success of the 5th 
Battalion, and long may they flourish. 

"Liberace" is now the proud possessor of one new 
cycle (Red), no doubt to save him the long walk from the 
Mess to the Officers' Mess. We were hoping to have 
Sgt. Laker back with us in the fold, but no sign yet, or of 
any news. All members send their best wishes and add 
"Get well soon". 

Our one and only C/Sgt. has once again got that doleful 
look in his eyes, always a sure sign that some member of 
the fair sex is pursuing him, and judging by the fact that 
George was heard to refuse some beer one night, this may 
easily be the real thing. If this does happen, it's on the 
cards that the R.S.M. will have to detail someone to en
sure that George remembers the date and place. 

The social life of the Mess continues, in spite of the bad 
weather lately, and our very good friend Alf is always 
present, rain, or snow. A hectic programme has been 
arranged for the next two months, commencing with a 
dance in November, and finishing with hoisting the 
Brick at Christmas. 

The Ladies' Guilds of Ramsgate and Canterbury were 
entertained in the Mess during the month, and according 
to reports thoroughly enjoyed their stay with us. 

No more news for this time. Our best wishes to all 
Buffs, both past and present. 
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SOCCER 
Having missed last month's notes, these are in fact the 

first of the season. 
Entries have been submitted for the following com

petitions:—East Kent Wednesday League and League 
Cup, Dover Charity Cup, Minor Units Cup and the Kent 
Junior Cup. 

Building the team on a nucleus of last season's team, we 
have registered the following players:—Sgt. Baker, Cpl. 
Price, L/Cpl. Hinds, Ptes. Chittenden, Bailey, Douth
waite, Taylor, S/S. Letts, L/Cpl. Wooldridge, L/Cpl. 
Hanley, Ptes. Riddle, Gray, Collier, Mayes, Roe, 
Humphreys, Brown, Muir, and Cpl. Poole. C/Sgt. 
Stremes (Secretary), S/Sgt. Letts (Captain) and Sgt. Baker 
form the Committee. 

At the time of going to press, the Depot are top of the 
League, and have so far consistently played good football, 
always lasting better than our opponents: in fact, of the 
eleven matches played to date, we have been in arrears 
at halftime in nine of them. This has caused a lot of 
consternation for our supporters, and we hope that 
before long our team will be able to settle down within a 
few minutes of the start. 

Results of matches to date:—Bekesbourne, Won 3—1; 
British Legion, Won 7—4; Folkestone Police, Won 6—2; 
R.A.F., Sandwich, Won A—3; Bekesbourne, Won 2—1; 
R.A.F. Sandwich, Drew 3—3; 46 Company, R.A.S.C., 
Won 3—1; East Kent Road Services, Won 7—4; Dover 
Rangers, Drew 3—3 Away, 1st Round League Cup; 
East Kent Road Services, Won 6—5; Broomfield United, 
Won 3—1, 1st Round Kent Junior Cup. Played 11, Won 
9, Drawn 2, For 47, Against 28. 

The outstanding match of all these was undoubtedly 
the League Cup match against Dover Rangers. Our team 
consisted of:—Sgt. Baker, L/Cpl. Hinds, Pte. Chittenden, 
S/Sgt. Letts, Pte. Taylor, L/Cpl. Wooldridge, Ptes. 
Douthwaite, Collier, Cpl. Poole, Ptes. Mayes and 
Begeley. 

As Dover Rangers had amalgamated with South Fore
land United and British Railways, we expected them to 
be a stronger team than last season, and with the absence 
of two of our regular players a hard game was expected. 

This turned out to be the case, but when we turned round 
three down after having a good 75 % of the game, we really 
felt that our luck was out. I must admit, though, that the 
Rangers took advantage of their chances and two of their 
goals were brilliant shots from well out. Their third goal 
was an own goal due to a misunderstanding between our 
goalkeeper and right back. 

All through the first half and even more so after the 
resumption, Taylor had been a tower of strength at centre
half, and one felt that with his constructive clearances that 
goals must come. 

Ten minutes after the resumption, the scores were 
square, and an incressant barrage on the Rangers followed 
for the next thirty minutes. Shots from Poole, Woold
ridge and Mayes were either blocked, hit the crossbar, 
upright or were cleared off the line. The thrills of the last 
five minutes were more than any spectator could expect, 
and when the final whistle went, I am sure that there was 
not a throat that was not sore from shouting. 

The replay will take place at Canterbury on the 2nd 
January, 1956. 

In the Junior Cup Match against Broomfield United, 
we again fielded a weakened team, but after turning round 
one down, the understanding between Riddle and Woold
ridge led to some very constructive football, and the 
Depot remained well on top, although only scoring three. 

The speed of Chittenden and the overall enthusiasm of 
the whole team spotlighted by the distances that Mayes 
has had to travel for games even when on leave, has as 
yet maintained a happy and wellbalanced team under the 
captaincy of S/Sgt. Letts. 

We wish them good luck, and hope that in our future 
notes we may be able to continue to record winning 
commentaries. 

The outstanding matches in the near future are those 
against the R.A.P.C. and the 3rd Battalion The Coldstream 
Guards in the League, and the 2nd Round of the Army 
Cup against Depot The Royal Sussex at Chichester. 

4th Battalion 

ALTHOUGH these notes 
are headed "4th Bat

talion The Buffs (T.A.)" 
they refer in fact to the 
activities of the former 4/5th 
Battalion and cover the 
period just prior to its dis
memberment. References are 
of course to Companies of 
the 4/5th Battalion; later in 
these notes readers will see 
the new "Order of Battle" 
and so obtain a better picture 
of where the new Companies 
are located. 

Apart from various days on the range to 
complete the Annual Classification, and a very 
successful weekend arranged by "B" Company 
(which included a visit to H.M.S. Birmingham), 
matters administrative have largely occupied our 
time and these incursions have ranged from the 
collection of stores and equipment from outlying 
drill stations and the subsequent handingover 
of the premises to the newlyformed 5th Bat
talion, to a full scale check by a Board of Officers 
on Moggie's departure for the 1st Battalion. 
Order is now restored but it is rumoured that 
these affairs of state weighed so heavily upon one 
unfortunate individual (or was it individuals?) 
that the Commanding Officer was permitted to 
appear on entirely the wrong range for the 
classification stakes! 

Lieut.Colonel U. H. B. Alexander, M.B.E., 
has been so gazetted and has taken over Com
mand of the Battalion from Lieut.Colonel 
G. R. D. Hews, M.C., T.D., J.P., on transfer to the 
5th Battalion. Congratulations to them both 
and may success attend all their efforts. 

The Directing Staff have produced the school 
solution on the redeployment of the Battalion and 
it is as follows:— 
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"A" COMPANY Whitstable, Faversham, Heme 
Bay 

Major J. Tilleard, T.D. 
"B" COMPANY Sittingbourne 

Major P. N. P. Plunkett 
"C" COMPANY Ashford, Tenterden, Cranbrook 

Major J. T. R. Prestige, T.D. 
"D" COMPANY Folkestone 

Captain J. P. Medlicott 
H.Q. COMPANY Canterbury 

Captain J. A. Usher 
P.S.I.s remain substantially as before with the 

addition of Sgts. Woodrow and Townsley, who 
have been posted to "C" Company to grapple 
with the situation in the Weald. We welcome 
Captain J. P. Medlicott as O.C. "D" Company 
at Folkestone, together with other members of 
the Folkestone Battery of 410 Coast Regiment, 
R.A. (T). 

Richard Ravenhill and Roger Holloway—the 
latter having quite abandoned the Prophets 
for a muchthumbed copy of T.A. Regulations— 
have dealt with the formidable reorganisation 
task admirably and much praise is due to Mr. 
Chowns, the Chief 'Clerk, and his staff at 
Battalion Headquarters. Incidentally, Mr. 
Morseman has migrated to Westwood and is 
now busy setting up shop there. 

The end of the 4/5th Battalion was marked by 
a Regimental Dinner Night attended by the 
Commanding Officers of the two Battalions with 
Colonel D. J. Dean, v.c., T.D., J.P., Honorary 
Colonel, as the principal guest. Other guests 
included Officers of H.M.S. Birmingham and past 
members of the 4th Battalion. It was a most 
auspicious occasion and made the more memor
able by the few words of Colonel Dean on the 
formation of the new Battalion and in wishing 
both 4th and 5th Battalions every success, and 
many years of friendly rivalry. 

On that note, too, your Correspondent must 
bring to a close his last contribution from the 
4/5th Battalion and hand over to his successor 
in the 4th Battalion. 

"A" COMPANY 
For the last time we report our activities as "A" 

Company, 4/5th Battalion, The Buffs (T.A.). By the 
time these notes appear the old order will have changed 
and we shall have become "A" Company of the new 5th 
Battalion. To our opposite number of the 4th go our 
best wishes and we look forward to some friendly rivalry 
in the future. 

Recruitment of new members of the Company is, alas, 
quite rare these days, but of late we have done rather 
well to secure four additional members, one an ex"A" 
Company hand and the other three brand new. As 

mentioned last month, Pte. Holness has now been re
attested and Williams and Simms have joined as recruits. 
Hadaway has also joined the throng in order to get the 
feel of things before doing his National Service. To all 
these then we bid welcome and may their stay be a long 
and happy one. 

Early in October we were guests of "B" Company at 
Sittingbourne and enjoyed the visit arranged to H.M. 
Ships at Chatham—it was as well perhaps that Pte. 
Bredbere was no longer With us as we should have lost 
him anyway! To those who were thinking on the lines 
of a "tot"—bad luck. 

Major Balding has returned from his course bursting 
with knowledge and no doubt we shall soon know to our 
cost that an Atomic Fizzer is not merely a rocket 
administered by the R.S.M.; nor even a firework. 

To Sgt. and Mrs. Mirams we send our heartiest 
congratulations on the birth of a daughter. 

Of the several recent visits to the range, the Sunday at 
Lydden Spout will long be remembered because the 
skillatarms and even the arithmetic of many members 
of the Company were put to the test. With the usual 
apologies to the Bard, your Correspondent has plucked 
up courage to end these notes with a ditty—as follows: 

Lydden Spout—the scores are read out; 
Two Bills are not speaking 

Now reason that out! 
STOP PRESS.—Higher Authority, that mysterious "they" 

who organise our military lives for us, did not permit 
Simms to stay with us for long for he was calledup for 
service at the Depot on 1st November. Best of luck and 
we expect to see you back later on! 

"D" COMPANY 
What a wealth of expression can be conveyed in a very 

few words. Whether it is the snapped "no comment" of 
the famous on being bowled on the tricky wicket or their 
private lives or actions; the uncompromising "niet" of 
Soviet diplomats; the "We're just good friends" of the 
much married Hollywood stars when discussing their 
current affaire, or the sincerely humble and simple 
declaration "I love you" of youth; a mere fragment of 
speech often makes us ponder on a whole world of 
conjecture. 

Cpl. Hollands of this Company has added his con
tribution of "sorry, chum" to this collection of quotettes 
and the raison d'etre would have made Mona Lisa laugh 
outright. 

It seems that whilst house hunting, Cpl. Hollands took 
his wife to view at least one peculiar piece of property. 
The house was of the three floor type, with one room on 
each floor. On viewing the first floor room, our Corporal 
(ever an eager beaver) noticed a door which proved to be 
locked. Of course, a locked door doesn't provide any 
real obstacle to a man of determination and with the aid 
of a blunt instrument and to the accompaniment of a 
certain amount of noise, the lock was soon neutralized. 
On completing the breakthrough, Cpl. Hollands fanned 
himself out in the adjacent room and his wife on the other 
side xeceived a commentary on the state of the room, 
the fact that if the wall were pulled down, the combined 
rooms would make an excellent bedroom and then a 
last message, "There's another door here, I'll just see 
to where it leads", before signals were interrupted. 

On opening this door, Cpl. Hollands was confronted 
by a man who (quite rightly) said, "What are you doing 
in my house?" 
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fUMi 
for 

UNIFORM 

World Ren 
T Y N E  B R A I M D  

A N D  

F A R N E  B R A N D  
Quality Foods 

Quality Tailored 
Garments 

Reasonable Prices 

Facilities for Payment 

Send for Illustrated 
Brochure 

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS, LONDON, W.C.2 
Telephone: TEMple Bar 1814 

OUR REPRESENTATIVES VISIT ALL DEPOTS 

Branches: Aldershot, Amesbury, Bournemouth, Camberley, Cam

bridge, Chester, Exeter, Folkestone, Newark, Oxford, Isle of Man, 

Redruth, Richmond (Yorks) 

Here are a few of them obtainable at all N.A.A.F.I. Stores 

" Tyne Brand" Stuffed Pork Roll. 
Fish and Meat Pastes in glasses and tins—numerous 
varieties. Canned Fish of all description— 
Herrings in Tomato, Fresh Herrings, Kippers, 
Mackerel, Cod Roe, Herring Roe, etc., etc. 
Canned Sweet Puddings. " Rocambert " French Mustard. 
Canned Soups, all sizes. 
"Tyne Brand" Mint Sauce. "Tyne Brand" Horseradish Cream. 
" Country Garden " Cheese Spreads. 
Ham; Ham and Onion; Onion; Tomato; Celery, Flavoured 
or Plain. 

 " For People of Good Taste" 

THOSE WHO COMMAND-DEMAND. 

QUEEN ANNE 
1§| Scotch Whisky 
sSSiS Ask for it at  N.A.A.F.I. 

HILL THOMSON & CO. LTD. Edinbursli ESTABLISHED 1713 

To P.R.I.s: Write for full list of products for all catering 
purposes, obtainable from N.A.A.F.I., to Tyne Brand 

Products, Ltd., North Shields. 

famous for fine 

Obtainable from 
NAAFI ttorei 
everywhere 

FRESH FRUIT JAMS by 
N O  A D D E D  P R E S E R V A T I V E  O R  C O L O U R I N G  M A T T E R  
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cN 
(Sk" / HORNBY TRAINS 

'Jpa"rousto— 

CJJMVPL 
M I N E R A L  W A T E R S  

LEMON SQUASH, &c. 
SOLD BY N.A.A.F.I. CANTEENS 

Try BURMA SAUCE 
Every drop is of full f lavour 

Ask for White—Cottells 
Worcester Sauce 

Meltonian 
SHOE CREAMS 

and  WHITE DRESSINGS 

WE 
HELP TO 
FEED THE 
NATION 

sBiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiMiimiiiiiwiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiimiiiiiMiiiiiiiiifflifiwiiiiiiiiiiiiiii I 
| Refreshes after work, travel and sport 

Wri 'right's 
COAL TAR SOAP 

IDEAL FOR TOILET BATH AND NURSERY 

D.K 
THE SAUCE THAT DOES YOU GOOD 

fife sweeter. 

BROWN & KNIGHT, LTD. 
Ham Specialists 
9a Lower Marsh 

LAMBETH, S.E.I 

IMZILA 
CIGARETTE PAPERS 

DRUMS 
& BUGLES 

CONTACT 

CEORCE POTTER & CO. 
(MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.) 

ALDERSHOT 
EST. 1810 PHONE: 90 

BUTLER' 
HIGH CLASS MACHINE TOOLS 

f o r  
PLANING — 

SHAPING 
SLOTTING. 

The Butler Machine Tool Co., Ltd., H'fax 

GENUINE MADRAS 

CURRY POWDER 
Peacock  B r and  

FROM ALL GOOD GROCERS AND STORES 

Huntley 
& timers 

t/ie first name i/ou t/iinh of in 

Biscuits 
H U N T L E Y *  P A L M E R S  L T D  -  R E A D I N G  -  E N G L A N D  

'HUM 
AND CO. LTD 

MAR INE  &  ELECTR ICAL  
ENGINEERS  

GATESHEAD 8. CO. DURHAM 

NEEDLERS 
S W E E T S /  

UNRIVALLED QUALITY 
I 

iMWttl Wllllllll 

PARK DRIVE 
CIGARETTES 

For Your Enjoyment 

Callard & Bowser's 
Celebrated "Thistle Brand'' 

B U T T E R  S C O T C H  
Famo.us since 1837 
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It may have been on account of his physique, his ready 
smile, or his sheer personality, but our trespasser merely 
nailed the door shut and quit the premises of a rather 
bewildered householder whilst uttering what must be the 
apologetic understatement of the decade. 

A strong detachment which included our future Com
pany Commander (Capt. J. Medlicott) travelled to 
Sittingbourne to participate in "B" Company's training 
day. The programme went off exceedingly well and the 
visit to H.M. Ships at Chatham was a novel and most 
enjoyable experience for the troops. Pte. Le Bargy of 
this Company, a matelot of some seventeen years' service, 
took great delight in the fact that everything which was 
new to his colleagues was just so much old stuff to him 
and they in turn looked upon him with new respect, as a 
soldier who was completely au fait with everything naval. 

We've had a suggestion that a well stocked album of 
Rock 'n Roll discs would be a valuable aid to recruiting 
and that Higher Authority might give consideration to 
this idea. This, of course, is based on the assumption 
that what's good enough for Belgrave Square is good 
enough for the Barrack Square. 

No! we can't and won't believe it. Even though 
Mayfair and the new Edwardians seem to have some 
tastes in common, it's absurd to imagine our H.Q. staff 
"rocking round the clock" in order to stimulate recruiting. 

At a recent P.S.I.'s conference, the participants were 
literally consigned to the dog house, owing to the very 
nonU behaviour of a visiting poodle (four legged variety). 
The unsavoury incident did, however, provide a welcome 
leavening of humour to the deliberations. 

Our congratulations to C.S.M. White of Ashford 
Platoon who was the sole representative of 44 Div. in 
the Kolar Cup Competition. We await the outcome of 
that shoot if not with bated breath, at least half chewed 
fingernails. 

* * * 

ASHFORD DETACHMENT 
Next month will see the formation of the 4th and 5th 

Battalions, and we at Ashford become a combination of 
"C" Company and the AntiTank Platoon, joining hands 
again with Cranbrook and Tenterden, making it a case 
of "as you were" for all the old hands of the original "S" 
Company of the 4/5th Battalion. Our stay under the wing 
of "D" Company has been a pleasant one, and our thanks 
go to C.S.M. Green who has looked after our wants, and 
trod the path from Folkestone to Ashford many times. 

We extend a hearty welcome to our new P.S.I., Sgt. 
Townsley, who has already spent a few evenings with us. 
With Major Prestige as our Company Commander we 
look forward to pleasant times in the future. 

The visit to the cruiser Birmingham was enjoyed by all 
who attended from Ashford. We quite expected to have 
to fetch our "Rebel without Cause" down from the 
crow's nest, but he didn't quite make it. One interesting 
point in the day's training was the number of various 
types of civilian shoes there are, from "brown—plain toe 
cap" to "blue crepe soles". 

Sgt. Smith has now taken the plunge into matrimony, 
and we wish both him and Mrs. Smith all the best for the 
future. 

* * * 

"S" COMPANY 
With most of the stores and equipment handed over 

to the 4th Battalion things promise to be rather quiet 
from the training point of view, but there i§ great activity 
behind the scenes with Drill Halls being handed and 
taken over and all the rest of the flap which accompanies 
a changeover such as we are experiencing. The Mortar 

and Assault Pioneer Platoons look like remaining at 
Deal with Company Headquarters; the AntiTank 
Platoon, whilst remaining at Dover, will nominally come 
under command of "D" Company of the new 5th 
Battalion, whilst the Machine Gunners split up com
pletely to leave some men at Sandwich to become the 
nucleus of "C" Company with the Thanet Detachment 
migrating to Westwood to form a new Platoon under 
the wing of H.Q. Company. These outlying platoons 
will join us for Camp and we shall of course be seeing 
them at weekends, but otherwise they will be looked 
after by the Companies to which they are attached. 

Major F. D. C. Cobb, T.D., has now fully taken over 
the Company from Major J. Tilleard, T.D., and is operating 
from Deal. Another newcomer to Deal is Captain Bill 
Baddeley, who will be taking over the Mortar Platoon. 
We wish them both every success in their new jobs and it 
is nice to see familiar faces about once again. 

Sgt. Kay and C.S.M. Rogers have both dealt patiently 
with the tremendous flow of paperwork going through 
the machine just at the moment and have been darting 
about all over the auction delivering stores, fetching this 
or taking that—so much so that Darky was heard to 
refer rather tersely to the antics of that wellknown 
military bird famous for its disappearing trick! 

There is nothing of moment to report—except perhaps 
L/Cpl. Stockdale's relief at not having to do the Thanet 
run at a very late hour—but we hope for more news next 
month. Our new stores ought to have appeared by then. 

H.Q. COMPANY 
We held a successful Signals and M.T. weekend at 

Crowborough on 6th and 7th October. Some eighteen 
attended, including C.S.M. Rogers from "S" Company, 
and Cpl. Jones (A.C.C.) of "A" Company, who did the 
cooking. Our thanks to Cpl. Jones for his stalwart work. 
The map reading and wireless operating went off very 
well indeed, and except for being absolutely frozen stiff 
on the Saturday night, a good time was had by all. 

Our peace of mind has been considerably disturbed— 
shattered according to some—by the activities of Cpls. 
Patcenden and Baker who are in the throes of forming a 
Corps of Drums. Poaching from the Cadets has produced 
seven lads who are alternatively chased from the Drill 
Hall to the Miniature Range and possibly might even be 
banished to ??????. But all will go well and we shall 
have our Corps of Drums. Incidentally, Cpl. Baker 
seems to have other interests since he now takes the 
local Rangers on Drill on Friday evenings. 

On 11th October we entertained the Depot to a .22 
shoot and darts match. We turned out victors at both 
as it happened, and as drinks were free we had a very 
good evening's entertainment. Please note for future 
reference. Unfortunately our dance was not altogether 
successful; it was nice to have the Company Commander 
present and Major Prestige cut quite a dashing figure in 
full regalia. 

Sgt. Hughes attended a two week Weapon Training 
Cadre at Wemyss Barracks and quite enjoyed himself 
even to the extent of winning the football sweep whilst 
there. L/Cpl. Minter has been giving a series of Civil 
Defence lectures which are proving very popular. 

By the time these notes appear the 5th Battalion will 
have been formed and we take this opportunity of wishing 
them every success. The breakup of the 4/5th Battalion 
is regrettable in many ways, but we shall look forward 
to working with the new Battalion and certainly hope to 
see members of the old "A" and "S" Companies quite 
often. 
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5th Battalion 

AS from 1st November 
the present 4/5th Bat
talion will divide to 

form two separate T.A. units, 
the 4th and 5th Battalions. 

The latter will cover the 
area East of a line Dover
Canterbury and will be 
formed from batteries of 
410 Coast Regiment, R,A. 
(T.), now disbanding, and 
two Companies of the 4/5th 
Battalion, The Buffs, with 
Headquarters at Westwood 
Drill Hall, Broadstairs. The 
Commanding Officer will be 

Lieut.Col. G. R. D. Hews, M.C., T.D., J.P., until 
recently in command of the 4/5th Battalion. 
The Staff at Battalion H.Q. will be: 

SecondinCommand: Major R. L. Gardener
Thorpe, T.D. 

Training Major: Major L. P. Critchley, M.B.E. 
Adjutant: Captain J. D. Grugeon. 
Quartermaster: Captain E. J. Ransley, M.C. 

It is of interest to note that this will be the 
first time since Volunteer days that an admjn
istrative headquarters has been set up in Thanet; 
the last occasion was in 1902 when the 1st 
Volunteer Battalion, The Buffs, had such an 
organisation in Thanet. 

The organisation of the new Battalion will 
call for Companies to be established as follows:— 
Battalion Headquarters, Westwood, Broadstairs. 
Headquarter Company, Westwood, Broadstairs: 

Major C. R. Robinson. 
"A" Company, Ramsgate: Major C. E. Balding. 
"B" Company, Margate: Major W. H. 

Robinson. 
"C" Company, Deal: Major F. Neville, M.C. 
"D" Company, Dover: Major F. W. Martin.
"S" Company,.Deal:. Major F. D. C. Cobb, T.D. 

The first year of its new existence will be 
spent in training in the Infantry role, although 
the rebadged Gunners have been through a 
conversion c&mp in Norfolk last August. Annual 
Camp in 1957 will be at Castle Martin, Wales, 
when units of 133 Infantry Brigade gather for 

training in May. A long period of cooperation 
and friendly rivalry with the 4th Battalion is to 
be expected and the new 5th Battalion looks 
forward to public interest and support in all its 
activities. 

We wish the new Battalion every success in 
following in the footsteps of its predecessors of 
two world wars. It will surely prove worthy of 
its title. 

* * * 

Book Review 

THE Editor has kindly consented to a short 
letter, which may help our readers to choose 
books mostly new but some a little older. 

These books are the writer's choice and certainly 
will not suit all tastes. But in recent years book 
reviews seem to lead one up the garden path, so 
far as the writer is concerned. Perhaps the 
reviewers get a rakeoff from the authors. I hope 
they do and that their consciences may hurt 
them, as sometimes the choice to this reader 
appears unmitigated nonsense. 

So for a start— 
Gallipoli, by Alan Moorhead. A firstclass 

book—wellwritten and readable to all. A 
subject which has aroused endless controversy 
for many years and probably will continue to 
do so. But it certainly puts the campaign into its 
proper perspective for all those who were con
cerned with it. A good book. 

Defeat into Victory, by Slim. A factual 
account of the Burma Campaign. Probably of 
more interest to people who know Burma or 
students of military history. 

Five Fathers of Pepi, by Ira Avery. A simple 
and amusing short story featured in Italy. Rather 
reminiscent of Don Camillo. 

Seven Islands, by Jan Godden. A short story 
of an Indian monk. Some excellent characters 
and worth reading. Unusual. 

\ Crown House, by Helen Ashton. An amusing 
story and one which must be very like the history 
of so many inhabitants of old historic houses 
today. Light. 

Zero 815. Two books by Hans Kirst. 
(1) Strange hunting of Gunner Asch. (2) Gunner 
Asch goes to War. Both amusing and light and 
very like life in the British Army, with some 
excellent and typical Characters—although Ger
man. 

R EADER. 
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89th L.A.A. Regiment 
(11th Battalion The Buffs) 

Reunion, 1956 

HELD at the Eccleston Hotel in London 
on Friday, October 26th. This year only 
15 members attended as several, who had 

accepted, were prevented from coming by 
illness. One of these was Colonel Bob Cory, 
who was told by his doctor that he would have 
pneumonia, so wisely stayed in bed. This is 
the first reunion he has missed. A telegram was 
sent saying how sorry everyone was and wishing 
him a speedy recovery. 

Brigadier Brunker, R.A., late C.R.A. 49th 
Division, was the guest. Colonel Alistair 
Mitchell is shortly taking over Mons O.C.T.U. 
after a spell with B.A.O.R. 

Desmond Hunter came all the way from near 
Bristol, whence he returned by the milk train to 
go out cubbing next day. 

It was a most cheerful and happy evening and 
our thanks go once again to Sam Simpson and 
Derek Marcy (both of whom claimed to have 
done all the work). But we felt the donkey work 
was mostly done by Sam's secretary, Miss 
Briggs, to whom a small gift was despatched 
via Sam. 

Finally, it was decided to hold our 1957 
reunion on Friday, October 25th. Members are 
requested to put this date in their diaries of 1957 
and to come next year. It was suggested that 
Sam Simpson (or Miss Briggs) should notify 
all members about this date and suggest an entry 
in their diaries to that effect. 

The following attended:—M. GilbertLodge, 
H. J. Nicholls, R. Banks Skinner, N. G. Taylor, 
J. R. Willows, J. J. Rissen, D. Hunter, H. M. 
Emms, B. P. Edwards, R. W. Howell, R. Bevis, 
D. Marcy, R. S. Simpson, Alistair Mitchell. 
Guest: Brigadier C. M. Brunker. 

Watch for these Films 

77HE Battle of the River Plate. It seems the 
general opinion that for this year's Royal 
Film Performance, a picture worthy of the 

occasion was chosen. The siory of the raiding 
German pocket battleship GrafSpee being hunted 
and engaged by the light cruisers Ajax, Achilles 
and Exeter, is a very fine one. The British 
cruisers were outgunned and outspeeded, but 
succeeded in crippling Graf Spec and forced her 
to take refuge in Monte Video harbour. She 
emerged only to be scuttled. Captain Langdorf, 
the German, was a chivalrous and humane foe, 
in fact the Commanders on both sides follow the 
highest traditions of the sea. 

The Red Balloon. In the same programme as 
the above film. This is a little gem. It received 
the Grand Prix for short films at Cannes. It is a 
French film, and the theme rather a fairy tale 
one. A small boy finds a red balloon, which he 
takes. It develops a charming character— 
follows him everywhere, ceasing and amusing. 
The boy is played by the director's small son, 
Pascal Lamoresse. It is quite enchanting—don't 
miss it. 

Harvest. Another French film which, though 
produced in 1937, is only just released by the 
Censor. It is a story of a*girl wandering with a 
knife grinder. She meets a simple peasant, the last 
survivor of a village. They love each other, and 
set up house and life is changed for them, and 
the village in rime is reborn. 

Bus Stop. Marilyn Monro is much in the news 
at present, and it must be said at once that she 
has charm and ability, and a gift for satire. In 
this film she is a singer in a saloon, and it is 
played as a slight burlesque, which is really 
funny. A very simplehearted cowboy on a visit 
to town falls in love with her. Miss Monro 
should be seen. 

The Mountain. A story of an ascent up the 
Alps to a crashed plane. The details of the 
climb are most thrilling and engrossing—much 
of the suspense of the film is due to the wonderful 
acting of Spencer Tracy as an old guide climbing 
for the first time for years to help his younger 
brother. 

You can't run away from it. A new version of 
the Capra film It happened one night which 
charmed us in the 1930's. It is quite well done by 
June Allyson and Jack Lemmon and has some 
songs now. 

M,M,A, 

PLEASE ENLIST 

A NEW SUBSCRIBER 

TO "THE DRAGON" 
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6th (S) Battalion, Annual 
Dinner 

THE 13th Annual Dinner of the 6th (S) 
Battalion, The Buffs, was held at the Talbot 
Restaurant, London Wall, on 13th October, 

Mr. H. D. Sutton occupying the Chair. 
This function appeas to become more popular 

every year. This year 83 attended—an increase 
of seven over last year's figures—and when it is 
remembered that the Battalion was disbanded 
38 years ago, it speaks well for the esprit de 
corps which existed in the 191418 War. 

The Colonel of the Regiment, being in 
Washington, was unable to be present, but we 
were privileged to have with us Brigadier E. 
Foster Hall, M.C., Colonel C. R. B. Knight, 
O.B.E., Lieut.Colonel E. V. Argles, Lieut.
Colonel E. J. Evans and Captain "Jock" Emery. 

Again an excellent repast was provided, the 
length of which evoked no complaints; this was 
followed by the . speeches which, in accordance 
with our custom, were of short duration and 
thus also evoked no complaints. 

The Chairman proposed the toast of "The 
Queen" and also that of "The ColonelinChief, 
H.M. The King of Denmark", the toast of 
"The Guests" was given by our President, Major 
A. D. R. Terry, to which Brigadier Foster Hall 
replied. Colonel Knight was also asked to 
address us. His protests that he only came to 
the dinner on the understanding that he would 
not be called upon to Speak were of no avail and 
he, accordingly obliged with a few wellchosen 
words. 

Looking round the room it was refreshing to 
see so many present who should be looking 
"aged" but manage to retain their youthful 
appearance. First and foremost, Captain Nor
man Linwood, now a mere 85 years old. He says 
that the recipe for eternal youth is continued 
employment—doing something which you have 
to. As he still drives through the busiest of 
London's traffic in connection with his job, this 
seems to be advice which some of us youngsters 
of 65 years or so should be disposed to follow. 
"Kelley's Eye" Holness (accompanied of course 
by Tin Whistle) also does not seem to get any 
older. We noticed, by the way, that he was one 
of the few present wearing the South African 
War Medals. 

Lieuts. Gray, Osmond and Grant were, of 
course, present and included among the guests 
was the latter's soninlaw, Lieut. O. P. Brown, 

R.A. (T.A.), whose wedding, incidentally, was 
attended by our Secretary, Mr. R. W. Billings, 
as the representative of the 6th Battalion The 
Buffs. Lieut. Osmond also brought a guest, 
Major Todd, R.A., and we hope to have the 
pleasure of the company of these two officers 
many times in the future. We must not forget 
too that one of our regular guests, Colonel 
Latham, K.S.L.I., was also present. 

The London Branch was well represented. 
We noticed "Postman" Martin, Messrs. Blacker, 
Lewis and Wright, and "Eddy" Gould—the 
latter with his two sons who, we feel, pay a nice 
compliment to their father's regiment by attend
ing so many Buffs functions. We were very 
pleased to see our old friend O'Dell after his 
recent illness. 

A coach party of 21 travelled from Canter
bury and in addition to Colonels Argles and 
Evans, included Messrs. Rennells and Cornelius. 
From Brighton we noticed Messrs. Kinsey, 
Peacock and Jesse Carr and, of course, Bert 
Tester; whilst from Ashford there were, among 
others, Messrs. Coleman and Sutton. Space 
does not permit of reference to all who attended, 
but we must mention Mr. H. H. York, who 
travelled from Kettering. 

Letters of regret were received from the 
Very Revd. N. C. Christopherson, M.C., our 
former Padre and now Dean of Peterborough, 
Mr. Leslie Le May and many others. We hope 
they will be able to join us on some future 
occasion. 

Our grateful thanks are again due to Bob 
Billings. A successful evening is not achieved 
without much hard work and we take this 
opportunity of expressing our appreciation of all 
he does for us. Strictly speaking, we are not 
permitted to write anything about our President, 
but we trust he will forgive us if we say that we 
are not unmindful of his many kindnesses! 

Mr. Jesses Carr was elected Chairman for 
next year's dinner, which will be held on 12th 
October, 1957. Our Secretary has no objection 
to your warning in now! 

One item of interest which time did not permit 
of mention. Earlier this year the Colonel of the 
Regiment invited Lieut. A. E. Grant to become a 
member of the Executive Committee of the Past 
and Present Association. We regard this as a 
compliment not only to Mr. Grant but also to 
the 6th Battalion, and we know that he will 
continue to give of his best in the interests of the 
Association. 

M.K.K.M. 
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67/68 JERMYN STREET, ST. JAMES'S, S.W.1. TEL. WHITEHALL 2504 

Cheers for the... 

Nestle's Milk Chocolate in the 
RED and GOLD wrapper is 
Milk Chocolate at its best. 

Appetising, satisfying Hazel Nut 
Milk Chocolate comes in the 
BLUE and GOLD wrapper. 

Luscious Fruit and Nut Milk 
Chocolate. Look for it in the 
WHITE and GOLD wrapper. 

good taste tells you 
SC.23 

Ask at your 
N.A.A.F.I. for 
Nestle's Chocolate ! 
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T H E  A S S O C I A T I O N  O F  S E R V I C E  N E W S P A P E R S  A D V E R T I S E M E N T  P A G E S ,  
6 7 / 6 8  J E R M Y N  S T R E E T ,  S T .  J A M E S ' S .  S . W . 1 ,  T E L .  W H I T E H A L L  2 5 0 4  

All you want for Christmas 

The Official Canteen Organisation Jor H.M. Forces 

This Christmas be sure of getting the best at the most 
sensible prices. Call in at your nearest Naafi shop and 
see the wonderful range of Festive Fare. 
You'll find everything to make your Christmas a 
gay and memorable occasion; every kind of gift 
for you, your family and your friends. 
Vintage wines and fine cigars, crackers 
and paper hats, small gifts and major 
presents — Naafi has them all at 
hand for you to choose from. At 
Naafi your selection is widest 
and your shopping easiest. 
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The Move 
NATURALLY, I was delighted when I heard 

that I was to attend the 16th course at the 
J.S.S.C. My wife's first reaction to the 

good news, however, was a little disappointing. 
"Oh, dear! that means another move", she said 
with a sigh. There was a certain amount of 
justification for her attitude. The last move had 
been our eighth in six years, ranging from Hong 
Kong to Germany and Kenya, and we had 
optimisitically settled ourselves in our present 
quarter confident that we should be there for a 
full three years. Our goods and chattels had 
been unearthed from the goodnatured relatives 
who house them for us when we are abroad. 
The Quartermaster had been persuaded to ex
change the 'ladles, cook, 50 to 100 men', the 
'kettles, fish 6 quart' and a miscellany of similar 
items for something a little more suitable in size 
to our family of four. We had even put in several 
backbreaking weeks setting our garden wilder
ness to rights and planting. expensive bulbs 
against the coming of spring. It did seem a little 
hard after less than a year to be off on our travels 
and I felt a certain sympathy for my wife's 
depression. On the other hand, I have always 
felt, secretly, that she does make rather more 
fuss than is really necessary over the simple 
business of moving four people and their belong
ings from A to B. I hinted as much, rather, 
rashly^ saying that I have moved my entire 
Company of some 80 men plus stores and equip
ment from Aldershot to Cyprus at 36 hours' 
notice and I felt sure that I could move our small 
family a paltry 50 miles standing on my head. 
All that was required, I said, was a little organ
isation. My wife took this quite well, merely 
remarking mildly that, for sheer nuisance value, 
she'd back our offspring against 80 men any day 
and invited me to go ahead and organise. 

On previous moves I have usually preceded 
the family, thus missing the actual packing up 
of our home, and this was my chance to show the 
way it should be done. It was arranged that 
my wife should pay a long delayed visit to an old 
school friend. She was to be away for four days 
by which time, I assured her, we would have 
everything packed. I insisted on keeping the 
children as I didn't see why they shouldn't make 
themselves useful once in a while and conjured 
up a vision of them moving briskly round the 
house fetching things for me to pack. 

We all drove to the station to see Mummy off . 
and at the last minute she leaned from the 
carriage window and handed me a slip of paper— 
a reminder of her friend's telephone number, 
"just in case I might need it". It was then that 

I noticed a slightly malicious gleam in her eye, 
and I wondered, just for a moment, whether 
I had been wise; then the whistle blew, the train 
drew out and we stood waving until it was out 
of sight. 

Back at the house once more I proceeded to 
put the plan into action straight away. The first 
task was to assemble our various receptacles. 
These consisted of a wide range of trunks and 
suitcases plus some stout wooden boxes which 
I had obtained after a good deal of difficulty for 
the last move from Kenya. These had all been 
carefully stored in a large shed discreetly tucked 
away at the bottom of the garden. The shed 
also contained my son's bicycle, a a rocking
horse, the folding pram (no longer in use) and 
the usual collection of gardening tools. Having 
remoyed these items at the cost of a few bits of 
skin from my knuckles and a bump on the head 
from the rake, I started on the boxes. It was then 
I discovered where my batman had obtained the 
firewood with which he had kept us so Well 
supplied throughout the winter. Of my treasured 
wooden boxes only a few splintered boards 
remained. I muttered a few strong words and 
turned to find my threeyearold daughter 
standing behind me. She repeated two of ihem, 
experimentally; fortunately she does not speak 
very clearly as yet and I don't think anyone else 
will recognise them. I then took out our largest 
cabin trunk. To save space, this had been put 
away with two smaller trunks inside it—Chinese 
fashion—the inner trunks and the spaces being 
filled up with a mixture of shavings, old socks 
and kapok which we used when packing the 
china. It had a large hole in one corner and, on 
further investigation, I found that a tunnel had 
been gnawed through the packing material and 
inner trunks. The middle trunk held unmis
takable traces of having sheltered a very large 
family of field mice. Since my small daughter 
was still standing doglike at my heels, I refrained 
from verbal comment, but I did feel that the 
swine might have contented itself with the outer 
layer in which there would have been ample room 
to raise several families. 

My packing potential was now reduced by a 
good fifty per cent, and something would have to 
be done. I returned to the house, lit a cigarette, 
and sat down to think the matter over. Suddenly 
there was a crash and a wail from the bottom 
of the garden—I rushed out and found my small 
son lying on the ground with most of the remain
ing boxes piled on top of him. Having satisfied 
myself that he had not fractured his skull, 
I asked him what he had been doing and was told 
that he was trying to help Daddy. He added 
that he was hungry and I realised that it was 
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somewhat past our normal lunchtime. After 
a rather scratch meal we all piled into the car and 
set off for Camberley. I had remembered from 
my Staff College days a secondhand shop which 
through the years had, among other things, 
become a repository for old uniform cases and 
similar containers disposed of by the many 
distinguished officers who retire in that neigh
bourhood. From a large selection I purchased 
six stout and venerable boxes of varying sizes, 
all marked with their previous owners' names 
or initials and in two cases with far more 
illustrious ranks than mine. After some difficulty 
the boxes were ioaded into my 'near vintage' car 
and, having settled the argument as to who 
should sit in front and who should ride on top 
of the boxes by placing my daughter firmly on 
my knee, we set off for home. We stopped on 
the way to buy some black paint and after tea 
I assembled the boxes in the kitchen and pre
pared to obliterate the marks of former owner
ship. Here, I thought, was a job the children 
would enjoy helping me with, and having 
enveloped them both in two of my wife's aprons 
and demonstrated what I wanted done, I armed 
them with brushes and we set to work. We had 
been working together peacefully for about ten 
minutes when the front door bell rang—it was 
a little man selling brushes. I thanked him 
politely and said I didn't want any brushes, then 
he suggested furniture polish and I declined 
that too. His final, effort was yellow dusters 
and I told him what he could do with them and 
returned to the kitchen at the double. My worst 
fears were justified—two zebrastriped faces 
peered at me from the floor. The children had 
tired of painting the boxes and had started to 
embellish one another, Christopher had aiso 
found time to start a cat on the back of the 
kitchen door and Penelope had put her foot 
into the paint pot, the contents of which was 
creeping slowly under the door of one of the 
kitchen cupboards where we kept the old shoes. 
It took me about three hours to set things to 
rights and, after dumping two rather dingy 
looking and fractious children into bed and 
giving them their supper, I called it a day. I was 
feeling rather exhausted and had to admit that 
my progress to date was not encouraging. How
ever, with an early start tomorrow and a little 
careful planning I could soon get things going 
and make up for lost time. 

The next morning, immediately after break
fast, I started to put my plan into action. My 
experiences of the day before had decided me 
that it was advisable to give the children separate 
tasks, as far removed from one another as 
possible, and preferably with myself sited 

between them to prevent their joining forces. 
I had also conceived the idea that if I took 
everything out of all the drawers and cupboards 
and dumped them on the beds in the respective 
rooms, I should be able to achieve some degree 
of centralisation, which whould make unpacking 
the other end easier. In this connection I had 
always felt that my wife's system of packing 
drawer by drawer was lacking in method and 
my productionline system must obviously be 
better. To this end I carried the boxes upstairs 
and allotted them out to various rooms. This 
done, I turned my attention to the children, 
whom I had prudently shut up in the car during 
this first phase of the packing operation. They 
had been quite happy there although my road 
maps had suffered and the dog presented a rather 
curious appearance, having been treated to a 
shampoo with a new tin of liquid wax polish 
which I had foolishly left in one of the dash
board recesses. My son I sent upstairs to pack 
his books and toys. My small daughter I took 
into the kitchen, opened the food cupboard 
and invited her to pack the tinned foods we kept 
on the bottom shelf. She went to work eagerly 
and, congratulating myself on having given her 
something useful to do where she couldn't do 
any damage, I went upstairs to continue with 
my own job of emptying the drawers and cup
boards. I made steady progress for some time 
when it dawned on me that the house was very 
quiet. This struck me as ominous and I went to 
check up. My son was sitting on the floor in 
the next room happily absorbed in a book. The 
room was strewn with toys, several jigsaw 
puzzles were inextricably mixed up on the table 
and the dog was busily transferring his recent 
shampoo on to the new and expensive candlewick 
bedspread. The trunk contained two books and 
a rather grubby lopeared rabbit. After a few 
sharp words I went down to the kitchen. 
Penelope had got on well; the bottom shelf was 
empty and most of the tins had found their way 
into the box I had given her. Unfortunately she 
had then started to use her initiative. Unable to 
reach the higher shelves, she had moved a chair 
up against the cupboard and was now well 
on the way to clearing the second shelf. From 
her perch she had dropped into the box the paper 
packets of haricot beans, rice, flour and several 
other commodities now unrecognisable. The 
jam was also kept on this shelf but here she had 
been more painstaking, having carefully removed 
the lid of each jar and distributed the contents 
impartially over the whole box. The box was a 
"writeoff" and I cut my losses and lined it up 
with the dust bin. 

Confined on p. 314 
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Regimental Gazette 
SECOND SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 

5TH OCTOBER, 1956 
INFANTRY 

ARMY EMERGENCY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 
NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 

THE BUFFS.—2nd Lt. P. J. C. Hordern (441121) from 
Reg. Army Nat. Serv. List, to be 2nd Lt., 26th Sept., 
1956, with seniority 2nd April, 1955. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 16TH 
OCTOBER, 1956 

INFANTRY 
REGULAR ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 

CLASS III 
SHORT SERVICE COMMISSION 

THE BUFFS.—Maj. G. A. McGrath (258264) from Active 
List, to be Maj., 18th October, 1956, retaining his present 
seniority. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 26TH 
OCTOBER, 1956 

INFANTRY 
REGULAR ARMY 

THE BUFFS.—Lt. James Norman Shepherd (435955) 
from National Service List, to be Lt., 31st October, 1956, 
with seniority 7th August, 1956. 

NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 
23268300 Cadet Colin Charles Francis Stackhouse 

Gorrie (449719) to be 2nd Lt., 25th August, 1956. 
TERRITORIAL ARMY 

Maj. U. H. B. Alexander, M.B.E: (117165) to be Lt.Col., 
31st October, 1956. 

The undermentioned Majors from R.A. to be Majors, 
31st October, 1956, with seniority on the dates shown:— 

R. L. GardnerThorpe, T.D. (88204), 23rd June, 1948; 
C. R. Robinson (162958), 1st September, 1952; F. H. 
Martin, T.D. (210442), 1st September, 1952; W. H. 
Robinson (419300), 15th March, 1954. 

The undermentioned Captains from R.A. to be Captains 
31st October, 1956, with seniority on the dates shown:— 

J. W. Coddington, M.B.E. (173551), 1st June, 1948; 
R. C. G. Tuppen (145244), 4th October, 1948; G. I. 
Jones (360457), 7th June, 1951; J. A. Ollis (226899), 1st 
September, 1952; H. G. Lucraft (402748), 1st September, 
1952; J. P. Medlicott (406298), 1st April, 1955. 

Lt. L. H. W. Daisy (400866) from R.A. to be Lt., 31st 
October, 1956, with seniority 26th February, 1951. 

NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 
The undermentioned Lts. from R.A. to be Lts., 31st 

October, 1956, with seniority on the dates shown:— 
E. F. GrahamBrown (421807), 20th December, 1953; 

T. C. B. Scott (432851), 30th June, 1955; B. W. G. 
Ayling (435732), 1st March, 1956; P. J. Howell (436522), 
3rd May, 1956. 

The undermentioned 2nd Lts. (Actg. Lts.) from R.A. 
to be 2nd Lts., 31st October, 1956:— 

B. S. Cox (427906) with seniority 18th April, 1953, and 
Actg. Lt., 31st October, 1956, with seniority 2nd January, 
1955. 

D. E. F. Brooshooft (435431) with seniority 29th May, 
1954, and Actg. Lt., 31st October, 1956, with seniority 
5th February, 1956. 

J. S. Moulton (442939) with seniority 20th August, 1955, 
and Actg. Lt., 31st October, 1956, with seniority 10th 
September, 1956. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 30TH 
OCTOBER, 1956 

INFANTRY 
REGULAR ARMY 

THE BUFFS.—Capt. W. F. Brigstocke (380575) retires 
receiving a gratuity, 1st November, 1956. (Reserve 
Liability.) 

* * * 

Fishing Competition 
THE Annual Fishing Competition of the 

Association was held at Ramsgate on 
Sunday, 21st October, 1956. Teams from 

Canterbury, Margate, Dover, Heme Bay, Weald 
and Ramsgate competed, and moved off to fish 
at about 10.15 a.m., in warm sunshine, which 
continued until about 3 p.m., when a fairly strong 
cold wind caused considerable unpleasantness, 
especially to those not clad in Articlike garb. 

Most competitors favoured the East Pier, but 
apparently it was of little consequence which 
pier one fished from, the absence of fish was the 
same, and very small catches or none at all 
seemed the order of the day, aggravated some
what when competitors saw boat fishing parties 
walking along the pier just overladen with fish. 
Although fish were scarce, spirits were high and 
were boosted a bit higher by the actions of the 
Ramsgate Ladies' Guild Chairman, who actually 
caught a crab. The scarcity of ladies competing 
this year was again very marked, only one 
stalwart turning out who as usual came from 
Dover. We should, I think, take off our hats to 
Mrs. Marsh, the only lady competitor. 

Several members of the Ramsgate Branch 
visited the piers during the fishing and stayed to 
the weighin and prizegiving. 

Colonel Argles very kindly attended during 
the afternoon and supervised the weighin, after 
which he presented the prizes. 

Results:—Winners of Tomson Wotton Cup 
(Team Aggregate): 1st, Ramsgate; 2nd, Heme 
Bay; 3rd, Weald. Individual Prizes: Heaviest 
Catch, R. Atkins (Ramsgate); 2nd Heaviest 
Catch, A. Spratt (Heme Bay); 3rd Heaviest 
Catch, A. Shepherd (Heme Bay); Heaviest 
Fish, B. W. Kemp (Ramsgate); Heaviest Catch 
by Lady, Mrs. E. Marsh (Dover). 

All competitors were entertained to tea in the 
Pier Cafe at the conclusion of the prizegiving. 

BEN. 
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Past and Present 
Association 
Life Members 

1ST TO 31ST OCTOBER, 1956 
H.Q. Roll.—Pte. J. Davis. 
Brighton Branch.—Mr. D. Laskey. 

* * :)< 

Annual Members 
1ST TO 3 1ST OCTOBER, 1956 

H.Q. Roll.—Ptes. W. Edwards, D. Gurr, P. Hartfield, 
P. Mclnerney, J. Oldfield, E. Scales, T. Brown. 

* * * 

Donations 
We acknowledge with thanks the following donations:— 

£ s. d. 
Canterbury Cricket Week Ball 75 0 0 
1st Battalion 15 0 0 

Major Darkie Clover, Tiny Deverson, George Hardwick 
after his spell in hospital, Capt. Woodcock, Taffy Williams, 
Billy Everitt, George Cobb and many more. 

We ask all members of the London Branch to place a 
red ring round the third Saturday of each month on their 
calendars. It's a certain cure for all ailments! 

Members of the 141 will be interested to know that 
Mr. G. Allpress has gone to try his luck in Australia. 
I am sure we wish him all the best in his new venture. 
If any of his old pals would like to drop him a line; I have 
his address. 

It is with great regret that I have to report the sudden 
death of Pte. F. H. Stevens, 6284235, late of "C" Company, 
1st Battalion. Our sincere sympathy to his wife and 
family. 

Joe Goss still brings his gramophone along for his 
record roundup. A great show; Joe—the Branch appreci
ate your great effort in getting Jock Emery to perform the 
"Rock and Roll". 

George Hardwick tells me it was very nice to see in the 
Dover Branch notes that Ted Marsh and Pongo Meakin 
are still in partnership. He said it would be interesting to 
know how often they speak of the Wonlhouse in Kings
bridge, Devon. We Ration Corporals spent more time 
in dodging those two than we did the Provost Sergeant. 

H.J.s! 

Grants 
The total grants from the Benevolent Fund and the 

World War, 1939, Charitable Fund during the month of 
October, 1956, are as follows:— 

£ s. d. 
Benevolent Fund 31 0 0 
World War 1939 Charitable Fund 23 0 0 

London Branch 
The Meeting on Saturday, October 20th, went off to a 

very good start, some forty members attending. There 
were quite some good arguments and criticism, which, 
to my mind, is always good for the Branch. 

On reading the Minutes of the Annual General Meeting, 
it is funny how things strike one. The proposal by the 
London Branch for an Association Dinner made Medway 
Branch point out the difficulties of catering and price, 
and of getting enough members together in sufficient time 
to make a coach journey. Also, they thought that time 
would be against any social activity a^ter the dinner. All 
that in answer to a proposal. I would like to point out 
there is no given time, and regarding the catering and 
price, surely one is not going to put on a dinner without 
putting out feelers as to how much a head it would cost. 

Come on Medway—don't put all these obstacles in the 
way before we even try. It would take a year to get a 
Regimental Dinner laid on, but if it did get going it might 
be an annual event. 

Again, a proposal by Sittingbourne to have two teams 
per Branch in the Darts Competition was defeated, yet 
here is a chance of getting more chaps interested, no 
matter whether they are born with silver darts or not. 

Talking about darts, we have been drawn to play 
Canterbury, and hope to travel down on Saturday, 
December 1st. 

Having a look round the room whilst a heated discussion 
goes on, how very nice to see Bert Tester from Brighton 
Knox Freeman from Didcot (my legs are made for speed)' 
Mr. Verny from Guildford, Bill Burnby (after ten years) 

Ladies' Guild 
A very jolly meeting was held on Saturday, 3rd 

November, and the proceedings opened with an extremely 
warm welcome by the Chairman (Mrs. Coley) to Mrs. 
Cudlipp who had not been able to be with us for a couple 
of years on account of domestic troubles. 

Apologies for absence were received from Mrs. Cobb 
and Mrs. Cousins and a letter was read from Miss Barbara 
Cousins acknowledging the Guild's greetings to her on 
the occasion of her 21st birthday. 

A message was received from the London Branch 
Secretary giving a note of the following dates:— 

Remembrance Saturday, for the planting of crosses at 
Westminster Abbey, November 10th. 

Darts Match at Canterbury, December 1st. 
Christmas Draw (when ladies are invited to attend to 

help fold the tickets!), December 8th. 
Social Evening with pianist and accordionist, etc., to 

which members of the Ladies' Guild are invited, 
December 15th. 

It was agreed that on 1st .December we would meet 
in the foyer of the theatre for the show Sailor. Beware and 
it was noted that it had not been possible so far to make 
arrangements to book seating accommodation for supper 
afterwards. 

It was unanimously decided that the Guild would take 
this opportunity of sending Christmas, and New Year 
greetings to members of all branches of the Ladies' Guild, 
members of the Past and Present Association, and to the 
Regiment (including Colonel and Mrs. Grace with the 
1st Battalion now in Germany). 

Raffle prizes were given by Mrs. Annan, The Folks at 
the Corner Table, Mrs. Kebble, Mrs. Keown, Mrs. Love, 
A Member, Mrs. Ricketts, Mrs. Waters, Mrs. Watts and 
Mrs. Tucker and realised a total of £2 14s. Od. 

Nurse Evans said that she had received a letter from a 
member saying how very nice it was for two officers' 
ladies to be with us as members of our Guild again. 
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BoomtyBoom! 
Nothing beats 

Apple pie with 
"D cream 
JD1TCLS smooth. Custard. 

CROSSE & BLACKWELL SOUPS 

(All 20 different kinds) 
G . 1 4 8 A  THAT'S YOUR GUARANTEE OF GOODNESS 

By Appointment to Her Majesty The Queen 
Biscuit Manufacturers, Peek Frean <$_ Co. Limited 

P E E K  F R E A N  
Makers of Famous Biscuits 

When you' re posted abroad, by 
air or sea, remember that there is 
a fine selection of Peek Frean's 

biscuits at your destination. 

VV" 

C/)##y OA/ M(/AtCM NO W/T// 

?y|\rl 
THE WORLD'S FINEST SALTED NUTS 

Obtainable from your N.A.A.F.I. in 1lb. and 8oz. 
flavour sealed tins, also 4oz. and Ioz. airtight packs 

H .  S .  W H I T E S I D E  &  C O .  L T D ,  L O N D O N ,  S E S  
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LOUIS DESROCHES &C? 

T H A N K  G O O D N E S S  

Manikin  
.  C I G A R S  

MILD HAVANA FLAVOUR. 
IN YOUR MESS OR NAAFI 

MACKENZIES 
Sherries & Ports 
//te ojf tfte $uhc/l 

20- EASTCHEAP - LONDON - E C 3 

n'mfn 
xreasing 

says 
demo® 
Bertie, 

K you require your Services 

BLAZER BADGE 
made entirely BY HAND in our workroom 
from finest quality Wire and Silks, please 
write for our Price List. Quick delivery assured. 

D. J .  Parkinson, 15 Albert Rd., Brighton 1. 
ALLSORTS Quite right NOTHING BETTER 

FINE OLD 
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T H E  r 
Dover Branch 

The Annual General Meeting took place on Thursday, 
1st November, our Chairman (Lieut, F. Noakes, presiding.) 

He was supported by the following:—Charlie Collins 
(Secretary), Charlie Hare (ViceChairman), Mr. Howell 
(Assistant Secretary), Jack Deal, Arthur Banks, Darkie 
Ross, Pongo Meakin, Cocker Loram, Ted Marsh, Messrs. 
Blundell, Hopper, Stockwell, Ellen, Hayward and 
Johncock. 

Before the meeting commenced, all members stood in 
silence in memory of our very loved late Treasurer, 
Tommy Holloway, who passed away on 11th October, 
1956. 

Mr. Stockwell very kindly volunteered to act as our 
Treasurer until such time he found that his work interfered 
with it. 

In the election of officers for the ensuing year, no other 
change was made other than a new VicePresident, 
Captain G. A. McGrath, who recently left the Depot. 
We hope to have him present at our next meeting. 

December 8th is fixed for our visit to Heme Bay for the 
first round of the Darts Competition, and we hope 
to make, a large party up and so make an evening of it. 
So come on, Ladies' Guild and those helpful wives. 

I believe we have to keep these notes a little short this 
month, and so I'll save all further news until next month. 

* * * 

MR. T. H. HOLLOWAY 
The sudden death took place on Thursday, 

11th October of Mr. Tommy Holloway at the 
age of 71. 

For some time now Tommy had been carrying 
out the duties of Treasurer. Although he had 
not enjoyed good health for about six years, 
Tommy was of great service to the Branch. 

Being a founder member after the First World 
War, it was rare that he missed a meeting, and 
in recent years he had been the general utility 
man, arranging buses, preparing the range, 
Branch Visitor, and doing all those things which 
took up time and energy. 

He enlisted in The Buffs at Peshawar in 
February, 1898 at the age of 14, and saw service 
in India, including the NorthWest Frontier, 
1898; Burma, 1901; Aden, 1903; Ireland, 
1911; and France, 1916 to 1919. He was 
wounded in March, 1918. Awarded the Long 
Service and Good Conduct Medal, 1919. He was 
demobilised to Pension on the 12th March, 1919. 

Tommy was wellknown in Dover and took a 
very active part in affairs, being also a member 
of Dover Football Club Supporters' Association. 

He was buried in St. James's Cemetery on 
Tuesday, 16th October, when members of the 
Branch turned out in full force to salute his 
passing. 

Last Post and Reveille were sounded at the 
interment, and the family and all members of 
the Branch are thankful to the O.C. Depot for 
supplying the bugler. 

Another old one gone who will be very sadly 
missed. 

* * * 

Medway Branch 
I did a bit of a chuckle when I spotted that some wag 

in our serving Battalion had finished his September notes 
with, "I am, Sir, etc.". It is my lot to conclude many 
letters in that style and sometimes a little devil inside me 
whispers, "Go on, finish off with Your loving Uncle, 
Dick', or something like that". But I never do, it would 
need a braver man than I am, etc., or one who has just 
won a first prize in the pools. 

As was mentioned in the October Dragon, our Branch 
met on the fourth Saturday of that month instead of, as 
is usual, on the third. Thirteen members attended and 
many more would have done so had it not been for prior 
engagements or sickness, for everyone had been alerted 
by a notice of motion given at the previous meeting 
proposing that as from January next the branch should 
meet but once in three months instead of monthly as at 
present. Fur, I think, was ready to fly but there was 
really no cause for alarm. No sooner had the proposition 
been received and seconded than an amendment was 
proposed to leave the matter as it was, and this was 
approved with a grand slam—the member who made 
the original proposition retired as gallantly as he could. 
And so there it is. This branch will continue to meet at 
the Two Brewers, High Street, Rochester, on the third 
Saturday of each month. 

The Chairman, Mr. F. Cox (his leg is now much better, 
I am pleased to report, but it still causes him to limp), 
opened the meeting by welcoming Mr. R. Vaux, who 
moved into this area about two years ago. He enlisted 
in the 4th Battalion on 7th August, 1914, and went to 
India with that Battalion. He became a qualified signaller 
and was eventually commissioned to the 2nd Battalion 
Somerset Light Infantry with which regiment he remained 
until discharged at the end of the First World War. 

Among those present was Mr. Thomsett whose working 
hours are twelve a day and yet he manages time to come 
all the way from Northfleet to be present at our meetings. 
Great stuff that. Mr. Williams, who has not been too 
well recently, was also present accompanied by his fair 
escorts. 

This branch is unanimously in favour of supporting 
the General Secretary's appeal for an annual subscription 
towards the expenses that will be incurred on the occasion 
of the 400th anniversary of the birth of our Regiment. 
I consider this foresight on the part of the Regimental 
Committee most commendable. 

The Medway Towns had the honour of a visit by Her 
Majesty, Queen Elizabeth, on Wednesday, 24th October. 
I had the pleasure of seeing her leave the Town Hall at 
Chatham, and no words of mine would be adequate to 
describe how really Queenly she was. At the end of what 
must have been a most tiring and exacting day she left 
from Gillingham Railway Station where the. Standards, 
including our own, of local ExService Organisations were 
on parade. Mr. Rogers acted as Standard Bearer as Mr. 
Chaney was unable to get away from his work—a great 
disappointment for him. 

The Standard will again be on parade, escorted by a 
few members, on Armistice Sunday. 
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Among other letters received was one from Mr. E. St. J. 
Brice who recently left the 1st Battalion. He will be at 
Cambridge for the next three years and so will be unable 
to give much attention to branch business during that 
time, but we welcome his association with our branch, 
an association which we sincerely hope will develop into 
something more substantial as the years go by. 

The older members of Margate Branch may care to 
know that their old friend, Percy Moss, who was Hon. 
Secretary of the Margate Branch for many years, is, at 
the time of writing these notes, a patient in the Hillingdon 
Hospital with diabetic trouble. I was able to visit him 
on Sunday, 21st October, and found him very cheerful 
and reasonably fit in himself although he has considerable 
pain in one foot. I should consider that he is one of the 
best patients they have ever had; he is so naturally 
considerate of other people even if that is to his own 
detriment. , * * * 

Ladies' Guild 
The monthly meeting of the Ladies' Guild met on 

Tuesday, 23rd October, when we had our usual whist 
drive and happy afternoon. Several of our members 
were reported sick, and it was hoped they would soon be 
with us again. 

On 16th October the Guild had a Dinner and Whist 
Drive at the Kingswood Hotel and we were graced with 
the presence of our President, Mrs. Findlay, and Col. 
and Mrs. Argles. We were very pleased to see them and 
we all had a very pleasant evening. We hope they will 
be able to visit us another year. 

Some of our members intend to visit Canterbury 
Cathedral on Tuesday, November 20th, when we shall 
attend Evensong. 

* * * 

Sittingbourne Branch 
MINUTES of the 251st meeting of the Past and Present 

Association of The Buffs held at the T.A. Centre, Crown 
Quay Lane on Friday, 5th October, 1956. Col. D. T. 
Dean, v.c., T.D., J.P., was in the chair supported by 
Lieut.Col. J. E. Wills and Councillor Mount. About 12 
members were present. The Chairman said that it was 
his great pleasure that evening to welcome two new 
members, Mr. Brown and Mr. Louch. The minutes of 
the last meeting were read, passed and signed as a true 
record. 

ARISING.—The question of the Social was immediately 
raised and as Mr. Nairne was the first to propose it he 
explained that what he had in mind was engaging a band 
and inviting the T.A., Artillery Association, Ladies' 
Guild and Home Guard and charging for sandwiches, 
etc., and having a raffle which he hoped might cover the 
cost. The Chairman said that we had to be very careful 
about arranging such functions on our own, especially 
as we had appointed a committee. For instance, if "B" 
Company ran the Children's Party no charge would be 
made; but, if run by the P. & P. a charge would be made 
by the K.T.A. Much discussion followed as to whether 
we should make any charge at all and what sort of 
refreshments should be provided and the cost; but 
nothing very definite could be arrived at regarding the 
latter until approximate numbers were known. It was 
generally agreed that the cost might well be £25. Mr. 
Johnson said he thought it wrong to invite people to a 
Social and then ask them to pay for sandwiches, etc. 
He proposed that sandwiches, etc., be free, we run a 
raffle or two and let us hope that from the extra profit 
on the sale of drinks we shall cover the cost of the Social. 
This was seconded by the Secretary and carried un

animously. Colonel Wills said he was sure the combined 
committee would welcome the idea provided they knew 
dates so that other functions would not clash and suggested 
November 3rd. This \yas agreed. After further discussion 
it was decided that the Coop should do. the catering and 
Bill Sinclair would order when informed of the numbers. 
Jock was requested' to book Bert Wade's Dance Band. 
The Secretary said he would duplicate a suitable letter 
to send to all it was intended to invite. 

CORRESPONDENCE.—A letter was read from the Rams
gate Branch advising us of new date for Fishing Com
petition and asking if we were sending a team. As we 
could not raise a team the Secretary was asked to advise 
Ramsgate accordingly. A letter from Colonel Argles 
asked that a Questionnaire at the bottom should be 
replied to by December 31st. It concerned a suggestion 
at the A.G.M. that an Association Dinner be held. 
Lengthy discussion followed and it was decided against 
an Association Dinner. 

ANY OTHER BUSINESS.—The Children's Party, organised 
by the Combined Committee, had provisionally decided 
to hold it on January 5th, 1957, as the other dates available 
were too long before Christmas. It was thought by all 
that this was a good date. 

Mr. Read proposed that we purchase a RadiogramTor 
use in the Club. Bob Russell said that he understood 
there was a Unit Record Player which could be used at 
all times. Mr. Johnson said that he was against using 
this even if it was available and proposed we purchase 
one of our own; he had seen a very nice Philips Record 
Player priced at 28 gns. Fred Allen seconded this proposal 
and it was carried. Jock was authorised to purchase and 
Mr. Nairne suggested that if possible it be purchased 
from the Coop and placed to the credit of the Ladies' 
Guild Account. 

BOOBY was then drawn, given this month by Mr. 
Cozens and won by Colonel Wills, raising the sum of 9/6. 

There being no other business the meeting closed at 
9 p.m. 

JOHN E. WILLS. 

Ramsgate Branch 
This month seems to have started off in a rush and 

kept the wheels whirling at supersonic speed, for hardly 
had the last month's notes been deposited in the letter 
box than we were off to our Ladies' Guild meeting after 
which we were challenged by our ladies to darts, and a 
very pleasant evening was had by all even if we did have 
to take our own mugs, but I doubt whether many members 
used them. I fancy Dick Atkins pumped up the liquid 
refreshment. I'm not sure who won the darts, but I don't 
think anyone cared much, such a good time was enjoyed 
by all. I'm sorry to report that the flashlight photos did 
not come out plain enough for publishing with these 
notes, but maybe we'll have better luck next time, and it 
is hoped that more members of the men's branch will 
attend the next function. 

The next item was the outing again arranged by our 
ladies, to which eight members accompanied their wives 
and a pleasant journey to Aylesford Priory on Sunday, 
14th October, arriving about 3.45 .p.m. After a tour of 
the Priory we embussed again and started our homeward 
journey with a very enjoyable break of about three and a 
half hours at . the Depot Sergeants' Mess, where we spent 
a grand evening with the Sergeants and the Canterbury 
Branch and their Ladies' Guild. I had better not report 
too fully on this or I might be accused of stealing the 
ladies' thunder, but I cannot pass without thanking that 
energetic R.S.M. White for his welcome and entertain
ment, and to the Canterbury Branch for turning out to 
help make the evening so enjoyable. 

mo] 
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I'm afraid I've already overrun myself. Before the 
outing we were entertained by the Sandwich Branch to a 
film show at the Guildhall, Sandwich, on October 3rd, 
and although our Branch did not turn up in great numbers, 
those .of us that did attend were afforded a very enjoyable 
evening. We do thank the Sandwich Branch for their 
hospitality even if Margate did take all the raffle prizes, 
and we are indebted to Mr. Parsons and Mr. Day for the 
pleasure of the film show, and I'm sure many of us envy 
Mr. Parson's father with his beautiful garden. 

Our monthly meeting on the 19th October was attended 
by 48 officers and members under the Chairmanship of 
Mr. J. Johnson, assisted by the President, Mr. W. A. 
Wotton, VicePresidents C. F. Fakley, B. E. Knott and 
E. H. Swendell, Treasurer Major H. J. Martin, M.J.E., 
the Secretary and a full committee. Mr. Johnson welcomed 
all members, noting the presence for the first time of Mr. 
Ken Watcham, who served with the 1st Battalion round 
about 193035 and who has been very active with the 
local St. John Ambulance Corps. 

Final arrangements were made for the Fishing Com
petition on 21st and further details of the Annual Dinner 
discussed. The Secretary informed the meeting that 
Brig. F. W. B. Parry would be unable to attend, much to 
our regret, but we were very pleased to hear that Brig. 
J. G. Nicholson and Mrs. Nicholson, would be present, 
so we hope for a bumper attendance to greet our Deputy 
Colonel. We had fears that Brig. Nicholson would be 
unable to attend, but at last we know that our fears are 
groundless. News also reached us that our Branch 
Chaplain, the Rev. George Bennett, is in hospital, and 
it is doubtful whether he will join us at. Dinner this year, 
but let's not cross our bridges, only to say, "Get well 
soon, Padre", and Our best wishes. 

The next item on our programme was the Association 
Fishing Competition on 21st October, when we had a 
fairly clear run on both piers. We were very pleased to 
welcome five other branches to Ramsgate, but regret we 
were unable to arrange that the fish were as plentiful as 
the competitors. . A report of the competition appears 
elsewherb in The Dragon, so I will not labour the point 
except to remark that we managed to bring the Cup back 
to Ramsgate, and to thank Col. Argles for coming down 
to present the prizes. 

Another welcome to offer is to the Officers and N.C.O.s 
pf the Regiment who have arrived to start the 5th Battalion 
off on its career in Thanet. I have been to the H.Q. at 
Westwood, where I met Major Critchley, Capt. Grugeon, 
Capt. Ransley and Mr. Rose, the R.S.M. We hope they 
will attend our meetings once they are settled in, and 
become members of, our Branch while stationed in this 
area. I hear we.still retain our Ramsgate "A" Company 
under its same Command, Major C. Balding, and assisted 
by Sgt. Bryant. 

I also have news that Bert Knott, Charlie Fakley, Bob 
Goldsmith and one or two others had a very enjoyable 
evening at the l/4th Battalion Dinner on 27th October. 
Let's hope they have as good a time on 10th November. 

It is also reported that Billy Lee provided some 
impromptu entertainment after the meeting, ably assisted, 
or should I say encouraged, by Bill Costen and Ted Castle. 

Jeff, Toni Miller, Bill Playford, Wally Ansell, our Bert 
anc} several of the Old Brigade keep fit and attend our 
meetings, and send their best wishes to their old comrades, 
While the younger element is slowly but surely increasing. 
Names are too numerous to mention, butfrom us all, old 
and young, past and present, go best wishes to all Buffs. 

I let the knock of the Ladies' Guild in their notes last 
month pass for the time being, especially if the snaps taken 
at fishing are printable, but 111 be back next month. 

BEN. 

Ladies' Guild 
A busy month commenced with a successful social on 

our meeting evening. Twentyseven' members were 
present, together with a large number of husbands. A 
darts match between the Ladies and Gentlemen was 
thoroughly enjoyed by all and there was great excitement 
when both teams were on "double one". Mr. Lee enter
tained nonplayers on the piano. The refreshments were 
served by Mrs. Faksly and Mrs. Kemp. Thank you, 
ladies, for doing the washingup as well. 

On Sunday, 14th October, a coachload of members, 
husbands, sisters and children visited Aylesford Priory. 
We all enjoyed the trip; it was a lovely autumn afternoon 
and we had tea in the grounds before being conducted 
over the Priory by a Father of the Carmelite Order. Tn 
tht evening we were entertained at the Sergeants' Mess. 
R.S.M. White had us "on parade" for Tombola—and 
now is the time to mention that one small girl of our 
party, aged seven, knows her figures so well that she 
managed a card for every round. Another girl, aged 
about 11 years, won a prize. Well dpne, girls! It was 
very nice that so many members of Canterbury Branch 
and Guild were able to join us. Our thanks to all who 
helped to make our outing such a great success. 

Fishing was the next event, mainly for men of course, 
but we ladies had our representative on the pier. Yes, 
Miss Coyley turned out with her line—she had two catches, 
the first being a "Branch Special". I wonder who will be 
served with it?! The second was an edible crab—very 
nice to eat but not classified as fish in a competition. It 
was gratifying to see so many of the Guild turn out to 
support the fishermen. 

While the Branch had their monthly meeting the Ladies' 
Committee met at the Secretary's house and planned a 
Christmas Social for the December meeting. Gentlemen, 
we have some surprises in store for you. 

So now to another busy month, which for the Ladies 
will include the Annual Dinner; a visit to Ramsgate's 
Festival of Remembrance; taking their own small 
children or grandchildren to see the Civic Church Parade; 
and visiting the less fortunate children who are cared for 
by the Church of England Children's Society at "East 
Court", a lovely house overlooking the sea. 

Canterbury Branch 
Last month the normal facilities afforded to me in the 

way of having these notes typed, went by the board (or 
perhaps I could say by Eastbourne), but the situation 
was saved by the kindness of Mr. George Mould who 
effectively stood in as locum tenens. 

It is noticed with regret the R.S.M. White is shortly 
due to assume the same appointment with the 4th 
Battalion. We shall greatly miss the extensive facilities 
he has always placed at our disposal with regard to the 
use of the Depot Mess and the proffering of his own 
services, but the saving consolation is that he will still be 
in close proximity and we feel his generous help will 
continue to be bestowed upon the Club per other sources. 
Officially I do not know who will relieve Mr. White, but 
the "buzz" has it that it is someone whom the Club is 
already indebted to for certain favours, so altogether it 
looks as if our losses on the swings can be offset against 
the expected revenue from the roundabouts. 

Recently the former members of the Kent Cyclists 
Battalions assembled once again in what they knew as 
the Cavalry Gym. for their 21st Annual Reunion. 
Canterbury, of course, has many memories for these 
gentlemen (whom must be regarded as our first form of 
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mechanized army) for apart from their detailed connection 
with the Buffs and Q.O.R.W.K. Regiment, they were 
mobilised at this City in 1914. A unique but commendable 
movement to help the prolonging of their history is the 
formation of their "Sons' Association". 

We seem now to have established an average attendance 
of about thirty members and this number heard our 
Chairman on the night of the 26th October deal with the 
business and later aided and abetted us with the social 
side. An innovation as far as the Club itself is concerned, 
was the running of a few hands of Tombola—surprising 
enough, the real destitute wallahs walked away with the 
winnings. 

The Ladies' Guild from Ramsgate paid a social call 
and enjoyed the hospitality of Mr. White's Mess on the 
13th and on the 20th our own ladies were invited to a 
Social and Games evening in the same building. I regret 
to say that I missed these functions, but judging by the 
Chairman's description and the tenor of Mrs. Guy Lee's 
letter of thanks, and other letters from the respective 
executives, I missed a pleasant and successful social. 
Mr. White was again to the fore with his personal help 
and powers of organization. 

We missed out again on the Fishing Competition, but 
with Alf Argrave almost winning the prize for the largest 
fish caught, we feel that our honour has been sustained. 
We thank our team for representing us and turning out 
at a sport which is not everybody's cup of tea. 

We were pleased to see Mr. Billy Bigg in goocj form 
once again and we hear that Mr. Sayer continues to regain 
good health. 

In the first round of the Darts League we are drawn 
against London and we hope to entertain them (and beat 
them) at Canterbury on 1st December. Norman Fisk 
has got our team running around Brett's Sports Ground 
in preparation. 

Mr. Rennels reports that his 6th Battalion Dinner in 
London was a great success and we hear too that the 
l/4th Battalion (1914) achieved their usual success with 
their Annual Dinner which they always organize in 
Canterbury. 

For this month, then, Adios. 
BABU. 

P.S.—Apropos to my second paragraph above, I am 
now able to confirm that R.S.M. Faulkner will go to the 
Depot and so the tone of my remarks will remain fully 
substantiated for we have had many facilities bestowed 
upon us by this same gentleman. 

- * * 

Ladies' Guild 
Our November Meeting brought together nineteen 

members in our New Meeting Room in the Sergeants' 
Mess of the 4th Battalion, St. Peter's Drill Hall, and we 
should consider ourselves extremely fortunate in having 
such a comfortable room placed at our disposal through 
the kindness of Mr. Faulkner. 

Apologies were received from Mrs. Knocker and Mrs. 
Friend for nonattendance. 

Two dressed dolls were kindly presented to the Guild 
by Mrs. F. H. Kemp of Folkestone, to be raffled for 
Branch Funds, which proved a pleasant and unexpected 
income. Mrs. Osborne also had a novel idea which 
added a useful five bob to the "Kitty" and she was com
pensated by being the winner of one of the dolls. Mrs. 
Howard Smith also kindly produced a gift which was 
won by Mrs. Ronald. 

A few hands of whist, a cup of tea and a talk about 
Premium Bonds, ended a delightful afternoon. 

Our next meeting will take place on Wednesday, 5th 
December, when it is hoped to make Christmas arrange
ments. 

FREV. 
* * * 

WHO'S WHO AT THE CANTERBURY BRANCH 

No. 17—MR. BOB BARHAM 
For a change, someone other than "Babu" is writing 

this contribution because Bob Barham is none other 
than the "Babu" himself and tries to avoid the limelight. 

This very loyal and active member of the Canterbury 
Branch has been a staunch supporter ever since the 
Branch reformed in 1952 and has produced those excellent 
Branch notes always full of interest. 

He joined The Buffs in June, 1922, as Bob Sovico and 
served with the 1st Battalion in Turkey, Gibraltar and 
India, transferring to the Army Reserve after his first 
seven years. It was not long before he missed the life 
and back to Canterbury he came. 

I am grateful to "Weone", an anonymous writer, who 
obviously knows most of Bob's history, for his enter
taining contribution to the Editor who has kindly passed 
it for me to embody with my small literary effort. It sums 
up his Regimental life and should prove interesting 
reading to those who served with this splendid Buff. The 
following is the verbatim autobiography of "Weone":— 

"Should you have served with the Regiment 'between 
the Wars' there is no doubt that this very staunch Buff 
was known to you. Known to all and sundry as either 
'Doosey' or Bob, he spent the greater part of his service 
with the 1st Battalion. After completing his first seven 
years, he tried civvy life and found it wanting, so back 
to Canterbury, where the powers that be decided that a 
further 99 P.T. parades were necessary before once again 
he could be called a 'Trained man'. During this period 
of some four months or so very little was seen or heard 
of him excepting quite a few grunts and groans as he 
attended the P.T. capers under that very muscle bound 
Ginger Cunningham. On arrival in the 2nd Battalion it 
was decided they might as well take a walk round Kent 
to find a few spare recruits, so Bob became a member of 
'Mr. Petley's trippers', in other words the 'New Guard' 
who daily mounted guard by relieving 'Dingers Bell's 
Gangsters', the 'Old Guard', not mentioning the 2,000 
trial runs at Shorncliffe. Demonstrations were given at 
DoverRamsgate and Margate with a small walk with 
'Charley' on one's back in between. Bob having once 
been caught without rations on a stunt in India carried 
with him, in addition to the normal contents of 'Charley', 
emergency rations, to wit, one tin Bully, one packet of 
Army issue Cream Crackers, two small bottles of XXX 
and a compass (not to mention a road map with the 
houses of Mr. Fremlin well marked)—he was taking no 
chances in being marooned in the Weald of Kent. After 
this and an interlude at London to give the Guards a 
demonstration how the Palace guards should be done, 
Bob returned to his first love (1st Battalion), rejoining 
forces with Hoppo, Tiny Deveson, etc., in Burma; here 
the Q.M.'s Stores beckoned him and in between sampling 
McEwan's best in the Corporals' Club with such stalwarts 
as Flo Bean an.d Joe Savill he mastered the ins and outs 
of the Equipment Ledgers. On arrival in Lucknow he 
went on a Course of Instruction for slow bicycle riding 
and having passed out very well was in due course 
appointed to the Chairmanship of the Cookhouse— 
succeeding Ernie Chambers,* who had made his pile and 
returned "Under Bell Harry". 
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After having six inches added to his waist line it was 
deemed that it was someone else's turn as rissole provider 
and 'Doosey' returned to a typewriter, this time in the 
Orderly Room. From hence the autobiography must be 
taken up by others because I left him. 

A teller of good stories, excellent company, a damn 
good soldier and a true friend are my many memories of 
him. 

Dislikes: C.O.'s Parades, Adjutant's Parades, R.S.M.'s 
Parades, Route Marches and Kit Inspections. 

Likes: Good company with a table well supplied with 
"hops". 

Lucky Break: Having a name that Orderly Sergeants 
couldn't spell, thereby as a young soldier dodging many 
fatigues. 

Unlucky Break: Being caught doing a 'light fantastic' 
with Mrs. Bandmaster whilst Gunner Ivey looked on." 

During the 193945 War, Bob served with the 1st 
Battalion and was captured in the Western Desert, after 
the Battalion's epic stand, and taken to Italy. All members 
of the Canterbury Branch who were fortunate enough to 
be present, will recall the interesting talk he gave, teliing 
the story of his escape after Mussolini "quitted" and life 
as a fugitive for quite a time until "Jerry" put him "in the 
bag" again. 

After his return home and for a short time he became 
a member of the 1st Battalion Queen's Own Royal West 
Kent Regiment at Shorncliffe and it was from this fine 
regiment he retired to a wellearned pension in the rank 
of W.O.II. 

He is now a Barrack Accountant (to the "old 'uns" a 
Barrack Warden) in the Barrack Office at Chatham, to 
which place he travels daily at a very early hour. 

Many in the Regiment will recall that, besides being a 
fine crosscountry runner, he could also perform with 
great aptitude on the stage. His recent entertaining 
performance after a Branch Meeting is wellremembered. 

Having now "roped" Bob in amongst the Branch 
Personalities, I will retire, leaving him to continue his 
good work. 

S N A V E .  
* * * 

Heme Bay Branch 
Once more we report that we are still going strong 

and all members report well at the time of going to press. 
At our last monthly meeting we had 24 in attendance 

and letters were read as received from the Association 
Secretary and the Ramsgate Branch. 

Owing to the change in the date of the Fishing Com
petition, we had to cancel arrangements already made 
and construct new ones to enable us to arrive on time. 
Thanks to two of our members and Mr. A. Trice (son of 
our Hon. Secretary) we were able to arrive in style by 
cars, and 1 think I can say we all enjoyed the day out, 
and this also goes for the fish (they were out for the day 
also). 

One member had to withdraw owing to work, but we 
managed to complete our team and also have three 
individuals. 

Mr. F. Spratt also took second prize and Mr. M. 
Shepherd third prize, and although we did not win that 
cup, we were not disgraced, even if our Hon. Secretary 
was fishing as an individual with his catch of 1| ozs. 

Now we have to await the answer from Dover to arrange 
the date of our battle for the Darts Competition, so look 
out, Dover, it's on our own ground this year for a change, 
and several of our members have been having extra parades 
ready for the fray. 

It was very nice to have Sandwich Branch with us 
towards the end of last month, and we are now looking 
forward to paying you a visit in the near future, but be 
sure that the glamour remains next door or someone will 
be disappointed. 

We hope to accept the invitation from Ramsgate to 
visit, them early in the New Year once we have cleared off 
the remaining dates and parties on hand. 

Our Branch were sorry to hear of the death of Mr. T. 
Holloway of the Dover Branch, another great loss to 
them and the Association in general—a true Buff first, 
last and always. 

B L O B .  

* * * 

Brighton Branch 
The second Monday of the month has come round 

once again, and we had a very weil attended meeting. 
We were very pleased to have Major Russell Clifton with 
us, also Mr. Wilfred Parsons, who received very warm 
congratulations on now being the proud daddy of a baby 
daughter, and those wishes were sent to Mrs. Parsons'. 

At the A.G.M. we were able to have three represent
atives, Major Robertson, Capt. Creswick, our Chairman 
and myself. We just managed to get to the meeting on 
time and we'd like to thank everyone for the very warm 
welcome they gave us. 

Listening to the debates on the Darts and Fishing 
Competitions, it made us wish more than ever our Branch 
was near enough to take part in these activities. 

The Questionnaire was very well debated and I'm sure 
the Fors and Against, etc., would have gone for hours 
had not other matters of interest been just as pressing. 

Mr. Peacock bought a Mystery Box to be raffled. 
Thank you, Bill, very much, especially as you had to visit 
the Dentist and have some teeth out before coming to 
the meeting. 

The lucky winner was once again Mr. Griffin. Johnnie 
told us not to bother to draw the tickets. We won't next 
time, Johnnie. 

I was very pleased to receive a letter from exSgt. D. 
Laskey, of Eastbourne, asking to be enrolled as a Life 
Member, and hope we shall have the pleasure of wel
coming him to our next meeting. We have quite a few 
members scattered around in our Sussex towns and 
villages who cannot manage to get to our Monday 
meetings. I shall have to try and arrange a special 
meeting one weekend for these members, so if any are 
interested, would you kindly let me know and I will do 
my utmost to arrange a meeting or social. 

A foursome from Brighton went to the 6th Battalion 
Dinner and had a very enjoyable evening and met many 
friends, including Capt. Linwood, who wishes to be 
remembered to Capt. Creswick, and he wants to know, 
when shall we see Capt. Creswick at a 6th Reunion? 
Also Mr. Martin, who wishes to be remembered to his 
old Colour Sergeant, Jimmy Dray. 

As usual on these occasions time is never long enough, 
and this foursome missed their train and had to get the 
midnight home, but all agreed it was jolly well worth it!!! 

W.A.K. 
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The Move—continued from p. 306 
It was then I made the big decision. I rang up 

our Mrs. Frobisher, who obliges thrice weekly. 
Could she please come and look after the 
children, preferably by taking them for long 
walks and perhaps a visit to the zoo during the 
next two days? It would be a special favour and 
of course I would expect to pay over our usual 
rates. Mercifully she could and so it was 
arranged. I told the children, who were 
delighted, although Christopher did say, "but 
don't you want us to help with the packing?". 
I reassured him on this point and said I would 
try and manage by myself. I locked all the 
rooms upstairs and we spent the rest of the day 
between the garden and the diningroom. 
Packing was not mentioned again. 

During the next two days Mrs. Frobisher 
arrived at 9 o'clock promptly and returned the 
children in time for supper. By working to the 
smail hours on both days I got the packing done, 
carefully locking each box away in the garage 
as 1 finished it. The children, during the short 
time they were in the house each day, behaved 
like angels but I had learned my lesson and they 
never caught me out again. 

Of course I lied to my wife when she returned 
but I fancy she got the general idea from 
Christopher. I doubt if I shall apply for an 
accompanied passage on our next move; there 
is bound to be something vital for me to organise 
the other end. 

N.F.GW. * * * 
Regimental Christmas 

Card, 1956 
THE 1956 Christmas Card is a plain white 

card, 5 in. X 4 in., with the cover die
stamped with the Regimental Badge in 

gold and with tied Regimental Ribbon. 
On the centre page is a halftone picture 

entitled "The Interior of the Redan". The cost 
of the card, with envelope, is eightpence each. 

There will also be the plain white card with 
gold badge and greeting in black, as in previous 
years. The cost of these has had to be raised to 
fourpence each, with envelope. 

A number of the 1954 cards showing the 
coloured picture "The Buffs on outpost duty. 
Peninsular, 1813", are still available at sixpence 
each. 

Orders, stating type and numbers of cards 
required, and accompanied by remittance, should 
be sent to the Administrative Officer, Depot, The 
Buffs. 

* 
BY APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN 

GOLDSMITHS & CROWN JEWELLERS 

The Badge ol your Regiment ... 

GARRARD & CO. LTD. 
(formerly The Goldsmiths &_ 
Silversmiths Company Ltdf have 
for many years specialised 
in the production of 
badge jewellery. 

The Buffs 
Gold and Enamel 
Home £7 10 0 
Export £5 15 0 

Here is illustrated the badge 
of your Regiment, 
fashioned into a brooch, and 
produced in gold and enamel. 
If desired, these very attractive 
brooches can be set with 
diamonds or other precious stones 
for which designs and estimates 
are submitted without charge, 
Great care is taken to ensure 
correctness of detail, and expert 
workmanship is assured. 

GARRARD Si CO. LTD. 
Crown Jewellers 
formerly THE GOLDS MITHS & 
SILVERSMITHS COMPANY LTD. 

112 REGENT STREET  LONDON  W.i 
TELEPHONE: RECENT 3021 
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KNOWN IN KENT 
SINCE WATERLOO 

Regimental Histories ol The Bufls 
The following Histories may be obtained from the Administration 
Officer, Depot The Buffs, New Infantry Barracks, Canterbury 

fflSTORICAL RECORDS OF THE BUFFS 
1572—1704 

by H. R. KNIGHT 
Out of print. Second hand copies available from time to time 

1704—1814 and 1814—1914 
by C. R. B. KNIGHT 

In Two Parts  £1 Is. 3d. Post free 

1919—1948 
by C. R. B. KNIGHT 

£1 5s. Post free 

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE BUFFS 
by E. FOSTER HALL 

Revised edition  2/6 Post free 

"DRUMS AND DRUMMERS" 
by G. R. HOWE 

Price 2/2 Post free 

Have YOU — 
a Printing Problem ? 

then Solve it by ringing 

C A N T E R B U R Y    2 1 0 7  

or by visiting the offices of 

GIBBS & SONS 
1 6  O R A N G E  S T R E E T  

CANTERBURY 

Beaneys — 
THE BUTCHERS FOR THE 

GARRISON SINCE 1921 
(EXBUFF) 

You'll find us in Military Road 
— 23 bus passes the door — 

F. R. Beaney 
22a MILITARY ROAD, CANTERBURY 

TELEPHONE 2827 

AT YOUR SERVICE AT ALL TIMES 
FOR 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

Lambert Weston & Son Ltd 
106 Sandgate Road 

Tel. 3037 FOLKESTONE 
Specialists in — 

Portraiture  Commercial  Press 
Military Photography 
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J. H. & J. BROOKE, Ltd. 
IMPORTERS AND BOTTLERS OF FINE WINES 

By Appointment FOR OVER 150 YEARS 

To H.M. Queen Elizabeth II 
Wine Merchants LONDON 

27 CLEMENTS LANE, E.C.4 
T e l e p h o n e :  M A N s i o n  H o u s e ,  5 3 0 1  ( 2  l i n e s )  &  7 0 9 7  

FOLKESTONE 
134 SANDGATE ROAD 

T e l e p h o n e :  F o l k e s t o n e  3 1 2 3  ( 2  l i n e s )  

H Y T H E , K E N T  
78 HIGH STREET 
T e l e p h o n e :  6 6 3 0 1  

Delivery by our own vans in London, Folkestone, 
Hythe, and many parts of the Home Counties. 

Widely Known 
THROUGHOUT THE SERVICES 
Hawkes have supplied Service uniform and equipment for nearly 
two hundred years. But they are equally well known as civilian 
tailors, modern in their methods, while traditional in their spirit. 
Hawkes Department for Immediate Wear is the natural resort of 
men who wish to maintain the Savile Row standard without undue 
strain on their pocket. 
 LOUNGE SUITS FROM 18 GNS.  OVERCOATS FROM 19 GNS. 

 SPORTS JACKETS FROM £9/19/6 

ALL UNIFORMS AND SERVICE EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED 
For Bespoke Tailoring, patterns and prices will be gladly supplied on request 

HAWKES of SAVILE ROW 
Regimental Tailors to The Buffs (Royal East Kent Regiment) 

Established 
1771 

1 SAVILE ROW, W.l 12a London Road, Camberley 
(Telephone: REGent 0186) (Telephone: Camberley 829) 

Please note our new Camberley address 

PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN BY G7BBS AND SONS ORANGE STREET CANTERBURY 
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CONWAY WILLIAMS 
THE MAYFAIR TAILOR 

48 BROOK ST., MAYFAIR, LONDON, W.l. 
(Opposite Claridge's Hotel) 

AND 

3 9  L O N D O N  R O A D ,  C A M B E R L E Y  

Morning and Evening Wear, Court and Military Dress for all occasions 
H u n t i n g ,  S p o r t s  a n d  L o u n g e  K i t s  . . . .  

All Cloths cut by expert West End Cutters and made exclusively by hand 
  in our Mayfair Workshops by the Best English Tailors 

REGIMENTAL TAILORS TO THE BUFFS 

Telephones: Telegrams 
Mayfair 0945—Camberley 498 "Militaila Wesdo, London" 

xrrt. 

—  " P h o t o g r a p h s "  —  

C A N T E R B U R Y  
Phone 3637 

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING 

Military Portraits 
PICTURE FRAMING 

Castings for Industry 

Wellknown in the shipbuilding, 
aircraft and other industries, STONE'S 

castings are also supplied to general 

engineering firms — for whom an 
excellent service exists. Castings of 

all descriptions — in brass, bronze, 
and aluminium and magnesium alloys 
— are produced under laboratory 
control, with full machining facilities 

available if required. 

J. STONE & CO. (CHARLTON) LTD. 
Main Works Branch Works 

WOOLWICH ROAD, S.E.7. THE CANAL, GRAVESEND 
(Greenwich 3277) (Gravesend 5247) 

WHETHER IT'S 
STATIONERY, BOOKS, OFFICE 
FURNITURE, TYPEWRITERS, 
LEATHER OR FANCY GOODS 

GET IT AT 

GfWlMfiiiii 

39/40 HIGH STREET  CANTERBURY 

Castings for Industry 

Wellknown in the shipbuilding, 
aircraft and other industries, STONE'S 

castings are also supplied to general 

engineering firms — for whom an 
excellent service exists. Castings of 

all descriptions — in brass, bronze, 
and aluminium and magnesium alloys 
— are produced under laboratory 
control, with full machining facilities 

available if required. 

J. STONE & CO. (CHARLTON) LTD. 
Main Works Branch Works 

WOOLWICH ROAD, S.E.7. THE CANAL, GRAVESEND 
(Greenwich 3277) (Gravesend 5247) 
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THE BUFFS (Royal East Kent Regiment) 
ColonelinChief: His Majesty Frederik IX, K.G., King of Denmark 

Colonel: MajorGeneral V. Boucher, C.B., C.B.E. 
Deputy Colonel: Brigadier J. G. Nicholson, C.B.E. 

Grace, H. R. 
Lewis, P. J. .. 

LIEUTENANTCOLONELS 
O.C., 1st Bn. 

... M.A., Copenhagen. 

Bailey, N. T. 
Edlmann, E. L. C., M.C. ... 
Yates, G. H. A 
Horley, B. M. 
May, J. F., M.B.E 
Ravenhill, R. A. C. 
Plumptre, P. B., M.B.E. 
Dendy, R. H. 
Majendie, A. E 
Lucas, J. P 
Norris, N. F. H. C. 
Crichton, R. F., M.C. 
McGrath, B., M.C 
Gay, A. VV 
Montgomery, D 
Morgan, F. de R., M.C. ... 
Poulsen, N. D., M.B.E. 
Cox, E. G., M.C. 
Critchley, L. P., M.B.E. ... 
Worts, J. B., M.C 
Court, D. N. 
GordonWilson, N. F., M.B.E. 

Nash, J. P 
ffrench Blake, M. A. O'B.... 
Ilifife, R. O 
Hadshar. G. 
Dunglinson, W. G. H. 
Barrett, D. P. R. 
Den I, J. E. ... 
MacDonald, E. W 

MAJORS 
Leave, U.K. 
2 IC Chief Instructor Inf. Boys' Bn. 
Bde. H.Q., Cyprus 
H.Q., Lubbecke Dist., B.A.O.R. 
T/Lt.Col., Ministry of Supply. 
4th Bn. 
6 Travelling Wing. 
1st Bn. 
D.A.A.G. Colonial Office. 
H Q., E. Africa. 
G.S.O. 2 (54) E.A. Div. (T.A.) 
5 Nigeria Regt. 
1st Bn. 
23 K.A.R. 
O.C. Depot. 
Leave, U.K. 
H.Q., Cyprus. 
1st Bn. 
5th Bn. 
1st Bn. 
H.C.B.D. 
G.S.O.2, Special Staff to H.E. Governor 

of Cvprus. 
G.S.O. 2, M.I.3, War Office. 
27 Bde., Hong Kong. 
2 Malay Regt. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
H.Q., 12 Inf. Bde., B.A.O.R. 
4 K A.R. 
Staff College, Canada. 

Semmence, R. G. H. 
Peckham, A. D. 
Squire, S. J., M.B.E. 
Thorneycroft, F. E. 

CAPTAINS 
1st Bn 
1st Bn 
1st Bn. 
Depot. 

Willows, D. A. 
Wilson, P. F., D.F. 
Hamilton, C. M. 
Gatehouse, H. R. 
Griffin, C. J. 
Webber, J. W. 
Pirn, A. H. E. 
StratfordTuke. R. 
French, B. G. j. 
Lees, H. D. . 
Grugeon, J. D. 
Muliins, G. O. 
West, C. T. F. 

Minto, I. G. 
Ward. M. W. 
Dracopoli, M. P. St. F. 

Tennent, H. C. L. ... 
Pilcher, R. A. 
Davison, J. H. 
Baker. R. W. M. 
RymerJones, J. A. 
Edgecombe, G. J. B. 
Lunn, J. M. ... 
Shephard, J. N. 
Lea, R. 

Williams, R. T. P. 
Reid, J. D. W 
Dewar, C. M. C. 
White J. J. ... 
Boucher, S. M. 
Fox, J. L. M. 

Watts, E. H. F. 
Kille, W. F. 
Catt, A. H 
Ransley, E. J., M.C. 

CAPTAINS—continued 
Adjt., 1st Bn. 

... R.A.F., Middle Wallop. 

... H.Q., 158 Inf. Bde., T.A. 

... Course U.K. 

... G.S.O. 3 (Ops) 2 Corps. 
1st Bn. 

... Leave, U.K. 
. ... Eaton Hall O.C.S. 

... 6 K.A.R., E. Africa. 

... 7 K.A.R., E. Africa. 

... Adjt. 5th Bn. 

... T/Maj. 3 Bn.. Parachute Rem. 

... 6 Inf. Bde., B.A.O.R 

LIEUTENANTS 
... T/Capt. Adjt., Depot. 
... T/Capt. 1st Bn. 
... A.D.C. to Colonel of the Regiment 

Washington. 
1st Bn. 
Leave, U.K. 
1st Bn. 
Tnf. Boys' Bn. 

... T/Capt. H.Q., 16 Inf. Para. Bde. 

... 1st Bn. 
... Depot 

1st Bn. 
... Depot. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 

... Course U.K. 

... Course U.K. 
1st Bn. 

QUARTERMASTERS 
... Maj., Depot 
... Mai., 4th Bn 
... Capt., 1st Bn. 
... Maj., 5th Bn. 

CHAPLAIN: Revd. E. W. Evans, C.F. 

MEDICAL OFFICER: Capt. A. Nisbett, R.A.M.C. 

PAYMASTER: Major W. Brooke, R.A.P.C. 

Ford, E. N., M.C. 
Carey, R., M.C. 
Elliott. N. ... 

Fakley, J. F. 
Butcher, D. A. T. 

Marshall J. V. 
Kirby, J. A. ... 

MAJORS 
H.Q. Carribbean Area 
6 K.A.R., East Africa 
Aldershot District. 

Short Service Commissions 

Hicks, E. M. G. 
Hodges, J. D. 
Courtney, M. K. 
Hardy, J. E.... 

CAPTAINS 
.P.S.O., H.C.B. Depot. 
Leave, U.K. 
Brit Comm Div Korea 
H.Q., Mov. Channel Ports 

Jakob, F. J. 

Stone, J. H.. Major 
Corps, J., Capt. 

LIEUTENANTS 
... I O. Div., B.A.O.R. 
... E.R.E., Singapore 
... 23 K.A.R 
... H.C.B.D. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
... Depot. 

QUARTERMASTERS 
... B.A.O.R. 
... 16 Coy., R.A.S.C. 

 Extended Service Officer 

HolmesSmith, C. . 
Wallace, W R. D .. 
Jonas, D. A. 
Willett, A. R. 
Duckworth, M. W. 
Conn, A. A 
Evans, P. V 
Freebairn, R. G. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
1st Bn. 
?st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
2 Q.O. Nigeria Regt. 
1st Bn. 
Course U.K. 
1st Bn. 

National Service Officers 

Mason, A. H. 
Neame, C. R. B. 
Galley, D. J. 
Mallalieu, P. 
Prideaux, O. D. G. 
Gorrie, C. C. F. S. 
Plunkett, H. D. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS—continued 
Depot 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
1st Bn. 
W. Africa. 
1st Bn. 
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4th Battalion (T.A.) 

HON. COLONEL 
Col. D. J. Dean, V.C., T.D., J.P., Woodcourt. 1 Park Avenue. Sittingbourne, Kent. 

LIEUTENANTCOLONEL 
Alexander, U. H. B.. M.B.E. 

MAJORS 
Ravenhill, R. A. C. 

(Training Major) 
Prestige, J. T. R., T.D. 
Tilleard, J., T.D. 
Plunkett, P. N. P. 

CAPTAINS 
Scott, A. J. 
Usher, J. A. 
Anderton, N. G. 
Blackbourn, A. H., T.D. 

CAPTAINS—continued 
Kelly, G. D. S. 
Medlicott, J. P 

LIEUTENANTS 
Thomas, J. H., A/Capt. 
Whiting, D. A., A/Capt. 
Arnold, P. H. 
Finn, W. C. 
Morlock, P. J. 
Oliver, C. P. 
Smallwood, P. J. C. 
Willey, G. T. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
Brice, E. St. J. 

N.S. LIST 

LIEUTENANTS 

Waterman, R. R. 
Taylor, D. C. 
Holloway, R. G. 
Klyberg, C. J. 
Saward, R. A. 
Byers, C. M. 
Labbett, M. 
Bowen, S. 

QUARTERMASTER 
Kille, W. E., Major 

CHAPLAIN 
The Rev. R. A. S. Roberts 

MEDICAL OFFICER 
Cassidi, F. P., Captain 

(R.A.M.C.) 

LIEUTENANTCOLONEL 
Hews, G. R. D., M.C., T.D., 

J.P. 

MAJORS 
GardnerThorpe, R. L. (2 I C.) 
Critchley, L. P., M.B.E. 

(Training Major) 
Cobb, F. D. C., T.D. 
Neville, F. G., M.C. 
Balding, C. E. E. 
Martin, F. H., T.D. 

5th Battalion (T.A.) 

MAJOR—continued CAPTAINS—continued 
Robinson, C. R. Tuppen, R. C. G. 
Robinson, W. H. Coddington, J. W. 

CAPTAINS 
Grugeon, J. D. (Adjt.) 
Morgan, R. J. S., M.C. 
Baddeley, W. D. 
Klean, P. H. 
Jones, G. I. 
Ollis, J. A. 

LIEUTENANTS 
Crowdy, R. E. L. 
Howland, N. M. 
Johnson, R. F. 
Wright, R. P. 
Robinson, J. P. 
Turner, G. P. 

LIEUTENANTS—continued 
Daisy, L. H. W. 
Graham Brow n, E. F. 
Cox, B. S. 
Scott, T. C. B. 
Ayling, B. W. G. 
Brooshooft, D. E. F. 
Moulton, J. S. 
Howell, P. J. 

QUARTERMASTER 
Major E. J. Ransley, M.C. 

Staff and Command 
MajorGeneral V. Boucher, 

C.B., C.B.E. British Joint Staff Mission, Washington. 
Brig. M. P. D. Dewar, C.B.E. U.K.N.M.R., S.H.A.P.E. 
Brig. F. W. B. Parry ... Leave U.K. 
Col. (T/Brig.) R. W. 

Craddock, C.B.E., D.S.O. Brig. A/Q., Southern Command. 

Col. (T/Brig.) R. F. Parry, 
MC Course H.Q., N.A.T.O. 

Col.(T/Brig.) J. F. Connolly, 
D.S.O., ... Commanding 126 (N. Lanes. & Border) 

Inf. Bde., T.A. 
Col. H. P. Williams, O.B.E. W.O.S.B., Barton Stacey. 
Col. J. G. Atkinson, O.B.E. Sec. Joint Int. Committee, M. of D. 

LIEUT.COLONEL (EMPLOYED LIST) 
Lieut.Col. A. G. Jelf ... Officer i/c Field Records, F.A.R.E.L.F. 

WARRANT OFFICERS AND SERGEANTS 

1st Battalion 
R.S.M. Turmaine, F. 
B.M. Sharpe, T. L. 
O.R.Q.M.S. Webb, C. R. 
R.Q.M.S. Day, S. 
C.S.M. Sharman, R. 
C.S.M. Hannaway, R. 
C.S.M. Denny, S. 
C.S.M. Newman, P. 
C/Sgt. Mans, W. L. B. 
C/Sgt. Mannering, D. 
C/Sgt. Vaughan, F. 
C/Sgt. Jephcott, H. 
C/Sgt. Lyons, B. 

C/Sgt. Harrison, W. 
C/Sgt. Cain, D. 
Sgt. Larkin, F. 
D.M. Simmonds, R. 
Sgt. Colyer, A. 
Sgt. Crihben, R. 
Sgt. Mills, D. 
Sgt. Page, A. 
Sgt. lnskip, A. 
Sgt. Histed, W. 
Sgt. Billett, S. 
Sgt. Harris, F. 
Sgt. Pullman, S. 

Sgt. Cook, G. 
Sgt. Wood, R. 
Sgt. Parker, B. 
Sgt. Porter, J. 
Sgt. Munns, R. 
Sgt. Haylett, R. 
Sgt. Lockwood, A. 
Sgt. Wright, J. 
Sgt. Hansen, T. 
Sgt. Wilson, W. 
Sgt. Williams, H. 
Sgt. Miller, C. 
Sgt. Rodmell, F. 

Sgt. Streeter, E. 
S.Q.M.S. Marsden, C. 

(R.A.P.C.) 
Sgt. Mills, A. (R.A.P.C.) 
Sgt. Marland, S. (R.E.M.E.) 
Sgt. Sherman, K. (R.E.M.E.) 
Sgt. Wallace, J. (A.C.C.) 
Sgt. O'Brien, R. (A.C.C.) 
Sgt. Hearnshaw, D. (R.A.E.C.) 
Sgt. Fletcher, G. (R.A.E.C.) 
Sgt. Walker, W. (R.A.E.C.) 

R.S.M. White, H. 
R.Q.M.S. Howe, W. 
O.R.Q.M.S. Kennard, C. 

Depot The Buffs 

C S.M. Champion, R. 
C.Q.M.S. Stremes, G., D.F.M. 
C/Sgt. Belcher E. 

Sgt. Laker, J. 
Sgt. Ivory, L. 
Sgt. Raine, R. 
Sgt. Recton, T. 

Sgt. McNeil 
Sgt. Parker, E. 
Sgt. Youll. 

4th Battalion (T.A.) 

PERMANENT STAFF 
R.S.M. Faulkner, G. T. 
C.S.M. Fagg, G. 
C.S.M. Gaskell, I. D. 
Sgt. Stoakes, R. 
Sgt. Townsley, J. 
Sgt. Woodrow, V. 
Sgt. Wright, R. 

ATTACHED 
Sgt. Castle, G. (R.A.M.C.) 
Sgt. Saunders, H. (R.E.M.E.) 
Sgt. Stilwell, L. (R.A.P.C.) 

TERRITORIAL ARMY 
R.Q.M.S. Harwood, E. 
C.S.M. White, R. 
C.S.M. Antrichan, G. 
C.S.M. Williams, E. 
C/Sgt. Trinkwon, A. 
C/Sgt. Chidwick, E. 
C/Sgt. Figgett, G. 
C/Sgt. Wraight, S. 
C/Sgt. Hayward, J 
Sgt. Bell, J. 

Sgt. Babbage, W. 
Sgt. Thundow, W. 
Sgt. Allen, A. 
Sgt. Jones, K. 
Sgt. Rumble, L. 
Sgt. Smith, W. 
Sgt. Cole, L. 
Sgt. Holmwood, G. 
Sgt. Housden, A. 
Sgt. Jemmett, G. 
Sgt. Ellis, A. 

Sgt. Hall, Y. 
Sgt. Scott, G. 
Sgt. Cope, H. 
Sgt. Hazzard, E. 
Sgt. Hunt, E. 
Sgt. Pope, J. 
Sgt. Percival, F. 
Sgt. Drury, F. 
Sgt. Burville, T. 
Sgt. Smith, C. 
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5th Battalion (T.A.) 

PERMANENT STAFF 
R.S.M. Rose, J. 
C.S.M. Ellis 
Sgt. Bryant 
Sgt. Edwards 
Sgt. Wagstaff 

TERRITORIAL ARMY 
W.O. II Gabriel, J. 
W.O. II Rogers, W. 
W.O. II Wing, T. 
W.O. II. Lillicrap, S. 
W.O. II Philpott, T. 
R.Q.M.S. Simpson, B. 

C/Sgt. Hurlow, R. 
C/Sgt. Bond, E. 
C/Sgt. Banham, J. 
C/Sgt. Giles, J. 
Sgt. Bass, R. 
Sgt. Christian, W. 
Sgt. Mirams, D. 
Sgt. Pottle, A. 
Sgt. Bradford, R. 
Sgt. Cozens, L. 
Sgt. Dennis, P. 
Sgt. Dennis, R. 
Sgt. Evans, S. 
Sgt. Erridge, D. 

Sgt. Hewett, C. 
Sgt. James, A. 
Sgt. Joiner, W. 
Sgt Stockdale, J. 
Sgt. Todd, H. 
Sgt. Ashby, G. 
Sgt. Aylward, E. 
Sgt. Ballard, G. 
Sgt. Barker, W. 
Sgt. Burton. F. 
Sgt. Collins, D. 
Sgt. Cummins, P. 
Sgt. Daisy, L. 
Sgt. Dunstall, A. 

Sgt. Kennett, A. 
Sgt. Kinnear, R. 
Sgt. Kinnear, P. 
Sgt. Mauger, C. 
Sgt. Noyes, H. 
Sgt. Overton, H. 
Sgt. Philpott, H. 
Sgt. Savage, C. 
Sgt. Sayers, F. 
Sgt. Shone, E. 
Sgt. Simpson, R. 
Sgt. Smith, S. 
Sgt. Turner, E. 
Sgt. Winter, F. 

Regimental Appointments 

Chairman: Regimental Committee 
Executive Committee 

Administrative Officer—Depot The Buffs 
Secretary: Canterbury Cricket Week Club 

Dragon Club 
Regimental Committee 

Curator: Regimental Museum 

^Brig. J. G. Nicholson, C.B E 

. Lieut.Col. H. S. Knocker 

Lieut.Col. G. R. Howe 

Secretary: Past and Present Association, The Buffs A 
Executive Committee > Lieut.' Col. E. V. Argles 

Editor: The Dragon 

tUkU; 
for 

UNIFORM 
Quality Tailored 

Garments 

Reasonable Prices 

Facilities for Payment 

Send for Illustrated 
Brochure 

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS, LONDON, W.C.2 
Telephone: TEMple Bar 1814 

OUR REPRESENTATIVES VISIT ALL DEPOTS 

Branches: Aldershot, Amesbury, Bournemouth, Camberley, Cam
bridge, Chester, Exeter, Folkestone, Newark, Oxford, Isle of Man, 

Redruth, Richmond (Yorks). 

Always choose the Best— 

FREMUNS 
'ELEPHANT' 

A L E S  
FREMLINS LTD  MAIDSTONE & LONDON 
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The Past and Present Association 
Headquarters: DEPOT, THE BUFFS 

Telephone: CANTERBURY 4764. 
Chairman: BRIGADIER J. G. NICHOLSON, C.B.E. Secretary: LIEUT.COL. E. V. ARGLES. 

Meeting Dates and Places 

First Saturday in each month, The Invicta, 
Godington Road. 

Third Saturday in each month, Prince 
Alfred Restaurant, Tufton Street, West
minster, 7.30 p.m. 

First Thursday in each month, "Eagle 
Hotel", London Road, Dover, 7.45 p.m. 

HAWKHURST SUBAREA. Third Thursday 
in each month, British Legion House, 
Hawkhurst, 7.45 p.m. 

Third Saturday in each month, The Two 
Brewers, High Street, Rochester, 8 p.m. 

First Friday in each month, Drill Hall, 
Crown Quay Lane, 7.30 p.m. 

Third Friday in each month, Freemason's 
Tavern, Ramsgate, 8 p.m. 

First Wednesday in each month, Drill Hall, 
Hawley Square, 8 p.m. 

Last Wednesday in each month, The Star, 
Stade Street, 7.30 p.m. 

Fourth Friday in each month, Drill Hall, 
St. Peter's Lane, Canterbury, 8 p.m. 

Second Monday in each month, British 
Legion Club, May Lodge, 8 p.m. 

Second Friday in each month, Guildhall 
Hotel, 8 p.m. 

First Wednesday in each month, Drill Hall. 
8 p.m. 

First Monday in each month, Carpenters 
Arms, Eastling, 7.30 p.m. 

Second Monday in each month, R.E, 
Record Social Club, The College, Ditch
ling Road, Brighton, 8 p.m. 

First Thursday in months October—May. 
Restaurant Josty, Pil6 A116 14A Copenhagen 

Branch 
1st Bn., The Buifs 
4th Bn., The Buffs 
ASHFORD 

4. LONDON 

DOVER 

WEALD 

Chairman 
SecondinCommand 
SecondinCommand 
Mr. A. Mills 

Mr. R. W. Billings 

Mr. T. Noakes 

Col. E. B. Burns, T.D. 

BRANCHES 
Secretary 

R.S.M. 
R.S.M. 
Mr. A. C. Mills, 20 Waterman House, 

Godfrey Walk, Ashford, Kent. 
Mr. H. J. Scott, 10 Shelton Street, London, 

W.C.2. 

Mr. C. Collins, "Haven", Meadway, Minnis 
Lane, River, Dover. 

Mr. H. D. Dayi 3 Pittlesden, Tenterden. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

MEDWAY 

SITTINGBOURNE 

RAMSGATE 

MARGATE 

HYTHE 

CANTERBURY 

HERNE BAY 

FOLKESTONE 

SANDWICH 

FAVERSHAM 

BRIGHTON 

18. DENMARK 

Mr. F. J. Cox 

Col. D. J. Dean, v.c., T.D. 

Mr. J. Johnson 

Mr. B. H. Breed 

Mr. J. T. J. Green 

Lt.Col. E. J. Evans 

Mr. H. Davey

Mr. W, Brunger 

Major F. W. Tomlinson 

Capt. J. Green 

Capt. Mi de J. Creswick 

Major W. M. Iversen, K.D. 

Mr. H. A. J. Brand, 83 Delce Road, 
Rochester. 

Mr. J. Read, 3 Murston Road, Sittingbourne 

Mr. J. R. Hogben, 189 St. Luke's Avenue, 
Ramsgate 

Mr. J. H. Shakeshaft, 14 Alexandra Road, 
Broadstairs 

Major H. E. Chambers, 59 Hillside Avenue, 
Canterbury Canterbury 5118 

Mr. A. Trice, 23 Queen's Gardens, Herne 
Bay 

Mr. H. Fordred, 36 Fernbank Crescent, 
Folkestone. 

Mr. H. Taylor, 19 Paradise Row, Sandwich. 

Mr. R. C. Croucher, 10 Glebe Houses, 
Eastling, Faversham. 

Mr. W. Kinsey, 44 Rotherfield Crescent, 
Brighton. 

Mr. P. Berendt, Ostergade 22, Copen
hagen K. 

The Association exists to foster Comradeship and to give a helping hand to those in distress. 
Membership is open to all who are serving o&who have served in The Buffs. 
Subscription rates are:— 

Life Membership: Officers .£2. Other Ranks £1. 
Annual Membership: Officers 5/. Other Ranks 2/6. 
Entrance Fee: 1/. 

Branch 
1. LONDON . 

2. DOVER 

3. FOLKESTONE 

4. MEDWAY 

5. SITTINGBOURNE 

6. .CANTERBURY 

7. RAMSGATE 

LADIES' GUILD 
President: MRS. V. BOUCHER 

Chairman Secretary 
Mrs. L. Coley Mrs. J. Tucker, .12 Chestnut Close, Oak

Wood, London, N.14. 
Mrs. J. Crookenden, J.P. Mrs. Wraight, 93 Markland Road, Dover. 

Mrs. Coote Mrs. Kay ManteU, 5 Page Place, Folkestone. 

Mrs. King Holt Mrs. W. T. Brooker, 67 Malvern Road, 
Gillingham, Kent. 

Mrs. M. E. Dean Mrs. J. Ravensdale, 10 Railway Terrace, 
Sittingbourne. 

Mrs. E. H. F. Watts Mrs. E. R. Chambers, 59 Hillside Avenue, 
Canterbury. 

Miss M. Cayley Mrs. T. E. Divers, 29 Winsianley Crescent, 
Ramsgate. 

Meeting Dates and Places 
First Saturday in each month, Pririce Alfred 

Restaurant, Tufton Street; S.W.I, 6.30 p.m. 
First Thursday in each month, Belgrave 

Hall, Belgrave Road, Dover, 3 p.m. 
Every other Wednesday, Drill Hall, Shellons 

Street, Folkestone, 3.30 p.m. 
Fourth Tuesday in each month, Foresters' 

Hall, King Street, Gillingham, 2.30 p.m. 
Third Wednesday in each month, Drill 

Hall, Crown Quay Lane, Sittingbourne, 
6.45 p.m. 

First Wednesday in each month, Drill Hall, 
St. Peter's Lane, 3 p.m. 

First Friday in each month, Freemasons 
Tavern, 7.30 p.m. 
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T H E  D R A G O N  

BY APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN GOLDSMITHS & CROWN JEWELLERS 

GIFTS GARRARD 

MENU HOLDERS IN STERLING 
SILVER SURMOUNTED 

BY REGIMENTAL BADGES 
from £4.0.0 HOME 

£3.4.6 EXPORT 

hrome & steel Case, 
NonMagnetic, Waterproof, 

Shockproof, Luminous, 
Fully Guaranteed 

k For Two Years 

REGIMENTAL BADGE EARRINGS 
IN GOLD AND ENAMEL 

from £8.0.0 HOME 
£6.0.0 EXPORT 

GARRARD & CO. LTD. 
Crown Jewellers 

formerly 

T H E  G O L D S M I T H S  &  S I L V E R S M I T H S  C O M P A N Y  L T D .  

112 REGENT STREET  LONDON  W.l  TELEPHONE  REGENT 3021 
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T H E  D R A G O N  

From: MajorGeneral V. Boucher, C.B., C.B.E., 
Colonel of The Buffs, 

British Army Post Office 2. 

4th December, 1956. 
Sir, 

The List of Battle Honours for the Second World War, as finally 
approved by the Army Council, appears on the opposite page of this 
number of The Dragon. 

I wish to record, on behalf of All Ranks of the Regiment, both past 
and present, our gratitude to the Regimental Battle Honours Committee 
for the success of their endeavour to achieve a List which worthily 
commemorates the valour in battle of all Battalions of the Regiment. 

The Committee would, I know, be the first to recognise the help it 
was given, first, by the remarkably competent handling of its business 
by Brigadier J. G. Nicholson, the Chairman, and secondly, by the 
invaluable preparatory work which was put in by Colonel C. R. B. 
Knight, the Secretary. 

Colonel Knight's profound knowledge of Regimental history resulted 
in the production of a master list of possible Honours, which included 
a detailed account of the part played by particular Battalions in each. 

In consequence, the Committee was able to initiate its discussions 
with all the facts before it in convenient form. Without this inform
ation, discussion and research could have become interminable. With 
it, it was possible, expeditiously, to arrive at a List of Honours of which 
I am sure we shall approve, and in which we shall take pride for all time. 

I am, Sir, 
Your obedient Servant, 

V. BOUCHER, 
Colonel of The Buffs. 

The Editor, "The Dragon 
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Advertisement Agents: Service Newspapers Ltd., 67/68 Jermyn Street, St. James's, London, S.W.1. 

DECEMBER, 1956 Price: One Shilling 

BATTLE HONOURS 

INFORMATION has now been received from the War Office that the Battle Honours 
Committee has agreed to the claims of the Regiment for its services in the Second World 
War of 1939 to 1945 in the form of the roll of Honours set forth below. Those in 

heavy type have been selected for emblazonment on the Queen s Coloui. These will in 
due course be published in Army Orders. 

DEFENCE OF ESCAUT — ST. OMERLA BASSEE 
WITHDRAWAL TO SEINE — NORTH WEST EUROPE, 1940 
SIDI SULEIMAN — ALEM HAMZA — ALEM EL HALFA 
EL A LAM El N EL AGHEILA — ADVANCE ON TRIPOLI 
TEBAGA GAP —EL HAMMA — AKARIT — DJEBEL AZZAG, 1943 
ROBAA VALLEY — DJEBEL BECH CHEKAOUI — HEIDOUS 
MEDJEZ PLAIN — LONGSTOP HILL, 1943 
NORTH AFRICA, 194143 — CENTURIPE — MONTE RIVOGLIA 
SICILY, 1943 — TERMOLI — TRIGNO — SANGRO — ANZIO 
CASSINO I — LIRI VALLEY — AQUINO — ROME 
TRASIMENE LINE — CORIANO — MONTE SPADURO 
SENIO — ARGENTA GAP — ITALY, 194345 — LEROS 
MIDDLE EAST, 1943 — MALTA, 19401942 — SHWELI 

MYITSON — BURMA, 1945 



T H E  D R A G O N  

Battle Honours of the Buffs 
1704 to 1945 

ON page 315 of this issue there appears the 
roll of Battle Honours won by the Regi
ment in the Second World War of 1939 

to 1945. These awards will shortly be cited in 
Atmy Orders. In the meanwhile, it seems that 
this important occasion may well be marked by 
a survey of the manner in which the long tale 
of distinctions gained by The Buffs came to 
accumulate over the years. 

As a matter of interest, it may be said that the 
earliest record of the grant of a Battle Honour 
is to be found in a Royal Warrant of 1784, 
giving to the 15th Light Dragoons the right to 
the distinction EMSDORF, gained in 1760, in 
the course of the Seven Years War. In the same 
warrant the 12th, 39th, 56th and 58th Regiments 
of Foot were also authorised to bear the Honour 
GIBRALTAR upon their Colours in recognition 
of their services in the great siege of 1779 to 
1783. 

Thereafter it seems that the practice did not 
become general until the Peninsular War. That 
from its inception, and up to comparatively 
recent times, it abounded in anomalies is evident. 
In his authoritative work, Battle Honours of the 
British Army, 1662 to 1901, Colonel C. B. 
Norman expresses the opinion that:— 

"In some campaigns every skirmish has 
been handed down to posterity: in others 
one word has covered long years of fighting. 
In some instances honours have been refused 
on the plea that the headquarters of the 
regiment was not present in the action; in 
others the honour has been granted when 
but a single troop or company has shared 
the fight. There are regiments whose 
colours bear the names of battles in which 
they did not lose a single man: others have 
suffered very heavy losses in historic battles 
which are as yet unrecorded." 

In so far as The Buffs are concerned, certain 
anomalies are exemplified in the Historical 
Records, 1704 to 1814 (pp. 414 and 415). There 
are others less advantageous to the Regiment. 
But these need not be elaborated upon, for the 
time is now long past to indulge in vain regrets, 
or to raise queries, on the score of services 
possibly not recognised. Absit invidia: our roll 
of Honours is one which engenders inestimable 
pride, and it may well be envied by corps to whom 
there have come less frequent opportunities to 
win renown so worldwide. 

As is wellknown, our first distinctions were 
won in the very early days of the eighteenth 
century: but it was not until more than a 
hundred years later, in 1813, that any Honour 
was, in fact, granted to the Regiment. It was 
then that approval was given, having been 
previously refused, for the word DOURO to 
be placed upon the Colours and appointments 
of the 3rd Foot, who, on 12th May, 1809, had 
singularly distinguished themselves as the spear
head of Sir Arthur Wellesley's army, in the 
crossing of that river and in the seizure of the 
city of Oporto from the French. This Honour is 
carried only by three other regiments actively 
engaged on that day—the 14th Light Dragoons 
and the 48th and 66th Foot, to become later, 
respectively, the 14th Hussars and the 1st North
amptonshire and 2nd Royal Berkshire Regiments. 

Later, at the termination of the war, the single 
Honour PENINSULA was granted to all regi
ments which had served in the campaign. But 
it was as late as 1823 before five of the actions 
in which the Regiment had played a prominent 
part came to be recorded on their Colours, 
i.e., TALAYERA, ALBUHERA, PYRENEES, 
NIVELLE and NIVE. 

Not until the Gwalior War of 1843 were The 
Buffs again to see active service, and to earn the 
right to their first Honour won in India, 
PUNNIAR, a distinction shared only with the 
9th Lancers and the 50th Foot, now the 1st 
Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment. 

Thenceforth there ensued, as a matter of 
course, soon after the conclusion of each of a 
long series of Victorian campaigns, the grant of
the Honours gained therein. And so, between 
the years 1858 and 1906, there appeared 
successively upon the Regimental Colour the 
scrolls for SEVASTOPOL, the TAKU FORTS, 
SOUTH AFRICA, 1879 (the first Honour won 
by the 2nd Battalion, raised in 1857), CHITRAL 
and the three Honours, again those of the 2nd 
Battalion, RELIEF OF KIMBERLEY, 
PARRDEBURG and SOUTH AFRICA, 1900
'02. 

Meanwhile, the War Office had undertaken a 
review of the question of awards for campaigns 
prior to the Peninsular and Seven Years Wars, 
with the result that in the year 1882 The Buffs 
had been authorised to add to their distinctions 
already gained the muchprized Honours for 
their services under the Duke of Marlborough at 
BLENHEIM, RAMILLIES, OUDENARDE 
and MALPLAQUET. At the same time they 
were granted the further Honour for DETTIN
GEN, earned in 1743, under King George II, the 
last reigning British monarch to lead troops in 
action, 
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T H E  D R A G O N  

Eight years subsequently, following a further 
examination of numerous claims concerning the 
Napoleonic Wars, yet three more Honours were 
accorded the Regiment, making a total of ten 
for the Peninsular War—VITTORIA, ORTHES 
and TOULOUSE. 

These reviews by the War Office continued for 
some years to come. Thus in 1906 there was 
added to an evergrowing list of awards that for 
GUADALOUPE, 1759. Again, as recently as 
1936, as a result of representations made by a 
number of regiments, concerning claims ranging 
from the Seven Years War to the First World 
War, another review was commenced. In 
consequence, the Honour BELLE ISLE, earned 
by. the Regiment in 1761, was ultimately 
authorised in 1951, and now figures amongst the 
older distinctions more familiar to Buffs past and 
present. 

A task of considerable complexity faced those 
charged with the classification of claims for the 
First World War of 1914 to 1918. The vast 
armies employed and the multitude of battles 
and engagements in a variety of theatres of war 
involved a most searching review and the im
position of the strictest conditions, both geo
graphical and chronological. However, by the 
end of 1921 regiments were instructed to forward 
their claims, and in 1925 fortyeight of those 
submitted by The Buffs were approved. These 
covered the services of the 1st, 2nd, l/4th, l/5th, 
6th, 7th, 8th and 10th (Royal East and West 
Kent Yeomanry) Battalions in theatres as widely 
separated as France and Flanders, Macedonia, 
Palestine, Mesopotamia and Aden. 

So great was the number of Honours granted 
that it was manifest that on the Regimental 
Colours of the majority of the Infantry there 
would not be the space to bear all. Accordingly, 
it was decreed that for this purpose a maximum 
of fen should be selected by each regiment, and 
that there should be revived the practice, dis
continued in 1844, of placing Honours on the 
King's Colour. Thus it comes that the ten chosen 
distinctions for the First World War are so 
displayed—AISNE, 1914 (1st Bn.), YPRES, 
1915, '17 (2nd and 7th Bns.), LOOS (2nd, 6th 
and 8th Bns.), SOMME, 1916, '18 (1st, 6th, 7th 
and 8th Bns.), ARRAS, 1917 (6th Bn.), AMIENS 
(6th and 7th Bns.), HINDENBURG LINE (1st, 
6th, 7th and 10th Bns.), STRUMA (2nd Bn.), 
JERUSALEM (10th Bn.), and BAGHDAD 
(l/5th Bn.).* 
 Normal tours of trench duty did not constitute a 

qualification for an Honour. To become eligible for 
awards such as YPRES, ARRAS, etc., a unit must 
have been engaged in operations in those areas classified 
as battles, e.g., the 1st, 2nd and 3rd Battles of Ypres, in 
1914, 1915 and 1917, respectively. 

In the Army List these Honours appear in 
heavy type, distinct from,, but not necessarily of 
lesser merit than the remaining thirtyeight shown 
in smaller print. 

It might here be mentioned, incidentally, that 
it was in 1925 that the 4th and 5th (Territorial) 
Battalions were first authorised to display upon 
their Colours the same Honours as those already 
borne by che Regular Battalions. , 

More than ten years were to elapse after the 
Second World War before the issue of the 
schedule of no less than 970 battles, actions, 
engagements and theatre Honours upon which 
regiments might base their claims. This apparent 
delay, which has been the subject of comment, 
was due to the fact that the Battles Nomenclature 
Committee, appointed by the Army Council, 
decided to adjust the pace of its involved arid 
intricate work to that of the task of the His torical 
Committee, engaged in examining a mass of 
details for the war histories. Thus it was felt that 
there would be few points left in.doubt when the 
time came for claims to be put forward by 
Regimental Committees, representative of all 
battalions concerned. 

Conditions were to all intents and purposes on 
a par with those for the First World War, the 
fact being stressed that a regiment must have 
played an active part, and one of which it was 
proud, in any operation for which recognition 
was sought. To this but natural prerequisite to a 
claim was added the proviso that consideration 
would be given only to units which had fought 
as part of a regiqient, and in the, same arm. 
Accordingly, and regrettably it need not be 
added, no case existed for the submission of 
claims in respect of the 141st Regiment, Royal 
Armoured Corps (The Buffs), raised in 1940 as 
the 7th Battalion of the Regiment. Converted to 
Armour in 1941, and from that time absorbed 
into and administered by the Royal Armoured 
Corps, its origin was recognised by the permission 
granted to continue to wear the badge and, 
unofficially, to use the title of its parent Regi
ment. In due course, its claims for distinctions,> 
together with those of other Infantry units simi
larly converted, will be considered on behalf of, 
and included with, those of the Corps by which 
they were adopted. 

Circumstances being as explained,'' the sub
mission of claims was confined to those for which 
the 1st, 2nd, 4th and 5th Battalions appeared 
to be eligible. A total of fortythree has been 
approved. , 

As is the case with the Regiment's earlier 
distinctions, so with the latest: the stories Of the 
actions in which tbey were gained are told in the 
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appropriate volumes of the Historical Records. 
Nevertheless, the notes appended below may 
prove welcome to readers, referring, as they do, 
specifically to the ten new Honours selected for 
public commemoration by emblazonment upon 
the Queen's Colour. 

These Honours include some of the hardest
fought actions of the Regiment. They denote 
its widespread services; and, according to 
opportunity, each of the four battalions con
cerned has its just representation amongst them. 
Furthermore, certain rare distinctions, notablv 
ALEM HAMZA, ROBAA VALLEY, LEROS 
and SHWELI, figure in this list, determined upon 
by the Regimental Committee for the reasons 
stated. 

NORTHWEST EUROPE, 1940 
This, a theatre Honour, designed primarily 

for the benefit of troops taking part in a cam
paign who were not present at any battle, action 
or engagement, was none the less chosen to 
embrace the actions fought by the 2nd, 4th and 
5th Battalions in Belgium and France during 
May and June, 1940—on the River Escaut and 
in the vicinity of the Foret de Nieppe; in the 
withdrawal to the Seine and on the Arras
Doullens Road. 

ALEM HAMZA 
To signalise the gallantry of the 1st Battalion 

in the Western Desert on the 14th and 15th 
December, 1941. Isolated and with virtually no 
armoured support, the battalion, with the 31st 
Field Regiment, R.A., for two days held its 
position in the face of repeated German attacks 
in great strength, until finally overwhelmed by 
an irresistible onslaught of tanks and lorried 
infantry. This great stand not only saved that 
portion of the 4th Indian Division in the area, 
but inflicted on Rommel such losses in men and 
armour that his offensive was halted, and he 
withdrew. 

EL ALAMEIN 
In recognition of the notable share of the 1st 

arid 2nd Battalions in this great victory, between 
23rd October and 4th November, 1942. 

ROBAA VALLEY 
This is a reminder of the action in Tunisia, on 

31st January, 1943, in which the 5th Battalion 
bore the whole brunt of, and successfully 
repulsed, a series of most persistent attacks made 
upon a portion of the 36th Infantry Brigade by 
German armour, including the then new Tiger 
tanks. The stand made by the battalion earned 
for it a special mention in the despatch of the 
First Army Commander. 

SICILY, 1943 
A theatre Honour which records the most 

distinguished services of the 5th Battalion in 
this island, in July, August and September, 1943, 
during which period it took a prominent part in 
the hardfought actions of Centuripe and Monte 
Rivoglia. 

TRIGNO 
In recognition of the conspicuous part taken 

by the 5th Battalion in the critical battle fought 
by the 78th Division to secure the crossing of 
this Italian river on 3rd November, 1943. 
ANZIO 

To commemorate the long and arduous 
months, from January to May, 1944, passed by 
the 1st Battalion in this zone. In the course of 
its unbroken tour, it played an outstanding part 
in many of the successive minor engagements 
which contributed to the holding of the bridge
head and ensured the ultimate success of the 
breakout and the consequent liberation of 
Rome. It has been authoritatively stated that a 
brilliant action by one of its companies, on the 
night of 3rd March, resulted in the passing of 
the initiative from the Germans to the British. 

ARGENTA GAP 
To record for all time the valour of the 1st 

Battalion on the shores of Lake Comacchio, on 
13th and 14th April, 1945, in the course of the 
vital battle for the Argenta Gap. Conveyed in 
amphibious Fantails, the battalion, when almost 
on its objective, three miles behind the main 
German position, came under intense fire from 
dugin tanks. Despite the havoc wrought, 
remnants of companies scrambled ashore to 
establish themselves in positions which, in face 
of most violent enemy reaction, they held for 
fortyeight hours, when they were relieved by 
the 2nd Coldstream Guards. The historians of 
that regiment state, "It was only the superlative 
courage of The Buffs that saved this attack from 
complete disaster".* 

To commemorate also the gallantry of the 5th 
Battalion in this great battle, which resulted in 
the surrender. of the German armies in Italy. 
From 9th to 20th April it was constantly in 
action, from the River Senio to the Po, enhancing 
greatly the reputation it had already made for 
itself in North Africa, Sicily and Italy. 
* The Coldstream Guards, 19201946, by Michael Howard 

and John Sparrow (Oxford University Press). 

LEROS 
In lasting recognition of the supreme courage 

and determination of the 4th Battalion in this 
Aegean island, in December, 1943. For five days 
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it was ceaselessly engaged in a fierce and con
fused battle against greatly superior numbers of 
Germans, constantly reinforced by sea and by 
air. Sadly depleted in strengch and utterly 
exhausted, it fought on until ordered to lay down 
its arms. Its conduct has been officially described 
as quite outstanding. 
SHWELI 

To immortalise the heroism and devotion to 
duty of the 2nd Battalion in Burma, on 1st and 
2nd February, 1945. In face of fierce opposition 
by the Japanese, the battalion made the most 
gallant efforts to effect the threehundredyard 
crossing of this river, desisting only when in
sufficient boats were left to bring the attempt to 
a successful conclusion. In the initial endeavour, 
as in the ultimate withdrawal of the men who 
had gained the far bank, gallantry was shown by 
all those engaged such as has not been surpassed 
in the annals of the Regiment. 

So, for the time being at all events, there ends 
the long xale of the Honours won by the Regi
ment in the past two hundred and fifty years. 
What the future may hold who dares say? But 
certain it is, if the occasion arises, that further 
distinctions will be earned as worthily as the 
fortyfive now authorised to be displayed upon 
the Colours. 

C.R.B.K. 
NOTE 

In certain instances, nomenclature as applied 
to Honours does not coincide with that employed 
in the Historical Records to describe the actions 
o f  t h e  R e g i m e n t .  T h u s ,  S T .  O M E R  L A  
BASSEE covers the area of Merris and the 
Foret de Nieppe in which the 2nd Battalion fought 
on 28th and 29th May, 1940. SIDI SULEIMAN 
is descriptive of the engagement of the 1st 
Battalion at Fort Capuzzo from 15th to 17th 
June, 1941, and MONTE SPADURO embraces 
the area of Monte la Pieve, in which the 5th 
Battalion was heavily engaged during October, 
1944. 

* * 

Historical Records of 
The Buffs 

REQUESTS for volume 1 (15721704), by 
Captain H. R. Knight, and Volume 3 
(1914^1919), by Colonel R. S. H. Moody, 

are still received quite frequently. Unfortunately, 
these two volumes are out of print, but, in many 
cases, secondhand copies would be acceptable. 

It would, therefore, be very much appreciated 
if anyone in possession of copies, which they no 
longer require, would send them to The Ad
ministrative Officer, Depot The Buffs, when they 
will be made available to those requiring them. 

* * * 

Cfjrttftmag jlles&age# 
THE Colonel of the Regiment sends a 

Christmas message at the conclusion of his 
Letter from America. 

He * * 

From: BRIGADIER J. G. NICHOLSON, C.B.E. 
I am writing this my message of Christmas 

greetings to all members of the Past and Present 
Association on the last day of November, and 
the anxious times through which we have been 
passing seem now to be approaching a peaceful 
and satisfactory conclusion. To you all, your 
wives and families, I send my sincerest wishes 
for a happy Christmas, and the confident hope 
that each month of the coming year will see us 
moving towards more settled and prosperous 
conditions. 

* * * 

Editorial 
FETERI Frondescit Honore. Pride of place 

must go this month to the announcement 
of the Regiment's new Battle Honours 

and to the article by our historian, Colonel 
C. R. B. Knight, O.B.E. We express our thanks 
to the regular contributors who have kindly 
allowed us extra space for this illustrious news. 

Hs * * 

The Deputy Colonel of the Regiment attended 
the dinner given by the Army in honour of Her 
Majesty the Queen and the Royal Family at the 
Royal Hospital, Chelsea. 

* * * 

We have been pleased to receive during the 
past year the journals of many other Regiments 
and Corps and of the Royal Military Academy, 
which are acknowledged with thanks and 
appreciations. We thank also our printers, 
Messrs. Gibbs and Sons, for their help and 
advice in many ways. Also, we assure those 
who advertise in our journal how much their 
support is valued. 

* H« * 

The past few weeks have been a time of 
anxiety and tension, but let us hope that we 
may look forward to happier days, and that all 
may enjoy Christmas. We send a special 
message of goodwill to the Colonel of the 
Regiment and Mrs. Boucher. 
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Personalia 

MRS. R. F. Parry spent a week in Paris 
lately with her husbaiid, who, she reports, 
is well and enjoying his Course, which 

takes him all over Europe. In fact the various 
places she mentions, makes one quite envious. 
Brigadier Parry will be home for a week at 
Christmas. 

* * * 

It is very nice to report that Brigadier F. W. B. 
Parry has been appointed Deputy Commander, 
Home Counties District, so we shall look forward 
to seeing more of him and his wife about 
February. We should have mentioned in an 
earlier Dragon that Brigadier Parry, as the last 
Commanding Officer of the 2nd Battalion, 
handed the Colours to the ViceDean during 
the Layingup on 12th August. 

* * * 

Major E. L. C. Edlmann's address during 
January will be Langarth, Woodland Grove, 
Weybridge, Surrey. He has news of Major and 
Mrs. Hugh Collins, which we shall give next 
month. Their address is Box 3, Njoro, Kenya. 

* * * 

Congratulations to Major E. J. Ransley on 
his promotion and his appointment to the 
Quartermasters' list. 

_ .  _  :  *  *  *  

Congratulations, also, to Mr. Anthony 
Mauduit on his engagement to Miss Betty Hall. 

* * * 

InPensioner A. Hibbs, one of our grand old 
men in the Royal Hospital, has been awarded a 
Certificate of Merit for tdymaking at the 
Fourth International Handicrafts, Homecrafts 
and Hobbies Exhibition at Olympia. We send 
our best wishes to him and also to Sergeant 
Pullinger and InPensioner Keable. 

* He * 

We are sorry to say that Lieut.Col. L. 
Howard Smith underwent an operation to his 
leg in the Kent and Canterbury Hospital, but 
we are glad to report that he is going on well, 
and, it is hoped, will be home before these notes 
are in print. 

H e  H e  H e  

Major N. F. GordonWilson writes that his 
new job is most interesting. He sends news of 
Major G. O. Mullins and Captain J. A. Rynler
Jones, whom we have to congratulate on tem
porary promotion to those ranks, Majors N. D. 
Poulsen and G. H, A. Yates. 

A letter of news and good wishes comes from 
Mr. David Saxby, who for many years has lived 
in the U.S.A. He served in the 3rd Battalion 
during World War I. 

H e  H e  H e  

The death has taken place at the age of 84 of 
Mr. Max Bonington, O.B.E., who was well known 
to officers of the 1st Battalion when on detach
ment in the Andaman Islands in the thirties. 
Mr. Bonington was a native of Denmark, but 
had lived for the last 20 years or so in Dublin. 

H e  H e  H e  

L/Cpl. (now Mr.) S. Bassett lately completed 
his Service after 30 years in the Regiment. We 
are glad to know that he has been reemployed 
as a civilian in the Depot. 

H e  H e  H e  

ENGAGEMENT 
MR. A. W. MAUDUIT AND MISS B. L. HALL 

The engagement is announced between 
Anthony William, only son of the late Capt. 
R. F. S. Mauduit, M.C., 4/7th Dragoon Guards, 
and of Mrs. Mauduit, of 35 Ovington Square, 
S.W.3, and Betty Lilian, younger daughter of 
Mr. and. Mrs. Lionel Hall, of Hill Farm House, 
Cowfold, Sussex, 

H e  H e  H e  

Letter from America 
Washington, D.C. 

November 29th, 1956. 

OUR southern tour is over. During it we 
visited the Airborne Centre at Fort Bragg, 
North Carolina; the Army Aviation Centre 

at Camp Rucker, Alabama; and the Infantry 
Centre at Fort Benning, Georgia. A Sunday and 
Armistice Day, which is a national holiday in 
America, fell between our first and second visits 
and we looked for a quiet weekend holiday 
place on the Atlantic coast. 

Our guide book showed us St. Simon's Island 
in the south of Georgia. We had never heard 
of it before, but we sped there hopefully. Our 
choice was a happy one, for not only had the 
holidaymakers departed, but we found ourselves 
deep in history. Our motel room was on the 
very sands of the Spanish Main, where once the 
galleons, laden with the treasure of Florida and 
Mexico, sailed up and down the coast. The 
hardier half of my family bathed in the Spanish 
Main and pretended it was warm. 

This had been noman'sland and in 1736 
General James Oglethorpe landed on St. Simon's 
to set up a buffer between the Spaniards to the 
south and the British in their newly founded 
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Colony of Georgia to the north. Here he built 
Fort Frederica, of which some remains still 
stand and behind which the old town of 
Frederica is carefully traced out. For his 
garrison Oglethorpe had a regular British 
regiment and two companies of Scottish High
landers, the latter enlisted from among the 
colonists of Georgia and South Carolina. 

I am far from Fortescue and have been unable 
to find out what became of the regular regiment. 
Is it a regiment, which still exists, or was it 
disbanded after the Battle of the Bloody Marsh, 
at which, for once and all, Oglethorpe freed the 
Atlantic coast from the menace of Spain? 

The brothers Wesley both served as rectors of 
Christ Church, the parish church of Frederica. 
Even as we passed it in the car Matins was in 
progress and there was a wonderful peace as we 
listened to the organ from under the oak trees, 
so curiously hung with their vinelike creepers. 
Sidney Lanier, the poet of Georgia, has sung of 
this strange growth:— 
"Glooms of the live oaks, beautiful—braided 

and woven 
With intricate shades of the vines that myriad

cloven 
Clamber the forks of the multiform bough." 
Later, when peace was firmly established, the 

planters with their great retinues of slaves came 
to St. Simon's and the other "Golden Isles of 
Guale". On Sea Island some of the finest 
cotton in the world was grown. 

The great sport of the planters was boat
racing, the crews being provided by the slaves 
and the privileged position of coxswain by the 
plantation owner himself. There are those who 
can still remember the last surviving crewman, 
one Liverpool Hazzard, a slave of the Butler 
plantation, describing life in a boat's crew. 

"Old Marster was good to us oarsmen", he 
would say. "For three months before the race 
he wouldn't let us do any work. He'd lock us 
up if we did and we'd just eat and practise and 
make our muscles strong.. . . I'd rather have 
been on a crew than do anything else." 

We dragged ourselves away from St. Simon's 
reluctantly and set forth westward for Camp 
Rucker. Our route fringed the grisly swamps 
of Okefenokee, in which alligators are as 
common as mosquitoes. With their genius for 
exploiting the spectacular the Americans run 
trips down the creeks to view the alligators at 
close hand. I am not sure whether they flood
light the swamps at night, but nothing would 
surprise me in this land! 

At Rucker I was given trips in five different 
types of helicopter and a Guard of Honour 
which included helicopters in its ranks. By way 
of variety my A.D.C. was flown backwards in a 
small experimental model. With congested 
American roads fresh in his memory, his head 
was twisted on his shoulder for most of the 
journey, wondering what was going to hit him 
first. The machine was not provided with a 
rear mirror. 

It was good to get among the footsloggers 
again at Fort Benning and we were most 
charmingly entertained by General Powell, the 
Commanding General, in his lovely, colonial 
style house. We struck, too, a big luncheon, 
which the Infantry Centre was giving in honour 
of the Columbus Chamber of Commerce. Here 
it was my good fortune to sit next to General 
Eddy, lately the United States Commander in 
Germany and now a prominent businessman in 
Columbus. 

He had only just returned from various 
festivities in Winchester, of which, as a tribute 
to the popularity of his Division there in the 
War, he is a Freeman. 

We arrived back in Washington in time for 
Thanksgiving and to find Miss Margaret 
Babington in town. She was in her usual 
wonderful form and we gave a cheerful dinner 
party for her, which was rendered noteworthy by 
the fact that the senior American Episcopalean 
Chaplain got his car so deeply bogged down in 
our rainsoaked lawn that the services of the 
Automobile Association of America, complete 
with crane, had to be invoked to/extricate him. 

Miss Babington had several engagements in 
the capital, including talks to the Cathedral 
School and the EnglishSpeaking Union, and a 
radio interview on the N.B.C. network. 

I conclude my letter with my warmest greetings 
to you all for Christmas and the New Year. 
May 1957 lead us to more peaceful times and to 
a saner way of life. We wish we could be with 
you for your festivities. Instead we shall raise 
our glasses to you in a distant, but heartfelt 
toast. 

V.B. H: « 

The Army 
Benevolent Fund 

WE would draw the attention of our readers 
to the Army Benevolent Fund, whose 
offices are at 20 Grosvenor Place, S.W.L 
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such opportunities for a progressive standard 
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Next time you're feeling hot and tired, drop into 
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there's just the right amount of energygiving 
sugar, blended perfectly with luscious fruit juice 
to make a really delicious drink. 

DRINK QUOSH AT HOME TOO 
Children love Quosh. Make sure 
there's a bottle in the cupboard. 
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CHILDREN'S PARTIES 
How spontaneous in their delight are these lucky children whose party 

has been skilfully planned. 

As specialists in service catering for all occasions, Naafi will be pleased to 

prepare your catering arrangements for this very special occasion; for 

none know better how to provide all the good things that bring pleasure 

to children of all ages; and none is more experienced in planning for the 

youngsters the sort of party that they will remember with relish. 

For your children's party call in Naafi today—the experts in catering 

with a special way with children. 

The official canteen organisation for H.M. Forces, Imperial Court, Kennington, London, S.E.I I 
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The objects of this fund are: (a) To secure 
financial support for those organizations, par
ticularly Corps and Regimental Associations, 
which deal direct with the individual needs of 
the soldier and his dependants, who served or 
are serving in Her Majesty's Army (our Benevo
lent Fund has benefited by grants); and (b) to 
receive subscriptions, donations, bequests or 
gifts of property, given in aid of the fund. These 
should be sent to the Secretary at the address 
above. 

* * * 

Book Review 
BEFORE giving some suggestions for the 

month I must correct two errors in the 
titles of two books last month, which should 

read "The Strange Mutiny of Gunner Asch" 
not "Strange Hunting of Gunner Asch", also 
"Half Crown House" not "$ Crown House". 
Doubtless due to my bad writing! I am glad 
to see Alan Moorhead has received two awards 
for his book Gallipoli which I specially mentioned 
in my list. 

King of Paris, by Guy Endore. This is a long 
book written as a novel, but drawn from fact, 
of the lives of Dumas, grandfather, father and 
son. An amazing story giving a very vivid 
picture of life in Paris over the period of 
17701870. 

Towers of Trebizond, by Rose Macauley. A 
very clever parody on foreign travel. Cynical 
and amusing but rather tails off towards the end. 

The Long Walk, by Rawicz. The early part 
gives the horrifying experience of a young Polish 
Officer in Russia, but the remainder is an 
amazing story of his escape to India. This is 
supposed to be a true story, but recent enquiries 
have shown considerable doubt as to its 
authenticity. 

The Second Man, by Grierson. A good story 
of a murder case written from the legal angle. 

The Tontine, by Costain. A very, very long 
book. Its author had more patience in writing 
it than I had in reading it. Probably of greater 
appeal to the teenagers than to grownups. 

Proving Flight, by D. Beaty. I found this a 
disappointing story and not nearly as good as 
Nevil Shute's rather similar one. 

House of the Dolls, by Katzenink. I am not 
sure of the correct spelling of the author's name. 
This is a tragic and sordid story of a young 
Jewess at the hands of the Germans during the 
war. For adults only. 

READER. 

Regimental Museum 
IT is a long time since I wrote museum notes. 

But they may not have been missed for as 
far as I know the Editor has not been in

undated with letters enquiring the reason for 
their absence from The Dragon. 

In fact the last notes appeared in the March 
number and concluded with the information of 
an Exhibition of regimental plate, prints, medals 
and other trophies to be held in the Beaney 
Institute in connection with the Canterbury 
Festival. 

The Exhibition lasted for three weeks and 
attracted a large number of visitors. Just over 
£115 was taken in 6d. and 3d. tickets and for 
the sale of programmes from which the Festival 
Committee made a generous donation to the 
museum funds. 

During the period of the Exhibition the 
museum remained closed while the work pro
gressed in the construction of the new room. 
This was completed towards the end of July 
and by putting in some hard work two rooms 
were cleaned and arranged in time for the 
Depot "At Home" to the public held on 26th 
July. 

It is sad to relate that in spite of the additional 
room we are still very short of accommodation 
and could really do with half as much space 
again. However, an attempt has been made in 
the rearrangement to provide for the free 
circulation and comfort of our visitors while 
showing the exhibits to the best advantage. 

The lack of wall space does not permit of the 
hanging of four framed old Colours of the 3rd 
Militia Battalion and two large coloured 
photographs of the presentation of new Colours 
at Shorncliffe. These have been hung in the 
men's dining hall where they look well and will 
keep dry. 

Among the items for which we have no room 
are a number of photograph albums, numerous 
pictures and framed photographs, cases of army 
buttons and examples of swords. A fine show 
case has been arranged of regimental plate, but 
several pieces of presentation silver are still 
rather scattered about. I should like to get this 
together in a case with descriptive cards where 
the inscriptions cannot be easily read. 

Colonel C. R. B. Knight kindly arranged for 
a case of the Campaign Stars and Medals for 
which the Regiment was eligible during the 
193945 War. This was bought from the Museum 
funds and has been placed with the Second 
World War Group. 
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Major H. G. Parkyn, O.B.E., has recently I ?  r m n r l  Q n r S  A  K n n 1  
published an excellent book, ShoulderBelt K011110 dnU /\DO III 
Plates and Buttons, in which he gives their history L TV7„ Trnmn 
followed by notes on the Plates and Buttons of ' 
individual regiments. 

From the information contained in this book 
and in our Historical Records and a study of 
such beltplates and buttons we have in the 
museum I have compiled a paper on the 
SoulderBelt Plates and one on the Buttons of 
The Buffs. These I sent to Colonel C. R. B. 
Knight, O.B.E., our regimental historian, who 
forwarded a copy to Major Parkyn which he 
returned with some useful remarks and notes. 
Copies of these papers will be. placed with 
documents in the museum library for record. 

In conclusion I would like to mention one 
small point of interest. The Dragon of The 
Buffs has no Cross of St. George on its wings 
like the one in the arms of the City of London— 
with the one exception, as far as I know, which 
I have only recently discovered; that is to say 
the Cross does appear on the wings of the 
Dragons in the position of handles at either end 
of the top silver bowl of the Zulu Centre Piece. 
It would be of interest to know how it came 
about that the Cross was included on this piece 
of plate. 

G.R.H. 

Correspondence 
Ministry of Internal Affairs, 

Enugu, 
Nigeria. 

3rd November, 1956. 
Dear Sir, 

1 was away from Nigeria for a year and on 
my return here found that the 3rd Battalion of 
the Q.O. Nigeria Regiment is now stationed at 
Enugu. 

Outside the Mess are two large brass bells, 
one a German one captured in the Cameroons 
Campaign of 191415 and the other the one 
presented by Colonel J. Y. R. Jackson to the 
former South Nigeria Regiment (now the 3rd 
Battalion, Q.O.N.R.) in 1913. 

I had heard of this bell before but had never 
seen it. 

With best wishes. 
Yours sincerely, 

B. H. BRACKENBURY. 

AMONG OTHER THINGS 
This is not the place or the season for con

troversy, but one or two things might be men
tioned before they become submerged in the 
aftermath of what has been a trying and frustra
ting month. First, I don't suppose that a 
military force has ever in history gone into 
action so hamstrung as the FrancoBritish 
expedition to Egypt. It is not difficult to imagine 
what the soldiers, sailors and airmen engaged 
in the operations felt when on their hazardous 
duties they heard the distant jeers, boos and 
wrangling behind them. Nor how frustrated 
they felt when they were calledoff at the very 
moment the job was being brilliantly carried 
through to success. 

Now it remains to be seen how the polyglot 
force under that muchtried man General Burns 
will do its job and if the oil will begin to flow 
again. 

Meanwhile there is Christmas to be coped 
with. "Peace and goodwill towards men" has 
a hollow ring when one thinks of international 
disputes and the tragedy of Hungary. Even so, 

WH E N  h i s t o r y  
comes to be 
written the past 

month will stand out as 
a unique period in the 
long and chequered story 
of Britain. Not even at 
the time of the South 
African War have so 
many foreign and dom
estic voices been raised 
against us and this but 
f'"een years after Dun

 / kirk. It is a novel 
experience for us to be 
so completely in "the 

doghouse", to use a transatlantic term. Weil, 
at any rate we know who our friends are and 
that has its advantages. The great. debate 
concerning justification for our action in Egypt 
will go on for years and although events, may 
prove, as they have done before, that, we did the 
right thing, we may be sure that the worst 
casualty of the whole affair will not be the 
AngloAmerican alliance but that elusive lady, 
Truth. This shy and retiring person has had a 
severe buffeting but even she has a way of 
recovering from her wounds. She is still con
cealed in her (oil) well. 
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I expect that the postman will be working over
time as usual and that the great commercial 
drive to impoverish the ordinary man and 
woman will be as intense as ever. 

EDWARDIAN DAYS 
By way of escape from current problems 

I have lately been reading a book about a period 
of our history which by common consent was 
"a fool's paradise". It is King Edward VII and 
his circle, by Virginia Cowles, an American lady 
who has made a study of the personality and the 
short reign of Queen Victoria's eldest son. He 
came to the throne when the Boer War was 
dragging to its close and within a few years he 
did much to restore our national sense of self
esteem. His greatest achievement was to win 
over a hostile France and pave the way for the 
Entente Cordiale. At the time the approchement 
with France was credited solely to him but later 
opinion, for what it is worth, denies the validity 
of this judgment. Nonetheless it is an un
disputed fact that his official visit to France 
won over a nation that a few years before had 
been extremely rude and unfriendly to us. This 
made it easier for the statesmen on both sides 
to come to an agreement which found us allies 
against Germany four years after King Edward's 
death. Virginia Cowles' book is vastly inferior 
to the best life of King Edward I have read, 
Andre Maurois' biography of that king, a study 
which is all the better for being the work of a 
Frenchman who though an anglophile is a writer 
of critical judgment as well as literary distinction. 
I used the term "fool's paradise" earlier and by 
that I mean that few people in England realised 
how soon the German menace was to engulf 
Europe and put the clock back. The political 
squabbles of that time seem pretty trivial today 
and it is laughable to realise now that the 
Germans in 1914 thought our preoccupations 
with Ireland and the Suffragettes would prevent 
us from honouring our commitments to France 
in the event of war.. 

A DISTANT CRIME 
Recollection of the death of King Edward 

VII brings to mind a criminal case which took 
the headlines in the same year. An apparently 
inoffensive little purveyor of patent medicines, 
with one of those easily acquired medical degrees 
which confer the title "Doctor", was suddenly 
almost the widestknown man in the world. 
He lived in a quiet unglamorous street just off 
the Camden Road in North London and was 
as insignificant as he was unimportant until he 
was "wanted for murder". Doctor Crippen, 
for that was his name, had apparently satisfied 

Scotland Yard that nothing untoward fold 
happened to his wife, known as Belle Elmore in 
the humbler circles of the musichall world. 
Then, foolishly for himself, he took fright and 
went to Antwerp with a lady whom he had 
employed as a typist. From Antwerp he took 
ship to Canada and was located by wireless 
telegraphic messages. On stepping ashore in 
Canada he was met by Inspector Dew of Scotland 
Yard who had previously questioned him in 
England. Back he was brought to face trial and 
condemnation in London. He was charged with 
administering poison (hyoscine) to his wife 
whose dismembered remains were found buried 
in lime in the cellar of his house. It was an 
interesting trial and if the defence had been 
better he might have escaped execution. Com
petent authorities have advanced the theory 
that he did not murder Belle Elmore although 
he committed the unforgiveable sin of dis
membering her body. Be that as it may Crippen 
was, according to several experts in crime, a 
hardlyused little man and not the monster 
which the world thought he was in 1910. And 
one thing is certain: after his panic flight to 
Antwerp he behaved with exemplary calmness 
in his dreadful plight and his chivalrous refusal 
to allow anything to be said in his favour to the 
detriment of Ethel le Neve, who was charged 
with him and later acquitted, is something to the 
credit of a nonentity who achieved an appalling 
notoriety. So great was this that a draft of 
The Buffs to India in that year was always known 
as "The Crippen draft". 

* * * 
Jugoslavia—And All That 

THERE was a time—and it is not so very 
long ago—when a holiday in Jugoslavia or 
a journey down the Dalmatian coast was 

as simple to arrange as a weekend in Paris, 
and was just as rewarding. With the coming of 
the present regime, however, the wouldbe 
holidaymaker has, since 1946, found numerous 
difficultias lying across his path, or that of his 
motorcar, and he has tended to venture no 
further than the top of the Adriatic or maybe 
Trieste. 

Perhaps it is because Tito has been allowed 
to have second thoughts about the matter; 
perhaps those thoughts have come his way 
without the Kremlin's promptings; perhaps the 
hoteliers and the restaurateurs, in spite of State 
control, have at last succeeded in making their 
combined voices heard; or perhaps the English 
tourist, proverbially a seeker after fresh fields 
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&nd pastures new, has at last decided to risk 
the comparative unknown and see for himself 
what goes on in a land which was Austrian 
before it was Italian and now is neither—at all 
events in name. Whatever the cause there is no 
doubt that a sojourn in Jugoslavia is easy to 
arrange, is a most pleasant, cheap, interesting 
and colourful experience and is one which is 
well worth the delay occasioned by the necessity 
for a visa. 

When my wife and I eventually crossed the 
ItaloJugoslav frontier east of Trieste early in 
October we had already been away from 
Wuppertal for a week. For those readers who 
were serving with the 1st Battalion in 1945 it 
may not perhaps be without its interest to learn 
that Lazaretto still stands where it stood, 
though with a new coat of paint, fresh tiles on 
the roofs and an Italian sentry leaning against 
the main gate archway with a cigarette in his 
mouth and his hands in his pockets. It was 
certainly not without its interest for me to 
revisit the place, for it was in the Officers' 
Mess there, late one dark and stormy night in 
October, 1945, that I arrived, hotfoot from a 
course at Warminster, to take up (as I thought) 
my duties as SecondinCommand of the 
Battalion, at that time under Colonel Guy 
Oliver's practised and skilful hand. It needs no 
particular stretch of the imagination to visualize 
the scene when, on entering what passed at the 
time for the anteroom, I came face to face with 
Major (now Brigadier) Joe Parry who, it 
transpired, had received an identical posting 
order from the War Office and had beaten me 
to it by 24 hours. Possession being nine points 
of the law Joe quite, rightly stayed where he was, 
and I pushed on, after a few days with the 
Battalion, to take my place as Secondin
Command of the 5th Battalion in Austria. 

I would not advise anyone who is the owner 
of either a small or a good car who may be 
contemplating a prolonged motortour in south
eastern Europe to risk taking his machine on to * 
the Jugoslav roads. The metalled variety have 
the appearance and the feel of corrugated iron, 
while any comment on the unmetalled type would 
be unprintable; no selfrespecting motor car, 
could stand up to either sort for very long, and 
garages are conspicuous by their absence. 

Very, very few of the inhabitants can afford 
to own, or even partown, more than a donkey, 
and the few cars to be seen on the roads are 
almost invariably those belonging to tourists. 
This lack of vehicular traffic is one of the most 
striking of the many outward and visible signs 
of the poverty of the Country, showing with all 

too dreadful a clarity how prosperity has fled 
from a once prosperous collection of small, 
wealthy, independent countries, thanks to the 
advent of Communism. How else can one 
explain the indisputable fact that Jugoslavia, 
before the last War, used to export many 
thousands of tons of wheat every year and that 
she now imports as much of that same com
modity as she can lay her hands on?; that so 
much of the two great wheat growing valleys, 
once filled with acre upon waving acre of the 
finest corn,, now stands untended?; and that so 
many of the young men, instead of speeding the 
plough, now congregate, their hands trouser
pocketed, on the street corners in the big towns, 
doing nothing? 

To any reader of these lines who might be 
planning a visit to Jugoslavia I would suggest 
that the Dalmatian coast is probably best seen, 
not from the inside of a motor car but from the 
deck of one of the numerous, small, comfortable 
passengersteamers which ply between the many 
lovely coastal towns and the equally beautiful 
islands which lie scattered down the coast. A 
more restful and rewarding voyage it would be 
hard to imagine and the whole glorious coastline 
with its fishing villages, small ports, ancient 
towns and cities and its fjordlike valleys would 
be unrolled before the traveller's eye. These 
steamers can be boarded either at Trieste or 
Venice, or at any seaside town in Jugoslavia, 
and a voyage in one of them would, in my 
estimation, give one an infinitely more profitable 
holiday than churning along rutted, potholed 
roads for mile after dusty mile. 

Before closing these Jugoslav paragraphs let 
me just add that I know of—and shall be most 
glad to pass on the information to any bona fide 
traveller—an address in Trieste where Jugoslav 
currency can be acquired at a very much more 
favourable rate of exchange than anywhere else ! 

On our return journey, and just for the hell of 
it, I could not resist the temptation of paying a 
fleeting visit to the Bavarian town of Eichstatt, 
halfway between Munich and Nuremburg, for 
it was near there that quite a number of officers 
in the Regiment were incarcerated as Prisoners 
of War for periods ranging up to three years. 
It was a somewhat weird experience to put one's 
head into the room in which (the now) Brigadier 
Michael Dewar, Colonel "Trucky" Bruce, 
Lieut. Bertie Harwood and I had so often had an 
afternoon session of Contract Bridge; to see 
the Theatre where I had spent so much of my 
time; to walk the small sports field which had 
once done duty as parade ground, football or 
cricket pitch; and to look once again at the 
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steepsided, wooded valley which had been all 
too familiar a sight for so long. 

There was, however, one thing missing, no 
matter in which direction I looked: the barbed 
wire! 

And so, variety being the spice of life, back to 
Wuppertal and Administrative Inspections! 

H.R.G. 
* * * 

A Letter from Queensland 
FROM Western Australia to Queensland is 

about two thousand miles and I did most 
of it coastwise from Freemantle to Sydney, 

so I'll have to jump the .States of South Australia, 
Victoria and New South Wales and start on 
Queensland. I came up here chiefly because it 
starts stoking up early in November and by 
December it's very much like India in tempera
ture, often going up to 100°. It reminds me in 
many ways of India besides being hot, in that 
you see mangoes, bananas, paw paw, oranges 
and lemons all growing merrily in everybody's 
compounds and the grass is already getting 
that brownup look and the cattle a bit thin. 
This state is situated in the northeast corner of 
Australia and with the Northern Territories, 
just next door, has a tropical or semitropical 
climate. 

The capital, Brisbane, is rather a sprawling 
town, along each side of the river and is about 
twelve miles in from the sea, but the river is 
navigable right up to the first bridge of the city. 
Last week was for cricketers the opening match 
of the Sheffield Shield which is an interState 
affair and N.S.W. beat Queensland by about 
20 runs on the first innings. The excitement of 
the moment is the arrival and passing of the 
Olympic torch which at the moment is south of 
Cairns and in the middle of the sugar cane 
district and the country which gets real monsoon 
rain up to about 150 inches a year. 

The birds are quite wonderful and colourful 
and really seem very tame and will come very 
close if one sits quite still and quiet in the bush 
country. Animals (and that goes for all Australia) 
are all marsupial, with the exception of the 
dingoe (wild dog) and the young of all these 
marsupials are referred to as Joeys. 

I am returning down the coast road tomorrow 
and the next day along the six hundred miles of 
bays and beaches to Sydney. Swimming is 
indeed popular and the inhabitants have every 
facility to indulge in it every day for seven or 
eight months of the year. Work is plentiful and 
anyone who wants work can find it. 

H.M. 

Beneath Bell Harry 

ding of their boots. 
C.Q.M.S. Smith of No. 2 Company will be a 
mere shadow of his former self by the time he 
has plodded back and forward from his quarter 
to his stores a few times. Major George Hudson, 
R.F., saw the amber light and hurriedly moved 
from the Depot down to the R.A.P.C. Mess, 
the thought of the "hill" was so hideous. 

As usual, sports of all kinds have been in full 
swing, and we have enjoyed a fair measure of 
success. The Officers played three squash 
matches during the month, the first one against 
26 Field Regiment, R.A., from Shorncliffe, the 
second against the Royal Marines, Deal, and the 
third against a P.L. Team. The result was that 
they won against the Gunners and lost to the 
other two. 

A very fine display of boxing was put on by 
the P.L.s in Wemyss Gymnasium one evening 
in the middle of the month. Several spirited 
bouts took place with lots of action and hard 
hitting. The audience which was composed 
mainly of No. 2 Company, showed remarkable 
restraint during the bouts, and it was possible 
for the boxing and the refereeing to be properly 
appreciated. 

The Rugger has been in full swing but the 
weekend teams suffer because most of the 
players play for their own clubs then. Lieuts. 
Richard Lea and Eddy Hardy both played for 
Canterbury when that team beat Maidstone. 
The local Press was most enthusiastic about 
Lieut. Hardy's hooking. 2/Lieut. Richard Daniel, 
who is at present on a signals course at Hythe, 
played in this game but unfortunately had his 
shoulder dislocated. Happily it was his left one, 
so after strapping, he was able to carry on with 

N the whole it 
(has been a very 
quiet month at 

the Depot. Most inter
ests have been centred 
round the Suez Canal 
incident, and there has 
been much wailing and 
gnashing of teeth over 
the petrol rationing. 
The many motorcar 
owners who live and 
have their being in 
Wemyss Barracks are 
looking to the restud
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the "game" in the club house afterwards. He is 
secretly rather pleased because, as any good 
"courseman" knows, an injury which prevents 
writing, needless to say Lieut. Daniel is left
handed, can be a great boon sometimes. 

The main events of the month took place at 
the beginning. No. 1 Company provided a 
contingent as usual for the Lord Mayor's Show. 
Strangely enough it stopped raining when the 
procession moved off; even the oldest inhabitant,, 
cannot remember a Show when it failed to rain' 
throughout the day. The fifty strong contingent 
was led by Lieuts. Lea and Lunn. Ten Buffs 
P.L.s from No. 2 Company were included in the 
party. 

On Remembrance Sunday the Garrison 
Church was packed to the doors. Members of 
the Past and Present Association were on parade 
with their Standard. The serving troops were 
from the H.Q., H.C. Brigade Depot and the 
R.A.P.C. The Brigade Band Unit played in 
public for the first time, backed by the church 
organ. One Company also provided a com 
tingent for the Cathedral Service. After the 
service Lieut. Lea laid a wreath on behalf of the 
Buffs on the War Memorial in Burgate. C.S.M. 
Champion acted as Parade Marshal and very 
ably chivvied the Brownies, Cubs, Girl Guides, 
Boy Scouts, etc., taking part in the march past 
the Mayor, who took the salute. 

A certain amount of notoriety befell the 
Depot when the local Press heard that L/Cpl. 
Bassett was about to leave the Army. The 
Adjutant suffered incessant telephone calls from 
every imaginable organ of the Press with almost 
stoic resignation. Remembering his previous 
brushes with the Press, diplomacy and discretion 
were the order of the day. Answers were all 
made in suitable monosyllables such as "niet" 
and other diplomatic type language. However, 
Bassett is now firmly back between the shafts, 
running the Fuel Account and the Garrison 
Theatre. He has only changed his beret and 
denims for a cap and blue overalls, and we hope 
will serve for many more years at the Depot in 
his civilian capacity. 

Visitors this month have been of the usual 
numbers. Major Lestien of the French Army 
spent three days with us, and the 4th Battalion. 
There were a number of worried officers con
centrating on giving him the correct answers to 
his questions because he usually knew the 
answer anyway. Lieut. Roger Holloway was 
to be seen anxiously quizzing members of the 
Officers' Mess on the terms of pay and service 
for the Territorial Army. 

Lieut. Richard Lea took the last draft to the 
1st Battalion and returned full of glowing 
accounts of happy days in B.A.O.R. He missed 
the Officers' Mess Cocktail Party which was 
given to welcome the resuscitated 5th Battalion 
back into the fold, but was with the 1st Battalion 
in time to join in their party for the Irish Fusiliers. 
Captain "Moggy" Catt arrived with Major Bill 
Kille, fortuitously in time to meet the 5th 
Battalion Officers at the party. Major Kille, 
who is now living in Mess has tucked liis battle
dress and boots away in moth balls ready for 
the day when he again sallies forth with tfie 
Battalion. Lieut. Hugh Tennant shorn of all 
his glory as an A.D.C. spent an evening giving 
us all the inside information on how to deal 
with the Higher Formations and any odd 
Generals that we might meet in the future. His 
formula on "How to be a Success with Generals" 
was rather difficult to follow, so as laymen we 
will continue to merely throw ourselves on the 
ground and bang our foreheads three times on 
the ground when we meet them. 

Lieut. Roger Pilcher, looking extremely well 
fed, paid the Mess a short visit. He has managed 
to persuade the powers that be that he needs, 
and deserves, a further month's leav^ before he 
begins to take up his onerous duties in Malta. 
He has been fully briefed about not cutting down 
telegraph poles or criticizing the Government in 
public, so he should do well. Captain Donald 
Butcher has at last gone to the 1st Battalion. 
He kept the wires buzzing for a week or two 
before it was finally decided not to throw him 
into the Suez offensive. Probably it was decided 
that all the other Buffs at present in that part of 
the world are causing enough alarm and 
despondency without reinforcing their efforts. 

Work is going ahead on the plans to straighten 
out the portion of the road in Howe Barracks 
which was originally designed as a speed con
troller. The desperate news has just been 
released that owing to the present emergency, 
Her Majesty's Government has seen fit to allow 
Learner Drivers to drive unaccompanied. All 
soldiers in barracks will be well advised to stick 
very carefully to the pavements now that the 
Quartermaster has no one beside him to tell 
him to slow down when he drives about the camp 
in his new car. Perhaps stout crash barriers 
round the chicane may be the answer; it is 
either that or certain destruction for the NAAFI. 

Continued on page 330 
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4th Battalion 5th Battalion 

THE first month in the life 
of the newlyorganised 
4th Battalion has been 

full of incident. We offer our
warm congratulations to our 
new Commanding Officer, 
Lt,Col. U. H. B. Alexander, 
and . wish LtCol. Rodney 
Hews all success with the 5th 
Battalion. Capt. "Moggie" 
Catt has left us for the 
wintry rigours of the 1st 
Battalion. In his place we 
welcome Major Bill Kille— 
no stranger to the T.A.—and 
trust that his stay with us 

will be as happy (and as eventful) as that of his 
predecessor. To this list of hails and farewells 

'we must add some expression of our pleasure 
in receiving into the Regiment Captain John 
Medlicott and all of "Q" Battery of 410 Coast 
Regiment at Folkestone who have now put up 
their dragon 'capbadges. 

Training has continued with vigour through
out the month of November, First Aid figuring 
prominently, and the Battalion took "part in 
various parades throughout the area on Remem
brance Sunday. 

Success has recently met the efforts of several 
members of the Battalion; we congratulate 
Lieut. Bill Finn upon his election, to the 
Kent County Council as Independent member 
for Faversham, and Cpl. Hollands and Pte. 
Mackenzie on increases in the family. 

A highly successful recruiting dance was held 
at Cranbr.ook recently. The arrangements made 
by Sgt. Woodrow deserve high praise. Lieut. 
Charles Oliver was thought by several of the 
locals to be a member of the Royal Family, and 
was thus the unknowing cause of a great deal 
of excitement. Further interest was added to 
the proceedings when a lone intruder entered 
the Drill Hall and endeavoured to smite Major 
John Prestige with a bottle. Once again we are 
indebted to Sgts. Woodrow and Townsley for 
their arrangements. 

In conclusion we send our warm good wishes 
for Christmas and the Ne\V Year to all Buffs 
everywhere, and especially to our erstwhile 
Adjutant, Captain: Chris. Grifiin,'who is still, 
at the time of going to press, basking in the 
sunshine ofTort Said.; 

HISTORY asserts that 
Rome was not built in 
a day and clearly it 

will be some time before we 
can safely say that our new 
Battalion is properly on its 
feet. Much has been done 
and quite apart from the 
many painted signs which 
have miraculously appeared 
from Thanet to Dover wie 
are definitely in being; The 
task of fusing together two 
Companies of the old 4/5th 
Battalion and three batteries 
of the former Coast Regi

ment, R.A., proceeds apace and great progress 
is being made on all sides; rebadging is com
plete and the new companies have embarked on 
the first phase of infantry training in preparation 
for camp. With accommodation now fully taken 
oyer all manner of stores and equipment is 
arriving at Battalion Headquarters at Westwood 
and issues to companies are well under way. 
Major Eric Ransley arid R.Q.M.S. Simpson 
have quite an unenviable task just at present and 
one wonders just how much midnight oil will 
have been burned by the time the last item has 
been issued and accounted for. The Depot has 
very nobly come to our aid with a fatigue party 
for unpacking and handling the vast amount of 
stores and we are very grateful to them for that 
help. Similarly, Major Peter Critchley and 
Captain John Grugeon have been immersed in 
their particular spheres and immense quantities 
of paper are flowing via the respective "In" and 
"Out" trays—most of it in the wrong direction 
from the Company Commanders' point of view! 
Dress Regulations have appeared (silent, alas, 
on the subject of stable belts!), the first Training 
Directive has been circulated and it is rumoured 
that a rehash of the Mob Scheme is almost 
ready for hidingaway in Company safes; a 
Sergeants' Mess meeting has taken place and 
much more besides and all this within the space 
of one month is very good going indeed. 

Loyal greetings to H.M. King Frederik, 
ColonelinChief of The Buffs, were conveyed 
on the occasion of the rebirth of the Battalion 
and messages were also exchanged with the 
Colonel of the Regiment, the Commander, 133 
Infantry Brigade, the Depot and the Past and 
Present Association. It was most gratifying to 
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have such interest and enthusiasm in the re
appearance of the Battalion. It would not be 
inappropriate to record here that the 5th 
Battalion in time of peace ceased to exist on 
1st January, 1922, but was represented in the 
then 4th Battalion by the Weald of Kent De
tachment. In the spring of 1939 the Battalion 
was resuscitated, openingup its old Headquarters 
at Cranbrook under Lieut.Col. G. H. Mount. 
That Battalion served valiantly and effectively 
during World War II as is evidenced elsewhere 
in this issue of The Dragon. The Colours of the 
5th Battalion were presented by the Marchioness 
Camden, wife of the Lord Lieutenant of Kent, 
on 13th May, 1922, and were laidup in the 
Parish Church of St. Dunstan, Cranbrook, until 
they were transferred to Canterbury Cathedral 
in 1935. Although there has been a complete 
break with tradition in assigning the new 
Battalion to the area east of Canterbury, we, as 
successors of the earlier units bearing the same 
designation have a proud tradition of service to 
live up to; may we not be found lacking. The 
rebirth of the Battalion was marked by a Cock
tail party at the Depot Officers' Mess attended 
by so many friends that there was no uncertainty 
as to the warmth of our welcome into the 
Regimental family. 

The organisation is exactly as reported in the 
previous issue, with the sole exception of "C" 
Company which is forming at Sandwich under 
Major Frank Neville (and not at Deal as 
originally planned). This springs from a decision 
to have the MachineGun Platoon at Westwood. 
C.S.M. Sinclair will be the P.S.I. of "C" Com
pany when he joins later next year. P.S.I.s arc 
located as follows:— 

H.Q. Company: Sgt. Edwards. 
"A" Company: Sgt. Bryant. 
"B" Company: Sgt. Wagstaff. 
"D" Company: C.S.M. Ellis. 
"S" Company: Sgt. Kay. 

and in welcoming those newlyjoihed members 
of the Permanent Staff it must be remarked how 
well they seem to be settlingdown to the 
"rigours" of a T.A. existence—which is not 
without its hazards as Sgt. Wagstaff will be able 
to testify ! 

Appointments already promulgated include 
Major Ronnie GardenerThorpe as P.M»C., the 
Chief Accountant will be Major C. R. Robinson 
with .Captain R. J. S. Morgan having special 
responsibility for the Sergeants' Mess and Dragon 
Correspondent. Captain J. A. Ollis will be 
M.T.O. and Lieut. L. H. W. Daisy, I.O., 
respectively. 

In view of the special nature of the December 
Dragon, Company notes will be appearing next 
month and from then on it is hoped to give 
detailed news of our activities. We also expect 
to have news of the appointment of the Hon. 
Colonel of the Battalion. In the meantime the 
bustle continues from Thanet to Dover and 
every drill hall is fully occupied in a variety of 
.tasks, mainly administrative although! rumour 
has it that "S" Company indulged in a route 
march recently and "A" Company has fired 
preliminary matches for the Grant Cup. 

News has come of the departure of Major
General R. C. M. King, G.O.C. 44 (Home 
Counties) Infantry Division (T.A.) and we shall 
miss his visitations whilst at Annual Camp. 

Congratulations to Lieut.Col. U. H. B. 
Alexander, M.B.E., on taking over command of 
the 4th Battalion; it will be nice working with 
him and his Battalion at Castle Martin next year. 

Beneath Bell Harry — continued from p. 328 

No. 1 COMPANY 
For the first time for many a long day, the company 

block is very quiet, for, strange as it may seem, there are 
no recruits today under training. Your correspondent 
can therefore devote the whole of his attention to the 
writing up of these notes and not provide as an excuse for 
badly written notes, the plea that he was interrupted 
through noise or anything else. 

Advantage is being taken of this lull in operations for 
an N.C.O.s' Cadre Course under the direction of the 
R.S.M. 

Jerusalem Platoon's passing out parade took place on 
Friday, 7th December, and the Platoon Was honoured 
by having Colonel Dean, v.c., as the Inspecting Officer. 
This parade was particularly significant, not only through 
the presence of Colonel Dean but through the fact that 
it was the Commanding Officer's and the R.S.M.'s last 
passing out parade. Colonel Dean presented medals to 
the following recruits:—Best Rifle Shot: | Pte. Fidoe. 
Best L.M.G.: Pte. Smith. Best at P.T.:| Pte. Clark. 
Best All Round Recruit: Pte. Jordan. I 

During the month, two of our training N.C.O.s, Cpls. 
Green and Price, departed on release. Cpjl. Poole, our 
P.T. expert, also returned to civilian life. We wish the 
three of them the best of luck in the future.! 

The Depot soccer team so consistently win their matches 
that it was a surprise to learn they were' beaten recently 
by The Royal Sussex Depot; the defeat in no way 
lowered their morale, and their run of successes now con
tinue again under the able management of C/Sgt. Stremes. 

Eight members of the Past and Present Association, 
London Branch, spent the night and breakfasted with the 
Company last month. We hope they enjoyed their stay— 
and that there may be more of such visits. j 

Christmas is now upon us, and the duties of the holiday 
have been drawn for and decided. For those who lost 
over the draw, we wish better luck next year; at least 
they will not have to travel on full to overflowing trains. 
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DRIVE CAREFULLY 
See that the pleasure of using our roads is not marred 
by unnecessary accidents. Be alert at all times, never 
impatient. Take particular care where you see children 
playing, where elderly people are about to cross the 
road, and where the pavements are very narrow. Other 
people's safety is in your hands and you may regret a 
moment's selfishness for the rest of your life. 

Refreshing " De^° 
PER PACKET 

BoomtyBoom! 
Nothing beats 

Apple pie with 
Bird's! smooth. Custard 

DRINK 
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tOVS 
W A t HORNBY TRAINS 
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CjTMWfTIi 
M I N E R A L  W A T E R S  

LEMON SQUASH, &c. 
SOLD BY N.A.A.F.I .  CANTEENS 

Meltonian 
SHOE CREAMS 

and  WHITE DRESSINGS 

WE 
HELP TO 
FEED THE 
NATION 

Try BURMA SAUCE 
Every drop is of full flavour 

Ask for White—Cottells 
Wbrcester Sauce 

gtHIHIIIIHIIIIIIIIillllllllllllHIIIHI 
| Refreshes after work, travel and sport 

Wright's 
COAL TAR SOAP 

IDEAL FOR TOILET BATH AND NURSERY 

THE SAUCE THAT DOES YOU GOOD 

BULPITT & SONS, LTD., 
B I R M I N G H A M    E N G L A N D .  

A L U M I N I U M  H O L L O W A R E  
E L E C T R I C A L  A P P L I A N C E S  

f Vencatachelh 
GENUINE MADRAS 

CURRY POWDER 
Peacock Brand 

THE SECRET OF A GOOD CURRY 

SAMUEL GILL & SONS 
Designers & Manufacturers of Jigs, Tools, 
Fixtures, Gauges & Special Machines 

Lythalls Lane, Coventry 
Tel. Cov. 88605 AirMinistry Authority 707713'37 

BROWN & KNIGHT, LTD. 
Ham Specialists 
9a Lower Marsh 

LAMBETH, S.E.I 

HALL & EARL LTD. 
'Puritex' Mills, Tudor Road, 

LEICESTER 
Manufacturers of Underwear in Wool, 
Cotton, Art. Silk, etc. Branded "Puritex" 
Grams* "HANDEL" 'Phone: 23105'6'7 

Huntley 
& Palmers 

t/ie first name t/ou t/tink of in 

Biscuits 
H U N T L E Y  *  P A L M E R S  L I D  -  R E A D I N G  -  E N G L A N D  

^LABELS g TOKENS^ 
^OUMBER PLATES ^BADGES 
z (or PICTURES J?*-

PRESENTATIONS#^,or CANTEENS^# 
GARDENS r /S MESSROOMS^ 

, RELIANCE (Nameplatesj^^LTCX. 
^ CAMBRIDGE ROAD, TWICKENHAM^; 

Made in Wood Green. London, England 

PARK DRIVE 
CIGARETTES 

For Your Enjoyment 

Callard 6L Bowser's 
Celebrated "Thistle Brand" 

BUTTER-SCOTCH 
Famous since 1837 
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Regimental Gazette 
SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 2ND 

NOVEMBER, 1956 
INFANTRY 

TERRITORIAL ARMY 
THE BUFFS—2nd Lt. (Actg. Lt.) C. P. Oliver (424566) 

to be Lt., 20th August, 1956, with seniority 4th April, 
1954. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 6TH 
NOVEMBER, 1956 

INFANTRY 
REGULAR ARMY 

NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 
THE BUFFS.—23179594 Cadet Harold Dudley Plunkett 

(449951) to be 2nd Lt., 8th September, 1956. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 9TH 
NOVEMBER, 1956 

INFANTRY 
TERRITORIAL ARMY 

THE BUFFS—2nd Lt. E. St. J. Brice (443050) from Reg. 
Army Nat. Serv. List to be 2nd Lt., 7th October, 1956, 
with seniority 16th July, 1955. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF TUESDAY, 20TH 
NOVEMBER, 1956 

INFANTRY 
REGULAR ARMY 

SHORT SERVICE COMMISSION 
THE BUFFS.—Capt. Eric John Ransley, M.C. (193677) 

to be Capt. (Qr. Mr.), 1st November, 1956. 

.THIRD SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE OF FRIDAY, 
23RD NOVEMBER, 1956 

REGULAR ARMY 
The Queen has been graciously pleased to approve of 

the promotion to the rank of Field Marshal of General 
Sir Gerald Walter Robert Templer, G.C.B., G.C.M.G., 
K.B.E., D.S.O., Chief of the Imperial General Staff; 
Colonel, The Royal Irish Fusiliers ; Colonel, 7th Gurkha 
Rifles ; Colonel, The Federation Regiment (Malaya), 
27th November, 1956. 

INFANTRY 
REGULAR ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICERS 

NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 
THE BUFFS—Lt. R. C. NaldrettJays (432299) re

linquishes his commn., 10th August, 1956, on appt. to a 
commn. in the N.Z. Territorial Force. 

TERRITORIAL ARMY 
NATIONAL SERVICE LIST 

THE BUFFS.—2nd Lt. (Actg. Lt.) R. G. Holloway 
(430079) to be Lt., 24th November, 1956, with seniority 
2nd December, 1954. 

Past and Present 
Association 
Life Members 

1ST TO 30TH NOVEMBER, 1956 
Sittingbourne Branch.—Mr. E. Gee, Mr. S. Lucas. 
Medway Branch.—Mr. R. Vaux. 
Heme Bay Branch.—Police Inspector C. W. Setterfield. 
London Branch.—Mr. Rackley. 

* * * 

Annual Members 
1ST TO 30TH NOVEMBER, 1956 

Sittingbourne Branch.—Mr. W. Stone, Mr. R. Saunders, 
Mr. R. Wellard, Mr. A. Louch. 

Folkestone Branch.—Mr. T. J. Wilson. 
* * * 

Donation 
We acknowledge with thanks the following donation:— 

"Sheriff of Northgate" £1 1 0 
* * * 

Grants 
The total grants from the Benevolent Fund and the 

World War 1939 Charitable Fund during the month of 
November, 1956, are as follows:— 

£ s. d. 
Benevolent Fund 27 2 11 
World War 1939 Charitable Fund 47 4 9 

Ashford Branch 
Our meeting was held at the "Invicta", Godington 

Road, Ashford, 1st December, 1956. Our President, 
Major Bompas, Chairman A. J. Mills and 19 members 
were present. The Chairman opened the meeting by 
asking the Secretary to read the minutes of the previous 
meeting, which were then signed. 

Correspondence was read and discussed. We were 
sorry to know that the Weald Branch were unable to 
raise a darts team for the first round of the Darts Com
petition; this gave us a walkover. We are looking 
forward to our next game against the winners of the 
CanterburyLondon match, and hope to arrange this on 
5th January, 1957, which is our next meeting night. We 
are having a Branch Dinner at a later date in 1957. This 
had been arranged for February 23rd, but has had to be 
put back owing to a visit to a pantomime on that date in 
London. 

Mr. Mabbs gave a bottle of wine to be auctioned, 
which our Chairman obtained. Thanks to you both. 

The Chairman wished everyone seasonal greetings 
before closing the meeting. Mr. H. Coleman gave his 
best wishes to the officers of the Branch on behalf of the 
members. Thanks very much. 

The draw for our raffle was made, A. C. Mills and F. 
Charlton being the winners. Thanks also to "Bill" 
Chapman for going round with the box. 

On behalf of our Branch I would like to wish all 
members of other Branches and to all serving members 
our very best wishes for Christmas and a happy New Year. 

A.C.M. 
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London Branch 
On Saturday, November 10th, although it was a very 

wet night, the Branch held its little Service at the Field 
of Remembrance Plot at Westminster Abbey. Among 
those present were Brigadier and Mrs. E. Foster Hall, 
our Chairman, Mr. Billings, Major Clover, Captain and 
Mrs. Woodcock, Mr. and Mrs. Turner, Mr. and Mrs. 
Odell, Mr. and Mrs. Redman, Mr. Turbi Watts, Mr, 
Gray, Nurse Evans, Mrs. Annan. The ceremony of 
planting the Cross was carried out by the Chairman. It 
was also brought to my notice that there is a plot for the 
R.A.C. which includes the 141. 

At the meeting on Saturday, 17th, the attendance was 
again over the 40 mark. It was very nice to see Mr. 
Burnbey again and also to welcome Mr. Rackley of the 
6th Battalion, who I am very pleased to say has become 
a life member. This is to wish all Branches the compli
ments of the season on behalf of the London Branch. 

STOP PRESS 
Please note the Secretary's new address: 

Street, London, W.C.2. 
10 Shelton 

H.J.S. 

Ladies' Guild 
Our visit to Sailor Beware on 1st December was an 

immense success and the show was thoroughly enjoyed 
by all 26 members of the,party. We were particularly 
happy to have with us Mrs. Streeten after her many 
months of serious illness, and Mrs. Taylor who had sp 
recently suffered such a tragic bereavement in the sudden 
death of her daughter, Peggy. 

We take this opportunity of conveying our especial 
thanks to the charming member who purchased several 
boxes of chocolates and passed them along our ranks. 
Her kindness and generosity was very much appreciated— 
but we know she would prefer to remain anonymous. 

Weald Branch 
We held our Annual General Meeting on Wednesday, 

14th November, at the Working Men's Club, Cranbrook. 
Not very many attended, but communications, in the 
Weald are not very good and it is a job to attend meetings 
unless someone can provide a car. 

After a little difficulty we persuaded Colonel Edgar 
Burns to continue as Chairman, and the rest of the 
officials. Brigadier Allen as YiceChairman, Mr. Day 
as Hon. Secretary and Mr. Maxwell as Hon. Treasurer 
were reelected and agreed to serve. 

We regretfully had to scratch from the Darts Com
petition; we could probably do the match at Ashford, 
but should we by any chance win the match and then be 
drawn against a Branch in the east of the county, we 
should find it very difficult to raise a team to make the 
journey, so thought it fairer to our opponents to scratch 
now. And we won the competition only a few years ago! 

We are putting up for consideration at the next Annual 
General Meeting of the Association at Canterbury a 
proposal that the whole of the darts competition should 
be played through in one evening at Canterbury, and that 
this could be combined with the proposed annual dinner 
of the Past and Present Association. Much travelling 
and much correspondence would be avoided, and a good 
audience be provided for the Darts Final. 

We were also very much in favour of the formation of 
a Branch of the Past and Present Association at Tunbridge 
Wells and Tonbridge should this prove feasible and 
should H.Q. of the Past and Present at Canterbury agree. 
There are a number of old Buffs there, but time and 
distance prevent them attending otir meetings. 

Medway Branch 
This Branch, particularly the writer of these notes, is 

pleased to comply with our General Secretary's request 
that notes, this month, should be kept to a minimum. 

Our meeting, held on 17th. November, was attended 
by the faithful few. Following the business of the meeting 
the Hon. Secretary (Harold Brand) gave the Hon. 
Treasurer (W. G. Stewart) a thorough walloping on the 
dart board—I think perhaps the latter was too busy 
recounting something about combinations to give proper 
attention to the game. 

Listening on the wireless to some of the Olympic results 
this morning an item under "Soccer" in the November 
issue of The Dragon came to my mind. It reads, "... lack 
of determination when they became tired". I wonder .... 

In conclusion of these very brief notes may I say that 
this branch wishes all Buffs, both young and old, wherever 
they may be, a happy Christmas and a prosperous New 
Year. 

* * * 

Ladies' Guild 
The monthly meeting of the Medway Ladies' Guild met 

on 27th November when we had our usual whist drive 
and pleasant meeting. . 

A few of our members visited Canterbury Cathedral 
on Tuesday, 20th November, and attended evensong and 
visited the Buffs Chapel. 

Our members hope the London Branch will enjoy 
their visit to Sailor Beware. They are in for a treat. 

The members of the Guild also wish a happy Christmas 
and a prosperous New Year to all members of the Ladies' 
Guilds. 

Ramsgate Branch 
These notes are of necessity to be rather short, because 

of more important items to the Regiment, so I am holding 
over the Branch Dinner report and this month's activities 
until the January issue, if I recover from: Christmas in 
time to get them sorted out. 

I must, however, send our warmest greetings to all 
Buffs, past and present, wherever they are, qnd best wishes 
for Christmas and for 1957. 

BEN. 

Ladies' Guild 

TO ALL, 
MERRY CHRISTMAS 
HAPPY NEW YEAR 

FROM 
RAMSGATE LADIES' GUILD 
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Folkestone Branch 
How the years go by. It seems only recently that we 

were wishing each other a merry Christmas and happy 
New Year. Naturally we shall continue to do so, and 
here's wishing the same again to all our friends. I sincerely 
hope they will materialise in spite of the outlook. . 

The past year has seen many upheavals and all too 
many have felt the effects. Some of us have been able 
to carry on in much the same old way, yet we grouse at 
times. Maybe it does good to let off steam once in a 
while. One thing I do know, few people take any notice, 
so it is one's self who gets the relief, if any. 

Remembrance Day in Folkestone was observed in 
much the same way as in previous years. I took part in 
the parade and service at the Memorial in the morning, 
and, in company with a member of the Ladies' Guild, 
laid our respective tributes in memory of those we re
member on this day. Several of our members also were 
among the many gathered there. In the afternoon my 
wife and I attended the British Legion Service in the Leas 
Cliff Hall. Several hundred people appreciated the 
opportunity to join in this well organized and impressive 
event. Let me pay tribute to the playing of the Salvation 
Army Band, both during the service and the selections 
before it commenced. Our Secretary was at St. John's 
Church in the evening when the Old Contemptibles 
joined in the service there. 

I regret to say that one or two of our members are 
still on the sick list. Our very best wishes for a speedy 
recovery and return to normal health. We miss you at 
the meetings, so hurry up and get well. 

I do not as a rule listen to the Radio on Saturday 
afternoons. This way I missed the broadcast by the 
1st Battalion Band. But I quickly had Bandmaster 
Sharpe's message of good wishes passed on to me by 
neighbours who had listened. Thank you for those 
wishes and I can assure you they were reciprocated. 
Nice of the.neighbours, too, wasn't it! 

Sandwich Branch 
The General Monthly Meeting was held at the Drill 

Hall on Wednesday, November 7th, 1956, at 8 p.m. 
Major F. W. Tomlinson presided and 14 members were 
present. 

The meeting opened with the usual moment's silence. 
The Minutesr of the previous meeting were taken as 

read. 
Apologies were received from our ViceChairman, 

Lieut.Col. N. S. Hart and Mr. W. Spicer. 
Correspondence read and discussed included the 

Minutes of the A.G.M. and the Secretary's Annual 
Report. 

The questionnaire regarding the proposed Association 
Dinner. In voting against the proposal, it was agreed 
that as far as the Branch was concerned, to. be a success, 
it would have to be a family show. 

400TH ANNIVERSARY FUND.—It was unanimously 
agreed to donate £1 each year, subject to the funds being 
available. 

In the draw for the 195657 InterBranch Darts Com
petition the Branch have drawn a bye; in the second 
round we are away to Margate. 

It was unanimously agreed to reelect the same team 
as last season with Mr. A. E. Beecham Captain, and Mr. 
A. Bundock ViceCaptain. In a letter from the Sandwich 
Branch of the British Legion, the Branch was requested 

to consider a proposal to run an outdoor event next 
year, with the combined forces of the British Legion, the 
Royal Air Force Association and Past and Present Buffs, 
with the object of raising funds for the three branches. 

It was agreed to leave the matter in abeyance until 
more details were to hand. 

REMEMBRANCE DAY.—It was agreed to attend the 
Parade and Service with the British Legion and that one 
of our young members, Mr. R. Bullock, be invited to lay 
the Poppy Wreath on behalf of the Branch. 

It was also agreed that the cost of the wreath be met 
by members' donations. 

The Chairman read a letter received from one of our 
old members, Mr. Fred Holiday, who sent greetings to 
the Branch and wished to be remembered to all the old 
brigade. 

Many thanks, Fred, and all the best to you and your 
wife and family from us all. 

To all Buffs, past and present, we wish a' very happy 
Christmas and all the best for 1957. 

Canterbury Branch 
The axiom of the saying related to people living in 

glass houses throwing boulders about, etc., has been 
brought home to me in no uncertain manner. I refer to 
the crafty way a gang of thugs caricatured me as a subject 
for "Who's Who". Unfortunately, my wife has a keen 
nose for the "tasty" bits that creep into the Journal now 
and again, and believe you me it has been a rare old "do" 
translating innuendo to respectable family life English. 
FJortunately I am able to point out one or two dis
crepancies—as for example—the 2nd Battalion Recruiting 
Drive was not supported by your humble—and therefore 
the position of my good lady now is something akin to 
the recruit who did not know whether he was "Foot" or 
"Horseback". 

On Armistice Sunday the Branch in conjunction with 
the troops from the Depot and Royal Army Pay Corps 
personnel attended the Service at our own Regimental 
Church in Military Road. A nucleus of a Boys Band for 
the Brigade Group under the baton of a former Buff— 
Mr. Gainer, helped to restore the service to the military 
pageantry that so many of our Old Brigade had witnessed 
in this timehonoured Church. Nevertheless with a 
number of Regimental families in attendance, a well
balanced mixed choir and a welldirected homily from the 
Padre (with emphasis on the Branch and the Standard in 
particular) it would have been difficult to have found a 
more impressive and yet homely service. Our normal 
Standard Bearer and Escort performed with true ceremony 
and we thank these gentlemen for their attendance; also, 
too, our executives with their ladies, and in particular 
three of our real oldtimers, namely Captain Charles 
Read, Mr. George Thornby and our staunch Buff 
associate, Mr. Alf Argrave. 

Our November meeting had 30 of the usual stalwarts 
"on parade" and members were reminded of our darts 
meeting with London on 1st December, 1956. 

We were delighted to have London with us and after 
a close match we emerged victorious. London started well 
and everything pointed to a "blitzkreig" when Mr. 
Wright threw a 129, followed a little later by a 100, to give 
London the first leg. Mr. Frank Sangers had kindly 
given a dressed fowl to be won by the highest scorer of 
either side, and it was considered by all present to be a 
foregone conclusion that Mr. Wright would return to 
London with the prize when Mr. Rennels of our side 
threw a "sparkling" 134 and the chicken was his. The 
final score was Canterbury two, London one. 
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A draw realised £1 15s. 6d., which we asked London 

to accept for any fund they cared to nominate. 
A few games of "Housey Housey" ended a very pleasant 

evening and we hope London enjoyed themselves as much 
as we enjoyed having them. 

At the request of the Editor we have kept our notes as 
brief as possible and held over the next victim for "Who's 
Who" until the end of December. 

In the meantime we wish all our comrades of the serving 
battalions and amongst the Association itself, a Merry 
Christmas, and let us hope for Peace and Happiness 
throughout the world during the coming year. 

BABU. 
* * * 

Ladies' Guild 
Our December meeting proved to be wonderful in many 

respects, the first being an attendance of twentyfour, 
only two below our highest attendance since reforming, 
and the ready response whereby everyone brought gifts 
towards our gift parcels for Buff widows. We were able to 
make ten parcels which we look forward to distributing. 
The generous response of every member is deeply 
appreciated. 

Mrs. Howard Smith was greatly missed owing to the 
Colonel being in hospital after an operation. We all wish 
him a speedy recovery. 

Mrs. Halladay is worthy of very special mention for 
braving the elements so soon after being in the dentist's 
hands—a truly stout effort. We look forward to seeing 
her back to usual form preparing the teas at our next 
meeting, which will be in February and not January, the 
date being 6th February, 1957, so please note the change. 

A Committee Meeting will be taking place at the home 
of Mrs. Watts on 16th January, 1956, when we hope to 
plan a visit by Dover Branch. 

A few members not employed making up Christmas 
parcels had an enjoyable game of whist. 

To Buffs everywhere we wish all a Merry Christmas 
and a happy, peaceful and prosperous New Year. 

FREV. 

Dover Branch 
The December meeting took place on the 6th, our 

Chairman, Mr. T. Noakes, presiding. Those supporting 
the meeting were:—C. Collins (Secretary), Mrs. Stockley 
(Treasurer), Mr. Howell (Assistant Secretary), Mr. C. 
Hare (ViceChairman), Messrs. J. Beal, E. Marsh, A. 
Meakin, Darkie Ross, A. Banks, Lorum, Johncock, 
Hopper, Ellen, Blundell, Saunders, Marsh, Hawkins. 
We had a fresh face in Mr. Marsh, who we hope to see 
regularly. For those who may know him, he was in the 
Drums at Maymyo, and was left behind on a draft for 
U.K. when the Battalion moved to Lucknow in 1936. 

Twentyfive of the Branch are off to Herne Bay on 
Saturday the 8th for the First Round of the Darts Cup. 

Now reached the Final of the Branch Darts Cup to 
be played between Ted Marsh (Challenger) and Pickles 
Hayward (Holder). 

Would anyone reading these notes like to buy very cheap 
two .22 rifles the Branch have for sale (not guaranteed 
but worth £1). No! we are still attending the Range 
regularly and putting up some good scores. 
Keeping these notes short, as requested, I'll say cheerio 

and a Very Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to 
everyone. 

D.B. 

Sittingbourne Branch 
MINUTES of the meeting held on the 2nd November, 

1956. Lieut.Col. J. E. Willis in the Chair, supported by 
Mr. W. Mount, and nine members were present. 

Apologies for absence were received from Colonel 
D. J. Dean, v.c., and Captain Grant. Minutes of the last 
meeting were read and passed. , 

ARISING.—The Social which was held on; the 10th 
November, 1956, the Assistant Secretary was asked if 
he had had any replies from the letters sent out, and about 
90 had replied and expected more by the weekend. He 
was instructed to order the catering. 

CHILDREN'S CHRISTMAS PARTY.—Colonel.J. E. Wills, 
who had attended a committee meeting previously, gave 
some details of the working of the committee. The party 
will be held on January 5th, 1957. 

CORRESPONDENCE.—Reference the Darts Competition, 
the Sittingbourne Branch had drawn a bye in the 1st round 
(lucky people!). It was proposed by Mr. Ravensdall and 
seconded by Mr. G. Dunk, "that the Branch support 
the appeal for Funds reference the £1 per year to the 
Past and Present Association commencing from the 1st 
January, 1957". ! 

The resignation of the Branch Secretary (Captain Grant) 
was due to his employment. Colonel J. E. Wills said on 
behalf of the members he was sorry that Captain Grant 
had given up the job as Secretary as he was the right man 
in the right job. It was then proposed and passed that 
a letter of regret be sent at his resignation,'and thanks for 
the service he had rendered to us in the past. 

This resignation left Big Bill Sinclair, the Assistant 
Secretary, to carry the "Bucket" again. He thbn said that 
he would carry on until one was found and he hoped that 
it would not be long. The Chairman thanked the Assistant. 
Secretary for carrying on the work again, which was 
appreciated by all members present. 

No OTHER BUSINESS.—The Booby was then drawn by 
Big Bill Sinclair. It was given by Colonel J. E. Wills. 
The winner was B.B.S. The amount raised for the Booby 
Prize was 4/6, and one member was fined 6d. for not 
wearing his badge, making a total of 5/. The meeting 
closed at 8.45 p.m., so on with the Beer. 

PLEASE MAKE A NEW YEAR 
RESOLUTION TO ENLIST NEW 
MEMBERS OF THE ASSOCIATION 
AND NEW READERS OF THE 

DRAGON 
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THE DRAGON 
{Owing to a postal delay in receiving these 

notes they could not be included in the usual 
place in the journal.—Editor.) 

1st Battalion ' 

THE first two days of 
November were the 
two main days for the 

Annual Administrative In
spection. Although the 
official report has not been 
received to date, we feel 
with some confidence that 
the inspection was a great 
improvement on last year. 

On the following Sunday 
by way of relaxation, the 
Buffs Golfing Society, ably 
supported by a "Guest 
artiste", Captain Alistair 
Nisbet, our doctor, played a 

match against The Royal Irish Fusiliers and won 
by 5|—2\. The "half" was an exciting match 
where your scribe refusing to give in managed 
to pull back from dormie five down! 

An excellent cocktail party was held in the 
middle of the month to welcome the Royal 
Irish Fusiliers to 6 Infantry Brigade. 

This was Captain Mike Ward's first effort as 
P.M.C. As Signal Officer he produced good 
communications between bottle and glass. 

A guest night was held as a farewell to two 
great stalwarts of the Battalion in Major Bill 
Kille and Captain Roger Pilcher. They had 
both been with the Battalion for so long that it 
is difficult to imagine how we will get on without 
them. 

Captain Roger Pilcher had just returned from 
Sennelager with his MachineGun Platoon where 
they had gained a hard earned second place to 
the Grenadier Guards in the 2 Infantry Division 
MachineGun Concentration; this was a fitting 
reward for all his hard work over the past year 
as MachineGun Officer. 

During the latter half of the month the 
Battalion Wives' Club produced their Christmas 
Fair to raise money for various charities including 
the Lord Mayor's Hungarian Relief Fund. The 
Fair was opened by Mrs. Nevill, the wife of the 
G.O.C., 2 Infantry Div. and was well supported 
by all ranks of Wuppertal Garrison. Side shows 
and stalls did a tremendous trade with the result 
that nearly £150 was raised. 

It is always a great pleasure to have visits from 
Buffs especially when they are so well known as 
Brigadier Joe Parry, who has been staying with 
the Commanding Officer. There was no doubt 
that he achieved his aim by managing to obtain 
the impossible—a batman—for his tour as 
Deputy District Commander Home Counties 
District, an appointment he takes up in February. 
The other short visit was by Lieut. Richard Lea, 
who brought a draft over from the Depot. He 
didn't get anything from the Battalion, but 
returned with the usual list of impossible requests 
for the Depot to provide! 

As a fitting end to the month. Major Barry 
McGrath put on an excellent evening's entertain
ment for all ranks. 

Bandmaster Sharpe and the Band of course 
were the background to this evening and they 
produced their usual high class performance. 
An amusing side show was a Bandconducting 
Competition for the best and worst conductor 
judged on the volume of cheers or boos from a 
hilarious audience. The Brigade Commander, 
who obviously took the competition seriously 
enough to remove both coat and waistcoat, was 
an unanimous winner, while Sgt. Histed was an 
easy last. 

To add to the entertainment a troupe of 
dancers from the Night Clubs of Wuppertal 
danced to a most appreciative audience. 

Finally a team of Jugglers amazed us all with 
their seemingly impossible acts. Again and 
again they answered encores, making a fitting 
finale to an excellent evening. 

To conclude the notes for this month the 1st 
Battalion sends Christmas greetings to all 
members of the Regiment, both past and present. 

STOP PRESS 
The Commanding Officer doing some under 

cover investigation hears that the Battalion 
received a "Very Good" grading for the Adm. 
Inspection. 

* * * 

"A" COMPANY 
We must again record this month the absence of the 

Company Commander who has gone to Sennelager. In 
the beginning of the month we lost three of our National 
Service N.C.O.s who return to Civvy Street; Cpl. Dawson, 
who commanded a section in No. 1 Platoon, has now gone 
home to get married (no comment); L/Cpl. Mitchell, 
wellknown in No. 3 Platoon, has now gone home with the 
avowed intention of "getting some wages". Last, but not 
least, we must record the departure of L/Cpl. Bishop, 
otherwise known as the "Yak". He has been Company 
Orderly Sergeant for quite some time and it is with some 
degree of relief that the Office staff now look forward to a 
period of comparative tranquility, undisturbed by such 
sounds as simulated machinegun fire, which usually 
denoted L/Cpl. Bishop's arrival. 
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Last Saturday's Christmas Fair in the Gymnasium was 

enhanced by the presence of Pte. Nicholls, who exercised 
his powers of persuasion on all comers. He presided over 
the top of a chequered table, on which the unwary rolled 
pennies in hopes of acquiring wealth should their coins 
land on a fortunate spot. 

C/Sgt. Vaughan is canvassing for labour to assist him 
in building an underground railway in the Company 
Stores. It is reported that he is becoming slightly absent
minded. (He was seen in the Globe Cinema reading a 
train timetable whilst the film was in progress!) 

We have also this month to proclaim the absence of the 
SergeantMajor, who has flitted off to England on a drill 
course. He was observed "bulling" a pair of boots in a 
frantic manner just prior to going. C/Sgt. Vaughan looked 
at this spectacle with a certain degree of sardonic appreci
ation. 

For one week in this month the Company had to provide 
instructors for its own educational students. The result 
was rather surprising. 2/Lieuts. Fox and Galley, plus a 
reluctant L/Cpl. Erlynne, could be seen blasphemously 
polishing up their knowledge before imparting same to 
the eager students. 

In an endeavour to improve the Company's shooting, 
Mr. Fox arranged that we should go out to Beyenburg 
Range last Monday. The news of this was received with 
indifference until it was learned that he intended to drag 
the Company Clerk and Runner away from their 
accustomed gloom. With an air of bitter protest we set 
our faces to the wind and departed. After having shot off 
twelve rounds each, the heavens opened, and it proved 
impossible to continue. The force returned to camp with 
a frustrated Mr. Fox in the lead. 

 Now that the international situation has calmed down a 
little, there comes the news of the imminent release of all 
reservists and retained Regulars. Cpl. Pollard and Pte. 
Hotchkiss can be seen walking about with expressions of 
smug satisfaction on their faces. 

In the field of sport we have had mixed results in the last 
month. In the match with 48 Light AntiAircraft Battery 
R.A. we did our best but they were just too good for us, 
despite the desperate efforts of Cpl. Pollard in goal. The 
final result was 3—1 in their favour. Earlier in the month 
we had a battle with "C" Company. In this we were 
resoundingly successful, beating them by 8 goals to'L 
A cheering victory. 

* * * 

"B" COMPANY 
The Annual Administrative Inspection is now behind 

us. Everyone seemed pleased with the results and the 
holiday given us at the end of it was much enjoyed by all 
ranks. 

We have recently had a real foretaste of winter, with a 
week of hard frost by both day and night. This has not 
interrupted our training and we have been hard at it 
route marching, and digging defensive positions. The 
latter in record times as it was too cold to watch others at 
work! Full use has also been made of the various ranges 
and we have been out firing the ,2in. mortar and have 
been seen peering through the mist looking for the Rocket 
Launcher targets. 

There has been little movement, of men within the 
Company. Ptes. Parsons and Campbell, who returned to 
us from civil life during the Suez Crisis have now packed 
their bags. Parsons has already gone and Campbell is 
hoping to follow shortly. We have had the,usual number 
of men on leave and attending the M.T. and Stretcher 
Bearers' Cadres. L/Cpls. Fisk and Scoble have also been 
on an N.C.O.s' Cadre. 

During the Christmas Fair the Company ran a roulette 
table. Ptes. Wise and Burgess helped set this up and Major 
Dunglinson acted as head croupier. Much money was 
made from our visitors, none unluckily for the Company 
fund. ; 

We have just been issued with new winter clothing 
and are stamping about in the new winter boots trying to 
break them in. Many laughs were had when 2/Lieut. 
Dudley Plunkett insisted on trying on his complete outfit. 

* * * 

"C" COMPANY 
Since the last notes the Company has passed through 

the Administrative Inspection with flying colours, 
surviving, with the aid of much "b—1" (the word shall 
not be mentioned), numerous drill parades, the Com
manding Officers' Inspection and finally the Brigadier's 
Inspection. The Brigadier and Commanding Officer 
were not in the least put out by remarks passed during their 
tours of inspection that were passed by certain members 
of the Company. 

C.S.M. Ellis craftily handed the Company* or shall we 
say "baby", over to C.S.M. Gaskill the day before the 
Admin. C.S.M. Ellis has been posed to the 5th Battalion 
The Buffs and we wish him the best of luck, 

Also departed from the Company, are Pte. Gibbs of 
the Stores, and Pte. Usher, who is going cin a month's 
Mobile Defence Column training, prior to clemob. Last 
but not least we say goodbye to L/Cpl. Coate, who played 
in what seemed to be every Battalion sports team, and in 
his spare time worked as Company Clerk. 

L/Cpl. Coates' position in the Office was handed over to 
Pte. Fawcett, who devotes his time to the Boxing Team, 
which leaves L/Cpl. Thomas fearijng that the Company 
Swear Box will benefit from his encounters witb the 
typewriter. 

To counteract all these losses, we had a draft of new 
arrivals from Training Company. Pte. Stanton, who 
stayed with us long enough to do a guard before going to 
the R.A.C., Ptes. Fawcett, Burton, Pedder, Paine, Palmer, 
Crouch, Jackson and Valder. We hope they enjoy their 
stay with the Company. 

Congratulations to C.S.M. Mans and C/Sgt. Colyer on 
their respective promotions. C/Sgt., Colyer, who joined 
us from "D" Company, takes over the Stores, whilst 
C.S.M. Mans replaces C.S.M. Gaskill whd, if he survives 
his driving course, will be leaving us for the rigours of the 
T.A. in the near future. NOTE.—Noone quite knows 
which of our numerous W.O. II's and C/Sgts. is doing 
what, in the Company. I 

The vast majority of the Company has fired or thrown 
the 2in. Mortar, 36 Grenade, 3.5 Rocket (Launcher and 
the 94 Energa Grenade. What seems to be So remarkable, 
is that Mr. Wallace's hair has not turned grey, though this 
is no fault of Sgt. Harris and Cpl. Olbison and certain 
other N.C.O.s and men of the Company. [ 

The Company Football Team has done well this month, 
beating "B" Company 3—2, and the P.R.IJ/Messing 9—2. 
After a rather scrappy game the Company Team, led by 
Pte. Povey, which was by far the better team, beat "D" (2) 
in the Brigade Company Knockout by 6 goals to 5. 

Continuing with sports, the Company supplied seven 
boxers to the successful Battalion Team, but now ,dhjy 
L/Cpls. Lee and Lewington, Fawcett and Stokes* now 
remain in the team. Several have, been spent playing 
boisterous if not skilful games of hockey. We hope the 
injuries suffered to the shins of various people have now 
healed. ! 
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The Company is now preparing for a month of erecting 

a Winter Warfare Training Camp at Winterberg. C/Sgt. 
Colyer efficiently issued each person with 14 articles of 
winter clothing ranging from mittens to Parka's and boots, 
cold/wet. He was only stumped once, in that case he had 
to procure a pair of size 14. 

Pte. Aldous rejoined the Company from B.M.H., 
Iserlohn after being rather badly burnt through sitting on 
the back of a very hot tank. 

2/Lieut. Prideaux and the Roman Catholics in the 
Company have been on religious courses. We are fully 
expecting to go on Muster Parade wearing "Dog Collars". 

Finally, Capt. Crocket has gone to Sennelager to do 
some very hard swatting. The best of luck to him in his 
coming promotion examination. 

* * * 

HEADQUARTER COMPANY 
The Company as a whole and Company Headquarters 

in particular are at the moment enveloped in a serene, 
peaceful, Post Admin, atmosphere which tends at times 
to make us all think that the Army is just that much nearer 
heaven than we used to think possible. However, this 
atmosphere has not affected the running of the Company 
in any way as can be seen by the indulgent expressions on 
the faces of Major Hadshar and C/Sgt. Jephcott, who is 
acting as C.S.M. 

Our Football Team started off the InterCompany 
Brigade Competition with their boots on the right feet 
when they won their First Round match against R.H.Q. 
,41st Field Regiment R.A., the score being 3—0. Whilst 
on the subject of sport, the Small Bore Shooting Practice 
got away to a very cold start but we feel sure that if an 
ultramodern heating system is employed in our indoor 
attic range and our sharpshooters keep putting all their 
shots through the same hole as they instist they are, we 
should do very well in the forthcoming Knockout 
Competition. 

C.S.M. Mannering has gone on a very wellearned leave 
and the Fort is now very ably being held by C/Sgt. 
Jephcott, who insists that the only way to stop people 
running in and out of the Company Office enquiring about 
leave is to have a drawbridge and portcullis installed. 

We say farewell to Pte. Barter, who has left "The Den". 
His place is being. taken by Pte. Lelean, who is very 
rapidly learning the wiles and wangles of a Company 
Storeman. 0 

We hear that D/M. Simmonds was awarded a "B" 
Grading on his course. Our warmest congratulations to 
him on this achievement. He will be with Us again shortly. 

Our own L/Cpl. Gates is enjoying marital bliss to the 
full at last. He has his married quarter, and as just recently 
his wife came out to join him, we imagine his rotundity 
will increase with "Home Cooking". It may be only 
hearsay, but I'm told that his house is so large that he is 
thinking of inviting the whole Company over for 
Christmas. 

That's just about the issue for this month. All the best. 
* * * 

COMPANY HEADQUARTERS 
"D" COMPANY 

Since the last notes for the Company Headquarters 
appeared in The Dragon there have been many changes. 

Training Company has been swallowed up into this now 
vast Company as a platoon. W.O. II Newman has arrived 
accompanied by unlimited quantities of lugubrious brown 
paint as the new Company SergeantMajor. W.O. II 
Sharman has taken over the training of the N,C,0,s' 

Cadre and can be heard, at many hours of the day, 
putting them through their paces in no uncertain terms. 
Also, from Training Company have come Pte. Godden 
as Arms Storeman, Pte. Wood to help Pte. Rogers in the 
Bedding Stores, and Pte. Brunton to assist the Colour
Sergeant. 

Cpl. Britton and Pte. Brindley emerged recently from 
the stores for another life in that mythological place known 
as "Civvy Street". We wish them the best of luck in the 
wide, wide world. 

Congratulations to the ColourSergeant and Mrs. 
Lyons on the birth of their son. Also congratulations to 
L/Cpl. Black on his promotion to that rank. 

Another event of no little importance during the last, 
month has been the Annual Admin. Inspection, which 
brought many strange faces on to the parade ground and 
some extremely interesting drill, but seemed to pass off 
without any undue technical hitches. 

As the next edition of The Dragon will not be appearing 
before the 25th December we would like to take the 
opportunity of wishing those of our readers, who have read 
this far, a Happy Christmas and a Prosperous New Year. 

* * * 
ANTITANK PLATOON 

We open this month with a sigh of relief, the Adminis
tration Inspection is over—leaving the Platoon feeling 
very clean and tidy but a little dazed. However, before a 
chance was had to recover, a 17pr. cadre was started 
and is now drawing to a finish, when it is hoped to classify 
everybody was fully fledged A/Tk. gunners; it is felt that 
somebody must have seen the following statement:— 

"Victory is a beautiful brightcoloured flower. 
Transport is the stem, without which it could never 
have blossomed." 

(Rt. Hon. Sir Winston Churchill, K.G., O.M., C.H.) 
—because about a third of the Platoon have been tempted 
to drive, this is justified in that at one stage last month 
there were more vehicles than men in the Platoon. 

This month we say goodbye to Cpl. Stent, who has 
. disappeared to civil life to new typewriters, and con

gratulations go to C/Sgt. Colyer on his promotion, but he 
in turn has gone—to "C" Company. This is not as bad as 
it might appear, as their block is next to ours and if you 
listen you can in fact hear the faint vibrations Yakity 
Yak, Yakity Yak seeping thro' the walls. 

Congratulations to Sgt. Dowle on his promotion and 
becoming Platoon Sergeant; and we welcome Pte. Burnett, 
who served with the Platoon in Egypt in 1952. 

Cpl. Laming tried unsuccessfully to manhandle his 
17pr. through the Q.M. Stores. Luckily he missed and 
just "Roared it through the garden". 

Finally, before going to print we wish all AntiTank 
gunners everywhere a Very Happy Christmas. 

* * * 

M.M.G. PLATOON 
At the beginning of this month we welcomed our 

newest arrival, Pte. Chittenden, who came straight to us 
from Training Company. His was the unenviable task of 
having to learn four weeks' machine gun training in a week, 
and it was no better credit to him that he \yas sufficiently 
competent to take his place as a No. 3 for one period at 
Sennelager. 

After considerable preparation, we left on the 21st 
October for the 2 Division M.M.G. Concentration at 
Sennelager. Throughout the four weeks we underwent a 
series of tests, which were devised and marked by the 
Brigade Machine Gun Officers, and a Divisional Shield 
was presented to the winners. These proved to be the 
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Grenadier Guards, who beat us into second place, riot 
only in the final result, but also in no less than five of the 
individual tests.

The first week consisted mainly of practice, with par
ticular emphasis on the firing. The scores were consistently 
high, and it was, therefore, something of a disappointment 
that we were unable to maintain this standard for the 
competition proper, coming finally third. 

This shooting occupied the second week: platoon, and 
section drills, Ts.O.E.T., Rangetaking and a quiz occupied 
the third, at the end of which we were lying fourth. It 
was the Ts.O.E.T. and Rangetaking that were responsible 
for this, for in both we could only manage a sixth. How
ever, it was the gradual approach of the Quiz which gave 
some cause for alarm, and a number of pamphlets became 
increasingly more thumbmarked as time grew shorter. 

The fourth week dawned with the disappearance of the 
platoon vehicles from their position and the substitution 
of a thick, rather unkemptlooking fir hedge. This hedge 
was soon loaded with full stores and equipment, and we 
sallied forth on our 36hour Defence Exercise. This 
required the Platoon to be in a certain position by a certain 
time. It must be admitted that this was finally achieved, 
though not before the convoy had split at a turning and 
met head on in a totally different part of Sennelager. 

As a result of the competition, Sgt. Wilson and his 
section are to be warmly congratulated on their success 
in the shooting, and in particular, the winning gun team of 
Ptes. Sharp, Bourton and Chapman. 

Now at last we have arrived back, and are beginning 
to settle down to routine life in barracks once again,^.Jn 
three days' time, we lose our Platoon Commander, Cqpt. 
Pilcher, to the trials and tribulations of the Malta Regt. 
It is, of course, due largely to him that the Platoon did so 
well at Sennelager, and we thank him for his unfailing 
hard work, and send him to Malta with our sincere wj^hes 
for success in his appointment there as Adjutant. 

Sgt. Speaight also leaves us for the rather more con
ventional atmosphere of Barton Stacey, to take W.O.S.B., 
and best wishes to him also, and we hope that he will 
soon be on the right end of a rocket! 

M.T. PLATOON ,, . . 
Another month passes, and with it Tony Sargent, Who 

has abdicated in favour of a younger soldier and has left 
for New Zealand. Reluctant to the last, it was not until 
the convoy was preparing to move for the station did he 
finally decide to collect his travel documents from ,the 
Battalion Orderly Room. We all wish him, and allow 
other members who went with him, every success in the 
future. 

Now we welcome L/Cpl. Wakefield as our new M.T. 
Clerk, who with L/Cpls. Edwards, Long and Stephenson 
have just started on the ladder of promotion. 

The C.I.V. and Administrative Inspections have passed 
satisfactorily away into history: the M.T. has relaxed a 
little; but nevertheless the M.T. Sergeant with a crown 
now surmounting his stripes still has everyone "on the 
ball". Company runners can once again enter the offices 
without fear of flying paint, though the somewhat wavey 
lines and different shades go to show that good clerks 
do not always make good decorators, even with the valu
able assistance of Ptes. Prior and Burvill. The excuse is, 
of course, "Modern Art". 

With Sgt. Arnold to the fore, the R.E.M.E. personnel 
were to be seen working at all hours. The Jeep was dis
mantled, to be reassembled, fit for Earls Court, in the 
hospitallike surroundings of the unit workshop. Their 

Karrier recovery vehicle, so long the pride and joy of 
L/Cph Quinn, is, we hear, at last being retired. I A Bedford 
R.L, is expected to replace it. 

Cpl. Penney has left us for another spell of leave, his 
section of quartertonners being left in theN capable hands 
of Cpl. Sparkes, who reports all quiet since Pte. Langridge 
lost his tempef with a lamp post. L/Cpl. Barker is keeping 
the oneton section on its toes but is shortly leaving for a 
course at Bordon. Beyond the speculations as to who will 
be taking over, it too has nothing to report. Cpl. Kelly 
whilst training for boxing has been called to the threeton 
section, its section commander, Cpl. Wood, having gone 
on leave, and L/Cpl. Edwards being on a cadre course. 
This section has acquired two new members, Pte. Burgham 
from the onetonners and Pte. Smith, who" Was recently 
driving Bedford Q.L.s at the Depot. 

Cpl. CottOri continues to instil the finer arts into our 
younger blood, though, as no doubt Pte. Dennis will 
confirm, it sometimes take practical experience even to 
teach pupils that it does not pay to have arguments with 
concrete posts. 

$ * $ 

SIGNAL PLATOON 
The Admin, over, five people on* leave, further 

demobbees go, the leaves nearly cleared and the mad 
scramble to paint all kit sand yellow and| buy "I like 
Israel buttons" at least temporarily halted the general idea 
seems to be of the Signal Platoon living a life of idolatry, 
Alas, alack! for such is not the case. 

The three star Cadre Course winds on with a continuous 
amount of action which embroils at timCs the whole 
Platoon. With the subject getting ever more advanced the 
only signs of stress are to be seen on the faces of the 
Instructors. The fifth week tests are imminent and the 
general idea is that results will be good. 

Just prior to the Admin. Inspection (it went off very 
well), Sgt. Porter learnt that he was now a Dad. All 
congratulations to him and Mrs. Porter. \Ve hope that 
Ann's subsequent illness will quickly be put right and that 
the entire family will soon be with us in B.A.O.R. 

Whilst on the congratulatory trail, the Divisional Rugger 
Committee has picked Mr. Holmes Smith as stand off 
half. Bob Sainsbury, also of Harlequins and Buffs Signal 
Platoon, has been asked to stand by as spare serum half. 
Many congratulations to them both. Inevitably, Mr. 
Holmes Smith has had a trial for B.A.O.R., which in itself 
is a great testimony to his prowess. 

About six members of the Platoon soccer team have 
played in the H.Q. Company teams taking part in the 
Brigade Knockout Competition. This is a good show 
and 6ne we feel justified in crowing about. 

At the beginning of the month the scheduled outing, to 
Cologne took place. The weather was not very kind but 
the beer and other entertainments seerri not to have 
suffered from it. Even a tram driver wals well inclined 
towards our chaps (much to Pte. Gilford's good fortune). 

Once again the Valete exceeds the Salvete. The Platoon 
has had to say goodbye to Cpl. Slawson, Ptes. Kemp and 
Humphreys, bound for civilian life, where they tell us the 
streets are lined with gold. We say goodbye also lo Ptes. 
Foster and Valder, who go to "B" and "C" Companies 
respectively. We wish them all the best in their new 
ventures. 

A representation from this Platoon was sent to Dort
mund to watch the Bonussia v Manchester United Foot
ball match. For a group of Southerners it was quite 
surprising the lenient way the chaps tended to take the 
fact that the Football League Representatives came from 
up North. The "Mere English", to quote; was uppermost 
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in the minds of our fans. However, after the game, 
sympathies returned to normal with "Spurs will murder 
em . 

Our soccer activities have been confined to a league 
match with the Drums. We won 6—4 but Any
way, we have a couple of points for our league tally. 

Our time is up, our space exhausted and it remains 
solely to wish readers a very pleasant month. 

* * * 

3IN. MORTAR PLATOON 
The Admin. Inspection this year went off with 

surprisingly little fuss and bother as far as the Mortar 
Platoon was concerned. Perhaps this was because of the 
C.I.V. Inspection a couple of weeks before, which did at 
least ensure that when the Brigadier asked for a truck to 
be started up an embarrassed driver didn't have to climb 
down and wind the thing up. The drive off after the M.T. 
Inspection looked like a busy day at Goodwood Races. 
Anyone walking had to dive for cover but, unlike last year, 
there were no collisions. 

We are now preparing to spend the winter under canvas 
in the snow. The whole Platoon is going up to Winterburg 
to run the 2 Inf. Div. Winter Warfare Camp. Last year it 
was evidently 43 degrees below Zero at times and so all 
girl friends, etc., should be busily engaged with knitting 
needles by now. THERE IS NO PLATOON as such at present, 
but anywhere in the Battalion one goes seems to be a 
mortar man. Pte. Sykes is in the butcher's shop revising 
his old civil trade, Pte. Foster is behind the bar in the 
Sergeants' Mess learning a new one, in fact everyone is 
away somewhere learning a job for Winterburg. L/Cpl. 
Lloyd and Ptes. Stone, Easton, Shepherd, Richards and 
Fuller have a new line; they are up at Sennelager learning 
how to handle army war dogs. The Platoon Commander 
went up there the other day in some apprehension, expect
ing to find them with tatty trouser legs and minus the odd 
finger or two, but they all seemed to be thoroughly 
enjoying life. The "ferocious war dogs" all looked like 
great big woolly, sloppy, friendly things. In fact, Pte. 
Fuller seemed to be having some difficulty in keeping his 
from jumping on his lap and licking his face, on parade 
too. However, L/Cpl. Lloyd's advice, given with a gleeful 
grin, of, "I wouldn't come too close if I were you, Sir", 
was carefully heeded. 

We have been doing great things in the field of sport 
too. We beat the Mortar Platoon of the Ulster Rifles 
4—3 the other day. Medhurst scored a very good goal, 
and so did Stone, and then the. Ulsters very kindly evened 
the score by scoring against themselves. Cpl. James got 
the winning goal when the Ulsters' goalie in clearing the 
ball, hit James on the back of the neck, the ball rebounding 
into the net behind him, 4—3, a very good win. 

* * * 
TRAINING PLATOON 

The powersthatbe never tire of reorganising our 
administration and as a result of the latest "Master Plan" 
we find ourselves redesignated Training Platoon. 

Very few changes have resulted, as yet, and life goes on 
in much the same way. C/Sgt. Cain continues to 
administer and watch over our stores and accommodation 
and even finds time to further his academic qualifications. 

L/Cpl. Barber, Ptes. Langridge and McKenna have 
departed for England and civil life. The two former have 
been with Training Platoon since its reformation at 
Dover in March, 1955. We wish them the best of good 
fortune in their new adventure. In their places we welcome 
Pte. Stedman as Platoon Clerk and hope that he will not 
lose as many letters and files as did his predecessor; and 
Pte. Sturmer as Platoon Storeman. Sturmer had been 
learning and taking over for so long that it is difficult to 
look on him as a newcomer. 

C.S.M. Sharman, fresh from his chair in "D" Com
pany office, has joined the ranks of Training Platoon in 
the capacity of Drill and W.T. SergeantMajor. A great 
believer in getting on with the job, he has already made his 
mark on a number of young N.C.O.s selected for a two 
weeks' Drill and Discipline Cadre. 

The latest draft from the Depot arrived on the 17th 
November and have already completed their first week 
of continuation training. 

The ranks of the instructional staff have been swelled 
by the arrival of Cpl. Adams, an old Buff who served with 
the 5th Battalion throughout the last war, and after ten 
years has decided to take up the threads of Army life 
again; he is a welcome replacement and a worthy 
successor of Cpl. Batchelor, who leaves us on the last day 
of the month for release. We shall all be sorry to see 
you go, "Batch". It isn't through lack of trying on our 
part that you are not staying with us. Good luck to you! 

L/Cpl. Herring, who also arrived with the last draft, is 
staying to further his instructional knowledge. Alas! one 
cannot forecast a long stay. The call of the rifle companies 
is too strong. 

Mr. Dewar has recently returned from a First Aid 
Course and has now relieved the Medical Officer of his 
First Aid Lectures. He is rarely to be seen without a 
stretcher, splints, shell dressings and safety pins. Pity 
you faint at the sight of blood, Sir!! 

* * * 
QUARTERMASTER'S STAFF 

Keen students of these notes will have noted that no 
mention of Winterburg was made last month. Like a 
victim awaiting execution, we turned our minds away 
froffi it. Perhaps the rope would break, perhaps the 
efforts to requisition land for the camp site would fail. 
We are how engaged in packing our kits and breaking in 
our boots cold, wet. At the same time, to our horror 
confirmation is coming in that all the tentages stores, 
etc., etc., that we asked for are available and will be at the 
railhead between the 3rd and 7th December. You will 
undoubtably hear more about this in coming months if 
there are any survivors to tell the tale. 

During the month Sgt. Page and his rapidly diminishing 
band of pioneers took over the Gymn from the muscle 
manufacturers for a week in preparation for the Christmas 
Fair. They worked an almost miraculous transformation 
in that time. The skill acquired in draping the walls will 
be put to sterner if less decorative use in a very short time. 

The muscle men lost no time in striking back at the 
invaders and, as always, some of the innocent are also 
suffering. Twice weekly P.T. has now become an 
established part of our weekly routine. The speed with 
which the first medical chits were produced left no room 
for doubt that the title of "Light Duty Champion", left 
vacant by a recently repatriated pioneer, will not be filled 
without a contest. 

Once again I have the depressing task of saying farewell 
to young Regulars who are leaving us at the end of three 
years' service. Not that I would see them retained against 
their will, of course. L/Cpl. Horsley, retained in England 
whilst on leave, and Pte. Pile are the first to go. Both 
members of the Pioneer Section, conscientious, hardwork
ing, selfreliant and cheerful under all circumstances, they 
will be greatly missed by us all. 

Pte. Mackrow, recalled from the Reserve, will also be 
gone from our midst in a matter of days. His presence 
among us during the past three months has been a living 
testimony of the quality of our Reservists. One cannot 
help thinking that our popular press would have served 
the Country better if it had chosen a few such as him to 
publicise. 
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Readers who have served with this department here in 

B.A.O.R.* will be grieved to hear that at long last one of 
our backroom girls has been enticed away.' In this 
gloomy, frowning land of Q work, it is as refreshing as it 
is rare to find smiling charm combined with high efficiency. 
To have all this embodied in two highly decorative mem
bers of the opposite sex is a gift that comes the way of few 
indeed. The very best of luck in your new post, Mrs. M. 

Finally, congratulations to Pte. and Mrs. Tapp on the 
birth of a daughter. 

* * * 

BATTALION ORDERLY ROOM !r 
Here we go again! At the moment the Orderly Roopi 

is rather short of staff. "Flapper" Bell departed for a spot 
of leave in U.K. and we are also awaiting the return of 
George Ellis from leave. To add to our difficulties, 
Dick Evernden has decided to spend a rather easy time in 
hospital. All this on top of the rapid release of the retained 
Regulars and Reservists. But in spite of our predicapient 
we, the three remaining clerks, continue to send our Work 
out smoothly and, we hope, efficiently! 

It appears that we will now be doing P.T., of all things. 
The remarks of the staff are unprintable. I do not suppose 
that our knees have seen the light of day since we all came 
out of training. Anyhow, it will help dispose of the 
numerous corporations of the staff. 

With the absence of "Flapper" Bell, the Orderly Room 
has acquired a reasonably peaceful atmosphere. Most 
unnatural for us. 

One of the events of November was the "Grand Christ
mas Fair" at which the Orderly Room staff and the Pay 
Corps "Wallahs" had the job of running a "Hofse Racing 
Tote", and its success was largely due to it beiiig iff the 
capable hands of O.R.Q.M.S. Webb. 

The noise of Stan Donovan's clarinet has decreased 
during the past month, due to Howard Harding's ingenious 
idea of locking him in a locker while he was practising. 
At one time there had been thoughts of an Orderly Room 
Band, but with the constant squeals from "the clarinet" 
the idea was dropped, much to the relief of H.Q. Block, 
I should imagine, who already have the Band and Corps of 
Drums. 

* * * 

P.R.I. AND MESSING STAFF 
Once again after a short period of flight, we are badspn 

the rails. In fact we all rejoice in having the Annual 
Administrative Inspection behind us. No longer will you 
see whiteshirted cooks dashing about, waving distemper 
brushes, painting, scrubbing and polishing, doing anything 
but cooking. , 

Football enthusiasm runs high/and from amongst our 
ranks we field an extremely keen if not skilful team, ready 
to tackle any of you "giants".   . 

This month saw the departure of 2/Lieut. Bob Keeri, at 
the end of his National Service, and we wish him the'best 
of luck in his new vocation. 

Sadly we also say goodbye to Ptes. Burke, Gavin, Allen, 
Wilson and Witt, who have served the Battalion faithfully 
and we extend to them our very best wishes for their future. 

Happily we welcome Ptes. Sefton, Blackmore and Hand
cock from the Lancashire Fusiliers, and Pte. Woodhead 
from the Training Depot, and hope that their stay with us 
will be a happy and beneficial one. 

We welcome 2/Lieut. Allan Willett and his gang of 
henchmen to our "Empire". They are to form another 
branch of the "old firm" at Winterberg. Sgt. Wallace has 
been having a wellearned rest and now returns to the 
schoolroom for his 2nd Class Education, which we all 
hope he passes. 

Pte. Clements has joined Cpl. Castle as shop assistant 
and the Gift Shop flourishes with an excellent array of 
watches, cameras, and many varieties of souVernirs and 
trinkets. 

And now, back to the trussing of turkeys and stirring 
of plum pudding. 

* * * 

CHURCH NOTES 
Readers of The Dragon at home will know that Remem

brance Sunday is always observed in garrisons overseas, 
wherever British troops are stationed. This year the 
1st Battalion took part in a Garrison Service of Remem
brance jointly with H.Q. 6 Bde., 1 Royal Ulster Rifles and 
1 Royal Irish Fusiliers. The Service took place at 1155 
hours, a time corresponding with 1055 hours in England, 
and a German Lutheran Church was borrowed for the 
occasion. From the exterior it looks a Church of 
traditional design, but, because of wardamage recon
struction, the interior is extremely modern and yet pleasing 
in layout. The nave and three galleries, totalling 1,000 
seats, were filled to capacity. 

The 1st Battalion Band, under Mr. TJ L. Sharpe, 
occupied two roles at the Service, an accompanying Band 
of the usual very highquality performance, and also a 
Choir composed of about 20 members of the Band, 
assisted by ladies from among the Battalion wives. The 
whole effort was a very impressive contribution to a 
dignified and worthy Service of Remembrarice. 

The Brigade Commander, Brigadier R. E. Goodwin, 
C.B.E., D.S.O., read the Lesson, from Ecclesiasticus 44, and 
the Service was conducted by the Revd. A.; E. N. Ward, 
C.F. (1 R.U.R.). The 1st Battalion Chaplain gave the 
Address, on the text "Brethren, we are debtors" (Romans 
8, verse 12). The Pipes and Drums of the 1st Battalion, 
Royal Ulster Rifles, were responsible for the Last Post, 
Reveille and a Lament—"Flowers of the Forest". 

Offerings at the Service, totalling £20 6s. 9d., were part 
of the Garrison's contribution to Earl Haig's (Poppy) 
Fund. Wreaths from all units were laid next day at the 
British Military Cemetery, Cologne, where many Buffs 
lie buried among beautiful surroundings. 

"Veteri Frondescit Honore." 
E.W.E. 

* * * 

MEDICAL CENTRE 
Once again it is my task to shed some light on the shady 

goings on in our tiny establishment tucked away in some 
far corner of our camp. This fact does not, by the way, 
stop some of our friends finding us at 0800 hours sharp 
every morning. 

In the ensuing weeks our staff will appear to have lost 
some of its punch, "Literally", as Pte. (Dusty) Miller has 
at last left us for Civvy Street. We wish liim all the best. 

We welcome, happily, Pte. Mahoneyi who used to 
belong, or shall we say was the backbone of the M.I. 
Room in faroff Kenya days. He is now systematically 
wrapping himself in cotton wool ready for the "Intense 
Winter" we are promised this year. 

The Medical Officer was heard to remark one morning, 
"What time does the train leave for Englapd?", which, we 
found out later, in Scotch means, "I have earned a well
deserved holiday". Obviously he was referring to the 
Admin., which is now well and truly behind us. 

Cpl. Haylor is now also counting the days for his own 
leave in December. He has told us that he just wants a 
rest, but we believe that there is an ulterior motive behind 
it all. It was mentioned that his local department store 
required a Daddy Xmas to give presents to the kids. 
His (Brand New) wife will, we are sure, be glad to have 
him with her for the Christmas period. 
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L/Cpl. Paice is still insisting that the best kind of booze 
to get in for Christmas is *** Cough Mixture. Our St. 
John Ambulance Instructor has finished training the 
stretcherbearers. The best of luck to them on their mission 
of mercy. 

With only a few shopping days to Christmas, Pte. Smith 
has his eye on the Naughtiest, Niftiest Night Dress this 
side of Paris. 

Adios! 
* * * 

RUGBY FOOTBALL 
Since last going to press, we have had three main 

matches and a selection of oddments, including Brigade 
Trials, and two matches against the Black Watch touring 
team from Berlin. 

The first match was against 23rd Field Engineer Regi
ment at their ground at Dortmund. They fielded a strong 
team, beating us by 13 points to 0. During this match we 
had our first, and we hope our only, major accident of the 
season. Our able captain, Lieut. Edgecombe, had the 
misfortune to break his arm in a tackle. However, we are 
happy to report that he will soon be shedding his shell. 
At this point we lost a good back in 2/Lieut. Mason, who 
has returned to the Depot, and L/Cpl. Coate, who added 
shove to the second row, has now gone back to civilian 
life. 

The next match was against the Royal Irish Fusiliers 
on our home ground. We won this battle 6—0. 

After previously beating 29 Field Regiment R.A. on 
our home ground with the mammoth score of 42 points to 
5, we somehow didn't get together for our Army Cup 
Match against them and though we played hard, it was our 
opponents who made the next round, beating us 8 points 
to 6. 

The Black Watch Touring Team played two matches 
against a selection of Buffs and Royal Irish Fusiliers. In 
the first match they beat us, but deciding that this could 
not be, a stronger team was fielded for the next game 
which brought in a fairly convincing victory. 

* * * 

HOCKEY 
Our notes at the beginning of the season spoke not only 

of our early successes, but also of our high hopes of 
exploiting newlydiscovered players, and producing an 
impressive record. Just at the present time, it seems that 
if our hopes are to be realised, there must be no falling off 
of our early enthusiasm. We have had some disappoint
ments, but on the other hand, very rarely have we been 
able to field a side which did not lack one or two of our 
regulars, whose other activities prevented them from 
playing. 

In the first round of the Army Cup we were drawn 
against the 1st Battalion The Royal Ulster Rifles, and 
though the tussle was keen, we suffered a 4—2 defeat. 

We are very grateful to the Colonel, who has given us 
much of his time, and who has shown so great an interest 
in the Battalion hockey, and a word must be said of the 
splendid efforts of Major Worts, 2/Lieut. Willett and 
2/Lieut. HolmesSmith, especially the latter, but all of 
whom have consistently proved their value in the team. 

Although we are very anxious to try out our new 
players, we realise that our greatest handicap is not having 
been able to produce a regular side, but such a side seems 
to be gradually evolving, so that we have every anticipation 
of mounting successes as from these early days of 
December. 

* * * 

SOCCER 
With the advent of November came our most important 

fixture, namely the first round of the Army Cup, We met 
17 Veh. Bn. R.A.O.C. on the Y.M.C.A. ground, and at 
halftime it was anyone's game. We were 1—2 down but 

playing quite well. However, in the second half they 
proved too strong for us and beat us thoroughly by 
6 goals to 1. 

This game was followed by two more defeats which 
reached a very low level when the Irish Fusiliers beat us 
9—2. However, a very changed team turned out against 
the Royal Ulster Rifles and after being 0—2 down at half
time, we fought back to win 5—4. Having now started 
on the upward journey, we are hoping for some more 
successes in some of our league fixtures before Christmas. 

A league has been put into action within the Battalion 
at the beginning of the month, in which 13 teams are 
entered. Although some teams are much stronger than 
others, there have already been some good matches. 
The league is to continue until March, and so it will 
ensure plenty of football in the colder months. 

4 * * 
CROSSCOUNTRY 

Following the two Battalion runs, the selection of a 
cadre of runners to provide Battalion Crosscountry 
Teams, is now nearly complete. It is surprising how many 
runners occupy key posts within the Battalion organ
isation. However, it is hoped that there will eventually 
be sufficient numbers to run an "A" and "B" Team. The 
standard of running is improving rapidly under training. 
No doubt this will be reflected in matches and in the Inter
Company Match, which is not expected to take place 
until after Winterberg is over. 

After only five days of training, due partly to the 
difficulty of extracting runners from their key posts, we 
had our first match. This was a "friendly" with the Royal 
Irish Fusiliers over what was virtually our own course. 
The weather was fine though bitterly cold and this made the 
going both rough and slippery for the field of 36. L/Cpl. 
Surridge fell and cut his foot at the start, but in spite of 
this did well to finish. On the whole the team did not do 
too badly, and four Buffs got a particularly big cheer 
from the Fusiliers when they came in all together towards 
the end. 

The team placings were:—1, L/Cpl. O'Sullivan; 2, Pte. 
Moore; 3, L/Cpl. Cook; 4, Pte. Hyde; 5, Pte. Bucking
ham; 6, 2/Lieut. J. L. M. Fox; 7, Pte. Shonk; 8, Pte. 
Baker; 9, L/Cpl. Surridge; 10, Pte. Ledger. 

* * * 

BASKETBALL 
The opening match of the season against the R.U.R.'s 

augured well for the future, when we defeated them 
25 to 20. However, after beating 2 Div. Sigs. Regt., we 
were ourselves defeated by a very strong team from the 
41st Field Regt., whose return match next month we 
eagerly await. On 23rd November we roundly defeated 
the R.I.R.F., Cpl. Gornell taking the honours in the 
final result of 52 to 9. Our team for this year, which 
includes five members of last year's team, has been 
strengthened by the addition of S.S.I. Morris, under whose 
expert coaching we hope to have an aggressive team which 
plays together. 

With the results as they stand so far, we have great 
hopes of being one of the teams to compete in the Div. 
finals. 

* * * 

BOXING 
At the time of writing these notes, we are still in the 

InterUnit Boxing Competition, but only with a bit of 
luck, and with many difficulties. We fight 29 Fd. Regt. 
R.A. on the 4th December, which will be the Divisional 
Semifinals. 

In the Preliminary Round we boxed the 1st Battalion 
The Essex Regt. at Dortmund on the 31st October, 1956, 
and won 8 bouts to 3. Our opponents had only recently 

— Continued on p. 342 „ ; 
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BY APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN 

GOLDSMITHS & CROWN JEWELLERS 

The Badge of your Regiment 

GARRARD & CO. LTD 
(formerly The Goldsmiths St 
Silversmiths Company Ltddj have 
for many years specialised 
in the production of 
badge jewellery. 

The Buffs 
Gold and Enamel 
Home £7 10 0 
Export £5 15 0 

Here is illustrated the badge 
of your Regiment, 
fashioned into a brooch, and 
produced in gold and enamel. 
If desired, these very attractive 
brooches can be set with 
diamonds or other precious stones 
for which designs and estimates 
are submitted without charge, 
Great care is taken to ensure 
correctness of detail, and expert 
workmanship is assured. 

GARRARD & CO. LTD. 
Crown Jewellers 
formerly THE GOLDSMITHS & 
SILVERSMITHS COMPANY LTD. 

112 REGENT STREET  LONDON  W.i 
TELEPHONE: RECENT 3021 

^ CIVIL AND 

^ MILITARY TAILORS 

Approved Badges for The Buffs 
Regiment 

SILK 8/3 & 26/ WIRE 57/6 
(post free) 

W. G. SHARP & SON LTD. 
6 Gabriels Hill 
MAIDSTONE 

and at BROADSTAIRS 

1st Battalion, Boxing—continued from p. 341 

arrived in this country, and consequently had not had 
much opportunity to train. This, was most noticeable 
during the bouts as The Buffs were by far the fittest team. 

L/Cpl. Dady (Bantam) and Cpl. Wilson (2nd String 
LightWelter) obtained walkovers, as our opponents 
were unable to make the weights at the weighin. Pte. 
French (Middleweight) soon disposed of his opponent, 
knocking him out in the first round. Cpl. Kelly (Light
Middleweight), L/Cpl. Lee (1st String LightWelterweight) 
both had good fights to win their contests. Pte. Corrigan 
(Featherweight), Pte. Lancaster (LightHeavyweight) and 
Cpl. Fisher (Heavyweight) ail won their fights fairly easily. 
2/Lieut. Conn (Lightweight), 2/Lieut. HolmesSmith (2nd 
String Welterweight) and Pte. Knight (1st String Welter
weight) were not successful, but all had very good, hard, 
and close bouts, and were unlucky to lose. A good start 
to the Boxing Competition. 

Our next opponents were to have been the 1st Battalion 
The Lancashire Regiment, who so decisively defeated us 
last year, but fortunately they moved at short notice and 
were unable to box, thus giving us a bye into the next 
round. 

From that moment we have had a series of setbacks. 
Cpl. Wilson has gone on Demob, Cpl. Kelly has been 
medically excused, and Ptes. Corrigan and Lancaster 
are unable to box. These, together with sickness and many 
other things, have reduced our team to the bare minimum, 
and training has naturally suffered, and it is doubtful 
whether our next team will be as good as it was originally 
hoped. However, with S.S.l. Morris, our P.T.L, still hard 
at it, we must hope for the best. 
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SINCE WATERLOO 

VYE&SON 
LI M IT E D 
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S A C C O N E  &  S P E E D .  L T D  
52 SACKV1LLE ST. $fs L O N D O N .  W.I. 

EST A—3—J 1839 
TRADING THROUGHOUT THE WORLD 

Have YOU — 
a Printing Problem ? 

then Solve it by ringing 

C A N T E R B U R Y  -  2 1 0 7  

or fay visiting the offices of 

GIBBS & SONS 
1 6  O R A N G E  S T R E E T  

CANTERBURY 

Beaneys — 
THE BUTCHERS FOR THE 

GARRISON SINCE 1921 
(EXBUFF) 

You'll find us in Military Road 
— 23 bus passes the door — 

F. R. Beaney 
22a MILITARY ROAD, CANTERBURY 

TELEPHONE 2827 

Become a subscriber to 

"The Dragon" 

and keep in touch with 

Regimental news and old friends 
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J. H. & J. BROOKE, Ltd. 
IMPORTERS AND BOTTLERS OF FINE WINES 

By Appointment FOR OVER 150 YEARS 
To H.M. Queen Elizabeth II 

Wine Merchants LONDON 
—27 CLEMENTS LANE, E.C.4 

T e l e p h o n e :  M A N s i o n  H o u s e ,  5 3 0 1  ( 2  l i n e s )  &  7 0 9 7  

FOLKESTONE 
134  SANDGATE ROAD 
T e l e p h o n e :  F o l k e s t o n e  3 1 2 3  ( 2  l i n e s )  

HYTHE,KENT 
78  HIGH STREET 
T e l e p h o n e :  6 6 3 0 1  

Delivery by our own vans in London, Folkestone, 
Hythe, and many parts of the Home Counties. 

FOSTER (LARKS 
delicious foods 

FRESH FROM THE 
GARDEN OF 

ENGLAND 

Delicious Foods from 
Foster Clark's of Maidstone, Kent, include: 

C A N N E D  F R U I T  &  V E G E T A B L E S ,  

C U S T A R D ,  B L A N C M A N G E ,  J E L L I E S ,  

B A K E D  B E A N S ,  P A C K E T  S O U P S  

Maintain your 

service to 

Queen and Country 
in civilian life 

Join the British Legion 

The Legion cooperates with your regi
mental association and speaks for all 

exservice men and women 
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